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ERRATA VOL. VII.

Page 1728, 2nd col., line 23, for
c 192 Intercolonial Railway....... ............ ............ $5,000,000 0o "

read
" 192 Intercolonial Railway.......... ..................... $1,500,000 00>"

Page 1981, 2nd col., for paragraph commencing line 13, 8ubstitute :

MR. CAMERON (North Victoria) moved in amendment, that all after the word
'that' in the said motion be left out, and the following inserted instead
thereof :-' The said matter be referred to the Select Standing Committee on
Privileges and Elections, with instructions to enquire into the facts alleged,
investigate precedents, and report to this House thereon."'

Page 1982, 1st col., after line 6, insert:
SAmendment (Mr. Cameron, North Victoria), with leave of the House, withdrawn.

ADDENDA VOL. Vil.

Page 1354, 2nd col., after the division, add the following:-

"MR. VALLÉE said that the second motion contained in its first part the item of
wheat, on which he had previously voted. He maintained his first vote on
that article, but he desired to express his dissent in reference to the other
two items mentioned in the motion. That was the reason why he had voted
against the motion of the hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton).

MR. TULLIER said he was in the same position as the hon. member for Portneuf
(Mr. Vallée) in regard to this motion. He maintained his vote in reference
to wheat; but, as he was obliged to vote on the motion of the hon. member
for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton), he had voted against it, in order to express
his dissent in reference to the two items which were mentioned beside that
of wheat."

Page 1992, 2nd col., after " After recess," add the following:-
"On the Orders of the Day being called,
"MR. CONNELL stated that he had received several telegrams and letters, stating

that there was considerable dissatisfaction in the county he had the honour
to represent, in consequence of steamers being unable to pass the Woodatock
Railway Bridge, on account of insufficient draw, and the draw-bridge not
being in the proper place. Me again directed the attention of the Govera-
ment to it, and trusted it would receive their earliest attention."
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Iuesday, 8th April, 1879.

The Speaker took the Chair at TIhee
o'clock.

PRAYERs.

SEPARATION OF BRITIBR COLUMBIA
FROM TE DOMINION.

PROPOSAL TO INTRODUCE A BILL.

MR. DECOSMOS : I move for leave
to introduce a Bill, entitled an Act to
provide for the peaceful separation of
British Colunibia, seconded by any gen-
tleman opposite who thinks proper to
second it.

ME. SPEAKER: Wlho seconds the
motion 1

MI. DECOSMOS: The hou. member
for Sunbury 1

MR. BURPEE (Sunbury): No.

The motion was not seconded.

MR. DECOSMOS said he was glad to
fmd that certain hon. gentlemen who
were condemning Britia Columbia from
hour to hour on the floor of this House
as an incubus, an excrescence ; those who
threw insolent epithets at the Province
of British Columbia-

Ma. MACKENZIE said there was
nothing before the House.

ME. SPEAKER called the hon. gen-
tleman to order.

MR. DECOSMOS said he thwaght he
had as much right-

Several HoN. MEMBERS: Order.

ML DECOSMOS uaid he hoped the
Rouse, or the Spealkr, wotdd not ask him
to take him seat, because, before the day
was out, the occasion might arise when
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he would insist on that indulgence
which was granted to hon. gentlemen on
both sides of the House.

Mn. THOMPSON (Cariboo) moved
the adjournment of the House.

Mn. DECOSMOS said he had heard
from time to time, in this House, the
grossest insults that had ever been offered
to any people, cast on the people of
British Columbia. That Province had
been called an excrescence, an incubus,
had been charged with endeavouring to
gain something from this Dominion with-
out any equivalent. He moved this
resolution, and he asked those hon. gen-
tlemen, who said they wished to get rid
of the Province, to second the motion.
Not a single hon. member, from the
Premier, down even to the member for
Sunbury, or the member for Charlotte,
dared to second that motion.

Mi. HOLTON said the hon. gentle-
man could not introduce a Bil, and claim
a seconder on a motion to adjourn. It
was utterly irregular.

MR. DECOSMOS said he merely
wished to draw the attention of the
House to the unfortunate position in
which the Opposition stood; also, to the
unfortunate position in which the Gov-
ernment stood. The people of British
Columbia had as little faith in one side
as they had in the other.

Motion, with leave of the House,
withdrawn.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally in-
trodùced and read thefirat time:-

Bill (No. 74) Further to amend the Supreme
and Exchequer Court Act.- (Mr. McDonald,
Picton.)

Bill (No. 75) To amend an Act for the more
speedy trial, in certain cases, cf persons
charged with felonies and misdemeanours, in
the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec.-(Mr.
.McDonald, Pictou.)

Bill (No. 76) Respecting the Andrew Mercer
Ontario Reformatory for females.-(Mr. Me-
Deoald, Picton.)

ENGINEERS' REPORTS ON PACIFIC
RAILWAY TENDERS.

REMARKS.

Mn TUPPER said, before the Orders
Of théDay were called, he would, witih

MI. bCosNos.

the permission of the House, say a word
in reference to the application made by
the hon. the leader of the Opposition, for
a report of the engineers on the tenders
submitted to the House for the construe
tion of the two sections of the Canadian
Pacific Railway reoently put under con-
tract. The effect of making public those
reports, which were, to a certain extent,
confidential, would not be in the public
interest; it would tend to prevent the
Government receiving as full information
as they otherwise would. It would ren-
der engineers more cautious in their
statements, lest their reports might
bring them into personal collision with
men of prominent positions, such as
contractors. He proposed to place
these reports in the hands of the hon.
the leader of the Opposition for his
personal information, and he was sure
the hon. gentleman would exercise a
wise discretion in not making public
reports of a character considered confi-
dential by the parties who made them.

MR. HOLTON said he ventured to
state, before his hon. friend replied, that
it was pot in his private or individual
capacity he desired to be put in possession
of these reports, but to be used on the
floor of Parliament. He had the utmost
confidence in his hon. friend, who was
his chosen leader. There were matters
passing between the* front benches whick
might be considered confidential, but this
was not one of those matters. It re-
ferred to an important administrative
act of the Government, which must form
a subject of discussion if it was to be
communicated at all. Therefore, his
hon. friend ought not to accept the
reports on the terms offered. Every
member had a right to this information
if it was to be communicated at all, and
it was for the Government to take the
responsibility of withholding or supply-
ing it.

MR. MACKENZIE said, when he
asked for those papers, he ventured to
draw a distinction .between those parts
which related to the standing, morlly
or otherwise, of the contractors, or any-
thing of that kind, and those which bore
upon the advisability of accepting one or
other tender, apart fron such considera-
tions. He suggested, then, that the re-
ports, so far as they were of an olieial

Pacißec Railway Tenders.
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technical character, ought to be placed
before the House. It would be a very
inconvenient practice for any hon. mem-
ber to accept documents which lie could
not use in debate. Rather than accept
them under that condition, it would be
better for him to discuss the matter as it
appeared on the surface, without the
engineers' reports.

Mit. TUPPER said he thought it was
in the public interest that such reports
should not be considered public property,
beause that would tend to restrict the
expression of opinion of engineers
in relation to the capacity of con-
tractors to fulfil their contracts,
which, becoming public, would be likely
to bring into collision public officers
holding very important positions and
contractors who might subsequently be
discharging the duties of contractors
under them, and would thus prejudice the
public service. He (Mr. Tupper) would
have no objection to take the hon. mem-
ber for Chateauguay into his confidence,
as well as bis leader. He would be quite
willing, indeed, to place all the reports of
the Engineers on those tenders in the
hands of the leader of the Opposition,
with the statement that, if, on their per-
usal, in consultation with so leading a
member of the House as the hon. mem-
ber for Chateauguay, he thought it would
be wise to lay them before the House, he
(Mr. Tupper) would accept lis judgment
and do so.

MR. HOLTON said he did not want
to be understood as affirming that those
papers ought to be brought down in all
cases, or in this particular case. He did
not know anything of the character of
the report, whether it would be proper
to bring it down or not ; but he did say,
that, when papers were demanded, Min-
isters must, on their own responsibility,
decide as to the propriety of producing
them. ]But lis principal object, on the
spur of the moment, was to protest against
private communication of public papers
being made, as was done in
this case by an hon. Minister
to an hon. member. It might be'
quite true that his hon. friend was the
leader of one side of the House, but,
after all, lie was here simply as the mem-
ber for Lambton. He had no priority of
claim to the public records over the wem-

ber for Chateauguay, or any others;
and, therefore, he (Mr. Holton) had
taken the earliest moment to 'protest,
on principle, against the partial, secret,
confidential communication to a member
of the House of public measures. They
would, perhaps, have occasion to debate
the matters to which those reports
referred, and ought not to have their
hands tied in any way. Therefore, he
desired simply to proclaim what he con-
ceived to be the true doctrine with
regard to the matter. Hon. gentlemen
must decide on their own responsibility
what papers they would bring down.

MR. TUPPER said lie ought to have
added that, in acting as he had done, he
was only reciprocating a courtesy which
he had on more than one occasion
received from his predecessor in the
Public Works Department. If his hon.
friend from Chateauguay would throw
his mind back to what took place a few
evenings ago, lie would remember that
the leader of the Opposition stated, in
reference to these papers, that lie had on
more than one occasion submitted to
gentlemen opposite reports of a some-
what similar description, and information
which he did not think it desirable to
lay on the table of the House. He
(Mr. Tupper) had only followed this
precedent.

M. MACDOUGALL said he thought
that this matter was of too great
importance to permit of its being dis-
posed of by a conversation across the
House between a Minister who made the
proposition and the leader of the Opposi-
tion. He thought that, where millions
were involved, and where, by the law of
the land, this House was to pronounce
upon the contracts entered into by the
Department of Public Works, hon.
members should, at least, have the
opportunity of knowing -what had been
done; because, as he understood
it, these contracts did not take
effect until they and the reports
of $ the Department were laid on
the table of the House for a certain
period. Therefore it se"med to him it
was their right and their duty, as mem-
bers of Parliament, as trustees for the
people, to have all the information ma-
terial to the formation of a judgment
upon the propriety of the action of the

Engineers' Reports on
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Government placed in their hands. With
regard to the engineers, he had had a
little experience in the Department him-
self, and could not call to mind any case
in which their reports were confidential.
lie thought that the duty of the en-
gineers was rather to state, from a pro-
fessional point of view, the nature of the
works to be undertaken, the number and
regularity of the tenders, with such re-
commendations as might be thought de-
sirable for the guidance of the Minister.
If necessary, the engineers should report
on the character of the contractors,
whether they were fit and proper persons
to be entrusted with a public work,
whether or not they had previously acted
dishonestly, or caused delays and em-
barrassment to the Government. Such
communications could be kept separate,
and treated as confidential. But, with
regard to any other matter, the action of
those public officers should surely be
submitted to the review of Parliament.
He could understand that it would be
very unfair to those officers to submit
their private and confidential reports to
Parliament without their having been
previously informed that such a course
was to be adopted. But, he thought the
practice of receiving and acting upon
these private reports unfortunate, as
tending to excite suspicion in the public
mind with regard to the bona fides of
Ministers. They al] remembered that
it was the practice of the hon.
leader of the Opposition, when Minister
of Public Works, and when challenged
before the House, or the people, with
reference to matters of administration in
his Department, to fall back on is en-
gineers, and content himself with the
statement that they had made this or
that recommendation. In his capacity
as a public man, ho (Mr. McDougall)
had felt justified in arraigning that hon.
gentleman for ndt having exerciaed bis
own discretion and judgment, for net
having acted upon his own responsibility
in matters involving such important con-
sequences to the people. Ris hon. friend
the present Minister of Public Works, on
more than one platform had agreed with
him (Mr. MeDougail) in bis eondemna-
tion of that objectionable practiee.
Now, he believed, without expressing
ant†doubt, or lack of confidence in the
honesty, abiHity or integrity of the Min-

Ma. MACDOUGALL.

ister of Publie Works, and his colleagues,
that it would be to the advantage of the
Government and greatly to the comfort
of their friends, since certain matters
had been challenged in the public press-
since statements had been made as to the
commission of acts wearing an appear-
ance of irregularity or of divergence from
the ordinary course-if all those trans-
actions were made plain, and all the
facts put before the House and the coun-
try. He assumed there had been nothing
wrong; but was afraid, if the reports
of the engineers were suppressed, if in-
formation due to Parliament and the
country was withheld, if private con-
ferences were held between the present
and the late Minister of Public Workson
such subjects-in view of the charges
against that hon. gentleman-it might
be suspected by some, that he desired to
cover up bis own misdeeds, when in
office, by approving of similar transac-
tions on the part of bis sue-
cessor. That suspicion might arise,
and he did hope, with regard to those re-
ports, that, if there was anything in
them of a confidential character-any
personal reflectionsqon the part of the en-
gineers-those passages would be elimin-
ated, and that the louse would be per-
mitted to see the portions dealing with
the material facts of the case, in order
that hon. members and the whole coun-
try might judge as to the propbriety of
the final determinations of the Govera-
ment.

Mn. MACKENZIE said that the hon.
member for Halton (Mr. Macdougall>
was quite mistaken if he meant that he
(Mr. Mackenzie) initiated any new prac-
tice when Minister of Public Works.
He initiated no new practice whatever.
But lie couild recollect some few reports
in respect to particular persons, some
confidential remarks as to the moral
standing of tenderers for publie work,
which he did not think it desirable to
make public. But he had no recollection
of any engineers' reports or pars on
public works, called for, having een re-
fused. The hon. gentleman said he had
arraigned him for desiring to shelter
himself behind engineers' reports. Hé
was mistaken, as he (Mr. Mackentde)
had always assuied the fail responsibil-
ity of his tansactions ; but he had stated
that his course in certain matters wa-
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sustained by the reports of the engineers,
and that, if the engineer had approved of
any transaction, it was prim4 facie evi-
dence that it was a proper one. With
regard to the other point the hon gentle-
man had referred to, namely, that all
the documents ought to be before the
House, he had already stated that
everything that referred to the
giving out of contracts-of a tech-
nical and public character-every-
thing except the moral or personal
reasons why any persons had been passed
over-should be laid before the House.
Ie thought it was fair that the Minister
of Public Works should, on his own re-
sponsibility, leave out such portions as
were strictly confidential, given to him
as a Minister, and bring down the re-
mainder. He recollected well, on cer-
tain disputed occasions, such as that of
the award of the contract for Section 15
of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and
the Georgian Bay contract, reports
of the engineers were brought down,
with the documents embodied in them,
and published at once, the moment they
were called for. There was no change
of practice made while he (Mr. Macken-
zie) was head of the Public Works De-
partment. He had felt it essentially a
part of his duty, as the political head of
a Department, to see that the officers
charged with the engineering and busi-
ness responsibility of such contracts were
in accord with the political head, and lie
in accord with theni. He had ûno recol-
lection of a single contract having been
given out during his term, in which
everything concerned in those contracts
was not concurred in by the deputy
head and engineers of the Department.

MR. TUPPER said that the moment
he should have adopted the course sug-
gested by the leader of the Opposition,
ho would have exposed himself to the
charge of garbling the reports of the en-
gineers, and he did not intend to expose
himself to any auch suspicion. The
hon. member for IHalton said that
suspicion existed with regard to his
(Mr. Tupper's) course in this matter.
He had never heard any hon. gentleman
"aY so, and would be glad to have the
grouds of any such suspicion stated to
the Rouse. He would not have it said
that ho had refused to show engineers

reports to hon. gentlemen opposite who
were desirous of seeing them. He had
stated already his reasons for treating
such reports as private and confidential,
and the hon. member for Halton, who
had been a Minister himself, ought to
have known that they were sufficient.
He (Mr. Tupper) had stated that it was
desirable th:at the Government of the day
should have the full benefit of the
knowledge and opinions of †he engineers
in relation to all parties tendering; that,
if the question was simply one of amount,
the Government, with all the figures
before them, would not want the engi-
neers' reports; but, if tbey had from,
them reports dealing with the pro-
fessional character and capacity-not the
moral character-of the tenderers, it
would not be judicious to make thein
public. Such reports were private and
personal, and the engineers would, if
they knew they were to be published, ho
more cautious in their statements. But,
after what had fallen from the hon.
member for Halton on this case, he (Mr.
Tupper) would lay all the papers on the
table, and allow the hon. gentleman to
see whether he, or any other hon.
member, could find any grounds for the
imputation, or suspicion, in relation to
this matter, which he had, for the first
time, mentioned. He would at once lay
on the table all the reports in relation
to the contracta recently submitted.

VICE-CHANCELLO R BLAKE.

REMARKs.

Ma. COSTIGAN said, before the
Orders of the Day were called, he would
like to ask the Minister of Justice if his
attention had been called to a certain
serious complaint that had been made
through the publie journals against a
very high official of the country. He
alluded to certain expressions used by
Vice-Chancellor Blake on certain occa-
sions, which seemed to have given dis-
satisfaction in the country. Ris atten-
tion might already have been called to
the fact that this hon. gentleman was
charged with using language unwise and
objectionable, holding the position he did.
He (Mr. Costigan) did not pretend the
hon. gentleman did use this language ;
but he was desirous of impressing the

Vice-Chancellor [APRar 8, 1879.]
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House with the importance of ascertain-
ing whether he did really use the
language attributed to him. Hon.
gentlemen might, peihaps, be disposed to
blame him for introducing this matter
into the House, but he could point to a
precedent from the English House of
Commons. Sometime ago in England, a
man named Johnson, holding office under
the Imperial Government, made use on
some public occasion of expressions
which were balculated to give serious
offence to a portion of the people of that
country, and Mr. Sullivan, a member of
the House of Commons, called the atten-
tion of the House to the fact that au
official, in the pay of the Goverunment,
had abused his position, and asked the
Government if any notice had been taken
of it. The Chancellor of the Exchequer
said :

i As the House was aware, Mr. Johnston was
a salaried official of the Crown, as a Commis-
sioner of the Fishery Department, but Mr.
Johnson had only recently been taken into the
permanent Civil Service, and, perhaps, was not
aware how objectionable it was for him to use
the language attributed to him, holding the
position he does. lis right hon. friend the
Chief Secretary had given Mr. Johnson a
caution, which would probably be suficient."

le thought hon. gentlemen would be
satisfied that he was not out of place in
rising on this occasion. The English
Government had characterised Mr. John-
ston's language as objectionable, and he
thought the language of the hon. Judge
lie alluded to was still more objection-
able. We had, in this country, all to
look to our Judges with confidence, res-
pect, and esteem. We wanted them to
be above even the prejudices that some-
times influenced men belonging to different
political parties, and we all wanted to feel
that they were qualified and willing to
dispense justice in an even-handed
manner. When any Judge, no matter
from what part of the country, gave
evidence of what people believed to be
a want of liberality in his public ex-
pressions, that was calculated to shake
the corfidence in such Judge of a portion
of the people of this country who had to
look for justice at his hands. He had no
notion to make in reference to this
matter. He felt confident, if the matter
had not already been brought before the
hou. the Minister of Justice, that that
hon. gentleman would now deal with it

Ma. COSTIGAN.

in such manner as he should deem it his
duty to do. He (Mr. Costigan) now
left the matter entirely in his hands,
having performed what lie deemed his
duty to the public. He would just
quote the exact words which the hon.
Judge was reported as using. Several
charges had been made against him in
the newspapers, but lie would refer to
only one, in which he was stated to have
said, at a meeting in Toronto of the
Episcopalian Synod :

I He sincerely trusted that former differ-
ences ceasing to exist, they should become the
pattern Diocese, and shoulder to shoulder fight
the battles of the Church, and, with other
Protestant denominations, go strongly against
Popery and infidelity."

Mu. McDONALD (Pictou) : I have
only one observation to make, in reply
to the remarks made by the hon. member
for Victoria, N.B., relating to a very
higli official in this country, Vice-Chan-
cellor Blake. I have received a letter
from a gentleman, calling my attention
to some such observations, stated to have
been made by that high dignitary, which
I am ready to bring down, should any
hon. member of the House require it.
It was addressed to myself by, I think,
a gentleman named Boyle. I have just
another observation to make. I think
my hon. friend will see that the high
dignitary of whom lie bas just spoken,
stands in a very different position from
that of the official to whom lie referred,
Mr. Johnston. Vice-Chancellor Blake
is a Judge of one of the Superior Courts
of this country. He holds his position
for life, or during good behaviour, and
the Constitution provides that the only
mode of impeaching or correcting the
conduct of a Judge of the Superior
Courts, is by an address of the two Houses
of Parliament. It would be unbecom-
ing and improper for me to say more.

WAYS AND MEA.NS.-THE TARIFF.

ADJOURNED DEBATE.

House resumed the adjourned debate
on Mr. Tilley's proposed motion to agree
to resolutions relative to duties of
Customs and Excise, reported from
Committee of Ways and Means (March
14th), and Mr. Mackenzie's motion
in amendment thereto (April 4th).

The Taæri§.[COMMO.NS.]
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MR. CARON said, after the pro.
tracted debate already had on the tarif,
not too long, however, considering the
importance of the subject under dis-
cussion, he felt more than ordinary hesi-
tation in asking .the attention of the
fouse to the few remarks he deemed it

lis duty -to make. He felt. moreover,
especially unfortunate in following so
many hon. gentlemen who had discussed
this question with so much ability and
eloquence. His excuse for taking up the
time of the House now was that, owing
to the gravity of the question under de-
bate, he considered it the duty of every
member to place upon record his views,
so that his constituents might know if he
had faithfully looked after the interests
confided to him. At the outset, he must
say, that this tariff should be framed,
not upon the taking into consideration of
the interests of one Province alone, but
it should be framed on a consideration of
the interests of the whole Dominion,
and of all the political institutions of this
eountry. Who ignored what a difficult
task it had been for the statesmen of
Canada to organise, under different
political circumstances, this great Con-
federation of ours ? It was a difficult
task, because varioas interests had
to be reconciled, and then, as to-day, it
became necessary to consider the various
interests of the several Provinces which
were coming into the Confederation. If
Confederation, so far, had been a success;
if the statesmen of Canada, belonging to
both sides of politics, had been able to
organise and work successfully that g eat
scheme, it was due, in a great measure,
to the concessions which were mutually
made by the different Provinces, conces-
sions without which it would have been
impossible to carry out Confederation.
ie hesitated not to say that the difficulties

which Canadian statesmen had to meet
to-day in preparing this tariff were very
nearly as great, if not as great, as those
just referred to. To-day, like twelve
years ago, it was necessary to harmonise
al the various interests of the several
Provinces. and he believed that, if a
proper spirit of concession were shown
by the representatives of the various
sections of the Dominion in discussing
the tariff, it would have a great success
in the country, taken as a whole. This
trade question was agitated long before

the hon. the Finance Minister brought
down bis Budget speech. After a fair
trial of the late system of Free-trade,
the people had decided to introduce the
Protective system, and, at the same time,
they condemned the policy of the late
Government. That policyhadnotproduced
the effects expected from it, and it was
only after having given it a iir trial for
many years that at last the people of
Canada determined upon introducing a
new policy, and this policy had been
approved by the greatest majority that
any political party had ever obtained in
this country. This brought him to refer
to the financial system of the late Gov-
ernment. Gentlemen now occupying the
Opposition side of the House, as
far back as 1872, decided that
Protection should be introduced
into Canada, and that without Protection
Canada could not prosper. He saw
sitting opposite several of lis hon. friends
with whom he differed in politics-with
whom he had fought more than one
political battle; but with whom, never-
theless, he was happy to believe friendly
sentiments existed outside of politics. He
remembered when lis hon. friend the late
Minister of Inland Revenue was addre3s-
ing a public meeting in the city of Quebec
on political matters, when he explained,
with lis usual eloquence, the plàtform of
the Parti National, which he and others
were organising. On that occasion the
hon. gentleman laid it down as one of
the planks of his party that this country
should adopt a Protective policy. He
remembered well, on another occasion,
when that hon. gentleman delivered one
of lis most eloquent speeches in the
Quebec Parliament, it was in defence of
the great principle of Protection. He
(Mr. Caron) might be mistaken, but he
believed one of the principal reasons
those hon. gentlemen had losr the favour
of the people was, that they had abandoned
the Protection plank of their platform.
It was to be remembered, however, that
when those hon. gentlemen advocated
that policy they were not in a position to
carry it into effect. They were a small
minority in the Province of Quebec. But
if there was one thing more than another
which shook the confidence of the people
in them, it was the fact that, when they
came to occupy the Treasury benches,
instead of being true to their policy, in-
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stead of being true to the pledges they
Iad made, they reverted to the policy of
Free-trade. A s a Conservative, he was
proud to congratulate his party upon ha'v-
ing been true to their principles, and car-
ried out faithfully the promises which they
had made to the people on the hustings.
The Co Lervative party had been true to
the pledS it had made to the people in
the cold ehades of Opposition, and he was
sure that nothing was more calculated to
popularise the Conservative party than
this Protective policy. The Govern-
ment, in framing this policy, had care-
fully considered the different interests
which it affected, and the returns from
the different Provinces showed that the
policy was acceptable to them. Since
the inauguration of this policy, several
industries which had been closed for
many years, had been again set in opera-
tion. A few days ago he received letters
from Montreal, informing him that new
factories were about to be opened, thanks
to the new policy. Messrs. Redpaths'
refinery had already been opened. So
little importance did the late Minister of
Finance attach to that industry, that he
never attempted, by his policy, to give it
any encouragement. Instead of giving
it encouragement, he drove it from
Canada and transferred it to the Ameri-
cans, iïho were coming into Canada and
carrying away money which, under a
proper financial policy, should have been
expended amongst our own people.
Among the new industries which were
being started, he might mention a
rumour in the city of Quebec that a
very important tweed factory was likely
to be established. He knew his hon.
friend the late Minister of Inland Reve-
nue might have his doubts about this
policy. But that hon. gentleman, when
he was elected in Quebec East, told the
people that he would do all he
could to help the ship-building
interest, but when he came up to
Ottawa, shortly afterwards, no doubt
the strong Free-trade views of the hon.
the late Minister of Finance prevented
him from carrying out those pledges.

Mi. LAURIER asked if the ship-
building interest would not be fostered
'by the opening of Free-trade with
France.

Mi. CARON said he did not propose
to discuss that point, but that point
could fally be carried by >a change of
tariff, with reference to French wines
imported here. What he asked was
what the hon. gentjemau had done to
foster that industry. He remembered
very well the brilliant promises the hon.
gentleman had made, but he did not re-
member that these promises were ever
carried out.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH : Are they
being carried out now ?

MR. CARON said, in speaking of this
subject, he believed that just on the eve
of the election some letters passed be-
tween the hon. member for Lambton,
and the French consol in Quebec.

MR. MACKENZIE: That was eight
months before the election.

MR. CARON: That is not very long
before the election.

Ma. MACKENZIE: It is not on tb
ove of the election.

MR. CARON: If I remember aright,
then, the letters may have been written
eight months before the elections, but
they were published almost immediately
before the election in our papers. In
fact, a few days before.

Mi. MACKENZIE: They were pub-
lished at the time.

M. CARON: The hon. member for
Lambton may have forgotten about the
matter, as he generally does about every
matter having reference to Quebec in-
terests.

Ma. MACKENZIE: I do not for-
get much.

Mu. CARON said he had no doubt
the hon. gentleman ,might have for-
gotten the exact date at which he wrote
those letters. He (Mr. Caron) believed
that the object of Protection was to pro-
mote the interest of the different classes
of the community. He did not consider
that the agriculturists of the Dominion
could complain of the tariff. Speaking
more particularly in the interest of the
farmers of the Province of Que-
bec, he found, looking over the

MI. CARoN.
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imports and exports, that last year the
.Americans introduced into this eountry
1,697,700 bushels of oats, amounting in
value to $610,491. These oats came
from the United States, and the result
was that the value of oats was con-
siderably reduced, very much to the
detriment of the farmers of the Province
of Quebec. During the same period, we
exported to England and other countries
2,970,284 bushels of oats, which showed
we were producing more oats than we
consumed. It was impossible for us to
compete against this foreign produce
which was coming into our markets
without we had the same privilege of
sending our surplus productions on the
same conditions into the United States.
It seemed to him that the present
Government, in im.posing this duty, had
in view the agricultural interest of this
country, and they could not be too
highly eulogised for having protected
this important branch of our national
prosperity. As he viewed it, the result
of the present tariff would be to increase
the production of oats in Lower Canada,
and the Province of Quebec was a Pro-
vince in which oats could be produced on a
very large scale. Last year we imported
from the Americans very nearly
8,000,000 bushels of Indian corn, and,
if he understood the question at all,
he believed that this Indian corn was
used to a very great extent for distilling
purposes, and could be very
well replaced by Canadian oats. The
effect of the tariff would also be to in-
duce our agriculturists to give more
attention to the production of Indian
corn. There was absolutely nothing to
prevent us in 'anada from producing
Indian corn, except the policy which had
so long prevailed in Canada. He con-
sidered that, under this tarif, not only
the farmers of the Province of Quebec,
but of the whole Dominion, would be
stimulated to increase their agricultural
productions, and more particularly the
production of Indian corn. What he
complained of was that, under the old
teïriff, the Americans had absolute con-
trol of our markets. without paying any
duty. It was impossible to read the late
Canadian tariff, and the United States
taiff, without coming to the conclusion
that the policy of the United States
tended te make she Dominion a slaugh-

ter market for their goods, and to de-
prive Canada of a reciprocity of tarif
with them. As an instance of the
absence of reciprocity, he would
state that, last year, we exported to the
United States 6,243,033 bushels of
barley, on which we paid a duty of 15c.
a bushel. It seemed to him that, if the
Americans could collect 15c. a bushel on
barley, it could hardly be considered an
advantage to Canada to allow American
produce to corne into Canada without
imposing any duty whatever. No one
could corne to any other conclusion but
that the Anerican tariff was unjust as
far as Canada was concerned ; that our
late tariff was simply ridiculous in ad-
mitting all these articles of commerce
without any reciprocity of tarif.
Not only was that the fact, but the late
Administration, for a time, considered it
was necessary to change the tariff which
existed in this country. He remembered
very well when the Hon. Mr. Brown
went to the United States far the pur-
pose of negotiating a reciprocity treaty.
In his speech to the Senate (22nd Febru-
ary, 1875), after alluding to the way in
which the American tariff would affect
Canadian agricultural interests, he stated:

And now let us place in contrast with
this the great agricultural interest, with its
half million of hardy workers-which has no
Protection-which feeds the whole people,
and contributes, besides, annually to the
foreign exports of the Dominion, commodities
to the value of thirty-four millions of dollars."

He thereby admitted that, under the
system which the hon. gentleman consid-
ered should exist in Canada, their agri-
cultural interests were ignored, and that
it had become necessary to protect those
interests against American competition;
and, therefore, he and his political friends
considered that the position of Canada
was such that they had to look some-
where to improve the relations which ex-
isted between the United States and
Canada, as far as the Dominion was con-
cerned. He believed that the present
Government, in adopting their present
Protective policy, were carrying out
these very views, which struck the
minds of lon. gentlemen opposite when
in power as proper, and which, to-day,
had become an absolute necessity,.if Can-
ada wished to .keep within this country
those hard-working families, those young
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men, hard-working farmers, to whom the
Hon. Mr. Brown referred, and who had
been compelled, under the old system, to
leave the country and settle in the
neighbouring Republic, under whose
linancial system they found that protec-
tion which had been refused to them in
Canada, for their products, and their
skilled labour. He was free to admit
that, if he looked to the interests of the
Province of Quebec solely, he would
certainly have preferred that a duty had
not been imposed on flour and wheat;
but he considered it would be a very
narrow-minded policy for any Govern-
ment to frame in a country like this, a
financial policy, which would not be one
of mutual concessions, of give and take,
so far as the different Provinces were
concerned ; so that the present tariff
ought to be one which would be accept-
able to the whole Dominion. He con-
sidered that this Protection which had
been accorded to agricultural products
would have one very beneficial effect, as far
as the Province of Quebec was concerned.
They had, as hon. gentlemen knew, north
of Quebec, the great valley of the Lake of
St. John, than which-and he could state
it without fear of contradiction-there
was no better wheat-producing dis-
trict in the Dominion of Canada.
Last year, without any railway
communication, without advantages
possessed by other portions of the Pro-
vince, some 10,000 bushels of the best
wheat ever known in Canada was taken
out of that valley, and, since the intro-
duction of the new tariff, l'e knew that a
number of people who had lived in the
older parishes in the different counties
round Quebec were going to settle in
that valley.

Some HON. GENTLEMEN: Hear,
hear.

Mn. CARON said the hon. gentlemen
might say "hear, hear;" but he knew
some 40 or 50 families who had left their
old homes in his county and elsewhere,
and gone to the valley of the Lake of
St. John. This district was considered
of so much importance that some of the
wealthier capitalists in the city of
Quebec, aided by municipal subsidies,
and also by one granted by the Local
Government of Quebec, were now trying,
and would succeed, to build a railway

Mn. CARON.

between that valley and St. John, a dis-
tance of 150 miles, which would open
up to the Quebe2 market one of the
richest wheat growing districts in the
Dominion, and give Quebec a valuable
back country. That was an advantage
which hon , gentlemen from the Province
of Quebec could not overlook, and which,
certainly, must be taken into considera-
tion. In favouring a policy like the
present one, it was necessary to take the
future into consideration, and construct
a tariff which would foster every branch
of industry, as far as was practicable,
and give that Protection to commercial
interests which would render this country
hereafter rich and prosperous. The
valley of the Lake of St. John, as was
well known, was not only considered to be
one of the richest agricultural districts in
the Province, but it was destined
to become the home of the half mil-
lion of people who, for several years
past, had been leaving the country and
going to the United States. If this rail-
way could be built, as he hoped it would,
and he hoped the Government of the day
would see their way clear to
help the road, the district re-
ferred to would contribute its full
share to the wealth and prosperity of
the country. Besides this Protection,
which he considered the policy of the
hon. the Finance Minister would give to
agriculturists, he was of opinion that
Protection had also been extended to
the different interests which they must
take into consideration, and which cer-
tainly contributed so largely to the wal-
fare of a people. If this tariff *as des-
tined, as he believed it was, to produce
these happy results, was it not a poliçy
which should be acceptable to the whole
of the people of Canada? In Quebec
they had a ship-building industry, and
they had large and important factories:
such as cabinet factories, carriage facto-
ries, rope-walks, which required to be
fostered, which they certainly were not
under the system which prevailed when
the late Government were in power.
Last year alone, they imported $399,794
worth of furniture; also, $85,634 worth
of carriages. Whilst at the time they
had in Quebee alone-of eorse, he spoke
ofthelocalitywhich hewasmostacquainted
with-they had a large cabinet manufac-
tory, in which had been invested a very
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large amount of Canadian capital, and
which hadbeenpractically closed under the
late fiscal policy. Sore eight or ten
years ago this factory gave employment
to some two or three hundred people;
but immediately after the late tariff was
brought into operation, they had, in the
newspapers of the day, published in
Quebec, notices of anetion sales of manu-
factured goods from the United States,
actually underselling furniture that
could be manufactured in Quebec by
Canadian hands and with Canadian
capital. He could very readily under-
stand how it was possible for American
goods to come into Canada, and under-
sell Canadian home-manufactured goods.
It was easy to understand that the
Americans, with a population of
40,000,000, producing more than suffi-
ciont for themselves, were able to send
their surplus stocks into Canada, and
undersell Canadians, thus keeping their
factories going* without reducing their
working staff, and, in that way, control-
ling our markets as well as their own.
The result would bave been, if this
system had continued, the closing of our
factories; and, when once this had been
achieved, then the Americans would sell
Canada their goods at their own prices,
and destroy for ever our industries.
Considering this branch of industry
alone, lie believed this tariff would have
a very good effect as far as the Province
of Quebec was concerned. Under this
tariff,he wasconfident theywould prevent
Americans from cominginto this country,
underselling our own manufactured
goods, and closing our factories, and
that it would resuit in keeping in the
cities of this Dominion our labourers,
mechanics, artisans, who, wherever
they went, had always been
considered the best workmen that could
be found in any country. Would it be
possible, if it wore not for the fault of
the fiscal system of the country, that
these hardy sons of Canada would go
out of Canada inerely for the love of
living under a different flag i No; the
reason the sons of Canada left their na-
tive country and their homes was be-
cause it was impossible to obtain the
labour necessary to enable them to bring
up their families respectably. And,
in this connection, it was an inter-
esting fact to note that these emigrants

69

imnmediately sought a country where a
strong Protective tariff existed. - There
was another branch of industry upon
which the new tariff would have a bene-
ficial effect. He referred to the iniposi-
tion of 20 per cent. on Roman cement.
They had in Quebec a cement factory
which for years had been struggling
against very great difficulties for exist-
ence, but it had succeeded in holding its
own, and had taken a first prize at the
Philadelphia Exhibition. The duty im-
posed on this cernent would enable this
factory, within a reasonable time, to be-
come prosperous, and Le hoped the C-ov-
ernment would show their Protective
views in preventing imported cement
fron being used on their public works.
It was all very well for hon. gentlemen
opposite and the Liberal Fress of the
country to raise the cry that this tariff
would increase taxation ; but for years
they ,ad been rolling up deficit after
deficit, and how would it be possible
to make up for these deficits and
prevent ayrecurrence in future, except-
ing by changing the fiscal policy under
which these enormous deficits had accu-
mulated, and adopting such a one as
that now before them, which he had no
doubt would give that stimulus to our
industries, and would give us that pros-'
perity'which the country so much neededl
Had the hon. gentlemen remained in
power, they would have gone on for years
imposing duties, without any predeter-
mined system, to make up these deficits.
They would no doubt Lave increased the
duties on two or three articles, but they
would not have established a complete
system that the country 'ould under-
stand. The people of Canada now, at
least, eould under the system sub-
mitted by the present Government. The
Liberal Press got up a cry about our
people paying more than they did before
for certain articles. Upon that point lie
would quote the utterance of an hon.
gentleman who belonged to the opposite
side in politics. le would quote an
extract from the letter of Mr. Joly in
reply to some questions which had been
submitted to him by a Committee of this
House upon this most important question.
This extract read as follows :-

SQ.-Is it in the interest of the Dominion
that we should continue to admit American
produce free, while Canadian produce exported
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over the border has so heavy a tax levied on
it?

" A.-No; it is against the interest of Canada !
I humbly think we should not admit anything
free of duty, except the raw material required
for our manufactures.

'-Q.-What eifect has free admission of Indian
corn on price of coarse grains, in your section
of the country?

i A.-We are not much affected in our part
of the country, because, unfortunately, we do
not produce much more than what is required
to supply our own wants; but it appears to me
that wherever the farmer produces more than
he requires for his own use, and has a surplus
for sale, he must suffer by the competition,
It is true the purchasers, among whom the
manufacturers and the workmen ought to
count, for a very large proportion may buy a
little cheaper than the farmer, but, as a natural
consequence, they will have to sell their goods
cheaper to the farmer, whose purchasing pow-
ers are diminished. It is not by cheapening
everything we can hope to attain national
wealth. The dearer we pay the better for "a.

provided our paying power keeps pace wtn
the increase of price. Ask a workman which
of the two he prefers, flour at $4.50 & barrel
and no work, or flour at $6 and plenty of work.
Farming and industry are a strong team when
they are driven together. Divide them and
you have a one-horse concern, or rather two
that will not do anything like the work of a
good strong double team.

c Q.-Does the free importation of American
flour, without reciprocity, put you at a disad-
vantage, as compared with Ame-ican competi-
tors ; and if so, state reasons?

'' A.--I think those who have grain for sale
must feel it seriously."

This indicatel perfectly what the hon.
gentlemen and their friends considered
the true policy, which ought to be intro-
duced, and which was similar to the one
proposed by this Government. H1e must
also refer to another important subject,
the iron interest, which would be fostered
under this tariff. It was impossible to
deny that this country possessed mines
of great wealth. We had, for instance,
not far from Quebec, on the north shore
of the St. La wrence, the great iron mine
of St. Aubain. Upon that mine an Eng-
lish company had expended one million
of dollars already. The money for the
time being was a complete loss, as it was
impossible to compete against the im-
ported iron from the States, and the
mine was therefore closed. The iron
obtained from it was admitted to be fully
equal to the best Swedish iron. Under
this tariff, this important industry would
be developed, and with that development
there was nothing to prevent us hereafter
from building our own iron ships, making

MRL. CARON.

our rails, bridges, and every article of
iron which was now imported. It was
difficult to understand how this industry
had been so long neglected, especially
when it was seen that under the Protec-
tive tariff of the United States the Am-
ericans had been able to produce iron,
not only to supply their own market, but
to compete against English iron in the
English market. There could be no
doubt whatever that the saine result
would be obtained here under thit policy.
In 1873, the United States imported
from England £4,897,208 sterling of
iron, while, in 1878, they reduced their
importations to £434,929, making
a diminution of £4,000,000 in
the period between 1873 and 1878,
and, if hon. menbers referred to the Iron-
monger, they would see that that well-

road paper state that, so f:
be judged from existing conditions, the
loss to England on the American.market,
for iron and steel seemed to be perma-
nent. It appeared to him that a tariff
which could foster that great industry in
Canada, which could lead to establishing
in our midst hereafter the building of
our iron ships, the making of railway-
rails, could not fail to be acceptable to
the people, and to advance their inter-
est. When they looked into this tariff
more closely, as a question outside of
any party struggle, or political feeling,
but as a question affecting the dearest
interests of the country, they must all
arrive at the conclusion that it was a
tariff which would do more benefit to
Canada than any that had been intro-
duced. He, for one, was not only ready
to give it his entire approbation, but ho
believed in his section of the country
the people would find it was one which
did not sacrifice their interests, but
which would, on the contrary, be of
great aIvantage to them. Be was quite
ready to take the responsibility of that
measure before the people who had
elected him for the purpose of supplying
a Protective tariff-this was the issue
before the country at the last election-
and to represent their interests in Par-
hiament. He arrived at this conclu-
sion, not so much through his own re-
searches as by the researches of men
whose experience and knowledge of the
business, commerce and trade of the
country gave weight to their opinion,
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and who were satisfied that the tariff
was one which would work to the good
of our country.

MR. KILVERT said it was not his
intentioa to discuss general principles,
because, at this stage of the debate, they
had been fully discussed. He would be
excused if he referred very briefly to the
position which the constituency he had
the honour to represent occupied in
reference to this important question.
They all knew that the city ofIlamilton
was a very important manufacturing
centre, that the majority of its people
belonged to the industrial class, and that
for several years this question had been
widely discussed in that locality. The
gentlemen who represented this consti-
tuency in the last Parliament were advo-
cates of the plic2y similar to the one now
under consideration. They made speeches
in this House, and elsewhere, advocating
their principles ; there were other gen-
tlemen, also, belonging to the Reform
party, who made speeches affirming the
principles of Protection to our native
industries. These gentlemen were skir-
mishers vho sallied forth in advance of
the great Reform party, and were instru-
mental in the way of moulding public
opinion in regard to this question ; but,
when the stern interest of tbe party re-
quired that they should abandon those
principles, they, at the very first sound
of the bugle, were obliged to retire from
these principles, and return to the ranks
of the party to fight the battle of Fiee-
trade. He supposed there were no
people more astonished than the gentle-
men on the Opposition benches, when
they heard the disclosure made by the Fi-
nance Minister in his Budget speech. le
could not help noticing the dismay which
it caused in the ranks of that party.
They came here prepared to condemn the
Government' for not carrying out their
pledges, but now that they had to
abandon that line of argument they
made other objections, to some of which
he intended to refer. The first one to
which he would call the attention
of the House, was the loyalty cry. Thev
heard frorm gentlemen on the Oppositio'n
benches that this policy was disloyal to
the interests of Great Britain. This
must be a new discoverv on their part,
because they knew from the leaders of

that party and their leading organs
throughout the country, that they were
clamouring fir the introduction of that
policy ever since the elections, and, if they
now discovered it was disloyal, they
did not so designate it before the Budget
was brought down. He would refer to
a few articles which would indicate the
trade between Great Britain and Can-
ada as compared with the trade between
Canada and the United States, which
would show the tendency of the policy of
the late Government in favour of the
United States :-

Furniture-In 1827-73, we imported from
Great Britain to the value of $37,378; from
the United States $104,221. In 1874-75, from
Great Britain, $20,732; from the United States,
$204,757. In 1878, from Great Britain,
$12,201 ; froi the United States, $387,270.

Coach and Harm's P"rm-In 1872-73
we imported fro1 i m Great Britain,$50,941
worth; from the United States, $89,365. In
1874-75, from Great Britain, $4 5,425 ; froin the
United States, $96,834. In 1878, from Great
Britain, $20,532; from the United States,
$96,029.

Stoves and Iron Castings-In 1874, we im-
ported fiom Great Britain $376,926 worth;
from the United States $360,717. In 1875,
from Great Britain, $344,032; fron the United
States, $356,768. In 1876. from Great
Britain, $71,173; from the United States,
$318,560. In 1878, froi Great Britain,
$34,058; from the United States, $357,714.

Spikes, Nails andBrad.-In 1872-73, we im-
ported from Great Britain, $94,015 worth;
from the United States. $55,693. In 1874-75,
from Great Britain, $66,036; from the United
States, $232,590. In 1878, from Great Britain,
$24,562 ; from the United States, $154,679.

It indicated that, if this mode of business
was to be carried on in the same ratio,
the United States would have all the
profit in connection with it. In refer-
ence to the loyalty of the people, he
would not venture to say that gentlemen
on either side were disloyal. They had
several instances of the people showing
their devotion to the Mother Country by
coming forward in times of danger, and
offering their assistance to the Empire.
Therefore, it was unnecessary to gg
further into that question. Another
objection to the tariff was the burden of
taxation it would impose on the country.
lon. gentlemen opposite, however, had
ignored altogether the object and inten-
tion of the tariff. They assutned that all
the goods on which the higher duties
were placed would continue to be im-
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ported, and that, therefore, the people
would be obliged to pay them. But the
object of the tariff, if lie understood it,
was that a great portion of the goods on
which the high duties were to be
placed should be manufactured here, and
their price kept in the country. The
hon. member for South Wellington (Mr.
Guthrie) said, in reference to the stove
business, that there was a combination
to raise prices since the tariff came into
force. He (Mr. Kilvert) had the best
authority for denying that statement,
and for asserting that stoves were
cheaper to-day than five years ago, there
being, in addition, 50 per cent. more
work on them. In reference to the
other item, carriages, referred to by that
hon. gentleman, lie said that there would
not be any additional market for
them in consequence of the high duty.
The imports for 1878 showed that from
the United States they brought in car-
riages to the value of $85,304, and froma
England $2,130. Now, if either of the
amounts thus represented were made
in this country, it would give much more
employment to the people in this trade.
It was not necessary for him to discuss
the question of the increase of price to
the consumer. They all knew-and lie
thought it had been established by the
hon. member for Centre Huron (Mr.
Cartwright) in his speech in reply to the
Finance Minister-that one effect of the
tarifF would be to encourage many manu-
facturers to go into business, when prices
would become so low that many would
be ruined. That, he (Mr. Kilvert
thought, was a conclusive answer to the
hon. member for South Wellington.
Another objection made to'this tariff was
its immorality - that it was obtained
through the bribery of individuals, classes,
sections, and Provinces, into accepting
that policy. He denied that statement.
True, appeals were made to all classes of
the community from the national stand-

point, and the response was patriotic and
general. Re thought that it was the
gentlemen on the Opposition benches
who were guilty of endeavouring to array
class against class in reference to this
question. They harl particularly relied
upon and appealed to one class, the far-
mers, for' their support; they pleaded
that they were Free-traders, and that,
from the position they held, they could

MR. KILVERT.

be useful to the farmers. The late-
Government, believing that, as there was
a majority of agricultural constituencies
the majority woulid go in favour'of Free-
trade, adopted that course, relying upon
that interest for support. With regard
to another objection to the tarif, the
people of this country were said to be
ignorant in adopting it. He did not
think that any greater insult could have
been offered to the people than that
found in the remarks of the member for
Centre iuron, considering the general
diffusion of educaïon. He (Mr. Kilvert)
ventured to say that, in future, if the
same means were followed by lion. gentle-
men opposite as in the past, it would be
a long time before the Reforn party
would occupy the Treasury benches. He
desired now to state briefly a few of his
reasons for approving of the National
Policy. They all knew that, for several
years, this country had suffered very seri-
ously from the slaughtering of goods in
various industries in vogue. He would
refer to an extract froin a report of a
Select Committee of the House in 1874,
in order to show that such slaughtering
practice did exist in this country -

4 Your Committee, upon the evidence thus
obtained, have arrived at the following con.-
clusions:-

"1st. It appears that the competition with
the United States, in those classes of manufac-
ture which come under the influence of such
competition, is seriously complained of, on
the ground that it is an unequal competition
fostered by the different fiscal systems of the
two countries.

" The American manufacturers, having the
exclusive control of their own market, find it
convenient to relieve themselves of their sur-
plus products in Canada, in many instances at
prices less than the cost of production,,thus
making of Canada a slaughter market.

" It has been established before your Com-
mittee that Canadian manufacturers have seri-
ously suffered from this cause, and that the
effect of it must be, in some pases at least, to
so hamper the Canadian industry as to seri-
ously embarrass it, while the country itself
would be injured by the withdrawal from it of
large numbers of operatives who would be con-
pelled to seek work in the United 8tates.

" This disturbing elemert in the manufac-
turing industry of the Dominion arising out
of our geographical position, and out of the
trade policy of our neighbours, should induce
even those who may regard Free-trade as a
correct principle, in the abstract, to recognise
the necessity for a modification of that prin-
ciple as a measure of self-protection, and your
Committee respectfully recommend the enact-
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-ment of such laws as will regulate, if it cannot
altogether prevent, the evil complained of.

" 2nd. The almost uniformtestimony before
your Committee was to the effect that an in-
creased Protection to manufactures will not
necessarily increase the cost of the manufac-
tured article to the consumer; and, in the
opinion of your Committee, the witnesses have
made out a very strong case in eupport of this
view.

" It appears to be well established that the
-cost of manufacturing decreases as the quan-
tity of goods manufactured increases. Thus a
large manufacturing establishment can afford
to sell its products at a lower rate than a
smaller one. If, therefore, Canadian industry
is relieved from the pressure of such undue
competition as that referred to in the first
paragraph of this report, the effect will be that
the manufacturing establishments will be
worked to their full capacity, and the cost of
production, and the consequent cost to the
consumer, will be proportionately reduced.

"Some instances in proof of the correctness
of this principle are given by witnesses whose
testimony accompanies this report."

Ie would also refer to a short extract
from the London Fortnightly Review,
bearing upon the same subject :

"It is difficult enough at any time to esta-
¯blish manufactures in a new country, but alto-
gether impossible if the local manufacturers
are unfairly handicapped. The foreign manu-
facturer has possession of the market, to begin
with. Next, he is usually a man of large capi-
tal, while the local manufacturers, as a rule,
are men of small means. Once in possession
of the market, with unlimited command of
capital, it is a very easy matter to maintan it.
No sooner is he informed, through his agents,
that a certain commodity which he has been
supplying is being superseded by a local pro-
duction, than the foreign manufacturer imme-
diately forwards to that market an extra sup-
ply of the commodity in question. The mar-
ket being thus supplied with more than is
required, prices recede, and the local manufac-
turers,%not having capital enough to enable
them to hold out for a remunerative price, suc-
cumb to the pressure. The latter out of the
way, the foreigu manufacturer has the field all
to himself again, and, from the high prices he
can now obtain for Lis goods, he may easily re-
coup himself for his previous losses. This is
a plain statement of what occurs every day in
the colonies when any attempt is made to
comapete with old established industries."

That was a plain statement of what oc-
curred every day. Now he believed
that this tariff would materiallv l tn
do away with this slaugbtering system.
HE[# b-eli dA

trade would receive a new impetus. 1RHe
was informed that the hon. member for
Lambton had made some startling re-
marks with regard to the clock factory
in Hamilton. A gentleman interested
in that industry, having read the report
of those remarks in the Globe of that
morning, had sent him the following
teleoram:c

"iF. E. KRILVERT, M.P.-Mr. Mackenzie's
statement is absolutely false; it is calculated
to inflict the most serious injury upon our
business, and ought to be contradicted. Ours
was the usual experience of pioneers, and the
first small batch of clocks made by us, three
years ago, were spoiled by an incompetent
foreman, The moment the mistake was dis-
covered they were recalled. We have since
sent out forty thousand clocks, which have
given entire satisfaction, and are equal to any
made anywhere.-Hamilton Clock Co., Geo.
Lee, manager.

He (Mr. Kilvert) thought it was very
uncalled for, in an hon. gentleman occu-
pying the position of the hon. member
for Lambton, to step out of his way to
discredit a young industry like that. In
addition to the new factories that would
be started, many of which were now
under way, marny old ones, hitherto on
short time, would resume full time. and
have to increase their production. Those
of J. M. Williams & Co., Meakins &
Sons, the Forging Works, and others, in
Hamilton, were now working over-
time. Re found, therefore, that al
classes would be benefitted by this new
policy of Protection. On referring to
the census of 1871, he found that the
agriculturists in Ontario, Quebec, Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick, numbered
479,512; the commercial class, 75,20 ;
domestics, 60,104 ; industrial, 212,748;
professional, 39,224 ; and not classified,
143,079; and for every 1,000 agricultu-
rists there were 443 industrial. Those
figures showed that there were other
classes to be served as well as the agri-
cultural, and that employment should be
found for the large industrial classes.
He understood the hon. member for
Lambton to say that the only producers
of wealth in the country were those who
tilled the ground.

eVeV also that a number of new
industries would be started, and that the MR. MA.CKENZIE: I neyer sai
people would be more largelv employed that; but that the nen who performed
in industrial purguits. The woollen actual labour, either in tilling the soil,
,trade would be stimulated, and the iron producing lumber, or otherwise, were the
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real producers of wealth,-not the parties
who were brokers between the producors
and consumers.

MR. KILVERT said he accepted the
explanation, and would read an extract
from a high authority on those subjects,
to show that industrial classes produced
wealth more rapidly than the agricul-
tural class. Walker, on the Science of
Wealth, said :

" It is, without question, true, that in an
dequal manufacturing population will be found
a greater accumulation of wealth. One im-
portant reason of this is, that a larger share of
the population are engaged in production, and
a larger amount of capital is required.
Women and children, who could earn but
little in agricultural labours, can earn much
in manufacturing. This is one of the most
striking results of a division of labour, as we
have already shown. As we carry on agricul-
ture, women and children do little, though in
continental Europe they do much. Agricul-
ture, too, can be performed only In certain
portions of the year. Manufacturing need
never stop, summer or winter, cold or hot, fair
or foul. This makes a wonderful difference."

Now, he maintained that the Govern-
ment should favour the policy that
would give employment to the industrial
classes, and thought that this tariff
would have that effect. Besides, this
tariff was a most perfect vindication and
fulfilment of the pleiges made by the
leader and members of the Conservative
party, to the country, at the last elections.
He held in his hand a letter from a gen-
tleman largely engaged in manufacturing,
and who was a constituent and supporter
of the hon. member for North Went-
worth (Mr. Bain), in which he said:

" I may add that in the matter of the tariff
or National Policy, or whatever name it goes
by, the Government has relieved itself from
the odium of obtaining power under false pre-
tences, and I think that every leal-hearted,
Canadian should assist the Govirnment ai
much as possible in carrying out fairly and
squarely these great fiscal changes. I depre-
cate the abominable tactics of setting farmer
against manufacturer, and Province against
Province, it is a revival in another form of the
sectarian feuds that kept Upper and Lower
Canada in a fever for many years. As far as I
am concerned, therefore, though opposing you
at the last election, I now give you and your
friends credit of good faith, and I will assist
in every way I can to give the National Policy
a fair trial."
There were some features to which he
would like to refer in reference to this
tariff, and one was the drawback system.

MIL MACKENZIE.

They had, in Hamilton factories, been
manufacturing goods for nearly every
market in the world. Some of their
sewing machine fact>ries sent goods to
Japan, Turkey, South America, and to
different places in Europe. This tariff
would enable them, to compete with our
neighbours on the other side of the line,
in foreion markets still more successfully
than at present. Another featuN which
should commend itself to this House was
the new regulation to secure correct
valuations. He thought this should have
been adopted long ago. If it had been
rigidly enforced, this system of slaughter-
ing would have been materially lessened.
If it had been enforced during the last
year, he believed the Customs Depart-
ment would have been in receipt of
$2,000,000 or $3,000,000 more than
they had received. He thought that, on
the whole, the country was well satisfied
with this policy. He believed that Can-
ada, under this new order of things,
would rise in the near future to a state
of prosperity unprecedented in her lis-
tory, and, instead of disunion resulting
from this policy, as predicted by the Op-
position, ho believed it would strengthen
the ties binding Canada to the Mother
Country, and that Canada would con-
tinue to be, as she was to-day, the fore-
most colony of the Empire.

MR. BÉCHARD said that, when the
bon. the Finance Minister laid his tariff
resolutions before the House, ho con-
cluded his speech by appealing to the
House to say whefher or not he and his
colleagues on the Treasury benches had
redeemed their pledges to the codntry.
He (Mr. Béchard) thought this might
fairly be granted, so far, at least, as they
had promised the people that, if returned
to power, they would gratify the country
with a Protective tariff. It seemed to
him that the question they had now ta
consider was whether this tariff would
operate as an efficient remedy to remove-
depression, and restore prosperity to alk
classes of our people. Let him say, at
once, that ho had no faithl in the action,
of tariffs as distributing agents of wealth,
and he considered any legislation attenpt-
ing to regulate the conditions under
which wealth should be acquired as an
undue interference with the operation of
the laws of nature, as well as with the
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legitimate results of work, and of the
exertions of intelligence. In his humble
judgment, such a policy could be of no
avail to remove depression, and restore
prosperity to a nation. Depression
would come and go, at certain periods,
in spite of any legislation, whatever it
might be. What did they see to-day ?
Depression in Canada with a revenue
tariff; depression in the United States
with a Protective tarif ; depression
in England with a Free-trade tarif ;
depression the world over, despite
all tariffs, either Free-trade, revenue or
Protection. There was no doubt that, at
some future day, though it might be far
distant yet, depression would disappear,
and we would see a return of prosperity.
It would come, not as a necessary result
of this tarif, but as a logical conse-
quence, as the irresistible result of the
natural course of things, notwithstand-
ing any impediment or obstacle thrown
in its way. This prosperity, which they
all hoped for and expected, would not be
confined to Canada because we should be
enjoying a Protective tariff ; it would
shine as well upon other countries, and
wherever the commercial crisis had been
felt. It would be restored to Free-trade
countries as well as to Protectionist
countries,-to England as well as to the
United States'; but in England the
restoration of prosperity would be
accomplshed without the interference of
a Protective tarif, whilst in the United
States it would be done, he ventumed to
say, in spite of Protection. So it would
be in regard to Canada, where a return
Of prosperity would take place indepen-
dently of this or any other tarif that
might be imposed upon the country.
Some of his hon. friends from the Pro.
vince of Quebec had expressed great
confidence in Protection, and no doubt
they hoped sincerely that the applicatirn
of this system would promote the inter-
este of our country. He regretted sin-
cerely to be compelled by his convictions
to dissent from those hon. gentlemen.
He had no faith in Protection, and the
more he had considered this system, the
more odious it had appeared to hirn.
-He looked upon it as unjustly increasing
the burden of taxation upon the great
mass of consumera for the benefit of a
few manufacturers ; and, in dealing with
this question, he held that the interest of

the consumer must be constantly kept in
view, because that interest coincided and
was in perfect harmony with the social
or general interest. A Protective duty
was a tax imposed upon the foreign pro-
duce imported into this country; but
that tax, it should never be forgotten,
unavoidably fell upon the national con-
sumer, who was no one else than the tax-
payer who contributed to the public
revenue. To impose Protective duties
was, in his humble opinion, the same as
telling that taxpayer : It is true that you
find uhe burden of taxation heavy, yet
we will still increase the price of nearly
everything you consume; it is true that
the Government takes a portion of your
revenue, yet we will still so readjust the
tariff as to give another portion to mono-
polists. Anyone who had given serious
attention to this matter understood very
well that, whilst a Protective tariff threw
some money into the Public Treasury,
it had also the effect of taking
larger sums from the pockets of
the consumers, and of throwing
them into those of the manufacturers.
But he must not forget, here, that some
hon. gentlemen opposite had expressed
the opinion that the consumer did not
pay the duty, but that, on the contrary,
it was paid by the producer, and that the
Finance Minister, by means of this tariff,
would realise large sums of money fromi
the Americans. His bon. friend froni
Quebec county (Mr Caron) had also
given utterance to the same opinion,
when he said that we paid 15e. duty to
the Americans for every busbel of barley
we sold them. He must confess this
was a most admirable doctrine; but it
was as unsound and absurd as it
appeared admirable. If this doctrine
was true, this tariff was insufficient, and
we should have an average one of at
least 50 or 60 per cent., so as to enable
the Government to realise from foreign
countites all the money they wanted to
meet our public expenditure, and relieve
entirely our people trom any taxation ;
it would enable the Government to col-
lect fron foreign people all the money
they wanted for the construction of the
Pacific Railway, and of our other great
public works, without their being obliged
to borrow a single dollar; a strin-
gent application of it would
enable the Government to realise from
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foreign nations, within a few years, all
the money necessary to pay our national
debt; it was not desirable,as held by Pro-
tectionists, that the amount of our im-
portations should be reduced ; on the
contrary, importations ought to be en-
couraged ; in a word, if this doctrine was
true, there could be no such thing as
Protection, because Protective duties, in
that case, would fail to effect the pur-
poses for which they were established.
Anyone who would take the trouble of
-considering the logical consequences of
that dcctrine, would see at once its un-
soundness, because to show the absurd
consequences of a principle was to dem-
onstrate the fallacy of the principle it-
self. It had been said, in the course of
this debate, that Protection did not in-
crease the price of commodities. If such
was the case, he could not see the utility
of Protection. Manufacturers asked for
Protection, in order to increase and keep
up the 1:rice of foreign produce, and to
be thereby enabled to sell theirs at ad-
vanced prices ; but, if Protection did not
increase prices, lie failed to sce the
reason bwhy there should be a single
Protectionist in the country. The whole
argument could be sumrned up in the
following manner:-If they admitted
that Protection increased the price of
commodities, they must also admit that
it was detrimental to the interests of the
consumer. If, on the contrary, they
denied that fact, then they must confess
that Protection was useless; therefore,
Protection was either injurious or use-
less, and could not be beneficial.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.

MB. BÉCH ARD said that, when the
the fouse rose, he had just concluded
that part of his remarks wherein he was
endeavouring to show that Protection
could not be beneficial. He should now
proceed to review another branch of this
question. Hon. mermbers in Opposition,
particularly those from the Province of
Quebec, had been taunted by hon. gen-
tlemen on the Ministerial benches.
They had been charged with being guilty
of inconsistency with regard to this quee-
tion, and, to prove that charge true,

MR. BÉCILARD.

reference had been made to opinions ex-
pressed by some distinguished nembers
of the National party, who, according to
report, had pronouneed themselves
Protectiorists in 1872. Particular
reference had been made to bis hon.
friend from Quebec East (Mr. Laurier)
who was quite able to defend himself,
and also to Mr. Joly, Mr. David and
others. Admitting, for the sake of
argument, this to be true with regard
to some of those gentlemen, did it follow
that their opinions should bind every
man in the ranks of the Liberal party 1
Had those declarations ever bound the
hon. member for Chateauguay (Mr.
Holton) for instance, who, for more than
twenty years, had been acknowledged
as on3 of the leaders of the party I Let
him tell hon. gentlemen opposite that
the opinion of no mortal man, however
distinguished he might be in the ranks
of the Liberal party, could ever bind him
to any particular course, with regard toany
new question of public policy. But, if
he wanted to retort the charge, he would
have only to turn his eyes to the oppo-
site side of the House, where lie could
see many bon. gentlemen, who, during
their whole lifetime, had advocated the
principles of a revenue tariff, and who
hai thought fit to change their opinions
only two or three years ago. He could
refer, in particular, to a very distin-
guished statesman in the Conservative-
party, Sir A. T. Galt, who, a few years
ago, wrote a letter, which was quoted
during the last two Sessions of Parlia-
ment by hon. gentlemen on the present
Opposition side of the House, as sustain-
ing their position on this question. He
could, also, refer to anoLher letter, pub-
lished a little later, by the same dis-
tinguished statesman, and which was, at
the saine time, quoted by hon. gentlemen
on the present Government side of the
House, as sustaining their position with
regard to the same question ; and ho
should not be surprised if, within two or
three years after the results of this tariff
had been felt throughout the country,
the same distinguished statesman should
publish a third letter in order to har-
monise the two preceding ones.
But wby should. he not allude,
for further demonstration of bis propo
position, to another distinguished mem-
ber of the Conservative party now hold-
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ing a seat in this House ; a gentleman
whose great abilities were acknowledged
by every one and whose opinions had
generally great weight with his friends.
Let him read a few lines from the pro-
ceelùigs of the Dominion Board of Trade
at their Session in 1872-precisely the
same year tn which some gentlemen in
the Liberal ranks were said to have ad-
vocated Protectionist principles. He
read from these proceedings the fllowing
resolution, moved by Mr. T. White, of
Montreal :

" That without offering any opinion upon
some of the details of the present Customs
tariff, or upon the anomalies which are inevit-
able in all tarifs, this Board is of opinion that
no change should be made in it, unless the ex-
igencies of the public service demand larger
revenues; and that in such case, any increase
to be made should be in accordance with the
principle of the present Customs tariff, which,
while not interfering with the commerce of
the Dominion, affords incidental Protection to
its manufactures.

I' That this Board is further of opinion, that
permanence in the fiscal policy of the country
is most important, alike to its commerce and
manufactures, and that no changes should be
made in the tarif not demanded by the abso-
lute necessities of the revenue."

This resolution, he thought, showed, con-
clusively, that the hon. member for
Cardwell (Mr. White) in 1872 upheid
the principles of a revenue tariff. It was
true that the able speech delivered yes-
terday by the hon. gentleman indicated
that his opinions were completely modi-
fied, but was he to be blamed for this ?
1e (Mr.Béchard)thought not; and this ex-

ample anly showed that even distinguished
men would occasionally change their
minds like ordinary mortals. But, if this
spectacle could be seen on both sides of
this House, he thought that hon. gentle-
men opposite ought to refrain from
throwing stones, seeing that they were
living in glass houses. During the
course of this debate, their attention
had often been called to the United
States ; and they had been invited by
several hon. members, amongst whon he
particularly noticed his hon. friend the
member for Ottawa (Mr. Tassa) to be-
hold the great prosperity prevailing in
that country under the rule of Protec-
tion. His hon. friend was by no means
an Annexationist, and, if anyone, ever
doubted his loyalty, that doubt might
have been renoved when he delivered

his able speech. The hon. member
seemed inclined to denounce not only an-
nexation, but even those who, in years
gone by, might have entertained annexa-
tion proclivities. He devoted a consid-
erable part of his speech to the late L. A.
Papineau, particularly deprecating the
admiration of that celebrated tribune of
the people for American institutions.
However, as the delivery of the speech
proceeded, he (Mr. Béchard) could soon
infer that, after all, his hon. friend thought
there was something pretty good in the
United States. He spoke in glowing
terms of the wonderful prosperity of that
country, and, doubtless following the ex-
ample of his hon. friend from Rouville
(Mr. Gigault), he was pleased to quote
largely from Henry Clay, one of the
United States' most gifted sons. It
seemed, indeed, as if his hon. friend
thought Henry Clay the only authority
worth being quoted, and, as if he had
entirely forgotten great British authori-
ties, such as Sir Robert Peel, Richard
Cobden, John Bright and other dis-
tinguished British statesmen, whose
opinions, on economic matters, had,
of late, thrown so much light upon the
commercial world. But that pretended
prosperity of the United States had not
been demonstrated by hon. gentlemen
opposite to be a reality, whilst his hon.
friends from South Brant (Mr. Paterson)
and from North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton)
had clearly shown, by referring to incon-
trovertible facts, that that prosperity,
so much boasted of, was nothing but a
sham, as compared with the prosperity
of that country in former years. Who
did not remember that, for years, four
millions of individuals called tramps
totally ceased to be producers, whilst re-
maining consumers, under the so-called
benevolent rule of Protection i Such a
state of things was unknown to the Uni-
ted States before. Who did not remem-
ber that, during the summer of 1877, an
immense row, extending from East to
West, and provoked by a reduction of
wages, took place in that country, and
that, after having almost assumed the
proportions of 'a rebellion, it could only
be put down by the concentration of
troops, after the destruction of eight or
ten million dollars' worth of property ?
Surely such facts as those were not indi-
cations of a very high state of prosperity.
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However, if there was on this vast globe
a country where Protection could show
its beneficial results, that country was
the United States, with a territory in-
cluding all kinds of soil, from which
could be raised nearly all kinds of
produce, favoured by all varieties
of climate, and enjoying an inter-State
trade more than ten times greater than
lier foreign commerce. Notwithstanding
all those natural advantages, Protection
had failed to secure permanent prosper-
ity to the United States, or to shield that
country against the strokes of a commer-
cial crisis, the most severe, perhaps, that
it had ever felt. Some lion. members
had stated that the Americans, under a
Protective policy, hai considerably re-
duced their national debt. He had always
thought this had be3n accomplished by
taxation, but he was quite willing to ad-
mit that Protection and taxation were
synonymous terms, and, consequently,
meant the same thing. Their attention
had also been invited to Old France, as
being a prosperous nation under Protec-
tion. It was true that France had on
the whole been Protectionist, but her
prosperity was due to the activity, the
working energies, and particularly the
saving habits of her people, rather than
to Protection. If she had adopted, forty
years ago, the more enlightened principles
in commercial matters of lier great neigh-
beur, England, she would be to-day a
still richer nation. Her marine would
be the double or the treble of what it
was to-day ; lier manufactures would
have been still more perfected by foreign
competition; the cost of living would
have been cheapened, and her numerous
working classes would have lived
more satisfied, contented and happy ;
and, above all, she might have
been saved from some of those political
revolutions which seemed to have be-
come as periodical in that couritry as
commercial crises elsewhere. His hon.
friend from Maskinongé (Mr. Houde)
quoted Colbert as a Protectionist. It
was very well to quote great men when
they wanted to point out the good they
might have accomplislied ; but, surely,
their errors ought not to be transformed
into models to be followed., The initia-
tive taken by Colbert did not altogether
turn to the advantage of France; it was
followed, a little later, by a series of re-

MR. BICHARD.

taliatory measures between France and
Holland, which were considered as one
of the principal causes of the war of 1672,
which terminated in 1678, by the peace of
Nimègues. le might add that, when
Coibert lived, the principles of political
economy were not so well understood as
to-day ;- at all events, they *were not
studied as a science. But no one could
deny the considerable progress of Free-
trade principles in France within a cer-
tain number of years, and lie remembered
having read somewbere the report of a
fact which was illustrative of that pro-
gress. In 1842, the cloth manufacturers
of Elbouf petitioned the French Govern-
ment against an introduction into
France of Belgian cloths, whilst,
at the same time, the cloth manu-
facturers of Verviers were petition-
ing their Government against an invasion
in Belgium of French cloths. But a
few years afterwards, in 1866, the Board
of Trade of Verviers solemnly placed the
bust of Cobden, that apostle of Free-
trade, in the chamber of their deliber-
ations, and, in the year following, dur-
ing the Universal Exhibition held in
Paris, in 1 867, the bust of the same
great man was seen, crowning a pyramid
of the products of that great city's manu-
factures. They all remembered the
violent recriminations which were raised
against the treaty negotiated by Cobden
with Napoleon III. According to those
clamours, the English manufacturers
would crush the French, yet nothing of
the kind took place, and the treaty had
proved to be equally advantageous to
both parties. But, if they noticed to-day
a certain current of opinion in France in-
clining towards Protection principles,
they saw, on the other hand, that there
were groups of educated and distin-
guished men, and even of manufacturers,
who were strongly advocating the prin-
ciples of Free-trade, and lie had no doubt
that, before long, France would join
hands with England, and become her
commercial as well as her political ally.
They had also been referred to Germany
and invited to contemplate Bismarck, as
being in favour of Protection. It was a
wonder to no one that, in a country
where military despotism was the govern-
ing rule, where political liberty was
crushed under the iron heel
of a despot, commercial liberty
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should also be proscribed; the very
name of liberty, ander whatever
form it might appear, was a permanent
threat for the rulers of that country.
His hon. friend from Maskinongé (Mr.
Houde) attempted the other day to throw
ridicule upon the assertion of the hon.
member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie)
who had said that Protection had a ten-
dency to develop socialistic ideas. He
(Mr. Béchard) thought the hon. member
for Lambton was not wrong, for Protec-
tion was the first step towards acknow-
ledging the doctrine of the right of work
-a fundamental principle of socialism.
One of the main reasons advanced in
favour of Protection was that this sys-
tem gave work to a certain number of
people; consequently, that everyone in
the community must be taxed, and, there-
fore, bound to sacrifice an indefinite por-
tion of bis labour, his income, his pro-
perty, under whatever form it might be,
fer the benefit of others. H1e (Mr.
Béchard) held that this was preaching,
although unintentionally, the doctrine of
the right to work, which was in direct
antagonism with the right to property.
Hon. members would remember that
celebrated answer of M. Proudhon, an
apostle of socialism, to M. Thiers :
"Grant me the right to work," said ie,
'<and I'il grant you the right to pro-
perty." M. Proudhon understood very
well that these two rights were incompa-
tible. But he (Mr. Béchard) hastened to
add that he had no fear of socialism
being developed in this country, at least
for a number of years, by the introduc-
tion of a Protective policy, because this
country was abundantly provided with
bread, space and liberty, three of the
principal elements of satisfaction and
happiness in the life of nations. Now,
after having dwelt, perhaps at too great
a .length, on those generalities, he would
approach, before concluding bis remarks,
a more practical branch of the subject.
On the 17th of September last, the people
of Canada rendered a verdict in favour
of Protection, and they had sent to Par-
liament a large majority of memters who
were disposed to vote for it. Nothing
could prevent, he presumed, the intro-
duction Of that system; and, since the
people had pronounced for it, he felt
pretty much inolined to say : let them
have it and bear the consequences. But,

since they wero bound to have Protec-
tion, he wanted it to be just and equitable
to all classes, and not favouring one class
attheexpenseof another. He would under-
take to say a few words in the interest of
one class with which he was more par-
ticularly connected, as he had the honor
to belong to it : he referred to the farm-
ing class of the country. Hecould easily
see that, under this tariff, the farmer
would have to pay higher prices for his
cotton goods, bis woollen goods, lis shoes,
for bis sugar, all bis agricultural imple-
ments, and many other articles which lie
was obliged to purchase, but lie failed to
see how he would receive compensation
for the new sacrifices which were im-
posed upon him. There was no kind of
produce from which the farmer would re-
ceive any benefit under the tariff by way
of an inercase of price. The duties
levied by this tariff upon wheat and
flour were, doubtless, intended to raise
the price of that commodity ; and, if
such an increase would occur, it would
be detrimental to the Province of Quebec,
where wheat was not grown in sufficient
quantity for the consumption of its
people. But there was, in the Dominion,
taken as a whole, a considerable surplus
of wheat, for which we were bound to
seek a foreign market, and according to
the rule, which was perfectly rational, that
whenever a country possessed a surplus
of any kind of produce, the price of it
at home was fixed by the price it was
worth abroad, it followed that the
price of wbeat and flour could not be
increased, at least in Ontario and Quebec,
by the importation of any duty.

Some HON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear.

MR. BÉCHARD said he heard the
cheers of some hon. members froi the
Province of Quebec, sitting on the Min-
isterial benches, on hearing bis state-
ment that the imposition of duties on
imported wheat and flour woud no*
increase the price of that product in
their Province. But he supposed those
hon. members would continue to cheer
him when he told them that the price
of wheat and flour being not increased
by those duties, it necessarily followed
that the wheat producers of Ontario or
Quebec, would not be benefitted by them ;.
and that, those duties being of no avail
to anyone, they became absolutely use-
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less. The same argument held gond
with regard to oats, of which we had a
large surplus, which we were obliged to
send to foreign markets. The same
thing must be said of barley and peas,
which we largely exported, and which
we did not import. The same thing
must also be said of horses, horned cattle,
sheep, hay, butter, and cheese, which
were products we exported, and did not
import. But it was not the saine thing
with regard to corn, which was not grown
in this country in sufficient quantity for
our consumption ; and the price of that
produce would be advanced by 71c. per
bushel-th amount of the duty. Now,
how many farmers in Canada would
receive the benefit of that increase in the
price of corn ? There was one produce
of the farm upol which the imposition
of a duty would have been really bone-
ficial to the Canadian fariner- he referred
to pork; for, whilst we exported a small
quantity of pork, we imported a much
larger one for home consumption.
It was true that this tariff increased
the duty on pork by 15c. per
barrel; but this increase was so
trifling that the benefit resulting from
it to the farmer, could not be appreci-
able. The hon. the Finance M inister. in
his tariff, took good care to protect the
woollen goods manufacturer ; but he en-
tirely forgot him who provided wool,
which would continue to be admittpd
duty free; he took care to protect the
shoe manufacturer, but seemed to forget
hin who provided bides, which were also
admitted free. Now, lie (Mr. Bechard)
asked what benefit could resuilt to
the Canadian farmer from tho imposition
of duties upon produce which we did not
export, or of which we had a large sur-
plus that we were bound to send to
foreign markets ? He did not hesitate
to say that, under this tariff, the Cana-
dian farnier would receive no compensa-
t4on for the higher prices which he would
be obliged to pay in the purchase of a
great many articles of which he was a
conisumer. In concluding his remarks,
he called to this fact the special attention
of bis hon. friend from Rouville (Mr.
Gigault), wno had been pleased to allude
to him in bis speech. The hon. member
represented a constituency which was
?ike his, essentially a-ricultural ; and he
had no douibt that, within two or three

MR. BPcEARD.

years, after the resuilts of the tariff had
been felt, his constimuents would be in a
position to tell him that, at least, one of
the promises he made them during the
electoral campaign, and which his leaders
made to the country, had not been ful-
filled.

THE CASE OF LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR
LETELLIER.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION.

SmR JOHN A. MACDONALD : Mr.
Speaker, by the kind consent of the hon.
member for Portneuf, who lias the floor,
I rise to speak for a moment on a matter
personal to myself. There is an article
on the front page of the Globe to-day,
which arrived by wire, in anticipation of
the post, and which was communicated
to me. I will read the paragraph. It
is in the Ottawa correspondence, and is
as follows :-

" Further developments affecting the pre-
sent political crisis are being hourly made.
Those which have become public property to-
day, in no wise reflect credit on the Premier.
Indeed, in so discreditable a light does he
appear, that the stignia of cowardice must be
in future borne by himi as a fitting compliment
of a long list of political crime and ingratitude.
There can be no doubt that he has sought to
betray the confidence of the Governor-General,
and make that illustrions personage a sacrifice
to appease the wrath of the Government's
Quebec followers. He was coward enough in
doing this to take advantage of the Governor-
General's position, whicb prevents him from
replying to his slanderer. Such was the Pre-
mier's action when he informed the House he
regretted the Governor-General had declined
to follow bis advice, and dismiss Mr. Letellier,
but had referred the matter to England for
consideration. It has been learned from a
reliable source that the Governor-General did
not personally propose that the matter should
be referred to England, but such was done at
the personal solicitaticn of the Premier, who
afterwards, in the House of Commons, sought
to direct the venom of his angry Quebec sup-
porters towards the Governor-General. The
Marquis of Lorne was so shocked on reading
the falsebood told by the Premier in the House
of Commons on Thursday last, as reported in
the newspapers, that he wrote a letter to Sir
John, sharply reprimanding him for his cow-
ardly conduct. On Saturday . morning the
Premier was compelled to have an interview
with His Excellency, and as a result of that
interview, this afternoon, on the floor of the
House of Commons, he contradicted his for-
mer statement, and stated that the reference
of the matter to England by the Governor-
General was not made without the advice of
the Goverument. A more disgraceful proce-
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dure than this on the part of a constitutional
adviser to a viceroy, or even a sovereign, has
scarcely ever been recorded. The Governor-
General, having his confidence in the personal
integrity of the leader of the Government de-
stroyed, has sent Captain Harvey, his A.D.C.,
to England as a special messenger, bearing
despatches, and to make such other verbal ex-
planations as may be necessary."

This isverbatim et literatim, as sent over
the wires by a friend of mine, and con-
municated to me in advance of the mail.
I showed it to His Excellency, and asked
his permission to contradict it. I have
His Excellency's permission to contra-
diet this statement. Wheu I asked hii
for this permission, he said: " Certainly,
if you think it -worth while to contradict
such reports. There is no foundation
whatever for the statenents made."

WAYS AND MEANS.-THE TARIFF.

Mit. VALLEE said that at that
advanced hour of the debate it was not
his intention ta again go into the merits
or the details of the important question
now submitted to the consideration of
the House. However, as the representa-
tive of a manufacturing constituency, he
thought it his duty to express the
satisfaction that he felt at the Protection
the Government had granted to the in-
dustries that existed in the county of
Portneuf. In that county, the discussion
upon the National Policy had been con-
ducted as it should be. They had not
been afraid to look upon the question as
it was in its application and in its
consequences. He did not consider
the Natianal Policy as merely a
Protective policy in the strict sense of
that word. le based it upon two
principles. The first was that as far as
possible everything should be produced
in the country ; the second, that it -was
necessary to have as iany markets as
possible in orderto dispose of the products
of the country. This reminded him of
the interruption of th hon. member for
Quebec East, who had observed to the
popular member for the county of
Quebec that the obtaining of the
Frenclh markets for Canadian ves-
sels was an act of Free-trade. As
far as the construction of ships was
concerned, Free-teade was, in this
respect, Protection. lie would now
refer to the practica? apljication of the

policy now before the Ilouse. There
was Protection for the manufacturer, for
the workingman, for the farmer. The
manufacturer found in the Protective
tariff a security for his capital by being
protected against foreign competition,
such as ho had been exposed to. For
three or four years, Canadian markets
had been flooded with products, par-
ticularly furniture, carriages and
agricultural implements. Now, it was
unquestionable that these indus-
tries might be fostered and de-
veloped by the home trade of
Canada. That was how the manufac-
turer was protected. As to the working-
man,,there was no doubt but that Pro-
tection would be immediately profitable
for him, for it was the opinion of the
Liberal party itself, and of its press, that
Protection would have for immediate re-
sult the creation of a large nr nber of
new manufactures. Ceitainly, if this
was so, the workingman would have more
work at better prices. As to the farmer,
he had at home all that was required for
food, clothing and shelter. Protection
would teach him to practice more econ-
omy, and employ more art in cultivating,
and would likewise develop agriculture.
In the first place, the farmer could fur-
nish his own food ; it was an unquestion-
able fact that the soil of Canada pro-
daced everything that was required for
fool. He had at home all that was
needed for clothing, and in his field, and
in his wood, wherewithal to shelter
hiaself. le, therefore, only required
the luxuries of life, the delicati products
of other climates. If the farier had at
home all that he needed, and if ho could
dispose of the surplus products of his
farm, it would be easy for him to procure
the luxuries of life. The manufacturer,
being able to maintain his manufactures
and open new ones, the workingman
having more employment and higher
wages, they would naturally require more
farni produce, and would have more
noney to pay for it. Therefore, the

farmer would be afforded an effective
Protection, for he would have a market
where tle demand1 would be greuter,
where money would be more abundant,
ani where there would be no cempetition
as at present. Mentien had been made
of protection given to wool. The hon.
member for Iberville had seemed to re-
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proach the Government for not having against the late Administration, he
put a duty on foreign wool. This gentle- thought that the aindment of the
man was, perhaps, not aware that hon. leader of tbe Opposition was a proof
this imported wool could not be that this increase was necessary, for in
produced in this country. It was a fine, 'he firt part li stated that, in erder te
delicate wool that Canadian sheep could maintain public credit, li was ready to
not produce. Naturally, Canadian manu- admit an increase of taxation; what li
ficturers who made use of this article condemned was that the present distribu-
required, for the best quality of goods, tion of the duties did bear equally on
this foreigu wool. By imposing a duty ail classes of society. With respect to
on this import, the Government would this, the leader of the Opposition had,
have denied the protection required by the previeus evening, whule speaking of
Canadian manufacturers of woollen goods. Protection, endeavoured to show that it
The farmer could take his wool to the would not have the expected resuit, and
manufacturer and bring back the cloth speaking haîf seriously, he pointed to
he needed for his clothing, and lie could, the case of several American workmen
moreover, sell his surplus wool for cash. who had core te seek employment on
He thought that as legislators it was the Welland Canal. This example did
their duty to teach the people how to not prove that Protection was not advan-
live and clothe themselves at home rather tageous to the United States, but it
thau to flatter poýpui, Ljce-. The showed that the late Premier, in giving
farmer was happier when lie wore clothes ont ontracts, favoured American rather
made by his wife than lie was to-day, than Canadian contractors. Another
wearing, as he did, clothes manufactured example vas that at Hamilton a large
in England or the United States. Then asylum had been built, the contract had
he bad gold and silver in his strong-box, been given te Americans, wlo, naturall
but, to-day, baving contracted the habit enough, had brouglt from the States ah
of purchasing these products abroad, lie the material required, as well as the
hlïi neglected this former national and workingren. Well if the bon. the
domestic industry. Did the farnier enjoy leader of the Opposition had then been
the Protection that the new tariff seemed mindful of Canadian workingmen, lie
destined to grant him ? Were the advan- would have granted tbem Protection by
tages he obtained greater than the few givingthemthiswork. Therewascontra-
sacrifices lie was obliged to nake as diction on the very face of the opposition
a citizen of the State ? He thought so. brouglit against the new pelicy by the
The protection upon oats, rye and barley, Liberal party. Some said that it would
would give him profits greater than the increase the burden of taxation; others,
few duties lie would have to pay on and these were the principal members of
certain articles of luxury.. It must be the Opposition, stated that the revenue
adnitted that every one was obliged to was going te decrease. That was, evi-
contribute towards deftraving the ex- dently, paradoxical; there was a fat
penses of public administration. The contradiction between these two state-
Government could not be maintained nents, for revenue was taxation. If the
without revenues; public improvements revenue decreased, the people would,
could not be made without money. The necessarily, have less taxes te pay. This
people who asked for these public im- contradiction showed what a difficulty
provements bnderstood this. With re- hon. meubers who opposed the new tarif,
gard to these taxes, it was astonishing to without knowing exactly how te do go,
hear the Liberal party blame the Govern- were in. If thuy were logical, they
ment for the present increase, for this ought ail te maintain that the Protective
party, whilst they were in power, had policy meant an increase of taxation, and
considerably increased taxation. If, to- that the revenue was going te be censid-
day, the Government was placed in a erably increased. But there wms nothing
rather awkward position, which required surprising in contradiction even, frei a
an increase of revenue, the cause of this party which did het seek for the inter-
minght be laid at the door of the late ests of the country, but rather endea.
Liberal Administration. But, without voured te excite pepular prejudices, in
wishing to enter into recriminations erder te regain pwer. Another remark
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that had been heard, inside and outside
of this House, vas that Protection had
not yet produced any result, that the
country was just as poor to-day as on the
17th of September. This impatience
seemed rather extraordinary, and those
who. made a profession of it were evi-
dently not serious. For, after all, the
tariff was not yet adopted. It was true
that it had been in force for a few days,
but it was hardly known all over the
country. A year, or a year and a half
would be required before the new system
would be put to an ordinary trial. This
impatience reminded him of the proverb
which said that the fruit could not come
before the flower. Complaints had been
heard with regard to the sacrifices
imposed by the new tariff upon
the poor man. These complaints
might be answered by saying that,
if the people were taxed to-day,
it was, in the first place, in order to
cover up the deficit4 of the late Liberal
Administration, and to continue the
public improvements that had been
undertaken. It had been said that the
Conservative party were afraid to meet
the electors since the tariff had been
brought down. He was not of that
opinion. In his county,fthe question
had been placed squarely before the elec-
tors, and every time mention was made
of the National Policy, bis opponent took
good care to draw the attention of the
electors to the fact that Protection signi-
fled an increase of taxation. A familiar,
and rather striking, illustration he made
use of was to tell the electors that the
bats they wore would be taxed to the
extent of 15 or 18 sous, and that it
would be the same with regard to all
articles of general consumption. Then,
the news that the people would have
more taxes to pay than before would
not surprise them. Moreover, he had
answered this argument, as it should be
answered now, by stating that the elec-
tors sbould not buy their hats from
foreigners, but that they should buy them
at home, and that it was better to pay a
little dearer for them and keep the money
im the country. He had to thank the
bon. the Minister of Finance for having
kindly paid attention to the remarks
that lie had made to him, with regard to
protection of paper manufacturers. He
had been pleased to grant bis request in

the name of the industries of the county
that he (Mr. Vallée) represented. He
trusted that the protection granted to
the paper industries would infuse new
life into the four large paper mills now at
work in his county, and that others
would be opened. There was also in
bis county a furniture manufacture that
would be greatly helped by the new
tariff. Mention had been made of de-
putations that had come to interview the
hon. the Finance Minister since he had
brought down bis tarif. fe had been
present at some of these interviews, and
he had heard the delegates approve of the
tariff as a whole. It was true that some
wanted a little more Protection, and that
others,strangely enough, wanted less. He
had thought that these few .persons were
actuated rather by selfish motives than
by a desire to forward the g"neril in-
terests of the country. Some had gone
so far as to say that the new tariff would
create too much competition in the
country ; that a great number of capital-
ists would come and establish the same
kind of manufactures as those they
possessed. Naturally, public sentiment,
the general interest, ought to predomin-
ate over private interests. It might
be said in a general way that the new
tariff would develop industry, f avour agri-
culture, and cause the country to enter
upon a new era that would lead to pros-
perity. The policy of the Government
on this question ought to be approved of
as a whole. He trusted that before long
the country would feel the beneficial re-
sults that were hoped for, and the dark
days and the hard times that the country
had just gone through would give place
to prosperity. He would conclude by
applying to the arguments of the Liberal
party an incident, of which he had been
an eye-witness. Once an unfortunate
man was blown up while blasting. He
fell to the ground, bruised, his skin torn
and his Rlesh mangled. A skilful doctor
was called in. This had taken place in
a srnall village, and all the gossips of the
place gathered round to view the sad
sight. When they saw the doctor cut-
ting away a part of the skin and flesh,
he heard them utter some very severe
remarks against the man of science.
They thought it hard to make the poor
man suffer by cutting away his flesh and
pieces of his skin. But, after a fortnight,
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the unfortunate man was restored to see where the expense was to be in-
health, strong, happy and robust. Then creased. Certainly it could not le
the gossips admitted that the doctor caused by the additional imposition of
knew better what he was doing than they 1Oz. on the 2001b. of pork. Then
did, and that by hurting the wounded take the article of saws, one of th&
man a little he had saved his life and re- principal articles usel in the n'anufactura
stored him to health. That was what of lumber. Taking the saws made ln
the Liberals would say before long, for the United States and those made ln
the sick man was Canada and the doctor Canada, he would say, distinctly, as a
was the hon. the Finance Minister. practical man, that the saws made in

this country were j tust as gooci as those
MR. ROCHESTER said he would not made in the United States. le would

have troibled the House but for some not say that they were as inexpensive,
assertions that had been made by hon. for the reason that Canadian factorie-
gentlemen on the other side of the House; were not as large as those across the
he alludd more particularly to those line. le had purchased saws from
who had stated that the lumber trade American factories, and from nearly
would be greatly injured by the present every factory in Canada, and was practi-
tariff. Though he had heard a number cally acquainted with the merits and de-
of gentlemen say the lumber trade was merits of c, le had shown that tus
going to be injured, he never heard one 60c. increase a thousand on lumbe could
say in what way it was going to be in- not core from pork, wool, or saws, and
jured. He had asked the hon. gentle- certainly they were not going to get
man from South Wellington, the other axes from the Uated States. They bad
day, if he could explain how the lumber a num ber of axe factories in Canada, and
interest was going to be injured by the they kncw how to make axes to suit tic
present Governinent. He failed to see, climate, which they could not do la the
if the present tariff was carried out, that United States. They lmported very
it would add to the expense of the lum- littie iron i-i connection with tic lumber
ber trade. It had been stated that it trade; steel was the principal material,
would add 60c. on the cost of ec and that came in fre. It was true thy
thousand feet of manufactured lumber. used a large number of files. There was
He was sure it was not the extra duty now, at least, one factory in the Dornin-
on pork that would have that result. ion of Canada, and li was satisfied that,
Then, what was it? Here, he would say, under the present tarif, tiere would be
that he thought the Finance Minister more in a very short time. The files got
should have put on a sufficient duty on in this country wcre j ast as good and
pork to make it an inducement to the just as cheap as those purchazed in the
farmers of this country to raise pork, in- United States. He had askcd some
stead of depending, as they did, to a very gentlemen, who had talked about the ad-
large extent, on the United States. ditional tax on lumber, what would Cause
Looking at the woollen goods used in the it, but they could not point out where
lumber trade, he could not see that that the extra expense would occur. 0f
was the cause of the alleged increase course, if li had ha own way, there
in the expense of the manufacture would be additional expense, as li would
of lumber. He knew, from his put two cents a pound on pork coming
own experience, that Canadian blan- from the 'United States, and there-
kets and cloth had been used fou by proteet the farners of this coun-
years ; but he regretted that, under the try. He representcd an agricultural
late tariff, a great many Canadian constituency and had promised lis
factories had been compelled to shut constituents te give tlem every
down, including the Cornwall factory, protection practicable, end this article of
whose blankets were known to, and used pork was mentioned to hlm particularly
by, nearly every lumbering firm in the by them. They desired a higher duty,
country. He was glad, however, to le se that they eould mise pork advan-
able to inform the House that this ýageously, whici they could not now
factory was going to resume work again. with only a cent a Pound duty. He
Under these circumstances, he could net ioped tie Finance inister would se
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his way clear to change the duty on pork lumber, the thing vas preposterous.
from lc. to 2c. per pound. What would There was no hon. gentleman opposite
become of Canada if the United States who would Dot give Brother Jonathan
put a duty on lumber? This was simply credit for being a practical business man,
absurd. It was true $2 a thousand feet who would do nothing to injure himself
was charged on all lumber entering the The United States had adopted a policy
United States which was consumed there; of Protection te better their interests,
but a very large portion of the lumber and had, improved their position, not-
which went from this country to the withstanding the assertions and reports
United States went through in bond. of bon. gentlemen oppositg. The hon.
He had any amount of figures and statis- member for North Norfolk treated this
tics with.regard to this question, but le House, the other day, t a long array of
had been unable to obtain the exact figures, which he must have got from
amount of Canadian luniber that was con- some musty almanac that lad been ly-
sumed in the United States, from the fact ing on somebody's shelf for nany years,
that nearly all the 1ii ber shipped frei so ridiculous did they appear in co-
Canada to the United States went there parison with what le wished to make out.
in bond; the shippers in bond in the He stâted the American factories
cities of New York, Boston and Port- were one mass cf ruins, and that the
land had their bonded yards, into which working ppople were going about idie.
all lumber went, and part of it was re- No painter could paint on canvas any-
sold there, and part shipped to South thing more dark and gloony than what
America and the West Indies. On that tbe hon. gentleman depicted to be the
account, he had not been able to get the position of the United States at present.
amount of Canadian lumber actually con- Such assertions were simply iidiculous.
sumed in the Uni>ed States. He regret- He (Mr. Rochester) knew, personally,
ted that very much, as he would like to that the contrary was the case. For the
have had the figures as they stood, the iast eight or nine months le bad neyer
statements in the Blue-books showing met witl an American, engaged in cein-
an immense amount of lumber shipped merce, wbo lad not distinctly stated that
to the United States, but not the trade was reviving and money plenty.
quantity consumed in the States out of Ail their trouble, they said, had been
that amount, and the quantity shipped want of confidence, and thnt was being
to the West Indies and elsewhere. Why now rapidly regained; factories were
did this lumber go to the States? starting up, and they had no doubt that,
Simply because, a few years ago, we had within a few months, they would be
sugar refineries in Canada, as the late doing a fiourishing business. He knew
Finance Minister expressed it, the tlat on the lst February, 1879, ail the
privilege of washing our own sugar, cotton manufactories of the town of
while, under their policy, they had to Manchester, New Hampsl*e, were run-
shut down. Instead of lumber being ning on double time, day and nigît, and
shipped, as formerly, from Montreal, up to that date had sold, In Europe,
Quebec and the Lower Provinces, it was, about three million dollars' worth of
to-day, and had been for the last five years, cotton; and yet, the hon. gentleman
shipped from Portland, Boston and New could tell them the factories in theUnited
York. All the sugar shooks that were States were a mass of ruins. The hon.
mnanufactured here a few years ago, and member for Bothwell said there was over
shipped in in large quantities to the West a hundred million dollars' worth of
India Islands, were shipped now from macbinery in the United States standing
American+ports, the reason being that our useless. He wouid just read one or two
sugar refineries were standing still, and extracts, froin a very good authority,
the trade transferred to Portland, Boston which would show, better than anything
and New York. This tariff would not else, what the position of the United
injure the lurmber trade. What signified States was to-day. The business notes
5c. on 1001b. of pork, which would in the New York Herald of Mardi 24th,
imake 6 0c. difference on a thousand feet 1879, contained the following
of lumber? The thing was too absurd. American trunks are in great demandàu
As to the Americans raising the duty on Ireland.

lubr h tigwsprpseos
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" The sales of New England cotton goods ing or making ready to resume work, and if
in China have increased to a very flattering the foreign market could be stili more rapidly
extent during the past year. extended by intelligent legisiation their pros-

"A general revival of business is reported in pects would improve at a much more speedy
the Ohio iron regions, and manufacturers are pace. But it is ail certain to core right in
overwhelmed with orders ut advanced prices. time. Even real estate, which is the lut to

" Nashville, Tenn, shows signs of awaken- raly, feels the effect of the reviving trade im-
ing prosperity. According to a local journal pulses and improves its figures and pretensionh
1$250,000 will not cover the cost of the bouses together. We have reached a stage, in fac4 atbeeetdwhich further movement is possible iu but one
now in course of erection and to bedirection. Everthng mut now go orward.
during the year 1879.' The country is evidently about to enter on a

" The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company career of prosperity, whose spiendours have
are building, at the Mount Clare shops, twenty- hardly yet been imagined.
five engines of the ' Mogul' pattern, for use "The business outlook on the State canal.
on the grades of the Alleghany Mountains, and is excellent. In the opinion of the Buffalo
200 freight cars. Express, the prospect for the season's trade,

IdA Newark (N. J ) paper says :-' Sash- Iooked at fron ail standpoints, le very encour-
weights are now manufactured so cheaply from agin both to vessel owners and the managers
scraps of tin-obtained fron various manufac- of propellor fnes, and if reasonable caring
tures-in this city, that no country can con- rates are established in accordance with the
pete with them in cheapness. demand for room, tere is no reason why ship-

" The consumption of rubber by our manu- pers and ownere should not ail wear smiling
facturers continues as large as ever, the im- faces. It is estimated thatthere are at present
ports amounting to about twelve thousand 20,000,000 bushels of grain in store at the
pounds per annum, chiefly from South Amer- upper lake ports; that the amount of lumber
ica. The price ranges from twenty to fifty which bas been eut during the past winter,
cents per pound. and which now awaits shipment, is larger than

" The Milwaukee (Wis.) Bee re"orts i That ever before; that niners have been unusually
the announcement of new buildings for the active, and immense quantities of copper and
present season are coming in so fast that the iron ore and pig uïetal are ready to be trans-
papers do not get time enough to dwell upon ported. These are what constitute the down-
the details before their attention is called to freight."
one next.'

" The Cincinnati Gazette has interviewed a These notes from the New York Ierald
number of the representative business men of proved suficiently that the depression
that city with reference to the business outlook which hon. gentlemen opposite taiked of
for the spring. It finds universal cheerfulness did not exist in the United States. 11e
and a large increase of business over that of knew that depression lad existed in the
last year.

" A mong the branches of business which will United States. Would any lon. gentie-
be affected by the new Canadian tariff is that man say it was any wondcr that de-
of trunks. The Newark (N. J.) Journal says: pression should have existei there during
' The new Cariadian tariff operates against the the last few years, after the great inter-
trnnk manufacturers in this city, as to that
country they have been accustomed to look for
an important market.' feit the depression, and were obliged to

"Salem, Mss, sends encouraging news in raise money to pay their war debt by a
regard to the shoe trade. The Post of that Protective policy. If it was good for
city, says: ' The spring trade has everywhere forty millions of people te ha-ve a Pro-
the fullest indications of being better than it teetive policy, was it not also good for
has been for years, and all there is wanted now four millions? Should we, as Canadians,
is for the people to fully realise the situation,
and the wheels of business will t just hum."' only four millions of people, nt protect

" A Lewistown (Me.) paper reports ' That our agrioultnrists and our manufacturera
business at the Lewiston Machine Company's agnist forty millions of people, who
works is now livelier than it bas been in years. have bult a wall around the-nselves
Every available space in the works is in use,
and a very large force is employed. The
foundry is crowded with work. A large quan- out paying a large daty I e
tity of cotton machinery is being turned out for said, without fear of contradiction, that
the Cabot Company, Brunswick; for the Hal- the Americans could manufacture manIr
lowell MiU, for the Pontiac, for the York, of articles 50 percent. eheaper than they
Saco; for two mills in Lawrence, and for a could te made in the Dominion. For
mill in Atlanta, Ga. A very large order is
being filled for a mill at Atlanta, chiefly looms
and shafting.' ought te have Protection. The ly.on-

a The Boston Post prints a bright picture, as the-wheel poliey of the last f ve years
follows:-' The jfactories are generally resum- had left Canada in ite present depressod

bI IE.ROCHIESTIER.
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eondition. East, west, north and sonth,
they woid find railway cars laden with
some of their best men, making for the
far west. He was satisfied when they
went to Manitoba, but did not like to
see them settling in the Western States.
A few days ago only, trains left
Brockville with over 1,000. From his
own part of the country, including
county Ca-leton, a large number of fami-
lies had recently gone, because they
could not make a living here. Tne
reason was obvious,having been ex plained
by the member for Quebec, in regard to
the absence of a market for Canadian
coarse grains. lHon. gentlemen on the
Opposition side had asked: Why was
not 10c. or 20c. per bushel imposed on
corn instead of 7jc.? He (Mr. Rochester)
believed the duty should have been 10c.,
because this corn had done immense in-

jury to the Canadian farmer. Twenty
years ago they had in this country 85
distilleries, every one fed with the coarse
grains raised in this country: rye, barley.
oats and pease. But, for a nuaiber of
years, they had but siydistilleries, which
made more whiskey than the 85 for-
merly. What was the consequence ?
All the whiskey was made from United
States Indian corn, which had entered
without paving a cent of duty, while the
Canadian fariner had to shell out l5c.
for every bushel of barley he sent to the
United States. They had no wheatland
in some sections of Canada, but cultivated
oats and pease, having also any quantity
of land fit to raise rye. He supposed
hon, gentlemen opposite knew a good
deal about rye, or, at least, the whiskey
that came from it. It entered largely
into the manufacture of whiskey twenty
years ago, when the farmer got 60c. to $1
a bushel for it. The price, of late years,
was about 40c. a bushel, not one bushel
being raised now for every 1,000 for-
merly. Canadian coarse grains had been
superseded by Indian corn from the
'United States, for which Canadians had
been made hewers of wood and drawers
of water. If the farmers were not at-
tended to, and suffered, the mercantile,
manufacturing and all other interests
would suffer witb them. Hon. gentlemen
opposite had spoken of the tariff raising
the prices of artigles, but, as the member
for Quebec had explained, a man earning
good wages dould better pay $6 for a

barrel of flour than a man, poor and but
partially employed, $4 for a barrel. He
had found some appropriate remarks on
this subject in the Farmer's Advocate,
which he would read :

t(We have examined part of the tariff now
proposed, and consider it the best tariff we
have yet seen for building up the agricultural
interest of the country. We must draw a line
between the inferior productions of the States
and our products. Canada can and does pro-
duce better beef, mutton, pork wheat, oats,
peas, barley, potatoes, apples, butter, and
cheese than the United States. The Ameri-
cans have been purchasing our best products
and selling them as their own. They have
also palmed off their inferior products under
the name of Canadian products. The duty
charged on most articles must tend to in-
crease the value of our productions, and to put
our produce in its true light in foreign
markets. We shall thus be able to obtain
better prices, and this means an enhancement
ofthe value of every acre of productive land
in this Dominion."

He did not know whether this paper
was Free-trade or Protectionist, but he
found its remarks correct. Some of the
hon. gentlemen opposite showed great
inconsistency on the tariff question. For
instance, the member for Iberville (Mr.
Béchard), on the 9th of April last, pro-
posed the following amendment to the
motion of the then Finance Minister,
Mr. Cartwright:

g That Mr. Speaker do not now leave the
Chair, but that it be resolved " That a large
quantity of corn and oats having been imported
into Canada during the last few years, this
House is of opinion that the interests of
Canadian farmers would be promoted by the
imposition of a duty upon the importation of
those products."

Last year he wanted Protection, but now
he opposed it. The Financo Minister had
brought forward a policy that would
benefit every industry, and had he taken
twelve months to mature it, instead of
a few weeks, he would have deserved
much credit for it. All should know
that it was difficult to rearrange a tariff ;
it was not to be expected a Finance
Minister should be thoroughly acquaint-
ed with every business in the country.
He required the opinions of all trades,
and also of the merchants. He had been
told that the deputations to the Finance
Minister had always left satisfied with
their treatment, which, he understood,
could not be said of those that had waited
upon his predecessor. The hon. member
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for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) had
drawn a fearfully dark picture of the
condition of business in the United
States ; but he did not say that he found
the depression in Canada so great, and
piices so low that he had transferred bis
large lumber business to Michigan and
aud was there operating ; he had said he
could make money there, but not in
Canada. This hou. gentleman was as
inconsistent as the member for Iberville,
who, last year, moved for Protection,
and this year condemned it. The ex-
Finance Minister and hon. member for
South Brant (Mr. Paterson) had asked
where was the change for the better in
wages, stocks and other things since 17th
September last ? The member for South
Brant, by bis manner, reminded him
(Mr. Rochester) of the action of a loco-
motive which he had seen trying to force
its way through a snow-bak-snorting
and plunging into the drift with great
noise and violence. He understood
that generals, in entering battle,
cast about to see how, in case
of need, they could retreat safely.
Wel!, bis hon. friend, as soon as he got
aground, read from lists of the ayes and
noes, for the past two or three Sessions,
until he recuperated himself in the same
manner as the man who was shovelling
snow in front of the locomotive. He
couild not help thinking the hon. gentle-
man was like that locomotive, stuck hard
in the snow drift, and that while he was
reading the ayes and noes for the benefit of
the House, he was recuperating for an-
other dash. Tne bon. member for South
Huron (Mr. Cameron), in bis speech,
put him (Mr Rochester) in mind of an
incident which occurred to him, some
years ago, when he was up the river ex-
amining a timber limit. He was on
snow shoes, and had a very high bill to
ascend, and he found it fearfully difficult
work ascending that bill. Ris hon.
friend appeared to be very much in the
same condition, when be tried to make a
speech against the tariff, for it was
evident that the hon. gentleman was
speaking against the convictions of bis
own conscience. The hon. leader of the
Opposition, and the hon. ex-Finance
Minister, had admitted that they did not
believe the present administration would
ever bring down a Protective policy.
But he had to congratulate these hon.

MR. ROCHESTEI.

gentlemen, and the country might con-
gratulate themselves, that men of ability,
men who were capable of grappling with
the questions of the day, men who were
capable of remodelling the tariff and
putting it into à shape that would benefit
the country, had been returned to power;
and the people might congratulate them-
selves that they would derive a large
amount of benefit from the revision of
the tariff. But, there was otie thing, he
thought, the hon. gentleman had missed,
and he would draw the attention ot the
hon. gentleman to it, as he thought it
was a matter of vital importance
to the country. The present
tariff before the House gave
protection to the agriculturist and
to the manufacturer, but there was noth-
ing said about the mercantile community,
He proposed, although it was not a
pleasant thing to do, to perform a duty
which devolved upon him-owing to the
fact of there being vipers in the Dom-
inion of Canada that had been for a
number of years, and were now, preying
on the vitals of ghe commercial commun-
ity of the Dominion. The men be ai-
luded to were a bane and a curse to this
country to-day. He referred to the com-
mercial agencies of New York and Bos-
ton that operated in the Dominion of
Canada. He proposed to bring hefore
the louse a petition on the subject,
signed by the principle merchants in dit-
ferent parts of the Dominion, asking the
Government for protection against these
vipers. He believed two-thirds of the
bankruptcies of the country were brought
about by these blackmailers. These
men would rate a man according to what
he paid them. All a man had to do if
he wanted to start business, was to go to
one if the reporters of these mercantile
agencies, and if he could give $50, $80
or $100 for bis book, he would get a
rating accordingly. He would be pre-
pared to lay before a Committee of this
House, and he hoped the House would
grant him a Committee, documents which
would show that one concern alone paid
these reporters, in a very short time, the
sum of $800 for their rating, which was
$500,000, and a few weeks afterwards
they were in bankruptcy. He oould
also show that, in the four months of
February, March, April and May of Last
year, men who were rated at from $2,000
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to $750,000 failed for millions of dollars.
He merely mentioned this now because
they were on the subject of Protection,
and because he considered that there was
nothing in this country to-day that re-
quired action on the part of the Govern-
nient more than these commercial agen-
cies. A dishonest man, who could raise
$25 or $50, could go to one of the com-
mercial reporters lie had referred to, and
get a rating prior to starting business.
He could then go to the wholesale mer-
chant and buy goods, and refer him to
the commercial agency. The merchant
finds the man is rated at $2,000, and lie
believes the report and delivers the
goods. But that man started business
with a view of seeing how much lie
could rob the merchant of. *He paid
small amounts for a few months, and
then failed, offering a composition of 10c.,
20c., or 25c., for what he should pay
100c. And this was all the fault of the
commercial agencies. He would not
longer detain the House upon this sub-
ject, because he proposed to present a
petition asking that a law might be
framed to put these men in the same posi-
tion as other companies ; as for instance,
fire and life insurance companies, that
would require them to make a certain
deposit with the Government, take out a
license, and, at the same time, have a
sign over their doors stating what their
business is, and offer facilities to any
man to examine their books. This would
be some protection. It would not be too
much to say that millions of dollars were
carried out of the Dominion to the
United States every year by these com-
mercial agencies. He was told that in
New York, and other places, their resi-
dences were perfect palaces, and that
some of the dwelling bouses of the
managers cost a million of money. If
this was the case, should not these agen-
cies be checked ? He hoped that when
he brought the subject up, the Govern-
ment would take the matter in hand.
Now most of the gentlemen who had
spoken upon this question of the tariff
had given their experience about the late
elections, and he had a very interesting
tale he could tell about the last general
elections, as far as lie was individually
concerned. The then Ministers of the
Crown had made themselves very busy
at his election, which, of course, they had

a perfect right to do. He found no fault
with that. He found fault with a Min-
ister of the Crown trying to get all
the employés of the Government who had
votes in the county of Carleton to vote
against him (Mr. Rochester). He did
not expect that these gentlemen who had
worked for years in order to get an elec-
tion law that would do away with brib-
ery and corruption would be the first to
break them. But what occurred in bis
county I He had three opponents in bis
last contest, whom he would divide as
two Conservatives and one Reformer.
Aid there was one who styled himself as
a Tory of the deepest water. The late
Secretary of State got hold of that gen-
tleman (Rev. J. May), and they all knew
that hon. gentleman was a great manipu-
lator. He manipulated this Tory of the
deepest water until he pledged that, if he
was elected for the county of Carleton,
lie would abandon Toryism and be a good
Grit in the future, if the hon. gentleman
would do certain things. Now lie was
told the hon. gentleman did do certain
things, and these certain things were
that lie wanted money with which to pay
his debts, and lie wanted money with
which to run the election. The bon. the
Secretary of State told parties who called
upon him that they had done this, and
that they had given him money for these
purposes. The Reform candidate, as
honest a man as ever breathed, was Mr.
John A. Grant. Mr. Grant came down
here for the purpose of asking the Gov-
ernment to give him their support as the
Government candidate. But the Secre-
tary of State said : " No, Mr. Grant,
we have taken hold of Rev. John May,
and wecannotgive up the Rev. John May."
Mr. Grant said the Rev. John May
was a Tory, to which the Secretary of
State replied, " You know, Mr. Grant,
the county of Carleton is not well
enough educated to run a Grit candi-
date." He (Mr. Rochester) hoped it
never would be educated so as to run a
Grit candidate. After Mr. Grant and
bis fi iends left the office, the hon. gentle-
man sent after him and invited him back.
He took Mr. Grant into bis inside office
and said, " Now, Mr. Grant, I want you
to understand that everything that is
said here is confidential. We must tell
you then, that we cannot belp you. We
are bound to run the Rev. John May.
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We cannot get rid of him ; and it is ut-
terly impossible for you to gain the
election against Rochester." But, while
they could not give up the Rev. John
May, they could do something else. The
Secretary of State removed a newspaper
from the table and displayed a pile of
bills, and said, " Mr. Grant, we are will-
ing to do anything we can." There was
a nice pile of bills, but his unfortunate
friend was too honest to take the bait.
Under these circumstances, lie was going
to ask the Government for a Committee
to inqdire into this matter. He thought
those men who had forfeited theiè
positions as members of the Crown should
be brought to book. One of the employés
was sent out to the county of Carleton
as deputy returning-officer. Who paid
their salaries while they were out there?
Who paid the salaries of the agents who
were sent out to work for the Rev. John
May, and against him (Mr. Rochester) I
He thought this was something that
ought to be brought to light, and for
which any Government which would
allow it should be brought to book.
Then Mr. Jones, who took care of the
Sonate reading-room, was sent out as
deputy returning-officer, and lie did not
know how many more. le knew that
mon from the Departments had been
stationed at the doors of the different
polling-booths, who pencilled down the
name of every Civil Service employé who
voted. Of course they could not tell
how he voted, but they reported to head-
quarters those who had voted. Another
gentleman, who occupied a position in
one of the Departments, had two sons
who worked very hard for the
lon. the present President of the
Council, and the late Secretary of
State went to the Department to this
gentleman, and told him that if lie did
not stop bis sons working he would be'
dismissed from his office. Hon. gentle-
men might talk about the United States,
and to the victor belong the spoils ; but
ould anything be worse than what lie
had pointed out. It would be interest-
ing to know where al the money came
from that was used at that election. W.
J. Wills, Emigrant Agent for the city of
Ottawa, spent weeks in the county can-
vassing for the Rev J. May, the Govern-
ment candidate, and it was said that
he held the position of treasurer for

ML ROCHESTER.

the party. Now, wbat lie (Mr.
Rochester) wanted to know, and what
the country wanted tô know, was, who
paid this man, with all the other em-
ployés of the Government, that spent go
much of their time in the county previoun
to, and during the late election I He
was told if they examined the pay sheet,
they would find that all those gentlemen
were paid their full time. Now, of
course, lie (Mr. Rochester) had not spent
any money. Hon. gentlemen opposite
were sure to believe that. But seriously,
lie could solemnly say that lie had no
agents nor committee, and lie spent no
money. During that election a large
nuniber of buggies ran between these
offices and the five different villages gur-
rounding the city, to carry Civil Service
employés to the polls. He would like to
know who paid for these buggies. Any-
body who knew his friend, the late
Secretary of State, knew that' ho
could not dc anythitig of the
kind. He would like also to know who
paid the wages of the men who were
sent out by Ministers of the Crown te
canvass the county for days and weeku
previous to the election? He would
like to know whether the public of the
Dominion of Caniada were going to pay
men to go around canvassing and work-
ing for a man who happened to be a sup-
porter of the Administration for the
time being If that was going to be ther
case, it had better be known. He would
not trespass any longer upon the time
of the House. He had collected a large
amount of statistics, more especially re-
garding the lumber trade, with consider-
able trouble, but theie had been so much
in the way of figures already submitted
to the House, that he would not weary
the House. He would only add that he
was, on the whole, satisfied with the
tariff. He had not attempted to enter
into the details of the tariff, as lie had no
hesitation in saying that many of them
lie knew very little about. He had
only taken up the lumber interest which
lie was practically acquainted with. The
hon. gentlemen opposite talked about
the following on his side of the House.
He could say that the supporters of the
Government were proud of their posi-
tion. He for one was proud to he a fol-
lower of the present Administration,
and he thought lie only expressed the
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feeling of every member on his side of
the House, when he said that they were
proud of the men who occupied the Trea-
aury benches ; that the men who formed
the present Government were competent
to grapple with the great questions of the
day. They had, to-day, no fly-on-the-
wheel policy.

Mn. METHOT sid that, at this stage
of the discussion, lie had no intention of
making a long speech; but he believed
he owed it to himself, and to bis con-
stituency, to put before the House the
attitude he wanted to assume in regard
to this tariff. Having, for the ten years
that he had been in public life, always
fought strongly in favour of the prin-
ciple of Protection, and having had the
honour, during the last eighteen months,
of being twiceelected byoverwhelmingma-
jorities over hie opponents, who were
strong Free-traders, he felt, whatsoever
might be his feelings against some of the
details of the present tarif, that ho
could not do otherwise than vote for the
tariff en bloc, as it was now before Par-
lianent. But, in the difficult circum-
stances in which they were now
placed, ho wanted it to be well
understood that in casting this
vote he did not, desire it to be taken
as a mark of confidence or non-confidence
in the hon. gentlemen who now governed
this country. He looked at this question
from a stronger point of view. He
thought it was one of those measures that
they must deal with purely in the inter-
est of the whole country, without con-
midering who had brought it forw ard, or
Who was opposing it. He must, there-
fore, after having reservei bis opinions,
and mode of acting, until the details of
this tariff came before the Hlouse, de-
clare that he would support, with all bis
strength, the tariff as it was now before
the House.

Ma. ROGERS said the proposed tariff
indicated a policy so completely at vari-
ance with bis own views of sound political
economy, so utterly inconsistent with the
progressive tendencies of the world, and
no prejudicial to all the vital interesta of
Canada, that it was not surprising that
aill who were not tram melled by election
pledges or party alliances, should
Offer an earnest protest against
the inflietion. Although the injus-

tice of the measure would apply to
the whole Dominion, no Province would
feel it more keenly than New Brunswick,
and no county in the Province more than
Albert, which he had the honour of re-
presenting. He need1 not, therefore,
apologise for expressing his dissent fromu
the opinions of the Finance Minister,
whatever might be his personal regard
for that gentleman. He feIt that he
would ill discharge his duty if he did not
rise, and, at least, in a few words, express
bis firm protest against an imposition of
taxation so fatal to every interest of his
constituents. Those interests were very
diversified. They included five different
classes - farming, lumbering, mining,
shipping, and, to some extent, fishing.
These interests were variouslY ir ter-
mixed, and all were more or less depen-
dent on each other. The division of
labour had not reached such a state of
perfection there as in the older Provin-
ces. While the farmers of bis county
were dependent on the soil for their
subsistence in the raising of a variety of
products, their surplus consisted mostly
of cattle and dairy products, hay, oats and
potatoes. There was no import of these
articles to speak of, and even a prohibi-
tion of foreign farmn products would not
help their prices. Much of their pro-
ducts ,were sold in Boston, New
York, and other American cities, thus
giving employment to coasting vessels,
which could only carry such cargoes at
low rates with a prospect of return
freights of cornneal, flour, coal and
other merchandise, and any restriction on
this trade would at once injure the farm-
ing interest by the increased cost of im-
portation, while the advance on all the
necessaries of life which the farmer must
buy would add greatly to their present
depressed condition. Flour and meal, so
far as required, would be higuer at cer-
tain seasons, when the advantage of a
overstocked New York nmarket, combined
with a nominal rate of freigLt, could be
secured. They imported a large quantity
of cornmeal. the duty on which must
add to their taxation. By comparing
the imports into New Brunswick, of
iast year, which were 65,919bls., it would
be found the duty would be $26,367,
while the duty on the corn imported
would be $1,673, making in all $28,040.
Sugar also, and even tea, would be found
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to cost the Dominion more when impor-
ters were restricted in their choice of
markets. Furniture and agricultural
implements, iron goods, boots and shoes,
and clocks, were already sufficiently pro-
tected, and would be made dearer for
the farmer as well as all the other classes
of his constituents. The lumbermen,
already borne down with a depressed
market, would have to pay more for
supplies, as had been clearly shown by
hon. members on bis side of the House
who had preceded him, and which, not-
withstanding other opinions expressed,
still remained substantially uncontra-
dicted, and higher freights on exports, if
they continued business at ail. The
same would apply to mining, in which he
might include the shipping of albertite
coal, calcined plaster, gypsum, freestone,
and the other products of that section of
the Province. Under this tariff, labourers
could not subsist on the wages hereto-
fore paid them, their food and clothing
being so heavily taxed, and, as before
remarked, the small class of vessels
which carried these exports to the Unite i
States markets must, of necessity, advance
the freight rates or go at once out of em-
ployment. The tariff, as submitted by
the hon. the Finance Minister,
did not specify what was to be
the system by which drawbacks were to
be secured to shipbuilders. He Loped
that the Finance Minister would so de-
fine it that the shipbuilder might be able
to estimate the amount of the drawback
before taking a contract. The article of
cordage was made subject to a higher
duty, and this was a burden that he

Othought should not have been imposed,
as it not only affected the shipbuilder,
but the sailing of vessels, from the largest
ship to the smallest fishing boat that
hugged their shores in search of a liveli-
hood. And, though anchors. cables,
oakurm, foreign woods and salt were ad-
mitted free as before, he failed to find any
compensating advantages for the greatly
increased cost of living to the worknien
employed. Those considerations in ad-
dition to the general restrictions of trade
and commerce, clearly indicated, whether
designedly or not, a blow at this staple
industry, which had done so much to
place " this Canada of ours " in a very
proud position among the nations of the
world. It was well known how a per-
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nicious Protective system had, by adding
to the cost of construction notwithstand-
ing their many advantages, reduced the
mercantile marine of the United States,
so that to-day only about one quarter of
the exports of the great Republic were
carried under their ow'n flag. Was it
wise, was it patriotic that our onward
march to supremacy on the seas should
be cheeked and embarrassed by such an
anomalous and partial method of raising
the revenue ? As had been correctly
pointed out by the hon. mem ber for West
Middlesex (Mr. Ross) and others, the fine
articles of commerce, the ornaments and
the luxuries of the rich were subject to
less duty than the necessities of the poor
and those in moderate circumstances.
The chinaware and the broadcloths were
admitted at a lower rate than the stone-
ware and the coarser tweeds and cloths.
Then, again, the complicated nature of
the tariff was a serious objecÂion. They
had ad valorem duties and specific-
specific as to quantity, specific as to
quality, specific as to size, and specific as
to weight. All these would tend to em-
barrass and press unduly on the small
importer, and must tend to concentrate
the trade in the hands of the great mer-
cautile houses, so that the competition
essential to the good of the consumer
would be checked. The tendency must
be to centralise the importing business in
the large cities, to the serious loss and
detriment ot the Maritime Provinces. As
had been most truly said, the rich man
would, by an Act of Parliament, be made
richer still, and the poor man poorer
still. The worst system of the United
States system might arise. Lobbyists
and rings of nanufacturers, who could
well afford to part with a percentage of
their ill-gotten gains, would be enriched
by successful political log-Tolling, and
would, in turn, protect and assist a Gov-
ernment which would continue to wrest
for them the hard-earned savings of the
poor. The bon. member for King's must
have startled the House with the intelli-
gence that the duty on tea was reduced
two cents per pound, and he (Mr. Rogers)
thought it would ba interesting te his
(Mr. Domville's) constituents, as well as
the House, to know how such a desirable
consumimation was to be obtained under
the present tariff. For, notwithstanding
the desire of the members opposite to im-
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press the country with the idea that they
were going to give the country a free
breakfast table, none of thein had gone
so far as the hon. member for King's.
He (Mr. Domville) had also told the
Hoiie it would not cost New Brunswick
anything more for coal. He (Mr. Rogers)
found by the trade returns that that
Province imported 21,240 tons of anthra-
cite coal from the United States, and
4,502 tons of bituminous coal. It was
only fair to say that New Brunswick
would have to pay duty upon coal to the
amount of $1 2,000 to $ 15,000. He (Mr.
Rogers) thought that the hon. member
was equally unhappy in his reference to
the shipbuilding industry of New Bruns-
wick, when he spoke of it as "a little
shipbuilding." Be that as it might, he
(Mr. Rogers) thought shipbuilding was
to the Maritime Provinces what the
wheat-growing fields of the West were to
them. He begged to dissent from this
estimate. He found, on comparison with
the United States, which had ten times
our population, that the Dominion had
about one-third of as much registered
tonnage as they possessed. It was
one of the links of the great carrying
trade, which, with the railway and
canal system, conveyed the products of
Canada to a market in the Mother
Country. That hon. gentleman had
also attempted to show that in New
Brunswick they paid less for cer-
tain articles now than the) paid before
the Union, and that their per capita tax
had been lessened in that way. He had
stated that in 1866 the price of flour was
$10.50, while molasses and sugar were
also higher than now. Had he taken the
trouble to go a little further back, he
would have found some very different
facts. He (Mr. Rogers) would give
some quotations from the prices as shown
by the St. John Morning News of the
5th November, 1862. Flour was then
quoted at from $5.75 to $6; molasses
26c. to 30c. ; sugar 71c. to Sc. ; deal
freights to Liverpool, 75s. to 77s. 6d.,
and deals were quoted in Liverpool at
£7 17s. 6d. per standard, while to-day
freights were 55s. to 60s., and deals £5 10s.
to £6 per standard. This went to show
that Confederation had very little to do
with the prices which were controlled by
the larger markets of the world. The
same member had also stated that this

was not a cast-iron tariff, but would be
tried for twelve months. He(Mr. Rogers)
hoped it was not a cast-iron tariff, and
that the Finance Minister would consent
to its being modified in Committee so as
to meet the requirements of the Mari-
time Provinces. He predicted, if it
should remain as at present be-
fore the House, that, notwithstanding
the many bands of Protection which its
promoters had encircled it with, the very
first time the electors of this country had
a chance of pronouncing their views upon
it, they would declare that it was not in
accordance with their views.

MR. TROW said he had listened to
the debate with a great deal of atten-
tion, and had failed to find any plausible
or reasonable excuse given by the advo-
cates of Protection, why any large pro-
portion of the population should be taxed
for the express benefit of a few. He
considered it was the interest and duty
of all Governments to legislate for the
many and not for the few, to do the great-
est possible good to the greatest possible
number. Hon. gentlemen opposite were
sonewhat intolerant in their remarks,
with reference to the elections of the
17th September last; some of them even
asserting the doctrine that the people
had decided the matter at the polls, and
the House had no right to discuss the sub-
ject at all. He believed the elections were
carried in many ridings by misrepresen-
tation and deceit. In his section of On-
tario the matter was not brought up in such
a manner as represented here ; but only a
revision of the tariff was contemplated,
not an increase of taxation upon every
conceivable article used, from ten to
fifteen per cent. higher than before. In
looking over the returns of that " glorious
victory," of which they had heard so
much, he found that very little change
in the electoral vote would have made
a wonderful change ; the party with
whom he was identified would have
remained in power. He could point to
twenty-five hon. members, supporters of
the Administration, the total of whose
united majorities would not amount to one-
half the majority of his hon. friend from
North Oxford, and yet these gentlemen
would boast that they representeWhe
people. He found that the hon. me r
for Cornwall was returned by 38 ; he
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hon. member for Halton by 18 ; the hon.
member for North Leeds and Grenville
by 34 ; the hon. member for North
Middlesex by 8 ; the hon. member for
Niagara by 2 ; the hon. member for South
Norfolk by 17; the hon. member
for East Peterboro' by 26; the hon.
member for Prescott by 4 ; the hon.
member for Centre Wellington, the farm-
ers' friend, by 6; the hon. member for
North York by 10 ; the hon. mem-
ber for Portneuf by 1. Others in Nova
Scotia, Conservatives, were returned by
very emall majorities : the hon. member
for Queen's with 18, and the hon. mem-
ber for Annapolis by 9. Twenty-five Gov-
vernment supporters, with their united
majorities, would only make 630
votes. It was evident that, if a change
of a few votes in the whole Dominion
bad taken place, the members of the
Government would be on the other side of
the House. He might mention that it
was by mere accident that the Finance
Minister was here. His majority was 9,
and under protest, and, if he appeared
again before his constituents, those
who knew the situation informed him
that there would, in all probability,
be 900 majority against him.
The hon. member for Niagara condemned
the policy of the late Government, in
regard to the construction of the
Pacific Railway, stating that they had
commenced at both ends, leaving a gap
unfinished in the centre, that the road
was totally useless until the centre was
completed. He shouli have considered
the lay of the country, the engineering
difficulties to encounter, and the impossi-
bility of constructing that work, unless
at both erds, making facilities as the
work progressed to carry in necessary
materials. The sane hon. gentle-
man had condemned the late Gov-
ernment in their immigration policy,
stating thar they had been the means of
driving emigrants into the United States.
The hon. gentleman should consider that
in 1872, while the hon. the present leader
was in power, there passed through Can-
ada into the United States 52,608 emi-
grants, and only 36,579 remained in
these Provinces. In 1873, 49,059 passed
through Canada into the United States,
and eose landed bore 50,050. The
follo ing was the result of the next five

years, during the administration of the
late Governnent :

Passed into the Remained in
United States. Canada

In 1874..... 40,649 .......... 39,373
1875..... 9.04 ......... 27,382
1876. ... 10,916 .
1877..... 5,640
1878. 11,226

. 25,632

. 27,076

. 29,807

Showing that during the years 1872 and
1873, while his leader, the right hon.
member for Victoria, was in power,
24,022 more emigrants passed through
Canada into the United States than in
the next five years. What was the policy
of this Government in reference to emi-
gration i He was informed that the
Minister of Agriculture and Immigration
had abandoned the scheme, and dismissed
his emigration agents in Europe. If such
were the case, he regretted it very
much, because now was our op-
portunity to take advantage of the
depression which existed in Great Britain
among the tenant farmers of that coun-
try, and induce them to settle in this
Dominion, where they could procure the
fee simple town estate for the rental -f a
farm in Great Britain for one year. The
hon. mniember for Cardwell seemed to
think there was prosperity at present,
even in the United States. He would
wish it were so. Does the hon. gentle-
man know there were at present thous-
ands out of employment; that there were
half a million clamouring for bread in
Boston and other cities of the American
Union? Our commercial relations being
so closelv identified with that of the
United States, it was natural to suppose
that we should suiffer in consequence of
that gret financial panic that swept over
that great country. He (Mr. Trow)
believed that it was beyond the power of
any Government to bring about prosperity
by any such policy as now proposed.
Could the people be enriched by taxing
the large majority for the benefit of the
few ? If the taxes fell equally on all, it
might be supposed that the Government
was anxious to do what was fair and
right. Would any one beuncandid enough
to say that the farming interests had re-
ceived any consideration, further than
increasing their bardons 1 What had
been done to benefit them i Had not
his taxes been increased, by higher
du ties on every article he used i The
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labouring man and lumberman, who,
with the farmers, produced most of the
wealth of the country, had also been en-
tirely ignored. Depression occasionally
affiicted all nations, and the United
States had been more severely visited
than Canada. They had bad many yearsof
prosperity, during which hon. gentlemen
opposite should have husbanded the re-
sources of the country, and have been less
reckless in undertaking costly works of
great magnitude; the public debt would not
then have been increased so much nor the
present troubles felt so keenly. They had
prosperous times during and after the
American war. All our surplus stock and
produce was taken at good prices, labour
was in great demand, followed by a rail-
road mania, which was encouraged by the
Government. Many millions were thus
spent, causing the people to imagine they
were exceedingly wealthy, when their
means largely consisted of borrowed
money-in imaginary wealth. In Ontario
alpne about $20,000,000 was expended
on new railways, the promoters obtaining
bonuses and floating bonds exten-
sively. The whole system of the
country was rotten te the core. The
tountry suffered from a partial fail-
ure of crops two or three seasons in suc-
cession, and the natural reaction took
place. The Dominion and Provincial Gov-
ernments having to meet the payment
of interest on their borrowed loans, a
reaction took place. The public feeling
was anxious for a change, thousands
foolishly entertaining the idea that the
Government could grant them some
measure of relief. To add to our misfor-
tunes, the wholesale merchants im-
ported enormous quantities of goods for
years, amounting in four or five years to
ovor $100,000,000 worth more than the
legitirate wants of the country required.
Irresponsible persons were allowed un-
limited credit; merchants' agents were
pushing sales ail over the country ; thons-
ands of farmer's sons left the farm and
entered into business without experience,
the result being financial failure.
Bankruptcy goods were sold by the offic-
ial assignee at sacrifice prices, and others
trying to carry on a legitimate business
vere dragged down, hundreds failing
in, consequence. At the elections last
fall-in regard to which he never knew
the people to be more deceived-min-

isters had been accused of deceiving the
elect.rs ; at ail events, different versions
of the Protective policy were given in
different parts of the country. The
character of the speeches made depended
very materially upon the geographical
positions of the localities visited. It was
wrong to accuse the late Government of
a Free-trade policy ; their tariff was
17 - per cent. for revenue, which
gave enough protection and encourage-
ment to any legitimate business. The
manufacturers. had corne to Ottawa,
however, from various parts of the Do-
minion, with selfish motives, and created
a hue-and-cry about the slaughter of
goods in Canada. Hon. gentlemen
opposite complained that goods were
manufactured in the United Statea
50 per cent. cheaper than could be
here. Why should Canadians be deprived
of obtaining them so much cheaper
than the home manufactured articles?
Were not cheap goods a benefit to those
who purchasedi With regard to the
complaints of their market being glutted
with American goods, he thought that
much of the goods exniibited in one part
of the country as American, came from
some other part of the country where
there was over-production. A large
quantity of furniture, manufactured in
Guelph, had been sold in Toronto as
American, because it had a good name.
Ele had no f aith in the policy of the
present Administration, nor had he
any faith that it would work
well or prove beneficial. Ministers
evidently had no faith in it themselves,
as they were making changes in the
tariff continually. The hon. member for
King's (Mr. Domville) had said that
if it did not work well, not " lie, " but
" we " would abandon it in a year. Some
30 or 40 changes had been already mnade
since it was brought down. A deputa-
tion from Huron, representing the salt
interests, were told they would be pro-
tected, but had discovered, after return-
ing home, that 8c. a bushel did not suit
their interests, they having expected that
all foreign salt would be prohibited, and
that they could supply our fishermen with
3,000,000, or 4,000,000 bushels which
we now principally brought out in bal-
last and sold much cheaper than the
Goderich salt could possibly be supplied.
The deputation anticipated that the
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30,000 or 40,000 fishermen of the Mari-
time Provinces would be compelled to
buy froni them. They imagined that
vessels would bring coal to the West
from Nova Scotia and return to it and
New Brunswick with cargoes of salt.
But they found themselves entirely mis-
taken, and that all the salt excluded by
the present tariff was but 5,000 to 6,000
bushels that entered Ontario from the
States. He understood, from a member
of the deputatiou that the sait interest
was seriously injured by the new tariff,
at least 10c. per barrel, by the tax put
upon coal. The coal tax was very ob-
jectionable, and would be severely felt by
the poor in all the towns and cities in
Ontario-a direct tax of $350,000 per
annum, and it is doubtful if one ton more
will be brought from Nova Scotia. The
geographical position of Ontario prevented
that, unless under a tariff of $1.50 per ton.
The milling interest had also been in-
jnred. He had received a letter a few
days ago from one of his constituents, a
miller, who could manufacture 2,800
bushel4 of oats per day. During last
year he purchased 550,000 bushels of
oats, and shipped to Glasgow and Liver-
pool 52,000 barrels of oatmeal. AIl that
he could purchase in the various little
towns and districts adjacent during the
year was 90,000 bushels of oats, and he
was under the necessity of purchasing
460,000 bushels from the United States.
This miller employed a certain number ot
men ; the railways were also employed,
and the shipping interests must have made
a profit. Were they to do away with
that business and carrying trade merely
to gratify a few selfish individuals, who
thought a change in the fiscal policy of
the Government would be to their
interest ? He wrote him (Mr. Trow)
that he had shut down his mil], as it was
utterly impossible to purchase enough
oats, within any reasonable distance, to
keep his mil at work. He found that it
would be better to remove his mill to the
other side of the line, which he contem-
plated doing, as he could thence ship
direct to Liverpool. It seemed to him
(Mr. Trow) very unreasonable that hon.
gentlemen opposite should strike thus at
the carrying trade, after the country had
spent millions to secure it, in improving
the canal and river navigation. When
these millions were expended, and the
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works almost ready to tap this western
trade, a check was suddenly put upon
the enterprise ; for no one could pretend
that we would now be able to compete
with Anerican lines for the carrying
trade. Let hon. gentlemen remember
that, in obstructing the prosperity of the
Grand Trunk, Great Western and other
public thoroughfares, and debarring them
from the foreiga carrying trade-and
consequently our freight charges would
be increased-they were also robbing the
widows and orphans of Great Britain,
who contributed towards their construc-
tion, thousands of whom had their capi-
tal invested in these great thoroughfares,
and were depending upon their dividends
for their means of support. It was not
supposed, during the late contest, even
by Conservatives, that the Government
would undertake any radical change in
the fiscal policy of this country. Some
supposed there would be some change,
but no one expected the sweeping
changes the Government proposed. We
had an illustration of the effects of Proi
tection in the United States. It was
well-known that manufacturing rings
were formed in that country, which con-
trolled legislation to their own ends and
selfish purposes, and the result was that
a false stimulus was given manufactur-
ing industries, which tended to attract
the inhabitants from other avocations
into manufacturing enterprises. Han-
dreds and thousands of young men were
attracted from the farms into towrns and
cities, the result of which was over-pro-
duction, and wrought great ruin to the
country. The tariff of the United States
was pretty well-known. He would read
from a speech made by Mr. S. S. Cox,
in the United States Congress, which
would give an idea of how the farmer in
the United States enjoyed the benefit of
Protection :-

" The farmer starting to his work has a shoe
put on his horse with nails taxed at 67
per cent., driven witlya hammer taxed 54 per
cent., cuts a stick with a knife taxed 50 per
cent., bitches his horses to a plough taxed 50
per cent., with chains taxed 67 per cent. He
returns to his home at night and lays his
weary limbs on a sheet taxed 58 per cent., and
covers himself with a blanket that has paid a
tax of 250 per cent. He rises in the morning,
puts on his humble flannel shirt taxed 80 per
cent., his coat taxed 50 per cent., bis shoes
taxed 35 per cent., and bat taxed 70 per cent.,
opens family worship with a Bible taxed 35
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per cent., and kneels to his God on a carpet
taxed 250 per cent., sits down to take his
humble meal from a plate taxed 40 per cent.,
with a knife and fork taxed 35 per cent.;
drinks his cup of coffee with sugar taxed 70
per cent., seasons bis food with salt taxed 130
per cent,; pepper 297 per cent , and spice 397
per cent.; he looks around on bis wife and
children all taxed in the same way, takes a
chew of tobacco taxed 100 per cent., and leans
back in his chair and thanks his stars tha- he
lives in the freest and best Government under
heaven."

If taxation was a benefit, why not put
on more? Why not put 17- per cent.
on corn, instead of 7ý- per cent. [f the
Americans were going to pay these
$2,000,000 of increased revenue, why
not make them pay $4,000,000? Our
object was, according to the hon. Fi-
nance Minister's statement, to make
money. If they had made millions out
of us, why not retaliate and endeavour to
get a few millions out of them ? His
own impression was that the consumer
under almost all, and every circumstance,
would pay the duty under this tariff.
For illustration, lie would mention a
gentleman in bis Riding, a Conservative,
engaged iii the milling business, and who
was in the habit of getting two car-loads
of corn each week, amounting to 600 or
700 bushels. That gentleman was
strongly in favour of Protection during
the last election. He stated now that
he had not the slightest conception, when
the tariff was increased on corn, that he
would have to pay the duty. He found
now that it made a difference of from
$50 to $60 per week on bis transactions.
He now condemned the policy of the
Administration, and if he had another
chance to vote, lie would cheerfully vote
for him (Mr. Trow). In the United
States the result of the Protective policy
had been wide-spread ruin, and tens of
thousands of working-men were out of
employment. Canada suffered from this
state of things in the United States, in
the great number of tramps tha, came
over to this country. Some hon. gentle-
men said the tramp nuisance was owing
to the indiscretion of our emigration
agents. It was nothing of the kind.
During the last five years not a single
emigrant had been induced to come out
here who was not able and willing to
work. HRe regretted exceedingly that
the hon. the Minister of Agriculture had
not seen bis way to do something this

year to promote immigration. That hon.
gentleman had done much in years past
in this direction, and the Mennonite
settlement in Manitoba was a monument
to lis efforts in this respect. Thousands
more of the same class were now anxious
to come from Southern Russia, if the
Government would do anything to en-
courage them. It was bad policy on the
part of the Governmient to put any
obstacle in the way of imi igration.
When he was urging upon the late
Government to be more liberal in emi-
gration matters, the hon. the Minister of
Agriculture was the only one of the then
Opposition that gave him any assistance
in his efforts. Now was the proper
time to *attract emigrants to our shores,
in order to fill up our fertile western
plains. Thousands of the best class of
settlers were anxious to leave Pussia
now, on account of political troubles.
Other nations were endeavouring
to attract emigration to their
shores. Australia had over a
hundred emigration agents in the old
country. The Australian Government
gave emigrants $100 per head, while our
Government only gave them $5. He had
no doubt the tariff would stimulate manu-
facturing interests for a time, but its
ultimate results would be the same here
as in the United States. He believed
the Finance Minister had been so pest-
ered and troubled by the demands of the
manufacturers, that he had finally become
desperate, aud forgot all about the great
class of consumers in this country. WTe
found, already, in this country that many
branches of business were suffering from
home competition, and the new tariff
would only make matters worse. In
reference to the furniture business it was
bard on the poor man to make him pay
35 per cent. on bis furniture, for the sake
of benefitting a few individuals. Very
little furniture was imported from the
United States, and there was no kind of
reason in puttin'g on this duty.

MR. PLU MB: How much do we
import, $200,000 worth ?

MR. TROW asked the hon. gentleman
if he knew. That hon. gentleman pro-
fessed to be so well informed that he had
earned for himself the title of " general
purpose individual." He was a jack-in-
the-box, who jumped up on all conceiv-
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able occasions, no matter what subject
was under discussion. He (Mr. Trow)
regrett-d to see that the hon. the Minis-
ter of Finance had been driven to siuch
desperation by the manufacturers, that
he had overlooked his own Province.
Although that hon. gentleman had been
honoured with high positions in that
Province, he had apparently neglected its
interest, and placed heavy burdens on its
people, according to the testimony of
nearly all the members from that Pro-
vince. He (Mr. Trow) had intended to
give some figures with reference to the
imports and exports of the different
eereals, but that subject had already been
so well treated that he would defer that
portion of bis reraarks for another occa-
s1on.

MR. COUGH LIN said he would not
have spoken on this question were it not
that an attack had been made upon bis
constituency, North Middlesex. The
hon. member (Mir. Trow) who had just
taken bis seat, had referred to the small
majority by which the last elecuion was
carried in that Riding. But when he
(Mr. Coughlin) stated trat he now repre
sented a constituency that had been ac-
eustomed to give 800 majDrity to the
Reforn party, this House would under-
stand the change that had taken place
in that Riding in favour of Protection.
This question had been fully discussed in
the western part of Ontario, and the
people undertood what they %ere
voting for. Gentlemen on the op-
posite side of the flouse had
tried to make it appear that this tariff
meant Protection to the manufac-
turers, and heavier taxes to the fariners.
As a farner, representing an agricultu-
ral constituency, he felt it to be his duty
to say that he believed this tariff wculd
benefit the agriculturists more than it
would the manufacturers. He (Mr.
Coughlin) thought he had got figures
before him, taken fron last year's returns
compiled under the late Mackenzie Ad-
ministration, which would prove it, and
would show the necessity that had existed
for agricultural protection. For instance,
we imported 302,147 bushels of barley,
value $137,243-American duty, at the
rate of 15c. per bushel, $45,322, was an
advantage to the American farmers, on
barley alone. According to the present
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proposed tariff the Canadian farm-
er would now erjoy the same
protection He found that we im-
ported 2,162,229 bushels of cats of
the value of $651,441-American dnty
at 10c. per bushel, $216,222 ; our farm-
ers will now be protected to an equal
extent. The amount of corn imported
was $7,387,507 bushels, at a value of
$3,535,619-American dutv, $738,750;
under the Mackenzic tarif the duty on
this staple product of the soil was nil;
while under the proposed tariff the duty
of 7½-c. per bushel would produce a rev-
enue of $554,063, and would furnish Bo
much additional protection and encour-
agement to the farmers of Canada. He
would now call the attention of the
House to the question of wheat, on which
a good deal iad been said. The impres-
sion on the other side of the House was
that we had exported more wheot than
we had imported. He wanted to tell the
House and country that such was not the
case, and he defied contradiction. We
imported $5,635,411 bushels of wbeat,
at a value of $6,5 10,148-a 20 per cent.
duty on that, which was the A merican
duty, gave theu $,127,082; under the
proposed tariff, with a duty of 15e. 4
bushel, the Canadian farmer will receive
$s45,311, by way of protection on wheat
against bis American rival. Then we
imported 146,823 bushels of rye, at a
value of $77,398-American duty at 15e.
a bushel, $22,023; proposed duty at 10c.
a bushel, $14,682. Pease and beans,
imported, 9,589 bushels, at a value of
S18,729-American duty, $958; under
proposed tariff, $958. From this it will
be seen that the total importation of
grain was 15,643,706 bushels, of the
value of $10,630,578. The American
duty on that amount would be
$2,150,367 ; under the proposed tariff a
duty of $1,676,628 would be imposed
on these grains, and our farmers
would receive a protection to that amount
against American grains, where the
Mackenzie tariff left them at the merev
of the American farmers, who competed
with them on equal terms in our own
market, and, at the sanie time, enjoyed a
high degree of protection at home. Tura-
ing to the article of flour, about which
so much had been said, he (Mr. Conghrn)
found that we had last year imported
314,520 barrels, valued at $1,866,I01.
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American duty, at 20 per cent., would
amount on this article to $373,220 ;
under our proposed tariff of 50c. per bar:
tel, the duty would be $157,260. Of
rye flour, we had imported 1,883 barrels,
valIed at $8,655-American daty of 10
per cent., $865 ; proposed duty, at 50c.
per barrel, $941. Indian meal, imported,
226,850 barrels, of the value of $619,380,
on which 10 per cent. to American duty
would amount to $61,938, while the
proposed duty of 46c. a barrel would
amoint to $90,742. Of oatmeal, we had
imported 2,949 barrels, of the value of
$22,226, on which the American duty
amounted to $2,949 ; this would be the
same under the new tariff. Of ground i
grains, flour, meal, etc., as would be seen
from the foregoing figures, we imported
516,202 barrels, of the value of
$2,516,362, on which, under the Mac-
kenzie Cvernment, there was no
duty, though the American duty
was $438,972 ; the proposed tariff would
give us on ground grains, a protection of
$251,892. And now, coming to meats,
of whicfh there is a large importation, we
find that of pork alone we imported. last
year 10,24b,020 pounds, at a value of
$640,696-the American duty of le. per
pound, amounted to $102.480 ; the in-
creased duty,under this tariff was scarcely
worth noting, except for the purposeof urg-
ing that it should be further increased. Of
hams and bacon, we imp,.rted 2,825,169
pounds, valued at e220,945-the Ameri-
can duty, at 2c. a pound, would be
$56,503, and our proposed duty the
same; while the duty, under the Mac-
kenzie Administration, was only half
that amount. l regard to the article of
be3f, we had imported 513,782 pounds,
valued at $31,792-American duty of
le. a pound $5,137, and proposed duty
the same. Lard, imported, 2,345,807
pounds, valued at $213,603-American
duty of 2c. a pound, $16,916; proposed
duty the same, ' but only half that
amount under the late Government.
We had imported mutton from the
Americans to the extent of 5,47 3 pounds,
of the value of $339-Amnerican duty,
$54 ; proposed duty the same. The total
amount of meats imported from the Amer-
icans was 15,938,251 pounds, valued at
$1,107,375-A merican duty, $2 11,090 ;
proposed Canadian duty, $211,090, and
under the late Government, $159,380.

He (Mr. Coughlin) would now take up
the stock importations. We imported
1,587 horses, valied at $G0.458-Ameri-
can daty, at 20 per cent., $12,091 ; pro-
posed Canadian duty, at the same rate,
$12,091 ; Mackenzie duty, at 10 per
cent, $6,045. Of cattle,we had imported
5,120 head, valued at $83,471-Ameri-
can duty, at 20 per cent., $16,69 L; new
Canadian duty the sanme ; under the Mac-
kenzie Administration the duty, at 10
per cent., would be $8,347. Of sheep,
we imported 10,506, of the value of
$20,444-American duty of 20 per cent.,
$1,088; new Canadian tariff the sane;
but under the Mackenzie Goveruînent
only half that amount. Cf swine, we
had imported 14,704 head, valued
at $116,922-American auty, at 20 per
cent., $2 3,384; under our proposed
duty, $23,384; while under the late
Governient only half that amount was
imposed. The total value of stock im-
ported was $2 1 ,295-the A merican duty
being $56,257 ; the proposed duty under
the new tariff, $56,257 ; under the late
Government the duty would be $28,128,
or only half the amount now proposed.
He (Mr. Coughlin) thought that the
farmners had reason to congratulate them-
selves on the change of Government, and
on the realisation of the promises made
to them by the Conservative leaders dur-
ing the late political campaign. He found
that the total value of the grain, flour,
meal, pork, beef, animals, etc., imported
fron the Ainericans during the preceding
year, to compete in our home market
with our Canadian farmers, amounted to
$14,835,610, upon which, before enter-
ing the American market, the Canadian
farmers would have to pay duty to the
amount of $2,856,686. Under the new
tariff our farmers would be protected to
the extent of $2,195,867, where, under
the late Administration, they only had a
protection of $187,508, while the late
Governument gave the farmers a protec-
tion of a fraction over one per cent. The
proposed duty would, on the foregoing
farm products, give about 15 per cent.
protection, the American protection
on the sane amount'ng to about 18 per
cent. The farmers were now protected
by the present tariff about twelve times
more than they were under that of the
late Administration. Manufacturers had
twice the protection they had under the
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late Administration, and yet gentlemen
opposite said, " this was a Protection in
the interests of the manufacturers only. "
Be (Mr. Coughlin) thought the subject
had . been pretty well discussed,
both before and since the electi, ns. As
far as the western part of Ontario was
concerned, he was happy to say that they
were pretty welleatisfied with this tariff.
There were several items he would like
to see changed. He would like to see
the duty on pork increased to two cents
a pound. That was the wish of his con-
stituents, and it was his wish. He
would also like to see a duty on wool.
There was a large amount of wool in-
ported into this country. He would
also like to draw the attention of the
Minister of Customs to the value of
stock imported into this country, and
the value of stock exported. Ie found
tiat, in regard. to horses, that the aver-
age value per head imported was $38,
and that the average value per head ex-
ported was $90 ; and cattle imported,
valued at $16 per head, while our ex-
ported cattle were valued at an average
of $38 per head. Knowing practically
something of the value of the stock im-
ported, he (Mr. Coughlin) believed that
they were entered for Customs duty at
less than one-half their actual value, and
he was of opinion that the saie scale of
valuation had been practised upon many
of our other imports. He thought there
was something wrong here, and lie
begged to again call the attention of the
hon. the Minister of Customs to the fact.
Taking the tariff as a whole, lie (Mr.
Coughlin) felt that the people of the
country, especially the practical farmers,
had reason to congratulate them-
selves on the change of Government.
While desirous that increased duties
should have been imposed on pork and
wool, to which he had just referred, he
(Mr. Coughlin) intended to support the
tariff as a whole, in the hope that the
Finance Minister would see his way,next
year,to give further encouragement to the
farmers in this respect, and felt that he
was discharging his duty to the intelli-
gent electors who had honoured him with
their confidence, by endorsing the Na-
tional Policy.

ME. GUNN said the hon. member for
Cardwell (Mr. White) had alluded to the

MR. COUGHLIN.

China trade, and congratulated the House
on the service that cry had rendered
gentlemen opposite. He regretted that
he could not congratulate the merchants
in that trade, as they suffered heavy
losses. Tea costing 40c. and 50c. had to
be sold at 25c. and 30c., leaving losses of
40 per cent. It was an unfair cry
raised against the late Government that
the differential duty of 10 per cent.
against tea imnported fron the United
States would have protected direct im-
portations froi loss. Not only in Canada
but in England and th United States
immense losses were made. The largest
and oldest firms there, as well as in the
East, in the China trade, had to succumb
during the last four years. It was well
known that the losses had been enor-
mous. Wealthy bankers and merchants
of long standing had lost all they pos-
sessed in the trade. The only people
who could be congratulated upon the
results of the China trade were the con-
sumers of this country ; they had been
benefitted by getting cheap tea. Can-
ada's proportion of the whole tea trade
was not more than about 4 per cent.-a
very small fraction indeed. London
headed the list, and New York came
second. These markets very largely
supplied the tea used in this country,
and often at a less rate even than it
could be purchased in China. His hon.
friend from Cardwell (Mr. White) had said
he received a letter4'rom a gentleman in
New York, who had gone there because
the late Government had cancelled the
ten per cent. differential duty. He (Mr.
Guain) could tell that hon. gentleman
that the 10 per cent. duty was not the
cause of his correspondent's leaving for
New York, but it was because he
imported too largely, and brought disas-
ter upon himself, and was forced to seek
new fields for his labour. If that fact
was not known to the hon. gentleman,
it ought to have been known to him be-
fore he came to this House with such in-
formation as lie gave. He (Mr. Gunn)
maintained that no Government could
have averted the distres that had over-
taken the commercial world, as that was
impossible, and lie very much feared that
the policy of the present Administration
would have very bad effects. The taxa-
tion that the people had already to bear
was as heavy as they could stand, and
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yet the hon. the Finance Minister had 57,000,000 pounds of sugar, with
thought proper to impose additional tax- 9,000,000 pounds cane juice, ou which a
ation almost equal to a war tax. duty of $1,280,000 was )aid ; but last

year it rose to 109,000,000 pounds, with
An HON. GENTLEMAN : It is a a duty of $2,600,000, which showed that

war tax. the trade had nearly doubled in eleven
Mrf. GUNN said it was equal to a vears, under a perru;nent tarif. He

war tax on the people beyoid any doubt. believed that the tarili under the late
Sucar one of the most important articles aovernrnent, with ail its fits, if left
in our trade, was proposed to be sub- alone, wonl yield suf1h(ient ini-ans for
jected to a most enormnous Protective the requirements of the cowitry. He
duty. During fifteen years prior to thoaght it was a most thing to
Con'ederation, we had no less than iyterfere wit a tariff. that Hea doiil
nine different tariffs, a'tariff for nearly the stigar trade in clevea vears. Tho
every year and a haif. Tiiey ail knew effict o that tariff had ben, not
how distressing, it was to everyboly to only to dlouble the qiattt of stigar
have thesa continai chances in the r mhent withe coallity, but to double
tariff. tariag the last eleven years the revenue bsiles audii thp people
they had a permanent tarift, as far as had. been suppliei with che er aHd
sugar was concerued, with dhe exception prer sugar tan ever be tire. Any

of 1875, whehn a quarter of a cent a heat of ahfamily4 or any housekeeper i
potind was deducted off refining gredes, t he country, could tc-li the ELous3 that
and one quarter of a cent was a large they neyer ad cheapr or botter sugar
protection to the refaers. Takin o into thaa wheu tý,c late tarif was in opýra-
aceouv the then conschption, it wa tion. The lon. memb3r for Cardwel
equal to $250,00. lurely that was (enr. White) said tyaat ross sir was
sufgicient protection for any icestry. usio d than wa consamed dnrig that
Prior to 1868, the refiners had a mono- year the rafluery closed. It was iii 1876
poly f this trade, and it ra given grest when 11,000,000 punds were eatred,
dissatisfaction throughout thw coautry wit a daty of $J,250,000. Te dfer-
That dissatisaction bcame s0 great that, once was owin to the ower grade that
whou the flthse met i 1868, it was c.imc that year, with a lower duty, against
considered ef sufficient importance to re- the higer graes that came last y0ar, as
ceive the serioas attention f the Gev- the 109,000,030 îuuds of 1878 was
ernimont, and lie believed promiuent equivalent in saccharine to more weighIt
mon enaged the trade wore cailed than th 114,000,009 poands of 1876,
upon by the then Administration, and a d paid $320,00) more dnty. So far li
consuted. He (r. Gucin was not in ad given figures in round numers, but
the country at the time, but understood ho woul now state actual taken
the question eas constdered witb a good fr,)m the Traie au t Navigation tablei for
deal f care and thougt; they found the thetwyear: 186,qantity L14,0:4, 176,
existidg tarif too ne-sided, it was al n dnty, $2,217,878; 1878, qraentity,
faveur of the refluer, and agaiust the 10,951,920,daty2,67,803. Thisshowd
consumer, and agais the importers. that the highergrades paid more duty
After a good deal of discinssb, an than tee rower grade. Tae hou. mcal-
arran gement of the tariff was effacted, ber for 0.trdwell toid the baose, by
which was suppose to be satisfactory to ding au extraot from Wells, aud ha
the refluera ad te the importera. It (Mr. Gun) blieved e was correct,
wa considered the f rest settoemeot that t wald cost a cent per pound te
that celi b arrived at. The tarif, a- reine augar; and ou that cent the duty
theon readjusted, asted seveu years, an I to ho plid ou the refln"d article coth-
gave satisfaction to everybody, as far ingintothccauutry. Tiiisdaty,tunderthe
as lie could uuderstand. In 1873,) late tariff, averag3d 45 per cent.. equal te
tho refluers iusisted on gattinst more 45a. per 1(1) 1)oands. There was sa-eiy
Protection, and the resait wits the impo- alone protection enoug, amoimotirts to,

itien f the additional oen uarter o a on ia3t yeir's imprtation, 9, ab
cerit per pond lie iad alreay mon- the rate under the late tari. lIow many
tioned. Tie trade f 1868 was oly business ms e iu the coutry woted mn
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glad to get one-tenth of that pro-
tection 1 Why should aniy one firm try
to get so mnch protection on an
item of so much necessity to the people ?
Sugar was indispensable, and mnuîst be had
by every faniilv, rich or poor. The right
hon. leader of the Government said he
was in favour of f re sugar, an I he (Mr.
Gunn) had always hoped to see it free, but
it could not come in fre3 so long as it was
necessary to assist in raiîsiim revenu-
from it ; but if siar had to ha taxed it
should be taxed equitably, so as to draw,
if possible, every cent of the duty irto
the Treasury ; it shoull not be taxel to
divert that tax, or any part of it, inîto
the hands of a few refiners at a losis t
the taxpayers. It really required very
few men to refine the whole quantity re-
quired. The lion. n-mber for Bothwell
(Mr. Mills) had given statisties from all
parts of the worl 1 in reference to the re-
fining of sugar, and hts shown that 269
men, with new and improved machinery,
would be sutIiient to refi te a full supil
for this D >minion. The hi4hest esti-
mate lie had before was 500 men. There
wasi no time lost in prodicing the refined
from the raw. It could be brought
in to-day al within another d ty or tbw\
it was rearly for m irkat. It did n)t lo-k
up c tpital like other intustriesi tha
employed so rany more nicu. Take the

tanner, waiting six montis b3fore he
could get riturns from his hides. an1 theii
a long credit on his leather. He h-d no
objection to a smlil prote3tion-if tiey
nust protect the refiner, say 24 par cent.
-and imany firns doing a large business
would be satistiatd with that. As the
tariff was proposed o i sugar now, it ap-
peared ditliaîlt to tell whtt protec-
tion was given ; but, taking the esti-
mate of the hon. thme Finance Minister
at 120,000,0091b. on low grade sugrs
for the coming year's cousumption, and
he did not think it would bc any less,tht
quantity, at the present, free on board.
value of raw, would pay only $1,560,00
dnty. This tariff appeared to be framed
so as to give the whole benefit t,) the
refiners, and a loss of over $1,000t,00> to
the revenue, compared with the yield
from the old tariff, at a lower rate of
duty, and estimating by the n'.w tariff
only 105,000,0001b. of high grade sugar
at <mrrent prices3 of white and bright
yellow, the duty would amount to

Ma. GUNN.

$2.693,250, while, as already stated,
12,0),OOOlb. of ýraw woull yield a less
revenue by $1,133,250. He had the
figures to prove these statements to any
person who desired to look into this
matter. While the raw paid duty on
this basis of 40 per cent, refined jsaid
a duty of 57 per cent. This certainly
showed too much protection on an article
like that. The duty on raw was for ad
v dorem 30 per cent., bat, after deducting
the charges and packages, it b.Lcalnere-
duced to 25 per cent., with ic. per pound
on No. 9, which made it equal to 40
per ce-it. Then the tariff of 1868 was
continued umder the financial adminis-
tration of Sir John Rose, then of Sir
Francis li· k, of Mr. Ttlley, thAe pres.
ent Finanie Iiuist-.r,anl Ur.Cartwright,
the late Finances Minister. If there had
been a go d reas mu for chaaîging tlhat
tariff, they w>uld have dorie so. Why
was it changel now ? The Governmtent
should take informatioi fromn whorm
they coald get it. They could get
the best informat' a fro:n recorls ink
Washington, Lon on, and cities on
th3 continent of Kirope. The
British Gvernment were not afraid
to take advice. They were s3 annoyedi
an:l pcrplexel by reliars'st Lttm-its about
sag Lr, that to putt thennelves right they
dccideI L test the qutestion by charter-
i ig a refinery away fromn the country
altogethr, worked this refinery, and
practisd in it until t'î-y funrl oit what
th-y were daing. Wav shouIl not our
Goverarn mt in Lke enquiry before they
arrivel at c >uclu dons t!hat must l'Cid to
disastrous results to our revenue and our
tixpaying peo)le. The whole cry
seemed to be about tea ad sugar, to the
neglect of the more extensive partion
of our commerce. Ninety-two per cent.
of our commerce. inport and export, was
with Great Britain and the United
States, and our tariff was to be arranged
largely against those cotintries. What
wouild ha the result if tbey turned round
and said : " flere. you are discrimiuating
agair.st us "? What would the hon. mem-
b-r for Frontenac say, and lion. niembers
frorm adjoining counties round the Bay of
Quîinté say to their co.:stituents, if any-
thing happene I to their barley tradb
with the U nited States i This trade,
with them, w&s one of great imp>rtanee.
They had, from this item alone, received,
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every fali, large sums of money. and it
bas been a near by, and by far their best
narket. He would not detain the

lHouse longer, but would simply reiterate
his protest against the adoptioi of the

injurious policy proposed by the Goveri-
ment.

Ma. DREW moved the adjonrnment
cf the debate.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
Le hoped that to-morrow night they
would be able to go into Committee of
Ways and Means. Opportunity had
been given, and properly given, to hon.
nembers to express th-ir views, but this

was the sixth or seventh day of the
debate, and. to prevent an absolute ob-
struction of the Govern-ment business,
and prevent the Session going into the
suimer, they must draw the debate to a
close.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.

MR. TILLEY moved that the said
deh.ite be the first Order of the Day, im
mediate!y after routine business, at tie
next sitting of the House.

Motion agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally
introduced and read t4e first timn:-

Bill (No 77) To make the first day of July
a public hohiity by the iiume of Dominion
Day. -(Mr. Cockburn, West No.thum br-
land.)

Bil (No. 7é) To anend the Act incorporat-
ingthe Ottawa Loan and Investmient Company
and to change the name to " The Manitoba
and North-West Loan Company, limited."-
(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

PRIVATE BILLS.

pE]NATE AMENDMENTS AGREED TO.

The anendments made by the Senate
to -the follo wing Bill, were read thte
aecond tine and agreed to:-

Bill (No 24) To amend the Act incorporat-
ing the Ringston and Pembroke Railway Com-
pany.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

Bouse adjourned at
Twenty minutes past

Twelve o'clock.

H OUSE OF COMMONS.

Wednesday, 9t1h April, 1879.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

• WAYS AND MEANS -THE TARIFF.

ADJOURNED DEBATE.

House resumed the adjourned debate
on M r. Tilley's proiosed motion to agree
to resolutions ielative to duties of Cus-
toms and Excise, reported froni Com-
mittee of Ways and Means (March
l4th), and iMr. Mackenzie's proposed
motion in amendment thereto (April
4th.)

MR. DREW said that at this late stage
of the debate, he rose simply to put on
record his reasons for sujpporting the
tariff hefore the House. lie had always
been a Protectionist. This question had
been for many years before the country,
and lie had always been on the side of
those whvo advocated a National or Pro-
tective policy. Holding such views, he
was astonished when he heard it stated
in the House that the electors did not
understand this question. when called
ulpon to vote on the 7th September last.
H e thouglit tiat if theieever was a ques-
tion which the people understood per-
fectly, i'. was the present. He was will-
ing to give credit to the gentlemen on
the Opposition benches for iot having
attempted to sail under false colours, so
far as this question was concerned ; they
âd taken the side of Il ree-trade clearly

d distinctly, as the Conservatives did
at of Protection. Holding, as he did,

tilat the real question before the country
t the last election was that of Free-trade

oe Protection, and that the people hy
their votes, demanded Protection, all
that they had to do in this House was to
consider whetler this tariff was the car-
rying ont of the pledge given the people
wien their votes were being s,)licited.
He believed it was a complete fulfilment
of that promise. and that he could go
back to his constituents and test their
opinion of it, safely, although the hon.
member for North Wentworth (Mr.
Bain), pointing to the Ministerial side,
had asked what gentleman from Ontario
could go to his constituents and support
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the tariff. He could reply that
gentlemen on bis side were per-
fe:tly prepared to support this
Protective policy before their constitu-
ents, and he thought they could throw
out this challenge to the hon. gentlemen
on the Opposition side. In the course
of a very short time there would Ue an
appeal to the electors of Ontario, and he
would like those gentlemen to niake the
question for the electors, Free-trade or
Protection. But they would bear, on
that occasion, no doubt, from lion. gentle-
men opposite, that those were not the
questions to submit-that Ontario had
nothing to do with the trade policy of
the country. The merm',er for South
Wellington (Mr. Guthrie) had told them.
in a very decided tone, and with violent
gesticulation, that this was not the tariff
policy the country had been led to
expect, and in support of that statenient
he read a letter from a carriage manu-
facturer in Guelph (Mr. Chase). But it
was strange that from that city where,
for its population, there were more manu-
factories and, as he supposed, as m uch
wealth engaged in manufactuinng, as in
any other city or town in Canada, that
he could produce but one letter from
that city in that sense. In answer to bis
hon. friend be would read the opinions of
sone parties in Guelph, showing that
the people were perfectly satisfied with
the tariff ; and if he should misrepresent
their views, that hon. gentleman, now in
Guelph, could correct him on his return.
As it was in a county from which le (Mr.
Drew) hailed hiiself, he thought that
he had a right to refer to the names of
the gentlemen in question. He would
just refer to Mr. J. B. Armstrong, Presi-
dent of the Guelph Carriage Goods
Company, whose manufactory turns
out over $100,000 worth of steel and
iron cariiage hardware per year. That
gentleman said:

« That the effect of the new tariff on the la-
bour market was somewhat prospective. In his
opinion, the tariff would raise up more manu-
facturing establishments, and, therefore, more
labour would have to be employed. If there
was an increased demand for the goods of the
manufactures now in existence in Canada.
wages would undoubtedly rise. But he was
int-lined to think that the real effect of the
tariff would not be feit for two or three years,
atid tbhen it would undoubtedly iesuit in fos-
tering Canadian industries, He believed that

M. DREW.

considerable dissatisfaction existed in some-
branches of trade, but he was confident that,
as soon as the novelty wore off, that that
would, to a certain extent, ceale. With res-
pect to their own business, he said they were
now naking goods heretofore manutatured
exclusively in the United Statas, and he had
no doubt that this would continue, and that
these goods would hereafter be made in Can-
ada by theinselves or some one elsc. Since
the tariff had beuen brought down, they had
been iunning night and day, and had about
fifty hands constantly employed. Their pre-
sent prospects for immediate trade would
keep up this satisfactory condition cf affaira
for at least thrue months. And, in the ordi-
nary course of business, the demand might
continue at this rate for the entire year.
With respect tc the price paid by consumers
of their goods, his impression was that
the goods would not in three years be
more costly than thuy are at present. He
was satisfid that Mr. Tilley had striven to do
his duty to every interest."

This certainly did not show that dissatis-
faction existed in Guelph. Again, lie
would read what Mr. Wmn. Bell, who
had excellent facilities for turiiing out
1,20) to 1,500. organs yearly, said. It
was thar,

4 Although some of the raw material used
in their manufactures was affected somewhat
by the new tariff, thy were in a much butter
condition now to compete with any Amevrican
manufacturer than they were during the
continuance of the 17J per cent. tariff. The
new tariff would, prevent the slaughtering
they had felt for years, and, in fact, their in-.
creased foreign trade was pushing them very
much in fuifilling home orders. l'he tariff
wascertainly in 'the right direction, and as far
as a man could be expected to do, Mr. Tilley
had dealt as fairly as was possible with respect
to ail the industries of the country. He was
particularly well pleased that the Govern-
ment bad given Canadian mangfacturers a
drawback on foreign orders, equal to the
amount of duty paid on raw material used in
their goods. He was of opinion that the
tariff would bring general prosperity, and that
ail men in Canada were infinitely better off
than under the reign of the one-sided Free-
trarce tariff of the Mackenzie-Cartwright Ad-
ministration. He believed that the new tarif
would bring in its wake abuodant labour.
Instead of men working only eight and ii-balf
hours per day, they would be enabled to work
profitably for ten hours each day. So far, as
he could ascertain, there was a more confident
feeling in business circles."

Then came Mr. John Anderson, of
Messrs. McCrae & (o., woollen nanufa-
turers, who were strong Refor mers. Their
objection was this: they anticipated they
wouild get an increased market in timie,
but thought that the tariff would raise up
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So many woollen manufactories as to cre-
ate infair competition, and cut down
prices below a living profit ; that the
building up of manufactures at home
would create such a competition as to
keep down prices was one of the things
promised the people as the result of Pro-
tection. Then, Mr. Andrew Tolton, of
the firm of Tolton Bros., who, last year,
manufactured harvesters ploughs. etc., to
the extent of from $12,000 to $15,0O,
said :

" That eventually the new tarif would affect
them in the fostering of their industry. He be-
lieved, to", that it would result in a general
encouragement of Canadian manufactures, and
put a stop to the ira portation of Yankee-made
machines and ploughs. They would not raise
the price to faimers. as they would have an in-
creased home market, and, consequently could
afford to sel as low, if nt lower, than present
prices. He was strongly of opinion that
wages would rise, and that more labour would
be employed. As far as his firm was concerned
they had already added plough-making to
their manufactures, and anticipated going into
other new branches of agricultural implement
making."

Mr. Stewart, a manufacturer of sa-hes,
doors, blinds, etc., found fault with the
tariff, as he kept a number of horses,
and complained that it would raise the
price of oats, but hon. gentlemen opposite
held a theory in opposition to this, and
contended that the price of oats -ould
not be advanced, and that farmers would.
receive no benefit. He (Mr Drew) then
referred to Mr. George Sleeman, Reeve
of'Gnelph, and proprietor ot the Silver
Creek Brewery, who believed the changes
would be favourable to his business. Mr.
Sleeman was of the opinion that the rise
which had already taken place in grain,
was due to the protection afforded cereals
by the tariff, and was thoîoughly satisfied
with it. Mr. Wilkie, of Wilkie & Osborne,
sewing machine manufacturers, said:

UWe believe that the tariff will be very
beneficial to us in our business-directly and
indirectly. The extra duty on raw materials
will make very little difference in tbe cost, and
,ds the greater part of the value of the finished
machine is in labour, the extra duty will be
perceptible. The larger home market, with-
out the unfair comipetition w-th foreign
imanufacturers, will enable us to do a
larger and more legitimate business, con-
sequently more profitable, on account of
which we anticipate being able to seil
at least at as low prices, and pay as good
wages, as we have ever hitherto done. We
wilI be benefitted under the new tariff arrange-

ment in Our export trade, as under the old
tariff we had to lay duty on raw niaterialis,
put labour on them here, and got no drawback
when exporting the finished articles. Now
we will, under the drawback system, have raw
materials for the export trade duty free, conse-
querntly putting us in a better position to con-
pete in foreign markets."

Messrs. Burr & Skinner, furniture ma-
nuifcturers, spoke highly of the changes,
and stated that workingmen would now
get a steady year's work, whereas, under
the old tariff they only got about eight
months' work out of the twelve. [le
quoted the opinion of Mr. James Wiley,
of Worsfold & Wiley, furniture dealers,
who was also favorable to the new tariff,
and sail that lie recognised a more con-
fident feeling in business circles than
that which prevailed before the Budget
speech was made. M r. MeConnell, of
MeConnell & Thornton, carriage-build-
ers, said :

" The tariff will assist us in building up a
larger home market. They had already in-
creased their export trade, and this week
sliipped to Australia. He was confident that
wages would in due time ise ; there could be'
no question about it He considered the
tarif would benefit every man in Canada, as
confidence had been restored in business.
Prices to the consumer would not raise per-
ceptibly."

The lion. member for South Wellington
had quoted the opinion of Mr. Chase,
but this was contradicted by the opin-
ions of Mr. Arnstrong and Mr. MeCon-
nel], the two largest carriage-manufac-
turers in Guelph. Then carne Mr. John
Hogg, of the firm of John Hogg & Son.
Mr. Hogg was a member of the Guelph
Lunber Co.. of which also th memaber
for South Wellington was a muelber.
,'hat hon. gentleman, speaking on thie
question, lately. wished to know what
advantage was given the lumbermen in
return for the alleged higher taxes on
him, though aware that, a.ter the tariff
was announced, the firm of whieh he was
president had received an order to ship
6,000,000 feet of lumber to Manitoba,
which Province formerly procured it
from the Western States. Mr. Hogg
said:

" The new tariff would be of general bene-
fit for at least six years, but alter that he
thonght the increase of marufacturers would
result in over-production. The bringing
down of this new tariff had resulted in in-
creased public confidence, and, however it
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turned out in the end, it could not be worse
than the condition of business before the tarif
was brought down. He had a stock in store
worth $95,000, which he would sell at the old
prices.ani by the time this and other mer
chants' stocks required replenishing, our owrn
xmanutacturers would be able to supply us
He was of opinion ti-at people would be wise
if they did not push forward in manufacturiug
at too great a rate."

IR would take too much time to read thE
published opinon o' all the Guelph busi-
ness men, and ho would simply state that
the following gentlemen expressed them.
selves as satisfied with the tariff: Messrs.
E. Radford, of J. D. Williamson & Co.
Thomas A. Hefferman, of Ilefferman &
Co.; John A. Wood; J. Hallett, ol
Jackson & HalletL ; J. E. McElderry ;
Hugh Walker; John E orsman ; J. M.
Bond ; James A. Thorp; A. B. Petrie:
J. H. Moore, of lerod & Co.; W. H.
Marcon, and George Lees. These were
the names of leading business men of the
flourishing city of Gnelph, sonie of whom
were still leformers; but, notwithstand-
ing their politics, they were in favour of
the tarif. He merely mentioned th.ir
names in reply to the remar ks of the hon.
member for South Wellington, who
would be in his place to notice them if ho
desired, before the tariff was disposed of.
From all the information that he (Mr.
Drew) had received from his Riding, and
the surrounding section, he believed that
this tarif was acceptable to the people,
and was all that the iihabitants of
of the other sections looked for, which
left him no other course than to support
it. The next question to consider was
was the tariff framed in the way to give
the farmers the Protection they expected?
Hie represented a farming constituency,
and believed the tariff afforded ample
protection to the farmers, as well as the
manufacturera. At aIl events, both
clases. and the members representing
them, in his (Mr. Drew's) section had ex-
pressed themselves satisfied with it, as he
also, mas, with the figures as they
stead. But there was one thing ho was
not sO well satisfied with, and he wished
to cail attention toit. If the tarif, as it
stood, was carried out, and the farmers
got the protection they were led to ex-
pect. it would be an advantage to them.
There was a duty of 15c. a bushel on
wheat, but this eereal would be allowed,
as be understood, to enter Canada from

ME. DREW.

the States in bond, in the interest of
the miller, who might thus brir-g -in
10,000 or 20,000 bushels, on giving bis
bond that ho would pay the duty, unlews
le showed to the satisfaction of the Ous-
toms Department, that he lad shipped
out of the country flour or wheat corres-
ponding with that quantity. If the flour
that ho shipped out of the country ?was
the product of that wheat, or the wheat
ho sbipped was the identical grain, thon
the farmers would have the protection

» they expected. But if the millers were
allowed to bring in 20,000, 50,000
or 100,000 bushels of wheat, grind
and use it in the country, and
send out Canadian wheat or flour
made from Canadian wheat, thon
ho maintained the tariff would not pro-
teet the Canadian farmer. Represent-
ing, as he did, a farming constituency,
and advocating Protection as ho had
done, ho must put on record his views in
reference to this binding system. In
answer, it might be said they could not
shackle the millers; that if they did, a
certain numîber must close up their
establishments. All ho could Bay was
this : If it was necessary to close up
some of the inilis in order to give the
farmers the proteetion promised them,
let them close them. It was botter a
few should be closed than the far-
mers injured. Hie thon came to the 5th
resolu ion, which empowered the Govern-
iiment to admit into the country, duty
free, fron the United States, articles
now paying duty, on being satisfied the
same articles were admitted free into the
States from Canada. He had no ohjeo-
tion to that resolution ; but ho wished
to mention that, if the Americans threw
the duty off corn, from Canada, an
atricle we did not export, the Govern-
ment might have to say, under the tariff,
at present, that they would admit corn
fres from, the United States, whioh
would give the Americans all the adv&n-
tage. But he believed that the Canadian
Government would exorcise careful watch
over this matter, and would see that, da
admitting articles into Canada free, there
was a corresponding advantage to the
Canadian farmer and produoer. Having
thus given his reisons for supporting
the tarif, and stated wherein he feated
difficulties would arise, he woul4'tuM>
longer occupy the time of the Rosse.
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When the tariff came to be considered in
detail, ho might have some, further re-
marks to make. He would, in conclu-
sion, again urge upon the Government
the necessity of giving their serious
attention to the bonding system, as he
was satisfied it was one which very
deeply interested the farming commu-
nity.

MR. ARKELL said he did not intend
to make any lengthy remarks on the
tariff question, as ho was satisfied the
members of the House were all anxious
to see the debate closed, and the business
of the Session exlpedited. The supporters
of the financial policy of the Government
were. moreover, anxious to return te
their oonstituencies to receive the ova-
tions awaiting them, on their return
home. He believed the hon. gentlemen
of the Opposition would prefer to renain
here two or three months longer, until
the excitemient on this great question bad
settled down in the minds of the people.
le regretted the hon. member froin
West Elgin (Mr. Casey) was not now in
his seat, as ho took a particular interest
in that gentleman who represented the
other half of his county. In a speech
made the other day, he made use of this
epression :

SIL was rather unfortunate for everybody
eencerned that the late Governient should
have come intu office in the face of the firan-
tial storm, which was long foreseen."

Now, ho must say that he agreed with
the hon. gentleman. It was a very un-
fortulnate day for the country when they
camne into powor. Our Canada Pacific
Railway would, to-day, have been in a
fair way of progress had it not been for
those gentlemen who were now in Oppo-
aition. He was inclined to think his
hon. friend from West Elgin had
become a Protectionist, as he ob-
gerved that he stated in his speech
that the farmers were not protected
under this tariff. He (Mr. Arkell)
might say that ho believed the farmers
had not got sufficient Protection. He
would like to have seen a duty on corn
of 10c. a bushel. and $t duty on every
barrel of pork brought into this country,
because ho was satisfied we could raise
all the corn and pork we required, and a
large quantity for export. His bon.
friend from West Elgin said that he was

afraid that, under this tariff, we sbould
raise up a shoddy aristocracy in this
country. He (Mr. Arkell) would only
say that, under this tariff, we should
ktep out one kind of shoddy at any rate,
which had been imported into this
country from ·England in the past-that
is the shoddy cloth. If, as the hon.
gentleman had stated, no one else in this
country would make money under this
tariff but the manufacturers, it would
n->t be an unmixed evil, for he was satis-
fied that the more monied aristocracy we
had in the country the better, provided
they made a proper use of their noney.
The hon. gentleman had said that the
farmers were not protected ; the pro-
mises made to them had not been ful-
filled. He (Mr. Arkell) believed, how-
ever, that, under this tariff, their inter-
ests had been pretty well looked after ;
that they were very well satisfied with
it. HDe was receiving, daily, letters from
the farmers in both Ridings of Elgin,
who, with scarcely an exception, expressed
themselves perfectly satisfied. The
hon gentleman from West Elgin (Mr.
Casey) speaking of the duty on malt,
said the Government had reduced it to
lc. per pound, instead of 2c. If there
was anything in the legislation of the
late Government he condemned, it was
raising the duty on malt*2c. per pound.
One bushel of barley would make 36 lbe.
of malt. In bis part of the counutry they
used to get 70c. te 75c. per bushel for
barley, but when the Government raised
the duty on malt to 2o., they collected
72c. duty on every bushel of barley the
farmer raised, and the farmer was only
getting from 45c. to 50c. per bushel for
his barley, before bpeing malted. That
was the kind of protection the late Gov-
ernmient gave te the farmers of this
country. He would rather see the malt
duty abolished and the American plan
adopted of placing the duty on beer, as
it could be much more easily collected
than when placed on malt. He knew
the brewers of this oountry were sabject
to a great deal of inconvenience
from the action of the excise
officers. In the town where he re-
sided. there were two breweries, and the
brewers were constantly complaining of
the inconvenience to which they were
pg by the rules of the excise ofl$ers.
T l hon. member (Mr. Casey) said that
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the oatmeal mills were not considered,
but he believed they were in as good a
condition now as before. Under the
bonding system they would be
allowed to import ail the oats they
required. They were given, he believed,
a period of four montlis, .during which
they would not have to pay one dollar
into the revenue. Ail that they would
have to do was to give a bond for all the
oats thev imported into the D mninion of
Canada, and if the oatmeal was expoited
within four months the bond would be
cancelled. It was the same with wrneat.
In reference to corn, lie would like to
have seen the duty raised to 10c. They
had a territory in his section of thousands
of acres, where just as go9d corn could
be raised as in the United States. A
few days ago hie received a letter from a
gentleman in East Elgin, stating that the
farmers under Protection were going to
plant a large quantity of corn thtis spring,
as they were satisfied it wiuld be re-
munerative. There wa.s no duty on wool.
He would like the Finance Minister to
put a small duty on wool, but at the
sanie tinie he must say that the duty on
coarse wool would not interfere with the
wool we raised in this country. The
only wools we impor ed were fine wools,
which we could not raise. He was
curions to seeà e hon. gentleman fron
West Elginr rd his vote on this ques-
tion, because if he voted in favor of this
tariff be would then represent the other
half of the county, which ie (Mr.
ArkelI) represented, but if he voted
against it, lie would not represent the
views of the electon of West Elgin. The
lon. gentleman complained that profes-
sional men were not protected. He had
no doutbt but they required Protection.
He supposed medical men were a neces-
sary evil in this countrv, and
as to the legal profession. he
thought that if the lawyers would
take B orace Greely's advice and
go west, it would be ail the better for the
interests of this country. The hon. gen-
tienian fron South Brant (Mr. Paterson)
said the farmers were promnised a duty
to raise the prices of their products. He
did not think any member of this House,
in addl essing his constituents, ever
dwelt much on that point, although they
mav have been told that Protec ion
would secure to theni the home ma*t.

The hon. member for South Brant asked
if we would dare to go to the country
with this tariff, or with this " thing," as
he called it, holding it up. He thought
that if the hon. member for South Brant
went to his constituents, the chances
were that he would not come back here
for five years. He (Mr. Arkell) was
satisfied we should not go back to our
constituents, and that the people of this
country had perfect confidence in the
present Government. Hon. gentlemen
oppositehad told us that this tariff would
cause an alienation between us and the
Mother Country. He hoped this was
not true, as there was something more
than dollars and cents binding Caiada to
Great Britain. He believed that if this
country progressed, as he expected it
would under this tariff, increasing in
population and wealth, the volume of
trade with the Motier Country would
increase in proportion. It had also been
stated that this tariff would produce bad
feelines with the United States. But
the United States had been prospering
for years under a similar taritf, and he
was satisfied that the intelligent part of
the American community would admit
that in following their example we had
acted wisely. It had been advanced
by hon. gentlemen opposite that
our manufagurers would ruin each
other by competition ; others advanced
that, under the new tariff, consumers
would have to pay higher prices for
manufactured goods. He could not see
how those hon. gentlemen could recon-
cile these opposite statements. He was
afraid they did not take very good care
to have their speeches correspond with
each other. Our farmers were fully
entitled to the home market. Under
this tariff this market would be secured
to them, and they would still have a
surplus for exportation to other countries.
He was satisfied our manufacturers would
produce nearly everything we needed,and
anything they cou ld not manufacture it
should be the policy of the Government
to admit under as low a duty as possible,
It would also increase tie population of
the country. For the last ten years the
population had not increased much, and
most of the people who came here
from other countries very soon went to
the Wesmern States. But under the new
policy the mechanics, the artisans and
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the labouring classes would find employ-
ment in this country, and remain here.
Another advantage wouîld be the build-
ing up of an intercolonial trade berween
Eastern and Western Provinces, and
thus tend to promote a feeling of unity.
It was stated hy the hon. member for
North Norfolk that the balance of trade
being in favour of the nation, was an
evidence of distress, and that when the
balance was against the nation, it was an
evidence of prosperity. Now, they had
had a balance ot trade againet them
for years, ever since the late
Government came irto power. He
would like to ask the bon.
gentleman how he could reconcile that
statement? We bad no prosperity in
this country. For the lasv five years
everything had been in a depressed con-
dition. The farmers had been complain-
ing of the disadvantages under which
they laboured, and, he maintained, the
fact that they had a balance of trade
against them was an evidence of poverty.
It was an evidence they were labouring
under great disadvantagces. It was all
very well for hon. gentlemen to talk
about Great Britain. He supposed she
was the only country in the world that
understood Free-trade, and he believed,
froni the reaction which had taken place
there within the last few years, that they
would probably see a Protective policy
established yet in that country. Tte
hon. member had spoken of him as a
Protectionist. le might say that he
had been a Protectionist for years, and,
in conversation with the people of his
Riding, and with people wherever he had
met them, he had heard this National
Policy brought forward, and, on ail occa-
sions, the farmers complained of the in-
justice done to them. The manufac-
turers aiso complained of the injustice
that was done to them. On the lith
September a verdict upon the subject
was given by the people. It had been
stated that the right hon. the leader of the
Governîment had started this question for
political pirposes. He was willing to
concede that the right bon. gentleman
did advance this as part of the platform,
because the people of this country had
mnade up their minds that a change must
take place, and that change was in favour
of a Protective p,>icy. The hon. nem-
ber for South Perth (Mr. Trow), the

night previously, made a non-Protective
speech, in which he wound up by refer-
ring to emigration. He gave the hon.
gentleman credit for taking a very active
interest in furthering the scheme. He
believed he had been chairman of the
Emigration Committee. He (Mr Arkell)
maintained that if there was one single
act of the late Governiment which should
be condlemned,it was its emigration policy.
He found that nearly $1,200,000 had
been taken out of the revenues of the
country -for what? Ie would ask the
hon. member for South Perth to say for
what that money was paid out. That
money was expended at a time when we
were labouring under a depression. We
bad been labouring under a depression
for the past five years, and that
$1,200,000, he maintained, had been
paid out for the purpose of bringing
more poverty into the country--for the
purpose of bringing people from all parts
of the world, when there was no enploy-
ment for them. They had thousands of
people in this4 country looking for em-
ployment, and obliged to go to the
other side of the line in order
to obtain it. Especially in the winter
season of the year we had an overplus of
population completely out of employment.
Notwithstanding this, the late Govern-
ment, during the pas;t five years, had ex-
pended $1,200,000 for emigration pur-
poses. It woild have been far better if
this money bad been enployed in helping
the people who were already in the
country, instead of sending it to England
to bring out emigrants when we had
nothing for them to do. He wished to
call the attention of the, Government of
the day to the fact that, five years ago,
the hon. the leader of the late Govern-
ment was elected by an overwhelming na-
jority in 1874. On the strength of that
majority he supposed he couild carry the
country with him, but he found that, on
the 17th of September, the people of this
country could think for themselves. They
were not satisfied with the legislation they
had had, and ir consequence, they were
condemuned to the cold shades of Opposi-
tion, and he thought they would renain
there for a long time to cone. He would
impress upon the Government of the
day that they were elected on this Na-
'tional Policy ; they were elccted by a
majority of about the same as Lis hon.
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friend theloaderof the Opposition had been
five years ago, and if the hon. gentleme.i
controlling the affairs of the country did
not give the people proper legisation,
the people would turn them out of office
as readily as they had turned out the
leader of the Opposition. The Govern-
ment should exercise, in every Depart-
ment, economy, and he believed
that if they did exercise that
proper economy, and if they gave
to the country good legislation-and
this tariff he was satisfied was the right
kind of legislation-he was certain the
Government would have the country at
their back. But after that was carried.
there were other measures to come be-
fore the country, which would demand
from the Government wise administra-
tion. He hoped the hon. the Minister of
Finance would not be led away by any
taunts that might be thrown at him from
faon. gentlemen opposite. He hoped tiat
when the details of this tariff were being
considered, that if lie discovered any class
of the community were labouring under
any injustice, that he would make any
alteration he might deem necessary, not-
withstanding the taunts of hon. gentle-
men opposite. They were not legislat-
ing for gentlemen on the other side of the
liouse. They were legislating for the
people of this country, and they did not
care a fig for any remarks they might
make. He hoped that the Minister of
Finance would exercise his own judg-
ment, and he, for one, was quite willing
to leave the matter in his Lands. He
would give him his support as far as he
could, because he had every confidence
in his ability, and he believed the coun-
tiry at large had confidence in Lis ability.
The hon. leader of the Opposition had
bronglit forward the name of Richard
Oobden. He (Mr. Arkell) could only
say that Richard Cobden was a very good
man in his day. 'l here was no doubt he
left a very good reputation behind him,
but he wa8 satisfied that Lad Mr. Coden
lived at the present day that
his views would not Lave met
with the approbation of the people
of Great Britain. And if the hon. mem-
ber leading the Opposition constituted
himself the Richard Cobden of Canada,
which he thought he did froi the re,
marks he made the other night, he was
uatisfied that that gentleman's reputation,

Ma. AEKELL.

in days to follow, would not be equal to
that of the Richard Cobden of England.
He could only say, in conclusion, that he
was elected to come to this House purely
on the National Policy.

MR. CARTWRIGHT: Right or
wrong.

Ma. ARKILL said he was satisfied
this tariff was going to build up this
country. He was satisfied it was going
to increase the population of the country,
and he was satisfied it was going to iakeo
Canada the place for Canadians to lire
in, and that under this tariff we ahould
prosper.

Ma. MASSUE aaid that, at this stage
of the discussion, he desired to offer
only a few remarks, in order to make
known the grotunds upon which he ia-
tended to base the vote he was going 6o
give, and in order to do justice to his
constituents, who Lad placed their inter-
esta in hia hands, and expressed the de-
sire of seeing a change brouight about ina
the fiscal policy of the country. He had
observed, with pleasure, that the hon.
the Finance Minis4er was resolved
to earnestly adopt the Protective sys-
tem; he had found the true means
of responding to the wants of the hour
by giving to the counry that wLich had
been promised during the elections. The,
system now proposed was nearly, the
sanme as that to which t½e A mericans had
Lad recourse in 1824 and in 1628. Atý
that time their commercial situation was
on a level with the present situation in
Canada--the Protective systein had saved
the Americans. In 1871 France was
obliged to pay lier war debt, and was
thrown ten years behind England by
this same war. By the Proteotive
system she had been able to retrieve her
commercial position, and, to-day, she was
conpeting seriously with England.
Germany, tired with struggling aaiînst
the surroinding nations, had declared,
by the nouth of Bismarck, that she was
going to have recourse to Protection, and
Bismarck, in makinig this declaration,
had added that Germany wus for the
Germans, and that the Germans wete
for Germany. That, indeed, was tho
aim of all Protective systems which they
had never failed to attain. Like causm
produced like effects, when the circum-
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stances were identical. A glance at the
situation of Canada would show
that commerce was ruined, that
no capital was to be found,
that corfldence was gone, that indivi-
duail and public credit had fallen ; home
p:odutcts, the fruit of ha:d labour, under-
going competition that was calculated to
dishearten the producer, and prevent the
growth of the mimlng, manufacturing
and agricultural industa ies of the country.
The ports of Canada were open to ail,
whilst the ports of ail countries were
closed against Canada. For a young
country like Canr da, whose capital was
far froi considerable, if its policy were to
remdin in a passive state, it would
have to follow the good or the bad for-
tune of the nation that made a slaughter
market of it. Speaking in a general
way, it might te truthfull aid, if like
eauses produce like effects when the cir-
uumstances are the same, that the posi-
tion •f Canada was identical with that
of other colintries that had been cominer-
*ially ruined, an'd thit what had saved
the latter could not reasonably be sup-
posed to ruin Canada. The facts that
he stated were a matter of history, and,
for proof of what he said, he would
merely refer the House to the history of
the countries of which he had spoken.
The Canadian people, by a majority of
their representatives, had accepted this
systemi after having heard it discussed.
Memsbers had not the right to shirk froin
fulfilling the conditions upon which they
had been elected, and, as a representative
of one of the agricultural counties of his
Province, he was happy to say that Le
vas satisfied with the present tariff. It
vas true that, looked upon from a sec-
tional point of view, it seemed contrary
to certain local interests ; but, when mu-
tual concessions established an equili-
brium between the sacrifices and the
profits of each part of the Dominion, it
would be unreasonable to ask for more.
This was why he supported the Govern-
ment in this reform, and why he would
vote for the tarif.

Ma. RICHEY said he had noticed in
the course of this debate, amid the dis-
«ordance of sentiment by which it had
been charseterised, that there was une
point on which all were in perfect har-
ugony, namely, the commanding import-

ance of the question itself; and it was
encouraging to feel that they did not apo-
proach it without due preparation, both
of their own thoughts and of the public
mind. The memibers of this l ouse were
fresh from their constituencies-from
those on behalf of whom they are de-
puted to speak and act, and in reference
to the great principle at issue, a verdict
had already been rendered by the coun-
try. There was no argument that could
now be advanced ; no objectian that
could be urged upon which the country
had not already pronounced. He spoke,
of course, of th- general principle of the
measure, not of its details, which were
open to be canvassed, as to how far they
were, or were not, subservient to the
general principle. But this much might
be said, both as regarded the principle of
the meastre and its details, the public
expectation was fully prepared ; there
had been evinced a commnon desire that
some measure, having in view the object
of the one before the House, should b3
presented and adopted. What were those
objects i First, sufficiency of revenue,
and, secondly, adequacy of Protection.
In reference to the first of th.ese, he pre-
sumed there could be no question what-
ever that it was indispensable. The
hon. gentleman here dwelt upon the
deficits of the past five vears, and the
fact that we were now tace to face with
the necessity of restoring the equilibrium
bet ween revenue and expenditure. With
regard to the second object, there culd
exist no dcubt that it was desirable to
lighten the burden of taxation by
strengthening the shoulders that were
to bear it, and necessary to import a
fresh impulse to the development of our
resources, which were magnificent, and
the revival of our industries and trade,
which were in a languishing condition.
They were told, however, that the de-
pression under which we laboured waa
above the power, and beyond the pro-
vince, of legislgion ; that it was conîmmon
to ail nations. He did not deny the
interdependence of the great comnercial
countries, and that there cane at timea
grave criss which overshadowed them
ail. His con-ention was, that, under
wiser fiscal regulations, -Canada raight,
even in a tinie of extremity for older
nations, have possessed a better oppor-
tunity. They were told that the United
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States had suffered. But the United.
States had been disorganised by civil
war ; their commerce crippled, their cur-
renicy disordered, their shipping largely
swept away. If Germany was cited,
they knew that Germany, from military
ambition, had beoome a military camp
If they were pointed to France, they
remembered that she had felt the force
of foreign war, die tramp of hostile
armies ; that ber resources were drainied
to indenily her invaders. If they
looked at England, it was trite he
had no similar explanation to make ;
but England was a Free-trade coun-
try, and he would leave the explan-
ation of her depression to hon. gentle-
men opposite. Why was it, he might
ask, that young and vigorous Canada,
unharmed by war, unvisited by pestil-
ence, intst take up the dirge of those
old nations, merely consoling hierself
with the reflection that she suffered in
com mon witl then 1 But let it be con-
ceded that the deuression vas comnimon to
all nations. There was then no argu-
ment against Protection that did not
equally affect Free-trade. There was no
argument whatever to bedrawnfrorm the
effect of a depression, which conpîassed
all nations alike, whether fullowing a
policy of Free-trade or a policy of Pro-
tection. But it was just here that the
hon. gentlemen on the Opposition benches
refused to be consistent. They never
tired of alleging th-at Protection ruined,
and that Free-trade built up. " You are
assuming a policy," exclaimed the hon.,
the leader of the Opposition, " that bas
ruined other nations, and rejecting a
policy which has made the Mother Coun-
try great, glorious and prosperous, be-
yond all precedent "- though the hon.
nember for Centre Hnon (Mr.

Cartwright) had just invited them
to " consider the unfortunate posi-
tion of England. " Now, he might be
allowedl to ask, in connection with this
assertiGn of the hon.. the leader of the
Opposition, how could they be accused
of rejecting that which had never been
proffered to them? How could they be
said to have rejected the principles of
Free-trade, when, according to his
own showing, they had never
been asked to adopt them ?
le found, on referring back a year, in

the coluins of the Globe, which he pre-
MR. RICHET.

sumed might be relied on for an accu-
rate report of the utterances of hon.
gentlemen opposite, that

"MR. MACKENZIE, in a brief but vigor-
ous speech, pointed out that Canada wa
neither a Free-trade nor a Protection country.
Personally lie was a Free-trader, but he was
convinced that the circmstances of the
country were such that it was impossible to
give practical effect to Free-trade do-trines.
The Administration had, on all occasions,
sought to promote the best interests of the
Dominion, and they had adopted a revenue
tariff which afforded a large measure of Pro-
tection to everyone engaged in manufacturing
pursuits."

When the hon. gentleman, the other
night, introduced the amendment which
was now before the louse, he (M1r.
Richey) noticed that the bon. gentleman
reiterated the remark, to the effect that
he bac alwa contended that the adop-
tion of Fre ade doctrines in the circium-
stances of the country was impossible.
He (Mr. Richey) found such language as
this : " The ineidental Protection aflorded
by the present tariff is very great ; so it
is absurd and untruthful to assurme that
the fiscal pocies of Canada and England
are identical, or that the Liberal party
here makes no distinction between the
condition of things in this country, and
the condition of tlings in the Mother
Country." Aginm, he found the same
paper, n July last, rebuking the organ
of the Conservative party for stating
that the then Government rcgarded a
home market forag-icultural produce as
" a positive calamity," in the following
terms:-

" This is on a par with the assertion that
a Government which levies a higher duty on
imported manufactures than any colonial ad-
ministration save one in the British Domin
ions, and a higlier tariff than Great Britain
herself poss ssed before she inangurated her
present fiscal policy, is bent on the establish.
ment of absolute Free-trade in Canada."

But he would ask : Could both proposi-
tions be true I If England, France, GCer-
many aud the United States were all
suffering under a common depression,
arising from a common cause, could it be
said that the United States were being
ruined by Protection, and that Great
Britain was "prosperous beyond all prpet
dent" through Free-trade 1 With regard
to the second of these propositions, ho
would venture to assert it was not tene.
That England, during the last livand-
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thirty years, under Free-trade, had taken
rapid strides, and had achieved unprece-
dented success, ho rejoiced to believe ;
but France and the United States, both
protected countries, had accompanied lier
with equal steps. Circumstances had
arisen, at the sanie time, which gave a
wonderful impetus to mercantile and in-
dustrial pursuits ail over the worid.
They had discovered gold in California
and A ustralia, and that led to a great
increase of inter-communication. They
Lad the opeiing up of trade with China ;
India had been more fully brouglit uînder
]British domination. The b:arriers to in-
tercourse with Japan had been taken
down. They had an inimense increase
of carrying power in the perfected appli-
cation of steam conveyance on sea and
land. They had the wonderfully aug-
mented facilities for commu'nication
afforded by the electrie telegraph, and
they h-ad the introduction of those inter-
national exhibitions, whiclh hid given a
vast impulse to ind ustrial enterpi ise. All
these in themselves were calculated to
produce effects which could not be lost in
a single generation. As lie had said be-
fore, the United States and France had
accompanied England in this race, and
had not lagged behind. An lion. gen-
tleman opposite, he thonght it was the
hon. meniber for South Wellington (Mr.
Guthrie), had given figures respecting
England, which covered te period from
1842 to 1872 ; but, in presenting figures
in regard to the United States, he had
contrasted separate series of years. Had
ho taken figures fôr the sane period
from the United States and France, he
would have seen that the development of
trade and industry in those couintries
was not so inferior to that of Great
Britain. He was pleased to be able to
refer as frequenitly as Le did to a paper
which spoke on behalf of the Opposition
of this House, and he would new read
the following sentences, which ho had
taken from an editorial article in that
paper:-

«I France," it said, " before the revolution,
had a starving peasantry, an impoverished
soil, and an intolerable aristocracy. Since
that time, amidst ail the conmotions arising
from civil disturbavces and external wars, she
has always gone forward, her people have be-
corne more comfortable, and her soil is always
more and more skilfuliy cultivated. * # *
Within the last twenty-five years the annual

value of French agricultural produce has in-
creased to the extent of £t00,000,000. In
England farms are now seeking tenants."

Now, during the last week, it had been
suggested in the House of Lords that en-
quiry had been made ii regard to the
depression of commerce and agriculture
in England. Lord Beaconsfield stated
that the depression was unprecedented,
and thatthe publie wealth had decreased
£8O,(00,000. He (Mr. Richey) did not
think that went to confirn the proposi-
tion laid down by his hon. friend opposite
that Free-trade indiced prosperity, and
that Protection destroyed it. He need not
repeat what had been so often said, that
even the abolition of the Corn Laws
might be looked upon radier as a neasuîre
of Protection to inanufacturers, while
withdrawinîg it froni agriculture, because
the result of the abolitiotn of
the Corn Laws was to cheapen
labour, in or der that the manu-
tacturing enterprises of that country
might be profited ; and it was in order
to seek the developient of the mîanufac-
turing enterprises of this cotntry and
furnish variety of occupation, that they
had to resort to the principle of Protec-
tion in the present circaistances of this
country. So lie felt that, wlether
Free-trade and Protection were alike in-
different in their operation, or Protection
as a policy was superior to Free-trade, or
Free-trade, as a p:inciple was to be pre-
ferred to Protection ; with Canada, Pro-
tection was the duty of the hour. There
was notliing in our circuimstances
or the relations of this country
to show that a Protective policy
in the present stage of our devexopment
would not be beneficial to us, while
there was much to show that the kind of
freedom in trade which we had per-
mitted was injurions. He would ask the
House to contermplate, for a moment, the
magnificence of this country, vast in its
extent, rich in its resources, free in its
institutions ; peopled with races full of
vigour, both of body and mind. The
hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Macken-
zie), it was true, had decried thtis coun-
try as " the worst lialf of the continent."
If it were so, it furnisled a greater
reasuon why we should bring judgment
and energy to bear in such a way as to
enable us the more successfully to
compete with our more favonred rivals
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But that country was not inevitably best
which had the fairest clime ; where the
earth yielded her fruits nost readily, and
the conditions of life demanded the least
of toil. Better might be the country
and longer ber prosperity, where nature
yielbied her treasures only after corflict;
where the spirit of her sons was stimn-
lated by the somewhat of dificulty with
which they haid to contend. IUurkey
amight not have been so poor to-day hai
she been less air, ankd Britain might not
have had her present towering influence
had she exacted less at the hands of her
inhabitants. Let us not repine if such a
country was ours ; one in which the
conditions of prosperity lay in the labour
of the hands, and the laborr of the
brains of its peopl-, the one to de-
vise and the other to carry into execu-
tion the means which gave success. Itwas
a country large enough and fair enough tc
become the peer of the prouidest nation
of th globe ; long enough, and broad
enough, and deep enoigh-with its
depths of sGil traveirsed hy valuable
mineral deposits, and with its depths of
water, swarming with the treasires of
the sea, and river, and lake. A nd yet,
with all its capabilities, with all its
inherent vigour, this cointry, which
started so successfully twelve years ago,
and gre w rapidiv in prosperity, had, for
the last five vears, beconie more and
more depressed. The reason was largeiv
to be fond in t1he different p lieies pur-
sued by the brdering country, arnl by
ourselves. We had been shuît ont fron
our natural market wil.st we had given
tre free run of our country to those who
chose to take it. If he might resort to
a figure, he would say that we had
foolishly supposed we could ri-un a race
with a stronger competitor, leaving hin
unweighted on the course, with every
raiuscle free and well trained by art,
whilst we, with muscular energy, it was
true, but all untrained and undeveloped,
were borne down by the conditions
which he imposed. It was for us now to
say whether we should have a fair fieId and
grant no favour. If he carried with him,
ashe knew he did, the sense of this House
in the views which he espoused, regard-
ing the necessity for a readjustment of
the tariff in the direction of rendering
the revenue more adequate to the de-
mandg uvon it. and of fostering and pro-

Mi. RICHEY.

moting our native industries in place of
crippling and repressing them, the main
question to consider was whether the
tariff now submitted would nieet the de-
niands of our positien. He thouglt it
woiul ; he saw displayed in this tariff
great sagacity in the application of a
two-fold principle. He might think,
as an individual, that, in some cases, that
principle might have been carried
further, and in others had been carried
too far ; that in sone cases the methods
were cumbrous and inconvenietnt. He
might seek, perhaps, unless convinced of
the contrary by the explanations of the
Finance Minister when they came to
discuss the items, for some amendments
or modifications in some particulars ; but
It was an able measure as a tNhole,
and it was impossible to say
otherwise than that the M inister of
Finance had nobly redeemed the promises
nde to the people, and had nobly re-

pelle 1, by practical performance, the
assertions made before and since the
elections by lion. gentlemen opposite.
Those lion. gentlemen seemed to have
been unable to conceive of a tariff which
could give sutibient revenue and confer
Protection, or furnish the necessary
amount o Protection, and yet afford a
revenue. Here was a measnre, expanled
in its fair proportions before then, in
vhich our mining, agricultural, mauifac-
turing and shißmilding interests were
all carefully guarded. He miglit enter
into a review of uany of the particulars
in which the Finance Minister ha I so
weil succeeded, biui so many had gone
before him in this direction that it was
unnecessary to do so. lie would refer
to the fact that, in the adjust:nent -of
duties on teas, he had pursued a course
which. he thought, onght to have received
the thanks of the hon. mnember for North
Norfolk upon the principle he had him-
self laid down. If it were true that
duties were cumulative to the eonsainer,
according to the number of intervening
parties through whose hands they
niost pass until they reached the con-
sumer, then the Finance Minister was
entitled to their thanks that lie so
levied these duties as to indue-
direct trade with the contres
of growth. The same pririeple
was applied te sugar, thus aiding te de-
velop our West Indian trade and yet
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producing the requisite revenue, the
duties being imposed so as to encourage
the importation of the raw rather than
the refined article. With respect to
coal, the Finance Minister expected to
derive revenue fron the coal imported,
and yet to aid in the development of our
mines to the extent of three or four
hundred thous-md tons beyond the
present output. Whilst he hoped this
object would be attained, he believed
it would be much better attained by a
still higher duty. He was yet unabe to
sea why 75c. a ton should not have
been imposed tipon all foreign coal im-
ported into this country, when he
considered ,that that was the precise
amouint levied on our coal by the United
States ; that, by the tariff, duties were
imposed on every article which entered
into the use of coal-miners, and that
no drawback was granted, as was
wisely done in the case of shipping and
other industries ; and that the tariff was
accompnied by a resolution in the
direction of reciprocity. The hon.
member for Latunmto,, it was true. assailed
this duty as cruel in the extreme, because
it was imposed on a necessary of life.
It was a fallacy to assert that coal was
a necessary of lire. Air and fool and
fuel might be neccssaries of lif-ý, but it
was a fallacy to say of any particular
article that it was an absolute necessity.
It was a fallacy bordering upon an ab-
surdity to say of coal tiat it was a neces-
sary of lite, and to treat tea as not being
so, in a c untry teeming with forests,
where there were hundreds of thousands,
perhaps millions, who never ised a pound
of coal, while not one of themn would
be content without his pound of tea, on
which hon. gentlenmen opposite had re-
placed the duty which their predecessors
had removed. He dil not profess to
be able to satisfy himself entirely. regard-
ing the application of the principle of
ad valorem and specific duties in regard
to cotton and woollen goods, but this
conll be fully discussed when they en-
tered on these questions in detail. He
did not wonder, when he considered the
general approval which attended this
taritt, at the disnay which had spread
armong the members of the Oppositi<n.
le deired for a few minutes to devote
himseIf to the task of examining some of
the objections which these hon. gentle-

men had presented to this HNouse. He
would first ask where were the objections
fron the masses throughout the country,
against this tariff? If all these hon. gen-
tlemen said was true, the table should
have groaned under the weight of peti-
tions presented froma the different consti-
tuencies against it. But what were the
objections with which they had to cope,
and whence did they corne ? They carne
from gentlemen who last year expressed
themselvesas eager to hear the voice of the
country on this niatter, and had heard it
but seemed to heed it not. Last Session
the hon. member for Centre Ruron (Mr.
Cartwright) had said : " It will be for
the country to decide what particular
fiscal policy it may please to adopt, and
it will be for the House or for their suo-
cessors to decide how that particular
policy will be enforced." It would now
appear that the last word should have
read " obstructed," and not " enforced."
But to turn to the arguments. The hon.
inember for Lambton said it was a humi-
liating spectacle which this country pire-
sented in taking up the cast-off clothes of
older nations. There were worse
things for the yourng country of to-day
todo than to take up the cast-offulothes of
its parent, il adapted to its particuilar
period of growth. It were better to give
this exhibition of trift tian to attempmt to
begin where the parent left off. But be-
ginning our national life, we were not in
a position to act like the Mother Coun-
try, with accumulated capiral and re-
sources. Everyone in the country
ought to be, in sone sense, amiong the
producing class ; few could be counted
soiely among the consumers, for whom
alone,the hon. gentlemen opposite had any
consideration. It was asked how coulda
country become great by simply impos-
ing taxes upon the people. He thought
the late Government, while in power
five years, had given a very compleme
answer to that question. They had
shown that a country could not be.
corne richer by rnerely raising the
amount of taxation to meet the increased
expendittre. This tariff was framed on
the combined principle of raising suffi-
cient revenue and giving Protectiori to
develop onr resources and enable us to
meet better the difficulties which were
imposed. They were referred to the con-
trast of the depression in the United
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States with the condition of England,
and were pointed to the communistic
niovements in the United States, to the
riots at Pittsburg, as if there had been
none at Blackburn, as if the English
papers were not filled with accounts of
riots and distress anong thousands of
worknien. They were asked again if, at
a tine when labour and money were
scarce, it was not the best policy to make
everything as cheap as possible. It was
not necessary, the depression would take
care of that. Our great object should
be to make noney and labour more
plentilul. But he might be able toshow
that, while pursuing the policy of Pro-
tection with the higher object of pro-
moting and benefitting industry, the
effect inght be at the same tine to
cheape- the price of many commodities.
The hon. niember for Lambton w;as
solicitous for the poor man because of
the "cruel tax" upon coal. Let him mak
how that great statesman, Daniel Web-
ster, treated this subject thirty years
ago, and what he then said upon it.
When it was desired to do away with the
highly Protective tarifif then in existence
in the United States, and to introduce
one which would impose a general ad
valorem charge of 20 per cent., lie
vehemently opposed that measure in the
interest of his countrv and the coal-
miners. It was then deemed necessary,
in order to compete successfully with
Nova Scotia coal, to have the American
tariff on coal $1.75 per ton ; but thev
bad been able to reduce it to $1.25. and,
since, to 75c., its present figure. The
,A mericans had gone on developing their
mining industries until they were able
to meet foreign competition. Webster
said : " The inerease of the product of
the Schuylkill region, under the Compro-
mise Act, from 18.37 to 1642, was onlv
32,000 tons. In the succeeding three
years, that is to say, from 1842 to 1845,
that increase amounted to no less than
560,000. The price of labour, of course,
became greatly advanced ; but the price
of coal feil from $5.50 per ton, to $3.27.
A pretty good proof, this, that prices
may fAll in consequence of Protection."
That showed that, if the object of the
Government was to make things cheap,
there was a better way of doing it than
by leaving the industries of the country
in a dooresed condition. Then they had

MIL RIcHiE.

the hon. member for Centre Huron
reiterating his argument, with which the
country had grown familiar, in favour of
a do-nothing policy, according to which
the Governinent was to fold its hands
and admonish the industrial population
to get rich through frugality and hard
work. But lie was, as member for Hali-
fax, particularly concerned with the fact
that the niember for Centre Huron
(Mr. Cartwright) had had oie kindly
thought, one word of cordial commenda-
tion and well-feigned congratulation for
the Finance Minister, while frankly
owning that he had lacked courage him-
self to discharge the duties of hisi offe
with fidelity to his country ; for he con-
fessed that he was forced to become re-
sponsible for an expenditure of $125,000,
to bis ineffable disgust, by men who had
a political hold upon him. If the hon.
member for Centre Huron thoglit that
bis congratulations to the Minister of
Finance for having omitted fron the
Estimates the grants formerly made to
the Allan steamers and the George
Shathuck were timely, they might take
leave to extend to him (Mr. Cartwright)
their condolences, first, for his want of
ability to be true to his own convictions,
and, secondly, for his weakness for want
of information in supposing that, in
granting the usual subsidies to the
steamers plying to H alitax, he was
guilty of wrong. He (Mir. Richey) sus-
pected that the satisfaction of the hon.
gentleman arose, not so much from his
admiration of the Finance Minister, as
fron the thought that in this very omis-
sion would be found a ground for charg-
ing the Government with inconsistency,
and another apology for that wiid cry of
disloyalty and discrimination againat
England, of which they had heard o
much from the Opposition. That hon.
gentleman felt, no doubt, that, whilst it
might be said, with some degree of con-
sistency, by a Finance Minister coming
down with a deficit, and no provision to
meet it, that there was no money for a
certain service, it could not be alleged
quite so well by one who presented a
policy that should provide a revenue to
meet every demand upon it; and, whilat
it might be perfectly conformable to lhe
policy of an Administration which seened
to be throwing their trade more and more
towards the United States, and taking it
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more and more from England to with-
draw those subsidies, it could hardly be
contended to be equally in agreement
with a policy which pointed rather to
the encouragement of Canadian trade
with the Mother Country, that one of the
first acts under it should be to imperil
the connection by steam. that had for 10
years existed between Great Britain and
her nearest North American port. The
member for Centre Huron might have
been actuated to some extent by some
such feeling, and he feared that there
were in the offices filled last year by that
hon. gentleman, and the member for
Shefford (Mr. Huntington) certain tradi-
tions that had been vccepted by their
successors wirhout sufficient scrutiny.
He hoped that the present Minister of
Finance and his colleagues would feel that
they were not yielding up their own con-
victions, or surrendering themselves to
such influences the member for Centre
Huron depicted, but that, under a con-
viction of the actual necessity and pro-
priety of those grants, they would'yetbein-
troduced into the Supplenentarv Esti-
mates. The Halifax fortnightly
mail service was very import-
ant, when they considered not
only the inconvenience that must
result to a large portion of the inhabit-
ants of all those Maritime Provinces f rom
its discontinuance, but that Halifax was,
at least, as near as Rimouski, and re-
flected that England garrisoned Halifax
with her troops and made it the head-
quarters of her fleet on the North Am-
erican station, and that it was a point of
connection for travel and traffic for a
great part of New Brunswick, Prince
Edward Island, Bermuda, and portions
of the West Indies, and, by the George
Shattuck, with St. Pierre. From all
those considerations, he felt they had a
case in which they could appeal, not
simply to such consideration as was
spoken of by the member for Centre
Huron, but. upon the ground of consist-
ency with their own policy, to the Gov-
erament, for the continuance of that ser-
vice. The member fer South Brant (Mr.
Parson) had denounced the tariff at
first as prohibitory ; then he said it was
an attenuated, shrivelled copy of the Am-
erican tariff. He (Mr. Riehey) was un-
able to reconcile those statements. The
hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr.

72

Charlton) had called it a servile copy,
and other members a half-and-half meas-
ure, and then asked them why they were
not bold enough to take the American
tariff, pure and simple. Then, taking
up the Hansard of last year, and going
over the votes given on the principle of
Protection, they had one division
after another presented for the two-fold
purpose, no doubt, of charging hon.
gentlemen on the Ministerial side
with inconsistency, and convincing the
House how evil would be the effects of
the acceptance of that tariff. Well, there
was nothing inconsistent in members
who were able to vote for one general
all-comprebensive measure not voting for
certain separate details. Those able to
vote for this measure might not feel
themselves at liberty to vote simply for
a duty on coal, for Nova Scotia, or on
grain for Ontario. He was sorry to see
such arguments introduced, as they led
simply and solely to sectionalism. He
believed that the voice of sectionalism
should be hushed in the presence of a
great national question, such as they
were now engaged on, in regard to which
it had been thought to silence them by
quotations from political economists,
whose writing served sometimes to perplex
rather than illuminate the way of their too
rigid devotees. Much as we were in-
debted to them, ho thought they had
not yet reached the position entitling
their dicta to be accepted unquestion-
ingly by those engaged in the practical
work of legislation and administration.
They might be very good servants, but
bad masters to those on whom de-
volved the responsibility of moulding the
destinies of the country, and deftly
adapting their processes to the necessi-
ties of the times. They had listened to
two arguments, by which they were to
be completely overwhelmed, one being
that Tupperisms had been introduced into
that debate. He had no doubt that
those home-thrusts, those arrows shot by
the forceful arm of an hon. gentleman
on the Ministerial side, and barbed by
facts, had pierced the armour of hon.
gentlemen opposite, wbo would find
there was no shield that could be con-
structed on that side, that would be
fitted to repel those arrows. But the
irresistible argument against adopt-
ing the tariff was the alleged
4
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change of views of the hon. member
for Lincoln, many years ago, of whom
the hon. member for South Brant was
told that another member had heard that
it was understood that he had attended
the caucus of one party in the forenoon,
and that of the other in the afternoon,
and the inference was that, therefore,
this tariff ought not to be accepted. He
(Mr. Richey) was glad that that hon.
gentleman (Mr. Rykert) had triumph-
antly exonerated himself from that im-
putation, and that the tariff, whose fate
seemed trembling in the balance, might
now be considered safe. The hon. mem-
bers for South and Centre Huron ap-
peared in confliet on this question, for,
by the former the Finance Minister was
told that he knew he might have pro-
vided the additional two millions wanted,
without grinding the toiling masses, by
reducing salaries and cutting down the
general expenditure. Well, doubtless,
the hon. gentlemen opposite, who had
been in office five years, had tried that
experiment in a time of deep depression,
and, after finding it impossible, then,
could very clearly see how that process
might be adopted now. But they had on
record the language of the member for
Centre Huron, who, when bringing down
his Budget last year, said that " any
further reductions of expenditure would
be undesirable and inexpedienp, unless
they were prepared for a very radical
change in their constitution." There
was another hon. gentleman on
the opposite side, whose speeches
had furnished him with su#icient
arguments in favour of Protection.
Now, he did not refer to speeches deliv-
ered two or three years ago, but to
speeches delivered during the last Ses-
sion, or delivered in addressing the
people last year by the hon. member for
North Norfolk. He would not follow
that hon. gentleman through bis remarks
upon the balance of trade ; he acknow-
ledged the validity of a great many of
the arguments he used. lIt might be
perfectly true that, where the balance of
trade was against the country having a
large accumulated capital, and receiving
a large amount of interest, especially a
country drawing wealth from the sea, and
prosecuting a great carrying trade, it did
not indicate so bad a state of things as
where these conditions were absent. One

MB. RICHEY.

hon. gentleman referred to the fact of
parties going on a whaling voyage and
bringing in the products of their industry
and increasing the wealth of the country.
That only showed that it was necessary,
at times, to take many things into con-
sideration in order to come to a sound
conclusion, but all these things put to-
gether did not prove that it was in itself
a better state of things for a country to
have the balance of trade against her
than in her favour. The hon. gentleman
undertook to detail to them the evils which
would result from the operation of this
tariff, and lie must confess that lie could
not help thinking of the time when
George Stephenson was pushing his rail-
way scheme, which had since proved so
successful. The hon. gentleman from
North Norfolk enumerated the evils
which would follow froma the introduc-
tion of this tariff; in the first place, he
said, it would rob the farmers ; in the
second place, it would rob the lumber-
men ; in the third place, it would rob the
fishermen ; in the fourth place, it would
rob the labourer; in the fifth place, it
would rob the shipbuilder ; in the sixth
place, it would rob every man who re-
ceived a salary ; in the seventh place, it
would enable the manufacturers to rob
all classes, andfor diversion,to prey upon
each other ; here were seven tre-
mendous evils which were to result
from this tariff. When George Stephen-
son w-as battling the railway question
in England, what kind of opposition did
lie have to encounter ? It was said, in
the first place, that horses would become
useless and unsaleable ; in the second
place, there would be no market for oats ;
in the third place, the hounds would
cease running ; in the fourth place, the
hens would cease laving; in the fifth
place, the stacks of hay would be burned
up by cinders from the locomotive; in
the sixth place, the boiler would burst
and blow everything to atoms, and, in
the seventh place, it was impossible to
conceive of anything going at such a rate,
and the wheels would only revolve on
theîr axles, and the cars would stand
stock still ; and yet the railway systei
had been a great success, and lie beld
that similar resuilts would attend the
predictions of the hon. gentleman from
North Norfolk. Coming now to the
Maritime Provinces, it had been argued
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that this tariff was a violation of the
compact entered into at Confederation ;
that this question had never been in
issue before the people of those Prov-
inées; that their fishermen were not pro-
tected ; and that their lumbermen were
ignored. The hon. member for Rich-
mond, (Mr. Flynn) had made these
compli tints. As he listened to the speech
of that hon. gentleman, he marked the
elegance of his diction, but it fell upon
his ears like the song of the dying swan,
because it seemed to him as the expiring
note of anti-Confederation prejudice. It
was asserted that this tariff was a viola-
tion of the compact. They had been so
long accustomed to hear, in Nova Scotia,
that connection with Canada was the re-
sult of conquest, and not a compact,
that lie was glad at last to have the con-
cession that it was based upon agree-
ment. They were told that the
violation of the compact consisted
in raising the tariff above what it was
at the time of Confederation,
which was 15 per cent. When did
the violation take place I It took place
when that tariff was raised to 17½ per
cent., and, if the hon. gentleman was in
this House and voted for that tariff, he
condoned the violation. Every hon. gen-
tleman on the Opposition benches who
voted for that tariff condoned it, as did
every constituency which returned one of
those gentlemen. But they had all re-
turned to this House on the understand-
ing that this tariff was to be readjusted,
and increased, and, therefore, by this very
act, they disposed of the question of a vio-
lationgf the compact. But they were told
that the question was not in issue before
the people. That had been well disposed
of by the hon. member for Cardwellthe
other day, when he read, from a speech of
the ex-Finance Minister, that the reason
why lie would not bring down any pro-
vision to meet the deficiency, was that
the question -was to go before the coun-
try. This question came also before the
country, in the resolution moved on the
floor of the House by the present Premier,
every line of which was receiving its
justification in the tariff now produced.
Moreover, the press of those Provinces
took good care that issue should be
squarely placed before the people. One
maight take up the papers of New Bruns-
wick and NovaScotia, supporting the Gov-

ernment of that day, for weeks before the
elections, and find, in large capital letters,
the question placed before the people, in
a manner to intimidate them, by the idea
that they were to be subjected to extreme
taxation. It, as his hon. friend said, the
people of the country did not vote upon
this issue, it was because they had no
confidence in the newspapers representing
the party of which he (Mr. Flynn) was a
member. He might quote from the
Freeman, of St. John. The editor of
that paper told the people that a read-
justment of the tariff, such as the Con-
servatives contemplated, meant a tax
upon wheat and flour, a tax upon corn and
meal, a tax upon coal, upon live animals
and meat, upon agricultural implements,
and so on, going through the list, and
thus presented to the people of that Pro-
vince, in the most exaggerated terns, the
very issue which it was now deni3d was
placed before them. The very evening
before the election, one of the papers
printed in the city from which lie came,
published a card with the heading
" REMEMBER !" in which it was declared
that those who voted for any of the
" taxationist " candidates voted in direct
approval of, among other things, a duty
on cotton yarn of from 46 to 60 per cent.;
woollen goods, 70 per cent.; flannels and
blankets, 85 per cent. ; alpaca goods, 85
per cent. ; carpets, 84 per cent. ; light
cottons, 70 per cent. ; and the lowest
duty was 35 per cent. This allegation
corresponded to the telegram that was
sent to Sir John A. Macdonald, inquiring
whether it was true that the duties were
to be raised to 35 percent. And yet they
were told that the question of increased
taxation was not in issue. It had been
said that the tariff would be destructive
to the shipbuilding interest, as though
the very fact that they were encouraging
direct trade with foreign countries, and
the conveyance of those articles of raw
material which were of greater bulk than
the manufactured, would not tend
rather in the direction of increasing and
promoting the shipping of our country,
than of destroying it, as the
hon. gentlemen would have them believe.
And it would result, not only in this,
but in the employment that was given to
many classes. The hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) he thought laid
down the proposition that 263 men would
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be all that would be benefitted by the
encouragement given to the sugar indus.
tries. The hon. gentleman might have
put two noughts to that, and he would
come short of the number it would
directly profit. Then they were told the
tariff was inimical to immigration, and
this came from the gentlemen whose
policy had produced but little benefit to
immigration-except to the emigration
agents. It was a policy in which hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars had been
taken out of the Treasury of this coun-
try, and expended upon pets. They
found that last year-according to the
report of the Globe-the hon. the
Minister of Agriculture declared that of
7,742 immigrants by the St. Lawrence
route, only 420 settled in Canada, and
that all the remainder went to the
United States. They were next
told this tariff was disloyal to Great
Britain. He would ask, fron whom did
this charge come? He would not go back
and search into the history of the coun-
try, or the history of the several Pro-
vinces, to enquire among what classes, or
what parties. there had been any exhibi-
tions of disloyaltv in the past-whether
the party they represented, containing
within it a large portion of the Liberal
party throughout the country, in union
with the old Conservative party, whether
this party had ever been chargeable
with disloyalty to the British Crown.
But he would ask when an intimation in
the direction of the severance of the
relations of these colonies with the Bri-
tish Empire was made, whence did it
come 1 Did it not come from those
whose political and commercial principles
hon. gentlemen opposite were in full ac-
cord with 1 Was it not the Cobden and
Bright school, whose utterances had ever
pointed in that direction? No; they
were introducing a policy which would
bring increased prosperity and wealth to
this country, and which must tend to
perpetuate our relations with the Mother
Country. As the hour for the recess
was approaching, he would not deal with
the question of our policy being unsatis-
factory to the United States. It ill be-
came the dignity of the House that such
an argument as this should be adduced.
In the next place, they were told that
the lumbermen were to have no protec-
tion, and that the labourer was to receive

MR. RlCHEY.

no advantage. As though the very fact of
helping the manufacturers,opening up the
mines, developing the agricultural re-

I sources of the countrv, stimulating the
shipping interest, and affording variety
of occupation in every respect, would
not conduce to the improvement of the
condition of the labourer and an increas-
ed prosperity to the industrial pursuits
of the country. He would again refer
to that wise statesman, whose words he
had quoted a short time previously, in
order to show the benefits which accrued
from a diversity of occupations, and how
they were affected by the application of
wise legislation. He said :

" The interest of every labouring community
requires diversity of occupations and objects
of industry. The more that diversity is mul-
tiplied or extended, tie better. To diversify
employment is to increase employment, and
to enhance wages. And, Sir, take this great
truth, place it on the title page of every book
of political economy intended for the use of
the United States; put it in every farmers'
almanac; let it be the heading of every column
in every mechanies' magazine; proclaim it
everywbere, and make it a proverb, that where
there is work for the hands of men there will
be work for their teeth. Where there is em-
ployment there will be bread. It is a great
blessing to the poor to have cheap food, but
greater than that, prior to that, and of still
higher value, is the blessing of being able to
buy food by honest and respectable employ-
ment. Employment feeds, and clothes, and
instructs. Employment gives health, sobriety,
and morals. Constant employment and well
paid labour produce, in a country like ours,
general prosperity, content, and cheerfulness.
Thus happy have we seen the country. Thus
happy may we long continue to see it. I

These words were used by that great
statesman in a retrospect of the
p>st, when speaking of a Pro-
tective tariff. He (Mr. Richey)
used them as a prediction of the future
in connection with the measure before the
House. It was because he believed this
tariff had been framed in the true inter-
ests of this country, that it would meet
the views and expectations of the people
of this country ; that it had been framed
with a sagacity that had enabled the
hon. the Minister of Finance to bring
within the scope of bis vision, and pro-
perly estimate the varied requirements
of this wide Dominion, from Vancouver
to Cape Breton; that there was now
placed before the people of the country,
its capitalists, and its energetic business
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men, a fair field for their several legiti-
mate enterprises ; because he saw opening
before the merchant, so lately poring
despondingly over bis ledger, the
muechanie so lately sitting idly at his
bench, the labourer so lately labouring
laboriously, but in vain, to procure
some labour; because lie thought lie
could see for these an opening out once
more into the sunshine of prosperity, and
believed that we should hear resounding,
more cheerily than ever, the ring of the
woodman's axe, the stroge of the
mechanic's hammer, the hum and rattle
of busy machinery, and see the workman
receiving the due reward of his toil; be-
cause he believed that every word con-
tained in the amendment submitted to
the House might be safely reversed, that
he would record bis vote, with satisfac-
tion and with hope, in favour of the
resolutions.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.
PRIVATE BILLS.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were severally
considered in Committee of the Whole,
reported, read the third time, and
passed :

Bill (No. 45) To authorise the construction
of a bridge over the Ottawa River for the use
of the Quebec, OttawaT and Occidental Rail-
way, and for other purposes.-(Mr. Bolton.)

Bill (No. 65) To incorporate the Geogra-
phical Society of Quebec.-(Mr. Fortin.)

SECOND READINGS.

The following Bills were severally
read the second time :-

Bill (No. 68) To incorporate the Calais and
St. Stephen Railway Bridge Company.-(Mr.
Burpee, Sunbury.)

Bill (No. 78) To amend the Act incorporat-
ing the Ottawa Loan and Investment Com-
pany, and to change the name to " The
Manitoba and North-West Loan Company
(Limited). "-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

WAYS AND MEANS.-THE TARIFF.

DEBATE RESUMED.

louse resumed the adjourned debate
on resolutions relative to duties of Cus-
toms and Excise, and Mr. Mackenzie's
motion in amendment thereto.

MR. RICHEY.

MR. PLUMB said this debate had
now taken a new aspect. To that aspect
he proposed to address himself, in the re-
marks which lie would have the honour to
make to-night. After a long and exten-
sive discussion on both sides of the
House, the leader of the Opposition,
representing the opinion, not only of the
bon. gentlemen who followed him in this
House, but of the great party of which
lie was the leader, of wbose principlep he
was the exponent, had introduced a
resolution which, without doubt, em-
bodied fully, though concisely, the
principles of the Opposition upon this
floor, and the principles of the great
party which that Opposition represented,
for, although beaten at the polls, al-
though represented here by a very small
minority,they could not but accord to that
great party a power in the country which
it were useless to ignore, which it were
rash in any way to reflect upon, and
which must always be treated in
any discussion in this House, or
elsewhere, as a power in the Do-
minion of Canada. The resolution
introduced by the hon. the leader of the
Opposition was a resolution which, as
he had said before, embodied briefly what
miglit be considered the gist of the argu-
ment against the policy of the Govern-
ment. He (Mr. Plumb) would read it,
as the commencement of bis remarks.
It read as follows :--

c That, while this louse is prepared to make
ample provision for the requirements of the pub-
lic service, and the maintenance of the public
credit, it regards the scheme now under consi-
deration as calculated to distribute unequally,
and, therefore, unjustly, the burdens of taxa-
tion; to divert capital from its natural and
most profitable employment; to benefit spe-
cial classes at the expense of the whole com-
munity ; tends towards rendering futile the
costly and persistent efforts of the country to
secure a share of the immense and growing
carrying trade of this continent; and to create
an antagonisin between the commercial policy
of the Empire and that of Canada that nright
lead to consequences deeply to be deplored."

He might say that lie would not want
any better text upon which to speak, on
this occasion, than that short, compre-
hensive resolution. He had said to bis
hon. friend who bad brought in the tariff
resolutions that the speech with which
that resolution was accompanied was the
very best commentary upon the proposi-
tions which he had submitted to the
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House, and the very best evidence that
those propositions were acceptable to the
country. But, before commencing to ad-
dress hiiÊself specially to that resolution,
he hoped he might be permitted to re-
view briefly, as briefly as the
case would admit, the circumstances
in which we were placed by the condition
of the country, which had conduced very
largely to the adoption of the policy now
brou t forwàrd by his hon. friend the
Finance Minister. Ie (Mr. Plumb) be-
came a niember of Parliament at the
time of the great political revolution
which removed from this body a large
number of the gentlemen who had before
led its legislation in this House. He
came here a stranger to the usages of the
House, comparatively a stranger to the
grave questions then under discussion;
and almost the first important debate in
the House, in that Session, was upon the
fiscal condition of the couutry, opened
by the Budget speech of the gentleman
whosucceeded his hon. friend the present
Finance Minister, and had been sucoeed-
ed by him. Those of them who then, for
thefirsttime, were brought face tofacehere
with the arrogant representatives of the
triumphant party, which had swept the
country as by a deluge from Prince Ed-
ward Island to Manitoba, were somewhat
astounded at the propositions and argu-
ments of the hon. gentleman who then
held the purse-strings. They had sup-
posed, in their ignorance and innocence,
perhaps, that the country had been, for
many years, under Conservative
rule, in a state of great pros-
perity ; that the gentlemen who
formed the Confederation of the Pro-
vinces, who had laid broad and deep its
foundations, who had made it one of the
powers of the earth, and one of the prin-
cipal appanages of the great Crown
upon which we were proud ti be de-
pendent, had done something towards
advancing the interests of the country ;
but they learned, from the hon. member
for Centre Huron, that they had been re-
creant to all the best interests of Canada,
had squandered her resources, had made
reckless bargains with the different Pro-
vinces in order to sustain their waning
popularity, that they had heaped burdens
upon Canada which she never could sus-
tain; they were told all this by one who
was lauded by the party then in power as

ME. PLUMB.

a great financial authority, and who,
spoke as the mouthpiece of that party.
They were told constaitly at every great
meeting'held for the purpose of influencing
electors, as well as upon the floor of this
House, that their friends, when in power,
increased the public expenditure from
$13,500,000 in 1867, to $23,316,316 in
1873-74. They were told that this was
something so reprehensible, that those
who were responsible for it should
be for ever thereafter shut out from
the managerient of public affairs ;
that they deserved to be ostracised
because they had met the neces-
sities of the growing Dominion
with a statesmanlike and generous liber-
alty. Increasing in population, wealth,
and commerce with unparalleled rapidity,
demanding outlays for perfecting the
machinery of the new Confederation, for
legislation, for the militia, for the collec-
tion of revenue, for the protection of the
shipping trade, for the opening and
peaceful occupation of the North-West,
for publie buildings adapted to the needs
and the dignity of the Dominion, for the
administration of justice, with ample and
constantly augmenting revenues to meet
such demands, the Conservazive leaders
would have been recreant to the trust
confided to them, if they had adopted a
niggardly or short-sighted method in
dealing with the public expenditure.
No one who sat on the Opposition benches
in those days--and many oi those gentle-
men were here now before him in the
same position-had opposed that policy to
which he had just referred. The general
principle upon which the expenditure
was based was fully conceded on all
sides ; but little discussion arose upon
the Budget during successive years from
1867 until 1873. Sir John Rose, during
his financial Administration, finding the
expenditure growing more rapidly than
the revenue seemed to warrant, set a
memorable example to those who came
after him by cutting down his Estimates to
meet the necessity. His able successors
in the administration of the finances, prior
to 1874,found nosuchneed. Theymight
be well assured that they would have met
it had it occurred in a way to preserve
the public credit from the damaging ef-
feet of yearly increasing deficits. The
Opposition of the day contented them-
selves with a few unimportant criticisms
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of the Estimates, and, in almost in every
instance, heartily congratulated the
Finance Minister upon his statements.
The estimated receipts were in every in-
stance, from 1868 to 1874, inclusive, ex-
ceeded by the actual revenue. There was
ample justification for the expenditure,
and he (Mr. Plumb) would venture to
say that, from all he had seen of the
course of the late Finance Minister and
his colleagues, if they had had surplus
revenues to deal with, instead of deficits,
their financial record would have been
very different from that of their prede-
cessors. Fe (Mr. Plumb) would now
justify his defence of the Government of
1867-1873, by referring to the increase
of expenditure, item by item, in order
that the louse might see how far the
late Finance Minister and his colleagues,
and backers, and the public press
that sustained them, were jristi-
lied in their virulent criticism.
Under tle heading of ordinary expendi-
ture, the increases, comparing 1867-68
with 1873-74, were as follows:-

1867-68

Civil Government..594,441
Administration of

Justice.... ..... 291,242
Police ........... 49,176
Penitentiaries.... .209,369
Legislation ...... 595,810
Geological Survey.. G7,814
Arts, Agriculture,

and Statistics.... 5,850
Immigration and

Quarantine...... 60,396
Marine Ilospitals.. 21,048
Pensions ......... 56,421
Public Works.... .126,269
Ocean and River

Steam Service...296,511
Light House and

Coast Service... .174,982
Fisheries ......... 30,572
Miscellaneousltems 93,451

1873-74

883,655

459,037
56,387

395,551
784,048
28,600

1

Increase.

289,214

167,795
7,211

186,192
188,238
69,214

19,091 13,241

318,572 258,176
66,462 45,414
56,453 32

,826,001 1,699,732

407,760 110,189

537,057 362,075
76947 4575ir,

102,16 0 8,709

$3,451,107
These were all the items of accounts
opened in 1867-68, under the heading of
"Ordinary Expenditure," on which there
mas an increased outlay up to 1873-74.
lUpon the item of steamboat inspection
there was a decrease of $115, and upon
that of Militia and Defence of $35,639.
These, deducted from $3,451,107, left the
increase $3,415,468. The following
items, also under the heading of " Ordi-
nary Expenditure,"represented outlays in
accotints not open until after 1867-68

Census...................... .... $ 39,470
Superannuation .... .......... .... 6 2
Indian Grants......... ...... .... 146,
Dominion Lands................ 283,163
Dominion Forces, Manitoba ....... .209,169
Mountea Police............. ...... 199,599
North-West Territory Organization. 12,262
Boundary Surveys................ 81,723
Military Stores ................... 144,906
Customs Refunds ................. 69,330

Total.............$1,250,132

CHARGES ON REVENUE-

1867-68 1873-74 Increase.
Customs ........ $457,503 $658,299 $200,796
Excise.......... 78,939 206,935 127,996
Culng Timber.. 69,430 82,286 12,856
,Post-Office ...... 616,802 1,387,270 770,468
Public Works. .. 626,286 2,389,679 1,763,393

Increase...............$2,875,509

There was a decrease in
the item of Minor Re-
venues from $16,841 to
$11,371........ ....... 5,470'

Total increase ......... .$2,870,039

DEBT AND SUBSIDIES.

Interest on Pub-
lic Debt.. .. $4,501,568 $5,724,436 $1,222,868

Sinking Fund.. 355,266 513,920 158,564
Subsidies to Pro-

vinces ...... 2,753,966 3,752,757 998,791

Increase .............. 2,380,313
There was a decrease in

the item of Charges
of Management from

$285,512 to $238,003, or
And in premium, discount

and exchange from
$73,676 to $26,680, or ..

47,519

46'996

Total increase..........$2,285,798

These aggregated, summed up as follows:
Increase in ordinary expenditure, in ac-
counts open in 1867-68, $3,414,353. In
accounts not opened until after that date,
$1,250,132. In charges on Revenue,
$2,870,039. Interest on Public Debt
(less decrease on Charges of Manage-
mnnt and premium, discount, and ex-
change), $1,128,365. In Sinking Fund,
$158,654. In Subsidies, $998,791.
All these formed a sum total of increases
from 1867-68 to 1873-74, when the hon.
member for Lambton and his friends
took the management of affairs, of
$9,820,322. The supporters of the Gov-
ernment claimed, however, that in the
increased expenditure of 1873-44, there
were items amounting to nearly one
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million dollars, which bad been often
poj¢ed out, that were improperly added
by the late Finance Minister to the
accounts of that year, and properly be-
longed to the succeeding year. This con-
tention, lie thought, his hon. friend be-
fore him (Mr. Tilley) was prepared to
justify. They had insisted upon it in
his defence while lie was absent from the
House, and while lie held a position
which prevented him from entering into
the discussion and vindicating, as he had
now vindicated, his position. It might
be safely asserted, that in, round numbers,
at least $950,000, improperly added by
his successors to the expenditure of
1873-74, should be deducted from the
total increase before stated, bringing it
down to $8,870,322, from the total ex-
penditure of 1873-74, reducing it to
$22,466,316, and added to the expendi-
ture of 1874-75, making the total of that
fiscal year, the first clear year of Reform
rule, $24,663,071. The correctness of
this statement was virtually proved
by comparing the figures with
those of the second fiscal year of the
rule of their economical friends, the
loud-mouthed advocates of retrenchment.
That year, 1875-76, presented the start-
ling aggregate of $24,488,372, and that
of the two succeeding years, which com-
pleted their record, was only kept down
by a device which could not redound to
their credit. While other items of ad-
ministrative expenditure were increasing
in a startling ratip, although the revenue
was constantly shrinking, by the expendi-
ture of 1876-77,when the great depression
was fairly upon us, paralysing trade and
carrying disaster into every branch of
industry, the reckless policy of the late
Government entailed upon the country
an outlay, chargeable upon revenue, of
$23,519,301, which was only kept down
to those frigltful figures by striking out
$428,079 from the Militia items, and
$682,128 from that of Public Works
chargeable to revenue. As compared
with the outlay in those Departments
the year previous, a reduction of
$1,110,'07 was thus obtained, but for
-which the total for 1876-77 would
have been $24,629,508. The same plan
was adopted in 1877-78. The Militia
item was $360,404 Jess, and the
Publie Works item $950,347 less than
in 1875-76. The total expenditure

MR. PLUMB.

of the year, notwithstanding these
abnormal reductions, was $23,503,158,
and, but for them, would have
reached $24,813,909. There could
be no merit in biinging about
a reduction by the contrivances
now exposed. If Public Works, charge-
able to revenue, had been completed, as
they had been led to believe they would
be, the expenditure, of course, would
cease. As to the Militia, they knew who
presided over that Department, and his
antecedents would lead them to believe
thathe would not resist any reduction of
our power to defend the flag. In every
case,it would befoundthat the expenditure
of the Liberal-Conservative Government,
upon which such fierce denunciations
had been poured out by hon. gentlemen
opposite, especially by the late Premier
and the late Finance Minister, had been
exceeded under their Administration. It
would be an easy task to justify, item by
item, every figure for which his hon.
friend (Mr. Tilley) and his old colleagues
and predecessors were in any way re-
sponsible. In the spring Session of
1873, the late Finance Minister, who
had been virulently opposed by the
Globe and its party at his election, in
August, 1872, madehis prophetic speech
which lie had often quoted, but of which,
unfortunately, no extended record re-
mained in the public archives. He
claimed, however, on the strength of that
vaticination, credit for foreseeing the
commercial crisis which was impending,
and which burst upon the country like a
tornado, in the autumn of 1873. It had
already spread panic and dismay over the
United States, when the hon. gentleman
and his colleagues took the seals of office,
and it had extended to Great Britain
and the Continent before the
hon. gentlemen met Parliament,
at the end of March, 1874. He
(Mr. Plumb), in common with many
others who heard the Budget speech of
1874, was not aware of the mental
peculiarities of the hon. gentleman who
uttered it-they did not know the depth
of the immedicable wound which had been
inflicted upon his ambition, and his self-
love, nor the bitterness and persistency
of his hatred. Bis speech was violent
beyond any precedent, and it might have

een considered unfair, and, perhaps, not
over courageous or chivalrous, to attack
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a man who could not stand up here and
defend himself and his policy, as he had
shown himself fully able to do, since the
country has welcomed him back to these
halls. Every utterance of the late Fin-
ance Minister betrayed the anguish of
his wound, and the rage into which it
threw him. They were charged with a
venom, however, which fortunately had
only had the effect of politically destroy-
ing himself. Upon that memorable
occasion, the Finance Minister bitterly
attacked the former Government for the
terms it bad given to Prince Edward
Island, and no one of the representatives
of that Island, all of whom, for reasons
which be should not characterise, had
crossed over to the support of
the then incoming Administration,
ventured to rebuke him for his
covert insinuations as to sharp bargains.
But his voice rose into a scream of de-
nunciation when he said that his pre-
decessors had done quickly what they
had to do, namely, to wreck the public
credit, and that they had lefti upon him
" A sum total of what I call liabilities
capable of being ascertained, amounting
to one hundred and thirty-one millions
three hundred thousand dollars in
addition to our debt. Now the House
will see the magnitude of the task im-
posed on us, by observing that this sum.
is, as nearly as possible, equal to the
total indebtedness of the Dominion." In
various pic-nie speeches during the past
two or three years, this statement had
been made with even more directness
and force of assertion. Now, this, if it
meant anything, meant that one hundred
and thnrty-one millions of dollars of
liabilities, either immediate or pro-
spective, in addition to the existing
debt of a like amount, had been imposed
upon the Dominion by reckless and im-
provident legislation prior to 1874. This
was a truely alarming statement; one
well calculated to startle the people of
Canada, and to shake its credit with
the capitalists of the world. Let them
examine it, and endeavour, by it, to test
the accuracy and fairness of the hon.
gentleman's arguments. At the
Aylmer pic-nic in 1877, they were
told, according to the Globe report
of the late Finance Minister's speech :

",That he must prepare to borrow within
three, six or seven years, not less than

$120,000,000 of money; that was the extent
of the engagements and commitments which
the late Government had left us as their dying
legacy. It is hard to realise what this means.
For us, $120,000,000 is a tremendous sum. It
equals our net existing national debt. It is
more for us than 2,000 millions for the
United States, or 2,500 millions for Great
Britain. "

Fancy the wonder of the crowd at hear-
ing these sumas glibly stated, honest Grits
fumbling in their pockets, instinctively,
under the idea that a hat would be passed
round at the close of the performance,
and that they would be called upon to
contribute their share of the trifling
amount in order to recoup the Treasury,
which had been depleted by the rascally
extravagance of the Tories. The Budget
speech of 1878, told them*

( We had other liabilities definitely fixed-
mark, definitely fixed, amounting to 131 mil-
lions, namely :
For Canals...................$ 43,800,000
Intercolonial Railway.......... 10,000,000
Pacific Railway............... 30,000,000
Debts Maturing....... .... .... 35,000,000
In ercolonial Railway repairs in

New Brunswick & Nova Scotia 2,000,000
P. E. I. Railway and Land Grants 2,500,00 0
Minor Works ................. 4,500,000
St. Lawrence Improvements be-

low Montreal...... ........ 2,500,000
Certain advances then contem-

plated...... ............... 1,000,000

Total.................... $13,300,000 '

The nature of this shocking bug-bear,
which, exhibited by so responsible an
authority as the Finance Minister of
Canada, was well calculated to cause a
capitalist in England to button his
pockets, might be inferred. The fairness
of these statements might be inferred from
the actual fact that, out of the amount of
$181,300,000, $30,000,000 was the sum
intended as a subsidy to the Pacifie Rail-
way, under a charter which had been
abandoried, and an Act which had been
instantly repealed by the hon. gentleman
and his majority. $35,000,000 were for
removal of debt, which was considerably
increased, nominally, by negotiating a
four,per cent. loan at a discount. But who
ever heard before that such renewals
could be fairly counted, or counted at all,
among items which were to double the
amount of the existing debt of which they
formed a part I Such, however, was the
inference that was adroitly suggested.
When it suited the Finance Minister to
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do so, as on a re3ent occasion, lie made
light of the task of borrowing money in
England for renewal of debt, even in the
face of difficulties brought about by his
own lactes, and at a crisis of unparalleled
severity in the money market of Lom-
bard street. They must strike off the
$35,000,000 under this head. Thus they
relieved him very easily of one half of bis
load. $30,000,OO for the Pacific Rail-
way and $35,000,000 for renewal-
$65,000,000 in all. They had not cost him
many sleepless nights. Then there were
in bis list, $43,800,000 for the en-
largement and construction of Canals,
and among these the Baie Verte
figured for $8,500,000. The other items
were nearly as illusory and misleading.
The whole pregntation was more than
unfair. Except the repeal of the Pacific
Railway Act, no legislation tbat ho (Mr.
Plumb) could remember had relieved the
country of any liability; and the fidelity
of the atrabilions statements of the late
Finance Minister might be tested by ascer-
taining what amounts he stated in bis last
Budget speech would be required to con-
plete the works in hand except the Pa-
cific Railway, for all the expenditure on
which, except $1,391,618, incurred prior
to 1874, the late Government must be
held wholly and rigidly responsible.
These amounts, estimated as of the Ist.
July, 1878, were: For completion of Wel-
land and Lachine Canals, $5,500,000 ;
Miscellaneous Works, $5,000,000, or ton
millions and a half altogether ; and it
might be said, in passing, that with much
of this sum the late Government should
also be charged. The net increase of
debt from July lst, 1873, to July lst,
1878, was $40,513,607. From this
amount must be deducted discount on
renewals, $3,901,444, and amount ex-
pended on Pacifie Railway, $8,812,233,
leaving the increase for all expenditure
on capital account for every other pur-
pose, $27,799,930. Add to this the ton
millions and a half still required for the
completion of the canals, and the fright-
ful $131,300,000 shrank to $38,300,000
-a decrease of a mere trifle of ninety-
three millions, or 71 per cent., which
might gauge, with tolerable accuracy, the
allowance that must be made for the ex-
Finance Minister's calculations. But
it was by no means to be ad-
mitted that the lon. gentleman's
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predecessors were responsible for the
$38,300,000. He (Mr. Plumb) ven-
tured to assert that his hon. friend from
St. John (Mr. Tilley) and bis colleagues
would have curtailed expenditure in
every possible way, having proper regard
to the public interest, if they had con-
tinued in power. Their Estimates were
based upon a condition of things which
was totally changed when Parliament
met in 1874. The late Government,
with a vast majority at its back, had full
power to reverse the policy of its prede-
cessors. Whatever, in their judgment,
had been improperly or unwisely done,
should have been promptly undone. It
was their duty to apply the knife and to
cut down outlay whenever the knife was
needed. They had command of the ship.
It was their duty, when they saw a
financial storm lowering in the horizon,
to shorten sail and economise. Could
it be supposed for a moment
that his hon. friend who sat in
front of him (Mr. Tilley) would not have
had sufficient intelligence, honesty, and
courage to meet the exigencies of the
time, if lie found there was a decreasing
revenue? The late Finance Minister
and bis friends made the enormously
exaggerated sfatement which ho (Mr.
Plumb) had dissected, in order to be-
wilder the public, in order to show that
his own enormous expenditure was no
falsification of the promises his colleagues
had made when in Opposition. They
sought to cover up their tracks. The
most efficient way to do that was
for the Finance Minister to largely over-
estimate the burdens thrown upon him.
And how had the inherited obligations
been discharged, and how had the new
ones undertaken been fulfilled, on July
1st, 1878 ? The Pacifie Railway construc-
tion had swallowed up $8,812,833, and
there were enormous sums since paid,
and yet due. They bad a glimpse, and
as yet a glimpse only, of the reckless
haste, and waste, and jobbery which had
characterised that work. Not a section
of the lino from Fort William to Red
River could be brought into use for at
least three years, because the connecting
link between English River and Kea-
watin had been left untouched, and a
large annual charge of interest would be
totaly lost, until the road could be made
available for traffic. In regard to the Wet-
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land Canal, $7,846,145 had been ex- predicted that, owing to the legisiation
pended up to July lst, 1878, on the of 1873, there would be a necessity for a
enlargement, at each end, which is nearly further increase of revenue, and he mdi-
completed; the middle section and the cated clearly that ho would deal with the
aqueduct over the River Welland were necessities of the case in the direction of
only put under contract a few months Protection, lie would' so gauge bis rev-
ago, and could not be completed in les enue tarif as to foster the varous indus-
than three years. Until then, the new tries of the country. It must be borne
work was utterly useless, and was fall- in mmd that up to that time there had
ing frightfiilly out of repair, and an in- been no nocessity for any Protective
terest account was heavily accumulating tarif in this country; that the condition
on the outlay. In such a state of things, of things with our neighbours was such
it would be natural that they should feel that they could seli Canada nothing,
great alarm for the public credit, strained, whist we could seli ther, at f8ir prices,
as it had been, to the utmost by everything we producec. The 15 per
the prodigality and incapacity of cent. tqriff, thon in force, was ail that
those to whom it was entrusted. was then required for the protection of
He (Mr. Plumb) and bis friends had our industries. There had been a con-
been accused, time after time, of having stant increase of revenue, and a constant
taken a gloomy view of the position of surplus-a surplus acknowledged bythe
Canada in their public utterances, but if late Finance Minister to have been ex-
ever any gentleman on th. present Go- pended upon the public works of the
vernment side had taken so gloomy a country, and in the redemption of
view as that taken by the late Finance debt, net including the sinkîng
Minister in his Budget speech of 1874, fund payments of £700,000 ster-
and in many subsequent speeches, he ling-gf no less than $11,849,000.
(Mr. Plumb) could only say lie had never This statement was emblazoned on the
heard of it. It was notorious that the silver side of that double-faced shield, of
Finance Minister, on that occasion, which the people of Ontario saw the
struck a heavy blow at the credit of brass, when the late Finance Minister
Canada. But Canada, he trusted, would appeared at their Reforr picuie. He
survive that, as she had already survived (Mr. Plumb) repeated that Canada did
five years of the misrule of the gentle- not require an increased tarif up to
men now in Opposition. lu 1873, as 1874, the industries of this country were
he Mr. Plumb had before remarked, protected by the condition of things in
about the time that the so-called Reform the United States, which created inflation
party came into power, it happened that prices there. As far as England was
there was a great revulsion throughout uoncerned, he was welt nware, and every
the commercial world ; it happened that gentleman in this E ouse, whe was can-
the constantly increasing revenues of did enougl, would admit, that there was
Canada began to diminish ; it happened neyer any disposition on the part of
that, in September, 1873, the crash which Conservatives to discriminate against
had been so long foreseen in the United the Mother Countr, to which they ah
States, and which the late Finance Min- owned the truest allegiance. Therefore,
ister especially claimed to have foreseen, up to 1873 or 1874, whenever it was
fell upon that country. Canada did not found necessary to deal with ques-
feel it at first ; but it was the duty of tions of revenue, it was net noes-
the men who were at the helm, to look sary te do so with Protective views,
out for the storm, alter the course because the industries of the Do-
of the ship, if necessary, take in minion were not affected by conpetition
sail, and prepare for the worst. on the other sida of the border. A sud-
Up to that time they had been going on den change took place-se sadden, that
with constantly increasing revenues, bnt vory few in this country were prepared
his hon. friend (Mr. Tilley) had indicated te acknowledge its far-reaehing couse-
to the House in the first Session of 1873 quences During the fint ypar ofitspro-
that he intended to deal with the fiscal gress elsewhere, it was scarcely felt here,
policy of the country, in the direction of but in the second year it was fett in the
an increase in the taxation. He had increased import teo Canada, from the
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United States, in the decreased exports had superseded a reckless and improvi-
from Canada to that country, until the bal- dent Administration, but they excused
ance of trade against us reached the alaroi- themselves, when charged with extra-
ing sui of twenty-five million dollars. vagance, by saying that they had only
That was the balance of trade against spent a littie more than had been spent
Canada in 1877, and it was almost the by that reckless and improvident Admin-
same sum in 1878. The hon. gentlemen istration. le could not remember a
opposite seemed powerless to deal with single instance in which they had ful-
this question. They would probably filled their promise to put a stop to the
begin by laying down the proposition golden flow from the public Treasury,
that a balance of trade is not a balance and bring about a state of things whicli
of trade, for that was the convenient way should accord with the dininishing
in which thev always cleared away the revenues and the declining business of
difficulty. The late Minister of the In- the country. le ventured to Say that if
terior had advanced views on that sub- his hon. friend (Mr. Tilley) had been
ject which, if held and acted upon by an Finance Minister during the last five
individual, would soon send him to the years-and he (Mr. Plumb) deeply re-
Insolvent Court, if that Court had not in gretted the political overthrow which
the meantime been abolished. And it left bim unable to finish bis financial
would almost appear, from the manner policy-they would not have had to
in which they quoted authorities in the witness sucl a state of things as the pre-
United States, in order to justify their sent. What was it? Why, the ex-
position, that they were rather in league Finance Minister, in order to meet what
with and supporting those \financial he was pleased to caîl the burdens which
authorities than attempting to assert were thrown on him by bis predecessors,
themselves and their own position. He proposed to do so by adding to the tarif an
did not say that that was the case, or increase of the taxes that would produce
that that was always and absolutely the $3,000,000. Bow did le proceed? After
ine taken by hon. gentlemen on the op- labouring from the 12th November, 1873,

posite side, although it was quite the when the late Government came into
fashion for them, in those days, to im- power, until the l3th or l4th of April,
pute disloyalty to the members on the 1874, that hon. gentleman brought in
Ministerial side, to the men who had the tarif, with lis Budget speech, the
stood by the British flag from the time principal changes in which imposed 1 2
they were first able to take upon them- per cent. additional duty on the 15 per
selves the responsibilities of manhood. cent. list, from which he said he ex-
Well, because it was necessary for the pected to receive $3,000,000. In some
late Government to deal with the ques- other directions, also, he attempted to
tion of the expenditure, there had been deal with the great financial interests of
no increase by his (Mr. Plumb's) friends, the country. But lie so befogged and
or through their policy, which was bemuddled the whole question, that le
not justifiable under the circum- brought down upon himseif the indigna-
stances, and requisite to meet tion of the wlole business commumty.
the legitimate wanits of the country. It He had disturbed every industry of the
was usual for hon. gentlemen on the oppo- country. He was forced to recede, and
site side to assert that their extravagant content himself with simply addin 2k
expenditure was made necessary by the per cent. to the 15 per cent. list, making
action of their predecessors. Why were what our neiglbours of the United
those gentlemen put in power ? To re- States called a mechanical or horizontal
verse the action of their predecessors, if instead of a scientific tarifj and now the
it appeared to them to be unwise; hon. gentleman said that the 17 per
they were not bound by the legisla- cent. was a sacred thing, and that if any
tion of their predecessors. They were rash man touched it, le would sever the
bound to take the other tack. They golden chain of our connection witl
had denounced their predecessors on Britain forever. He (Mr. Plumb) would
every platform from British Columbia to like to know why thoso cabatic figures
the shores of Prince Edward Island. were so sacred, or so mucl better than
Everywhere they had declared that thev any other number. The number nine
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had peculiar properties in multiplication,
addition and division, and many persons
explained prophecy by the elastic use of
the number seven, but he was not aware
that even Zadkiel, who was quite as
good a soothsayer as the late Finance
Minister, had ever adopted seventeen-
and-a-half as a term to conjure with.
He could not discover that there was
anything in the old tarif that could not
be altered or meddled with without
meeting the denunciations of hon. gen-
tlemen opposite ; but yet they seemed
to think that there must be something
almost holy in the 21 per cent. evolved
by the ex-Finance Minister out
of the depths of his own rather
confused-consciousness, should it be
called ? The previous figures, how-
ever, lg per cent., be had desired to
adopt for no apparent reason
but that it made the calcula-
tion of duties easy. What did the
tarif of the hon. member for Centre
Huron (Mr. Cartwright) effect ? In the
fond belief that it would produce
$3,000,000, he said that he could not be
expected to reduce the expenditures of
his friendj the then Minister of Public
Works. There were too many contrac-
tors in the purlieus of the capital wait-
ing for their wages. The financial storm
was then raging, but there was no re-
trenchment. He (Mr. Plumb) remem-
bered perfectly well the language of the
member for Centre Huron in 1874, when,
turning tthe First Minister (Mr. Mac-
kenzie), he said that they must go on
with the expenditure for the works
which were under his charge. From
whom did the House and the country ex-
pect economy 7 From whom had tbey a
right to expect it 1 From a life-long Re-
former ; from a man whose instincts
were supposed to be in the direction of
close management of the expenditure in
the Department over which he presided
especially, who was supposed to possess
a peculiar fitness, from personal training
and experience, for that Departmentl The
late Government could not cut down the
Estimatea, because there were certain
powers behind the Grit throne greater
than the Grit throne itself, that had to
be placated after the elections. He (Mr.
Plumb) believed that he should be borne
out in that assertion. The tarif proved
a failure, and a deficit arose the next

year, as well as each of the two follow-
ing years, with which the Government of
the day confessed themselves utterly
powerless to deal. They acknow-
ledged that they were utterly powerless
to propose a policy suitable for
meeting the crying needs of the hour.
They declared that a Government had no
power to deal with questions affecting the
vital interests of the country. They, on
the Conservative side, bowever, held the
contrary. They always had said that if
they should be entrusted with the solu-
tion of those questions, they would not
sit with their hands folded, but would
try, at least, to do something for the
country, and he thought that the people
had taken the late Government at their
word, and the Conservatives at their
word ; and it was not far to seek, or
difficult to know, why the great revolu-
tion had occurred, which placed hon.
gentlemen opposite in even a smaller
minority than the Conservatives appeared
in 1874. Deficits, to the amount of
nearly seven millions of dollars, had
accrued since hon. gentlemen opposite
assumed charge of public affairs. His
hon. friend the present Finance Minister,
on returning to power, had to deal with
that grave condition of the finances, and,
after this cursory review of events, lead-
ing up to the present situation, it was
somewhat refreshing to refer back to the
patriotic resolutions put upon the table
of the House by the present able Finance
Minister, and to compare their breadth
and fullness with the lifeless and meagre
amendment with which the leader of the
Opposition proposed to supersede them.
He declared, "' iat, while we are willing
to do anything to sustain the public
credit, to meet the necessities of the
hour, we cannot consent to any legislation
which shall disturb the present condition
of the country," as if that condition was
so very satisfactory that it ought not to be
disturbed. He held that they ought to
disturb it-that they were here exactly
for that purpose, and he, for one, would
lift up his voice in every way which
might be calculated to disturb it. What-
ever the leader of the Opposition might
think of the necessity of his amendment,
he (Mr. Plumb) differed 'with him, toto
colo, in the proposition he had made.
What the hon. gentleman proposed, he
had had ample opportunity to carry out
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during the last three years. He had
failed to submit any proposition to that
effect, or make any move in the direction
in which he said he was bound to go, in
the event of a deficit occurring. He
(Mr. Mackenzie) had said, on the floor of
the H ouse, that a decrease of revenue
should be met by reduced expenditure.
But Sir John Rose had said the same
thing, and acted accordingly, and it had
been laid down as an axiom, by sound
practical statesmen-not political prig-
that it would be suicidal, for a Govern-
ment like that of Canada, to allow in-
creasing deficits to accrue. It was all
very well to talk, as the late Finance
Minister talked at Fergus, in July, 1877,
of deficits of 20 years ago,. under the old
Provincial system, and cite them in the
stale tu quoque argument as a justifica-
tion of the course of the late Govern-
ment. Hon. gentlemen understood per-
fectly, that it was necessary, if they
wished to maintain the credit of the
country when there was, unfortunately,
as sometimes there would be, a disturb-
ance of the equilibrium between revenue
and expenditure, so to increase the one,
or decrease the other, as to maintain the
public credit uninjured, and he charged
hon. gentlemen on the opposite side witb
having neglected that which was one of
the very first, one of the nost funda-
mental principles of public economy and
political science. Look at the amendment
before the House, which affirmed that they
" were prepared to make ample provision
for the requirements of the public ser-
vice and the maintenance of the public
credit." He had sat there for the last
ten days, listening to the outpourings of
hon. gentlemen opposite, and had failed
to hear from them the slightest indica-
tion of any policy suited to the present
exigencies of the country. He had
heard them travelling over the record,
arguing upon every possible subject--he
had heard, from one bench to the other,
the echoes of the same stale old stories,
but he had never heard a single scintilla,
or seen a glimpse of anything like a fin-
ancial policy to substitute for the policy
brought down by his hon. friend the
Finance Minister. Until hon. gentlemen
opposite could offer a proper substitute
for it, he (Mr. Plumb) thought that they
might fairly say they would stand by the
scheme of his hon. friend. He would
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like to have fromn the Opposition a kernel
of common sense, instead of the worth-
less chaff which they had been winnow-
ing out by the cartloqd, while fancying
they were discussing the question in
hand. He was astounded when the late
First Mdinister, on bringing down his
amendment, made the accompanying
speech, introducing it. He (Mr. Plumb)
saw nothing in it which was not probably
within the legitimate right of the leader
of an Opposition, although it fell very
far short of what might have been ex-
pected from him. It exhibited only a
policy of grumbling and fault-finding;
but there was good reason why that
party should grumble and find fault, for
he thought they had received a castiga-
tion which made them feel a little sore
towards gentlemen on the Ministerial
side. But they, on his side, did not
intend to aggravate the discomforts of
their position ; they were willing to leave
gentlemen in Opposition to accept for
themselves a solution which they were
intelligent enough to understand, or find
out. lon. gentlemen on the Ministerial
side had to deal with the question of the
credit of this country, which the ex-
Finance Minister, le (Mr. PlumL) had
almost said, had culpably neglected. His
bon. friend, the present Finance Minis-
ter, came into office at a critical mo-
ment-when Parliament must be called
together within a very few months-
when the depression which had kept the
country down had lasted eearly five
years-when they were constantly accu-
mulating deficits, and when he had to
infuse life into the dead body of the pub-
lie credit. He entered office when, for a
large amount of the public debt falling
due in England on the 1st January,
1879, arrangements had instantly to be
made, and when, at the same time, it
was necessary to inaugurate a fiscal
policy, the details of which demand-
ed all his time and attention.
The late Finance Minister had neglected
to provide for the renewal of the debt at
the proper time. It demanded his per-
sonal attention in London, immediately
upon the accession of the present Finance
Minister to office. That hon. gentleman
was compelled to go to England at a
moment the most disastrous in the his-
tory of English commerce for the last 25
or 30 years; upon the failure of one of
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the great banks, upon the shareholders
of which a call of £2,250 had just been
made for every £100 share. The un-
precedented and utterly ruinous magni-
tude of the call would mark the extent
of the disaster, a calamity that had been
followed by the failure of another impor-
tant bank, on the very day the Finance
Minister had advertised for tenders.
The hon. gentleman had been forced to
take action at that time, by the neglect
of the ex-Finance Minister. It had
been constantly stated, after the late
election, that there would be no redemp-
tion of the pledges of the Conservative
party. The great organ of the Reform
party in Ontario, which was inspired by
him who was called by the hon. member
for Lambton the Grand Old Reformer-
who dictated the policy of the Reform
party, and without whom the leaders on
the opposite benches could have no fol-
lowing in Ontario, at least-of whom it
could be said, in regard to the public
men of that Province, who were
almost bis puppets : " A breath unmakes
them, as a breath hath made "-
it seemed good to that great party leader
and dictator to assure the readers of bis
newspaper that the Conservatives had
no intention of fulfil-ling their promises.
The hon. member for Lambton, in fact,
wbo was Mr. Brown's henchman, had
stated that Sir John A. Macdonald would
as soon establish a Republic as a Pro-
tective policy. The Globe and its echoes
were filled daily after the election with edi-
torial articles so childish and contradic-
tory that it did not seem possible that they
could affect the minds even of the most
benighted and bigoted Grits. After the
overthrow of the party, which was largely
due to that gentleman's want of political
instinct, and to the utter incapacity to
understand the direcuion of public
opinion exhibited by the late Finance
Minister and his coleagues throughout
their short ascendancy, the Globe threw
upon f the Conservative party the
responsibility of the decline in the
price of wheat, which had fallen
in consequence of a close of the
European war, and the unprecedented
large harvest in the United States. The
stentorian voice of the hon. member for
South Brant (Mr. Paterson) echoed the
same strain, in thundering forth a long
row of figures'in respect to the decline in

prices of bank stocks since the elections.
He held the present Government respon-
sible for the bear movements in Montreal,
and the effect of the great bank failure in
Scotland and Wales upon the minds of
sensitive shareholders. They were quite
as responsible for the fall, if any had oc-
curred, in the prices of confectionery
and cigars. The Globe also de-
manded an immediate exposition of
the National Policy. it could not even
wait until the funeral of its departing
friends in Ottawa had taken place. A few
extracts would illustrate the manner in
which the great organ of the defeated
party dealt with the question after the
battle. On the 9th of October they read
in the leading columns:

" Some one has said, ' Blessed are they who
expect nothing, for they shall not be disap-
pointed,' and, evidently, the friends of the
National Policy, as well as its advocates are
preparing and being prepared for receiving
another illustration of this time-hallowed
maxim. For it is not yet a year since Sir
John assured the faithful that what might be
adequate protection for one industry would not
be sufficient for another, and that, consequently,
it would be desirable for those engaged in
each, to meet and consider what they might
need, so that all wishes should be met by the
rulers, who were to be, and who will speedily
be, installed. It was intimated distinctly that
those engaged in the different industries
were the best able to say what Customs dues
they needed, in order to be adequately pro-
tected, and what they said should certainly be
done. * * * Now, there is a strong desire to
hark back upon what was said and what was
promised.

" What is there to wait for? Does not Sir
John know what to do? * * * Why wait over
Christmas? Why lose January? * * * There
is some shuffling here-some design to post-
pone, indefinitely, this boon of Protection.
We shall not, it seems, get the first instalment
of the things we want, but we shall have the
first instalment of a treacherous betrayal of
our trust instead."

They were next told, on the 10th of Oc-
tober, tlie new Government having not
yet formed :

" Conservatives are, with one accord, at-
tempting to back down from their unpleasant
position on the Protection question. Having
secured a lease of power, they are already pro-
posing to throw over everybody and every-
thing they made use of in the contest. * * *
That utterance [Gazette's], was probably a
feeler, put out to break the news gently to the
Canadian, manufacturers, that they had been
swindled into making themselves ridiculous,
in order that Sir John might get his truly
clean h·nds into the public chest again.
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We have long ago given up expecting consis-
tency from any Conservative as to this Na-
tional Policy. It is a disgraceful thing that
the hard times still hang on, when Sir John
Macdonald expressly promised that they
should be banished as soon as the Conservg-
tives gained a majority."

On the 21st October they found this pre-
cious morceau :

" It is too bad that the leaders should be
squabbling while the people are starving, capi-
tal idle, manufactures perishing, and work-
men on half time ."

Again on the 28th:

" In many parts of Canada the crop is, thus
far, not so good as was expected. The
weather was against its being well harvested.
in many cases it is damp and sprung. The
price is low and falling. In the face of such
things, is this a time to palter and delay ?"

On the lst November, they read:

" Our farmers, with a falling market, and no
prospect of immediate revival, have time to
meditate over the vanity of human wishes,
and the unsubstantial character of National
Policy promises."

They were further assured that the right
hon. leader of the Government and his
friends were trying to get rid of the Na-
tional Policy :

c We must congratulate our Tory friends
upon the multitude and ingenuity of their at-
tempts to drop off the Protectionist platform,
without exciting an unpleasant amount of
attention from their dupes.

" The Finance Minister, when hc attempts
to frame his new tariff, will have a lively
time of it.

" There are delays in forming a National
Policy Government; there is an evident de-
sire to delay the advent of the National
Policy itself ; excuses are being offered ; time
is demanded; there is a shuffling attempt to
induce others than the halt-fledged Adminis-
tration to assume a share in the responsibility
of incubating the National Policy. We can
see no reason for delay; no need for excuses,
if all is fair and honest ; no justification for,
but much to reprehend in, shuffling."

The Finance Minister was, at this
time, endeavouring to repair his prede-
cessor's shuffiing, as to which there was
no justification, but much to reprehend.
It would be instructive to follow the
Globe through brake and through brier,
on its will-o'-the-wisp wanderings since
the election. At one moment it assured
them that we were to consume ail
we produced, and produce ail we con-
sumed ; at another, we were to erect the
Chinese wall along our borders; at
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another, we were to make no change
whatever. Its veracious correspondent
In Ottawa, who had attained a first
magnitude in the practice which made
Mendez Pinto proverbial, reported that a
general scale of thirty-five per cent. and
upwards Itad been agreed upon between
Mr. Tilley and those cormorant manu-
facturers who had made such bloated
fortunes during the past five years. A
few days afterwards, in the leading
article of the paper, the truth of this
wildly absurd, and maliciously false
report was gravely assumed, and an
argument was based upon it, intended,
as it seemed, to create discontent in
England against a loyal dependency, and
in the United States against peaceful
neighbours, who claimed simply the
right to attend to their own business.
The whole chorus yelped to the same
tune, and they demanded, almost the
day after the election, that the National
Policy should be brought down. They
said it required no ingenuity, that it
could be brought down by any clerk in
public offices; and they demanded that
his hon. friend, before he was sworn, and
before he had time to assume the duties
of his office, should bring down his
Budget. They ail cried out that
the Government and their supporters
were insincere. Well, he thought the
fact of the opposition made to the reso-
lutions of his hon. friend showed, at
least, that he had fulfilled bis side of the
bargain. He might say that every
criticism that he had heard from the
other side, had only tended, in bis judg-
ment, to strengthen the public confi-
dence in the resolutions of bis hon.
friend. This showed that they were
willing to take the responsibility of a
policy which gentlemen in Opposition
said they never intended to undertake.
There had been a great deal said about
the promises made by bis hon. friend the
leader of the Government, and
he should not notice some of
the criticisms, were it not
that the late First Minister had
condescended, in his last address to the
Hotise upon this matter, to allude to the
poor, the played-out, exploded canard
circulated in New Brunswick before the
election, that Sir John promised a 35 per
cent. tariff. It was first stated that he
said so at Parkhill, in North Middlesex,
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when he rendered the signal service hrought down by bis bon. friend had
which resulted in the overthrow of the falfdled tbe expectation of the country.
Reform ascendancy in that Riding and He had fot found anything in it which
the election of Mr. Coughlin in the place could, in the sligltest degree, be con-
of Mr. Scatcherd. If bis hon. friend sidered as disloyal te the great country of
from Centre Huron were here, he would which we were a part, and of wlich, ha
comfort hin by telling him it wvas a ina- trusted, we were a part that could
jority of 800 en the one side, which was uîot ho separated. He failed to
reversed by a considerable n-jority on see anything in it which, as was
the other, as an answer to bis argument said by ai hon. gentleman on the other
about the majorities by which gentlemen side, could sever the golden link which
on the right had been returned to this bound us to the Mother Country. He
House. Sir John never said anybing cf failed to see anything in it except an
the kind at Parkhill. He (Mir. Plurmb) attenipt-it might ho successfid and
was present and heard every word he inight ho unsuccesful-to check the con-
said. Then he was charged with having stant encroachments from tho opj>osite
said, at Strathroy, the sanie thing. He side of the border upon the trade that
(Mr. Plumb) was present there, and no legitimatelv belonged to Englaud, and to
such statement was made. The real Canada itscîf. He had looked over the
foundation of the rumour was a castial items in the tariffi He knew that, in
conversation at an informal meeting in two or three larticilars, the tarili'would
London, where some eavesdropper heard enhance the imposts leviel upon British
and reported to that veracions paper, the imports; these, together, wie estimated
London Advertiser, a statenent of Sir by the Finance Minister to amount to
John's, partly true and partly intention- about $550,000 out of the whole
ally misrepresented. What Sir J ohn $2,700,000. There would ho reductions
said on that occasion was this: aise, leaving hi $2,150,000, ns net

'c In noticing the argument advanced. that the increase. It had been said that, in
United Sta'e, would be offended if Canada raised respect te the wool]on trade under the
ber tariff, he pointed out thet Mr Fernando new taritl, there would ho an additional
Wood's proposal to increase the United States burddn laid ulon English importa. The
tariff on certain articles to 35 per cent. as a Finance Minister thouoht it was noces-
maximum, was regretted on the ground that it
was a Free-trade tariff, and he (Sir John) ar-
gued that Canada could not therefore offend vide that coarse woollens sbould ho pro-
the United States, even if the tariff here was tected for the benefit of the woollen
raised to 35 per cent., because the Americans manufacturera of this country. Aise,
had pronounced that rate to belong to a Free- we had in Canada a very large supply of
trade tariff." a kind of wool whe we ouobt rather b

That was exactly what he said, and use in thiscountry than to ho compelledte
nothing more ; and he knew, and every seli to the Americans, and to pay theu
hon.gentleman knew, that if any man hold- rpou it 10c. per pound duty, and an ad
ing the responsible position of Sir John valorem duty aise, which amounted te
Macdonald, understanding and valuing c as three cents more. We shuld encourage
he did, the obligations that rested upon
him as the leader of a great party and
as the more than probable Premier who
would hold office after the 17th of
September, should indicate any par-
ticulars of the tariff, he would be
doing an injustice to himself as a
statesman, and betraying the trust of
his party, and the interests of his coun-
try. But, said the Glob3, "If Sir John
did not suîggest 35 per cent., what did he
suggest f" That was the answer, and
that was the whole case. Now, be (Mr.
Plumb) wished to say that he thought, in
every respect, the tariff which had been

73

that manufacture here, and it was
proper that, in discriminating, we
should discriminate in favour of the
finer kinds of cloth which were en-
pecially manufactured in England.
If there had been any partiality shown
in adjusting the tariff, it had been with
the especial intention of giving advan-
tag to England, and the burden would
fall where it belonged. When we used
·those cloths, finer woollen fabrics, which
could only be foirnished by Englhnd, it
would be found that we had not increased
the tariff on them, because it would not
benefit our home production, and it was
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perfectly right to adopt this policy. We
had heard so much about loyalty, so
much that this t-gislation would be re-
ceived unfavourably in England, that one
would almost be led to suppose that the
only bond between this country and Eng.
land was the bond of pounds, shillings,
and pence ; that the only bond between
the two countries was one that exibted
between our consumers and the
mannifacturing interest of England.
He did not say that the English
manufacturing interest was not a
great one, and that it should not be con-
sidered by Colonial legislation, but he
did not at all agree with his hon. friend
from Lambton, in the statement lie made
the other night, that we were retrograd-
ing, while the other Colonies were going
on hand-in-band in accord with the Eng-
lish svstem which was inaugurated by
Cobden, Bright, Mill, and gentlemen of
that sehool There was already a Pro-
tective tariff to a certain extent, in eer-
tain particalirs, in almost every one of
the Colonies of Great Britain. In the
Australian Colonies, in regard to their
farming interests, there was a Protective
tariff. That policy had been adopted de-
liberately, it had been much discussed,
and there had been changes of Govera-
nnt in those Colonies upon that very
policy. le was diposed to think that
tiere were strong reasons for the adop-
tion of a Protective policy, ultinately, in
England. He could see narked evidences
that her present policy would be changed.
le could not see how the irod interests
in England. for instance, could otherwise
sustain themselves. He ventured to say
that the Englisi ironmasters, and their
workmen, who were out of em-
ploy ment, would not look with
favour upon the fact that Belgiurn could
send to England iron girders and other
heavy kinds of work in competition with
her own iron manufactures of the sanie
class. Even locomotives of Belgian
manufacture had u,:dersold those of Eng-
land for her own railways. le ventured
to qay that the discontented population
in Englani would, by-ard-bye, ask the
reason why, and cali for protection fromt
that kind of competition, and from the
philosophers who had made it possible.
le believed that common sense would

prevail against the theories of Mill.
Cobden, Bright, Bastiat or any other
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man whose nostrums Lad been forced
upon us ad nausean during the late five
years. A grain of common sense was
worth more thxan a pound of theory. He
saw indications everywhere that
it was coming to be considered
to be the first duty of every
country to tike care of itself. He saw
indications everywhere that it would,
ere lor.g, be recognised as an axiom that
the business of a country belonged to the
people who paid the taxes, who sustained
the Goverriment, who employed the labor,
and who forned the hasis of the wealth of
the country. lie could only say this: that,
if we did not desire to be handied over,
bound hand and foot, to the people on the
other side of the line, we must acknow-
ledge that Canada belonged to the Cana-
dians, howe-er mach tha, stateiment
might be denied by hon. gentlemen on
the other side of ilie House. Why,
where was the loyalty, where was the
super-loyalty of that Grand Old Re-
former who absolutely controlled that
party in On, ario, when, in 1874, he con-
stituted bimself an ambassador to the
United States to procure a renewal of
the Reciprocity Treaty 1 What would
have been the reqult of the proposition he
made to the United States in 18741 1 le
(Mr. Plumb) had made a calculation
upon the bases of the revenue in 1871
as to what we would have lost if that
treaty had gone into operation. Mr.
Brown proposed to receive largely the
m:munfactures of the Unired States, and
every manufacturer in Canada rose up
with the remonstrance that that treaty,
if it went into operation, would abso-
lutely crush out our infant manufactures,
and leave us nothing in the world, ex-
cept agricultur., upon which to sustain
ourselves. Under that treaty, ail our
skilled labour would have gone to the
United States; and, not only that, but
finding, in the first place, that the
United States would not accept an ex-
change of natural pi oducts, he enlarged
the hases of his negotiations. He added
Scieduiles B and C. Schedule B con-
sisted of ail kinds of agricultural imple-
ments; Schedule C, of manufactures of
cotton, cabinet ware, boots and shoeS,
machinery, leather manufactures, iron of
ail kinds, and other items. These were
to come in duty free. Taking into cou-
sideration duties previously collected on
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th&e articles, wbich he agreed to receive
from the United States on the free list,
it would have reduced our revenue that
very year $2,300,000. And what did
he provide instead of that? Nothing
whatever. They were coistantly asked
what they would do for revenue, if they
brouîght in this Protection tariff proposed
by bis hon. friend. What did Mr.
Brown propose, in order to make up the
deficits in the revenue, when he made
tiis proposition in the face of the great-
est depression that h td ever fallen upon
this country ? He proposed to reduce
the revenue, by one stroke, $2,300,001',
according to the imports received that
year; while his friends in the Ministry
here were trying, with anassiduity worthy
of a better cause, to deplete the failing
Treasury, and the jobbers were intruding
into the veiy fastnesses of the House of
Comnous itself. Mr. Brown offered,
also, to enlarge our main canais within a
period which woul have made it neces-
sary largely to inicrease our expenditure.
He agreed to build the Cauhonawaga
Canal, with fourtenc feet of water on
the mitre sils of its locks, for the ac-
Commodflo(lation of vessel which were to go
to New York without transhipment ;
but lie never secured the coiespondinig
enlairgeincut of the Cha-rplain Canal,
lealing froin Lake Champlaia to the
Hudson Hiver, acanal which was not five
feet in depth, and not navigable for boats
of more than forty-five tons burden.
Nor did lie stipulate that the channel
of the Hudson, btween Albany and
New Baltimore, should be deepened-
where an imnnense out-lay, and forty
years of efflrt, bas failed to obtain more
than five feet of water at low tide,-and
which would have had to be deepened to
14 feet for the passage of vessels fro:n
the St. Lawrence. He was going into a
reckless expenditure of ten or twelve
million dollars for the purpose of buying
from the United States that whieh th ýy
were unwilling to s-1l. And, after he
had mnade proposition after proposition,
when we were to give them everything
except ourselves and our nationality,
they received the propositions and coolly
put them aside in a pigeon-hole, saying :
We don't intend to grant reciprocity jnst
now, but we will thinik of it some day,
and then we will have your offer before
us. What ws the policy of the Hon.

Mr. Brawn then? -Was that not strik-
ing at the <onnection between England
and Canada ? Was that not an attempt
at severing the golden link, of which they
hearl so nuch ? Well, he had heard the
argument upon the floor of this Hliuse,
and he had heard arguments in other
quarters, but they did not prove to him
that there was an enormously sensitive
loyalty on the part of gentlemen on the
other side of the House. He could not
see that there was so great a contrast
between the loyalty of those gentlemen
and that of the gentlemen who sat t:
the right of the Speaker, in fav ur of
the former. He remeibered hearing,
year after year, from the late Finance
Minister, the late Minister of the la-
terior, and occasionally fron the late
First Minister himself, quotatious fiom
an eminent fiscal authority, a great
Amt-rican publicist, Mr. David A.
Wells. That gen leanin had been
brought forward here and elsewhere,
iipon ail occasions, as an authority
for the policy wiich the hon. gentlemen,
who then sat on the Treasury benches,
wished to persuade them should be adopt-
ed by Canada. Well, Mr. Wells was an
advanced Free-trader ; he was one of the
tew gentlemen in the United States who
alvocatel that doctrine. He was pro-
minent at every Board of Trad ineoing
andrevery general meeting where fiscal
aff tirs were discussed ; lie was, without
doubt, a very intelligent, very elo-
quent, very able writer upon his
side of the question. They might not
agree with him, bit they aIl acknowledged
that he was in earnest ; but this gentle-
man had only a forlorn hop3 in the Uni-
ted States. The people in the United
States understood these questions thor-
oughly, and, if they found that Protection
was injurious to their interests, they had
the remedy in their own hanvds in uni-
versal suffrage. Every two years they
voted for members of Congress, and, cer-
tainlv, if they desired to change their
trade policy, it was very easy for them
to do so. His hon. friend the late Fir. t
Minister made a very eloquent appeal
to the workingmen of Canada, at tl.e
Rink in Toronto, in the turtherance of the
interests of lis party-as he had a Fe:-
fect right to do. He lamented the suffer-
ings of the workingmen under the
Pharaohs, at the time of bui~iing the
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pyramids, and he compared the sufferings
of workingnien, under Tory rule, as he
was pleased to call it, to the poor fellows
who were forced, under their Egyptian
tasknasters, to make bricks without
straw. He alluded to the policy of the
United States, to the ruin that it had
already brought upon that country, and
sai t they were conmitting financial sni-
cide, as rapidly as possible, by adhering
to it. He told thein that a certain ex-
ception was made in respect to trade
with Venezuela. He (Mr. Plumb) no-
ticed that, hecause it was a little out of
tha way, and be wondered what had
made him take the case of Venezuela as
an illustration. The puzzle was finally
solved by a pamphlet published hy Mr.
David A. Wells, the authority constant-
ly quoted by the hon. gentleman and bis
colleagues. He (Mr. Flumb) found at
the end of that pamjblet the very quota-
tion, or something very iear it, that had
been made by the First Minister. He
did not undertake to say the First Minis-
ter endorsed the views of Mr. Wells, but
he (Mr. Mackenzie) introduced him to
the people of Canada as an authority,
and quoted from his writings. The
pamphlet which the late Fir st Minister
quoted from, and which he must have
read, contained the following paragraph,
which would show what Mr. Wells in-
tended by the policy which these gentle-
men were so anxious we should adopt.
and which he was so desirous to press
upon the people of the United States.
in a pamphlet published by Mr. Wells,
entitled, " Why we trade, and how we
trade," they found the following signifi-
cant paragraphs, on pages 23, 24, 25, 26,
and 27:

« It is desired to annex the British North
American Provinces, and make them a part of
the American Union. We have, as a nation,
for long years past, in our dealings with Can-
ada, been playing the part of the wind, in the
oontest between the wind and the sun in the
fable, to see which could make the traveller
soonest take off his coat. Suppose, as a nation,
we now, for a while, put aside the rôle of the
wind, and assume the part of the sun. With
the balance of advantage in any amicable con-
test between the two countries for industrial
and commercial better ment so transcendently
on the side of the richer, most populous, and
most powerful nation, it must be a very low
order of statesminship on the part of the
United tates which could not devise and
carry out a poli ;y that, in less than a decade of
years, would make the British Provinces ap.
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plicani s of their own accord for incorporation
as States in the American Union, or would en-
able the United States, if it was deemed ex-
pedient, to force them to become such, by the
threat, not of arnied compulsion, but ot simply
clouding the sun.

i Thus, to illustrate, let us imagine what
might be. North of Lakes Erie and Ontario,
and the River St. Lawrence, east of Lake
Huron, soutlh of the forty-fifth parallel, and
included mainly within the present Dominion
Province of Ontario, there is as fair a country
as exists on the North American continent;
nearly as large in area as New York. PennNyl-
vania and Ohio combined, and equal, if not
supeii3, as a whole, to these States in its
agricultural capacity. Itis the natmnal habitat
on this continunt of the combing-wool sheep,
without a full, cheap and reliable supply of the
wool of which species the great worsten manu-
facturing iiterests of the country cannot pros-
per, or, we should rather say, exist. It is the
land where grows the finest barley, which the
brewing interest of the United States must
have if it ever expects to rival Great Britain
in its present annual export of over eleven
million of dollars' worth of malt products. It
raises and grazes the finest of cattle, with
qualities especially desirable to make good the
deterioration of stock in other sections ; and
its climatic conditions, created by an almost
encirclement of the great lakes, especially fit
it to grow men.

" Such a country is one of the greatest gifts
of Providence to the human race, better than
bonanzas of silver, or rivers whose sands con-
tain gold."

Between the late Finance Minister and
Mr. Wells and the Chicago Tribune, a
trio of enthusiastic Free-traders, a
mutual admiration society existed.
Mr. Wells quoted Mr. Cartwright, and
Mr. Cartwright quoted Mr. Wells, and
the Chicago Tribune quoted both, and
patted thern lovingly on the back.
Under the paragraphs just quoted, fron
the pamphlet of Mr. Wells, in a foot note,
he said:

" The extent to which Canada is necessarily
dependent upon the United States for prosper-
ity, is well illustrated by the following extract
from the Budlget speech of the Minister of
Finance, the Hon. Richard Cartwright, before
the Canadian House of Commons, February,
1875."

Then followed a sample of the late
Finance Minister's eloquence, with
which they were all tolerably familiar.
And the late Finance Minister addressed
a great Reform demonstration ia
Norfolk, held at Simcoe, on the
21st pf September, 1877. Speeches,
they were told, were also made
there by Mr. Charlton, Mr. Mackenzie,
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Mr. Mowat, Mr. Huntington and Mr.
Rymal. Mr. Oliver, Mr. Irving, Mr.
Thompson, of Haldimand, Col. Skinner,
Mr. Clark, and DJr. Baxter were there ;
but as far as could be learned, thore
eloquent expounders of Reform prin-
ciples were speechless on that occasion.
The Finance Minister was reported to
have said, vide Globe, October 16-he was
speaking of the ruin of the United States,
of course :

" The lessons which bave been taught cannot
have been wholly lost on the American people.
They are setting about in real earnest to find,
as David Wells puts it, the way to regain true
naticnal prosperity, on a true and stable basis.
Mr. David Wells, one of the ablest and most
scientific thinkers in the United States, we
find proving to his countrymen most conclu-
sively that, had they had Free-tra<le with the
people of Canada, it is more than probable
their trade with Canada alone would have
excelled their whole volume of foreign exports
at present. And. proceeding to point out to
them the extreme folly they had committed,
and bearing also higla testimony to the great
natural resources we possess-a testimony
which it would be well for every Canadian to
bear in mind-even at the risk of tiring some
of you, I cannot refrain from reading bis re-
marks on the condition of the Province of
Ontario."

The lion. gentleman then read or recited
part of the foregoing extract from Mr.
Wells, beginning carefully at " North of
Lakes Erie and Ontario," and ending
with, " Such a country is one of the
greatest gifts of Providence to the human
race, better than bonanzas gf silver, or
rivers whose sands containlgold." At
Teeswater, where the late President of
the Council, vice Cauchon prcmoted,
uttered bis swan song, the late Finance

tinister also inproved the occasion, and
said, if the Globe's report of November 5th
could be depended upon :

"I cannot resist the temptation of reading
to you a few words written. by an American
economist, who was once eb Protectionist, but
who has been converted, and is now known as
a very earnest Free-trader. You will not think
any the worse of him, when I say that bis name
is Wells, and Mr. Wells, referring to the Pro-
vince of Ontario, speaks as follows."

Then followed the same extract, with
the saIne cunuing and careful
avoidance of the beginning and
the end of the argument. This,
then, was the high authoritv whose
policy had been persistently recommend-
ed by the.gentlemen on the other side of

the louse, and it came with bad grace
from them now to charge his hon. friends
with doing anything that would be likely
to sever the goldeD bond that existed
hetween us and England. He (MWr.
Plumb) thought that very extract showed
what the ulterior motive of American
Free-t'aders was. They wished to force
Canada into a position which would en-
a ble then to take possession of this cotun-
try. He believed that, every man in the
House who had studied the question
was satisfied that the union which exist-
ed between Canada and England could
not be severed without violence, He
had never bard of England parting vol-
untarily with but one of her colonies,
and thit was one she held as a quasi-
trust-the Jonian Islands. He believed
that we had a right to self-government
under the resp9nsible systen, and lie be-
lieved that England wished to concede to
us the largest 11berty consistent with that
system and piinciple. He did not be-
lieve any estrangenent between England
and Canada would result fron this pro-
position of bis hon. friend in the direc-
tion of bringing Canada out of the
slough of despond in which she
had been plunged by the incompe-
tency of the gentlemen who preceded the
present Ministry. Anything that in-
creased our prosperity increased our abil-
ity to purchase from England. The
trade followed the flag, and, therefore,
the paltry addition of $550,000 to tariff
items, which might possibly fall upon
English manufactures, for the benetit of
Canada, could not 'oe denounced as any-
thing disloyal. Hon. gentlemen on the
other side of the House never should
have made that charge, and it never
should have been reiterated in the news-

papers. He (Mr. Plumbi hurled the
charge back with indignation and scorn
on those who bad been pleased to bring
it forward as a political argument. This
tariff had been made for the purpose of

preventing $25,000,COO or $26,000,000
of gold going from us to the United
States yearly. Our imports from the
United States were $23,510,846 worth
of dutiable, and $27,801,823 worth of
free articles, for the fiscal year 1877, and
$23,438,o53 worth of ditiable, and
$25,163,686 worth of free articles for
the year 18~8. Nearly two-thirds of
the free goods came into direct coaipeti-
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tion with our agricultural products.
Goods valued at s me fourteen and a
quarter millions of dollars came in each
year uider the 1 7 per cent. list. Many
of the articles we could and ought to
manufacture here in Canada ; nearly all
of them represented skilled labour and
capital profitably employed. In return,
the United States took from us products
valued at twenty-five millions, one half
of which was farm product, and a fifth
was the product of the forest. It all
represented the least remunerative form
of labour., and the smallest return for capi-
tal. For the privilege of paying for balf
of our annual imp rts in this costly way,
we paid an average duty on the American
frontier of at least twenty-five per cent.,
and the resultiig balance of twenty-three
millions or more, we must pay in hard
cash. It was estimated that on the
articles imported from the United
States, paying 171 per cent. and
over ad valorem, the invoices and
valuations actually reduced the duty
to 10 per cent. or less; but most of the
kind of products we sent across the border
could not be so undervalued. The great
shrinkage in values also, on the general
list of manufactures, rendered it certain
that, in quantity, our imports from the
United States had constantly and largely
increased to an extent far beyond the
figures in our annual returns. Now,
from Great Britain, our free imports had
declined from $-5,287,217, in 1874, to
$5,291,397 in 1878, while the 17J per
cent. list had fallen from $39,572,596, in
1 874,to the startling figureof $24,245,295
in 1878 ; and upon this list, except in
two or three leading articles, our neigh-
bours across the line had been steadily
supplanting their trade under the policy
so vehemently persisted in by the hon.
gentlemen opposite. If they questioned
this state of things, forsooth, the loyalty
cry was raised among gentlemen, many
of whon subscribed to a certain party
platform in Quebec, a few years ago,
having annexation as one of the planks;
gentlemen who did not hesitate to place
in a most responsible position in the
Ministry one who had threatened to tear
down the British flag from the citadel
of Halifax, and who instided into
the ears of the people of Canada
everywhere the insidious teachings of
David A. Wells and his school,

ME. PLUMB.

the tendency of which had been clearly
shown. and was frankly and openly ac-
kniowledged by those earnest Free-
traders. He (Mr. Plumb) was not
speaking in i ostility to those gentlemen,
or to the people of the United States
generally. They were shrewd enough
to know the advantages of their legisla-
tion. He had no idea that this tariff
wotdd be received as hostile. It was un-
worthy of our statesmen to say they
were afraid that our legislation migbt be
met with opposition by our American
neigbbours. There were gentlemen in
the House who were too blind to see the
benefits that accrued from Protection.
There were others who did see it, but
wilfully boodwinked themselves.
c They know the right, and they approve it

too ;
They see the wrong, and yet the wrong

pursue.l

Hon. gentlemen, by the course they
pursued last Session, sealed their death-
warrants. They disregarded the plainly-
expressed wishes of the people, and the
resuilt was shown on the Ilith of
September. It was not by false
promises, as hon. gentlemen had been
pleased to assert, that the present Gov-
ernment had succeeded at the late elec-
tions. The people uiad had experience
of the value of the promises of bon.
gentlemen opposite. and they measured
them on September 17th at their true
value. Idi. gentlemen need not lay
the flattering unction to their souls that
there was likely to be any reaction in
their favour, or that the National Policy
was unpopular with the masses. They
need not try to believe, for a moment,
that what they said about the pe.nding
ruin to the manufacturer and the
labourer, and the other interests, was
going to be accepted by the people.
The people had Ceclared that they would
sustain this policy. The argument had
been exhausted during the campaign.
The issue was a direct one. The people
fully understood what this policy meant.
It meant that they were not only to
have cheap food, but something to buy
it with ; not only cheap elothing, but
the wherewith to procure it. The legis-
lation here to-day was for the poor man,
and not for the rich man. The idéa of
the Grit party, that his hon. friends
were blind to their interest, and that they
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were legislating for privileged classes,
was absurd. Hon. gentlemen opposite
knew verywell the policy the Government
hgd adopted was the policy the country
would endorse. They knew perfectly
well that they had taken the downward
track, not, perhaps, with deliberation ;
but they blindly followed a blind leader,
lacking political prescience, and who never
could comprehend anything beyond his
own prejudiced opinion that the whoe
people of this country could be hood-
winked day after day by the publications
in the press of his party. The agricul-
turists had been forced to raiae nothing,
by the policy of that dictator, but cereals.
They were prevented from having a pro-
fitable rotation of crops. The dictator,
who had sometimes been called the
wrecker, and his followers, professed to
have the farming interests under their
especial charge. How did they foster
them ' By placing a tax of 72c. a bushel
on malt. That killed the barley crop.
On our wheat a duty of 20c. per
bushel was levied on the other aide of
the lino; no duty was put on American
wheat, and we were compelled to export
ours when we had no surplus. Oats
were interfered with by the vast produc-
tion of the Western States, and he knew
a case where two vessels, from Michigan
or Wisconsin, came into the harbour of
Sarnia, whee the late First Minister
resided, and, placing a large quan-
titv of oats on. the market,
lowered t} e price five or six
cents a bushol on market day, to the
great disappointment and loss of the
farinera who had oats for sale there. The
late Finance M inister often said that he
desired that our people should return to
agricultural pursuits. He vehemently
denounced the gathering together of com-
munities in cities and towns. Agrical-
ture, ho (Mr. Plumb) acknowledged, was
the basis of or wealth, but everybody
knew that it paid a lower return for the
capital and for the manual labour em-
ployed, than any other pursuit. Every
man could not, or might not, wish to be
a fariner, and no country was prosperous
that did not possess a diversity of in-
terests. The Government proposed that
Canada should have all the benefits
which the most favoured countries en-
joyed. They did not believe that the
Amiericans, as the Globe asserted, monopo-

lised all the ingenuity, and perseverance,
and inventive genius on this continent,
but that Canada could successfully chal-
lenge then to friendly competition in all
theso reï'pects. It was the duty of every
Government to endeavour to give diver-
sified employment to its people, to keep
its intel ligent, active young men at home
by giving them plenty of work, and ho
believed that the policy that his hon.
friend proposed would have this effect.
Mr. Steinway, the manufacturer of
pianos, on being told that this tariff
would shut out his pianos from. Canada,
said he would set 400 men at work bore,
and thus try to keep possession of our
Market in a way that we desired.
The people who wanted our market must
conte here and manufacture for it, pay
their portion of our taxes, support our
Government, employ our labour, and buy
our farmera' produce. It mattered very
little to the farmers whether there was a
duty more or less on the articles which
they consumed, provided they could have
a home market. If manufacturing con-
tres were built up in their midst, the rise
in the value of their lands and thoir
crops would more then compensate for
ariy trifling tax that might be put on
them, and, after all, the only alternative
to this tariff was to resort to direct tax-
ation, as the late Finance Minister
shadowed forth when ho said that if
there was any convenient way of levying
an income tax after the mainer of Eng-
l-ind, ho would feel inclined to resort to
it. Any mran would have been recreant,
as a member of the Government, repre-
senting the Liberal Conservative party, if,
in making that scheme of taxation, ho
had not special regard to the strug-
gling industries of Canada. The hon.
gentlemen opposite had made their tomb.
They stated there might be a reaction in
their favour, but they caught at a very
little gleain of hope. He could tell them,
in the wordi of the hackneyed quotation:
"ZFacilis decensus Averni,

Sed revocare graduam, superasque evadere ad
auras,

Hic labor, hoc opus est."

Which ho would venture to translate very
freely :
" The engine may rush s down grade to

Avernus;
The steam may give out when it trio to

return us."
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And be praved, in the best interests of
Canada, that it might be many a long
year hefore the hon. gentlemen opposite
got back to the upper world from the
political Avernus into which they had
descended.

MR. KILLAM said he deemed it bis
duty to enter bis protest, as a inember of
this House, against the policy of the
Government, a policy which seemed to
him to have been conceived without due
intelligence of the subjeet, and to have
been brought forth without a proper dis-
interested regard for the wants of the
.country. There was no reason why,
while the members of the Opposition
did not think of being able to defeat
this policy on the next division, they
should not criticise that policy, at least
in a moderate degree, and suggest
amendments or improvements which
might commend themselves to hon.
gentlemen opposite in such a way as to
lead to modifications of that portion
which might be found most injurious to
the country. In was in that view that
he rose the other evening to ask a few
questions of the hon. the Finance Min-
ister, and he thought the hon. the Fi-
nance Minister was not altogether fair
when he spoke of bis acting rather from
a spirit ot factious opposition than a de-
sire to gain information. lie had risen
on that occasion purely to gain informa-
tion on points on which the people of this
country, more especially those of the
constituency lie had the honour to repre-
sent, were greatly interested, and con-
cerning which bis hon. friend mnust, he
was sure, have been approached from
time to tine by very powerful delega-
tions. Ute would refer to those points
later on, but must say that, in referring
to themn, lie was actuated by no desire to
offer any factious opposition to the lion.
gentleman. He had listened with great
attention to the remarks of the hon.
member for Halifax (Mr. Richey) that
evening. Having known of the hon. gen-
tleman for many years, ie was quite pre-
pared to hear from him a brilliant orator-
ical display. His speech, as a display of
rhetoric, was something to be proud of,
and reflected credit on bis Province. His
acquaintance with the works of Daniel
Webster brought forth great applause,
but still, though proud of the

Ma. PLUMB.

hon. gentleman's oratory, he felt bound
to say, with regard to his speech,
that, instead of dealing with the practical
question, it was full of the most crude
generalities, and showed too little practi-
cal acquaintance with the subject fer a
gentleman representing a constituency
such as his. The hon. gentleman could
not resist the temptation of telling the
House a little about bis election. He
wanted to call their attention to some re-
marks which appeard in some local pa-
per on the opposite side of politics, and
the only reason he gave for referring to
them, was that some newspaper stated,
the night before the election, that electors
had better not vote for the Conservative
âandidate, because if the Conservative
Governrment got into power, they would
impose duties varying from 55 to 100
per cent. on certain articles. That paper
ývas right, but the people that deserved
reprovation weie tbose who said that no
such duties would be imîposed. When
the telegran was sent by the hon. the
leader of the Government, stating that
there would be no increase of taxation,
but simply a readjustmeut of the tariff,
who was right on that occasion, the
newspaper that condemned him, or the
lion. gentleman who said this additional
taxation would not be imposed I He
would like to refer to some matters
of practical import, which lie thought
would be useful. He had always
been a strong advocate of improving
our channels of inter-communication,
and lie looked with the deepest regret
upon the policy which tended to prevent
traffic and throw obstacles in the way of
trade. He was surprised when the hon
the Finance Minister proposed a. duty of
1 5c. on wheat, for which not a single rea-
son was advanced. It would prove an
injury to the mil ers, many of whom had
informed hima that this tax would rmin
their business. It would put an obstruc-
tion on the carrying trade. He would
like to know what spité the Government
had against Kingston, Montreal and
Toronto, that it should take away from
them their trade with the west ? The
Government obstructed the traffl in
wheat, and put a duty on coal, so that
our railways, steamboats and canais
would be as little used as possible. This
was one of the most important questions
in relation to this tariff that could be
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raised, and he hoped, before the matter
was finally settled, that hon. gentlemen
might yet take it upon themselves to
make soine alteration in this respect.
The shipowners of Quebec, Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick could stand it, if
the carrying trade were taken away from
Canada. If the grains of the west were
not to be permitted to be shipped from
Montreal and Quebec, no doubt they
would find other outlets. Other coun-
tries would ship their products, and the
Canadian shipping would be engaged in
carrying them ; still it seemed wrong that
we should be preventei from carrying
these goods from our own country di-
rectly. He was amused at the deep
sympathy expressed by the Finance Min-
ister with shipowners, which consisted
in doubling their taxes, and then taking
off a quarter of therm. He proposed,
with a self-satisfied look, to build a
Chinese wall around this country, to say
we should not buy from anybody except
ourselves ; and if we did not buy from
others, we could not sell to them. He
was going to adopt a policy which, if it
were carried ont in every country, would
entirely do away with the necessity of
ships. What was the trade between
China, with 350 millions of inhabitants,
and Japan, with 40 millions ? To-day
there was no international trade between
these countries. The hon. gentleman
would build up such a wall between us
and the United States, that the one
would not buy from the other, and, that
consequen tly, neither ships nor other com-
munication would be required between
them. The hon. member for Niagara, who,
in his long speeches, seldom said anything
that was remembered, said, to-day : "Pro -
tect us against American commerce. "
That had been the tone of the tariff
fromn beginning to end. He would give
one instance of the effect of this tariff ou
the trade of the Maritime Provinces.
The hon. the Minister of Finance pro-
posed to impose a duty on corn and flour
The absurdity of this proposition- if he
might be permitted to use the word, and,
of course, he used it from his own point
Of view-could not be better shown than
by the following instance: A vessel left
Prinoe Edward Island in the fail, with a
cargo of potatoes for New York; the
Vessel sold ber potatoes at a remunera-
tive price, and the owner wanted to get

freight back. Last fall, he could have
had, for return freight, 1,000 barrels of
meal, by which he would gain, perbaps,
$150-a small matter, perhaps, when
comparel with the millions spoken of in
this tariff-but, according to this tariff,
he would not be able to m .ke even that
small amount of profit. He had either
to come away from New York in
ballast, or else pay the · duty on
the corn. In the one case, if he
brought back 1,000 barrels of cornmeal,
he paid $400 duty ; and on the other, he
lost $150 freight. In the case of coal
and plaster, carried to the United States:
supposing a vessel went from Windsor
to an A merican port with plaster, the
captain wanted a return cargo of
anthracite coal ; but now he
could not bring it without pay-
ing a duty that, with the freight, would
render the coal unsaleable, on account of
the price which would have to be de-
manded for it. The tariff system about
being inaugurated was most destructive
in every particular, a-id could not be
defended on any reasonable grounds.
Then, what was said ig favour of the
fishermen ? A large number of fisher-
minn, owning their own vessels, took their
fish to American ports to sell, and
brought back flour and different articles
used by them, which they desired to
purchase where cheapest made ; bx'ýt now
they would lose the benefit they had pre-
viously of buving in a cheap market, as,
with the new duties, they could not have
these return cargoes, without, in the
end, paying as nuch, if not more,
for these articles than if they bought them
in the West, and paid a heavy freight
to get them home. That was a benefit
that would not be appreciated by the
fishermen. The same thing occurred in
the West India trade. Vessels wsent from
Nova Scotia to the West Indies with
cargoes of fish and luaiber, bulky car-
goes; and, if unable to get returu ear-
goes, tried to obtain freight to the United
States, if possible, and then they looked
for return cargoes to Nova Scotia; but
under this policy, they would be com-
pelled to return empty from the United
States. It would interfere with every
branch of trade. A duty had been put
upon coal coming from the United
States, which would be very detrimental
o the manufacturera of this country.
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They had in the Maritime Provinces a supposer that, before the tarif had gow
number of factories which used anthra- through the fouse, modifications would
cite coal, and now, of course, they would be made in it. la bis (Mr. KiIlan's)
have to pay more than hetetofore for it. county an enterpris,ý had heen startod
They would have to pay more for their for the purpese of manufacturing artili-
iron also. He was amused, the other cial stone, which was useful for . great.
night, at reading in the Toronto Mail an rany things. for inside and outside
account of interviews with gentlemen work in huildinga, for pavementi, etc.
belonging to firms doing bu siness in the but ail they got front this tarif wa8 a
West in the manufacturing of iron double duty on cernent, their raw mate-
goods. Mr. Gurney, Toronto, said: ial. He was sure the parties

i Present indications point to a full year's were very much obliged to the Gov-
trade, as the new tariff will give us the outly- ernment for their kind consideration.
ing markets, such as Nova Scotia, New Bruns- Then there was another article which
wick and Manitoba, which had heretofore been was prodnced down there, nornely, oH-
largely supplied from Baltimore and Massa- cloth. In bis county, and other counties
chusetts," in Nova Scotia, eiders were given to cer-

Messrs. Gurney, Hamilton, said: tain families, in the fail of the year, t
" That, after paying the increased duty on manufactule oil-cloth for the i.hermen.

imported iron, and other materials used in the There were large manufactories of them
manufacture of stoves, they would be benefit- in the Unitcd States, but tley had got
ted to the extent of a net protection of nearly
5 per cent. over that afforded by the old tariff. into the way of makig them in bis Pro-
This advantage wili be the means of increas u vince. These were otected by taxing
Ing trade with the Maritime Provinces, which the cotton thread, buttons, and linseed-
is now nearly controlled by Boston manufac- ou used in the manufacture. Probably

eleurpation of p, the Finance
That was somtething entirely new to him Minister would put a higer duty on ol-
and if tl-ose gestmemen were fair speci- cloths front the United States. These
mens of the manufacturers of Ontario, were comparatively sall matters, but
and if they based their hopes of profits t tey represented a principle whiah could
onl s0 small grounds, tbey would be very be applied te larger transactions. W ile
sorry they ever talked to hon. gentlemen there had been se much sympathy of al
abouit Protection. ie feend that, during sorts expressed for the manufacturing
the fiscal year ending the 3lst June lost, and producing interets, ie ad hich
Niew Brunswick and Nova Scotia im- very little said aeout the fishermen.
ported $ 108,000 worth of stoves and iron What had been doue for thein, but te
castings front the United States, while tax them n The bon. genteman said
the iren-fmunders of those two Provinces that thee fishormen were quite as will-
had produced $1,500,000 more. And ing te be taxed as ar y other class of the
these ion. gentlemen were flatter- c hemunity. Se they were, but they were
ing the manufacturers of Toronto not willing to be taxhed eut of propor-
and adamilton with the idea tien te ther classes. They were taxed
that they were going to make their f r everything that they hmsed. Did on.
fortunes owin te the increased nuber gentlemen think that this tarif was
of stofes they would manufacture, tr geinr ts preduce larger atkets They
supply the demand from the Maritime said that there was a balance of trade
Provices ; increasing their nuber ef constantly against Canada; but gt wes
hands, and extending their business, and net se mucb the balance ef trade between
al this te secure tbe $10o trade of this countr and oters, as the balance
those Provinces, ver $70,000 ef hich, of trade which existed this deniard,
for that year, was due to tbe increased wbich was caused by compelling them te
trade brought by the St. Jobn tire. The buy se extensively fren Canadians wlen
hon. gentleman had been called upon by they could seil nothing in retur. They

almo t every industry in the country, cotld net belp that, however, and had M
nt he (Mr. Killam) ventured t say sette down t this state of affairs; iet,

that very few of the had asked hum te wben they were becoming reconciled t
reduce the dutie. Be was of opinion the condition of things, hon. gentuemnb
there should L'e ne dity on iron; but he 1Mstetped in and taxed the fisheren i-

MIL KILLAM.
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every possible way, and did not help
them in the least. The Finance Minis-
ter told them that tie recompense they
got for ail this was free sait, which they
never had to pay any duty upon There
was nothing about sait duties, except
the inconvenience and injury to the
shipping trade, by preventing shipown-
ers from bringing sait occasionally
in place of ballast, that was the only
thing he saw in the sait duftes. He was
prepared to state that the duties imposed
by this tariff, on materials used in ships,
would be greater than ever, and with the
increase, cost of labour, and niaterials,
which it was impossible to bring in and
put in bond, the shipbuilding interest
would be very nuch damaged.

Ma. TILLEY : How did they do it
in old Canada? They gave the draw-
back and had no trouble.

Ma. KILLAM said he was going to
show that there would be a great deal of
difficulty. If the builder was obliged to
import the costly articles he wanted, and
was not allowed to get a drawback on any
more than beused in the particularship for
which they were imported, he must be a
larger capitalist than at present, to ]end
the Government so much money, or lay
out of il a certain time, to his injury.
What was to be d:ne A foundry man
brought, for exaniple, iron from Phila
delphia, soine from Glasgow, and some
from the Londonderry Steel Works, and
made a ship's stove. Was there to be a
drawback in this case? They were told
by those makers that they were to have
higher prices for their materials. All
those things went to make up the cost of
the ship. Well, it was impossible, under
the hon. gentleman's systein, to get the
drawback. A premium was actually
given under the system to importers, as
against the manufacturers of articles for
ship'a use in our own country.
There was no provision for a
drawback to counterbalance the
increased cost of many articles wanted,
partly home-mtde and partly foreign.
The cost of materials would very much
more than counterbalance the proposed
drawback. Instead of gaining the sym-
pathy of the shipouilding interests, he
has achieved quite the contrary. They
maight see occasionally, in sone of the
ne6wspaper telegrams, such as these:

Effect of the National Policy ; ships
going to be launched in four months ; 60
men to be employed in finishing, &c. ;
but he fancied, when the shipbiilders
came to find out the amoutit of draw-
back they were going to get, tbey would
not be so Joud in praise of the Lon. the
Finance Minister. He ,lesired to say,
before sitting down, that he believed the
tariff was not calculated to serve the in-
terests of the country. While it might be
necessary to place the amount of the
present taxes on the people, instead of
practising economy, this particubi»r tariff
was not suited to their interests,
because it pressed too heavily on
particular localities, inter'ered with trade
and comnierce, and would prove injurious
to the mass of the people, while benefit-
ting oiy a few not entitled to that con-
sideration.

Mr. POPE (Queen's. P. E. I.) said he
did not wish to make a speech, but he
had a little intelligence to announce to
the leader of the Opposition and his
friends, who had endeavoured to con-
vince the House and the country that
the people of the Maritime Provinces
wouild be injured, and the Province of
Prince Edward Island destroyed, by the
tariff. The local elections in that Island
had just been held, the National Policy
being, of course, the greatest question
discussed. It was said the country
was to be ruined, on account of the
heavy taxes imposed by the Conservative
Government at Ottawa; however, he was
happy to say that the Local Conservative
Goverument, who supported the National
Policy, was returned by 25 against 5.

Ma. MACKENZIE said it was the
first time he ever heard a Cabinet Min-
ister make such an announcement. If
the hon. gentleman had no m-re sense of
the dignity of bis own position, he
might, at least, have some respect for the
Cabinet of which ho was a member.

M. BOWELL said he rose to a point
of order. The hon member for La iâbton
rose and conmenced addressing the
House, while the ion. the Minister of
Marine was speaking, and ha only yielded
the floor in courtesy to that hon. gentle-
man.

Mi. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) said that
he did not think there was anything
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more pertinent to the qustion before the
Hous- than the announcement just
made, nor did he think it derogatory to
bis position as a Minister or to the
Government. The tariff' was the pro-
minent question in the Island.

MR. TILLEY : It had been referred
to by the hon. gentleman who spoke last.

MR. POPE said yes, and he had been
spoken of in the House as formerly the
champion Free-trader. He still enter-
tained those opinions, but he wanted real
Free-trade, and not a trade permitting
the free entry into Canada of almost all
the natural productions of a country
that taxed everything exported to it
from the Dominion. The whole trade
of the Dominion amounted to about
496,000,000, of which about $5 1,000,000
was with the United States. Out
-of that $27,000,000 worth entered
Canada free, the whole of the f ree
goods from all other countries being only
about $6,000,000. He did not cali that
Free-trade of a kind useftul to this coun-
try. The people in Prince Edward
Island felt that as long as they gava the
Americans nearly the whol" of their
trade, allowing their products to come
here free, while they taxed the Canadian,
they should never get reciprocity, and it
was reciprocal Free-trade they wanted,
,and not so much Protection. Tbey
wanted the United States market
for their oats, barley and other
products, and believed that the only
possible way of obtaining that natural
market, was to let the Americans see
that it was their interest to reciprocate
with Canadians. So long as they gave
the Americans everything and got
nothing in return, so long would matters
remain as at present. This tariff pro-
vided that, so soon as the A mericans re-
eiprocated in the exchange of natural
productions, so soon would their pro-
ducts be adrmitted into Canada free.
Unless they could get reciprocal Free-
trade on fair and honest terms, he was
prepared to go for a hostile tariff on
American goods, in the hope that they
should obtain reciprocity. He had put
the matter fairly before bis constituents,
and stated, with a view to bring about
reciprocity, that they were quite prepared
to put a duty on flour, corn meal, and
other farm products from the States, so

MR. POP.

that if they did not get reciprocity, they
wold probably get some revenue out of
a tariff like this one. He did not want
retaliation upon the Americans, but only
fair play. The atta-k made on him by
the bon. member for Lambton, for bis
announcement of the result of the
Island elections, was uncalled for. He
thought his statement entirely in place,
being also the strongest evidence that
the policy of the Government, of which
he was a member, was endorsed by the
people of whomi he had the honour to
represent.

MR. MACKENZIE said be iad ob-
served that the conduct of the hon. gen-
tleman, as a member of the Catinet, in
getting up during a solemn discussion on
the tariff and announcing in a formai
way as a iMLinister, the result of a local
political contest in bis own Province,
%vas an event unprecedented in that
House. Nothing could be more impro-
per than bis attempting to brng into that
House bis local petty politics. That
bon. gentleman said that he had alluded
to him and to the Island politics. He
(Mir Mackenzie) bad made no allusion
to them ; but the course pursued by the
hon. gentleman and some others towards
himself, as the advocate of revenue
tariff, and, as far as possible, to Free-
trade on the Island, he had alluded
simply to the hon. gentleman in that ca-
pacity, but never made the slighest allu-
sion to the domestic politics of that Pro-
vince or any other. But the bon. gen-
tleman said he was not threatening the
United States. He (Mr. Mackenzie)
was delighted to bear it, and was
sure it would be a great relief
to the United States to know
that he did not intend to threaten
them. They must have felt appalled by
the tariff introduced for the purpose of
crushing them. No doubt the45,000,000
in the United States had been trembling
in their boots for fear of the consequences
of thetariff of thisformidableGovernment,
It might be well if the hon. gentleman
could assure the people of Great Britain
that there was no harn intended them.
Why did he quiet the apprehensions of
the United States, and not those~of
Great Britain also, which admitted al
Canadian goods free, although there wa
an amount levied against her exceeding
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that of any foreign nation, regardless of time, not a derade ago, when the
all considerations of fair play and grati- hon. member owed bis official posi-
tude 1 The hon. gentleman, looking tion as Prime Minister of the
down from his exalted positi:n on the Dominion to the vote of the representa-
nations of the earth scattered areund his tives of the Province of Prince Edward
feet, ought surely to have a kind word Island-that he now speaks so sneeringly
for that great country to which Canada of. Whether bis hon. friend the Minis-
belonged. Was that the course to be ter of 1arine and Fisheries was ieuff1ar
pursued by this wonderful and powerful in making the announcement of the re-
Government i The hon. gentleman who suit of the elections in Prince Edward
introduced bis Budget did not appear, Island or not, it was not foi Lm to siv
frorm the aiscussion, to understand it but h3 (Mr. Brecken> was not a Minister
himselt. No speech that had been made of the Cabinet, like Lis hon. colleagne,
on the opposite side but consisted, as to and was not trammeiled with rel tape.
nine-tenths of it, of abuse of the previous While, at the sare tinue, lie had th most
Governîment. The hon. gentleman who profond respect for the bon. the SI aker
spoke before the lion. mem ber for Yar- and the House, lie must again repeat tlat
mouth spent two hours in the most when lie beard the hon. Mr.
violent and absurd declamaticn that ever Mackenzie indulge in the language
was heard ; and that was the method to which the buse liad just lis-
in which the arguments used on the tened, he thought that the great
Opposition were to be met by lon. leader of the Liberal party in tlis House,
gentlemen on the Ministerial side. If the peopl&s representative and friend,
such arguments and such statements as would have foundin the echo of the plb-
these were the meais by which they ex- lic voice of the people of Prince Edward
pected to create and maintainý public Island, prooncing on a great public
opinion, they had a most contemptible question, a sound tlat would be sweet
estimate of the intelligence of the music to bis ear. The hon. the leader of
country. the Opposition and the ex-Finance Min-

ister, had the ol)portunfity of making
MR. BRECKEN said he had listened speeches on the National Policy; they

with surprise to the hon. the leader of had criticised the policy of the Finance
the Opposition, and thoight it was ex- Minister, and lad, as he (Mr.
ceedingly improper and unbecoming in Brecken> believed, laboured bard
that hon. member, that he should have te misrepresent it ; yet the very
spoken in the contemptuous language in free and independent electors uf the
which lie had just indulged towards the Island he came from, and who had made
representatives and people of Prince him Premier of Canada, lad recordel
Edward Island. He had respect for that their votes in favour of the Goverament
bon. member, who, by bis ability, bad policy, auainst the sophistries of the Op-
attained the leadership of his party. He position. The hon. the leaïer of the
regretted that the first time he (Mr. Opposition had styled the announcement
Brecken) rose, and in discharge of Lis made by the hon. the Minister of Marine
duty in that House, had to submit to a and Fisheries, of the reïult of the recent
taunt frou the ex-Premier, because he elections in the Island, as outrageous and
alluded, in his speech, to the valuable offensive. The leader of the Opposition
services of the First Minister in the mat- reminded him of what was said about
ter of the Washington Treaty and the Beau Brummul. He was once asked if
Fishery Award. He was told by Mr. he liked vegetables, and le said, "No,
Mackenzie that he had come from a little he lad once eaten a pea, and it disagreed
island in the East, where they were an with hlm." The Han. Mr. Mackenzie
ignorant lot. Such conduct on the was almost as fastidious. If the Island
part of the leader of the Opposi- verdict had been for the policy of the
tion, reminded him of a certain definition Opposition, the people would have been
of pohtical gratitude ; it was defined as spokenofasan intelligent and independent
"aa utt r oblivion of political favours people. They had been deluded for a
reeived, and a livelv anticipation of fav- Âme, but had seized the first opportunity
'Drm to corne." He romembered the to shako off the sackles of Gritism. They
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had repented, and had publicly read their
recantation, and now that the leader of
the Opposition had losu their support
forsooth, lie said, " that the announce-
ment just made was an insult to the
loise." The electors of Prince Edward

Island were as free and intelligent a com-
munity as there was to be found from
the Atlantic to the Pacific. The leader
of the O1positioni was terribly discon-
certed at this alleged outrage, he was a
syberite and it disturbed his rosy bed.
It was a shame for the hon. mnember who
called hiimself a Liberal and the leader
of a Liberal party, to stand up in Parlia-
ment among the free representatives of a
free people, and say that the voice of a
free and intelligent coumunity was an
insult to his ears and the ears of the
House.

Ma. ANGLTIN said he merely wished
to saV a few wo(ds in regard to the an-
nouncemelit made by the Minister of
Marine, for the purpose of removing a
wlron g impression, but lie doubted not
that tliat bon. gerntleman believed what
lie said to be truc. He (Mr. Anglin)
thought lie knew as much of the politics
of Prince Edward Island as anyhody
not a resident. He had watched, with a
great deal of interest, the political pro
ceedings in tlhat Province, and knew a
great deal of the secret history of those
elections. He miust, Lherefore, assure the
House that, althoih the National
Policy might have been discussed before
some audiences, and, although the present
Opposition might have attempted by
means of that policy to redeem their
desperate case, this was not the influen-
cing motive in the late elections, nor had
it any considerable influence on their re-
sult. The late Government, headed by
Mr. Davis, chose to raise what wa4
essentially a " No Popery " cry, and in-
troduced a School Bill of the niost op-
pressive character-grossly unjust to the
Catholics, who formed nearly one-half of
the population. The Minister of Marine
sympathised with the Catholies in this
matter, and be behieved honestly strove
to prevent the passing of that measure ;
but a groat many of his friends took a
differeut course. In addition to that
iniqitous School Act, and because of it,
it became necessary to pass a Bill levy-
ing a large amnount of money on the pro-

M&. BRECKEN.

perty of the Island by direct taxation.
That Act gave great ofbace, eveni in
districts where the School Law was in
favour, and created an intense feeling
against the Davis Governient, aud the
Conservativesu, although they had at en
time a majoriby in the Government, con-
trived, very skillfully, to direct the whole
public feeling, and the public dislike of
the School Act on the one hand, and the
land tax on the other, against Mr. Davis
and the Liberal party. This accounted
for the fall of the Davis Government, as
well as for the return of the hon. the
Minister of Marine and four supporters,
at th e last Dominion election. Even in
that case, it was not so much a question
of Dominion politics as of hostility to
the School Act. In the late contest the
Opposition chose to raise the school cry
again, and ask the peuple to give them a
majority, not because of the National
Policy, but because the school system
was in danger. and would be sacrificed if
they were defeated. They thus forced
the opponents of the s~chool system to
continue their opposition to themi, and
the decision to-day was a condemnnation
of the policy that intrôduced that school
system into the Island, and imîposed on
it, besides, a heavy land tax. 'lat was
essentiallv the result of h tt day's election,
and in that result he (Mr. Anglin) re-
joiced u:ost heartily.

Mn. McLENNA IT said thathe desired
to say a few words on the amendaient
before the close of the debate. He iad
issued during the election campaign, last
summer, a snall fly-sheet to bis electors,
in whizh he tried to indicate the effect
or resuilt to the Canadian farier of the
sle of bis produce to the United States.
An important item of the exports was
barley, and, among other things, lie had
stated the amount of the import upon the
aggregate export of barley to the United
States, before it reached a market there,
becauîse he conceived that, under the cir-
cumstances, that duty went to reduce the
anount tba the Canadian producor re-
ceived for his barley, in comparison with
the produ-er in the Republic. That state-
ment had been referred to in this House
two or three times, and,like almostevery
other subject that Aad been handled by
gentlemen on the Opposition aide, .had
been perverted in the discussion of the
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actual facts of the case. They had been
entertained with a dissertation upon the
abstract question, as to whether the pro-
ducer or consumer paid the duty. lie
did not believe there was aqg such ques-
tion involved, or any law on that subject,
any more than ipon a grean number of
questions that had arisen in the course of
this whole debate. He believed that the
Canadian farmer, producing a very con-
siderable quantity of barley, of a descrip-
tion of which a similar kind was produced
in the UnitedStates, and finding only there
a market for that barley, received, from
the circumstances of the case, 15c. a
bushel less than the Anerican growers.
That was the whole question, a practical
one, in which the circuimstances created
the result that the producer lost the
difference of the duty, whoever paid it.
A àimilar thing hal happened with their
lumber. The producer in the Ott wa
Valley, some years ago, had the markets
of the United States for a very large
production, subject to a duty of $2 per
thousand feet ; and whilst the people of
the United States were very much en-
gaged in other pursuits this Canadian
industry was allowed a verv fuil devel-
opment. But a change had taken place;
men were free to labour in the woods,
and Michigan was now a competitor
with the Ottawa Valley ; and the result
was, that the producer of luinber in the
Ottawa Valley was reduced at presmnt to
starvation by that competition which had
robbed huin of the only market to which
-he had access. He wished to forestall
an ohj7ction that might be made by the
imposition that might be made. It
might be asked-were Canadians to cor-
rect that evil by the imposition of duties
on their side ? He did not think that
they could; but he believed that the
virtue of the National Policy would
have a much wider range than that. It
was said by a great English statesman
(Mr. Canning), in the begiiining of this
century, that he had called the New
World into existence to redress the
balance of the Old. He (Mr. McLen-
nan) believed that this Parliament could
call new industries into existence, and
sustain and give them life, in order to
redreas that oalance that operated so
Seriously against them. He bad listened
with a great deal of interest and plea-
sure to the speech of the hon. member

for Lambton. in introducing his amend-
ment, and had admired the gallant mi n-
ner in which he entered the breach, in
the forlorn hope in which he was fight-
ing; and when he compared him.self, as
lie (Mr. McLennan) understood, to two
great English statesmen-Peel and Glad-
stone-at a long interval, he presumed-
he thought the hon. gentleman hardly
bore out the comparison, because those
statesmen gave way to the influence of
public opinion. 'i hey changed with the
times. The member for Lambton pro-
fessed himself still a Free-trader, and
gloried in making no change. He
(Mr. McLennan) maintained that cir-
cumstances governed the whole case; it
was the simple fact that " circunstauces
alter cases," that gave vitality to every
theory propounded on this subject. He
was not going to indulge in a budget of
figures at this late hour, because lie did
not think that a great mass of figures
was always convincing. It was said that
figures did not lie ; perhaps not, but
everybody in this louse, accustomed to
use figures, was well aware that tbey
might be very misleading. Hon. gentle-
men could use the same set, of figures,
and the sane mîass of statistics to prove
tne advantage of Protection and the ad
vantage of Free-trade. This use of
figures was very inuch like the use of an
instrument with which children were
anused, the kaleidoscope, which was
turned about, and by the shifting of
little bits of glass all the colours of the
rainbow were produced, yet they were
the same bits ot glass. The other night
an attempt had b3en made to show that
they on that side of the House did not
represen t any considerable majority, and
he did iot know but an effort was made
to provs that they represented a
minority. Recollecting the circu mstances
in his own county, he considered it
rather a marvel that he represented any
majority. It was not a large majority,
only 61 ; but when hon. gentlemen re-
menbered that lie represented a con-
stituency that was held on the other
political side for a period of thirty-seven
years, and for the greater part of that
time, by on3 family, and a people in whom
fdelity to a leader was an instinct of
their being, he thought they would
agree that there were waa, in
that case, at least, some change. The
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hon. member for Lambton seemed to be a theory with the old political econo-
Lave a great afection for people who were mists that true wealth was money. He
on the weaker side. He had told us, believed it had always been held thât the
among other things, that there was a importation of money into a country was
"general revulsion of feeling in the United something that vas rather to its advan-
States people, believing their system to tage. Money had usually been under-
be a departure from a sound systemi offin- stood to mean coin, bullion, gold. is
ance." He believed it was much the same hon. friend froîn South Norfolk might
there as here-if there was any such be- controvert this theory, and say that gold
lief, it was the belief of the weaker party. was not a gocd thing-he migbt rather
He recollected that, two years ago, some advocate the inpoi tation of paper. But
resolutions were introduced into Con- ail intelligent writers bad agreed that
gress, and an effort was muade to secure Fý labour constituted the chief wealth of ll
reduction of duties. The effort, if it had countries and then in imposing a tax
been successful, w Duld not have been any- upon lahour, we should sinply he shut-
thing to boast of, for it would have been ting the door in our own faces. The
a very high tariff still, nuch higher than lon. menber for Lanibton toM a story,
the one we had just introduced, but it the other nigbt, of certain manufàcturers
was beaten by an overwhelming ma- who came down from Hamilton. Fe
jority. The hon. gentleman seemed to stated that tho3c people wished to obt'rn
have a great horror of capitalists, and a high Protection, in order te he able te
whilst he had indulged in a fine pane- continue inflicting upon the public a
gyric upon a class of landlords and " wretched article "-those were the
capitalists in Great Britain, where their ternis he used. The liuse would
position was hallowed by the growth of also remember the story about the
years, he seemed to have a great fear mica, but it was wound up by
lest a similar class of people should arise a statement that the hon. gentleman did
in this country. lie bad told us that nt know whether it was true or neot.
men should take te agriculture, that the Well, the essence cf a story hie believed
man who made grass and grain te grcw, was the truth. e would illustratetat.
and who prodaced lumber frn the Twe orithree yearsago, when his bon.
fcrest, was a creator cf wealth. Most friend the member for Cardwell was
gentlemen in this lieuse, hewever, be- rnnlng an election in Montreal, lie teck
lieved there was a greater power that the oportunity of mentioning a story
made the grass and grain te grsw, and they one evening that Le bad heard. it was
believed, at the same timie, that men something about steel rails. A telgram
wbo perferitied a muchi mibler act cf came vert promptly and stated that the
creation were those who would develop story wasafasehood. Hishon. friendfrom
the wealth cf the country by turning the Cardwell was net amai to be shut up by
productions cf nature to account by their a telegram, and we followed up the atory.
ingenuity and thïr labeur. The bon. If there Lad been ne more f it, it wouldl
memiber for Bothwell (Mr. Milis) teld doubtless, have been as hari-leas as the
ther the ctler evening, in the course of story about the mica. But Lis hon.
bis strictures upon the tarif, that it was frend tbought possibly there miglt beh
rather singular that a duty was net im- seane truth in the stcry--perbaps ho Lad.
posed upon labeur or upon immigrants. good reason te believe tbere w a soie
He did net know whether the hon. gen- truth in it. be followed up the story,
tleman meant it for a joke or net, be- and ail would admit that it had Lad soe
cause the sort of entertaitment they had effect in placing the on. member for
been accustoed te in the wouse, latelh, Lambton where ho was to-day-n t be
was cf that peculiar kind that a joke cause it was a good stry, but because it
almeat 'required te Le labelled. 'Ihat had a strong element of truth in it. We
great doetor (Stuart Mill) who bad been Lad been told repeatedly that the Gev-
se frequently quotd by that hon. gentle- eanient ad ne t kept faith with the
mn, had written learned cbapters to country, because taxation wasu going 4o
prove that mae principle eleient cf the increased ; lie was glad te find tha
production cf wealth was labour. Then in this amendment. proposed by the bon.
another question came up. Lt used te member for Labton, that point ws

MR. McLE.NNA.&
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abandoned. This amendment conceded
that this House was prepared to make
ample provision for the requirements of
the public service and the maintenance
of the public credit-which must be taken
to mean that such was the hon. gentle-
man's belief and desire. He never
supposed that hon. gentlemen on the
other side of the Flouse would ven-
ture, seriously, to go on year after
year rolling up deficits. His hon. friend
the Minister of Finance had referred to
the tax on wheat. We might have some
difference of opinion as to the tax on
wheat. Last night, an hon. gentleman
on the other side of the House described
the serious injury which a party would
suffer who had imported from Chicago
460,000 bushels of oats, and who had
converted it into an equivalent number
of barrels of oatmeal for shipment to
Great Britain, and the deplorable fact
was laid 1efore us that this industry was
to be stopped. We were told that the
policy of the Government tended towards
rendering futile the costly and persistent
efforts of the country, to secure a share
of the immense and growing carrying
trade of this Dominion. He was in a
position to state that the Government
proposed to give the greatest possible
facilities in the bonding system for that
trade to go on. He had been assured,
by the hon. the Minister of Finance, that
the bonding system would put no impe-
diment in the way of that industry.
There was a sentence in the amend-
ment to the effect that there was
"danger of creating an antagonism be-
tween the commercial policy of the Em-
pire and that of Canada, that might lead
to consequences deeplj to be deplored."
Gentlemen would remember the time,
perhaps a dozen years ago, when some
political philosophers on the other side
of the Atlantic were constantly holding
up the theory that the Colonies -were
simply an incumbrance to the parent
State, and the sooner they eut their
apron strings and stood upon their own
bottom, the better. During the exist-
ence of that vexed question about the
Alabana claims that were a source, a
constant source of irritation between
the empire and the United States-when
there was some fears of friction between us
and the Mother Country-when men like
the then Chancellor of the Exchequer,

74

Mr. Lowe, and Mr. Bright and Mr.
Cardwell, were telling us, from day te
day, that we were an incumbrance to the
Empire, there was, then, some danger of
this kind. But, from all we could learn
of the feeling in England to-day, we had
no reason to apprehend that the Mother
Country was desirous of getting rid of
her Colonies. We had reason to believe
that the people of that country were per-
fecting their education, as we were in
this ; and he looked for the time, not far
distant, when the financial system of
Great Britain would be similar to the
system we had adopted in this country,
and when it would be the financial sys-
tem of the whole Empire. The great
danger to which we had been subjected,
and which he believed this policy would
protect us froi in the future, was the
danger arising from bad finance. Now,
we had been treated to a great many exý-
amples, figures of speech, and apothegma
hy the hon. members on the other side
of the louse, illustrating the beauties of
Free-trade. We had been told by the
hon. member for Lambton, that the true
interest of all mankind was that trade
should be free. But then it must be ad-
mitted that " circumstances alter cases."
A gentleman fron the Province of Que-
bec had made some happy allusions, in
his own tongue, this evening, to the con-
dition of the country, from which he and
his fellow-men in that Province were de-
scended, and to the comparative condi-
tion of France and Germany. A writer
in one of the late reviews had compressed
into a few lines the result of his observa-
tions on this question. He would just
read them to the louse, and, after that,
he would not detain them any longer :

" The ravages of war are rapidly retrieved,
but nothing can remedy the ruin induced by
bad Government, especially if a Government
takes the line which bad Governments almost
invariably do take, that of bad finance."

MR. BOULTBEE said he did not
know that he ought to detain the House
at this late hour, but some remarks had
fallen from a few gentlemen on the Op-
position side which he thought worthy of
some notice. The hon. member for
Gloucester, in alluding to the elections
recently held in Prince Edward Island,
ascribed the result solely to a religious
cry which was raised there. As he un-
derstood it, this was not the case.
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Mn. ANGLIN: I say yes.

MR. BOULTBEE said this was not
the issue at all in the present election,
and he thought, if the information of the
hon. gentleman was correct, he knew
that as well as he (Mr. Boultbee) did.
If his information was incorrect, he had
better set himself right. There was no
one in the House respected more than he
(Mr. Boultbee) did the well-known
talents of the hon. member for Glou-
cester, but the more talents a man had
the more reason there was that he should
not prostitute them. He maintained
that it was improper for the lion. member
for Gloucester, on an occasion like this,
to attempt, as he had done more than
once before, to throw a fire-brand into
the House. It was not good for these
cries to be raised. The hon. member for
Gloucester was too much one of
tihose men who liked to have a grievance.
There was no harm in having a grievance
if it was not a grievance that awakened
feelings of the character he was alluding
to. It was an evil thing to raise a reli-
gious cry. It had done a great deal of
harm already, and surely there was no
reason for it. Nothing could be gained
thereby. If the hon. gentleman en-
quired what the true feeling in the
Island of Prince Edward was, he would
find that no such feeling influenced the
last election, but that the sympathy of
the whole people was in favour of the pre-
sent Government, in their endeavour to
inaugurate the policy now before the
House.

Mn. ANGLIN : Will the hon. gen-
tleman be kind enough to infori us
where he got his information from ?

Mn. BOULTBEE said he was not as
old a member of Parliament as the hon.
mnember for Gloucester, but he had ap-
prehended that he had no right to put
such questions. If he was allowed to
ask the bon. member, when he delivered
his orations, where he got his information,
he (Mr. Anglin) would speak less than
lie did. The hon. member for Lambton
(Mr. Mackenzie), in his remarks, stated
that it was expedient that the
members of this House-if he un-
derstood him correctly-that it would
be well, if the menibers on this sile of
the House, would justify themselves to

MR. BOULTBER,

the Mother Country for their attitude in
regard to the late action in favour of
Protection, and, as well, for their action
towards the United States. He (Mr.
Boultbee) did not know that members
on this side of the House, or on the
other, need justify themselves for any
attitude they had assumed towards one
country or the other. They were not
called upon to justify themselves to the
Mother Country. They adopted such
policy as they pleased in the interest of
the country. They were only doing
their honest level best to extricate it
froi the dilemma in which hon. gentle-
men had placed them, and what the
States think is of little consequence.
Instead of saying that their utterances
were idiotic, would it not become hon.
gentlemen better to propound to them
some theory, to suggest some way in
which they themselves intended to meet
these constant deficits 1 How were they
going to do this ? If they were going to
do it at all, they were going to do it as the
Government were going te do it-by
increased taxation. The present Gov-
ernment had only done that, and they
hlad exercised their best wisdom, and
consulted the leading business men of
the country, so as to best protect the
many interests they had to consider.
Had hon. gentlemen shown them in
what way this was wrong ? He main-
tained that they had not. They had
propounded no scheme that would
relieve the country of the
incubus with which they had
loaded it during the past five years. h
was not the proper way to criticise a
measure like this, to charge them with
speaking stupidly, 'or bringing in an in-
iquitous tariff. They should show the
Government how they would have filled
up the gap and supplied the deficiency.
He did not mean to say the late Govern-
ment had caused this want of prosperity,
from which the country suffered. But,
the late GovernmTent was chargeable for
the country going from bad to worse.
They made no effort to raise it from the
slough of despond in which it was sunk,
but sat with their hands tied behind them.
The hon. member for Lambton and the
hon. member for Gloucester, every tne
they spoke, made some allusion to their
loyalty. He did not know that hon.
gentlemen opposite had any right to
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claim a greater measure of loyalty than
members on this side of the House. He
did not mean to charge the party tc
which they belonged with being more
disloyal than the Conservative party.
But, he did mean to say ihat if there was
in Canada an expatriated American, or
a man with American procliviies, or a
strong desire for annexation, they found
him belonging to the Grit party. If there
was a man discontented with our institu-
tions and wauted to alter them, always
pining, always wishing for annexation
with the United States, they found he
belonged to the party of bon. gentlemen
opposite. He did not think it lay within
their province to charge then on that
side of the House with disloyalty. Their
constant lip service in this direction was
very like carrying round the bat at a
meeting, but putting nothing in it.

MR. YEO said the hon. member who
had just sat down pretended that ho un-
derstcod all about the politics of the Pro-
vince from which he (Mr. Yeo) came.
The hon. gentleman asserted that the late
election had turned upon the tariff now
before the House. He could tell the
Bouse that the tariff had no more to do
with carrying the election of Prince Ed-
wardIsland than it had to do with the po-
litical affairs of iRussia. The elections were
run upon questions that were purely
local. The discontent of one party with
the School Law and another with the
.Assessment Act, had caused the defeat of
the late Government. It was his opin-
ion that, if the elections had taken place
three nonths ago, so great was the dis-
content, the Government would not have
been able to procure the return of a single
supporter, except, perhaps, upon personal
grounds. At the Dominion elections,
last summer, the hon. the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries and bis colleagues
were the great champions of Free-trade.
They advocated a 15 per cent. tariff, and
condemned the increase made by the late
Government to 17ý per cent. They
spoke of the hardship of forcing the poor
Man to pay as high a duty upon bis cot-
tons, woollens and other necessaries, as
the rich man paid upon his silks, satins
and broadcloth. They complained bit-
terly of the duty on tea, and promised
that, if the Conservatives were returned
to power, it should be free. They also

promised that the duties on all that was
used by the poor man sbould be lowered,
while the taxes on the rich man's luxur-
ies would be increased. Ie (Mr. Yeo)
now saw by the tariff that the very re-
verse of this was the case; the poor man
was, by it, more heavily taxed, while the
rich man's burdens were not by any
means proportionately increased. For
bis part, he told the people, when he was
elected, that he would not support any
party that would not try to keep down
taxation for the whole Dominion. The
present tariff not only discriminated
against the Americans, but it discrimin-
ated against England. Now the greater
part of the trade of Prince Edward Is-
land was with England. Its merchanîs
sent their ships home laden with grain
and lumber, and took as return caroes
everything thev required. That trade was
now severely injured by the high duties
on import under the present tariff. The
mechanics,the fishermen and the labourers
of Prince Edward Island would be
nothing botter than serfs. They were,
under the former tariff, taxed as mtrch as
they could bear, and this additional bur-
den would be unbearable. He asked
hon. gentlemen to point out a single
benefit this tariff would bestow upon the
people of the Island. He must, there-
fore, protest against the National Policy
as sti ongly as lie was able. Of course,
lie could not expect to do anything more
than raise bis voice against it, as the
supporters of the Government seemed
bound to vote for it, right or wrong. He
did not know how gentlemen opposite
could be so delighted with the tariff au
they appeared to be. It was surprising
they did not open their eyes to the bone-
fit of a high Protective tariff before they
left power in 1873. This tariff was
framed with a view to building up a few
wealthy manufactures in Ontario, while
it loaded down the Maritime Provinces
with taxation. It had always beein his
opinion, since Confederation, that the
smaller Provinces would be imposed
upon by the larger Provinces. This the
Govern ment, by forcing upon them an
oppressive Protective system, was doing ;
and if it were continued the sooner the
people left the Island the better it would
be for them. He had brought up another
matter in the House some time ago,
which was not then satisfactorily re-
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eeived, namely, the disposition of the
Fishery Award. He had asked that
$1,000,000 sbould be handed over to
Prince Edward Island. This was their
money, and they were justly entitled to
it. The papers he had asked for had not
been brought down, and it appeared to
him that the Government wanted to
smother enquiry, and that they had no
intention of expending the money for the
benefit of the people of Prince Edward
Island. If tbis money were appropriated
as he desired, it would prove a great
benefit to all classes of the people of his
Province. le hoped the Government
would take this matter into their serious
consideration, and he trusted that this
money, which was justly due to the
people of Prince Edward Island, would
be handed over to the Local Government
for. their benefit. He did not care
whether it was given to a Liberal or
Conservative Government, so long as the
people got it.

MR. MACDOUGALL said the state-
ment had been made, and often repeated,
that the people, at the late election, had
pronounced on the measure which the
hon. the Finance Minister had submitted
for their consideration. He could not,
fromn his point of view, concur in the
accuracy of that statement as to details ;
but this much he would venture to say,
that the principle which lay at the
foundation of the hon. gentleman's pro-
positions, was clearly, distinctly, and
definitively pronounced upon by the elec-
torate of the Dominion, on the 17th
September last. He was surprised to
hear the contrary asserted, during this
debate, by the leader of the Opposition,
and by other hon. gentlemen well in-
formed as to the state of public feeling
in the country at and prior to the elec-
tions, who, by the discussions which
they themselves excited, knew that the
real determining influence, with the
great body of the electors, was the belief
that, at the hands of the late Ministry,
it was vain to expect any material change
in the financial policy of the country.
The electors felt a strong conviction that
a change was required in the interests of
the country, and they were. patriotic
enough, and honest enough, to vote for
the candidates who professed themselves
ready to support a policy identical in

M&. Yzo.

principle with that which had been pro-
posed by the Finance Minister. The
issue was squarely put, the question was
fairly discussed, and it had been ex-
amined and considered by the electors
with great care and deliberation. In
fact, le had never known, dur-
ing a long political career, an
election in which the issue presented to
the electors had attracted so much atten-
tion, was discussed and examined so
thoroughly on all sides, not ia the heat
of party or political excitement, but with
an anxious desire on the part of the great
majority of the people to arrive at the
truth and to ascertain the policy which,
in the exigencies of the country, would
be most likely to relieve it from depres-
sion and improve the industrial condi-
tion of the people. Party issues were,
to a large extent, forgotten in the con-
test. As to bis own position, he would
take that opportunity to say that Le had
not been in the past, and, perhaps, was
not at present, entirely in accord with
the political ideas of the leader of this
Government. le had been associated
with him as a public man for nearly fif-
teen years. They had agreed, in 1864,
to sink political differences, and to labour
for changes in the Constitution and laws
of the country, which he believed had, in
most cases, proved to be reforms, but
was not a " follower " of the hon. gentle-
man. He had been his ally in great at-
fairs of State, and willingly confessed
that he felt a great admiration for his
ability and patriotism. He believed,
even while differing from him on certain
questions, that the hon. gentleman was
honestly endeavouring to work out a
policy, which would, in bis opinion,
advance the interests of his coun-
try. And, therefore, although his
(Mr. Macdougall's) political antecedents
might, at a certain crisis, have opened
out to him the prospect of another, and,
personally, a more profitable career, yet
he felt, upon the whole, that duty to bis.
country demanded further risks and
sacrifices. He felt a strong conviction
that the new policy which began with
Confederation was not safe in the hands
of his (Mr. Macdougall's) former political
friends; that, while we were )et in 4he
gristle, it was no4 desirable to weaken
the political influence of the right hon.
gentleman and bis supporters in the
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country. On more occasions than one lie
(Mr. Macdougall) had found that he
could place very little reliance upon hon.
gentlemen opposite with respect to that
policy which, in 1864, both political par-
ties had agreed should be the basis and
the object of our new Constitution. The
time caine at last when this
fiscal question had to be dealt with. It
was foiese3n, at the establishment of
Confederation, that necessity would soon
compel us to inaugurate a new fiscal
policy for the new Dominion. Our re-
lations with the Mother Countrv and with
our neighbours were different fron those
which had previously existed, and it was
evident to every thoughtful man that
these new conditions involved new
methods and new measures. The cir-
cumstances themselves pointed out the
necessity for a National Policy. What
that National Policy should be, circum-
stances had also very clearly indicated.
It had been argued, in the course of this
discussion, that they ought to adhere
to the theory and practice of Free-trade.
It had been pointed out to them that great
calanijties had befallen other nations for
not adhering to that principle, and the
leader of the Opposition had quoted, for
their edification, certain passages from the
writings of Lord Macaulay, as evidence
of the failure of Protection in the
Mother Country at a particular period.
Very great efforts had been made to
frighten them, by proving that the adop-
tion of the system of Protection by our
neighbours across the line had produced
poverty and distiess in that country.
For his part, be bad no hesitation in
saying that in theory he was a Free-
trader. The logic of Free-trade, to his
mind, was invincible, but Free-trade in
Canada, under the circumstances in which
we were placed,was impossible. Howcould
we bargain or trade with our American
neighbours ifehey would not bargain or
trade with us? It was impossible to
carry on Free-trade with any country
unless that country reciprocated. He
had hoped, for the last fourteen years,
that our American neighbours would,
"with respect to the natural productions
of the soil, at all events, reciprocate with
us, and thus r turn to the principle of
Free-trade, which had proved so advan-
tageous to both nations in the past.
Deputations from both political parties

in this House had gone to Washington;
Boards of Trade in both countries had
passed resolutions, communication had
taken place between the merchants and
traders of the great cities ; year after
year we waited, and hoped that this agi-
tation on both sides would ultimately re-
sult in a more liberal spirit, and a more
equitable arrangement between us and
our neighbours ; but at last it became evi-
dent, from the action of Congress upon
the resolution brought in by Fernando
Wood, that neither the one political party
nor the other in that country was in
favour of the system of Free-trade, which
hon. gentlemen held up as a policy
that ought to be adopted by all man-
kind. Was there any justification, there-
fore, in the presence of these facts, for
all this talk about Free-trade with our
Amerjoan neighbours, which, so long as
we had no equivalents to offer them, was
neithc' probable nor possible i He had
come deliberately to the conclusion that
we must strike out a course for ourselves ;
we must consider Canada as separated
commercially from the United States, and
so regulate our fiscal policy as to promote
the interests of our own people. With
regard to the Mother Country, it was
said we would expose ourselves to the
charge of disloyalty if we increased the
duties on English goods. Was there any
difference tbat could be weighed or mea-
sured, politically, between the loyalty of
172 per cent.,and the disloyalty of 20 per
cent.? Ifitwasaproofofdisloyaltytomake
our own people pay 20 per cent. into the
Canadian Exchequer, upo their import-
ations from England, he thought ià
would be difficult to prove ourselves
loyal so long as we exacted 171. He
was not disposed to yield to that argu-
ment. We bad, at last, succeeded in im-
pressing on the minds, even of the manu-
factures of Sheffield, Birmingham, and
other manufacturing centres in England,
that Canada possessed a Government of
its own ; that she had been endowed
with power at the hands of the Im-
perial Parliament to regulate ber own
commercial policy, ber navigation and
shipping, ber revenues and expenditures;
in fact to exercise aIl the functions and
powers of an independent country, ex-
cept the power of making war or declar-
ing peace, or entering into treaties with
foreign nations, and a few matters of
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that kind. They already recognised that
fact, and they must recognise the further
fact that we were the judges-of first
instance, as well as in appeal-that we
know best our own position, and the
policy nost likely to promote our own
interests. They niust understand that
they, as representatives of, the people,
deliberated with the fact present to their
minds that it was not only their right, but
their iraperative duty, to adopt the policy
or course, whicli, upon the whole, would
promote the interests of Canada, without
reference to the opinions or interests, in
matters of trade, of our fellow subjects of
Great Britain. We were an important
part of the Empire in respect to terri-
tory and resources, and, in view of what
had recently happened, lie believed the
,public men of the Mother Country, of
all parties, were now convinced that
our position, influence and assist-
ance in times of difficulty or danger,
was an eleinent of considerable national
importance, and, in case of war, would be
appreciated even by the trading classes
of Great Britain. Having visited Eng-
land on two or three public occasions, and
having come in contact with public men
there, on both sides of politics, lie had
opportunites of ascertaining their views
and feelings on what were called colonial
questions, which lie was not slow to take
advantage of, and he foind that, except
anong a narrow trading class, no one was
disposed to refuse to us the right to regu-
late our own interna] affairs in our own
way, and to base our fiscal economy on
those principles which we might deem best
suited to our wants and circuinstances.
He appreliended no irritation among the
intelligent people of the Mother Country
with respect to this policy. What lie
hîad seeni in the English press already,
and what liad taken place in the Imîperial
Parlianent, ought to satisfy us with res-
pect to that point. lis lion. friends
opposite would not very nuch disturb the
minds of people in this country by hold-
ing up the prospect of a possible collision
between Enîglanid and ourselves, on the
question of increasing our revenue to
enable us to pay our debts. He had
listened with geat attention, the other
night, to the speech of the hon. the leader
of the Opposition, for whise ability,
energy, and perseverance, lie had a very
high respect. le lad expected that,

MR. lxI ACDoUGALL.

in attempting to lead that party,
through their representatives in thia
House, to support a resolution in
opposition to the policy of the Govern-
ment, lie would have given his friends
some logical basis for their arguments,
some intelligible policy as an alternative
to that of the Government. The hon-
gentleman had controlled public affairs
for the last five years. He knew the
financial difficulty into which the
country had fallen tinder his Adminis-
tration; no one knew better the obli-
gations of the country on account of the
great public works which had been un-
dertaken, and which lie did not assume
the responsibility of giving up; he knew
that a large additional revenue must be
raised to meet the annual expenditure;
he must have discovered that the
country would not tolerate a standing de-
ficit of two millions a year, involving
the necessity of borrowing money abroad
to pay the ordinary expenie of adminis-
tration; be must have feit the conse-
quences of his financial policy, for it had
an important influence against the late
Government at the pollt, that they had
not made provision for restoring the
balance between revenue and expendi-
ture ; yet, with al] these facts staring
him in the face, lie could stand up in oppo-
sition to a policy like this, and talk
about the wickedness of taxation. He
could denounce the Government, and
endeavour to excite the minds of the

people against tbem, because they were
going to increase the taxes. What else
could be done if we were not to repudiate,
to stop our public works, to issue paper-
monev, which we might never be able to

pay? We must either do something of that
kind, or compel the people to bear the
burden. The honest course was to lay on
the taxes when they voted the supply.
The Finance Minister had no alternative,
he must raise this additiogl sum ; and
yet the hon. leader of the Opposition
did not tell thei how he proposed to do it.
His (Mr. Mackenzie's) supporters in the
country did not know by what means he
intended to increase the revenue, until it
should meet the expenditure. It was
unfair of lion. gentlemen opposite ; it
was not logical, or honest, to hold out
to the country the idea that they could
provide means lor the public service
without additional taxation. This reso-
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lution of the hon. the leader of the Oppo-
sition said that they were preparcd--
those who voted for it-" to make ample
provision for the requirements of the
public service and the maintenance of
the public credit." How did they pro-
pose to make this ample provision, if not
by increasing taxation; and what differ-
ence could it make to the taxpayers of
the country, whether the increase of 2½-
per cent. was levied under Mr. Cart-
wright or Mr. Tilley? But it did con-
cern the interests and the trade of the
country that these taxes should be laid
on in sucb a manner as would, at the
same time, enable the people who
were to pay them to get work and
earn wages. If they could create
wealth in the country, and excite
the industrial classes to renewed activity
by a readjustment of the duties on im-
ports, it was clearly their right, as well as
their duty, to readjust them. Political
economists and theorists might dispute as
to the relations of cause and effect in
such a case. But they had more than
one example in modern times of the
fallacy of the abstract theories of poli-
tical economists. The example of our
neighbours-a great, a practical, an in-
telligent people-was forced upon our at-
tention, and what did we see? A people
reduced to a conditiou of great
depression through the operations
and burdens of a gigantie and
disastrous war, rising like the
phonix from her ashes, under a
policy which gentlemen opposite persisted
in telling then ought to have ruined them
by this time. He thought, wlien he
recalled the history of the last few
years, and saw how the people of the
United States, had disappointed the
economists, how they were competing
to-day with old and wealthy cou ntries like
England in their own markets, that we
hai a most satisfactory precedent for the
inauguration of the tariff system pro-
posed by she hon. the Finance Minister.
No doubt there was distress in the large
cities acro3s the border, particular classes
Of people Out of employment, and em-
barrassing changes in values, but, looking
at the conutry as a whole, and having stu-
died its history and progress with a gond
deal of attention, he must say that the
theory of hon. gentlemen opposite, with
respect to the injurious results of Pro-

tection, were not entirely borne out by
the United States. Looking critically
at this tariff, which the lion. the Minis-
ter of Finance and his colleagues had
revised, and now proposed to pass into
law, he might, perhaps, admit that there
were some incongruities and inequalities
in it. He could point out soie items
that might be advantageously modified in
Committee, and he hoped his lion. friend
would not refuse to consider them. But
with such a multitude of items, it was
absurd to discuss them out of Commit-
tee, and it was impossible to adjust them
according to individual opinions. It was
to be expected that some provisions of
this tariff wourd not quite meet the per-
sonal views and interests of certain
classes of people, but, looking at the
tariff as a whole, knowing, as
he did, the great care, atten-
tion and kindness with which
the hon. gentleman in charge of these
matters had received deputations, had
listened to suggestions from persons of
experience, from all parts of the
Dominion-by letter and telegraph, as
well as personal interview-and seeing
the anxiety that he and his colleagues
had manifested to redeem those pledges
which they and their friends had made
prior to the general election, he thought
that even the Opposition mnust admit
that the lon. gentlemap had succeedod
in preparing and bringing to this Ilouso
a measure which commended itself to
the judgment, and would reccive the
approval of the great majority of the
people. He heard hon. gentlemen dis-
sent ; but, if this tariff had excited so
much hobility in the public mind

1 as hon. gentlemen contended, how
was it that no evidence of such hostility
had reached this House ? Cne would
have expected to have seen numerous
petitions against it presented by hon.
gentlemen. He had received a few letters
-and he was happy to say ho had friends
in the ranks of both political parties-
and, witlout exception, the writers ap-
proved of the tariff as a whole, though
there might be some particular items,
touching their own business, which they
would desire to see modified. AI], with-
out excepticn, approved of the
conduct of the Go% ernment in
carrving out the pledges which
they Lad made to the country.
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-He did not think much of that, however,
because it should not be a rare thing to
find public men, when in power, carrying
out the pledges made in Opposition. it
might be that the people, having had
recent examples of the reverse, had be-
come distrustful, and thought it a politi-
cal phenomenon when they found a
Government prepared to carry out the
pledges upon which they secured
their return to office. In this case the
Government had attempted to redeem
their pledges; if successful, they had
done no more than their duty. H1e was
sure the people of the constituency lie
represented would be satisfied, and le
could tell hon. gentlemen opposite that
he would not be in the House
if he lad not obtained the votes;
of a good nany sound Reformers.
He felt lie would be carrying out their
wishes as well as those of his Conserva-
tive supporters, and justifying the confi-
dence of both, by voting for this measure,
which lie would do with a great deal of
pleasure. ie lad heard, during this
discussion, a great deal said by gentlemen
on the other side of the House with res-
pect to consistency, and it occurred to
him that a -very brief review of the
political history of Canada would illus-
trate the ideas of those lion. gentlemen
with regard to consistency in matters
of this kind. He remnembered very well
that, in 1866, When they were engaged
with the scheme of Confederation, le and
others, who had belonged to the Reform
party previously, had the misfortune to
find that the then leader of that party felt
it to be his duty, lie (Mr. Macdougall)
presumed, to detaclh hirself from the
coalition that had been formed to carry
that greatmeasure. It becamenecessary,
for fiscal and other reasons, to makesome
changes and reductions in the Canadian
tariff, and Mr. Galt, the Finance Minis-
ter, proposed to the House very material
modifications. A Protective tariff had
been adopted in 1859, but, in 1866, in
view of the complete revolution in prices
and values, caused by the American war,
and in view of the difficulty likely to be
encountered in the Maritime Provinces,
in respect to the tariff, it was regarded
as a matter of very great importance to
reduce our high Customs duties, in order
to adjust them as nearly as possible to
the circumstances and condition of the

MR. MACDOUGALL.

whole of the Provinces. It was believed
that the revenue produced by a lower
tariff would be sufficient, and, therefore,
it was proposed, as a matter of great poli-
tical as well as fiscal importance, to re-
duce the tariff from 20 per cent. to 15
per cent. But what happened ? One
would have supposed that the motion
would have been hailed with deligbt by
Free-traders, as a step in the right direc-
tion, as approximating to the system
which they believed the best in
the interests of the country. Where
did thev find the hon. member
for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), and the
Hon. Mr. Brown, the leader of the great
]Reform Fiee-trade party ? Why, they
actually opposed the reduction of the
tarifi from 20 to 15 per cent. le (Mr.
Macdougall) had the curiosity to turn up
the debates on that ocejsion, and he
found that the hon. member for Lamb-
ton, in speaking to Mr. McGivern's
anti-Free-trade motion, for which he
voted, Lad used these words:

I With regard to the merits of the question
before the House, he did not believe in build-
ing up manufactures by a Protective system.
But, at the same time, if the United States
had adopted a policy whereby we lose them as
a market, we were bound to adopt such means
as would muake a market for ourselves. Under
the policy of the Finance Minister, manufac-
tures had grown up in the country, and it
would be unjust to those who had embarked
their capital in them that the protection
should now be withdrawn without a moment*s
warning."

MR. MACKENZIE : I said the same
thing two nights ago.

Mn. MACDOUGALL said why did
not the Lon. gentleman say the same
thing about this tariff? The United
States had closed their markets to
Canada more effectually now than then.
They had erected a Chinese wall which
they showed no disposition to remove,
and, if the argument was good then, it
was applicable now. But the hon. gen-
tleman went on:

<l He admitted that the policy of the Gov-
[ernment had not been in harmonv with the
tendency of public men towards Èree-trade.
But large interests had grown up, under our
system of incidental Protection, which, ho
considered, should not be destroyed.

The hon. gentleman was arguing for
the maintenance of the 20 per cent.
tariff, which the then Finance Minister
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told the House was not necessary for the

purposes of revenue. Then,
a in reply to a question, he said he was in

favour of the Protective system which had
been the policy of the country for some years.
and under which interests had been created
which the House should respect."

The motion to which the hon. gentleman
(Mr. Mackenzie) was then speaking, was
a Protectionist motion, moved by Mr.
McGivern, a Protectionist, supported by
Protectionists, and the hon. gentleman
and bis leader did everything in their
power to persuade their Reform sup-
porters to vote against this proposal in
the direction of Free-trade. Well, the
Government carried their measure, and
by carrying it, they opened up the way
very materially to the accession of
the Provinces of New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia to the Union.
They got on very well with this 15 per
cent. tariff, the revenue was suficient
and continued so for a number of years
after Confederation, until at last it was
found necessary, by the gentlemen op-
posite, to increase it from 15 to 17- per
cent. He did not blame them for the
increase, as he believed it was necessary
at the time. But he thouglit it would
have been more satisfactory to the great
mass of the people, and mors advan-
tageous to the country, if, instead of
adding to the taxation of the people, by
a general increase of the tariff, they had
considered the circumstances of the
country, and the industrial interests of the
country, and had, at that time, adjusted
the tariff in such a way as to have fos-
tered those interests. Now, one or two
words with reference to another aspect of
the question, which had been referred to
in the course of the debate. It had
been stated in the House, and else-
where, that his (Mr. Macdougall's)
advice was not required ; but, per-
haps, hon. gentlemen on the Mnisi-
terial benches, in view of the many
years lie had served in Parliament,
would not object to a few observations,
by way of advice or suggestion. He
thought that, in addition to this tariff,
and the encouragement it would afford to
the industries of the country, it was ab-
solutely necessary, in the interests of the
whole people, that the Government and
this House should introduce, as far as
possible, in every branch of the pub-

lic service, another policy - a national
policy of economy and retrenchment.
He thought, furtber, that this House
should discourage-that the Government
should set their faces against-those
constant applications for additional ex-
penditure, in all parts of the Dominion,
for new, and in many cases useless, public
works. They had, he feared, sunk many
millions of dollars in unprofitable works,
and it was time they should carefully
consider their position, and endeavour to
stop turther expenditure in that direc-
tion. Moreover, he thought there was
another suggestion which would
not be out of place in con-
nection with this subject - that
was, to take immediate steps to in-
crease the trade of Canada with other
countries. «They had made au attempt
in 1855-56 to open up new avenues of
commercial intercourse with countries,
with which they could profitably ex-
change articles of Canadian production
for the products of those countries; but
changes of Government and of financial
policy had interfered for a time with
those measures which were absolutely
necessary to promote this increase of
trade. ie thought that, in the present
circumstances of Canada, it was desirable
to open up further trade with the West
Indies, Sooth America, Brazil, and the
Australian colonies. He believed that
was one of the objects of the hon. the
Finance Minister in the arrangement
made with respect to the sugar duties.
It was expected that these changes would
have the effect of inducing a direct trade
with those countries. it appeared to him
desirable that they should take another
step. The Government of this Domin-
ian should claim, by communication
with the Imperial Government, and by
such means as might be proper, the right
to participate in all new commercial
treaties between Great Britain and foreign
countries. Heretofore we had not been
allowed that privilege. It had been the
policy of England, for ages, to secure, as
far as possible, the trade of her colonial
possessions for her own traders and
merchants. Looking into the history of
England and her colonies, he could not
say that it was not a proper and even a
patriotic policy for the Mother Country
to strengthen her own position by retain-
ing the trade of her own colonies in her
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own bands. IL did not retard the pro-
gress of the colonies during their minor-
ity. But, now, when some of then had
reached maturity, when they enjoyed
self-government, and had been given the
uncontrolled management of their local
affairs, they ought to be allowed com-
mercial independence as well as local
political independence. They ought to
¶epermitted to make arrangements,
through their own Legislature, with any
country that would nake arrangements
with them for the interchange of com-
modities upon favourable terms. l look-
ing overthe tarif, regulatingtrade between
England and France, he found that we
had no share in the advantages which
England hqd secured from that country.
While our fellow-subjects in the British
Islands might send their commodities into
France at a moderate rate of duty, many
of ours were actually prohibited, and
others charged 500 or 600 per cent.
more than the same goods would pay if
exported from England instead of
Canada. He thought it might be possi-
ble to rectify this, and, under the new
treaty about to be negotiated with
France, to obtain favourable terms for
the productions of Canada. . He might
say that le had a little personal experi-
ence of the policy of England, in refer-
ence to this question of trade. He hiad
the honour, a few years ago, to act as a
Commissioner on behalf of Canada, to
make favourable terms with the West
Indies and Brazil. le then discovered
that it was still the policy of the Colonial
Office, uider the direction of the Lords
of the Privy Council for trade, to pre-
vent the colonies from making reciprocal
arrangements in respect to their dealin«s
with each other. le believed that diffi-
culty could be got rid of, as regarded the
West Indies, by a full and frank explan-
ation of the whole case to the Imperial
Government, and a move in the direction
of that commercial independence which
Canada's position entitled lier to enjoy.
He had very little doubt, from his obser-
vation of public opinion, that, if the
Goverrnment of Canada presented our
case strongly and clearly, we would
either be permitted to join in the com-
mercial treaties of the Mother Country
with foreign nqtions, or to make recipro-
cal arrangements with thei and our
sister colonies on our own account. We

MR. MACDOUGALL.

must, if possible, find markets abroad.
The predictions of hon gentlemen oppo-
site as to the effect of this tariff upon the
industrial operations of the country might
prove true. They said that in a short
time competition would be so great that
our manufacturers would be ruined, and
the capital invested lost. He admitted
there was a tendency in that direction.
Indeed, le trusted the competition in all
branches of industry would bring down
the prices of commodities to a fair and
reasonable amount. If he did not be-
lieve that competition would keep down
prices, his confidence in the new tariff
would be greatly weakened. A portion
of the people would, no doubt, be drawn
away from agricultural pursuits,
under the operation of the new policy,
and, therefore, it would be the
duty of the Government to see that no
stone was left unturned, no opportunity
permitted to pass, which would enble
them to secure outlets for the surplus
products of the factories, as well as the
forest and the farm, wherever they could
be found. Believing that it would not
only be the duty, but the pleasure of the
present Government, to finish the policy
they had inaugirated, by making efforts
in that direction, le would leave the ques-
tion in their hands, expressing the hope that
they would make all reasonable endea-
vours to accomplish that object. He
believed thjey were carrying out fairly
and honestly, the "well understood
wishes of the people," which, according
to the resolutions of 1841, were declared
to be the rule of Governnent in Canada,
before Confederation, and which, by
the Imperial Act of 1867, were declared
to be the rule of Government in this
country for the future. H believed that
the rule applied, not only to this case,
but to another question under considera-
tion of the Imperial Government
at this moment. The well un-
derstood wishes of the people
must be the rule of goverrnment in this
country, in all matters of local adminis-
tration as well as alterations and amend-
ments*of the law. The intelligence they
had just received from Prince Edward
Island would seem to prove that, in the
manner in which we are dealing wth
the fiscal question, we are carrying out
the well-understood wish of the people
in that Province. The local eleo4ions
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there Lad just been decided in such a
manner as to justify him in assuming
that the people of that Province were
nqopposed to the policy of the general
Government in regard to the tariff. He
believed a large majority of the people of
the whole Dominion were in favour of
the speedy adoption of the law which
would make this tariff the policy of the
country for several years to come, for it
was a policy which lie hoped and be-
lieved would promote the ha*ppiness, the
prosperity, and the progress of the
country.

MR. CASGRAIN said Le did not
intend, at this late hour, to say mtuch on
the tariff question, but lie felt it to be
his duty to say a word in behalf of his
own Province, and particularly of his
own county. He had decided objection
both to the tariff as a whole, and to many
of its details. The hon. gentleman the
Finance Minister stated the other day
that this tariff was the result of a com-
promise. It was, in fact, a compromise.
It was a compromise betweep the Upper
Provinces and the Lower Provinces ; the
Province of Quebec stood between the
two, that is to say, she stood under a
cross fire between the tax on coal at one
pole, and the tax on wheat at the other.
lHe would say that his Province was not
ready to accept this tariff. It Lad been
stated that this policy would greatly en-
courage the shipping interests of the
country, and the workmen in the city of
Quebec, as elsewhere, had been promised
employment in shipbuilding. He could
asmert, as a fact, that at this moment the
largest shipbuildirs in the Dominion, the
Messrs. Ross of Quebec, who Lad not
five ships on the stocks, had recently been
obliged to suspend work. He believed
that many of the promises made to other
industries in this country would be no
better fulfilled than the one made to tiis
shipping interest. He would say, further,
that, if this policy should prove as suc-
cessful as was anticipated, if it should
realise the benefits which hon. gentlemen
expected, but which Le did not etpect,
Le would be the first to admit that he
Lad been mistaken, and they had been
right. He did not believe, however, it
would speceed. There were certain great
economic laws which were as unyielding
as any other laws of nature, and ic was as

easy to predict scientifically the result of
given economic data as it was to
predict an eclipse of the sun
or of the moon. Popular opinion
regarded crises as an evil ; lie denied they
were an evil, they were the result of
anterior events, and the natural cure for
a disordered commerce, and for a state
of things which frequently arose in most
cotntries. Here we were only four
millions of people, and some of us wanted
to make all our own manufactures with-
out trading with our neighbours. If we
should adopt this policy, in a few years
our markets would be glutted. The true
beginning of this policy was pointed out
by the hon. member for Halton, which
was to open up markets abroad with
France, Spain, Belgium, etc. But, at the
same time, Le denied that we would be
able to compete with other nations,
any more than England was able to
compete with other nations. The
theory of supplying work, and of fixing
and maintaining the rate of wages, was
a false theory. The only way of creat-
ing manufactures was to reduce the price
of the article itself, and not by imposing
duties on the raw material that came
from abroad. They knew very well that
wages in France were lower than in
England, and lower in Germany than
in France, and lower in Belgium than
in France. He might give an instance
of the importanc3 ot cheap labour in the
case of the penknife that lie held in his
hand, the very same kind of penknife
for whicl $4 a piece was paid by a
notorious Tory Governnent, as was well
rememnibered. The German trader was
able to bring knives of that description
to Shefileld and Birmingham and under-
sell the English in their own market.
UTnder German competition the price
Lad been reduced to Gs. 6d. sterling a
dozen, or 14c. a piece, whilst we con-
tinued to pay for that same article here
from $1.75 to $2. Supposing we should
desire to manufacture articles of this
kind, people would still be able to buy
them cheaper in England, and cheaper
s.ill in Grmany.

MR. TILLEY : The duty on cutlery
is only 20 per cent.

MIR. CASGRAIN said the knife cost
him less to-day in England than the duty
lie would have to pay on the former im-
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ported article. Therefore, lie said that,
if we wanted to manufacture articles,
the first condition of success was to
manufacture them cheaply,and afterwards,
when we had got the products, to find a
market for them. He could give instances
of old English commercial houses who
still narked on their price list the
original price at which the article was
sold. This proved to him that a great
many articles of com mon use could be sold
a great deal cheaper than the prices now
paid for them. The present commercial
crisis could not last for ever; trade
would inevitably return. If it returned
during the maintenance in power of the
hon. gentlemen opposite, they would say
that it was due to their tariff. It would
not be due to that tariff, but rather in
spite of it. The hon. mpmber for Halton
had spoken of retrenchment, and,
certainly, we needed to practice it now
more than ever. We had been in Con-
federation now for twelve years, and our
debts had been growing at a tremendous
rate. There was a farce called the
militia system, which had cost a good
deal of money to the country. If the
citizens of this country would do as they
did in other countries, Switzerland, for
instance, and instead of paying others to
play soldier, they were to play soldier
themselves, be thought it would cost far
less for parade, and the plan would be
more likely to give us an efficient service,
which, he was sorry to say, we had not at
the present moment, because the cost of
our militia system did not pay for the
whistle. He would also practice retrench-
ment throughout our Dominion and
Local Administrations. There must be
some means of lessening the enormous
expenses of governnent in this country.
This House was composed of 206 mem-
bers, and he thought a much smaller
number would do just as well. We did not
need to concentrate so mucb wisdom. We
were living beyond our means, and going
on from one extravagance to another.
Suppose the country should finally.build
and pay for the Pacific Railway. He
would ask hon. gentlemen topposite
whether they thought the resources of the
country were sufficient to build
it, and whether the country
would be able to work that road
for three years without running
head over heels into debt ? It was

MR. CASGRAIN.

well-known that the mere working of
that road would cost, at the very least,
$15,000,000 a year. Where would we
go to get that $15,000,000 a year? Sup-
pose we bad built the Grand Trunk
Railway, would we, to-day, be able to
support the expenses that were incurred
in running it ? No, it was perfectly im-
possible. We ought to stop, at once,
this excessive expenditure incurred by
the unwise schemes some years ago of the
hon. gentlemen now on the Treasury
benches. The Conservative party boasted
of having held the reins of power in this
Dominion for over 25 years, they ought
then, to be held responsible for what had
occurrred in the meantime. Very little
had been undertaken, involving expendi-
ture, by the Administration of the hon.
gentleman from Lambton, but the finan-
cial depression had caused deficits.
What was the cause ofthese deficits ? The
Government expended no more money
than Parliament h-id voted for it. They
expended the ordinarv sum of
$22,000,000, but the revenue of the
eountry fell short of that sum by some-
what over $2,000,000, and now the hon.
the Minister of Finance wanted to raise
$2,500,000 more on a tariff which had
hitherto produced, on an average,
$24 000,000, for a population of only
4,000,000. This would prove a very
heavy burden.

MR. TILLEY: We only ask for
$14,000,000 from Customs.

Mn. CASGRAIN said the Govern-
ment wanted to raise, from all sources,
$24,000,000 a year. The Governmont
expected to get $24,400,000 by this
tariff ; that was $6 per head upon every
man, voman and child in the Dominion.
He was very much mistaken if this were
not so, and, if he was mistaken, perhaps
the hon. the Finance Minister would
enlighten him upon the subject. Conse-
quently, a man Who had eighît children
would be taxed in proportion. He (Mr.
Casgrain) was burdened with a debt of
$1,000 a year by the Federal Gov-
ernment, irrespective of the local
and municipal taxations. Therefore, he
thought he had a right to speak on the
subject. There was another point*he
desired to call attention to, and tiat was
that. if the hon. gentleman only wanted
to raise $2,500,000 additional, lie would
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only have had to increase the tariff by
one and one-tenth per cent. Instead,
however, he had increased the tariff, on
an average from 10 to 12 per cent. He
had no doubt, and he gave the hon. gen-
tleman credit for it, that he ýad decided
upon adopting the Yankee system of
forcing the people to make true entries
in regard to the value of the goods. He
thought his hon. friend the late Finance
Minister must have lost large sums of
money on account of goods being enteied
below their actual value. le gave the
hon. the Finance Minister credit for
doing this, but he did not give him credit
for having put the tariff at so high a
rate. He had received numerous letters
from his constitu mts, and one that very
day, in which they said this tariff was
not acceptable to them. He had also re-
ceived a letter in which it was stated
that they intended to protest, in every
town and parish, against this tariff.
They had a perfect right to do
this, and they were also going to
protest in the county of Montmagny.
In conclusion, he observed that the mo-
tion of the member for Bagot looked
very much as though they had a vote of
non-confidence before the House. He
would leave that motion, however, with
the Ministry, in order that they might
do what they thought best in the matter.
For his part, he was not interested much
in whatever way it went; but, certainly,
before the House went into Committee,
there was a motion of want of confi-
dence in the Ministry in the paper which
ought to be disposed of.

MR. LAURIER said it was not his
intention to travel over the whole of the
ground comprised in this question. He
desired simply to repel some of the im-
putations of inconsistency and disloyalty
which had been brought by some bon.
gentlemen against the Liberal party of
Quebec, to which he belonged. To the
first charge of inconsistency he did not
attach much importance. A French
writer had observed, " The -absurd man
is he who never alters ;" and, if the con-
Verse of the proposition was true, some
hon. gentlemen opposite, in considera-
tion of their wanderings, were en-
titled 4o claim a high order of
intelligence, indeed. The charge
Of disloyalty was one he was surprised

to hear uttered by hon. gentlemen oppo-
site, but since it had been uttered, it was
nothing but right and fair that it should
rest on the proper shoulders. The main
charge brought against tbem was, that
they had abandoned their principles-
that at one time the Liberal party of
Quebec held principles similar to those
advocated by the Government of to-day,
which they, the Liberal party of Quebec,
had abandoned. His hon. friend
from Maskinongé (Mr. Houde) had as-
serted that they who claimed to be fol-
lowers of Mr. Papineau had abandoned
the principles advocated by Mr. Papineau.
When this statement was made it was
cheered, and, if he was to understand
anything from this accusation, it meant
that the Conservative partyof Quebec
had at last adopted the policy once ad-
vocated by Mr. Papineau. He could re-
joice that the name of Mr. Papineau
could now be pronounced by Opposition
members of the House, without, at the
same time, coupling with it sonte in-
jurious expression. le could rejoice
that at last some measure of justice was
to be meted to that man, who, whatever
might be said of him in other directions,
had been the greatest man Lower Canada
had ever produced. The charge showed
that hon. gentlemen were not like the
stumps in the field-immovable ; it
showed that they could retract if they
could not advance, because they adopted
a principle propounded years ago, and
after the issues it had in view had been
settled. If it was considered inconsistent
to abandon a principle after the issues
had been settled and determined,
they were certainly inconsistent. If oth-
erwise, then the charge fell on hon.
gentlemen opposite. He would give the
floor to any gentleman who would say
what was the policy of Mr. Papineau,
that they were accused of having aban-
doned. If no one would tell the House,
he himself would do so. Thew knew, as
well as he did, that the policy Mr. Papi-
neau once advocated, was one calculated
to sever the alliance which then bound,
and still bound us to England. That
was the policy of the Liberal party at
that day, and what occasioned the adop-
tion of that policy? The French Liberal
party had long struggled against England
for responsible government and constitu-
tional liberty. Unfortunately, at that
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time, the policy of England towards ber
colonies was not ber policy of to-day-
the policy which bad made ber so dear to
her Canadian subjects. They had been
petitioning and agitating for the conces-
sion of a free and responsible govern-
ment. Deputation after deputation was
sent to England, and petition after peti-
tion was laid upon the table of the Im-
perial Parliament. The supplies were re-
peatedly suppressed, and all the means of
agitation which the limited Constitution
of that day afforded them was resorted
to. And all in vain. England always
turned a deaf ear to their prayers. Then
Mr. Papineau proposed that policy of
their party, that they should shut their
ports to all English merchandise, that
they should cease their commer-
cial relations with England. His
calculation was that either England
would be forced to give us the liberty for
which we were struggling, or that the
commercial relations with England would
be destroyed, and that, as soon as con-
mercial relations were destroyed, as
a necessity, the political relations would
be destroyed as well. Such, at $iat time,
was the policy of the party to which he
at present belonged. But he was bound
to say that, as soon as this liberty for
which they were struggling was given
them, this policy was abandoned. And
lie would defy any gentleman on the
other side of the House to cite a single
word of Mr. Papineau, Mr. Morin, or
any other leader of the Liberal party of
Quebec, that advocated, after they had
obtained responsible government, the
policy to which he (Mr. Laurier) had re-
ferred. And that policy remained aban-
doned until it was restored by the leader
of the Conservative party of Canada.
Now, be was free to say that, had he lived
in those days, he would have been one to
advocate that policy. He would have
been willing to risk bis lifein order that the
country might be free. But he was not
living in the year 1837. He was living
in the year 1879, and he would be remiss
to his duty if he were to forget
the flag which waved over this country,
and which waved over a free people.
Mr. Papineau never told the people that
they were to expect an economical benefit
from this policy, but always told them
that it was a sacrifice, in order that they
might obtain liberty. He, at the same

MiR. LAURIER.

time, told them to make the sacrifice,
because no sacrifice was too great for the
precious boon of liberty. At this day
they would not be worthy of the example
of that greqt man, if they were now,
when the cuntry was free, to again try
to impose the saine sacrifice upon the
people. They were accu3ed of being in-
consistent. le would ask the House to
judge of the sincerity of hon. gentlemen
in throwing that reproach across the
floor. He did not know what might be
the object of hon. gentlemen opposite
when they tried to fasten on them the
charge that they, the Liberals of this day,
were not true to their antecedents, un-
less it was to make use of the name of
Mr. Papineau, and say, was not the ex-
ample given them by this great man.
The policy of Mr. Papineau was one of a
most revolutionary character, and no-
thing could have justified it but the aim
which lie had in view, which was the
concession of free government to us by
the British nation. He would just give
the House an idea of the policy which
hon. gentlemen opposite reproached
them with having abandoned. In the
year 1837, the year of the Canadian
rebellion, on the 15th of May, a meeting
was held at the parish of St. Laurent.
The meeting was addressed by Mr. Pip-
ineau, and a series ot resolutions were
adopted, which set forth the grievances of
Lower Canada against England, and were
concluded by the following resolutions.-

"l Resolved That, under existing circum-
stances, it is urgent to adopt, in the first place,
some means of paralysing the attacks directed
against our rights and liberties, and that this
can be done by draining the sources of the re-
venues, which the measures of the Ministry aim
to rob us of.

" Resolved, That a large share of the Provin-
cial revenue is derived from a duty of 2j per
cent., collected upon all goods manufactured
in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ire-
land, upon their entry in the ports of this
Province, and that a large proportion of those
goods, especially woollens, linens, andcottons
can be manufactured in this country, or had
from the United States. That we invite and
recommend to our fellow-countrymen to make
use of the latter, in preference, especialy
when we are aware that such articles have
been manufactured in this country, or smug-
gled into it from the United States: that we
will especially encourage the establishmentlf
manufactures in this Provinze, and that we
will consider as well-deserving of their coua-
try, those who will establish or encourage such
manufactures. That we do not adopt this
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course through any hatred of the Enrlish
people, whom we respect, and whom we thank
for their sympathy towards their oppressed
Canadian brethren; but that we adopt this
course from hatred towaids the injustices
which we have suffered at the hands of the
aristocracy, both Whig and Tory, and to invite
the Englisi people to crush the iron rod of their
and our oppressors."
Such was the policy which the Conserva-
tive party of to-day reproached the Libe-
ral party of Lower Canada with having
abandoned. They bad abandoned it
because the aim which was sought to be
obtained by this policy had been ob-
tained. They had nothing in view but
to have a free government, ani as soon
as they had a free government, they be-
came as loyal, if not more so, than hon.
gentlemen sitting on the other side of
the House. But hon. gentlemen talked
of inconsistency. He desired to go a
little furtber in that respect, and survey
the course of bis hon. friends opposite.
At that meeting there was a young man
who was destined to play a certain part
in the history of this country. He was a
young,ardent spirit,one of the most ardent
spirits present on that occasion, and such
was bis ardour that, not only did he ap-
prove of the policy then propounded, but,
at a later period, he rebelled in arms, and
a price was set upon his head. But as
soon as he obtained the price he required,
as soon as the country was set free, at
least politically, Mr. Cartier became a
loyal subject, and the head of the Con-
servative party. At a somewhat later
period, when Sir George E. Cartier was
at the zenith of bis power, he held up
to the country what was bis fiscal policy.
At a dinner given to him, in 1871, be
said :

" Manufacturers often ask for Protective du-
ties. This is absurd; the same may be said of
extreme Free-trade notion If you do not
pay duties to the Govern t upon manufac-
tured goods, you must have recourse to direct
taxation tomake up for the loss out of the aboli-
tion of duties. With exaggerated Protection,
yo1 kill your foreigu trade, as the Americans
have done, and you must have recourse to
direct taxation. We shall not make such a
follY. We have adopted the policy of a
Eevenue tariff, and not a Protective tariff."
Such was the policy of the leader of the
Conservative partv in 1871. Which of
the two parties could be taxed with in-
oensistency I He could point to the day,

the hour, and the minate, when gentle-
men opposite ceased to hold the doctrine

of Cartier. and became Protectionists.
It was in the Session of 1876, when the
hon. member for Centre Huron an-
»ounced he would not increase the tax-
ation of the country. Up to that time
they had always held to the doctrine of
Cartier, that we should not have Protect-
ive duties, and it was not later than
1874, when the Minister of Publie
Works accused the late Government of
having inserted the ib in end of the wedge
of Protection into our system. But, at
that time, 1876, the depression was
great, and, by-and-bye, the manufacturers
of Montreal commenced to agitate for
Protection. The Conservative party
meanwhile, assumed neutrality, as a
party. They did not pronounce at once
for Protectipn, Free-trade, or the tariff,
but sat on the fence ready to assail the
Government with the whip of Protection
or the bludgeon of Free-trade. Had the
late Finance Minister said it was his in-
tention to increase te tariff, they could
imagipe with what a roar of indignation
hon. gentlemen opposite would have told
the people that all their woes were
to be ascribed to bis policy of taxaticn, as
they ascrited them now to bis policy of
not taxing the people. Another reproach
made against them was that, in 1872,when
the Liberal party was re-organised in
Quebec, it adopted, as a part of its plat-
form. the policy of Protection. 1e was
not surprised at this. The Conservatives
followed the fashion of King James the
Second, who, according to Macaulay,
who, when any proposition he affirmed
was objected to, kept re-affirming in a
louder tone, each tirme objection was made,
until bis voice drowned that of the one
who objected. This statement that the
Linheral party adopted a Protective policy
in 1872 had been proven untrue timae and
again, but, notwithstanding that, it wasstill
repeated, each time with more vehemence
than before. He did not deny that,
after the policy of Papineau had been
propounded, there lingered in the hearts
of many Liberals this idea of Protection.
After a storm, the waters did not at once
become calm, but continued their agita-
tion ; soit was with the Liberal party.
But he denied most eiphatically that
either in 1872, or at any period
since 1841, the Liberal party
had held this Protective polly
as a party. He had their 1fr-
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gramme adopted in 1872, in which he ment buildings, and signed the Annx-
defied any gentleman opposite to find a ationist manifesto. The bon. member for
single section referring to Protection. Ottawa had aise referred to a speech
The only reference made to a commercial which he (Mr. Laurier> had made six or
policy at all was these words : " Th4 b- seven years ag, in which be said he ad-
taining of the absolute right to regulate vocated the doctrine of Protection, li
our commercial relations with foreign defied the hon. gentleman to find the
countries, so as to ensure the establish- word Protection in it.
ment of manufactures in Canada." Of
course, the Liberals wanted to establish A
manufactures as much as did the Con- iS.
servatives ; but the way the former want- Mn. LAURIER said the thing was
ed to do this was to establish a market not. It was a political speech, net a
for our manufactures, but the latter speech on political economy. It was a
wanted to protect the market, to make speech in which li iuvited bis fellow-
the people pay for them. The charge of countryntn of French origin to turn
being Annexationists had been brougbt their attention to industrial pursuits,
against bis party by the last man from rather than Iiterary pursuits; and, if he
whom he had expected it, his hon. friend had again to speak on that subjeot, he
from Ottawa. There had Ileen, at one would again use the same language, and
time, Annexationists in the ranks of the would say to bis fellow-countrymen in
Liberal party, but there had been as Lower Canada, that their education was
many in the Tory party. If anyone far too liteyary, and not sufficientiy
would give him the manifesto of 1849, practical; they should give their atten-
he could show for every Liberal on it tien more to industrial pursuits, and les
two Conservatives. There was* this to the arts. He did not want te dik-ouss
difference between the two par- the policy of Protection; it had been
ties : The Liberal Annexationists exhausted. This much he would Bay:
became Annexationists from hon- that ho would not be averse to a moder-
est conviction, while the Tory Annex- ate system of Protection to these indus-
ationists became so out of spite and dis- tries which we had the ability to create,
appointed ambition. When the Gov- but which required, at the outset,
ernor-General would not yield to their assistance against foreign competition.
wishes, they commenced abusing him just He knew these views were net beld by
as the Conservatives now did the Marquis those whe surrounded hini, but they were
of Lorne. They were ever the same. bis views, and he advecated them
They belonged to that race which Napo- henestly, and would give any proposition
leon characterised at one time as forget- of this kind bis vote, but hi did not be-
ting nothing, and learning nothing. They lieve iu this system of universal taxa-
were the same in 1879 as in 1849. The tien which was breuglt down under the
leader of the Government, yesterday, the name of Protection, and in whioh
called the attention of the House to a the Government themselves had ne faith,
Liberal paper which reflected on him. as was apparent frem the course they had
Let him turn to the leading Conservative adopted. The Finance Minister ex
ergan in Quebec, and contrast the two. cused himself toWe flouse for bringiug
The Minerve used the following language down this tarif -fore making another
with reference to the action of the Gov- effort te obtain reciprodty from. the Goy-
ernor-General in the Letellier matter :- erment at Washington. lis exouse

" We have now two outrages instead of one- was that the Washington Governmnt
and the young man who represents the had been approached twice on this sub-
Queen at Ottawa is no better than the brigand jeet, and it would have been lowering the
who represents the Queen in Quebec." dignity of this ceuntry te make further.
As he had said, the Tory Annexation- advances. But, at the same lime, ho
ists in Lower Canada became so when, hinted that this Government woull be
on a certain occasion, the Governor-Gen- ready te give Free-trade te the Uni"
oral would not yield to their demands, States as soon as the United States would
and, after having insulted him in every give us Free-trade. Net onIy did ho
;Xible way, they burned the Parlia- hint it, but there was actually a provisioi

Mwi LAuRiER.
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in the tariff to that effect ; that, as soon
as the United States would choose
to take off the Customs duty against
Canadian producers, the Canadian Gov-
ernment would take off the Customs
duties against American producers.
There could not be a more candid, frank
and fair avowal that Free-trade was more
suited than Protection to this country,
and, if this were true, what became of the
long and sonorous oration they had
heard from gentlemen opposite ? If it
was admitted that Free-trade was
superior to Protection, and that this
country was ready to give Free-trade to
to the Americans as soon as they would
give us Free-trade, was it not a most
eloquent denunciation of the Protection
theories they had heard from the other
side of the House ? They had been
told that the most magnificent results
would accrue from a Protective policy;
but, suppose the Americans gave us Free-
trade to-morrow ; suppose we had Free-
trade with France as well, and Free-trade
everywhere, what would not be the fate
of this country if the theories held by
hon. gentlemen opposite were true? The
concession that this Government was
ready to give Free-trade to the Ameri-
cans, was the best condemnation of the
increase of duty and of the present
tariff. What was the idea at the bottom
of this increase of duty l It was, as
explained by gentlemen opposite, that
Americans could now corne here and un-
dersell our manufacturers, though they
had a duty against them of 17½ per cent.
If that were true, was it common sense
to suppose that we could compete against
them with no tariff at all ? This conces-
sion that Free-trade was the best thing
for the country justified the policy of
the Parti National, in 1877, which had
been spoken of by the hon. member for
Halton (Mr. Macdougall) this evening.
We did not want a coUtracted market,
such] as we would have under Protection,
but a more expanded market, and he
hoped the day would soon corne when we
would adopt the policy of the National
party in 1872, and take the right to
regulate Our trade relations with foreign
countries. There was something peculiar
about this tarif. There was a provision
in it that we were ready to give Free-
trade to the Americans as soon as they
would give us Free-trade.
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Mn. McCALLUM : In breadstuffs
and animals only.

MR. LAURIER : In everything.

MR. PLUMIB: There is no such pro-
position.

Mr. LAURIER said they were ready
to give the Americans Free-trade, and
France also, to some extent, but there was
one country which had given us Free-
trade, and which was denied the bene-
fit, and that country was England.
He was not so loud in his professions of
loyalty as gentlemen opposite. He did
not impugn the loyalty of anybody, but
there was not one man, even on the
other side of the House, who did not feel
that this policy was injurious, and, not
only injurious in itself, but unworthy of
a Canadian people towards the Engliah
people. There was, also, another reason
why he was against this tariff. It was
a universal increase of taxation, disguised
under the name of Protection. He did
not understand Protection in this way.
The inducement held out to the people
for adopting this polic.y was that, though
there would be an increase of taxation all
round, there would be, also, an increase
of labour all round. This was a fallacy
in itself. He did not deny that, under
this tariff, when put in operation, they
might create more labour somewhere,
but it would be at the expense of so
much labour destroyed elsewhere. Of
course, every nation had a certain power
of consumption, and no more. NoAct of
Parliament and no amount of legislation
could increase the ability to consume of
a people. It stood by itself, and de-
pended on altogether different circum-
stances from legislation, and was, there-
fore, above the control of legislation.
The theory of the tariff was this : We
imported so many millions every year.
It was calculated that the barrier placed
in the face of importations would de-
crease them, and the people would be
compelled to manufacture in the country
the amounts which would be lessened by
the decrease of importations. Either
this tariff would have an effect, or it
would not; either it -would decrease the
importations, or it would not. If it did
not decrease the importations, the conse-
qnence would be that everything would
be made dearer to the consumer, but
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there might not be a day's more labour
in the country. If, on the other hand,
the importations were decreased, he
quite adinitted that, though the article
would be dearer to the consumer, there
would be more labour in the country ;
but there would be labour destroyed, and
that would be in connection with the
shipping industry. There was net a
more true proposition in history, than
that no Protection country every had a
merchant navy. Take the example of
France and of the'United States. He need
not dwell upon them, because they had
already been referred te, but, as sure as
they diminished importation, they de-
stroyed the labour of the sailor, the

pilot, the stevedore, and al those who,
in every maritime city, lived upon the
shipping of the country. He spoke of
this because he had the honour te repre-
sent one of the largest maritime cities of
the Dominion, and one which had a large
population living exclusively upon the
shipping of the country. In the city of
Quebec there was a large population of
pilots, sailors, stevedores, ship-labourers
and so on, whose 'only labour depended
upon the trade of the country, upon the
importations made every year, and when
they stopped the importations altogether
they would have completely destroyed
the labour of these people. That would
be the Protection given te them. He
did net deny they would be giving labour,
perhaps, te others, but what would they
do with this large population which
would be thrown out of employ-
ment. His hon. friend from the
county of Quebec (Mr. Caron) had
referred te his (Mr. Laurier's) election in
QuebecEast, and had stated he had net
carried out the promises which he then
made. What he promised was, that the
Government of Mr. Mackenzie would
endeavour te get from the French Gov-
ernment the same concession which was

given to the English Government as te
ships-that they would allow the regis-
tration of Canadian ships in France at the
same rate of duty as English ships, and
that, at the same time, we should admit,
as a compensation, their wines at the
same rate as they were admitted in Eng-
land. These were promises which he
then made with the authorisation of his
leader. He made no other promises,
and these they had carried out te their
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full extent. They had endeavoured te
obtain from the French Government this
concession. The British Ambassador in
Paris was charged te present their peti-
tien to the French Government. It was
said by hon. gentlemen opposite that
they had net carried out their promises.
But what more could they have done
than open negotiations with France
through the British Ambassador ? When
that Government refused the Canadian
Government's propositions, what was left
for them te do? Ris hon. friend from
Quebec (Mr. Caron), who belonged te
the militia, maight think that they should
have compelled France te buy Canadian
ships at the same rate as English, on
pain of bombarding their ports. But
that might have been dangerous. They
might have applied te Bismarck te assist
thei in compelling France te meet Cna-
dian views; but they were the Liberal
party, and, as Bismarck was a Tory, and
an out-and-out Protectionist, they would
net invoke his aid. The only thing they
could do was done. They opened
a correspondence with the French
Government, showing the peoplethat they
had performed their promise. There was
another reason why he could net support
the tariff-because it introduced the
abominable system of taxing all the
necessaries of the poor. Hon. gentlemen
opposite cried, " Hear, hear ;" but ià
could net be denied that the tea, sugar,
bread and clothing of the people would
be taxed. Se far as his own Province of
Quebec was concerned, the idea of taxing
wheaten fleur and coal appeared full of
cruelty. That Province did net produce
enough fleur for her own consumption,
while, as te coal, the people had six
months of winter. Before six months
expired, he predicted that every mother
in every Quebec cottage would curse the
day this tariff was introduced, which was
te add so much to the anxieties and cares
of her domestic life.

Mn. CIMON said that he had net in-
tended te speak upon this important
question, but the speech just delivered by
the hon. member for Quebec East (Mr.
Laurier) had been se strange, that he
could net allow the debate te be closed
without refuting it. He, therefore,
begged of the House te pardon him fcr
continuing the debate a few moments.
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He was leally surprised to see so much
loyalty professed by the hon. member for
Quebec East this evening ; at all events,
it should be a cause of rejoicing for all
to see him so firmly attached to the
British Crown. No doubt but that
this declaration was quite sincere.
The hon. member had stated
that the idea of a Protective policy had
originated in the days of the late Mr. L.
J. Papineau, and that the bad treatment
that Canadians were then receiving at
the hands of England had so irritated
them, that Mr. L. J. Papineau had
placed himself at the head of his fellow-
citizens, in order to be revenged, and had
inscribed on his flag, that " Canadians
should purchase nothing from England."
That, according to the hon. member,
had been the origin of Protection, and
this policy had been framed with the in-
tention of bringing about the separation
of Canada from England. The hon.
member for Quebec East excused this
disloyal policy of that period, on the
ground that Canadians were then un-
justly treated by England, but, he
had added, times were changed.
England had repaired ber inj ustice,
she had removed all cause of dis-
content, she treaied Canada well; and
Canadians could now only be grateful
towards ber. That was why they should
not put in practice this disloyal policy oft
Protection inaugurated by Mr. Papineau,
and it was in order to remain loyal to
England that the Liberal party had long
ago abandoned this idea of a Protective
policy. But, curious to relate, in 1871,
the bon, gentleman was a member
of the Local House, and there,
what had been said by this loyal
subject of Her Majesty, as he
now styled himselfI Well, he had
stood up in the Local Legislature
and had endeavoured to arouse through-
Out the country, against England, the
sane feelings of hostility to which the
eloquence of Papineau' had given birth in
1837. The hon. member reminded the
louse of the days of Papineau, saying

that Papineau's policy imposed itself
upon the whole people then, as in 1837.
Yet, in 1871, Canada was as well treated
by the Mother Country as she was to-
day. Long previous to 1871, England
had been acting justly towards Canada,
and the extreme policy ot Papineau had

been abandoned. Why, then, had the
hon. member, this loyal subject, who,
this evening, would on no account do
anything te displease England,. made use,
before the Local Legislature in 1871, of
the following language :

i Sir, it is many years since the great patriot
that we have just lost, the Hon. L. J. Papineau,
seeking for a remedy against the evils of his
day, summed up his policy on this subject in
the following simple precept. 'We should
purchase nothing from the metropolis.' I arn
of opinion that this policy imposes itself upon
us to-day with as much force as at the time it
was first enunciated."

,Therefore, in 1871, this loyal subject
of Her Majesty wanted the country to
adopt the policy ad vocated by Papineau in
1837, and as this policy, according to the
bon. member, was calculated &o bring
about the separation of Canada rom the
Mother Country, it must be admitted
that, in 1871, the hon. member was a
disloyal subject, or else that he was not
sincere in what he said this evening.

Mn. LAURIER asked the hon. mem-
ber to continue reading his (Mr. Lau-
rier's) speech.

Mn. CIMON said he would de so.
Not only had the hon. member wished,
in 1871, to arouse, throughout the coun-
try, with his eloquence, the same storms
as Papineau had brought upon Canada,
in 1837, but he had, moreover, wished.
to set one race against another. The
hon. member had made a strong appeal
to French-Canadians, to irluce them to
adopt the Protective system of Mr.
Papineau, which was summed up in this
simple precept, that " nothing should be
purchased from the Mother Country,"
saying that it imposed itself upon the
country more strongly in 1871 than ever.
The hou. member had asked him to go on
reading his speech. Well, he found, in
this same speech that he delivered in
1871, the following words :- "It is a.
duty for us, especially for us, Canadians
of French origin, to create a national in-
dustry." Where, then, was the loyalty-
of the hon. member in 1871 I There-
fore, he was not sincere in what he ad
said this evening. He was curious to
know what motives had inspired the
speech that the hon. niember had just
delivered. He maintained that the House
was not disloyal in inauguating a Pro-
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teetive policy in this country. This Pro-
tective system had not the same ain as
that of Mr. Papineau. This tariff was
not unfavourable to England. It was
framed as a set-off against the policy of
the United States. The hon. member
had chaiged the Conservative party with
disloyalty. He would ask Ihim what
party had uttered, in this country, words
in favour of independence or annexation,
if it was net the Liberal party ? Every
time a man proclaimed himself an An-
nexationist, it was certain that he be-
longed to the Liberal party. Had not
the members for Chateauguay and Shef-
ford, who sat beside the hon.
mnember, signed the Annexationist
manifesto ? The hon. member could not
mention a single man of the Conserva-
tive 'ety who had manifested a desire
to bring about the separation of Canada
from England. On the contrary, it was
well known that, every time such a desire
had been manifested, it came from a
Liberal. The hon. member, still speaking
of loyalty, had quoted an unfortunate ex-
pression that had escaped a Conservative
journalist, in speaking of His Excellency,
and he had endeavouredto make the whole
Conservative party responsible for it.
There was not a member in this House
who did not regret this article. But
since the hon. member for Quebec East
wished to enter upon this subject, heA
would recall what the hon. member for
Shefford, who now sat beside him, and
who had, for a long time, been bis
colleague, hbd said in 1873, of Lord
Duflerin, who was the Governor-Gen-
eral of Canada. He compared him to
Nero. The hon. member for Shefford
had said this

iHe (Mr. Huntington) wished to speak of
the attributes of the Crown, but he did not
wish to refer to the time when Nero played
the fiddle and recited verses, whilst Rome, set
on fire by his own hand, lay burning at his
feet. There were epochs when events were so
important that the cause of truth must be
placed above any man, however exalted might
be his position."

He would now take the organ of the
Liberal party of Quebec, in 1873,
L'Evenement, a paper that was supposed
to express more particularly the
opinions of the hon. member for Quebec
East. L'Evenement, in its issue of the
14th of August, 1873, made use of the

MB. CIMON.

following language, in speaki4 of Lord
Dufferin:-

" The coup d'etat, of which Ottawa was yes-
terday the scene, takes us back to the darkest
days of our history, and Lord Dufferin, here-
tofore so popular, has just inscribed his name
below those of the most execrated of our for-
mer Governors. 0

i Well, since he wills it, since he prefers, to
the respect of a free people, the embraces of
men who abandon all defence of their out-
raged honour, since be abdicates the rôle of an
impartial arbitrator, listening only to the
voice of Parlianent, in order to become the
obedient servant of prevaricating Ministers;
since he is naught but a footman, wearing the
Imperial livery; therefore, let him receive his
share of public contempt, and let him fall to
the level of those he shields against popular
justice."

He could quote articles from the Globe,
written in a similar strain. Here was
what the Globe had said in August, 1873,
of Lord Dufferin

"We regret to say that the Governor-Gen-
eral (Lord Dufferin) has placed himself in a
false position, and the sooner he prepares for
his departure from the Dominion, which he
will fûnd too hot for him, after his most un-
pardonable attack on the privileges of the
House of Commons, the better.

« Words fail to express the heinousness of
the outrage committed by Earl Dufferin.
Who should blame the poor outraged people if
they should, en masse, proceed to the capital
and make guilty criminals flee for their lives.
Her Majesty should be petitioned to recall
Lord Dufferin, whose name will, henceforth,
be beld in utter execration by every honest
man in Canada."

There were so many sainples of the
loyalty of the Liberal party in this
country. Hon. members on the other
side would do well to keep silent on this
subject. The hon. member had spoken
but little of the tariff, but lie bad said
enough to let the House see the manner
in which he was endeavouring to arouse
public opinion in Lower Canada upon
this question of the tariff. He had
spoken of the duties to be imposed upon
agricultural products. He had referred
to flour and wh'eat, saying that the
Customs dutiesimposedupon these articles
was an unjust and crushing tax, an
enormous tax, that would weigh heavily
above all on the poorer classes.
But the hon. member for Lambton (Mr.
Mackenzie) had said, last night, tlat the
duty upon wheat and flour was a delu-
sien, and that it would in no way raise
the price of Upper Canadian flour. It
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-was easy to see that the hon. members
on the other side had not come to an un-
derstanding as to the line of attack.
The hon. member for Quebec East said
quite the contrary to what the hon.
leader of the Opposition maintained, and
vice versd. What confidence was to be
placed in such a party, and how could
people believe that they were sincere I
But, rather, they had come to an under-
standing in order to forward their politi-
cal interests by setting one Province
against another. The hon. member for
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) told the
Province of Ontario that her wbeat and
four was not protected, that this tarif£
would not raise the price of those articles,
whilst the hon. member for Quebec East
.(Mr. Laurier) said to the Province of
Quebec : " Look at those wicked Con-
servatives ; they tax your wheat and your
flour, in order to enrich the farmers of
Ontario." What conclusion was to be
drawn from all that, if not that the hon.
member and his friends were endeavour-
ing to regain power by appealing to the
prejudices of the people ? They failed to
show that they were either sincere or
patriotic. The hon. member had, more-
over, t d the House that the Govern-
ment 4ere adding $2,000,000 to the
taxes of the country. But could the hon.
member for Quebec East, who had been
a member of the late Administration,
complain with good grace of this increase I
Was it for him to blame the present
Government for imposing duties in order
to make sure of sufficient revenue to
defray the extravagant expenditure in-
curred by the hon. member and his col-
leagues of the late Administration I
Was it for him to come ani endeavour
to embarrass the Government in the
efforts they were making to raise the
credit of the Dominion that they had
lowered? The country was obliged to
pay the debts of the late Administration.
As soon as these debts were met, the
Liberal party might be certain that the
Conservatives, faithful to their pledges
and to their Government, would lighten
the burdens of the people. There were
several other arguments made use of by
the hon. member that he would like to
refute, but he did not wish to trespass
longer on the patience of the House.
He had onlv risen to answer that part
,of the speech of the hon. member in

which he had accused the Conservatives
of disloyalty. By speaking longer he
would be worthy of the censure of the
House, for it was not right to continue
the discussion at three o'clock in the
morning, especially when the debate had
been going on for a fortnight. He would
beg leave, however, to say that lie found
very strange the other argument
of the hon. member for Quebec East,
which consisted in saying that the present
tariff, by raising the duties on foreigu
products, would enrich a few manufac-
turers, to the detriment of the farmers.
There could be nothing more erroneous,
for it was the farmer who was the most
interested in having these duties raised.
For what would occur 1 Capitalists,
seeing that this Protective system offered
them a good chance of increasing their
capital, would invest a greater amount of
money in manufactures. The result
would be that competition would spring
up among manufacturers in this country ;
this competition would increase the de-
mand for raw material required for these
manufactures, the demand for agricultu-
ral produce, etc., and these articles being in
greater demand, their price would neces-
sarily increase. On the the other band,
manufaàtured goods, becoming more
numerous, would be sold cheaper. Thus
the farmer would sell dearer and buy
cheaper, for competition would oblige
the manufacturer to sell his goods cheaper
and pay higher prices for what he needed.

Mn. ANGLIN said that, under the
circumstances, he thouglit it would be
well to adjourn the debate for at least
one day more. He asked if the House
would consent to the adjournment of the
debate.

Several HoN. MEMBERS: Question.

Mu. TILLEY: It is very important
to close the debate this morning. There
is a general anxiety that we should do
so.

Mn. ANGLIN said there might be an
anxiety to do so, but many more desired
to speak on this subject. Hon. gentlemen
on the other side had occupied the whole
of this day, and some had spoken twice.
He thought it was only fuir that, on a
matter like this, all shoulf have an op-
portunity of speaking.
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Several HON. MEMBERS: Question.

SIR A. J. SMITH said he protested
against the action of the Ministerial
party, who seemed to think that, because
they were in the majority, they should
control the corse and duration of the
debate, and force a division when it
suited them. He did not think it rea-
sonablo, at that hour of the morning, to
compel a member to speak. The House
should adjourn, leaving the debate to be
Tesumed.

Mi. ANGLIN said that the ques-
tion before the House was a very large
one, and exceedingly difficult to deal
with properly at that hour, when it
was hardly to be expected that hon.
gentlemen opposite would listen atten-
tively to arguments against a measure
they were compelled to support. They
were invited, at the opening of the debate,
to consider a whole series of questions,
including the present condition of this
Dominion, the causes that led to the de-
pression, and the character of the revolu-
tionary remedies proposed by the hon.
the Finance Minister. Strange to say,
there was a wide difference of opinion,
even with regard to the condition of the
country. The Finance Minister com
menced his Budget speech by drawing a
contrast between the state of this country
at the time he made his former Budget
speech, in 1873, and its present condition,
:making statements not consistent with
the facts. He spoke of its condition in
1873 as bright, cheerful, promising; the
future was described as being full of
hope.and encouragement. But those who
then heard that speech saw that even
then the shadow of the gloom impending
over this country was cast upon the hon.
gentleman, for lie informed the House
that, althoügh, by means of the surpluses
that had accrued in previous years, he
would be able to meet the liabilities then
existing, ho anticipated that he would
find it necessary the year after to ask for
increased taxation. So all was not then
so bright and cheerful as he would now
have them suppose. They were told that,
before 1873, this country enjoyed a
degree of prosperity unexampled and
unparalleled ; that the Government of
that day, gwing to their great abil-
ity and , wonderful patriotism, and
extraordinary powers, contrived to roll

MI. ANGLIN.

up surpluses with one hand, while, with
the other, they swept away taxation.
But it was important to remark that
during the years before 1873, the hon.
gentlemen opposite found it necessary to
increase the taxation two or three differ-
ent times, and so hard set were they
that at one time they introduced a sys-
tem of taxing all #the packages in which
goods were imported, adding some 5 per
cent. on the total amount of taxes collec-
ted. Now, it was unquestionable that even
to-day, some six months after their return
to power, this country was suffering
from very serious depression, which they
were asked to admit was caused by the
late Administration. They were told by
the Minister of Public Works, too, that
the magnificent fabric, the stately and
beautiful and solid fabric reared by their
predecessors, was ruthlessly destroyed by
the bungling want of patriotisi and want
of ability of the Liberal Administration.
That, again, was a statement entirely
contrary to the facts. What was the
cause of the extraordinary increase of
revenue for which the gentlemen on the
other side so boldly demanded credit i
At the close of the American war, the
whole commercial world % as d'urbed,
and no part of it so much as lanada.
The people of the United States, finding
their farms without stock, and their
ships and stores almost empty, bought in
Canada vast numbers of horses, horned
cattle, sheep, pigs, turkeys, and other
fowl, at extravagant prices, and created
in this country an extraordin-
ary degree of temporary prosperity.
About that time, also, there was an ex-
traordinary amount of speculation in
railway building. Ontario, from her
large accumulated surpluses, had begun
to assist different railways, which, with
bonuses from municipalities, and the sale
of bonds, led to the expenditure of some
$15,000 to $30,000 a mile on several
hundred miles of new railroads-all this
oontributing to swell the expenditure of
the country, and increase its apparent
prosperity. But, more, there was the
notorious fact that the prices of merchan-
dise, for some extraordinary reason, ad-
vanced in an unusual degree, so that the
revenue of this country increased en-
ormously for three or four years, without
any effort on the part of lion. gentle-
men opposite. For this they were not
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entitled to thé slightest credit. Nor,
if they had fair pretensions to the
character of statesmen, would they make
any claim to credit for an increase en-
tirely independent of anything they did,
or could do. They knew that the prices
of cotton goods, woollen goods, and more
particularly all articles of iron, advanced
remarkably in price. In that way, as
their imports increased-not in quanti-
ties so much as in value-the revenue
increased to an unprecedented extent.
Those hon. gentlemnen made extraordin-
ary efforts to overtake that increase of
revenue. Each year they framed their
estimates so as to cover the increase
of the previous year. With a zeal, per-
haps commendable, certainly very note-
worthy, they kept up this ahase to the
last moment. The last time the present
Finance Minister appeared in the
same capacity, he introduced a Budget in
which he proposed to expend the
extraordinary sum of $23,500,000.
The Finance Minister told them in New
Brunswick, before they came into Con-
federation, that they would never spend
more than $1 l,500,000 a year in their
time-that $11,500,000 would cover all
expenses for all purposes that could
be imagined, even including the ex-
penditure of $1,000,000 for Militia
expenses. But his Nemesis followed
him, too, and after Confederation, in
the very first year in which he became
Finance Minister, he introduced an esti-
mate for almost double the amount which
he said would be sufficient. Well, they
knew how this increase went on. They
knew how the revenue rolled up. Great
credit was taken by the men now in
power for striking off taxes. They took
the tax off tea and coffee the last year
they were in power, because the idea of
a free breakfast table had taken posses-
sion of the people of the United
States, and it would have been per-
fect folly for a Canadian Government to
attempt to collect the duty on tea and
coffee under the circumstances, and,there-
fore, they took the duty off those articles,
with a magnanimity for which they had
never ceased to take credit, particularly
the hon. the Minister of Public Works.
And they asked the people to contrast
their Inagnificent administration and the
wonderful benefits they conferred upon
the country, by their patriotism and

ability, with the failure, as they alleged,
of those who succeeded them in power.
The hon. the Minister of Public Works had
alleged, in his usually loud tones, and
strong language, that the late ý Admin-
istration destroyed the fabric which their
predecessors had raised, and that they
were responsible for the large expendi-
ture and the deficits which had since
occurred. Not only had they succeeded
in persuading the constituencies through-
out the country, if they were to judge by
the electors, but there were many hon.
members of the House who seemed
really to believe that such was the
fact, that the expenditures had grown
up to their present extraordinary
dimensions because of the maladministra-
tion of the late Government, a d that
the necessity for imposing these new
taxes had been occasioned by something or
other done by the late Administration, or
something they neglected to do. - They
had heard this statement over and over
again during the debate ; but he (Mr.
Anglin) always looked with surprise at
every hon. gentleman so speaking, and
scanned his features in order to ascertain
if he made the statement seriously, and
believed, himself, what he alleged, and
he (Mr. Anglin) was foreed to believe
that, in most cases, the hon. members
who made those statements, were really
convinced of the truth of what they said.
But who was it that increased the ex-
penditure ? It was increased from
$12,000,000 or $14,000,000 during the
first years of Confederation to
$23,000,000 or $24,000,000 in 1873-74.
This fact appeared clear and unquestion-
able to any one examining the Public
Accounts and the Estimates: that that ex-
traordinary expenditure was first fastened
on the country by hon. gentlemen op-
posite. There was the increase of the
subsidies to the Provinces. There was
the adjustment of the debt between On-
tario and Quebec. Vhen put altogether,
their Estimates for the last year they
were in power were some $23,500,000jor
$24,000.0CO. Why, then, should the
late Administration be held responsible
for the increase ? Where, when, or how,
he would ask, were the late Government
responsible for that increase? Where,
when, or how did they make the addition
which had been made to the permanent
liabilities of the country ? What was
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the reason that it was necessary, to-day, to
increase the taxation of the country ?
They were told there was a deficit of
$2,000,O00, and that it would be neces-
sary to raise $2,400,000. They were
told that the amount of the fishery
award was to be absorbed in meeting
existing Canadian liabilities. He agreed
to a grest extent with the hon. member
from Prince Edward Island, who main-
tained that that money belonged by right
to the people of the Maritime Provinces,
and more especially to the men who were
engaged in the fisheries, from whom, in
fact, all was taken for which that money
was the equivalent. However, that
money had been taken to meet liabilities.
He thought he understood, from the late
Finance Minister, that he contemplated
using that money for a similar purpose,
whether permanently or not he did not
say; and he alleged, as a justification,
the condition of the finances of the
country. He (Mr. Anglin) did not
know that anything the -late Goverument
had done had rendered it necessary now
to increase taxation, and that proposition
was emphatically denied on his side
of the House. They denied that they
had in the slightest degree increased the
permanent liabilities of the country, ex-
cept to an extent that was unavoidable.
They were compelled, in order to meet
the liabilities incurred by their predeces-
sors, and the obligations they had im-
posed on the Government, to borrow a
large amount of money. The interest
must be paid on that money, and a sink-
ing fund provided. To that extent the
Government were compelled to increase
the pecuniary liabilities of the country.
Then there was the establishment of the
Mounted Police in the North-West,
that he believed the previous Govern-
ment themselves were prepared to estab-
lish. The expense caused by this was
enormous, but be thought it was regarded
as a salutary measure. But, if any one
of the hon. gentlemen now forming the
majority of this House imagined that
that expense could be dispensed with, he
would have an opportunity, when they
came to the Estimates, of moving that the
provision for the Mounted Police be
struck out. In doing so, he would show
his sincerity. It was also found neces-
saryJo make treaties with the Indians of
the North-West. This was manifestly
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and obviously necessary for the purpose
of maintaining peace out there, and for
the purpose of avoiding expenditures,
such as the United States had long had
to bear, in consequence of their ill-treat-
ment of Indians on their reserves. Treat-
ies had to be made that would satisfy
the Indians, at least for a time, and
prevent any danger of an outbreak.
The establishment of the Supreme Court
was one of the expenditures for which
the country was indebted to the late Ad-
ministration. He (Mr. Anglin) con-
fessed that he himself never saw any
necessity for the immediate establish-
menthof that Court, but all the lawyers,
he believed, on both sides of the House
were very anxious for its establishment.
The presen right hon. Minister of the
Interior, when Minister of Justice, more
than once introduced a measure for the
purpose of establishing that Court. The
hon. gentleman failed to introduce a Bill
that would satisfy the House, or satisfy
himself. He had to withdraw two Bills,
because they did not meet with the ap-
proval of the House, and that was the
reason this Court was not establisbed in
his time. But it was established by the
late Administration, and had become one
of the permanent burdens of the Domi-
nion. The Post Office establishment was
reconstructed, and the postage of letters
to the 'United States and Great Britain
was very materially reduced. A
free delivery was established in seve-
ral of the large cities, and very
great additions were made to the
number of post-ofBices in the Dominion,
and to the number of miles to be travelled
over by conveyances carrying the mails.
All this entailed very large additional
expense. He had seen it stated in a
speech made in another place, that
20,000,000 more letters and packages
were now conveyed through the post-
offices every year, than were con veyed be-
fore the change was made. Now, he
presumed no gentleman would move that
they go back to the state of things which
formerly existed, in regard to the post-
office. No doubt that improvement
could have been deferred for a time, and
it would have been imprudent to have
incurred the additional expense ifLthe
Government had been regarded as a
bankrupt concern. The people of this
country, when this matter was fairly and
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fully stated to them, would say that it
was an expenditure fully justified, and
that they would not, on any account, re-
turn to the old state of things. When
the late Finance Minister made his
Budget speech, in 1874, lie anticipated a
deficit, but he could not have anticipated
that there would be so sudden a decline
in the prices of merchandise of all kinds.
He was charged with not having had the
courage to come down with a proposition
which would enable him to meet fairly
the wants of the ccuntry, by imposing
additional taxation. They all knew
that, in 1874, lie informed the House
that there would be a deficit,
and did ask for increaged taxation,
which. but for the decline in the prices
of goods imported, would have yielded an
additional revenue of three million
dollars ; but, as the prices continued to
go down year after year, he found that
the revenue, notwithstanding the addi-
tional taxation, barely kept up to the for-
mer standard. lad the Government ex-
ceeded its estimates of expenditure year
after year, or had it wasted money in
any way, the charge made so often by
hon. gentlemen would be a tangible one.
But such was not the case ; the deficit
was caused solely by the decline in the
revenue, for which the Government
could not be held responsible. They
were told that this country was in a
worse condition than any part of the
civilised world, and they were asked to
contrast its condition with that of the
United States, which the hon. the Minis-
ter of Public Works held up as an ex-
ample of all that was great and prosper-
ous. But Canada was successful beyond
all comparison. If they considered that
the population of the United States was
eleven times greater than that of Canada,
it would be found that we imported fitty
per cent. more than they did ; and if
great exportations were a proof of pros-
perity, we were vastly more prosperous
than the people of the United States.
The hon. gentleman also pointed out
that the imports of the United States
were small, and assumed that the
reason for this was that the
manufactures of the country had
grown to such an extent as to supply
the wants of the people. If the decline
in imports was a proof of prosperity,then,
instead of holding the late Government

responsible for the distress of this coun-
try, he should admit that, if they in-
fluenced the amount of imports in any
way, they rendered great service, by re-
ducing it so materially. What in truth
was the state of affairs in the United
States ? Nearly two-thirds of the fac-
tories there had been idle for a long time
past. An hon. gentleman had stated
that some were now working at double
time. That might be ; but, neverthe-
less, for some years past, a number of
factories had been working at half time,
and had paid very small wages, and very
many lad been closed altogether. They
had all heard of the riots among the
foundry operatives in Troy, a year or
two ago, and of riots in Pittsburg, and
a great many other cities, where crowds
filled the streets, demanding employment,
and using threats,and sometimes violence,
so that it was necessary to call oui the
troops to quell the tumults. They had
heard of the extraordinary suffering
among miners in the coal regions, of the
immense number of 31,000 people out of
employment in the manufacturing
State of Massachusetts last year.
The value of real estate, in the principal
cities in the United States declined year
after year, not merely in proportion to
the change in the relative value of paper
and gold, but absolutely, so that it had
fallen far below the gold value, as it was
before the Civil War. Another asser-
tion frequently made by gentlemen op-
posite was that, owing to the misgovern-
ment of the last five years, the people of
Canada flocked in thousands to the
United States; but the truth was that,
while the Conservatives were in power,
no less than 500,000 native-born Cana-
dians emigrated to the United States ;
but about the time the late Government
got into power that emigration almost
absolutely ceased ; so that, where thou-
sands went in previous years, hardly ten
went now. And not only was thac a
fact, but large numbers of the expatriated
Canadians had returned to settle again in
this country. The hon. the Minister of
Public Works told them of the unexam-
pled prosperity of the IUnited States, and
contrasted the condition of that country,
as• described by himself, with the condi-
tion of Free-trade England. But they
all knew that, some two years ago, large
numbers of the mechanics and operatives
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of New York and other large cities in,
the TJnited States, who had emigrated
from Europe, returned to poor Free-trade
England, because they could not flnd em-
ployment in the Protectionist Jnited
States. This that hon. gentleman seemed
to have forgotten ; but they all knew
that he did not always recollect those
facts which told against his side
of a case, while he was very fond
of exaggerating those which were favour-
able. It was a well-known fact that
those people returned in tens of thous-
ands to Great Britain. They knew that
emigration to the United States, more
especially fron Ireland, England and
Germany, had almost entirely ceased for
some years past, because emigrants did
not hope to find employment at fair
wages in that highly protected country
which the Minister of Public Works
alleged so loudly was so very prosperous.
He found in the Boston Pilot, a paper
devoted to the interests of the working
classes, a protest against a proposal
to pass a law, making vagrancy a
criminal offence in some of the United
States, while there were so many thous-
ands of honest workingmen tramping in
search of employment there. He found
also that there bad been in Rouen, one
of the towns in France, a protected
country, a meeting of some 20,000 work-
men who were unable to get work.
That was a condition of things
that was very much to be deplored.
There was, no doubt, a great deal of
distress prevailing throughout the cities
and towns of the Dominion. No one
could walk through the streets of Ottawa
and see the number of stores closed up on
the principal streets, and deny that a
great deal of depression existed in the
country. The late Government had been
charged by their successors with not
having done anything to retrieve the
depression. The bon. member for Hal-
ton (Mr. Macdougall) had repeated the
charge frequently in his speech this even-
ing, and had called upon members of
the Opposition, not merely to find fault
with this tariff, but to propound some
counter proposition for relieving the dis-
tress of the country. But the late Gov-
ernment had expended millions of .ol-
lars upon public works which went
directly to the relief of the workingnan,
and had, by judicious economy, kept down
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the ordinary expenditure, so that, not-
withstanding the great increase of inter-
est, and the large expenditure in the
North-West, and the post-office improve-
ments, the total expenditure exceeded
the Estimates submitted by the present
Finance Minister in 1873 only by two
or three hundred thousand dollars. It
would have been necessary to propose
the imposition of heavier taxes, but he
could not see that the people of the
country would be assisted or relieved in
any way by the imposition of additional
taxation. The present Government pro-
posed to tax the people. The late Min-
ister of Finance thought it better to
run a little into debt, and allow one or
two small deficits to grow, than to im-
pose additional taxation at a time when
the people were least able to bear it,
when the people were already suffering
from depression of business and want of
employment, and he (Mr. Anglin)
thought the policy pursued by that gen-
tleman (Mr. Cartwright), was the cor-
rect and proper policy. With regard to
the cause of the depression, he did not
think it had been shown, as was alleged,
that the late Government was in the
slightest degree responsible for the de-
cline in the revenue. The distress that
existed in this country never
equalled the distress existing to-
day in England and other couatries.
Of the 4,000 or 5,000 bricklayers, car-
penters, labourers, and others, who came
to St. John after the great fire, he be-
lieved nearly two-thirds came from the
United States-because that was a
better place than their own country for
workmen, and because wages were bet-
ter. If they wanted any additional pioof
of the actual state of things in the United
States, the hon. member for Niagara had
furnished it in that statement of a gentle-
man from Albany, which he had read to
the House, to the effect that rail-
roads had gone into bankruptcy whose
capital amounted to no less thah seven
hundred million dollars. It was absurd
tO suppose that no manufactures wouid
have sprung up in the United States if
there had been no Protection. We, in
this country, manufactured, in proportion
to our population, more than the people
of the United States. Was it to be sup-
posed that a people of 45,000,000 living
in a country like that, with such variety
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of climate, unlimited water power,
with the raw material lying at their
doors, would not have become manufac-
turers without Protection? They had
succeeded, not because of Protection, but
because of the intelligence and ingenuity
of the people, and their marvellous abil-
ity in inventing machinery, and the
superiority of their shelf hardware,
and various little knick-knacks. It
had been well said by an hon.
gentleman that, of all the classes in this
country, none had suffered less, by rea-
son of the business depression, than the
manufacturers. Of those who had become
bankrupt in this country, no class had fur-
nished so few as the manufacturing class.
Go to any of our towns and cities, visit
any of their suburbs, and look at the
palttial residences, and three out of four
of those residences would be found to be-
long to manufacturers. All honour and
all credit to them for their success, but
their success should satisfy them that they,
at all events, were not entitled to receive
larger profits from their business, at the
expense of the working masses of this
country. France had always been held
up as a country which was greatly pros-
perous, because it had a high Protection-
ist tariff. France had been more pros-
perous commercially since the Cobden
treaty than ever before, and from that
day down to this she had had special
treaties with lier manufacturing neigh-
bours, and had received a large amount
of the manufactures of Great Britain,
Belgium and Holland, and Germany, at
very low rates of duties, as low as 10 per
cent. in many cases. These were the
countries from which she had to fear
competition. She had not much to pro-
tect. She had iron and coal on the Ger-
man frontier, and so>me coarse cotton,
but, as regarded the finer classes of
manufactures, the finer furniture, silk
goods, ribbons, glass, china, and articles
de Paris, besides lier extraordinary pro-
ducts of brandy and wines, it would be
found that, no matter what ber tariff was,
her exports were large, because lier peo-
ple peculiarly excelled in their produc-
tion. Add to these circumstances the
frugality and thrifty habits of her people,
and the effects of the division of the
landed property throughout the country,
and they had the secret of the success of
the French people, and of the extra-

ordinary recuperative powers she had
displayed sinçe lier disastrous war.
If they contrasted the condition of
Canada with the condition of our
neighbours in the United States, people
for people, city for city, farm-house for
farm-house, labourer for labourer, me-
chanic for mechanic, we would find that
the people of Canada, to-day, were a more
prosperous, more happy, and more com-
fortable people in every respect than
the people of the great United States.
True, there was more amassed wealth in
that country, and the fact that the people
had invested so many million dollars in
their bonded debt was pointed out as
proof of their prosperity. But this really
did prove that the business of the country
was not in a condition to afford safe em-
ployment for its capital. The capital of
the United States, compared with lhe
wants of the people, might be said to be
very small, even to-day, and yet they found
millions seeking investment in United
States bonds at a low rate of in-
terest, and that, instead of being a proof
of prosperity, was a proof that the busi-
ness of the country was not in a paying
condition. He would now make some
remarks on the present tariff. He had
stated that the hon. the Minister of Fin-
ance had assured the people of New
Brunswick, before they came into Con-
federation, that $11,500,000 annually
would cover all the expenditure of the
four old Provinces for many years to
come, and that the taxation of Canada
would not exceed $2.75 per head for, at
all events, twenty-five years, and on that
the hon. gentleman staked his reputation
as a financier. He had heard the hon.
gentleman make that statement fre-
quently. lie (Mr. Anglin) contra-
dicted it, and they brought the
question out before the people. Himself
and those who were then associated with
him carried the country by an over-
whelming majority, and never was any
question more fairly and thoroughly dis-
cussed before any people than was that
question at that election. Some attempts
were made to introduce personalities,
and he thought the hon. the Minister of
Finance would give him credit for hav-
ing carefully avoided anything approach-
ing personality. They fought the ques-
tion out before the people, and he would
do the hon. gentleman the credit to say
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that in that fight lie endeavoured with tion upon them, they would have the
fair argument to persuade the people power to prevent it in tbeir own hands.
that it was to their advantage to accept They were told that the interests of
the Quebec scheme. By an overwhelm- Quebec wore precisely similar to the
ing majority, the people of New Bruns- interests of New Brunswick, and that the
wick declared that they did not like the people of Quebec would stand beside
scheme, and would not have it. What then if the necessity arose. Well, to-day,
followed lie need not dilate upon. Some- how did they stand-the members from
body had stated that Confederation New Brunswick? There were 16 of them,
never would have been carried in New and 12 of the 16, at least, were elected te
Brunswick without the help of the oppose the imposition of Protection
Fenians, and this was true. A band of in their Province. There they were, on
Fenians came upon their borders just this occasion, protesting in vain against
about the time that the Lieutenant-Gov- it. The hon. member for Cariboo (Mr.
ernor, having tried in vain to induce the Thompson) chose to taunt them because
Government, led by Sir A. J. Smith, to some of their people eat cornmeal; and
unite with bini in carryig the scheme of many hion. gçntIemen. joined in the sneers
CoTfederation, was prepared to spring and taunts at the people of New Bruns-
the mine laid with the help of the wck. On the medal struck at the time of
Finance Minister, and some others, and Confederation, among the figures
dAtve that Government fromp power. emblematic of the four Provinces, New
Sixty or seventy men calling themselves Brunswick was pled upon Wler knees
Fenians exhibited themselves in the before the other three. On ber knees she
neighbourhood of Eastport, and imme- appeared now asking in vain for fair play,
diately the alaro spread. Troops and and demanding that tie promises given
volunteers were sent to defend the fron- hier mig t be carried out-that she migot
tier. A force of regulars was called be protected from this system of Protec-
from Halifax, and the fleet was sum- tion against which she protested. nelp-
moned from the West Indies. Reports less and powerless, the majority of (Mer
spread that the enemy was several thou- representatives stood, scarcely permitted
sand strong, and the whole Pi ovince to raise their voices in oer behalf. But
was in a state of alarmn. The wyole on. gentlemen told them that, in the
thing was so skilfully managed that the introduction of this tarif, they fulfilled
people were led to believe that the the promises made to the country. If he
Fenians had come down to help the (Mr. Anglin) believed that, he would not
anti-Confederates, and that these make a long speech. e would simply
were responsible for their coming. content himself with protesting against
In ihat way Confederation was carried. the measure in a verv few words. she
Where the anti-Confederates had had a could not, for the life of him,
uiajerity of 700 or 800 at the first elec- see wherein this was the fulfilment of
tion, they found themselves, at the next, any promises made to the country. It
in a minority almost as great. The pro- mig t e said to be the fulfilment of the
mise then made was that the taxation desires of a few, and of the apprehensions
should not exceed $2.75 per head. He of a great many. When was it pro-
(Mr. Anglin) could not understand how mised that fhee should be a tax of 35
t'he affairs of the country could be man- per cent. on furniture and 40c. per harrel
aged a that rate of taxation. The hon, on Indian meal, or that coarse woollens
member for Halton said that, about that should e taxed by the pound and the
time, in order t coax the Maritime Prov- yard to the extent of 50, 60, 80 or 90
inces into this bargain, the taxation of old percent.? When was it promised that
Canada was reduc from 20 per cent. to coarse cottons should be taxed lc. a yard
15 percent., and they were promised, and 15 per cent. ad valorem? Suli
very distinctly indeed, that 15 per cent. promises were neyer ade by the hon. the
was te o the rate thenceforth; that they Finance Minister. If that hon. gente-
who were Free-traders need not feel the man had goae before the people New
slightest hesitation, as they would neyer Brunswick last September with tha
be forced into Protection; and that, if tarifp ir oi-'hands, instead of being bore
any attempts were made to force Protec- with a questionable ajority ef seven or
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eight, he would have received a decided
minority of the votes of the electors.
He had heard a great many gentlemen
declare in this House, he had
heard the hon. the Minister of
Public Works declare,, in a most
emphatie manner, that they had no idea
of increasing the taxation ; that what the
men now in power contemplated was at
most a readjustment of the system of
taxation. Hon. gentlemen went through
the country, in one place talking about
the Protection the farmer ought to have,
and the hardship from which he suffered ;
in another about the slaughtering of
American manufactures in the furniture
market, and, if anyone attempted to fit
their statements together, and form an
accurate opinion of the tariff, he found
this impossible. He (Mr. Anglin) lis-
tened with a great deal of attention to
the statement of the hon. the Minister of
Finance when he made his first speech
of the campaign in St. John, and he
found his utterances as sybilline and am-
biguous as he could have anticipated.
The hon. gentleman told them in New
Brunswick that, if he had been in the
House when the duty on flour was im-
posed, he would have voted against it.
He (Mr. Anglin) believed a good many
who heard the hon. gentleman make that
statement believed the hon. gentleman
was opposed to a duty on flour.
He had also said, in regard to
the unenumerated list, that he would
have voted against the increase of duty
from 15 to 17½- per cent., and he said
that it was a very simple thing indeed to
take out of this list some of the articles
which were manufactured in the coun-
try, the manufacture of which could be
very materially assisted by a slight in-
crease of duties. As far as New Bruns-
wick was concerned, four-fifths of the
whole of the articles in that unenumer-
ated list were no -v taken out, and sub-
jected to greatly increased taxation. The
riglt lon. the Premier telegraphed to
Mr. John Boyd, of St. John, denying
that the tariff was to be increased to 35
per cent., and now they were told by the
Minister of Justice, that what he meant
was that the unenumerated list should
not be so increased. He (Mr. Anglin)
thought, if they estimated fairly the
effects of the whole tariff, they would
fid that it was a tariff of 35 per cent.

Mia. TILLEY: The American tariff
is only 27 per cent., and this is 16 per
cent.

MR. ANGLIN said that reminded
him of another statement the hon. gen-
tleman had made. The hon. gentleman,
in his last speech, compared the British
importations with the American, and he
included in the American importations
the price of all cereals that merely
passed through this country on
the way to Europe. Thirteen or
fourteen millions, so included in his cal-
culation, ought to be struck out. Strik-
ing out this sum, and the duty upon
other things exported again, he thought
they would find the present tariff was
very little short of 35 per cent. upon all
we consumed. In all the public declara-
tions of hon. gentlemen, they had no
statement that would lead the peo-
ple to eonclude that any such tariff as
this was to be imposed.

Several HoN. MEMBERS: Question.

Mi. CARTWRIGHT : This noise is
simply intolerable. I have never seen
in my life, such utterly disgraceful con-
duct. Hon. gentlemen on the Minister-
ial side must be assured that they will
get no division to-night if they do not
behave themselves.

MR. ANGLIN said that there was a
gentleman opposite calling " question,"
who occupied ten times as much of the
time of this Session as he did. Ie had
endeavoured to treat every hon. gentle-
man with courtesy, and did not deserve
those interruptions. If his remarks
hurt hon. gentlemen opposite, he could
not help that. With regard to this
tariff, he did not know whether its friends
had clear ideas of what its effects would
be. If all he heard were true, the Fin-
ance Minister had little more to do with
framingit than the supervision ofthe work.
They had heard of a gentleman from
Washington, and of one who might be
styled a secretary of the Manufacturers'
Association, and of others employed in
the Finance Department, who, it was
said, had had much to do with framing
this tariff. ie did not grudge the hon.
gentleman all the assistance requisite to
render it as perfecu as possible, but it
might be doubted whether the Finance
Minister himseif had a very clear idea
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wlien he began to frame this tariff of
what it would be when his work was done.
Hon. gentlemen opposite Launted the
Liberals with not having stated their
policy, although they had exhibited it
sufficiently during the last four or five
years. ie rememibered how hon. gentle-
men opposite had refused to expound
their Protection policy while they were
in Opposition. They had heard of
deputations and delegations crowding to
Ottawa, to see the Finance Minister,
and of a secret meeting of manufacturers
in St. John and elsewhere, and rumours
as to what the result had been-that
they were in secret correspondence with
the Central Association of Toronto, and
other associations. Al that class of
people were strongly agitated for months
before this tariff saw the light, and they
had heard that, among those who were
very active in suggestions to the.Finance
Minister, as to the duties he should im-
pose, were a great many wealthy manu-
facturers who had worked their way up
from humble positions, and who now
wanted to conirol the destinies and the
commercial policy of this country. He
had heard that a large number of them
were Americans, and, if seo, it was no
wonder that the tariff bore an American
character. If, as was reported, manufac-
turers, formerly American citizens,
had had a large share in the
framing of the tariff, it was no wonder
that it appeared to be such a revolu-
tionary measure, and one threatening to
affect this country most disastrously. It
gave furniture a protection of 35 per
cent. ; woollens 40 to 70 per cent., and a
few cotton manufacturers in the country
a very large protection on coarse cottons.
There was a pretence of protecting almost
everybody. Coal miners got 50c. a ton,
which would enable them to put very
little additional coal in the Canadian
market, while hurting the poor of the
cities by compelling them to pay higher
prices. He saw, by a letter lately pub-
lished, that parties professing to be repre-
sentatives of the iron works of
Londonderry, complainedthatthetaxation
on coal more than destroyed the advan-
tage of the duty on pig iron, and that the
publie need not look for an increase in
the number of the blast lurnaces in that
place. What classes were really pro-
tected, except those few manufacturers
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who had been able to exercise so large
an influence during the elections, and
since-which, he was satisfied, the people
never wished, or expected they would
possess? They were told that this tariff
was to builup the depressed industries,
and afford a vast amount of employment
to the people, and that the very moment
that the country decided in favour of the
party now in power, there would be an
end of the distress which prevailed so
widely. That party had now been seven
or eight months in office without any
great improvement in the state of the
country. How was the improvement to
be wrought I How many additional
people would be employed in manufac-
turing all the goods now imported, that
could be produced under this tariff? It
was absurd to assume that the purchasing
power of the peop' w 1 a oce in-
creased by the tariff, as hon. gentle-
men opposite had from the first
imagined. Had the boot and shoe
manufacturer suffered for -want of this
tarifi ? He doubted if even one per cent.
of the quantity consumed was imported,
and, yet, thousands of people were idle
in Montreal and elsewhere. The boot
and shoe makers were thrown idle be-
cause the rest of the people could not
buy as much as before. Then as to fur-
niture-he tbought the importations last
year reached $300,000 ; was it to be sup-
posed that the dullness in that trade -was
caused by the importation of that amount!
Was it larger than the imports of previ-
ous years ? The facts did not sustain
that assertion. A very large proportion
of the furniture imported, perhaps, could
not be profitably manufactured in this
country, while, even if it could, the peo-
ple would not have the means to buy it,
unless there were a great change in the
condition of the people generally. Some
parties also imported a cheap washy kind
of furniture, that was sold at any price
that could be got. and never did seriously
compete with our home-made furniture.
He zhought that the member for Centre
Huron stated that at most all those
manufactures, fostered by the tariff,
would employ only 5,000 people.' Ie
(Mr. Anglin)-thought, however, that that
was an under-estimate. The usual esti-
mate was that the net product of any
particular manufactory would be $1,000
a year for each person employed. Thus,
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a very few thousand additional people
could be employed, supposing all those
articles of coarse woollens, cottons, furni-
ture, and one per cent. additional boots
and shoes, nuts, bolts, etc.,now imported,
were manufactured in Canada. He did
not believe it would add to the popula-
tion of the whole country a number equal
to the population of one of our larger
towns, and yet that was all the price
to be paid the country for the
heavy additional burdens thrown
upon it by the present tariff.
If we could not give the farmers a large
market for their products, what else did
this tariff do for them ? It imposed a
duty on wheat and flour, barley and oats,
and made an imperceptible increase in
the duty on pork. The duty on flour
would add to its price in the Lower Pro-
vire Wheinev,-,er the crop of wheat in
this country, to which we would, in
future, for domestic purposes, be
strictly confined, proved too small
for the consumption of the country,
the large dealers would buy it up, fill
their granaries, and raise the prices all
over the country ; and, even when we
had a full supply, or a surplus, it would
be possible, by the formation of rings,
to raise the price of flour. Our surplus
to-day had to seek a market in Great
Britain. It would be the simplest thing
in the world for operators in grain to
slightly accelerate the shipping of this
surplus, and then have the consumers in
their power. In New Brunswick, last
year, 56,000 barrels of flour were im-
ported from the United States, being
one-sixth of the whole importation. That
56,000 barrels was to be shut out next
year, thus destroying a large carrying
trade, as the most of it was brought in
our vessels as return freight,. when
otherwise they would -have to
return in ballast. It would also
render it necessary for parties living
along the coasts to go back into the coun-
try to railway stations for their supplies,
at an additional cost of freight, and delay
of time. With respect to cornmeal,
there *vas no pretence that Ontario could
supply them for years. New Brunswick,
last year, consumed 60,000 barrels, on
which quantity she would have, in future,
to pay a duty of 40c. per barrel. No-
body could argue that a duty of 15c. per
bushel on barley would be of the alight-

est value to the farmers of Ontario, as
very little barley was imported. On the
contrary, we exported several millions
more than we imported. Pork could be
protected, but it was not, because protec-
tion on it would make the burdens of
the lumberman absolutely intolerable.
Wool was not protected. That the im-
position of a duty on coarse woollen
goods would lead to the use of our wool,
farmers would be slow to believe. They
now sold their wool to the United States,
getting for it there double the price at
which the short staple wool used in Can-
adian manufactures could be purchased.
The Finance Minister had been extolled
over and over again as an old Free-trader
who had been converted by the exigen-
cies of the moment to the principles of
Protection. Those who spoke so did not
know his history. He began public life
as a Protectionist of the deepest dye.
The first he (Mr. Anglin) heard of
him was at a meeting, held in
Carleton, St. John, at which
lie earnestly advocated Protection.
They had tried Protection in New Bruns-
wick, and went so far as to impose a
duty on hides, which, under this tariff,
were not protected. All the Protection
offered to the farmer by this tariff was
merely nominal, merely a myth, and, unless
the farmer was more stupid than he
(Mr. Anglin) believed him to be, as
stolid indeed as hon. gentlemen opposite
must think he was, he would
find out that in this wonderful
tariff there was no Protection for
him. Everything he used, his spade,
bis shovel, his scythe, his threshing-
machine, his ploughs, the clothes he
wore, every article of goods he purchased,
was taxed from 20 to 60 per cent., to
add to the revenue of the poor, distressed
manufacturers, who were starving on
balf a million dollars apiece. Next to
the farming, came the lumbering indus-
try. The hon. member for North Ren-
frew undertook to prove that this was a
declining industry, by showing a falling-
off in the export return of lumber to the
United States, and the hon. the Finance
Minister was reported to have so spoken
ofit; but it was still,and itwould for many
years continue to be, one of the great in-
dustries of Canada, and, when times'im-
proved in the United States, as he hoped
they soon would, and the people of that
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country could afford to use more of our
lumber, and afford to pay a better price
for it, that great industry, now so de-
pressed, would revive. What did this
tariff do for the lumber trade ? It did nut
because it could not, afford it the slight-
est Protection. Nothing that this Par-
liament could do would increase the
price of lumber in the foreign market a
single cent, but it did impose grievous
burdens on that industry. The hon.
member for Queen's, N.B., who was well
acquainted with the business, calculated
that the burdens so imposed were equal to
60c. per thousand superficial feet, and
that in New Brunswick alone it would
amount to $300,000. This enormous
sum could not be taken out of the profits of
the trade, which were already exceedingly
small, and it must come out of the
pockets of the unfortunate workmen em-
ployed in the woods, in the streanis, in
the mills, and in loading the vessels in
the ports, althougli their wages
were now lower than they had
been for many many years. What
did the fishermen get under this
tariff ? They were a most deserving and
industrious class, and added a great deal
to the wealth of the country. But they
found that they had received no consid-
eration whatever. On every article they
used they would have to pay greatly in-
creased duties, except their canvas and
lines and twines, on which, thanks to
the exertions of some hon. gentlemen
who represented fishermen, the increase
at one time proposed would not be im-
posed, and molasses, the duty on which
was to be reduced some 2c. a gallon. What
had been done for the ship-owners, and
those engaged in the important shipping
industry of the country ? There was to
be a drawback on articles used in ship-
building, but an hon. gentleman who
tried to find out what the drawback
meant, was met by the vague promise
that some arrangement would be made
by-and-bye, for returning a portion of
those duties. On articles useid in the con-
struction of ships no drawback, as far
as he (Mr. Anglin) could see, would be
paid, unless these articles were imported.
On articles manufactured in the country,
no drawback would be allowed, and se the
cost of construction would be very greatly
increased. The cost of production of agri-
cultural implements, of sewing machines,

Mx. Awarm.

and other articles which we now ex-
ported, would alsobe greatly increased, and
it would be difficult, if not impossible, to
ascertain the amount of drawback to be
paid. Hle doubted very much if the hon.
the Minister of Finance would be
troubled very much about drawbacks
upon these articles, because the cost of
production would be increased so much
that it would be perfectly impossible for
the manufacturers of Canada to compete
with those of other countries. In fact,
in all probability the increased cost of
production would prevent exportation al-
together. The whole system of drawbacks
propounded by the Minister of Finance
must have the effect of encouraging im-
ports, and discouraging the manufac-
tures of this country. A drawback, if it
could be given at al, would only be
given on the articles imported. No
benefit whatever was conferred on the
shipowners, and the effect of this tariff
would be very detrimental to the carry-
ing trade of the country. He believed
the tariff proposed would bear most op-
pressively and unjustly on all the great
interests of this country-on the farmers,
on the lunbermen, on the shipowners,
on the fishermen, on the mechanics, and
on all workmen who would not get so
much additional employment as would
compensate them for the additional bur-
dens. It woild cripple all industries, and
force capital into less productive chan-
nels than it would seek if left to pursue
its natural course, and lie thought it
would prove absolutely disastrous to the
country as a whole. It would stop the
expansion of our manufactures, and ren-
der impossible such an arrangemn.nt as
that suggested by the hon. member for
Halton. Ie opposed it because he be-
lieved it would be particularly unjust to
the people of the Province one of the
constituencies of which he had the honour
to represent in this House. As
a whole, it meart and prom-
ised nothing but additional taxation.
He intended to say a word about sugar,
merely to point eut that the statement
made by the hon. member for Bothwell
was more than corroborated by the hon.
member for Kingston, who was one of the
first authorities on that question in the
Dominion. Tiat gentleman spoke as-an
importer, and le told them that the
effect of this tariff would be to compel
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the people to pay on their sugar
$1,116,000 more than would go into the
Treasury, for the benefit of a few refiners
who would employ some 500 men in the
work of refining. It would be better
for this House to give those men a pen-
sion of $1,000 a year each, than to find
them employment in the sugar refineries
at such a price. This was but one of
the many burdens imposed by this tarif,
not for the general welfare of the people,
but for the advantage of a few indivi-
duals,making the rich richer and thepoor
poorer. For all these reasons, he should,
vainly, perhaps, but most earnestly,
oppose this tariff.

Sin A. J. SMITH moved the adjourn-
ment of the debate.

Question put, and motion to adjourn
the debate negatived, on a division.

Question
Mackenzie)
division:-

put, and amendment (Mr.
negatived on the following

TAS:

Messrs.

Anglin
Bain
Borden
Bourassa
Burk
Burpee 4 St. John)
Burpee \Sunbury)
Cameron (S. Huron)
Cartwright
Casey
Casgrain
Chandler
Charlton
Christie
Cockburn (Muskoka)
Dumont
Fiset
Fleming
Galbraith
Geoffrion
Gillies
Gillmor
Gunn
Haddow
Holton
Huntington
Killam

t.ing
LaRue
Laurier
MacDonnell
Mackenzie
Mclsaac
Malouin
Mills
Oliver
Olivier
Paterson (S. Brant)
Pickard
Rinfret
Robertson (Shelburne)
Rogers
Ross (W. Middlesex)
Rymal
Scriver
Skinner
Smith (Selkirk)
Smith (Westmoreland)
Snowball
Thompson(Haldimand)
Trow
Weldon
Yeo.-53.

NKAS:

Memsrs.

Benoit
Bergeron
Bergin
Bolduc

Eoultbee McDonald (C. Breton.)
lourbeau McDonald (Pictou);
Bowell McDonald (Vict. N.S.)
Brooks Macmillan
Bunster McCallum
Bunting McCarthy
Burnham McCuaig
Cameron (N. Victoria) McDougall
Carling McGreevy
Caron McInnes
Cimon McKay
Cockburn (W. Nthmld)McLennan
Colby McLeod
Connell MeQuade
Costigan McRory
Coughlin Massue
Coupal Merner
Coursol Méthot
Currier Mongenais
Cuthbert Montplaisir
Daly Mousseau
Dawson Muttart
DeCosmos O'Connor
Desauluiers Ogden
Desjardins Orton
Dewdney Ouimet
Domville Patterson (Essex)
Drew Perrault
Dubuc Pinsonnault
Dugas Platt
Elliott Plumb
Farrow Pope (Compton)
Ferguson Pope (Queen', P.E.L)
Fitzsimmons Poupore
Fortin Richey
Fulton Robertson (Hamilton)
Gault Robinson
Gigault Robitaille
Gill Rochester
Girouard (J. Cartier) Ross (Dundas)
Girouard (Kent, N.B.) Rouleau
Grandbois Routhier
Hackett Ryan Marquette)
Haggart Ryan(Montreal Centre)
Hay Rykert
Hesson Shaw
Hilliard Sproule
Hooper Stephenson
Houde Strange
Hurteau Tassé
Ives Tellier
Jackson Thompson (Cariboo)
Jones Tilley
Keeler Tupper
Kilvert Valin
Kirkpatrick Vallée
Kranz Wade
Landry Wallace (S. Norfolk)
Lane Wallace (W. York.)
Lantier White (Cardwell)
Little White (E. Hastings.)
Longley [P.E.I.)White (N. Renfrew.)
Macdonald (King's.) Williams
Macdonald (Vict., B. C,)Wright-I 36

Question put on the motion to agree
to the resolutions (Mr. Tilley).

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD
moved that the House do not agree to

Allison
Arkell
Baby
Baker
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the resolution, but that it resolve itself
into a Committee of Ways and Means.

MR. ANGLIN asked if the hon. the
Premier proposed to really carry the
amendments at this sitting, or was his
motion merely pro for ma.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD:
They had better be carried and reported;
then they will be discussed.

Mi. MACKENZIE said that some of
the most distinguished members of the
House had been refused a hearing to-
night, and he thought all should be al-
lowed to speak upon the measure.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
was proposing that we should pass these
resolutions pro jorma. Let them be re-
ported, and they can be read this after-
noon, as reported from the Committee of
Ways and Means, and then the discus-
sion can go on as well as now.

MR. MACKENZIE: I have taken
this course in order to vindicate the
rights of the minority in this House.
The hon. gentleman would have done
the same thing under the provocation we
have sustained to-night. We intend to
vindicate our rights, and we know how
to do it.

House resolved itself into Committee
of Ways and Means to further consider
the said resolutions.

(In the Committee.)

Resolutions agreed to and ordered to
be reported.

flouse resumed.

Resolutions reported, as follows
. Resolved, That it is expedient to provide

that the value of ail bottles, flasks, jars, demi-
johns, carboys, casks, hogsheads, pipes, bar-
rels, and ail other vessels or packages, manu.
factured of tin, iron, lead, zinc, glass, or any
other material, and capable of holding liquids;
crates, barrelssand other packages containing
glass, china, crockery, or earthenware, and ail
packages in wbich goods are commouly placed
for home consumption, including cases in
which bottled spirits, wines or malt liquors
are contained, and every package, being the
first receptacle or covering enclosing goods for
purpose of sale, shall in ail cases not otherwise
provided for, in which they contain goods sub-
ject to an advalorem duty, be taken and held to
be a part of the fair market value of such goods

Sna JOHN A. MACDONALD.
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for duty, and when they contain goods subject
to specific duty only, such packages shall be
charged with a duty of Customs of twenty per
cent. ad valorem, to be computed upon their
original cost or value; and all or any of the
above packages described as capable of hold-
ing liquids, when containing goods exempt
from duty under this Act, shall be charged
with a duty of twenty per cent. ad valorem; but
all packages not hereinbefore specified, and
not specially charged with duty by any unre-
pealed enactment, and being the usual and
ordinary packages in which goods are packed
for exportation only, according to the general
usage and custom of trade, shall be free of
duty.

2. Resolved, That it is expedient to provide
that on ail goods imported into Canada, sub-
ject under this Act or any other Act to ad val-
orem duty, upon which a drawback of duties
has been allowed by the Government of the
country where the same were manufactured,
the amount of such drawback shall in ail cases
be taken and considered to be a part of the
fair market value of such goods, and duty Jhall
be collected thereon ; and in cases where the
amount of such drawback shall have been
deducted from the value of such goods upon
the face of the invoice under which entry is to
be made, the Collector of Customs or proper
officer shall add the amount of such deduction,
and collect and cause to be paid the lawful
duty thereupon, and the fair market value of
ail goods, wares, and merchandise imported
into Canada shall be understood to be the ordi-
nary wholesale price at which the saine are
sold for home consumption in the country
where they are purchased or manufactured
without deduction of any kind becaui of any
drawback paid or to be paid thereon† or be-
cause of any special arrangement between the
seller and purchaser, having reference to the
exportation of such goods, or the exclusive
right to territorial limits for the sale thereof,
or because of any royalty payable upon patent
rights, but not payable when goods are pur-
chased for exportation, or on account of any,
other consideration by which a special reduc-
tion in price might or could be obtained: Pro-
vided that nothing herein shall be understood
to apply to general fluctuations of market
values.

3. Resolved, That it is expedient to provide
that any or all of the following articles, thatià
to say :-Animals of ail kinds, green fruit,
hay, straw, bran, seeds of all kinds, vegetales
(including potatoes and other roots) plants,
trees and shrubs, coal and coke, sait, hops,
wheat, peas and beans, barley, rye, oats, Indian
corn, buckwheat, and all other grain, four of
wheat, and four of rye, Indian meal and oat-
meal, and four or meal of any other gwain,
butter, cheese, fish (salted or smoked), lard,
tallow, meats (fresh, salted, or smoked), and
lumber may be imported into Canada free of
duty, or at a less rate of duty than is provided
by this Act, upon proclamation of the Gover-
nor in Conucil, which may be issued wheneverit
appears to his satisfaction that similar articles
from Canada may be imported into the United
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8tates free of duty, or at a rate of duty not ex-
ceeding that payable on the same under such
proclamation, when imported into Canada.

4. Resolved, That it is expedient to provide
that if at any time any greater duty of Cus-
-toms should be payable in the United
States of America on tea or coffee
imported from Canada than on tea or coffee
imported from any other country, then the
Governor in Council may impose on tea or
coffee imported into Canada from the said
Jnited States, an additional duty of Customs

equal to the duty payable in the United States
on tea or coffee imported from Canada: Pro-
vided that tea or coffee imported into Canada
from any country, other than the said United
States, but passing in bond through the United
.States, shall be taken and rated as a direct im-
portation from the country wherever the tea or
coffee was purchased.

5. Resolved, That it is expedient to provide
that an allowance may be made for deterior-
ution by natural decay or breakage upon all
perishable and brittle, goods imported into
Canada, such as green fruits and vegetables,
crockery, china, glass and glassware, provided
such damage is found to exceed twenty-five
per cent. of the value thereof, upon an exami-
nation to be made by an appraiser or proper
officer of Customs, at the first landing, or with-
in three days of such landing; but such allow-
ance shall be only for the amount of loss in
excess of twenty-five per cent. of the whole
quantity of such goods contained, or included
ia any one invoice; and provided the duty bas
been paid on the full value thereof, a refund
of such duty may be allowed and paid in the
proportion and on lulfilment of the conditions
above Fpecified, but not otherwise, on applica-
tion to the Minister of Customs.

6. Resolved, That it is expedient to provide
that, in determining the dutiable value of mer-
chandise, except when imported from Great
Britain, there shall be added to the cost or
the actual wholesale price, or fair market
'value, at the time of exportation, in the prin-
cipal markets of the country from whence the
ame bas been imported into Canada, the cost

of inland transportation, shipment and trans-
shipment, with all the expenses included, from
the place of growth, production or manufac-
ture, whether by land or water, to the vessel in
which shipment is made, either in transitu or
direct to Canada.

7. Resolved, That it is-expedient to provide
that the Governor in Council shall, from time
to time. establish such regulations, not incon-
Bitent with law, as may be required to secure
a- just, faithful and impartial appraisal of all
goods, wares and merchandise importied into
Canada, and- just- and proper entries of the
actual or fairmarket value thereof, and of the
weights measnres, or other quantities thereof,
as each case may requireand such regulations,
whether general or special, so made by the
Governor in Counacil, shaL have the full force
and autherity of law, and it shall be the duty
of the appraisers of Canada and every of them,
and every person who shall act as such ap-
praiser, or of the Collector of Customs, as the

cas.e may be, by all reasonable ways and means
in his or their power to ascertain, estimateand
appraise the true and fair market value and
wholesale price, any invoice or aflidavit thereto
to the contrary notwithstanding, of the merch-
andise at the time of exportation and in the
principal markets of the country whence the
same bas been imported into Canada, and the
proper weights, measures or other quantities,
and the fair market value or wholesale price
of every of them as the case may require.

8. ReIolved, That it is expedient to provide
that no refund of duty paid shall be allowed
because of any alleged inferiority or deficiency
in quantity of goods imported and entered,
and which have passed into the custody of the
importer under permit of the Collector of Cus-
toms, nor because of the omission in the in-
voice of any trade discount, or other matter or
thing, which might have the effect of reducing
the value of such gooda for duty, unless the
same shall have been reported to the Collector
of Customs within ten days of the date of
entry, and the said goods shall have been ex-
amined by the said Collector, or by an appraiser
or other proper officer of Customs, and the pro-
per rate or amount of reduction certified by
him after such examination, and if such Col-
lector or proper officer reports that the goods
in question cannot be identified as those
named in the invoice and entry in question,
then and in such case no refund of the duty or
any part thereof shall in any case he allowed,
and all applications for refund of duty in such
cases shall be submitted with the evidence and
all particulars for decision of the Minister of
Customs, who may then order payment on
finding the evidence to be sufficient and satis-
factory.

9. Resolved, That it is expedient to provide,
that the whole or part of the duty of thirty par
centum ad valorem imposed by this Act upon
wines imported into Canada, may be dispensed
with upon proclamation of the Governor
in Council, which may be issued whenever it
appears to his satisfaction that the Govern-
ments of France and Spain, or either of tbem,
have made changes in their tarifls of duties
imposed upon articles imported from Canada
in reduction or repeal of the duties now in
force in said countries.

15. Resolved, That it is expedient to repeal
all Acts, and parts, or Schedules of Acts, and
all Orders in Council imposing any duties or
Customs upon goods, wares, and merchandise,
or providing for the exemption of goods,
wares, and merchandise from Customs duty,
when imported into Canada, and to make the
following provisions in lieu thereof.

11. Resolved, That it is expedient that the
following articles shall be subject to the sev-
eral rates of duties set opposite to each res-
pectively -

Acid, Sulphuric, half a cent per pound.
Acetic, twelve cents per Im erial gallon.
Muriatic and Nitric, twenty per cent. ad

valorem.

EBut carboys containing acids shall be sub.
ject to the same duty as if empty.]
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Agricultural implements, not otherwise herein
provided for, twenty-five per cent. ad valorem.

Ale, beer and porter, when imported in bottles
(six quart and twelve pint bottles to be held to
contain one Imperial gallon) eighteen cents
Imperial gallon.

Ale, beer and porter, when imported in casks
or otherwise than in bottles, ten cents per
Imperial gallon.

Animals, living, of all kinds not elsewhere
specified, twenty per cent. ad valorem.

Artificial flowers, thirty per cent. ad valorem.
Babbitt metal, ten per cent. ad valorem.
Books, printed, periodicals and pamphlets,

bound or in sheets, not being foreign re-prints
of British copyright works, nor blank account
books, nor copybooks,. nor books to be written
or drawn upon, nor Bibles, prayer-books, psalm
and hyman-book-s, six cents per pound.

British copyright works, re-prints of six
cents per pound, and~in addition thereto twelve
and a half per cent, ad valorem.

Bibles, prayer-books, psalm and hymn-books,
five per cent. ad valorem.

Books, periodicals and pamphlets imported
through the Post-office, for every two ounces in
weight or fraction thereof, one cent.

Blank books, bound or in sheets, twenty-five
per cent. ad valorem.

Printed, lithographed, or copper, or steel
platebill-heads, cheques, receipts,drafts, posters,
cards, commercial blank forms, labels of every
description, advertising pictures or pictorial
show-cards or bills, thirty per cent. advalorem.

Advertising pamplets, one dollar per hundred.
Maps and charts, twenty per cent. ad valorem.
Printed music, bound or in sheets, six cents

per pound.
Playing-cards, thirty per cent. ad valorem.
Book-binders' tools and implements, in-

cluding ruling machines and binders' cloth,
fifteen per. cent. ad valorem.

Billiard tables, without pockets, four feet
six inches by nine feet, a specific duty of
twenty-two dollars and fifty cents.

On those of five feet by ten feet, a specifie
duty of twenty-five dollars.

On bhilliard tables, with pockets, five feet six
inches by eleven feet, a specific duty of thirty-
five dollars.

And of those of six feet by twelve, a specific
duty of forty dollars.

And in addition thereto ten per cent. ad
valorem ; each table to include twelve cues,
and one set of four balls, with markers, cloths,
and cases, but no pool balls.

Bilacking, shoe, twenty-five per cent. ad
valorem.

Brass, old and scrap; in bars, bolts and
sheets, in wire, round or flat; on seamless
drawn tubing und on plain and fancy tubing,
ten per cent. ad valorein.

On manufactures of brass, not elsewhere
specified, thirty per cent. ad valorem.

Breadstufs, viz.:-t.

Barley, fifteen cents per bush.
Buckwheat, ten cents per bush.
Indian corn, seven and a-half cents per.

Oats, ten cents per bush.
Rice, one cent per pound.
Rye, ten cents per bush.
Wheat, fifteen cents per bush.
Pease, ten cents per bush.
Beans, fifteen cents per bush.
Buckwhe.at, meal or flour, one-fourth of one

cent. per pound.
Cornmeal, forty cents per barrel.
Oatmeal, one-half cent per pound.
Rye four. fifty cents per barrel.
Wheat flour, fifty cents per barrel.
Rice and sago flour, two cents per pound.
Brick, for building, twenty per cent. ad

valorem.
Brooms and brushes, twenty-five per cent.

ad valorem.
Butter, four cents per pound.
Buttons, of all kinds, twenty-five per cent.

ad valorem.
Candles, tallow, two cents per pound.
Candles, parafine wax, five cents per pound.
All other candles, including sperm, twenty-

five per cent. ad valorem.
Carriages, waggonsi railway cars and car-

riages, sleighs, wheelbarrows, and other like
articles, thirty per cent. ad valorem.

Cement, raw or in stone from the quarry,
one dollar per ton of thirteen cubic feet.

Cement, burnt and unground, seven and a
half cents per one hundred pounds.

Cement, hydraulic or water lime, ground,
including barrels, forty cents per barrel.

Cement, in bulk or in bags, nine cents per
bushel.

Cement, Portland or Roman, twenty per
cent. ad valorem.

Cheese, three cents per pound.
Chicory, raw or green, three cents per

pound.
Chicory, or other root or vegetable. Ased as

a substitute for coffee, kiln-dried, roasted or
ground, four cents per pound. fi

China and porcelain ware, twenty per cent.
ad valorem.

Clocks, and parts thereof, thirty-five per
cent. ad valorem.

Coal, anthracite and bituminous, fifty cents
per ton of two thousand pounds.

Coal tar and coal pitch, ten per cent. ad
valorem.

Cocoa-nuts, one dollar per hundred.
Cocoa paste and chocolate, not sweetened,

twenty per cent. ad valorem.
Cocoa paste and other preparations of cocoa.

containing sugar, one cent per pound and
twenty-five per cent. ad valorem.

Coffee, green, two cents per pound.
Coffee, roasted or ground, and all imitations

of and substitutes for, three cents per pound.
Coke, fifty cents per ton of 2,000 pounds.
Copper, old and scrap, in pigs, in bars, rods,

bolts, ingots, sheets and sheathing, not plan-
ished or coated; copper wire, round or flat ; and
copper seamless drawn tubing, ten per cent. ad
valorem.

Cordage for ships' purposes, ten per cent. Trd
valorem.

Cordage. all other, twenty per cent. ad
valorem.
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Copper rivets and burrs, and on all manufac-
tures of copper not elsewhere specified, thirty
per cent. ad valorem.

Corks, and other manufactures of cork-wood
or cork-bark, tweuty per cent. ad valorem.

Cotton, manufactures of; viz.:
On grey or unbleached and bleached cottons

sheetings, drills, ducks, cotton or canton-
flannels, not stained, painted, or printed, one
cent per square yard, and fifteen per cent.
ad valorem.

On all cotton jeans, denims, drillings, bed-
tickings, ginghams, plaids, cottons or canton-
flannels, ducks, and drills, dyed or coloured;
checked and striped shirtings, cottonades,
pantaloon stuffs, and goods of like description,
two cents per square yard and fifteen per cent.
ad valorem.

On all cotton wadding, batting, batts and
warps, carpet..warps, knitting yarn, hosiery
yarn or other cotton yarns under number forty,
not bleached, dyed or coloured, two cents per
pound and fifteen per cent. ad valorem.

And if bleached, dyed or coloured, three cents
per pound and fifteen per cent. ad valorem.

On cotton warp, on beams, one cent per
yard and fifteen per cent. ad valorem.

On cotton seamiless bags, two cents per
pound and fifteen per cent. ad valorem.

On cotton shirts and drawers, woven or
made on frames, and on all cotton hosiery,
thirty per cent. ad valorem.

On cotton sewing-thread, on spools, twen-
ty per cent. ad valorem.

On cotton in hanks, twelve and a-half per
cent. ad valorem.

On cotton duck or canvass, of hemp or flax
and 'sail twine, when to be used for boats'
and ships' sails, five per cent. ad valorem.

On all clothing made of cotton, or of
which cotton is the component part of chief
value, including corsets, thirty per cent. ad
valorem.

On all manufactures of cotton not elsewhere
specified, twenty per cent. ad valorem.

Drain-tiles and drain pipes and sewer pipes,
glazed or unglazed, twenty per cent. ad val-
orem.

Earthenware and stoneware, brown or col-
.oured, and Rockingham ware, twenty-five
per cent. ad valorem.

Earthenware, white, granite or iron-stone
ware, and "C. C." or cream coloured ware,
thirty per cent. ad vatorem,

Electro plated ware (see plated ware.)
Essences, viz : of apple, pear, pine-apple,

raspberry, strawberry, vanilla, and other fruits,
one dollar and ninety cents per Imperial gallon
and twenty per cent. ad valorem.

Essential oils, for manufacturing purposes,
twenty per cent. ad valorem.

Excelsior, for upholsterers' use, twenty per
cent. ad valorem.

Feathers, ostrich and vulture, undressed,
fifteen per cent, ; and dressed, twenty-five
per cent. ad valorem.

'Fire-brick, or tiles for lining stoves and
furnaces, twenty per cent. ad valorem.

Fish, fresh, salted or smoked, except fish free
of duty as provided by the Treaty of Wash-
ington, one cent. per pound.

Flax fibre, scutched, one cent. per pound.
Flax fibre, hackled, two cents per pound.
Flax, tow of, scutched or green, one-half

cent per pound.
Flax seed, ten cents per bush.
Fruit, dried, viz.: apples, two cents per

pound.
Currants, dates, figs, plums, prunes, raigns,

and all others, not elsewhere specified, twenty-
five per cent ad valorem.

Apples, forty cents per barrel.
Blackberries, gooseberries, raspberries and

strawberries, two cents per quart.
Cherries and currants, one cent per quart.
Cranberries, pluns and quinces, thirty cents

per bushel.
Grapes, one cent per pound.
Peaches, forty cents per bushel.
Oranges and lemons, twenty per cent. ad

valorem.
Fruits, in air-tight cans, including cans,

three cents per pound if sweetened, and two
cents per pound if not sweetened.

Fruits, preserved in brandy, or other spirits,
one dollar and ninety cents per Imperial
gallon.

Purs, viz:-

Fur, skins, dressed, fifteen per cent. ad
valorem.

Caps, hats. muffs, tippets, capes, coats,
cloaks and other manufactures of fur, twenty-
five per cent. ad valorem.

Furniture, house, cabinet or office, including
hair and spring matrassq show-cases, caskets,
and coffins, of any materU, thirty-five per cent.
ad valorem.

Gas, coal-oil or kerosene fixtures, or parts
thereof, thirty per cent. ad valorem.

Glass and Manufactures of, viz.:-
On carboys and demijohns, on pressed bot-

ties, flasks and phials of every description ;
on telegraph and lightning-rod insulators;
and on fruit jars and glass balls, thirty per
cent. ad valorem.

On lamp and gas-light shades, lamps and
lamp chimneys, globes for lanterns, lamps
and gas lights, thirty per cent. ad valorem.

On ornamented, figured and enamelled
stained glass, stained, tinted, painted and
vitrified glass, and stained glass windows,
figured, enamelled and obscured white glass,
thirty per cent. ad valorem.

On common and colourless window glass,
and on coloured glass not figured, painted,
enamelled or engraved, twenty per cent. ad
valorem.

On all other glass and manufactures of
glass not herein otherwise provided tor,
twenty per cent. ad valorem.

Gunpowder and other explosives, viz
On gun, rifle and sporting powder in kegs,

half-kegs, or quarter-kegs and other similar
I packages,five cents per pound.
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On cannon and musket powder in kegs and
barrels, four cents per pound.

On canister powder, in pound and half-pound
tins, fifteen cents per pound.

On blasting and mining powder, three cents
per pound.

On giant powder, dualin, dynamite and other
explosives in which nitro-glycerine is a con-
stituent part, five cents per pound, and twenty
per cent. ad valorem.

On nitro-glycerine, ten cents per pound, and
twenty per cent ad valorem.

Gutta-percha, manufactures of, twenty-five
cent. ad valorem.

Hair, curled, twenty per cent. ad valorem.
Hats, caps and bonnets,not elsewhere speci-

lied, twenty-five per cent. ad valorem.
Hatters' plush, of silk or cotton, ten per cent.

ad valorem.
Honey, bees', in the comb or otherwise, three

cents per pound.
Hops, six cents per pound.
India rubber, viz : boots and shoes, and other

manufactures, twenty-five per cent. ad valorem.

Iron. and Manufactures of, viz:-

Pig, two dollars per ton.
Old and scrap, two dollars per ton.
In slabs, blooms, loops or billets, puddled or

not, and muck and puddled bars or billets,
twelve and a-half per cent. ad valorem.

In bars, rolled or hammered, including flats,
rounds and squares, nail and spike rods, and
al other iron not otherwise provided for, seven-
teen and a-half per cent. ad valorem.

OD rolled round wire rods, in coils under
half an inch in diameter, ten per cent. ad val-
orem.

On iron rails or rway bars for railways or
tramways, fifteen per cent. ad valorem.

On railway fish-plates, frogs, frog-points,
chairs and finger-bars, seventeen and a-half
per cent. ad valorem.

On tin plates, ten per cent. ad valorem.
On band and hoop; sheet, smoothed or pol-

ished, coated or galvanised, and common or
black; number seventeen gauge or thinner,
boiler plate and Canada plates twelve and one-
half per cent. ad valorem.

On iron and steel wire, and galvanised, fifteen
per cent. ad valorem.

On stoves and other castings, not elsewhere
specified, twenty-five per cent. ad valorem.

On gas, water and soil pipes of cast iron,
twenty-five per cent. ad valorem.

On car-wheels, and axles, twenty-five per
cent. ad valorem.

On rolled beams, channels and angle and T
Iron, fifteen per cent. ad valorem.

On iron bridge and structural iron work
malleable iron castings and iron safes and
doors for safes, and .vaults, twenty-five per
cent. ad valorem.

On mill-irons and mill-cranks, and on
wrought forgings, for mills and locomotives, or
parts thereof, weighing 25 pounds or more,
twenty per cent. ad valorem.

On locomotive engines and on stationary, fire
or other steam engines and boilers, and on

other machinery composed wholly or in part
of iron, twenty-five per cent. ad valorem.

On locomotive tires of steel or Bessemer
steel in the rough, ten per cent. ad valorem.

On seamless drawn boiler tubing, ten per
cent. ad valorem.

On bedsteads and other iron furniture and
ornamental iron work and wire work, twenty-
five per cent. ad valorem.

On skates and on locks of all kinds, thirty
per cent. ad valorem.

On tinned, glazed or enamelled hollow-ware,
of cast or wrought iron, twenty-five per cent.
ad valorem.

On hardware, viz: builders, cabinet makers,
upholsterers, carriage makers, saddlers, and
undertakers, including coffin trimmiags of
metal, thirty per cent. ad valorem.

On bolts, washers and rivets, thirty per
cent. ad valorem.

On tacks, brads, and sprigs, Hungarian and
clout nails, thirty per cent. ad valorem.

On horse-shoes and horse-shoe nails, thirty
per cent. ad valorem.

On iron wire nails, called ' Points de Paris,"
thirty per cent. ad valorem.

On iron and steel screws, commonly called
"wood screws," thirty-five per cent. ad valorem.

On scales, balances and weighing beams,
thirty per cent. ad valorem.

On chain cables overhalfan inch in diameter,
whether shackled or swiveled, or not, five per
cent. ad valorem.

On nails and spikes, cut, half-a-cent per
pound, and ten per cent. ad valorem.

On nails and spikes, wrought and pressed,.
whether galvanised or not, three-fourths of a-
cent per pound and ten per cent. ad valorem.

Nuts. one cent per pound and ten per cent.
ad valorem.

On composition nails and spikes and sheath-
ing nails, twenty per cent ad valorem.

On sewing machines, whole, or heads or
parts of heads of sewing machines, two dollars
each, and in addition thereto, twenty per cent.
ad valorem.

Ink, for writing, twenty-five per cent. acf
valorem.

On jewelry and other manufactures ýof gold
and silver, and on watches, twenty per cent. ad
valorem.

Jute, manufactures of, twenty per cent. ad
valorem.

On lard, tried or rendered, two cents per
pound.

On lard, untried, one and a-half cents per
pound.

On lead, old and scrap, and on pigs, bars,
blocks, and sheets, ten per cent. ad valorem.

On lead pipe and lead shot, and all manu-
factures of lead not otherwise specified,
twenty-five per cent. ad valorem.

Leather board, three cents per pound.
Leather, on boots and shoe counters madeý

from leather board, half-a-cent per pair.
Leather, sole, tanned but rough or undressed,

ten per cent. ad valorem.
On morocco skins, tanned, but rough or

undressed, ten per cent. ad valorem.
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On sole leather and belting leather, tanned,
but not waxed; and on all upper leather,
and French kid, fifteen per cent. ad valorem.

On leather, as above, dressed and waxed,
twenty per cent. ad valorem.

On japanned, patent or enamelled leather,
twenty per cent. ad valorem.

On all other leather and skins tanned, not
elsewhere specified, twenty per cent. ad
valorem.

On boots and shoes and other manufactures
of leather, including gloves and mitts, and on
leather belting, twenty-five per cent. ad
valorem.

Lithographic stones, not engraved, twenty
per cent. ad valorem.

Machine card clothing, twenty-five per
cent. ad valorem.

Malt, two cents per pound.
Marble, in blocks from the quarry, in the

rough, or sawn on two sides only, and not
specially shapen, containing fifteen cubic feet
or over, ten per cent. ad valorem.

Marble slabs, sawn on not more than two
sides, fifteen per cent ad valorem.

Marble blocks and slabs, sawn on more
than two sides, twenty per cent. ad valorem.

On finished marble, and on all mànufactures
of marble not elsewhere specified, twenty-
five per cent. ad valorem.

On neats, fresh or salted, on actual weight,
as received in Canada, except shoulders or
sides, bacon and hams, one cent per pound.

On shoulders, sides, bacon and hams, fresh,
salted, dried or smoked, two cents per pound.

On all other dried or smoked meats, or
meats preserved in any other way than salted
or pickled, not otherwise specified, two cents
per pound.

Mustard seed, unground, fifteen per cent.
ad valorem.

Mustard, ground, twenty-five per cent. ad
valorem.

Nuts of all kinds, except cocoa-nuts, twenty
per cent. ad valorem.

Ochres, dry, ground or unground, washed or
unwashed, not calcined, ten per cent. (d
valorem.

Oils, coal and kerosene, distilled, purified or
refined; naphtha, benzole and petroleum;
products of petroleum, coal shale and lignite,
not elsewhere specified, six cents per wine
gallon.

Carbolie, or heavy oil used in making
wooden block pavement, for treating wood
for building, and railway ties, ten per cent.
ad valorem.

Cod liver, medicated, twenty per cent. ad
valorem.

Lard, twenty per cent. ad valorem.
Linseed or fiaxseed, raw or boiled, twenty-five

per cent. ad valorem.
Neatsfoot, twenty per cent. ad valorem.
Olive or salad, twenty per cent. ad valorem.
Sesame seed, twenty per cent. ad valorem.
Sperm, twenty per cent. ad valorem.
Oil-cloth for floors, stamped, painted or

printed, thirty per cent. ad valorem.
Opium, drug, twenty per cent. ad valorem.

Opium, prepared for smoking, five dollars
per pound.

Organs, Cabinet, viz :-On reed organs
having not more than two sets of reeds, a
specific duty of ten dollars; having over two
and not over four sets of reeds, fifteen
dollars ; having over four and not over six
sets of reeds, twenty dollars; having over six
sets of reeds, thirty dollars; and in addition
thereto, ten per cent. ad valorem on the fair
market value thereof.

Pipe organs and sets or parts of sets of
reeds for cabinet organs, twenty-five per cent.
ad valorem.

Paintings, drawings, engravings and prints,
twenty per cent. ad valorem.

Paints and colours not elsewhere specified,
twenty per cent. ad valorem.

Paints and colours, ground, in oil or any
other liquid, twenty-five per cent. ad.valorem.

And white and red lead, dry, also dry white
zinc and Bismuth, five per cent. ad valorem.

Paper-hangings, or vall-paper, thirty per
cent. ad valorem.

Paper calendered, twenty-two and one-half
per cent. ad valorem.

Paper of all kinds, not elsewhere specified,
twenty per cent. ad valorem.

Paper envelopes and all manufactures of
paper not otherwise specified, twenty-five per
cent. ad valorem.

Paper, union collar cloth, in sheets, not
shapen, ten per cent. ad valorem.

Paper, mill board, not straw board, ten per
cent. ad valorem.

Paper collars, cuffs and shirt-fronts, twenty-
five per cent. ad valoren.

Pencils, lead, in wood or otherwise, twenty-
five per cent. ad valorem.

Hair oils, tooth and other powders and
washes, pomatums, pastes and all other per-
fumed preparations used for the hair, mouth
or skin, thirty per cent. ad valorem.

Phosphor bronze, in blocks, bars, sheets and
wire, ten per cent. ad valorem.

Pianofortes, viz: On all square pianofortes,
whether round-cornered or not, not over seven
octaves, twenty-five dollars ; on all other
square pianofortes, thirty dollars ; on up-
right pianofortes, thirty dollars; on concert,
semi-concert or parlour grand pianofortes, fifty
dollars ; and in addition thereto ten per cent.
ad valorem.

On parts of pianos, twenty-five per cent. ad
valoren.

Pitch, coal and coal tar, ten per cent. ad
valorem.

Plants, viz : Fruit, shade, lawn and orna-
mental trees, shrubs and plants, twenty per
cent. ad valoren.

Plaster of Paris, or gypsum, ground, twenty
per cent. ad valorem.

Plaster of Paris, calcined or manufactured
fifteen cents per 100 pounds, or forty-five cents
per barrel of not over 300 pounds.

Plated-ware, electro-plated and gilt of al
kinds, thirty per cent. ad valorem.

Plates, engraved on wood, and on steel or
other metal, twenty per cent. ad valorem.

Playing cards, thirty per cent. ad valorem.
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Plumbago, ten per cent. ad valorem; and
on all manufactures of plumbago, not else-
where specified, twenty per cent. ad valorem.

Pomades, French, or flower odours, preserved
in fat or oil for the purpose of conserving the
odours of flowers which do not t>ear the heat of
distillation, when imported in tins of not less
than ten pounds each, fifteen per cent. ad
valorem.

Printing presses of all kinds, fifteen per
cent. ad valorem,

Proprietary medicines, commonly called
patent medicines, or any medicine or prepara-
tion of which the recipe is kept secret, or the
ingredients whereof are kept secret, recom-
mended by advertisement, bill or label, for the
relief of any disorder or ailment, in liquid
form, fifty per cent.; and all other, twenty-five
per cent. ad valorem.

Prunella and cotton, and woolen netting for
boots, shoes and gloves, ten per cent. ad
valorem.

Pumice stone, ground or powdered, twenty
per cent. ad valorem.

Putty, twenty-five per cent. ad valorem.
Quills, twenty per cent. ad valoren.
Quinine, sulphate of, twenly per cent. ad

valorem.
Sails for boats and ships ; also tents and

awnings, twenty-five per cent. ad valorem.
Salt (except salt imported from the United

Kingdom, or any British possession, or im-
ported for the use of the sea or gulf fish-
eries, which shall be free of duty), in bulk,
eight cents per one hundred pounds; in bags,
barrels and other packages, twelve cents per
one hundred pounds.

Saltpetre, twenty per cent. ad valoren.
Sandpaper, glass and emery paper, twenty

per cent. ad valorem.
Seeds, viz.: flower, garden, field and other

seeds, for agricultural purposes, when in bulk
or in large parcels, fifteen per cent.; when put
up in small papers or parcels, twenty-five
per cent. ad valorem.

Seed, mustard, unground, fifteen per cent.
ad valorem; ground, twenty-five per cent. ad
valorem.

Shingles, twenty per cent. ad valorem.
Ships and other vessels, built in any foreign

country, whether steam or sailing vessels, on
application for Canadian register on the fair
market value of the hull, rigging, machinery
and all appliances, an ad valorem duty of ten
per cent.

Silk, in the gum, not more advanced than
singles, tram, and thrown organzine, fifteen
per cent. ad valorem.

Sewing silk and silk twist, twenty-five per
cent. ad valorem.

Silk velvets and all manufactures of silk, or
of which silk is the component part of chief
value, not elsewhere specified, except church
vestments, thirty per cent. ad valorem.

Silver, rolled, and German silver, in sheets,
ten per cent. ad valorem.

Slate, for roofing, twenty per cent. ad
valorem.

Slate slabs, square or in special shapes, twenty
per cent. ad valorem.

Slate mantels, thirty per cent. ad valorem.
School and writing slates, twenty-five per

cent. ad valorem.
Soap, common brown and yellow, not per-

fumed, one cent per pound.
Soap, castile and white, two cents per pound.
Soap, perfumed or toilet, thirty per cent. ad

valorem.
Spelter, in blocks or pigs, ten per cent.

ad valorem.
Spices, viz.: ginger and spices of all kinds

(except nutmegs and mace), unground,
twenty per cent.; ground, twenty-five per cent.
ad valorem.

Spices, nutmegs and «nace, twenty-five per
cent. ad valorem.

Starch, including farina, corn starch or flour,
and all preparations having the qualities of
starch, two cents per pound.

Spirits and strong waters not having been
sweetened or mixed with any article, so that
the degree of strength thereof cannot be
ascertained by Sykes' hydrometer, for every
Imperial gallon of the strength of pro f by
such hydrometer, and so in proportion for
any greater or less strength than the strength
of proof, and for every greater or les quantity
than a gallon, viz.: Geneva gin, rum, whiskey,
and unenumerated articles of like kinds, one
dollar and thirty-two and one-half cents per
Imperial gallon ; and on brandy, one dollar
and forty-five cents per Imperial gallon in bulk.

On "Old TomI gin, one dollar and thirty-
two and one-half cents per Imperial gallon in
bulk.

Spirits, sweetened or mixed, so that the degree
of strength cannot be ascertained as aforesaid,
viz : Rum shrub, cordials, Scheidam, Schnapps,
tafia, bitters and unenumerated articles of like
kinds, one dollar and ninety cents per Imperial
gallon.

On spirits and strong waters, not elsewhere
specified, one dollar and ninety cents per
Imperial galon.

Spirits and strong waters imported into
Canada, mixed with any ingredient or ingre-
dients, and although thereby coming under the
denomination of proprietary medi ines, tinc-
tures, essences, extracts, or any other denomi-
nation not elsewhere specified, shall be, never-
theless, deemed spirits or strong waters, and
subject to duty as such, one dollar and ninety
cents perImperial gallon.

On Cologne water and perfumed spirits in
bottles or flasks, not weighing more than four
ounces each, forty per cent. ad valorem.

On Cologne water and perfumed spirits in
bottles, flasks or other packages weighing more
than four ounces each, one dollar and ninety
cents per Imperial gallon and thirty per cent.
ad valorem.

Wines of all kinds, except sparkling wines,
including ginger, orange, lemon, strawberry,
raspberry, elder and currant wines, containing
twenty-six per cent., or less, of spirits of the
strength of proof, by Sykes' hydrometer, import-
ed in wood or in bottles (six-quart and twelve-
pint bottles to be held to contain an Imperial
gallon), twenty-five cents per Imperial gallon;
and for each degree of strength in excess of
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twenty-six per cent. of spirits as aforesaid, an
additional duty of thxee cents per Imperial
galion, until the strength reaches forty per
cent. of proof spirits, and in addition thereto,
thirty per cent. ad valorem.

On champagne and all other sparkling wines
in bottles containing each not more than a
quart and more than one pint, three dollars
per dozen bottles ; containing not more than
a pint each and more than one-half pint, one
dollar and fifty cents per dozen bottles; con-
taining one-half pint each or less, seventy-five
cents per dozen bottles ; bottles containing
more than one quart each shall pay in addition
to three dollars per dozen bottles at the rate of
one dollar and fifty cents per Imperial gallon
on the quantity in excess of one quart per
bottle; in addition to the above specific duty
on sparkling wines, there shall be an ad valorem
duty of thirty per cent.

But any liquors imported under the name
of wine, and containing more than forty per
cent. of spirits of the strength of proof by
Sykes' hydrometer shall be rated for duty as
unenumerated spirits.

Stationery of all kinds not elsewhere speci-
lied, twenty per cent. ad valoren.

Steel and manufactures of, viz.; On and after
the first day of January, 1881, steel in ingots,
bars, sheets and coils, and railway bars or rails
and fish plates, ten per cent. ad valorem.

Shovels, spades, hoes; hay, manure and
potato forks ; rakes and rake teeth; carpen-
ters, coopers, cabinet-makers, and all other
mechanics' tools; edge tools of every descrip-
tion, including axes, scythes, files and saws of
all kinds, and on steel skates, thirty per cent.
ad valorem.

On cutlery ; on firearms, viz: Muskets, rifles,
pistols and shot guns ; and on all manufactures
of steel, and of iron and steel, not elsewhere
specified, twenty per cent. ad valorem.

On knife blades or knife blanks, in the rough,
unhandled, for use by electro-platers, ten per
cent. ad valorem.

Stereotypes and electrotypes of standard
books, ten per cent. ad valorem.

Stereotypes and electrotypes for commercial
blanks and advertisements, twenty per cent.
ad valorem.

Stone, viz : rough freestone, sandstone, and
all other building stone, except marble, one
dollar per ton of thirteen cubic feet.

Water limestone, or cement stone, one dollar
per ton.

Grindstone, in the rough, one dollar and
fifty cents per ton.

On dressed freestone and all other building
stone, except marble, and on all manufactures
of stone and granite, twenty per cent. ad
valorem.

Sugars Syrups, and Molasses:-

On all sugar above number fourteen Dutch
standard in colour, one cent. per pound and
thirty-five per cent. ad valorem.

On sugar equal to number nine and not
above number fourteen Dutch standard, three-
fourths of a cent per pound, and thirty per
ad valorem.

On sugar below number nine Dutch stand-
ard, half-a-cent per pound and thirty per cent.
ad valorem.

Provided, that the ad valorem duties shall be
levied and collected on sugar and- melado
when imported direct from the country of
growth and production, upon the fair market
value thereof at the place of purchase, without
any addition for the cost of hogsheads or other
packages, or other charges and expenses prior
to shipment, anything contained in section 34
of the Act 40 Victoria, chapter 10, to the con-
trary, notwithstanding.

On syrups, cane juice, refined syrup, sugar-
house syrup, syrup of sugar, syrup of molasses
or sorghum, five-eighths of a cent per pound,
and thirty per cent. ad valorem.

On melado, concentrated melado, concentra-
ted cane-juice concentrated molasses, concen-
trated beet-root juices, and concrete, three-
eighths of one cent per pound, and thirty per
cent. ad valorem.

Molasses, if used for refining, clarifying, or
rectifying purposes or for the manufacture of
sugar when imported direct from the country of
growth and production, twenty-five per cent.
ad valorem.

And for the same purposes when not import-
ed direct from the country of growth and
production thirty per cent. ad valorem.

Molasses when not so used when imported
direct from the country of growth and pro-
duction, fifteen per cent. ad valorem.

And when not imported direct from the
country of growth and production twenty
per cent. ad valorem.

Sugar candy, brown or white, and confection-
ery, one cent per pound, and thirty-five per
cent. ad valorem.

(Glucose or grape sugar, to be classed and
rated for duty as sugar according to grade by
Dutch standard in colour.)

Glucose syrup, half of one cent per pound
and thirty-five per cent. ad valorem.

Tallow one cent per pound.
Tea, viz: on all black tea, two cents per

pound and ten per cent. ad valorem.
And on all green and japan tea, three cents

per pound and ten per cent ad valorem.
Tin, in blocks, pigs, bars, plates and sheets,

ten per cent. ad valorem.
Tinware, stamped and japanned ware, and on

all manufactures of tin not elsewhere specified,
twenty-five per cent. ad valorem.

Tobacco -

On manufactured tobacco and on snuf
twenty-five cents per pound, and in addition
thereto twelve and-a-half per cent. ad valorem.

On cigars and cigarettes, fifty cents per
pound and twenty per cent. ad valorem.

Turpentine, spirits of, twenty per cent. ad
valorem.

Trunks, satchels, valises, and carpet-bags,
twenty-five per cent. ad valorem.

Twines, manufactured of fiax and not other-
wise specified, twenty-five per cent. ad valorem.

Type, for printing, twenty per cent. ad
valorem.

Type metal, ten per cent. ad valorem.
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Varnish, not elsewhere specited, twenty cents
per Imperial gallon and twenty per cent. ad
valorem.

Vegetables, viz.: On potatoes, ten cents per
bushel.

On tomatoes, thirty cents per bushel.
And on all other vegetables twenty per

cent. ad valorem.
Vinegar, twelve cents per Imperial gallon.
Watches, watch movements and watch cases,

twenty per cent. ad valorem.
Wire, of brass and copper, ten per cent. ad

alorem.
Wire cloth, of brass and copper, twenty per

cent. ad valorem.
Wood and manufactures of wooden ware,

viz. :-Pails, tubs, churns, brooms, brushes and
other manufactures of wood not elsewhere
specified, twenty-five per cent. ad valorem.

Hubs, spokes, felloes, parts of, and wheels,
rough, hewn or sawn only, twenty per cent.
ad valorem.

Lumber, and timber, not elsewhere speci-
fied, twenty per cent. ad valorem.

Wool and woollens, viz.: Wool, unmanufac-
tured, hair of the alpaca, goat and other like
animals, free,

On manufactures composed wholly, or in
part, of wool, worsted, the hair of the alpaca,
goat, or other like animals, viz: Shawls, blan-
kets, and flannels of every description; cloths,
doeskins, cassimeres, tweeds, coatings, over-
coatings, cloaking s, felt cloth, of every descrip-
tion, not elsewhere specified; horse-collar
cloth, yarn, knitting yarn, fingering yarn,
worsted yarn under number 30 ; knitted goods,
viz.: Shirts, drawers and hosiery of every
description, seven and a-half cents per pound,
and in addition thereto twenty per cent. ad
valorem.

On clothing, ready-made, and wearing
apparel of every description, including
cloth caps, composed wholly or in part
of wool, worsted, the hair of the alpaca,
goat or other like animals, made up or manu-
factured wholly or in part by the tailor,
seamstress or manufacturer, except knit'goods,
ten cents per pound, and in addition thereto,
twenty-five per cent. ad valorem.

On all manufactures composed wholly or in
part of wool, worsted, the hair of the alpaca,
goat, or other like animals, not herein other-
wise provided for, twenty per cent, ad valorem.

On treble, ingrain, three-ply and two-ply
carpets, composed wholly of wool, ten cents
per square yard, and in addition thereto, twenty
per cent. ad valorem.

On two-ply and three-ply, ingrain carpets, of
which the warp is composed wholly of cotton
or other material than wool, worsted, the hair
of the alpaca, goat or other like animals, five
cents per square yard, and in addition thereto
twenty per cent. ad valorem.

Felt for boots and shoes, fifteen per cent. ad
valorem.; and for glove liningsiand endless felt
for paper makers, when imported by the ranu-
facturers for use in their factories, ten per cent.
ad valorem.

Whips, twenty-five per cent. ad valorem.

Wire of brass and copper, ten'per cent. ad
valorem.

Wire cloth of brass and copper, twenty per
cent. ad valorem.

Zinc, in pigs, blocks and sheets, ten per cent.
ad valorem; seamless drawn tubing, ten per
cent. ad valorem; manufactures of zinc not
elsewhere specified, twenty-five per cent. ad
valorem.

On all goods not enumerated in this Act, or
any other Act as charged with any duty of
Customs, and not declared free of duty by this
Act, or some unrepealed Act or provision,
shall be charged with a duty of twenty per
cent. ad valorem, when imported into Canada,
or taken out of warehouse for consumption
therein.

12. Resolved, That it is expedient to provide
that the following goods shall be exempt from
duty when imported into Canada, viz

Agaric,
Agates, unmanufactured,
Aikanet root,
Aloes,
Aluminum,
Alum,
Ambergris,
Ammonia, crude,
Anihne dyes,
Aniline oil, crude,
Aniline salts,
Animals brought into Canada temporarily,

and for a period not exceeding three months,
for the purpose of exhibition or competition for
prizes offered by any agricultural or other
association. But a bond shall be first given
in accordance with regulations to be pre-
scribed by the Minister of Customs, with the
condition that the full duty to which such
animals would otherwise be liable shall be
paid in case of their sale in Canada, or if
not re-exported within the time specified in
such bond,

Animals for the improvement of stock under
regulations to be made by the Treasury
Board, and approved by the Governor in
Council,

Annato, liquid or solid,
Annato, seed,
Anchors,
Antimony,
Ashes, pot, pearl and soda,
Apparel, wearing and other personal and

household effects, not merchandise, of British
subjects dying abroad, but domiciled in
Canada,

Argal, dust,
Argali, crude,
Arsen c,
Arseniate of aniline,
Articles for the use of the Governor-General,
Articles for the use of foreign Consuls Gen-

eral,
Articles imported by and for the use of the

Dominion Government or any of the Depart-
ments thereof, and for the Senate and Rlouse
of Commons,

Army and Navy and Canadian Militia, fer the
use of: Arms, clothing, musical instruthents
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for bands, military stores and munitions of
war,

Bamboo reeds, not further manufactured than
cut into suitable lengths for walking sticks
or canes, or for sticks for umbrellas, parasols
or sunshades,

Bamboos unmanufactured,
Barrels of Canadian manufactures exported

filled with domestic petroleum and returned
empty, under such regulations as the Minis-
ter of Customs may prescribe,

Barilla,
Barytes, unmanufactured,
Bells for churches,
Berries for dyeing or used for composing

dyes,
Bolting cloths,
Bones, crude and not manufactured, burned,

calcined, ground or steamed,
Bone-dust and bone-ash for manufacture of

phosphates and fertilisers,
Borax,
Botany, specimens of,
Bristles,
Brimstone, crude, or in roll or flour,
Brim moulds for gold beaters,
Bromine,
Broom corn,
Buchu leaves,
Bullion, gold and silver,
Burgundy pitch,
Burr stones, in blocks, rough or unmanufac-

tured, and not bound up into mill stones,
Bichromate of potash,
Carriages of travellers and carriages laden

with merchandise, and not to include circus
troupes nor hawkers, under regulations to
be prescribed by the Minister of Customs,

Cabinets of coins, medals, and other collec-
tions of antiquities,

Casts, as models for the use of schools of de-
sign,

Cornelian, unmanufactured,
Canvas for manufacture of floor oil-cloth, not

less than forty-five inches wide, and not
pressed nor calendared,

Caoutchouc, unmanufactured,
Cat-gut strings or gut cord for musical in-

struments,
Cat-gut or whip-gut, unmanufactured,
Chalk and cliff stone, unmanufactured,
Chamomile flowers,
Chloride of lime,
Citrons, and rinds of, in brine, for candying,
Clays,
Clothing, donations of, for charitable pur-

poses,
Cobalt, ore of,
Cochineal,
Cocos, beau, shell and nibs,
Coins, gold and silver, except United States

silver coin,
Communion plate, and plated ware for use

ln churches,
Coir and coir yarn,
Colcothar, dry oxide of iron,
Conium cicuta, or hemlock seed and leaf,
Cotton waste and cotton wool,
Cork wood or cork bark, unmanufatured,

Colours, viz.:-Bichromate of potash, blue
black, Chinese blue, coutille lakes, scarlet
and marine in pulp, Paris green, Prussian
blue, satin and fine-washed white, ultra ma-
rine, umber, raw,

Cream of tartar, in crystals,
Diamonds, unset, including black diamonds

for borers,
Diamond dust or bort,
Dragons' blood,
Duck for belting and bose,
Dyeing or tanning articles, in a crude state,

used in dyeing or tanning, not elsewhere
specified,

Eggs,
Emery,
Entomology, specimens of,
Esparto, or Spanish grass, and other grasses,

and pulp of, for the manufacture of paper,
Extract of logwood,
Felt, adhesive for sheathing vessels,
Fire clay,
Fibre, Mexican,
Fibre, vegetable, for manufacturing pur-

poses,
Fibrilla,
Fish bait,
Fish oil and fish of all kinds, the produce of

the fisheries of the United States (except
fish of the inland lakes, and of the rivers
falling into them, and fish preserved in oil),

Fish-hooks, nets and seines, and lines and
twines, for the use of the fisheries, but not to
include sporting fishing-tackle or hooks with
flies or trawling spoons,

Fur, skins of all kinds, not dressed in any
manner,

Flint, flints, and ground lint stones,
Folin digitalis,
Fossils,
Fuller's earth,
Gentian root,
Ginsing root,
Gold-beaters' moulds and gold-beaters' skins,
Grease and grease scrap, for manufacture of

soap,
Gravels,
Guano and other animal and vegetable

manures,
Gums, amber, Arabie, Australian, British,

copal, damar, mastic, sandarac, shellac and
tragacanth,

Gunny cloth and gunny bags,
Gut, and worm gut, manufactured or unman-

ufactured, for whip and other cord,
Gutta percha, crude,
Gypsum, crude (sulphate of lime),
Hair, angola, buffalo and bison, camels, goat,

hog, horse and human, cleaned or uncleaned,
but not curled or otherwise manufactured,

Hatters' furs, not on the skin,
HTemlock bark,
Hemp, undressed,
Rides, raw or uncured, whether dry, salted

or pickled,
Hoops, horns and horn tips,
Hioseyamus, or henbane leaf,
Ice,
India-rubber, unmanufactured,
Indian hemp, crude, drug,
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Indigo,
Iris, orris root,
Istle or tampico fibre,
Ivory and ivory nuts, unmanufactured,
Ivory veneers, sawn only, not planed nor

polished,
Iron masts for ships, or parts of,
Jalap, root,
Junk, old,
Jute, butts,
Jute,
Kelp,
Kryolite,
Lac, dye, crude, seed, button, stick and shell,
Lava, unmanufactured,
Leeches,
Liquorice, root,
Litharge,
Litii-,us and all lichens, prepared and not

prepared,
Lemons and rinds of, in brine, for candying,
Logs, and round unmanufactured timber, not

elsewhere provided for,
Lumber and timber, plank and boards,

sawn, of boxwood, cherry, walnut, chestnut,
mahogany, pitch pine, rosewood, sandalwood,
Spanish cedar, oak, hickor3 and whitewood,
not shaped, planed, or otherwise manufactured,

Locomotives and railway passenger, baggage
and freight cars, being the property of railway
companies in the United States, running upon
any line of road crossing the frontier, so long
as Canadian locomotives and cars are admitted
free under similar circumstances in the
United States, under regulations to be pre-
scribed by the Minister of Customs,

Madder and mungeet, or Indian madder,
ground or prepared, and all extracts of,

Manilla grass,
Medals of gold, silver or copper,
Meerschaum, crude or raw,
Mineralogy, specimens of,
Models of inventions and other improve-

ments in the arts, but no article or articles shall
be deemed a model or improvement which can
be fitted for use,

Moss, Iceland and other mosses, crude,
Moss, seaweed, and all other vegetable sub-

stances used for beds and mattresses, in their
natural state, or only cleaned,

Menageries-horses, cattle, carriages, and
harnesses of, under regulations to be prescribed
by the Minister of Customs,

Machinery for worsted or cotton milis, of
kinds which are not manufactured in Canada,

Nitrate of soda, or cubic nitre,
Nut galls,
Newspapers received by mail,
Nickle,
Oak bark,
Oakum,
Oil cake, cotton seed cakes, palm nut cake,

and meal.
Oils, cocoanut and palm, in their natural

state,
Oranges and rinds of, in brine, for candying,
Ores of metals of all kinds,
Osiers,
Oxalic acid,

Paintings, in oil, by artists of well-known
merit, or copies of the old masters by sucli
artists,

Palm leaf, unmanufactured,
Pearl, mother of, not manufactured,
Persis, or extract of archill and cudpear,
Philosophical instruments and apparatus,

including globes and pictorial illustrations of
insects. etc., when imported by and for
the use of colleges and schools, scientific and
literary societies,

Phosphorus,
Pelts,
Pipe clay,
Pitch (pine),
Plaster of Paris, not ground or calcined,
Pumice and pumice stone,
Plaits, straw, Tuscan and grass,
Precipitate of copper, crude,
Rags, of cotton, linen, jute and hemp, papei,

waste or clippings, and waste of any kind, fit
only for manufacture of paper,

iRattans and reeds unmanufactured,
Rennet, raw or prepared,
Resin,
Rhubarb root,
Salt, coarse, imported from the United King-

dom or any British possession, or imported for
the use of the sea or gulf fisheries,

Saffron and Safflower, and extract of,
Saffron cake,
Sal ammonia,
Sal soda,
Sand,
Sea-weed, not elsewhere specified,
Sea-grass,
Senna, in leaves,
Silex or crystalised quartz,
Silk, raw or as reeled from the cocoon, not

being doubled, twisted or advanced in manu-
facture any way, silk cocoons and silk waste,

Skins, undressed, dried, salted or pickled,
Soda ash,
Soda, caustic,
Soda, silicate of,
Settlers' effects, 'viz.: Wearing apparel,

household furniture, professional books, imple-
ments and tools of trade, occupation or em-
ployment, which the settler has had in actual
use for at least six months before removal to
Canada, not to include machinery, or live stock
or other articles imported for use in any
manufacturing establishment, or for sale, pro-
vided that any dutiable article entered as set-
tiers' effects shall not be sold or otherwise
disposed of without payment of duty until after
two years' actual use in Canada,

Until the first day of January, 1881, steel in
ingots, bars, sheets and coils, railway bars or
rails and fish plates, shall be free of duty.

Sulphur, in roll or flour,
Tails, undressed,
Tampico, white and black,
Tanners' bark,
Tar (pine),
Terra, Japonica,
Teasels,
Tobacco, unmanufactured for excise pur-

poses, under conditions of Act 31 Vic., cap. 51,
Tortoise and other shells, unmanufactured,
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Travellers' baggage, under regulations to be
prescribed by the Minister of Customs,

Turmeric,
Turpentine, raw or crude,
Turtles,
Tree nails,
Varnish, black and bright, for ships' use,
Vitriol, blue,
Veneers of wood and ivory, sawn only,
Verdigris, or subacetate of copper, dry,
Vegetable fibres, natural, not produced by

any mechanical process,
Whiting or whitening,
Whalebone, unmanufactured,
Whale oil, in casks from on ship board, and

in the condition in which it was first landed,
Willow for basket makers,
Wire rigging for ships and vesssls,
Wool,
Yellow metal, in bolts, bars, and for sheath-

ing.

The following articles shall be prohibited to
be imported under a penalty of two hundred
dollars, together with the forfeiture of the
parcel or package of goods in which the
same may be found, viz.:-

Books, printed papers, drawings, paintings,
prints, photographs or representations of any
kind of a treasonable or seditious, or of an
immoral or indecent character,

Coin, base or counterfeit.

13. Resolved, That it is expedient to add the
following to the list of goods exempted from
Customs duty when imported into Canada.

The following articles, being the natural
products, or the manufacture of the colony of
Newfoundland, viz.:

Fish, fresh, dried, salted or smoked.
Fish-oil and all products of fish.
Seal-oil.
Animals of all kinds.

14. Resolved, That in lieu of all excise
duties, except license fees, now or heretofore
imposed on spirits, there shall be imposed,
levied and collected upon every gallon, of the
strength of proof by Sykes' hydrometer, and
so in proportion for any greater or less strength
of spirits, the manufacture of which has not
been wholly completed, or upon which the
duty has not been paid before the passing of
this resolution, an excise duty of one dollar.

15. Resolved, That in lieu of all excise duties
except license fees, now or heretofore imposed
on malt, there shall be imposed, levied and col-
lected on every pound of malt made and
weighed as removed from the kiln, and upon
which the duty had not been paid before the
passing ofthis resolution, an excise duty of one
cent.

16 Resolved, That upon all stocks of malt
liquor held by licensed brewers at the time of
Passing this resolution, a drawback may be
paid on the malt contained in such stocks
equal to the duty paid thereon in excess of
one cent per pound, and the quantity of malt
contained in such stocks of malt liquor shall
be determined under the existing Departmen-

tal regulations for determining the quantity of
malt contained in malt liquor.

17. Resolved, That in lieu of all excise duties
except license fees, now imposed on tobacco
known as common Canadian twist, otherwise
called " tabac blanc en torquette," being the
impressed leaf rolled and twisted and made
wholly from raw tobacco the growth ot Canada,
and upon raw leaf the growth of Canada, there
shall be imposed, levied and collected on every
pound or less quantity than a pound, an excise
duty of four cents.

18. Resolved, That it is expedient to provide
that the foregoing Resolutions, and the altera-
tions made in the duties of Customs and Ex-
cise and on the other articles therein men-
tioned, shall take effect upon and after the
15th day of March, instant.

BILL INTROIDUCED.

The following Bill was introduced, and
read thefirst tine:-

Bill (No. 79) Respecting Building-Societies
carrying on business in the Province of
Ontario.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

House adjourned at
Ten minutes after

Five o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Thursday, 10th -April, 1879.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

SELKIRK AND SOUTH SASKATCHEWAN
RAILWAY COMPANY INCORPORA-

TION BILL.-BILL 9.]
(Mr. Rylcert.)

BILL WITHDRAWN.

MR. RYKERT moved that the said
Bill be withdrawn, and the fee thereun
refunded.

Motion agreed to and Bill withdrawn.

QUALITY OF MEMBERS' STATIONERY.

REFERRED TO PRINTING COMMITTEE.

MR. KIRKPATRICK moved, That
the Printing Committee be requested to
enquire into and report upon the quality
of and mède of procuring the stationery
supplied to members, and the best mode
of distributing the same.

Motion agreed to.
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WAYS AND MEANS.-THE TARIFF.

MR. TILLEY moved the second read-
ing of the resolitions relative to duties
of Customs and Excise, reported from
Committee of Ways and Means (April
9th).

SIR ALBERT J. SMITH said the
question under consideration was ad-
mitted to be one of very great import-
ance. It seeined to him, although much
tine Lad been consuned in its discus-
sion, that he would fail in his duty if he
did not make some observations before it
reached its finality. This question re-
vived the memory of events of very con-
siderable consequence and importance in
the Province ot New Brunswick. It re-
produced, naturally, from the attitude
of the hon. the Finance Minister, the
recollection of events which took place
in the early stages of this Confederation,
and it was natural that bis colleagues
from New Brunswick should have ad-
verted to the attitude of the Finance
Minister in connection with the agita-
tion incidental to the accomplishment of
Confederation, which took place at the
time in his Province. In 1864, the Fi-
nance Minister, being then a member of
the Government, was appointed with
one or two others, by the Government,
delegates to the Quebec Conference,
which had relation to the final Confede-
ration of these Provinces. Having been
Secretary of the Province, and having
had charge of its financial affairs, it na-
turally fell to him to look after the finan-
cial interests of New Brunswick at that
Conference. The Conference met and
passed a variety of resolutiâns which
formed the basis of Confederation, so
far as New Brunswick to have 80c. per
head of the population of 1861, which
amounted to about $201,000, and in ad-
dition, $63,000 per year for ten years.
The Conference closed; the Finance
Minister returned to New Brunswick,
and, with the view of preparing the
people for the dissolution which was
shortly to take place, he called public
meetings in St. John, as well as in other
parts of New Brunswick. He (Sir A. J.
Smith) was one of those who opposed
Confederation, as propounded at the
Quebec Conference. The Finance Min-
ister, at all these public meetings,
etrongly advised the people to accept the

MR. KIREPATRICK.

terms of the Conference. He told them
he had obtained the most liberal terms
for New Brunswick, and, had the people
endorsed his action, and adopted his ad-
vice, all that the Province would have
had in this Confederation would have
been $201,000, and $63,000 for ten
% ears.

Mi. TILLEY: Where are the $50,000
for the Government ?

SIR A. J. SMITH said that was a supple-
mentary allowance ; there was nothing
said about it at the Conferenc:, or in the
resolutions. Ail that the Finance Min-
ister had to offer the people, and
which he strongly urged them to
accept, were the 80c. per head
according to the census of 1861, which
amounted to $201,000. and th f3,0O0
per year for ten yetrs, and these
amounts were to be in full satisfaction of
any claim New Brunswick was to have
on this Dominion with reference to its
financial matters.. Had the people ae-
cepted the advice of the Finance Minis-
ter, what would be the condition of New
Brunswick now ? Since then, New
Brunswick bas received, in addition to
those terms, $50,000 a year, 80c. per
head of the population, until it reached
400,000, which, according to the last
census, did give a considerable amount,
$150,000 compensation for the abolition
of export duties-and had now a reve-
nue of nearly half a million dollars de-
rivable from the Dominion Treasury.
He asked the Finance Minister where
New Brunswick would have been had
she accepted his proposition in 1864 ?
She would have been in the lowest
depths of financial despair. Ail she
could do at present was barely to meet
requirements of her Civil Government.
It had been said, across the floor of thia
House, that he (Sir A. J. Smith) îhad
changed his politics, and, from a Tory,
had become a Liberal. He and the Fi-
nance Minister had been associated
together for many years in the same
Government; they were in perfect ao-
cord and sympathy, and were member
of the first Liberal Government, in 1854,
ever formed in New Brunswick, an<4 if
there had been aichange,itwastbeFinanoe
Minister who had: changed, who, för
many years, had been a Liberal, and was
now a Tory. What did the Finance
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Minister himself say in 1864, about the
manner in which New Brunswick would
be financially affected by joining Confeder-
ation? At this time, the tax per head in
New Brunswick, Customs duties, for there
were no Excise duties, was $3.20. le
told the people that, if tbey joined Confed-
eration, their taxes would be diminished,
and, instead of $3.30, they would pay
only $2.75 per head for the next quarter
of a century. His views were not
adopted by the people, and he was de-
feated by an overwhelming majority,
despite every means legitimate and
illegitimate, which were used against the
anti Confederate party. The following
year a dissolution was forced, and the
Confederate party won the election. He
would not repeat the causeâ of this change,
because bis hon. friend from Gloucester
had iw piinly before the House the
agencies which had been resorted to to
bring about the result. He (Sir A.
Smith) alluded to those utterances of the
Finance Minister to show that his judg-
ment was not to be relied upon, that,
-when be assumed the rôle of prophet, his
prophecies should be received with con-
siderable allowance, that he had not a
great prevision and forecast for the
future, and it was impossible for him to
explain why he told the people of New
Brunswick that for the next twenty-five
years all they would be called on to pay
would be $2.75 per head. He had not
been five years in power before lie
submitted a scheme of taxation
which would involve at least six dollars
a head on the people, after
promising it should not exceed $2.75.
How were they to enforce this agree-
ment? There was no doubt this was a
compact, because it was repeated on the
second election. The Minisrer of Justice
ought to be consulted, to see by what
means this agreement could be enforced,
and an indemnity be given to the people
of New Brunswick for the pledge the
Finance Minister had given, that they
would only pay $2.75 per head. It had
been stated here, over and over again,
that the question referred to the people at
the polls on the 17th September, was
whether a revenue tariff, as a policy of
Protection, should he adopted. Well, lie
adIitted in manv portions of the Do-
uinion, that was the fair issue at the
polis, but lie denied that in the Province

of New Brunswick it was the real issue.
The hon. the Finance Minister endea-
voured to make the people believe the
policy of the then Opposition was simply
a re-adjustment of the tariff. lie would
like to ask him whether he believed he
would bave been elected had it not been
for the telegram sent by Sir John A.
Macdonald to Mr. John Boyd ? Did the
present tariff come within the mean-
ing of the communication made
by the leader of the Government to Mr.
Boyd, that the tariff was simply to be re-
adjusted, and no increase of taxation?
Had the Finance Minister gone to the
people of St. John's with bis present
tariff, lie would not have been elected.
He went to his election under peculiarly
auspicious circumstances. He had occu-
pied the first position in that ]Province
for ûve years. He (Sir A. J. Smith) did
not wish particularly to refer to the way
in which his bon. friend got that appoint-
ment, but lie thought the circumstances
which led to it were to be regretted.
He was amused to see the Finance Min-
ister, the other day, refer to the First
Minister as to the circumstances con-
nected with the passing of the Order in
Council on the 22nd October. He in-
voked the testimony of the First Minis-
ter as to whether he knew that the
Order in Council had been passed. It
was never pretended that lie knew. He
was in England at the time. On the
5th November, in bis place in the
House, he made a speech, in which he
exhibited himself in the most chivalrous
manner, and said he would sink with the
ship, and fall with bis colleagues. At
that hour there was an Order in Council,
dated 22nd October, appointing him
Lieutenant-Governor of New Brunswick,
and lie occupied the position for five
years after by Order in Council, and by
virtue of that order. It thon
had vitality on the 5th November
as no other Order of Council appoint-
ing hlim Governor ever passed ; and
yet lie told us that, after his return from
England, he told the Governor ho did not
think lie would accept the appointment.
Was it understood between him and the
leader that this order was to remain in

abeyance until they saw the result of the
vote of want of confidenee then pending?
The Order in Council was never changed,
and his acceptance of the Governorship
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had relation back to the 22nd of October, quisition. The papers published the next
when that Order in Council was passed. morning that the Governor had accepted
He said he thought that the Finance the nomination and made a spech.
Minister had entered upon bis office of Whether le did or not, le (Sir A. J.
Lieutenant-Governor of New Brunswick Smith) did not know peîsonally. Th&
rather ingloriously. He did not say it meeting was not an open one, but was
with any kind of bad feeling. The hon. attended by a large number of strong
gentleman had referred to a conversation political partisans, ana the hon. gente-
he had had at the time with Mr. Burpee man held office as Governor several weeks
and himself (Sir A. J. Smith.) He recol- after. This was an unprecedented pro-
lected having a conversation with the ceeding, because the Governor was sup-
Finance Minister, and believed he had posed to be, for tle time bein, at al
said to him then that he was pleased of events, witlout any party polities. The
lis appointment, and would have been hon. the Finance Minister appeared be-
glad to have suggested himself the nomi- fore the people of St. John under very
nation. But on this occasion there was favourable circumstances. le lad ah the
nothing said about an Order in Council. prestige and moral influence which the
He had not seen the Order in Council, occupation of that higl position could
and it was not spoken of at that time. give him lie had no political sins for
The Finance Minister, more fortunate five years to anwer for; le lad many
than lis colleagues, who went out of political and personal friends wlo would
power without office, rose to a higher stand b him under ail circumstances.
position. Well, he was prepared to ad- The people of St. John were anxious
mit that he made a very good and interested about the question of Pro-
Governor. He discharged his duty well tection, and, from bis utterances, were not
within the limits of the Constitution. induced to believe that the scheme 110W

There was no friction, everything went suhmitted to this fouse was the scleme
on smoothly, and he discharged his duty and policy tIen contemplated. If
satisfactorily ; but the hon. gentleman, it was, why did le seek to reiaove from
while he was unfortunate in his entra'nce tle minds of the people tIen that bis
to that high position, was equally unfor- policy was one of Protection? Wby did
tunate in lis exit from it. This fouse le comi unicate wit tle First Menis-
would be astonisîed to hear that the lion. ter? The telegratu of tlieFirst Mrnister
tlie Finance Miniscer, whie le was yet implied that there was no sud thing as
Governor, attended a public political Protection contemplated, but simply a
meeting in St. John, and accepted the readjustme t of the tarif. Was this a
nomination for the city. e made, also, readjustment of the tarif ? It was ad-
la violent speech on tlat occasion, in mittedly a policy of extrese Protection.
whicli e condemned the Goverament, of Without tlis telegram le could not have
which lie was but an officer, and criticised beer elected, and witu an tese influences
Mr. Cartwrighit in lis policy and mea- and powerful agencies, personal, official,
sures. and moral influence, he was only elected

Mn. TILLEY : I made no speech at by a majorit of nine. That illustrated
all. very strong y that the sentiments of the

SIR LBET J.SMIH : henthepeople was not in favour of Protection,p Sii ALBERT J. SMITH Then th and the Finance Minister must have re-
papes msrepeseted 0U.ceived letters innumerable from St.

MR. TILLEY : No; tliey fid not. John and other parts of New Bruny-
wick, complaining that this policy was,

SIR ALBERT J. SMITH o went nost oppressive. le (S.H A. J. Smith)
to St. John for tlie purpose of accept- did not believe lie had received letters
ing the nomination. in which it was recommended, but

MR. ILLE : o ; didnot must have received letters in which.rfor TILE o; I did not go it was almost univerahly condemned.
abort u. I ng The Finance Minister was eleead by a

majority of nine, and he thougit mor,

SnI A. J. SMITH: The hon gentle- that on that occasion, in addition to al
man was in St. John receiving a re- the other agencies used by that hon.

SIR A.LBERT J. SMITcp.
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gentleman, he told the people of St. John
that he had the virtue to resist a pro-
ferred bribe of $45,000. He (Sir A. J.
Smith) thought the Minister of Finance
was not justified in resorting to such
means during that election. He was not
aware that any such offer was made to
him (Mr. Tilley). He (Sir A. J. Smith)
had some correspondence with him, and
he had no hesitation in saying that he
did not care whether it was made private
or public. The Finance Minister told the
people of St. John that he was so anxious
to serve his country, so anxious to obtain
the position of Finance Minister, that he
was unable to accept the offer of $45,000
made to him. After the election, the hon.
the Finance Minister was kind
enough to pay his (Sir A. J. Smith's)
county a visit, accompanied by the Min-
ister of Publie Works, the Hon. Mr.
Mitchell, and the hon. member for
King's (Mr. Domville). He (Sir A. J.
Smith) thought he was in Ottawa at the
time ; but he saw an account of the
affair, and there was a torch-light pro-
cession, and all that kind of thing, in the
town of Moncton, where those gentlemen
had come to attend a meeting. Tho hon.
the Finance Minister, he thought, was
rather moderate on that occasion. Mr.
Mitchell was very lavish in his abuse,
and was only excelled by the hon. the
Minister of Public Works, who had the
kindness to speak of him (Sir A. J.
Smith) in terms of considerable severity.
The Minister of Public Works, he was
told, stated to the people on that occa
sion, as he had on previous occasions, that
he (Sir A. J. Smith) was an office-seeker,
that he had knocked at the doors of his
(Mr. Tupper's) Government, for office,
and was refused. He had been rather
surprised that the hon. the Fin-
ance Minister should stand by, and
by his silence acquiesce in the
statement. The Minister of Finance
knew him ; they had personal and poli-
tical relations for many years, and he
(Sir A. J. Smith) thought he could ap-
peal to that hon. gentleman, though an
Opponent, as testimony in refutation of
the charge thus made by the Minister of
Public Works. le would ask him if
he ever had been an office seeker ? He
had been in the same Government with
him (Mr. Tilley) for seven years, and
had no office. During the fifteen years

77

that he had sat as a representative in the
New Brunswick Legislature, he had held
office for only some two years, that was
as Attorney-General, and he thought he
was treated undeservedly by the hon. the
Minister of Finance, when he allowed
his colleague to charge him before his
(Sir A. J. Smith's) constituents with be-
ing an office-seeker, and having knocked
at the door of their Government for
office. He (Mr. Tilley) knew it was not
true, and the Minister of Public Works
had no warrant for making any such
statement. He recollected that, in
1872, whe*n the present Prime Minister
occupied the same position as he did now,
they had offered him (Sir A. J. Smith)
the Lieutenant-Governorship of New
Brunswick. ie had thanked the Go7ern-
ment at the time, but had declined the
offer. The hon. the Minister of Publie
Works, would recollect, too, the proposi-
tion made to hlim (Sir A. J. Smith) at
St. John in 1873. It was not a confiden-
tial matter, as he (Mr. Tupper) had men-
tioned it to several persons. He (Mr.
Tupper) had proposed that he (Sir A. J.
Smith) should take the GovernorshiN of
Nova Scotia, and that he (Mr. Tupper)
should take the Governorship of New
Brunswick. He had told him (Mr.
Tupper) on that occasion, that he did not
care for any position, and that he was con-
tent to remain an independent member for
the county of Westmoreland. The ',on.
gentleman knew too, that, in 1873, a
member of his Government was com-
missioned by the First Minister to offer
him a seat in the Cabinet. That was
not a secret. The lon. gentleman also
knew that, when he (Sir A. J. Smith)
came to Ottawa in 1873, in October, that
he was not here an hour, when he was
waited upon by the Minister of Public
Works and pressed to accept a portfolio in
thethenGovernment. Here weretwooffera
of Governorships, and two seats in the
Cabinet, the whole of which he had de-
clined, and he would ask the lon. the
Minister of Public Works whether, in
view of these facts, he had any authority
or warrant for saying that he (Sir A. J.
Smith) was an office-seeker, and that he
had knocked at the door of their Goy-
ernment for office ? He did not think it
was fair or just to make such an accusa-
tion against a public man when there
was not the slightest foundation for any
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such charge. He never was an office-
seeker. Did not the hon. the Minister
of Finance know that 'when he (Sir A.
J. Smith) first came here, in 1867, they
had been associated together for many
years ? The Confederation discussion
had made a divergence between them,
but it had not terminated the kindly
feeling that had existed between them.
He (Mr. Tilley) knew very well thar he
was not an office-seeker, but that he had
been offered office day after day,
and had refused it. It was mo2t
unfair for the hon. member (lr. Tupper)
to make that charge against him, and he
felt it his duty, before the House and the
country, to refute those charges, and to
show that they had no foundation in
fact whatever. The hon. member for
King's (Mr. Domville) had read an ex-
tract from a speech, reported to have
been been made by him (Sir A. J. Smith)
in 1872. That speech was incorrectly
reported. In 1867, having fought the
battle of Confederation, and having been
beaten, he had laid down his arms, and
admitted he was conquered, and he be-
liev*ed it was his duty, as a public man,
to exert all influence towards making
Confederation a success, and the country
prosperous. In 1867 lie appealed as an
Independent candidate to his constitu-
ents, who had always returned hima to
the New Brunswick Parliament, from
1852, without any interruption, and lie
was returned by a majority of more than
nineteen hundred. Though his ante-
cedents were Liberal, as were those of the
hon. the Minister of Finance, who had
always 'been a Liberal, and they had voted
side by side for years,he (Sir A. J. Smith)
had come to Ottawa as an Independent
member of the House. He supported
the Government when they were right,
and opposed them when they were wrong.
As every hon. gentleman knew, he had
always exercised his own judgment in re-
gard to matters submitted for the con-
sideration of this Bouse. When he had
first come here, he had no.political affini-
ties with either party ; in fact, he knew
hardly any of the then public men of
Canada, except by reputation. Confed-
eration, the only question, perhaps, upon
which he held opinions adverse to those
of the majority of the House, had been
disposed of, and accepted by both sides,
and, therefore, lie was entirely indepen-

SIr A. J. SMITH.

dent of any party. Whenever he had
any doubt, he always gave the Govern-
ment the benefit of the doubt, because he
did not desire a change of Government
at all. Then, having occupied that posi-
tion for five years in this House, lie re-
turned to his constituents in 1872, and
what did he say to them i He told
them that he again offered him-
self, that lie was pledged to
neither one side or the other ;
that, during the five years he Lad been
in Ottawa, he had been prepared to give
the Government credit for everything
they did ; that he had found the then
Government willing to do justice to his
Province, and that he Lad supported
thern when they were right, and opposed
them when they were wrong. He had
gone further, and told them that the in-
terests of the Lower Provinces were as
safe in the hands of the Government as
they would be in the hands of the Op-
position. He declared himself entirely
independent of both sides on that ce-
casion, and was again elected by acclam-
ation. He felt it necessary to make this
explanation, because he did not know
that he would ever have another occasion
of explaining the matter, and because
there seemed to be some misapprehension
with regard to the attitude which he held
towards the Government of the day in
1872. The hon. the Minister of Finance
knew that fromn 1867 to 1872, and from
1872 until the time the Government
feUl, he (Sir A. J. Smith) had never
asked for office, and that he
had declined the four propositions
which were made to him. Having made
this explanation, which he thought was
necessary, in order to inform the House
and the country the true position he
occupied in reference to these matters,
he thought it was necessary, in dealing
with the question now before the House,
to find eut, if they could, when it was
that this Protective policy had its origin
in this country and was born. By re-
ference to the utterances of hon. mem-
bers on the Government side of the
House in 1873 and 1874, he found that
there was no indication at all that this
was the policy of the men who were in
power in 1873, and afterwards in Oppo-
sition. It was said that the Protection
of 1871 was in the sense of a National
Policy; but that Protection lived but a
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few months and then died. Ie would
see what were the reasons given by the
First Minister, and he would theni
call attention to the reasons given by
the Finance Minister, and see how far
they agreed upon this question, *hat
was called the National Policy of
1871. They arrived at the saine con-
clusion, but their premises were entirely
different. Here was what the Minister
of Finance said :

à It is true, that, in the National Policy in-
troduced in 1871, a tax was placed on flour
and coal. But you must consider the circum-
stances under which the tax was imposed.
We were going into the Treaty of Washington,
intending to make an effort to secure recipro-
city, so that we would have free market for our
lumber, fish, cattle and agricultural products.
We could not ask for ail these advantages
without offering something in return. We
must have something to offer for a renewal of
the treaty, as we had made few changes in
our tariff since it was abrogated, and the
United States continued to enjoy ail the privi-
leges they possessed under it. We felt we
must have something to offer as the price of
its renewal, and the duties were imposed
accordingly. It is supposed that these bore
unequally on the Maritime Provinces, the fact
being that the Maritime Provinces paid on
flour, grain, coal and coke, but 5 per cent.
more than Ontario and Quebec, in proportion
to the population. I would have voted
against the coal and flour resolutions last
Session, but I would re-impose these duties in
circumstances similar to those attending the
Washington Treaty negotiations, and would
take something off sugar and other articles
largely consumed by the masses."

Now in that the Finance Minister said
that, in order to secure reciprocity, it
was necessary, in the interests of the
country, in 1871, to impose duties.
Here was what the First Minister said on
the same subject, in 1872:

"The feeling in 1865 was, however, very
strong in favour of doing everything in our
power in order to induce the Americans to
renew the treaty. The Government did
everything it could, and, while its members
were exerting themselves in that direction, it
would have been a suicidal course-it would
have been threatening the very purpose in
view-if they had increased the taxes at that
tine, even to inaugurate a National Policy.
Because the Amnericans could have said, 'How
can we give you a reciprocity treaty when you
are increasing the duties on our goods?'
Therefore, from year to year, so long as there
was any hope of a renewal of the treaty, Canada
declined to raise a larger revenue than was
absolutely necessary to carry on the Govern-
ment."

This was the utterance of the First Min-
ister, diametrically opposite to that of the
Finance Minister. One said put on the
duty, and the other said take it off. In
1871, when a duty was put on flour and
coal, this Government never contem-
plated establishing a National Policy.
The fiscal policy of the United
States was the same now as it
was then ; and if it was necessary now,
and the country called loudly, thinking
its prosperity was imperilled, for some
such system as obtained in the United
States, why did not those hon. gentle-
men propound this National Policy in
1871 ? The circumstances were pre-
cisely the same. He would call atten-
tion to some of the utterances of the
hon. the Minister of Public Works, in
1874, also of the First Ministerin 1872,
in this question, and it could not be de-
nied that the fiscal policy of the United
States had remained unchanged since
then. It was said then that this country
was in a most prosperous condition, and
that they did not want even reciprocity ;
that they were going on successfully and
prosperously. The First Minister said,
in 1872:

"Although we have been without recipro-
city from 1866 until now; although we have
been virtually excluded from the markets of
the United States, our farmers are richer than
ever, and easily fiud a sale for their products
in the markets of the -world. They are in-
creasing their farms, and improving the breed
of their live stock. In every branch of the
agricultural community you see they are rising
superior to the temporary disadvantage caused
by the loss of the United States markets."

That was the declaration of the First
Minister in 1872. How had things
changed since then ?

Srt JOHN A. MACDONALD:
A change of Ministry.

Sra A. J. SMITH said that recalled to
his mind that this National Policy never
was thought of until it became a necee-
sity of the Conservative party. The hon.
the Minister of Public Works, after the
change of Government in 1873, believed,
because he stated it to many of his friends,
that the other Government would not
remainin power six mnonths. He seemed
to have the conviction that the Govern-
ment would not even be able to admin-
istrate the publie affairs of this country,
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The Government did live six months and
longer, and the hon. gentlemen on the
other aide found that the Mackenzie
Government could administer the affairs
of the country, and not only that, but
they had done so well and honestly.
They found that, in order to succeed to

power, it was necessary to resort to some
other agency than usual. They found
discontent, depression and hard times
existing in the country, and they
felt that, by working upon the
prejudices of the people, they could
create a public opinion in favour of a
National Policy. Those gentlemen knew
that this statement had been proved cor-
rect. He would now see what the Min-
ister of Public Works said in 1874, after
the late Government had been in power
some months :

" The only interest the Finance Minister
pretended was suffering the slightest depres-
sion, was the agricultural interest, and he (Mr.
Tupper) would ask the great consuming
population of the country whether they
thought the great agricultural interest was suf-
fering? He thought they would give a decided
response,without any hesitation, that the agri-
cultural interest, at this moment, was enjoying
a condition of prosperity second to none in the
world. "

That was after the change of Govern-
ment ; he presumed after the six months
within which the hon. gentleman had
predicted that the Government would
be overthrown. The late Government
challenged full enquiry, to see if they
had not conducted public affaira to the
ehtire satisfaction of the people. He
repeated that, in the Session of 1874, the
hon. gentlemen now in power never con-
templated a policy of Protection. They
declared the country to be in a most
prosperous condition; that the country,
notwithstanding the repeal of the Reci-
procity Treaty, was becoming rich ;
that they could find markets for their agri-
cultural produce in every partof the world,
and. that they were not dependent upon
the United States. He had now occas-
sion to refer to the position taken by the
hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White).
He was a gentleman who represented
very advanced thoughts and ideas; he
had studied the publie affaira of this
country, if not in this House, outside of
it, and if he was not here long ago it was
not lis fault, because he tried often
enough, and bis utterances were entitled

SIR A. J. SMITH.

to considerable consideration. While
that gentleman said now that he was a
Protectionist, in 1873 he was entirely
opposed to Protection, as shown by the
resolution which he moved in the Domin-
ion Board of Trade, at the annual meet-
ng :

" That, without forming any opinion upon
some of the details of the present Customs
tarif, and the anomalies, which are inevitable
in all tarifs, this Board is of opinion that no
changes should be made in it, unless the
exigencies of the public service demand larger
revenues; and that in such case any increase
to be made should be in accordance with the
principle of the present Customs tarif, which,
while not interfering with the commerce of
the Dominion, affords incidental Protection to
its manufactures."

He did not say that Free-trade was
practicable in this country. He said
they must have incidental Protection,
must have a revenue tariff, having a pro-
per regard for the industries of the coun-
try. The resolution concluded as fol-
lows:-

" That this Board is further of opinion that
permanence in the fiscal policy of the country
is most important alike to its commerce and
its manufactures, and that no changes should
be made in the tarif not demanded by the
absolute necessities of the revenue." •

How was it that the hon. gentleman
changed bis mind since then? ie (Sir
A]bert J. Smith) did not believe that he
had changed bis honest conviction, but
that he was really of the same opinion
stil, because it was based upon sound
reason-that they could not stimulate,
encourage and foster industries that
required artificial means to sustain them.
He (Sir A. J. Smith) thought he had
shown thar, the National Policy was
the outcome of political necessities
of the gentlemen on the other
side, and that . it was not the
result of conviction, because he
found that, up to 1874, they never ut-
tered a word in favour of the National
Policy. It was said that Protection had
accomplished wonders for the United
States, and Mr. Wells had been quoted
in connection with that assertion. He
would quote from a lecture that was de-
livered, in 1878, before a Science Con-
gress in Cincinnati, to show the effect of
Protection on the industries of that
country as compared with effect of Free-
trade as it existed in England. It was
as follows:-
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i The great commerce of England has been
built upon invention, and by a policy of ocean
postal service, which enables her to reach
every seaport by steam on the face of the
earth. Her merchants are in every land; her
marine on every sea. How our foreign com-
merce fails before that of England-less than
one-third-yet you may put the United King-
dom into Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, and have
15,000,000 acres to spare. Last year we mined
42,000,000 tons of coal; England, 133,000,000.
She built 687 sailing vessels, and 300 steamers,
last year; we, six steamers, seven ships, four
brigs ! Last year she produced $124,000,000
of wool, clothed her people, and exported
$115,000,000; we purchased $7,000,000, and
exported $317,000 worth. England paid us
$191,000,000 for our cotton, and exported
$358,000,000 of cotton goods, while we, raising
the cotton, exported $13,000,000 worth. Eng-
land manufactured 6,000,000,000 yards of
cotton goods, sending 1,155,000,000 to India ;
279,000,000 to Turkey; 100,000,000 to Egypt;
54,000,000 to the United States-more to this
country than we to all the world-178,000,000
to Brazil ; we, 5,000,000 yards. She sent to all
South Africa, 354,000,000 ; we, 53,000,000.
China, in 1860, took from us 5,300,000 yards;
from England, 150,000 yards. Last year we
sent 11,000,000 yards to that land; England,
408,000,000. Such has been the development
of trade with that country."

Now, that was a country where cotton
was produced, and its manufacture was
favoured by a high Protective policy.
What had it done as compared with
Free-trade England ? Quotations with-
out number might be found to show the
injurious effects of Protection in the
United States. Refutations of that
policy came from many in the Republic,
and he would read from an authority in
St. Louis :

" Things here are dull, as usual, no signs of
improvement visible to my naked eye in the
business line. Land and property generally
Las fallen, on the average, 50 per cent. in the
last four years, at the lowest calculation.
'The iron furnaces are closed, and other manu-
factures are in various stages of collapse, or
lion-prosperity. Not one in ten is making
money. Protection, for some years,. has piled
up the filthy lucre in their pockets, but too
many rushed in, and they are now in a most
calamitous state. The manufacturers have
nmot prospered under Protection, while the
people here have been fleeced right and left,
and have, in the last fifteen years, paid enough
in the difference between a revenue and
-Protection tariff to have built all the mille in
the country more than once."

Now, that gentleman's experience urged
him to condemn Protection as most dis-
astrous, ruinous, to the country. The hon.
the Finance Minister had taken abun-

dant credit for Protection to what hecalled
the shipping interest. Had he considered
that question thoroughly, and did he
know the effeet his tariff would have on
it as compared with that of the old
tariff 1 He could not think it possible.
It might be that, with the multiplicity
of his duties, he had been unable to
give that attention to the subject which
it deserved. That interest, however, was
one of the most valuable in the country,
and required every reasonable encourage-
ment and protection. But still it was
not more depressed than others, and did
not ask special provision. In 1874, it
was called upon to pay certain duties by
the tariff of that year, but lie had heard
no complaint of them. They were only
a trifle ; but the Finance Minister pro-
posed to abolish them or impose higher
duties, giving the shipbuilder, at the
same time, what lie called a drawback.
He (Sir A. J. Smith), however, had seen
no provision for a drawback in the tariff
resolutions. The shipping interest was,
no doubt, in a depressed condition, but
considering its development in the
Lower Provinces, and its circumstances
as compared with other industries, lie
believed there was no other so pros-
perous. New Brunswick built, last year,
270,000 tons of shipping, and Nova'
Scotia 550,000 tons, which was eqaiva-
lent to about $3,000,000 thus invested.
Each of those Provinces had more than a
ton for every man, woman and child of
its population, it being wonderful how
the shipping interest in the two Provin-
ces had kept pace, as to tonnage, with the
increase of the population. The shipping
had a light duty so far, but he was sure the
proposed burden would strike a serious
and deadly blow at it, instead of bene-
fitting it, as the Finance Minister de-
clared le intended. Lt seemed to be
natural for the people of the Mari-
time Provinces to build ships qnd invest
their money in enterprises connected
with shipping. The ion. member for
Yarmouth (Mr. Killam), who was thor-
oughly .acquainted with shipbuilding,
stated the old duty on this trade was
comparatively nothing. For a practical
illustration of the effects of the new du-
ties, let them consider the case of a ves-
sel of 1,530 tons, classing A 1 at Lloyd's;
in nine years the duties paid on her ma-
terials, under the old tariff, would reach
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$470.99, equal to about 31c. per ton,
which was a mere trifle. The total cost
of dutiable goods entering into heî con-
struction would be $7,939, under the
old tariff ; the non-dutiat>le added, gave
a total of $23,208. The dutiable
amounted to about $5 a ton, and the
non-dutiable to $10. The cost of the
vessel would be about $88,000. Now, the
old tax of 31c. a ton no shipbuilder com-
plained of, all being willing to pay neces-
sary taxation. But, in increasing it, the
Finance Minister put 10 per cent. on
cordage, upon which he understood there
was to be no drawback.

MR. TILLEY: None.

Si1 A. J. SMITH said the old duty
was but 5 per cent., or $100 for such a
vessel, but the new would be $200, and
no drawback. The hon. member for
Yarmouth, who knew all about ship-
building, had condemned the drawback
as anomalous, and stated it would be
practically impossible to carry out that
principle. The only way it could be done
would be by giving a bounty of so much
per ton in ships built.

In answer to Mr. DOMVILLE,

SiR A. J. SMITH said the duty on
the imported goods irequired for a vessel
of 1,500 tons would now be $3,000,
under the new tariff. Suppose hewanted
iron knees, and got them from the hon.
member for King's, who imported the
iron and made the knees for vessels-
who would get the drawback, the ship-
builder, or the person who sold him the
articles ?

MR. TILLEY : That depends on the
arrangement between them. The ship-
buijder obtains the benefit-gets the
article at the lower price.

SIR A. J. SMITH said the matter was
not provided for. A builder could buy
iron in various places. He might buy
from the hon. member for King's, for
example. How was he to know ? If
the iron came from the Londonderry,
N. S., works, would the drawback be
allowed?

MR. TILLEY: No.

SIR A. J. SMITH asked was that a
fair policy to the iron manufacturer at

SiR A. J. SMITH.

Londonderry, to refuse a drawback on his
iron, while allowing it on imported
iron? They would thus discriminate in
favour of the iron-makers of foreign
countries. Suppose a man could import
iron, duty paid, for about the price of it
at the Londonderry mines, and get a
drawback of 10 per cent. on the import-
ed, was not that an inducement to import
the foreign article?

Mn. TILLEY: Yes.

SiR A. J. SMITH asked was not that
anomalous and a discrimination against
the interests of the country in favour of
the foreigner i He dared say the Fi-
nance Minister had overlooked that re-
sult, which he could hardly have intend-
ed. H1e would appeal to the hon.
gentleman, representing, as he did,
a Province deeply interested in
shipbuilding, to repeal aitogether
that clause which would impose
$3,000 of duties on a 1,500-ton vessel.
He had as much right to be heard on
that question as a member of any of the
manufacturers' rings they had seen at
Ottawa, and who had moulded the tariff
policy to suit their own interests. lhe
increased duties would embarrass seriously
the shipbuilding interest. Did the hon.
gentleman say that, when the ship had
gone to sea, the builder would be re-
funded the duties on the materials? But
much time might elapse before that, so
as to make the loss of interest equal the
refund. And yet the hon. gentleman
claime<f great credit for benefitting the
shipbuilders. Did it require any argu-
ment to show that this was false, or that
he was striking a serious blow at the
best interest of the Maritime Provinces t
Let him repeal that resolution, if he
wanted to get anything out of ships
without injuring the trade. Why em-
barrass himself with this drawback clause
which must inevitably lead to fraud and
inconvenience, and be found absolutely
imnpracticable ? The Finance Minister
ought to have consulted men like his
hon. friend from Yarmouth before mak-
ing such a change, and formulated the
mode of returning the drawback. He
had evidently no adviser he could rely
on.

Mn. TILLEY asked how the hon.
gentleman made 0it out that the ship-
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builder, on a 1,500-ton vessel, would have
to pay $3,000.

Si1 A. J. SMITH said he had not
then the details, but would furnish them.
In preparing his tariff, the hon. gentie-
man had listened to the manufacturers
of Ontario and Quebec, but had not con-
sulted the interests of the great body of
the people, the labouring men and
farmers. Rings of manufacturers had
been in Ottawa of late, and the changes
they had secured in the tariff since its
submission were perfectly marvellous and
magical. He knew a gentleman inter-
ested in pulp, on which the Finance
Minister put ten per cent.; but it did
not require his attendance in Ottawa
more than half an hour to secure a change
to 20 per cent. That was an example of
the pressure brought to bear on the hon.
gentleman, and its effect. He said that,
in September last, the people had pro-
nounced in favour of this tariff. He
(Sir A. J, Smith) would like to know
how, or what tarif, since a great many
changes had been made in it. He had
excused himself for delay at first by stat-
ing he was receiving all the deputations
before presenting his Budget ; but he
thought the hon. gentleman Lad had as
many since as before he submitted it.
Fifty changes or more had been made,
and it must have been through some
magical hidden power. With regard to
the elections of September last. the tariff,
doubtless, formed the issue in Ontario, but
it did not in New Brunswick. If it was
the issue there, how did he stand here
without the confidence of the people of
his own Province ? He had only three
or four of its representatives supporting
him. The Finance Minister would not
like to return now to St. John for re-
election. He would advise him, should
this tariff pass, to ti y and find a constitu-
ency in Ontario. The hon. gentleman
had just said something about his (Mr.
Smith) having to spend $20,000 for re-
election. Was ho prepared to back up
that statement? It was said there were
enormous sums spent in St. John to se-
eure the Finance Minister's election, and
that o0herwise he would not have been
returned-that there had been a marvel-
lous change, by which 45 votes agaiust him
were changed to 20 for him, in one night
in one ward, and that money accounted

for the phenomenon. He had made the
sugar trade one of the issues in St. John,
asserting that the policy of the late Gov-
ernment had destroyed the refining inter-
est. He (Sir A. J. Smith) maintained it did
not. What di that interest amount to ?
To the refining of about 100,000,0001b.
per year, which employed about 266
hands, at the expense of $1,000,000 to
the people, for the benefit of a few
wealthy refineis. They knew that Red-
path, of Montreal, amassed a colossal
fortune in this business ; that they had
now resumed refining, after having dis-
continued it, the papers saying they were
going to employ 300 men. He would
read an extract from a work, to show
how comparatively unimportant an in-
dustry this was. He was amazed to hear
hon. gentlemen make the statement they
did-it was evident they did not under-
stand the question-that sugar refining
was going to encourage a very large trade
with the West Indies. Why, any man,
almost, in Montreal, knew that they
could not do alarge direct trade with the
West Indies, on account of physical difli-
culties and natural obstacles, the St.
Lawrence being closed five months in
the year. The West Indian crop came
in January and February. But if the
whole quantity used in Canada were
brought hither in Canadian vessels, it
would only employ 40 of 1,000 tons each,
the consumption being 55,000 tons.
Vessels of 1,000 tons could carry 1,500
tons dead weight.

MR. DOMVILLE: Why does the
hon. gentleman not take into account the
molasses ?

SiR A. J. SMITH said lie was speak-
ing of the refining only.

Mu. DOMVILLE: That is not a fair
calculation. The hon. gentleman knows
they do not employ vessels of that kind
in the trade.

SIR A. J. SMITH said, suppose
they included molasses, and admitted that
80 vessels of 1,000 tons each would be
employed-what did that amount to ?
They could not conceive that the carry-
ing of 40,000 tons of merchandise would
prove of great consequence to Canadian
trade. Some supposed that if a sugar
refinery were established in Montreal,
the sugar would be carried thither in
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English bottoms, whereas none of the
vessels would come by the St. Lawrenee,
as the sugar crop was carried to Canada
in winter. Their Canadian vessels went
out for it in November and DeceoebeÈ.
Nothing was clearer than that the sugar
used at Redpath's refinery in Montreal.,
would come in by Portland, being car-
ried to that port by, perhaps, Canadian,
or as likely by Danish or other foreign
vessels, as there was no monopoly. A
large portion of the sugar imported now
was carried by Canadian vessels to New
York and Boston.

" Recent English trade tables show that the
entire amount of sugar refined in the three
kingdoms, in 1875, was 1,821,647,632 lbs.,
giving employment to 5,174 persons. In
Canada, we consume 94,000,000 lbs. annually,
and, if this whole amount was refined in the
Dominion, it would give employment to 266
persons; computing according to the ratio of
labour to production, as shown by the Eng-
lish returns."
Now, the facts set forth in
that extract, as to the smallness
of the number of those Wnployed in re-
flning all the sugar Canada needed could
easily be verified by the Minister of Fi-
nance. Three hundred were all that
would be necessary. Was it worth
while-would it help the labouring
classes to take $1,000,000 out of their
pockets for the purpose of employing
but 300 persons, and increasing the al-
ready enormous fortunes of the few
sugar refiners? The whole Dominion
was not interested in that small indus-
try. The people wanted cheap sugar,
which the hon. gentlemen seemed deter-
mined they should not have. The draw-
back paid the American refiners on
sugar exported to Canada must inure
to the benefit of its people. But the Fi-
nance Minister would not allow that to
continue; he said, practically, we want
to swell the fortunes of the Montreal
refiners at the expense of the people of
Canada. The hon. gentleman froin
Cardwell had read several ex-
tracts from speeches made by
leading statesmen in England, to
show that the bounties given by
France on sugar were injurious to the in-
terests of England, or would prove inju-
rions ultimately ; but they all admitted
that the effect was to make sugar
cheaper in England. It was said here that
sugar would not be cheaper under this

SiR A. J. SMITH.

system than it would be under this new
tariff, but all the speeches.quoted were to
the effect that the bounty system made
sugar cheaper. Ris hon. friend fron
Bothwell (Mr. Mills), as well as
his hon. friend from Kingston
(Mr. Gunn), had dealt most effectiely
with this subject. They seemed to un-
derstand what they were talking about,
and, therefore, he would not go further
into the matter. It was now said they
must import their tea direct from China.
Ie (Sir A. J. Smith) would assert that
this was impossible. We could not shut
our eyes to the fact that the United
States lay to the south of us. We had
only two ports-St. John and Halifax-
open in the winter, every other port of
the Dominion being closed during that
season. How, then, could we trade with
these distant countries ? His hon. friend
from King's (Mr. Domville) knew well
that they could not navigate the St.
Lawrence during the winter months, and
that they could not do direct trade from
the St. Lawrence ports with these dis-
tant countries. The voyage of a vessel
would vary froma 30 to 60 days, and,
when she arrived at the mouth of the St.
Lawrence in winter, she had to seek
some other open port. We should mould
our policy with due regard to the condi-
tions of our country. The United States
had the advantage of us in that respect.
Every port there was open in the winter
months, and why was it in the interests
of the people of this country that two or
three men in Montreal, or ocher cities,
should have a monopoly of the tea trade I
Was it not desirable to buy tea where
we could get it the cheapest I When lie
looked at the condition of Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick, he saw that a great
and serious injury would be inflicted
by the passage of this resolution,
which imposed a duty of 10
per cent. on tea imported from
the United States. They sent
vessels from the western coasts of Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick, laden with the
products of the country, potatoes, apples
and fish, even fresh fish, to the United
States, and theyhad tea broughlt back. Tre
small trader in Nova Scotia would send
apples or potatoes, and wonld get a re-
tirn cargo of sugar, tea, or other things
required for a country store. Were
they going to prevent his doing
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his legitimate business, by saying he
must buy from Montreal, which had
monopolised the tea business 1 It was
said that an importer could buy in Eng-
land, and get tea in bond through the
UJnited States, and bring it to Montreal
in bond, and pay the duty in this coun-
try. Would they allow this rich man,
this wholesale dealer, who was doing a
large business, to import his tea through
theUnited States,in bond, and thentellthe
poorer people and small traders that they
should not buy anywhere else ? Why
had not the trader, who went to Boston,
or New York, a right to buy in bond,
and take his tea home, if it would ad-
vance the interests of his business ? It
seemed to him that this provision was
entirely in the interest of two or three
men, who wanted a complete monopoly
of the tea trade of the country. No
Canadian would bring his te direct from
China. He would bring it into the
Lnited States and pass it through that
country in bond, and that man would
have 10 per cent. advantage over
another who bought his tea in the
United States, or anywhere else. He
trusted the Finance Minister would give
this matter his consideration, in order
to see if he could not change it.
It was no reason, because the sug-
gestion came from the Opposition, that
it should not be considered, as the pro-
vision was detrimental to the interests of
the country. Now he came to the con
sideration of the lumber interest. This
was confessedly one of the most impor-
tant interests in this country, next to the
farming interest. He would ask the
Finance Minister where there was any
Protection for the lumbermen. The
lumbering interest was as much depressed
as any interest in this country, and pro-
bably more. Unless some change took
place, lumbermen must break down, and
fail. Unless freights were low, it would
be impossible to ship lumber at all, but
the manufacturers of lumber did not get
more than enough to pay for the labour,
and the lumber itself was practically
given away. They were giving a draw-
back to the shipping interest, which was
as prosperous as the lumber interest, be-
cause ships vent to every part of the
world wherever they heard of prosperity.
A ship was not confimed to any country.
She vent abroad, and her flag floated on

every sea. It vas very different with
the lumber interest. While the hon.
gentleman vas desirous of protecting the
ehipping interest-,aIthough he (Sir A. J.
Smith) did not think any change vas
required ; it ought not to complain, and
the duty now vas very trifling-they
should not discriminate against and de-
stroy the lumber interests. The latter
gave employment to more men than the
shipping interest did, and should have
some protection. What protection had
itl Ris hon. friend from Queen's county
(Mr. King), than whom no one was
more competent to make a calculation,
had reckoned the very serious additional
tax which this tariff would place on lum-
ber. He (Sir A. J. Smith) could see no
compensating advantages for this addi-
tional duty, which was struck at this
important duty. There was nothing in
the tariff which did not strike at the
lumber interest. Lumbermen would have
to cease their operations in consequence
of this tariff, in which there were ele-
ments of destruction and decay of that
industry which could not possibly be
avoided. He had already stated that the
Finance Minister bad turned his back
upon his own Province. Ris predictions
had certainly been falsified. He had
stated that a taxation of $2.75 per head
was all that would be required for
twenty-five years. Ris hon. friend from
St. John (Mr. Burpee) had prepared
with great, skill a statement showing the
effect of this tariff on the commerce of
this country, showing that, if the impor-
tations were the same as those of last
year, this tariff would increase the
burdens of the people to the extent of
$7,00#,000 a year. He (Sir A. J,
Smith) had not heard that statement
challenged. He thought, therefore, it
was fair to assume it was true ; if not, he
thought the Finance Minister would
have challenged it before this.

MR. TILLEY : We will challenge it.
There is plenty of time.

SiR A. J. SMITH: You are slow
about it.

Mn. TILLEY : I am not as slow as
you. I have spoken twice, and this is
your first speech.

SIR A. J. SMITH said he had been in
hopes of getting light from the hon. gen-
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tieman ; but his first, speech, instead of
throwing light, seemed to throw dark-
ness. The hon. gentleman had net
thrown a great deal of light on the sub-
ject. He had not told the House, as he
ought to have told them, how mach
money this tariff would realise.

MR. TIILEY: Yes.

Sin A. J. SMITH : How much?

MR. TILLEY: $2,100,000.

SiR A. J. SMITH said that was what
was estimated to get into the revenue ;
but the hon. gentleman had not told the
House how much it would take out of
the people. The statements of his hon.
friend from St. John had remained un-
challenged, that the burdens on the
people would amount to $7,000,000.
They would accept the statement of the
Finance Minister, that the operation of
this tariff would put into the Treasury
$2,100,000, That, then, would leave a
balance of $4,900,000 to go into the
hands of manufacturers. That would
be the logical conclusion. He now de-
sired to show the effect which this tariff
would have on New Brunswick, because,
though he owned they ought not to be
governed by sectional feeling-

MR. TILLEY : iHear, hear.

Si1 A. J. SMITH said, stili, he would
ask, did the Finance Minister want him,
as a representative of New ,Brunswick,
to consent to a tariff which discriminated
against her own people. It was the duty
of the representatives from the Province
to endeavour to protect the interests of
the Province. This tariff did operate
injuriously to New Brunswick, and dis-
criminated against that Province. The
Finance Minister seemed to have shut bis
eyes to the true interests of New Bruns-
wick. The amount of Customs duties
collected in New Brunswick, last year,
amounted to $1,448,000, which was
equal to about $5 per head.

Mn. TILLEY: Was it not more than
that last year ? There was $400,000, or
$500,000 from the St. John fire.

Si1 A. J. SMITH said that no doubt
the fire bad made the amount rather ab-
normal, but the normal condition, ander
the late tariff, would be about
$1,448,000.

Sin A. J. SMITH.

MR. TILLEY : No.

Si1 A. J. SMITH said this would be
equal to about $5 per head. Then the
amount received from excise was
$261,000, and from stamps $14,000, or
about $1 per head, making a total of
about $6 per head of the population.
That was about the same amount as ex-
isted when the Finance Minister left
office in 1873. He had admitted that
the late Finance Minister was correct in
his calculations as to the shrinkage in
values.

MR. TILLEY: The average of Cus-
tom and Excise for 1876-77, was
$1,321,464.

SIR A. J. SMITH : What was it
last year ?

MR. TILLEY : Last year was the
vear of the fire.

Si1 A. J. SMITH:
hon. member said the whole
taxation would be only $2.75

But the
amount of

per capita.

MR. TILLEY: Yes, I remember
that.

SiR A. J. SMITH said the hon.
gentleman had exceeded that in any
case. The least increased cost under the
present tariff, exclusive of the tax on
coal and flour, would be $806,00. He
would like to know if the Finance
Minister was prepared to controvert
these figures I Suppose the price of coal
and flour was not augmented, there
would still be an additional cost to the
Province of New Brunswick. The popu-
lation of New Brunswick being about
300,000, this would amount to upwards
of $3 per head under the new tariff.

MR. TILLEY: Hear. hear.

SIR A. J. SMITH said he would like
the Finance Minister to controvert that
if he could. If the importationsEwere
the same as those of last year, the in-
crease would be $3 per head, making the
total taxation from $8 to $9 per head on
the population of New Brunswick.
That was a matter which deserved the
most careful consideration of the Gov-
ernment. He (Sir A. J. Smith) felt it
his duty to protest, on behalf of the
people of New Brunswick, against this
tatiff, as specially injurious to them. He
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believed it would be an incubus on the
whole Dominion. He believed it would
be inimical to the interests of the Do-
minion. Hon. gentlemen deprecated
sectionalism, though, lie thought, they
ought to regard the interests of the dif-
ferent Provinces in preparing a tarif.
They were not to prepare a tariff for the
interests of Ontario, if they were inimical
to those of New Brunswick or Nova
Scotia. He considered they must have
regard to the interests of the whole Do-
minion, because there were great diversi-
ties of climate, soil and resources. There
were great geographical differences, which
made it necessary to consider the inter-
ests of various portions of the Dominion.
He believed this tariff would have the
effect of disturbing the domestic harmony
which existed between the different Pro-
vinces, and which it was most desirable
to promote as far as possible. If they
created a bad feeling in one Province, it
must injuriously affect the interests of
the whole Dominion. More than that,
though the idea seemed to be scoffed at
by the other side, ho believed the ten-
dency of the tariff would be to alienate
and estrange, commercially and poli-
tically, this country from the Mother
Country. They knew what the
policy of the Empire was. They saw
from the tone of the papers, the various
indications in the press of England, that
much dissatisfaction was feit towards
this Government and the people, by the
recent imposition of this policy. These
resolutions provided that the United
States, whenever they showed a disposi-
tion to reciprocate, on certain aiticles
mentioned in the free list-and he might
remark that he thought the article
Of free-stone should be included in that
list--might do so. They had not made
any provision in regard to England.
England now received these goods free,
but no consideration had been shown for
England. It was true we had a right to
regulate our own fiscal affairs, and it did
net seem to be disputed in England, that
we had a right to adopt such a course as
would best protect our interests. But
it seemed to him only fair that, as an in-
tegral part of the Empire, we should
have some regard for, and consult, as far
a was consistent with our own interests,
the policy of the Empire. They knew
that the feeling of England was against

this tariff. Why should we discriminate
against England 1 Would the Finance
Minister say that this tariff did not dis-
criminate against England 1

M.. TILLEY: Yes, I do.

Srn A. J. SMITH said the statistics
showed that, while this tariff averaged
7 per cent. on our whole imports from
the United States, it averaged 10î per
cent. on English goods. The hon. gentle-
man included in his estimate
$14,000,000 of grains and flour exported,
which simply passed through Canada
in transitu. His impression was, in con-
clusion, that the effect of the tariff would
tend to bring about ultimately a separa-
tion between the two countries.

MR. TILLEY said ho found, by the
arrangement made, that the House was
to adjourn at six o'clock, but ho could
not allow this matter to pass without
making some remarks before adjourn-
ment. Ris hon. friend referred to the
fact that he expected him (Mr. Tilley) to
refute some statements as to the operation
of the tariff, especially in the Province of
New Brunswick. He purposed doing
that on the next opportunity, but he
could not allow this to pass without
promptly, and at once, meeting some of
the statements made by his hon. friend
which were of a personal character. And
first, with reference to his appointment
as Lieutenant-Governor of New Bruns-
wick. That appointment, the hon. gen-
tleman said, was of a questionable char-
acter, and one of which ho could not
approve. A year ago, or more, statements
were made by members of this House re-
lative to that appointment, which put the
matter unfairly and unjustly before the
country with reference to his (Mr.
Tilley's) position ; and he had applied to
the then Governor-General to relieve him
of his oath of office, so far as it related to
that matter, so that he might, at the
first fitting opportunity, meet the ac-
cusations made. That consent he had
obtained, and he was here to state ex-
actly what took place. On his arrival in
Halifax in 1873 from England, where lie
had been to negotiate a loan, he received
a telegram from the leader of the Govern-
ment, urging him to come to Ottawa at
once without delay, and by ex-
press, if necessary. There were circum-
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stances of a domestic character
which detained him. A daughter of his
was to be married, at St. Andrew's, on
the Tuesday, and he said he would go to
St. Andrew's on the Tuesday evening,
would then take express, and be at Ot-
tawa as soon as possible. On the Thurs-
day afternon, on bis arrival at Ottawa,
he found that Parliament had assembled,
and had adjourned until the Monday
following. He proceeded at once to the
Privy Council Chamber, and there found
bis colleagues in session; and, after con-
gratulations on bis return, and reference
to the negotiations which he had con-
cluded, the leader of the Government
said : " We were very near making you
Lieutenant-Governor of New Brunswick
in your absence." Before bis departure
for England, the leader of the Govern-
ment, Mr. Mitchell and himself had
talked about a gentleman who was to be
nominated to the Lieutenant-Governor-
ship of New Brunswick, as likely to be
acceptable. He (Mr. Tilley) was not the
person nominated, and was not referred
to at ail in the matter, and the leader of
the Government said : " The appoint-
ment will not be made till you return,
and can stand until then." The morning
after bis return he waited on the Gover-
nor-General, and, after giving him a re-
port of the result of bis mission, he
(Mr. Tillev) referred to the fact that, in
his absence, bis colleagues had recom-
mended his appointment as Lieutenant-
Governor, and added : " Your Excel-
lency, the circumstances which led to the
recommendation no longer existing, I
have no intention whatever of accepting
that position." That was the language
used by him, distinctly and unreservedly.

Sr a A. J. SMITH: Did that destroy
the Order in Council ?

MR. TILLEY said ie hoped the hon.
gentleman would preserve his soul in
patience. He (Sir A. J. Smith) had said
that he (Mr. Tilley) had made a speech
in the House on the bth of
November, when he said he would
go down with the Government. He did
not make the speech on that day. That
was the day on which the leader of the
Government announced that the Ministry
had resigned. A few days before, however,
he did make such a speech, and when
the proposition came up in Council before

ME. TILLEY.

that, in reference to the appointment of
a Lieutenant-Governor, h. (Mr. Tilley),
with a majority of the Council, took
ground against that appointment being
made, and, when he made the speech, he
had no expectation-nothing to justify
him in expecting that he would be ap-
pointed if the GNovernment were deteated.
He made that speech, believing he would
go down with them.

SiR A. J. SMITH: There is no other
Order in Council.

Mn. TILLEY said never mind about
the Order in Council; that was made on
the 22nd of October, when he was not
here. On the morning of the 6th
November, the leader of the Govern-
nient came into the Council and said he
had been in communication with the
Governor-General, in reference to the
appointment of Lieutenant-Governors,
and that His Excellency had said that it
was customary in England, on the re-
tirement of a Ministry, to make appoint-
ments to fill vacancies, and he was pre-
pared to take the Premier's recommenda-
tion in reference to the Lieutenant-
Governors. And then, for the first time,
it was proposed by Sir JohnA.Macdonald,
in lis presence, that he (Mr. Tilley)
should be appointed, and for reasons
stated, and he was amazed. His family
were amazed at the offer being made,
as no such appointment had been anti-
cipated. Was it likely that, if he had
anticipated anything of the kind, he
would have brought his family here a
week after the appointment was said to
have been made? His lon. friend fiom
Westmoreland had suggested to him
that he would like him to take the posi-
tion. He (Mr. Tilley) suggeeted to him
that he should take the Governorship,
but the hon. gentleman (Sir A. J. Smith)
had advised him to take it, and had said
that bis appointment would be most ac-
ceptable to the people-of the Province cf
New Brunswick.

Sva A. J. SMITH: I stated that I
was very glad to see the Finance Minis-
ter Lieutenant-Governor of New Bruns-
wick and that, had he not been ap-
pointed, I would have felt pleasure in
recommending the appointment.

MR. TILLEY : Yes ; and, in the
city of St. John, at a public dinner,
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tendered by bis old constituents, he con-

gratulated him (Mr. Tilley), and said Le
only regretted he ihad not the privilege of
nominating him. If he (Mr. Tilley) had
been guilty of any dishonourable act,
would his hon. friend have expressed
regret that lie had not had the honour of
appointing him I He (Mr. Tilley) said
here, as a man having some reputation,
for veracity, that he was not aware of
the matter until the morning of the 6th
November, when it was proposed by bis
right hon. friend that, on account of bis
long services to bis Province and the
Dominion, the Government should confer
on him this mark of recognition, feeling
satisfied the appointment would be ac-
ceptable to the country and the
Province of New Brunswick. The
proposition was made to the Gov-
ernor-General, who expressed bis will-
ingness to make the appointment.
He would appeal to bis lion. friend to
say whether this statement was true or
not. Notwithst&nding that, the hon.
member for Charlotte, when speaking of
flattery being dumped by cartloads on
him (Mr. Tilley) as Finance Minister, re-
peated the charge, but it did not affect him
any more than did the false assertions
made against hin during the past thirty
years, as a public man, and which had
fallen harmless at bis feet, because they
had no foundation in truth. What did
lie find here ? Even the home organ of
the leader of the Opposition, the Sarnia
Observer, stated, a few days since, and
the statements were copied in the Free
Press, of this city :

"So it appears that Mr. Tilley, the imma-
culate, not only sat and voted in Parliament
after he had been appointed Lieutenant-Gov-
ernor, but drew pay for both services; that is,
he drew his salary and indemnity as a Minis-
ter of the Crown and a member of Parliament
up to the 5th November, and he drew salary as
Lieutenant-Governor, at $50 per day, from the
date of his appointment, 22nd October. It
was only fourteen days, of course, but it net-
ted the snug littie sum of $70o. We fear
there is a good deal of the (Heathen Chinee'
about Mr. Tilley's chfld-like innocence."

Here was an assertion that he gave a
vote after accepting the position, which
lie utterly denied, and received payment
in a double capacity. The appointment
was offered to him the morning of the
6th. He took time to consider it. He
did not dream of the appointment. In

1872, the leader of the Government
offered him the Governorship of British
Columbia, when he (Mr. Tilley) ex-
plained the difficulties in the way, and
said he had no ambition in that direc-
tion. It was after the leader of the Gov-
ernument had been in communication with
Ris Excellency the Governor-General, on
the morning of the 6th November, that he
made this offer, which he (Mr. Tilley) ac-
cepted, and he thanked bis hon. friend for
saying that, in bis capacity as Lieutenant-
Governor, he had discharged bis duties
satisfactorily, and that everything went
on smoothly. He (Sir A. J. Smith) said
the way in which he (Mr. Tilley) entered
the Government House was unfortunate,
and the way in which he left it was equally
unfortunate; that lie had attended a public
meeting while he was Lieutenant-Gover-
nor, and made a violent party speech.

SmR A. J. SMITH: The papers said
s0.

Mn. TILLEY said the statement was
not true. He had occasion to visit St.
John on business frequently, as lie had
been entrustg, with the Mayor of the
city sud the Yresident of the Chamber of
Commerce, with the distribution of the
money contributed by Liverpool and
London, and other cities, to alleviate the
distress in St. John after the fire. At the
ferry floats on the west side of the city, ho
met two gentlemen on one of those
visits, who said they were a deputation
appointed to wait on him with a requisi-
tion to accept a nomination as candidate
for the city. They asked him where
lie would aeet them, and lie invited
them to accompany him to the hotel
where he was going at the time.
When they came there, they said that
several of the gentlemen who had signed
that requisition wished to be present,
that bis room in the hotel was hardly
large enough, and proposed that
they should go to a room in Prince Wil-
liam-street. They there read the requi-
sition, and lie replied that, while lie had
no desire to re-enter public life, still,
when a requisition-signed by over a
thousand of the electors of St. John,
many of them bis old supporters, but
some of them who had been bis oppo-
nents for a lifetime-was made him, lie
did not feel himself at liberty to decline;
but, lie said to them : You see the posi-
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tion in which I am placed, that I am for saying so, for him (Mr. Tilley) to Say
still Lieutenant-Governor ; yon cannot ho would acoept the position for another
expect me to make any remarks, and, term, and it would be formally offeréd him
until I shall have communicated for another five years. He noed not
with the Governor-General, I must refer, because it would only destroy, pei-
refrain froin offering any remarks. haps, the efleet of what ho was going to
He then withdrew from the meeting, say, to the various ritmours spread by
without having said a single word with memborsof the fouse of Representativeg
reference to the late Administration, or for the Province, that ho was to b.
upon any public question whatever. He offered another term, and Mr. King was to
thon communicated with the Governor- ho offerod a judgeship, and, by getting
General. Some little delay took place them out of the way, New Brunswick
owing to the Governor-General being would ho safe to tho Governent. He
down the Saguenay, but, on his return to (Mr. Tilley) stated to thc gentleman who
Quebec, he immediately wrote him ac- made this proposai, that ho admitted the
cepting his resignation. It was all im- position ho occupied was a great relief to
portant that ho (Mr. Tilley) should have him from the cares and anxieties of pub-
then entei ed the contest, but ho held lic life, after a quarter of a century's
himself perfectly aloof until ho had the anxious turmoil and labour, ho believed
acceptance of his resigation from the in the interests of the country, thougl
Governor-General. Then ho did enter thero were times when the country was
into the contest. Never had ho been in against him; but, as it had been
a contest in any election ho had ever run thon, so it would be now. Those
which was more consistent with the laws who opposed this tarif now would twelve
of the land than that election, and, in months hence bo in favour of it, as the
obtaining nine of a majority, it was in had heen opposed to Confederation in
spite of all the influences of the Govern- 1864, but afterwards agreed te it.
ment that could be brouà to bear to If they went to the election in
defeat him. Even the le r of the Op- another twelve months, they would find
position and the late Minister of Finance that, with ail the interests benefitted,
came down to accomplish the work, but the country would risc up and declare
failed. for this policy, and instead of therehoing

MR. MACKENZIE: You do not ob- five New Brunswick supporters of the
ject to that? Government, ho doubted whether there

MR. TILLEY said the hon. gentleman sitio to it. fie the
had referred to the speech which he made gentleman referred te, that ho had
in the Mechanics' Institute, when he (Mr. enjoyed this position very nuch, that
Tilley) referred to the fact that ho ho was now sixty years of age, and had
might have remained in Government no desire to me-enter public life, but theme
House, and received the $45,000 wero these difficulties. W6me ho in per-
for the five years, but he declined feet accord with the Govemnment, did ho
to do that, and accepted the nomination. believe in their policy, ho could not be
Now, the hon. gentleman said that ho charged with accpting the position
(Mr. Tilley) had no justification for mak- for the purpose of closing his mouth.
ing that statement. More than that, ho wanted te ho free.

S A. J. SMITHt: I do not know of ais policy had been arraigned y him
any myself. suc ssor throughout the length e d

hrapsthe ffte ofat he wstong to

Mit. TILLEY said ail ho could Lionitenant-Governor had been misrepro-
Say, ln tho first place, was that sented, and, though ho did not desire tb
a gentleman, a Senator, a frioind of th m enter Parliaent, h wished tuo o a free
Governmont, in intimato accord with man that ho migt go ovr hie Province
them, and a brother-in-law of a member and instruct the peop e in what h co -
of the Govemnmont, came te hm b and sidered tod h their interest. Ho wanted
stated most distinctly and enuphatically, to ho free te defend the tue policy und
that it wa only necessary, and ho gave intere t of the county. o e waen -
him to undemstand that ho had authority prised at the statement hade by the hon.

MR. TILLET.
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member for Westmoreland at a pic-
nie meeting held at Salisbury, in
reference to the Governorship, that
he (Mr. Tilley) had betrayed con-
fidence in giving publicity to a private
communication in the statement he had
made. He made no reference to that
communication whatever, and, the hon.
member having referred to a part of that
letter, if lie would take off the seal of
secresy on the balance of it, ho (Mr.
*Tilley) could more clearly put his posi-
tion before the country to-day.

SiR A. J. SMITH: I am satisfied to
take it off. Let us see the letters.

MR. TILLEY said ho had not the let-
ters, but the lon. gentleman would not
deny the statement he was going to make.
The hon. member wrote him (Mr. Tilley)
that he was anxious to see him, and in-
tended calling at Fredericton, had he not
been detained at the Fishery Commis-
sion in Halifax, and that he wished to
know his views.

SiR A. J. SMITH: Had you not bet-
ter wait and get the letter ?

MR. TILLEY: The hon. member
wanted to know, in that letter, what
were my views in reference to a second
term. He said ho believed that my
appointment would be acceptable to the
people generally.

SiR A. J. SMITH : I did.

MR. TILLEY said the hon. gen-
tleman, after referring to some
domestic matters on this subject,
said "Do not answer me unless
you desire to do so, but it is important
before Christmas that I should know
what your views are on the subject.
Write me before that time, if you write
at all. He did not write an answer
until the gentleman to whom he previous-
ly referred came to him at lis louse a
few days before Christmas. He told him
that he had made up his mind ho could
not acoept the position. He then sat
down, and in almost the same language
which he used at the meeting,-per-
haps that was the ieason the hon. gentle-
man supposed he had referred to his com-
munication,-he wrote to the hou. gen-
tleman, declining the offer. But the
hon. gentleman went further in bis lot-

ter. He spoke about the chances of the
election, that Quebec would eertainly be
carried in favour of the then Admin-
istration. He thon pointed out how
anxious he woald be to have him (Mr.
Tilley) as a colleague and a supporter;
that it would not be long before he (Mr.
Tilley) would be in the Ministry, because
the Liberal party would be sustained.
Further than that, Mr. James Dunn, as
respectable a man as lived in this Domin-
ion, asked him for an interview, which
he (Mr. Tilley) gave him. He said he
had been in communication with the
Ministers of Customs and Marine and
Fisheries, when recently at Ottawa, and
told him, as a friend, that he was anxious
he should remain where he was, that
there would be a hard fight, and
money spent against him, and
that the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries and the lon. Mr. Burpee had
authorised him to come to him (Mr.
Tilley), and say that, if ho would accept a
second term, they would be glad to give
it to him. He called the hon. gentleman's
attention to this fact after ho had made
the pic-nic speech, and, in his letters in
answer, ho said that ho had had some
communication with Mr. Dunn, but that
it was confidential.

Sri A. J. SMITH: Read the letter.

MR. TILLEY said, with all these
statements, he declined to accept the
position, and gave both gentlemen his
answer. He thought he was sufficiently
justified, under these circumscances, in
saying that, if he had desired to remain
in that position for another five years, he
could have doue so. It was said by the
hon. member for Northumberland that
this was said to be his (Mr. Tilley's) last
effort. Did ho understand him to say it
was the last Parliamentary effort he
should make.. If it was, he felt confi-
dent that not only would it retain the
support of the present Parliament, but
of the country throughout. His hon.
friend said no doubt ho had letters from
his constituency against bis policy. He
had not received three letters against it.
He found, from one end of the Dominion
to the other, an uprising of the people in
its favour and a restoration of confidence.
They might take up the public press, on
both sides, and they would find that
everywhere new industries were grow-
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ing up, and new ,enrgy, life and
vitality being manifested. If it
should be his last act, le felt the people
would sustain him and say it was worthy
of a life-long devotion to this country,
because it produced the most beneficial
results. He proposed going on to show
why le believed that, to show why the
fears that had been entertained here with
reference to his own Province, and the
effect of this tarifi, were groundless, and
that the statements in reference to the
effect of the Union of his Province with
this Confederation, lad no foundation;
though he might be open to the same
imputation as in 1872, when there
were men who said " That is the man
you want to have as a representative of
New Brunswick, who tells the people
the Province has more than justice, and
thus deprives himself of demanding
further amounts from the Dominion."
When Le undertook to vindi-
cate his character, no doubt the same
line of argument would be adopted now
as was adopted then ; but he would risk
it, because his colleagues would not deny
to New Brunswick a single thing that
she was honestly entitled to.

Srn A. J. SMITH: Mr. Speaker-

Several HoN. MEMBERS: Adjourn.

S1n JOHN A. MACDONALD moved
the adjournment of the flouse.

Several Hox. MEMBERS: Six
o'clock.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.

Motion for the adjourument of the
House (Sir John A. Macdonald), with
leave of the House, withdrawn.

81t A. J. SMITH said he Lad removed
the seal of secresy from the letter which
he had written to the hon. the Minister
of Finance, on the condition that the hon.
gentleman should produce the letter, but
the hon. gentleman, instead of consenting
to that proposition, went on tu give his
own version of it. This was all he (Sir
A. J. Smith) wanted to say on that
point. He had not consented to the hon.
gentleman giving his own version of the

MnL TILLEY.

letter, and it was only fair and reasonable
that the letter should be produeed. Mr.
Dunn, who had been referred to by the
hon. the Minister of Finance, was a very
respectable resident of St. John, whom he
recollected having been in his office. He
believed that Mr. Burpee was also pre-
sent. Mr. Dunn was, and Lad always
been, a strong personal friend of the lion.
the Finance Minister, and Lad himself
introduced the subject. He seemed
extremely anxious that the hon. the Fi-
nance Minister should be re-appointed to
the position of Lieutenant-Governor, and
took a great interest in the matter, but
certainly he had never been autborised to
state to the hon. gentleman that he could
have the re-appointment. They crould
not distribute patronage in this way.
Mr. Dunn might have inferred, he did
not deny, from the conversation which,
then passed between them, that, if Mr.
Tilley expressed a wish to be re-appoint-
ed, the Government might consider it,
and might do so favourably. This was
his recollection of the matter. Mr.
Dunn had broached the subject, and had
expressed a great deal of interest in see-
ing Mr. Tilley continue in the position ho
occupied at the time, as he administered
the affairs of the Province to the entire
satisfaction of the people. That was his
recollection of the conversation, and ho
though-t Mr. Dunn would confilrm what
lie (Sir A. J. Smith) said in regard te it.
He Lad no authority for making any
such communication, and the House
would see that it could not be doue.
They could not distribute patronage in
such a way. Such a communication
could only come through the First Min-
ister, and not otherwise. This was the
whole of the conversation, according to
Lis recollection.

Ma. TILLEY said he did not under-
stand that the hon. gentleman had made
any condition. He recollected that the
hon. gentleman (Sir A. J. Smith) lad
asked him, in the letter referred to, to
destroy the correspondence, but le did
not think he lad done so. Re would
search for the correspondence, and, if he
found it, would be very happy to sub-
mit it. It was true that Mr. Dunn was
a personal friend, but he was opposed to
him politically during the late election.
Mr. Dunn had come to him, and the
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proposition was unsought on Lis (Mr.
Tilley's) part. Some time after he had
written bis answer to the hon. member
for Westmoreland (Sir A. J. Smith), Mr.
Dunn came to him, speaking as if he had
been deputed with authority, and Every-
thing of that kind. There was no hesi-
tation or reservation whatever, in
reference to the authority he had ; but
the matter did not depend on that point.
He would search among his correspond-
ence, and he thought that he might find
the letter, which, if found, he would be
very happy to submit.

SIR A. J. SMITH said he thought that
he had made in the letter a statement
which would not be denied by the Fi-
nance Minister as to the contents of the
letter. He had stated that he had no
authority from Mr. Mackenzie or any
other person to write it.

MR. TILLEY : You said so with re-
spect to Mr. Mackenzie.

SIa A. J. SMITH said he thought he
had stated diâtinctly that nobody knew
what he had written.

MR. TILLEY : No.

SIR A. J. SMITHI said he thought he'
stated also that he desired to aid Mr.
Tilley in reference to a domestic matter,
whicb it was not necessary to refer to.
He stated also that, unless he (Mr.
Tilley) signified it was his desire to have
a second term, he should treat the matter
as never having been written.

MI. TILLEY : That is it.

Sm A. J. SMITH said it was written
under the strictest injunctions to secresy
and confidence on these two points. He
thought he had a copy of the correspon-
dence at home. He had no authority
whatever to write, but wrote on Lis own
responsibility. He made no offer to him
(Mr. Tilley) whatever. He only desired
to know what his wishes were in regard
to the second appointment, and, if he did
not desire the second appointment, he
was to destroy the correspondence. Hie
thought Le stated that the hon. gentle-
man was on the wrong side of politics.

MR. TILLEY: That is quite true.

MR. TILLEY moved the adjournment
of the debate.

78

Motion agreed to and debate ad-
journed.

House adjourned at
Ten minutes after

Eight o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Tuesday, 15th April, 1879.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three a
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

CENSUS AND STATISTICS BILL.
[BILL 67.]

(Mr. Pope, Compton.)
SECOND READING.

Bill read the second time.

Resolutions on the subject of Censua
and Statistics,reported from Committee of
the Whole (March 27th), read the second
time and agreed to, and referred to Oom-
mittee of the Whole on Bill 67.

House resolved itself into Committea
of the Whole to consider the Bill (No.
67).

(In the Committee.)

On section 1,

Mn. CARTWRIGHT asked in what
respect this Bill differed from the Bill of
1869-70.

Mn. POPE (Compton) said that no
alterations had been made in regard to
the taking of the census. The Bill had
been extended by the addition of several
clauses relating to the collection of vital
and other atatistics.

Mn. CARTWRIGHT asked why the
Government asked for power to pro-
ceed whith this work two years in ad-
vance.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
that, ten years ago, when the lat
measure was passed, Mr. Dunkin was
Ministerof Justice. They found that,
between the time that Act was passed
and the opening of 1871, when it was
put in operation, it was a very
hurried and complicated matter making
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the necessary preparations. Then, every-
thing having to be done in a hurry, it
was found it entailed additional expense.
It was supposed that the Department of
Agriculture, with the experience they had
had, by taking plenty of time, with the
assistance of two or three additional
clerks, -would be able to prepare
the schedules and forms so as to have
them all ready to start next spring.
This measure would not entail much
additional expense, because, if the bon.
gentleman would look at the Estimates,
he would find that they only asked for
$5,000.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said he would
suggest that the details of the measure
should be submitted to the House next
spring, because some hon. members might
be able to make some very valuable sug-
gestions in regard to it.

MR. POPE (Compton), said that that
was their intention, as they desired to
bave the most complete census that
could be obtained. There was a differ-
ence between taking the census in this
country and England ; there they had a
trained statistical staff composed of per-
manent officers. The Registrar-General
had charge of it. There were 672 super-
intendeuts, and 2,197 permanent officers.
These people understood their business,
and were looking continually at the
statistical branch. We had nothing of
the kind here, almost every officer we
appointed had to be educated to his
work, and it was for the purpose of edu-
cating the staff for this work that the
Bill had been introduced this Session.

Ma. MILLS said, from the statement
of the First Minister, it appeared that
legislation was not absolutely neoessary
this Session, and that the Minister of
Agriculture would be prepared to submit
a better measure, if he took more time to
consider what should be done. There
was no necessary connection between
the ineasure now before the House, and
the objects aimed at as stated by the hon.
the First Minister.

Section agreed to.

On section 29,

Ma. ANGLIN said this clause author-
ised the Government to establish a new

SU JOKK A. MiCDOIm».

system for the collection of vital, cri-
minal and other statistics. Such a mea-
sure had often been proposed in previous
years, but the House had always refused
to adopt it. He understood this clause
to authorise the Government to establish
a permanent system of collecting vital,
criminal and other statistics at all time.
He desired that the House should be put
in possession of fuller information as to
the scope of this clause, and the probable
cost it would involve.

MR. MILLS said this measure was an
entirely different thing from the ordi-
nary provisions for taking the census.
-He desired to know more particularly
what the Government aimed at, what
kind of machinery they intended to em-
ploy, the duties of the officers, and the
probable cost. The House ought not to
abdicate its functions altogether in this
matter, and transfer them to the Minister
of Agriculture.

MR. TUPPER said the hon. member
for Gloucester was scarcely correct in
stating that this House ihad refused to
deal with this question on former occa-
sions. The subject had been discussed
from time to tinie, but there had never
been a vote upon it. There had always
been a common' accord that it was very
desirable to have some improvement in our
collection of statistics. The Union Act
relegated this subject to the Dominion
Parliament, and difficulties had arisen in
the consideration of this subject, from
the fact that in some Provinces organisa-
tions, more or less perfect, existed, hav-
ing the same object in view. Clause 28
of this Bill provided for utilising any
such organisatipn or systema as far as
might be by co-operation between the
two Governments. This was but a ten-
tative measure. It was not proposed
to put it at once into operation ; but it
provided for the means of taking up the
question and maturing it. No action
could be taken until a vote of money
was made for the purpose. No new
powers were conferred on the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. But, inasmuch as
they were obliged to have an elaborate
scheme for taking the ordinary census, it
was thought desirable to engraft upon it
whatever other means might exist, in
order to enlarge the amount of informa-
tion in connection with the couintry's
statistics.
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MR. ANGLIN said he fouind, by this
clause, that they were providing for the
establishment of a :permanent bureau of
statistics, with all the necessary officers,
and that without knowing what was
Jikely to be the extent of the machinery
or the cost. It had always been urged,
against a measure of this kind that it
would cost 'a great deal more than the
statistics would be worth. The attempt
to establish this bureau should not be
made by attaching a few clauses to a
Bill of an enLirely different character.
He observed that subsequent clauses pro-
vided for the appointment of officers
for this extra work. This was a matter
of such importance that the House
ought to pause before passing this Bill.
The House should not be asked to pass a
measure of this kind, and in such a way,
without such ample information as it
was possible for the Minister to procure
as to the probable extent of the work,
and its cost.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
it was generally agreed that it was very
desirable to have some statistical infor-
formation on many subjects oftener than
once in ten years. As a full set of offi-
cers and machinery would have to be
provided for taking the census of 1881,
the Government thought it was a proper
time to utilise the same officers in col-
lecting vital, criminal, and other statistics
for that year. The same machinery
would do at a less expense than by any
separate and distinct procedure in the
way of collecting this kind of statistics;
the same body of men would be available
at verv little additional cost. The body
Of statistics in 1881 would form the basis
of a complete census. They would start
from that point, and then Parliament,
yeai after year, would grant such sums
of money as might be necessary, in order
to continue the collection of those statis-
tics. Statistics, to be of any real value,
should be collected annually. This mat
ter would be completely under the con-
trol of the House hereafter.

Ma. CARTWRIGHT said he agreed
that it was very desirable to obtain such
statistics as had been referred to; but he
saw, on examining the latterwelauses of
the Bill, that it virtually created
a bureau of statistics, which should
colleet information every year, and

certainly clauses 25, 26 and 31 gave
full power, apparently, and ;made it the
duty of the Minister to establish a
bureau of statistics. AU they wanted to
know was the probable extent and cost
of that service. No one could deny its
importance, which he had never heard
anybody gainsay. But, heretofore, they
had always experienced the conviction
that apart from certain constitutional
difficulties in the way of this work, it
would involve an additional expenditure
of, perhaps, $200,000 or $300,000.
Now, it was not desirable they should
obtain statistics unless they were reason-
ably accurate. Ie would like to know
from the hon. the Minister of Agrical-
ture if he had calculated, not what the
expense would -be in the first instance,
but what it might be annually.

MR. POPE (Compton) said he had, at
one time, gone into the subject fully,
and considered the cost of those statis-
tics. But the Bill before the fHouse
enabled the Government to enter into an
arrangement with Provinces, individuals,
or corporations, for the obtainiment of
such information.

An HoN. MEMBER : It goes beyond
that.

MR. POPE said lie did not expect this
Bill to prove a final and satisfactory mea-
sure. But he did think it important
that, in taking the census, they should
have power to utilize those agencies, if
thought best. They might receive
power to collect statistics, Ministers hav-
ing to come down to the House for a
vote, when all information could be
given as to the object and probable ex-
pense. He hoped the work would be
done for much less than some supposed.
The importance of correct information,
with regard to the resources and impor-
tant interests of the country, could not
be over-estimated. This was nothing
more or less than national stock-taking,
and giving information that every man
in and out of the country ought to have,
with respect to the public health, and
every matter affecting the public in-
terest. He now, however, only asked
power, should it be thought advisable,
after the House was prorogued, to make
such arrangements with corporations and%
Provinces as was ontemplated. This
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measure was intended as the commence-
ment of a system of correct statistics.

MR. HOLTON said it was quite obvi-
ous that this subject was before the
House for the first time, and, considering
its importance, he thought it would be a
mistake to pass those clauses through the
Committee of the Whole that day. He
thought they had better have a little
time to consider those clauses in a full
House, after they had received some
attention. It was proposed to create a
new Department.

MR. ANGLIN said that it was pro-
posed to take power to make regulations,
appoint officers, and confer the amplest
powers on them for the objects in view.
They really did not know how much
power they should be conferring, which
fact was a strong objection to a measure
of that kind. He was very much op-
posed to clothing the Governor in Coun-
cil with power of legislation in the ex-
traordinary way now proposed. They
had had too much of that al-eady. They
ought to define and limit such powers
strictly and clearly in all cases. This
Bill being new, they should have time to
give it the consideration to which it was
entitled. They were asked to pass a
Bill., that, in a few clauses, would enable
thgGovernorin Council, to create asystem
with regard to which the House had the
very vaguest idea. If the hon. the Minis-
ter of Agriculture had but a few simple
objects in view, let him express them in
the simplest language, and hon. gentle-
men on the Opposition side would meet
him in ~a frank and liberal spirit.

MR. CARTWRIGHT called attention
to clause 33, prescribing a penalty of $200
for a breach of the Act. There was
scarcely any conceivable subject of in-
vestigation, which would not come under
the head of some special statistical in-
vestigation, and, although he did not
think the powers of the Bill would be
much abused, still such circumstance was
possible. The Government knew that
to ask for information respecting certain
businesses and tradet of private impor-
tance would affect the liberty of the
aubject ; and, under this Bill, all man-
uer of investigations could be ordered,
and heavy penalties inflicted, simply by
Order of the Governor in Council, in

Ma. FOPE.

any case of disobedience. That power,
although granted under special cases,
was one about which Parliament ought
to be very jealous. He hoped the
Government would consider carefully
the danger of its abuse in certain cases.
The Finance Minister might want infor-
mation as to certain facts which Parlia-
ment might not be willing to grant him
till he had fully explained his designs.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the hon. member for Gloucester might
have been right in objecting to extensive
powers being given to the Governor in
Council. Unfortunately, for the last five
years, from bis being Speaker, he had
had no opportunity of raising the objec-
tion ; for he would find, in almost every
Statute passed by the late Administra-
tion, those powers taken to a greater
degree than by any Government
for ten years before. He thought
that his hon: friend from Chateau-
guay (Mr. Holton) could not well
ask for the postponement of busi-
ness, because he had not read the Bill,
which came from the Senate. Anybody
could see from its title that it went fur-
ther than an ordinary census measure.
With regard to clause 33, he did not
think there was any danger of informa-
tion being asked, or of parties being pun-
ished unjustly. If they did not think
the information asked came fairly within
the line of ordinary statistics, they need
not answer ; but punishhment was con-
templated for false information. If a
party chose to give any, he should speak
correctly and truthfully. The penalty,
however, might be reduced and those
clauses be allowed to go through Com-
mittee with the right of discussion after-
wards.

MR. MILLS said that the Govern-
ment were not in possession of informa-
tion to justify the legislation proposed.
It seemed really that the probable
expense would exceed any benefit desir-
able froma that scheme. The Bill
proposed more than the House had any
legal or constitutional authority to ac-
complish. They ought not to authorise
the creation of a machinery to deal di-
reetly with that particular subject as
unight be done underthat Bill. If the hon.
gentleman in charge of it were to confine
its operation to a single year, his propo-
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sition would be more reasonable; but he
proposed, without giving the House suffi-
cient notice, to establish a permanent
system.

Section agreed to.

On section 33,
On the suggestion of Mr. CARTWRIGHT,

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD
agreed to reduce the penalty to $100.

Bill, as amended, ordered to be re-
ported.

House resumed.

Bill reported

BILLS OF EXCHANGE ACTS AMEND-
MENT BILL.-[BILL 31.]

(Mr. Baby.)

OONSIDERED IN COMMITTEE.

louse resolved itself into Committee
on the Bill.

(In the Committee.)

MR. ANGLIN asked if, where the
note was drawn on stamped paper which
was not of sufficient value, the defect
could be cured by the use of an additional
stamp.

1MR. BABY said that objection was
met with in the way mentioned. He
proposed making an amendment in the
5th line, 3rd page, by striking out after
the words " any cheque," the words "upon
any chartered bank." In St. John,
lalifax, and different parts of Upper
Canada, private bankers were in the
habit of using cheques, and, therefore, it
was advisable to remove the restrictive
words.

On section 8,
MR. COCKBURN (West Northum-

berland) said ho would like to amend
this clause by inserting the words "prom-
Issory note." The exception made in
favour of bills of exchange should be ex-
tended to promissory notes drawn out of
Canada, and payable out of Canada. It
frequently happened that large promis-
sory notes were made in New York pay-
able, for instance, at Detroit, and thefe

notes finding their way to banks in Can-
ada, were negotiated and passed on for
collection. That was precisely the case
of a bill of exchange, and notes should
be exempted equally with bills of ex-
change, or else the clause should be
struck out altogether.

MR. PLUMB asked how the hon. gen-
tleman (Mr. Cockburn) would deal with
bills of exchange made outside the coun-
try by persons who had no stamps, and
could not procure them.

MR. COCKBURN said bills were not
collectable here at all. A bill drawn on
New York, and payable, for instance, at
Detroit, might come into the hands of a
customer in Ottawa, and, if negotiated at
a bank here," the bill was exempt from
this tax. He thought promissory notes
should stand on the same footing.

MR. CAMERON (South Huron) said
a bill of exchange, drawn in the United
States and payable there, might be ac-
cepted in Canada, and, therefore, it might
be traded, and, in that case, it would be
governed according to the laws of the
country in which acceptance took place.
It would Le different with a promissory
note. A promissory note made in the
United States and paid there, although it
might be assumed here, would be dealt
with according to the law of the country
in which it was made payable.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said the
bon. member for West Northumberland
referred to a note made payable in Can-
ada, although drawn out of Canada; this
was provided for in section 14. If it was
drawn out of Canada, and made payable
out of Canada, lie did not see what we
had to do with it, but, if it was gen-
erally made payable, then it might be
sued for in this country. For instance,
he might be going through this ccuntry,
and then lie might be sued on it while
passing.

MR. COCKBURN (West Northum-
berland) said his amendment had refor-
ence te notes drawn out of Canada and
paid out of Canada, whereas section 14
bad reference to double duties, where, in
the first instance, the note had not been
properly stamped. The case of a pro-
missory note very frequently occurred
here, and the banks were at a loss to

Bille of Exchange Acts (APR1L 15, 1879.]
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know whether the same rule was to apply
to promissory notes as to bills of ex-
change ? Why make a difference 1 If
the hon. gentleman wished a bill of ex-
ehange payable out of Canada to be ex-
empted from duty, surely the same law
should apply to a promissory note.

ME. McDONALD (Pictou) said a
promissory note was only an inland bill
of exchange. He could not advise the
acceptance of the amendment, for the
reason that it would conflict with an-
other clause of the Act. The maker of a
promissory note stood exactly in law in
the same position as the maker of a bill
of exchange. The relations of the two
were identical. ln fact the acceptor was
the first promissor on the obligation.
Under section 4, a bill of exchange
made in New York, made payable there
and accepted in Canada, was liable to
stamps. The only way our laws could
affect a promissory note made in the
United States, was this : If the maker
in the United States protested the Bill,
and was in Canada where it became due,
the note might be enforced in our Courts.
H1e need not say that in such a case the
absence of a stamp would not invalidate
the contract.

Mn. MILLS said a case happened
some years ago in England, in a suit
brought upon a note made in Dublin,
when the English Jaw did not extend to
Ireland. A note made in Ireland, upon
which there was no stamp, was sued in
Westminster. The objection taken to it
was that it was not stamped as required
by the law, but it was held that, since
this note was made abroad, was payable
abroad, and since all the parties had
come within the j urisdiction of the Court,
the note might be properiy collected in
England, and stamps were not necessary.
He thought that rule should be followed
here, or else this section 8 ought to be
entirely expunged from the Bill alto-
gether.

Section agreed to.

Bill, as amended,
ported.

H ouse reumed.

Bill reported.

MR. COCKBURN.

ordered to be

Anendment read the firt and second
times, and agreed to.

It being Six o'clock, the ,Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.

TRURO AND PICTOU RAILWAY TRANS.
FER ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

[BLL 58.]

(Mr. Tupper.)

SECOND READING.

Order for second reading read.

MR. TUPPER said that a Bill had
been passed for the purpose of transferring
the Pictou Branch of the Government
Railwav to certain parties, in oraer to
its extension eastward. Under the
power given by the A ct to the Govern-
ment, an arrangement was made with a
railway company to have the railroad
prolonged as far east as the Gut of Canso,
and for a ferry across that streai. The
work was cairied on under a contract
made between the Government of Nova
Scotia and a company called, he thought,
the Cape Breton Railway Company. A
difficulty arose between the Govern-
ment of Nova Scotia and the contractors,
in consequence of some alleged informal-
ity or illegality in the position of the
company, in rclation to their not having
complied with the terms of incorporation.
Although the matter was in controversy,
a very serious difficulty presented itself
in carrying out the arrangement between
the Government of Nova Scotia and the
railway company. The result was that
negotiations took place between them
and the Government at Ottawa for
the purpose of adjusting that differ-
ence. One of the dilficulties was
that the Government of Nova Scotia
claimed that the company had no legal
status, and that, if they made them pay-
ments under the agreement made with
their predecessors, they would not be
able to exact the conditions of those
payments. It was, therefore, proposed
that an Act should pass the Legislature
of Nova Scotia, for the purpose of re-
moving all doubt as to the legality of
the company's position, and of giving
greater security than otherwise could be
obtained ; it was proposed an Act should
pass here amending the Act under which

-Act Amendment Bill.
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the Pictou Branch was transferred to the
Company constructing the Eastern Ex-
tension Railway. The result was this
Bill was founded upon a tripar-
tite agreement between the Oompany,
the Government of Nova Scotia and the
Dominion Government. The effect of
the J3ill passed in the Legislature of
Nova Scotia, and which was in confor-
mity with the agreement entered into
between the three parties, and which
the present Bill proposed to carry out,
was this: all the legal and technical
difficulties were removed, so far
as the legality of the position of
the Eastern Extension Railway Com-
pany was concerned, and greater
security was given the public, be-
cause it substituted this Act for that
under which the transfer of the Pictou
Branch to the Government of Nova
Scotia took place. There was no pro-
vision for the continued operation of the
road under the Bill as it stood, or under
the agreement, and this Bill provided
that in case of the Company's failure to
operate the road, it should revert to the
Government of Nova Scotia ; and in case
of their failure to operate the road, the
whole property uf the Eastern Extension
as well as the Pictou Branch, should re-
vert to the Dominion Government. The
Bill substantially gave effect to the Act
which passed the House on a previous
occasion, and to the contracts the Govern-
ment made under that agreement.

Ma. MACKENZIE said he would
ask the hon. gentleman not to proceed
with the Bill in Comnittee to-night. He
thought it was unfortunate that in the
9th section there was practically an ad-
mission of some claim for compen-
sation, because of the deterioration of the
road since the Act was passed. That
clause ought not to be there. It said, no
doubt, that that should not be held to
admit or waive the claim. The Company
could not possibly claim anything under
the previous Act, which provided that
they were to obtain possession after the
performance of certain conditions, when
they had not been performed. They ought
not, in this negative manner, to admit the
possibility of any claim. He had de-
ulined absolutely to give them possession
Of the road till the tertns were complied
with, the railway stock provided, and

security giveuMat the road would be
kept open. He thought it would be far
better that that clause should be struck
out, for it enabled them to say that the
Government and the House must have
had it in contemplation to consider some
sort of claim on that ground. Then he
did not like the provision that, under
certain circumstances, the road should
revert to the Nova Scotia Government,
and under certain others, from the Nova
Scotia Government to the Dominion
Government. H1e was afraid, with that
provision, it was tolerably certain that
a road would be put into the hands of
the Dominion Government that had
never paid, and was not likely to pay
till a distant day. One object of the
late Government in the Act passed was
this : it was considered that it was not
desirable that the Government shoulcI
retain any but the great trunk road
leading to Halifax-that all the branch
roads should be in the possession of in-
dependent companies, or some other

, authority. He regretted very much
that any provision should be left in the
Bill which rendered it probable they
should again obtain possession of a
property which could be better managed
otherwise, and a property which could
be of no earthly use to them, except as a
means, perbaps, to enable the Govern-
ment of the day to dispense certain
patronage. He thought it exceedingly
desirable to be, beyond all doubt, quit of
it for ever. There should be nothing in
the Act which would lead to, or allow
any room for, an application by which it
might be returned to the Government.
There were some other matters in the
Bill, to which he would like to refer, but
he would ask the hon. the Minister of
Public Works not to proceed with it
to-night.

MR. TUPPER said he was very sorry
the hon. gentleman was not prepared to
have him (Mr. Tupper) go on with the
measure to-night. It had been a very
long time on the Order paper; had been
printed and been in the hands of hon.
members a considerable length of time.
Under these circumstances, he thought
the hon. gentleman was not in a position
to ask a postponement of the Bill. The
Session had advanced to a considerable
length, and it was very desirable, he

Truro and Pictou R.R.
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thought every hon. member on both sides
would admit, thatprogresa should be
made with public business as fast as pos-
sible. It was extremely inconvenient for
the Government not to be able to pro-
ceed with measures at a time like the
present, when they were prepared to do
so. He did not think there could be
any difficulty about it, because, if the
House went into Committee, and passed
through, the hon. gentleman could raise
any question, or inove any amendment
he thought advisable, on the third read-
ing, after he (Mr. Mackenzie) had
had time to consider the measure.
He would just say in regard to the point
raised by the hon. gentleman, that this
Bill, in his judgment, instead of conced-
ing any righ t the Government had,
was more favourable to the interests
of the Government than the previous
measure, because it provided for the con-
tinuous operation of the road. Any-
body who knew anything of the trade
and business of the country, knew that a
greater disaster could scarcely occur in
connection with any of the public
works, than the cessation of the run-
ning of such railways. No person ever
supposed that this Government was go-
ing to give away property, which cost
the country very large sums of public
money, unconditionally. It was very
desirable, in the interest of the promotion
of trade and business, that the road
should continue to be operated ; there-
fore the Government had no intention of
parting with it, without a guarantee that
the road should continue to be operated.
He did not, however, think there was
any danger, because the road was in the
hands of a company who were ex-
pending their own money in constructing
80 miles of road beyond, and, of course,
they would have to see that communica-
tion was kept open. In reference to
the point raised by the hon. gentle-
man, he would admit that no
claim existed, and the hon. gentleman
would find in another clause of the Bill
that the terms had been modified as to
the railway itself. The Pictou Branch,
as described in the Act which was passed
by the late Government, was held to in-
clude that which was constructed under
the Act providing for the construction of
the branch railway to Pictou ; but it so
happeued that, owing to a want of infor-

MR. TUPPER.

mation, the term Pictou Branch in the
Act embraced a part of the Inéercolonial
Railway itself. The Intercolonial Railway
had been constructed since the construc-
tion of the Pictou Branch. The Inter-
colonial railway left the road from Hali-
fax to Pictou after it had passed the
point where the Pictou Branch
commenced. He had made pro-
vision in this Bill for certain
amendments in relation to that, so as to
leave the parties operating the road no
possible claim to any part of what might
be called the Intercolonial Railway. He
was sure that the hon. gentleman would
see that the Bill had been prepared with
the greatest possible care, so as to pre-
vent any claim being founded on it, and
at the same time to protect, as far as
possible, the public interests. The Gov-
ernment found that the legislation of the
late Government was being frustrated.
and an agreement, of which this Bill was
the result, had been made with the Gov-
ernment of Nova Scotia, the railway com-
pany engaged in constructing the railway
from New Glasgow to the Gut of Canso,
some 80 miles, and the Government of
the Dominion. He hoped the hon. gen-
tleman (Mr. Mackenzie) would not object
to the Bill being put through Commit-
tee.

MR. MACKENZIE said, in reference
to the statement of the hon. the Minister
of Public Works, about the previous
Bill conceding part of the Intercolonial
Railway as being part of the Pictou and
Truro Branch, that it was the first time
he had heard anything of the kind.
After he had prepared roughly the.pro-
visions of the Bill, it was sent to the law
clerk with instructions to have the Bill
so worded that it could not be interpreted
as conveying anything more than the
Pictou and Truro Branch Railway. It
was not his (Mr. Mackenzie's) intention
to give any statutory right to the com-
pany to come into the station ; but their
property was to remain ours to the ex-
treme end of the switches, although the
arrangement could be made to allow
them accommodation in the yard, but
only as a privilege. Now, this Bill con-
ceded the statutory right of entranee to
the station itself, the use of the sidings,
and all the conveniences of the yard be-
sides. He thought it would be much
better that that should not be the case.

Act Amendment Bill.
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This Bill also provided that, in case of
any-dispute between 'the Governments
of Canada and Nova Sootia, or the com-
pany, as to what property or rights were
intended to be ineluded in the discription
of the Pictou Branch, the matter should
be submitted to arbitration. He thought
that, to be explicit, a provision should
be made, whereby the very point that
the hon. the Minister of Public Works
raised should be submitted to arbitration.
As it was a fortnight since he had read
the Bill, he admitted that he was unable
to speak as explicitly in regard to it
than he otherwise would. He did not
expect the Bill to come up so soon.
Therefore, he would have been prepared
if the Bill had not been brought up be-
fore the House to-night. If it was im-
portant that the Bill should pass through
Committee, he would not object to it, as
he had no desire to impede business in
the least, and hon. gentlemen
opposite would admit that he
never had any desire to impede
public business. On the other band,
if the Bill was referred to Committee
now, it would involve after-discussion,
which would probably result in the re-
ference of the Bill back to Committee
again. On the understanding that, when
the Bill was up for its third reading, he
would have an opportunity of discussing
any points of it if he so desired, he was
willing t should be referred to Committee
at once.

MR. TUPPER said that he did not
wish to cast any reflection upon the ad-
ministration of the hon. gentleman (Mr.
Mackenzie) in reference to the point to
which he had drawn the attention of the
House. He was as much surprised as
the hon. member for Lambton (Mr.
Mackenzie) when the point had been
raised about the Pictou Branch. It was
only when this agreement had come up
for consideration that the Government
found it necessary to deal with that
question. As far as conceding the rights
of the use of the station sidings, etc., was
concerned, the hon. the leader of the Op-
position would find that, it was entirely
under the control of the Intereolonial
Railway Department, and only such
privileges as were in the interest of the
Government could be granted. On the
understanding that the hon. gentleman
would have an opportunity of dealing

with any point of this Bill he (Mr.
Mackenzie) iüight- think neeessary, he
woula move that the Bill be referred to
Committee of the Whole, reserving the
third reading until another time.

Bill read the 8econd time.

House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on the Bill.

(In the Committee.)
Bill ordered to be reported.

House resumed.

Bill reported.

RECEIVER GENERAL AND MINISTER
OF PUBLIC WORKS BILL.-[BnjL 66.]

(Jfr. Tupper.)

SECOND READING.

Bill ead the second time.

louse resolved itself into Committee
on the Bill.

(lu the Committee.)
On section 4,
Mn. MACKENZIE asked what were

the other works referred to? If the
railways and canals were taken up, there
would not be much left.

MR. TUPPER said there were a great
many other public works which required
the supervision of the Government.
There were the harbour improvements at
different ports, the H arbour Commis-
sions at Quebec and Montreal, the Com-
missioners of the graving dock at Quebec,
public buildings in the different Pro-
vinces, the dredging service, slides and
booms on the Saguenay and Ottawa
rivers and tributaries, the Military Col-
lege at Kingston, the construction of
lighthouses, the fortifications at Quebee
and elsewhere, and many other works,
which demanded a great deal of time and
attention.

MR. HOLTON said this division was
decidedly a step in the wrong direction.
The whole responsibility should be borne
by the Minister of Public Works, with
subordinate bureaus forming part of the
one great Department. This Bill would
introduce one muore secondary Minister
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into our system of Departmental Gov-
ernment.

MR. TUPPER said quite the reverse
of the hon. gentleman's proposition was
true. Were he charged with having
neglected his duty in conne3tion with
this enormous service, under the present
system, his answer would be precisely
the same answer as his predecessor would
have made, that he was so overweighted
with the work that it was impossible to
attend to it thoroughly. Whereas, by
placing the railways and canals under his
supervision, and the various other ser-
vices under another Minister, each would
be held equally responsible in his DEpart-
ment, able to answer all questions author-
itatively, from personal supervision, and
the work more satisfactorily attended to.
If the hon. gentleman would visit him
(Mr. Tupper) at his office, he would find
his ante-rooms filled with persons from
all parts of the Dominion, on public
business connected with piers and bar-
bours, and other works extending over
our enormous territory, which precluded
him from giving the necessary attention
to the more important questions of rail-
ways and canals. The bon. member
for Lambton would confirm what he (Mr.
Tupper) said with respect to the work of
the Department.

MR. HOLTON said he had al-
ways believed chat responsibility was
best preserved by concentration. His
lon friend had discovered that the way to
hold Ministers responsible, was by multi-
plying them, thus, if the thirteen were
made twenty-six, there would be a much
greater responsibility in Parliament than
at present. lie held that the very
highest kind of responsibility lay in hav-
ing very few Minis'ers at the head of the
great Departments and the subordinate
Departments held by heads of bureaus
and not by Ministers at all.

SiR 'JOHN A. MACDONALD:
Why not have one Minister only?

MR. HOLTON said that would be
carrying the thing to the extreme. There
vas no analogy, for instance, between
the Law Department and the Board of
Works Department,-between the Fin-
ance Department and the Post-Office De-
partment ; but there was no reason why
we should have a Minister of Customs

MR. HOLTON.

when we had a Minister of Finance.
There was no reason whatever why -a
head of a bureau shoul4 not execute the
work of both, nor why we should have a
Minister of Inland Revenne. Ho had
never heard his hon. friend the member
for Lambton complain of the excessive
work of the Department of Public
Works, and in addition he per-
formed the duties of First Minister.
While he might have his own opinion as
to the expediency of uniting the political
leadership with so laborious an office as
the Public Works, his Éon. friend had
acquitted himself, as they all knew, well;
yet he never complained of an excess of
work in his Department. He never
hinted at a division of the duties of that
Department ; therefore, so far as his ex-
perience went, so far as his authority
could be invoked, it might safely be as-
sumed he would not have advised, had
he continued in that office, a division of
its duties. He bad no desire to prolong
the debate. He merely desired to em-
phasise his conviction on this occasion,
as he did thirteen years ago, when the
various Departments were constituted,
that the fewer Ministers we had within
certain limits-having Ministers at the
head of each of the natural and separate
Departments of State-the botter our
affairs would be administered. They
would be administered not only , more
economically-for he regarded the salar-
ies of four or five men as of little account
-but more efficiently, and with a greater
regard to the concentration Qf responsi-
bility. He believed that, if this country
were governed by seven Ministers, it
would be more efficiently governed than
by thirteen. He believed that his hon.
friend, whose administrative ability and
great assiduity they fully appreciated,
could administer the Board of Works
more satisfactorily, and with a deeper
sense of responsibility with the Depart-
ment united as it was, than divided as
was proposed.

MR. MASSON : What about the
division of the Department of the Min-
ister of Justice last year ?

Mn. MACKENZIE said the reasons
for that were given last year, and were
patent to everyone. There was nothing
that had been more felt than the want of
assistance in preparing the legislation

of Public » orkst Bill.
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for the House. The Department of Jus-
tice practically supervised and examined
the whole legislation of the whole Do-
minion, including the North-West, and
the other territories which might be estab-
lished. The work of the Department was
very great, and he had no reason to be-
lieve that it was any less now, and, while
one of the ablest men they had (Mr.
Blake) was in the Department, it was
well known no one ws so hard worked
as he was in the entire Government.
The hon. gentleman seemed to treat the
matter as a joke.

Mn. MASSON : I was speaking of
the question of responsibility the hon.
gentleman referred to.

MR. MACKENZIE said that re-
sponsibility would still devolve upon the
Minister of Justice. Then, with regard
to the division of the Public Works
Department, the hon. mover said that
the Bill stated that one Minister was to
be charged with railways and canals,-
that was, le presumed, after the con-
struction of ailways and canals was
completed-with the working of the rail-
ways and canais. It was proposed by
himself at one time that the collection
of the revenues of all our public works
should be in the hands of the Inland
Revenue Department, as a natural cor-
ollary to the duties imposed on that
Department. It could not be said, if the
Department were to be presided over by
another Minister, that le would have
work enough to do in merely appointing
and supervising the staffs. The Inter-
colonial was now constructed. The main
portion of our canal system was con-
structed, or would be this season. Four
or five years ago the Intercolonial was
but half finished. The surveys of the
'Pacifie Railway were but practically com-
menced, and questions arising in connec-
tion with the route had to be determined.
This imposed a large amount of work on
those at the head of that Department.
These canals were finished. The Inter-
colonial Railway was finished. The con-
struction of the Pacific Railway was in
progress; how fast it would be proceeded
'with depended, no donbt, upon the finan-
e-al condition of the country. There
was no reason why the work for the next
five years should approach what had
been done during . the last five

years. It oonld not be that it shoaild be
so, because the principal points were al-
ready determined-unless some new and
unheard-of policy was to be developed by
the present Administration. He did
not, therefore, think the Minister would
find it difficult to superintend the entire
work of the Public Works Department.
He concluded, long ago, as they an-
nouncedlast year to Parliament, thatit was
of much more importance to divide the
office of Minister ofJustice than any other
Department in the service. There was no
doubt what the hon. gentleman said was
correct, that there was a vast amount of
work to be done, vast amount of papers
to be read ; but still, when the Minister
devoted his whole time to one Depart-
ment, a good deal of work could be over-
come. The technical work of the
Public Works Department must, after
all, be left to engineers. No or-
dinarv Minister could venture to
undertake to supervise the technical
work of the Department, that must
be done, in any case, by engineers
responsible to the political bead. He
could conceive that, if the head of the
Department was also an engineer, and
so technically responsible for t-chnical
errors, it would make a great difference.
But that was not the case, and there was
a good deal in what the hon. member for
Chateauguay (Mr. Holton) said, that it
was exceedingly desirable that every De-
partment should embrace all branches
of that particular Department, under one
responsible head. It was always bis
opinion that it was a mistake to have a
Receiver-General; it was always his
opinion it was a mistake to have a Secre-
tary of State, and a Secretary of State for
the Provinces. The latter terms were un-
meaning, and did not convey any clear idea
whatthe duties were. The hon. gentleman
at the head of the Government came to the
same conclusion after a brief experience.
They came to the same conclusion about
a yesr and a-half ago about the Receiver-
General's Department, viz: that there
was no kind of necessity for maintaining
a Minister in that branch of the Finance
Department; therefore, they determined
to re-unite them with the Finance De-
partment proper. He was glad that the
Government in power had followed their
steps in that regard. He thought it
would have been better if they had left
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the Public Works Department under the
management of the hp. gentleman oppo-
site, including all its branches. He did
not suppose it was the intention or desire
of any member to retain the
Government railways if they could be
otherwise managed. The hon. gentleman,
in regard to the Pacific Railway, invited
tenders for its construction and working,
for the purpose of endeavouring to get
rid of that undertaking. He (Mr.
Mackenzie) regretted so little success
had attended their efforts in that direc-
tion. He did not think the Government
should undertake the conduet of com-
mercial or mercantile enterprises. But
the division of labour here pre-supposed
the intention of the Government to
manage the great railways which, by the
aid of the State, or wholly by the State,
had been constructed, or were to be con-
structed. le thougLt that was a mis-
take, and, similarly, with regard to our
canal system, which would soon
be completed so far as to
carry the trade of the country
to the ocean. On that subject, of course,
lie had views of his own, which he would
develop at the proper time ; but, in the
meantime, the two great canals, the Wel-
land and Lachine, were approaching
completion, and there would be no seri-
ous work to be encountered there of any
account in the future. The only thing
that could possibly arise was that there
might be some difficulty in the settle-
ment of the contractors' claims. But
that was a legal matter, with which the
Departtnent of Public Works had com-
paratively little to do. He thought,
as the hon. member for Chateau-
guay had said, that it was useless for
them to discuss this matter with a view
of successfully opposing the Bill. The
Government had determined to do it, and
that was the end of the matter, as far as
the House was concerned ; but he felt
it right to give bis own views on the
subject, because he believed the view they
took last year was right, though, at the
same time, he conceived it would be de-
sirable to make some extensive altera-
tions. He remembered he proposed him-
self, when the hon. gentlemen in 1873
readjusted the salaries of public officers,
of Judges, civil servants and others,
that it would be better to have a number
of principal Ministers like the English

MIL. MACKENZIE.

Secretaries of State, and that the other
Departments should be managed by in-
ferior Ministers, that was by Ministers
holding a rather inferior position to 'the
others, such as the President of the
Board of Trade of England, and the Post-
master-General of England-that they
should have a smaller salary, and, in a
corresponding degree, less responsibility.
In other worda, that we should fol-
low the example set by England
in regard to the distribution of
Cabinet offices. He was still of opinion
it would be the best course to pursue,
and that the concentration of power
and responsibility to Parliament and
the country would be obtained
in a greater degree in that way
than by maintaining thirteen Ministers
of equal position in the House. That
was his view of the entire position; but,
as lie said, it was of no use attempting to
enforce their opinions in the House, be-
cause their views were only sustained by
a comparative small ninority. He could
only express the hope that hon. gentle-
men would find that the views he had
expressed that evening wot4d be, at the
end of a few years, the right views on
which to construct the departmental
offices of the Government.

SiR JOHN A. 'MACDONALD said
it was not unlikely that the prophecy of
his hon. friend who had just spoken
would come to pass. Some years hence,
no doubt, there would be another distri-
bution of offices, just as the readjust-
ment of offices was being considered
now. It was not unlikely that in the
rapid development of this country other
changes might be called for. Continual
changes had taken place in the or-
ganisation of the Departments in
the old and well established Gov-
ernment of England, and, therefore,
they might expect changes occasionally
in the varying wants, and increasing siz
and importance of this country. At
present, it seemed to him to be
absolutely necessary that tte De-
partment under consideration should
be relieved of its superabundant
work by a division of labour. They
were all agreed as to the abolition of- the
Receiver-Generalship. It was no new
thing, with himself, and the gentlemen
who acted with him on that occasion, the
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division of the Department of Public
Works. The idea of dividing this office
was entertained in 1873. Hon. gentle-
men then in Parliament would remem-
ber the readjustment of the Departments
was shadowed in the Speech from the
Throne. It was then their intention, had
they continued in power, to take this
step of diviaing the Department of Pub-
lic Works. The hon. gentlemen who sat
together opposite-the hon. member for
Chateauguay and the hon. member for
Lambton-had differed in opinion as to
the comparative importance of the two
branches which were to form two separate
Departments, although closely allied in
their nature. His hon. friend from Cha-
teauguay said that the only office that
was worth having was in the Department
of Railways and Canals, while the hon.
member for Lambton said that that
Miniater would have but very little to
do; that it was otherwise when the In-
tercolonial was unfinished, and the Pacific
Railway surveys just commenced; that
then it was an important Department,
and that now the Minister would have
nothing to do except look after the
maintenance and revenue of these
railways and canals. His own
opinion was that, whether for good or for
evil, for a long time the railways and
canals which were Government property
would remain Government property. It
would be a very considerable period be-
fore they could, no matter how desirable
it would be, get rid of these public works
and put them into private hands or cor-
porations. He believed the Government
would not be able to allow enormous sacri-
fices of public property in order to trans-
fer them and get rid of the responsibility;
because they had not only to get rid of
the labour and cost of management, but
they had to see that the parties in whose
names these works were transferred gave
substantial guarantees to the country that
they would be worked for the advantage
of the country and not for the advantage
of the corporation, and that they should
always maintain their position as great
public highways and great arteries of
commerce. He thought it would be a
considerable time before they could get
companies with the requisite capital and
solvency to give the required guarantee
that these works should continue to be
the great public highways for which they
were constructed. He thought, for a

long time to come, that Sould only be se-
cured by their being under the man-
agement of a resp-msible Depart-
ment of the Government. Then, as
regarded the other office of Minister
of Public Works as distinguished
from Railways and Canals. It was true
there was not a single work of the miscel-
laneous public works, which was of
the same importance or the same public
value as any given railway or any given
canal. But that was not the question.
There was a multiplicity of public works
of all kinds which would require an act-
ive, earnest and able man to manage.
Without making any remark disrespect-
ful of his hou. friend's predecessor, who
had a great power for work, one could
not help seeing, during the last three
years of the last Parliament, that the hon.
gentleman was overworked, and that ho
again and again had to throw himself on
the indulgence of the louse, and said
that, owing to the multiplicity of the
duties thrown upon him, politically as
well as departmentally, he could not be
expected at all times, and on all
occasions, to be fully up to his work.
If any man could do it, he believed, from
all lie had heard of the hon. gentleman,
that lie could do it. But lie believedit was
not for the advantage of the public that
one single man, however able, should be
overcharged and overworked, as the hon.
gentleman certainly was. They had be-
comeso accustomed to look at large figures
and large works, that they began to de-
spise the day of small things, and to
consider that all the rest of the public
works were comparatively of little im-
portance. Why, he remembered the
time, when Upper and Lower Canada
were united under Lord Sydenham, they
had only the Welland Canal, and not
much progress made in the Beauharnois
Canal ; but these works were considered
of so much importance that they had two
Ministers of Public Works, which were
continued for a long time. His hon.
friend from 0hateauguay would remem-
ber that the Board of Works was then
governed by a Commissioner and an
Assistant, but they were a joint board,
and both members of Parliament, and of
the Cabinet.

ME. MACKENZIE : The assistant
was not required to be even a member of
Parliament.
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SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the hon. gentleman was mistaken, they
were both required-to -be members of
Parliament, and both members of the
Cabinet. The first Minister of Public
Works was the Hon. Hamilton H. Kil-
laly, who was a member of the Cabinet,
and the Hon. William B. Robinson was
Assistant Commissioner for a time, and
was also in Parliament. Afterwards
that was altered, and the Board of
Works was under one Commissioner,
with an Assistant Commissioner, who had
not a seat in Parliament. The public
works now were so numerous
as fully to occupy two responsible
Ministers. The hon. gentleman said lie
would like to see but certain Ministers.
That would be surcharging a responsible
Minister with more than he could do.
He would have to throw himself, as the
hon. member for Lambton remarked,
upon his engineers. He must be really
the mouthpiece of his engineers without
any real responsibility, because he could
not give the necessary time and labour
to manage the subdivisions of these
bureaus properly. The bureau system
in the United States had proved a
thorough failure. Many of the com-
plaints that had been made against, not
only the good management, but the
honest management of public affairs in
different Departments in that country
had arisen from there being too few re-
sponsible Mimsters. In England, the
Public Works Department was sub-
divided into many sub-departments. The
Admiralty had charge of ships, the Secte-
tary of War looked after everything like
military fortifications and defences, and
the Commissioners of Woods and Forests
attended to all public buildings except
those under the Commissioners of Trade
and the Post Office Department. In al-
most every one of these Departments
they had got separate officers. Besides
that, they had got Junior Lords of the
Treasury, and the Junior Lord of Trade,
to assist Members of Parliament and
Members of the Government, and al-
though not in the Cabinet, they were re-
sponsible to Parliament, and each one
was ablte to answer for his own Depart-
ment. Every Minister knew what he
was talking about, and was not obliged
to be posted and crammed by the head of
his bureau below. lu order to have

1SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD.

real substantial responsibility, the re-
sponsible man must know î all about
his own Department, and be able to
speak from personal knowledge. The
fact of having these two Ministers in this
House wculd be of great assistance to
the House, and lie was quite clear that
it was for the advantage of the publie
service that this sub-division should take
place. lu the last Parliament he took
the liberty of opposing the sub-division
of the Department of the Minister of
Justice. He would not go over that
matter again, as he had good and suffi-
cient reasons for opposing the proposed
change. H3 believed it was important
that the Minister of Justice should
always be the Attorney-General, who
should advise the several Departments,
and be the responsible administrator of
the criminal law of the land, according
to the laws of the Dominion, so far as
they came within a scope of his duties.
His opinion was that the one Minister
could well perform all that work. In
the debate of last Parliament, he suggest-
ed that there might be d subordinate offi-
cer to look after the exchequer, and to
contest the litigated business of the
Crown. He thought that, by funding
the fees collected from these cases,
that subordinate officer might well be
paid, and would not become an addi-
tional burden upon the country. He
was strongly in favour of having the
public service thoroughly perfiormed, and
believed this change would conduce to
that end, and the health of the Minister
of Railways and Public Works would be
greatly improved by the sub-division of
the Department.

Section agreed to.

Bill ordered to, be reported.

louse resumed.

Bill reported.

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES (ANIMAl9)
PREVENTION BILL.-[Bru 55.]

(Mr. Pope, Compton>.)
SECOND READING.

Bill read the second time.

House resolved itself into Committee of
the Whole on the Bill.
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On section 2,

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
t'his clause was not in the old Act, and
was inserted to provide what the duties
of -owners of cattie should bc. The mo-
ment a stock-owner was aware of a disease
breaking out among his herd, he must
give notice to the proper department in
order that the disease might be at once
stamped out. It was highly reprehensible
and worthy of punishment for a stock-
owner to try to conceal diseases
in cbis herd for fear khe might
be cailed upon to kil them,
or might not be able to dispose of them.
In all such cases the slaughter of dis-
eased animals was for the general benefit.
If animals were ordered to be slaugh-
tered for the publie good, compensation
should be given the owners; and, there-
fore, as compensation was provided in
the case of the compulsory slaughter of
infected cattle, it would be the greater
offence to fraudulently conceal the exist-
ence of disease. This clause was adopted
from the English statute,ý in order to

give the authorities every means for
stamping out the disease.

MR. MILLS said the clause was open
to very serious objection. In the first
place it exceeded their powers of legisla-
tion. He did not see how the Government
could proceed, unless they intended to
make the retention of diseased animals a
crime. Such matters came within the
domain of civil rights, with which it was
competent for Local Legislatures to
deal But, if this Parliament had
the power, he did not see that the clause
in question would be efficacious. It
would give an immense amount of work
to the Minister of Agriculture, were every
case of a diseased animal, such as a horse
with a sore throat,reported to him. If the
epizootic were to appear among horses,
as four or five years ago, there would be
as mnany communications sent to that
Minister as there were horses in the,
country, and he would require a double
staff to read his correspondence.

SIa JOHN A. MACDONALD said
that, as to the Constitutional question, he
thought the power claimed was in the
purview of Parliament, and that the
Local Legislatures could pass no Act of
that kind. Under the general powers
given Parliament fdr the peace and good.

government of the country, those clauses
were, inevery way, withiits power, and
it would be an unfortunate thing were
they not-that, in case of cattle disease
breaking out, they should bave to apply
te the separate Local Legislatures for a
remedy. It would be equivalent te, say-
ing that this Parliament could not stamp
out such disease. It would be almost
impossible to have a cordon or interior
line surrounding every one of the separ-
ate Provinces. The Act must be read
reasonably, as meaning the reporting of
every infectious, or contagious disease,
not every common disease. They used
the same language as was used in the
English Act to check the sa-me evil. He
did not think they could exaggerate the
growing importance of their live cattle
trade with England, which they ought to
take more than ordinary care to encour-
age, and especially, by the stringency of
their legislation, to show the British
Govern ment that they were really taking
steps, by legislation and administration,
to prevent disease in Canada. They had
secured the keeping of Canada out of the
diseased schedule, into which they were
near being put by England some time
ago. It was by the strongest and
promptest exertions of the Canadian Gov-
ernment, and friends of the country in
England, that Canada was prevented
from being classed like the United
States.

MR. PLUMB said he was ex-
tremely surprised at the argument
of the member for Bothwell (Mr.
Milis) - that there would be no
right to prevent the farmer, for
instance, from sowing grain that might
spread disease among his neighbours'
crops.

MR. MILLS: I did not say that, but
that the right did not lie in this Parlia-
ment.

Mn. PLUMB said that the hon.
gentleman must know perfectly well that,
if contagious diseases of any kind broke
out, it was the duty of the authorities to
prevent their spread. If a man brought
diseased wheat into the country, it was
the dut of the proper authorities to
punish him. The hon. Premier stated
that the power lay with the Dominion
Government, and that, where cattle had
to be carried over all the railways of the

Contagious Diseases
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Dominion, the subject of the prevention
of disease must beUader the purview of
its Government, because it was impossible
to create local surveillance of such mat-
ters or make it effectual. He thought
that every gentleman in the House should
feel it his first duty to so legislate as to
retain, if possible, to Canada her cattle
trade with England, by taking every
precaution to prevent any suspicion in
England as to the state of Canadian
herds. He thought that any legislation
in that direction, although it might seem
severe, or involve a few letters to the
Agriculture Department, should not be
questioned in a captious spirit, but that
they should do everything possible to
retain and extend a trade so profitable by
endeavouring to shut out contagion,
which was spreading over the United
States, and had created such alarm in
England as almost to induce the authori-
ties there to shut out importation of
stock from the Republic.

MR. MILLS said that lie had not
raised any captious objections, but lie
had endeavoured to show the inoperative
character of the first clause. He re-
peated, that this House had no power to
deal with this question, but only the
Local Legislatures. The First Minister
had overlooked the special provisions of
the Act giving Parliament power to legis-
late for the peace, order, and good govern-
ment of the country, under which might
be embraced, according to his view, every
subject of legislation, whether vested
here or elsewhere. It was a well settled
rule of interpretation that they could not
interpret general provisions in such a
way as to render nugatory the express
provisions of the same Statute. Local
Governments were authorised to legislate
on subjects of property and civil rights.
Was it not perfectly clear that this clause
touched private property 1 So long as
articles were not articles of commerce,
but held as private property, legislation
affecting them devolved elsewhere. There
was no disease to which an animal might
be subject, contagious or otherwise, but
which it would be necessary, under the
Bill, to report to the Ministea of Agri-
culture.

Section agreed to.

ME. PLU».

On section 2,

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
that the word e depasture " was struck out
in favour of the word " graze," and au
amendment was introduced into the
third line in favour of still greater
stringency and protection. The penalty
would apply to persons who had exposed
animals knowingly to contagion, for
which it was raised from $100 to $200.
The old clause was unreasonably severe.
Anyone that depastured any such ani-
mal, should be liable to a penalty-but
not unless he had known it to be infect-
ed, or to have been exposed to infection.

Mi. RYMAL said that he thought
the clause was rather harsh, as it would
prevent a man from turning out his colts,
for example, if distempered, when that
was the thing most beneficial for them,
the penalty for so doing being $200.

Si1 JOHN A. MACDONALD said
this clause tended to relieve the
stringency of the old Act. It was a
new clause, and provided that if any
cattle were diseased, young or old, they
should not be allowed to run on the
roadside or in an unenclosed forest,
wood, plain or country. They must be
kept on their owner's property, and
herded there.

Section agreed to.

On Section 4,
MR. WHITE (North Renfrew) said,

if, after a vessel had cleared one of our
ports, say Quebec, any of the cattle were
found diseased and slaughtered, it would
be found impossible to dispose of the
carcases.

Sim JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the carcase could be stowed away until
the vessel got ton miles out, and then
be thrown overboard.

MR. WRI'E said in the meantime
the carcase might communicate the dis-
ease.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD said
no difficulty would be felt on that score.

Section agreed to.

On Section 19,
Mi. BERGIN said he would like to

know whether the inspectors were to be
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regularly qualified veterinary surgeons,
as unlearned persons would be apt to pro-
nounce diseases dangerouà, which were
not so at all.

SIt JORN A. MACDONALD said
the matter was left to the option of the
Minister, who would see that competent
persons were appointed, though not neces-
sarily ail veterinary surgeons. A farmer
-who had been herding cattle all his life-
time, or an experienced cattle dealer,
would be practically as good judges as
veterinary surgeons.

MR. BERGIN said herwas obliged to
differ from the right hon. gentleman.
Those people were not competen.t to
decide whether a disease was contagious
or not.

Section agreed to.

Bill ordered to be reported.

House resumed.

Bill reported.

POST-OFFICE ACT AMENDMENT
[BILL 39.]

BILL.1

(Mr. Langevin.)
SECOND READING.

Bill read the second time, considered
in Committee of the Whole, read the
third time and passed.

House adjourned at
Twenty minutes after

Ten o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMO NS.

Wednesday, 16th April, 1879.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.
PRAYERS.

DISMISSAL OF D. H. WATERLEY, OF
ST. JOHN.

QUESTION.

M. DOMVILLE enquired, Whether
it is the intention of the Government te
pay Mr. D. H. Waterley, late clerk in
the post-office in St. John, the damages
awarded him by a St. John jury for im-
proper demisil and defamation of char-
acter.

MR. MlcDONALD (Pietdu) : In that
case, it was un action brought by Mr.
Waterley against Mr. Dewy, the In-
spector of post-offices, for an alleged im-
proper discharge from the public service.
The jury found a verdict for the plain-
tiff for $4,000 or $5,000, I think it was ;
the counsel for the Crown obtained a
rule nisi to set aside that verdict, which
rule nisi is still pending.

DREDGING OF CHETICAMP HARBOUR.

QUESTION.

MR. MAcD)ONNELL enquired, Whe-
ther the Government intends to perform
any further dredging of the harbour of
Cheticamp, in the county of Inverness,
during the coming season.

Mu. TUPPER: It is not the inten-
tion of the *Government to provide for
dredging this -season in the harbour of
Cheticamp.

PIER AT McNAIR'S COVE.

QUESTION.

MR. McISAAC enquired, Whether it
is the intention of the Government to
place a sum in the Supplementary Esti-
mates to repair the pier at McNair's
Cove, Antigonish County.

MR. TUPPER : It is not the inten-
tion to place any sum in the Supple-
mentary Estimatesfor repairs to McNair's
Cove.

STEAMSHIP LINE BETWEEN HALIFAX
AND BRAZIL.

QUESTION.

Mr. GILLMOR enquired, Whether
the Goverriment have, or intend to enter
into any arrangement with any parties
with respect to subsidising a line of
steamers to ply between Halifax and
Brazil, by which it is hoped to develop a
direct trade with that country.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
Government have entered into negotia-
tiens with a view to the establishment of
a monthly line of steamers to carry the
mails between Canada and Brazil, and,
if possible, te extend the service to the
River Platte.

[ApR1L 1$, 1879.]General



FISH-BREEDING ESTABLISHMENT ON POST OFFICE AT BRODIE'S, COUNTY
TIE ST. JOHN RIVER. 1 MEGANTIC.

QUESTION.

MR. KING enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Government to make
provision for a fish-breeding establish-
ment on the St. John River or any of its
tributaries this year.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.): The
subject is under the consideration of the
G.;vernment.

DREDGING OF THE WASHADEMOAK
RIVER.

QUESTION.

MR. KING enquired, Whether it is the
intention of the Government to complete
the work of dredging the Washademoak
River this year.

Ma. TJPPER : The sabject is under
the consideration of the Government.

REMOVAL OF MAIL CONTRACT

FROM VICTOR LECLERC.

QUESTION.

MR. RINFRET enquired, Whether the
Government bas taken away the contract
for coniveying the mails between the
North Shore Railway and the St. Basile
post-office from Victor Leclerc, and, if so,
why.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD:
Victor Leclerc had not the contract for
conveying the mails. When it was
necessary to change the service, and con-
neot St. Basile post-office with the North
Shore Railway, another arrangement
had to be made.

COMpLAINTS AGAINST ULRIC DUVAL.

QUESTION.

Ma. OLIVIER enquired, Whether the
Government have received any com-
plaints against Ulrie Duval, postmaster
eOftt. Nieholas, county of Lévis; and, if
se -by whom such complaints were

Sa JOHN A. MACDONALD:
Coplaints have been receie aigainut
this postmaster, which are now mthder

ù. cemplaint .w afide by

Six JOHN Â. MAcDONALD.

QUESTION.

MR. OLIVIER enquired, Whether the
Government have received the Report
of W. Sheppard, Post-Office Inspector, as
to the advisibility of establishing a post-
office at Brodie's, in Inverness, county
of Megantic ; and whether it is the in-
tention of the Government to establish a
post-office in that place.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD : That
report bas been received, and is ýnow
under considergtion.

CANAL ON THE EAST COAST OF VAN-
COUVER ISLAND.

QUESTION.
MR. BUNSTER enquired, Whether

it is the intention of the Government tO
place a sum in the Supplementary Esti-
mates for the construction of a canal
(some three hundred feet in length) in
rear of the property of John Langholt, in
order that the settlers on the east ooast
of Vancouver Island, B.C., may ;rach
Nanaimo city with their produce, nd
purchase supplies.

Mn. TUPPER : It is not the inten-
tion of the Government to place a sui
in the Supplementary Estimates for 'hat
purpose.

MONUMENT TO SIR GEORGE CARTTER.

QUESTION.
MR. DESJARDINS, in the absence

of Mr. TAssÉ, enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Government to carry
out (so soon as the state of the publie
finances shall permit) the resolution
adopted by the Ilouse of Commons;on
the 23rd May, 1873, setting forth that,
in consideration 'of the great seioes
rendered to the country by the lamWted
Sir George E. Oartier, a monument sabll
be erected to the memory of thi ,e:-
collent stateman.

Smn JOHN LA MACDONALD: tis
the intention of the Government t
earry out that tesol ution $0 soon aslahe
state of the public finances sha1Lhp pýn

T1È TARWfF DITrSION.

lion oNL 5XI LANAON.

Ma. DOULL gaid kiese tg a
tioni Of privilige. i 1haiesue Ub
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Toeronto Globe, as well as in other papers
on the same political side, be had seen a
statement to ithe effect that Le had shirked
the vote on the tariff', in consequence of
the vote of the Pictou Board of Trade
being adverse to it. That was not cor-
rect. He was absent on that occasion
from indisposition, and, had he been in
his place, would certainly have voted for
the tariff. The statement that he was in
his place a few minutes before the vote
was taken was also untrue. With re-
gard to the vote of the. Pictou Board of
Trade, he had a telegram stating that
there were only seven members of that
Board present.

Mi. MACKENZIE: That statement
does not belong to a question of privil-
ege. The hon. gentleman may make
personal explanations, but cannot go into
other explanations.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD: That
statement about the Board of Trade is a
part of the explanation. The hon. gen-
tleman bas been charged with shirking a
vote in consequence of a resolution
of the Board of Trade, and he must
speak about it in order to vindicate him-
self from an unjust attack.

MR. HOLTON: Clearly not.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : You
want to prevent the hon. gentleman
from making the explanation Le desires.

MB. HOLTON: I want to preserve
the regularity of our proceedings. For
a gentleman to claim the right to
open a debate on a question of privilege
is quite absurd ; but he ias a perfect
riglit to vindicate himself. The hon.
gentleman's statement thatif he had been
in, the;louse he would have voted for
the teiff, concludes the explanation he
can properly maake as to a question of
privilege.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
hi0à. gentleman nustiuroly be heard out.
He abould not be muzzled. Hon. gent-
menk ppouite do not know wbat the hon.
gentàkman is going to say.

M. ROLTON: We do not, care.

SiR JOHN& CDOQIÂ4LD : We
do care. It is due to his own honour
thk he shouüd be buard oñt. TaM quite

t acotion 0> 6. enlemen

opposite Ïn striving to prevent this ex-
planation.

MR. HOLTON: The hon. Premier
need not get so excited. I say it is no
question of privilege to refer to the pro-
ceedings of the Pietou Board of Trade. I
desire the ruling of the Speaker on the
subiect.

MR. SPEAKER: I understand that
the hon. member for Pictoti (Mr. Doull)
is following the general practice in recti-
fying an incorrect statement as to his
shirking the vote in question. He is not
exactly confining bis remarks to what we
call a question of privilege; but he has a
right to explain why he was not in the
House when the division was taken.

MR. DOULL said that the reason given
by the papers mentioned, for bis absence,
was the vote of the Pictou Board of Trade,
which it was stated had inluenced him
to absent himself from his place. He
wanted to show that what took place at
that Board of Trade was in the absence
of a qorum, there being only seven
members present, six of whom were
Grits. The only Conservative present
was in the chair, and the meeting, of
course, carried the vote.

MR. HOLTON: I should like to
know whether the hon. Premier regards8
that explanation as privileged 1

Si1 JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
can quite understand, after that explana-
tion, why my bon. friend the member for
Chateauguay did not wish the hon. mem-
ber to make it.

THE CHINESE IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.
MOTION.

MR. DECOSMOS said, with reference
to his notice of motion for the considera-
tion ot the petition of Noah Shakespeare
and others respecting Chinese labour, in
Committee of the Whole, that, with a
view to arrive, in all probability, et a
more practicaol conclusion than might. be
obtained in Committee, he would ask
the House to allow him to substitute fr
the resolution, of which notice had boen
given, the following resolution, and. by
ht meau, refer the petition to aß ial

Gpmiittee -

"Whar the petition of Noah Sheak MM
and others, of the Protince.of BritiCoe u
bia, praying for the pasaing of an Ac teto"-

Thte Chtinese in
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strict further immigration of Chinamen ; also,
that in the construction of the Inter-Colonial
Railway, the employment of Chinese labour
may be prohibited; and that the Act of the
Provincial Government of British Columbia
in placing the local rate upon the Chinese in
the country, may be confirmed, be referred to
a Select Committee, to report on the same,
and generally on Chinese labour and immigra-
tion affecting the Dominion, with power to
send for persons and papers; said Committee
to consist of Messrs. DeCosmos, Williams,
Charlton, Bunster, Bannerman, Trow, Brooks,
Thompson (Cariboo) and Connell."

The petition of Noah Shakespeare and
some 1,500 of the labouring classes and
people of British Columbia drew the at-
tention of Parliament, for the first time,
to one of the nost important questions
affecting the labourer of the Pacific coast
that had ever been brought under con-
sideration. The petition stated that the
petitioners, experiencing the injuriocts
effects of the competition of Chinese
labour so largely prevailing in
British Colunibia, to the detriment
of the general welfare, respectfully
asked Parliament, with a view to afford-
ing the needed relief, to pass a measure
similar to that of Queensland, placing
restrictions upon the iurther immigration
of Chinese. It was noticed, as far as
that point was concerned, that the
Queensland Act had not received the
fiua sanction of Her Majesty ; and
further, they asked that, in the construc-
tion of the Canada Pacifie 'Railway,
Chinese labour should not be employed,
and that the Act of British Columbia, im-
possing ia heavy tax on Chinese, should
be passed. He would leave that
matter in the hands of the Minister of
Justice. There was also an appendix to
this measure, setting forth a number of
facts and reasons, for the granting of
the prayer of the subscribers. Those
papers contained a full and reliable
statement of their case. Since their
composition, however, the same Working
Men's Seiety had sent a petition to the
Proenriöal Legislature, effectivély de-
scribing the charaeter of their grievance,
-withv the reasons -for its removal. He
'*hald now direct the attentidn of this
Wouse to a few statetnenta, based upon a
popid1tion of six thousand Chinese, as a
cûiparison of their value to the Domin-
.ioîi tontrasted with that of anequal ùum-
her oftdiiadians. 6,000 Chiese maie
'â'ts, ea.riumg $300 each a year, gave an

MR. DECosmos.

aggregate income of $1,800,000, less
their cost of living, $60 per year,
$360,000, leaving a net saving of
$1,440,000, which amount was sent to
China. 6,000 Canadians, earning
$00 per year each, gave an amount
of $2,400,000, the entire amount
of which was kept in the country.
He would say, further, that nearly the
entire earnings of the Chinese left the
country, for the reason that they lived on
rice almost completely, and imported
their rice, sugar and clothes from China,
thus leaving a very small modicum tg be
expended in our territory. With regard
to the population, the total Chinese were
taken as 6,000 male adults. Supposing
they all had families, each numbering
five persons, that would give 30,000 peo-
ple as a substitute for the 6,000 Chinamen
in British Columbia. The profit and loss
of this transaction would stand, therefore,
as follows :-The loss by Chinese in popu-
lation-the 6,000 Chinamen having taken
the place which would otherwise be occu-
pied by 6,@00 Canadians, with families
averaging five each-was 24,000 ; the ýn-
nual loss of earnings, by keeping out
these 6,000 Canadian labourers, whose
earnings would be expended in the coun-
try, $2,41J0,000, and, if were added ta
this loss, the increase of wealth which
would accrue iron the population ot
30,000 Canadians, which would anmunt
to at least another $2,400,000, the total
amount lost to the country, through the
residence of the Chinese, would be
$5,000,000. He had stated the
case so far as British Columbia
was concerned; but to show the wile
range this question had taken, he would
draw the attention of the louse to a
recent extract from one of the leading
journals in San Francisco, showing that
the white population in all the country
washed by the Pacific Ocean, which.was
the country where the Chinese imdgra-
tion had prificipally set in, were oppgsed
to their adniis§ion. This paper st pd
that:

1In Australia, the atsti-Chinese Ogmôn
gains in strength every day. The Parbanint
of Queensland has passed various Bills to re-
strict the immigration, but, as they confioted
with the treaty between Great Britain and
China,ý they have been practiealydim6&Wed
by the home Government, although, subse-
guienthyte latter, tretched pointso g
to assent. to a measure which is prohuibitorYtc
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à certain extent. The feeling of opposition
has extended to all the colonies in the group.
In Victoria, the Government now inserts in
all contracts for public works, a clause
against the employment of the Chinese. In
South Australia there is talk of restricti'ng, by
law, the income of Chinamen into the south-
era portion of the colony, though their ser-
-vices are gladly welcomed in the tropical
climate of the northern territory. The influx
of the Chinese to the Sandwich Islands is so
great that much alarm is felt lest the Mongo-
lians secure such a foothold that it would be dif-
icult to control them. This alarm is felt also
hy King Kalakua, who asserts that the policy
f the Hawaiian Government at present is to

discourage any general immigration of the
Chinese or Coolie element."

When they added to that the fact that
the States of California, Oregon, Nevada,
Washington Territory, and contiguous
territories, were entirely, as was British
Columbia, in favour of excluding all the
Chinese from their respective territories,
it would be seen that nearly the eitire
English-speaking population bordering
on the Pacifie Ocean, were opposed to
Chinese immigration. But, in order to
mnake a step further, he would inform the
House of the statement made by Baron
Schouvaloff, at the Berlin Congress.
He asked that Congress to make a pro-
vision against permitting Chinese and
other Asiatic nations from obtaining, by
purchase, modern and improved imple-
ments of warfare. Now, the com-
plaint had been made, not merely at the
-Berlin Congress, but by the colonies of
Great Britain, who asked for some re-
pressive measure to be introduced against
Chinese immigration. The States of
Oalifornia, Oregon, and other territories
contiguous, had asked the Congress of
the United States to make provision
agaimt Chinese immigration. British
COlùmbia had also acted in
th* direction. particularly by en-
adâihg a law which was sent over here
last vear. Now, the Dominion Parlia-
ment was asked by this petition to take
s*b" action in the matter. It had be-
eOe really a world's question. It miglit
be asked why were the English-speaking
pOpulation of the Pacifie coast opposed to
Chinmes immigration. In the first place,
te - were opposed to it because their
labdUr was brought into competition with
Mongolian labour, and because the latter
lived Ot such a low rate that lie could
'work for wages on which it was impossible
bfo the former to support himself and

family. There were other reasons as
important, if not more important, than
the immediate question of labour. There
was the difference of race. The Chinese
were a race who did not assimilate, and
could never assimilate with the white
race. Then there was the question of
religion, the Chinese being probably the
greatest pagans on the earth, and could
by no other possibility than a miracle be
induced to accept a more enlightened
religion like that of Christianity. A
few here and there might be brought
under missionary influence for a time,
but their associations were such that, in
a very brief period, they relapsed into
their old habits, and became worse than
they previously were. In order that
lie might draw the attention of this
House, and, through it, the country, to
the character of these people, and the
importance of this Government taking
action to prevent Chinese immigration,
lie would ask the indulgence of the
House while he quoted a few extracts
from the report made by the Special
Committee of the Senate of California,
two years ago, upon which the moral
character and bearing of the Chinese
upon white labour, and the danger to the
f ree institutions of this continent through
their presence, were fully and fairly set
forth :

" To the investigation with which we were
charged-quasi judicial in its character, and in
the unsettled state of the country of the high-
est importance-we addressed ourselves, hav-
ing but one object in view, the ascertainment
of truth.

" In the State of California there are over
100,000 subjects of the Empire of China. Of
this number, all but about 3,000 are male
adults, and that 3,000 are femalesheld in slav-
ery by their own people for the basest put-
poses.'
The next extract to which he would edll
attention was this :

" The Chinese came without any speci4 in-
vitation. They came before we had tine to
consider the propriety of their admission. If
anyone had ever hoped that they would asi-
late with our people, that hope has long since
been dispelled. They have now live&among
us in considerable numbers for a quarter of a
century, and yet they remain separate, di-
tinct from and antagonistic to our peopi. x
thinking, mode of life, tastes and principei,
and are as far from assimilation as when ‡hgy
first arrived. They fail to comprehend our
system of Government; they perform nio dn-
ties of citizenship; they are not available as

.The Chinese in ( ArE1L 16, 1879.]
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jurymen; they cannot be called upon as a
posse eomitatus to preserve order, nor be relied
upon as soldiers. ,They bring no children
with them, and there is, therefore, no possibil-
ity of influencing them by our ordinary edu-
cational appliances. There is, indeed, no
point of contact between the Chinese and our
people through which we can Americanise
them. The rigidity which characterises these
people forbids the hope of any essential
change in their relations to our own people
or or Government. We respectfully submit
the admitted proposition that no nation, much
less a Republic, can safely permit the presence
of a large and increasing element among its
people which cannot be assimilated or made
to comprehend the responsibilities of citizen-
ship

What was said of the Chinese in Califor-
nia miglit be said also of them in our
country.

« The great mass of the Chinese residents
in California are not amenable to our laws.
It is almost impossible to procure the con-
viction of Chinese criminals, and we are
never sure that a conviction, even when
obtained, is in accordance with justice."

He would beg to draw the attention of
the Minister of Justice to this point.

.This difficulty arises out of our ignorance
of the Chinese language, and the fact that
their moral ideas are wholly distinct from our
own. Ihey do not recognise the sanctity of
an oath, and utterly fail to comprehend the
crime of perjury. Bribery, intimidation, and
other methods of baffling justice, are con-
sidered by them as perfectly legitimate. It
is an established fact that the administration
of justice among the Chinese is almost im-
possible, and we are, therefore, unable to pro-
tect them against the persecutions of their
own countrymen, or punish them for offences
against our own people. This anomalous
condition, in which the authority of law is 80
generally vacated, imperils the existence of
our Republican institutions to a degree hither-
to unknown among us. This race of aliens
are uot only not amenable to law, but they
are governed by secret tribunals, unrecognised
and unauthorised by law. The records 6f these
til4gpals have been discovered, and are touad
to be antagonistic to our legal system. These
tribunals are formed by the several Chinese
companies or guilds, aud are recognised as
legitimate authorities by the Chinese popu-
lation. They levy taxes,.coramand,Masses of
mn, intimidate interprMters and witnesses,
enfore perjury, regulate trade, punish the re-
fractory, remove witnL2 5es beyoad the reach of
our Courts, control liberty of action, , and
prv'ent the return of Chainese to their hom»es
inbina 'wit4out their consent. lu, sott,
theyegercise a despotic sway over onie-evuth
of the pçpulation of the State of Califonia,
They>nvoke the process of law enly to
pgie" the independçat action of their pub-
jects, amd it is claimed that tbey execute the
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death penalty upon those who refgse
obedience to their decrees."

The government of these seven cim-
panies donstituted a foreign governet
within the boundaries of Californ.ia.
They were represented on Canadian ter-
ritory, and in the Province of British Ol-
umbia inight exercise, and did exercise,
as he (Mr. DeCosmos) had evidence
last year, their influence in controlling
their own people. He would draw atten-
tion to another point also in the direc-
tion of justice. Dr. J. Murphy, Dis-
trict Attorney of the city and county of
San Francisco, one of the most able and
experienced lawyers on the Pacifie coast,
reported as follows

I have looked on my docket for two years,
and I find that of seven hundred cases that I
examined before the Grand Jury, one hundred
and twenty were Chinese, .principally bur-
glaries, grand larcenies, and murders. They
are very adroit and expert thieves. I have
not had time to examine, for the last two and
a-half years, but the proportion has largely
increased during that time."

That was evidence which, lie dared say,
had never been brought under the
notice of the Canadian Parliament or
the people of the eastern section, who
were remote from the Chinese, and had
not been disturbed by the question
hitherto. Here was a statement giveni
to the Committee referred to, -by Mr.
Karcher, Chief of Police, at Sacramento,
in reply to the question : " Do you know
anything about their putting up offers of
reward upon walls and street corners,
written in Chinese, for the murder or
assassination of given Chinamen ?"

"Yes. Of course, I could not rea4 CI cee,
but I secured some of these posters, nad
an interrreterfromSan Francisco cnmeup e
and interpret them. There were rewardêJor
the inurder of some Chinamen whp did age-
thing contrary to their Iaws. They IVatþta
own tribunals, where they try Chinazend
their ewn laws to govern teèm. W nliis
way the- administration of justico, is
often defeated entirely, or, p t,
to a very great extent. I mow 1 fb e
I was present at a meeting of ,ne ir
tribunals about. seven years ago. There were
some thirty or forty ChinaieU, therp, ne
appearing to act as'Judge. Finally øoe4gw
on trial was convicted, and had to pay so
much money as a fie for the çOQIamisR M -Of
the offençe with which he was charg.m £e-
exhly. their pnishment are in thé nature f
fines, but sometimes they senteiidtheémdh-
ant to,4eath, In gases in the Po4çeeDsúwe£
have often found it difficult tow iake iatpre-
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tera act. They would tell us that they would
be killed if they spoke the truth ; that their
tribnals would sentence them to death, and
pay assassins to dispatch them. About two
yeaMand a half or three years ago, Ah Quong
was killed. During the trial, at which he was
inherpreter, there were a great many China-
men, I stationed officers at the doors, and
then. caused each one to be searched as he
camè out of the room, the interpreter having
told me that he feared they wouldmurder him.
Upoà these Chinamen I found all sorts of
weapons.-hatchets,.pistols, bowie-knives, Chi-
nese swords, and many others. There were
fortpr-five weapons in all, I think, concwaled
about their persons in all kinds of ways. The
interpreter testified in that case, and half an
hour after leaving the Court-room he was
brought back, shot, and cut with hatchets. He
was terribly mutilated, and lived only a few
moments after being brought to the station-
house. The murderers were arrested, but at-
tempted to prove an alibi, and had a host of
Chinese witnesses present for that purpose.
Although there were some hundreds of Chi-
nese present at the time of the murder, the
prosecution was forced to rely upon the .evi-
dence of a few white men, who chanced to see
the deed committed. We were opposed at
every turn by the Chinamen, and the Chinese
companies. As a general thing it is utterly
impossible to enforce the laws with any cer-
tainty against those people, while they will
themselves use our laws to persecute innocent
men who have gained their enmity. They
seem to have no ideas concerning the moral
obligation of an oath, and care not for our
fornt of swearing."

That was one illustration of the manner
in .which the Secret Tribunal of the
Chinese was managed in California.
Thon another point :

"Tie Chinese have, through certain guilds
or cOmpanies, established a peculiar, but re-
volting, kind of slavery upon the Pacific
cast. Hundreds of Chinese women are

botit and sold at prices rangng from three
tel lht hundred dollars. These women are

el1ed to live as prostitutes, for the
ry profit of their owners; they are

boastant and u1aceasing surveillane;
the are cruelly beaten if they fail to make
m eî for their cwners and they are left to
stavé And die uncared for when they become
sick0r Unprofitable. The great majority of

Ssaves do'ôt know that they have
11thog they would be glad to escape

if eY':could. Sometimes they wish to mr·ry,aId escape with their chosen husband, but
tiy kidnapped and returned to

The Rev Mr. Otis Gibson, a elergyman
co llethodist Episcopal Church, tes-

*onmù, as gceûeal thing, are held
a ¥ A"es. They aréhought- or stolen in

China, and brought here. They have a sort
of agreemeMt to.cover up the, siavry business.,
but it is all a shath. That paper makee the
girl say that she owes you four hundred dollars
or so passage money, and outfit from China,
and has nothing to pay."

That was the way in which feinale slavery
existed in British Columbia, in Dominion
territory, as well as in the United States.
Here was testimony on another point :-

t The Pacific coast has become a Botany Bay,
to which the criminal classes of China are
brought in large numbers, and the people of
this coast are compelled to endure this affiic-
tion. We do not claim that all the Chinese
belong to the criminal classes, for many well-
behaved people are among them. There are
various grades of character among these peo-
ple; The merchants and business-men, who
are often worthy of high esteein; the cooks
and house servants, who are oftep brigit and
trustworthy; a class of labourers who are di.
ligent; a class of labourers who are extremely
dishonest, and a large number of professional
thieves and fighters. We are confident that
the criminal class outnumber the others in the
proportion of seven to one."

The following extract, from the evi-
dence of Mr. F. F. Low, a distingiushed
citizen who had held many positions of
honour and trust under the State and
Federal Government, among which had
been that of Governor of California, Ie
presentative in Congress, and Minister to
China, showed the character of the
Chinese :

" That the immigration comes, with but
slight exceptions. from the single Province of
Canton, and that it is of the lowest clas."

The following description of the Chinese
character was from a very eninent
authority, whose name was a household
word-Bayard Taylor, who said 6f them,
in bis work entitled, "I dia, Chinaý, and
Japan :"

It is my deliberate opinion that' the
Chinese are,; morally, the most debasedpeopie
on the face ofthe earth. Forma of vic, which
In other countries are barely named, are, in
Ohina, so common that they excite ü6 con-
ment among the natives. The cftetitute
the surface level, and below thein are deeps
and deeps of depravity -o ,hooking and
horrible that their character .an iot be
hinted. There are some dark shadwi -in
human nature which we naturally shrihk from
penetrating and 1 made no attempt to ëôllect
information of this kind; but 6theW nwas
enough in the things whieh 1 eould hot aveid
seeing and hearing-which ar'e brmnght al-
inost daily to the notice of every fàréignïrni-
dent-to inepire me with a po*erfl av-&"1n
to the Chines. race., Their touch is pqelution,
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and, harsh as the opinion may seem, justice to
our own race demands that they should not
be allowed to settle on our soil. Science may
have lost something, but mankind bas gained
by the exclusive policy which bas governed
China during the past centuries.'

The Chinese paid a very small share of
the taxation, and if the policy of this
country turned out to be in favour of
encouraging Chinese immigration, free
white labour would be ousted, and, at
the same time, the Chinese who would
replace them would not pay theit regu-
Jar proportion of taxation per capita.
Here was what the report stated on that
point

"The Chinese population, amounting to at
least one-sixth of the whole population, pays
less than one four-hundreth part of the rev-
enue required to support the State Govern-
ment."

Then, with regard to the personal ex-
penses of this class :

, It will be seen that the net cost to the
State for each prisoner is about thirty cents
per day; and this without taking into consid-
eration the cost of the prison buildings. The
net cost to the State of keeping 198 Chinese
prisoners in the State Prison is not less than
$21,600 per annum, a sum $12,000 in excess of
the whole amount of the property tax col-
lected from the Chinese population of the
state."

At the present time, British Columbia
had a Chinese population of about 6,000.
The city of Winnipeg, in Manitoba, al-
ready had its Chinese laundry, so had
Toronto and Montreal. A few years
ago ho (Mr. DeCosmos) noticed that in
Texas, all along the Pacific Railway, they
could be seen. The Chinese were on the
move ; if they were not stopped in their
mnarch, they weoe bound to settle every-
where, and they would reduce labour to
se low a rate that the youth of both
sexes woukl have no opportunity of get-
ting employment. At least, here was
the evilence of Mr. Duffy on that point:

"Q. Why can they (the Chinese) afford to
do work cheaper than whtte men?

A. They cau work cheaper than the white
men because they have no families to support,
and, therefore, live much chtaper. Their
liting does not cost them over 15c. pet day.
Tae 'a labouring man here who hbs a wife
an&twe chidren dependent upon him, and
hie-wpenses, at the very leat, are $2 a
day,and he must live very economically to
maie that amount do. Where a labouring
xh 1as no family, hié necessary expenses
we from $1.35 to $2 a day. He can board
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for $20 a month, and his washing, clothig1
etc., will make up the balance. Most of the
Chinese here wear clothes of Chinese manufac-
ture, consume goods imported from China, and
all their dealings are against the Ameriean
interests. Where they do not board them-
selves, they can be accommodated-boarded
and lodged-at houses in Chinatown for $1,50
a week, and less."

They found that, in the Province of Bri-
tish Columbia, the employment of Chi-
nese labourers and servants was operat-
ing most unfavourably against the youth
of that Province. Mr. Karcher, ex-
Chief of Police, gave evidence as follows
in regard to the effect of Chinese labour
in California

"Q. In San Francisco, at an early day, and in
Sacramento, there were few boys 14, 15 and 16
years of age in the country ?

A. Yes, Sir.
Q. And the places occupied by boys in

other countries were filled by the Chinese?
A. Yes, Sir.
Q. So that the result was that, when boeys

came along in the natural growth of the cun-
try, there was no work for them to do?

A. That is correct?

Then, again, the following evidence was
given on this point:-

"The State of California has a populaûion
variously estimç.ted atfrom 700,000 to 800,000,
of which 125,000 are Chinese. The additions
to this class have been very rapid since the
organisation of the State, but have been
caused almost entirely by immigration, ad
scarcely at all by natural increase."

Here was another extract to which hie
wished to draw the attention of .the
House as to this competition between
Chinese and white labour !

"The male element of this popula'ô,
where not criminal, comes mito a paftîful
petition with the mont needy anaLdcidm*e-
serving of our people-those who are engag0d,
or entitled to be engged, in indu , gaur-
suits in our midst. The common 1&4oprr,
the farm hand, the shoem&ker, the cigw;ù»r,
the domestie maie and female, and
of all descriptions, find their vadou oeaps-
tions mAOnopolised by Chinese Ja1OOrgrn-
plpyed at a cçanpeisation upon which white
labour cannot poessibly exist."

He (Mr. DeCosmos) had read all tht,'«-
tracts he proposed to give mû re: pe
the Chinese character, and the ødfateof
the competition between the 4two Ws,
from the report of theComtndttee re eed
to. Ie held in hie hand avolumepril
by the United States Cengreus, besta* a
report of the Joint Bpecial Commitde of
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both Houses of Congress on this Chinese
immigration. He would call the atten-
tion of the House to a few extracts from
that report. It said :

" Among the testinony will be found that
of some 20 operatives, numbering nearly as
many trades, in which details are given in re-
lation to different industrial pursuits which are
either monopolised by the Chinese or are fast
becoming so. This evidence shows that the
Chinese have reduced wages to what would be
starvation prices for white men and women,
and engrossed so much of the labour in the
various callings, that there is a lack of employ-
ment for whites; and young men are growing
rp in idleness, while young women, willing to
work, are compelled to resort to doubtful means
of support. The hardships resulting from
these causes bear with especial weight upon
women.?

lie had another brief extract from the
report of the same Comnittee which
was as follows :

" The presence of the Chinese discourages
and retards white emigration to the Pacific
States. This clearly appeared in evidence, and
probably arises from their monopoly of farm
and mechanical work through the low price of
their lab>our, making subsistence difficult to
procure by the poorer class of emigrants."

From these two sources, as well as from
the two petitions he had read, they might
discover the opinion that prevailed both
in British Columbia and California, and
by the Joint Committee of the House of
Congress 'in respect to the Chinese.
The Australian Provinces were also
opposed to them, and he had showed con-
clusively that the experience everywhere
among the English-speaking race was that
the Chinese were not a people that it
was desirable to encourage in coming to
th4s country. As this was quite a new
4nastion in this country, at least in this
partof the Dominion, he would simply
di*w the attention of the House mainly
to China. China fronted the Dominion
'ýw- he east, and she had a frontage of
"eme 3f) miles and a population of
ovr 42000,000. Now, with that pop-

la"ie, they right very readily spare a
a very small percentage of it, and by that
mens ithey might, not only overrun our
teriory* but also the adjaceat ,tevitory
etb thUited ýStates Mter they oneO
ObWneds strong £oothold in the Uaited
ashes -they-Might natally-,xp«ewthat.
thy 'wold not stop there, laut come to
O*ned. Thiere had been-,a great daI
said4aom the admission of the, Bitish

into China, and that, the British being
admitted into China, the British ought to
admit the Chinese everywhere within the
British Empire. It would astonish any-
one who would take the trouble to look
into the fact to discover that there were
scarcely any foreigners at all in China.
H1e would draw attention to the States-
man's Year Book for 1878, and he would
1ead the figures giving the number of
resident foreigners in China:

"According to a return of the Imperial
Customs authorities, the total number of for-
eigners resident in China at the end of 1872
was 3,661 ; among them were 1,771 natives of
Great Britain and Ireland, 541 of the United
States, 481 of Germany, 239 of France-al
other nationalities being represented by a .very
few members. More than one-half of the total
number of foreigners, viz.: 2,047, resided at
Shanghai, and 308 at Canton, the remainder
being scattered in small numbers over the
ports open to foreign commerce."

That was in China proper ; but there was
an English colony adjacent to China,
known as Hong Kong. That colony,
also, had a very small European popula-
tion. The total number of the resident
population of the colony in 1871 was
1,381 men, 468 women, 407 boys, and
264 girls. This showed that the entire
foreign populat on of European origin in
('lina proper, as well as in Hong Kong,
did not in the aggregate equal thetotal Chi-
nese population, as alleged in the appendix
to the petition, now living in British
Columbia. It appeared to him there
must be a great degree of unwisdom in
allo,% ing a people like the Chinese to
flow into our country in those numbers,
without giving us a corresponding return.
He would next enquire, froin whence do
these Chinese eome ? It might beim-
agined they came from China diret 'te
Canada, or direct from China té the
Australian Colonies, or direct from China
to the United States. But such wasseot
the case. The Chinese went directly fi'M
China to the British port of Ilong Kong,
and there they took ship, and moved to
the various conutries around the Pacific
Ocean. Sometimes they were taken to
the port of Ilavana or to some òf the
sqgar-growngcountrde inSouthAmerie.
Occasionally, some <hinese pausengers
caine direct'from Hong Kong to 'Britsh

olutnbla; but they generally 'çme to
British Uälambia da San Francisco.
They had, therefoe, these facts beore
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them, that they were suffering fromn the
immigration of Chinese that reached them
from the United States, and from Hong
Kong. He took it that they required
some repressive measure to keep out the
Chinese, as they were a low class of the
popiation, whose immigration they did
not desire to encourage. They desired to
encourage the immigratior of first-class
men and women. He would read to the
House the kind of reoressive measures
they required, and the suggestions of the
Committee of the Senate of California,
which were as follows -

IThe duty devolves upon us to suggest a
remedy for the suppression of this immigration.
The Chinese now here are protected by our
treaty obligations and laws, and that they will
continue te receive that protection the people
and Government of this State will be respon-
sible. If further immigration is prevented they
will gradually return te their own country,
and the occupations in which they are now
engaged will be supplied with labourers and
inmmigrants of our own race. rhe temper of
the people of California is such, that the em-
ployment of Chinese will be, as it has, to a
considerable extent, already been, discouraged,
and this will effectually compel their de-
parture. As te future immigration, neither a
total, nor partial, abrogation of the Burlinghame
Treaty will afford relief. The mass of, indeed
the entire, immigration comes from the port of
Hong Kong, a British colony. No alteration
in our treaty stipulations with China could
have the slightest effect upon the passenger
trade of that port. The British Colonies of
Australia have, like us, suffered under the
incubus, and have recently endeavoured, by
hostile legislation, and, in some instances, by
force, te effect the exclusion, and obstruct the
further ingress, of Chinese. Those agitations,
coupled with the earnest and uniform policy
of Great Britain, of suppressing any traffic
resembling the slare trade, convince us that
an appeal to that country would lead te the
desired result. Indeed, we may well assume,
in view cf the amicable relations existing be-
tween the English Cabinet and people and the
tnited States, that, in the absence of any
argent reasons, addressing themselves pedu-
liarly to Her Majesty's Government, it would,
upon proper diplomatic representation, cor-
dislJy co-operate with, our own Govrnment
u aving at a satisfactory remedy.

'1ey concluded in this way:
'We would, therefore, most respectfflly

muggest as the means of a finsi solution of this
gnare and <ever-incremaing didieutty :
*u-J.-..An appeal te the ý Government 4f

Great Bdtan to co-operate with our own Gov
eonement Jn the absolute prohibition of this
*Mae in men and women ; and

.«&jé.,m4.-The joint and friendly aettsi-orf
the two countries with the Empire of China;

Mn. DECOSMOs.

in the abrogation of all treaties between:4re
three nations, permitting the emigratioadf"K
Chinese te the United States.

c And, in the meantime, we earnestly recqm-
mend legislation by Congress, lirniting the
number cf Chinese allowed te be landed froln
any vessel entering the ports of the United
States, to, say, not more than ten.

This policy would, in a great degree, tend
to a redress of the grievances that now sorely
afflict our State, and threaten to overshadow
her prosperity."

H1e would next read for the inform9tLip
of the House--and he prayed its in4ul-
gence for taking up so.much of its time,
but this was the paramount question
in the Pacific Province, he would only
urge that as his excuse-from another
report ; that was, the report of the Joint
Special Committee of the United States
Congress. They said:

" This problem is too important to be treat-
ed with indifference. Congress should solve
it, having due regard to any rights already ga-
crued under existing treaties, and to human-
ity. But it must be solved in the judgmen of
the Committee, unless our Pacific possessini's
are to be ultimately given over te a race alieT
in all its tendencies, which will make ofit, prao-
tically, Provinces of China rather than State of
the Union. The Committee recommend that
measures be taken by the Executive, looking
toward a modification of the existing tredtý
with China, confining it to strictly commerdial
purposes ; and that Congress legislate to -re
strain the great influx of Asiatics into 1his
country. It is not believed that either of
these measures would be looked upon With
disfavour bv the Chinese Government. Whe-
ther this is so or not, a duty is owingtto the
Pacific States and Territories which are suffk-
ing under this terrible scourge, but are patiezt-
ly waiting for relief from Congress.

He might add that the concluding "po#-
tion oi this report, which said thäatie
States of the Pacific were suffering freM-
this terrible seourge, applied alÉ*!i
British, Colunibia as much as it did ab
California or Oregon. Hecame oWt
what ho regarded as something 041466
more practical, namely, hat 'eduld <Øti
ada do if nho were willingi H6whs gInd
to know that 1Canadà, ï his judu';
eomId do 'omething. And, a t-be hi.
the Minioter- of Public Workà *eà in48s
seate, nd propoed to construe -a ,aifeiWy
aneosstbig continent--a gigtuie lnde'
taking--whieh would enid4ya laegedkw-
bar of mnen for inany yearw the peuitiônre,
whpose apetition ;was befolte tre oesøy
asked that xi Chinese shonlhihé empliel
upon the public works. Thîs was arMIdti
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within their own juriediction, and under
their: own control. They would not be
violating any treaty. They might simply
exervise their own undoubted right, and
say whether they would employ Canadiau
born, or alien, or Asiatie labour. If the
Government would pass a resolution or
import provisions of this character into
the contracts, respecting the Pacifie Rail-
way, or any other public work of the
Dominion, either on the Pacifie coast or
elsewhere, it would act as a repressive
measure. It would be the mearns of
preventing Chinese labour taking the
place of the white man's labour. It
would be the means of inducing the
white man to come with his family and
settle down in the country. It would
result in introducing five persons into the
country, of our own race, where only one
was introduced before. If the Govern-
ment were willing to do this, the Gov-
ernment would act as benefactors of the
country. There was another point
wherein the Government might put a
stop to the Chinese obtaining a foothold
in this country. The Government had
vast territories ; this territory included
Keewa nsold portion of Mani-
tobsa af eorth-West Territory, and
witbiu a very short time millions of acres
of land in British Columbia would be
passed over to the Dominion, on account
of the construction of the Pacifie Rail-
way. Now, he took it that the Govern-
ment might, by the amendment of the
La"ds Act, make such a provision that
no bongolian should be allowed to pur-
chase land, that no China man should be
allowed to lease land belonging to the
Dom]ninn, and the tenure might be so
Ûn4 that even those who bought lan>d
Wuld be prohibited fromselling or leas-
iqg ieirz lands to Chinamen. By tis i
man they imight introduce a zepressive
r4lsure tha¢ would operate against
s#ê 9 low class of imamigrants as he
hea4 showIn by extracts -read terday.

îepasarent the Vhinese imigrating; to
t1 nuntry, we~ ought to ramend our

twaÀtinIa*w» so that they could
n9tb~ natutraIAied. Inthie Tnited State.
tbWemfprohibited fom exeroiuing the
rj f A erir pitizeps, raccording

*4Y Imteuings ef the Co*rts. ba
ODads, eaJso,4Ukey shpuidnote beallowed
4½siaturilised, and& ife any such waee
aady naturalised, they aehoukd ie dis-

franchised. Another point was that
our Shipping Acts shorld be so amended
that no Chinamen should be allowed to
act on board our ships or our steamers
within our waters as sailor, as stoker, as
cook, or as waiter. They should bea-
tirely excluded from any oppo o y
whatever to gain employment in a -
dian bottom. He had been on board
American ships on the Pa3ific coast,
where out of a complement of 100 per-
sons there were only 15 English, and
the rest were Chinese, with whom it was
impossible to commaunicate except by a
few words. Another point was that
our Immigration Acts should be amended
in such a manner as to restrict the im-
portation of Chinese, and more particu-
larlyin regard to those detained in quaran-
tine on account of diseases, because it was
a notorious fact that they brought the
leprosy with them, not only moral, but
physical. All these repressive measures
Canada could adopt without the consent
of England or any other cjuntry; but
when it came t the question of keeping
the Chinese out of our territory, we
should have to amend the treaty between
Great Britain and China. The British
Government might make an arrangement
by which the Custom-house at Hong Kong
might prohibit ships from taking Chinese
passengers to this country. The Chinese
might then, and no doubt would object,
that, as they allowed us to go any where
through their territory, they should have
the right to pass through our territory,
and they would urge that such an t-
tempt would be a violation of the tréaty.
If we made an arrangement with t4e
United States, isking them to prohibit
any of their vessels frein taking Chinese
passengers to our ports, they would then
eaH up the Burlinghame Treaty which
said:

«TMe Uiiitg Saùté of 1nlitc, and the
Eiùperor of Chia cdédially r cogtàéethe fe
herent and indifenabte right ef1ian t chariie
his home and ailegiànce, and also the mutIl
advantage of thç free migratin, and miigrý
tion of their citizens and subjeots, respectively,
from: the one country to the other, for pur-
poses of curio#ity,- of Uade, or as permna.et
residents. -Oitizené oftheUnitedtates viuit-
inganerseuding intChiamahUfejOy the same
privlleges, immnnities, or exeilipionusi
spet to travel or residence, as m y there he
enjoyed by the citizens or subjects-of the mont
favoured natione And reciprcallyOhimse
seulect4à visiting or >residing in tAe -nited
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States, shall enjoy the same privileges, immu-
nities, and exemptions. in respect to travel or
residence, as may there be enjoyed by the
citizens or subjects of the most favoured
nations. But nothing herein contained shall
be held to confer naturalisation upon citizens
of the United States in China, nor upon the
su* of China in the United States."

e, the only means he could see by
which we might stop this immigration
of Chinese to Canada was by the United
States Government acting in concert
with the Government of Great Britain,
to modify their treaties with China, and
to confine them siniply to commercial
transactions, instead of allowing them to
move their people into our country,
to remain here, and to engage in any
industry. Thanking the House for its
indulgence, he moved the adoption of
the substantive motion, hoping that the
Committee would be able to arrive at
some practical conclusion, which would
assist the Government in doing some-
thing to relieve the Western Province
from the terrible scourge trom which it
was now suffering in the way of Chinese
immigration.

MR. MACKENZIE said he would
like to know what course the Govern-
ment proposed to take in reference to
this matter. The hon. gentleman had
indicated what he desired, which was
the expulsion of a certain class of people
from the continent, and the prevention
ýof that class from coming to the conti-
nent in future, in any capacity whatever,
whether as servants or on board vessels.
Hle (Mr. Mackenzie) would like to know
what course the hon. gentleman at the
head of the Government proposed to
take before he said anything on the
subject.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
lie could see no objection to the appoint-
ment of a Select Committee to enquire
into this subject. The Committee should
be very impartial, in order to look at all
phases of the question. This 4as a matter
that interested not only Canada, bNxt the
whole of this continent. As his hon.
friend had shown very carefully, it also
inerested our sister colonies;in Austradia.
It wa *ell that this whole ubject should
be carefully studied befoie the over-
mastering Chinese population came upon
us, and, we ought, as early as possible,
to enquire into the whole matter. He

MR. DECOSMos.

knew no better mode of doing this tian
by having a very carefully-selected Coin-
mittee examine all the evidence, and
study the case as it had been presented in
California, and along the Pacific coast,
and also in the various colonies of Aus-
tralia. There could be no better course
than by taking it np at once, and having
it fully sturiied for the future action of
Parliament. H1e presumed, if a Com-
mittee were granted in a matter of such
importance, all they could do would be
to eollect evidence, and to ask leave, as
was the custom in England, to report at
a future Session.

MR. ANGLIN said he observed power
was asked to send for persons and papers ;
if persons came all the way from British
Columbia as witnesses, it would cost a
great deal of money.

MR. DECOSMOS said there was no
intention to send to British Columbia for
persons or papers. If there was any
necessity to examine witnesses in British
Columbia, the Government would, doubt-
less, appoint a Commission to do so.

Mi. BUNSTER said d this
motion as a duty he owed to e ovince
from which he came; and he did so with
pleasure, since he believed it to be in the
interest of the whole Dominion. It
afforded hini great gratification to witness
the kindly spirit in which the House had
received the motion. When, a year ago,
lie brought a similar motion before the
House, the 'members did not seem to
know as much of the Chinese question
as they did to-day. He thonght the
present House had given more- atten6on
to this great and growing evil, whilih
was gradually working its way eastward
from the Pacifie coast. The peopl ,en
the Pacifie coast were better judges
than gentlemen in the Eastern Proiviés
of what the results of this great evil W*1s
likely to be upon the human famlly.
If he could use language to deseribé 1*
injurions was the importation of *r
Chinese to our country, it would me&e
ev'ery hon. gentlemah's blood in i*s
House run cold, and particularly every
hon. gentleman who had the respdÊihi-
bility on his sboulders of raiing a
family in any part of this DominiMh,
when he considered the evil influétef
which was likely to befal any member

British Columbia.[COMMONS.]
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of that family. For his part he would
say that he never would have made
British Columbia bis home, had he
thought that country was to be visited
bysuch an intolerable nuisance and curse.
It was the bounden duty of every public
man in the Dominion to consider care-
fully how we could protect a race that
had prospered so well, and had been so
much admired by the rest of the world
as the Canadian people. And he would
tell them that, if Canadians did not set
their face firmly against the importation
of the Chinese, they would
regret it once and for ever. In
vears to come they would regret
that they did not give more attention to
the subject. This matter was one of in-
terest to the whole English-speaking race;
it had attracted great attention in Aust-a-
lia, and in all British colonies, who,
with the people of British Columbia,
viewed with great suspicion and alarm
the danger which threatened us from the
incursion of a surplus population of
400,000,000 of people in China. We saw
them coming here in little bands, but
they were sent as agents to report on
what they saw and experienced, and how
much money they could make by keep-
ing laundries and other industries, to the
pt-ejudice of our own people. This
Chinese immigration had proved,as he had
said, a great curse to his Province, because,
instead of having 30,000 or 40,000 white
people in that Province, the Chinese had
corne and taken the place of the Euiopean
immigrants that woulld have come in as
miners, or, as agriculturists. He knew
that linternational treaties stood in the
way of the removal of this obnoxiQus,
race, but he could not help thinking that
qr at Britain would conaent to alter or
amep»d tpse.treaties, and that she would
semda coismissioner to China, who would
sag f thje Government Qf that couatry
th4 t oui people and theirs could .not
agrg- aUd that there was likely t be
hipò be( hetween them, unless immi-
gration was stopped. Tese treaties
fft beaued and it was better to
4ul itwith' British 'golàd ian wi‡½

4rti4h bloQd. .- He did not thinik thte
pigpó ed Goniwnüdee would be exigen.~e
bepau as hadl eep sid byhe,þ.

ggver e seplunon, e y-d, o
o e o ih, pu biaf9r

apr more vediee'tb thaU ahready

Britis1 Colunbia.

had. When the report came down to
this House, he was satisfied it would
meet with the consideration it deserved.

MR. THOMPSON (Cariboo) said that,
after the lucid manner in which this
question had been presented tthe
flouse by the hon. mover of the reolu-
tion, and after the exhaustive details he
had brought forward, it would not be ne-
cessary for him to say anything further
than that he entirely concurred in the
motion. He believed, when this Comi-
mittee collected evidence and submitted
it to the House anid to the people of
Canada, they would agree that Chinese
immigration to the Pacific coast was a
curse to the Dominion and to the world
at large. That immigration to the Pa-
cific coast meant the settlement of the
Chinese not there alone, but everywhere
from the plains of the North-West to
Ontario, Quebec and the Maritime Pro-
vinces. If this evil was allowed to go
on unchecked, in time it would subvert
the whole white race on this continent.
When they should have thousands and
millions of barbarians pouring forth from
their empire in the East in hordes that
would overrun Canadian territories. they
might expect to see them supplant west-
ern civilization, as the northern hordes
overtunrned that of the Roman Empire.
They would fill our country with their
descendants and impose on it their man-
ners, morality, or rather immorality, and
religion. Everyone who had come in
contact with that race must know its
blighting influence on civilization, and
that its presence on a large scale was an
evil which it was necessary to crush out,
if they wished to see their country
flourish and progress. He thought that
this matter could be dealt with in no
better manner than by the appointing of
such a Committeeas that now proposed,
The hon. rmember for Victoria (Mr. De)
Cosmos) had corxectly described the feel.
ing on the Pacific coast. He U (r.
Thompson) knew that in every part of
it, fropn British Columbia to Arizona,
every white man felt that Chinese were
a- nuisance and a curse, and that getting
çid of tþem, by any, rgeans was an eud
tha.must be accomplipd. If they did
;get d of ýthe Chinese, the Chineae
·wguld get rid of, them T1hey diti
not bing tliir families to America,
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but sent everything they could save
th China, and even their boues. It
was part of the bargain with the
companies who hired them that their
bones should be sent back, after death, to
China. They had their secret societies,
as 0scribed, wherein even their own
countrymen were murdered on disobey-
ing their rules. The proceedings of those
societies were undiscoverable. Was it
right that such a race should be en-
ouraged to come among us and bè
allowed all the privileges of whites-
that the corrupting and blighting influ-
ence of the Chinese should be allowed to
overwhelm the land, and every good and
glorious thing it possessed? The jails
on the Pacific coast were filled with
them ; they were capable of every in-
iquity under the sun ; they could not be
believed on oath, and their interpreters
often contradicted each other in Court.
How was it possible for anybody to get
any information as to the secrets or
doings of such men? As to the state-
ment that British Columbia was doing a
large business with China, ho might state
that during the last six months of 1878,
they exported to foreign countries goods
to the amount of $1l,878,803, of which
amount only $34,720, or one and four-
fiftbs per cent., went to China. Ail that
they exported to China was occasionally
a cargo of lumber. He trusted that the
House would see the wisdom of taking

posed? If it was a mere question of how
the Chinese were to be governed in tàn-
ada, the Government migb t take the
matter up; but the whole aim of the
British Columbians was to devise the
speediest means of excluding them frin
the country. That was a measure Se
couldnot, on principle, accede to, as hele-
lieved the principle would be surèly
abused 'in the worst possible manner,
were such power committed to any
officials. He believed that it would
be contrary to the principle on which
their community was based. While le
Chinese had bad, they had, no donbt,
also good qualities. The hon. membèr
for Cariboo (Mr. Thompson) had statèd
that there were many criminals among
the Chinese, including perjurers; le
might get equally bad cases in Canada
without going to the Chinese. His im-
pression was, from all he had heard, that
the mass of the Chinese in Califoreia
were botter behaved as regarded the ob-
servance of the law of the land than the
same number of whites. He feared that
the same was the case in British Coluin-
bia; and, however unpleasant the
neighbourhood of the Chinese might be,
ho did not see how it was possible to
accede to the proposition to expel them.
without at once giving up all they hild
sacred as to the rights of man in tlhir
own as in other countries.

this serions subject into consideration, MR. MJLLS said ho thought tire
and, if possible, of devising some means motion was very objectionable, andthât
by which that great evil which the movers observations were not côn-
threatened to overwhelm their country, sistent with each otier. fie said tàt
narnely, the unlimited immigration, might the Chinese scattered on this coniîn
be averted. neariy ail came fro ne Province t6t

Mn. AOKNZIEsai to vow they did not make America tlheir hÔiýe,
Ma. MAOKENZIE said that to but desire t return to'China, toavow

the principle that some classes of the tbey sent thir earungs, and that il M,
human family were not St to be résidents no Wise disgociated themeelves from
in this Dominion would be dangerous nativeland. Tha.was true; thon ýw1àt
and contrary to the law of nations and became of ail tirelhon, gentleman Ëàd
the pohey which controlled' Canada. said for the last hour l]e told ;t }i
They usually spoke of all British that the Chinese oùglt not te ac
cotmtiies as being a -hothe forá al -*o poPr or right
eàme to them, and it was at presezit per- 3tould taie spocial care thtt
feety well known at 'Caidianr wère didinotsupplant the White*poura"dù
iàit cbmpetent to exclude the' Chinese. Whorewas thedanger if tbeybelongd,
Ht >qite sympathised,-with a good déal and intendèd te' retrh, t h
tBfât &e bon. gentlefnen frôm ' tBisth Wh1 was the necessity o takiü e

pumbia ad said bot t rgi
M é f fe neighïbouxrood ýof h thnâ 3

MfRhinese. Buthat reeedy W pot t

MM.MILS sidOe tougt d
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hoi., mover proposed to deal with these
pe<gle as their Christian ancesters, to
thir dishonour, did with the Jews.
Ik was only necessary to give
those people a bad name. to re-
present their peculiarities as crimes.
T»ey recognised the particular practices
and customs of the Indians, and did not
experience any inconvenience from them.
The Indians were Tartars, or members of
the same Mongolian race, against whom
iidght be said all that Lad been alleged
against the Chinese. The proposition
now advocated was not creditable to this
age or country-that they should propose
to attach odium to a nation with whom
their Mother Country carried on trade,
aud had treaty relations. They should
not give the Chinese a bad name, and
then hunt them down like rabid dogs.

MR. SCRIVER said that, while he
sympathised with some of the views of
the hon. gentleman who just sat down,
and of the leader of the Opposition, he
thought the House should not shut its
eyes to the importance of that subject,
nor to the importance it had assumed in
the neighbouring country. They were
all aware of what had taken place in the
American Congress, where they had
passed a law embodying substantially
the principle for which the members for
¯ritish Columbia had contended; and,
although the law was vetoed by the Pre-
sident, it came near being passed over
hie veto. That was in consequence of
the agitation on the Western Pacific
silope. The people of California, Le
thoIRght, were almost unanimous in the
bei'ef that the evils which had already
corme to them in consequence of the
Quimese emigration were insufferable.

did not attach very great importance
tQ economic aspect of the question,
b th4e moral aspect was one which they
Dgst not ignore. For Lis own part he
'Mquite wiHig--while not prepared te
go as far as the mover-to see a Com-
]p tee appointed to inveetigate the ques-
t(94 eo far as the interests of the Doi-
mou were, or wevr likely to be, concerned.

l RiNTINGTOe sià that he
tQugbt he didicul y iý Oliforia
?w Q lit .1tgether on the ral aspect

fUw ausii.Te eiu,

ment among the workingmon as regarded
the making of a living. The severity of
the competition had entered into the
discussion of the question in that coun-
try ; the course pursued in which should
not surprise them, as it was largely
given over to the doctrines of Protec-
tion to everything but labour. The Gov-
ernment of the States were called upon
to protect the native labour as they had
hitherto protected the' native manufac-
tures, which was a phase of the question
that Canadians ought not to lose sight
of. When the senior member for Vie-
toria (Sir John A. Macdonald) had no
opinions to express at present, he (Mr.
Huntington) would be inclined to wait
until he heard from him. Still lie
thought it well they should understand
this was what the Minister of Public
Works -would call inserting the thin
edge of Protection in reference to the
labour question, and the time was not so
far distant when the Chinese would not
t>e the only people who would be re-
garded as standing in the sunlight of
the great labour interest of this country.
When the hon. gentlemen Lad studied
the moral aspect of the question,
they must extend their view and take
the economic aspect into consideration.
He did not undertake to say that the
hon. member for Victoria (Mr De-
Cosmos) was at all influenced by other
than the high moral consideration he had
mentioned. The hon. gentleman would
agree with him that the labour question
in British Columbia was intimately con-
nected with the apprehension that the
great danger was hanging like a cloud
over the country. They knew. that was
the case in the United States. He
would simply remark that they were
hearing the first murmurs, but the sys-
tem they were adopting was likely to
multiply themu as time went on.

MI. DECOSMOS said lie could not
help feeling amused at the remarks of
hou. gentlemen opposite. They appeared
to be suomething like anglers, throwinug
out a fly with the expectation of catch-
ing a trout. The lion. member for
Shefford (Mr. Huntington) said lie did
not wish to say anything _againat this
motion, and was dispose4 to wait. ,he
hb member for Bothwell (Mr. Milà)
ras disoe toinulge W a little logi*
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of very poor quality. And as to the
leader of the Opposition, he was the per-
sonification of the old-fashioned notion
that the moment a slave touched British
soil he was free; that Britain, to-day,
was an asylum where everyone could at
once gain a foothold, and be recognised
as living under the protection of the
British flag. A country with such vast
territory as Canada possessed to-day,
must take larger views than obtained a
few years ago, when it was but a few
scattered isolated Provinces, and had
not grown up into a vast nationality.
It was the duty of a sLatesman to meet
this question, not nerely in a narrow
spirit, with a view to find fault with the
Government of the hour, but to take a
patriotic stand, and endeavour to probe
the subject to the bottom, and dis-
cover whether there were any real grounds
for an enquiry into the question of
Chinese labour and immigration. But
to stifle its discussion at the outset was
unfair, injudicious, and not following the
ordinarily deliberate course that ob-
tained in the Imperial Parliament.
He would merely refer to some of
the remarks of the hon. member
for Shefford. He stated this was
entering the thin end of the wedge of
Protection with reference to labour. It
had no connection with Protection, ex-
cept that due protection we all ought to
give, irrespective of politics, to our race
in our own country against an Asiatic
and pagan horde that would overrun
and crush us whenever opportunity was
afforded. If Lon. gentlemen oppo-
site studied the various aspects of the
Chinese question, whether it were on
the Russian border, in the neighbourhood
of Afghanistan, or on the Pacific coast; if
they would take up the Consular reports
of the United States, read tbe letters of
correspondents, Look into the volume of
trade, study the ambitious projects of
the Chinese, they might discover that
we were standing to-day in peril as to
our future froi a country with 400 mil-
lions of inhabitants, within forty days'
sail by sailing vessels, that was buying
steamers, and driving the flag of the
United States from the waters of China,
that could reach the shores of British
Columbia, and gain a foothold in Cali-
fornia, within 25 or 28 days by steam-
ship. If it were to acquire a thorough

MR. IECOSMOS.

knowledge of the use of modem im-
plements of warfare and skill in -the
management of ships, and they had one
built on the European model, and to
send their fleets to the Pacific, our
wives might yet hush their children to
sleep by whispering to them: " The Chi-
nese are coming." Just as sure as the
sun shone to-day, there would be a con-
flict between the Mongolian race and our
own. They were on the move as ini
times past, when Tamerlane and Gangea
Khan moved with their horrid masses
from the banks of the Amoor and its
tributaries until they landed in Euro-
pean Turkey. What had occurred in the
past would occur again. History re-
peated itself, and he warned hon. gentle-
men that they should not ride this hobby
of theirs to death. When a great people
like the people of California, when 9,
great Congress like the Congress of the
United States, took up this question, and
dealt with it as they had, when a Schou-
valoff rose at the World's Congress and
warned European nationalities, it would
become hon. gentlemen opposite te look
more seriously into this questii n, and
not in any carping way. They
should place this question above party
interests, and consider it in the interests
of common humanity, in the intereste of
that rice which gave the best religion
and laws to mankind.

MR. MAcDONNELL said -he quite
sympathised with the hon. gentleman
who had just spoken. It would, how-
ever, be a very unprecedented act on the
part of the Dominion, and at variance
with the policy of other nations, to pass a
law to prevent the immigration of people
from any portion of the world. If some
people came into this country, bringing
with them practices or habits of immor-
ality, or any other peculiarities which
we could not tolerate, we should rather
suppress such peculiarities by legislation
than legislate for the exclusion of aiuçh
people. It might be the duty of this
Dominion, as it had been of other coun-
tries, to send missionaries into other
countries in order to ameliorate the con-
dition of the morals of inhabitants, and if
we passed a law to exclude the Chines, if
we closed our ports to any people of.ny
portions of the world, such countries
could retaliate, and close their ports
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against us. He could not agree to any

proposition which would have for effect
the exclusion from this wide Dominion
of any nationality whatsoever. It was
welI known that people were improved
by intermixture, and the greater variety
of nationalities we had in this country,
the more vigorous and intelligent would
our populition become.

Motion agreed to on a division.

UISMISSAL OF POSTMASTER AT ST.
SIMON.

MOTION FOR STATEMENT.

MR. FISET moved for a statement
showing all complaints, if any, made
against J. D. Bouchard, station master at
St. Simon Station, on the Intercolonial
Railway, and the reason for which lie
was discharged from his office.

MR. TUPPER: I presume my hon.
friend will give some reason to the House
for making this motion.

MR. FISET said he believed Mr.
Bouchard had been discharged without
reason, and wished to ascertain the facts.

MR. TUPPER said, when an hon.
member asked for a return for papers,
he should show some cause for complaint.
He was prepared to give the fullest in-
formation, but the time of the House
should not be uselessly occupied and ex-
pense created, in preparing papers such
as those asked for, unless the hon. mem-
ber who moved for thei was prepared to
advance some reason for making the
motion.

MR. MACKENZIE s'hid lie differed
from the hon. the Minister of Publie
Works. Any hon. member was entitled
to 'the information he asked for in a
matter of this kind, without stating fur-
ther reason than that he believed the
oflicer had been unjustly dismissed.

&>R JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the invariable rule, and it could be
found in May's Parliamentary Practice,
was that every hon. member moving- for
papers, and putting the country to the
expense of getting up a return, was
bound to give his respons. It would be
a clog on the administration of affairs if
every act of the Administration could be

80

made a matter of legislative discussion at
the simple request of any hon. member,
not backed by reasons of any kind.

MR. FISET enquired whether, in his
capacity of member for the county of
Rimouski, he had not the right of asking
for the reasons which had rendered
necessary the dismissal of Mr. Bouchard,
as well as the dismissal of all those con
cernin, whoui e had asked for papers.
lie would say more, and that was that,
in the county of Rimouski, that he had
the honour of representing, dismissals
were the order of the day. It was suffi-
cient that such and such an employé had
supported him (Mr. Fiset) during the
late election, in order to institute an
enquiry into bis conduct and dismiss
him. le could well understand why
hou. members on the other side were
opposed to his motion, for if it carried
the publie would know that these men
had been dismissed unjustly and without
any other reason than that they had
voted for him. At all events, lie would
enter bis pr test against the line of con-
duct pursued with regard to officilis in
the county of Rimouski, who had sup-
ported the Liberal party during the late
election.

MR. TUPPER said the Ilouse could
not have a better illustration of the im-
propriety of making such motions than
in the case of the motion of the hon.
member for Rimouski (Mr. Fiset). He
was not at all surprised that the mover
of the motion did not venture to offer to
the House any complaint in reference to
the matter under consideration. The
hon. the leader of the Opposition said
that every member of the llouse Lad the
right to ask for any papers he chose, or
to ask for an investigation.

MR. MACKENZIE : 1 did not sav
investigation.

MR. TUPPER said he understood the
the hon. gentleman to say that any mem-
b-r could ask for anything he chose.
He (Mr. Tupper) would not say that a
Minister, or the Ministry, should be the
judge, but that the House should be the
judge as to whetber a prima facie case
had been made for the production of
correspondence, oy the bringing down of
returns. He. had brought down this
Session, most voluminous returns upon
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the most frivolous motions-returns
which had taken up the time of officers,
who otherwise would have been em
ployed at important work, and which
eventually found their wav into some
waste-paper basket. He did not think
that was in the interest of the House or
conntr.y. He th>ught that, where there
was reason to believe that the slightest
injustice had been done by the Govern-
ment to the humblest public servant,
then any hon. inember was fairly
entitled to demand the production
of any papers on the subject, after le
had made a statement of the facts to the
Ilouse, and, altbough the grounds given
might be regarded as insufficient, lie (M r.
Tupper) did not think the House would
be disposed to arrive at a conclusion in
the case without having the papers be-
fore them. What Le complain-d of was
that the hon member had not uttered a
single word to shw that there bad been
any injustice in this case, but simply left
it to be publicly recorded that such a
return had been asked for, and, if the
motion was allowed to pass, it w iuld lead
the country to tbink that the House
assumed that some injustice had been
done. The bon. gentleman knew that
the services of the party mentioned in
the motion Lad been dispensed with,
along with those of a great many other
partir s, in oider to reduce the public ex-
penditure. The hon. gentleman must
know that a reduction of $40,000 could
not be made in the expenditure of the
Intercolonial Railway, in salaries of offi-
cials alone, and the parties whose ser-
-vices were not neceisary be retained.
The fact that he (Mr. Tipper), though it
was a painful duty on his part, had to
dispense with the services of a great
many officers of the highest character
and standing, who had discharged
their duties faithfully, ought to be suffi-
cient reason for the discharging of the
party referred to in this motion.
-He might add that a large number of
the persons whose services had been dis-
pensed with had been life long political
friends and supporters of his. He would
say further in reference to this particu-
lat case that, even if the services of this
.party had .not been dispensed with on
accounit cf the reorganisation of the In-
tercolonial Raiilway, he would have been
discharged on account of its having

MR. TUPPEB.

been proved by evidence brought out
in another investigation that this offioial
bad gone into a îailway car and insulted
passengers. Not only was that the case,
but lie had refused to perform work
which it was his duty to perform. He
thought that, under these circumstances,
the hon. member for Rimouski (Mr.
Fiset) would have consulted the inter-
est of the party concerned if he had left
this motion in abeyance.

MR. IOLTON said it appeared to
him that the hon. the Minister of Pube
Works had given every good reason why
these papers should be brought down.
He (Mr. Tupper) told the House that
this party had acted improperly, and a
statement of that kind would be most
injurious to the party referred to, and
the hon. gentlemen should not withhold
the papers.

MR. TUPPER said he was not going
to refuse the papers. He merely wished
to show the impropriety of making. mo-
tions of this kind, m ithout a statement of
facts being made, or some grounds given
for granting the papers.

Motion agreed to.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.

PRIVATE BILLS.
CONSIDERED IN COMMITTEE.

The following Bills were severally cim-
8idered in Committee and reported -

Bill (No. 50) Respecting La Bantpe
Jacques Cartier.-(Mi. Cockburn, West North-
umberland.)

Bill (No. 28) To amend an Act, intituled:
"An Act respecting the Intercolonial Rail-
way," passed in the 39th year of the reigu of
Her Majesty Queen Victoria.-(Mr. GOrgwd
Jacques Cartier.)

CIVIL SERVICE BILL.-(BiL. 8.)
(Mfr. Casey.)

BILL WITHDRAWN.

Order for second reading read.

MR. CASEY said this Bill rela4ed te
a subject which he had been agitating
more or less for about four Sesomn.

Bill.[CO MMONS.]
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and no doubt his persistent agitation of
this natter called down upon hini a car-
tàin amount of ridicule from those who
did not think the subject was of sufficient
importance to require an invesigation,
or that the evils which had been dis-
covered were of sufficient consequence to
dernand a remedy. He felt, however,
that the more this matter was discussed
the niore it would be seen there was
reason for investigation and reformu. He
-was emboldened in this proceeding by
the fact that the press of the country had
very largely agreed with the views he
had taken in this matter. They seemed
to agree that something was wrong in the
Civil Service, that some renedy was re-
quired, though there was not a universai
agreenent on the remedy he proposed. He
was happy to see that it received ap-
proval from those who had so nuch to
do in influencing public opinion. If it
were not that there were so many new
members in the House who were not
acquainted with the past history of this
agitation, he would not enter again into
any lewgthened discussion of the subject,
but Le felt Found to do so to a certain
extent, on account of that fact. It be-
gan by his having a discussion in the
Louse four years ago. Two years ago
lie followed up the matter by noving the
appointment of a Committee composed of
gentlemen from both sides of the
House, to investigate the present state
of the Civil Service, and to sug-
gest a rempdy. After examining the
headsof all the Departments, he thouglit-
he did not know that they missed one-
and several officers under those gentle-
rgen,, the Commnittee unanimously, after
considering the scheme laid before then,
the system at present in force in England
and some of the other colonies-Victoria,
for instance-agreed on a report, point-
ing Out a great number of evils they
fônnd to exist in the Civil Service, and
the remedy which they would recommeñid.
DUe w uld, in passing,tefer to a few clauses
of the report which they then presented.
They found, in the first place, that there
did exist an Act which purported to regu-
late the officers of the Civil Service. and
which had been on the Statute-book
since 1857 ; but thev found that that
-Act was practically a dead letter. There
was no check to the appointments, except
thle cheek which existed in the conscien-

tiousness of the mermber recommending
the candidate, or of the Government
which received the recommendation. The
Cornmmittee found, in effect, that the
present law provided only a me.ns of
excluling the totally ignorant, and, that
even Lhis meins was not put in opera-
tion. le thought, speaking from mem-
orv, that, within the six or seven vears
preceding the sittin- of this Comnittee,
only ten examinations had been held,
and they found by looking at the papers,
that the exami ation for admission into
the hi h schools of Ontario was more
rigid than that to which Civil Service
candidates were submitted. And, even
then, they found the examination had
been the exception rather than the rule.
The deputy head of the Post Office De-
partment told them that the average
class of men which they obtaine i in the
post-office was not as good as that ob-
tained by banks and rnsurance companins,
or other similar private institutions. This
evidence was confirmed by most of those
who were examitned before the Committee.
le thought there was only one deputy

head who told tha lie was perfectly
satisfied with the material supplied to
him. It seemed to him (Mr. Casey) that
this was a very anomalous and ,improl er
state of things. He did not tink it was
too much to ask the Government that
this country should be served by young
mien, wlho were not only equal to those
obtained by private institutions, bit
sulperior. He thought it was reasonable
to say that the Government required
Letter servants than any private institu-
tions, and he thought it was reasonable
t4 suppose that the Government could
obtain [etter servants than those private
institutions. They paid higher salaries
to their clerks upon entering, and it was
consequently natural to suppose that they
could get the best men. Yet, according
to the heads of the Departments, the
Government did not get as good men as
commercial institutions which paid small-
er salacies. He desired to know what
could be the reason of this. Without going
any further, hemighit as well take the evi-
dence of those gentlemen who were ex-
amined before the Committee. They sai
the cause of his inferiority was the manni,
in which the appointments were made.
It arose from the system of appointment
by political patronage instead of selection
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in some way for merit. If a private in-
stitution wished to select an employé,
they did not ask some of their personal
friends to recommend a young
man and then take him on trust.
They wished to be satisfied that
the young man was capable of discharg-
ing the duties which would be imposed
upon him, and that he was honest
and bad the physical ability
to withstand ihe strain of the
work Le bad to do. But the Govern-
mert did nothing of the kind. When
an officer was req uired, or a vacancy oc-
curred, the most influential friend of the
Government who had a friend to nomi-
nate for the vacancy was sure of having
his friend appointed without any scrutiny
whatever in regard to bis antecedents or
qualifications. He hoped bon. gentle-
men would not think lie referred en-
tirely to the present Government. lie
was quite aware that the systemn of
patronage had gone on without any
efficient checks under all the Govern-
ments that had existed in Canada. He
did not blame any particular Govern-
ment, but lie condemned the system
under which these appointments were
made. The argument in favour of the
present system was that we had a re-
sponsible governm-nt, and that some-
body must be r.esponsible for the appoint-
ments, and that the gentleman who re-
commended and the Minister who made
the appointments were responsible.
He thought there could be nothing more
hollow than this sham of responsibility.
Had they ever heard of an instance in
this House of a member being called
upon to give the reason for an appoint-
ment which lie had recommended I They
had sometimes found a Minister called
upon to make an explanation in such
an exigency, but the man who had
actually made the nomination was never
cilled upon. There wasi no direct re-
sponsibility of a member. If lie was
responsible to anybody it must be to
his constituents ; but bis constituents
were not always especiaily well qualified
to judge of the fitness of an appointment.
Tley might judge of its popularity or un-
popularity, aud this would lead the
member to appoint the man who was
most popular, and not the man whomn lie
knew to be most fitted for the position.
He desired to glance at a meniber's quali-

Mi. CASEY.

fications for making a selection, suppos-
ing him to be a conscientious man.
What did the member know of those
who applied to him for office ? It was
perfectly preposterous to expect every
member to know the antecedents, private
character, education and qualifications of
one-tenth of those who applied to him
for appointments. Now the only argu--
ment in favour of political patronage,
was that somebody was responsib!e
but he thought it appeared, as a matter
of fact, that no one was really responsible.
And, if any one was even nom
inally responsible, it was not one
who was qualified to make a.
proper selection of officers for the
public service. Passing from the mere
question of appointments, he would con-
sider the effects of these appoint-
ment upon the service. In the
first place, the influence which made
the.appointment did not cease there. It
regulated the promotion and discipline of
the service. It was a matter of notoriety
that it was impossible to enforce disci-
pline upon those who had a powerfuk
protector in the House or in the Ministry,
and it was impossible to dismiss an
officer who had a friend in the Govern-
ment, no inatter how inefficient that
official might be. Then, it was impossible
for young men to obtain the promotion
they would obtain in any other branch of
life in which they used their talents. It
was a matter of fact also that this in-
security of obtaining promotion injured
the service and discouraged the ambi
tious. Indolent men, who hung on long
enough, obtained their promotion with-
out deserving it. He could cite instanoes
in which good men had been discouragod,
and the head of the Post Office Depart-
ment told them that this was the reason
lie obtained such poor men in his De-
partment. One of his deputies gave thei
an instance of a gentleman who, at pre-
sent, held a seat on the floor of this
House, and who was once in the Post
Office Department (the hon. member for
Essex). He was ambitious to make his
work tell for himself, but, finding that
bis work did not tell very well in the
Post Office Department, he resigned,
studied, and entered his pro-
fession, and Le now sat in
this House, though still a young man.
There was no doubt that other instances
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occurred, though perhaps not so striking
as this ; but, so ]ong as this systein con-
tinued, young ambitious nien would drop
out of the service, in which bard work
and application went for nothing. He
would next consider how political ap-
pointments worked when they came to
the higher grades of the service. They
ail knew there were a great many em-
ployés in the public service who were in
confidential positions, and who knew a
great deal of what was going on. Many
of thein had knowledge of Government
secrets. Supposing these gentl-men to
have been appointed by political patron-
age ; supposing they were ardent friends
of the Government under which they
were appointed ; supposing one of them
was a relative of a Minister, and that
they remained in office after that Minis-
ter went out ; and supposing these gen-
tlemen generally to be in confidential
positions under thie incoming Govei nment,
ho thought it placed both the officials
and the Governmient in false positions.
The knowledge that they were appointed
for political reasons, could not fail to give
rise to a coldness and a want of confi-
dence in them. This lack of confidence
did not stop there; it extended over the
whole service. A Minister was impeded
at every step by employés who had no
sympathy with his politics, or wbo, per-
haps, disliked him. It impeded, also,
the business of the country. He thought
still further that the system of political
appointments bad a most damaging
effect upon the self-respect of the service
generally, and upon persons who wished
to obtain positions in that service.
If the service were an honorable profès-
sion such as law, medicine, or any other
ocoupation in which gentlemen engaged,
it would be an induceient for gentlemen
of ability to seek entrance into the ser-
viOc. But under the present circum-
stances, it wduld never become anything
better than a refuge for those friends of
the Ministry, or of the Ministry's friends
who had no other cereer open to them.
Of course he did not intend these remarks
to apply to the higher grades of the ser-
vice, because it was obvious there must
be a large number of clever men in these
grades. These gentlemen had to make
up by extra exertions for the very poor
quality of assistance given to them by
the Government. It was demoralising

not only to those who received or ex-
pected the patronage, but to those who
exercised it. Gentlemen now on the Oppo-
sition sideof the House had had theirturn,
and now the gentlemen on the Ministe-
rial side were having their turn, and, if
the latter hon. gentlemen did not feel, as
many of them who supported the late
Govern ment did, that the exercise of pat-
ronage was very unpleasant in the sense
he had indicated, bis (Mr. Casey's) ideas
were greatly mistaken. It was unneces-
sary to point out that such a system
cffered means to the Government of the
day of influencing or gaining supporters
by the distribution of offices ; but it was
not, perh aps, unworthy of notice that it was
a real danger at the present time. That
broughthim ,howeverillogically,toanother
branch of bis attack in the present sys-
tem. He should have stated before com-
ing to this point that the present system.
led inevitably to what was called the
A merican system, but which might, in a
few years, be designated as the Canadian
system. It was very reasonable to con-
tend that a man who owed bis appoint-
ment solely to political reasons, should
go out with the party he supported. It
was quite natural for the incoming Ad-
ministration to feel that they had friends
of their own as well qualified to discharge
their duties as those that were employed.
It always seemed to him (Mr. Casey)
that a system of poltical appointments
must, sooner or later, lead to political dis-
missals. It was not a very long time
since the United States system was the
same as that of Canada. One Govern-
ment after another coming into power
gradually fell into the present system,
until the time of Andrew Jackson, when
a clean sweep was made. He contended
some years ago that the same result was
inevitable here. and late events showed
that it was coming pretty near. If the
present Government bad not distinctly
initiated the American system of dismiss-
ing their political opponents, they had at
least dismissed a great many-an unusu-
ally large proportion of them. He was
not in a position to speak positively on
that point, because the report moved for
a long time ago had not yet come down ;
but he was inclined to think the number
of dismissals must have been very great,
since the clerks of the Departments
had not yet been able to foot
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them all up. But even more
significant than the mere number was
the fact that members of this House had
been found, for the first time, prepared
to stand up here and denand the intro-
duction of the American systemn-d --
mand the dismissal of all those who were
opposed to them at the late elections, and
the substitution of their political friends.
When the House had reached that point,
and when Ministers could hear such lan-
guage without rebuking it, lie thought
the time had cone when they might look
for the introduction of the American sys-
tem as something in the near future. If
the present Ministers did not carry it
out in all its entirety, who knew but
that their successors might i Who knew
but that the ill feeling engendered by
these wrangles might lead to some exas-
perated Ministry determining on a clean
sweep on coming into power? it was
simply a question of timne; when party
feeling had become sufficiently excited
and public opinion sufficiently debauched,
some Ministry or other would make a
clean sweep of all the appointients made
by their predecessors, and substitute
their own friends. Nothing could be
more detrimental to the public service
than the relations between Ministers and
'their followers, which the American sys-
tem induced. They knewthat office-hold-
ers on the other side of the line were not
only an organised band of workers in
defence of the Government which ap-
pointed them, but they were taxed to
provide an election fund for the support
of the party to which they belonged ; and
a newspaper in Canada bad even gone so
far as to suggest that such a thing was
proper here. They had seen, lately, what
a storm was evoked in thid House, by
the fact. that here and there some countrv
postmaster, a lighthouse-keeper, or some-
thing of that sort, who bad been appointed
_by the late Premier, had had the audacity
to support his friends at the election
then ponding. These complaints were
just ; these men should not have been
so pronounced in their political feelings.
But, if they looked upon these casual in-
terferences with disapproval, what must
they expect when the whole Civil Service
of the country should bave becomne an or-
ganised institution for the purpose of
supporting those who had the power
in their hands for the time being i

M. CASEY.

Not only would the Civil Service
be an organised party for the purpose
of maintaining themselves in position,
but those who desired to obtain their
places would be organised to pnt them
out, and so the country would more than
ever be divided into the "ins and outa>"
fighting for the possession of the spoils.
Was this a prospect which those who had
clamoured for the introduction of the
American system would like to face.
He would now refer to what appeared to
hin to be an efficient remedy for these
evils. The reniedy lie proposed was not
a theoretical one originated by himself,
but it was a system which bad been for
many years in operation, among one of the
most practical people in the world-.be
referred to the English system. The

principle of the Bill was the same as the
principle prevailing in the English Civil
Service, but the details had been changed
to suit our circumstances. The system
was first tried in the Indian Service, and,
being iound to work satisfactorily there,
it was extended step by step to the differ-
ent Departments, and at preseut the
appointments were made in accordance
with it, to nearly all the Departments.
The principle on which the English Civil
Service was worked was what he might
designate as the business principle. Men
were not cliosen at all for their political
sympathies, but for their fitness for the
position, ascertained as far as this could
be done without actual experimrent.
The power of nominating to offices
under the Government had been almost
entirely taken away froin menbers of
Parliannt, and was entrusted to a Civil
Service Board, composed of a number of
geatlemen not connected with poli-
tics, but distinguishd from their scienti-
fic or other attainments. Appllicants
for position in the Civil Service
were subjected to a primary examination,
which showed their general frtnessfor
the positions, and proved their possesion
of an ordinary English education. All
who passed this were supposed to ho fit
for employnent in the service; but the
problen remained how to choose sone
amongst this number for the vacancies
which existed. The Civil Service COm-
nissioners made this choice by meana;of

a subsequent competitive examination,
which was much more severe than the
first one, comprising a great variety of
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subjecta. Those -who passed the compe-
titive examination were graded in the
order of their standing, and the vacant
positions were distributed among then
in the same order. The idea was simply
the abolition of political patronage, and
the substitution of merit. He did not
pretend that this system had worked
perfectly in England; but he did main-
tain, from the report of the Commission-
er he had seen, that it worked mucli
better than the old scheme. Moreover,
noGovernment had ever attempted any
relaxation of this plan, though both par-
ties in the country had mado it stricter
and more abiding. A system which had
thus stood the trial of uany years' ex-
perience among such a practical people,
which had stood the scrutiny of the
press, and overc-ome the opposition of
the privileged classes, had certainly
proved its utility and excellence. There
were errors in it, no doubt. No exam-
ination, however carefully conducted,
could be an accurate test of a man's
fitness to fill an important position. It
could only be proved that he had the
requisites necessary for all posi-
tions. A special fitness for a
practical situation could only be
asoertained by actual experiment.
This had been made a ground of objection
against the system. It had been said
y0u cannot chose a proper Civil Service
oficer by an examination any more than
you can cliocse a distinguished officer for
the army. A friend ot bis told him the
other day that theý fact of a distinguished
commander in the Zulu war having
been aluost plucked in the examination
was a point against this system. He
did not think it was by any means ; lie
did not think the fact that an unedu-
cated man occasionally made a very good
Oficer was an argument against the
position that educated men generally
mde the best officers, either in the Civil
Service or the army. The Civil Service
COmmiasioners maintained it had been
fouud by experience that those who
were the best educated generally made
the best officials. He did not limit that
to England ; he found that point had
bSen decided to a simall extent among
onraelves. The Department of Inland
Revenne had been for somie years an
emeeption to the rule that examination
was not enforced ipon public officers in

Canada. They had in tiat Departmuent
instituîted sometning like a competitive
examination on a snall scale. He would
quote fron the ev-idence of Mi. Miall,
Assistant Commissioner of Inland Rev-
enue, to show that examination l-ad there
been fourd not only a good test of
efliciency for the service, but a good
means for testing a mau's fitness for
picomotion :-

c Mr. Miall detailed the experience of the
Department, and stated that those who passed
the best examinations proved to be the best
officers on actual trial, while those who failed
weie altogether useless."

The Hou se would take for granted that
the best educated men would inake the
hest public servants, other things being
equal. He was sure that men choseni by
ce.mpetitive examination would be better
in other respects, including character,
than uneducated men of the same age. A
thorough education implied an amount of
steadiness and application, and a proper
use of tine, with which less educated
persons could not be credited. Iu bis
scheme something more than that pre-
suiription was afforded, beca use here, as in
England, no young inan would be ad
mitted to examination until lie had
obtained the best certificates as to moral
character, physical condition, and fitness
of age. ''lhe systein of choice
by competitive exanination would
secure priuarily the best edu-
cated young men, and presum-
ably, therefore, men of as gool character
as any others. The Bil was founded
almost entirely on the English system,
and, on report of a Comm ittee ot 13 or
14, chosen froni both sides, unaniimously
agreed to. The Bill, in the first place
defired the Civil Service, which included
all those occupying positions in the public
employ, whose whole time was required,
at salaries of not less than $360 a year,
and the occupants of such others as rnight be
added thereto. The systein was iot to
apply to country postiasters oc employés
at amall salaries, whose whole timîne was
not required. He proposed alo to
establish a Board of five persons, not
members of the service, to administer all
existing legislation in regard to it-to
enforce discipline, and make such new
rules and regulations as might be neces-
sary-appointed by the Governor in
Council, and holding office on the same
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terms as Judges. The administration of
the service would be safer in the hands of
such a Board than in those of any political
Committee whatever,and the Board would
have a mnuch batter opportunity for as-
certaining the qualifications of applicants
than now existed. AIl the regulations
and executive actions of the Board would
be immediately announced in the Canala
Gazette. Executive acts should only be
annulled by Order in Council approved
by Parliament ; the Ministry of the day
not to interfère with its management,
except f >r grave cause ; the Board to be,
in some degree, responsible to tha Minis-
try, who should have some power to
oversee and direct their work in serious
cases. The Ministry could overrule their
acts only by an Order in Council, which
would be brought dcwn to the House
and defended there. He had taken a
leaf out of the book of Professor Lyon
Playtair, Chairman of the Civil Service
Committee in England, in dividing the
Civil Service into two classes; the first
consisting of permanent employés of dif-
ferent grades, and the second of tem-
porary clerks and others employed during
a press of work only. The lower division
of temporary clerks were classified in the
same way as the higher, getting their
places by competitive examinations, the
G4overnment not being bound to employ
them but when and for what periods it
chose. After a certain date, all appoint-
ments were to be made as the Bill pro-
vided. There should be an examidation
te decide the attainments of applicants,
nobody to be admitted without producng
satisfactory certificates ; competitors to
be graded according to attainments. The
Board should decide as to the subjects of
examination. -He had only provided
that the qualifying examinations should
be a test of ordinary education in Eng-
lish or French. The comipetitive exam-
inations should afford a wide choice of
subjects. The examination should pro-
duce educated, trained men, to obtain
whom they should enlarge the scope of
the examination, so that no mere
smattgring should count for any-
thing. A candidate showing a thorough
acquaintance with any subject, should
receive a bonus of marks over another
who got the same number of marks by
knowing a little of several subjects. Had
they the class of young men fit for office

MR. CASEY.

under that system ? Considering the
number of professional men. school teach-
ers included, annually traîned in their
public schools, there would be an abund-
ance of raw material. A bout 1,000
school teachers were annually turned out
in Ontario alone ; Dr. Hodgins having
stated that the second-class men would
be superior in education to the ordinary
class of civil servants, and that three or
four hundred civil servants might well
be obtained fiom among these school
teachers yearly. He (Mr. Casev) had
provided that certificates should only
entitle the holder to be taken on trial for
a year, when, should they have failed to
obtain a certificate from their Depart-
mental superior, they would be immedi-
ately discharged; if successful, they
would be permanently appointed, their
time to count fron the beginning of their
trial. It had been stated by the deputy
heads of the Departments, that sciection
by examination, combined with trial, was
the best systemi of appointment. Scien-
tific subjects should be kept separate
from general, special papers being pre-
pared for thein. Only engineers who
had gone through a special preparation
required should be appointed. Mr.
Sandford Fleming had stated in evidence
that the old engineers' service had been
very bad, and that he had frecuent rea-
son to protest against appointments
forced upon him. Indeed, in the buiki-
ing of the Intercolonial Railway, serious
loss had resulted from the appointment
of engineers, without consulting him. In
justice to his political friends, he (Mr.
Casey) must observe that Mr. Fleming
had informed him that the late Govern-
ment had adopted many of his sugges-
tions, and, among others, that a certaàin
curriculum should be passed before any
engineer should be appointed, and thiat
for the lest few vears nobody had been
appointed of whomi he did not approve.
What he provided in regard to promo-
tion was this :

" Vacancies shall be filled by promoting the
next qualified officer in order of seniority,
unless the head of the Department makes a
special report to the Board, giving reasons
satisfactory to the Board for the promotion of
some other qualified officer."

On this point, a great deal of indecision
existed in his mind, before he made this
arrangement, and he was still in doubt
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as to whether this clause was the best
means of meeting the difficulty. He feit
undecided between the opposing claims of
seniority and merit ; but lie thought, on
the whole, this clause met the difficulty.
lie would next notice section 15 :

é The (overnor in Council shall specify
certain higher officers, to the number of not
more than fifteen in, each Department, who
shall constitute the staff of such Department.
All appointients of staff officers shall be
made by the Governor in Council, on recom-
mendation of the Minister for the Department
in which they are made, and such staff
officers shall be exempt fromt the regulations
as to promotion and discipline contained in
this Act."

He inserted this clause in order that a
Minister might surround himself with
men, in whom he could have confidence
in every way. He thought that the
Ministers were entitled to a free choice
in this respect. There were a number
of minor details into which it was un-
necessary to enter. This Bill was not a
production of his own, but rather a con-
densation of all the best suggestions
which could be obtained from authorities
on this question, and if the, Govern-
ment allowed this Bill to pass its
second reading, they would thereby as-
sert only that they disapproved of the
general tendency and effect of unlimited
political patronage in making appoint-
ments to the Civil Service, and were
in favour of allowing certain restrictions
to be imposed on the present system,
which would tend to securing, ;n gene-
ral, a more highly intelligent class of
men. The service would become, by this
measure, a most honourable profession,
into which young men of ambition and
industry would seek admission, in which
they would have the same chance of
earning the reward their abilities en-
titIed them to as they would in any other
profession or business, and as more

fecient servants would be obtained,
a legs number would be required
than at present to do the work.
The salaries, owing to a smaller number
of men being required, could be raised
in proportion. Fe left the matter in
the hands of the House, reserving the
right to reply to any objections that
might be made.

INR. TILLEY said the subject was
etainly a very important one, and lie

felt the force of a great many of the
statements of the hon. member. He dif-
fered with him with reference to some
of his propositions, though he agreed
with hini with reference to others. For
instance, the hon. member suggested that
it would be desirable for a Minister to
surround hinself, in the most important
offices, with persons in whom lie had
entire confidence. Were those men to
be removed when a change of Adminis-
tration occurred ? That would be a vio-
lation of the principle his hon. friend
contended for.

MR. CASEY : What I intended to
say was.that a 9liaister shouldhave lib-
erty, if he found it absolutely necessary,
to place in these positions men in whom
he had entire confidence. I do not refer
to importations fron outside the service
so much as to promte people to these
positions out of the ordinary course of
seniority. It is not advisable that these
gentlemen should be changed at every
change of Government, but circuistances
might arise in which it would be ab-
solutely necessary to make some changes
of the kind. This provision, also, is fron
the English systeri.

MR. TILLEY said still the objection
remained, that for political reasons-
because it was clearly indicated it would
be for political reasons--a member of a
second or third class night be placed in
first class because his politics were in
sympathy with those of the head of the
Department. The subject had engaged
the attention of the Government, and
they proposed, during recess, to take up
this whole subject, and, at the next Ses-
sion, they purposed amending the present
system in a manner which would meet
some of the propositions contained in the
Bill of his hon. friend, and meet also
others to which lie had not referred.
He trusted, theref re, the hon. member
would withdraw this Bill.

MR. CASEY said lie feit gratified at
the statement of his hon. friend, and
deemed it his duty, under the circum
stances, to withdraw the Bill.

Order dichrged and Bill withdrawn.
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CORRUPT PRACTICES AT ELEUTIONS
ENQUIRY ACT AMENDMENT

BILL.-[BILL 32.]

(Mr. Ives.)

SECOND READING.

Order for second reading read.
Ma. IVES said that, according to the

Act in the Statute-book, th9 House could
grant permission for an enquiry into cor-
rupt practices in any constituency in the
Dominion in either of two cases. The
first case was where a Judge had reported
to the House that, in his opinion, corrupt
practioes had prevailed to a considerable
extent in the constituency. Secondly,
where twenty-five electors presented a
petition to the House, setting forth that,
in their opinion, corrurpt practices had
prevailed, and asking permission of the
House to investigate the matter. The
object of the amendment, which he now
moved the second reading of, was to re-
quire that, when a Commission was asked
for by twenty-five electors, the petitioners
should deposit with the Accountant of
the House the same sum of money which
wis deposited with an election petition ;
that this sum should be retained to defray
the expenses of the investigation in case
the Commissioner appointed by the
House reported that there was no ground
for issuing a Conimission, and that it
sbould be returned to the petitioners in
case the Commissioner reported that
there was ground for issuing a Commis-
sion. He did not propose by this
amendment to require that a sum
be deposited in the case where a Judge
had recommended the issuing of a Com-
mission or further investigation. It
was ouly in the case where a Commission
was asked for on the petition of twenty-
five electors. He did not believe the
Ronse would listen to any proposition
to alter or lessen the stringency of the
present Election Law; but it seemed to
him that this Act did not form an essen-
tial part of the Election Law, as adminis-
tered in this Dominioin. He thought
that the machinery of the law was quite
perfect enough without it. It appeared
to him also that the possibility of this
Cominssion being applied for and grant-
ed to a considerable extent, without any
risk on the part of the petitioners, but
throwing the whole expense on the
country, was a danger which it would be

M. CASEY.

well to provide against. The exteni to
which this provision of the law
could be abused could be eaàây
imagined. Parties who knew of no
corrupt practices having taken place, and
were unwilling to risk their own money
in an election contest, might be found
very willing to give the opposite candi-
date and the constituency annoyanoe,
particularly if they could do it at the
expense of the country at large.
And they could also easily im-
agine that a majority in the
House could be found sometimes willing
to grant this Commission for the purpôse
of giving annoyance to political oppo-
nents. It appeared to him that this Act
was, as it were, objectless, also He
could not see, from the present law,
that a sitting menber could be
affected, even after a Commission
had said that corrupt practices did
prevail. He could not see any adevan-
tage to be derived from this particular
law, while it remained as it now did en
the Statute-book. Hedid not understand
either that the House could exercise any
reasonable or sound disoretion in the
matter. ihe present Act said in geneaIl
terms that the petition was to be pre-
sented by twenty-five electors. There
was no provision that any evidence had
to be produced before Parliament, a teo
the advisability or otherwise of granting
the Commission. It was evident that
the House must grant this Cominission
as a matter of course. Therefore, it
seemed to him that it would be no serious
blow to the stringency of this Election
Law to adopt this amendment.

Mr. CA MERON (South Huron) eàid
the hon. gentleman who had just: woved
the second reading ot this Bill, might just
as well, perhaps botter, have moved for
the repeal of the Statute he proposed to
aniend, because it was quite evident that,
if this Bill passed, the Act passéd in 18T6
upon this subject would be practialy
repealed, and no attempt- would be
made to enforce it, if the enforoe-
ment of this Bill was to 'W
conditioned on the payment of
a certain sum of money. His hon. friend
proposed by his Bill to amend the StatWte
by providing that clause No. 3 shouldtfe
amended in such a way as to prevent
parties from petitioning Parliament, un-
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les. they had, prior to presenting the
peition, deposited the sum of $1 ,000 as
security, assuming that the petitioners
a0ted in perfect good faith, and honestly
inte nded to proceed with their petition.
But after al], if it should turn out,
after a petition had been presented, and a
commission granted, that no corrupt prac-
tises, in fact, prevailed, then the parties
who presented the petition .and deposited
the $ 1,000, should forfeit that sum, or
so much of it as was necessary to cover
the expenses of the Commission. This
appeared to him a hardship not contem-
plated when the Act was passed, and if
enacted it would make the Act a dead
letter-no one would proceed under its
provisions. The hon. gentleman's Bill
provided that, when corrupt practices
were established, the $1,000 was, in
that case, and in that only, to be
refunded to the petitioners. It appeared
to him that that would be practically a
repeal of the Statute proposed to be
amended. A man who was returned as
member for a constituency, would in no
way be affected by the result of this in-
quiry, and, therefore, there was no in-
dweement for any person to go to the
expense or trouble to run the risk of
depositing this large sum of money.
The hon. gentleman's Bill, he (Mr.
Oaneron) apprehended, had relation to,
the third alternative under which this
power of Parliament could be invoked.
There were three clauses under which a
commission could be granted. The first
was where the Judge, who tried an elec-
tiOn petition, reported that corrupt prac-
tices had extensively prevailed -in the
constituency ; then upon that report being
Presented to Parliameut, a resolution
might be moved and carried, dire3ting
the issue of a Commission to make
further enquiry, and a Commission
aight thereupon issue for such further
enquiry as to the correctness of the re-
port. The second .was where a Judge
repirted that in his opinion further
enquiry was necessary, a because the
firt enq uiry was rendered . incom-
p te by reason f the action of par-
ties interested in the election petition.
The third clause, as he understood it,
WU.intended te provide that, where 25
electors of a constituency presented a
Petition,. duly verified, to Parliament,
aileging that corrupt practices extensively

prevailed, or that there was reason to
believe that corrupt practices had exten-
sively prevaile d. then, upon an
address of Parliament, a Commission
might issue to make this enquiry, pro-
vided for in the third section ot the old
Act. His hon. friend proposed that no
petition shiould be presented to Parlia-
ment under the third alternative of this
section unless this deposit had been
made. He (Mr. Cameron) could not see
any reason why twenty-five electors
should have the power on their own mere
motion of invoking by petition this ex-
traordinary power of Parliament. The
House knew how easy it was to get up
a petition to Parliament for this or any
other purpose. The Bill which this Bill
proposed to aniend allowed the present-
ing of a petition to Parliament by

Iwenty-five electors who had thus the
power of invoking this extraordinary
jurisdiction, and sending abroad over a
constituency a sort of roaming commis-
sian, with a species of inquisitorial
powers to examine everybody, put the
country tD an immense expense, and
when that was accomplished thete did
not appear to be any provision in the
Statute by which effect could be given
to the report of the Commission. In this
respect the old Act was defective, and
this Bill did not propose to cure defect.
No doubt, if Parliament were satisfied
that corrupt practices did extensively
prevail in any constituency, Parliamnent
had the right to disfranchise such. a
constitueney, and that in one sense night
effect the sitting member, but even then
only indirectly. But tbat would be an
extreme measure not likely to be
resorted to; especially as, unier the
present Election Law, where it was
alleged that corrupt practices prevailed,
the parties interested in presenting a
petition to the Courts could have a proper
investigation, when the facts could be
submitted to the Courts and the proper
remedy applied. lie thought the hon.
gentleman's idea that, if a verified
petition, signed by twenty-five electora,
were presented to Parliament under
this third alternative, the Bliuse had
no discretion in the matter, but was
bound to grant the Commission asked for,
was a mistaken one. - He (Mr. Canieron)
did not understand that to be the law,
although he must admit that the Statute
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in this respect was exceedingly
vague. He thought it was discretionary
with the House to say whether or not a
Commission should Le granted, even if the
provisions of that clause with respect to
the preliminary proceedings were complied
with. If the view of the hon. gentleman,
in this respect, was corre2t, it appeared
to him that there was a serious defect in
that portion of the Statute, as, in that
view of it, on the presentation
of a petition, signed by *5
electors, to Parliament, a Commission
must issue, as a matter of course. H e
(Mr. Cameron) did not so read the law.
Upon looking into the practice that pre-
vailed in Engdand under a Statute, not
exactly the same as this, but similar in
many of its provisions, it would be
found that there Parliament was not
bound to act, and, in many cases, refused
to act, unless upon evidence being
adduced to justify the interference et
Parliament in this extraordinary way.
They found that, in several cases, that
course had been taken. The Canadian
Statute was, to some extent, a transcript
of the Imperial Act, from which many of
its laws were borrowed. He did not
think that the clause he was discussing,
tho third alternative, was to be fonnd in
any of the English Acts. The fiist two
cluses, upon which a Ccmmission
might issue upon an Address of Parlia-
ment, were practically taken from the
English Act. The first English Statute
upon that subject, passed in 1840, pro-
vided that, if an Election Committee re-
commended further enquiry into alleged
corrupt practices in anty constituency, it
became the duty of the House, or the
Speaker, to set the machinery of the law
in motion, for the purpose of punishing
that constituency for the corrupt practices
that prevailed. He was not aware that
any case arose under that Statute. The
next Statute was passed in 1850. It
provided that, upon the report of an
Election Committee that corrupt prac-
tices did prevail in any constituency, a
Commission issued. as a matter of course.
That Statute was superseded by one
passed in 1851, which provided that, if a
Committee reported that corrupt prac-
tices prevniled, then, upon a joint Ad dress
of both Houses of Parliament, a Com-
mission might issue. But, even in
that case, where a Committee,

MR. CAMERON.

charged with the investigation of alleged
corrupt practices, in so far as a candidate
was concerned, reported the1t corrupt
practices did extensively prevail, or that
it Lad good reason to believe that corrupt
practices prevailed, Parliament did not
issue a Commission as a matter of course.
There was the Canterbury case, where
the House hesitated a long time whether
a Commission of that kind ahould be
issued, and in the Clitheroe case the
House refused to issue a commission,
because the House was not satisfied that
the facts were sutißcient to justify
the issuing of a Commission, giving such
extraordinary powers as were granted by
the English Statute, and as were given
by the Statute in Canada, so that Le
thought his hon. friend was wrong on
that point. le (Mr. Cameron) thonght
that, if the only object of the Bill of the
inember for Richmond (Mr. Ives) was to
provide that the machinery of the law
should not be set in motion upon the
mere present'tion of a petition, the argu-
ments of the hon. gentleman did ýnot
hold good ; because, though a petition
might be presented, Parliament still had
the right to enquire whether or not there
was sufficient ground for the issuing of
the Commission asked for. It was with
that view of the law that the Grenville
case had been referred to the Committee
on Elections and Privileges, so that pro-
per enquiry inight be made with a view
of ascertairÀng if there was any reason-
able ground for the issue of a Commission.
He supposed that Committee would
make the necessary enquiries, and asmer-
tain whether there was sudicient evi-
dence or not to justify the issuing of a
Commission, and putting the country to
a very large expense. He might say le
would be very glad if his hon. friend had
introduced a Bill to repeal that portion of
the Statute that enabled twonty-five elec-
tors of their own mere motion to peti-
tion Parliament for an investigation into
corrupt practices, and thereupon ;ask
Parliament for such a Commission. Hie
thought it was an extraordinary power,
and he was not a little sur-
prised - that that clause should
have been allowed to paés through
Parliament, with hardly any comment
on it. Upon referring to the debate
which oceurred when that Bill was be-
fore Parliament, lie found that it was
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agreed to almost unanimously. The an unusuai and rather dangerous power,
only bon. gentleman who expressed any because it meant the power of annov-
dissent was the right hon. member ance to every sitting memier hy twenty-
for Victoria (Sir John A. Macdonald), five men rightly or wrongly guided, by
who seemed to have serious deubts as to naking a statement that tley believed
whether that portion of the Biàl was not that con upt practices prevailed in.
putting an extraordinary power into the a 'iven con
hands of twenty-five elect ors. He hoped member's seat, under such c;rcum-
the right hon. gentleraan was of the stances, would bo morally affect
same opinion still. He could see no ed. Ife did not sec how the mcm
reason for the repeal of the whole of the ber, although he \vas not petitioned
Act, but he was in favour of the repeal against individuallv, although his seat
of the third alternative in section 3 ofthe might be fully protected, lie did not see
Act. lie apprehended that the other how he could keep bis seat before Farlia
provisions of ahe Act would very seldom ment and the public, if there wae a
be invoked, because, under the other solenin decision that extensive corrupt
sections of the Act, tbe House would practces had obtained in bis consti-
only be asked to act on a report of tuency, and that sucli practices had
Judges a ppointed te, try thiese contro- opierated in bis favotir. lie thoughit it
verted elections. 1e thought Vhey could would place the sitting member in a
witb safety rely on these Judges. They p)osition in which hoe could nôt keep bis
would not make a report that corrnpt place; therefore, lie thought, it was a
praoticts etensively prevailed in a con- dangerous power, and tbat they might
stituency unless thea had prevailed. If well keep within the hnes of English
they bad extensively prevailei it would legisiation on the sabe subjeot. How-
thon le advisable theat an enquiry of ever, now they bail the memasure, he
the kind conteiplated by the Aot should tbought it would no be well Vo repeal it

e made, amd that enquiry would be just boW. He thougfy t that, inasmuce
based on the report of the Judges. But as it was once on the Statute-book, he
as to the other alternative of leaving it ought Vo pay sufficient respect to the

Sinthe power of any 2u mn who saw fit Parliament who passed it o give it a
to gen up a peAition of hs kind, per- fair opportunity of being worked. If it
hap fro spite, politcal anirosity, or were a dead letter, as pis hon. friend said
any othor cause, and thus invoke the it as it would do no harm. 1V would
power of Parliament Vo issue a Commis- be ime enouged to repeal it when it was
sion and fet the machinery of the law in provd to work oppressivelh. ee did
motion at anu enormous expense Vo, the niot agree with bis hon. friend from
Icountry, it appeared Vo him that sucli a South Huron, in regard Vo the repeal of
power should not exist and he was en- the clause respectcnu the power of
VllNdy opposed Vo, it. The objection hie' petitioning. Hfle thought that, if 25 men
had to bis hon. friend's Bill was that it were guided by patriotic or party
practicaly repealed the objectionable motives, o make a petition to deprive
clau&' he had een discussing, and lie the cnstituency, in which they lived, of
thoug t it would be far beter to do so their franchise or representative, their
in go may plain words an put it in feelings of patriotism would enable the
the wy bis bon. riend lad put it. ie to raise ths sum of roney. 1V acted as
thought bis purpose would be scrved by a very considerable check, and, in that
tae roPEal of the third alternative in Sec- sese. lie would refer the Bi of bis
tion 3 and if that was the bon. gntle- hon. friend Vo the suggestion of the on.
mans objeot, lie was prepared to give meinbor for Soiuth Huron. lie had no

'in'every assistance, objection that the Bi should go to its

second reading but lie would ask bis
81fR JOHN A. MA CDONALD said hon. friend Vo postpone going into Com-

b9 agreed 'with very mucli that bad been mittee ti another day, as le would like
s.d' by bis hon. fniend dwho had just the rouse Vo be fuller, and h wouhd like
spokn with respect Vo Vhs particu!ar Vow se some of bis friends on th matter.
Portion of the Bill cf 1876. 1e then lMR. GUTHRJE sad Vbet, wh n th
th'Ouglt, and he Vhought stilI. tîjt it was Bi of 187G was before thte ouse, it was

Corrupt Practices at
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pointed out by the right hon. gentleman MR. IVES said he did not mean the
that they ought to have some guarantee House to understand, as his hon. friend
of the bond file character of the petition. from South Huron appeaed to have '.11-
The Grenville case had in a practical derstood, that, in his opinion, the Home
way called their attention to the fact had no discretion as to the issuing ofthis
that the Act of 1876 did apparently Coimission. Whathemeantto-sây*ws
put it in the power of twenty-five men that they had no proof before them, ex-
to demand a general investigation at the cept the fact of the petition, and that
expense of the country, when, perhaps,
the petitioners had not sufficient confi-
dence in their own case to file an ordi-
mary election petition.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
Act does not do so.

MR. GJTHRIE said he thought,
therefore, that some such measure as
was introduced by the hon. member for
iRichmond and Wolfe should he adopted.
le did not think they should strike out
that provision enabling twenty-five
electors to call for an investigation,
but should add a condition to it. It
might be that the electors who petitioned
this House had not the information in
time to file an ordinary petition. Where
twenty-five electors certified that corrupt
practices had extensively prevailed, and
where they showed their honesty in that
belief by a bonâ ß,de deposit of a consid-
erable sum of money, thereby risking the
loss of that monev, he thought that ought
to be sufficient, and that they would be
justified in retaining the measurd on the
Statute-book. It had been observed bv
the right hon. gentleman that, although
it did not affect the member's seat
directly, it certainly did indirectly, be-
cause if a Conmission appointed at the
instance of the House were to find cor-
rupt practices extensively prevailed, the
whole election would be vitiated.
The only object of this intervention ap-
peared to be either to disfranchise or
punish the constituency, or to punish the
electors and others who had been found
to be guilty of corrupt practices. Hie
h9ped the Bill would be read the second
time, and that the question would be
seriously considered as to whether they
ahould leave the amount as proposed by
the hon. member for Richmond at
$1,000, or put it at $500, or sonie lower
sain. Be believed that, with the addi-
tion of some guarantee, such as the de
posit of a large amount of money, the
Act of 1876 should be retained.

Mi. GUTHRIE.

they must either make a rule to grant aIl
such applications or to refuse them, or
to do as they saw fit about it, or as their
feelings night induce them to act. If
they took the latter course, they could
easily understand that the niajority
would issue a Commission or would refuse
it, as the parties likely to be affected
were political friends or opponents. The
Bill made no provision whatever for the
House or any Committee to make an
enquête as to whether the petition was
well founded or not before issuing the
Commission. If they were to do- so;why
issue any Commission at all I Why not
leave the whole matter to Parliament or
to a Committee of Parliament ? As he
understood the South Grenville case, it
was referred to the Committee of Privi-
leg s and Elections simply to report
whether the petition was in the formn re-
quired by the Act. If they rcported
that it was, then this House certainly
would have discretion to grant the Com-
mission or not, but they would have tu
act in the the dark more or less, and
would have to decide whether to refuse
or grant it without any proof to go
upon.

Bill read the second time.

MARINE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS ÂOT
REPEAL BILL.-[BILL 44.]

(Mr. Mfc Carthy.)

SECOND READING.

Order for second reading read.

Mt. MeCAiRTIHY said that, in m&ving
the second reading of this Bill, it was
proper to give some of the reasons hieb
induced him to bring in this measmre.
The Act was passed in 1875, with-the
apparent object of striking at the vested
rights, or the rights the Anglo-Airrican
Company considered they had undë- the
charter obtained from the Government 'of
Newfoundland. The Bill, howevet,'Iad
not been a success ; it had not M 'W'y

Act Repeal BiIl.[COMMONS.]
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way carried out the intention of the Gov-
ernment that introduced it. It bad not
i, any way affected the rights so far of
the Anglo-American Company ; but, in-
stead of that, it was found to be a hin-
dranoe to other companies, and particu-
larly to the Direct Cable Company, which
was the only other company which now
had a cable across the Atlantic. The
Bill was particularly objectionable in the
14th, 1!5th and 16th clauses. By the 14th
clause it was directly enacted that no
company not incorporated under the
Act should have the right of communicat-
ing with the Dominion of Canada, or
should have the right in any way to use
any telegraph wire or a cable connect-
ing either the Dominion or two or more
Provinces of the Dominion. It was
true there was a proviso to this section,
and by this proviso the Anglo-American
-Company were permitted, in fact, to con-
tinue transacting their business until an
Order in Council was passed determining
that some other cable company, or com-
panies, had been establisbed able to
transact the business required in this
Dominion. Now that appeai ed to him
to be a very unfair and unjust provision.
Its only effect was this : so long as 've
required to use the Anglo-A merican
Companv's cable, we should permit the
Anglo-American Company to do the
business which had been hitherto done
between this country and the ohi
country, but as soon as we could dispense
'with the service of that Company, then
Council might pass an Order, and their
vested rights and property might be
totally and completely destroyed.

M. MACKENZIE : Their vested
rights ?

MR. McCARTHY said bis hon.
friend sneered at his statements that they
had vested rights, but any company who
had expended such enormous sums as the
Anglo-American Company did in layiug
their cable across the Atlantic had some
rights that ought to be respected. As a
matter of law he understood they
obtained rights from the Newfoundland
and London Telegraph Company, but
th&t was an exclusive right to land upon
the Shores of Newfoundland for a period
*qf fify years, and an exclusive right to
comnmnJicate between Newfoundland
'1d this Dominion for a like period.

That was what lie called a
vested right. It had been argued,
he believed, that, by the trans-
fer fron the Newtoundland Com-
pany to the Anglo-A niericau Company,
without the consent of the Legisiature of
Newfoundla-id, the right of the former
comprny was lost-their vested right
was lost. If that was so, then there was
no necessity for this Act at all. If they
had no vested rights, if they had no right
at Newfoundland, then this Ac- was not
necessary, because th it it was wholly
directed against that company was
beyond all question. Then there was
another provision whi:h, to bis mind,
was extrenely objectionable. Clause 16
enacted that " Any company which may
be incorporated under the provisions of
this Act, or may become incorporated by
general Act of Parliament, shall not be
at liberty to enter into, or to making
any arrangement with the Anglo-Ameri-
cai Company ;" it should not be permitted
to make any tariff arrangements or to nake
any such arrangements as might be need-
fuil for the proper working of these dif-
ferent cable companies. What was the
result i The resuilt, as the facts at
present showed, was this : There were
but two companies, the Anglo-Anierican
and the Direct United States Companies,
and the most important thing for the
directors of either of these Coinpanies to
provide for was that, in case of the break-
age oL either ca'de, their business would
be carried on by the other line. Accord-
ing to this clause of the A-t, that was
rendered illegal and impossible. The ob-
ject of that must have beei to affect in
some way or another the Anglo-Ameri-
can Company. Now, he did not see the
necessity for it at all ; he did not see why
this Act was passed originally, and, hav-
ing been passed, he did not see why it
should not be repealed. It could not be in-
jurious to the public interest that as many
cable companies shou d be establishedas
possible. It was a direct benefit to the
public to break down any monopoly, if
monopoly existed ; to reduce the charges
that these companies were making, if
th>se charges were more than proper,
and to that end that more companieg
and more cables might be established and
laid. In order to do that, lie thought it
was plain that every facility shoild be
afforded to establish them. This was a

Mavrine Telegraphs [PRa1L 16, 1879.]
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disability, not merely to the Anglo-
American Company, but it was a disa-
hility affecting every other company to
enact that it should not be lawful for it
to enter into an agreement with the
Anglo-American Company. If these
views did not commend themselves to
hon. gentlemen then, lie would say this :
The Statute was practically a dead-letter.
There was now-as was perfectly well
known to everyone-an agreement be-
tween the Direct Cable Company of the
Anglo-American Company, by which
they had agreed as to the tariff rates,
and by which they had arranged to do
one another's business in case of break-
age, and that in direct violation of this
Act of Parliament, and yet Lhey were
powerless to prevent it. It was impos-
sible to prevent it, so that the Act had
failed to secure the object that was in-
tended. In bis judgment that object
was not a good one; in his humble
opinion the Act was an unjust one and
had a tendency to fetter and to prevent
the establishment of other cables between
here and the old countries, and in that
way was a direct and positive injury to
the public. Then Section 15 was, in bis
opinion, also a mistake. It pro-
vided that any company estab-
lished by Act of Parliament of
Great Britain, or otherwise ,incorporated
in Great Britain, might obtain a charter
here. Now, what was the effect of that
when you put it into prac-
tical operation ? The effect was,
that you had two companies.
A company which owned a cable, and had
been incorporated in Great Britain,
applied here and got a charter, but that
made another company h are, and the
only difference was, that there was one
company owning a cable and having the
means, and there was another company
withont the cable and without means.
There were two separate and distinct
corporations running in parallel lines.
That, of course, was not the intention.
The intention was to have given an
English company, incorporated in Great
Britain, rights whicli the Parliament of
Great Britain was powerless to give,
that is, to work a cable froin this end.
For these reasons, he thought this Act
should be repealed ; first, because it was
tinjust, and struck at a c mpany to whom
we all owed so much-tbat is, the Anglo-

MR. MCCAITHY.

American Company. It was interfering,
to some extent, with their vested righta,
or it purported to do so. It was, more-
ever, an unnecessary fettering and inter-
ference with the rights of English
companies that might be hereafter
established. They should be left por-
fectly free to make such, arrangements
and to enter into such terms and agree-
ments as, to these different companies,
mnight seem right. The more companies
there were the less the charges would be.
He believed the intention of the hon.
gentleman opposite, who introducod the
Bill, was to do away with what he called
the monopoly of the Anglo-American
Company. What was that monopoly?
The only pretence·to a monopoly was the
right to land upon Newfoundland-the
exclusive right to land there for fifty.
years. But the Direct Cable Company
did not land at Newfoundland, it passed
by and came here to the Dominion.

AIR. MACKENZIE: It was not ai-
lowed to land.

Mr. McCARTRY asked what differ-
ence it made whether it landed there or
not. This was an instance of a company
which could be worked without land-
ing there. Then it was contended th:t
th Anglo-American Company had no
rght to land upon Newfoundland any
more than any other company. In
fact; the rigit which the New York,
Newfoundland and London Telegraph
Company obtained had been lost. 1f so,
there were no vested rights to be inter-
fered with and there was no neescsity
for the law. So, from whatever point
we looked at it, it appeared that the Aet
was misconceived,that it was niischievous
and ought té be remcved froin the
Statute-book. He, therefor, mùoved,
seconded by the hon. meniber for Caed-
well, that it be repealed.

MR. MACKENZIE said it was a
little singular that the movement for 4he
repeal of the Act was coincident with
the arrival in this town and country of
the agent of the Anglo-American Com-
pany. When the Bill was passed in
1875, the Anglo-American Company was
seeking to absorb the entire telegrapl
business. ILt had obtained a monopoly
of the use of Newfoundland, which colony
was, so to speak, the great telegraph post
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in the middle of the Atlantic. It was
smeking to absorb the entire trade of the
continent, and to retain the absolute usE
of'this privilege. The Direct Company
was established with the express pur.
pose and imith the express condition of
maintaining an independent position,
apart from that of any other company
established. The Act which the Cana-
dian Parliament passed enabled that com-
pany to defend its position. Now, it
was a little singular that this agent, this
gentleman who is here for the purpose of
stimulating the repeal of that Act, affect-
ed to be the agent of the Direct Cable
Company, instead of the Anglo-American
Company. It was well known, however,
that Mr. Pender and his associates, near-

two years ago, purchased into the
]Tirect 'Company enough shares to control
its action, and it was at this moment
practically under the control of the other
company. That company was also under
the control of the Globe Companv, the
whole forming one of the most gigantic
monopolies that was ever known in the
world, and which sought to control not
merely the telegraphic business of this
continent through the Atlantic Ocean,
but also the marine telegraphy of every
part of the world. Now, if ever there
was a just Bill passed by Parliament, it
was the Bill of 1875, which established
proper relations as regarded the two
companies, and proper regulations which
all companies would have to observe
doing business in Canada. He felt him-
self at that time obliged, as head of the
Government,to warn Mr. Pender, through
Sir- John Rose, the day before the meet-
ig at which this transaction was con-
summated, by which he and his asso-
ciates obtained control of that company.
TheUnitedState*Governent, coincident
'with this movement, also sent a similar
warning, and the business of the corpora-
tion had since been carried on by suifer-
ance, the Government of the Dominion
having it in its power at any time to
adopt regulations under this Act which
wold efectually squelch the whole
attmjted monopoly and maintain an
indépendent telegraph system for
Caiada. The hon. gentleman said all
thiË was mischievous, and le proposed to
releal the Act in order to repair the
mlis9hlef of preventing this giant mon-
opoly from absorbing the business of the

81

i country and the continent. The hon.
gentleman proposed to repeal this enact-
ment, in order to place Canada at the
feet of this giant monopoly, and he (Mr.
Mackenzie) was amazed that the
Government should have allowed the
Bill to proceed to its second reading
without even expressing any opinion as
to the course they thought best to take
in reference to this Bill. He was very
sorry to be obliged-as he was obliged as
a public man-to refer to individuals in
connection with this movement, but he
had enquired what was the exact truth,
and he was stating the exact truth in
declaring that the movement was pro-
moted and stimulated by an agent of Mr.
Pender and bis monoply, in order ·to
obtain control of the telegraphie business
of this continent. le trusted that the
hon. gentleman at the head of the Gov-
ernment would, in the public interest,
prevent this mischievous movement of
the hon. gentleman from North Simcoe
from proceeding any further.

MR. WHITE (Cardwell) said if the
object of this Act passed in 1875 had
been, as was stated by the bon. member
for Lambton, to do away with a gigantic
monopoly, it was quite clear that object
had not been realised, according to his
present statement, seeing that to-day we
had this " gigantic monopoly " in spite
of this Act. He (Mr. White) believed
that a moment's consideration would
show th,.t the Act, instead of doing away
with monopolies, must prove exceedingly
injurious in re tion to the ordinary tele-
graphic system of Canada. Under the
14th clause of the Act sought to be re-
pealed, no talegraphic land system unit-
ing any Provinces in the Dominion, or,
as he thought, any land system in the
Dominion itself, could unite with any
telegraphic cable systema having relations
with the Anglo-American Company.
Now what was the position in which
they stood to-day 1 The Direct Cable
Company had, by the admission of the
hou. member for Lambton, relations
with the Anglo-American Company.

Mi. MACKENZIE said the hon.
gentleman misunderstood him. What
he had said was that Mr. Pen-
der and his associates had bought
into the Direct Cable Company
enough stock to contrel its opera-
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tions, and thougli nominally a separate
company, it was up4er the ontrol of the
other company.

MR. WI1ITl,: Precisely; the Direct
Cable Conpany was under the
contreol of the Anglo-American.
But such a *relation of those two corn-
panie was forbiddent, and if this law
were enforced in Canada the Direct
C<inþany could have no relation with
thé Anglo-American Company, because
it was the latter which was sought to be
destroyed by this Statute.

MR. MILLS: Not destroyed.

MR. WHITE said it was sought
to be practically destroyed, so far as
the relations of the Direct Cable
Company with it was concerned. The
object, as stated by the hon. member for
Lambton, was to destroy the monopoly
,which the Anglo-American enjoyed in
the island of Newfonndland, by rendering
illegal, so long as it was maintained, any
connection with it of any cable landing
on the Canadian shores. Supposing that
that this Act had any effect whatever,
what would be the result ? That as
those two companies were practically
one to-day-as the Direct Cable Com-
pany had reaHly violated this law, by
practical union with the Anglo-Ameri-
can .Company, they could have no con-
nection by any land telegraph company
with either of those cables. What was
the position in which they stood? It
was well known that tl'e eonnection with
the Anglo-Amuerican Couprny' 'was, al-
though nominally threugh the Westeri
Union, or with a Nova Scotia Company
controlled by the Western Union, in
reality with the Montrtel1 Telegraph
Company. But asithe 14th lause of the
Act forbade any such connfction, it ould
at any moment be etopped, and the most
serious embarrasment to the telegraih
system must result. Again, at tie
moment, -as, he was infoirmed, and had
ne doubt corteetly informed, an
arrangement Lad, been made or was
about being made by the Do-
innion Telegraphli Company with a'

dimct cable company, but such an
arraigement must alsio be ilHegal, because
of Uzàunion betwen the Direct and the
Aaglo-American c&bles in, violation of
this Act. Was it to the interest of this

Ma. MACKENZIE.

country that they should have an Act on
the Staiute book which produced . eib
results, while, as had been admitte4 by
the hon. inember for Lambton, it kad
not, in the sligh test degree, operated as it
was intended, to prevent thamalgaiw,
tion and the monopoly resulting fron i.

Ma. MACKENZIE said he had made
no such admission.

MR. WHlITE said that if the hon.
gentleman had not admitted it, he had an
extraordinary way of expressing himself.
Hie had opened Lis remarks by an attack
on a-gentleman who could not answér
him on the floor of the House, by sug
gesting that there was in the city
nominally, an agent of the Direct Cable
Company, but, in reality, the agent f
the Anglo-Ameriean, the controllig
intereet in the former having been pur-
chased by the latter; and yet, now, e
wished the House to understand that he
never suggested there was any conneebion
between them. If the statement of that
hon. gentleman was correct, the amalg-
mation was one of the most practical
kind, and the result was, that in conse-
quence of that Act, the Dominion and
Montreal Telegraph Companies could
legally have no connection *ith the
cable companies; that is, assuming that
the Act was to be enforced.» Was an
Act like that to remain on the Statute-
book I Clearlv, by the statement of the
late Premier himuself, who never sought
tQa:nforce the terms of the Att against
the -eotapanies, it was a dead letter, its
only effect beig to force companies to
do illegaUy, or by some roundabot
process, what they oight bto b
permittod to do in the interest, of the
couatry, as well as of theinselves, ai an
open Teinea Ra geîlient he atae-
ment of the en. member for Limbtno
was, in realitythe strongest reason Ifor
tJe 'epeail of that At, and h siMeely

oped,±hat the presetm Bil wo41d pass,

:Ma. McCUAIG said he assamedthat
the country required cable conntion
with Great Britaim, and, that thgy ane
ed some protection., against miop, sW
which meant, of course, heavy priens-
This .Act did zot , cntrol tke prices, tkA
might be cbanged a.fter a monopoly wve
secured. Jf any previous Actaiited
prices, he should be quite willing to h&Ve
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this Act repealed, because the public
were entitled to some protection against
extravagant charges by the monopoly be-
fore they repealed this Act.

MR. MILLS said lie did not think that
the hon. gentleman who had moved the
repeal of the Act, or the hon. gentleman
who had supported him had made out a
case against the law. One hon. gentlemen
had said that there was now a practical
monopoly. WeIl, if the stock of two
independent companies bappened to be
in the hands of the same stockholders, a
monopoly night be tenporarily estab-
lished ; but that was qui, e different from
consolidating or amalgamating them and
permitting them to become one company.
The stoek in the hands of Mr. Pender
to-day might be in the hands of some one
else to-morrow, and the man who con-
trolled both companies to-day might be
able to control but one to-morrow. The
existing evil, if let alone, would cure
itself. What was now practically pro-
posed was tLe establishment of a
monopoly by doing away with
any possibility of rivalry, and
niaking those two companies one
for all time to come. If there was estab-
lished the principle of freetrade and in-
ter-oceanic competition, so that any coni-
pany might be established without Gov-
ernment interference, legislation of this
sort might not be so necessary ; com-
panies might be left free to consolidate
or not. At present, parties had to coie
to Parliament for powers of telegraphic
communication. e proposition of the
bon. mover was net in the public interest,
but in that of certain parties who had for
the moment e controlling influe'ce in
the two companies.

'IR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
that, when the Bill was beforethe Ilouse
of Commons, last Parliamuent, he had
opposed it both ia the Rouse and Com-
Tnittee, but it was carried. Heç,pposed
it on several grounds, but chiefly because
it was improper by legislation to preent
companies which had invested heir
mieanl in great wôrks of that kind 'f#om
naking arrangewmnts by amalgamation,or

otherwise to render their enterprise amore
profitable. Any attempts by legidhtion
to stop monopolies in the preseinlc iday
were absurd and useless. It was prophe-
sied- that they would be ineffectual,

which it was admitted they had been.
l'he only %ray to check a monopolywras
by the use of capital to light- it; ind
then ,so soon as it was shown that
this united company-for it might
be called a united comuany-had got a
good thing, to use a common expression,
or a profitable successful investment,
capitalists would construct other Unes
across the Atlantic. The success of the
Direct Cable had shown that it was
not necessary to have a rest-
ing place in Newfoundland. There
might be an infinity of lines between
Europe and America almost anywhere
to the north. He thought it was unjust
and an interference in a vested right--a
right established by the expenditure of a
very large sum in regard to renewing the
great risk that the first cable company
ran-an immortalised risk-in the laying
of the first cable. It was a vested right
taken with the universal consent and
by the expenditure which was under-
acclaim of two continents, and the use
of which by them met with their glad
and ready acceptance. It was therefore
infringing the ordinary rights of the
company to prevent an atualgamation.
The intention was a good one, but, as it
had failed altogether, and as the two
Companies were one, why should they
keep that Act on the Statute-book and
declare tiat to be illegal which, if they
wanted the use of cable connection with
England, must be carried out? As bis
bon. friends the nover and seconder had
shown, the Montreal and Dominion
Telegraph Companies were both acting
illegally at this moment by acting in
combination with either of those hnes.

MR. MACKENZIE: No.

Sa JOHN A. MACDONALD waid
that the Statite had the effect of prevent-
ing theua. It was iJlegal in them to have
any combination with companies whieh
had acted in combina6ion against the
terms of the Statute. They knew per-
fectly well it was understood that the
Montreal and Dominion Companies had
now formed connections with the two
lines. Those land lines, running from
one end of the continent to the other,
thtrough Canada, and in which somany
Canadians were iaterested, ;were plaed
in a -disadvantageons position o0
long as this Act remained on the
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Statute-book. His hon. friend from1
Prince Edward (Mr. McCuaig) had said
truly that they should attempt to limit
the charges or rates as much as possible.
If they found, hereafter, u ndue or oppres-
sive rates, they could, as in 1875, legis-
late against them. Meanwhile, he
thought it was not for the interest of
their own land companies, and their free
and full use of the telegraph cables, that
that Act should not be repealed.

Ma. MACKENZIE said that of course
Le had none but the public interest in
view in maintaining that Act. Ile was
surprised that the hon. gentleman sbould
be so ready to give a legal opinion on the
subject. Had he considered it more care-
fully he would not have stated that the
Bill prevented the Dominion or Montreal
companies from making arrangeiments
with the companies landing their cables
in Nova Seotia. The hon. gentleman in
the Committee which considered the
former Bill, had made a struggle to
maintain that the Anglo-American com-
pany had vested rights. Cyrus W.
Field was here then, and imagined he
could control the Legislature of Canada,
as he did some others, and the leader
of the present Government presented his
views to the Committee. He would re-
member, that when it was represented,
as similarly represented to-night, that
the Anglo-American Company had vested
rights-and it would puzzle him to state
what they were-the Committee of
legal gentlemen, who were 'appointed to
draft a clause to protect any possible in-
teresta exiating, drew up the clause in the
Act as it stood. He (Mr. Mackenzie)
put it to any member of the House, to
the whole House and people of Canda-
was there ever any provision more just
than that, if they had any vested inter-
est ot- rights iùfringed by that Act. But
the hon. the Premier knew that they had
no such rights ; and the gentlemen here,
representing the Anglo-American Com-
pany, had never, from that time to thise
attempted to establish any such rights ;
and it was in the power of the, hon,
gentleman opposite now, by taking the
Aet-existing to prevent the amalgamation.
Asthe heed of the Government, it was
inis power to prevent the amalgama-
tion, practical or otherwise, which these
two companies were striving to effect at

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD,

the present time. le might say,in reply
to the taunt that he took no aetion
under this, he did take action. He
warned the parties in due time that the
Government would not permit the pro-
ceedings they were entering upon to be
carried to completion, and these parties
were in communication with the late
Government. The secretary of the com-
pany called about a year ago-during the
last Session-to arrange for an interview,
to endeavour to come to some under-
standing. It was then arranged between
that gentleman and himself (Mr. Mac-
kenzie), that Mr. Pender, if possible, or,
if not, another director, should come to
Canada in May or J une. That gentle-
man only arrived late in September, and
another event which happened in that
month induced him (Mr. Mackenzie) to
come to the conclusion that he should' not
enter into any negotiations in a matter of
so much importance, during the last days
of the existence of his Administration.
But for that it would have been at-
tended to last season. It was the duty
of hon. gentlemen opposite to undertake
that work, instead of passing a Bill of
this kind to take it out of their power to
do what was right. It was their duty to
see that right was done to their oountry,
and an independent telegraphic commu-
nication across the Atlantic main-
tained. He deeply regretted, apart from
all other considerations, that the Govern-
ment should advocate a telegraphie coin-
bination such as that formed by Mr.
Cyrus FielL

Question put and motion for sacnd
reading (Mr»IcOarthy) qyreed to on the
following division:

YEUs:

Baby
Bergin
Boultbee
Bourbeau
Boweil
Brecken
Bunater
Cimon
Cockburn (W
colby
Connell
Coursol
Cuthbert
Daoust
Desjardins
Domville

Messieurs
Drew
Dubne
FJliott
Farrow
Fergusen
Gault
GUi
Girouard (J. CartW)

NthbrId)Girôuard (Kent)
Hooper
Jones
Landry
Lantier
Macdonald (VictJ B-C.)
McDonald (C. Breton)
McCallum
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McCarthy
McKay
McLennan
McLeod
McRory
Mousseau
iPerrault
Pope (Compton)
Poupore
Ross (Dundas)
Routhier

Bain
Borden
Burk
Cameron ( S. Huro
Casey
Chandler
Coupal
Fleming
Flynn
Galbraith
Gillies
Guthrie
Haddow
Holton

Ryan (Marquette)
Ryan (Montreal Centre)
Rykert
Sproule
Thompson (Caritoo)
Tilley
Wade
Wallace (S. Norfolk)
White (Cardwell)
Williams
Wright.-54

NAYS :

Messieurs
Houde
Kaulback
King

n) Mackenzie
McCuaig
Mills
Oliver
Paterson (S. Brant)
Rogers
Ross (W. Middlesex)
Smith (Westmoreland)
Snowball
Thompson(Haldimand)
Trow.-28

Bill read the second time.

Mit. McCARTHY moved that the
Bill be referred to a Committee of the
Whole.

MR. MACKENZIE said the Bill
should go before the Committee on Rail-
ways, Canals and Telegraph Lines, as it
provided for many contingencies con-
nerted with telegraph work, and the
Committee would have to consider
whether the repeal would be an absolute
one or only a repeal of certain provisions
of the Act.

SiR JOHN A MACDONALD said
no public Bill need. go to the Railway
Committee, which was for the purpose of
discussing Railway and Telegraphic Bills,
Acts of incorporation and things of that
kimd, unless the móver of the Bill chose
to send it to that Committee. But the
mover did not ask this to be done;
therefore, the rule did not apply.

MB. COCKBIURN (West North-
unberland) said the rule was to deal
with a public Bill in the House, unless
on motion it was referred to one of the
Standing Cominittees.

MR. SPEAKER : There is no doubt,
'whatever, that a public Bill should be
considered in Committee of the Whole
louse, unless the mover asked the House

to refer it to a Select Committee for
some particular purpose.

Bill referred o Comrnittee of the
Whole

STATUTORY HOLIDAYS BILL.-[BILL 5.]

(Mr. Domville.)

SECOND READING.

Order for second reading read.

MR. DOMVILLE said the Bill pro-
posed to give four holidays to the bank-
ing community. Bank officials had very
few holidays, and they asked to have
certain Mondays set aside in order that
they might have a little relaxation from
the strain imposed upon them by the
present uninterrupted labour they were
subject to. By granting this request
they would be enabled to go away on
Saturday to a distance, for a short time.
In addition to that, bank managers and
clerks could now get no time to attend
to any private business, and they de-
sired to have some relief in that direc-
tion. Since the Bill had been printed
those gentlemen of the banking world,
who asked for the passage of this Bill,
stated that for some reasons it would be
better to have the holidays occur on the
second Monday in June, July and August.
Of course that could be arranged in
Committee.

Bill read the second time.

STOCK GAMBLING SUPPRESSION BILL-
[BIL 61.]

(Mr. Girouard, Jacqus Cartier.)

SECOND READING.

Bill read the second time.

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT INTER-
PRETATION BILL-[BLr 70.]

(Mr. NcCuasg.)

SECOND *EADING.

Order for second reading read.

MR. McCUAIG said this Bill was
sent down by the County Couneil of
Prince Edward county. It appeared
that the Scott Act repealed the Duncan
Act, except in cases where by-laws were

Ceneral [APRIL 16, 1879.]
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in force. The Act was in force in the
c unty of Prince- Edward, but it ap-
peared it could not take effect until the
month of March, after the voting took
place. The votirg bad taken place in
that county on the 13th of March last,
and the repeal was carried by a large
majority. They had had the Dunkin
Act in force in that county for two years,
and during that period never before had
there been so much drinking done.
They were now asking to have a doubt
removed, as to whether they could grant
licenseb or not. The law stated expressly
that licenses could not be granted until
the following March, after tha voting
took place, and this Bill was to
enable them to grant licenses imme-
diately after the voting took place.

Bill read the second time

DOMINION DAY HOLIDAY BILL.
[BILL 72.]

(Mr. Cockburn, West Northumberland.)

SECOND READING.

Order for second reading read.

MR. COCKBURN (West North-
umberland) said this Bill had come from
the Senate and had received the support
of that body. He recollected that some
years ago a similar Bill was introduced,
but failed to receive the approval of the
House. Since then, he believed, some
desire had been expressed in different
quarters that the 1st of July shouild be
treated as a holiday in the Dominion,
and, fortunately, the Senate had thought
so.too. He did know that the demand
was very ardent for it. Stili, it seemed
to him it was a proper thing to do, to
name the day of the birth of the Domin-
ion as a public holiday.

Ma. MAOKENZIE said he would
suggest to the hon. the mover of the Bill
to refer it to the salÉe Conimittee as that
to which the Bill of,the hon. menber for
King's (Mr. Dom ville) had been referred,
as it would be perfectly absnrd to have
two Bills upon the Statute-books this
year respecting holidays. If it was in-
terMded to legislate in this direction, the
satutory holidays would have to be
made in the saine Bill.

Ma. MCcUAIG.

M. DOMVILLE said that the BUl
before the House did not go as far as his
did.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said it
appeared to him there was a wide differ-
ence between the two Bills. In the first
place, the Bill came from the Senate,
and in the second place, it was for the
purpose of establishing a national holi-
day. If be understood the Bill of the
hon. member for King's (Mr. Dormville)
it was merely in reference to holidlays
for the convenience of the banking cow-
nunity ; therefore, he hoped the hon.

member for Northumberland (Mr. Cook-
burn) would not assent to the proposi-
tion of the hon. memaber for Lambto4
(Mr. Mackenzie.)

Ma. COCKBURN (West Northum-
berland) said he hoped the hon. gentle-
man (Mr. Mackenzie) would not press
the question. This being a Bill frorn
the Senate, it could not but be con-
curred in. It would be discourteous to
the other Chanber to refer this 1Bil
along with other Bills to a S4andiug
Committee. This Bill proposed to ormate
a national holiday, and certainly had
nothing whatever to do with bank
holidays.

M-a. HOLTON : Supposing this Hoquse
did not concur in the Billi, would that
be -any affront to the Senate ?

Ma COCKBURN said of course the
House had the right of axsenting at not.
But did the hon. member recolleét any
case where a Bill ^from the Senate >,ad
been sent to a Standing Committee to be
considered along with other BiHladi

MR. H)LTON said that, as the han.
gentlemnan had appealed to him, he would
say that Bills from the Senate were
treated precisely like Bils origin it.tgn
this House. They went through the i se
stages, and wtere also subject to rejection
very frequently. There- could be no-ob-

jeetion, therefore, in point o'f n fe
thought thère was a great deal of 1>rcé in
the suggestion of the hon. theMinister
of Justicethat titis proposai reste& on ain
entirely different footing from the pro-
posal of the hon. member for. ing's
(Mr. Domville).

Ia. MILLS said he did notexOty
see what was intended to be accomplished

Eoliday Bill.(COMMONS.]
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by ithis Bill. .As he understood the Bill
of the hon. meuber for King's (M[r.
Domville), it dealt w ith mattars which
came within the jurisdiction of the
H1ouse He did not thîink this Fiouge had
the right to say to a man in tha employ-
ment of another man that lie was dis-
charged from any obligation to work on
a particular day. Dominion Day was,
he believed, universaily kept as a holi-

day, at least, it was in Western Canada,
but it was not kept under the authority
of any Act of Parliament. le did not
suppose that the passage of an Act of
Parliament would, in any degree, render
it a holiday in the sense in which the
Bill of the hon. member for King's,
N.B. made holidays for a certain pur-
pose in reference to institutions under the
control of Parliament. They could not
establish a legal holiday of this kind.

MR. McDONALD
is a legal holiay?

(Pictou) : What

Mn. MILLS said it was any day 'set
apart which the ptýople were at liberty
to observe, and that was what the hon.
gentleman could not do with regard to
this Bill.

Mi. McDONALD (Pictou) said lhe
would read the words of the Act itself-
wrds which he hopcd the hon. gentleman
would not attempt to quesrion as to what
was the meaning of the Bill:

4 Whereas it was on the First day of July
that the Provinces of Canada, Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick became one Dominion, under
the name of Canada ; and whereas Rupert's
Land and the North-Western Torritory, and
the Province of British Columbia becane part
of the Dominion in the month of July, and
Prince Edward Island became part of the
Dominion on the first day of July; and
whereas it is expedient that -sueh important
events should be commemorated; therefore
IerMajesty, by and with the advice and con-

sent cf the. Senate and House of Commons of
Canada, enaets as follows

1. Throughout the Dominion of Canada, in
eehan% d every year, the first day of Jily, fnot
bng a 2 4naday, sha10be a .ega.i- holiday, and
'i btImpt and observed as such, under the
nÂý» of Dominion Day."

Then the fourth clause said
'4. Whenever the day which wou1d otherwise

bothe day for the payment or the last day-of
grace for the payment of any bill of e«ebange
or promisscry note, payable at any place in the
Dominion Of Canada is Dominion Day, sáck
biU Or -note shah be payable, and the days

of grace thereon shall expire on the day next
thereafter, nlot »eing a legal heîaay or non-
juridical day, and'not beföre."

He did not think this Bill should be
classed with any other Bill, or sent to a
Standing Committee, for mere legal
purposes. He was quite sure that the
putblic opinion of the country would
justify the passiag of the Bill sent down
from the Senate.

Bill read the second tine.

ONTARIO BUILDING SOCIETIES
BILL.-[BLLL 79.]

(Mr. Kirkpatrick.>

SECOND READING.

Bill read th- second time.

House adjourned at
Thirty-five minutes after

Eleven o'clock,

HJOUSE OF COMMON S.

Thursday, 17th April, 1879.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

TONNAGE DUES IN CANADIAN PORTS
BILL,

(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P. E. I.)

FIRST READING.

House resolved itself mto Committee
of the Whole to consider a certain pro-
posed resolution respecting tonnage dues.

(In the Committee,)

MR. POPE (Queen's,P.E..) said, under
the Merchant's Shippying Act of 1876,
ships carrying deckloads were o½arged not
only toniage dues on the registered 4on-
nage of the ship, but also for dues on te
space occupied by the cargo ,n oeck.
Uder that Act tbat spaçe had to be

gmeasuirei Ad inçIu4ed in the tonage.
This caused great delay, inepxavepi&nçe,
and expens&. Last year a Bill was
passed repealing the 23rd èlause, but was
rpfused assent at þowe,, on the ground
that this Parliament had no right to re-

Tonnage Dues in
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peal an Imperial Statute. To remedy
this, this resolution ws intrdduced. In
the despatch received, it was pointed
out that whilst the nieasurement of the
tonnage was an Imperial matter, local
taxation was a colonial matter. There-
fore, there could be no objection to this
Bill. It would meet the case, and re-
lieve the shipowners of the expense in-
curred.

SIR A. J. SMITH said he had doubts
last Session as to whether the Act then
passed would be allowed; but it was
considered advisable to test the question.
It was entirely wrong for the Imperial
Parliament at all to interfere with the
local taxation of this country; and the
Bill last year was introduced for the
purpose of exempting vessels in Canadian
waters from the taxation imposed by
an Imperial Statute. He did not see any
practical distinction between the Bill
now proposed and the Bill passed last
Session, as both repealed, to a certain
extent, the Imperial Statute. He should
be glad to assist bis successor, how-
ever. in any effort to relieve the shipping
interest from the tax imposed by the
Imperial Statute.

Resolution ordered to be reported.

flouse resumed.

Resolution reported, read the first and
second timeg, and agreed to.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) iatro-
duced a Bill (No. 80) Respecting tonnage
dues levied in Canadian ports under
Canadian law.

Bill read the first time.

ADDITIONAL JUDGS FOR BRITISH
COLUMBIA.

NOTICE OF REBSOLUTION.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) moved
that the House, to-morrow, resolve
itself into Conmittee of the Whole, to
consider the following resolutiona:-

1. That, whereas, by an Act passed by the
Legislative Assembly of the Province of Brit-
iéh folumbia, in the year 1878, and
known ' as 'The better Administration
of Justice Act, 1878,' provision is
made for the appointment of two
Judges of the S1ipreme Court of British Col-
umbia, in addition to the number of Judges

MR. POPE.

now suthorised to be appointed to that Court,
it is expedient to make provision for the. sal-
aries of such additional Judges ;

" 2. That the salaries of each of the said tWo
additional Judges of the Supreme Court of
British Columbia, shall be $4,000 per annum,
and shall be payable out of any moneys form-
ing part of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of
Canada.I

MR. MACKENZIE said he desired
to know if the Government considered
this demand of the Legislature of British
Columbia a reasonable one. At present
the administration of justice There cost
an amount immensely in excess of any
other Province, according to population.
In Nova Scotia, with a population of
400,000, the expenditure was sliglhtly
over $50,000; in New Brunswick,· with
a population of 300,000, it vas slightly
over $37,000 ; in Prince Edward Island,
whose population was 100,000. it slight-
ly exceeded $15,000 ; in Manitoba, with
a population three times that of Eritish
Columbia, the expenditure was not quite
$15,000 ; while, in British Columbia it-
self, the expenditure at present was over
$32,000, and this proposed an addition
of over $8,000, besides travelling ex-
penses. There were in that Province, at
present, three Judges in the Superior or
Supreme Court, and six County Judges;
and surely this array of judicial abmity
was sufficient for the wants of its small

population. He did not think that be-
cause the Local Governments had the
power to create courts, that we
had nothing to do but f1l these
courts as soon as created. The
Nova Scotia Governraent passad asn
Aet establishing County Courts inu*at
Province, which was brought to this
House and passed by this House; and he
did not think th4e Act was an unreagon-
able one, bué it created great diverge e
of opinion, aid the Bill was ulim4ïey
defeated in the Upper House, ,hmgh. it
subsequently became law. Thi3 flrse
should nçt agree to a prpposi ion s
sert, m0r9ly bec0ause .he Loc4l G e'-
ment of British olIumia tong it
necesary to have two more Judge ap-
pointed to act in that Provme. 3onie
grounds should be given on W1h i
House coAld exercise its wise discr
a.udhe Jooked .t the iuiter <4»s-
tie: for further informatio'.

ISm JOIUN A. MACDONALPsaid
this argument was taken before, 'when

(COM-MONS.] for Bitish Columbia.
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this question arose, shortly after Confed-
eration. Mr. Blake, he believed, then
took the ground that it was not a matter
of necessity that the Dominion Parlia-
ment should sanction the legislation of
every Province with respect to the in-
crease of Judges, and the consequent
expense to the Administration of
Justice. That was assented to as
a general principle, but it was
argued, and he had argued so him-
self, that when the whole responsibility
of the Administration of Justice rested
on the Local Governments and Legisla-
tures, it would be a very grave responsi-
bility for the Dominion Government to
take to oppose a solemn Act of the
Local Legislatures, deelaring that addi-
tional Judges were required. Unless it
were clearly proved that any Local Gov-
ernment making this demand had un-
justly exercised its power, and would
throw needless expense on the Dominion
Government, we ought, as a general rule,
to accept the solemn provision of a Local
Legislature that it required additional
Judges, as being correct. This principle
was acted on in the establishment of ad-
ditibnal Judges in Ontario and the new
Court of Appeal. The Court of Appeal
was remodelled and three new Judges
were appointed in the time of the late
Government.

MR. MACKENZIE: The Bil passed
in 1873.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the Judges were appointed and salaries
graïted by the late Government. He
had been and was still of opinion that
the old Court was more efficient than the
new one and less expensive. Still when
the Act was solemnly &dopted
by the Loeal Legielature and
the demand made here for the
additional appointments and grant, these
salries were pamsed and the judges ap-
pdinted, true to the principle that we
should make a clear case against any
Piovine before objecting to its claim in
this respect. Tre, the population of
Btitish Columbia was amali, and if -the
Chinere were kept out, it was not going
to inerease rapidly, still it wa a tei tory
of immense extent, und whether the
Population was sparse or nimerous, the
19w had to be enforced in all its bounds,
and, under the peculiar circumstances,

additional Judges might be required.
Under the present system, alfthe Judges
living in YaeVnonver Island, the travel-
ling expenses were enormons. This
measure, by providing that the Judges
be settled individually, like county
Judges, in their respective districts,
would cause the additional salaries to be
saved by the decrease in travelling ex-
penses.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said as
this question would be discussed at a fur-
ther stage, he would not go into it at
length at present. The Bill provided
that the two Judges should reside on the
mainland, specifying their districts; also
that they shall discharge the functions of
the present County Court Judges, who
were appointed when the Province was
admitted into the Union, and who were
not lawyers, and who administered jus-
tice perhaps roughly and cheaply. In
the opinion of the Legislature, the Pro-
vince had reached a condition when the
administration of justice was not as satis-
factory as could be desired. The increase
of expense, from the report of the
Attorney-General, and the Governor of
the Province, would be very little, if any,
in excess of previous expenditure, under
this BilL The persons who would retire
would receive a much less remuneration
than they did now, and, in addition, the
enormous amount now paid for travelling
expenses would be greatly curtailed.
Irrespective of increase of expense, the
Local Legislature gave very strong
grounds on the pointof necessity, showing
that parties chadged with crimes had to
undergo, often, twelve months' imprison-
ment before they could be tried, and, in
many cases, then proven innocent of the
charges.

MR. ANGLIN said he thought if the
doctrine laid dowu by the right hon.
gentleman was accepted, they migbt look
for a very large increase of the Judiciary.
If the Legislatures of the Provinces were
to have the alsolute right of creating any
number of new Judgeships they chose,
or thought necessary, and throw the bur-
den on the Dominion Treasury, such an
increase -would certainly be made; - Re
was not at all disposed to accept that
doctrine, and he contended that
before they eonsented to provide
the salaries, they should be satisfied of the

Additional Judge
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necessity that existed for the additional
Judgeships. R e4idd not think that they
ought to be satisfied merely with the
statement made by the local authorities,
or make the provision because the Local
Legislature created the office. The
travelling exp-nses of Jiidges in British
Columbia amounted, he believed, to
nearly as much as their salaries. The
question arose whether anything would
be saved by Judges being compelled to
reside in particular districts, as they must
go occasionally to Victoria, perhaps, to
sit in banco, the travelling expenses
would, perhaps, still be as great as before.
He thought they should have had as full
information on this matter as could be
furnished by the hon. gentleman when the
Bill was introduced.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said he
ehould certainly give all the possible in-
formation, but the information would
come from the source to wlich the bon.
gentleman had access, the official
authorities of the Province.

Ma. THOMPSON (Cadtboo) said the
hon. member for Gloucester had stated the
travelling expenses amounted to -as much
as their salaries. If the hon. gentleman
would look at the Public Accounts ho
would find that that was not the case.

MR. MILLS said he did not see how
thera was to be any gieat saving in re-
gard to travelling expenses, if the Judges
were to sit in banco in Victoria. Would
not the expense be the same going from
a district in which they were located, to
Victoria, as going from Victoria to the
district 1 It seemed only to be a differ-
ence of starting point.

Si JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the hon.-gentleman would see there would
be a great diflerence in the matter of
travelling expenses by the Judges living
in their various localities. They per-
formed the duties of County Court
Judges, as well as Superior Court
Judges, and they would attend to the
business of the Cout ts in their sections.
They might go to Victoria, perhaps
twice a year, he did not know how
often. There was a difference between
living in the district and going to- Vie-
toria.twice a year, and living in Victoria
and going into the districts when neces-
sary.

Mn. ANGLIN.

MR. MILLS: That L just the point.

Motion agreed to.

GOVERNMENT BUSINESS.

MOTION.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD
moved

'<That on every Wednesday hereafter, dur-
ing the remainder of the Session, Government
measures shall have precedence after routIne
business."

Motion agreed to.

ONTARIO AND PACIFIC JUNCTION
RAILWAY COMPANY INCORPORA-

TION ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

[BILL 27.]

(Mr. Booper.)

SENATE AMENDMENTS AGREED 'TO:

MR. HLOPER moved that the
amendments made by the SenateVotke
Bill be concurred in.

M.' MACKENZIE said one of the
amendments was a nost important one,
and was against the decision of the Raiêl-
way Committee of this House, which
decided that the Lroad gauge should be
adopted. That also passed through the
House, and he understood the contention
was that they would not now be able to
build the road with that gauge,.and.l that
if they were to obtain the right, tbey
might be permitted to take -th e-narrow
gauge. While he personally regretted
this should be necessary, hE did tot
think the House -.would >e justîfiedin
refusing to assent to the amendment if
what they said was correct.,

MR.. TUPPER said le quite agreed
with what had fallen 'from the bon.: he
leader of the Opposition. He thoiigbt
it was very unfortunate the Sapate had
been obliged t make the amendmeoM;
but on representations being ïnhde, "
them, that the forcing of the broad gùà e
was tantaMnount to refusing sanotion 40
the Bill, they had made the aniendùiass.
AlÈh>ugh he thought it was a, isatètó'
be regretted, he was glad the l4on.gå-
tieman opposite did not feel îndlined t
press the views of the Railway bon-
mittee.

Amendments read the acoonif ;tne end
agreed to.

(COMMONS.] Business.
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OFFICIAL ARBITRATORS BILL.

(Mr. Cockburn, West Northumberland.)

FIRST READING.

Ma. COCKBURN (West Northum-
berland) introduced a Bill (No. 81) Re-
speting the official arbitrators. Ie
said that the purport of the Bill had
been communicated briefly by him to
the Minister of Justice, and without that
gentleman being committed in any way
ho proposed to introduce the Bill simply
to remedy cases of arbitration thit took
place under the Board of Works Act,
which were without any appeal what-
ever. The most valuable properties and
interests of private persons might be
taken away or totally destroyed by pro-
ceedings taken under the Public Works
Department. References were made,
under the Act, to the official arbitrators,
who were to sit and determine the com-
pensàtion which was to be allowed for
property taken or damages sustain*.
There was no appeal from their decisions ;
and this, ho believed, was the only
country in the world where such an arbi-
trary power was permitted. The men
into whose hands these references were
committed were Government appointés
-salaried officers of the Government of
the day-and it was their interest to
faithfully serve their masters. Thev had
large private rights of property-¶bolders,
as well as clains of damages through
public works done in connection or near
ta those properties; they had ail these
ights placoed at the disposai , of
the official arbitrators. The object
of the Bill was to do away with that
anomaly of the law.

,IR A. J. SMITH: What do you
propose?

MR. COCKBURN said he proposed,
with the concurrence of the House, to
make the Exchequer Court the
ourt of Appeal. Ilon. gentlemen

wIould have an opportunity of judging as
to the propriety of the Bill, after it was
Prwted and di>tributed. In the days of
old Canada, when one of these cases arose,
it was referred to a jury, which was
ca1ed upon to assess damages. A change
was made after Confederation, and this

r,àe 'arbitrary prooeeding ws estab-
liahed. It had been the law of the Do-

minion ever since, and he,thought the
time had new arrived for its ameudment.

MR. MACKENZIE said he must
object to the introduction of this Biil,
which, if it were brought in at ail, should
be brought in by the Governmeat. It
was far too late in the Session to bring
down a Bill which was to change so com-
pletely the system under which the
greater amount of our disputed claims,
in regard to public woiks, and for lands
taken, had been settled, and settled, he
was bound to say on the whole, and so
far as his experience allowed him to pro-
nounce an opinion, most satisfactorily. He
kûew something could be said in the way
of argument against the present system.
The hon. gentleman had striven to do
so for a few moments on that occasion;
but, on the other hand, they were to look
at the public interest also. They had
to see how the public could be best
protected. There was a tendency even
with arbitrators, as with Courts and
Judges, perhaps, and certainly with
juries, to amerce the Government with
the heaviest possible damages. He
had no doubt, however, froin his know-
ledge of the present arbitration system,
that claimants of ail sorts had received
full justice froi that systema. While
the argument miight be presented as the
hon. gentleman had presented ý it, he
thought it was a very serious matter in-
deed to interfere with the existing state
of things, especially in the last days of
the Session. He felt bound to oppose
the Bill by every means in his power,
and therefore he must object to its intro-
duction.

MR. COCKBURN said he thought it
would be a rather discourteoàs act to
oppose it at this stage. If upon the
second reading, after its contents were
known, he were asked te postpone it, he
would have no objection to yield.

SI1 JOHN A. MACDONALD said
he wenti very far with the hon. member
for Lambton in his remarks. In . the
first place it was rather late in the Ses-
sion to introduce the Bill, and a measure
involving sich great changes, he thought,
should be introduced by the Govern-
ment; but as there had been some dis-
cussion on the measure, and as the
opportunity was insisted upon, he hoped
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the hon. member for Lambton (Mr.
Mackenzie) would not press the point,
because it would only ptpone it a day
or two.

MR. MACKENZIE said, as the Pre-
mier had intimated bis intention of op-
posing the Bill, he would have to
yield.

Bill read the first time.

STARVING INDIANS AT LA CHAPELLE,
N. W. T.

QUESTION.

In reply to Mr. MILLS,

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD stated
that information had been received to the
effect that some 400 Indians in all, men,
women and children, had gone to the
Hudson Bay Station, at La Chapelle, on
the Plains, in a state of semi-starvation,
and compelled the officers of the com-
pany to give them food. The action was
compulsory.

TRADE MARKS AND INDUSTRIAL
DESIGNS BILL.

(Mr. Pope, Compton.)

FIRST READING.

House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole to consider certain resolu-
tions respecting the fees to be paid on
application for registering of trade marks
or industrial designs.

(In the Committee.)

MR. POPE (Compton) said that the
amounts paid, under the old law, were
not sufficient to cover the expense of the
work done. Besides, in the United
States they charged a fee of $30, and
Americans registered as much in Canada
as Canadians themselves. He did not
see why foreigners should not pay as
much in Canada as Canadians had to pay
abroad. Moreover, they enjoyed the
benefit of Canaan laws, and should
contribute something towards their main-
tenance. Those trade marks were valu-
able, as they covered everything. The
Canadian charge would only be $25, the
old fee being $5.

Ma. ANGLIN said that, as it semed
to be the policy of the Government to

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD.

make all they could out of the Ameri-
cans, he did ndt see there Wras any ob-
jection to this change. If they were to
frame all their laws to compel the pebple
of the United States to sustain Cana-
dian government, and pay the interest
on its debt, the policy would be admitted
to be a new one. But many Canadians
registered trade marks, and if they found
$5 difficult to pay would certainly be
embarrased by $25.

Mn. POPE said that the rate was not
very high when they considered the
duration of the privilege-that the trade
mark would last 25 years, during which
the owner would receive the protection
of Canadian laws. The law would
affect the people of France and other
foreign countries. Frenchmen now
registered largely, and should do so here
as they did under the English law.

• Ma. ANGLIN said he thought the
hiister of Agriculture should furnish
all the information the House was
entitled to on such subjects, without
having to be asked. He now began to
see the reason for this radical change,
Frenchmen would register trade marks
more on account of the increased duties
on wines.

Ma. JONES said he thought the
increase. was enormous, and that the
payments would be principally by its
own people, and not.by foreigners.

Mg. WHITE (North Renfrew) asked
was this law intended to apply to
timber.

Ma. POPE said it was not

Ma CARTWRIGHT asked was
the expense connected in registering
trade marks, under the old 'system,
greater thau the. receipte.

Ma. POPE : Yes.

MR. CARTWItIGHT said of course
it would be quite proper that an ade-
quate sum should be paid for hisprivi-
lege, but the interest of the Canadian
produoer should be specially guarded.

Mr. POPE said that, considering the
protection afforded by their Courts, a
dollar a year was not too much topay.

Industrial Designs Bl.(COMMONS.)
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B. CARTWRIGHT said that as
regards the Americans, a market of
44,000,000 would allow of a great
many more trade marks than the
Canadian markets, and might constitute
a reason for the difference in cost. If
the hon. gentleman was quite convinced
that the change in the fee was not going
to prevent the registration of trade marks,
he did not know there was much to be
said against it. It would be a misfor-
tune to interfere seriously with that re-
gistration.

Ma. SNOWBALL asked if registra-
don in Canada was binding in England.

Mn. POPE said that registration in
England would only answer for that
country. Englishmen doing business in
Canada would have to register here.

MR. MACKENZIE: I suppose the
Finance Minister will be able to register
his trade mark under this Bill. I am
sure no civilised nation will attempt to
f orge it.

Resolutions ordered to be reported.

House resumed.

Resolutions reported, read the fßrst
and aecond times, and agreed to.

MR. POPE (Compton) introduced a
Bill (No. 82) Respecting trade marks
and industrial designe.

Bill read theflrst time.

(In the Committee.)

MR. POPE (Compton) said that, at
the time this Bill was introduced, he was
not aware that a Bill introduoed ty the
hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr.
Charlton) had been passed, in 1875, that
did away with the necessity for the 7th
clause of this Bill.

MR. CHARLTON said that, at the
time the Bill referred to by the hon.
member for Compton (Mr. Pope) was
passed, the arrangement in the United
States with regard to the transport of
cattle was, that cattle should not be al-
lowed to be closed up in a railway car for
more than twenty-eight hours without
being watered and fed. In introducing
that Bill, he (Mr. Charlton) thought it
would be unfair to Canadian transport com-
panies to impose greater restrictions on
them than existed in the United States in
this respect. Since then, the American
law had been modified, and the number of
hours reduced to twentv-tour. He would
suggest the propriety of this clause being
changed so that cattle would not be
carried for a greater length of time than
twenty-four hours, the Canadian railway
companies would then be on the same
footing as the American companies. He
thought the Bill before the House was a
step in the right direction, and in the in-
terest of humanity. But if it passed as
it now stood, it would place Canadian
roads at a disadvantage in the respect he
had pointed out.

BILLS OF EXCHANGE AOTS AMEND-
MENT BILL.-[BILL 31.] B a.

ported.
(Mr. Baby.)

THIRD READING.

Bill read the third time and passed.

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES (ANIMALS)
PREVENTION BILLI.-{BiLL 55.]

(Mr. Pope, CoMptosA.)
THIRD EEADING.

Order for third:roading read

Ert. POPE (Compton) moved that the
]Bill -be not- now read the third time, but
that it Ie referred back to Committee to
make certain amendments.

Motion agreed to.
House -rewolved itselinto Committee

of the Whole.

ordered to be re-

House resumed.

Bill reported, read the thbird time and
passed.

RECEIVF&R-GENERAL AND MINISTER
OF PURLIC WORKS BILL.----[Bn. 58.]

THIRD READING.

BiB read the third time and passed.

CANADIAN POLICE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL-[BmL 54.J

(Mr MeDomald, Pictou.)
THIRD READING.

Bil considemed in Committee of the
Whole, reported, read the third time and
passed.
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SPEEDY TRIALS ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.-[Bna, 75.]

(Mr. McDonatd, Pietou.)

SECOND READING.

Order for second reading read.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said the
Bill was to amend chap. 35, Statutes of
1869. The Bill was submitted by one
of the County Court Judges of Ontario,
in order to secure greater facilities in the
direction mentioned in the title of the
Bill. Ilt appeared to him that the Act
was a desirable one, and likely to pro-
duce the object the learned Judge had in
view.

Mi. CAMERON (South Huron) said
he would like to know whether the hon.
gentlem-w had really considered the qaes-
tion at all or not.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said he
had carefully looked over and compared
the original Act and the proposed
amended Act, and he saw nothing that
lie thought was not very desirable. The

on. gentleman, of course, was more fa-
miliar with the practices of the Ontario
Courts, and it might occur to him that
some of the amendments were not desir-
able. If so, he (Mr. McDonald) was
quite sure the House and the Govern-
ment would be willing to adopt any rea-
sonablp suggestions he might make on
the sul ject.

Mi. CAMERON (South Huron) said
that all the provisions of the Bill, with
the exception of the fifth section, ap.
peared to him to be unnecessary, and
that section was undesirable and unrea-
sonable. No doubt some ddubt was ex-
pre8sed as to the power given >the lomnty
Court Judges, under the Sandfield Mac-
donald Act, to try for a different offence
to that in whieh a prisoner *w emrámit-
ted for trial, snd to conviet of a different
offence to thatýchargod in the indictaent;
but the Judges of tte -County Courts in
Ontario had universally held that, al-
though committed on one offence, yet,
being in custody, they had a perfect right
to try him on any other charge, and to con-
vict a prisoner of any other effence than
that charged, to the same extent as a jury
could, if tried by a jury. He was
àware that was the way' in- which ser-
erglof theQCounty Judges had renderedthe

law, and. in that case, sections three and
four were wholly unnecessary. As r-
garded section five, the Judges hadMi-
versally held that, when a prisonùe
elected to be tried summarily, the Judge
who presided at the trial had no power
to bail the prisoner. He was afraid
the provision in this section was not a
step in the right direction at all. The
whole aim of the present Statute wa,
that prisoners should be tried with thé
least possible delay. As the law now
stood, if a prisoner elected to be tried by
jury, he had a perfect iight to get bail,
either by order at the trial, or hy orde-
in chambers.

Ma. McDONALD (Pictou) re-d the
clauses of the old Act bearing on the
point raised.

Ma. CA MERON said he had read the
Statute fifty times, and knew all about
its provisions. The Judges had de-
cided over and over again, that while'a
prisoner was in custody upon one charge,
he could be tried under another
charge. He did not think tiere was
any doubt about that. As to section
seven, it frequently happened that Judges
adjourned the trial from day'to day,,as
circtmstances might require, and no
doubt they had a perfect right to doàsc.
These were all the provisions of his -hon.
friend's Bill thac required any commnet't.
Three of the sections were unneoessary,
and the others appeared to him to be
injudicious, and exceedingly objection-
able. He would like to draw hi
lon. friend's attentiln to anothër
matter.' He notied' that in the Local
Legislature of Ontério, 'the leader of the
Opposition there drew the attention of
the Local Government t e
necessity of asking the Bòmidion
Government to make an arendmiñt
in one of the Canadian Statutes in Whi-f
as Ontario and-Qtebetne'endrned, eiid
that was the one that had relation te
appeals from summary convictions ,

Justices of the Peace. The Attoiey-
General of Ontariar expressed his aegiti-
escenoe in the reguest of the leâdr
of the Opposition that the Doudib-
ion (overment ehould be intitYd
to amend the Statute 32-83 Vietl ah.
31, section 66. His hon. frieud #
aware that this section enablëd" the
cotiplainant or defendant, in a' ase df

[CO MMON8.] Act Amendment Bill.
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spumary trial before a Justice of the
IPeace, to *ppeal to the General Sessions
of tbe Peace. This section also provided
thatin any case appealed to the Sessions no
evidenceshould be adduced that was not
a4duced before the Justice of the Peace.
The Oatario Legislature appeared to
be, of the opinion that that was an
unwise provision. For instance, the Jus-
tiSe might, improperly and illegally, reject
the testimony of a witness tendered for
eitber side, but when the case was ap-
pealed to the Court of Quarter Sessions
saçh witnesses could not be examined, and
there was no remedy for the improper
ruling of the Justice of the Peace,
and thus gross injustice might be
done to the litigants. It was
suggested that this clause in the Act
referred to should be struck out, so
asito en.able the appellant or respondent,
wben the trial was appealed before the
Courtof Quarter Sessions, to call other
eviden.ce than tbat which was called be-
fore the Justice of the Peace. So strcng
was the opinion upon that point in
Ontario, that a law was passed some
years ago, amending the old law in
ths sense he just indicated, so
that in cases of offences against the
laws passed Ly the Local Legislature or
'within the juriadiction of the Local
Parliament, and where there was an
appeal fron a conviction by a Justice of
the Peace, respecting offences against local
laws, either party might cali any new testi-
Mony that may turn up in the meantime,
What Ontario wanted now was a similar
provision in respect to laws passed by
this, Parliament, when cases were ap-
peled to the Sessions. lie would &so
like the hon. gentleman to go a stop fur-
ther while lie was amending the Criminal
IAW. Last Session an Act was paed
aAeWinlgany party prosecuted for assault
trtestify in his own behalf, and also to
ad4Poe the evidence of his wife., le
wpula like t¡he hon. gentleman to con-
sider %hether th'e provisions of that law
ould not be amended, s0 as to extend tUe
provisions 'of that Act to all criminal
cae., He would like to see the law in
such a shape that the accused in every
case should be allowed to give evidence
'4 )4is own bqhalf; and also to adduce the
twmimky of his wife. t inight he to1ae this Session to deal with eo inpet-
at and large a question, but he tmwgted

bis hon. friend would consider the ques-
tion during the recess, and -deal with it
at the next Bession of Parliament. As
the right of an accused to be examined in
bis own behalf was now the law of the
]and in assault cases, there was no reason
why it should not be extended to every
case of iisdemeanor at least, if not to al
criminal cases. He would ask the hon.
gentleman if bis attention had not been
drawn to the point he mentioned previ-
ously by the Attorney-General of Ontario.
At all events, he desired the Minister of
Justice to give that point his consider-
ation, and incorporate it with his present
Bill.

MR. MCDONALD (Pictou) said, with
reference to the suggestion of the hon.
member for South Huron, bis attention
had not been called to it, but before the
Bill passed thi ough Committee, he would
take occasion to look at the Act referred
to, and if the amendment seemed desir-
able, he dared say the additional clause
could be inserted. He could easily fancy
the arguments which might be adduced
against the amendment suggested by the
hon. member. If that anendment should
prevail, the practical result would be that
no trial would take place b4ore a Magis-
trate, because a party accused 0rould
simply stay away and make no defence.
He would enter bis appeal, and all
that class of - cases which it was
intended by the Act should be
tried in a summary manner would
practically be tried befo-e a biglier Court.
So it appeared to him it would be almost
as well to take away the inferior juris-
dictie aud imposé upon higher jurisdic-
tion the burden of discharging the duties
required -by the Act. However, he
wotrid look into it and see what could be
done.- In reference to the suggestion as
to extension of ýthe law of evidenoe, of
course that could -not be entertained
now. Nor waa he sure, with bis present
views- on the matter,- that he should deal
with it in a manier agreeable to his hon.
friend. He had ivery serious doubta in-
deed, whether we had fnot already, both
in civil and criminal jurisprudence, gone
too fer in that direction. He had very
serious doubts as to the moral effect
produced upon the people of the coun-
try by affording litigants the right of
giving evidence in their own behalf.

.,peedy Trials
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However, they did not need to discuss
that now. He did not think the criti-
cisms of his hon. friend had in any way
affected the Bill, and he thought the
clauses might be allowed to pass as they
stood.

Bill read the second time.

ANDREW MERCER ONTARIO REFORMA-
TORY FOR FEMALES BILL.-[BLL 76.]

(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

THIRD READING.

Order for second reading read.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said this
was one of the Bills introduced at the
request of the Attorney-General of On-
tario. Under a Statute of Ontario a re-
formatory for females was established,
called the Mercer Reformatory, and this
Bill was for the purpose of enabling
females convicted of crime in criminal
Courts, to be transferred to this reform-
atory and to obtain the benefit of that
institution.

Bill read the second time, considered
in Committee of the Whole, reported,
read the third time and passed.

0

MANITOBA DOMINION LANDS ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.-[BrL, 72.]

(Sir John A. Xacdonald.)

SECOND READING.

Order for second reading read.

SiB JOHN A. MACDONALD said
this Bill was brought in for the purpose
of defining who were members of a family
in its relation to the Act respecting the
appropriation of Dominion lands in Mani-
toba. It extended to cases where the
husband or the wife were half-breeds, so
that in case of the decease of the head of
the fanily, or of the wife, every member
of the family should have his share of the
division of the family property.

MR. MACKENZIE said he under-
stood there were very serious objections
to the passage of this Bill. If he under-
stood the Bill aright, it would interfere
with the law of succession, which pre-
vailed in the Prbvince of Manitoba, and
would declare certain parties entitled to

MB. MCDONALD.

lands who were not entitled to themu
under the Provincial law. If that was
the drift of the Bill it belonged to a
very extraordinary system of legislation.
The matter was up before the late Gov-
ernment for discussion, and he was sorry
his hon. friend from Bothwell (Mr. Mills)
was not in the House at the moment, as
he could give very full information in re-
gard to the niatter. If he understood the
Bill, it would expropriate lands for parties
who Lad no title to them under the law
of the Province, and in the Provinces and
Territories. He hoped, if the hon. gentle-
man proceeded with it now, he would, at
all events, say whether these facts had
come undcr his observation or not.

Si1 JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the hon. gentleman was mistaken in
supposing this altered the law of succes-
sion. The law of succession out there
had nthing to do with it. It was an
amendment to an Act of this Dominion,
dealing with the settlement of lands of
the half-breeds.

Bill read the second time.

House resolved itself into Committee of
the Whole to consider the BilL

(In the Committee.)

Sim JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the lirst clause of the Act of which this
Bill was an amendment, provided that
each half-breed head of a family resideht
in the Province on a certain day, should
receive a certain grant of land. The
second clause provided that, for the pur-
pose of that Act, the term "half-breed
heads of families " should be held to
include mothers as well as fathers, , it
was known that, in most Jindian tibes,
the descent was on the side of. the
mother and not on the side of the father.
It also provided that, in the event of the
death of auy half-breed father or mother,
or both, between the 15th Jily, 18?0,
and the granting of the land, or the issue
of the scrip, the land, or scrip, to which
such half-breed head of the family was
entitled, should be granted or distributed
to such members of the family, on such
conditions as the Governor in Opuncil
might, from time to time, deteruine. As
there was doubt as to the meanin7 pftîhe
term " members of the family," this Act
provided that the words shall be consti-
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tuted as having been intended to include
the husband or wife of the half-breed
head and the children of the- deceased.
It simply defled the words "members
of the family," which waf a new phrase,
never before used in any Act he was
aware of.

MR. MILLS said Le supposed the de-
finition of what was meant by a family,
night be derived from the decisions of

the Courts at various times in England
and in this country. Of course, whoever
these parties might be, whatever rights
were created by the Statute which this
Bill proposed to amend, if they were at
all vested, were already personal rights;
and, if a definition were now given not
in strict consonance with the decisions
heretofore arrived at by the Courts, cer-
tain parties might be divested of rights
which they had already been vested with
by the operation of the former Statute.
With regard to what was to be done
with the property of those who had died
without leaving behind them any per-
sons embraced in the term family, if the
riglit was a vested right in the ordinary
sense of the term, it had passed from
our j urisdiction, and came under the law
relating to property and civil rights of
that Province in which it was situated.
The view he had taken of the whole sub-
ject was this: that the rights created by
this Statute were not vested rights in the
sense in which that term was used, and
that, where the familv was extinct before
the property which each was to receive
was specifically marked ont by the
Crown,*it, in fact, lapsed or escheated to
the Crown. It was declared that certain
parties should have certain grants of
lands. These parties, or their families,
might, at any time, ask for their grants
under this provision; but, if none of the
persons named in the Statute as benefi-
cially entitled remained; if the family
was extinet before the land was vested h
them, their heirs or desedan.ts could
not claim it, and it reverted to 'the
Crown. The right he regarded as an in-
choate and limited right, limited strictly
to the persons named inthe Statute, and,
until there was a specific grant, there
were no heirs recognisable. It was a
right confined to the family, and, in its
immaturity, perished with them. That
beig the case, he did not see wby we

82

should provide for the passing of the pro-
perty to any,9ther persons.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
lie agreed that no right which was at all
vested under the Act of 1874 should be
affected by this law, and in the fifth
clause it was stated that all vested rights
under the previous Acts should be ob-
served. He agreed with the hon. gentle-
man, also, that the right obtained by
the half-breeds, as a whole, was an in-
choate right. It was quite clear
that an Act of the Dominion Parliament
could only be effectually amended or re-
pealed by the Dominion Parliament.
The first clause of this Bill defined what
the meaning of " members of the family "
was. In the original Act the meaning
was very indefinite ; there was no defini-
tion as to who the members of a family
might be. The meaning in England,
where there was no tribal system,
could be scarcely applicable to the sys-
tem in the North-West. The question
was simply whether it was reasonable
that the husband, head of the family, in
case the wife were the head of the familv,
under the Act, or the wife, in case the
husband were the head, should be in-
cluded among the members of the family,
and share in the estate. This question
had been pressed on the Department,
and, therefore, must have arisen in the
Law Courts of Manitoba. It was greatly
on the side of justice that this provision
should be made.

On section 3,

Mi., JILLS
gentlemen could
this clause.

said le thought Ion.
not consistently receive

SRa JOHN A. MACDONALD said
Le recognised the point ôf the hon. gen-
tlemads contention, and he would not
proceed further until he had conferred
with his colleagues.

Progress ordered to be reporte.

H ouse resumed.

Progress reported.
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PENITENTIARY ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.--{MuL 51.]

(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

SECOND READING.

Order for second reading read.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said the
first clause merely amended section 4,
sub-section 44 of 38 Victoria, chap. 44,
and merely enabled the Warden to exer-
cise his discretion in giving a gratuity te
a discharged convict, provided he was
not going to return to the place at which
he received his sentence. The second
clause was the principal one. It provided
that :

« The Governor in Council may appoint a
fit and proper person to be the Accountant of
Penitentiaries, who shall be an officer of the
Department of Justice, and who shall receive
such salary as may be voted by Parliament.
He shall be charged generally with the direc-
tion, inspection, and audit of the books,
accounts, money transactions, and financial
affairs of the Penitentiaries, and with such
other powers and duties with which the In-
spector is now charged as may be assigned to
him by order of the Governor in Council; and
from and after the appointment of such
Accountant, the powers and duties of the
Inspector in respect of the matters with which
the Accountant may be charged shall cease."

Uilnder the law, the Governor in Council
appointed an accountant or clerk to each
Penitentiary, and the only supervision
now exercised over these several account-
ants was that which the inspector might
be able to make during his annual visite,
or whenever he happened to visit the
Penitentiary. It was thought desirable,
however, to have an officer whose especial
duty would be the supervision and
inspection of the books and accounts of
Penitentiaries, without any material
increased cost in regard to the adminis-
tration of Penitentiaries. It was mani-
fest that this provision should be made
in order that this work might be effici-
ently performed.

Mn. MACKENZIE said that this
Bill, though practically a matter of no
importance in the first part, provided in
the second section for the appointment of
another Penitentiary Inspector. It was
the duty of the present inspector to in-
spect the accounts of the Penitentiaries
precisely the same as the Inspector of the
Ontario Government. That gentleman
had to inspect the accounts as well as

SIR JOHN A. MÀCDoNALD.

the discipline of the gaols of Ontario, of
all the reformatories under the charge of
the Government, of the Penitentiary at
Toronto-for the Central Prison was,
practically, a Penitentiary ;-then he
had all the lunatic asylums to attend to ;
whereas the Dominion Penitentiary In-
spector had only the Penitentiaries of
Ontario, Quebecj and the Maritime
Provinces.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): And of
the Provinces of Manitoba and British
Columbia.

MR. MACKENZIE said the present
Government had thought it desirable to
send Mr. Moylan to these remote places,
but the local inspectors had previously
done that work. The hon. gen-
tleman had given no reason why
this additional appointment should be
made. Mr. Moylan ought to be compe-
tent to do the work, and if he was not
competent some one could be easily ob-
tained who was. The public ought not
to be asked to appoint another inspector
after he (Mr. Mackenzie) had shown
clearly that the work of the Dominion
inspector was not a tithe of the work
done by the Inspecting Officer of Ontario.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD said
he thought the hon. gentleman was
rather mistaken in regard to Mr. Lang-
muir's duties. The accounts of the
county prisons were audited by the
county officers of the -county and munici-
pality. The Inspector of Prisons in
Ontario had nothing to do with the ac-
counts, except to see that any grants
made by the Government of Ontario had
been properl' expended.

Mn. MACKENZIE : That only re-
lates to the jails. That is not half the
work.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
there were only one or two Asylums and
the Central Prison in addition, besides
one or two charitable institutions that
were assisted by the Government.

MR. MACKENZIE·: There is a Blind
Asylum and a Deaf and Dumb Asylum.

SuR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Yes,
those are two of the charitable institu-
tions, but I take it there is no auditing
done there by Mr. Langmuir.

Amendment Bill.(CO-MLMON E ]
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MR. MACKENZIE: Yes.

Si JOHN A. MACDONAL) said
lie was sure no man could do all that
work. The Bill under consideration
provided for the auditing and careful
examination by an accountant of all the
accounts of the Penitentiaries. It was a
work that could be done, perhaps, by
the Finance Department or the Auditor-
General's Department, but some officer
should be detailed other than the in-
spector, whose business was to attend to
the discipline and see that the whole
machinery was in order.

M.i MACKENZIE said that if the
lhon. gentleman would look at the report
of Mr. Langmuir for one year, lie would
fnd ont what he had done ; and by look-
ing at the report of the Minister of Jus-
tice he would observe the work done
by Mr. Moylan. Mr. Langmuir had
to visit five lunatic asylums, containing
about 2,000 patients. The accounts of
these institutions were wholly under the
control of Mr. Langmuir. -Then there
was the Provincial Penitentiary at To-
ronto, man by Mr. Langmuir. Then
there were e charitable institutions, to
which the Government paid a certain
proportion, according to the number of
inmates-such as orphan asylums and
institutions of a cognate character. Then
there were the, general hospitals which
received a proportion of the Provincial
revenue. The accounts of all these in-
stitutions had to be inspected by this
officer. There was in every county, or
union of counties, a jail, and in some
counties more than one, and these had
to be inspected by the Provincial in-
spector, and no one could say that the
amount of work this officer discharged
was not largely in excess of that done
by the present Inspector of Peniten-
tiaries. He must enter his solemn pro-
test against the creation of this office
when there was not work enough for the
officer who ]lad charge of this business.

MR. MCDONALD (Pictou) said it
was highly desirable that there should be
an accountant to examine the books of
the various Penitentiaries where they
had large factories and workshope, and
where stock was to be purchased, wages
paid, and where there were all the intri-
cacies of a large and extensive business.

He was under the impression that a
large amount of money had been lost to
the country, owing to the want of this
supervision, while the additional expense
to the administration of Penitentiaries
would be but small.

MR. CARTWRIGHT: What salary
wonld you propose to pay this acceount-
ant?

MR. McDONALD : Fron $1,200 to
$1,400 a year.

MR. OUIMET said he thought the
reasons given by the hon. the Minister of
Justice with regard to having a proper
officar to examine the accounts of these
institutions, was quite correct. As lie
understood the present Act, this was the
duty of the Inspector of the Peniten-
tiaries. In the Bill before the House,
it was provided for the appointment of a
new officer, who was not controlled by
the Inspector of Penitentiaries, and he
did not belong to that office. He thougiht
it was dividing a responsibility which
heretofore rested on the Inspector of
Penitentiaries, and lie did not think it
was advisable to divide that responsi-
bility, and create a new machinery in
that office which was complete enough at
present. For those reasons, he would
suggest to the Minister of Justice that
lie should provide that this office, which
belongs to the office of the Inspector,
the holder to be responsible to him, and
through him, to the Minister of Justice,
so as to have the whole machinery work-
ing together. He thought that that
would be enough, unless it were deemed
better to acquire an officer outaide the
Department to look after the matter,
more financial than administrative. But
any accountant appointed ought to
belong to the Inspector's office.

Mn. MACKENZIE said what was to
prevent the travelling financial inspector,
who inspected the accounts of the Inter-
colonial Railway, from inspecting the ac-
countant'sbooksinthePenitentiary. There
was a good deal of force in the remarks of
the hon. member for Laval (Mr. Ouimet),
as te dividing the responsibility. He
was now charged with duties which the
hon. gentleman was taking a vote to ap-
point another person to do. They were
told he was unable to discharge them.
But if it was essential to appoint another
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individual, he ought to be responsible to
the inspector, and through him report to
the Government. But he (Mr. Macken-
zie) could not believe-and no evidence
had been offered by the Government to
show-that the inspector was so hardly
worked as to be unable to look over the
books of the accountants of the various
Penitentiaries. Unless that was shown
the hon. gentleman sbould not ask the
flouse to appoint another official.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said he had
not stated the inspector was not com-
petent for his functions, but, that in his
opinion, the appointment of another offi-
cer and the subdivision of the labour
proposed, was for the public interest. It
was his belief, and the opinion of the De-
partment, that a very much larger sum
would be saved by the appointment of an
officer charged with the sole duty of mak-
ing a proper inspection, regularly investi-
gating the vouchers, and seeing that the
books were regularly kept, and that all
the financial affairs of the institutions
were correctly looked after by the clerks,
whose salaries were limited to $600 or
$700 a year.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said that the
hon. gentleman was in error; the ac-
countants in Kingston and St. Vincent
de Paul had $1,000.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said that
that sum would not command the ser-
vices of a first-çlass accountant. He
had cousidered the suggestion of the hon.
member for Laval before, and did not
think it well to accede to it, for the
reasons lie (Mr. McDonald) had given, it
would be better that this accountant
should be directly under the control of
the Minister having charge of the De-
partment. He wished again to say that
his desiring the passing of those resolu-
tions did not indicate any doubt of the
competence of the present Inspector to
discharge the duties of the office ; but lie
thought, owingto the amount of his work,
that this work would be better done by
the appointment he asked. The sugges-
tion of the member for Lambton, with
regard to the travelling Inspector, would
be considered.

MR. OUIMET asked for explanations
as to the extraordinary powers that might
he assigned by order of the Governor in
Council.

MR. MACKENZIE.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said the
Governor in Council was to have power to
redistribute the duties and responsibili-
ties of the inspector and those account-
ants. He took it for granted that this
duty would be exercised only in case of
necessity-the Statute pointed out the
duties of the inspector, and he took it
for granted that he could not be inter-
fered with, unless there should be some
pressing reason for it. The duty of the
inspector would be to keep such super-
vision over the statements, and the finan-
cial concerns of every Penitentiary with-
in the jurisdiction of a Department, as
would secure the due and proper keep-
ing of the Penitentiary accounts.

MR. OUIMET said that, when the
Bill was passed by the late Government,
there were three Inspectors of Peniten-
tiaries. He thought it would be better
to come back to the old system, and create
two offices instead of one of Inspectors of
Penitentiaries.

Motion for second reading agreed to,
on a division.

Bill read the second tim4
It being Six o'clock the Speaker left

the Chair.

After Recess.

WAYS AND MIEANS.-THE TARIFF.

ADJOURNED DEBATE.

flouse resumed the adjourned debate
on the proposed motion of Mr. Tilley,
for the second reading of resolutions
relative to duties of Customs and Excise,
reported from Committee of Ways and
Means (April 9th).

Mi. TILLEY: I purpose calling the
attention of the House, for a short time,
to the remarks that were made,
especially by the hon. members in
Opposition from New Brunswick, be-
cause in answering their arguments I
think I will be able to answer the argu-
ments that have been presented by hon.
members on the other side of the House,
from all parts of the Dominion. In the
first place, I think it was observed dur-
ing last Session by hon. members,
that, when any attack was made on the
Administration, it was responded to by
a declaration that when the Opposition
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were in power they did precisely the
same thing.

An HoN. MEMBER : Or worse.

Mn. TILLEY : Judging fron the
course taken during this debate, I have
arrived at the conclusion that that ine of
argument has been taken on the present
occasion and during this Session. It is
not entirely an answer to the argu-
ments presented on this side of
the Hlouse; but the hon. member
from South Brant (Mr. Paterson) said
the other night in justification of a
remark lie made, that I asked an hon.
member whether there was anything in-
consistent in the political conduct of gen-
tlemen on this side of the House. This
question was put with a view to meeting
arguments of members on this side. I
think my hon. friends opposite have en-
deavoured to meet the arguments in
favour of this tariff by striving to find
some inconsistency in my conduct as a re-
presentative of New Brunswick, in order
to strengthen their arguments or
make good their opposition to the
tariff. We4tad speeches from the mem-
ber for Que ri's (Mr. King), and I must
say that, from his standpoint-though I
entirely differ with him-he put bis
points very clearly, and made a very cre-
ditable maidenspeech ; but I entirely dis-
sent from the grounds on which lie based
his arguments, as well as from the argu-
ments themselves. We have had state-
ments made by the member for North-
umberland (Mr. Snowball), as to the
unfair bearing of these propositions upon
New Brunswick and the lumber trade.
We have had a speech from the late
Minister of Customs (Mr. Burpee) and
bis colleague from the city and county of
St. John (Mr. Weldon) in the same
direction, and speeches from several
members whose seats are contested, ëke
My own ; and, of course, I can quite un-
derstand that those gentlemen were
anxious to make speeches that would
help them, if possible, in the approach-
m1g elections. There are several
others in this condition, however-and
I arn not at all alarmed, in that case, as
to the result of the enquiry ; or, if we
had to go to the people, I would be pre-
pared, as in days passed, to present
mY case to my constituents, and
T am certain I could present one that

would merit and receive their approval
and endorsement. Now, Sir, in the first
place, it bas been said that I was incon-
sistent. Though this array of talent from
the Province of New Brunswick pre-
sented their case so strongly here,
even the late Minister of Customs, the
hon. member for Westmoreland, the
late Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
and the member for Gloucester, with all
his ability, with all the arguments they
could bring to bear, were not considered
sufficient, but they must have my hon.
friend, who sits there reading now, who
had to point out that Ihad occupied asome-
what distinguished position in the Pro-
vince of New Brunswick, and that my
name was dishonoured, execrated, be-
cause I had introduced a measure to
Parliament that was going to crush the
people of New Brunswick. That
champion had to stand up here, when I
know his constituents have declared
in favour of the proposition submitted to
Parliament, and argue to show that my
name was desecrated in that Province.
It is said that I am entirely inconsistent.
And my hon. friend the leader of the
Opposition, too, said that my course was
inconsistent, inasmuch as I declared one
thing on the hustings at St. John, and
that I presented a different proposition
here ; that my position was not honest,
and was not tenable. J recollect
very well that the hon. member for
Halton (Mr. Macdougall), the other
night, quoted a speech of the hon. mem-
ber for Lambton(Mr.Mackenzie), toshow
that that gentleman was inconsistent. I
have never been in Scotland and made
a Free-trade speech in one city, and a
Protection speech in another. J have
never held two different opinions with
reference to this question, Sir. Now,
let me see the position I take. My hon.
friend said that, in the city of St. John,
I said that, if I had been in power in 1875,
I would increase the duties. I said that
then, and I say it now, because at that
time we wanted a little more money than
was required in 1873 from Customs.
What was the fact in reference to that
matter? In my place in Parliament, in
1873, I stated that the Government did
not contemplate proposing any additional
taxation to Parliament, but, in view of
the increased liabilities, it would be ne-
cessary to come down next Session for a
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change of tariff. In 1874, if there bad
been need for some additional revenue
from Customs, we would have raised it
upon articles that were not manufactured
in the country, and at the same time
afforded indirect Protection to the indus-
tries of the country. That is what we
would have done. Then hon. members
say that 1 stated in the speeches I made
that I was opposed to an increase of tax-
ation, that we did not want any increase
of taxation, that what we wanted was a
readjustment of the tariff. If 1 erred at
all in the line I took in the discussion;
if I erred in any of the conclusions at
which I arrived, it was because I
had placed too much confidence in the
calculations of my predecessor, with
reference to the amount of revenue we
would receive from Customs. He assumed
$13,750,000 as the receipts from Customs,
and I do not hesitate to say to-day that,
if it had been shown by the receipts up
to the present time, or for the first six
months in the current year, that we were
to receive $13,750,000 from Customs,
instead of asking an increase from 17,
to 20 per cent., we would have been able
to leave it at 17k, if not reduce it, because
we would not have required over that
sum. And, therefore, I stated that it
would not be necessary to increase the
taxation. But we wanted a readjust-
ment of the tariff. It was argued that the
proposition of the Opposition was to im-
pose a United States tariff on the Do-
minion of Canada, and, when we did that,
to show clearly and distinctly that such
a proposition would give us double the
Customs revenue we receive at the pre-
sent moment. That never could be con-
templated by a Government, or by an
Opposition, but what we said was simply
that what we required was from
$13,500,000 to $14,000,000 from Cus-
toms, and from $4,000,000 to $5,000,000
from Excise, and the tariff would be im-
posed to raise that sum of money. That
beirig done, all that was necessary was to
give athe same time Protection to the
industries of the country. There was
nothing inconsistent in that at all. That
was our line of argument, and I say here
that I went on to point out the necessity
of giving Protection to our manufactures
and industries. Did I not, over
and over again, point out-as a mem-
ber said in his place the other day,

MR. TILLEY.

that I stated to a depritation in the lum-
ber interests that this was a waning in-
terest-did I not point out to a meeting
in New Brunswick that our lumber
trade must be steadily decreasing from
year to year, and it was absolutely
necessarv for us to find some other in-
dustry to which our people should turn
their attention, and not bave their whole
energies directed to that trade, although,
at the present time, producing more than
England and the United States would
take from us? Did I not point out it
was necessary to construct manufactories,
and give employment to our people upon
those water powers that are now used in
the manufacture of lumber ? Did I not
point out in other addresses that it was
absolutely necessary, if this Dominion
was to become what under Providence
I believed it was destined to be, that we
should find some other employment for
our people, so as to retain them in the
country, instead of having them go off
by hundreds and thousands to the United
States ? There was nothing inconsistent
then in the line of conduct I took with
the proposition that has been submitted
to the House. The hon. gentlemen
have looked up my speeches since
1864. Why did not thev, if they could,
put their hand on a single argument that
I used inconsistent with this ? Why
did they not show the inconsistency?
But it has not been done, and cannot
be done. Hon. members laugh, but
can they put their hand upon it ? In
addition to that, let me say there is an
attempt made to renew the old feeling,
the old anti-Confederate feeling. My
hon. friend from the city and county of
St. John, who has always been an anti-
Confederate, spoke in that strain, and J
was not at all surprised to hear him, with
lamentation and mourning, speak of the
pr4ent condition of the country. He
had prophesied that before, and other
hon. gentlemen did the same thing. It
was asserted that, beeause I, at the close
of my first Budget speech, indicated that
there was a great future before this Do-
minion, the House was told that no de-
pendence could be placed on any
prophecy of mine, that my prophecies
with reference to Confederation had
not been realised, and therefore my pro-
phecies with reference to this tariff, and
the future of the country would not be
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realised either. My hon. friend from arrive at a fair test of the taxation of
Queen's stated, and he was followed by the Provineç is net on the general
several other bon. members, as a proof receipte; it is net upen the sums
of the fallacy of my calculations, that paid for the maintenance of railways,
in 1864 I asserted, and asserted boldly, post-offices and public works generally.
they said, that $2.75 per head, and sub- We must look A what we are assessed
sequently $3 per head, as taxation of the in the shape of Customs and Excise, be-
population of the Dominion, would be cause we have obtained receipts in re-
all that was necessary for a quarter of a turu for the expense of maintaining
century to come. I did say raiiways, so tley should net be taken
that, Mr. Speaker; I did say into account. To make up this sum of
that. But let us look at the $7 per head, we have to add $464,000,
circumstances and the position of matters whicl was very exceptional in its charac-
then and now. What was the fact? ter that year, on account of the great
The hon. member for Westmoreland the fire in St John, whicl destroyed ail the
other day said that, under the first propo- stocks of goods in the city. That fire
sition that was agreed to at required, during the last year, an addi-
Quebec - and that statement was tionav taxation of between $400,000 and
made before the alterations were made $500000. That w s held up to-day by
afterwards in London -the whole hion, gentlemen te make the people of
policy of the deputation, at that time, New Brunswick, and this buse, believe
wpas to draw as lightly as possible from that this is the average sum New Bruns-
the Dominion when organised, and te wick pays per lead. But take out of
leave the separate Provinces ti manage that the sums paid from whici we ob-
as economically as possible, and cake tained a eturn, and y e will find that
the charge on general revenue as light the average for the years 1875, 1876 and
as possible. Now, what was the fact i 1877, was $1,391,464, as receipts from
The fact was that, notwithstanding that Customs and Excise in New Brunswick.
arrangement was altered before Confed- his su includes receipts froin the Sick
eratien tok place, int the first three and Disabled Seamen's Fund, ana
years of Cenfederation, thougl we bad Weights and Measures, arounting to
griven an additional sùm te ail the Pro- $14,000. That is the average for fthe
vilcesr and made additional charges on two years preceding the last year, which
the revenue of the Dominion, it may be is an exceptional one. Now, wat is
seen by the Customs and Excise returns the fact witli reference to this nmatter ?
that the taxation was but a fraction over had a letter fron a friend in St. John

3 pe head during the first three years the other day, and lie tells us what the
of Conftderation If I erred at ail, it m atter is. Ie says there are as any

was with reference te the wonderful copies of the Globe circulated through
prosperity that las attended Confedera- the county of St. Joln to-day as if we
the cLet me point eut the factthat, were on the eve of a general electon.
subsequentlye we came dwn te Parlia- Our hon. friends opposite, especially the
Tent and assumed the debts of ail the one from St. John, ust be anticipating

Provinces, amounting te somehing ]ike an election, for these papers are sent te
S10,000;O50 or $101,000,000 from Onta- the electors without money and without
rie and Quebec. We then gave addi- price.
tiNnal subsidies t some df the Provincs bl
iflcreasing these charges on the general M.MCEZE Sili ildrevenuet What is the state of the case good.
to-day? The late Minister of Custons M . TILLe : That remains te be
stated-or, at ail events,,sow.e of tlie bon. seed. I doubt it mysef. But, i view
naemibers did-that new the taxes of ef the statement that liad been mnade, I

Brunswick averaged $7 per head dlaim a litt e tme in order te show wbat
paid into the Dominion Treasury, and the position of New Brunswick is. The
that, 'nder the operation of thisT tarifs, it average was $,391,464, and under the

euld amounto te, $9.50 or $10 per lhea. arrangement foer New Brunswick,
herw this was a very unfair way f she bas a ban of $63,000, wbich was

thating the case. The only way we f ar given er fer ten years, she receives
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direct in the payment of the interest
upon lier debt, and a Êtbsidy of $128,475,
which is equal, within a few cents per
head, of the whole sum she contributes,
making no reference whatever to the ex-
penditure for Civil Service, or for Inter-
colonial Railway, or harbours, or rivers,
or breakwaters, or on the Pacifie Rail-
way. Now it is said that New Bruns-
wick pays a duty upon articles that are
brought from Ontario and Quebec. But
we must remember that St. John has the
trade of a part of Nova Scotia, and a
large portion of the revenue credited to
New Brunswick is really paid by the
people of Nova Scotia, and amply makes
up for whatever she may contribute in
the shape of duties directly to Montroal
or Quebec. We know perfectly well that,
as far as New Brunswick is concerned, if
she buys any goods at all from Ontario
and Quebec, they are goods in Excise or
in bond, and they pay Excise duty in the
Province of New Brunswick. So much
for reference to our financial condition.
I know the time was, and I have
been threatened with it again, that
I would be execrated, and be
so unpopular in New Brunswick
that I could not carry a constituency. Lu
1864, after we had agreed upon this
Quebec scheme, I went back to New
Brunswick with the propositions con-
tained in these resolutions passed at
Quebec. We dissolved the Legislature
of New Brunswick and had a general
election, and, as the lion. member for
Gloucester stated the other dav, we were
defeated in the contest. So great was
the feeling at the time against me, that
I could not obtain a hearing on a husting
before that election. The lion. member
for Gloucester recollects that perfectly
well. I had always a posse of friends to
see me home from public meetings
my life was not considered safe.

,MR. ANGLIN: I contradict that
positively and at once. The hon. mem-
ber was never interfered with in a public
meeting.

MR. TILLEY: No, never interfered
with ; but it was a humiliating position
when the hon. member for Gloucester
had to stand upon the platform of the
city of St. John and ask the people who
were preventing me from speaking, to
give me a hearing.

MR. TILLEY.

MR. ANGLIN: I never did any-
thing of the kind ; 1 will have a thousand
witnesses to that fact in the city of
St. John.

Ma. TILLEY: I have advocated a
cause that was unpopular at the tinie,
but it became popular, and if I am un-
popular with reference to this position,
it will become popular also. I know
well that I was never personally inter-
fered with, but excitement ran high, and
my friends did go home with me fron 1
meetings. We were defeated. We dis-
cussed this question though we had a
short time to do it in-two or three
months to reach the length and breadth
of the Province of New Brunswick. And
then it was a cry of taxation
-the sane cry that we. hear to-day-
that the people of New Brunswick were
to be subjected by this Confederation to
enormous and increased taxation. Well,
we were defeated. We had but eleven
out of a House of forty-one ; all the re-
presentatives of the city and county of
St. John were defeated. But in six
months after that, being perfectly at
leisure, I visited eleven out of sixteen
counties in the Province. We held
meetings, and the result was that the
year after, when p'eople had time to re-
flect upon this question, when they had
thought the matter over, they reversed
the verdict. It was not because the
Fenians came ento our frontier. The hon.
member for Gloucester made a very
singular admission the other night. H1e
said the Fenians were brought in at
Eastport to frighten the people into
Confederation. I saw some three hun-
dred of them. They visited one of the
islands, and deatroyed some buildings
there, tore down the British flag, and
made various demonstrations. And then
the hon. member said he was in the Gov-
ernment.

MR. ANGLIN: I was not in the
Government at that time.

MR. TILLEY : But you spoke of your
connection with the Government, as hav-
ing had a tendency towards that direc-
tion. The hon. gentleman being a mem-
ber of the Government,I certainly thought
lie meant he was in some way connected
with it-that his connection with the
Government, and the cry with refer-
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ence to the Fenians had produced this
feeling of alarm into the Province. It
was stated on the hustings of St. John
that Tiller had really brought these
Fenians there ; and I recollect that
Colonel Grav said at the time that
Tilley rmust be a wonderful man if he
could induce all the poor servant
girls in the United States to
contribute money out of their earn-
ings towards this Fenian movement.
But it was not the Fenian movement
t' at wrought this change ; it was the
sober second thought of the people, and,
when they came to the polls again, out of
forty-one members there were only eight
returned in opposition to Confederation.
Then we went on year after year. I
recollect, six or nine months after Con-
federation, there was a good deal of feel-
ing in New Brunswick, with .reference
to the assimilation of regulations in the
Customs Department. I recolleet a
friend saying to me: "Mr. Tilley, do
you not feel uncomfortable with the feel-
ing that is manifested here against the
Confederation by some of your old
friends ?" No, I said, I did not ; I did
feel it to a certain extent, but I have
such an abiding faith that at the expira-
tion of five years the people will be per-
fectly satisfied that I am content to wait
five years for the vindication of my
course. Well, J waite.d five years. At
the close of five years, in 1872, when we
returned to New Brunswick, though we
had been in the Government here five
years, carrying on the business of Con-
federation in a most successful manner, I
was able to go back to the constituency
of St. John, and there receive: a support
such as I had seldom received, after this
union had been in existence for five
years. i found that there was scarcely a
man who came to the hustings, but was
prepared to support the Administration
and to declare that Confederation had
worked more favourably than they ex-
pected. They had been told, in 1866,
that Canadian labour would go down in
the Province of New Brunswick, and
that they would have French labour for
1s. per day. I pointed out to them
that all their minsgivings were baseless,
and I said to them: Are you not
receiving better wages than .before ?
and they said yes, and I received a
hearty hearing, without any interruption

whatever, and the very large support of
my own constituency, and throughout
the length and breadth of New Bruns-
wick. That was the result of the five
years' experience of Confederation. With
reference to this matter, the hon. mem-
ber for Westmoreland, among the rest,
declared on the hustings, in 1872, that
he came here with his sympathies in
favour of the Opposition, because he had
been an anti-Confederate. After sitting
here for five years, he made up his mind
that the present Administration in 1872
were the best men. because they were
more liberal to the Maritime Provinces
than the Opposition. That was the gen-
eral impression that prevailed with
reference to this policy, but it only re-
quired a change of Government in 1873
to make it universally acceptable.
Men who had been opposed to Confeder-
ation accepted the position after the hon.
gentlemen opposite came into power.
Of course, they had their fair
share in the Administration of the
Government, because the party then in
power was very largely composed of anti-
Confederates, and in 1874 I had the
satisfaction of hearing universal peace
proclaimed, and Confederation accepted.
Now things are changed. These gentle-
men have passed to the opposite side of
the House, and, when a proposition is
submitted which, under the changed
circumstances of the country, in the
judgment of the Government, is abso-
lutely necessary, which will give Pro-
tection to our manufacturing, agricul-
tural and mining interests, we find
those gentlemen who were formerly
opposed to, and some who were in favour
of, Confederation, rising up and declaring
these propositions are going to ruin
the country, and are one of the results
which some of them had predicted of
Confederation. Now, I desire to con-
sider the effect which this proposal is
likely to have, in my judgment, upon
New Brunswick, and, when I say New
Brunswick, it will have the same effect
upon every other part of the Dominion,
but I say so because the arguments
of my bon. friends have been pre-
sented especially in regard to New
Brunswick. The hon. member for North-
umberland (Mr. Snowball) and the bon.
member for Queen's (Mr. King) both
spoke of the effect this tariff would have
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on the lumber interest, but, before I a gentleman connected with this associa-
touch that, let me state the effect I be- tion, declared the increase fror 1871 to
lieve it is calculated to have on the manu- 1875 was greater in proportion than the
facturing industries of New Brunswick. increae from 1861 to 1871. In 1873
According to a statement made by Mr. we had as mucl Protection neariy as we
Everett, the president of the Manufactur- will have under the propositions n ow be-
ers' Association of the city and county fore the buse, against the United
of St. John, of the manufacturing indus- States. Under our 15 percent. tarif then,
tries of the city and county of St. John which with the higl rates of labour in the
in 1874, as compared with 1878, giving United States formed practicai Protec-
the amount of capital invested, the num- tion, our industries could compete suc-
ber of males and females employed, and cessfuiiy with those of the United
the annual wages paid, it appears that in States, and did not require the legisiative
1874 there were 8,428 males, 1,769 fe- shield to be thrown around them that is
males employed in these manufacturing now required aud is given by these
industries, and that in 1878, the number resolutions. The depressed condition of
employed was reduced to 5,031 males, and trade, and the sharp competition fron
1,821 females; that the capital invested the manufacturers of the United States,
in 1874, was $7,966,000, against wbo made our country a siaughter
$5,730,300 in 1878 ; and that the labour market for their surplus goods, howevcr,
paid in 1874 was $3,605,720, against caused opr industries to decline, and
81,825,645 in 1878. This return gave necessitated the introduction of a Protec-
the results of the different industries. tive tarifE. Since the 14th of last month,
Take for instance, the boot and shoe many of those manufactories which. had
manufacturers. In 1874, 1,071 persons closed dowu have been re-opened. An
vere ernpaoyed in this industry againgt Act was passed in the Legisature, a few
695in 1878. Imentiontthis industry alone days ago, to incorporate a company for a
to show the faiiing off sine 1874, down to, sugar rfinery ; application' has been
1878, and Mr. Everett, in his letter made to axtend a cotton manufactory, and
to me last January or Fwbruary, accom- increase tue capital of t e com-
panying the statement, states that then pany; the gluss works are aain
the number of persons employed in the in operation. We have been
different industries was stilS further re- tod h rere that these propositions
duced. will not benefit the africulturai inter-

MR. ANGLIN :What is the cause? 1 ests at ail. If we can give ncw life ani
impetus to the manufcturing industries

MR. TILLEY: There are two causes, of the Dominion, icrease the number of
one owing.to the depression of trade, the men and women employed, give them
other to, tte unfair competition from remunerative wages and pienty of cm-
ltanufacturers in the United States. ployment, though we did not give one

Several Ho-,-. MEMBEwS: No. cent directly to tUe agricultural intersts,
the revival of these industries nd con-

MR. TILLEY : Suppose wc dea witli sequent employment of these people
New Brunswick aonce bot ieve that would create a bore market for the
within twelve months this former pros- agriculturist, where Uc could, as in
perity wil bc largeiy rcstorcd. 1 do not 1873, get profitable returns for wbat Uy
expeet that our business will corne up had to, seli. If we do nothing else but
to whaw it was in 1874, but that a de- give vitality and life to these industries,
cided improvement will resut. In wc shah have accompiisbed a great deal.
1875 when I pointed to the exhibition But we do more. The hon. member for
that took place in St. John, an exhibi- NortFumberland, and the bon. niember
tion that woud have been creditabie t, for Qucen's calculated that it woud cost
any of the Provinces, I caled attention the manufacturer of iumber, under this
to the fact that in tUe census return of tariff, 60c. a tbousand feet to get out
1861, to e vaue of manofactures, not their lumber. Why, if that wcre tUe
incudinc slips and Uniber, was case, te lumbermen wouid bave to pay
$3,1i50,000, and in 1871 their value w c the whoe of the additional sum required
over $8,000,000; and that Mr. Evcrett, from New Brunswick. But tbat is not

Mee. TILLEY.
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correct. They will have to pay some-
thing more for their oats than before,
and the agriculturist will benefit by that
additional priee. I said I had two
or three letters of complaint with
reference to this tariff. What are
the natures of these complaints ?
One letter contains the complaint that
we have an ad valorem and specific duty
on cotton and woollen goods, which
makes it difficult to pass the entries.
The other two complained that a duty
was placed on corn and cornmeal, but I
have two in my hand in which the
writers complain that the duty on corn
and cornmeal was not higher in the
agricultural interest. That is the extent
of the complaints that have reached me.
As far as the agricultural interests in the
Lower Provinces are concerned, they
will be benefitted by getting an increased
home market for their productions, and
increased prices for some of their articles.
The hon. member for Northumberland
said: "See how muchMiramichi will suf-
fer." Well, I admit that, perhaps, Mira-
michi will suffer a little in the future, not
bv the change inthe tariff, but, perhaps, by
the change of Government. Some of
the manufacturing industries may not
be able to sell deal ends at a dollar and a
half a cord more than firewood could
be laid down for at the railway. Some
of those industries, one in particular,
may suffer in that direction, but, with
reference to the tariff, the sufferings will
be very light. Let us look at it.
I am not a liumberruan, but know some-
thing about the supplies sent into
the woods. We will take, for instance,
the article of pork. How much addi-
tional will the lumberman have to pay
on that? 10c. a barrel. On tea he
vill pay less, and on molasses a slight
ncrease. Then, as to the tobacco, under

our propositions, by using the commoner
kinds of tobacco instead of Canadian
twist at 1 Oc. a pound, he will pay but
4c. per pound. Most of those persons
take their own supplies - and horses.
They used the blankets they manufac-
tured themselves, and if they bought
their blankets, they could now get them
as cheap as under the old tariff. He made
statements before me that those per-
sOns engaged in the woollen manufac-
tures had not increased the prices of
their goods. The competition will be so

great that there will be no practical in-
crease under the operation of this tariff,
and a better article will be produced, not
an article heavily weighted with ingre-
dients, as many of those imported were,
to give it a substantial appearance, but
Canadian blankets made out of Canadian
wool. As regards flour, if the state-
ments of the leader of the Opposition
and other hon. gentlemen be true, the
duty on wheat and flour will not increase
the price to the consumer.

MR. ANGLIN : Is it true?

MR. TILLEY: In the northern part
of New Brunswick, it will not increase
the price of flour one cent; but, on the
southern side, it is possible, from the fact
that sometimes vessels bring in flour at
a freight of 8c. to 10c. a barrel, the price
may increase, but I do not think the
average increase on the price of flour
will be over lc. per barrel, taking the
whole Province. The molasses is less,
the tea less, the pork and flour 10c. a
barrel more, and the oats a little higher.
As far as the practical effect is concerned,
in incieasing the prices of articles used
by the lumbermen, it will scarcely be
felt at all, and with reference to the
various other industries, they must be
materially benefitted. Something was
said the, other night with reference
to our manufactures in the different
parts of the Dominion. I ara not, I
think, over sanguine when I say the day
is not far distant when the population in
the western country will be greater than
it is in Canada, and when the Maritime
Provinces, with their coal, iron and
water power, will be the mnanufacturing
centres for this vast Dominion.
Now, of course, our manufacturing
industries are centered in Iamilton,
Montreal and Toronto, but, for the popu-
lation of the city and county of St. John,
compared with the population of other
districts, the manufactures there are in
excess of those of any other district.
There are water privileges on the St.
Croix that, in value and importance, are
not exceeded in any part of the Domin-
ion. It is only necessary to obtain
authority for the construction of cotton
and woollen mills with one end in the
Dominion, and the other in the United
States, and you can have your manufac-
tures supplying this whole continent. It
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holds ont advantages such as can be
found in no other part of the Dominion,
and I predict, under a tariff such as this,
the results in that partof thecountry alone
will be of inestimable value. The lum-
ber in that section of the country is fast
passing away, and the power which
exists there must be brought into use for
some other manufacturing interest than
the lumber industry, which is a failing
industry. It is a failing industry in
that part of the country especially, and
something else must be established for
it, so that the power will not cease to
be as valuable as it is at the
present moment. You may go into
variousparts of New Brunswick, and you
will find that persons with a small
amount of capital will be starting new
industries, and be giving employment to
the people now idle. Unless some such
industries are introduced, the country
will remain in a condition none of us
would like to see it in. It is my convic-
tion, in reference to the Province of New
Brunswick, that the manufacturing
equally wifh the agricultural and lumber
interest, will be fostered and encouraged
by the present taridf. Now we corne to
the ship-building interest, which is a very
important interest indeed. You would
suppose from the statements that have
been made generally, tha-t we are impos-
ing increased taxation on that industry,
instead of relieving it. The question
has been asked : '• How could you ar-
range this drawback ?" We know that
before Confederation took, we had an
arrangement by which a drawback was
given on certain articles entering into
these vessels. It is impossible to make
a like arrangement now-an arrange-
ment by which the duty will be returned
on articles used in ship-building, on
which duty bas been paid. It cannot
but be a benefit to these industries. The
hon. meinber for South Wellington said
the other day, with reference to the
drawback, if the consumer paid the duty,
why give the drawback?

MR. GUTHRIE : I said if the con-
sumer did not pay the duty.

MR. TILLEY : Well, it makes no
difference. It does not affect the case in
the least. ' Drawbacks are given to
e nable manufacturers in this country
t o compote with manufacturers in

MR. TILLEY.

other countries. I recollect, in regard
to the manufacture of sewing machines,
a deputation waited upon me, at the
head of which was a constituent of the
hon. member. I said one of the proposi-
tions of the Government is to give a
drawback on articles on which you pay
duty, used in the manufacture of sewing
machines, and which are exported from
the couritry. This gentleman rose and
said : " That is just what I want ; I tried
to get the late Government to do that,
but they would not. When I export my
sewing machines, I want to export a cer-
tain number of needles with them ; with-
out these needles the sewing machines
are not saleable. These needles are not
manufactured in Canada. I made an ap-
plication for a drawback, but they would
not give it. This drawback will put me
in a botter position to compote with other
countries." That gentleman's name is
Raymond. He was emphatic in his ap-
proval of this proposal with regard to
the drawback on the duty paid upon the
material that enters into their manufac-
ture.

MR. GUTHRIE: They"would rather
have the whole tariff without a draw-
back.

MR. TILLEY: I doubt that very
much.

M. GUTHRIE: Oh, yes; I know
it.

Mn. TILLEY: The drawback is for
the purpose of encouraging those indus-
tries, and enable them to compote suc-
eessfully with manufacturers in other
countries. I am satisfied that this system
can be carried out suceessfully, but some
regulations may be necessary 'in regard
to it. It will, doubtless, entail a great
deal of trouble in the Departments, but
still there can be no difiiculty in
practically working out a system. The
hon. member stated, the other day, that,
under this tariff, we could not grind corn
in this country. Since that speech was
delivered, I have heard from Eastport,
the place the hon. member said I would
be so popular in-why I cannot say-
as popular as the .hon. member himself
was, when the paper in Calais advocated
his appointment as Governor of New
Brunswick, perhaps, from the fact that he
was supporting the patronage of the
United States. There was a corn mill
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there, and, since this tariff had been an-
nounced, arrangements have been made
to establish a corn mill on this side of
the river, for the purpose of grinding
corn instead of driving the trade away.
Now, then, Mr. Speaker, with regard to
sugar, although it is not used extensively
by lumbermen, there will be a decrease
in the price of it. This has been
questioned, but I have not the least
doubt that, under the operation of this
tariff, there will be a decrease in the
price of that article also. The practical
effect of these resolutions, if made applic-
able solely to the Province of New
Brunswick, I am satisfied will be found
to be most beneficial indeed ; I have no
doubt of it.

MR. MACKENZIE: It must be
awfully unjust to the other Provinces,
then.

MR. TILILEY : No, it is not unj ust
to the other Provinces. I say this, and
I referred to it the other day, that, while,
from the statements that have been
made here, and from the opinions that
efforts have been made to inculcate,
throughoutthe length and breadth of New
Brunswick, that this is to be a most
oppressive tariff, as far as New Bruns-
wick is concerned, I am satisfied that
within a year, or two years at the out-
side-and I may say, at this moment, I
am receiving letters every day, stating
that this tariff is growing more accept-
able there every day-it will have proved
to be of decided benefit to New Bruns-
wick. Now, Sir, that is the information
I have received from New Brunswick.
And I can only say, with regard to other
portions of the Dominion, no matter from
whence I receive communications, whe-
ther it be in Hamilton, Toronto, Mon-
treal, or any of the large centres, where
there has been universal depression for
the last two or tlhree years, I fnd there
is now a feeling of confidence restored,
the reguit of which ham been the starting
of new industries, the restoration of old
ones, and the placning on full time, and
more than full time, men who have been
out of work or only partially employed.
It is lot to be expected that propositions
of this kind should work revolutionsin a
month ; but I doubt if axy propositions
ever submitted to this or any other Par-
hament have done as much by way of

giving as much increased employment,
and restering shaken confidence, as these
propositions have done everywhere. I
am satisfied, with reference to this mat-
ter, that we are not over sanguine, but
the results we have already seen jus-
tijy us with reference to the con-
clusions at which we have arrived.
Some hon. gentlemen have risen here
and said, when it proved a success we
will be satisfied with it. All I can
say is, I am confident it will prove a
success. I hope in twelve months we
will have our friends opposite not only
sustaining us in these propositions, but,
when they find the resolutions do not
afford suflicient Protection, they will
be here to encourage us in increasing that
Protection. If the result proves that the
Protection we have given has not raised
the price materially to the consumer, but
has given additional employment to our
people, increased their wages, increased the
compensation for their labour, if this is
shown, L believe these resolutions will be
most acceptable throughout the length
and breadth of this Dominion. I desired
to say a few words with regard to New
Brunswick and the effect these proposi-
tions will have upon her. Having done
so, I will now leave the subject, because
I presume our friends will move amend-
ments with reference to certain proposi-
tions, and it will be necessary to justify
and defend them at that time. Be-
fore I sit down, I desire to cal the atten-
tion of the Rouse to a personal matter
for a few moments. In the somewhat
warn and animated discussion that took
place here the other day, reference was
made by me to a communication which
the hon. member for Westmoreland had
alluded to at a pic-nic. I referred to the
matter, saying that, as he had alluded to
part of it, if I were free to refer to the
whole correspondence it would put me
in a better position. When the hon.
member asked me for the correspondence,
I did not have it; nor did I know where
it was then, but I immediately set about
to ascertain where it was. I telegraphed
on Thursday night to a friend at St.
Andrews to ýsend me on a trunk with
some of my correspondence in. That
telegram did not reach him till two hours
after the train had left on Friday morn-
ing, but he sent it on Monday by express.
I thought it would have been here yes-
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terday, but it did not arrive until this
afternoon, and I hold now the coiTe-
spondence whieh took place between the
hon. gentleman and myself, which at his
request I purpose reading. This letter,
marked "confidential," is dated the
lst of December, 1877. The first part of
it refers to the death of a member of my
family, then the hon. gentleman proceeds
to say :-

"Before leaving for Ottawa, which I shall
do on Monday next, I propose to carry out a
purpose which I have had in contemplation
for some time, but which I would prefer to
have donc (if opportunity had offered) by per-
sonal communication instead of by letter. I
hope you will regard it as strictly confidential
and not consider it out of place. It is this.
What are your personal wishes as regards the
future ? Do you desire to return to active
political life, or would you prefer to continue
in the position you now occupy ? I need not
say how successful you have been as Governor.
All parties unite in bestowing the highest
encomiums on your administration as such,
and your re-appointment would, I am quite
sure, meet with universal approbation. If you
and I could sail in the same political boat, I do
not hesitate to say that I shall be heartily glad
to have you resume political life, but I suppose
this is too much to hope for. You feel your-
self, I presume, allied to the other side,
although I cannot but feel that your normal
position is with us. You will pardon me for
speaking thus freely and receive, I hope, what
I have said in the friendly spirit in which I
intended. Old friendship, too, must plead in
my behalf. If you do not wish to answer these
questions, say so without hesitation. I shall
receive it well fron1 you, and we will consider
the correspondence as absolutely obliterated,
leaving no trace behind. I may add that
Mackenzie has no knowledge of my writing
this letter, and if you answer, address me at
Ottawa. I shall be there till Christmas.

"Sincerely yours,
A. J. SiTH."

This was my reply:

"(Private.)

" FRaDEII Tow, Dec. 21, 1877.

li.Bon. A.T J.&itk :

i My DEAR SMrr,-In your note of the ist
inst., you ask if I desire to return to active
political life, or would I prefer to continue in
the position I now occupy. I have to say in
reply, that I have no particular desire to re-
turn to active political life, but I have to add
that I see objections to my acceptance of a
second term. I thank you for the frankness of
your note, and I will be equally frank in re-
turn. My re-appointment would secure to me,
should my life be spared, five years more of
rest and quiet and freedom from political
strife--inatters of some consideration I admit
to a man in his sixtieth year. But consider-

Mi. TILLEY.

ing the readiness shown in certain quarters, to
charge me wrongfully with being influenced
by selfish motives for standing by my old col-
leagues to the last, I am the more careful not
to lay myself open to the charge that I have
placed myself beyond the reach of my old
political friends in St. John, from personai
considerations. I am sensitive on this point
-possibly too sensitive-but let the conse-
quences be what they may to me personally, I
canndt take a step that my judgment has failed
to approve. Personally it would afford me
pleasure to "sail in the same political boat
with you," but as your Minister of Finance, in
his addresses to the electors of Ontario, makes,
as some of his chief charges against the Ad-
ministration of which I was Finance Minister,
the terms on which Prince Edward Island
was admitted into the Union, the redistribu-
tion of the debts of the Provinces, and the
payment of the $150,000 a year to New
Brunswick in lieu of export duty, and other
Acts for which I claim personally some credit
for having aided their passage through Parlia-
ment, you will see that, were there no other
points of difference, I could not be expected to
approve the policy of your Government. I
feel that I ought to be free to defend my per-
sonal acts from erroneous statements and in-
ferences, and to justify my financial policy.
This I cannot well do, as long as I hold my
present non-political position. I thank you very
much for vour kind reference to the manner
in which I have discharged my duties as Lieu-
tenant-Governor. It is most satisfactory to
be assured that my re-appointment would
meet with universal approbation. I assure
you I could desire no higher compliment.
Thanking you for the friendly character of
your note,

cI remain, my dear Smith,
"Yours sincerelv

4S.L. TILLET.

" P. 8.-I sec by the papers that you are to
spend Christmas at Dorchester. I will send
this note there, instead of Ottawa, as I pre-
viously intended.

ciS. L.T."

In answer to that I received the fol-
lowing j-

" (Private.)

«DoRcnESTER, Dec. 27, 187 7.
"Mr DzAR TILLEY,-Your note of the 21 st

inst., is received. I am sorry you could not
have seen things in a different light, either to
have accepted the Governorship or taken sides
with us in the approaching contest. And
allow me to say that I thinkyou are too sensi-
tve with regard to the references to the past.
These are only 'in answer to charges made.
If we should win, I take it fer granted you
would take a seat in the Cabinet if you could
have seen your way to have run with us ; and
that we will succeed at the next election is ny
firm conviction, whatever may be the result in
New Brunswick. Sir John calculates without
his host, when he talks of gaining fifty-five
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seats in Quebec. The current in that Pro-
vince is setting strongly in our favour, and the
opinion of many well-informed persons is that
we shall have a majority. There are several
causes for it, one of which is, that the Local
Government is in a state of decadence, and
becoming more and more unpopular every day.
However, all this is matter of opinion, and I
may be quite astray. To me personally, as
you are aware, it is not of much consequence.
I care very little for being in a Government.
That is my honest view of the situation. To
conclude, we will consider the correspondence
as obliterated.

« Believe me to be,
Yours very sincerely,

" A. J. SMIT."

I have ormitted some references to the
fishery matter. I leave the balance of
my remarks on the tariff question until
we come to the items, when I will be
prepared to give explanations.

SIR A. J. SMITH : I do not
intend to discuss the question of tbe
tariff. I spoke at considerable legth on
that subject the other day ; but I think
the speech the hon. gentleman has made
to-night was made up of sophistry. I do
not think he has answered the arguments
even of the members from New Bruns-
wick. I rise now, however, to refer to
the !personal matter which has arisen
between the Finance Minister and my-
self. I think I have reason to complain
of the way in which I was treated on
Thursday night by hon. gentlemen oppo-
site. The hon. gentleman referred to
that letter, and insinuated that sone-
thing extremely damaging to me existed.
I lad a general recollection of the con-
tents of that letter. I knew there was
nothing in that letter of which I need be
ashamed, and that it was written under
the injunction of the extremeat confi-
dence, and, 1 may say, friendship. When
the hon. gentleman spoke of it across the
floor, I said I would remove the seal of
secresy if he would produce the letter; but
he gave his own vçrsion of it, and when
I rose to check that, I was met by
shouts led on by the First Minister. In
the hon. gentleman's version,' he sup-
pressed, as the letter proves, maany very
material facts. I rose because it is eus.
tomary in this House for hon. gentlemen
to do so when they have anything to say
in regard to matters stated by hon. mem-
bers on the other aide ; and how was I
treated ? A statement, appeared in, the
daily Sun, of St. John, which, I think,

is the special organ of the Finance Minis-
ter, and is said to be under his control
and inspiration. Whether that is so or
not, I do not know, but it is a vile and
infamous sheet. It is issued day by day
laden with slander, calumny and false-
hood; but it is said that paper is edited
by an officer of this Government, that he
is the Immigrant Agent in St. John, and
that he is receiving the pay incident to
that position. If I am in error, I ask
the Finance Minister to correct me.

MR. TILLEY: He only holds it tem-
porarily; it is only a temporary employ-
ment.

SiR A. J. SMITH : lie has been in
the Reporters' Gallery and in the cor-
ridors of this House. He is an officer of
this Government, and he is paid to abuse
and villify me in the most abominable
manner. It turns out that this man who
edits that paper is actually in the pay of
this Government, and he is villifying me
and other members, and lauding to the
skies the hon. the Finance Minister.

MR. DOMVILLE : He is only telling
the truth.

S1R A. J. SMITH: I ask if there is
anything against me in that letter which
has been read? I had a lingering feeling
of friendship for the Finance Minister.

,We were associated for many years, and
were politically and personally in the
most intimate relations. The discussions
as to Confederation created a divergence
between us, but when I came here after
that as an independent member for
Westmoreland, I did not desire to show
any antagonism to him, and I gave the
Government a reasonable support. When
I said in that letter that I believed the
lon. gentleman's normal position was
with us-the Liberal party, and not with.
the Tory party-he knows that his ante-
cedents were all Liberals, that he and
I were in the first Liberal Government
formed in New Brunswick, and that we
fought the battle side by side against the
Tories of that Province, and I am not
ashamed of that. Although I may have
found fault with the way in which the
hon. gentleman got his appointment as
Governor, I did not think it was a seri-
ous offence, but that it was a matter to
be regretted that lie obtained it in the
manner in which he did. I said he
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ought to be with us, and if so, no doubt, ship, or anything to that effect? Please
he would have a situation in the Cabinet. 1 answer."

Mn. DOMVILLE: What would vou
do with Burpee ?

SIR A. J. SMITH: I did not want a
situation in the Government myself, and
I felt that in the future there would
be a seat in the Cabinet for the hon.
gentleman. Further, I expressed my-
self to the effect that he made a
most efficient Governor in New Bruns-
wick, that his appointment was popular
there, and that he conducted himself in a
way to please the people of New Bruns-
wick. I think I was treated badly by
the gentlemen on the other side, and not
fairly by the hon. gentleman himself,
when I gave a qualified assent to lis
producing the letter, and he gave his
own version, and concealed many facts in
it. The hon. gentleman and I are, to a
certain extent, at issue on this point.
He referred to a Mr. Dunn, and a con-
versation he had with me upon a subject
of a second term of the Governorship.
I recollected distinctly that Mr. Dunn was
in my office, and that Mr. Burpee was
present. Mr. Dunn, Mr. Burpee and
myself had a friendly conversation in
regard to Mr. Tilley. Mr. Dunn had
evidently feeling as to Mr. Tilley, and
was anxious that a second terni should
be given him, and discussed the matter
as to whether Mr. Tilley could get the
second terni. I was cautious, and said,
of course, in regard to these matters of
patronage, members of the Government
could not talk very freely, but that Mr.
Tilley had made a good Governor, and I
have no doubt I said I have no objection
to his getting a second term. But the
conversation was entirely and strictly
confidential, and I think it is degrading
that such letters as have been read to-
night should be read here.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): Hear,
hear.

SIR A. J. SMITH: When the hon.
gentleman made the statement the other
day, that Mr. Dunn had authority from
me and Mr. Burpee, I communicated
with Mr. Duan by telegraph. This was
my telegram to him:

" Js. L. DumN, St. John.
" Did you say to Tilley you were authorised

by me to offer him a second term of governor-
SIR A. J. SMITH.

Here is the reply :

" Your despatch just received. In reply beg
to say neither you nor Mr. Burpee authorised
me to offer to Hon. S. L. Tilley second term of
Governorship. My action in this matter was
non-political, and was so regarded and admitted
by you, 'Mr. Burpee, and Mr. Tilley, on the
ground of friendship, and of the need of having
a competent Governor. I did intimate to Mr.
Tilley he could get a second terni if he chose
to accept it, and if he would allow his friends
to induce him to do so, and I believe what I
represented to Mr. Tilley could have been ac-
complished. As it was strictly private, and
admitted to be so, think I ought to protest to a
reference to it in Parliament.

" Js. L. DUNN.'

Mn. DOMVILLE : What is the date
of that telegram ?

S1R A. J. SMITH : The 14th of April.
I say that I wrote without any authority
from Mr. Mackenzie, but I was going to
Ottawa, and would desire to know what
his wishes were as to a second term. If
he expressed a wish, I do not hesitate to
say that my own feelings would have been
to appoint him for a second term. Mr.
Dunn, no doabt, regarded this as strictly
confidential. lie approached the Fin-
ance Minister, I have no doubt, in the
same spirit, and he enters lis protest here
againsthavingit referred toin Parliament.
There is another point in controversy,
in regard to the meeting held in St. John,
at which the requisition was presented to
the hon. gentleman, asking him to accept
the nomination as the candidate in oppo-
sition to the Government I recollect
reading an account of that meeting in
the newspapers. I thought it was a pub-
lic meeting, but I was checked by the
hon. gentleman, who said that it was of
a private character, and I understood him
to say that he told the people upon that
occasion, that being Governor, lie could
not accept the nomination, but that he
would communicate with the Governor-
General, andwould afterwards come to St.
John and expound bis views. The charge
I made against the hon. gentleman the
other day, and I think that it was well
grounded, was that while he was Gover-
nor of New Brunswick he had no right
to enter into any political contest, to ac-
cept any nomination or become the can-
didate for St. John. He says he did not
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become the candidate while he was Gov- came Governor. Through them he had, be-
ernor. fore Confederation, held the highest position

in the Government of his natWfe Province for
Ma. TILLEY : You said I had made a series of years; he had held the highest

a violent speech against the Government. office, but one, in the Dominion Government,
I said I had made no speech. and he had held the highest office to which a

New Brunswicker could aspire here in the
Sm A. J. SMITH : No; I did mot Governorship of this Province. After that,

sa- that. I said I could not affirm that, hie ambition might well be satisfied, and itwas satisfied. He would have been content
but that you were the Opposition candi- to retire to some humble abode, and to spend
date, and I want to show that the nomi- the remainder of lis days quietly. But le
nation was accepted by the hon. gentle- feit that le had duties to fulfil to the citizens
man. The following is. from the Daily of St. John, who had so favoured huz, and,
Telegraph o St. John, of the 27th June when they demanded hie services, le couldnot refuse the. e, therefore, accepted the

requisition so handso ely tendered to, him
c About eighty gentlemen repreeenting and would comply with the request which it

various classes and interewts, met last evening contained. He would place bi resignation in
in a hall in Nickerson's building, Prince the bands of the Dominion Governmnent at an
William ttreet, for the purpose of presenting a early day, and, when it wae accepted, and is
requisition to Hon. S. L. Tilley, asking h tm hands were frec, he would cal a meeting of
to become a candidate for the rdpreuentation the citizens of St. John, and explain fully to
of the city of St. John, at the forthcoming else the. hie politicai view . He believed that
tione for the Dominion Parliament. At 8.15 these viewe would be endorsed by the major-
Governor Tilley, attended by several friends, ity of the people of St. John. overnor Tilley
entered the room, and was heartily cheered. wa frequently and heartily applauded in the
After a few moments had been spent by him course of hie speech, especially when lie an-
in ehaking bande with bis, acquaintances, a nounced hie determination to compl3r with thie
motion that C. H. Fairweather, Esquire, take requisition.
the chair, was put and carried, and that gentie- After a few remarks frong the Chairman,
man took the chair accordingly. The requisi- Governor Tilley retired, and the meeting
tion having been placed in hie ande, Mr. separated."
Fairweather rising and addreesing Governor Now 1 think that the hon. gentleman las
Tilley eaid that lie had the agreeable duty to
perform of preeenting huxn with a requisition forgotten that ; lie certainly etated it was
fron hie former constituent in the ity of St. .
John, asking him again to be theirrepresenta- M . TILLEY: Oh, no.
ive. This requition contained upwardes of

1,000 names, the procuring of which ad been Si A. J. SMITH: Will the hon.
the t light and agreeble duty, and therea g entleman see the position in which ho
were many who did ot feel themeelves free 
o sign it, who had expressed the warmeet pute himself, as regards hie acceptance of

sympathy with its object and the greatest
desire to aid in the election of the Hon. Mr.
Tilley.

" Governor Tilley, in reply, said that he had
been waited on by a deputation of gentlemenà
last evening on his arrival in the city, who
asked him if he would be willing to receive
the requisition. He had expressed hie acqui.'
escence and had taken the opportunity of
reading over the names it contained during
the day. He found there the names of some
who had supported him when he first entered
public life twenty-eight years ago, the names of
somle who until now had not been his
slpporters, and the names of the sons of many
of hie old friends now dead. Six
months ago, ho had said that he intended to
hold himself free as a public man to serve
this constituency or some other constituency
il Parliament. He felt that it would mot be
right for him to withdraw himself eâtirely
from public life, if hie fellow-citizens demand-ed hes services. The citizens of St. John hadf
fir8t elected him to represent them in 1850
and, with the exception of two years, they had
continued to favour him with their confidence
and support up to the year 1873, when he be-

83

the nomination for ýSt. J ohn, as a candi-
date in opposition to the Government ?

MR. TILLEY : I never said a word
in opposition to it.

SiR A. J. SMITH : Why, it was
notorious. Does the hon. gentleman
mean to evade the thing in that way ?

Mn. T1LLEY: No.

SIRA.J. SMITH : Did he noL knowhis
nomination was in opposition to the Gov-
ernment ?

MR. TILLEY: Yes.

SiR A. J. SMITH: Of course. He
accepted the nomination. He accepted
the nomination for St. John while con-
tinuing the office of Lieutenant-Gover-
nor, which he filled for some time after-
wards. He could select either horn of
the dilemma. Will the Finance Minister
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approve of that-a Lieutenant-Governor
accepting a nomination and continuing to
hold office? And yet the hon. gentle-
man now professes to have come here as
the saviour of his country.

Mn. TILLEY: IHear, hear.

Sin A. J. SMITH : He thinks it was
indispensably necessary for him to take
office in this Government to arrest the
flood of depression overspreading the
country. See what he says in his letter
to me ? Does lie rise to a height of pat-
riotism when he says that bis reason is
to vindicate bis own position, which -was
assailed by Mr. Cartwright when he was
Finance Minister? That was the only
reason given in those letters. My object
in these explanations was to resent the
way I have been treated by the hon. gen-
tlemen opposite, and to get fair play. I
made this personal explanation without
any feeling, either one way or the other.
I am glad that these letters are produced,
and hope they will be published. I felt
it necessary to make this statement in
order to vindicate my position.

MR. TILLEY: I cannot complain of
the spirit which my hon. friend opposite
has manifested in this discussion, but I
must take exception in the first place to
bis remarks about the statement in the
pu.blic meeting. I think it will be re-
membered that the hon. gentleman
charged me with having, while Lieuten-
ant-Governor, attended a public meeting
in St. John, and made a violent speech
against the Administration. I said that
that was not the case; that I was waited
upon by two gentlemen, on ny arrival
in the city, -who stated that they had a
requisition to present; that they accom-
panied me to the hotel, where they left
the requisition for my consideration, and
called two hours afterwards to say that
the room at the hotel would not be large
enough, and asked if I had any objection
to meet them on Prince William Street.

SIR A. J. SMITH : It was not a pub-
lic meeting.

Mn. TILLEY : The reporters were
there, and an account of the proceedings
were published afterwards. A member
of the press made that statement. A
member of this House, present on that
occasion, knows perfectly well that I

SIR A. J. SMITH.

accepted that report as correct, and stated
that while I was there to receive that
requisition and accepted it. I offered no
expression, pro or con, with regard to the
conduct of the Government, neither con-
demniig or approving it. But I said,
under the circumstances, that I could
not but accept the proposition, but that
I could not be expected to speak on poli-
tics till I had tendered my resignation
and it had been accepted, when, my
hands being free, I would state my views
on public matters. With reference to
Mr. Dunn, I would call the attention of
the House carefully to that telegran,
which, if not an affirmation of my state-
ment, I do not know what it is. I
might say more, but will refer to this, as
he had communication with me, and had
no doubt as to his representation to me,
which was that, if I had only expressed
my willingness, I should have been ap-
pointed. How could that gentleman un-
derstand that, if he had not learned it in
bis communication with the member for
Westmoreland and the late Minister of
Customs (Sir A. J. Smith and Mr.
Burpee) ? How could he, to this day,
otherwise express that opinion. While
here in Ottawa in connection with the
meeting of the Dominion Board of Trade,
he said that he liad asked those gentle-
men this question: Am I in a position
to say to Tilley, if he will accept this
position, he cai have t ? And the
answer ,vas-yes. The answer that Mr.
Dunn gives fully bears me out,in a gen-
eral correspondence as well as the nature
of that interview. But the hon. mem-
ber for Westmoreland referred to the
mention of this correspondence as a
breach of confidence. Why was it ne-
cessary for me to refer to it here ? 3e-
cause it has been stated, over and over
again, and repeated in the House by that
hon. gentleman himself, the other day,
that I had no authority for saying I could
have remained Lieutenant-Governor for
five years longer. The member for Sun-
bury (Mr. Burpee) referred to it because I
made a statement to that effect in the
Mechanic's Institute. He said at that
pic-sic speech I Lad betrayed confidence
by speaking of the communication he had
sent. That was the position I was
placed in. I do not suppose that hon.
member will rise to repeat that statemelnt
again, but under the circumstances was
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I notjustified in vindicating my position
and stating what had taken place. I
did not state all that took place with the
gentleman who had two or three com-
munications with me. My statements
were made with respect to the interview
with Mr. Dunn, not with reference to
the private communications of the hon.
gentleman. I have no doubt that the
gentleman had authority to say what he
did-namely, if you only say you will ac-
cept another term, it will be offered to
you. When the hon. gentleman said I
had no justification for my course, I had
to refer to the communication. When
he referred to it the other day, I said if
he would take away the seal of secrecy
in regard te this matter, he would put
me in a better position. The hon. gen-
tleman then said Le would remove the
seal; he imposed no conditions.

SiR A. J. SMITH : Yes, I did.

MR. TILLEY : I said I had not the
letter, as he says himself he was ready,
for its production. I know, when he
says he rose to insist upon it, it could not
then be produced. I heard no such con-
dition as he mentions.

SIR A. J. SMITH : Well, the House
heard it.

MR. TILLEY: If the hon. gentle-
man had said, I do not take off that seal,
I should not have produced this letter ;
but he did not say so.

SiR A. J. SMITII I said at once,
produce the letter.

MNR. TILLEY : I never would have
referred to the matter ; never dreamt of
the hon. member bringing it up here.
He said the other night that com-
munications of that kind should come
from the leader of the Government.
What did I do with regard to that lon.
gentleman himself? When, after con-
ferring with Mr. Mitchell, we agreed
that the hon. member for Westmoreland
would be most acceptable for the Lieu-
tenant-Governorship, I submitted the
proposition to him and he took time to
Consider it.

81R A. J. SMITH: The Premier him-
self wrote me an official letter, offering
me the Lieutenant-Governorship.

MR. TILLEY: Of course, he did
afterwards. I stated to him that there
was no question about the character of
the affair after Mr. Mitchell and myself
had considered the matter, and made
the proposition in question. The hon.
gentleman said he would have grave
duties to discharge, and gave other
reasons why he did not think he could
accept it. After some time had elapsed
the offer was made formally by the Pre-
mier. UJnder these circumstances, I
think that the House and country will
feel that I had a right to say-by the
statements of the gentlemen referred to,
and by the communication read, the
interviews with Mr. Dunn, and his
statements so clearly, decidedly, emphatic-
ally made-that I might have remained
in the Government fouse for another
five years had I chosen. It was noto-
rious at the time. It was stated by the
friends of the Government that the offer
had been made, and that they thought I
would accept. Hundreds of persons in
St. John were anxious I should accept.

SIR A. J. SMITH : Your friends
were anxious.

MR. TILLEY : Some were and some
were not, but I made this reference for
nothing else than to vindicate my
position.

Si A. J. SMITH: I would like to
ask whether, there having been no formal
official offer made, the hon. the Finance
Minister was justified-whether it was
dignified for him, on the hustings at St.
John, to say that the Grit Government
had attempted to bribe him with $45,000 ?

MR. TILLEY : Hear, hear.

MR. SNOWBALL said that, when the
hon. the Finance Minister had risen to
answer, as he said, the members from
New Brunswick, and with them those
from the whole Dominion, he had hoped
he would have heard some answer
to the arguments of members of the Op-
position. But crimination and recrimi-
nation had been indulged in, and he had
not replied to those arguments.

Several HoN. MEMBERS : Question.

MR. MACKENZIE : Should this
noise continue-if the hon. gentlemen
on the Ministerial side are to disturb
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every speaker on the Opposition side,
they must understand how the House
was to be managed.

MR. SNOWBALL said lie was par-
ticularly sorry to hear a personal dis-
cussion between the two hon. members
from New Brunswick whom he had re-
garded as his friends. He would have
been very glad to see the Finance Minis-
ter appointed Lieutenant-Governor a
second time. But lie regarded reference
to a private letter, in this case, as a
violation of honour. There was a time
when gentlemen possessed such a sense
of honour as would have induced them
to spurn any reference to documents of
this kind-when, if a request or an offer
conveyed in a letter had not been com-
plied with, it would have been considered
as obliterated, as requested by the writer.
What could the member for Westmore-
land do but say-produce the letter ; lie
had carried out lis portion of the bar-
gain. He (Mr. Snowball) had a very
different opinion about the conduct of
the Finance Minister. He had made
particular reference to him and lis trans-
actions with the late Government, the
reference to him being about as bad as
the matter affecting the member for
Westmoreland. In answer to an hon.
gentleman, papers had been laid on the
table respecting certain transactions in
lumber, between him and the late Gov-
ernment. Tie hon. member arose here
and passed judgment on a matter now
before the Public Accounts Committee.
Was that justifiable? Were these trans-
actions to be condemned without any
investigation? His transactions with
the late Government were not individual.
He was manager of a branch rail-
way between which and the Government
they took place ; lie was conversant
with them of course. But the hon. the
Finance Minister prejudging the whole
case, cast a slur upon him. He (the
Finance Minister) had admitted that lie
did state in 1864, that the amount of
taxes to be paid by New Brunswick
would not exceed $2.75 to $3 per head,
but went on to observe that lie (Mr.
Snowball) had stated that the amount
was up to $6.14. He (Mr. Snowball)
had given the figures for his conclusion.
Did the hon. gentleman give any for bis ?
He (Mr. Snowball) had distinctly stated

MR. MACKENZIE.

The Tcrif.

that he had taken the actual revenue
returns for Customs, Excise, and Bill
Stamps only in making the calculation
of $6.14 per head, as the tax of the
people of New Brunswick, which had not
been disproved. Was not that increase
made under the rule of hon. gentlemen
opposite ? The hon. gentlemen had staked
his honour on the smaller amount men-
tioned, which lie had violated, as he had
admitted, within three years of the time
after making that pledge. He (Mr.
Snowball) did not know how the money
went, but he had made a statement, and
proved it out of the hon. gentleman's
own mouth-that the taxes were only to
be $2.75 per head, instead of which they
had been raised to $6.14. He had
dwelt on the subject of the lumber trade
and the mining industries in New Bruns-
wick, saying much of their depression.
He admitted that they were in a
depressed state, but that was the case
with all other interests. How much
worse was the lumber trade to-day than
other industries? The prices of every-
thing had gone down. If lumber had
fallen so had other things. A few years
since flour was $9 a barrel, now
it could be bought for $4.50; pork was
formerly $20, but had come down to $9.
The exports of timber from New Bruns-
wick had increased annually for a number
of years past up to the year 1877, and
those of 1878 were nearly as great. The
lumber trade was just suffering like other
branches of trade, and yet the hon. gentle-
man proposed to bring prosperity back
by a tariff tending to make the prices of
all kinds of supplies required to carry on
that business still higher. The hon.
gentleman stated that it hadbeen affirmed
by an hon. member in Opposition that
the additional cost of producing 1,000 ft.
of lumber under the new tariff would be
60c. That statement was made by the
hon. member for Queen's (Mr. King); he
(Mr. Snowhall) had looked it over and
found it to be correct. Let Lhe Finance
Minister disprove it if he could. The Fi-
nance Minister had ridiculed the state-
ment of the member for Queen's and said
if it were correct it would realise a sum
greater than the whole revenue of New
Brunswick. This was about on a par with
many of lis other statements. Taking
the amount of lumber produced in New
Brunswick at 400,000,000, at 60c. per
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thousand, would amount to $240,000.
How would the Finance Minister make
this compare with their present revenue of
over $1,700,000 ? The hon. gentleman
also stated the advance on cotton goods
was only going to be 24 per cent. lie
(Mr. Snowball) brought forward facts to
show that the advance in duty on cotton
goods would be 95 per cent. ; and the
hon. gentleman had not contradicted it.
This statement had been ridiculed, but
they had not attempted to disprove it.
The hon. gentleman insinuated that he
(Mr. Snowball) had had a transaction
with the Dominion Government which
he had found very profitable. He could
sav that he never had anything to do
with the transaction, excepting as a mem-
ber of a joint stock company, and that he
never received a dollar of money from
it. It was a debt of the Chatham Branch
Railway before he had anything to do
with it as manager, and the whole thing
went to pay the debts of the company.
le thought his hon. friend had descended
to small things in order to cast a slur
upon a member sitting on the other side
of the House.

MR. ANGLIN said he thought that
all who had heard the statements made
by the hon. the Finance Minister, with
regard to the contents of the letter writ-
ten by the hon. member for Westmore-
land, must be satisfied that it was most
desirable, in the cause of justice and fair
play, that that letter should have been
produced. The statement made by the
hon. the Finance Minister, he (Mr.
Anglin) must confess, had made a strong
impression on bis own mind at the time,
because he believed that the letter must
have been, at all events, of a c'iaracter to
justify, to some extent, the very strong
charges against the hon. member for
Westmoreland, and to justify the threats
the Finance Minister uttered, of
what he could do, and would
do, if the seal of secresy were only
removed from that letter. Now that it
was produced, they found it was only such
a letter as the hon. member for West-
moreland-were he a private member-
imight fairly have written, to one for
whom he still retained a feeling of friend-
ship and personal regard. He distinctly
stated in that letter, he had no authority
to make any offer to the Min-

ister of Finance. He (Mr. An-
glin) heard the Finance Minister say
in St. John, that he had refused a bribe
of $45,000, which he could get if he
would keep out of the election contest.
He stated distinctly that the renewal of
the Lieutenant-Governorship was offered
to him. lie (Mr. Anglin) admitted
frankly that the hon. gentleman would
have a right to say that overtures had
been made to him with regard to
the Lieutenant-Governorship, but he
was not justified in saying that
he was offered that office as a
bribe, and that he rejected it.
With regard to another extraordinary
statement made this evening by the Min-
ister of Finance, he had felt it bis duty,
at the moment, even at the risk of a
violation of order, to give that statement
a most emphatic and direct contradiction.
The hon. gentleman stated that, during
the excitement of the Confederation agi-
tation in St. John, he was unable to obtain
a hearing at the hustings. The hon.
gentleman must strangely have mixed
things, or have forgotten what took place
at that election. He (Mr. Anglin) never
knew of an instance when the hon. the
Minister of Finance was speaking at the
hustings at St.Jolin, and was interrupted
in the slightest degree, and when he was
not treated with the greatest respect by
those who were strongly opposed to lim.
He hd, on several occasions, had the
honour of opposing that hon. gentleman
on the hustings at St. John, but in no
instance was it necessary for him to in-
terfere, in order to obtain a hearing for
the hon. gentleman. The statement that
he felt it necessary, from time to time
during that conflict to go home, accom-
panied by bands of friends to protect him
from personal violence, was a statement
which he never heard before, and which,
he was sure, would astonish all parties in
the city of St. John. This statement
cast a slur of the worst discription on the
fair fame of the city, whose people, what-
ever might be their faults, always showed
a willingness to give the utmost fair play,
and an impartial hearing to all parties
engaged in political strife. Occasion-
ally some few in a crowd of 5,000 or
6,000 people might be troublesome,
and ask questions at a time
when it was an impertinence to do so.
It was the policy of himself and of bis
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hon. friends during the whole election
to avoid the introduction of personali-
ties, and to ask the people to look at the
question on its own merits, and to judge
of it as presented to them. Now, he
understood that the bon. the Minister of
Finance, was, on this evening, entirely
to demolish the statements made by the
hon. member for the county of St. John,
the late Minister of Customs. He
listened with a good deal of interest to
the hon. gentleman, expecting that he
would at least make the attempt; but the
whole speech proved to be of such a
character that, if the hon. member for
the county of St. John had had a chance
of replying, he could have found very
little indeed to reply to. It was one of
the emptiest and most pointless attempts
at argument he had ever heard. The hon.
member told them of the wonderful in-
crease of prosperity in the city of St.
John for a certain number of years.
There was an increase. This was a
growing country. Every part of America
was advancing more or less rapidly, not-
withstanding temporary and occasional de-
pressions in particular localities. St.
John did advance rapidly during those
years. He was not aware that any new
industry was established in those
years, except a cotton factory ; but the
others did grow during that period, and
they had since declined. The depres-
sion which prevailed all over the world
had reached St. John. The hon. gentle-
man was very unfortunate in giving, as
an illustration of the evils of American
competition in St. John, the case of the
boot and shoe factories. This business
was, for some years, in a most
prosperous and thriving condition.
and, if it had since declined, it was not
owing, in the slightest degree, to the im-
portation of boots and shoes from the
United States. If the hon. gentleman
would compare the importations of 1876,
1877 and 1878, the years during which
this depression had been increasing, with
the importation of American boots and
shoes during the prosperous period to
which he referred, he would probably
find that the importations during the pros-
perous period exceeded those of the last
three years, and that, therefore, the de-
cline in the amount of employment
afforded was not, to any extent, due to
the importation of goods from the United

MR. ANGLIN.

States or from other parts of the world.
He would find that, during the year
1876, the importations of boots and shoes,
of all kinds, and from all countries, in-
cluding Englisb fancy goods and French
fancy goods, and including childrens'
boots and shoes, which were not manu-
factured in this country, the whole im-
portations into New Brunswick were
something over $60,000, or about 20c.
a-piece for the whole population. There was
no slaughter of American boots and shoes
in that market. Therewas no interference,
to any serious extent, with the trade on
the part of the boot and shoe manufac-
turers in the United States. The real
competition came not from the United
States, but from Montreal. It was the
competition of Montreal manufacturers
that led to the decline of the manufac-
tures in New Brunswick. The Montreal
manufacturers were determined to force
their wares on that market. They
sent their runners all through the
country, into every village and town;
and in the city of St. John itself, close
beside their factories, shops were
opened in which goods manufactured in
Montreal were largely sold ; and it was
in that way that the prosperity of their
boot and shoe manufacturers was materi-
ally diminished. There was also another
cause, and that was the decline of the
purchasing power whicb had been felt all
through this country. The same might
be said of other articles where there had
been a decline. The main causes
had been the diminution in the purchas-
ing power of the people caused by the
diminution in the value of our exports,
the general depression in trade, and then
the extraordinary competition with the
manufacturers of the Upper Provinces,
where there was more capital, where
labour was cheaper, and where there was
a larger home market. The manufac-
turers of the Upper Provinces also
used their markets below occasionally
as slaughter-markets. Then the hon.
Minister asserted that the amount of
goods that was imported frotn the Upper
Provinces into New Brunswick, was
comparatively trifling, that it was more
than compensated for by the amount St.
John shipped to the western part of
Nova Scotia. The hon. member must be
strangely astray as to the facts. The
returns in the time ot the old Provinces
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of New Brunswick would show pretty who never, in any instance, had shown
accurately what the amount of exports to him even the slightest discourtesy.
Nova Scotia were in those years, and
they had not changed nuch since, MR. DOMVJLLE said he was sur-
because in those days they had a system prised that the hon. member for Glouces-
of drawbacks, and the amount of their ter should try to make this fouse be-
annual exportations were made to ap- lieve that the hon. the Finance Minister
pear smaller than they reallv were. was fot speakinghe truth wben lie made
The hon. member from the county of st. his statements. The hon. gentleman
John had made a very careful calculation should remember that, only a few dayst
as to the amount ofmerchandise imported ago, he stated in this Bouse, that if the
into New Brunswick from the UJpper hon. members who had been returned
Provinces, and he (Mr. Anglin) was as- from New Brunswick had dared tell the
tonished to learn that they amounted one people they were in favour of Protection,
year to the enormous sum of$5,000,000. not one of them would bave been re-
Although a very large part of this sum turned. In the article i lis ewn paper
was the price of flour-some 250,000 in which that statenent was made, the
barrels or thereabouts-even deducting theory of Protection was scouted as ab-
the price of flour, there would still re- surd, and the intelligence was said to be
main an amount or over three millions gTeatly sbocked at the extreme Protec-
of dollars on which the people of New tienist views cf Mr. Domville. The
Brunswick paid duties at Montreal and question was asked, if Protection could
other ports of the Upper Provinces. secure a home market, why the people ci
Any one who knew how the whole Pro- the Unted States sent so many hundred
vince was overrun by salesmen froin millions cf dollars' worth cf produce to
the Upper Provinces must have at least Europe for sale, and itwas claimed that
some vague idea of the magnitude of the effeet of Protection on the four and
that trade.. He could not close without produce cf Ontario would be absolutely
once mord referring to the extraordin- imperceptible. Could they desire a more
ary statements affecting the city of St. compiete admission than that contained
John. lie denied the trutî of tose mn is own paper frei the hon. gente-
statements. Hie remembered, indeed, man, that the Conservative party weft
Oee occasion when the hon. Minister cf in for Protection? Then the lon.
Finance was rfused a hearing. It was gentleman said they were geing te tax bhe
at a meeting called by the anti-Confede- poor ean, while in. this article he con-
rates cf St. John, which was nwt, in the tended that Protection would n e maise
proper sense, an election meeting at al, or the prices. The hon. Theiner for Queen's
a Public meeting. The meeting was held (ar. King) said this tarifweould increase
in the Mechanies' Institute, and was ad- the cest of J)roducing lumber. llow
dressed by the hon. uemher for Westmore- could that be, if fara produce was net
land and other gentlemen wbo lad been ging to cost any more? The peeple cf
invited teattend. Aftertbeyhadispoken. St. John had confidence in the Finance
the hon. the Finance Minister, who was Minister, who had se long and ably rep-
anmongs the audience resented themi. Money influence and
form and attenîpted te make a speech. The every influence possible were brougît to
hour was late and the crowd o w bear against him in is election. The hou.

seur ah home maktCh h epe0

that the hon, gentleman could speak for the late Minister cf Customs canvasedt'O or three heurs, when he chose, and Mr. Levi of. Young, and stated o him,
that a repl would 'be ipossible, refused if le would support it, the Mackenzie
to giVe h a hearing, but ne insupts Goverunent, if returned, intended te go
,vere offered te hum or violence at- in for manufactures.
tecmpted. The saae people who were cnt
then present numibering 1,000 or 1.200, fromithe1on. ntl
frqenty litened to hi after oith al
Possible attention and respect. The hon. MR. DOM ILLE said e expected agenatemaw had e right te make this denial. sie would go furter, and sav
ufoune charge agaist the people of tbat the superintendent of the railreo

st. John, to whom le owed se much, and went t Levi . Yeoung's shop, and gave
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him an order for trucks for the Intercol-
onial, and never made a bargain for the
price. And yet these gentlemen said
they ran a pure election, and tried to
prove that the Minister of Finance made
assertions that were derogatory to him and
the country. He (Mr. Domville) was
at the meeting when th@ requisition was
given to the Finance Minister. He said
he could not do what lie should like to
do in his position as Governor, and
would have to resign his position before
he could give an answer at all. Mr.
Tilley never made the statement that he
was offered a bribe of $45,000.

MR. ANGLIN: I heard him making
the statement.

MR. DOMVILLE said he heard him
making this statement-he said that, if
he accepted such a position at the hands
of his political opponents, it would look
as if he had taken a bribe of $45,000.
The hon. member for Gloucester was
able to distort statements as well as
anybody else. The hon. member for
Northumberland, who spoke of the hon.
the Finance Minister as being his friend,
went al] over Northumberland villifying
him from poll to poll.

Mi. SNOWBALL: I deny that.

MR. DOMVILLE said they had so
many denials from hon. gentlemen oppo-
site lately that it was hardly worth
while taking any notice of them. But
the hon. member, perhaps, would also deny
that he went down in the train to St.
John and tried to get the Conservative
party to adopt him.

MR. SNOWBALL: I do deny that
emphatically.

MR. DOMVILLE said he would not
challenge his denial, because it would be
unparliamentary. But he was tele-
graphed to look out for the hon. gentle-
man, and that he had gone down to tell
Mr. Tilley he would give him no factious
opposition, provided he (Mr. Snowball)
was given the patronage of the country.
There was then the hon. member for
Queen's, who sent a gentleman to him
(Mr. Domville) to buy off the protest
against him (Mr. King) in the county of
Queen's.

MR. KING : I deny that.
MR. DOMVILLE.

MR. DOM VILLE said he was bound
as a member of Parliament, if challenged
to give his authority, to give it. His
authority was the lon. Thomas R. Jones,
of St. John, N.B. That hon. gentle-
man came to him and said: Mr. King
is a very nice gentleman, and it is a pity
to have him opposed, and I am authorised
to be responsible as far as $2,000, if
you will get the suit withdrawn.

MR. KING : Authorised by me?

MR. DOMVILLE said the hon. gen-
tleman should know whether le author-
ised him or not.

MR. KING : I contradict what the
hon. member for King's has said.

MR. DOMVILLE said he was sorry
he had trod on the hon. member's corns.
The hon. member should not get so ex-
cited, if what was said against him was
not true. It was not customary with
those against whom false charges were
made to become so excited. One hon.
member, the other evening, talked of bis
representing New Brunswick, and having
New Brunswick in charge Such a
statement was preposterous. Were a
poll taken in St. John to-morrow to
test the popularity of the Minister of
Finance against that of any other hon.
gentleman from New Brunswick, the poll
would give the Finance Minister 1,000
majoriîty. If politics were dropped, and
the decision given on the merits of the
Finance Minister, as a man of integrity
and honour, there was no man in New
Brunswick could stand against him.
As regarded this offer of the Governor-
ship, where there was smoke there must
have been fire. He supposed they would
be asked to admit that these letters were
never written, that Mr. Dunn never
went to Mr. Tilley, and that no Gover-
norship was ever offered, but he might
go further back and recount the particu-
lars of a ride he took on a special loco-
motive one evening with the Hon. Mr.
Mitchell to a certain hon. gentleman's
house, and, after a discussion about the
Governorships and ali sorts of things had
got through, that hon. gentleman stated
enough to convince him (Mr. Domville)
that his professions as to his being op-
posed to their party were not sincere.
In order to make it parliamentary, and
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not betray confidence, he would say the
hon. gentleman was not in his seat, but
if he was, he (Mr. Domville) would say
that he heard the hon. gentleman state
that on the Pacific Scandal he had com-
mitted himself by his expressions, but
after that vote was disposed of, he
would stand by them, and that he believed
in them. But he would not proceed fur-
ther.

SIR A. J. SMITH : Go on, I amf quite
prepared for it.

MR. DOMVILLE said there were
other hon. gentlemen who had dealt for
crowns, as well as his hon. friend, and the
least said on the subject the better.
The hon. gentleman had referred to the
Sun as a vile sheet, and had said that
the editor was employed by the Govern-
ment. The editor knew well enough how
to defend bimself, and could sling ink as
well as other people could sling words.
There was no doubt that he was an offi-
cer of the Government ; he had been ap-
pointed temporarily because there was no
other man who, from his ability and
knowledge of the country, could fill the
vacancy so well. In a previous debate
Mr Anglin bad said that the present
postmaster of St. John had denied that
lie was interested in the Globe newspaper
there.

MR. ANGLIN: The denial is that
he ever wrote the editorials.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD: He
only paid for them.

MR. DOMVILLE said it was only
colourable information to say he 'was not
a member of the firm. He (Mr. Dom-
ville) knew him to be, and why did they
blame his side of the House for a
system they bad inaugurated them-
selves. As regarded Mr. Dunn, he had
openly spoken on the streets that Mr.
Tilley would accept the Governorship for
a second term. With regard to the city
of St. John, he was prepared to show
that it would not suffer in consequence of
the imposition of the present tarif, as
the bon. gentlemen on the other side of
the House had tried to prove. Upon
the completion of the Megantie Railroad,
the Post of St. John would be some
300 miles nearer Montreal than Halifax,
The tariff would give them a home market

for sweets, and was calculated to foster
the West Indian trade, and St. John
would naturally become the chief port
for the West Indian trade of the Domin-
ion. This would undoubtedly prove a
great commercial advantage to St. John,
and, in addition, it would become the re-
fining point of the Maritime Provinces.
The West Indian trade would employ a
class of small vessels of from 150 tons to
300 tons, which woulid take their lumber
to the West Indies and return with sugars
and molasses. He was assured that the
present tariff would, in every way, work
advantageously to New Brunswick.

MR. CARTWRIGHT: I do not in-
tend or desire to renew the very long
and protracted discussion that bas taken
place on the principle involved by this
tariff. In fact, I agree with the hon.
the Minister of Finance so far that I
think our time would be best employed
in examining the very complicated and
intricate details he has submitted in the
resolutions now in your hauds ; and I
trust he will be able to explain more fully
than he has yet done, the causes which
have induced him to impose some of
these very heavy taxes, and the results he
expects to derive from them, not only as
regards the number of people whom he
expects to employ thereby, but as to the
losses sustained by the revenue in each
particular direction. I do not, at present,
as I said, intend to dwell on the prin-
ciples of Protection or Free-trade, but I
will call the hon. gentleman's attention to
the fact that several objections have been
levelled at these propositions wholly ir-
respective of the principle which under-
lies them. These objections he bas not
answered, as I hoped he would have
done to-night. These objections are of
very grave moment. In the discussion
of this tariff we bave objected mainly to
these five things : First of all, we say the
imposition of the taxes they propose would
inflict a very great and grievous injustice
on the poorest class of the community,
a thing which, under all circumstances,
must be regarded by all statesmen as
calling for the most serious condemna-
tion of the people's representatives. We
say also, Sir, and to this point the hon.
gentleman did in part allude, we say
also that it is inevitable, partly in con-
sequence of the geographical position of
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the country, that the tariff the hon. gen-
tleman now proposes must work a very
great injustice to particular Provinces-
not to his own Province only, but to the
Province of Prince Edward Island and
a great part of Nova Scotia, as well as
New Brunswick, and most particularly
to the Provinces in the North-West.
We contend, in the third place, that this
tariff is so framed as to bring us into
direct conflict with Imperial policy, and
to grievously hamper, to a very great
extent, the trade of Great Britain with
her North American possessions, of
which the hon. gentleman by this time
must have received ample proof from the
Imperial Government itself, if I am not
misinformed. The universal condemna-
tion with which men of all kinds of
politics in England have visited this
tariff is well known. Then, over and
above all this, a point to which the hon.
gentleman ought certainly to have
directed some attention to-night, we con-
tend that the leading sin of this tariff,
in an economical point of view, is that
he is taking an enormous sum of money
out of the pockets of the people of
Canada, over and above the sum
which he is putting into the Treasury.
Now, my hon. friend behind me, in a
speech evidencing the most profound
research-andfrom a five years'knowledge
of that hon. gentleman I can say I do
not believe there is in this House, or in
Canada, a gentleman who is better able
to arriva at a correct conclusion on that
somewhat intricate difficult subject than
the hon. member for the county of St.
John-that hon. gentleman had stated,
in great detail, that the application of
the existing tariff to the importations of
last year would involve an additional
taxation on the people of over $7,000,000.
Now, I am not prepfred to say whether
or not, in spite of all the minute details
which my hon. friend went into, it is
possible for him or for any man to arrive
at a perfectly accurate computation.
But I believe this nay be stated with
perfect safety, that, if you take into ac-
count the enormous addition to the tax-
ation which will be caused by the num-
ber of middlemen who would have to
exact a profit on their advances, the
sums actually paid by the people of Can-
ada will be largely in excess of
$7,000,000. Then we again take objec-

MR. CARTWRIGHT.

ti9n to this tariff, on the hon. gentleman's
own confession-at least, he hardly took
the trouble to deny it-that it will, of
necessity, work a very grievous injustice
on several most important interests all
over the country, particularly the lumber
interest, the fisheries of the Dominion,
and the transportation interest. These
three interests are of enormous
importance, as every man who has the
least acquaintance with the trade and
commerce of this country knows. Now,
Sir, I repeat that, be Protection right or
wrong, if it be true that these or any of
these objections can be established, it
would, in itself, be a very serious con-
demnation of the tariff resolutions the
hon. gentleman has brought down. This
discussion to-night has taken so exclu-
sively a New Brunswick turn, that I do
not feel disposed to dwell at any length
on the statements made by the hon. gen-
tleman, as they affect his own Province,
more particularly as that question has
been discussed at great length. But I
would call the attention of the hon. gen-
tleman to this : I believe he is going to
make a leap in the dark, of the nature of
which neither he nor any of his advisers
have any conception whatever. I do not
think he has at all considered, or that
the three or four gentlemen whom we
have been informed have been con-
structing this tariff at the rate of $30 a
day, how, in the attempt-possibly an
honest and well-meaning attempt-to aid
this or that particular industry, they
were going to hamper other industries of
far greater importance to the people
of this country than the particu-
lar industry they specially desired
to assist. And I am assured that gen-
tlemen on both sides of the louse can-
not pass their time more advantageously
to the country than in calling attention,
as far as their information enable them
to do it, to the mode in which almost
every one of these increases, which I see
made in these resolutions, would affect
other industries apart from the special
ones they are supposed to foster. Now,
Sir, I do not condemn the hon. gentle-
man too severely because, at the time of
Confederation,he, incommon with others,
supposed it might be possible to keep our
expenditure within very much narrower
limits than it actually proved possible.
But, at the same time, the knowledge that
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the hon. gentleman did pledge his reputa- things then and at present, When he
tion that the total annual expenditure for called attention to the great decline in
25 years should not exceed $12,000,000, the boot and shoe trade of St. John, was
ought to make him exceedingly cautious he aware that the total imports of boots
in making any prophecies regarding the and shoes into the whole Province of New
future trade of the country, or the future Brunswick, from the United States,
expenditure that may become necessary in would, at the ordinary rate of production
the existing condition of things here. per head, have employed just 45 hands ?
In 1873, the hon. gentleman based his The census statement shows that New
whole financial policy on the assumption Brunswick produeed $967,000 Worth of
that there would be a steady increase of boots and shoes in 1871, wholly apart
our importations over and above the fror her imports from the lJpper Pro-
S128,000,000 we obtained that year. vinces, and it is scarcely possible that
That was the language of the hon. 5 or 6 per cent. of imports from the
gentleman. It was impossible for any- United States was likely to seriously
body to have put it in stronger terms; injure the trade of St. John, as the
and I ask the hon. the Finance Min- hon. gentleman appeared te think. He
ister to look at the course of trade since, said that Canada, in future, would very
and see if we were not justified in likely grow to the West, the great Wes
doubting somewhat the accuracy of the we have acquired; and he now proposes
very elaborate calculation he now sub- to baild up that country by making it
initts as to the course of what he almost impossible for the future settlers
rightly called a complete and total revo- to obtain their goods, animais, imple-
lution in the whole trade and business of ments, and furniture, at sucl prices as
the country. Now the hon. gentleman prevailed under the old tarif. Those
said it would have been an easy thing to taxes on animais and implements will
have got twice the revenue by doubling press with most exceptional severity
the tariff, and appealed to the case of the on the inhabitants of Manitoba, and the
United States to show that there they North-West, to which a large part of the
derived a double revenue from a doubled animais imported into the Dominion are
tariff. If we look to the Customs im- imported; and the way le is going to
ports of the United States, we shall find encourage those settlers is to compel
that their enormous tariff, which is cer- them to pay enormously enhanced prices
tainly more than double our old tariff, so for their coarse woollens, cottons, and
far from giving them a double revenue, every article of primary neeessity to the
hardly gives them as much per head as pioneer settling on the prairies.
we received from our comparatively MR. TILLEY: Last year the nost of
moderate tariff. It is impossible to say the animais imported were pics.
how far the hon. gentlema-i may or may
lot have been correct in stating that the MR. CARTWRIGHT: No; sheep
number of persons employed in certain were most numerously brought into
industries in St. John had decreased from Manitoba, and oxen into British Colum-
8,000 to 5,000 hands, or thereabouts. bia. The hon. gentleman told us that,
The source from which he quoted is not in the case of New Brunswick, le ex-
above suspicion. Bu , be that as it may, pects the greatest possible revival from the
is it at all likely that we shall regain those wonderful encouragementof manufactures
2,000 or 3 000 men under his policy? under the benign influence of Protection,
He ought o remember that the same and le specially quoted the case of the
number of persons are now able, by im- St. Croix. where a man could erect a fac-
proved machinery and improved scien- tory, having one end on Canadian and
tific appliances, to produce a vastly another on American territory. I wouid
greater quantity per head than before. like to know why, if the value of this
That of itself would allow for a consider- water power is so great, our enterprising
able reduction in the number employed. and acute friends on the other side of the
Besides, 1874 was the culminating year border bave so long negiected it? In
of a number of years of extraordinary concluding, le made a most touching ap-
inflation, and therefore no proper compar- peal to us te encourage him, as he de-ison could be drawn between the state of sired to protet the unfortunate people of
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this country. He says more Protection
is needed, and I have not the slightest
doubt that before he has held office
twelve months he will discover that
more is wanted; that those daughters of
the horse-leech are creatures that no Pro-
tection can satisfy. If he supposes that
we, in Opposition, knowing what we do,
feeling that the country bas entered on a
downward path, contrary to all sound
doctrine, and the experience of all civil-
ised nations, are going to encourage hiim
in bis course, great is bis faith. Were it
the last moment that any of us should
sit here, we should not hesitate to pro-
test in every possible shape and way
against the ill-omened path in which he
is now attempting to lead the people of
this country. I will request, when
these matters are under discussion, that
each item of the tariff shall be read
separately. We do not desire to delay,
or factiously oppose these resolution, but
simply to know on what data the hon.
gentleman founded bis propositions.
What special industries does he
propose to encourage, and what
it would cost the revenue up
to the present, although I admit it
has been a difficult point for the hon.
gentleman to answer. He has given
not even a vague idea of the extent to
which he supposes these various changes
will affect trade and business ; and I
think it is very desirable that both sides
should be put as fully as possible in
possession of the information on which
those various important changes are pro-
posed to be made.

MR. HOLTON said that the resolu-
tions before the House should be put
seriatim ; he thought it was understood
that the items should be read and passed
if not challenged.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : That
will do very well.

iResolution read t/te second time and
agreed to.

On Resolution 2,
MR. CARTWRIGHT asked for ex-

planations as to the object and extent of
the resolution.

Mi. TILLEY : The object of this
very important resolution is to meet the

MR.-CARTWRIGHT.

difficulties which we now experience in
regard to some of our industries, includ-
ing that of sugar. During some twelve
months or more nearly one dollar per
1001b. of drawback was paid by the
Government of the United States over
and above the amount paid by the refiner
into - the Treasury. That bas been re-
duced fron 75c. to 25c., some say to
65c. It varies very much on the charac-
ter of the sugar that the refiners use ;
but we may safely take for granted that,
under the law of the United States,
which enables the refiner to introduce
sugar below number seven, on which
$2 to $2. 15 per 1001b. is paid,
a very superior class of sugar im-
ported from the West Indies, with
a saccharine percentage of 96 to
98 almost, pays but $2.15, which is
converted into white sugar, making the
drawback very large, and leaving a con-
siderable surplus of profit to the refiner.
It is under the operation of this system
that we have entirely lost our sugar
refining, which it would be impossible
to restore, unless such a proposition as
this is affirmed by Parliament. Because
it will be understood how difficult it
would 1e if power was given to the Gov-
ernment simply to say we will charge, in
addition to the duty levied, the amount of
bounty or bonus given, which would
form a question of dispute between the
authorities of the States and the Cana-
dian Government. They -would assert it
would only be 25c. per 1001b., while it
might, on the other hand, be asserted it
was 65c. The present arrangement is
designed to meet this case as well as
others where there is a specific and fixed
duty.

MR. HOLTON said a point on which
he desired information was whether the
effect of this resolution. would be to
prevent the purchase of raw
sugar in bond in the Uited States
for consumption in this country.
He knew the trade had a very deep in-
terest in understanding clearly whether
it was the intention of this resolution to
prohibit absolutely, as the imposition of
the double duty would prohibit abso-
lutely, the purchase in the United States
and the importation into this country of
raw sugar in bond for consumption iI
this country.
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ME. TILLEY : What kind of sugar 1

MR. IOLTON said those grades of
sugar which were imported largely for
consumption without undergoing any
process of refining here, or having under-
gone any in the United States. le was
told a circumstance of this kind when in
Montreal the other day, and a good deal
of discontent existed in consequence of
the construction put upon this resoluion
by the Customs authorities. Parties
there had ordered considerable quantities
of raw sugar from the United States, i
the belief that it could be entered here
less the duty in the United States, or,
in other words, that it could be bonded
there and brought to this country.

MR. TILLEY: That was an entire
mistake about the raw sugar.

MR. HOLTON said he thought the
hon. gentleman had no power to do that
under the resolution as now worded.
The former part, of course, applied to
sugar brought in for refining purposes,
and then it went on to say: "and the
fair market value of all goods, wares and
merchandise imported into Canada shall
be understood to be the ordinary whole-
sale price at which the same are sold
for home consumption in the country
where they are purchased or manufac-
tured." Clearly, therefore, the price
of sugar bought in New York
at a fair market price for
home consumption would be the
price, duty paid, and could only be intro-
duced into this country as it was now, or
had hitherto been largely introduced, on
payment of the American duty in the
first place, and the Canadian duty in the
second place, and the Canadian duty to
be levied on the whole price, including
the American duty. He desired to know
whether the hon. gentleman meant that,
and whether his officers had construed
the resolution in Montreal under instruc-
tion from Ottawa.

MR. TILLEY: I may state that I do
not think it was under instruction from
Ottawa. I had a communication on the
subject, and I stated that if such was
understood, it was a maistake. For in-
stance, as for the purchasing of raw
sugar in bond, as there is no draw-
back given, it is to meet the case of the
refiner.

MR. HOLTON said that it did not
relate to drawback at all. The phrase-
ology was very plain, and justified the
construction that had been put upon it.

MR. TILLEY : I am not aware of any
question having arisen. A man pur-
chases a hundred or a thousand hogs-
heads of sugar in the United States ; if
it is raw sugar, there is no drawback on
it.

Mn. HOLTON: It is true, without
deduction of any kind out of the price
for which it is sold for consumption in
the country. The purchase is made in
New York; it may only be sold for con-
sumption after the duty is paid.

MR. TILLEY: It is sold in bond.

Mn. HOLTON: But that will not
be the price if sold in bond.

Mn. TILLEY : That is not contem-
plated at all. There is only one port
where the question has arisen at all.

Mu. GUTHRIE said it might be well
to add some words so as to remove any
misapprehension.

Mn. MILLS said it was perfectly
clear that the construction put upon the
words by the hon. member for Chateau-
guay was correct, and they would bear
no other construction. When goods
were purchased in bond in the United
States, that was the market value for
consumption. The market value in New
York for consumption was the price that
those goods would bring after the Ameri-
can duty was added. Now, if these
sugars were refined in bond, how would
the hon. gentleman do in that case?
Would he do exactly as he did in the
case of raw sugar?

Mn. TILLEY : There is no sugar re-
fined in bond.

Mu. BUNTING said the hon. mem-
ber was in error in saying that sugars
were refined in bond in the United
StateF. The duty was paid on all raw
sugar before the refinery got possession
of it. The resolution before the House
would be very readily understood by
those engaged in the sugar trade, who
would comprehend distinctly what was
meant by a drawback. It was the
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abatement of the duty which had been
paid by the refluer on the raw material
when he had the refned material ready
for export to a foreigu country. The
hon. member for Bothwell should know
that, as a matter of fact, the drawback
allowed to the foreign buyer of Ameri-
can refined sugar, for some years past,
had been out of all proportion to the
duty paid on the raw material.
Not inany years ago the draw-
back allowed on white refined sugar was
$3.75 per hundred. Notwithstanding
the fact that no increase was made in
the duty on raw sugar, this drawback
was reduced to $3.60, and subsequently
to $3.15, so that it would seem the
Americar. Government concluded from
time to time that the drawback was in ex-
cess of the duty paid. it was the opinion
of men engaged in the sugar trade, as
well as the United States Government,
that for some years past, the bounty on
refined sugar exported from the United
States had varied from 25c. to 75c. per
cwt. The amount of the drawback
had consequently been reduced. He
thought his hon. friend the Minister of
Finance was justified in putting this
resolution on the Statute-book, because it
was the only way by which he could de-
fend Canadian refiners against the un-
fair competition of the American refiners,
and also the expedients which had been
heretofore resorted to by the American
Government, in granting to their refiners
privileges which no other refiners enj oyed.
There was a good deal more in this matter
of drawbacks than many members were
aware of. There was a very large amount
of foreign matter. exported from the
United States as sugar which never paid
any duty to the American Government
at all. He knew that in the city of
Buffalo there was an establishment which
consumed from 4,000 to 5,000 bushels of
Indian corn every day. From this
corn, common starch, glucose and
syrup were produced. This glu-
cose was sent in large quantities
to New York, and other sugar refining
centres, and there sold to the refinets.
It was added to the sugar, and the draw-
back on American refined sugar was not
calculated on the quantity of raw sugar
which had been used in producing the
refined, but on the weight of the mate-
rial exported; so that the glucose pro-

MR. BUNTING.

duced in the Buffalo factory and sent to
New York was there mixed with sugar,
and that sugar carried with it a draw-
back. Now, it was quite impossible to
ascertain the quantity of glucose that was
added to the sugar, therefore it was quite
impossible to guard against it. The
only way, in his judgment, by which jus-
tice could be done to Canadian refiners
was to ignore the drawback altogether,
and to calculate the duty on the actual
duty-paid value of refined sugar in New
York, as it was sold to the American
qpnsumer. To-day, in New York, white
sugar was worth about 8e. a pound, and
as the drawback was $3.15 per cwt., the
price for export would be $4.85 per cwt.
Heretofore, the ad valorem duty of 25
per cent. had been calculable on $4.85,
and it was proposed by this resolution to
make the new duty of 35 per cent. calcu-
lable on 8c. It was but just that it
should be so, until such time as the A-mer-
ican Government adopted some measures
whereby their refiners should not be per-
mitted to impose upon our refiners. This
resolution would be understood by the
trade. It was well understood by the Cus-
tom-house officers throughout the coun-
try that it applied onily to refined sugar.

MR. HOLTON : Iow can my hon.
friend say that in face of these words
" all goods, wares and merchandises " ?

MR. BUNTIN G said because it was
made to apply not only to sugar, but
to cut nails and other articles that were
entitled to a drawback. Articles made
in the United States from foreign ma-
terial, on which a duty had been imposed,
were entitled to a drawback on being
exported, ard it was contemplated by
this resolution not to recognise the
drawback, but to have the duty calcu-
lated on the actual out-of-bond price of
those goods in the United States.

MR. MACKENZIE said the point
upon which the hon. member for Chat-
eauguay had called the attention of the
House had no reference to a drawback
at all, nor to refined sugar. The hon.
the Minister of Finance had admitted
that the construction put upon the clause
by the officers in Montreal was wrong.

Ma. BUNTING said that was only
in regard to raw sugar, but it was well
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understood by the Customs officials what
was meant by a drawback. The terni
drawback did not apply to raw sugar at
al]. Raw sugar coming to New York
remained in bond; the portion sold to
Canada was exported and the duty ap-
plicable to the quantity exported
was remitted. But the refined
sugar must bave paid a duty
before the refiner got possession of it
for refining purposes, and after it had
been refined the drawback was allowed.
But in the matter of raw sugar there was
no drawback at all : it was exported
without paying any duty to the Customs
of the United States, and therefore, there
could be no fraud and no collusion.

MR. MACKENZIE said no one was
speaking about a drawback, what they
wanted to know was if the resolution
covered sugars purchased in bond, not
refined sugars, but the ordinary raw
sugars; they wanted to know if these
sugars should only pay a duty upon prices
paid in bond.

MR. CARTWRIGHT suggested that
the hon. the Minister of Finance should
insert such words as would prevent mis-
understanding of the clause.

MR. TILLEY said there had been but
one officer in the whole Dominion who
had taken that view of the case-the Col-
lector of Montreal-who had written to
him on the subject.

Mn. HOLTON said undoubtedly the
Collector read the resolution correctly. It
stated that all goods, wares, merchandises
of anv description whatever, purchased
im a foreign country-which meant the
United States-should be subjected to
duty at the fair market value, which
was to be established by the wholesale
prices for consumption in the markets of
that country. Clearly, therefore, the
wholesale market price for consumption
was the price of duty-paid-sugar. And
then, when it came to our frontier, it
was subject to duty at that fair market
price, including American duty, and
subject to our duty at that price.
And, therefore, the importer in this
Country from the United States had to
pay double duty. This was a practical
prohibition and would be felt very
severely along our whole frontier, and
more perhaps in Ontario where there was

more of that sort of sugar imported, and
more bought in New York than'in Mon-
treal. It was an absolute prohibition as
regarded Ontario, without any reference
to drawbacks or the protection of our
sugar refineries.

MR. TILLEY said the duty would be
reckoned by the market price at the
place at which the sugar was purchased.

Mn. JONES said that in the United
States every possible means was taken to
protect their labour. It had been said
that sugar was refined and exported in
bond. He knew well that iron was
imported in bond, manufactured in
bond, and then exported. In this way
the labour was secured to that country.
The United States drawback system
worked against us also in foreign coun-
tries, and as we had had no drawback
systeni since Confederation, we were
placed in a very wrong position as re-
garded the United States.

MR. GUNN said the hon. member for
Welland (Mr. Bunting) had 'alluded to
glucose. Now, it was a well-known
fact that no respectable refliner exported
sugar with glucose.

MR. BUNTING: I did not say they
were respectable.

MR. GUNN said that, under the pro-
posed resolutions, raw sugars would pay
40 per cent., and refined 57 per cent. He
was in hopes the hon. the Minister of
Finance would have looked into this
matter, and he hoped the hon. gentle-
man, before the resolutions were adopted,
would see his way clear to look into the
matter.

MR. CASEY said the sugar duty clearly
discriminated unfavourably against Eng-
land, as compared to the United States.
Provision had been made for reciprocity
in regard to the United States in refer-
ence to certain articles; but there was
no similar provision with regard to
Great Britain in relation to the same
articles. With regard to coal, we might
make a reciprocal arrangement with the
United States; but there was no similar
provision with regard to Great Britain,
while England at present admitted our
coal free.

MR. TILLEY said that in 1854 the
Imperial Government gave their assent
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to reciprocity on these very articles be-
tween the United States and Canada, and
they gave their assent to a similar pro-
position made by Mr. Brown, that ex-
tended not only to these, but other ar-
ticles of manufacture. Therefore, he did
not think there could be any objection
to this proposition. No concession would
be made to the United States that did
not put England in the same position.

Mn. MACKENZIE said the hon.
gentleman proposed in these resolutions
to admit American coal free, as soon as
they admitted Canadian coal free. If
the same principle were applied to Eng-
land, we should no>w admit British coal
free, because England admitted our coal
free.

Mn. GALBRAITH said that the re-
sult of these resolutions would be that, as
soon as the United States admitted cer-
tain of our agricultural products free,
this Government would be in a position
to issue a proclamation, allowing similar
articles tå come into Canada free of dutv.
During hiscanvass last summer, he found
great complaint among people with re-
gard to the action of the Mackenzie Gov-
ernment in not putting a heavy duty on
American pork, and it was one of the
reasons given why it should be defeated
that it had not put' a proper duty on
that article of farm produce. le found
that pork was carrying a reciprocal duty,
a cent a pound, and no change had been
made. He wanted to know if the Gov-
ernment, upon the Government of the
United States reducing the duty on any
article enumerated in this resolution,
would flnd it obligatory on them to make
a similar reduction in case of anything
coming into Canada. Last year, Ontario
alone imported, of pork, $308,044 worth,
while they sent into the States $1,065
worth. Their importation of Indian corn
from the United States was $2,972,301,
andtheir export theretowas, from Ontario,
$49. They imported $5,117,282 worth
of wheat, and sent to the United States
$1,125,808 worth. Oats imported,
$620,628 worth, and exported to the Re- j
public $128 worth. If the Amerisans
were the astute and selfish people that
hon. gentlemen supporting the Govern-
ment gave them credit for being, they
would at once reduce the duties on all
those articles, and allow the small exports

MR. TILLEY.

from Canada to reach their markets free,
in order to secure hers. So far as his
own impression was concerned, he be-
lieved the duties on agricultural pro-
ducts 'were not going to benefit the farm-
ers. The true policy with regard to the
farming community was to let them
severely alone, and allow them to pur-
chase those articles that they did not
produce themselves at the most reason-
able rate at which they could be obtained.
When they considered the very large
volume of agricultural products of the
United States, it was computed that last
year wheat reached 300,000,000 bushels,
and Indian corn 1,300,000,000,they would
see that if they sent into that country
every dollar's worth of the Canadian sur-
plus of agricultural products, it would
not have the least appreciable effect
on its markets. It would not re-
duce prices though increasing somewhat
the carrying trade of that country.
Now, in regard to a great number of
articles of agricultural produce sent into
the United States last year, and for
which we received a cash return, very
little of the same commodities, except
wool, was sent from them to Canada.
The Ontario exports amounted to nearly
$8,000,000, and it was not likely the
American Government would make any
reduction on the duties chargeable on
those articles, because it was in their
interest to maintain them, seeing that it
would not he very beneficial to their
people to send similar articles to Canada.
If it would be obligatory on the Canadian
Government to make certain reductions
on articles named in this resolution, in
case of similar reductions being made by
the United States, the farming commun-
ity of Canada might expect very little
protection under this Bill.

Mn. HESSON said he was glad to
see that the Government had reserved
the right of making certain reductions in
import duties on corresponding re-
ductions being made by the United States.
He felt that they should abide by the
judgment of the hon. gentlemen in charge
of the matter, and particularly that the
country credited them with an honest in-
tention of carrying ont the propositions
so ably brought before the House by the
Finance Minister. He (Mr. Hesson)
was not at all anxious about the matter.
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He tel that the Finance Minister and the
Governor in Council would regulate
wisely in future. and that, if they did
not get much revenue from those items,
they would, at all events, be none worse
than before.

MR. PATERSON (South Brant) said
he took it for granted the object of that
wasto induce the Americans to lower their
duties on the articles mentioned, going
into their country, and that the only
object in imposing duties on those ar-
ticles was reciprocity. If so, why was it
thatthe same duties werenotleviedonthe
American articles which were carried by
the same Canadian articles entering the
States-why not charge 20c. a bushel on
wheat as they did ? Was not the
position of the Finance Minister weak-
ened by this difference. While Cana-
dians charged only 50c. a barrel on flour,
their charge was $1. They said they
would not lower their duty on coal, and
Canada was to impose only 50c. a ton as
against their 75c. If they wished to
coerce the Americans into reciprocity,
why enact lower duties against them
than theirs against Canadians?

Resolution read the second time and
agreed to.

Resolution 3 read the second time and
agreed to.

On Resolution 4,

MR. MACKENZIE said that he had
Supposed the lion. the Finance Minister
would be willing to consider suggestions of
a change in the wording of the resolutions,
when it was only desired thereby to give
effect to his own views. But so far he
had declined to make a single alteration of
any kind, and there was no use in wast-
ing time in discussion if lie was bound
to carry them through unchanged.

MR. TILLEY said lie would like to
know any suggestions hon. gentlemen on
the opposite side had to make. These
resolutions had been prepared, to a great
extent, by the Commissioner of Customs,
who had had 12 years' experience in
these matters. It was after consultation
with hirm and the Minister of Customs
that he (Mr. Tilley) had adopted the
propositions made here, and he felt great
delicacy in altering the work of such

84

an experienced officer, without some
clear and undoubted reason therefor.
With regard to the point made by the
member for Chateauguay, he did not see
that anything could be done. The
objoct of that provision was to ascertain
correctly the duty on the value of the
article, and the place where it was pur-
chased. This resolution was, word for
word, the one accepted in 1871.
But it was entirely in the hands of the
Government to say that, if any proposi-
tions were made, they would accept or
reject. They certainly would not on
corn and the other articles referred to,
and it was not likely they would on bar-
ley. It was intended, as a whole, as a
policy that would bear upon the whole
of these articles, and, if the United States
were to say they would reduce their
duties below what they were at present.
the Government would then have the
authority to reduce the duty on arti-
cles coming in here. The imposition of
these duties now was because these goods
had come in free from the United States
for twelve years, while the United States
imposed their duties on our goods. The
Goverument now imposed duties on arti-
cles of the United States sent in here, in
the hope that it might lead them, as indi-
cated in the New York Herald, to open
their markets to us if we agreed to abro-
gate those duties.

MR. JONES said that, while. in the
city of Toronto, a large importer there
brought under his notice the fact that,
under the sixth resolution, goods brought
by rail from Pittsburg to Toronto would
not be charged duty on the freight to the
border, whereas, if they were brought by
rail to Cleveland and shipped from Cleve-
land to Toronto, a duty would be collected
on the freight from Pittsburg to Cleve-
land.

MR. TILLEY said this proposition
was first introduced, lie thouglt, by Sir
Francis Hincks, and to a certain extent
had been in operation to the present
time. It was originally passed with a
view to levying duty equally on the
value of goods at the shipping. For in-
stance, when wine was purchased in the
interior of the country at a very low
figure, the ad valorem duty on the cost
would be much lower than on the same
article at its cost when bought at the
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port from which it was shipped, the
freight in the latter case being added to
the price. It was thought desirable to
retain this provision, with the exception
of adding the words, "except when im-
ported from Great Britain."

MR. CASEY said he thought the diffi-
culty suggested by the hon. member for
South Leeds had not been met, and the
clause required amendment.

MR. NcDONALD (Pictou) said the
words, " the cost of inland transporta-
tion," he thought met the case. He
thought tbe meaning was clear, and there
never yet had arisen any difficulty
through misconstruction.

MR. TILLEY : I entirely agree with
the construction put on it by the Minis-
ter of Justice.

MR. MACKENZIE asked how it
would be if a train of iron were shipped
from Pittsburg and crossed the line at
Buffalo? Would the duty be charged
on the cost at Pittsburg, with the freight
to the bridge added, or would it be
charged on the price at Pittsburg, or on

in his hands. He (Mr. Tilley) had been
happy to take the advice and counsel of
that gentleman in regard to it, taking
into consideration his great experience.
From him he had understood that the
resolutions, as they existed, did not toucli
the American trade at all.

MR. MILLS said no doubt the Com-
missioner of Customs was a very intelli-
gent officer in that particular service, but
he did not think his opinion ought to
govern this House. It was for the
House to say whether the wording of the
resolution was such as to give effect to
the views of the Minister of Finance.
He (Mr. Mills) thought that upon the
construction of the resolution the view
of the Commissioner of Customs was of
no value, though his opinion as to the
practice might be very important.

MR. BTJRPEE (St. John) said this
was a new resolution entirely. When
first it -was introduced, it was to include
British and other goods, but that had
been changed, and Great Britain had been
struck out.

the price when it arrived at Toronto? MR. WHITE (Cardwell) said this
resolution bad created a great deal of in-

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said the terest in the city of Montreal. ]ie be-
sentence might be rather involved, but,
as a matter of construction, he had little Customs was sustaîned by the Collector
doubt on the subjett. at Montreal, who stated that e had fol-

MR CASEY asked what the intentions lowed thepractice indicated by this reso-
of the Finance Minister were in relation ail t1e (Mr. White) knew

tu hismaterl hd ie ntnd o olîctthat inland charges had been made.tc tis matter ? Did he intend as So far as continental shippers were con-
duty on freight that camecerned, it was quite clear that the prac-
well as by water? tice lid been to charge the cost of inland

MR. TILLEY said the hon. member transportation, in order to arrive at the
had offered some remarks a few minutes dutiable value of the goods. The point
ago, which he thought were not called a y the late Minister of Customs
for, to the effect that this was the work had cieated a good deal of feeling among
of some subordinate, such as the Com- persons engaged in transportation in the
missioner of Customs. It was a for- city of Montreal, namely, as to whether,
tunate thing, in connection with our in the case of goods purdhased in Paris,
Government, that we had officials who taken to the frontier, placed on a vesse1.
remained in office, and were not removed taken to Liverpool, and then shipped to
in consequence of a change of parties; Canada, the inland charges to be added
who, in fact, had the confidence of both would be charges fron Paris to Liver-
parties. The deputy heads, he con- pool, or simply from Paris to Rouen, or
sidered, would do credit to any country, to whatever port they night be shipped
and hbe did not hesitate to say that he from. It seemed clear, from the reading
looked upon the deputy head of that of this resolution, that it would only be
Department as one of the most efficient charges to Rouen. The point raised b
men of the public service ; and he had the hon. member for South s, s
not hesitated to leave this matter largely the effeet which this would have upof

Uoe t Liy
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goodscoming from the United States,part
by rail and part by water, or all by rail,
was a very pertinent one. There seemed
to him (Mr. White) to be a strong point
in that, because, if goods came from
any point in the United States to a lake
port, and were then shipped to Canada, the
transportation of the vessel in this case
would have to be added to the cost of the
goods ; whereas, if they came altogether
by rail, there would be no such charges.
It was quite clear that, in the construc-
tion of this clause, American ports in
the United States had never been
thought of at all. The point was one of
sufficient importance to merit a careful
study before it passed.

MR. JONES said this clause had been
a deadletter, both in regard to Great Brit-
ain and the United States. But it should
not certainly have been a deadletter as
regarded the United States, considering
the action they had taken against us,
and we should, in every instance, cause
the dutv to be levied upon the freight.

nIR. BOWELL said there had been a
misconception as to whether this clause
had to be really the law of the land or
not. It was a fact, as stated by the hon.
member for Cardwell, that the interpret-
ation given to the repealing clause of the
tariff of 1876 did not apply to this clause,
and the best evidence of that was that
the citV of Montreal had been in the
habit of having these charges added to
their invoices, and it had been the uni-
Versal custom in the Maritime Provinces.
If it had been understood otherwise, it
nust have been from the neglect of duty

on the part of the Customs Department
inthe past. There should be uniformity
in all entries and all invoices. On mak-
ing enquiry as to the enforcement of this
provision, he found it never had been
made to apply to any goods purchased in
the United States and sent to this coun-
try. The practice of the Department, in
certain cases, had been to enforce the
provisions of this Act, but that was pro-
vided for by a Departmental Order, and
consequently, it had never been enforced
" regard to the transit of goods pur-
chased in Great Britain.

MR. BURPEE said the law of 1868
Was repealed in 1874, and the whole Act
was consolidated in 1877, but this ýlause

was left out of both those Acts, and
whatever carried with it certain packages
and certain charges, was provided for in
the Act of 1875. The general merchan-
dises of all countries does not carry
transportation charges, except on certain
articles provided for in the Act.

Ma. MACDOUGALL said it seemed
doubtful whether this law had been en-
forced recently, at all events. If this
resolution meant to re-enact that law, he
was in favour of it. In view of the
policy proposed, it was desirable to'add
to the cost of goods at any point in the
United States the cost of transportation
to our frontier. That was one of the
elements of Protection to our own manu-
factures. If the word " Canada " was
placed in the resolution before the word
"vessel," it would cover the difficulty, so as
to make it clear that, on goods coming by
vessel from any part on the lakes or by
the bridge, the cost of transportation to
either of those points should be added in
estimating the amount of duty to be
charged.

Resolution read the second time and
agreed Io.

Resolutions 5 and 6 read the second
time and agreed Io.

On Resolution 7,
MR. ANGLIN asked how many ap-

praisers it would be necessary to appoint,
and what the expense would pro-
bably be.

MR. TILLEY said the system had
not been thoroughly matured yet. The
object was not so much to appoint ap-
praisers in different ports as it was to
have a more efficient arrangement here
at Ottawa. All the invoices were to be
submitted to oficers here to see that they
were uniform in the value of goods. It
'would be their duty to ascertain the
value of an article manufactured in the
United States for the home market.
The Estimates would probably cover the
expenses of three or four experts. He
could not name the amount, but it would
not be large.

MR. ANGLIN asked if the experts
were to visit places of export, and ascer-
tain the prices of articles ; how could
they ascertain the prices obtained ?
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MR. TILLEY said Le could not enter MR. ]EJOLTON said that, before the
into an explanation here, but it would be Eouse entered upon a consideration of
the duty of these men to ascertain the the items of the tarif, be wouid like to
value of these goods, and then, by ad- go back for a moment to the resolutions
dressing circulars to all the collectors, to passed lut night. Tley had been passed
have uniformity of action. somewhat hurriedly, and le Lad intended

to, cal attention te circumstances con-
MR. HOLTON said he regarded with nected with one of then, namely, the

favour the idea of having appraisers here resolution relating to the tea trade, which
to establish uniformity of valuation in was as follows
all the ports of the country. This was a That it is expedi&nt to provide that, if, at
point we had long aimed at, and now, as any time, any greater duty of Customs should
we were getting a more complicated tariff be payable in the United States of Ainerica,
than we ever had before, some process of on tea or ceffee imported frein Canada, thau
that kind would be more than ever ne- on tea or coffee imported from any other

country, then the Governor in Council may
cessary.impose on ea or coffe imported into Canada

MR. SNOWBALL said it was a dan- froi the said United States, an additional duty
geros prceedng o, apoin apof Customs equal to the duty payable in the

gerous proceeding to appoint appraisers United States on tea or coffee imperted from
to value goods. He did not think there Canada: Provided that tea or ceflee imported in-
could be uniformity of value placed to Canada from any country other than the said
upon goods in Ottawa or anywhere else. United States, but passing in bond tluough theUTnited States, shall be taken and rated as a
All we needed was persons to examine direct importation frein the country wherever
the goods and see that they were the the tea or coffee was purchased."
classes specified in the invoices. The
tariff was bad enough, if they were going He did net propose te raise any discus-
to get the full benefit of it, but, if tbey sion on the principle involved in this
were going to put on an enormous staff of resolution; le did net tbink it would
officials, the poor -were going to get very be fair to the buse to do so, but le
little benefit out of it. desired te enquire as to the

practice under this resolution, as
Resolution read the second tisne and to whether the Governinent Lad caused

agreed te. an Order in Council, suci as was here
contemplated, to be issued, and as to.the

fiesoantions, aresolu date w e l the differential duty has te
tirn an agred e..become operative. Considerable confu-

Touse adjourned at sien of ideas prevailed outide a respect
Twenty minutes befere to this question. It might be doubted,

Two b'clock le thouglt, wiether it was in the con-
templation of anybody that this Order in
_ouncil should be issued before the Bi
became law. lH e believed an Order la
Counil had been issued, presumabl y

HO JSE oF COMMONfS. underthe authorityof a resolution in

to8th 1879. Committee, and he doubted whether that
wuld be a correct procedure. e be-

The Speaker took the Chair at Three ieved it had been issaed, thougae ae had
o'c1e-ik. net verified the statement by a referenCe

to the Oficia Gazette. Then, as te the
PR-AYERS. date at whidli it was te beceme operative,

e believed it became operative under
WAYS AND MEANS.-TIE TARJFF. instructions fro hin e Customs epart

ÀDJOURNED DEBrTE. ment to its officers in the varinus ports
on a day anterior te the day at whih the

ouse re8umed thie adjourned debate Order in Counqil was tssued. oe de-
on Mr. Tilleys preposed motion te agree spred to ascertain the precise position Of
to Resolution 11, relative to duties of this matter. Firat, lad the Goverument
Customl and Excise, reported from Com- the right to issue an Order in Couneil
xnittee of Way and Means (April 9th) before the final passage ef the Act 1 110

XTwo o'clock
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thought this power was to flow from the
authority of an Act of Parliament, not
from the authority of a resolution passed
in Committee. And, secondly, if the
Government were right in issuing this
Order in Council, had they the right to
make a differential duty operative at a
date anterior to the issuance of the Order
in Council I

NR. TILLEY said that the Order in
Council in question was not based upon
the resolitioas passed by the House re-
cently, but upon an Act of Farliament
which had not been repealed. The Order
in Council was repealed, but they held
that that Act remained unrepealed, and
that the Government had authority,
under that Act, to pass that Order in
Council. Of course, the question would
arise, and he had no doubt there was
something in what his hon. friend had
said in regard to the duties collected be-
fore the passage of that Order-whether
they would have to be refunded or not.

MR. IOLTON said he thought that
was a very questionable position, but he
was not disposed to contest it. It had
been a question, during the last four or
five years, whether that Act was repealed
by the Tariff Act of his hon. friend from
Centre Huron or not. He thought that the
better opinion was that it was repealed.
This proceeding, however, produced a
a great deal of confusion. The general
opinion was that the differential duties
would only come into force upon the pro-
clamation founded on this Act ; that,
until such proclamation was made, par-
ties were at liberty to import tea and
coffee in accordance with that view.

MR. TILLEY said that that matter
would receive the attention of the Gov-
ernment, as he thought there was a good
deal in that point.

MR. CARTWRTGHT said he wanted
to cail the attention of the hon. gentle-
man to the last clause : " Provided that
tea or eoffee imported into Canada from
any country other than the said United
States, but passing in bond through the
Urited States shall be taken and rated
as a direct importation from the country
Wherever the tea or coffee was pur-
chased." Now, he would like to know,
and it was a question of great interest to
the trade, what construction the hon.

gentleman put on the Order in regard to
goods passing in bond through the Unit-
ed States. If ther e were any delay of the
goods in transitu, and they were obliged
to be warehoused, would that prevent
this from applying. He supposed the
effect of it would be that, if a man pur-
chased a cargo of tea in China or Japan,
and wanted to dispose of a portion of it
in New York, he would be forbidden
to do so. It would be a matter of seri-
ous inconvenience if a reasonable time
were not allowed, in New York or the
port at which the cargo was discharged,
for the remainder to be brought on to
Canada.

Ma. BOWELL said that the instruc-
tions which would be sent out immedi-
ately required that there must be a
direct transportation and no delay.

MR. MACKENZIE said it was im-
portant to know if any specified tinie
would be allowed for warehousing at the
port where the goods were discharged.

MR. BOWELL said that the instruc-
tions did not name any specified time,
but it might be advisable for the Govern-
ment to give that matter their considera-
tion.

MR. HOLTON said he thought it was
necessary that they should arrive at a
perfectly clear understanding upon this
point. Supposing a Canadian merchant
imported tea from China and Japan,
coming to New York and being entered
in bond there. If a portion thereof
should be sold in New York, what effect
would it have on the remaindV coming
to Canada ? Would it have to pay a
differential duty ?

MR. TILLEY said there could be
no question about that. If a cargo
of tea was imported, and one-half of
it was sold in New York and the
other sent on here, it was not contem-
plated or intended, and it would be un-
wise to deprive our importers of the
rights they would enjoy under the cir-
cumstances. It must, however, be a di-
rect importation, but the sale of one-half
would not vitiate the balance.

SIR A. J. SMITH said he wanted to
repeat what he said the other day, that
this discriminated against the people of
his own Province, and against Nova Sco-
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tia. If a man sent a cargo of potatoes
or fish to the United States. and wanted
to buy twenty or forty chests of tea at
Boston and New York, he was not al-
lowed to do so without paying a 10 per
cent differential duty. The Government
were placing this trade in the hands of a
few monopolists. It discriminated
against the people of the Maritime Pro-
vinces, whose business was largely with
the United States. It would prohibit
niany in those Provinces from taking
goods from that country in bond, and
make them pay 10 per cent. more duty
than if they had purchased in Montreal.
Therefore, lie protested against it.

MR. TILLEY said that discussion
on the general policy was really out of
order at this time. He thought that
they should proceed with the regular bus-
mess.

On Resolution 11, item-Muriatic and
nitric acid, 20 per cent., ad valorem,

Mit. CARTWRIGHT:
revenue purposes?

MR. TILLEY : Yes.

MR. CARTWRIGHT:
expected to produce ?

Is that for

What is it

MR. TILLEY: I cannot tell at this I
moment. It is hardly desirable to esti-
mate the product of each item, even
were it possible with accuracy. This
item was free before. Perhaps the duty
will encourage the manufacture of this
article in Canada, though the importa-
tion is noPlarge.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said it was not
the desire of the Opposition to protract
the discussion, but they wished for in-
formation on those items which the
Finance Minister should be able to give
-such as whether the duty would bring
$5,000, $10,000 or $20,000. It was
not very difficult to get an approximate
estimate of the quantity of this article
imported. A good many of those acids
were the bases of certain manufactures,
and it was desirable they should know
what other manufactures might be
affected by the duty on them.

MR. MILLS said that the Finance
Mininter must have calculated the

SiR A. J. SMITH.

amounts to be produced by the several
items which he expected to make up the
aggregate of $2,100,000 he wanted. It
was very important that they should
know, as nearly as possible, the amounts
expected from the various additional
duties. The hon. gentleman had not yet
given the House the information on this
subject which lie promised.

MR. TILLEY said it was impossible
to know, exactly, what revenue could be
obtained from this description of acid.
The value of the acids imported last year
was $31,832, but no line was drawn be-
tween the different acids. All except
sulphuric acid, and a few others, werc
free under the old tariff.

MR. CAIRTWRIGHT said he did not
expect minute accuracy in forming esti-
mates of the probable revenue, but he
did expect that the hon. gentleman would
have made some enquiry as to the quan-
tities imported, so as to enable the House
to arrive at sonie safe conclusion with
regard to the likely result of those duties.

MR. TILLEY said he had no means of
ascertaining the size and proportion of
those different acids, and the trade could
not have told him.

Item agreed to.

On item-Agricultural implements, 25
per cent. ad valorem,

MR. CARTWRIGHT : ls this ad-
ditional tax imposed for revenue or Pro-
tection purposes?

MR. TILLEY: I may say for both,
though I do not expect much revenue, as
the enhanced dutv will increase the
manufacture.

MR. MACKENZIE : It cannot in-
crease the manufacture very much, seeing
that only $20,000 worth were imported
last year.

Mn. TILLEY : Then it does not affect
it very much.

MR. MACKENZIE: The tariff is
practically prohibitory.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said that im-
portations of those articles would be
practically prohibited. The manufacture
of agricultural implements covered several
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million dollars' worth every year, the 17J
per cent. having excluded all but $17,120
worth of certain implements, $20,000
worth of mowing and reaping machines.
The tax would of necessity fall with
very great weight on the settler
of the North-West. Of the total impor-
tations, barely 58,000, Manitoba paid a
tax on $8,800 of agricultural implements
of the ordinary class, and $14,123 on
mowers and reapers. In that country,
above all others, it was a matter of ex-
treme desirability,--of necessity, even-
that the people should be allowed to ob-
tain those labour-saving agricultural im-
plements at a reasonable rate. Yet here
a tax of 25 per cent. was imposed, from
which the hon. gentleman said he did
not expect to receive a ce f revenue.
This seemed a very impolvie tax. He
would be very glad to hear of any grounds
for it. Had the manufacturers petit-
ioned for more Protection ? Hie believed
that it had been shown that this interest.
was particularly prosperous.

MR. TILLEY said there was a deficit
of $2,500,000 this year, and it was neces-
sary to propose somie duties to produce
that amount. Iron was one of the articles
on which they would get a large sum,
and when it was to be additionally taxed,
it was right that this industry should re-
ceive increased Protection to put it in
the same position it occupied before its
raw material was taxed. They knew that
agricultural implement-makers were, per-
haps, as well satisfied as any other manu-
facturers, but many other articles were
mnanufactured under patents with which
no one could interfere.

MR. MILLS said the position of the
Finance Minister was rather extra-
ordinary. His hion. friend had told the
people that Protection would not
imcrease prices, but now lie stated that,
in consequence of the tax on iron, the
prices on agricultural implements miglt
oe ncreased, and, in order to secure the
manufacturers against loss, they must
bave more Protection. Apart from
Manitoba, agricultural implements were
not purchased in the United States
by Canadian farmers, but by the man-
ufacturers of such articles in the
various parts of the Dominion, with
the object of adopting any improvements 1
miade in the States. This tax, therefore, i

which was to aid the manufacturers, and
compensate them for .the tax on iron,
would be a burden on them and a dis-
couragement.

Ma. GUTHRIE said that this duty
illustrated, very forcibly, the character
of the tariff. It was acknowledged by
the Finance Minister that it would in-
erease the cost of coal and iron-of pro-
duction. The trade and navigation
returns showed that there was no
market in Canada unoccupied- by
their agricultural implements. There-
fore, the makers could not increase
their sales. If this increased the cost of
production, the manufacturer must
charge a higher price to a farmer, or
take it off the workingman's wages.
That was the clear intention of this duty.
To put on 25 per cent. was one instance
where the tariff was purely ornamental.
The full tariff would press severely upon
manufacturers, or, if it did not, it would
on the workingnan on the one hand, and
the purchasers, the farmers, on the other.

Mt. SCRIVER said he agreed fully
with his hon. friend. The tariff would
have the effect of so increasing the cost
of the articles which the makers of
agricultural implements employed, as to
place them at a decided disadvantage,
unless they could increase the price of
their implements proportionately. This
they could not do, because they produced
more than were required for the con-
sumption of the Province. There was a
verv successful manufactory of agricul-
tural implements in the constituency he
bad the honour to represent, and it was
represented to him by the proprietor of
the manufactory, a gentleman of great
experience in the buiness, that this
tariff, instead of affording him, and those
engaged in that industry, any Protection,
would prove an injury. • He had often
stated previously that lie had asked for
no increased protection, nor did he
desire any.

Ma. SKINNER said the people had
been told by the gentlemen now occupy-
ing the Treasury benches that, if they
were again entrusted with the reins of
Government, they would introduce a
policy which would protect every indus-
trv in the Dominion. There was a very
mportant industry in his constitue ney-
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an industry intima4ely connected with
the great agricultural interest-he
referred to the manufacture of agricul-
tural implements, and what effect had
this wonderful National Policy had on
this industry ? The manufacturer was
handicapped with a duty on bis raw
material, bis iron, bis coal, his screws, bis
nuts; in fact almost everything which
entered into the finishing articles,
had to pay an additional tax, and,
as he could not get the additional price
for his manufactures, not on account of
foreign competition, but because the
home trade already supplied the demands,
he was forced to reduce the wages of the
mechanics and labourers engaged in the
trade. Many of the mechanies and labour-
ing men, he was sorry to say, had had
faith in the National Policy, and many of
them, in consequence, voted for bis oppo-
nent in the late contest. le regretted.
on this account, that they had been the
victims of misplaced confidence. They
asked for bread and they had got a stone.
In corroboration of what he stated,
he read an extract from a letter received
from one of bis constituents as follows :-

I Our business suffers from domestic, not
from foreign competition, so that the new
tariff gives us no Protection, but, on the con-
trary, taxes our business to the extent of
about $707,000 a year, for which we receive
no earthly equivalent to protect ourselves
against the insane policy of the Governient.
We have been compelled to reduce the wages
of our workmen ten to twelve per cent., and
the prospects are a fresh reduction will have to
be made when the trade has begun to feel the
full force of the tariff."

This letter was from Mr. James
Noxon, the Managing Director of the
Noxon Manufacturing Company. The
firm was a joint stock one, composed of
Tories and Reformers ; at any rate, he
knew that partners in the concern voted
for bis orponent and worked hard against
him.

MR. ELLIOTT said he desired to ex-
press bis approval of the new tariff which
he said was calculated to promote the
prosperity of the country in the highest
degree. It was a measure which, he felt
sure, would also meet the approval of the
people of the Dominion generally, for
it would be conducive to the wel-
fare and the best interests of the
country at large in all branches
of its industries. In the year 1870,

MR. SKINNER.

when a member of the Council of
the county which he had now the honour
to represent in Parliament, he had
favoured a resolution asking bis col-
leagues to memorialise the Government
in order to obtain a duty upon all farr
produce then imported trom the United
States, and until the recent tariff passed
the House, free of duty, for the unfair-
ness of the then prevailing rule was
evident to himself. He had exposed, to
the best of bis ability, the falsity of the
one-sided Customs tariff that then pre-
vailed, and had shown to his associates
in the County Council that the tariff
was weighted by its unfairness-Canada
admitting farm produce free while ours
was taxed on çntry to the United States-
and must bn time radically changed.
Although bis propositions were not at
the moment received with favour, he was
happy in being able to state to-day, that
the correctness of bis views bad been
generally accepted, and the soundness of
bis principles universally attested at the
recent general elections, and he was
also deeply gratified by the knowledge
that the Government of which he was a
supporter had, to the letter, complied
with the wishes and commercial needs of
the people at large. The populace, es-
pecially those engaged in commerce,
knew well enough their own needs, they
were a reading and an intelligent
people, and he was astonished that
the bon. gentlemen now in Oppo-
sition, should, to suit the exigencies
of their party strife, insult and cast con-
tumely upon the yeomen of the country
by stigmatising them as "ignorant,"
simply because they had raised their
voices against the policy which had been
productive of so much evil to the coun-
try. The result of the election was in
no degree, he thought, matter for won-
der, for it was very clear to all that the
moment in our national caieer had ar-
rived when either our industries had to
be protected or else to perish altogether.
And it should also be remembered that
the protection of our manufactures would
consequently benefit our farmers, even
if the latter did not receive direct pro-
tection ; for it must be obvious to the
Most superficial observer that the more
villages that sprung up, and the more
manufactures that were carried on in their
nidst, produced in exactly an equal ratio
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the sale of farm produce. Much had
been said as to the need of agricultural
protection, but he would not enter into
the subýject at any length, as it was
verv certain tiat the farming community,
under the present systei of duplex
protection, would not fail to benefit to a
most satisfactory extent. It had, indeed,
been alleged, and he had been told as
much by an hon. member, that the
farmers did not benefit by the juxtaposi-
tion of prosperous towns and villages;
and it was also asserted that Toronto did
not in any way benefit the farmers in the
neighbourhood and adjoining counties.
This vas a most fallacious statement, as
it was based upon the assumption that
grain was the sole product of the farm.
This was not the case. The farmer had
to look to a great many more items of
bis produce for profit; and it was per-
fectly clear to anyone thoughtfully con-
sidering the case, that all those items
were of a class which found a ready mar-
ket in any prosperous town or village.
He believed that Toronto and Hamilton
would increase in population very rapidly
in consequence of the new tariff, and
that, in consequence, the sale of
the domestic produce of the farmers
would increase in like proportion. The
arguments brought forward for the pur-
pose of supporting the theory that the
tariff was not popular in the country,
were, he thought, equally fallacious. He
could fearlessly assert that, in bis own
county, the scheme was approved by
both parties. He held in his possession
letters from varions manufacturers, some
of the largest in Western Canada, and
all expressed their high and eulogistic
approval of the action of the Govern-
ment in connection with the tariff, which
they regarded as most ably framed, and
calculated to produce satisfactory results.
One of these gentlemen, who was not a
supporter of the Government, said :

" In my opinion, the new tariff redeems the
promises the Government made, that the
change of policy should bear a distinct na-
tional character. * As far as the
effect of the new tariff in the country is con-
cerned, I feel satisfied that the change, in
time, will be a benefit. Mr. Haggart is satis-
fied, with the exception of a small matter on
raw material. * * * The Messrs. Barber
are satisfied, and I understand they bave ar-
ranged to run their milis full time. This is a
change from half time and a decrease of
Wages. Among the farmers, there is a good

deal of speculation as to the benefits, but I
think the majority are satisfied, and will
cheerfully wait the resuit of the great
change. * * * As a miller, I am satisfied
with a duty of 50c. on flour and loc. on
wheat. * This is, as far as I know,
satisfactory to our trade. * * * You could
briefly call the attention of the louse to the
impetus the new tariff has given to the manu-
facturing, milling and agricultural interests in
this county."

He had also another letter froin a sup-
porter of the hon. gentlemen opposite,
who was a farmer. He said :

" That it would not be six months before we
shall see the return of our former prosperity ;
and I can see it already in the stir there was
in our town last week, and the pleasant faces
of any of the farmers that have any of the
coarser grains to dispose of. Oats and pease
have gone up l Oc. per bushel since last Satur-
day, and it will help a great number of
my fellow farmers this hard year. Nearly
every person looks happy. The only thing I
have heard the farmers complain of, is that
the duties on corn are rather low. They think
it should have been 10c., but they do not com-
plain,"

He had also a letter from a large manu-
facturer of mowers and reapers, and farm
implements of all kinds, who was also a
friend of hon. gentlemen opposite. This
writer said :

' With the exception of those whose minds
were made up to oppose any and everything
your Government would enact, very general
satisfaction prevails among manufacturers
in our line, both Whig and Tory. I would
say, go on and do what you consider right and
just from a Canadian standpoint, and you will
find all of the threats now being made by cer-
tain Opposition papers will recoil on them-
selves. We, along with all other implement
makers, have not, nor do we intend to advance
ene cent on our prices, believing that the
increased market will fully compensate large
makers. It may be found that an additional
5 per cent. may be necessary for Manitobaand
Eastern Provinces, to secure their trade from
the United States making a slaughter market
of the surplus or inferior wares, but I bave no
doubt you will receive reliable information on
this point from others who have done more in
those markets."

He had only cited these letters, gratify-
ing as they were so far as proof of the
success of the tariff was concerned, in
order to show by direct evidence that
hon. gentlemen, when they opposed the
tariff, did not represent the views held
by the country generally ; and this was
amply proved by the free testimony he
had produced from members of the party
of gentlemen opposite, in proof of the suc-
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cess of the yet young tariff. The tariff,
he thought, would necessitate to some ex-
tent, a change in the system of farming,
as it would be made more profitable.
Greater attention would have to be
given to stock raising and to the rota-
tion of crops, for, in the older countries,
there could b little doubt, farmers
could hardly compete with the producers
of cereals in younger and virgin soils
as were found in the West. The growth
of manufactures would bring in its train
a greater 'demand for beef, mutton and
pork, as grown by the farmers. The
leader of the Opposition had not long
since stated that the new tariff would
be ruinous to manufactures, as it would
create over-competition, but this state-
ment was on the face of it fallacious.
Under Ithe present tariff the reverse
would, of necessity., -be the case. as it
was only external competition that was
a source of danger to any manufactur-
ing community.

average to assert that each farm required
$200 worth of agricultural implements.
As this tariff was imposed entirely for
protective purposes, it necessarily fol-
lowed that, by its imposition, the. cost of
agricultural implements would be in-
creased. Assuming a small average of
increased cost, 5 per cent., the farming
community all over the country would
pay $2,000,000 on these articles more
than under the old tariff. If we brought
this down to our own individual counties,
its effect would be localised and more
marked. In his own county there was,
at the very lowest calculation, about half
a million dollars, worth of agricultural
implements used there, an increase of
five per cent. on which represented
$25,000, without any corresponding ad-
vantage being given, as far as he could
see, to those engaged in the trade, in re-
turn for the duty imposed. If it were
true that the trade fully supplied the
Canadian market, there was no possi-
bIl«it of thl i i iy th i b i

MR. McINNES said that, in British ,
Columbia, agricultural implements could Mn. WITE (East Hastings) said it
not le manufactured, because they had c
no wood there suitable for the purpose. the a go t s couny te
Their agricultural implements had to be take their part in this buse, lon.
imported from the Jnited States or gentlemen opposite were verv anxious to
from Canada, and this very heavy duty make the people believe that they were
would inflict great hardships on them. not getting proper protection under this
When British Columbia entered the Do- tarif. In West Hastings a gentleman
minion, one of the principle clauses in wbo vas doing a large business in the
the terms of the Union was that it manufacture of agricultural implements,
was optional with the Legislature Of
British Columbia to retain her own C
tariff, or adopt the Canadian one, until cas year wee sold at $110 li(.
such time as the Pacific Railway would White ke l at tis er.
be built ; but having due confidence in hine)served hitie in th busies
the Canadian Government to build the n
railway, she abandoned lier own tariff,Wrien re sos a 30chea as the
and adopted that of Canada. In view now, wth son at $18 pe ton. The
of these facts, le hoped the Government nufacturerou aifor to The
would see clear to make exception in mplemets s aevni theh te
favour of British Columbia until the rail- plite ea duty The duty
way was built. aa tteetadt Te ifiuy

way wasbuilt.our manufacturers Liad te coîîtend against
MR. ROSS (West Middlesex) said lie was the conpetition from the IJnited

feared the Finance Minister scarcely States, and the loss through agents sell-
apprehended the immense burden which ing to irresponsible parties. The cry
this increased duty on agricultural im- was raised that tle poor man was
plements was likely to impose on the going to suifer. Give the poo
farming community. According to the man an lonest day's pay and le wouid
Census, there were about twenty millions give an lonest day's work in returu.
of acres of improved lands in the Do- lthadbeen said that le (Mr."Ross) lived by
minion, representing 200,000 farms of farmîng. Not a bit of it,-the Ontarie
10 acres each. It was scarcely the Government had made provision for hito

MR. ELLIOTT.
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and he knew nothing about farming.
He never ploughed a furrow in his life-
time. He would not know how to put a
reaping machine together, and he (Mr.
White) doubted if he knew how to har-
ness a horse. When he cried out about
the farmers, he was talking of something
he knew very little about.

Item agreed to.

On item-Ale, beer and porter, when
imported in bottles, 18c. per Imperial
gallon,

MR. CARTWRIGHT said he ob-
served there were some alterations in
these articles. Suppose we imported the
same quantities we did before, there
would be rather a loss than a gain in
revenue of $2,000 or $3,000. He would
like to know why the hon. gentleman had
made these aiterations.

MR. TILLEY said he did not think we
should lose any revenue. With respect
to bottled ale, it remained the same, that
is, 18c. per gallon. Ale in bulk was
12c. before, and it was now reduced to
1 Oc. That change was made on account
of the reduction in the malt duty, and in
order to give encouragement to importers
of ale in bulk. It would give employ-
ment to a large number of persons in
making the bottles and bottling the ale.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said there would
then be a loss of about $3,000. We got
last year $18,000 revenue on 152,000
gallons of ale imported in casks. Under
this tariff we would only get $15,000.

item agreed to.

On item-Animals, living, of all kinds,
not otherwise specified, 20 per cent. ad
valorem,

MR. MACKENZIE said the word-
ing of this item meant the same as all
other specified animals.

Mi. TILLEY said certain animals
were declared free. A discussion had
occurred in the Oustoms Department as
to whether leeches were animals or not.
Other instances might arise of uncer-
taimty, if certain animals were not other-
wise specified. Animals imported for
the improvement of stock were specified
and made free.

MR. GUTHRIE asked what revenue
the Minister of Finance expected to
obtain from this additional tax.

MR. TILLEY answered about $25,000.
The hon. member for Centre Huron said
last night that this tax would all fall
upon Manitoba, but that Province im-
ported but a very small fraction of the
whole number of animals brought into
this country.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said lie had
stated that it would fall largely upon
Manitoba, but not exclusively, as it
would also be heavy upon British Co-
lumbia. During the last two or three
years those Provinces had imported a
very much larger percentage of horses,
cattle and sheep than the other Provinces.
T7his tax would consequently fall very
heavily upon the North-West settlers,
and was a very impolitic one.

Item agreed to.

On item- Artificialflowers, 30 per cent.
ad valorem,

MR. CARTW RIGHT remarked that
the hon. the Finance Minister made a
difference between artificial flowers and
feathers. 1le would lika to know the
reason for doing that.

MR. TILLEY said that as 30 per
cent. was imposed upon silks and satins,
and as we required a revenue, artificial
flowers could pay it as well as anything
else. Those who will wear artificial
flowers must pay for them as well as
those who wear silks and satins.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said the tax
was fair enough, but, if the object was
revenue, this tax would be likely to
defeat that object by being too higlh.
The chances were that we would have
an inferior article of . artificial flowers
manufactured in this country.

Item agreed to.

On item-Babbit metal, 10 per cent.
ad valorem,

MR. CARTWRIGHT asked if this
article was taken from the free list.

MR. TILLEY replied that babbit
metal was formerly 17- per cent., and
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tube metal free. It was found to be stili remained at 5 per cent., and it was
exceedingly difficult to draw a distino- estimated that the propsed duty would
tion, the two were so much alike. Both yield probably an increased revenue of
were placed on the 10 per cent. list so $30,000. If, for instance, the whole
that there could be no difficulty in future were imported and not manufactured, it
on that score. would, perhaps, give a revenue of

Item agreed to. $40,000. But there was no doubt,
whatever, that it would lead to the

On iem-ooks prnted peiodialsprinting of a large number of books that
On item-Books, printed, periodicals were formerly imported. It would aid

and pamphlets, bound or in sheets, notcountry,
being foreign reprints of British copy- and give employment to a large number of
right works, nor blank account books, people, besides yielding an estimated
nor copy books, nor books to be written revenue of $30,000.
or drawn upon, nor bibles, prayer books,
psalm and hymn books, 6c. per pound, MR. MILLS said he objected strongly

MR. CARTWRIGHT : Will the hon. to putting a tax upon books. If the hon.
gentleman tell us what additional gentleman would consider the case, he
revenue, if any, he expects to derive would sec that second-baud books would
from this, and then the basis on which almost be prohibited under this tari
he makes the alterations It was almost impossible to make up a

good library because of the difllculty of
Mn. TILLEY said when he made his getting books that miglt be just going

second statement, he stated that it had out of print. Ail books printed before
been decided to adopt this specific duty, 1852 were now imported intothe -United
and a duty that would yield an equiva- States free of duty; if the hon. gentie
lent, and something in excess of the duty man had made a proposition of that sort
that was levied on paper. Under the it would have been very much more
old law, books, as a manufactured article, reasonable. This tax would, in fact, be
paid 5 per cent., but paper paid 171. more than the original price of sucl
Therefore, it was considered very unfair books purchased in New York or
to Canadian publishers that the raw London. ihen again the mode of im-
material should be subjected to a duty of posing the duty was a very objectionable
17, per cent., and the manufactured one. The importer would be obliged
article to 5. In addition to that the to have his books opened at the Custom-
question arose as to how it should be bouse. The boxes would bave to be
levied, whether ad valorem, or, as pro- broken open, and the books, if not well
posed bere, by weigwt, and, after careful bound, would be injured. But, if the
consideration, it was found that which- importer was onl required to produce
ever course was adopted there were diffi- bis invoice for the tax to be imposed on
culties in the way, and of two evils the the value of the books, there would be
Government selected that which they con- no dificulty. pnder the provisions of
sidered the least. If' we made it an ad this tarif every box ust be opened and
valoremp duty, a valuable English work, the books must be ail examined. Then
valuable on account of the talent he found that stationers were subjected
displayed in it, as well as i to different rates of taxation. Ie was
the material on whiwh it was told that a small parcel worth $30 or
printed, would pav a higw rate of duty, $40 had been received by an Ottawa
while an inferior book would pay a lower bookseller, which was opened and as-
rate of duty. Now, the same difficulty sorted. The paper cutters, made out
arose, but not to the same extent, in the of ivory, were subjected to one tax, and
application of the specificduty. Heretofore those rade of gutta percha to anotheer.
that duty varied from 7 per cent. to 229 Jnkstands, made of glass, wcre subjected
permcent., and they estimated that the to one tax, and those of metal to another.
dity would produce an average revenue And so the articles had to m assorted
of about 12 per cent. The duty collected and cla.ssifed, and a great amount of time
la8t year was $44,000, and a large pum- wasted, in order to determine t amount
ber of bibles and prayer books, etc., of tax to h imposed upon the" Ctom-

MR. TILLEY.
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ing to pencils, it was impossible to say
how they should be taxed, whether as
manufactured goods, as plumbago, or as
India rubber. This was one of the prac-
tical difficulties of the tariff. If we were
to impose an ad valorem tax upon books,
there would be no difficulty, and books
that were going out of print would only
pay a tax according to their value.

MR. ANGLIN said the objections
made by the hon. member for Bothwell
were very serious in their character, in-
asmuch as importers must be subjected
to a great many annoyances arising from
the conflicting character of the tariff.
The chief objection to this impost was
that it would tend to prohibit, or, at all
events, greatly to diminish, the circula-
tion among our people of those cheap
English reprints of the most valuable
works of the English language. It was
a very bad policy to tax the production
of the intellect, but we had in our lan-
guage a large number of the very best
works which were produced by English
publishers, at a low price, for circulation
amongst the masses of the people. This
was one of the most civilising influences
that could be employed in any country,
and we were now about to prohibit or
diminish the effect of that influence in
this country. He thought he saw it
stated in a letter from St. John, N.B.,
that this class of books recently imported
had to pay something like twenty-five
per cent. duty. -He objected to this tax,
because it would seriously interfere with
the circulation of books through the
country.

MR. ROSS (West Middlesex) said,
that in the course of previous remarks,
he had referred to the effect of this tariff
on Sunday School literature. His hon.
friend (Mr. Tilley) knew that all Sunday
School library books had to be imported
largely from the United States, and he
thought it was somewhat inconvenient
to bo obliged to pay increased prices for
those books. He thought his hon. friend
would agree with him, that Sunday
School library books were almost as im-
portant, in one sense, as bibles, hymn-
books, etc., and by increasing the duty
on them it would be a serious injury.
There was another objection. Certain
denominational works, particularly those
used by the Lutheran denomination, and

which were published only in Germany,
had to be imported. It would not
pay a publisher to reproduce those books
in Canada. The discrimination in that
case was due more to the language
spoken by these people than to the tariff.
But a discrimination of that kind which
bore so heavily upon their German fellow-
citizens was one that was exceedingly
objectionable. and it appeared to him it
might be obviated. He hoped the matter
would receive the further attention of
the Government.

Ma. TILLEY said this matter of
religious publications had received the
careful consideration of the Government,
and at one time it was thought they
might be put in the same class with
bibles, prayer books, etc., at à per cent.
duty. But when they came to work the
matter out they found that a special
class for religious books could not be
made, because religious books could not
be clearly specified or defined ; and the
Government was compelled, under the
circum stances, to abandon the proposition.
He thought that with a population of
4,000,000 the time had arrived when
they should print and publish their own
Sabbath School books ; and he believed
it would not be long before that would
be done. It was because of the difficulty
they found, after consultation with the
Customs Department and the members
of the Government, of giving any clear
definition of this description of books, that
they had not been put in the 5 per
cent. class.

Mn. MACKENZ[E said the hon. the
Minister of Finance was mistaken if he
thought that a population of 4,000,000
could sustain the publication of the kind
of cheap Sunday School perodicals which
were published in the United States and
Great Britain, because it was only an
enormous circulation that would enable a
publisher to publish them, except at a
loss to himself. These books were pub-
lished to a large extent by benevo-
lent societies, which had an in-
come over ' and above what they
got from the sale of their peri-
odicals. He believed a very large
majority of such publications were de-
livered at the present time to the Sun-
day Schools for less than half the price
for which they could be produced in
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Canada, no matter if they had a com-
plete system of protection. He (Mr.
Mackenzie) had had some 'of these peri-
odicals sent him, that were published in
the United States, and used by the
Episcopal Methodists in Canada. This
denomination was the largest religious
body in the United States ; whilst
they were comparatively small in num-
bers in Canadaas compared withtheWes-
leyan Methodists, and they, very naturally
obtained their supply of cheap church
periodical literature from the great
depôts in the United States. He would
send over a few of these periodicals to
the hon. gentleman to look at. They
would at least bring him back to the
days of his childhood. But seriously, he
thought it was a great inj ury to Canadian
Sabbath Schools. The hon. gentleman
would, no doubt, to some extent, pro-
mote the publication of certain classes of
papers. He hoped the Government
would yet consider this -matter, and
allow this class of Sunday literature to be
brouglit into the country. He had
letters from parties engaged in the busi-
ness, but lie would not take up the time
of the House by reading them. He ap-
pealed to the Government earnestly to
reconsider the decision come to in the
matter. He admitted there would be
a difficulty about the definition
of religious literature in the
shape of books, and while lie
thought the system of imposing
the duty was not a correct one, still, the
class of books that were taken into the
ordirAry Sunday School libraries could
not be properly classed as religious
books, altbough they were more or less
of a religious character, or had that ten-
dency. But the periodicals to v hich he
referred were clearly and wholly of that
stamp, and could not be published any-
where for the sake of profit. They were
almost always published by benevolent
enterprise, or by publishers who were
enabled, on account of the vast circula-
tion in Great Britain and the United
States, to sell them profitablv.

MR. TROW said he agreed in the
remark of the hon member for West
Middlesex (Mr. Ross), in reference to
the hardships imposed on the .German
population of this Dominion. At present
the German Conference of the Lutheran

Mi. MACKENZIE.

Church was in session in Berlin, and
were discussing this same subject. All
their tracts, Sabbath-school books and
periodicals were printed in the United
States, either in Cleveland or
Cincinnati. H1e had spoken with
three ministers of that Church
recently on that subject, and
they seemed to think that something
should be done; and he w;s aware that
a very largely signed petition would be
forwarded to the Minister of Finance
immediately, on the subject, and lie
trusted that some measure of relief would
be afforded the German body, which
formed a very large and important ele-
ment of the population of Western Can-
ada.

Mn. KEELER said it was very desir-
able that this class of literature should
come into the country at a cheaper rate
than under this tariff. He had received
from a number of his constituents who
took a great interest in the subject, let-
ters condemning the tariff on this point,
though the writers were warm political
partisans of the Government. He hoped
that some means would be provided, by
which this class of literature might be
brought in under a special arrangement
at a lower duty than that proposed. He
did not believe that these books could
be printed and sold in Canada at as cheap
a rate as they were supplied heretofore.

Mi. TILLEY said his hon. friend op-
posite (Mr. Mackenzie) thought he (Mr.
Tilley) supposed to influence him by ap-
pealing to the days of his youth. He
might say, for the information of the hon.
the leader of the Opposition, that those
periodicals came in free through the post-
office as newspapers.

Mn. MACKENZIE said they were
sent in packages, and in that case the
postage would be greater than the duty.

MR. MILLS said it was absurd to
suppose that periodicals could be printed
in Canada and sold as cheaply as they
could be obtained in the United States.
The people would purchase them where
ever they could be obtained cheapest, and
that was from the large depots in the
United States. Supposing a sufficient
inducement was offered to publishers to
undertake the publishing of these books
here, they could not be sold for less than
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double the price now charged. It would
be utterly impossible for small denomina-
tions, if they had to pay this taxation, to
obtain Sunday School books at all.
This proposition was a premium on ig-
norance. The effect of the tariff would
be such as to exclude the importation of
magazines into the country at all. The
people would bave very limited means of
obtaining information in order to enable
the publisher of some periodical to obtain
greater profit. This provision in the
tariff was one unworthy of the House,
and one, which he trusted, the House
would not support.

Mn. C.A SEY said lie did not agree
with the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Mills) that this proposition vas unworthy
of the Government, inasmuch as it was
perfectly consistent with all the other
provisions of the tariff, which bore so
heavily on the people. There were in
his (Mr. Casey's) county a large number
of German Lutherans, the headquarters
of which body were on the other side of
the line. It in fact discriminated against
these two denominations. It also placed
a special tax on the Highland Baptists,
who had their headquarters in New
York. He hoped the arguments which
had been submitted to the hon. gentle-
inan would have weight with him.

IM. WHITE (Cardwell) said he
thouglit the hon. gentleman who had
just sat down was not likely to increase
his influence in the House if lie adopted
the tone he did when he cast bis sneers
at gentlemen sitting on the Treasury
benches. They at least might be pre-
sumed to have as much interest in the
welfare of the country as the hon. gentle-
man, and lie thought his position in the
House entitled him to adopt a different
tone to that which he affected. The
point raised bv the hon. member for
]Bothwell was. of course, the broad ques-
tion as to whether there would he any duty
on books at all; and there was a great deal
to be said on both sides of it. In the
United States, wheretheymust admit that
a deep interest was taken in education,
a higher tariff was imposed on books
thau was proposed in these resolutions.
The tariff of the United States was
twenty-five per cent., whilst that under
consideration would not be more than ten
and one-half per cent., or twelve per cent.,

therefore the charge of a determination
to prevent, except at a high price, the
introduction of literature from abroad,
applied with greater force to the United
States. The hon. member for Bothwell,
in bis first speech, advanced an argument
which he (Mr. White) thought instead of
making for him rather made against
him. He referred to second-hand books,
whose value on account of their oearcity,
was far beyond their intrinsic value.
These books, if charged, even at a low ad
valorem rate, would have to pay a mucli
higher duty than at so much per pound.
That argument, therefore, was very much
in favour of this arrangement of the tariff.
The contention that considerable difficulty
would be experienced by the Custom-
bouse authorities, he did not consider
was well taken. There might be a little
difficulty with regard to the first importa-
tions, but it would disappear at the sec-
ond importations as soon as the Customs
authorities became accustomed to the
work, and the system of invoicing was
improved. The only argument which
undoubtedly excited some interest, and
which, in a good many quarters outside,
was felt to be a serious one, was
that in reference to the religious
publications such as the hon. meiber for
Lambton had referred to. The question
involved in this matter was rather a wide
one, and lie must confess he was aston-
ished to find gentlemen, whose opinions
were strong against any union of State
and Church, or legislation in the inter-
est of religious bodies, or special exemp-
tions in favour of religious bodies, urge
this argument. His impression was that
that class of literature could be supplied
in Canada just about as well as it could
be in the United States. The produc-
tion of them in Canada involved the
sending of the plates frcm the place of
publication to this country, instead of
the printed papers, and the labour re-
quired in the production of them would
be performed in Canada. In regard to
magazines, lie thought, by the arrange-
ment of the tariff, substantial justice
would be done. It was a remarkable
fact that since this scale of duties had
been commenced, the Messrs. Bose, of
Toronto, had already issued a paper simi-
lar to the Franklin Square edition of
novels, at an actually cheaper cost than
the Franklin Square edition. Tïs was
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one of the early results of a tarif, which
he was satisfied the people would dis-
cover was a fair and equitable one.

MR. HUNTINGTON said he rose to
deprecate the tone in which the hon.
gentleman had criticised the conduct of
an hon. member of the House. If there
was any member in the House who did
not deserve such a thrust, it was the hon.
gentleman referred to. He was intelli-
gent, amiable, highly cultivated, and
assiduous in attention to his duties, and
he would tell the hon. member for Card-
well, without any discourtesy, that the
reputation witli which he had come to
this House would not last long, if he ex-
hibited the partisan spirit his opening
remarks had just displayed.

MR. BOULTBEE said that no charge
had been made that the young gentle-
man in question did not possess the
qualities attributed to him. It was only
charged that he had forgot what was
due to a man of culture and attainment,
in speaking as he had done.

MR. SCRIVER said he hardly
thought the hon. member for Cardwell
was justified in his persoual allusion to
the hon. member for West Elgin. He
rose, however, to express his regret that
the hon. the Minister of Finance did not
listen to the representations that were
made to hirm from an influential source,
in reference to the particular class of
literature, in regard to which so much
had been said. He desired, howe 7er, to
call attention to the British Workman
paper, which had exerted so wide an in-
fluence in training the minds of the young
in regard to the question of temperance.
For this reason, both the Finance Min-
ister and himself were specially im-
pressed with doing every everything in
their power to promote the general circu-
lation of this paper throughout the com-
munity. He regretted that the ingenuity
of himself and colleagues was not equal
to the prevention of the imposition of an
almost prohibitory duty upon this and
similar publications, including some of
an artistic character, of which he could
not speak in too high terms ; 25 per
cent. was too much to impose.

MR. OUIMET said that Latin and
Greek books, translations and diction-
aries, 4ough much used in their educa-

MI. WHITE.

tional institutions, had to be imported
from Europe and elsewhere. They could
not be printed in Canada with a profit,
and might very properly be put on the
same footing as bibles, prayer books, and
other works paying 5 per cent. The
duty of 6c. per pound on the larger books
would be nearly 50 per cent. on cost.

MR. KRANTZ said that the member
for West Elgin (Mr. Casey) had re-
ferred to the Gersaan Lutherans as being
very much oppressed by this tariff. To
quiet his mind and conscience, he might
state that they had Lutheran literature
printed in this country, of fully as high
a standard as that printed in the United
States, German school books being
printed in Canada as many as twenty-five
years ago.

MR. TILLEY said that the question
of that class of books was connected with
an ad valorem duty, and would, if he
recollected right, pay more than
an ordinary specific duty. Classical
dictionaries would pay according to
weight.

Item agreed to.

On item- British copyright works,
reprints of, 6c. per pound, and
the addition of 1212 per cent. ad val-
orem,

MR. CARTWRIGHT said if that duty
was intended to apply to the British
quarterlies, reprinted in N ew York,
which belonged to a valuable class of
works which he thought would not be re-
printed here, the duty would be very
heavy on themn.

MR. TILLEY said they paid 12î per
cent., which went to the author ; the 6c.
would be collected on the weight.

Mi. CARTWRIGHT said that he
did not think that the reprints of the
quarterlies ever paid 12J per cent.

MR. TILLEY: They came .through
the post-office, but ofher works did pay
that amount.

MR. BOWELL said that publishers
in New York might secure the copy-
right and send works in without that
charge. The duty was to apply exclu-
sively to copyright books. ,Under the
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old tariff, the duty was evaded by Cana-
dian printers establishing printing offices
on the line and sending works in in
sheets. The duty did not apply to the
quarterlies.

Item agreed to.

On iteni-Books, periodicals and
pamphlets, imported through the post-
office, for every two ounces in weight, or
fraction thereof, lc.,

Ma. TILLEY said the duty would
make 8c. a pound, as against 6c., and
this was considered the most convenient
way of collecting the duty. Previously,
many books imported through the post-
office, paid no duty. In other cases the
postmasters were particular and for-
warded books to the post-ofEce for col-
lection of the duties. But for the pur-
pose of simplifying this matter, it was
proposed that the postmaster should
weigh the books and collect the duty for
the Customs Department. On a pound
8. would be paid, and on two ounces
le.

MR. SCRIVER asked if it was pro-
posed to compensate the postmasters for
the discharge of this additional duty.

MR. TILLEY : Yes, a certain per-
centage.

MR. CASEY said that the duty would
discriminate against the importation of
any book by post, and in favour of im-
portation through distributing houses in
Canada which could evade it.

Ma. TILLEY said one object was to
facilitate the collection of the duty. The
tariff made a difference of only 2c. per
pound, and he thought that their own
People should have the benefit of some
slight discrimination.

MR. MILLS said this would be a
very serious tax upon people in the rural
districts. The bookseller purchased at
33 per cent. below the publisher's price,
and the man in the rural districts paid
that whether he purchased from one or
the other ; and now an additional tax
was propoed should he take his periodi-
cal through the post-office, when that
m'ight be his only way.

MIL 8NOWBALL wished to know
what check would be put on the post-

85

masters in reference to the.collection of
that duty.

Item agreed to.

On item - Blank books, bound or
in sheet, 25 per cent. ad valorem,

Ma. TILLEY said those books had
been admitted at a lower rate, with bills,
advertising pamphlets, etc., most of which
had been sent through the country
without. contributing anything to the
revenue.

Ma. MACKENZIE : They paid 17 1
per cent.

MR.- TILLEY said that a great many
small pamphlets, with regard to patent
medicines and insurance companies bill-
heads, showbills, and everything of that
kind, had been brought into the country,
deprîving Canadians of a certain amount
of employment. He thought it proper,
therefore, to propose a 30 per cent. duty.

Item agreed to.

On item-Bookbinders' tools and ma-
terials, including cloth, 15 per cent. ad
valorem,

MR. ROSS (West Middlesex) said
he thought that this would bear heavily
on the trade ; 15 per cent. on cloth
would increase the cost on school books,
the binding of which constituted a large
percentage of all the bookbinding in On-
tario, where one or two million books
per year were used up by the half million
of school children.

M. TILLEY said that the articles in
the list referred to had been admitted free,
but this industry had more protection now
than before, and it was necessary to ob-
tain a certain revenue. Under this duty
there would be more empioyment for the
bookbinder, many of whose tools could
be made in the country. It was imposed
merely for the sake of revenue, and it
left a sufficient margin of profit to this
industry.

ME. ANGLIN said that the book-
binders had been treated with peculiar
hardship. The duty would have been
a more trifle on the better description of
articles to be used. They taxed not only
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the binders' materials, but even their plain and fancy tubing, 10 per cent. ad
working tools. 1 vatorern,

Item agreed to.

On item-Billiard tables, without
pockets, 4 ft. 6 in. by 9 ft., a specific
duty of $22.50,

Ma. CARTWRIGHT asked what was
the average cost of those articles ; and
what did the duty represent ad valorem ?

Ma. TILLEY : According to the
different kinds, and prices, and billiard
tables; the duty varied from 21½ to 231
per cent. The prices ranged from $200,
$225, $250 and $300.

Item agreed to.

Ma. KILLAM said he understood the
hon. gentleman to say there was to be
a drawback on some manufactures used
in the construction of ships. Brass
bushings were imported to be used in
the manufacture of blocks. Were the
manufacturers of the blocks or the ship-
builders to receive the drawback of the
-value of these bushings?

Ma. TILLEY said either the ship-
builder or the blockmaker would get the
drawback, as agreed between them. The
blockmaker could sell the article at a re-
duced price and get the drawback, or the
shipbuilder could pay the full price and
receive the drawback.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.
PRIVATE BILL.

THIRD READING.

* The following Bill was read tMe tlird
time and passed:-

Bill (No. 50) Respecting La Banque Jacques
Cartier.-(Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier.)

j WAYS AND MEANS.-THE TARIFF.

DEBATE RESUMED.

House resumed the consideration of
Resolution 11.

On item-Brass, old and scrap ; in
bars, bolts and sheets; in wire, round or
flat ; on seamless drawn tubing, and on

Ma. ANGLIN.

ME. CARTWRIGHT said it was very
unlikely, indeed, that these articles would
yield any revenue under this tariff. He
supposed the ion. gentleman believed
that the imposition of 30 per cent. ad
valorem would cause these articles to be
manufactured in Canada but he (Mr.
Cartwright) thought the hon. the Fin-
ance Minister would lose both the revenue
and the manufacture.

Item agreed to.

On item-Barley, 15c. per bushel,
Ma. CHARLTON enquired, Whether

the hon. gentleman anticipated that the
imposition of 15c. would materially ad-
vance the price of grain to the farmers of
Canada in our own market, and afford an
increase to the revenue,

MR. TILLEYsaid he found the impoits
of barley last year were 302,147 bushels,
valued at $137,243. The exports were
1,040,000 bushels, valued at $697,454.
He did not expect to obtain any revenue
from this, except, perhaps, a few thon-
sand dollars ; because 15c. a bushel
would practically exclude American
barley. A few thousand bushels, how-
ever, would probably be imported into
British Columbia. As to the expected
benefit to the farmers he would answer
that question twelve months hence. He
did not think it necessary for him to state
here how mnch it would increase the
cost of the article to the people. The
great object was to give them the home
market.

MR. IBUNSTER said he would inform
the hon. the Finance Minister that if he
expected to get any revenue on barley
imported into British Columbia, he would
be mistaken, as they would raise it
themselves.

Ma. MILLS said the lion. gentleman
spoke about giving the farmer the home
market for his barley. There never was
a period when we had not a larger mar-
ket than the hon. gentleman could give
us. The hon. gentleman would -see by
the returns that it was only during the
last two or three years that Americal
barley was finding its way through Can-
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adian channels to the European market.
During the whole period since Confeder-
ation, less than 2,000,000 bushels of
American barley had found their way in-
to Canada, and the whole of this had
been re-shipped to Europe. If the hon.
gentleman excluded that barley, lie would
simply exclude it from being carried to
Europe. The hon. gentleman dared not
say that the proposition would give the
farmers better prices. He knew right
well that he would neither put money in
the pockets of the farmers, nor into the
Treasury. Then what was the tax im-
posed for? It was for the purpose of
keeping up this sham. The farmers were
to pay a higher tax on the article they
purchased for clothing or for food, but
they weie not to get any more for the arti-
cles they sold. The hon. gentleman ought
to be frank with the House, and state
what lie imposed this tax for. He knew
that American barley did not come into
competition with Canadian barley in our
market. The importation of American
barley, on its way to Europe, was a thing
of the last few years ; and yet the hon.
gentleman proposed to put on a tax that,
if it meant anytbing, would prevent those
few hundred thousand bushels being sent
through Canadiar channels to the Euro-
pean market.

MR. TILLEY : There is nothing in
the world to prevent the transmission of
American barley through Canada under
this resolution.

MR. MILLS: What is this tàx for?

MR. TILLEY said that was another

thing. But there was nothing to prevent
barley going through the country by the
Great Western or the Southern road, and
being shipped to Montreal. Nothing
would prevent its being passed through
in bond; on the contrary, every facility
would be given for it.

MR. GUTHRIE said the hon. the
Finance Minister had not answered the
question as to whether he expected this
duty would raise the price of barley to
the Canadian farmer, but he did say it
would give the home market to the Cana-
dian farmer. He (Mr. Guthrie) asked him
whether le meant by home market a
better price ?

Mi. TILLEY: It may be so.

MR. GUTHRIE said there was an-
other question : why had the duty on
barley been put at fifteen cents? It
had not been put for purposes either of
revenue or Protection. Was it put
there because that was the amount
Americans put on barley under their
tariff ?

MR. TILLEY: Because the Gov-
ernment considered it the right thing to
do.

Item agreed to.

On iten-Indian corn, 71c. per bushel,

MR. TILLEY said last vear we im-
ported 7,789,507 bushels of Indian corn,
valued at $3,535,619; we exported
3,987,600 bushels, valued at $2,678,000.
There was a surplus of imports over
exports of 3,400,000 bushels. Now they
estimated that, under the new tariff, in-
stead of there being 3,400,000 bushels
imported in excess of exports, the amount
would be reduced to 2,000,000 bushels.
We must take into account that
there would be consumed, in Canada,
150,000 bushels of meal, a portion of
which would be manufactured from corn,
which would increase the quantity of corn
imported, and diminish the quantity of
meal. But the practical effect would be
that the revenue from corn, or cornmeal,
would be about $210,000.

MR. FLEMING asked if the Govern-
ment intended to give the Canadian far-
mer a drawback upon American corn.
The manufacture of beef was just as much
a manufacture as the manufacture of
sewing machines, and Canadian farmers
were as much entitled to a drawback
when they purchased American ca.tle,
and fed theni with American corn, and
sold the producý to European markets.
They were just as much entitled to the
drawback as the Canadian manufacturer.
He defied the hon. gentleman to show
why the Canadian manufacturer was en-
titled to a drawback and the Canadian
farmer was not entitled to one.

MR. TILLEY said that was a propo-
sition he was not quite prepared for. It
had not entered into his calculations.
Re could imagine a great deal of diffi-
culty in dealing with an interest of that
kind, for the reason that a large portion
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of the corn that would be consumed
would be used in the distilleries, and we
knew that the distilleries would have the
benefit of it, inasmuch as there was a
small addition to the Custom's duty, ow-
ing to the fact of their having to pay so
much on the corn.

MR. CHARLTON said he would like
to know if the hon. the Finance
Minister anticipated that, in consequence
of the imposition of duty on corn, that
the production of corn in this country
would be fostered to such an extent that
hereafter the pioductisn would amount
to 1,500,000 bushels more than at pre-
sent.

MR. TILLEY said that he would leave
bis hon. friend to arrive at his own con-
clusion on that subject. lis (Mr.
Tilley's)'conclusion was that it would in-
crease the quantity of corn grown in
Canada; that it would substitute for
corn, to the extent of 1,500,000 bushels,
eats, pease and other products of the
Dominion of Canada, instead of inport-
ing corn.

Mi. CHARLTON said that the ad-
vantage to the farmers of Ontario, dur-
ing the last three or four years, in buy-
ing corn and selling in place of that corn,
pease, cats, barley, etc., had been a gain
of 18c. upon every bushel, and, in many
instances, more. The imposition of a
duty of 7-c. per bushel did not compen-
sate the farmer of Ontario for the depri-
vation of the advantage derived from
selling coarse grains. He did not think
it was possible, under any circumstances,
to increase the growth 1,000,000 bushels
in that Province. This duty upon corn
was the only advantage that was offered
the agricultural corn-growing belt for all
the onerous burdens imposed upon them,
and that duty was a. delusion and a
snare. But his (Mr. Charlton's) consti-
tuents could not . be deluded. Their
choice of representative showed they
would not be deluded. He sibmitted
to the hon. the Minister of Finance the
propriety of dealing honestly with this
question.

MR. CHRISTIE said he was fully
convinced that the imposition of a duty
upon corn would be very injurious and
oppressive to many of his constituents,
who did not grow corn very largely. So

Ma. TILLEY

far as he knew, we did not export a
single bushel ; but, on the contrary, im-
ported a large quantity annually for
feeding purposes. Many of our farmers
found it profitable to sell their barley,.
pease and potatoes and buy corn. It
was well known that corn % as better for
feeding purposes than barley, and money
was made by the exchange. If we were
to participate in the English cattle trade,
which was assuming such large dimen-
sions (last year we exported from the
Dominion to the English market 50,000
or 60,000 sheep and 18,000 cattle), cheap
cattle feed was necessary. When hay
was a short crop,cheapcorn became invalu-
able ; besides, it was used to some extent
as a substitute for flour, and was a cheap,
healthy and nutritious article of diet.
Now, the imposition of a duty of 7c.
per bushel, or 40c. per bag, on cornmeal,
was simply filching that amount out of
the pockets of those farmers who reouired
to buy, and whose soil was not adapted
for its profitable cultivation. It would
be a loss of two or three thousand dollars
annually to his constituents.

MR. MILLS said if the hon. the Min-
ister of Finance had not considered the
effect of the imposition of this duty on
corn, if he would ascertain the large
quantities of pease, etc., sent out of the
country and the quantity of corn that
was imported instead, at a much lower
price than that received for the products
exported, and that this trade was in-
creasing every year, he would have some
idea of the injurious effects of this duty.
About two and a-half million bushels of
corn was imported last year, by farmers,
for feeding purposes. The quantity of
corn imported was increasing every year,
because it was found that the production
of other grains was more profitable to
the farmers. The whole tendency for
the past six years had been to import
large quantities of American corn for
feeding purposes. He thought that the
proposition of the hon. gentleman, in-
stead of helping the farmers, would hurt
them very seriously.

Mu. HUNTINGTON said the people
of his county were opposed to the tax Sn
corn, as were also the people of the
Eastern Townships, as the whole corn
was bought in bis county for feeding
purposes. The farmers there generallY,
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inclading the supporters of the hon.
gentleman opposite, considered that the
Government had made a vast mistake
with regard to the duty on corn.

MR. SPROULE, as a representative
of an agricultural constituency, said that
large quantities of corn was imported
into his section, to take the place of
beans, oats and pease and other coarse
grains. It had not paid farmers to raise
oats at 25c. and peas at 50c. a bushel,
which was the prices received until
recently. Since the tarifi, coarse grains
had increased in price. Last year oats
realised 31c. per bushel, but now fron
45c. to 48c. Peas, which sold last year
for 60c. now fetched from 65c. to
70c. No argument was required
to convince the farmers that they
received substantial advantage from the
new tariff, and this fact had been ad-
mitted by rabid Grits in his county.

MR. GUTHRIE said he noticed that
a duty of 15c. was put on barley, and 1Oc
on pease, the same as the American
tariff. But on corn the duty was put at
71c. less than the American tariff. Now,
if it was a good argument, as was alleged,
for putting this duty on corn-that it
would increase the price received by
the farmer who grows the corn, why had
the Government shrunk from imposing
the full A merican duty on that article.
If a 7-c. duty would be beneficial in that
direction, a 10c. duty would
be more so. Another reason
given for the imposition of this duty,
was that it would induce Americans to
grant Canada reciprocity, if the Govern-
ment put on retaliatory duties. Why
did the Finance Minister shrink in the
case of grqin? Was lie afraid that this
policy of retaliation would fail-that it
would amount to the Canadian people
being taxed, whilst it would not succeed
in md ucing the Americans to grant re-
ciprocity 1" Those were points he thought
needed some explanation.

IlIR. HIOOPER said Canadian dis-
tillers would not buy Canadian rye
Whilst they could purchase corn from the
Jnited States without paying any duty,and he thought that the result of this

tariff would be a valuable protection to
the farmer.

MR. GILLMOR said this was one of
the most objectionable features of the
tariff to the county which he had the
honour of representing, and he would
desire a change if it were possible to
have one. He thought the advance
which would take place in the price of
oats, would be overbalanced by the in-
crease of the price of corn, which far-
mers would have to purchase for food for
themselves and for feed for their cattle.

MR. PATERSON (South Brant) said
that corn was the only article of agricul-
tural produce, the price of which could
have been enhanced by the imposition of
a duty, yet the Government had only
seen fit to tax it to the extent of 97c.
per bushel. This duty would make a
difference of $750 in the price of the
corn raised in his county, and this,
divided amongst 3,000 farmers, would
give them 25c. per family per year. If
the Government intended to give the
farmer any substantial protection in this
matter, they should have given them a
greater amoint of protection than 7½c. a
bushel.

MR. BAIN said that the moment
hon. gentlemen opposite had an oppor-
tunity of putting their hands into the
American farmers' pocket, in the same
way that the Americans did into the
Canadian farmers' pocket, that they were
extraordinarily lenient to our American
cousins. Whilst the Americans de-
manded 15c. per bushel on our barley,
the Western farmer could send in his
corn by paying only 7½c. a bushel.
That he thought was the best illustration
of who paid the duty, a subject on which
they had heard so much, both inside and
outside the Huse.

MR. ALLISON said the variety of
arguments used by hon. gentlemen
opposite, in regard to the imposition of a
duty on corn, showed that they had no
clearly defined policy. The member for
South Brant (Mr. Paterson), had stated
that instead of this National Policy hav-
ing the beneficial effects that were pre-
dicted, prices had been tum'bling since its
announcement. If so, they would not
ruin the poor consumer. The leader of
the Opposition had said that the con-
sumer would have to pay higher for all
the articles he used -a statement which
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contradicted that of the hon. member for
South Brant, that the prices of farm pro-
duce had been falling.

MR. BORDEN said that it would
have been more satisfactory if the hon.
member for Hants had stated his own
views on the question before the Flouse,
instead of criticising those of members of
the Opposition. As the representative
of one of the largest agricultural con-
stituencies in Nova Scotia, he had
no hesitation in giving his opinion, and
saying that the proposed duties on
corn, cornmeal and wheat flour, were
exceedingly unjust to every portion of
Nova Seotia, and particularly the farm-
ing community, who were weighted down
by taxes on agricultural implements,
clothingandeverythingthatthey couldnot
raise themselves,including bread and corn-
meal for feeding. Those taxes on bread-
stuffs would have to be paid by the
people of the Maritime Provinces, while
they would not have the effect of forcing
them to buy the products of the Upper
Provinces. The natural market of Nova
Scotia was the United States, and the
proposition of inter-provincial trade, as
far as Western Nova Scotia was concern-
ed, was absurd. Thev had to sell theirpro-
ducts to tle Americans, and purchase
from them such articles as cornmeal and
flour, which they did to a large extent.
The extra duties that Nova Scotia would
pay under this tariff, upon breadstuffs
alone, would reach nearly $100,000.
Though the duties would not materially
advantage the Ontario farmer, they
would disadvantage Nova Scotians by
causing higher prices. le hoped the
hon. member for Hants would give the
House and country a satisfactory expla-
tion of his position in the matt'er.

MR. ALLISON said it gave him
great pleasure to take up the gauntlet
of the hon. member for King's,
N.S., (Mr. Borden). He was pre-
pared to take the tariff as a wbole,
though he would have been pleased if
corn and flour had been allowed to come
in free. He infinitely preferred the tariff,
as a whole, to the old one; and was not
afraid to go back to his constituents for
an endorsation of his course. The
only pledge his constituents asked
of him was 'opposition to the late
Government. He deprecated the

MR. A LLISON.

spirit of selfishness, sectionalisi
and jealousy engendered on the Oppo-
sition. As they were now one people,
from the Atlantic to the Pacifie, with a
common interest and a common destiny,
let them have a community of sentiment.
He believed that every man in Nova
Scotia would, before many months, be in
a better position to paythe slight increase
on corn, flour and meal than he was at
present. In reply to the hon. gentleman
from King's, who asked how, he would
state that it would be by the improved
condition of the coal and iron industries
of that Province, through the operation
of the tariff, which would also revive
sugar-refining. The people would thus
obtain more employment and better
wages.

MR. BORDEN said that the hon.
gentleman from Hants (Mr. Allison)
had just deprecated sectionalism, finding
it very convenient to get on stilts and
become a full-fledged statesman, because
he dare not come down to the considera-
tion of the individual parts of the tariff
itself. In the very same breath he said
lie approved of it as a whole and objected
to particular parts. It was very conve-
nient for him to shelter himself under a
deprecation of sectionalism, but the peo-
ple of Nova Scotia would appreciate a
little more patriotism and a little less
pretence cf statesmanship. The misfor-
tune of Nova Scotia was to be represented
by lion. gentlemen claiming statesnanship
ofthatkind. Thehon. gentlemanhad stated
that the people of Nova Scotia would not
object to pay higher prices, the certainty
of that evil being thus admitted. He
expected a great deal from the working of
their coal and iron mines, which remind-
ed him (Mr. Borden) of the prediction
before Confederation that Nova Scotia
would become the workshop of the Do-
minion; ber industries bad made less
progress since then than before Confed-
eration. The letter recently written by
Mr. Lithgow, the champion of the coal
interest, the Phipps of Nova .Seotia,
condemned the probable effect of the tariff
on the coal mining interest.

MR. TROW said his constituency was
not a corn-growing country, but a stock-
raising country, and he did not see why
the farmers there who raised stock should
be called on to pay this additional tax-
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Re would like to hear what the hon. the
Minister of Agriculture, w4o was endeav-
ouring to promote our cattle trade with
Great Britain, and had recently intro-
duced a Bill for the prevention of disease
among cattle, had to say on this point.
This was a trade which ought certainly to
be encouraged. In the year 1878, we
exported to Great Britain 1,878 head of
cattle, and 62,461 sheep and 1,798 horses.
The Americans in the Western States
had the advantage over us in the feeding
of stock. Our stock, owing to the long
winter, had to undergo a partial starva-
tion through exhaustion of feed . and
length of confinement. Corn was an
essential in the feeding of stock, and it
was a matter of great importance, if we
wished to have the advantage of placing
them on the European markets, that no
tax should be placed on any produce used
in feeding them. Last year we imported
seven and a quarter millions of bushels of
corn, of which 2,400,000 bushels were
used in the feeding of stock. He was not
a stock-raiser himself, but there were
quite a number of gentlemen in his local-
ity who were engaged in that business,
and used a large portion of corn. His
neighbour paid weekly $62 extra already
on account of this rate, and he had used
his influence against him (Mr. Trow) in
the last election, because he %vas under
the impression that the Americans would
pay the duty.

MR. HESSON said he was here with
the distinct understanding that he would
support such a tariff as the one intro-
duced, and that if such a tariff vere not
brought down by the Minister of Finance
he 'was not bound to support the Govern-
nient in this matter. He held that this
tariff was in the interests of the farmers
of Canada. He only regretted the duty
had not been made 10c., instead of 7½c.
lHe spoke from a knowledge of the wants
of the people, and he represented a coun- 1
ty equal in every respect to that of the
hon. member for South Perth. This tariff
was a question not for any particular
Province, but for the whole Dominion. t
It was also a question of revenue. Hon. o
gentlemen opposite had not proposed any
way in wbich the requisite revenue to o
meet our engagements could be raised. s
We ought to approach this question as 1
statesmen desirous to place the country 1

on a sound commercial footing, and lie
knew of no better way to attain this re-
sult than to tax foreigu products, and
protect, by that means, our own. His
Riding was represented by a Reformer in
the Local Parliament, but he was elected
on the National Policy to represent it
here, and he was prepared to support that
policy in all its details.

Ma. RYM AL said he had repeated
time and again, that he looked upon an
attempt to afford protection to our
farmers by taxing cereals as a snare and
a delusion, and a fraud. There was not
a single article of our cereals grown in
Ontario, with the exception of corn, of
which we did not produce a surplus, and
exported millions, more or less, yearly, to
foreigu countries. He was sorry that a
duty was placed on corn. True, it was
said this was a tariff of compensa-
tion ; that, while the farmer was taxed in
a great many directions, he was to be
benefitted in certain other directions.
The only way in which, by any possi-
bility, the price of farm produce could
be raised, was by putting a duty on
corn. To the corn-grower of Western
Ontario, in the corn-growing belt, that
would be a slight advantage, but even in
the most highly favoured portions of
Ontario, where they grew corn, there
were three men who bought to the one
who sold. In a portion of his Riding a
good deal of corn was grown. He sold
all his grain in the city of Hamilton,
and he never yet saw a load of corn
grown in Canada exposed for sale.
When he canvassed his Riding he ap-
pealed to the farmers to know whether
any of then had ever seen a load of
Canadian corn exposed for sale in
Hamilton, and they had to answer in the
negative. If he went west from his resi-
lence, he could come upon a light, warm
soil, and find, occasionally, from two to
ten-acre fields of corn; but if he went
eastward, lie would travel over a heavy
lay track, and might travel thirty-five
niles before he could get al-
ogether, enough corn to make

five-acre field. The soil that
night produce an extra good crop
f barley, might be entirely un-
:uited for the growth of corn b; ut he
ad never seen any soil that was calcu-
ated to grow a good crop of corn, where
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yptu could not raise a good crop of barley.
They sold their barley at an average of
80e., and bought corn in Hamilton at
50c. It was to their advantage to sell
barley and buy corn for feeding pur-
poses. Some of his neighbours, who
were dairymen and cattle feeders, told
him it would be almost impossible for
them to compete with the American
farmers, who had cheap corn. Instead
of our buying their corn and feeding our
cattle with it, they would come and buy
our cattle and feed thern on their own
corn, and, instead of our getting the
profits on the animal in the Euglish mar-
ket, the American farmers would drive
this trade and get the profits. He be-
lieved the farmers had only one desire,
and that was t:> be let severely alone.
The Government did nothing, nor could
they do anything, for him. He was, on
the contiary, taxed for the benefit of
purse-proud manufacturers, who went
through our country to-day clothed in
purple and fine linen. He knew of
manufacturers in Hamilton, millionaires
to-day, who, twenty-five years ago, were
as poor as he was now. He did not be-
grudge them a fair share of prosperity,
but this tariff could not be held as favour-
able to any class except the manufac-
turers. Hie was amused at the remarks
of his bon. friend opposite, who said that
oats. in the county of Grey, had gone up
10e. a bushel, and pease 10c. to 15c. a
bushel, since the new tariff came in force,
and he wondered how people could think
ofintroducing American corn for the
purpose of aiding the farmer in the way
of feeding stock. He had passed through
the hon. gentleman's constituency and
had seen crops of oats and pease, but no
corn; and surely the hon. gentleman
would not say it was possible to feed cattle
as cheaply on oats and pease as if he sold
his oats and pease and bought corn to feed
them on. It seemed strange to him that,
in the back markets, the villages of the
East Riding of Grey, the price of oats
and pease should be higher than in the
metropolitan market of the city of To-
ronto. The two things did not bang to-
gether, and the hon gentleman's clumsy
attempt at fastening then, showed he
was not a master-hand at tving a knot.

Item agreed t>.

On iten-Wheat, 15c. per bushel,
MI. RYdL.

MF. HOUDE moved in amend-
ment: %

l That the said item be not concurred in,
but that the House do now resolve itself into
a Committee of the Whole, for the purpose of
adopting the following resolution :-Provided
always that any time when the Governor-
General in Council has reason to believe that
the supply of wheat, produced in Canada, will
not be equal to the demand for its consump-
tion, then it shall be lawful for the Gover-
nor-General, by Order in Council, to reduce or
take off the duty on imported wheat, for such
period as may be appointed and declared in
such Order in Council."

He said lie made this motion to meet an
emergency not likely to present itself,
but which was, nevertheless, possible.
We produced already more wheat than
we consumed, and we had a fair surplus.
It was also probable that, in the future,
at least, for many years to come, we should
have a still greater excess of produc-
tion over consumption, in respect to this
cereal. However, we could not regulate
the quantity of agricultural products, as
we could those of manufactures, and we
should, therefore, proceed very cautiously
in placing duties on that prime necessary
of life, and see that we gave protection
to the producer without causing the
consumer to suffer. An unfavourable
season might greatly injure the crops in
any year, and it was to meet such an
emergency that he made this motion.
He thought it was a very reasonable and
prudent one, and trusted the Govern-
ment would accept it. It was entirely
in accord with the principle upon which
we had advocated the present tariff.
We had all along contended that the ob-
ject of this tariff was not to make the
consumer pay more, but to give the
producers in every branch a larger market
wherein to sell his articles more easily and
in greater quantities. We wanted to give,
as far as possible, the Canadian market
to the Canadian producer. But if it
happened at any time that there was a
great deficiency in the production, then
the import duties would cease having
the same reason of existing, and in order
to protect the consumers in such a case
from being obliged to pay more than a
reasonable price for wheat, he made his
present motfon. It might be objected
that the motion tended to deprive the
producer of high prices, when crops were
short. This was true in a sense, but w@
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nmst not lose sight of the fact that, he
who had wheat to sel]. although in a re-
duced measure, was still in a better posi-
tion than he who had to buy a prime
necessary of life. He trusted the Gov-
ernment and the House would see the

justice of this motion, and that it would
be adopted.

MR. FISET moved in amendment to
the amendment:-

" That all the words after < that ' in the said
motion, be left out, and the following words
substituted instead thereof: 'the article under
Breadstuffs, viz.: Wheat fifteen cents per
bushel, be struck off, and transferred to the
fre list of imported goods.' "

le said that he believed he could show
that Canada now imported more wheat
than she exported, that was to say as far
as the two Provinces of Ontario and
Quebec were concerned. We imported,
at the present Lime, 5,625,000 bushels,
whilst we exported only 4,341,887, which
left a balance of 1,284,000 bushels. These
figures were the best answ'r that could
be given to the amendment of the hon.
imember for Maskinongé. He would,
moreover, say that, on account of the
peculiar position in which were placed
Lis electors, as well as those of the coun-
ties of Gaspé and Bonaventure, and even
of New Brunswick, be believed it his duty
to strongly oppose the proposed duty on
wheat. In the county of Rimouski
there was,to-day,a population of upwards
of 33,000 souls, and out of this number
there were hardly 300 or 400 who pro-
duced enough wheat for the maintenance
of their families. This duty was the most
onerous that could be imposed, and it
would bear especially on the working
class, and on the fishermen, without giv-
ing any compensation to the agricultural
class.

Question put, and amendment to the
amendment (Mr. Fiset) negatived on the
following division -

TAs:

Messrs.
Anglin
Bain
Béchard
Bolduc
IBorden
Bourassa
Bourbeau
Burk
Burpee (St. John)

Burpee (Sunbury)
Cameron (S. Huron)
Cartwright
Casey
Casgrain
Chandler
Charlton
Christie
Cockburn (Muskoka)

Coupal
Desaulniers
Dumont
Fiset
Fleming
Galbraith
Geoffrion
Gillies
Gillmor
Gunu
Guthrie
Haddow
Holton
Huntington
Killam.
Kmg
Landry
LaRue
Laurier
Mackenzie
Mclsaac
Malouin

NA

Me
Allison
Arkell
Baby
Bannerman
Benoit
Bergeron
B9oultbee
Bowell
Brecken
Brooks
Brown
Bunster
Bunting
Cameron (N. Victoria)
Caron
Cimon
Colby
Connell
Costigan
Coughlin
Coursol
Currier
Cuthbert
Daoust
Dawson
DeCosmos
Domville
Dubuc
Dugas
Elliott
Farrow
Ferguson
Fitzsimmons
Fulton
Gigault
Gill
Girouard (J. Cartier)
Girouard (Kent, N.B.)
Grandbois
Hackett
Haggart
Hesson
Hilliard
Hooper
Houde

Méthot
Mills
Oliver
Olivier
Paterson (S. Brant)
Perrault
Pickard
Rinfret
Robertson (Shelburne)
Rogers
Ross (W. Middlesex)
Rymal
Scriver
Skinner
Snowball
Tellier
Thompson(Haldimand)
Trow
Vallée
Weldon
Yeo.-61.

Ys:

ssrs.
Hurteau
Jackson
Jones
Kaulback
Keeler
Kilvert
Kranz
Lane
Lantier
Little
Longley [P.E.L)
Macdonald (King's,
Macdonald (Vict., B. C,)
McDonald (C. Breton.)
McDonald (Pictou)
McDonald (Vict., N.S.)
Macmillan
McCallum
McCuaig
McDougall
McInnes
McKay
McLennan
McLeod
McQuade
McRory
Massue
Mongenais
Montplaisir
Mousseau
Muttart
Orton
Ouimet
Patterson (Essex)
Pinsonneault
Platt
Plumb
Pope (Compton)
Richey
Robinson
Robitaille
Rochester
Ross (Dundas)
Rouleau
Routhier
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Ryan (Marquette) Valin
Rykert Wade
Shaw Wallace (S. Norfolk)
Sproule Wallace (W. York)
Stephenson White (Cardwell)
Strange White (E. Hastings)
Tassé White (N. Renfrew)
Thompson (Cariboo) Williams
Tilley Wright-109
Tupper

MR. CHARLTON moved in amend-
ment to the amendment:

'I That all the words after the word ' that'
in the said motion be left out, and the follow-
ing words be substituted instead thereof:-
' The articles of wheat, coal, and pig iron, pay-
ing duties, be placed upon the free list.' "

Question put, and amendment to the
amendment (Mr. Charlton) negatived on
the following division:

Messrs.
Anglin
Bain
Béchard
Borden
Bourassa
Burk
Burpee (St. John)
Burpee (Sunbury)
Cameron (S. Huron)
Cartwright
Casey
Casgrain
Chandler
Charlton
Christie
Cockburn (Muskoka)
Coupal
Dumont
Fiset
Fleming
Galbraith
Geoffrion
Gillies
Gillmor
Gunn
Guthrie
Haddow

Holton
Huntington
Killam
King
LaRue
Laurier
Mackenzie
McIsaac
Malouin
Mills
Oliver
Olivier
Paterson (S. Brant)
Pickard
Rinfret
Robertson (Shelburne)
Rogers
Ross (W. Middlesex)
Rymal
Scriver
Skinner
Snowball
Thompson(Haldimand)
Trow
Weldon
Yeo-53.

NAYs .

Messrs.

Allison
Arkell
Baby
Bannerman
Benoit
Bergeron
Bolduc
Boultbee
Bourbeau
Bowell
BreckeMp
Brooks
Bunster
Bunting

Cameron (N
Caron
Cimon
Colby
Connell
Costigan
Coughlin
Coursol
Currier
Cuthbert
Daoust
Dawson
DeCosmos
Desaulniers

. Victoria)

Domville
Dubuc
Dugas
Elliott
Farrow
Ferguson
Fitzsimmons
Fulton
Gigault
Gill
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Girouard (J. Cartier) Patterson (Essex)
Girouard (Kent, N.B) Perrault
Grandbois Pinsonneault
Hackett Platt
Haggart Plumb
Hesson Pope (Compton)
Hilliard Richey
Hooper Robinson
Houde V.obitaille
Hurteau Rochester
Jackson nom (Dundas)
Jones Rouleau
Kaulback Routhier
Keeler Ryan (Marquette)
Kilvert Rykert
Kranz Shaw
Landry Sproule
Lane Stephenson
Lantier Strange
LittPe Tassé
Longley [P. E.1. )Tellier
Macdonald (King's Thompson (Criboo)
Macdonald (ViRt.,B.C.)Tilley
McDonald (C. Breton)Tnpper
MRDonald (Picton) Valin
McDonald (ViRt., N.S.)yVallée
Macmillan
McCallum
McCuaig
McDougall
McInnes
McKay
MeLennan
McLeod

Wade
Wallace (S.Norfolk)
Wallace (W. York)
White (Cardwell)
White (E. Hastings)
White (N. Renfrew)
Williams
Wright.-11G.

MR. ROBERTSON (Shelburne) move
in amendment to the amendment :

" That the article under < Breadstufs,' viz -
'Cornmeal, forty cents per barrel,' be struck
off, and transferred to the free list of imported
goods."

Question put, and amendment to theý
amendment (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne)
negatived on the following division:-

YEAs :

Messrs.
Anglin
Bain
Béchard
Borden
Bourassa
Bourbeau
Burk
Burpee (St. John)
Burpee (Sunbury)
Cameron (S. Huron)
Cartwright

Casey
Casgrain
Chandler
Charlton
Christie
Cockburn (Muskoka)
Coupal
Dumont
Fiset
Fleming
Geoffrion
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McQuade
McRory
Massue
Méthot
Mongenais
Montplaisir
Mousseau
Muttart
Orton
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Gillies Oliver
Gillmor Olivier
Gunn Paterson (S. Brant)
Guthrie Perrault
Haddow Pickard
Holton Rinfret
Huntington Robertson (Shelburne)
Kaulback Rogers
Killam Ross (W. Middlesex)
King Rymal
LaRue Scriver
Laurier Skinner
McDonald (Vict., N.S.)Snowball
Mackenzie Thompson(HIaldim'nd)
McIsaac Trow
Malouin Weldon
Méthot Yeo.-57.
Mills

NAYS .

Messrs.
Allison Jones
Arkell Keeler
Baby Kilvert
Bannerman Kranz
Benoit Landry
Bergeron Lane
Bolduc Lantier
Boultbee Little
Bowell Longley P.E.I.)
Brecken Macdonald (King>s,
Brooks Macdonald (Vict., B.C.)
Bunster McDonald (0. Breton)
Bunting McDonald (Pictou)
Cameron (N. Victoria)Macmillan
Caron McCallum
Cimon McCuaig
Colby McDougall
Connell McKay
Costigan McLennan
Coughlin McLeod
Coureol McQuade
Currier McRory
Cuthbert Massue
Daoust Mongenais
Dawson Montplaisir
DeCosmos Mousseau
Desaulniers Muttart
Domville * Orton
Dubuc Ouimet
Dugas Patterson (Essex)
Elliott P'insonneault
Farrow Platt
Ferguson Plumb
Fitzsimmonns Pope (Compton)
Fortin Pope (Queen's, P.E.I.)'
Fulton Richey
Gigault Robinson
Gill Robitaille
Girouard (J. Cartier) Rochester
Girouard (Kent, N. B.)Ross (Dundas)
Grandbois Rouleau
Ilackett Routhier
Haggart Ryan (Marquette)
ilesson Rykert
lilliard Shaw

Rooper Sproule
Honde Stephenson
Hurteau Strange
Jackson Tassé

Tellier
Thompson (Cariboo)
Tilley
Tupper
Valin
Vallée
Wade

SIR JOHN A.

Ways an d Meats.

it would be exceedingly inconvenient, at
this stage of the proceedings and at this
stage of the Session, to go back into
Committee of the Whole, and, therefore,
he hoped the mover of the amendment
(Mr. Houde) would not press it. If he
understood it, it was that the Governor-
General in Council might deal with the
subject. That was reasonable in itself,
and would be given effect to.

MR. iOUDE said he was glad
to hear the declaration just made by
the right lon. the Prime Minister that
the principle of his motion was accepted
by the Government, who, when occasion
would occur, if it did, would see to rea-
lize his suggestion. He was satisfied of
that important declaration, and would,
theïefore, withdraw his motion, so much
more that he remarked his seconder had
voted for another motion to amend it.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said that, before
the motion was withdrawn, he desired to
congratulate the First Minister on his
return to those humanitarian principles
which he believed the right hon. gentle-
man had at the bottom of his heart. But
these were not the principles on which
the hon. gentleman conducted the late
contest, when he was endeavouring to
gain the votes of the farmers of Ontario.
He held in his hand a report from the
hon. gentleman's own organ, of a speech
delivered by him in the Eastern Town-
ships, in which he dealt with the very
contingency of a scarcity or a failure of
crops and the unfortunate consequences
falling upon the unfortunate inhabitants
of those parts of the country that could
not raise grain enough for their own con-
sumption, and this was what the hon.
gentleman said:

« In Canada, however, if, by an unfavourable
season, the crops are scanty, we are without
such resources, and then the farmers of the
United States pour in their produce upon us,
and we are defenceless. You (the farmers),
who, in an ungenial season, might get some
recompense for scanty crops in the enhanced
prices they would bring, find that hope gone
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Wallace (S. Norfolk)
Wallace (W. York)
White (Cardwell)
White (E. Hastings)
White (N. Renfrew)
Williams
Wright.-112.
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from you. Even the little harvest the storms
have left you, you find valueless when the
products of the Western States are poured into
the imarkets of the Dominion. Shall we suffer
in this way ? Shall we not say, Canada is for
the Canadians, and protect our markets for
ourselves ? Shall we not say, If we have a
short crop, our own people shall consume it,
and pay us a fair price for it; and, if we have
a large crop, let us not only have our own
markets, but the distant markets of Europe?
Let ns say to the United States, We allow you
to send the products of your country into our
market; let us have the same privilege, and
send ours to your own."

He congratulated the bon. gentleman
that, now he was in power and responsi-
ble for the well-being of the people of
this country, tbe humanitarian instincts
which he really believed were in the
bottom of bis heart had so far prevailed
that, wben there was an ungenial season,
when the people were starving, and
when, by any possibility, this 15C. could
be of the least use to the farmer of On-
tario, the hon. gentleman would be will-
ing to repeal it. His consistency was
not very great, but as it was in the great
cause of humanity, he (Mr. Cartwright)
could not find fault with him.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD said
he accepted the congratulations of the
hon. gentleman as to his humanitarian
instincts, in the same spirit in which he
had given them. He iad no doubt that
the hon. gentleman was gratified to see
that he was not utterly lost and so hard-
ened in heart as to allow the people to
starve if he could belp it. One of
the planks in the Conservative plat-
form was that th e Government
could do something to help the
people. That was one of the
objects with which they went to the
country. They did not say it was out of
the power of a Government, or out of
the power of a Parliament, to belp any
industries. They did not say that the
Government were merely " flies on the
wheel," and that just as the fly was power-
less to turn the wheel, so the Government
was powerless to help the people.

M . CARTWRIGHT: You are
leeches.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the hon. gentleman had sucked the life-
blood of the country. The hon. gentle-
man and his associates with him had de-
pleted the body politic. The pale and

MR. CARTWRIGHT.

languid cheeks of the body politie, the
uncertain step of the people of this coun-
try, as well as the depressed and dejected
spirit shown by the leeches on the other
side, in bleeding the country-all this
testified to what a state the country was
reduced. The Government hoped, by
generous treatment, and by generous
diet, to restore vigour to a country that
had been weakened, depleted aud driven
almost to a state of despair by the hon.
gentlemen opposite. The hon. gentle-
man said the Government were humani-
tarians. Yes, they were humanitari-
ans; and what was the principle
ot his bon. friend's motion ? It
was simply this : that, after every
farmer in Canada had sold his wheat at
a good price, and there was no more
wheat left in the country, then they
would allow the Americans to come in.
That was the principle. Every bushel
of wheat would be protected to the ex-
tent of 15c. per bushel, until the last
Canadian bushel was taken out of the
last Canadian granary, and after all the
Canadian wheat had been made into
Canadian flour, and consumed by the Can-
adian people, then, if there were a defi-
ciency, the Government would corme to
the rescue. They would not be " flies on
the wheel," they would not view with
indifference the suffering people ; they
would do in Canada as England had
doue in India, when she had
come to the rescue of a people who
were deprived of ordinary food by any
unfortunate contingency or adverse clim-
atic influences. That was the principle
of his hon. friend's motion ;.that was the
principle which common sense, humanity
and good government demanded. Ris
bon. friend would éind that the farmers
of this country would understand it so,
that they were protected to the extent of
15c. per bushel so long as they had
wheat to seil, and when they had sold
their last bushel, then they could not
object that the American should send
down his first bushel.

MR. MACKENZIE said he had oftei
had occasion to admire the ingenuity
with which the hon. gentleman could get
himself out of a serape, but the hon. gen-
tleman had not got out of this scrape yet.
The hon. gentleman said now that he
only proposed in that speech that, when
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we had eaten up all the wheat in the
country, he would then take care that we
should get it without paying duty. But
what the hon. gentleman proposed in
that speech was this : That ho would
take advantage of a scarce harvest, by
preventing other wheat being brought in;
that is, to raise the prices for those who
had not enough to eat. That was the
point. If the hon. gentleman's explana-
tion now of what he meant then was
true, what benefit would it be to any
person- in the country engaged in
wheat raising, if, in a time of bad
harvest, foreign wheat was allowed,
to come in to take the place of that which
he had not to sell ? There would be no
rise of prices under such circumstances,
and it was a rise in prices that the hon.
gentleman wanted and promised. He
wanted to make wheat, the staff of life,
dear in time of scarcity. His speech
would l*ar no other interpretation. He
(Mr. Mackenzie) granted the hon. gentle-
man was safe in taking the ground that
he was not in earnest, that ho was
simply making one of his famous politi-
cal speeches to serve the purpose of the
hour, and was now willing to turn his
back upon himself to serve another pur-
pose at this hour. It was amusing to
witness the political tergiversations of the
hon. gentleman from one day to another.
The farmers would understand perfectly
well that in the Eastern Townships'
speech ho promised that the farmer
should obtain high prices in time of
scarcity, and now he would find that he
could not carry his own followers from
Lower Canada with him for the prin-
ciple contained in that speech. They
would perfectly understand that ho was
wilhing to abandon the position ho took
in the Eastern Townships, and if ho had
gone back on the position now, it was in
order to meet the political exigencies
which had arisen in the House to-
night.

Mii. ORTON said that, having taken
some interest in the question of agricul-
ture, ho desired to express, to-night, his
thorough accord with the sentiments
uttered by the Premier. The principle
for which the Premier had always con-
tended for, was to give to our farmers the
first choioe of their own market, but not
to starve those in our country who con-
Sumned the products of agricultural

labour. He believed there was not a
farmer in the country who desired that
Government should, in a period of
extreme scarcity, insist upon having that
duty still imposed. Wben that question
was raised in his county, ho bad stated
that ho believed such would be the
policy of the Government, as he knew
the Premier was in sympathy with the
people, and that the Government wouild,
in time of scarcity, give a rebate of duty
in order to relieve the consumers. He
congratulated the Premier upon the
noble sentiments lie lad uttered here to-
night.

MR. ANGLIN said the speech of the
hon. Premier was amusing in many re-
spects. On that (the Opposition) side of
the House they enjoyed it immenselv ;
on the other side of the House, though it
had provoked the laughter of hon. mem-
bers, when they came to reflect upon its
meaning, and on what the hon. gentleman
from Centre Huroe had read, the feeling
must become painful. Although it was
intenselv amusing in its way, it seemed
to him a most painful spectacle to see
the Premier of this country make sucli
an exhibition as this in the House of
Cowmons of Canada. If ho had squarely
retreated from the position taken in that
speech ho made in the Eastern Townships,
it would have been creditable to him,
personally, whatever charge of inconsis-
tency night otherwise be made against
him. Nevertheless, the hon. gentleman
would have felt that,in taking that course,
ho had taken the only proper course for a
Prime Minister of this country to adopt.
But, after stating that the Government
would be prepared to give effect to the
resolution proposed by the hon. member
for Maskinongé, finding what the effect
of that declaration was upon his own side
of the House, h1e seemed to have lost-
ho (Mr. Anglin) would not call it the
cunning-but the skill which had dis-
tinguished him on no many occasions,
and he then proceeded to make the very
extraordinary statement, which must
have astonished even his warmest ad-
mirers-a statement that the procla-
mation reducing or removing the duty on
wheat would not be issued until the
farmers of Canada had sold all the
grain they had to sell, at the very highest
prices that could be obtained. In this
way they would have all the advantages
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of famine prices, and the consuming
public must suffer 4n the meantime, nay,
almost starve, until all the wheat in the
country was consumed, and then, for-
sooth, wheat would be admitted from
foreign countries duty free. Was ever
so monstrous, so shocking a statement
made by any man holding a responsible
position? And yet there were found
hon. gentlemen in this House ready to
applaud and endorse this declaration of
their leader, which the hon. gentleman
who spoke last declared to be so credita-
ble to the head and heart of the Premier.
With regard to the proposition itself, it
was exceedingly objectionable in its
essence-objectionable because it would
place in the hands of the Government of
this country a power that no Govern-
ment should be permitted to wield.
They knew that when corn laws existed
in England, and a sliding scale was in-
troduced, by which the rate of duty was
made to correspond with the price of
corn, so that as the price advanced the
duty was lowered; 'nd when prices
reached a certain figure, the duty was
extinguished-not by the will of the
Government, but by force of the Statute
itself. In any scheme of that kind in
our country, a similar sliding scale would
be preferable to conferring arbitrary
power upon the Government, which, it
was fair to assume, some Government
might possibly abuse under particular
circumstances.

MR. CASEY said that, when he re-
marked in the general debate on the
tariff that the promises of the Govern-
ment of protection to the farmers were
illusive, he had no anticipation that bis
words would receive such speedy proof at
the hands of the Premier himself. Every-
body in Ontario was perfectly well aware
that the proposition made to the farmers
was, that when there was a scarcity, the
price of wheat would be raised by the
operation of the duty, thus recouping
the farmer for short crops, and that was
the proposition they had voted for ; and
now the hon. the Premier declared that, at
the very moment that protection began to
operate in favour of the farmer, that pro-
tection was to be taken away by Order
in Council. The only proof of scarcity
would be an increase in price. The pro-
position now made was, therefore, that as

MI. ANGLIN.

soon as the price of wheat began to rise,
protection was to be knocked off, and the
price of wheat left to be regulated by
competition, as it was before. This was
the very reverse of the proposition made
to the farmers of Ontario, and showed
that the promises of the Government
were, as the Opposition anticipated,
merely illusory.

MR. MACMILLAN said that the
statement of the hon. member for West
Elgin (Mr. Casey) regarding the promises
made by the Government, was without
foundation in fact. The Gevernment
had appealed to the people of Ontario
on the grounds of Protection, and as far
as it had been promised to the people of
this country, he thought that every hon.
member opposite would agree with him,
that the hon. Piemier and his colleagues
had carried out their promises to the
very letter. With regard to ehis own
constituency and other constituencies ad-
joining, though it might not apply to
every constituency in the Dominion, he
would remark that there were times
when it was announced in the news-
papers that a certain price could be ob-
tained for grain, and farmers came into
the market towns expecting to realize the
prices they had seen quoted in the papers.
But, in the meantime, operators in grain
discovered that, by sending to Chicago,
grain could be got, say, 5c. a bushel
cheaper, and they immediately brought
on a train-load or so; and by the time the
farmers got to town with their grain,
they found the market broken down by
grain brought in from foreign markets.
What was the result? Simply that the
farmer had to take four or five cents a
bushel less than he expected, or else re-
turn home with bis grain. In either
case they were injured very materiallv
by this competition. He believed that
the duty proposed would be very benefi-
cial to the farmer in this respect, that it
would prevent these operators from
breaking down the markets at any time
they saw fit. The hon. member for
Gloucester seemed delighted and aston-
ished at the various turns that this de-
bate hid taken. He (Mr. Macmillan)
was extiemely astonished at that hon.
gentleman being astonished at anything,
after oocupying the questionable position
he did in this House upon occasions not
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very long gone by. The hon. gentleman
should not forget that, not many years
ago, he occupied a position in this House
after the House had declared upon the
evidence of the then Premier, and of the
then Minister of Justice, that he had
no right to that position. He contended
that the promises made by the present
Administration had been carried ont to
the letter, as was evidenced by the satis-
faction with which these resolutions had
becn received in all parts of the country.

MR. MILLS said he supposed that
this was a part of that paternal system of
Government that Canada was to have in
the future. A few days ago they had an
Act relating to contagious diseases
amongst cattle, and lie presumed this
resolution to be an Act for the preven-
tion of famine throughout the country.
As yet there was no indication that the
country was going to be made prosperous
by Act of Parliament. Hon. gentlemen
would find that when wheat got scarce,
the farmers would not be disposed to sell,
and a system of compulsion would be
necessary. The Government would also
find it necessary to impose a fine on those
farmers who would not report to them
the quantity of grain they had on band,
in order that they might know what the
resources of the country were, and what
the country had to depend upon. They
would find it necessary to go a step
further and become themselves the pur-
chasers, and establish Government
depôts, in which the wheat might be
stored, in order that the Government
might know whether there would
be a surplus or not. This would
be necessary to enable them to fix
the price at what they, and the
farmers, too, considered a good figure ;
otherwise they would be unable to deter-
Mine whether the reduction in the tax
should be made by ïrder in Council or
not. It was perfecty clear that this pa-
ternal system, once begun, would entail
an enormous amount of administrative
labour. The proposition of the hon.
member for Maskinongé (Mr. Houde)
was a very extraordinary one. Seri-
ously, how was the Government to de-
termine whether or not there was a scar-
city or superabundance of wheat in the
country ? How was it to decide how
much reduction should be made ? If

hon. gentlemen would look at British
legislation during the period when the
sliding scale was in force in England,
they would find that the Administration
had the power to make a reduction just in
proportion as the price of wheat in-
creased. It was by the market price of
the article that the Administration had
to be guided in their action. This pro-
position would give the Government the
power of repealing this tax. Itwas an arbi-
trary discretion,which,ifsanctioned,placed
the power of taxation in the hands of the
advisers of the Crown. In the case of a
failure of crops in certain districts, the
Government of the day could utilise this
power to induce the people there or else-
where to support them. This was a
power which lie (Mr. Mills) was not dis-
posed to leave in the hand3 of any Gov-
ernment. He thought the proper func-
tion of this House was to restrain this
tendency to logislate by Order in
Council.

Amendment (Mr. Houde), with leave
of the House, withdrawn.

Item agreed to.

On item-Wheat flour, 50c. per bar-
rel,

MR. CARTWRIGHT said this was
an item that would require some expla-
nation. The apparent result of this duty
of 50c. a barrel on flour, and 15 per cent.
a bushel on wheat, would be to throw
the grinding of these articles into Ameri-
can hands, which was clearly contrary to
the hon. gentleman's apparent intentions.
It appeared to him that this duty was
against the manufacturers of wheat
flour.

MR. TILLEY said lie found that dur-
ing the last year, there were 314,520 bar-
rels of wheat flour imported, against
479,245 exported, and a duty of 50c. per
barrel had been imposed on it. The esti-
mated revenue from that and from wheat
altogether, was about $30,000. It was
very probable that, under the operation of
the present tariff, there might be some
periods, under peculiar circumstances,
when it was just possible in some por-
tions of the Dominion,-for instance
British Columbia and the Maritime Pro-
vinces,-flour would be imported from
the United States, but the opinion enter-
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tained by the Government on this point
was that there would be little or no flour
imported from the United States under this
duty. But, from the fact that we had a sur-
plus of both wheatand flour,theestimate of
the Government was that that duty
would secure, beyond doubt, the market
of the Dominion for the products of the
Dominion, as far as wheat and flour were
concerned. Therefore, it was supposed
$30,O00 would be the outside revenue
received from it. It was not expected to
materially increase the value, although it
might do so to the extent of 10c. a
bushel, or so.

'Mn. CARTWRIGHT said that, in
the event of there being a scarcity of
wheat in the Dominion, this tariff would
discriminate against the Canadian miller.
In making a law of this kind, the hon.
gentleman ought to provide for such a
contingency.

MR. TILLEY said the hon. gentleman
knew well that there had been but one
year, during a long period, in which
there had been a deficiency in Canada.
This was not likely to occur again, when
they looked at the inereasing population
of the North-West. He was satisfied
there was no probability of a deficiency
under any circumstances whatever.
Of course, facilities would be given
for the manufacture of wheat for
export, as was done in 1871, so that
foreign wheat could be brought in and
manufactured in bond, and shipped from
the country in bond. They desired to
have the market of the Dominion for
the wheat-growers and for the manufac-
turers.

MR. CARTWRIGHT : That is what
you do not do by putting 15c. a bushel
on wheat and 50c. a barrel on flour. You
give the preference clearly and distinctly
to the American manufacturer.

MR. TILLEY: It certainly secures
a market for the producers of the Do-
minion.

MR. CARTWRIGHT : That is cer-
tainly what it does not do.

MF. GUTHRIE said that, in years of
scarcity, flour would be imported, not
wheat. He would like to ask the Fin-
ance Minister whether any promise had

Mi. TILLEY.

been made to reduce or alter the duties
on wheat and flour. le had heard it
stated that, in answer to the millers,
the hon. the Finance Minister had said
he would reduce the duty on wheat after
the Ontario elections were over.

MR. TILLEY : I decline to answer
any such question. I could do so most
emphatically.

MR. GUTHRIE : If my hon. friend
could do it, I should think he would.

MR. TILLEY : I can deny it.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : It
is a most insulting question, and does not,
on account of its nature, demand an
answer.

MR. MACKENZIE said the hon.
gentleman had characterised the question
as an insulting one, and yet he had
avowed his purpose of altering, these
duties by Order in Council. His hon.
friend asked if a certain promise had
been made, which had formed the
ground of a rumour all over the country.
One thing was certain, a number of
millers came here grumbling and went
away satisfied. How could the question
of his hon. friend be insulting, when the
hon. the First Minister had said it was
their deliberate intention to reduce these
duties by an Order in Council.

-SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the hon. gentleman had asked whether
a specific promise had been made to
millers, other than the proposition sub-
mitted to Parliament. The Government
was responsible for the proposition made
to Parliament, and that answer ought to
be accepted as an answer to any such
remarks. The question of the hon. gen-
tleman, therefore, was : " Did you make
a promise to act at varianqe, in some way
or other, to the proosition you make in
Parliament 1"

MR. MACKENZIE : Did not the bon.
gentleman claim, a few moments ago
that he had the right to do this without
an Act of Parliament ?

SiR. JOHN A. MACDONALD : The
hon. gentleman knows the clause of the
Customs Act I referred to. Ie passed
it and ià responsible for it.
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MR. GUTHRIE said he merely
wished to obtain a denial of the rumour
from the hon. the Finance Minister.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : Hon.
gentlemen opposite, in the first place, get
up a rumour and then ask if it is cor-
rect.

MR. GUTHRIE: That I may charac-
terise as entirely incorrect. It was one
of the right hon. gentleman's own politi-
cal friends that first gave the informa-
tion.

Several HoN. GENTLEMEN: Naie.

MR. GUTHRIE : I have no authority
to give bis name. I, however, an pre-
pared to give bis name privately to the
right hon. the leader of the Government.

MR. CHRISTIE said he felt it his
duty not to allow the tariff, and especi-
ally the specific duty upon breadstuiffs, to
pass with a silent vote, without saying a
few words to record bis protest against
the injustice which was done to the
agricultural and working classes in the
Province of Quebec ; for he was fully
convinced that the adoption of this policy
would be disastrous to the interests of the
whole Dominion, and doubly so to the
Province of Quebec, and the county which
he had the honour to represent. It would
impose additionat burdens upon them
without any compensating advantages.
It would cause them to pay more for
every article they required, while the
protection offered them on breadstuffs
and live stock was only a delusion and a
sham. His constituents depended in a
great measure upon stock and dairy farm-
mng. They found it more profitable to
make butter and cheese, and raise cattle,
sheep, and horses, and grow coarse grains,
than to grow wheat and corn. They did
lot grow enough of these grains for their

Own consumption. They required to im-
port upwards of a million of bushels of
wheat, and an equal quantity of corn
annually ;. and in his county
they imported upwards of ten
thousand barrels of flour, and a large
quantity of corn. Now, to impose a duty
cf 15c. per bushel upa -wheat, and 50c.
per barrel upon flour, and 7-e. upon corn,
Was the most unwise and suicidal policy
which oould be adopted. It meant a tax
of sin or eight thousand dollars annually

86

to is constituents on these articles alone,
and that under the guise and pretext of
Protection to the farmer. That was the
boon which was held out to them as an
equivalent for the increased duties im-
posed by the tariff, and the increased
prices which would inevitably have to be
paid for cottons, woollens, groceries and
hardware. It was like lighting a candle
at both ends-taxing, on the one hand,
all manufactured goods ; and, to balance
that, taxing, on the other hand, wheat
and flour, which most of the people had
to buy. It was quite evident that the
interests of the farmers and working
classes inthe Provinceof Quebec had been
sacrificed. They would be heavily taxed ;
millions of dollars would be filched from
their pockets, not for the purposes of
revenue-of that he would not complain
-but for the purpose of bolstering up
other industries from which they would
derive very little benefit. He desired to
record bis protest against the great injus-
tice done his constituents by the imposi-
tion of these enormous duties under the
new tariff

MR. CAMERON said the daty on
flour ought either to be raised to 67c.
a barrel, or the duty on wheat ought to
be reduced to 10c. a bushel. He could
not see how the two proposed duties
could be reconciled.

MR. PATERSON (South Brant)
said that, under this tarif, the duty on
wheat would be inoperative. It took
4j bushels of wheat to make a barrel of
flour.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : No;
four bushels and five pounds.

MR. PATERSON (South Brant)
said that would be 62ic., or a discrimi-
nation of 12c. against the miller. le
maintained that this duty would not in-
crease the price of wheat, except in a
year of scarcity, and it was a knowledge
of this fact that satisfied the millers.
This tarif, however, necessitated a bond-
ing system, and that would enhance the
rates of transportation, which must come
out of the farmers' pocket, and if over-
production was to lower prices, the far-
mer and the manufacturer would have tu
take lower prices than the present.
There was only one way of protecting the
farmer, that was by giving him a direct
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bonusor a drawbackonhisproducts. Why
should not the farmer receive that pro-
tection, if they desired to benefit him ?
He should have a drawback on the ln-
dian corn used for feeding bis cattle for
the English market, and on bis agricul-
tural implements, on the same principle as
the shipbuilder received a drawback on ves-
sold abroad. Over-production would.
bring down prices, and Protection pro-
duced that, according to the logic of hon.
gentlemen opposite.

MR. HILLIA RD said that, as he was
a miller himself, he approved of the duty
of 15c. on wheat, which was quite con-
sistent with the duty of 50c. per barrel
on flour. The duty on wheat would
keep out of the Canadian market
lower grades of American wheat,
which displaced so much of the
better qualities of the Canadian
wheat. This country had been over-
stocked with inferior grades of American
flour. They (the Americans) made three
grades of flour, the high grade, suitable
only to their own market, and out of
which they did a profitable business.
The lower grades could then be sold in
Canada. If they made no profit on the
lower the profit on the higher maintained
the business. They had not stood, there-
fore, on a fair* footing with the Ameri-
cans. The 15c. duty on wheat would
keep their second quality out of Canada
and secure its markets for its own farm-
ers. It was Protection to the farner to
prevent Canadians from being driven to a
foreign market, a fluctuating market,
with their wheat, a market up to-day and
down to-morrow, being open to wheat
from the whole world. The American
duty, 20 per cent. on flour, gave the
American miller an advantage over the
Canadian miller, the Canadian millers
havingno market of their own for the extra
class of flour, owing to the shutting of the
American market against them. There
was no inducement to procure an extra
good quality of machinery. The Canadian
miller was obliged to confine himself to
the grade of flour this market de-
manded. The Government would be
wise in adopting a 15c. duty on wheat.
It was said it took four and a-half bush-
els of wheat to make a barrel of fPour.
With fair wheat and fair machinery their
mills could make a barrel of flour from

Mi. PÂTMaON.

every four bushels and five pounds; and
having the offal free of duty, he con-
sidered 15c. a bushel on American wheat
quite consistent, and equal to 5Oc. a
barrel on flour.

Mr. VALLÉE moved in amendment:
" That it is not expedient, in the public in.

terest, to impose a tax of 50c. a barrel upon
wheat flour, imported into this country, and
that that article should be placed upon the
list of commodities imported into Canada free
of duty."
He said that in moving this motion he
was fulfilling a promise made to his elec-
tors, and lie believed that he was acting
in the interest of the county he repre-
sented and of the district to which he be-
longed. The importation of flour into
the Province of Quebec was very con-
siderable. In was not only an article of
local consumption, but it likewise consti-
tuted an important export trade. The
National Policy should not suppress
everything at one stroke. In certain re-
spects, this policy should be applied by
degrees during the period required for
the establishment of new industries ; re-
gard must be had for certain classes. In
lis county, little wheat was produced,
and there was a class of ,persons who
earned their livelihood by navigation.
A duty on flour would bear very heavily
on his constituents. The men engaged in
navigation would be deprived of a part of
their transport trade without any equiva-
lent compensation. He would be answered
that it was necessary to make sacrifices
in the general interest. He was ready
to admit the principle if it were logically
and impartially applied. Quebec's Phare
of sacrifices in favour of the Dominion
was a little larger than it was necessary
it should be. If the concession he
asked for in favour of bis Province, and
bis county were granted, he would be
able to show that it would be but a
simple act of justice to Quebec, and that
the interests of the other Provinces would
not suffer in the least. But lie would
leave to hon. members the appreciation of
bis motion, and of their duty towards
their electors. He did not wish to make
any appeal nor claim any sympathy for
the vast interests h* was defending. The
question had been exhaustively ex-
amined by all the members of the flouse,
and every one had, no doubt, long
mince made up his mind.
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MR. CASGRAIN said that lie op-
posed this duty of 5Oc. per barrel on
flour in the name of his county in parti-
cular, and in the naine of the Province
of Quebec in general. It was well known
that in the Province of Quebec the yield
of wheat had been very small for a num-
ber of years, and that in consequence
thereof the importation of wheat and
tour into that Province had become an
absolute necessity, and this duty - ould
bear especially on the poor man's family.
That was why lie opposed this duty with
all his strength, being certain of the sup-
port of all the French-Canadians in the
Province of Quebec. The putting on of a
duty on flour, and thereby on bread, was
certainly going to take away from the
poor man a part of his sustenance,'and
his ordinary food; that was to say,that lie
would have to give to the State his
tenth or twelfth loaf, accor ing to the
price of flour. In stating Mis, he but
echoed public sentiment from one end to
the other of the Province of Quebec,
that repudiates this unjust taxation. He
said that his voice would find an echo
from the sources of the Ottawa to the
shores of Gaspé, and in the humble
thatched-roofed cottage as well as on
board the fisherman's boat in the Gulf.
He made this statement, and time would
tell that he wasright. Ithadbeensaid that
this duty of 50c. would not increase the
price of flour. He had satisfied himself,
a few days ago, that the merchants in the
county of L'Islet had raised the price of
flour 5Oc. per barrel. The Province of
Quebec had to support, without any
equivalent, the duty on wheat and flour
in favour of the Upper Province, and the
duty on coal in favour of the Lower
Provinces. That was what was called
Protection.

MR. LARUE said that he was not
surprised to see the hon. member for
Portneuf take such a determined stand
with regard to this question, nor was lie
astonished at the support that was given
him by several of his friends, who, like
the hon. member for Portneuf, had been
elected by the Conservative party in
order to favour the establishment in this
country of a Protective tariff. The
stand taken by the hon. member for
Portneuf clearly demonstrated that it
Would be difficult for the Conservative

party of the other Provinoes to agree
with the same party in the Province of
Quebec. As had been justly said by the
lion. member for L'Islet, this was a vital
question for the Province of Quebec, and
all the Freneh-Canadian menibers knew
to what an extent this question interest-
ed their constituents. He well under-
stood why the hon. member for Portneuf
felt himsolf obliged to separate from the
hon. leader of the Government on this
question of a duty on flour. It bad
already been remarked that the partisans
of Protection had been, even during the
late general elections, unfaithful to the
Right Hon. Sir John A. Macdonald. He
was inclined to believe that the hon.
member for Portneuf had made the same
promises to his constituents as the can-
didate who opposed him (Mr. LaRue) had
made in the county that lie had the
honour of representing. That was to
say that, while he proclaimed himself the
champion of Protection, he solemnly
bound himself, in every parish of the
county, to resist any attemapt to
raise the duty on flour. He
thought it his duty, in his
own interest, and in the interest of
the Liberal party, to which he belonged,
to state that the amendment that had
just been presented by the hon. member
for Portneuf, had been taken from the
Liberal party, lie would even venture to
say, with the permission of his hon.
friend, that it had been. For the hon.

qmember for I'Islet, had already risen to
propose a similar amendment, which he
had the honour of seconding, but lie had
not been able to move it because ano-
ther member had got the floor before he
had. It was, therefore, only by accident
that the hon. member for Portneuf had
taken the initiative in this matter. But
it must not be supposed that the Liberals
were vexed at seeing the friends of the
hon. the Premier take the lead, and
move motions of want of confidence in
the Government. That was a formal
proof of the justice of the Liberal cause,
and the confirmation of the words and
acts of the Liberal party during the late
election. Upon the details of the taiiff,
as well as upon the tariff as a whole, he
took pleasure in voting against the Gov-
ernment, so much the more so as al these
questions had been thoroughly discussed
before the electors of the county of
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Bellechasse, that he had the honour of
representing, and he had been elected by
a majority opposed to the protection that
was now being given to the country.
Let not the hon. the Prime Minister be
astonished at the desertion of his soldiers
of the Province of Quebec ; he would
have several other opportunities of seeing
them vote against his policy, for it was
unfavourable to the interests of the Pro-
vince of Quebec. He did not wish to
take up any longer the time of this
House, and he would conclude by warn-
ing thehon.theleader of the Conservative
party that there still existed independent
men in the Province of Quebec, and that
these men would ever be ready to protest
and rise up aginst his measures as often
as they were opposed to the dearest
interests of their Province.

Si JOHN A. MA CDONALD
said he could sympathise with his friends
who had just spoken in French, and with
the member for L'Islet (Mr. Casgrain),
who had spoken for his party. He was
sorry that the action of the Government
should make Quebec suffer so much ; the
people ýwere going to be taxed on their
dflour and bread, the staff of life. But if
the hon. gentlemen opposite had con-
sulted their leader, the hon. member for
Lambton, he would have told them that,
no matter what the duty on wheat or
flour, it would not increase the price.

id t- th1 t. th tl did:

would be increased for them by the duty
put on foreign flour. Either they be-
lieved it or did not. If they believed it,
then they were honest in putting the
duty on to increase the price of flour for
those who produced it, and if it did so it
must increase the price for those who
consumed it. His opinion had nothing to
do in the matter. He still held the
opinion he formerly expressed, but he
said also that, while that was the case
on the general line of travel and freight,
through the country, it would increase
the prices more where the -markets re-
quired to be supplied from other sources
-that was chiefly on the eastern coasts
of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.
He was glad to hear the bon. the Fin-
ance Minister was compelled to advance
his views two nights ago, although he
had passed, to-night, another item which
would compel the people on those same
coasts to puthase tea at Montreal, that
they were now allowed to purchase in
Boston or New York. His bon. friends
from Quebec--where the people were
obliged to purchase their flour, not grow-
ing enough wheat-believed the duty
would raise the prices, as did also the
millers. The Government, in submit-
ting the tariff must, if honest, have acted
on their own convictions and belief, and
not those of anybody else, and the duties
must express their real convictions.

It was ev en a oser geu ULU MR. GIGATJLT said e did net want
not coincide with their political or finan- 0 "o back te bis constituents without
cial leader (Mr. Cartwright), but had tavîngfulflled the promise le made
struck out a new course of their own. them in regard te Protection, and, te do
lie (Sir John A. Macdonald) could give
them some little consolation, and a re- be adopted. le wanted te be practical,
medy for all the great evil they feared- and if such amendments were made by
that was, to use no American flour, pay-
ing 50c. a barrel, but eat Canadian flour, fremeoters wo de sendets
on which there was no tax. rmohswuldea mnmnton wiichthee wa ne ax.agreeable te them, and se, at last, they

MR. MACKENZIE said the hon. the would have nothing of that Proteetive
Premier had promised the millers and tarif for which they had fought. The
farmers protection, and the Ministers opponents of the tarif did net agree
of Public Works and Finance, in their among themselves as te the nature and
respective Provinces, stated that he effects of the duties. le believed that
(Mr. Mackenzie) had proved conclu- the greater par, if net the whoie, of the
sively, and, therefore, to their satisfac- duty on fleur would Le paid by the
tion, that the duty on flour would not Anerican preducer, and net by the Gan-
increase its price to the non-producers. adian consumer. They argued that part
Notwithstanding that those hon. gentle- of the duty on wheat would net be paid
men and their leader now wanted the bv the American producer, being thusin.-
people of the West-who were interested contradiction with their own prmcipIen
inthe manufacture of flour-that theprice when they sent the lon. George Brewn

MR. LAGanE.
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to Washington to secure a Reciprocity
Treaty. If the duty on Canadian grain
going to the States *as not injurious to
the Canadian producer, why did they try
to obtain its removal ? This tariff
aimed at securing the home market for
Canadian farm produce. If members
from Quebec opposed the duty on wheat,
members from Ontario might resist those
on corn, barley and coal, to the defeat of
the Protective party voted for in Sep-
tember last. The amount of duties taken
off breadstufis would have to be placed
on other articles, such as tea, molasses,
and other goods we did not produce,
duties that we pay at a pure loss without
drawing any advantage therefrom, while
duties for foreign articles that we can
produce or manufacture here, give the
double advantage of giving a revenue to
the country, and the choice to &he Can-
adian producer of selling bis products
with more facility, or at more remuner-
ative prices.

MR. HOUDE said that, since the
hon. members for Portneuf, L'Islet and
Bellechasse had seen fit to speak in the
name of the Province of Quebec, and to
declare that all the representatives of that
Province who were devoted to its inte-
rests should vote for the motion of the
hon. member for Portneuf, be thought it
his duty, seeing that lie was going to vote
against this motion, to briefly explain
bis reasons for so doing. He trusted
that bis friends would believe that he
was as sincere as they were in the differ-
ent course he proposed to take. For bis
part, he did not question their sincerity,
although he did not hold the same opin-
ions as they did on this point. The hon.
Inember for Portneuf, in giving the
grounds for bis motion, had stated that
the Province of Quebec was obliged to
purchase large quantities of wheat and
flour because there was not enough of
these articles produced for local consump-
tion. That was true ; but the Province
of Ontario, together with the rest of the
Dominion, produced a great deal more
than the whole country could consume,
and, in reality, there would be no duty
on wheat and flour. And, if he had well
understood the second part of the argu-
uent made use of by bis hon. friend, he

had said that the Province of Quebec
.exported considerable quantities of flour

and wheat that were brought into the
country from the Western States of the
neighbouring Republic, and that, if the
proposed duty was put on, this export
trade would be stopped. The hon. mem-
ber seemed not to have read, or to have
forgotten, that clause of the new i ariff
which clearly left to traders the same
liberty as they had heretofore enjoyed of
importing wheat in bond witbout paying
one cent of duty, and of exporting it
either as it had been brought in or turned
into flour. It was quite true that,
in the Province of Quebec, there was not
enough wheat grown for local consump-
tion; but it was not true, as
the hon. member for Lambton bad
stated, that there was none grown
there at all. On the contrary,
especially within the last few years since
the disappearance of the weevil, which
for a long time had done much harm to
the whole crop, there were considerable
quantities of wheat grown in the Prov.
ince of Quebec. There were even a
great many farmers who grew more
than they required for home consump-
tion, and who sold more or less of this
grain. It was to be hoped that this pro-
gress would not stay there. But whilst
he would admit that the Province of
Quebec did not yet grow wheat in suffi-
cient quantity, it must be borne in mind
that it did not cost any more to bring
the wheat and flour that was needed
from the Province of Ontario than it
did to import it from Michigan or
Minnesota. He saw by the returns (f
commerce and navigation for the last
fiscal year, that Canada had sold to other
countries 2,967,432 bushels of wheat,
and 170,725 barrels of flour, which was
equivalent to 3,693,013 bushels more
than was bought. With such a produc-
tion, equal to a surplus of six bushels for
each family throughout the Dominion,
was an import duty of ï0c. a barrel
on American wheat going necessarily to
make the Canadian people pay dearer
for their bread ? Evidently not. Hon.
members of the left had said, ironically,
" hear ! hear !" when his hon. friend the
member for Rouville had maintained
that, in certain cases, it was the foreign
producer who paid the Customs duties. If
tbey had taken the pains of reflecting a
moment, and of studying the laws that
really govern trade, they would have
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known that it was not always the con-
sumer who paid the import duties estab-
lished by the Government of the country
in which he lived. Import duties were
paid by the consumer when the foreign
article upon which a duty was laid was
not produced in the country. But when
there was a surplus of the article in the
home market, the foreign exporter who
wished to corne there and sel] the same
article, was obliged to submit to the
prices established by home competition,
and, in that case, it was he and not the
consumer who paid the Customs duties.
When the difference k(etween the offer
and the demand-between the stock and
the requirements-varied, it might hap-
pen that the producer and the consumer
would both have to pay a part of the
Customs duties. But with regard to the
import duty on foreign wheat and flour,
he maintained that it would not raise
the price of bread in this country as
long as there was a considerable surplus
of this grain in Canada, as there was au
the present time, and as there probably
would be in the future ; and he was
happy to be able to agree, at least on
this point, with the hon. the leader of the
Opposition. As the hon. member for
Rouville had remarked, hon. members
should judge of the merits of this new
tariff as a whole, and not endeavour to
pick it to pieces in detail, under pretext
of protecting local interests. For in-
stance, if hon. members from Ontario re-
fused protection on oats, would any-
thing be gained by that? Most assur-
edly not. The country at large would
lose as much by impoverishing the Pro-
vince of Quebec as it would lose by im-
poverishing the Province of Ontario.
The Province of ·Quebec, instead of buy-
ing her flour from the United States,
would buy it from the Province of On-
tario, who, in turn, would purchase from
the Province of Quebec the oats that she
had hitherto imported from the United
States; these neither would pay anyduty,
a3 there was a surplus in Canada of these
two articles, as well as all other agricul-
tural produce, except Indian corn. AI-
ready this advantageous exchange had
begun. For instance, he read in the
Daily Evening Review, of Peterborough,
Ontario, of the 15th inst. :

"ln consequence of the National Policy,
Cluxton has already brought two loads of oats

MR. HOUDE.

from Lower Canada to Peterborough, and Mr.
Dundas is doing the same thing at Lindsay.
Since the duty has been imposed, oats eau be
laid down in Peterborough cheaper from Que-
bec than from Chicago, thus enhancing the
value of Ontario oats, increasing the demand
for Quebec oats, and providing return freight,
a very important thing for our railways."

The hon. members for Portneuf, L'Islet,
and Bellechasse had said that it was
against the interests of the country
to vote for an impost duty on wheat
and flour, because the consumer would
have to pay for these necessaries of life
dearer. The price of these articles might
rise, but it would be on account of their
scarcity on the foreign markets, espe-
cially the Liverpool market, and not on
account of the adoption of this tariff, for
wheat and flour would be subject to the
same fluctuations if this tariff was not
adopted. The new tariff had been in
force for more than a month, and the
price of wheat, which, as everyone knew,
determined the price of flour and bread,
was, to-day, lower at Montreal and at
Toronto than at New York and at
Boston. This would show that his
friends, of whom he had just spoken, had
grounded their assertions upon a theory
that was neither supported nor justified
by facts. Ie held in his hand this
morning's issue of a paper that published,
in its commercial review, the prices of
wheat at New York and Toronto, and he
found that the same quality of ordinary
spring wheat was selling, the day pre-
vious, 8c. per bushel cheaper at Toronto
than at New York. That was far from
showing that the new tariff would cause
a rise of 15c. per bushel in wheat, as
well as a rise in flour and bread, for the
reason already given, that the production
of these articles greatly exceeded the
wants of the country. These facts were
the best answer that could be given to
the theory maintained by the hon. mem-
bers for Portneuf, L'Islet and Beilechasse.
But, even supposing that a part of the
population of Lower Canada had to pay a
little more for their wheat and flour, on
account of the new tariff, they would not
complain, for they would find a compen-
sation in the protection given to the in-
dustries of the country, and to the other
agricultural products, such as animals,
butter, cheese, oats, barley, pease; etc.
He could understand the action taken by
the hon. members for L'Islet and Belle-
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chasse, because their aim was to aestroy
the Protective tariff if they could; but
he had more difficulty in understanding
the action of the hon. member for Port-
neuf, who, like all the other hon. mem-
bers of the right, 'was elected on a Pro-
tectionist platform, and who now refused
to grant protection to one of the main
products of Canada. What would hap-
pen if the Conservative members of each
section of the country adopted the same
line of conduct, and refused protection to
articles that were not produced in their
respective localities, but were produced
in other parts of the country ? They
would be destroying their own work;
they would not be carrying out the
policy with which they had gone before
the people, and with which they had won
the general elections on the 17th Sep-
tomber last. For those reasons he could
not approve. of the proposition made by
his hon. friend from Pontneuf, which
motion, although it might seem, at first
sight, to favour the interests of the
people, had, in reality, a tendency to
strike at the foundations of the National
Policy, which was destined to give bread
to many families who vere, to-day, in
need, by giving them the means of earn-
ing the price of it more easily.

MR. PLUMB said le fully endorsed
the remarks made by the hon. gentleman
from Rouville, who had effectively re-
plied to those gentlemen on the opposite
side who insisted that the producer paid
the duty. That hon. gentlemen asked
why the great chief of the party now in
Opposition wrote to Washington to ob-
tain a renewal of the Reciprocity Treaty
in 1874, and why lie offered to make
suclh sacrifices to obtain reciprocity in
agricultural products. It was the
avowed object of ail the negotiations
which took place at Washington, from the
time of Lord Elgin until the last futile
attempt was made by the gentleman who
was the dictator of the party, was to pro-
cure the admission of our natural pro-
ducts into the United States free of duty.
The Hon. Mr. Brown, who had de-
nlounced the sending of commissioners by
the previous Government, on the same
errand, either was appointed, or ap-
pointed himself, sole plenipotentiary. and
hurried to Wasbington in the autumn of
1874. There had been no indications

on the part of the people of Canada that
this mission was in accordance with their
wishes. On the contrary, he, himself,
had very violently objected to the initi-
ative being taken by Canada in any
attempt at renewing the lapsed treaty.
What did that gentleman do ? In the
fir3t place, ho proposed reciprocity in
agricultural products. Not being able
to secure that, he made one concession
after another, unGil the loss of revenue
to this country in the articles he pro-
posed to receive free of duty would have
reached $2,300,000 for the year 1874,
and tbese articles would have cone into
direct and probably crushing competi-
tion with our manufactures of cotton,
of edge tools, and of agricultural ma-
chinery and implements. Basing the
calculations on the exports for that year,
according to the Trade and Navigation
Returns, he also offered to expend, im-
mediately, large sums in building and
enlarging our canais, to give up the
fishery claim, and to concede the free
navigation of our rivers and canals. For
what did lie make these reckless offers ?
Was it not to relieve our farmers, who lie
took u4der his special care, from the
heavy duties levied by the United States
upon the products which we exported to
that country ? Now, if, as gentlemen
opposite constantly assert, the consumer
always pays the duty, why did Mr. Brown
offer to make such enormous, such hu-
miliating concessions for the purpose of
obtaining access to a market which, ac-
cording to the Free-trade dogma, we have
already at the cost of the consumer ? The
member for Bothwell constantly repeats
that the consumer pays the 15c. a bushel
on barley, the 20c. a bushel on wheat, the
15c. a bushel on potatoes, the 10c. a
bushel on oats, the 20 per cent. ad val-
orem on horses, that must be paid upon
crossing the frontier to seek our neigh-
bour's market. He (Mr. Plumb) would
not like to be placed in the position in
which the friends of that great Reformer,
who lad offered to the United States
everything except our nationality to secure
reciprocity, had placed hin. He was
surprised to find what little confidence
hon. gentlemen opposite had in the intel-
ligence of the people, and how much less
confidence the people had in them. For
the last twenty-five years the Globe, the
chief organ of those gentlemen, had
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almost the sole circulation among the
agricultural population of Ontario. He
fancied the agricultural population had
found out the Globe newspaper at last.
It could not control public opinion. The
people had supported, and would sup-
port, the party that promised little and
performed much, rather than the self-
styled Reformers, who promised every-
thing and did nothing.

MR. VALIN said that he liad resolved
not to take anv part in this discussion on
the duty upon flour, but he could not
refrain from alluding to the fact, that the
conduct of the hon. member for Portneuf
was in contradiction with the opinion ex-
pressed by his journal, Le Courrier du
Canada. He must state that a great
many persons in the Province of Quebec
were not in favour of this duty on flour.
He -would be opposed to it himself if
there were no compensation. But the
farmers in the ngricultural counties had a
compensation in the duty on other grains,
such as peas, buckwheat, barley, etc. All
that he wanted was to give the working
classes the means of buying bread. He
vas one of those who endeavoured to give

the people the means of paying for their
bread. He was one of those who tried
to give the people work, not only in lis
own county, but throughout the whole
Province. He had their interests at
heart, and lie deplored their present desti-
tute condition. For the workingman it
was no trifle to pay a duty of 50c. per
barrel on flour when le had already to
buy his flour from five to six dollars a
barrel. For the mechanic without work,
two dollars were too much ; means of
earning his bread must, therefore, be
given him. He would now quote what
the Courrier du Canada, of the 14th
inst., had said on the subject :

" Since the adoption of the tariff a new era
lias been commenced for Canada. In the
Province of Ontario the effect bas been instan-
taneous ; many new industries have sprung
up as by enchantment. The same may be
said of the district of Montreal. At Quebec
the progress is slower. Too much attention
is paid to blue and red, and not enough to
serions matters. Now is the time to profit
by the advantages that the National Policy
offers instead of wasting our time discussing
two or three items of the tariff that are less
favorable to us than others.

" We hope that our farmers, who are now
protected against American competition, will
improve their land in orler to grow wheat.

Mn. PLUMB.

We have rye, barley and oats in abundance;
we do not harvest quite enough wheat. low-
ever, in this respect, there has been a great
improvement within the last few years, and
we would not be surprised to see by the next
Census that the Province of Quebec grows
more wheat than is required for local con-
sumption. It is important that our agricul-
tural classes should neglect nothing, in order
to increase their own wealth and the general
prosperity of the country.

" With a little good will, intelligent labour,
and wise, prudent economy, the farmer can
increase bis harvest and procure at home al]
the necessaries of life. Let bim buy less
from the merchant, the shopkeeper, and let
him apply to the production on bis own farm
of all that he requires, and he will soon be on
the road to comfort, competency. and some-
times to fortune."

If, on the 14th, which was not so very
far off, it was well to proteet
the farmer by putting a duty on wheat
and floar, lie could not see why it
should be otherwise to-day. It was true
that the hon. member for Portneuf had
voted against the duty on wheat, but a
moment afterwards he had voted against
placing wheat on the free list. Le
Courrier went on to say :

" The workingman is going to see the em-
ployment and the good wages of former times
come back. Let us hope that the destitution
that has been enduring, will have taught him
to economise during the years of plenty, in
order not to be in need during the years of
want.

" Those we believe are useful observations
that everyone may put to account. Let the
people go earnestly to work, and let everyone,
without wasting bis time criticising at ran-
dom a policy destined to bring about a revolu-
tion in the economy of the country, turn this
policy to the best advantage he can.

"Commerce itself is organising on a new
basis. The repeal of the present Insolvency
Act will put an end to unhealthy speculation,
protect the honest merchant, and indirectly
favour the purchaser. Business will be con-
ducted with more prudence and economy ; a
solid, lasting, and prosperous state of things
will result therefrom.

4 Thus equilibrium will be restored every-
where, and the disastrous effects of the crises
that we have been undergoing will rapidly
disappear.

" We have a rich country, if we only know
how to profit by the advantages it offers us.

"It is for all of us, farmers, workingmen,
merchants, manufacturers, etc., to take wise
and energetic resolutions, to go to work and
to practise economy and, in a few years, the
face of the country will be changed. ingtead
of an impoverished population, as we have to-
day, the people of Canada will then be ricli
and prosperous."

The Tari,#.
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He would ask what was dearth if it was
not the want of bread ! For the work-
ingman, need was the want of work, for
when he had no work lit was always in
need. It was therefore nacessary to
give the workingnan employment, and
this could be done by protecting the in-
dustries of the country. How could the
Government procure employmerit for the
workingman if they had no revenue?
This revenue could not be obtained with-
out laying duties upon all products that
came from abroad, including wheat and
flour. Quebec would be very glad to see
the works that the- Government intended
carrying out in the harbour begin, but
how could the Governuient carry on
these works without money ? If the
workingmen have emplovment, that will
be their compensation for the proposed
duty on wheat and flour, and, instead of
complaining, they would rejoice.

MR. LANDRY said that it was im-
possible for him to give a silent vote
upon the motion now before the Chair.
The House had witnessed the great joy
that the hon. member for Bellechasse
(Mr. LaRue) had not been able to con-
tain. What had been the cause of this
sudden and almost noisy manifestation?
The hon. member made no secret of it ;
it was, lie said, the spectacle offered to
lim by several members telonging to the
Conservative party, who were deserting
their flag and betraying N'their leader.
He protested against this appreciation of
the conduct of these members and of the
motives that actuated them. They were
not betraying either their party or their
leaders, and that was what lie would en-
deavour to show. What had been heard
a few moments previous ? The hon.
member for Rouville (Mr. Gigault) had
told the House that, in voting against
the amendment of the hon. member for
Portneuf, and in favour of the proposed
duty on flour, he was only doing his
duty and fulfilling the promises that he
had m-ade to the electors of his county.
This frank statement had brought down
the applause of the House. He would
not for a moment doubt but that the
same approbation would be given him
when lie would tell the flouse that, in
voting for the amendment moved by the
hon. member for Portneuf, he was only
doing his duty and fulfilling the promises

he had publicly given to the electors of
his county. When lie had presented
himself as a candidate in the county of
Montmagny at the late general elections,
when lie had discusspd before the people
this great National Policy of Protection,
the question of putting a duty on wheat
and flour lad naturally presented itself
for a solution. H1e would not seek to
hide the statements lie had then made.
He had promised, before public meetings,
that if ever he was asked to place a duty
on wheat and flour, lie would vote against
the putting on of such a duty. He had
not taken this determined stand with the
intention of striking at the foundation of
the National Policy, for which ho had
fought, and which lie was still defending.
Such had never been his intention, nor
that of his friends; to make use of au
expression employed by the hon. member
for Maskinongé, they were not such sap-
pers as that. But what was the stand
they had taken? They had advocited
Protection during the election, and their
opponents had answered them by saying
that by Protection the Conservatives
meant an increased duty on the neces-
saries of life, on the flour, the wheat,
the bread of the people. And in support
of this statement, they referred to the
motion made on the 2nd of *A.pril, last
year, by Mr. Brown, and the position
taken by the leader of the Conservative
party, who, on the 9th of April, sup-
ported the views of Mr. Brown, and
voted for this motion, which aimed at
nothing less than the putting on of a duty
on wheat and flour. He would quote:

" Mr. Brown moved in amendment, That all
the words after 'that,' to the end of the motion
be struck out and replaced by the following :
-£ That Mr. Speaker do not now leave the
Chair, but that it be resolved, That, seeing
that a large quantity of wheat and flour has
been imported into Canada within the last five
years,this House is of opinion that the placing
of a duty on these articles would be beneficial
to the farmers of Canada.' "
The answer that lie and his friends had
given was easy. They had pointed out
to the people, in the journals of the
House, what had been the position taken
on this question by the representatives of
the Province of Quebec, by the leaders
of the Conservative party, inside and out-
side of the House. These votes were
still there. Only twenty-eight members
had asked for this duty. One hundred
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and forty-eight had rejected it. Among
the twenty-eight who had asked for this
duty, there could not be found a single
representative of the Province of Quebec,
and only two of the bon. members now
occupying the Treasury benches. All
the representatives of the Province of
Quebec, without distinction of party, and
what was more, those who were then
and now the leaders of the Conservative
party, had publicly, by a unanimous
vote, declared in the most formal and
solemn manner, that they were opposed
to placing any duty on wheat and flour.
What, he would ask, had they (Mr.
Landry, and bis friends) done ? They had
followed in the footsteps of those who
had gone before them. Having before
their eves the action taken by tbeir
leaders, they had not thought it impossi-
ble to promise to their electors that they
would follow the course pursued by these
friends of the people, and imprudently,
perhaps, but at all events, in the best of
good faith, they had sincerely given
their word to vote against~ the duty that
they were now asked to place upon
flour. Should they now keep their word
and fulfil the promises freely made to
the electors of their counties ? For bis
part there was no possibility of a doubt,
and whatever might be the regret that lie
experienced in separating from lis friends
he considered that under the circum-
stances, lie was in honour bound to do so.
He would, therefore, vote for the amend-
ment and against the placing of a duty
on flour, as he had voted a few moments
before against the placing of a duty on
wheat. He remarked that two of the
friends of those who were opposed to
this duty had taken upon themselves to
shoot harmless arrows at their (Mr. Lan-
dry and his friends' heads. If they
(Mr. Landry and his friends) had not
been wounded, they should not, at least,
overlook the fact that their assailants
had been actuated with the best of in-
tentions. The bon. member for Maski-
nongé (Mr. Houde) bad called the mo-
tion they were supporting a " hollow
theory," and a " measure that struck at
the very foundation of the great National
Policy." In the mouth of the hon.
member these words were somewhat
astonishing. Within the space of a few
hours only, bis condu-t and bis words
presented the spectacle of the most com-

MR. LANDRY.

plete disagreement. Who had been the
first in the House to move an amend-
ment to the policy of the Government?
Who had been the first in the House to
move an amendment to the policy of the
Government since the details of this pol-
icy were under consideration ? Why,
it was the bon. member for
Maskinongé himself. Was not his
amendment, if not a "hollow theory," at
least a " measure that struck at the very
foundations of the great National PolicyV'
He asked for fair play, and, since the
member for Maskinongé had seen fit to
attack the policy of the Government, by
the amendment that he had moved, he
ought to allow others to fulfil in the
House the promises they had made to
their electors, and he ought also to re-
member that those who live in glass
bouses should not throw stones. The
hon. member for Montmorency (Mr.
Valin) had also endeavoured to find the
hon. mern\ber for Portneuf at fault. By
what means ? He had merely read a
few extracts from the Courrier du Ca-
nada. That was the stone he had thrown,
and it was needless to say that it had not
wounded anybody. The hon. member
for Montmorency had forgotten two
things : first, to prove that the hon.
member for Portneuf was the author of
the -articles in question; and, in the
second place, #that these saine articles
could in no way be applied to the ques-
tion now befpre the House. As a matter
of fact, t hese articles mentioned only
wheat. That question was settled, and
they said nothing of flour, a question yet
to be settled. A little more attention
would certainly have prevented the hon.
member for Montmorency from shooting
such harmless arrows at bis friends.
Such proceedings were not calculated to
convince hon. members that they should
trample their promises under foot. He
would vote for the ameidment of the
hon. member for Portneuf and against
the placing of a duty on flour.

Mi. DUGAS said the National Policy
operated in a manner which tended not
only to increase the revenue of the coun-
try, but also to foster our manufacturing,
mining and agricultural interests. It
was the duty of a wise Government,
when the country was on the verge of
ruin and starvation, to legislate so sa to
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alleviate the sufferirgs of the people, and
relieve the distress under which the
country laboured. This fact was pointed
out to the ex-Minister of Finance by the
Prime Minister of the day, but his opin-
ion was that, as the general elections
were soon to take place, it should be left
to the people to decide whether the adop-
tion of a Protective policy would be fa-
vourable to the interests of the country.
How was it that these gentlemen, after
having left the question to the decision
of the people, should make factious oppo-
sition to the Government, which, in their
wisdom; had taken means to relieve the
condition of the country. As the hon.
the ex-Prime Minister stated the other
day, he was speaking of the country,
which he wanted to render averse to the
adoption of this policy. It was well
knownthat those hon. gentlemen who now
opposed this tariff, had, on many occa-
sions previously, declared themselves in
favour of Protection. The hon. the ex-
Prime Minister had, on a certain occa-
sion, expressed himself in public in
favour of Protection. The ex-Minister
of Inland Revenue (Mr. Laurier), in a
speeph in the Legislative Assembly of
Quebue, of which he was then a member,
declared himself in favour of Protection,
and stated it was the only remedy for
the distress which prevailed throughout
the country ; and how was it when that
gentleman had been chosen a leader of
the country, lie did not apply that
renedy ? The great nations of Europe,
such as France, England and Germany,
owed their riches and prosperity to the
adoption of this system of Protection;
and why should we, a young country
that needed protection, as a child in the
cradle needed the protection of its
nother, not adopt this new fiscal policy
which had made other countries so pros-
Perous ? We had a precedent in our own
country. In 1859, the tariff was raised
froin 15 to 25 per cent. What was the re-
sult 1 Notwithstanding the prediction
of the Liberal party, who pretended that
the revenue of the country would de-
crease in proportion to the increase of
the tariff, the increase of the revenue
was over one and a half million dollars.
le was sorry that certain hon. members
froin Quebec, belonging to the Conserva-
tive Party,had,throughaspiritof egotism,
thought fit to submit amendments to the

tariff so ably framed by the Minister of
Finance. The hon. members of this
House had not been elected to protect
only the rights of the Province of Que-
bec, but the rights of the whole Domin-
ion. The hon. the Minister of Finance,
in framing this new tariff, had protected
the rights and interests of every Province,
and mutual concession must be made in
order to adopt this policy. He declared
himself in favour of this policy which, he
believed, commended itself to the appro-
bâtion of hon. members of this House
and of the majority of the people.

MR. FORTIN said lie could not give
a silent vote on this amendment. If the
price of flour would be increased by the
National Policy, the county of Gaspé
would be one of the greatest sufferers of
any county in the Dominion, but he did
not believe it would have this effect. He
would not go over the arguments that
had been so ably brought forward by the
hon. member for Rouville (Mr. Gigault).
Why, asked that hon. gentleman, did the
Liberal party send an ambassador to
the United States to offer the
greatest concessions that could be
given, including not only the
right to American fishermen to fish
in our waters, but the fishery award as
well, amounting to five and a-half million
dollars, in order to induce the United
States Government to abolish, among
other duties on Canadian produce, the
duty en wheat and grain from Canada?
If our farmers suffered so much by that
duty, then the American farmers would
lose by this new tariff on the grain and
flour they sent to Canada. The duty
would fall upon them, and the price of
wheat or flour would not be raised in
Canada on account of that duty. He
(Mr. Fortin) adopted the National Policy
in its entirety. He had always been in
favour of Protection, for not only one
industry, but for every industry. For
the last five y ears, under the policy of the
late Government, they had seen poverty
everywhere, in the country and in the
towns. Formerly, the fishermen of
Gaspé and Bonaventure, and the other
parts of the Province of Quebec, could
find a ready market in Quebec ; f rom
50 to 100 vessels came up annually with
fish and oil, which they readily sold in
Quebec and in Montreal, and brought
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back goods and provisions for the winter,
while, last year, but a dozon or so of
vessels came, because they knew they had
no longer a market there for their fish
and oil, as there was no work or indus-
tries carried on, and money was conse-
quently scarce. The people of Quebec
and Montreal were poverty-stricken,
and the result was that the people
along the Maritime coast suffered
equally. He (Mr. Fortin) would
vote against the amendment, and he had
voted before in the same way. He was
in favour of Protection to the fishermen
and mariners. He had asked from the
Government Protection for these two im-
portant classes, and could not, conse-
quently, refuse Protection to the opera-
tive, mahufacturing, and agricultural
classes. He would give his vote in a
spirit of justice and equity. He would
vote in favour of the tariff that would
give justice, and help every class of
society. If the policy of the late Gov-
ernment when they sent an ambassador
to the United States, had been successful,
what would have been the result? We
vould have been short of five and a-hall
million dollars, the amount of the fishery
award, the loss of which would fall princi-
pally upon our fishermen, as he expected
the Geverument would apply this amount,
or at least the interest, to repair the
damage and injury caused by the use of
our fisheries by the Americans. The
maritime population would not blame
him for supporting a policy which would
protect their interests and give them a
market. Everybody knew the fishermen
of the Province of Qiiebec had two
markets, the foreigu and the home
market. The products of the spring and
summer fishing were sold to foreign
countries, while those of the fall
fishery were sold in this country,
principally at Quebec and Montreal.
He was proud to say that the fish pro-
duce of Canada, especially the fish of the
coast of Gaspé, was sent all over the
world, nearly-to Italy, Spain, Portugal,
Brazil, the West Indies, etc., and the pro-
ducts of those countries brought back in
return. In speaking to these fishermen
he (Mr. Fortin) asked them how they
could expcet to get good markets for their
fish in Canada, if the other industries
were;allowed to run down as they had dur-
ing the last few years. The answer he

MR. FoRTIN.

received to this appeal to the electors
of Gaspé, last year, was his election by a
majority of 800. This showed that they
approved of his way of thinking and
acting on these matters. In shaping a
policy for this country, they ought to fol-
low the examples given them by the most
enlightened nations on the globe in com-
mercial and monetary matters. They
should follow the example of Eng-
land, France, Germany and many other
nations. The policy of England was
Free-trade for the last twenty or thirty
years, because it was, under these cir-
cumstances, the greatest measure of
Protection they could have for their
manufactures. Previous to that, Eng-
land had adopted a Protective policy for
centuries, and under it had been enabled
to accumulate more wealth than any
other country in the would, and large
amounts of money found investment at
two and three per cent. interest. They be-
came the manufacturers for the -whole
world. Then it was that England had
adopted Free-trade, and it was one of the
greatest measures of Protection that her
statesmen could have invented for her.
During the last few years other nàtions,
through the international exhibitions,
had found out that they could manufac-
ture as well as England, and had closed
their markets against ber. What was
the result of Protection in the United
States ? Noue but* a prejudiced person
would say that there was any other
nation in the world that had enriched
itself so rapidly as the United States,
during the last five or six years, under a
system of Protection. He would have
great pleasure in voting for the policy of
the Government, because it was one which
he believed would make the country rich
and prosperous.

Mi. COSTIGAN pointed out that it
was necessary to keep the tariff intact if
the advantages of Protection were not to
be lost altogether. In that belief he
would support the duty as proposed.

MR. CARON moved the adjournment
of the debate.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.

House adjourned at
Ten minutes after

One o'clock.
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HfOUSE OF COMMONS.

Mfonday, 21st April, 1879.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

CORRECTION.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said he
desired to correct an error in the report
of some observations made byhin on the
20th March, which appeared in the
official report of the debates at page 602,
and to which bis attention had only been
called this morning by a letter from Mr.
Carmichael, to whom the report referred.
The report read : " In 1874 he was ap-
proached by Mr. Carmichael, and was
told that if he would vote for hin he
would retain bis office." What he (Mr.
McDonald) said was, that he was ap-
proached by a political friend or agent of
Mr. Carmichael.

SUPREME AND EXCHEQUER COURT
ACTS AMENDMENT BILL.

(Mr. Keeler.)

FIRST READING.

MR. KEELER introduced a Bill (No.
84) To repeal the Supreme and Ex-
chequer Court Act and the Acts amend-
ing the same. le said he introduced
this Bill on the score of economy. Hie
thought we were governed a great deal
too much in Canada, and that we
could do very well without this
8upreme Court. ie considered it
was established, in the first place,
without proper reasons. He dii
lot believe that the country required
or wished for any such Court. He
thought it was throwing away $50,000 a
year of the people's money. and having
come here, pledged to bis constituents to
vote for econorny and retrenchment, he
bad, with that view, introduced that Bill.
It might be a bold thing for a member of
bis standing to introduce such a measure,
but he thought he was justified, and that
the people of Canada had the same
view, that this Court was en-
tirely unnecessary and useless.
He believed we had better Courts
in each of our Provinces, carrying more
weight in their decisions than the Su-
preme Court which had been established

in Ottawa. He saw by the Public Ac-
counts that last year the Supreme Court
cost $57,332, and that in that Court
there were two Judges from Ontario, two
froin the Maritime Provinces, and two
from the Province of Quebec. It was
bis opinion, from what he had heard, that
the decisions given there were simply
the decisions of two Judges in every case.
In Quebec there were four or five Judges
in the Court of Appeal, and in Ontario
they had a Court of Error and Appeal,
composed of one Chief Justice and three
Judges. He believed the decisions of
those Judges were much more reliable
than those of theJudges who really ruled
the Supreme Court here. He was not
well acquainted with the state
of things in New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia, but he presumed
the same thing applied there. He would
not like to go so far as to say that this
Court was established to make a refuge
for political friends of hon. gentlemen,
but he thought the salaries of the Judges
were very excessive. There was a Chief
Justice at $8,000, and five Judges at
$7,000 a year each, which he believed
corresponded with the salaries of the
Ministers of the Dominion. It seemed
to him that these gentlemen had very
little to do for their money, and that the
money of the people was being wasted.
He hoped the gentlemen of the long
robe in the House would not oppose
this measure on the ground of class in-
terests. The country people believed
that we were lawyer-ridden. Be did
not say that we were, but it appeared to
his constituents, who were agricultural
people generally, that they were multi-
plying the Courts to too great an extent,
and that because they had a large propor-
tion of the gentlemen in this House who
belonged to the profession of the law,
he could not bring himself to believe
that hon. members who belonged to that
profession, would, on that account, forget
their duty to the people. Fe koped
they would look upon this as members
representing the interests of the country,
and would see that this Court was an
excrescence which might be very well
cut off.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said he
took it for granted that his hou. friends
behind him were amusing themselves by
the proposition laid before the House;
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therefore, he would -not take it seriously,
and he would scarcely be treating the
House with justice, if he supposed that it
would treat this question with serious-
ness. He hoped the Bill would be
withdrawn.

MF. MACKENZIE said he was glad
it was a supporter of the Minister of
Justice who had taken this method to
play practical jokes upon the House.
The hon. member had said the Court
was wholly unnecessary.

Mn. KEELER said the people of
Ontario and Quebec believed that the
Act was introduced in order to provide
comfortable places for the friends of the
hon. gentlemen opposite and their
friends.

MR. MACKENZIE said there were
six Judges, and only one was a friend of
his.

Si1 JOHN A. MACDONALD said
there were friends of the hon. gentle-
man's friends there. The greatest
reasons must be given before this tri-
bunal could be abolished. He had been a
party, as the hon. gentlemen opposite
knew, to pressing the consideration of a
Supreme Court Act for several Sessions.

MR. MACKENZIE : Six times.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD said
they had not, however, been so strong,
perhaps, as bis hon. friend was after-
wards. The Court was now established
and was a iecognised tribunal, and being
so it must be sustained until it was
proved decidedly that it was against the
interests of the country that it should
be continued. Although there might be
some objections to the Court as being
premature and expensive, yet it was one
of the recognised tribunals of the coun-
try, and a good deal of the legislation
in the Provinces had been passed on the
supposition that there was such a Court.
They must, therefore, support it, and
give it al] the countenance that Parlia-
ment could give it, until it was shown
by the experience of a good many years
that it was not for the interests of the
country that it should not be maintained.
However, bis bon. friend's Bill would be
duly considered.

MR. McDoNÂLD.

MR. MACKENZIE said he thought
that not only was the Court a neoessity
in a general sense, but it was a necessary
complement to our system of
self-government in this country. He
believed it was necessary for
the Government of the country, and if it
were only for the settlement of the dis-
putes on the Intercolonial Railway, and
other similar disputes, making, as it did,
an independent tribunal, before which
the Government and their contractors,
and claiÈaants could appear, it had
rendered enough service to justify its
establishment; while he was quite will-
ing that all our legal cases should go to
the Privy Council, he thought it desir-
able that there should be a Canadian
tribunal of the highest character, to
which our people would appeal, and he
had no doubt it had rendered great ser-
vice. He was not so capable of speaking
about it as legal gentlemen, or, perhaps,
the mover of this Bill, who spoke with a
tone of anthority, as if he had studied
everything connected with the matter.
It might as well be proposed to bring in
a Bill to repeal the Act of Union, or
something of that kind. One would bc
quite as unreasonable as the other. They
Lad measures before Parliament which
made use of the Supreme Court, and it
was unreasonable to introduce this
measure in this thoughtless and absurd
fashion.

MR. HAGGART said that the hon.
gentleman who introduced this Bill, only
spoke the feelings of a great portion of
the people of Ontario in explaining it.
There was a strong feeling in the coi-
munity against the multiplying of the
Courts, and it was being expressed in
almost every portion of the country. The
Supreme Court was regarded as entirely
useless, while at the same time a great cost
to Canada. Although he rose only to de-
fend the conduct of the hon. gentleman
in introducing that measure, he was
against the abolition of a Court, when
once established, in the manner pro-
posed. This Court had been established,
and the Judges had been appointed, and
he knew of no way in which they could
be got rid of, unless by giving them pen-
sions for life, to the full extent of their
salaries. But it was only giving voice
to the strong feeling of the people to say

Court Acts Amndmenýt Bill.
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that the multiplying of Courts was pro-
ceeding to an extent that the people
would not submit to, and especially be-
lieving, as they did, that the Supreme
Court was established when there was no
necessity for it.

MR. MILLS said it seemed to him
that the hon. the First Minister should
have sustained the position taken by the
Minister of Justice, who regarded the
proposition as a joke. lHe (Mr. Mills)
could see no difference between a propo-
sition to abolish this Parliament and one
to do away with the Supreme Court
charged with the final interpretation of
its laws. Without that Court what
would be done in the case of conflicts be-
tween the other Courts ? The Courts of
Ontario might construe a Statute of
Canada in one way, and the Courts of
any of the other Provinces in a different
way. With a tribunal like the Supreme
Court at Ottawa they had provisions for
securing uniformity. It dacided finally
as to the proper construction of the laws
of Canada. It would be very unfortu-
nate to have different interpretations of
the Statutes and of the authority of the
Dominion in the different Provinces,
without any means of a final decision.
Besides, litigants would be obliged to
have recourse to the Privy Council,
which they would find five times as ex-
pensive as proceedings before the Su-
preme Court; that Council knew but
little of the practical working of the
Constitution. He thought that this
Court was highly necessary, and that
the first Minister ought not to have en-
couraged this Bill or sanctioned the first
step.

MR. DESJAIRDINS said lie believed it
his duty to say a word with regard to the
assertion made by the hon. member for
Lamnbton, who had stated that the popu-
lation throughout the whole country was
satislied with the working of the Su-
preme Court. He was not aware what
was the feeling on this subject in the
Province of Ontario, but he knew per-
fectly well that there' existed in the Prov-
ince of Quebec, and not without cause, a
strong dislike to this tribunal, and more
particularly to its j urisdiction as a Court
of Appeal fron the judgments rendered
by the the Civil Courts. It would be
easy for the House to understand the

cause of this dislike when it was borne
in mind that whilst no one could sit as a
Judge in the Superior Court, or in the
Court of Queen's Bench in the Province
of Quebec, without having first followed
a course of law, and practised as a lawyer
during at least ten years for this tribunal
of last resort, and which was called upon to
confirm or reverse the decisions of Que-
bec Judges, four out of the six Judges
were chosen from the other Provinces,
without being previonsly obliged to study
the Civil Laws of the Province of Que-
bec. le would not deny that the hon.
leader of the Opposition was right in
stating that this Court had been useful
to the Government on certain occasions,
but this had in no way contributed to
enhance the prestige of the Court in the
minds of the people. Public opinion in
the Province of Quebec was far from
being disposed to accept the establish-
ment of this tribunal, which had been
prematurely forced upon the country.
Under these circumstances, and on ac-
count of the complaints that were also
made in other Provinces, lie believed
that the Bill now introduced should be
read a first time, and that every facility
should be given for a frank and free ex-
pression of opinion when this Bill would
come up for the third reading.

Bill read thefirst time.

MR. KEELER moved that the Bill be
read the second time to-morrow.

MR. MACKENZIE moved in amend-
ment, that the Bill be read the second time
this day three months. He said that
gentlemen who voted in favour of the
second reading, and against the proposal
to postpone it for three months, would
be declaring that the Court ought to be
abolished, and if the bon. the Premier
accepted the logic of the vote for the
second reading, he would give facilities
for the passing of the Bill of the member
for East Northumberland this Ses-
sion.

Question
Mackenzie)
division

Anglin
Borden
Brown

put, and amendment (Mr.
negatived on the following

Messrs.
Burk
Burpee (St. John)
Burpee (Sunbury)
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Cameron (S. Huron)
Cartwright
Casgrain
Chandler'
Charlton
Christie
Cockburn (Muskoka)
Cockburn (Northbld)
Fleming
Flynn
Galbraith
Geoffrion
Gillies
Gillmor
G unn
Guthrie
Holton
Huntington
Killam

NAYS :

Messrs.
Allison Grandbois
Arkell lackett
Baby Haggart
Bannerman Hay
Béchard Hesson
Benoit Hilliard
Bergeron Hooper
Bergin Houde
Bill Hurteau
Bolduc' Ives
Boultbee Jackson
Bourassa Kaulback
Bourbeau Keeler
Bowell Kilvert
Brecken Rranz
Brooks Landry
Bunster Lane
Bunting Lantier
Cameron (N.Victoria) LaRue
Caron Little
Cimon Longley [P.E.I.)
Colby Macdonald (Kings',
Connell Macdonald (Vict., B.C.)
Costigan McDonald (C. Breton)
Coughlin McDonald (Pictou)
Coupal Macmillan
Coursol McCallum
Currier McCarthy
Cuthbert McCuaig
Daoust MeInnes
Dawson McKay
DeCosmos McLeod
Desaulniers McQuade
Desjardins McRory
Dewdney Massue
Boull Merner
Drew Méthot
Dubue Mongenais
Dugas Montplaisir
Dumont Mousseau
Elliott Muttart
Fiset Olivier
Fortin Orton
Fulton Ouimet
Gigault Patterson (Essex)
Gill Perrault
Girouard (J. Cartier) Pinsonneault
Girouard (Kent) Platt

MR. MACKENZIE.

King
McDonald (Vict. N. S.)
McDonell
Mackenzie
Mclsaac
Malouin
Mills
Oliver
Paterson (S. Brant)
Pickard
Robertson (Shelburne)
Rogers
Ross (W. Middlesex)
Rymal
Skinner
Smith (Westmoreland)
Thompson(Haldim'nd)
Trow
Weldon.-44.

Plumb Tassé
Pope (Queen's, P. E.I)Thompson (Cari boo)
Poupore Tilley
Richey Tupper
Rinfret Valin
Robinson Vallée
Rouleau Wallace (S.Norfolk)
Routhier Wallace (W. York)
Ryan (Marquette) White (Cardwell)
Rykert White (Renfrew)
Shaw Williams
Strange Wright.-120,

MR. HOLTON said no doubt the hon.
gentlemen on his side, who had joined
with soine hon. gentlemen opposite--in-
cluding the Minister of Justice and the
First Minister-in this vote, had done so
because they were sincerely desirous to
see the Supreme Court abolished. That
was the logic of their vote, and of the
vote of hon. gentlemen opposite. It was
perceptible to everybody that, if the
motion for the second reading had gone
on the Order-paper, it would never have
been reached this year. It was infinitely
more honest to declare at once, either that
this Bill was to prevail, or that the Court
was to be maintained and that the Bill
should not stand upon the Order-paper.
Nothing could be more calculated to de-
moralise that Court than that this Bill
should be placed on the Order-paper for a
second reading with the assent of the
leader of the Government, with an over-
whelming vote in this House.

Su JOHN A. MACDONALD
said the hon. member for Lambton had
challenged his logic; he thought it was
better than his rhetoric. The hon. gen-
tlemen opposite had received a just
punishment for their want of courtesy to
the hon. member who had introduced
this Bill. His request that the measure
should be laid before Parliament, and
discussed, might have been granted to
au old member of Parliament. The
House having given permission to lay
the Bill before it, the next proceeding
was a mere matter of course-that it
might be set down for a second reading
on a future day, when its principle
could be discussed. lie (Sir John A.
Macdonald) was very much amused at
seeing that the hon. member for Lamb-
ton, like many another engineer, had
been hoisted by his own petard. They
saw the galleon of the commander of the
Opposition floating in to tight that of the
member for East Northumberland-to
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crush his Bill out-the Opposition tor-

pedoes exploding behind them-but the
consequence was that that hon. gentle-
man had got the largest vote of the
Session. The concession of little
courtegies did no harm. Every bon.

gentleman was a representative of the
people, possessing certain rights, such as
was claimed by this hon. gentleman.
He had been allowed, by vote of the
House, to introduce his Bill, but had it
accepted the invitation of the hon. mem-
ber for Lambton, would not have per-
mitted its discussion. The principle of a
Bill being discussed on its second read-
ing, it was clearly a matter of course to
allow it to reach that stage. The Oppo-
sition to that appeared factious. The
hon. gentleman said bis course was a
very honest one-much more honest
than that of the Government. Their
course was simply an act of courtesy,
while that of bon. gentlemen opposite
was an act of discourtesy to an old and
respected member.

MR. MACKENZIE said that he did
not admit that the lion. Premier was
right. The hon. gentleman who had in-
troduced the Bill had had an opportunity
of discussing and explaining it, which he
did. The hon. Minister of Justice then
rose and declared lie looked on the mat-
ter as a joke, and his leader declared that
it would be improper to destroy a great
established institution of the country
until the gravest reasons for its abolition
were given. He (Mr. Mackenzie) be-
lieved that the very mooting of the mat-
ter worild be an injury to the Court, and
that the second reading of such a Bill
was calculated seriously to damage it.
There was no party interest to gain by
proposing the amendment, which was
intended to prevent what he considered
a mischievous proceeding. The hon.
Premier believed that also, but in spite
of bis own declaration and that of the
Minister of Justice, he and all his sup-
porters voted deliberately on the principle
of the Bill that the Supreme Court
should be abolished. The hon. gentleman
knew that Bills were not always allowed
to go to a second reading. He thought
he could find cases 'of the Premier's pre-
venting such progress himself. Probably
he (Mr. Mackenzie) would be able to
show that he was in that, as he was in

87

many other cases, rather inaccurate in
many of lis statements.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
acknowledge I am not, like my hon.
friend, infallible.

MR. MACKENZIE said of course not,
but the hon. gentleman would be practi-
cally infallible if they were to accept his de-
claration always. He stated that second
readings 'were never prevented, but lie
knew they were occasionally. When a
Bill like the present, which, it was felt,
ought not to pass to a second reading, or
to be entertained, and could not be
amended, so as to dispose of any part of
its object, it was frequently disposed of
at once ; acting upon that well-known
principle, he had moved the three months'
hoist. The hon. gentleman opposite had
accepted the responsibility of defending
the principle of the Bill, and of the in-
tention to proceed with it by the vote
given.

MR. TUPPER said he only rose to
protest against the doctrine laid down by
the leader of the Opposition-that to
give any member the opportunity of
having his Bill diseussed, was tantamount
to the adoption of its principle. He
thought that its acceptance would place
a great many hon. gentlemen ina veryfalse
position. The practice of the House was
uniformly to deal with the principle
of the.Bills in the second reading. He
did not believe that any member on the
Ministerial side was in the slightest de-
gree committed to the principle of the
Bill, by either voting for its first reading
or for its subsequent consideration. le
should be very much surprised if the hon.
leader of the Opposition adduced a single
instance, wherein it was decided that the
voting for a first reading of a Bill pre-
vented a member opposing its second
reading. The friends of the Supreme
Court had no ground of complaint against
any member for this afternoon's pro-
ceedings but the hon. gentleman froùà
Lambton. The only blow struck at that
Court had been by the motion of the
hon. gentleman. Why 1 Because every
hon. gentleman knew that every hon.
member who had voted against the three
months' hoist-against an open, palpable
act of discourtesy, such as was rarely
witnessed-had simply voted that the
member for East Northumberland
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should receive the same courtesy as was
extended to every hon. gentleman oppo-
site, who wished to introduce any
measure. The only indications of
hostility to this Court, except those,
no doubt, honestly manifested by the
mover of this Bill, had been evoked by
the discourtesy shown him by the leader
of the Opposition. The hon, gentlemen
who had opposed the amendment had
been compelled by that unnecessary and
unusual motion, either to express their
own opinions, or vote as they had done in
relation to it; and if that Court, and the
House had any reason to complain of the
position in which it stood to-day, it was
due to the unusual course and tactics of
the leader of the Opposition, which,
designed to embarrass hon. gentlemen on
the Ministerial side, had but embarrassed
himself and his own party.

MR. MILIS said lie did not subscribe
to the doctrine of the Minister of Public
Works, because lie (Mr. Mills) held that
the House had a righit to express its
opinion on every measure, and at every
stage of a measure. le would like to
know how they could bave avoided vot-
ing on the proposition that the Bill be
read a second time on Tuesday next. If
no vote had been taken the unanimous
consent of the House must have been as-
sumed ; that was a well settled rule. He
was opposed to the Bill, and did not ad-
mit that it could be amended in any way
that would make it acceptable to him.
Therefore, it was his right to vote against
it. That view was supported by May.
How had hon. gentlemen in Opposition
exhibited discourtesy to the mover of the
Bill Was it by voting against a
measure that they believed was wholly
bad ? By voting in favour of the motion
of the member for East Northumberland,
hon. gentlemen opposite had favoured the
abolition of the Supreme Court, which
was a great political institution, and a
necessary part of our system of civil gov-
ernment ; and the hon. gentlemen, in
supporting a Bill for its abolition, which
had but this object, and aimed at nothing
else, had declared their hostility to the
Court. It was established three years
ago with the consent of hon. gentle-
men opposite. They took no exception
to it. It was true there were hon. gen-
tlemen from the Province of Quebec

MR. TuPz.

who were opposed to the constitution of
this Court, but the hon. the First Min-
ister and his supporters from Ontario
and the Maritime Provinces were in
favour of it, and deemed it a necessary
tribunal for the purpose of giving a uni-
form construction to the laws of Canada.
No more offensive, no more mischievous
measure could have been introdnced.
No more damaging vote could have been
given against the Supreme Court than
the one just recorded. The hon. gentle-
men opposite, in doing what they called
an act of courtesy to one of their sup-
porters, had done an act of great dis-
courtesy to a very important institution
in this country.

MR. McCARTHY said he was nlot
astonished at the warmth which the hon.
gentlemen opposite displayed on this
question. The establishment of this
Court was one of those acts upon which
they were wont to plume themselves as
an evidence of the reforming tendencies
of the late Administration. The hon.
gentleman who introduced this Bill, had
done nothing more than express, in
its introduction, the feeling which was
entertained, not merely in the Province
of Ontario, but still more largely in the
Province of Quebec, with respect to
the necessity for its abolition.
It was absurd for anyone to say that an
hon. member of this House had not a
right to bring a motion to introduce a
Bill of this character, and have it dis-
cussed in the ordinary way. Unfortu-
nately for the lion. gentleman opposite.
he had only shown how unpopular bis
Court was, which had been established
during his time. This was evident fron
the fact that, while many hon. gentle-
men on this side voted, not on the prin-
ciple of the Bill, but simply that it
should go to a second reading in the
ordinary way, many hon. gentlemen
opposite voted against the motion of
their leader, because they dared not vote
otherwise, and go back to their constitu-
ents. It was plain the Court had not
answered the purpose for which it was
intended. It cost this country a very
large amount. The only reason given
by the hon. member for Bothwell for its
existence was, that the law, by its
means, might be expounded similarly ln
Nova Scotia as it was in Ontario or New
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Brunswick. We were paying dearly for
the uniformity which suited the philo-
sophical mind of the hon. member. No
constitutional question had ever yet been
settled in this Court, and lie believed
that if it was question now of establish-
ing a Supreme Court, we would hesitate
in voting for its establishment, after the
experience we had of the working of that
Court. In saying that lie did not wish
it to be understood he was going to vote
for the abolition of that Court ; it was
impossible to do that, but not to have
the matter discussed on the second read-
ing, and the objections against it duly
Considered.

his conviction that it w*a -rong to en-
tertain a motion, at this early period, to
abolish a Court which had performed
efficient service to the State. His hon.
friend had stated that no constitutional
question had been determined by the
Court. There was not a sitting of that
Court in which grave constitutional ques-
tions had not been discussed and dis-
posed of for good ; and its effiiency
should not have been attacked in this
way through a motion brought in appar-
ently without the sanction or assent of
the Government, and certainly witLout
the assent or support of hon. members
who were members of the legal profes-
sion. It was wrong to say this question

Mit. COCKBURN (West Northum- shouldbetreated in any other way than
berland) said lie utterly repudiated the uionitsown merits, or thai the plea of
idea that this, or any questiqn from the courtesy te a member should shield it
Chair, was to be treated as a question of fron an honest answcr by the fouse.

personal courtesy to a member of the MR. KEELER said it was bis opinion
flouse. Every question put from the that if the hon. mernber for West Nor-
Chair, was one that sbould be answered
honestly and truly by those by whom that thumberland (Mr. Cockbarn) were to
question ought to be answered. It was ask the people who sent hlm here,
quite true, as a general riule, when any whether they wished to sec the Supreme
motion was made to introduce a Bill, the Court continue to exist, they w9uld re-
motion passed without question; but if ply emphatically, ne; and that hon.
any hon. member thought proper to rise go
and put the question, that the Bill "nt bac' to lis constituents. He be-
should not then be entertained, that it lieved that ail those lon. gentlemen whe
should be read a second time at some represented the truc feeling of thepeo-
future date, that question, like every ple, were in favour of the abolition of
other, must be answered by the House this Court. The people in his (Mr.
in the oi dinary way, by a vote, yea or Keeler's) nituency Core vey conc
nay. He believed that this Bill should
not pass, and lie opposed it at this first sidcred that the Court of Queen's Beneh
stage; and he denied in Ontario was a better Court, and its

personal courtesy entered into his vote. thos ofte fure rt, le had
The Supreme Court was, in a great mea- o
sure, interwoven with the administration
of justice throughout the Dominion.
His hon. friend who had just spoken man, who sat in this fouse, bad brought
(Mr. McCarthy) introduced his Election a case before the Superior Court of Que-
Bill the other day, and throughout that bec, where it was decided by four Judges;
Bill, in all its clauses, there was refer- n
ence to the Supreme Court. That Court the two Judges ln that Court reversed
was now the Appellate the decision of the four Judges t Que-
elections of members of this House, and bec. That was enougl te show the
tO Say that they were o thisbeuse a utter uselessness of the Supreme Court.
to repea: the Act constituting that MR. MeDONALD (Pictou) said
Court, upon the motion of a private regretted extremely the character of the
nember, and whien they had the discussion that had arisen on the first

honest expression of the Minister of reading of this Bil. The hon. the
Justice that the Bill was treated by him leader of the Opposition, with his hon.
in a jocular sense, was taking an extreme friend from Northumberland (Mr. Cok-
Vie'w. Hie had voted in acordance swith burnl, argued that it was desirable t
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reject the first reading, because the
acceptance of the Bill for the first read-
ing might reflect upon the Court. In
the first place, lie did not think that was
the case. ,He did not at all retract the
opinion he had expressed when the Bill
was offered to the House by his hon.
friend from East Northumberland (Mr.
Keeler), an opinion which indicated that
it was a pity it was introduced, and that
at this period of the Session it certainly
could not hope to becone law. So far
as Le was individually concerned, he
would endeavour to resist its becoming
law. because lie could not entertain the
opinion, with reference to the Supreine
Court, which Le Lad heard during this
discussion. Considering the period
during which it Lad existed, the charae-
ter of the vork done and the character
of the men who composel it, Le believed
it was gradually, and surely, working its
way into public confidence, and Le still
further believed it was essential to the
interests of the country, and must be
sustained ; still, he was quite well aware,
and regretted to have become aware,
during this discussion, that that was not
the opinion universally entertained. He
knew, for the first time, that
there appeared to be a contrary feeling
in some sections of the country, but that
feeling which apparently prevailed was
one reason why this Bill should be read
a first time, so as to give an opportunity
to members of this House to give ex-
pression to their views on this subject.
It was far better for the Court and for the

'public interest, that latent feelings of
dissatisfaction, which appeared to exist,
should find expression, and that remedies,
if any were required, should be applied,
than that the dissatisfaction should be
allowed to prevail. He was, therefore,
pleased that the Bill had been read the
first time, and that, on its second reading,
an opportunity would be given to mem-
bers to express their opinions with refer-
ence to the constitution of the Court, its
character and position in the country,
and enable the Government to apply a
remedy, if one were found necessary.

MR. UILTNTINGTON said everyone
would be delighted with the remarks of
the Minister of Justice, so far as Le had
been kind enough to express the opinian
that the Supreme Court was a respectable

MR. McDoNALD.

body. He was sorry, however, the hon.
gentleman did. not go further and ex-
press bis regret that there was an appear-
ance of partisanship in the attacks made
at different times on the Supreme Court.
If the principle was to be laid down,
while we were trying to govern this
country by two parties, that a
Court which had been created
-while the one party administered affairs
must be attacked by the other when they
succeeded to power, that there was nothing
sacred against these attacks, then thev
must adopt the principle that was sug-
gested in a previous debate, indicating
that, when a new party was in power,
they must have new Courts. The attacks
made upon the Supreme Court here and
outside had apparently been made on
account of' political leanings. This was
not the first time the Supreme Court had
been attacked, but never before had any-
thing so coarse or offensive been uttered
against it as Lad fallen from the lips of
the hon. member for East Northumberland
(Mr. Keeler), who denounced the Su-
preme Court as an inferior tribunal, and
cast insinuations upon the Judges.
Meanwhile, the Premier sat quietly lis-
tening to it all, and, in fact, encouraged
the hon. member for East Northumber-
land in his attack.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : In
what way ?

Mmi. HUNTI NGTON : By declaring
that the hon. member who attacked that
Court in the manner he did should have
courtesy extended to him, that a great
element in the Constitution of this coun-
try should not be so much considered as
the courtesy to a partisan, when Le out-
stepped the bounds of propriety to such
an extent that it was necessary for
the Speaker to rule him out of
order, and, while the hon. the Premier
was encouraging the hon. gentleman, the
Speaker was compelled to interfere to
stop the discourteous remarks of the hon.
gentleman who promoted the Bill. If
this Parliament was to be worthy of the
position it occupied, if this Government
was to be worthy of the position it occu-
pied, then such a Court as this should be
treated with respect in this Iouse, and
the Minister of Justice, the Prime Min-
ister, or any other member of this House,
could not, consistently with their dignity
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and sense of duty, allow the Supreme
Court to be attacked as it had been by
the hon. member for East Northumber-
land. There should be some regard for
decency.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Hear,
hear.

MR. HUNTINGTON. said he was
delighted if he had made an impression
on the right hon. gentleman. There
should be some subject so sacred in this
country that the Prime Minister, even
for the purpose of pleasing his partisans,
would not hear it unjustly denounced.
The Supreme Court was not the only in-
stitution which the right hon. gentleman
had thus allowed, this Session, for parti-
san purposes, to be treated in this way.
The attack which had been made on this
Court was disgraceful.

Smi JOHN A. MACDONALD sQid
he did not know that he had allowed the
Supreme Court to be insulted. At the
time the hon. gentleman from East
Northumberland moved the introduc-
tion of the Bill, he (Sir John
A. Macdonald) did not hear any
remarks by that bon. gentleman disre-
spectful to the Supreme Court. As to
the mode of procedure it was well under-
stood that wheh Parliament gave an hon.
member the right to introduce a Bill,
and called it the first reading, he should
have an opportunity of explaining it to
the House on tie second reading,
although it might be considered an obso-
lete privilege. The hon. gentleman (Mr.
Huntirgton) said some things were so
sacred that they should not be attacked1.
He (Sir John A. Macdonald) did not
know that his hand would be withered if
hie laid it on the Arc of the Covenant of
the Supreme Court. That institution
had been created by Parliament and
amended by Parliament. Parliament
might declare it to be inefficient, but that
would not be blasphemy. He declared
himself plainly and strongly when the
inatter came up on the first reading, his
opinion that the Court ought to be sus-
tained after having been established, un-
less there was a strong and clear case
made out for its abolition. le was not
go1g to deprive his hon. friend from
East Northumberland of the opportunity
of saying that he had made out a case for
the abolition of the Court, or for its

amendment. The discussioni'could do no
harm. The hon. gentleman (Mr. Hunt-
ington) said the Cout had been insulted.
He (Sir John A. Macdon ld)- hap-
pened to be out during a frtion of
the debate, but he he was sure the
hon gentleman from East Northumber-
land would not willingly insult
any individual or any institution; if he
bad made any remark against the Su-
preme Court that Court was of no more
sacred quality than any other institu-
tion. The hon. member for Sliefford
stated that he (Sir John A. Macdonald)
arose to protect a partisan. Now that
was not a Parliamentary expression.
If the hon. gentleman had been a Minis-
ter, he would have resented such lan-
guage applied to a supporter of his. He
(Sir Jôhn A. Macdonald) desired simply
to extend toward one of his own friends
a courtesy he was willing to extend to
hon. gentlemen opposite, and he was not
aware that the bon. gentleman opposite
had a right to sneer at a member of the
majority as being partisan. We were
all partisans. He did not think it could
be expected of him, as leader of the
House, to extend less courtesy to his own
friends than he was ready to extend to
those opposed to him.

MR. RYKERT said that in voting
against the motion of the member for
Lambton, he desired to repudiate the
charge of partisanship. Every tine the
member for Shefford arose in this ETouse,
he had to attack members of the Minis-
terial side for partisaiship or indecency.
No other member was less qualified to
lecture them on manners than that hon.
gentleman, in view of his past record.
He (Mr. Rykert) failed to bear any ob-
servations of the hon. gentleman for
East Northumberland casting reflections
on the Supreme Court, but had he gone
that far, he would not have gone further
than public opinion would have justified.
No other Court was so unpopular to-day,
particularly in Ontario. They had a
perfect right to discuss this question in
Parliament. The hon. member for
Chateauguay thought we had no right to
discuss this question on a motion of this
kind, but no one knew better than that
hon. gentleman that the question of prin-
ciple was not involved in this motion.
On a former occasion, -when a motion
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was made to give the three months' hoist
to the Orange Bill on its first reading, a
great deal of feeling was aroused, and,
since-then, the first reading had generally
been ac*ted as a matter of course. It
wvas coiffrary to all parliamentary prac-
tice to compel a member to explain the
principle of a Bill on the first reading.
This view was taken by May, and that
was the practice in England and in this
country, except on a few occasions. He
defied the hon. member for Lambton to
quote one precedent in favour of the sin-
galar position he advocated. He (Mr.
Rykert) had been in Parliament many
years, and knew of no occasion when a
motion was made against a Bill being
placed on the orders after the first read-
ing. It was quite competent for a mem-
ber to object to the first reading, but it
was not the Parliamentary practice. He
did not think lie should, under the cir-
cumstances, vote for the second reading,
although he could justify such a course
on several grounds. It could not be de-
nied that a strong feeling existed against
this Court in Ontario, and it was well
that public attention had been drawn
not only to the constitution of the Court,
but also to the expenses connected there-
with.

MR. BOULTBEE said representatives
of the people were bere to give expres-
sion to their wishes on publie questions,
rather than to guard any particular in-
stitution that the people were not satis-
fied with. The leader of the Opposition
said the members of the Government
would have to answer for the vote going
in the way it did; they would be able
to stand that, but they would not have
been able to stand a charge of having
assisted to crush out that Bill witbout
allowing it to be debated. Whether
rightly or wrongly, a strong feeling ex-
isted in Ontario that the Supreme Court
was a heavy burden on the country,
and, in bis opinion, any constitutional
question, which this Court was sup-
posed to specially deal with, might be
disposed of, in a less expensive manner,
before another power. Further than
this, the people of this country thought
it would be a good thing if not only
that the Supreme Comurt were done
away with, but the Court of Appeal
in Ontario were also abolished, be-
lieving they would get sufficient justice

MPL RYKERT.

from the Judges in the A ssize, with a re-
view, if necessary, by the fall Court.
He did not say he should vote for the
abolition of the Court, but he thought
the House had a perfect right to discuss
the expediency of doing so. Some time,
if not at -present, the people might in-
struct their representatives to abolish
that Court, and, in that possibility, there
was no disrespect to that Court in dis-
cussing the question at present. He had
heard nothing derogatory to that Court
in this debate, except in the remarks that
fell from the hon. member for Shefford.
He it was who first started the idea in
the House on the present occasion, that
this Court, established by one party, was
to be attacked by another. No such feel-
ing existed in this House, and it would
be a shameful thing if it did. Doubtless,
the hon. gentleman from Shefford desired
to stand well with that Court. Mem-
bers supporting the Government merely
voted with their leaders on the principle
that the Bill ought, in courtesy, to be
read a second time, but a large number of
the Opposition, in spite of the appeala of
their leaders, virtually voted for doing
away with the Court.

MR. ORTON said he must challenge
a remark which, he understood, was made
by the bon. gentleman from West North-
umberland, who charged the bon. gentle-
man from East Northumberland with
being guilty of discourtesy and impro-
priety in introducing this Bill -without
consulting with legal members of this
House.

Ma. COCKBURN: I made no such
charge.

MR. MACKENZIE : He said with-
out consultation with the Government.

MIR. ORTON said, as faras he knew, the
people were opposed to the multiplication
of Courts, and there was a strong feeling
in the country that lawyers, as a class,
were not the most disinterested and un-
selfish people in this country. He w-as
not prepared to say that the hon. gentle-
man from West Northumberland was not
an honorable man, and that bis conduct
was not inspired by the best of motives,
but he did say there was a strong feeling
in the country that the lawyers in this
House had interfered too mucli in the
legislation of the country.
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MR. CASGRAIN said le entirely at the present time, waa inopportune, and
concurred in the remarks made by the lie regretted very Mucl the tone that
hon gentleman from East Northumber- had pervaded it. h had been made,
land. He (Mr. Casgrain) could not un- apparently, a question of party polities,
derstand why the hon. the Minister of rather than one of the highost eharacter,
Justice, who had a Bill before the House which, ho thouglt it was; because when
for continuing this Court, could ailow they came to deal with the very existence
the present Bilt to be brought forward, of the highest and paramount ourt in
unless hie meant to oppose it. 1-1e the Dominion, it was a subject upon
thouglt the hon. the Prime M hinister which they ought to rise beyond party
ought,inconmonparlance, to taketh considerations, and look at it froma
bull by the horns and vote down the more extensive and impartial point
lresent proposition at once. The moere of view. Ho thouglit, also, that
fact of this discussion was no credit it was ;nueh to be regretted that
either to this Couse or to the Supreme they should have dropped into this di -
Court. cussion on this erely formai motion for

Mn. WELDONsaidtkat thehon. gentHe- the first reading of the Bil. It was for
man from Centre Wollington (Mr. Orton) that reason that er voted against the
oad chosen to attack the legal gentlemen, motion of the on. member for Lambto,
but it must be allowed those gentlemen because ho desired that they should have
possesse the public confdence in a largo a opportunity of discussing the Bi on
degree, judging fromn their numbers in its second roading. He was not, by any
this Rouse. The Supremo Court was of means, prpared to accede to the viow
greater advantage to the Maritime Prov- that the Supreme Court ought to be
inces than to Ontario and Quobee, as the abolished, nor was Le prepared to Say
latter Provinces possessed Courts of A p- ho was satisfied with its preent constitu-
peals. e thought the Government lad tion. Ho wished to say nothing of the
shtked the responsibiity which devolved personnel of the learned Judges of the
upon them in this matter. If the Court, but ho was bound tosay that,

Supreme Court was not adapted to the among the public and the profession of
-wants of the people, the Governnment Ontario, thero had been a good deal of
should have brought in a Bill f3Ir its dissatisfaction in regard to the constitul-

rbolition, instead of leaving that tion of the Court, ad the manner i
step to be taken by a private nuem- wvhich cases fromi Ontario hiad occasion-,
ber. Or, if the Government tbougbt ally been decided. For instCnce, a
that Court was inefficient, they should judgment was given the other day as a
Sg in a Bill for its anmendxent. purely equitable question. The judg-

far as he undorstood the rewarks of ment of one of the learned Judges of the
the hion. the Minister of Justice, he Suprenie Court, a oho certainly stands
supported the Court, and said that, so second to none ia bis kHowledge of equity
far, it had doie good work. So far as law, was in accord with the judgment
tho Lower Provinces were concorned, he of the Court of Appeal, and of the Fali
was surprised to find so tanv inembers Court of Chancery of Ontario, but his
fro the Lower Provinces 'vote, as hoe judgmont was reversed by the decision of
believed, for the abolition of this Court, four learnod Judges of the Supreme Court,
,ecause they knew that the ordinary whose knowledge of that branch of law
Courts woie not infallible. Until this could not have been considered as
tTourt was established thev wero obliged equal to those whose judvent they
gr ho content with the decision of one over-ruled. These anomalies had created
Court or go to England before the Privy a felin Of dissatisfaction to a certain
atneil. Ho was satisfied that this extent ou what ho migt tern the
eourt would ho a great. saving to the constitution of the Court. Thiat it

country and heo the means of establishin was desirablo and proper they should

auo hm in thisa rmate. I the i

urm o w o te oces have an ultimatE Court of Appeal for the
nthe Pacifie to the Provinces on the whole Dominion, ho was prpared, for

Atlantio. one to acknowledge, but if te Court
MR CAMERON (North Victbyia) said could be reorganised so as to more
tholit the discussion of this question, acceptable to litigants and the, publie, lie
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thought it would be desirable. If some
such arrangement could be made, the in-
termediate Courts of Appeal in the Pro-
vinces should be abolished. But it was
absolutely necessary that the constitu-
tion of the Court should be altered,
and greater strength, in fact, given
to it. When he said greater strength,
le did not wish to reflect on the Judges
composing the Court. le thought it
should be composed so as to be a tribunal
in which every Province would have
confidence, and be satisfied that those
peculiar questions aising in the different
Provinces would be determined by a
Court of a sufficient number of Judges,
skilled in those special questions, and
such as to justify the public expectation
of justice being done to the litigants.
He would not have spoken at all on this
subject, at the present time, were it not
that iti all probability another oppor-
tunity might not arise during the present
Session, and after what had been said on
it, he thought it might be considered
right that members of the legal profes-
sion who had had some experience in the
Court, should occupy the time of the
House for a few minutes, and express
their views upon it.

MIR. CAMERON (South Huron) said
lie thought it would have been better if
the suggestion of the Minister of Jus-
tice had been followed by the House.
When the hon. member for East North-
umberland introduced his Bill, and ex-
plained its objects, the hon. the
Minister ot Justice rose in his place and
said he regaided the proposition of the
hon. member for East Northumberland
as a huge practical joke, and
he trusted the House would so consider
it. If the advice of the hon.
the Minister of, Justice had been
followed, and the Bill treated as a luge
practical joke, they would not have Lad
what appeared to be an extremely un-
seemly discussion as to the ntility of this
Court. If the hon. the Minister of Justice
was right in treating the matter as a
luge practical joke, was it not absurd to
ask Parliament not only to keep on its
records this huge practical joke, but to
give it a place in the Statute-book of the
Dominion? The logical sequence, from
the position of the Minister of Justice,
was, that hon. gentlemen ouglit to have

Ma. CAMERON.

voted down the motion of the hon. mem-
ber for East Northumberland, though
he wasasupporterof their own. Thenthey
had the First Minister himself tell theni
that this was not a Bill which he could
allow to go upon the Statute-book ; that
it was not a wise nor judicious Bill, and
that lie could not sanction or support a
Bill for the repeal of the Supreme Court.
and that, in fact, that Court was now in-
terwoven with our legislation and judi-
cial system, and could not be interfered
with. It appeared to him very extraordi-
nary that the First Minister, after ex-
pressing the views lie had expressed,
should have allowed this course to be
pursued in regaîf to this matter. He
should not have permitted the Bill to go
to a second reading. He (Mr. Cameron)
regretted this discussion, because he
thought observations had been made by
members of the legal profession, respect-
ing this Court, calculated to seriously
prejudice the Court in the public mind.
Notably so as to the member for North
Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) whose words, as
a prominent member of the Bar of On-
tario, and as a prominent member of the
House, carried more weight than those of
an unprofessional man. The hon. mem-
ber's statements, together with those of
other hon. gentlemen, appeared to him to
be exceedingly unwise, injudicious, and
calculated to do very serious injury to
this Court. The hon. gentleman who
introduced the Bill said that the Court
was unpopular throughout the country,
and throughout the Province of Ontario.
He (Mr. Cameron) denied that, and
Le defied the hon. the First Minister,
the hon. the Minister of Justice, and the
bon. member for North Simcoe, or any
one else, to say that the Court was un-
popular. In his judgment, there never
was an Appeal Court in the Dominion
that lad served a better purpose, and
given more general satisfaction. lis
hon. friend had referred to the differences
of opinion that existed between the
Judges of this Court, in cases that came
before them, on legal points; that was to
be expected. Every Judge would not
take the same view of the law, or, if they
did, there would be no necessity for any
Court of Appeal. Everyone knew that
the same thing existed with regard
to the decisions of Parliament, the decis-
sions in our Superior Courts and in our
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Courts of Appeal, but he was not aware
that such differences of opinion was ever
urged as a reason for abolishing these
Courts. It had been urged that the
,Court was expensive. True, it was.
Every Court they had in the Dominion
vas more or less expensive. Was that
any ground on which the mover of this
Bill could properly argue that this Court
had not served a wise purpose, and why
Parliament should be called on to abolish
it? The hon. member for North Simcoe
said the Court had never served a good
purpose. He (Mr. Cameron) l'eld that if
ever a Court created in this Dominion
served a good purpose, it was the Su-
preme Court. They could not expect
that, in a year or two, the utility and
value of this Court would be apparent to
everyone, professional and unprofes-
sional, in the Dominion. That the Court
would serve a good purpose was
beyond peradventure. But, apart from
that, the whole argument that had been
adopted in Parliament that day by hon.
gentlemen on the other side of the House
was calculated to materially weaken the
inßiuence of the Court in the public mind
-to weaken the hold it was gradually
obtaining in the public confidence-and
to destroy, to a large extent, the utility
of the Court. It had been stated that
every attack that had been made on that
Court had come from the Opposition side
of the House. le (Mr. Cameron) denied
that statement. Not one gentleman from
that side of the House had, during the
discussion, said anything offensive as
to the personnel or constitution of the
Supreme Court, or as to its usefulness and
utility in the Dominion. But from the
other side of the House they had had
statements that afternoon reflecting on
the Supreme Court-reflecting on its
useflness-and insinuating, if not more
than insinuating, that the public had no
confidence in its judgments, that, in fact,
it was useless, expensive, and served no
good purpose. He maintained that. con-
sidering the length of time the Court had
been in existence, and that, in some
sense, it was an experiment, the Court
had served a good, wise, and useful pur-
pose, and that it would be extremely
prejudicial to the usefulness of the Court
to suggest even that the Court should
not continue its existence, and the Min-
ister of Justice, as the guardian of the

judiciary of the Dominion, should have
stx enuously resisted this Bill. He re-
gretted exceedingly the observations that
had been made that day, because it would
only spread abroad the idea that the
Court was unpopular, and so increase its
unpopularity ; that it was unnecessarily
expensive, and so create a popular preju-
dice against its existence ; that it had
served no good purpose in the past, and
so lead the public mind to the conclusion
that it could serve no good purpose in the
future. If these opinions should here-
after prevail in the country, and the
Court should become unpopular, hon.
gentlemen on the Treasury benches would
be responsible-solely responsible for the
result-a result that the House and the
country would ultimately deplore.

MR. MACKENZIE said the hon.
gentleman had defied him (Mr. Rykert)
to quote an authority, and he desired to
do so at this point, with the permission
of the House. In the first place May
says, page 492, 1873 edition:

"cThere is no restriction in regard to the
time at which motions for rejecting Bills may
be made; but, if the House think fit, such re-
jection may be voted on the first, second or
third readings, or on any other stage of the
Bil."

Then he desired to refer to a particular
case in 1861, when Mr. Gladstone was
Chancellor of the Exchequer, and when
Mr. Sheridan introduced a Bill for the
purpose of arbitrarily reducing a certain
duty. This was opposed by the Govern-
ment at the initial stage, and Mr. Glad-
stone said, "The hon. member who last
sat down appeared to think that it was
a matter of courtesy to allow the intro-
duction of the hon. gentleman's Bill. I
respectfully dissent from that proposi-
tion. If it were a matter of courtesy
and nothing else, I arm quite sure I am
speaking for my colleagues as well as
myself, when I say that we should be
most happy to accord to the hon. gentle-
man that courtesy. But when the nature
of a Bill does not, in any degree, turn
upon its structure or form of expression ;
when the whole effect and purport of the
measure is distinctly avowed in the title,
which appears upon the notice paper, and
in the speech of the hon. member who asks
leave to introduce it, it is the ingenueus
and straightforward course for the Gov-
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ernment to adopt, to state, at the
earliest moment, its opinion upon the
measure." Accordingly, the Govern-
ment of the day, to use the hon. gentle.
man's own words, were as discourteous
as themselves (the Opposition), and
would not allow it to be proceeded with,
and it was set aside by a vote of 49 to
138. Now, if he (Mr. Mackenzie) had
not proved bis case, he would be prepared
to prove it still further.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the hon. gentlemran had not proved bis
case, he had simply stated tl.at it was
competent for the House of Commons
to oppose a Bill on its first reading, as
well as its second reading and third
reading. Mr. Gladstone had simply
stated that if a Bill was foreign in
principle to the feelings of the House,
the most straightforward way would be
to vote it down on its first reading. If
a Bill was introduced, which vas, evi-
dently, by a distinct majority, against the
moral sense and feeling of the House, the
most straightforward way was to vote
against it at its first reading.
But when the House actually voted to
give the member leave to introduce the
Bill, and not only that, but when the
Bill had received its first reading, ià was a
discourtesy to the member who had re-
ceived the previous courtesy of being al-
lowed to introduce bis Bill and have it
read a first time. It was a discourtesy
also to the majority that voted in favour
of the first reading, not to be allowed an
opportunity of voting again, on a future
day, on the second reading. The author-
ity read by bis hon. friend opposite (Mr.
Mackenzie) had no reference to this
point. Why 7 His hon. friend (Mr.
Keeler) moved for leave to introduce the
Bill ; that leave was granted. He then
moved that the Bill be read a first time,
and it was read the first time. He then
asked, in the ordinary course of practice,
that a day be appointed upon which to
discuss it.

Ma. HOLTON said that, according to
May, it was very clear that there was no
restriction in regard to the time at which
motions for the rejection of Bills should
be made. But if the House thought fit,
such rejection might be voted on the
first, second or third readings, or any
other stages of the Bill.

MR. MACKENZIE.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD:
This is not the first stage of the Bill.

MR. HOLTON said it could be
done at any stage of the Bill.
The motion was to appoint a day for the
second reading of the Bill. It was an
amendable motion, and bis hon. friend
(Mr. Mackenzie) proposed to amend it.
Nothing could be more regular. The
title of this Bill told the House all about
it . It was a Bill to abolish the Supreme
Court. Well, if the hon. gentleman (Sir
John A. Macdonald) wanted to abolish
the Supreme Court, the House need not
go any further, and if the hon. gen-
tleman wished to appoint Wednesday
next, or any ulterior day, he might do so.
But the amendmnent was equivalent to a
rejection of the Bill. There was no act
of discourtesy in making that amendment.
There was no greater discourtesy in re-
jecting a Bill at any stage than there was
in a member desiring to introduce a Bill
without previously taking the proper
precautions, and using those courtesies
that were usual when an attack was made
on one of the great institutions of the
country, as this unquestionably was. He
asked the right hon. the leader of the
Government, whether he had been con-
sulted about the introduction of this Bill?
Whether it would not have been a simple
act of courtesy, on the part of one of bis
supporters, to have consulted bim before
introducing a Bill to abolish this Court,
one of the highest tribunals of the coun-
try? There was no question of courtesy.
The hon. gentleman was right in intro-
ducing the Bill, and the House was
right ini making any disposi-
tion of the Bill they chose.
If it were a coniplex Bill, a Bill that pro-
posed to deal with some matter of ordin-
ary legislation that could be amended,
and a clause struck out here and another
inserted there, the hon. gentleman might
receive the courtesy of having his pro-
posal considered. But he proposed to
abolish the Supreme Court, and the very
title of the Bill fully informed the House
of its provisions. Unless they were
prepared to consider that subject, there
was no fitness or propriety in going any
farther with the Bill.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONAL>
said he did not state there was any ir-
regularity in the hon. member for Lamb-
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ton (Mr. Mackenzie) rioving the three
months' hoist. If it had been out of
order, Mr. Speaker would not have al-
lowed it to be put. He admitted that at
any stage of the Bill, in every case where
the House was asked by the Speaker to
say aye or nay, the House might say
aye or nay if they pleased. He (Sir
John A. Macdonald) was pointing out, as
a matter of practice that, after the House
had allowed a member to introduce
a Bill, and after it had been read the
first time, it was a most unusual and
unheard-of thing not to allow the intro-
ducer to have an opportunity of moving
the second reading of his Bill. The
hon. gentleman said it was very wrong
to attack a tribunal of this kind, and
spoke about the sanctity of that tribunal.
Why, the hon. gentleman was an extreme
Liberal, yet if he had lived in the time
of Charles 1, or Charles II, and
been in the Parliament of England, and,
if there had been a motion to abolish the
Star Chamber, he would, if he
had been in the same mind
as he was during the last five
minutes, have risen in his place and said
that this tribunal was well known in
England, that it was the highest tribunal
in England, the highest Court of Appeal
for ail civil, criminal and ecclesiastical
causes, and he would have upheld the
Star Chamber. There was no institution
sacred against the-

MR. HOLTON: I did not sav sacred ;
I said important.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
of course it was of considerabie import-
ance that when one Parliament had
taken such a grave step as they had, in
regard to the Supreme Court, that a new
Parliamnent should not invade it. He
thought the hon. gentleman (Mr. Holton)
had had experience with him for many
Years,--though he was not always looking
at the same same side of the House--he
Was generally looking across the House
at him--and le knew that Le (Sir John
A. Macdonald) was of rather Conserva-
two tendencies.

An lION. GENTLEMA1 : Erratic.

81n JOHN A. MACDONALD:
Practically. He thought the hon. gen-
leman would believe that, practically, he

was rather of a Conservativetendency,
and the Supreme Court was just as safe
in the hands of his (Sir John A. Macdon-
ald's) friends, as in the hands of the
hon. the leader of the Opposition.

MR. BUNSTER said it seemed to him
that when there was a legal question be-
fore the House, the lawyers felt them-
selves called upon to occupy as much of
the time of the House as possible, to the
exclusion of business men. The last two
hours and a half had been wasted in this
matter, but if the -Pacific Railway had
been under discussion there would not
have been half the consideration given it.
No matter what question came up before
the House, the lawyers occupied the
whole time of the House, but if a business
man got up, he could hardly get a hear-
ing. This Bill had been voted as a Bill
of the House, and he did not see there
was any occasion for any more useless
discussion.

MR. ANGL1N said that the right hon.
the Premier was a Conservative in name,
but with revolutionary tendencies. He
(Mr. Anglin) had heard him of late years
propound most extraordinary revolution-
ary doctrines. It was rather unfortunate
that the right hon. gentleman had chosen
to compare the Supreme Court of Canada
to the Star Chamber. He wisbed to
speak to the question of courtesy. That
the hon. member for Lambton was per-
fectly in his right in moving his aniend-
ment, was now generally admitted.
It was not discourteous for any hon.
member to take such action as the leader
of the Opposition had taken, particularly
where the Bill was such a Bill as des-
cribed by the Pight Hon. Mr. Glad-
stone, in the speech quoted as being a
Bill, the titie of which so clearly defined
its scope and object that the House could
at once determine whether or not they
should take such a measure into con-
sideration. When the mover of the Bill
asked leave to introduce his measure,
the hon. the leader of the House, in a
few short words, expressed his disap-
proval of it, and the bon. member for
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) did right
in waiting for the bon. the Premier to
propose the rejection of the Bill at the
first stage. He (Mr. Anglin) expected
that the right hon. gentleman would
himself have moved that the Bill should
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not be introduced.. ie did not do that,
and then the hon. member for Lambton,
on the very next opportunity, moved that
the Bill be given the three months' hoist.
He (Mr. Anglin) thought it was the
only course which the hon. gentleman
could do under the circumstances. He
did not consider there vas any dis-
courtesy to the mover of the Bill. le
believed it was a Bill that should not
have been introduced.

MR. COURSOL said lie did not rise
to discuss the question raised by the
hon. member for Chateauguay (Mr. Hol-
ton) as to whether the Government was
right or wrong in allowing the
motion to fix the .second reading of this
Bill, because be was sure that the hon.
the leader of the Government was per-
fectly competent to defend his own
course. His object was to protest
against the allusion made by the hon.
member for Chateauguay to the course
taken by some hon. gentlemen on this
question, who thought pioper to abandon
the leader of the Opposition side of the
House. He (Mr. Holton) said he would
give them all the benefit of the conscious-
ness of their position. The lion. gentle-
man meant to say that gentlemen on
the Governient side of the House were
not conscientious in their desire. Hie
(Mr. Coursol) was not prepared to say,
at this stage of the Bill, after hearing
the arguments that had been brought
forward, whether Che Supreme Court
should be abolished or not. It was a
question that might be reserved, and
could be better discussed when
the principle of the Bill came
before the House at its second reading.
He would tell the hon. member for
Chateauguay that many of his (Mr. Hol-
ton's) friends, who voted against the
amendment of the hon. the member for
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), would not
vote against the abolition of that Court.
He would be very much surprised if they
did, because it would be the first time
within the last five years that they voted
against the desires of their leaders. As
far as he (Mr. Coursol) was concerned,
not being very familiar with the rules of
the House, he thought the second reading
of a Bill meant the stage at which its
merits could be discussed. He thought
that the Parliament which had created

MR. ANGLIN.

the Supreme Courit had the right to dis-
cuss whether or not that Court should
be abolished. Hon. gentlemen had been
charged with not having prevented the
Bill being presented to the Ilouse. How
could the Government or the Minister of
Justice prevent any individual member
bringing in a Bill to abolish the Court ?
He had no desire to say a word
against the Judges of the Supreme Court.
It would be a want of decency, it would
be a want of decency to which the hon.
member for Chateauguay (Mr. Holton)
had so often alluded to; but, at the same
time, it was a matter of opinion whether
this country ought to bear the expense of
such a Court. It was a question for the
Province of Quebec, of which he was one
of the representatives, whether that
Court was not too expensive for the
country at large. It was a question to
be considered on its merits, and not as a
partisanship measure. There was one
member of that Court to whom allusion
had probably been made. His knowledge
and ability, in the exercise of his duty,
had been conceded. He had been recog-
nised by Sir Louis Lafontaine, as one of
the cleverest and ablest jurists in the
Province of Quebec. But his presence
on the Supreme Court bench could not
materially alter the case. They had, as
Chief Justice of the Court of Appeals of
Quebec, Sir A. A. Dorion, whowasassisted
by other able Judges, and the people of that
Province were perfectly satisfied with the
judgments rendered by that Court, with-
out going to the Supreme Court. Person-
ally, if lie had anything to risk, or his
advice were asked, he would be satisfied
to accept the opinion of that Court. H1e
wanted his opinion to be recorded that
he had voted for the motion fixing the
second reading of the Bil, in order that
when the Bill would be read the second
time there might be a fair discussion on
it, and if it turned out that it was advis-
able to abolish the Court, he would vote
for its abolition.

MR. MILLS said he wished to call the
attention of the First Minister to what
he thought was a serious

Some HON: MEMBERS: Order; the
hon. gentleman has already spoken.

Mi. MILLS : I spoke before the vote
was taken.
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MR. McCARTHY: The hon. gentle-
man has spoken since the vote was taken,
and I replied to him.

MR. MILLS: I rise to apoint of
order. The hon. the leader of the Gov-
ernment was-

MR. RYKERT: I rise to a point of
order.

MR. MILLS: It is to a point of order
I rise.

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. gentle-
man (Mr. Mills) has risen to a point of
order.

Ma. MILLS: Before I discuss the

point of of order

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
hon. gentleman has iisen to a point of
order, and he must state it.

MR. MILLS : I will speak to the point
of order, and to other matters as well. I
stand by my right.

Some HoN. MEMBERS: The hon.
gentleman has spoken four times on this
question.

MR. MILLS: No, I have not. The
hon. gentleman replied to the bon. mem-
ber for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), then
he again replied to the hon. member for
Gloucester (Mr. Anglin).

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD
said the House should settle the point of
practice. The hon. gentleman (Mr.
Mills) had risen to a point of order, or he
had not. If he had risen to a point of
order, he should state that point of order.
Then, afterwards, the House could settle
the question of the hon. gentleman speak-
mng again.

MR. MILLS said that be had a right
to proceed with the discussion apart from
the point of order-he had the floor.

MR. SPEAKER said that so many
menmbers had spoken on this question
that he did not remember whether the
hon. member for Bothwell had spoken
on the main question or not.

MR. MILLS said that the First Min-
ister stated that the instance cited by
the hon. member for Lambton was not
'] point; now the rule laid down by Mr.

Gladstone was this : that wherethe title
disclosed the nature of the Bill, and it
was in its whole scope and object objec-
tionable, one was bound at every stage
to vote against it. What was the title
of this Bill? A Bill to abolish the Su-
preme Court. Any gentleman not pre-
pared to abolish that Court had no right
to support any reading of the Bill, and
had committed himself improperly in
so doing. The Minister of Jus-
tice had a Bill before Parliament
to amend the Suprenie Court Act. He
could not take the first step with it
until that vote had been rescinded by a
rejection of the second reading. It was
a rule laid down by May that, where
the House had committed itself in favour
of a proposition, it could not entertain
another measure the very opposite, until
that proposition was rejected.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
So, if a member votes for the introduction
of a Bill, he cannot change his mind or
vote against it afterwards.

MR. MILLS said that his voting for it
committed him to the Bill, but not to
every stage. He was at liberty to
change his mind, but it must be on the
sanie Bill. Supposing when the motion
for the second reading of the Supreme
Court Acts Amendment Bill was subnit-
ted, objection was taken that the House
had already expressed itself in favour of
the abolition of that Court, they could
not, in his opinion, proceed further-they
could not reach a vote, otherwise they
might carry two inconsistent mneasures.
The rules of the Bouse, when invoked,
would prevent such a proceeding.

MR. MACMILL1AN said as one of
the members who had voted qgainst
the Supreme Court Bill, he was very
glad to see the Bill of the member for
East Northumberland introduced. He
did not desire to do away with that
Court absolutely, but to take advantage
of that motion with a view to the intro-
duction of any amendments they might
think necessary, and the placing of his
views properly before the country.
Speaking more particularly of Ontario,
as had been stated by many of the lay
members, they had too many Courts.
Some few years ago they had three
Courts of concurrent Jurisdiction, the
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Couits of Ohancety, Common Pleas, and
Queen's Bench, the nine Judges ol
which formed the Court of Error and
Appeal. A new Court was formed,
the Court of Appeal, - by the Min-
ister of Justice in the House
at that time, which consisted
of a Chief Justice and three Puisne
Judges. There is now an appeal from
either of the three Courts of original

jurisdiction. Tha Court of Chancery,
the Court of Common Pleas, and the
Court of Queen's Bench to the Court of
Appeal. From that, there was
an appeal to the Supreme Court. It
had been remarked that decisions of the
-Court of Queen's Bench had been syste-
matically reveised by the Court of
Appeals, and, as if the Supreme Court
was desirious of showing their author-
ity, they in turn, reversed its judgrnents.
Consequently, they were in just as bad
a position-and in a much more doubt-
fui position than they occupied when be-
fore the old Court of Error and Appeal.
His desire was that the Court of Appeal
in Ontario should be done away with as
soon as possible. If they were to have
a Court of Appeal, let it be formed as
before, the Judges of the three Courts
sitting conjointly-three of whom were
Equity Judges, the other six, Common
Law. If they were to have an appeal
from them, let it be to the Supreme
Court. At this moment, he had consid-
erable doubt whether they got judg-
ments in that Court even equal to those

given in the Court of Error and Appeal,
in the Province of Ontario-for this
reason : there were four English-speak-
ing Judges on its bench, and two French-
speaking, and instead of having a judg-
ment of nine Judges as before, they had
the j udgment of the four or two, respec-
tively, as the cases concerned Ontario or
Quebec. It was made a condition pre-
cedent of the formation of the Supreme
Court that two of the Judges should be
from Quebec, the consequence being that
all the other Provinces had the benefit of
the judgment of but four of those Judges,
and Quebec that of but its two repre-
sentative Judges. He would very much
rather have the judgment of the three
Courts - of even that of the
Court of Appeal in Ontario,
than that of the Supreme Court. He'
was saying nothing against the Judges of

MR. MACMILLAN.

the SupPeme Court, who might be men
of as exalted ability as those of any
Court; but the old principle, upon which
they agted from Confederation up to
1876, should have been continued for a
considerable time longer. It was not
absolutely necessary to establish a 8u-
preme Court which cost about $79,000 a
year; it could have been done without
for some years longer. He would not
have made those remarks had not the
amendment been proposed ; but he would
have gone more fully into this question
had he had the slightest expectation of
their being compelled to express their
opinions on this occasion. He thought
the Bill would1 go to a second reading,
and at that stage he would express
his opinions much more strongly, and
with the view of decreasing the expendi-
ture of that Court.

MR. KEELER rose to address the
House.

MR. RYKERT said he rose to a point
of order. The hon. member had spoken
twice. On several occasions Mr. Speaker
had decided that no member could speak
two or three times on the same subject.
He wished the rule laid down.

MR. SPEAKER said it was very well
understood that no member could speak
twice, except on very special occasions.
The hon. member for East Northumber-
land had moved the second reading of the
Bill, and spoken on it, as he had -a right
to do ; but he had no further right to
speak. He knew that although it was
the rule members should not speak more
than once, their disregard of it was fre-
quently overlooked. The hon. member
was entitled to make personal explana-
tions.

MR. RYKERT said Mr. Speaker had
ruled differently the other day, and the
next time he raised the qaestion he wouid
appeal to the House for its decision.

MR. KEELER said that the member
for Centre Huron had commented upon
his motion as that of a member who de-
sired to play a practical joke. He had
no such intention, feeling that, he was
not sent to Parliament for that purpose.
He should be ashamed of himself,or of
appearing before his constituents if
guilty of anysuch practice. He intended
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to follow this matter through to the
end, and to ascertain wliether there
was a majority in the House willing to
perpetuate such a system of extravagance
and waste of public money as the Su-
preme Court involved. So far as the
charge of his having been made a cat's-
paw of by the leader of the Government,
he repeated that no hon. gentleman in-
side the House had had a word with
him on the subject. He was very
prond to know that he had been enabled
to elicit the largest vote taken this Ses-
sion in supportof his motion. As to the
question of courtesy, he could well afford
to excuse the leader of the Opposition
for what he had said, after the defeat lie
had suffered. le thought lie would
survive all the discourtesy the hon. mem-
ber could show him.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.

CANADIAN PAC1FIC RAILWAY.

QUESTION.

In answer to Mr. BUNSTER,

Ma. TUPPER said that the moment
the tariff was disposed of, or there was
a suitable opportunity, the Government
would be prepared to lay hefore the
House their propositions with regard to
the prosecution of the Canada Pacific
Railway.

NORTIIERN RAILWAY COMPANY
AMENDMENT BILL.-[BILL 64.]

(Mr. White, Cardwell.)

SECOND READING.

Order for second reading read.

ACT

lit. CAMERON (North Victoria)
said le felt it to be his duty to protest
against the legislation of the character
which was sought to be enacted by the
Bill now before the House. He pro-
tested acrainst it on the ground that it
was a violation of the compact between
the parties concerned in this niatter,
which compact had been sanctioned by a
vote of this House and by an Act passed
by the Parliament of Canada. The ob-
ject of this Bill was to set aside an ar-
langement which was made by the Act

of 1877, under which it, was provided
that the shareholders who now asked
to have three directors, should have one
director. That Act was passed as the
result of an arrangement made between
the bondholders and the stockholders at
that time. The shareholders then were
not in a position even to elect one direc-
tor, except by the consent of thetond-
holders, because the previous legislatiori
having provided that bondholders and
shareholders should vote pari passu, the
result was that, as the bonds so far ex-
ceeded the shares in amount, the stock-
holders had no power to elect even
one director. They remonstrated against
that in 1877, and, as a matter
of compromise between the parties, the
bondholders consented that the share-
holders should have the right to elect
one director from amongst themselves,
that, in fact, the shareholders should vote
separately from the bondholders, so that
the bondholders should elect a certain
number of directors, and the share-
holders one. That arrangement was
embodied in an Act of Parliament passed
in 1877. On the strength of that Act,
capitalists in England advanced very
large sums of money, and the good faith
of Canada was pledged to the mainten-
ance of that arrangement. A large issue
of bonds took place, the money was ap-
plied to the payment of the Government
claim. the Government lien was wiped
out, the bonds were sold upon the faith
of that Act, and now it was sought to
set the Act aside, and Parliament was
asked to commit what the people in
England, who had advanced the money,
would look upon as a gross breach of
faith towards them, and utterly contrary
to the arrangement on the strength of
wbich they advanced the money. In
proof of this, he would refer to the peti-
tien which had been laid before the
louse, and which was signed by the

bondholders of the company in England,
representing £337,000 sterling they
had advanced on the strength of the legis-
lation. The first petitioner was the Right
Hon. W. H. Smith, First Lord of the
Admiralty, and the mere fact of his name
being attached to the petition ought to
convince the House that they should
give the petition some consideration.
The next petitioner was Sir Henry
Jackson, a meniber of the British fouse
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of Commons, one of the Jeading lawyers
at the Equity Bar, and a man of im-
mense influence in England, and the
other signatures were those of men of
high standing in the commercial world
of England. If they felt so strong-
ly as they had expressed them-
selves in this petition, that
this particular Bill was an infraction of
their rights and a violation of the good
faith of the Parliament of Canada, on
the strength of which they had advanced
their money, lie thought this House
should pause before it sanctioned, by
even allowing it to go to a second read-
ing, legislation of that character, which
lad met with such strong disapprobation
from these gentlemen. The object of
this attempted legislation was to take
the control of the affairs of the Northern
Railway of Canada out of the bands of
the bondholders, and to band it over to
the stockholders. He would ask the
Blouse to consider for a moment, whether
that would be right. The shareholders
represented, altogether, £85,000 sterling
worth of stock, apart from the municipal
stock, and that need not be considered,
because the two municipalities which had
stock in this railroad, the municipality
of Toronto and the municipality of the
county of Simcoe, were each entitled to
a director ; while the bond debt of the
company only amounted to £1,233,000
sterling, so that £85,000 worth of stock
sought to get the control of £1,200,bO0
sterling. The affairs of the company were
inanaged by a Canadian directorate. It
was true there were certain English
directors, but, as thev lived in England,
they bad no control over the management
of affairs. This Caiadian Board was
elected by the English bondholders, to
the extent of all, except the two muni-
cipal directors, and the one director
elected by the shareholders. It was pro-
posed to give the shareholders three di-
rectors, which with the two municipal
directors who had the sane interest as
they, would give them complete control of
the management of the affairs of the com-
pany. These bondholders had advanced
them money since 1859 on the strength
of this legislation, which gave them
the right to vote in proportion to the
amount of their bonds ; and to pass this
Act would be an utter and gross viola-
tien of the good faitb of the Parlianient

Mn. CAMERON.

of Canada towards those parties. It
would be introducing a very dangerous
and suicidal principle into our legislation;
it would be equivalent to telling the
people in England that they should not
have confidence in our Acts of Parlia-
ment, that when we passed an Act which
gave them certain riglits, they might
expect that, in a year or two afterwards,
all those rights would be taken
away at the instigation of
local and personal interests,
because this Bill was promoted by local
and personal interests in the Province
of Ontario. He had examined the
petition in favour of this Bill presented
to the House, and he found that the
petitioners, who were thirteen in num-
ber, represented altogether £2,600 of
stock, if we struck out of the number the
signature of one gentleman who did not
own a dollar's worth of stock of his own,
but was simply the representative of
some An erican stockholders. Under these
circumstances. the House should be very
careful before assenting to legislation of
this kind, which was calculated to have the
most prej udicial effect on Canadian securi-
ties, and which was sought for by an in-
significant minority of the parties inter-
ested in the company. He had at first
intended to oppose the Bill in toto on its
second reading, on the ground that, as a
matter of principle, it was wrong, and,
therefore, should then be opposed. He
had since had reason to doubt whether,
according to the practice which of late
years had prevailed in Parliament in
reference to Bills of this character, the
fact of a Bill going to the Railway Com-
mittee was any recognition of its princi-
ple. If lie suspected for a moment that
the House, by allowing it to pass the
second reading and to go to the Railway
Committee, would sanction its principle,
he would feel it bis duty to move the
rejection of the second reading. As of
late years, however, it was considered
that Bills of this character might be
allowed to pass the second reading with-
out that being any recognition of their
principle, he felt he had done his duty as
a representative in this House in con-
demning, in the most emphatic terms,
legislation of this character, by
saying that, while he did not
now move the rejection for three
months of the second reading of

Act Amendment Bill.,
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the Bill, it was only right that the
flouse, when asked to assent to the sec-
ond reading, should express by its voice,
if not by its vote, its condemnation of
the principle upon which the Bill rested.
And while he had perfect confidence that
the Railway Committee, as well as the
House, when the matter was investi-
gated on its merits, would be prepared to
say that no legislation of this kind ought
to be passed, he did nct think it neces-
sary at present to move the total rejec-
tion of the Bill at the second reading. If
the Railway Committee were not as
large as it was, one which fully expressed
the sense of the House, he would feel it
his duty to move the rejection in toto of the
second reading of the Bill; but as the mat-
ter stood, lie felt he had sufficiently done
bis duty by calling the attention of the
House to the violation of principle and
the impropriety of the legislation now
asked for.

MR. ROBINSON said lie must take
advantage of this opportunity, on behalf
of the private shareholders, many of
whom he knew personally, and also on
behalf of the shareholders, who were
represented by two municipalities-two
of the largest municipalities, perhaps, in
Ontario, the one the city of Toronto and
the other the co.unty of Simcoe-to take,
in the first instance, direct issue with
his hon. friend in some of bis statements.
The hon. gentleman described the intro-
duction of this Bill to a desire to violate
a distinct compact. He (Mr. Robinson)
defied his hon. friend to show, to prove
the slightest violation of any compact
mnade at any time, in the request flow
before the Hlouse. If there was, why
did not the hon. gentleman take up the
Statute under which the company was
constituited, and to which he referred.
Ie did not do so, because lie knew quite
well that he could find no violation of any
compact whatever through it. On the
contrary, there had been no desire on
the part of the shareholders to act with
the slightest injustice towards the bond-
holders of the Northern Railway. If
there was such a desire, they never
had a better opportunity than they
they had under this Act, which bis hon.
friend could have quoted had he thought
himself justified in so doing. The hon.
gentleman had said that this A et em-

88

powered the bondholders to raise a cer-
tain sum of money for certain purposes,
on behalf of the Northern Railroad,
They could not have raised the funds
for those purposes to which his hon.
friend had alluded, the improvement and
the paying of the debts of the railroad,
unless the shareholders had given them
that privilege ; and when the share-
holders gave them that privilege,it did not
lie in the mouth of the bon. member for
North Victoria to charge the shareholders
with the slightest desire to do any in-
justice to the bondholders. Therefore, in-
stead of throwing the slightest impedi-
ment under the operation of this Act, as
far as the interest of any man on the
Northern Railroad was concerned, were
lie shareholder or bondholder, the share-
holders, with a desire to do justice to
every right represented on that road,
gave their unanimous consent to these
bondholders to issue their £150,000 ster-
ling for the benefit of that road. With-
out that consent, the bondholders could
not have taken a step in advance witlh
the road in any way whatever.
When the shareholders lad done
that, lie (Mr. Robinson) did not
think it was right in his lion. friend to
stigmatise them as a miserable minority
of shareholders ; and, to make them ap-
pear more miserable, he compared them
to one or two agents who represented
the bondholders in the Old Country.
They were both men of distinction, but
had no right to complain of any injustice
done them, as far as the working of the
railway was concerned. They had, from
the very time they invested their money,
certainly for the last eighteen years, got
their six per cent. interest, and had pur-
chased those bonds at 65c. on the dillar.
While the shareholders lad never got a
single dividend of any sort on the money
they had invested, these bonds, purcbased
at 65c. on the dollar, had given an in-
terest of six per cent. on their face value,
or ten per cent. on the investment.
Those were the very gentlemen repre-
sented by lis hon. friend from North Vic-
toria, whom we must laud in this House,
while, at the same time, lie belittled those
who represented the people of this coun-
try, those who Lad given one million
dollars, the private shareholders, and
those represented by the municipalities.
The " miserable minority," spoken of by
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lis hon. friend, was represented here
the other day by the Mayor of the City
of Toronto, containing some 75,000 peo-
ple. Ie believed there were not more
than five or seven bondholders in Eng-
land, though these might be some of
the beaviest men in the country.
Again, bis hon. friend from North Vic-
toria (Mr. Cameron) had stated that the
shareholders, be thpy municipal or be
they private, would have received at the
hands of this House no justice whatever
last Session ; in other words, they would
have had no director without the consent
of the bondholders. That was only
another instance of what little acquaint-
ance bis hon. friend had of the actual
facts. He (Mr. Robinson) was in the
House at the time, and they got one
director, though they applied for tw o,
in spite of the opposition of the bond-
holders. There was no consent on their
part, and there was no desire, even th-n,
to do the slightest injustice to the bond-
holders, but they thought the time had
come when the House should give them
two directors. They obtained only one
director, but that one did not hesitate
to state that he wanted to inform the
Railway Coinmittee that he could not, as
the solefrepresentative of the sharehold-
ers of the Northern Railway, do that
justice which any man in Lis position,
and with the responsibility which he had,
would feel himself bound to do. There-
fore, a great number of shareholders,
backed by the eity of Toronto, and by
the constituency the hon. gentleman from
North Victoria represented, desired to have
three directors, but if the Railway Com-
mittee thought three was too many, then
they'asked it to give them two ; but let
those who represented a million dollars,
who had never got any interest, let
some justice be done to them when they
brought to the attention of the House a
Bill such as this. One other reason why
the shareholders were eititled to some
justice was, because they supplied the
iron on the Northern Railroad from
Toronto to Barrie-the $400,000 of
Toronto and Simcoe alone put the iron
on the road from Toronto to Barrie.
When the stockholders put on this iron
and steel they took stock in payment,
but this stock was so overloaded by the
bonds which the bondholders themselves
had, Act by Act, got from this
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fHouse, that the stock was not of the
value which it would otherwise h&ve
been. He would say that there was no
desire on the part of the shareholders to
injure any interest which the bondhold-
ers might have. fie represented the
good-will of the shareholders towards the
bondholders, and if the bondholders, re-
presented by his hou. friend, received no
greater injury from the shareholders of
this road than they had already done,
they would never receive any in the
world. He believed the Bill had been
introduced with the best intentions, not
only to serve the interests of the bond-
holders, but to secure to the shareholders
an cpportunity of defending their
interests. They only desired an oppor-
tunity to approach the Railway Com-
mittee. It was not an extraordinary re-
quest to make, it was made every day by
persons of every interest. If they could
not substantiate these assertions which
they had authorised him to make on
their behalf, then, of course, their case
fell to the ground, and they could get no
increased representation. But, if they
were able to show that they could not
get justice at the bands of the represen-
tatives of the bondholders, then they
would only pursue that course which
every other person would pursue ; but
they only asked, as an act of simple jus-
tice at the hands of this House, a ruling
upon the truth of their representation to
the Committee, which they would take
the first opportunity, if they were per-
mitted to do so, to make to the Commit-
tee upon Railways.

Ma. ANGLIN asked if the hon. gen-
tleman would state what was the amount
of capital stock paid by individual stock-
holders, what by municipalities, and
what was the amount of the bonded in-
debtedness.

MR. ROBINSON said he had already
stated that the municipalities represented
an interest of $400,000-that was
to say, the municipality of Simcoe,
some twenty years ago, took $200,000
of stock, upon which tihey had
never received one dollai in interest;
Toronto, at the same time, took another
$200,000, upon which they had
not received one dollar in interest-the
private shareholders had taken $450,000
worth of stock. He believed he might

Act Amendment Bill.
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say that they had $450,000 worth of

paid-up stock, dollar for dollar, when the
bondholders only paid 65c. on the dollar
for the bonds they held to-day, and they,
the sharehr Iders, had never got any in-
terest upon it since. The amount, there-
fore, of the shareholders, altogether, was
something like $850,000. With the
interest added, there would be quite as
large a value as represented by the bond-
holders.

Ma. ANGLIN asked what was the
representation now on the Board of
Directors.

Ma. ROBINSON answered that there
were twelve directors, of whom the
shareholders had three; that was to say,
nine in this country and three in Eng-
land. Out of the twelve, the sharehold-
ers had three.

MR. CAMERON (North Victoria)
said the municipal stock had nothing
whatever to do with the matter, inas-
much as the city of Toronto had its own
director and the county of Simcoe had its
own director, so that the municipality
he was concerned with was out of consid-
eration altogether. There was one
shareholder director, one city of Toronto
director, and one Simcoe director; the
rest of the Board were elected by the
shareholders' vote. and it so happened
that every director the bondholders had
elected, had been a shareholder, and first
qualified as a private shareholder and
not as a bondholder, so that the bond-
holders themselves had elected five direc-
tors.

Ma. MACKENZIE said when this
Bill was introduced, he called the atten-
tion of the Government, and particularly
of the First Minister, to its extraordin-
ary character. Would the hon. the
Minister of Public Works, as the Premier
was not in his place, state what course the
G-overnment proposed, to pursue towards
it ?

MR. TUPPER said that his right hon.
friend the Premier. proposed to allow
the Bill to go to a Committee, as it was
one in which testimony was proposed to
be offered.

MR. MACKENZIE said he was not
aware that any testimony was to be
taken ; would thq hon. gentleman state
what testimony was to be taken ?

Ma. TUPPER said that objections
were raised, and petitions were pre-
sented, and questions were raised that
could only be conveniently discussed
before a Committee. His right hon.
friend the leader of the Government did
not assume that the second reading of
the Bill was to express at all the con-
currence of the Bouse in relation to it.
In relation to Railway Bills, the House
had, in iiany cases, allowed them to go to
the Railway Committee without in the
least committing itself to the principle of
the Bills. It was proposed to take the
same course in relation to this Bill, and
allow it to go to a Committee, and there
to hear the promoters of the Bill, as well
as the objections raised against it.

MR. MACKENZIE said, as a member
of the late Administration, he felt him-
self responsible for the legislation had
during their period. He believed the
introduction of this Bill, and its second
reading, with the Pssent of the Govern-
ment, under any condition, was a thing
deeply to be regretted. Whether the
proportion of directors, relatively to
the stock, was enough or not, a solemn
engagement was entered into by which
the bondholders bound themselves to
raise another million of dollars, in order
to complete the undertaking, upon the
faith that the arrangement entered into
by the Government at that time, and the
Bill which was passed respecting the
Company itself, should not be disturbed.
Now, he was sure the hon. the Minister
of Public Works must see how undesir-
able it was to give any colour to the im-
pression which must prevail in England,
that we were wantonly trifling with the
riglhts of parties under the legislation of
the past few years. The hon. gentleman
from West Toronto was, at the present
moment, extremely solicitous to have
the stockholders properly represented on
the Board, and he made almost a piti-
able appeal to the House to grant what
he considered proper representation.
Now, that hon. gentleman was, for a
long time, President of this Company ; at
that time, the stockholders had less
representation on the Board than they
had now, and it was only when he
ceased to be President that lie discovered
the representation was inadequate. By
the changes made since the hon. gentle-
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man left the Board, they had an addi- very littie money. In addition to what
tional director, the representation was, the hon. member for North Victoria had
therefore, largely in excess of what it said, tley night state that many of these
was -when that hon. gentleman was stockholders bought the stock they held
President ; but, even if it had atone cent on the dollar. That was per-
been less, when the moral sanc- fectly well known, and it was considered
tion of the Legislature of Canada utterly valueless, and if it had any value
was given to the arrangement, when the at ail, it was owing to the forbearance of
bondholders undertook to raise another the Canadian Iarliament, in accepting
very large amount of money to complete $1,00,O0O in lieu of the payment of the
the undertaking, he (Mr. Mackenzie) entire debt. If the stock lad any value,
thought it was the duty of every public it was in consequence of the sacrifioe of
inan-and he simply spoke as a public public interest that was made in order
man-to resist this Bill. In his capacity that the railway should not be flnally
as a Minister of the late Administration, closed. There was, therefore, no ground
he felt himself responsible for the legisla- whatever for seeking the legisiation that
tion had during that period, and it was was noW sought, and he musc reafly
only in that character that he raised a appeal to hon. gentlemen opposite to take
solemn protest against the Government such action -vitb respect to this matter
promoting sucli a measure as this, or as would vindicate the fair fame of the
allowing it to pass even to a second read- country, and te l the English money
ing. It was essential to the interet cf lenders that onwten d aone was advanced
the country that faith be kept with those on the faith of Canadlian legislatiou, that
who had advanced money for our rail- legisiation should be held sacred against
way enterprises; wleth;er the bonds every influence that was exerted to upset
were issued at par or at a certain dis- iv
count was another atter. ae believed SI JOHN A. eACDONALD said
there was no transaction where the bond- le $ id not think the hon. gentleman who
holders lid done more for an enterprise had juet spoken had advanced the oppo-
than tbey had in this. It was wel sition to this Bi by the ne of argu
known tha lie, had no sympathy with ment he had taken. fH e had stated
the manner in wbich te enterprise was that the bowdholders consisted of ome
managed as a railway; it was well of the chief n in England; that one
known that he expressed his views re- man was a member of Parliament, rand
specting that management, and tiey had that tbey should be verv guarded. ote

mot been changed. fe spoke solely s (Sir old vn cdoathe was of opin-
a public man respecting the influence ion that they should carry on thei
whico suc legislation as this must have leislation wofether the bondholders were
upon the public m d in England. We kigs, princes, governors, or mimaionaires
knew that four or five of the niost promi- on change. Hie admitted that they
nent financial men n London were bond- ouht to be guarded in their legisletion,
wolders in tis concern, one of thein hold- bn.

count wassato anohe mater Heen believed

ing there a hig oficial position in the firt or second readng of a Bil. It de-
Government, and others being members pended upon the deliberate decision of
of Parliament or members of the Stock parliament,) and lie was quite sure thatExhange. This measure would be dis-l
astrous to the national interesth and to lia ent, when they came to flnally de-

te mann intrs which the engterprie was

e int t ee the a cide on this measure, would see that te
of English capial; it would be disas-

aubi public manl repctn thet infduence

trous to sucli interests if .the Gov- wouîd see furtlier, that every corporation
ernment of this country permaitted sucli Fhould observe due faith in every plodge
legislation as this to be carried on. made, and every obligation entered into

e could not see, even if the Bi were He did not see wly the fouse should be
passed, what benefit it would give,except troubed with these debates. It had been
that anoter director would be obtained, an uderstood arrangement since 186ï,
and another call would be made ext that every railway matter should be meht
year These gentlemen wished tme obtain to the Railway Committee. This ought
control of the Board, were they had to have been done in this instance,

ME a. MChEimur.

Act Amendment Bill.
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although his present impression was with
the hon. member for Lambton and
against the shareholders. He wished to
give them every chance to be heard, and
they could be heard before the Railway
Committee. If it was to be understood,
with regard to banking, insurance, canal,
and railway Bills, that they were to have
a long discussion in the House on the
prinziple involved, before they went to
their respective Committees, those Com-
mittees would lose their chief value. He
thought this Bill, in common with others
of a like character, should go to the
Committee.

Bill read the second time.

DEATH OF THE PRINCESS ALICE.
MESSAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD de-
livered a Message from His Excellency
the Governor-GeneraL

Ma. SPEAKER read the Message,
and it is as follows

The Governor-General transmits to the
House of Commons the accompanying copy of
a despatch from the Secretary of State for the
Colonies, in reply to a joint Address to the
Queen from the Senate and House of Com-
Ions, expressing sympathy with Her Most

Gracious Majesty on the death of Her Royal
Highness the Princess Alice, Grand Duchesse
of Hesse-Darmstadt.

GOvTRNMrNT Hous,
" OTTAWA, 21st April, 1879.

si Cop
Canada. Sir M. E. Hicks-Beach to the
' No. 85. Jfarquis of Lorne.

"DoWNING STRET,
" lst April, 1879.

" MY LORD.-I have the honour to acknow-
ledge the receipt of your despatch No 55, of
the 3rd March, transmitting a joint Address to
the Queen from the Senate and Hbuse of Com-
Mons of Canada, tendering a Message of con-
dolence with Her Majesty on the death of Her
Royal Highness the Prineess Alice, Grand
Duchesse of Hesse-Darmstadt.

"I have duly caused this Address to be laid
before the Queen, who was pleased to receive
it very graciously, and I am commanded to
equest that you will convey to the Speakers

Of the respective Houses, the thanks of Her
Majesty for this expression of sympathy in
ber bereavement.

"I have, &c., &c.,
(Signed) "M. E. Hic:s-BzÂcu.

-' Governor-General,
"The Right Honourable

"The Marquis or Lorne, K.T., G.C.M.G.,
c.,C &c., &c.,"

CAMPBELL'S COVE BREAKWATER, P.E.I.

QUESTION:

MR. MUTTART enquired, Whether it
is the intention of the Government to
place a sum in the Supplenentary Esti-
mates for the completion of Canipbell's
Cove Breakwater, in the Province of
Prince Edward Island.

MR. TUPPER : I fear it will not be
in the power of the Government to pro-
vide in the Estimates for the surveys this
year. But a survey will be ordered and
a report made in order to enable the
Government to arrive at a proper judg-
ment in regard to the matter for another
Session.

ORDNANCE LANDS IN KINGSTON.

QUESTION.

Ma. SKINNER enquired, Whether it
is the intention of the Government to
dispose of, by sale or otherwise, any por-
tion of the Ordnance Lands in the city
of Kingston.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
There are sundry lands belonging to the
Ordnance Department which are for sale.
The only exception, I believe, is in regard
to those lands reserved for military pur-
poses.

EXCISE DUTY ON BEET-ROOT SUGAR.

QUESTION.

Ma. SKINNER enquired, Whether it
is the intention of the Government to
place an Excise duty on sugar made in the
Dominion from beet-root.

MR. TILLEY : The Government have
no intention of interfering with the legis-
lation passed by the House of Commons
in 1873.

CLEARING OF KOOTENAY RIVER, B.C.

QUESTION.

Ma. BUNSTER enquired, Whether it
is the intention of the Government to

place a sumr in the Supplementary Esti-
mates for the clearing out of the slewand
part of Kootenay River, in Comox, B.C.

Mu. TUPPER: Although I believe
this question was asked a year or two
ago, I cannot find any report in the De-
partment in reference to the matter.

General [APRIL 21, 1879.]
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The local engineer will be directed to
make a survev in order that the Govern-
ment may have the necessary informa-
tion to enable them to take the matter
into consideration at a future Session.

DISMISSAL OF STE. FLAVIE ENGINE-
HOUSE SUPERINTENDENT.

MOTION FOR CORRESPONDENCE.

Ma. FISET moved for copies of cor-
respondence between the Government
and any person whatsoever, respecting
the dismissal of Joseph Bourdeau, Super-
intendent of . the engine-house at Ste.
Flavie, together with a statement
of the reasons for that dismissal.
He said that some years previous, at
the death of Mr. Fary, Mr. J. Bourdeau
had been appointed Superintendent of
the engine-house at St. Flayie. Ris
capacity and bis honesty htd been bis
only recommendation. He (Mr. Fiset)
thought that, since then, Mr. Bourdeau
had fulfilled the duties of bis employ-
ment to the entire satisfaction of those
who had appointed him. Lately, how-
ever, he had undergone a first enquiry,
and as it seemed nothing could be
proved against him, Mr. Bourdeau had
been maintained in his position. But
that was not what those who desired to
be revenged of Mr. Bourdeau wanted. A
second enquiry was established, and this
time Mr. Bourdeau was dismissed. He
would not repeat what he had already
said respecting the dismissal of public
officials who might have taken part in
an election. It was well known what
tyranny was exercised in the county of
Rimouski against those who bad been
favourable to him (Mr. Fiset). All he
wished was to raise in public esteem those
whose characters might suffer from these
dismissals, made for political reasons,
and he would consider himself recreant
to his duty if he did not do so. This
House was well aware that to dis-
miss an official was, generally, to injure
his professional character, and, often, to
turn him and bis family ont of doors by
preventing him from finding employment
elsewhere. He, therefore, ventured to-
hope that the Government would not
oppose the motion.

Mr. TUPPER said he thought he
would ask the hon. gentleman to with-

Mî. TUPPER.

draw this motion, as, ho belitved, he
could satisfy the House that aIl reasonable
ground for making that application bad
been removed. He drew the attention
of the House. a short time ago, te the
inconvenience of having matters of this
kind brought under the notice of the
House in this very formal way. The
ground on which ho asked the hon. gen-
tleman to withdraw this motion was, that
it was already covered by a motion and
a return granted to this House. The
return included. all the information con-
tained in Mr. Schrieber's report,
showing the cause of any changes.
He was informed that, although charges
of a very grave nature were brought
against this man, such as habits of
intemperance, as to entirely unfit him
for the position he held, and they had
been proven and sustained on examina-
tion-notwithstanding that, he was al-
lowed to retire under the reorganisation.
Mr. Schrieber's report, which would be
submitted to the House, covered this case
as well as others. In view of these
charges, which had been sustained, this
man would have been formally dismiased,
even if he had not been allowed to retire
under the reorganization.

MR. FISET said that the hon. the
Minister of Publie Works having stated
that all the papers concerning the dis-
missal of Mr. J. Bourdeau would be pro-
duced in the report of Mr. Schrieber, asked
for at the beginning of the Session, he
had no objection to withdraw his motion.
But, at the same time, he must protest
energetically against the insinuation that
had been made, to wit : that Me. J
Bourdeau was intemperate. He empha-
tically denied that assertion.

Motion, with leave of the House, wi/A-
drawn.

REMOVAL OF ST. FABIEN POSTMASTER.

MOTION FOR CORRESPONDENCE.

MR. FISET moved for copies of cor-
respondence between the Government
and the postmiaster of the parish of St.
Fabien, Mr. Vidal Roy, and any other
person, respecting the change in the post-
office of that parish, together with a
statement of the resuons for which Mr.
Vidal Roy was replaced by another

(COM MON S.] Fabien Postmaser.
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person as postmaster of that place
lie said that the reasons for which h
asked for the correspondence relating t
the removal of the post-office and th
postmastur in the parish of St. Fabien
were the following :-Mr. Vidal Roy, a
respectable citizen of this parish, had
been postmaster there for more than
twenty-two years. That was the bes
proof that he had fulfilled the duties oi
lis office to the satisfaction of the Gov-
ernment, and of the persons interested,
He had always kept his office at the same
place, that was to say, at a distance ol
five or six acres from the church, without
there being any complaint made by the
persons of the locality. This year, the
Post Office Department had seen fit te
order Mr. Roy to transport his office
near the church. He could only conjec-
ture at the reason for this action ; but,
what he knew better was, that the great
majority of the parish of St. Fabien,
which was favourable te him (Mr. Fiset),
not te say the almost totality, had not
asked for this change, and it was to
please a few partisans that the Govern-
ment might still retain in that locality,
that this change had been made. The
Ministry was certainly te blame for hav-
ing acted thus. By obliging Mr. Roy to
change his office, the Government, in
reality, dismissed him, for the Depart-
ment knew right well that it was not for
$30 or $40 per annum, that this office
might give, that Mr. Roy would consent
te rent, outside of bis own house, another
office, where ho would have been obliged
to be continually present. At the same
time the Government were depriving
themselves of the services of an old and
tried official, who was well known, and
who had faithfully fulfilled Lis duties, in
order te accept the services of another
person who might be respectable, but
who was completely unknown te the De-
partment. Those were the reasons that
had caused him te move the present
motion.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
there could be no objection te these
papers being brought down, and they
would be brought down. He held in
his hand a memorandum from the post
Office Department, te which, in the ab-
mence Of the Postmaster-General,he would
cal' the attention of the House. It ap-

* peared that the post-office was 8e incon-
avenieutly situiated fer the people who

, were serred by it, that on the l4th. De-
3 dember, 1878, the Poest Offise Inspecter

Pat Quebec was instructed te cail upon
tthe postmaster at St. Fabien, te remove,

[ the post-office te a more central position
L fer the accommodation cf the people who

were served by that post-effice. On the
S2Oth December, the Poest Office Inspecter
-reperted that the postmaster wouldl re-

ineve, but asked. until January te do se.
*On the 24th Januarv, 1879, the post-
*master asked fer further d elay te remove
the pest-office te a more convenient

iplace. On the 24tL February, the post-
master, -who Lad promised te remove on
the lat January, stated he couid net re-
more without censiderable expense, and
added, that if the matter was 1 ressed, Le
must resign. Well, on the lOth March
foilowing, a new postmaster was ap-
peinted, because the ,late postmaster
weuld net remove, and Lad stated that if
asked te remove he must resign.

MR. FISET said Le desired te know
if a petition Lad net been sent by the in-
habitants cf that place te have the post -
office near the church.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD>
said hoe was unable te iniferm tbe hon.
gentleman on that point. Hedid netknow
anything more about it titan he (Mr.
Fiset) did. Hie Lad ne doubt that the
matter was brouglit befere the l'est-
master-General by some application or
petition from the parish cf St. Fabien.

Motion agreed te.

NEW BRUINSWICK'S CLAIMS AGAINST
TUIE DOMINION.

MOTION FOR CORRESPONDENCE.

MR. BU LPEE (Sunbury) moved for
copies cf ail correspondence between the
Government cf New Brunswick and the
Government cf the Dominion, relating te
certain dlaims preferred by the former
against the latter Governmaent ; aise, al
Orders in Council relating t>o the same,
since the first day cf April, 1878. He
said Le lhad, during the last Seesion of
Parliament, meved fer ail correspondence
between the Government of New Bruns-
wick and tLe Dominion, with regard te
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the Provincial claims. It being then fully before them, and asked them to
late in the Session, the Government had urge it as strongly az possible on the at-
consented that the rather voluminous tention of the Government. In the ps-
papers should be examined by him, and sure of Parliarnentary work it was diff-
a selection made from them, such as unt to get time for the full conaideration
might be thought necessary, without of so large a question, but some proges
waiting the formality of bringing them was made. In regard to the claim on
down. He had attended to that duty. account of the Penitentiary, it was Pr
During the present Session he had ad- posed by nembers from New Bunwck,
dressed an enquiry to the Government, and assentedto by membersoftheGovern-
on the subject of a certain piece of road ment, that, as there was a constitutional
built by the Government of New Bruns- poiut involved, the natter nigbtbe left
wick, and now part of the Intercolonial for the decision of the Supreme Court.
Railway, and had been told by the The contention of the Local Goverument
Finance Minister that the matter had was that, under the British North Ane-
been before the late Government, rica Act, this Parliament lad not power
and they had not settled it, and it had to pass an Act which excluded then
also been before the present Government from sending prisoners for a shorter
and they had not done so either. The term than two years to the Penitentiary,
inference might be that because the late as they had fornerly the right to do,
Government had not attended to this thus entailing upon them the oost of
matter the present Government need not maintaining these short-term prisoners,
do so. He did not think this was the in violation of the original contract be-
intention of the Governinent, although tween the Province and the city and
the answer of the Finance Minister county of St. John. He (Mr. Barpee)
mig*t bear that construction. He (Mr. had hoped this matter might have gone
Burpee) did not mean to stigmatise the to our Supreme Court for a decision, and
action of either Government in the had himself spoken with the Attorney-
matter. Under the late Government General cf New Brunswick on the sub-
negotiations fad been entered into on the jebt, whef ad quite agreed with this
part cf the Governent of New Bruns- vew. Since that time lie believed there
wick in respect of a sum claimed on ac- had been a report made by the Deputy
count of te construction of what was Minister of Justice, who Lad decided
knownw there as Eastern Extension, which against the daim without leaving the
now formed part cf the Intercolonial. matter to the Court. He thogit the
n this work the Province Lad expended pdaim cf the Province on account of the

$400,00 on the district,a;understanding Lazaretto at Tracadie had been vern
that when the Intercolonial was built strongly stated by the on. siember fo
utider Uich luperial guarantee it shpuld Gloucester, and lhe would nt go intc il,
form a part. The rofad was taken as a but loped that the hon. gentlemn ur
part cf the Intercolonial, when hon. gen- whcse connty the unfortunate elass for
tleman opposite were in power in 1869, whom the Laretto was kept were lomt-
but for some reasons, which Le need not ed,would again discussit. Thse clii
now enter intoonly$25O,0t0 was allowed Lad been put forward in 1874, and had
in lieu cf te $400,000 the Local Goer fr- been discussed fro tiso e t time since
ment had spent on the work. The Local that date. They had been twice referred
Government claimed, and the people cf te by the Lieutenant-Governor in is
New Brunswick tought, they were Speech fre the Thrne, in opening th
justly entitled te receive thu remaining Provincial Legilature, nd had agi
$l50,000. Since the last Session cf Par- been referred to by the attorney-Ge-
liament when a deputation from the New eral during th e Session cf thit year.
Brunswick Government were at Ottawa, That gentleman had stated that it WSS
the matter had excted a good deal cf in- nt creditable m tt present Gveone
terest among the people of tIe Province, ment of the Dominion, nor t thei ate
The deputation when liere had inter- Goverment, that the iAtter had Ot
viewed tUenembers cf the Government, been settled, nor did it sdd the sub-
and had called a meeting cf the represen- dignity of th Local Government tht
tatives of the Province, placed the case they should have this, year after year t

Ma. flUEREZ.

«Against the Dominion.
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ask for what was their undoubted right.
It had been referred to by the late
Lieutenant-Governor, now the Finance
Minister.of Canada, in his speech from
the 'hrone, last year, in the following
ierms :

"I have caused renewed representations to
be made to the Government at Ottawa con-
cerninig the claim of the Province to the sum
of $150,000, in respect of the Eastern Exten-
sion Railway. This matter was brought
under the consideration of the Dominion
Government, in the month of December, 1874,
and no conclusion having been reached, I
deemed it advisable to send members of my
Government to Ottawa, early in the present
Session of Parliament, to endeavour to obtain,
through the co-operation of the Senators and
members of the House of Commons, respect-
ing the Province, a settlement of this and
other matters. I am glad to be able to say
that, with few exceptions, the members repre-
senting the Province, rordially co-operated
with the members of my Government, The
Provincial investment in the Eastern Exten-
sion Railway was made for a work undertaken
by the Province in 1865, as part of the Inter-
colonial Railway, and in view of a previous
assurance of the Imperial Government that
New Brunswick should not be prejudiced by
commencing that portion of the work in
anticipation of a final arrangement for the
construction of the whole line, and that the
Imperial guarantee, when given (as it sub-
sequently was given by the Imperial Govern-
ment and accepted by Canada), should cover
this portion of the road. The roàd was sub-
sequently adopted by the Dominion Govern-
ment as part of the Intercolonial Railway, but
the Province has, this far, received from
Canada only $250,000 out of the $400,000 put
into the road by the Province. There an be
ne doubt of the right of the Province to
receive the sum of $150,000 on this account
with interest.a

It was true these were the sentiments of
the Local Goverament, put into the
mouth of the present Finance Minister,
thOn the Lieutenant-Governor, but he
had no doubt adopted them, and this
he (Mr. Burpee) thought afforded a
favourable omen for their future success.
The President of the Executive Council,
who was a member of the Legislative
Council, in a speech before that body,
had warned the representatives of that
Province in the Commons, that the peo-
ple would hold them responsible for the
Payment Of these claims. That was just
be.fore the late elections. The people
did hold them responsible, and it was
Particularly referred to during the cam-
paign. He was awaýre of the difficulties
that were in the way, and he thought

the late Government nay have been
tardy in the matter. He did not blame
the present Government yet, but he
thought the claim should be settled.
He agreed with the Attorney-General of
New Brunswick, that it was not credit-
able that these matters should be so long
pending. The people of New Brunswick
were not asking for better terms, they
were asking for justice and nothing
more.

Mit. TILLEY enquired, Whether it
was all the correspondence from the first,
or only since last year, that was asked
for.

MR. BURPEE said only the papers
and correspondence since last year was
what he asked for. The case submitted
last year by the delegates of the Provin-
cial Government only embraced the
Eastern Extension, the Lazaretto and
the Penitentiary. The papers referring
to those claims had been selected and
brought down up to that date. But he
found that the Provincial Secretary of
New Brunswick, in his Budget Speech,
had preferred three additional claims,
namely, one share of the Fishery Award,
the $10,000 claimed as due on account of
immigration and colonisation, and the
continuation of the $63,000 subsidy
which had expired. He presumed there
must have been correspondence between
the two Governments with reference to
these claims, and further correspondence
with reference to the old claim which
was what he required.

Mn. TILLEY said he had no objec-
tion to the correspondence coming down.
The only communication he remembered
was with reference to their share of the
Fishery Award.

MR. ANGLIN said the hon. member
for Sunbury had appealed to him to say
a word in behalf of the claim that the
Lazaretto should be taken in charge by
the Government of the Dominion. He
had the honour, several years ago, to
bring that matter under the considera-
tion of the House of Commons. At the
time when Dr. Taché, one of the officers of
the Departinent of Agriculture was sent to
Gloucester by the Canadian Government,
at the instance, he believed, of the Impe-
rial Government, to make an enquiry into
the origin, character, and extent of that
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dreadful disease, known then to exist in
that part of the Dominion, he (Mr.
Anglin) had the honour to obtain an
Order of the House that the report of
Dr. Taché, which he supposed would have
been submitted very soon after the rising
of Parliament, should be printed during
the recess. He thought that if that re-
port were in the hands of members,
he would have very little difficulty in-
deed in persuading a large majority that
the Dominion should do something to-
wards the relief of the unfortunate vie-
tims of that dreadful disease, and its ex-
tinction, if possible, in that part of the
country, so as to relieve the Dominion
from the evil effects that must necessarily
arise from the knowledge that such a
disease exists in it. He had then felt
it his duty to state something of its
nature, and of the suffering of those
afflicted with it, and to describe the char-
acter of the building and of the relief
afforded. He was sorry to say
that, from that day to this, the character
of the building had been very little im-
proved, possibly because during the
whole time the Government of New
Brunswick felt that the Government of
the Dominion ought to relieve them from
the obligation of taking care of the
lepers. The disease was peculiar in its
character, and while it was true that
under Confederation the Governments
of the several Provinces were obliged to
provide for local charities of all kinds, it
was also true that this was a peculiar
and special disease such as existed in no
other part of the Dominion, and he trust-
ed never would. It seemed, therefore, to
be unfair that New Brunswick should
be burdened with the charge of the
victims of that disease, and thar, it was
the duty of the Government of the
Dominion to assist at least in dealing
with that disease. The sufferers, who
were found only in a small part of Glou-
cester, were Acadian French. So far as
he could learn, the disease first existed in
Chatham, on the Miramichi River, the
original victims not being French; but
since it had broken out in some families of
Tracadie, and to that district it was now
confined. It was at first believed that
the disease could be stamped out by strict
regulations; the report of medical com-
missioners on this subject were to be
found in the journals of the New Bruns-

Mî. ANGLIN.

wiek Assembly. An asylum or lazar-
etto was built on Shattuck Island, at the
mouth of the Miramichi. This was des-
troyed by fire, and, as the greater number
of the afflicted were found in the vieinity
of Tracadie. the second lazaretto was
built there, being a mere temporary
wooden building with none of the conveni-
ences necessary for such an establishment,
none of the pleasant surroundings that
ought to be provided for the poor people
immured in it. For very many years
they were shut up in this building, as if
in prison, nay, rather a charnel house or
a tomb, to live a living death, and to rot
away piecemeal. They were surrounded
by an enormous fence to prevent their
escape, which precautions were necessary;
for so horrible was the condition of
things, that the most wretched inmates
would be glad to fly anywhere, even
though without a prospect of shelter or
food, to escape from it. He remembered
seeing those poor people when in that
condition ; many of them appeared a
mass of rags and filth, and vermin, with
no one to give them the attention they
so much required. Those in a less ad-
vanced stage of the disease did attend, as
best they could, to the more helpiess.
The stench was perfectly frightful; the
appearance of the whole place was most
revolting, that of the poor sufferers being
such as to require a very great effort of
humanity and kindly charity, to enable
anyone to look on them, even for a mo-
ment. It was perfectly frightful to look
at them, as they. lay or sat up, in that
establishment, with their extremities rot-
ting away, and in many cases their faces
swollen, distorted out of all resemblance
to the human face divine; the cartilage
of the nose rotted away, the eyes gone,
the voice hollow, piping, and apparently
coming from a cavern ; the extremities
swathed in enormous masses of ban-
dages, saturated with fetid matter exuding
from their decaying limbs. In some
cases the patients were mere boys and
girls f rom ten to twelve years of age, and
some of them looked remarkably beauti-
ful, because of the action of the disease
and the fever upon them, in its early
stages, giving a peculiar lustre to the eye
and bloom to the cheek. On the other
hand, there were some, even at thisaL4 Y
age, whose faces were sadly disfigutd,
and he had seen some who, if their coun-

Against the Dominion.
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tenances only were seen,would be set down
as being eighty years old. Some years
later, a colony of ladies of the Hospital
of Montreal were induoed to go down
and devote their lives to the care of those
unfortunate patients. A miserable house,
which cost ten or twelve Jundred dollars
to the Province, was put up for their
use and attached to this barn in which
the patients were kept, and they at once
wrought a wonderful transformation.
Tley were able to get the place thor-
oughly cleaned and whitewashed, the old
beds destroyed, iron bedsteads put in,
and other improvements made; so that,
from that time, there had been an entire
change in the whole aspect of affairs.
The old building still continued there, a
tumble-down, miserable structure, scarce-
ly sufficient to shelter them from the
weather in the winter season, and insuf-
ficient to afford the accommodation which
ought to be provided. Those ladies
served there without fee or reward, and
only for the love of God. Their food
was of the cheapest kind, as was usual in
religious communities ; their clothing
was of the cheapest possible description.
They cost the Province very little more
than was formerly paid to the one or two
woinen who remained about the place to
do a little washing. They every day
washed and dressed the dreadful sores of
the poor lepers carefully, kept everything
clean and neat, and were untiring in
their efforts to cure the disease with all
the medical assistance and skill they had
been able to command ; but so far their
efforts had proved ineffectual. The
number of inmates, however, was not so
large as some years ago, and Dr. Taché
was of opinion that there were symptoms
of a decline of the disease, and that this
was the cause of the decline in the num-
ber of patients. At one time there
were almost as many as, perhaps,
thirty inmates, but latterly the
lumLber was as sirall as seventeen;

still, outside the hospital, there was
quite a considerable number of persons
whom it wo4ld be desirable to have
vithin the asylum, if proper accommo-
dation were provided for them. Some
teE Or twenty years ago, this place was
ahnost out of reach. It had very little
communication with the rest of the
world, unless by a few small coasting
vessels that traded up and down the

Gulf; but latterly, since the opening of
the railroad, a spirit of activity had
manifested itself throughout the whole
country, and, as communication between
the different parts was opened up, a de-
sire for change had reached even those
liable to leprosy. A short time ago, one
of those lepers, it was said, was found in
Prince Edward Island, and, a year or
two ago, one was found in the United
States in a very deplorable condition,
and sent back to Tracadie. The Do-
minion Government ought, he believed,
to take the entire charge of the institu-
tion, because it was so peculiarly excep-
tional in its character that it inj ured the
reputation of this country as a place for
settlement if this disease was known
to exist in it. It would be important, in
that view alone, that the Dominion Gov-
ernment should provide for, if possible,
the extinction of this terrible disease,
and relieve the Government of New
Brunswick of a very serious charge.
Although the institution was so wretch-
edly insufficient, yet the support of that
institution entailed a heavy burden on
the Province of something in the neigh-
bourhood of $3,000 to $4,000 per year.
From the time whenfirstheintroduced this
matter to the attention of the House, he
had continued to press it on the mem-
bers of the varions Governments, and
last year, through bis very earnest repre-
sentations and constant efforts, he suc-
ceeded in obtaining from the late Gov-
ernment a grant of $1,500 to be em-
ployed by the ladies in charge of the

.hospital to promote the welfare of the
inmates, and provide those comforts or
absolute necessities, which, under the
present state of things, were not other-
wise provided. Even with that grant
the lepers were in a state which was not
creditable to the Dominion. Although
the Act of Confederation did not impose
on the Dominion Government the duty
of providing asylums and hospitals for
ordinary diseases, it nevertheless imposed
on it the duty of providing for quaran-
tine, of guarding against the spread of
disease under certain circumstances.
He had hoped Dr. Taché would have
been able to discover the origin of this
disease, but he was afraid he had eutirely
failed. There was nothing in the cli-
mate, soil, condition of the people of that
part of the country, or in the quality of
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their food, that could account for the ex-
istence of the disease. This disease had
existed there now for some forty years
or more, but for many years past had
been confined to comparatively few fami-
lies. Naturally enough, people of sound
health would not intermarry into families
in which there was any trace of the dis-
ease, and this, probably, was the reason
why it had not extended more
widely. But while Dr. Taché was
at first of opinion that this
disease was not contagious, he had
since changed that opinion materially.
Only one wbo saw lepers in the last
stage of the disease, would ever imagine
how great is the responsibility whieh
rests upon those whose duty it is to do
whatever can bs done to extirpate that
frightful disease, or to prevent its spread,
if it cannot be extirpated.

MR. BUNSTER said that the danger
of leprosy would exist in British Colum-
bia so long as the Chinese were per-
mitted to enter that Province. He fully
sympathised with the hon. gentleman in
his remarks on this loathsome disease,
and the necessity for stamping it out
hy the most stringent measures, and he
desired to call the attention of the Gov-
ernment to the fact that unless the
Chinese were excluded the disease would
extend in British Columbia.

Motion agreed to.

LIGHTHOUSE-KEEPER AT CAPE BEALE,
BRITIH COLUMBiA.

MOTION FOR PAPERS.

MR. BUNSTER moved for copies of
all papers and reports in relation to the
appointment of Mr. Cox, keeper of the
lighthouse at Cape Beale, and of all
complaints against said lighthouse-keeper.
He said it was his painful duty to pro-
test against the injustice done his dis-
trict, through the appointment of an
incompetent man to take charge of
the lighthouse at Cape Beale. The
charges agninst that individual had been
many and serious, but, strange to say, had
been condoned by the late Government,
and therefore, the present Minister
of Marine and Fisheries did not like
to interfere. It was not creditable,
to either the late or present Govern-

Mi. A4LI)x.

ment, that neither had taken active
steps to remove this incomnpetent
person. The man whom he, as repre-
sentative of the district, had recom-
mended, unfortunately, had a greet sin
against him, that he was a Catholie. le
could scarcely believe this at first, but
became pretty well convinced so; hence
the late Government appointed a person
who was not at all capable of doing the
duty, as the papers would prove. The
light had been left for days without being
lighted. When he named a competent
man to the late Government, they said:
" Bunster is not a supporter of ours,» and
referred it to a person who was in Vic-
toria; and he appointed a man totally
incapable of taking care of the light.
This would be established by the papers
when brought down, and if the distance
did not preclude it, he would have wit-
nesses brought here who would astonish
this House, with the way in which they
could prove that lighthouse was managed.
The'very first person whom he recom-
mended was recommended by all the
representatives from British Columbia to
actas one of the Indian Commissioners
in British Columbia. For a year the
Government had it under consideration ;
but the Hon. Mr. Blake came into the
House, and he had a friend whom he
recommended, and his influence being
greater than that of the whole British
Columbia delegation, he got his friend
appointed. There was strong feeling
about this appointment, and he hoped, in
common fairness and justice, the Govern-
ment would bring down the papers, and
show what charges had been unfairly
condoned by the late Minister of Marine
and Fisheries.

SiA. J. SMITH said Cox was appoint-
ed to the lighthouse at Herron's Island.
He held that position as lighthouse-
keeper until he (Sir A. J. Smith) left.the
Department. Some time in the previous
spring a complaint was made against
Cox, a copy of which he directed should
be sent to Cox himself. He had no re-
collection of having received any answer
from the lighthouse-keeper, but, at all
events, he did not condone any oeence
of this man at all. He sent the charge
to him, and required an explanatio'
which he had not received, but his suc-
cessor might know something about it.

(COM MON S.] at Cape Beale, B.C.
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If this light was not lighted for weeks at correspondence in possession of the Gov-
a time he knew nothing about it. The ernment, received from all sources, since
complaint was made in June last. 1874, relating to wrecking and coatiug

MR. POPE (Queen's,P.E.I.) said there in Canadian waters; reciprouity with
could be no objection to bring down the the United States in these matters, to-
papers, which cou]d speak for themselves. gether with the report of Mi. John
His hon. friend was entirely mistaken in Lewis to the Miinister of Custous,
saving that this matter did not come be- which he was autborised to make, with
fore him. One of the charges preferred ct to wrt
against this man was that lie was in the
habit of getting intoxicated and neglect- Motion agreed to.
ing his duty. Another charge was that
the revolving light was a fixed light
during the whole of one night. When FRENCH COPIES 0F THE TARIFF.
asked about ithe dade the statement that REMARKS.

the agent d told hm that it would be s ate
better to alow it to reain as a fixed . h

liglit. The agent entirely denied this, placed on the Ordei s of the Day a notice

but Cox repeated bis staternent. During, of motion, iu order to procure for himself,
It as well as for the otier Quebec members,

tie lie ondntema' thi A.'ece aJd Sths copies ot the tariff in French, for distri-
tim li cndoedthis mafn, e te nd hlmnt bution in the differenît counties, whilst

outwic he wasio auhrie toi make, withoh i

outa cutin t the tariff was being, discussed. This re-
future to to more particular, and see in

Canad-%vinil w aters. a te e-n

that hiis liglit was properly kept., Other Zus bc i a al ttebgn-
chre Ca enmd gis hsmn ning of the debate on this question, had

buit, bis former oflences having been, con- been h-pay cornplied vih sinucli as
doned by the late Minister, lie did not go REMRs.

into theni again. tained a certain number of copies. But
he could not allow tis motion to pass in

Sig A. J. SMITH said hie thought silence, and witout reî,arking that it
the lion. the Minister of Marine was by special reqest, and thanks to the
and Fisheries was quite n istaken. kindness of Mr. Speaker, that lie had
There 'would not have been ti e for been able, at the tie, to procure ten
some of these complaints, at least, to copies of this tariff. No doubt it lad
reach hlm (Sir A. J. Smith) before he been thouandt that members could ses-
left the Department. It migt be that pense wth French copies, just as the
te depuy at the head of the Depart- ouse could dispense with French Min-
ment had writen to this man, and cau- isters, seeing that at this moment there
tioned hi. was not one of thes hpresent. wsUder

MR. BUNSTER said he was satisfied
the ex.Minister of Marine and Fisheries
had been made acquainted with charges
against this man. it was quite natural
for him to deny the charge of drunken-
nless. He (Mr. Bunster) could bring be-
fore this House evidence to substantiate
his charges. Furthermore, he was in-
formed that the late Minister did con-
done the offence, and that the papers
would show it.

Motion agreed to.

WRECKING AND COASTING IN CANA-
DIAN WATERS.

MOTION FOR CORRESPONDENCE.

MR. BJNTING, in the absence of
4r. STEPHENSON, moved for copies of all

these circumstances, he would not insist
upon his motion, since the object lie had
had in view had been partially attained.
He would, therefore, consent to with-
draw the motion. If lie had made this
request, it was in order to satisfy his
constituents, whom lie desired to consult,
and lie could state, as a matter of fact,
that this tariff had been discussed in a
great measure, without members having
copies thereof to communicate to their
electors. Now that the hon. the Prime
Minister bad promised that copies would
be obtainable as soon as the tariff was re-
printed, lie desired to reiterate his re-
quest, that there should be copies in
French. He would like to know whether
the hon. the Prime Minister would give
an answer to that question.

Prench copies [APRar 21, 1879.]
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SIR JOHN A MACDONALD said
he knew that orders were given that the
tariff should be printed in a separate
form, to a considerable extent, and that
it should be printed in French as well as
English. Whether the exact number of
650 was ordered, he could not say, but
he believed there was a large edition of
the tariff printed in both languages.

Motion, with leave of the House, with-
drawn.

BRITISH COLUMBIA PENITENTIARY.

MOTION FOR PAPERS.

MR.McINNESmovedforcopies: 1. Of
all papers and documents,including specifi-
cations, relating to the construction of
the British Columbia Penitentiary, from
November, 1874, to September, 1878; 2.
The minutes made by the Inspector of
Penitentiaries on his visit of inspection,
in September last ; 3. The amount paid
Mr. John Kirckland, late inspector of
the building, for taking care of Peniten-
tiary from December lst, 1876,to Septem-
ber 27th, 1878; 4. A detailed statement
of prices pid Mr. James Cunningham, of
New Westminster, B.C., for stoves, etc.,
from completion of building in Novem-
ber, 1876, to lstJanuary, 1879; 5. The
leasing of water frontage of Penitentiary
grounds to Messrs. Cunningham and
Holbrook, for fish-curing purposes, for a
term of ten yea s. He said he moved
for these papers for the purpose of bring-
ing to the notice of the Uouse, what he be-
lieved to be one of the worst pieces of
jobbery that had taken place in this coun-
try for many a day, and which he sin-
cerely trusted never would be repeated.
In the summer of 1874 tenders were
called for the construction of British Col-
umbia's Penitentiary. In the fall of the
said year the contract was awarded to
Messrs. Kinsman and Styles, of Victoria,
B.C., for the sum of $149,000. The
building was completed the last of No-
vember, 1876, according to the terms of
the contract. The local engineer, Mr.
Pierce, in selecting the site he did-dis-
regarded the instructions ho received
from the Dominion Architect. The

plans, specifications, and a sketch of the
ground were sent to the local engineer,
with the instructions that the building
should be placed on the summit of the

MR. CASGRÀIN.

hill, or table land, some fifty yards
further back from the river than where
it now stands. Instead of carrying out
the instructions of' the Chief Engineer,
the local engineer took it upon himself
to select a site some fifty yards further
down on the side of a steep bill. The bill
was so steep that fifteen feet of dirt had
to be removed from the upper side before
the first stone could be laid for the foun-
dation. Owing to the large amount of
surface water, especially during the rainy
season, rushing down the steep hill, and
the defective drains, the foundation was
fast giving away, and now he was in-
formed that the local engineer recom-
mended a retaining wall to be built of
from four to six fest thick, all around
the Penitentiary up to the windows of
the first story, in order to save the
building from collapsmg. Every drain
in connection with the building was
defective. They are, or rather were,
intended to 1 e what was called blind
drains, and ho assured the House they
have succeeded admirably well-at least,
as far as the name was concerned, for they
are thus blind-choked up, and scarcely
a drop of water can percolate through
tnem. The outer walls of the building
were constructed of a very superior
quality of native free stone, with which
ho had no fault to find ; but ho regretted
to say ho could not say the same of the
inner walls, which were built of what
the contractors, the inspector of the
building and local engineer were pleayd
to cal] brick, and for the want of a botter
name ho supposed ho would have to call
them brick, too. They were little, if
any, better than sun-dried clay. They
were so soft that a person with an ordi-
nary pocket knife could cutout halfa dozen
in almost as many minutes. They were
fast crumbling away and the plaster
falling off. Owing to the lower story
being more under ground than otherwise,
the plaster on the first two flats, espe-
cially in the lower story, was quite wet
and dead. It had never dried, and he
believed never would dry, and there
was nothing left but to replaster the
walls. He was credibly informed by
some of the most reliable mechanics em-
ployed in the construction of the build-
ing, that there was great danger of a
complote collapse of the building, on ac-
count of the inferior quality of the mate-

Penitentiary.(COMMON8.]
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rial used. The wood work was on a

par with the brick work. He was in-
forned that the lumber used in the
building was growing in the forests of
British Columbia six months before it
was used. At all events, the lumber
was unseasoned and ought never to have
been used in the raw, green condition in
which it was. Every board on
the floors was from a quarter
to half an inch from its fellows.
and it was impossible to scrub the floors
without the water running through and
ruining the plaster of the ceilings
beneath. A number of the mantel-
pieces and frame-work round the chim-
neys in the officers' quarters, fell down
before the building was occupied two
months. The local engineer recom-
mended that either the present floors be
taken up, or that the new ones be -laid
over those already existing. The only
means of heating the convict portion of
the Penitentiary was by one smali stove.
There were three other stoves there, but
they could not be used, as there was
only one chimney, the flue of which was
only nine inches square, and into which
the local engineer directed that four
stovepipes-leading from as many stoves
-were to be inserted. As a natural
consequence, the whole building was
filled with smoke, and the fires had to be
discontinued in all the stoves but one.
The three unused stoves still remain in
their places-as so many monuments of
the wonderf 1 ingenuity of our engineers
in endeavouWng to pervert the immuta-
ble laws of nature. There were two vry
necesgary closets in the building, which,
from a sanitary point of view, could not be
too strongly condenned , suffice it to say
they were unprovided with valves, and
disinfectants had to be used continuously
in order to prevent an outbreak of
typhoid fever. In the basement, and
nany other portions of the building to

which prisoners had access, the windows
were unprovided with bars necessary to
prevent escapes. To show that he had
lot coloured his statement in the least,

he would read a few clauses from the re-
port of the Inspector of Penitentiaries
for the past year. It was as follows :-

"This Penitentiary has been built on pre-
cisely the same plan as the one in Manitoba.

" A @ad mistake was made in selecting the
site. The building should have been placed

on the table-land, instead of on the side of the
hill, where it serves as a dam to oppose the
progress of the water, which, in the rainy sea-
son, percolates the gravelly soil in volume.
The consequence is, the walls in the foundation
and in the several apartments in the basement,
including a range of cells, are so saturated
with moisture that the plaster has become
dead and must be replaced.

" The defects noticed in the Manitoba Peni-
tentiary are still worse in this institution.

" lere, likewise, an engine or furnace room
is likely to be a useless appendage for some
time to come, as there are no appliances lead-
ing from it for heating. All the stovepipes
from the prison proper and the drying room
lead into one narrow chimney, the only one
provided for all the stoves requred to heat
the corridors surrounding the cella, the base-
ment, dormitory, and the drying room. The
solitary chimney not being of sufficient capa-
city, there remains the alternative of discom-
fort from blinding smoke or piercing cold.

" The brick work in the interior is of the
worst description, not having been properly
burned, if burned at al], for it is said they were
baked in the sun, the bricks are mouldering
already.

" The flooring, doors, surbases and wood
work, generally, are of unseasoned timber.
The shrinkage is so great that it will be neces-
sary to either replace the flooring to a large ex.
tent, or take it up and relay it anew. The
tongue has so far parted from the groove as to
render the use of soap and water for scrubbing
purposes a process not to be attempted, unless
to the irreparable damage of the ceilings
beneath.

" A large number of windows in parts of the
building to which convicts have access have
been left unprovided with iron bars to prevent
escape. Those windows that have been pro-
tected are very insecure, because the bars have
been inserted in wood."

He had next to call attention to the fact
that the entire water frontage of the
Penitentiary grounds were leased some
years ago to Messrs. Cunningham and
Holbrook, of New Westminster, B.C.
He found, on reference to the Peniten-
tiary Act of 1875, the following. In
section 16, it provided that:

"Every Penitentiary now established, and
every Penitentiary hereafter to be established
by virtue of this-Act, shall be held to inelude
all carriages, waggons, sleighs, or other vehicles
for land carriage, and all boats, scows or other
vessels for water carriage, being property be-
longing to such Penitentiary, or employed by
hire or otherwise in its service ; and
likewise any wharf at or near the
said Penitentiary, although not within
the limita mentioned in the proclama-
tion establishing the same, but used for the
accommodation ofsuch craft, when so employed
in or about any work or labour connected with
such Penitentiary."

British Columbia [APRt 21, 1879.]
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And in section 6 of the same Act, it
provided that :

"No raft, boat, vessel or craft of any kind,
shall moor or anchor within 300 feet of the
shore or wharf bounding the lands of any Peni-
tentiary towards any lake, arm of the sea, bay
or river. without the permission ofthe Warden
thereof being first had or obtained; and any
person violating the provisions of this section
shall, upon conviction thereof before a Justice
of the Peace, be subject to a penalty of twenty
dollars, to be levied in the usual manner upon
such raft, boat, vessel or craft, in whomsoever
the property thereof may be, as well as on the
offender's own goods and chattels; andin de-
fault of payment of the same with the costs of
suit, he shall be imprisoned at hard labour for
a period not exceeding two months."

This water frontage was leased at a no-
minal sum for some few years, and to no
other than Mr. James Cunningham,
who was then a member of this House,
and an unconditional supporter of the
late Administration. Thus, the law
could be violated with impunity, in order
to confer a favour on a political friend.
This wharf and entire water frontage be-
ing in the hands of Cunningham and Hol-
brook, consequently, if any coal or sup-
plies were landed there for the Peniten-
tiary, it was landed subject to the will
or whim of Messrs. Cunningham and
Holbrook. There was just another
point he desired to call the attention of
the House to. This building was corn-
pleted in November, 1876. It remained
unoccupied to the 27th of last Septem-
ber, a period of 22 months. From No-
vember, 1876, to September, 1878, not
one dollar was expended in putting the
building or grounds into a condition fit
for occupation. During all that time the
Government was paying 75c. a day
for every prisoner in the jails of British
Columbia, who were qualified, and
ought to bave been in the Penitentiary.
He regretted to say that the jails were
crowded all the tinie, but he was happy,
in another sense, to say that
only one-fourth of the 'prisoners were
white men, one-fourth were Indians,
and the remaining half were the miser-
able Chinese. They heard a little about
those physical and moral lepers the other
day-but half was not told. He would
take the liberty of saying then, that the
Chinese were a curse to British Colum-
bia, and to every country in which they
gained a permanent foothold. When it
was taken into consideration that more

MR. MCINNEs.

than one-half of the prisoners in British
Columbia were Chinese, and that only
one-fifth of the population were Chinese,
exclusive of Indians, it would give the
House a pretty good idea of the peculiar
traits of the Chinese ch-aracter. He
thought it would be wise, if for no other
or higher purpose, to check the immigra-
tion of this undesirable people, and
thereby save the cost of their mainten-
ance in the jails and penitentiaries
of the Province. lu the twenty-two
nonths he had referred to, the Dominion
Government had paid to the British Co-
lumbia Government, at the rate of 75c.
per head, $14.075. To the late inspector
of works, who was appointed to take
care of the building during the same
period, at the rate of $3.50 per day,
amounting to $2,345. This he consi-
dered was a great injustice to the prison-
ers and his district. In view of the
facts he had given, and the imperfect
manner in which the Penitentiary was
built, in the first place by the
local engineer disregarding the
instruction of the chief engineer,
the building was not erected according to
the plans and specifications, and material
was used contrary to what was laid down
in the contract. He claimed it was the
bounden duty of the Government to dis-
miss such an officer. Hle contended that
it was in the interest of the Government,
and the Province of British Columbia,
that that course should be adopted. H1e
(Mr. Mclnnes) had corne tû the conclu-
sion that either Mr. Pierce was incompe-
tent to fill the position he occupied, or
was on extraordinary good terms with
the contractors. He thought the papeus,
when they were brought down, would
corroborate the whole of the statements
he had made.

MR. TUPPER said he did not intend
to follow the speech made by the hon.
gentleman, further than to say that the
attention of the Government was called
to the defective character of this work,
and there was reason to believe, in fact
the Department had no reason to doubt,
that there was very good evidence of the
defective state of the work. He had di-
rected that measures should be taken to
ascertain exactly where the fault lay, and
to have a thorough examination of the
whole matter, in order that the parties

(COMMON B.] Penitentiary.
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who werQ to blame might be properly thoroughly investigated, and, if it were
lealt witl. The works were, of course, not proven that he had stated the bare
.onstructed at a very remote distance facts, lie would admit that le had been
From the chief architect, who was pri- guilty of committing an outrage on this
marily responsible, and, of course, it was buse and on the public.
extremiely difficult, in the meantime, to Mu. MACKENZIE: I am very sorry
ascertain what was going on. The Gov-
ernment had no reason to doubt that the he lio.
work was of a defective character, and
that there had been a very great want of MR. MeINNES said lie was compara-
care on the part of those directly re- tively a new member, and had only been
sponsible for the due performance of the in the House some twenty-seven days
work. last spring. He had mentioned the mat-

MR. MACKENZIE said lie was never ter last Session, thouglie did net know
more surprised than to hear the state- that le had gene ever the whole ground.

more urprsed tan Me remembered mentioning the subjeet
ment made by the hon. gentleman, be- a
eause he (Mr. Mackenzie) never had any
reason to doubt, from all ho could learn t
from the papers coming from Mr. Pierce, nineteen months since the completion of
that that gentleman was competent and t
honest. That seemed to be the general building should be occupied, and lie lad

tharcterwhih li had Fo hisowncalled the attention of the then Minister
character which he had. iFor his own o ulc Wist h atta
part, he never had the slightest doubt of tPee d o bn a d a omne
Mr. Pierce's competency and honesty. e
If the lon. gentleman's statement was e
correct, some of the parties concerned time. He (Mr. Mackenzie) replied thnt
were liable to prosecution. It was in- thebuilding would be oCcupmd just as
conceivable that such a statement could as was cempleted, and that there
be correct, without implying criminal on a of moneye2pended

negleCt on the part f some one. e did M nnes) called attention to the
not know what the hon. the Minister of fact that the morey was not expende-1
Public Works proposed to do, but if during the year previeus, but that thc
there was nothing more important to de- expenditure been made two years
tain the chief architect, be (Mr. Macken- ad
zie) would suggest that lie be sent there.

ItWa ifici t n wwhtod, ouglit neyer to have been carried into theIt was difficult, to know what to do, un- er1778 -H wolas aytt
less an experienced officer were sent to te bo-. le LalsesaYtla
the spot. It woul4 be far better to do doubtless remenber that lie (Mr.
that than run the risk of not having the
mattertentiry would e occupied, and at the

Ma. TUPPER said lie had directed same time gave notice that ho would
the chief architect to proceed to British move for ail papers relating te the con-
Columbia to investigate this matter per- struction cf the British Columbia Peni-
sonally, at the first moment he could be
spared from his duties here. before the notice ras reached. It will,

therefore, be seen that lie liad done ail lie
MR. McINNES said, in reply to the ceuld te bring the matter before the

lhon. the leader of the Opposition, that lie notice of the liuse last Session.
was not speaking f rom hearsay or from M ANGLIN said lie rememberod
rumour. He was speaking froi actual
knowledge of the facts. From the time r tee briling atten-
the very irst stone was laid in the foun-
dation until the building was completed, occupiod but ho could netrecollect that

ther wa neta wek psse durncithe Ion, gentleman spoke of the cha-rac-there was not a week passed duringteofhemsnywhich he had not been on the ground,
and everything he had stated was strictly MR.McINNES said lie neyer men-
correct. He wanted to have the matter tionod the charactor of the masonry.

89
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MR. BUNSTER said he rose for the
purpose of calling the attention of the
lion. the Minister of Public Works to
the character of the masonry work that
had been executed under the superin-
tendence of the Dominion officials in Brit-
ish Columbia. He knew, from personal
observation, that the remarks of the hon.
member for New Westminster, so far
as the Penitentiary was concerned, were
perfectly correct. The masonry in the
Government buildings in that Pro-
vince was perfectly discreditable, and
a great injustice was done the
Province of British Columbia and the
Dominion, in such work being allowed
to be executed. The post-office at Vic-
toria was built of such miserable stone
that the walls were crumbling to pieces,
and it was a disgrace to that city. This
result was owing to the want of brains
and capacity on the part of the local
officer in charge. The whole of the
buildings erected in that Province by
the Dominion Government were of very
poor construction.

Motion agreed to.

NEWFOUNDLAND CUSTOMS DUTIES.
MOTION FOR CORRESPONDENCE.

Ru. FORTIN moved for copies of ail
correspondence between the Government
of Newfoundland and the Government
of Canada, and between the Government
of Canada and any person whatsoever,
on the subject of the Customs duties
which the Government of Newfoundland
levies on salt, barrels, etc., used in the
fisheries on board Canadian vessels re-
sorting to the coast of Newfoundland, or
that portion of the Labrador coast which
is within the jurisdiction of Newfound-
hand, and in relation to the light dues
levied from our fishing vessels resorting
to the said coasts. He said it had been
stated, inside and outside of the House,
that Canada had been rather unfortunate
in ber commercial relations with foreign
countries. As it was now, they could not
trade with France, Spain, the fdreign
West Indies, Brazil, and other foreign
countries; but it seemed to him that at
least they should be able to have satis-
factory commercial relations with

~the neighbouring colonies. It was
a fact, however, that Canada's

MiR. McTNNEs.

trading relations with the other
colonies were not at all satisfactory,
and had been so for a good many years.
He brought in this motion not only in
his own name, but in the name of many
sufferers in the Province of Quebec and
the Maritime Provinces. When he ex-
plained bis reasons, he had no doubt but
that the Government and this House
would be convinced that measures should
be taken in order to have the grievance
redressed. He was going to speak to
only one part of the motion, that relat-
ing to the lighthouse dues levied on Can-
adian vessels in Newfoundland. The
lighthouses built on each side of the
Strait of Belle Isle, on the coast of New
foundland, and on the coast of Labrador,
which is under the jurisdiction of that
colony, belonged to the Dominion, and
cost nearly a quarter of a million to bauild
them, and their maintenance may reach
the sum. of $20,000 yearly. There were
five lighthouses, one each at Belle Isle,
Forteau, Crane Island, Cape Norman,
ani Point Rich. Besides, Canada contri-
buted to the maintenance of Cape.Race
and Cape Bay lighthouses. - Canadian
vessels, in going to or from Newfound-
land, were compelled to pay light dues
there, whilst Newfoundland vessels were
allowed to enter Canadian waters with-
out paying any light dues. One
would expect that as these light-
houses were maintained by the Cana-
dian Government, that Canadian ves-
sels would be admitted free. But it
was not the case. *They were charged
25c. per ton. If any person doubted
this, he would read a receipt from one of
the collectors on that Island. It was as
follows :

" NEFOUNDLAMD.

" Received of Antoine Joncas, Master of the
Schooner Maria, from Montreal, (burden, per
register, 89 tons) twenty-one dollars and fiftY
cents, on account of light dues.

(Signed), "Wm. P. TAYLOR,
Custom ' Sub-Coetor.

Custom House, Flowers Cove,
" 21st June, 1878."

This was a vessel from Montreal which
happened to go for shelter, in order tO
save the vessel and crew, and the
moment the collector saw her, he COne
pelled the master to pay $21.50. It was
not fair play that Canadian vessels should
be compelled to pay those dues when

Customs .Duties.(COMM ONS.]
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the Dominion Governinent maintained
those lighthouses. The trade relations
of Canada with Newfoundland were not
at all satisfactory. That was not the Na-
tional Policy nor Protection. The case
referred to was that of a vessel of 89
tons. Supposing a Montreal trader of
about 800 tons happened to be caught in
a gale in the Straits of Belle Isle, and
was obliged to make for a port in New-
foundland, she would have to pay $200
for light dues. He did not
intend to speak just now on that
partof hismotion relating to Customs dues
charged'on Canadian fishing vessels that
touched on any part of Labrador, which
was under the jurisdiction of Newfound-
land, as he expected to receive papers
which would illustrate the matter.
Whilst Newfoundland injured Canadian
trade in that way, what had the Do-
minion done ? Canada had admitted
Newfoundland fish free of inspection,
whilst the law compelled fishermen of
this country to get their fish inspected
before selling or exporting it. The New-
foundland fisherman, by paying 2c. per
barrel, could get his fish branded by our
Fish Inspectors, without its beinginspect-
ed, while our fishermen had to pay from
30c. to 60c. to get theirs inspected.
What was the consequence? That their
fish sold as well as ours, and only
paid 2c., while ours paid 30c., and some-
tines more. He did not call that reci-
procity or fair play. He hoped that the
remarks he had made on the* subject
would direct the notice of the Govern-
nent to it, and that they would see that
the grievances of our mariners were
redressed.

M. ROBERTSON (Shelburne) said
that this was a question of considerable im-
portance to Nova Scotia. The hon. mem -
ber for Gaspé had referred to one case of
the charge of excessive light dues. They,
in the Lower Provinces. believed thatwhen
the Canadian Government contributed so
large a share of the cost of lighting the
French shore of Newfoundland, that its
Governmennt had no right to charge
Canadian shipping liglit dues. The bon.
Inember for Gaspé was slightly inaccu-
rate as to the charge on the Dominion
for the lights on the coast of Newfound-
land. Ie (Mr. Robertson) found that
the annual amount paid by the Govern-

ment of the Dominion towp rds the support
of those lights. and the expenses in con-
nection with the fog whistles on that
coast, amounted last year to nearly
$8,000. He could not believe it was
ever contemplated by this Government
that those lights should become a source
of revenue to the Government of New-
foundland. Not only would it be right
for this Government to ask that in
future those duties be not charged, but,
also, that the duties paid should be re-
funded. le had been credibly informed
by a bouse engaged in the Newfoundland
trade, that last year was the first in-
stance in whieh its Government charged
light dues to Canadian vessels entering
ports on the west coast of that island, and
it was a portion of the country, the
ownership of which was even in dispute,
between Newfoundland and the French
Government. He trusted that the re-
marks of the hon. member for Gaspé
would be considered by the Government,
and that at a very early day our people
interested in this trade would receive
some redress.

Mit. TILLEY said that in submitting
the resolution, the other night, relative to
Newfoundland, he was acting after some
communications with the Attorney-Gen-
eral of that Province, and it was dis-
tinctly understood that the arrangement
which was the subject of the negotiations
between the Governments of Newfound-
land and the Dominion, relative to
charges of this kind should be submitted
to our next meeting of Parliament, and
to that of the Legislature of the Island.
The statements made by the mover of
this resolution and the hon. member
opposite (Messrs. Fortin and Roberston)
would certainly engage the attention of
the Government in discussions during the
recess, as would also the remarks respect-
ing the port charges and light dues.

MR. MACKENZIE said that the light-
house at the south end of the island was
practically maintained by Canada, New-
foundland itself paying nothing. A
small tax was levied on ships to pay ex-
penses, but this Government assumed it,
relieving even foreign vessels from the
charge.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.T.) said he
was bringing down the correspondence
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on the subject. fHe quite agreed with
the hon. gentleman as to the great wrong
done the people of Canada by the Gov-
ernment of Newfoundland, in charging
excessive light dues on vessels belonging
to the Dominion, for many of those
lights were maintained at its expense.

MR. MACKENZIE: Only one.

of Canada by the Reciprocity and Free-
trade A ssociation of England, signed by
John Saxton, President, by order of -the
Association. He suggested that it should
be laid on the table.

MR. ANGLIN said it was an innova-
tion to allow a foreign body to address
this House of Commons.

MR. POPE said that, as to the Cape MR. SPEAKER: Last year the
Race light, they had to collect for the House declined to receive a petition be.
British Government ; they did not pay cause it was signed by American citizens,
the amount, some five or six hundred but this is signed by British subjects.
pounds; it was charged against vessels
clearing out of the Dominion. But MR. ANGLIN said it was introducing
several lights on the coast were main- an extraordinary practice, which might
tained at the expense of the )oinion be followed by extraordinary conse-
Government, and vet dues on their ship- quences. If people might address us
ping was charged by the Government of on the subject of trade, they might ad-
Newfoundland. Idress us on any other subject. We did

not permit even our own people to ad-
MR. FORTIN said that, on the north

and west coasts of Newfoundland, all the
lighthouses were built and naitained by
the Government of Canada, and on the
coast of Labrador, the gr2ater part of
which was under thejurisdiction of New-
foundland, lighthouses had been built by
Canada. Newfoundland did not contri-
bute one cent; that was a place where
they charged 25c. on our vessels.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I): I think
the Dominion Government supports and
pays the expenses connected with two or
three fog-whistles.

Motion agreed to.

House adjourned at
Ten minutes after

Eleven o'clock.

H OU SE OF CO M MONS.

Tuesday, 22nd April, 187,9.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

MEMORIALSTÂT ETIFR CMTil, T.

dress us except by petition.

MR. SPEAKER: I. do not know
any procedure that regulates such a
matter. I leave it to the flouse to de-
cide what to do with it.

MR. HIOLTON said he thought Mr.
Speaker was quite riglit in submitting
it to the House. This document was a
mere letter, and, as a matter of Parlia
mentary propriety, lie did not see how
the louse could receive letters unless
they closed with a prayer.

MR. TUPPER : I think it would be
well to let it lie on the table.

INSOLVENT ACTS REPEAL BILL.

(Mr. Colby.)

FIRsT READING.

MR. COLBY introduced a Bill (No.
85) To repeal the Insolvent A.-t of 1875,
and the Acts amending it, and to make
provision for the liquidation of the
estates of insolvent debtors.

Bill read the irst tine.

WAYS AND MEANS.-THE TARIFF.

ADJOURNED DEBATE.

CANADIANS. louse resumed the adjourned debate

REMARKs. on Mr. Tilley's proposed motion fôr con-
currence in item-Wheat flour, 50c. per

MR. SPEAKER presented a memo- barrel. of Resolution 11, relative to duties
riel addressed to the House of Commons of Customs and Excise, reported fro

ME. PoP.
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Committee of Ways and Means, (April
9th) ; and the motion of Mr. Vallée in
amendment thereto, (April 2lst.)

Mi. BERGERON said he had not
intended to speak on the tariff, having
confidence in the Government that in-
troduced it; but after hearing the amend-
ment proposed by the hon. gentleman
from Portneuf, putting wheat and flour
on the free list, he felt it his duty to
explain why he intended to vote against
that amendment. They were here to re-
present the interestsof theirelectors, andif
he asked the hon. the Premier how it was
ihat he was surrounded by such an im-
mense majority, the answer would be that
he had earned that majority in advocat-
ing the National Policy. He might say,
as many other hon. members had said of
themsel ves in years past, that he was the
youngest member in the House, but the
county he had the honour to represent was
one of the principal and oldest counties
of the Dominion of Canada. In his elec-
tion there was no question of Protection
or Free-trade, because the people were
so fond of Protection that a Liberal dared
not put his foot in the county, and his
regretted friend, the late Mr. Cayley, had
been elected by a majority of 800 in favour
of Protection. He would give the rea-
sons why he intended to vote in favour of
the National Policy. During the last
five years a Liberal Administration had
been working for a Free-trade policy, but
the people of the country, although not
very well educated,as had been said by an
hon. memberon theothersideoftbe House,
were stili intelligent,and understood what
was best for their interests, and came
to the decision that the Liberal
Administration was no longer
worthy to conduct the affairs of the
country. Under the late Administration
tbey had seen trade languishing, bank
ruptcies numerous, many of our indus-
tries nearly extinguished, and many of
our workingmen obliged to go to the
States to earn a livelibood. And so
the people on the 17th of September,
defeated the late Government, and re-
turned w this House the immense ma-
Jority of 80 members pledged to Protec-
tion. If we were in favour of Protection,
We must give it a hearty support, and
not a partial support, as the bon. mem-
ber for Portneuf seemed inclined to give

by bis amendment. We must support
the National Policy all through, or go
against it all through. The hon. mem-
ber for Portneuf was opposed to the
duty on wheat and flour, in the supposed
interest of the Province of Quebec, but
what if the members of the Maritime
Provinces should get up and say they
would not vote for a tax on wheat and
flour, and those from Ontario say they
would not vote for a tax on coal, and
those from Manitoba should say they
would not vote for anything else but a
tax on.wheat, where would we be then,
and where would the hon. the Finance
Minister be with bis policy 1 vVe must
not look at this great question solely
from the point of view of our respective
Provinces, but from that of the entire
Dominion. Doubtless this amendment
made by the hon. member for Portneuf,
and supported by the hon. member for
St. Hyacinthe, would afford a fine pre-
text for those gentlemen to go before the
people and say : We voted against the
taxation on wheat and flour. He heard
lis hon. friend fron Quebec East say
"hear! hear !" It was easyto say"hear,
hear," in this House, but the hon. gentle-
man would not feel so confident if he
was before bis constituency, when he,
himself, in the House of Quebec in 1871,
advocated Protection, that is to say, a
tax on foreign wheat and flour, or what we
were advocating now. We must be true
in this louse to the National Policy
and not desert it at this hour. If those
lon. gentlemen replied that they were
advocating cheap food for the poor, he
would say that they were not consistent
with their principles. If they objected
to the duty on wheat and flour, why
were they not also opposed to the tax on
barley, on oats, tools and agricultural
implements 1 They should not tax any-
thing. They should go squarely against
the tariff, just like the hon. memnber for
Quebec East, who would not tax any-
thing He was afraid that some of his
Conservative friends who were sitting on
the Opposition side of the House, had
imbibed some of the principles of the
Liberal party, and were becoming as in-
consistent as the mnembers of that party.
The hon. gentleman from Quebec East
was a great Protectionist once. In
l871, in some of bis eloquent speeches,
he advocated Protection for his native
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country; but sinoe, he had lost those fine
principles by associating with the Free-
trade members on the other side of the
House, it seemed aiso as if scme of the
hon. gentlemen elected as Protectionists
on the 17th of September, had imbibed
some of the Free-trade principles since
they had been sitting on the other side of
the House. He had heard it said by the
opponents of the tariff that it was a sel-
fish policy, that it was contrary to the
interests of Great Britain, and that it
was devised in the interest of a
class merely. He vas surprised to
hear hon. gentlemen speak like that.
He would refer those hon. gentlemen who
a poke in favour of those great Free-trade
principles, which they stated had made
England so great and prosperous, to the
speech of an English statesman, on the
1lth November, 1877, in the London
Times, whose remarks he thought would
have some weight. The folhwing was the
language used by Lord Bateman :

" We cannot close our eyes to the universal
stagnation of trade, whether in the mining,
maritime, or agricultural industries. From
one end of the country to the other there is a
cry of depression. * * * Salaries must go
down, and work must cease under our Free-
trade policy, which has resulted in strikes, the
closing of manufactories, and general distress.* * * We have tried Free-trade, and it has
proved ruinous to us. Why should we persist
in it ?"

These were only a few quotations of a
long speech against the Free-trade policy
of England. This authority said it was
time that England should abandon lier
Free-trade principles. He said : "Look at
France, Germany, the United States;
they all indulged in Protection." When
Free-trade was thus denounced in Eng-
land, it was high tine that Canada, after
the disastrous experience of the past five
years, should adopt a Protective policy.
If there was any one man who must be
glad to be in Opposition, it must certainly
'e the ex-Finance Minister, when lie
looked back at the record of the past five
years, and saw the state into which he
had brought the country. He <Mr.
Bergeron) had the greatest confi-
dence in the present Finance Min-
iater, and felt fie must congratulate
him in having successfully accomplished
the immense work of condensing in one
great National Policy all the wants of
the different Provinces of the Dominion.

MI. BERGERON.

The farmerÉ and the merchants in the
county of Beauharnois were delighted
with the tariff. The price of oats had
gone up five cents a bushel there. There
were in that county large manulactories,
a large cotton manufactory, a paper mill,
which was probably the largest on the
whole continent, and cloth mills. To-
day the wages of the men employed in
those manufactories had been raised.
What did it signify to men if they had
to pay more for bread, if they had
plenty of money to pay for it? Ie had
been talking but a few moments ago to
the hon. member for Quebec East (Mr.
Laurier). He was just like the rest of
them. They were all proud to see the
National Policy. Of course, they had
to vote against it on party grounds, but
in their inmost hearts they were satis-
fied with it. The tax on wheat, lie
might say, lie was opposed to at first
to some extent, but the tax on flour ho
fully agreed to. If the Minister of
Finance thought it wise to impose a
duty on wheat because lie had imposed a
duty on something else in the other
Provinces, which was in their favour in
the Province of Quebec, they were bound
to stand by him. An hon. member from
Manitoba had told him that al] the taxes
were against them, except that on wheat,
still lie supported the National Policy.
Those hon. gentlemen who supported
the amendment said they had promised
their electors not to vote for a tax on
flour and wheat. Well, they had been
imprudent and unwise in making such
promises. He hoped these hon. gentle-
men would come to better sentiments
and vote for the National Policy. He
was sure when lie went back to bis elec-
tors, tley would approve of his course,
because they had asked Protection on
the 17 th September, by 806 votes
of a majority, and that was the sanme
with the great mass of the people of
Canada.

MR. PICKARD said the question had
already been discussed by old politicians
and young politicians, by lawyers and
doctors, and professional politicians.
When lie first heard of the tern National
Policy, he thought it sounded very well,
and had hoped that the Finance Minister
would not forget one Province, but lie
had forgotten New Brunswick, and the
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policy, instead of being a national, was a
sectional one. The chief interests in
New Brunswick were the lumber in-
terest and the shipping interest, at
which this tariff struck a serious blow.
The lumber interest was most important,
and, though depressed,4t still made the
great staple of the exports of St. John to
the markets of the world. The Finance
Minister had told them it was a waning
industry, but no one should know its
value better than he. The city of St.
John, which he represented, would never
have grown to its present position on the
rock but for the lunber and shipping
interest. That hon. gentleman had told
the people the tariff would be so re-
adjusted that all interests would be pro-
tected. He (Mr. Pickard) would ask in
what way the lumbering and shipping
interesta were protected? He agreed
with the opinion of the hon. member for
Queen's (Mr. King), on its evil effect, as
far as the lumber interest was concerned.
The figures of that hon. gentleman had
not been answered by any hon. member.
There was not a lumberman in New
Brunswick, or in the Ottawa Valley,
but must know that this tariff would in-
crease the burdens on that industry.
He asked them to look across the river
here at those piles ot lumber, which had
been lying there for the past four years,
and to consider whether, by increasing
the burden of taxation on lumber, they
would stand a better chance of being re-
moved. He entered his protest against
the imposition of duties on flour, as well
as all the articles which entered into
consumption in the lumber trade, as well
as our various other industries.

Question put, and amendment (Mr. Val-
lée) negatived on the following division:-

VAS :

Anglin
Bain
Béchard
Bolduc
Borden
BoumsSa
Bourbeau
Burk
Burpee (St. John)
Burpee (Sunbury)
Cameron ( 8. Huron)
Cartwright
Casgain
Chandler

essrs.

Charlton
Christie
Cockburn (Muskoka)
Connell
Coupal
Fiset
Fleming
Flynn
Galbraith
Gillies
Gillmor
Gunn
Guthrie
Haddow

Holton
Huntington
Killam
King
Landry
LaRue
Laurier
MacDonnell
Mackenzie
McIsaac
Malouin
Méthot
Mills
Oliver
Olivier
Paterson (S. Brant)
Perrault

Allison
Arkell
Baby
Baker
Bannerman
Benoit
Bergeron
Boultbee
Bowell
Brecken
Brooks
Brown
Bunster
Bunting
Burnham
Cameron (N.
Caron
Cimon
Cockburn (W
Colby
Costigan
Coughlin
Coursol,
Currier
Cuthbert-
Daly
Daoust
Dawson
DeCosmos
Desaulniers
Desjardins
Dewdney
Domville
Doull
Drew
Dubuc
Dugas
Elliott
Ferguson
Fitzsimmons
Fortin
Fulton
Gault
Gigault
Gill
Girouard (J. C
Girouard (Ke
Grandbois
Hackett
Haggart

Pickard
'Rinfret
Robertson (Shelburne)
Rogers
Ross (W. Middlesex)
Rymal
Scriver
Skinner
Smith (Westmoreland)
Snowball
Tellier
Thompson(Haldimand)
Trow
Vallée
Weldon
Yeo.-61

NAYs :

Messrs.
Hay
Hesson
Hilliard
Hooper
Houde
Hurteau
Ives
Jackson
Jones
Keeler
Kilvert
Kranz
Lane
Lantier
Little

Victoria)Longley [P. E.I.)
Macdonald (Kiug's,
Macdonald (Vict., B.C.)

Nthbrld)McDonald (C. Breton)
McDonald (Pictou)
McDonald (Vict., N. S.)
Macmillan
McCallum
McCarthy
McCuaig
McDougall
McInnes
McKay
McLeod
McQuade
McRory
Masson
Massue
Merner
Mongenais
Montplaisir
Mousseau
Muttart
O'Connor
Orton
Ouimet
Patterson (Essex)
Pinsonneault
Platt
Plumb

artier) Pope (Compton)
It, N. B.)Pope (Queen's, P. E. .

Richey
Robinson
Rochester
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Ross (Dundas) Tupper
Rouleau Valin
Routhier Wade
Ryan (Marquette) Wallace (S. Norfolk)
Ryan (Montreal Centre)Wallace (W. York)
Rykert White (Cardwell)
Shaw White (E. Hastings)
Sproule White (N. Renfrew)
Tassé Williams
Thompson (Caritoo) Wright.-121
Tilley

Item agreed to.

On item-Brooins and brushes, 25
per cent. ad valoremn,

MR. TILLEY said the duty was for-
merly 17J per cent. The duty collected
last year was $8,360. It was not an-
ticipated that any additional revenue
would result from that increase ; but it
would increase the manufacture of those
articles.

Item agreed to.

On item-Butter, 4c. per lb.,

MR. CHARLTON said he desired to
enquire whether this duty was imposed
for protective or revenue purposes?

MR. TILLEY: It stands just as it
was before. It was for revenue and
protective purposes both.

Mi. CHARLTON said he wished to
observe that there was no better illus-
tration of the absurdity of imposing a
duty on any article of which a surplus
was exported, than this duty on butter.
As the hon. the Finance Minister stated,
this duty was the same as before, he
would like to know whether, in conse-
quence of this duty being enforced, he
supposed that butter would sell for one
farthing per pound more than without
any duty 1 Canada exported last year
13,006,6261b., and imported 111,557
lb., mostly into Manitoba and British
Columbia. The price of butter was re-
gulated last year, as it was this year, by
the price of the market where the sur-
plus butter was sold. Consequently,
the imposition of 4c. per lb. had no
effect whatever upon the price of butter
in Canada. Neither would the imposi-
tion of such duties have any effect on
the price of wheat, oats, barley, peas,
rye, nor upon the price of any other
agricultural product, of which this coun-

try bad a surplus for exportation. This
showed the utter fallacy of the agriil-
tural protection afforded by the hon.
gentlemen opposite.

MR. MILLS sal he had some letters
from bis constituents calling his attention
to the fact that the price of butter had
ranged as low as * eight cents a pound
during the last twelve nionths, also to
the fact that the present price of pork
was not at a paying figure; that the Gov-
ernment had promised the fariers better
prices ; and that the present A dministra-
tion said that they were not flies on the
wheel, but that they were prepared to
legislate in such a way as to give good
prices where there were poor prices be-
fore, and that they were going to make
all classes of people prosperous by Act of
Parliament. The farmers were now
specially anxious that the hon. gentle-
men on the Treasury benches-those
great medicine men who were going to
work such a beneficial revolution in the
industrial condition of the country-
should provide a remedy for the present
condition of things. They said they
wanted not simply a protective duty
that would result in nothing, but such
legislation as would give them higher
prices for their butter and pork-those
two depressed industries of the country.
The latter industry, he would, no doubt,
have an opportunity of speaking about
by-and-bye. The hon. gentlemen on the
Government side, occupied their seats for
the express purpose of usefully affecting
the markets, by causing good prices to
prevail where now the prices were low.
The people wanted this remedy submit-
ted. Hon. gentlemen should now bring
forward those magie measures which
wero to produce such magnificent 'results.

MR. ANGLIN said that the farmers
of King's County, and other counties in
the Province of New Brunswick, long
obtained high prices for their butter in
the market of the city of St. John, but,
of late yea.rs, enormous quantities of
butter, some of inferior quality, had been
brought down from the Upper Provinces,
and prices had been reduced to such a
degree that the farmers scarcely caredý to
make any more butter in those counties.
They were dissatisfied with the prices
they obtained, and they wished to be
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protected against the competition of the of butter, could be brought in from the
Upper Provinces. 1 American side of the line, free of duty.

MR. FLEMING said he would like to
call the attention of the hon. the Minis-
ter of Finance to the fact that he and bis

îolleagues promised to attend to every de-
pressed industry in the country. No
industry had suffered more during the
last two years than the butter industry.
There had been millioas of dollars lost to
the country on account of this depression.
Instead of additional protection to aid
that industry, additional burdens had
been put upon it ; for example, the duty
put on seed corn used for growing green
fodder for feeding purposes, and also by
the duty on English dairy salt. We had
been competing with the Americans in
the English market, and had been de-
feated in the contest. He asked if it
was fair to make Canadian dairymen
compete with the people of the United
States, and, et the same time, impose
these additional burdens upon them ?
It was a most unfair and unjust course.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said he desired
to call the attention of the Finance
Minister to a complaint which was made
on the part of certain parties now
engaged in the establishment of cream-
eries for the manufacture of butter. He
was told that there were a great many
persons engaged in this industry on both
sides of the line, and adjacent to it, and
those people desired it to be made known
to the Minister of Finance the great in-
jury it would be to them if milk were
not allowed to be brought in free to the
creameries on both sides of the line for
the manufacture of butter. He merely
mentioned the matter for the considera-
tion of the Government. It was very
desirable to give every encouragement to
the manufacture of butter, which pro-
mised to be a valuable article of export.
He thought that the Customs regulations
could be so arranged as to allow the
article of milk to corne in free for the
purpose of being nanufactured into
butter on each side of the boundary line.

MR. SCRIVER said that he had
received similar representations from two
or three creameries established in bis
county, under circumstances referred to,
whose proprietors deserved to have it so
arranged that milk, for the manufacture

MR. TILLEY said the hon. member
for Stanstead (Mr. Colby) and other bon.
members had called the attention of the
Government to the matter, and it was
under the consideration of the Minister
of Customs, who would make such ar-
rangements by which these matters could
be conducted without any violation of
the law. Some of these parties were
interested in property lying on both sides
of the line, and held farms half in the
United States and half in the Dominion
of Canada. No doubt means would be
adopted to arrange this matter asisatis-
factorily as possible.

Item agreed to.

On itemi-Candles, parafine wax, bc.
per lb.,

MR. TILLEY said this proposed to
increase the duty on parafine wax to 25
per cent. Formerly it paid 17 per
cent., and yielded a duty of $81,546.
As it was very probable that a large
portion of the dAudles formerly imported
would be manufactured from Canadian
parafine wax, he did not count upon any
increased duties.

MR. MACKENZIE : What do you
consider the duty on parafine,-the per
cent.

MR. TILLEY said it was 5c. a pound,
which was about 30 per cent.

MR. MACKENZIE: The
tallow.

MR. TILLEY : le. per ILb.
30 per cent. also.

sanie on

That was

Item agreed to.

On item--Carriages, waggons, railway
cars and carnages, sleighs, wheelbarrows,
and other like articles, 30 per cent. ad
valoren,

MR. CARTWRIGHT asked what was
the total quantities, if the hon. 'gentle-
man could estimate them, of all these
articles. They knew what was brought
in under the head of carriagfs, etc., but
there were a good many which came in
under the name of the unenumerated
list.
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Ma. TILLEY g5id lie did not think
many came in under the unenumerated
list. The duties collected last year on
these articles, as near as could be esti-
mated, was $14,952.

MR. CARTWRIGHT: That referred
to carriages alone.

MR. TILLEY said there were very
few other articles that came under that
class. The duty was increased from 17J
to 30 per cent., and the Goverament did
not estimate any increase of revenue from
that source. It was expected that the
increased manufacture of these articles of
the Dominion would leave the duty at
probably $16,000 or $17,000, an increase
not worth making any reference to.

Ma. MACKENZIE asked what ar-
rangements had been arrived at with
respect to railway stock, upon such roads
as the Great Western, Grand Trunk, and
Canada Southern, starting from Chicago
and going on to New York. Were they
to be made liable to a duty if built in
a foreign country? As the hon. gentle-
man was aware, there was a matter in
dispute some time ago as, to the manner
of levying this duty, as the railway com-
panies claimed that it was impossible for
them to continue business unless there
was some mutual concession on both sides
of the line.

Ma. TILLEY said there had been no
new arrangement that he knew of. As
early as 1859. when railway communica-
tion was established with the- United
States, it became apparent that some ar-
rangement should be made by which
locomotives and cars connected with
them should pass from Canada into the
United States, and vice versa. Ac-
cordingly, an Order in Council te that
effect was passed, and had continued up
to the present time. There was no new ar-
rangement necessary in that respect. He
did not think that was what the hon.
gentleman referred to. If lie referred to
a company on this side sending into the
United States to bave locomotives manu-
factured there, for the use of the con-
pany in the Dominion, those locomo-
tives would be subject to dutv.

Mp. MACKENZIE said that fre-
quently carriages were hitched on to
a train at Detroit, taken over the bridge,

Ma. CAKTWRIGNT.

through to New York and left there.
Now half of those carriages miglit have
been built in the United States and half
in Canada, and he knew the question
had arisen whether all carriages used by
the Great Western Company, upon the
road of the Company, if built in the
States, were subject to be seized for
duty ; whether, in other words, the
officers were supposed to follow each
carriage and ascertain where it had
been built, and whether it was doing
work in Canadian territory only, or oc-
casionally passing through.

Ma. TILLEY said there had been no
change in the tariff in that respect.

MR. OLIVER said Le would draw the
attention of the hon. the Finance Minis-
ter to the statement lie had heard within
the last day or two that American agents
on the border had been pointing out to
settlers going into Manitoba that all ar-
ticles used for agricultural purposes were
much lower on the American side than
in Manitoba ; and it had been stated that
settlers, when they went into that Prov-
ince, found ont that the statement made
by American agents was correet. It was
stated that a set of agricultural imple-
ments cost from $100 to $150 more than
they did on the American side, and that,
in consequence of that difference, parties
who had. gone in there with the intention
of settling Lad left that Province and
settled in Dakotali and Minnesota. The
bonus of settlement, equality of soil and
regulations with respect to settlement
were the same on the American side as
upon the Canadian side, and the difference
in cost of agricultural implements had
induced numbers of people to settle on
the American side.

Ma. TILLEY said the information
had not reached him; but he doubted,
supposing such were the case, that it
would prevent euigrants from going into
the country. They found that thousands
were passing through that section of the
country, and going ,to the North-West.
As regarded their obtaining lands on pre-
cisely the same ternis, Le thought he had
seen in the Toronto Globe a standing ad-
vertisement stating that land could be
got in the United States for from* $2 to
$5 per acre, whereas it could be obtained
in the North-West upon very different
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terms indeed. Therefore, under the cir-
cumstances, and notwithstanding the
great advantages which those persons ex-
perienced, according to the information
the Government had, tens of thousands
would probably go into that country this
year, glad to get a home under such
favourable prospects.

MR. WHITE (Cardwell) said he was
quite sure that a great many people
would be reassured by the statement of
the member for North Oxford (Mr. Oli-
ver). Th3y had heard, for a long time,
of the enormous taxation that this tariff
was to bring on the people of this coun-
try, and now they heard the complaint
that, notwithstanding the American
tariff on agricultural implements
and all the materials entering
into their manufacture, was much
higher than the Canadian, the American
article was sold much cheaper, and that
that was to become a factor in determin-
ing the direction of emigration.

Mu. CARTWRIGHT said the hon.
gentleman who had just spoken had for-
gotten that emigrants had to freight their
agricultural implements from Ontario,
nearly 2,000 miles, the cost of which had
a great deal more to do with the purchases
in the States than any other circum-
stance.

MP. OLIVER said he did not wish to
complain of the arrangement in M mitoba,
but to call the attention of the Finance
Minister to a statement made to him by a
gentleman from that Province, who saw,
himself, a large number of emigrants
return from Winnipeg, to settle in Da-
kotah and Minnesota. He understood
the arrangement with regard to settle-
ment was the same as that on the Cana-
dian side; the soil and climate, alse,
were much the same. If his information
was correct, any arrangement that could
be made by the Finance Minister to
retain emigrants in Manitoba would be
worthy of consideration.

MR. CASEY said he would like to
know whether a duty would be levied on
locomotives owned in Canada, repaired
in the States, and brought here again for
use. He asked this question on account
of a rumour that the Canada Southern
Railway, which had its headquarters in
St. Thomas, intended, in future, to have

their locomotives repaired iwBuffalo. If
those repairs were made subject to duty,
it would retain the work here.

MR. PATERSON (South Brant)
said that the bon. member for Càrd-
well, instead of drawing the deduc-
tion he had, might learn a useful
lesson from the duty on agricultural.
implements. They were very much
higher in the United States than in Can-
ada, and when people would deliber-
ately settle there, because they could
buy certain articles cheaper than under
our tariff, it would be seen how onerous
it was.

MR. BOWELL said that the arrange-
ments in reference to this matter would
be precisely the same as during the last
five years, with this difference: it was
the determination of the Government,
instead of allowing the Canada Southern
and other railways, which had their boats
and cars in transit, repaired in the Unit-
ed States, and all such work done there
without charging a duty, to endeavour
to collect one hereafter. At present, if
an AmerLan vessel received $10 worth
of repairs in Canada, she was charged a
duty on it the moment she touched the
American shore. It was the intention
of the Canadian Government to carry
out the same principle in return. It
would be the same with cars and engines
repaired in the States for use in Canada.
There were flat cars and passenger cars
of American build, in regard to which
the practice had been to allow them to
pass through Canada. That would still
be.. permitted; but those brought into
Canada exclusively for use, would
be subjected to duty as would also their
repairs.

MR. CASEY said it was rumoured
that, as the Canada Southern and New
York Central roads were under the same
control, it was intended to have the en-
gines of the Canadian roads re-marked as
New York Central engines.

MR. BOWELL said that for years
past engines passing from the one coun-
try to the other, also passenger, freight
and flat cars used for carrying freight,
had not paid duty in either country ;
that was a mutual arrangement. But it
was the intention to collect in future not
only duty on repairs, but to make the
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roads that had the advantage of then for
the last five years pay what they owed.

MR. A NG LIN said that, on Canadian
roads connected with United States
lines, cars and locomotives came and
went continually. Was there any means
of ascertaining that one of these coming
into this country was to be used perman-
ently? What was meant by the pro-
-vision respecting cars built in this coun-
try, when they ran to the frontier and
connected with railroads beyond the
frontier ?

Mn. TILLEY said there was no diffi-
culty in the matter. For instance, with
regard to the European and North
American Railroad connecting New
Brunswick with the United States, any
cars helonging to it coming into New
Brunswick would not be meddled with ;
but if the Western Extension Company
were to import cars and locomotives from
Portland. they would be subject to the
duty. Rolling stock belonging to New
Brunswick, and of the line owned by
English capitalists, passing backwards
and forwards, would not be affected by
the duty. They knew very well the
rolling stock owned by a company, and
it could easily be marked.

MR. MILLS said would it not be
possible for one company to use the mark
of another company ? In this way
American cars might be used in Canada
to an indefinite extent. They had no
means of determining the ownership.
'The cars of any one company ran all
over the continent, and United States
cars were used to a very much larger ex-
tent in Canada than those of Canadian
companies. He did not see how the
hon. gentleman was going to enforce the
pay ment of this tax, in which he saw no
propriety.

MR. McCALLUM said lie saw no
difficulty in enforcing this tax, which
had alwavs been enforced before. The
same law Lhat was applicable to a loco-
motive was applicable to a steamboat.
If a boat from the United States, in any
foreign port, met with an accident, she
would bave to pay no duty on the re-
pairs effected to enable lier to get back to
that country ; but if she went abroad for
the purpose of repairs, she would pay
17 per cent. on the cost. It was thesane

Mn. BOWELL.

thing with locomotives or cars repaired
abroad, to enable them to return home.
He did not consider this Government
would charge duty on such repairs. But
they should charge that rate on repairs
made under other circumstances, thesame
as the Americans charged in our case.

Item agreed to.

On item- Cement, raw, or in stone
from the quarry, $1 per ton of 13 cubic
feet,

MR. MACKENZIE said there must be
some mistake in the duties ; there was no
such thing as raw cement, and to charge
$1 per ton on stone that made the
cement, was absurd. There was 128ft.
in a cord of stone, and the duty would
be $10 per cord on it, which was simply
prohibitory, as it was three times its
pi ice. If they were to have any mills
on the frontier grinding cement, they
ought to bave the raw material, the
stone, brought in at a very small rate.
In one place 40c. per barrel was charged.
Now the barrel held nearly 300
pounds. That would make 22c. in one
place and 40c. in the other.

Mi. TILLEY said that these rates
were for the purpose of the practical ex-
clusion of the foreign article. The Am-
ericans on our frontier had been manu-
facturing cement, and bringing it in in
an unground condition; it was brought
in to be ground here. They bad plenty
of stone in different parts of the Domin-
ion for this cement, and several estab-
lishments for grinding the burnt and
unground article. The American estab-
lishments competed with ours. The 40c.
per barrel included the barrel also, and
the cement, Portland or Roman, which
was imported altogether, and not manu-
factured here, was used for the construc-
tion of buildings and left on the 20 per
cent. list. The whole duty collected on
cement was $10,000 last year. He did
not expect the duty would much incrAase
the revenue, but it would transfer the
manufacture of cement, burut and un-

ground, from the United States to the
Dominion. The only increase in revenue
they expected was from the 2j per cent.
on the Portland or Roman cement lm-
ported.

Item agreed to.
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On item-Cheese, 3c. per lb.,

Mn. CHARLTON said this item
afforded another illustration of the effi-
ciency of the agricultural protection, or
rather of the miserable humbug palmed
on the agricultural community of Onta-
rio during the late election. This duty
on cheese, like that on butter, had never
produced any effect as regards raising the
value of cheese in the Canadian market,
for the simple reason that, as in the case
of butter, the country had always a large
surplus to export. Last year the export
of cheese reached 38,054,0001b., and
the inports 88,4341b., more than half
of which was used in Manitoba and Brit-
ish Columbia. They would find the
price of cheese manufactured in Western
Ontario, and the price of that made in the
States, were, within a fraction, the same.
The prices which governed these articles
for the two countries was the price in
England. We were continually export-
ing cheese to England, and in conse-
quence of that, the English price govern-
ed the price in Canada. These two
articles, butter and cheese, demonstrated
satisfactorily the utter absurdity of pro-
posing to benefit the agricultural classes
of the Dominion, by the imposition of
any duty, upori any article that was ex-
ported in excess of the imports. In the
light of these facts gentlemen on the
Government benches stood convicted of
the fact of having use:i arguments that
were fallacious in the hist general elec-
tion.

R. WA LL A CE (South Norfolk) said
the hon. gentleman (Mr. Charlton)
knew well that before the duty was im-
posed on cheese, we importedit nearly all
from the United States, and that the im-
Position of this duty created the cheese
manufacture. As to the price of cheese
in this country being regulated by the
price in England, lie denied it. The
price in the English market was regulat-
ed by the production of cheese in the
countries of the world where cheese was
rmade. Competition between the sellers
of cheese was what governed the price
of that commodity. It was just as
absurd to say the English market regu-
lated the price of wheat, or cheese, or
any other article, as to say the barometer
regulated the weather. The Englishman

having to buy these articles looked
around through the countries of the
world where they were produced, and
purchased where they could get them the
cheapest.

MR. JONES said the duty was first
placed upon cheese in 1865. At that
time we imported from the United States
nearly all the cheese used in Canada. In
every corner grocery you could see cheese
which had been imported from the
United States. A fter a duty of 4c.
per lb. was put on cheese, then coma-
menced the manufacture in this country.
He remembered well that a Mr. George
Morton, in bis countv, was almost the
first man in the country to start that
business. Mr. Morton wrote to him in
1865, asking him to rideavour to put a
duty on cheese, so that its manufacture
might be started in this country. And
what was the result of the duty th-n im-
posed? Now, instead of importing a
large amount from the United States, we
exported lastyear a surplus of 3P,000,000
pounds of our own manufacture. We
iinported for our own use some bS,000
pounds of cheese, from England princi-
pally. He thought the farniers under-
stood this question pretty well. All
they wanted was our own market, since
we could manufacture all the butter and
cheese we wanted at home. The Opposi-
tion said it was a humbug to put a dutyon
these farm products, but the farmers of
this country knew that it was not a
humbug, and they stated so clearly at the
last election, by turning out the Mac-
kenzie-Cartwright Free-trade Adminis-
tration.

MR. OLIVER said lie wished to draw
the attention of the hon. the Finance
Minister to a subject which had been dis-
cussed by the dairymen of bis county.
Before doing so he would like to state
that whether the price in England regu-
lated the price here or not, was a matter
which had been decided long before this.
The bon. the Finance Minister would
admit that the price in England, where
the surpius was consumed, regulated the
price in the country of production. He
(Mr. Tilley) lad acknowiedged that, and
surely he was a higher authority than
either the member for South Norfolk
or himself.
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MR. TILLEY :1 said in England or
the United States.

Ma. OLIVER said every writer
on political economy had decided
the question in the same way.
The hon. gentleman from South Leeds
stated that the voters decided that ques-
tion on the 17th September. If they
understood in the hon. gentleman's
county that there was no duty on butter
and cheese, he had not been doing his
duty toward them. The duty on butter and
cheese had not been changed under the new
tariff, it was the same as before. He
(Mr. Oliver) had been in a good *many
counties and he had not found a single far-
mer who did not understand that there
was a duty on butter and cheese. We
already liad a protection of three cents on
the one and four cents on the other.
Did that increase the price of butter to
the farmers ? Tf it did not where was
the benefit of Protection ? Where was
the benefit of protecting this butter if it
did not go into the farmers' pockets.
Look at the other side of the line where
wheat and oats were pretected, one by
ten cents a bushel and the other
by 20c. Did Protection increase the
price of those articles to the American
farmer ? If it did not, and if Protection
on wheat and butter did not put more
money-into the pockets of the farmers,
what was the use of Protection at all ?
St was all a fallacy. If we raised more
than we consumed, the surplus must
regulate the price of the whole. This
principle was acknowledged by the Fi-
nance Minister himself, and, notwith-
standing lie was the promoter of this
tariff, lie (Mr. Oliver) was willing to
take his opinion before that of a great
many on the other side of the Bouse.
He wished to draw the attention of the
Finance Minister to the fact that while'
he was giving Protection to the cheese
manufacturer, lie was increasing the cost
of the cotton bands for cheese. During
the last year or two the profit had been
small enough without making it smaller.
The duty on bands had been increased to
65 per cent. Nearly a million yards of
cotton were used in the manufacture of
cheese as bands ; that cotton laid down
ia Canada cost two cents per yard, and
the one cent per yard duty upon it, and
the 15 per cent. ad valorern, raised the

ME. OLVE.

price of cotton by 65 per cent. Then the
price of salt was also increased. The
question he wished to ask the hon. the
Finance Minister was this : As the
cheese industry was a young and strug-
gling industry, would not the hon. the
Finance Minister allow the farmers a
drawback on these two articles ?

Mn. TILLEY : Certainly, any cotton
wrapped on the cheese exported will be a
drawback.

Mn. WHITE (East Hastings) said he
could not see why the hon. gentlemen
from North Oxford and North Norfolk
held a different view now than they did
last year, as there had been a duty on
these articles for several years past. He
was manufacturing cheese in two fac-
tories; last year they bought cotton for
2,400 cheese at 51c. per yard. This
year, a week or two ago, an agent came
and ofiered him the sanie article for 4¾c.
Consequently, the duty had not hurt the
cheese makers. The different factories
used from 12 to 15 barrels of salt per
year, which were bought last year for a
dollar per barrel, and which they had
bought at the sane price this year. A
great many parties that manufacture
butter do not take sufficient pains to
make a first class article. Take the
creameries, where they manufacture a first
class article, and they got a good price
for it. As for the article of salt, it was
as cheap as it was last year, and they could
purchase cotton cheaper.

Mn. OLIVER said the cotton the hon.
gentleman spoke of, was not the cotton
he (Mr. Oliver) meant at all. The cot-
ton he meant was that for cheese band-
ages, which cost from 2c. to 21-c. per yard,
and not 4c. or 5c.

Mn. RESSON said the cotton spoken
of by the hon. gentleman from North
Oxford cost three half-pence per yard
in England, and could not be obtained in
this country for 9c. per yard. Hon.
gentlemen who now objected to the 5
per cent. duty on cheese, were quite
willing to accept that duty five years
ago, when the tariff was revised. That
industry has, however, gone on steadily
increasing ; in fact, there was no indus-
try in the country so marked in its pro-
gress as the cheese manufacture. H1e
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believed protection of all our Canadian
industries would have a similar effect.

Mi. MACKENZIE said the hon.
gentleman from East Hastings had stat-
ed that cotton had been offered him for
4¾c. per yard ; if he got it for that price,
with the additional duty of 1 per cent.,
he either got it for a cent less than it was
worth, or the man who sold it to him
must have been selling it for less than it
cost. The fact was not disputed that the
duty was higher, and that was what was
complained of. The price might vary
from year to year. It might this year
be lower, even with the additional duty,
but still a duty was imposed on that par-
ticular article, and the cheese-makers bad
some reason to complain. It was no
matter what price he purchased it at, it
was a cent dearer than it would other-
wise have been in consequence of this
duty.

MR. WHITE (East Hastings) said in
the United States they manufactured
what was known as skimmed-milk
cheese, but in this country they did not
do so. Years ago this cheese came in to
compete with our cheese, and had hurt
the market in this country. As far as
the bandage cloth was concerned, "suffi-
cient unto the day is the evil thereof ;"
if we could buy it cheaper this year than
last, we had no right to complain.

Mit. PATERSON (South Brant) said
the point made by certain bon. gentle-
men on this (the Opposition) side of the
House was this : 'lbey were told that this
tariff was the fulfilment of promises
made to the people, and that it was to
give encouragement to depressed indus-
tries. Now, hon. gentlemen supporting
the Government knew quite well that
the cheese industry was in a more de-
pressed condition now than t had been
at any previous time. The reason given
by those hon. gentlemen to the farmers
was that it was because Mr. 1ackenzie
and others were in power. Those. hon.
gentlemen were here to-day, not one of
them rising in his place and demanding
increased protection for this struggling
industry, but every one of them were
voting extra duty upon atcles used in
its manufacture. The hon. nember for
South Leeds said that the farmers of
this country understood the question on

the 17th September ; -he could tell
that hon. gentleman that they knew a
great deal more about this question now
than they did last September ; they
would know also that on one of the arti-
cles on which it was at all possible to
give protection, this Government had
failed to do it. When the hon. member
for Stanstead made his very able speech
on the wool question, be pointed out that
the wool growing industry would be
utterly ruined, unless there was a duty
on wool. Hon. gentlemen cheered that
sentiment, and they also cheered the
sentiment this Session, that there would
be no duty on wool. They had attained
power through these promises, and bad a
right to do what they said they would do,
and give protection to the cheese indus-
try and raise the price of that article. It
was no use for them to say they could
not raise the price of cheese. They could
do it, and that without adopting a prin-
ciple more iniquitous than the one they
had adopted already. They could raise
the price of cheese by buying up all there
was in this country, and holding it at a
higher price. That proposition was not
one iota more ridiculous than the whole
ground on which they were proceeding,
in reference to this tariff. He agreed
with the hon. member for North Nor-
folk, (Mr. Oliver) that tbere were no two
items which showed the utter fallacy of
putting taxes on barley, oats, wheat, rye,
and other articles more than the duty
which for yearshad been imposed on butter
and cheese. That duty was utterly im-
potent to raise the price of these articles
one iota, because we had a surplus which
we exported, and the prices obtained for
which regulated the prices here, irres-
pective of the duty.

MR. TILLEY said, if ion. gentlemen
on his side of the House wisbed for any
evidence beyond what they already had,
as to the justice and the wisdom
of the proposition now before the
Ho use, and of the tariff gen-
erally, they would have it in the feeling
manifested by hon. gentlemen opposite.
lad the Governent submitted a propo-
sition which could not be sustained, in-
stead of indulging in angry declamation,
those hon. gentlemen would have beamed
with delight, but it was because it was
so equitable and just that they were so
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terribly annoyed and excited. What
was the fact 1 This was one of the
articles, which, in examining the list,
the Government thought was amply and
sufficiently protected. One would sup-
pose, from the speech of the hon. gentle-
man whobad just takenhisseat, and others
that this duty was a perfect outrage.
If such was the case, why was it allowed to
remain on the Statute-book for five years,
during the term they were in office? If
it did not increase the price of the
article, why was the duty allowed to
remain there? His bon. friend from
Brant censured the Government because
they had not increased the duty on but-
ter from four cents, and on cheese from
three cents upwards. To-day those
duties averaged something like forty per
cent. on the value. WTas not that suf-
ficient?

Mn. PATERSON : No.

MaR. TILLEY: There was something
like eighty per cent. on parafine oil, and
200 per cent. on crude oil. Those the
Government did not disturb. While
these hon. gentlemen said forty per cent.
was not sufficient, they wanted to create
a feeling in a portion of the country that
their interests were being neglected.
These duties, when compared with those
on other agricultural articles, would be
found equal to, if not above the great pro-
portion of duty imposed on other articles.
Last year $4,462 was collected from but-
ter, notwithstanding the low price, and
$2,653 was collected on cheese, notwith-
standing its low price. The disappoint-
ment felt by hon. gentlemen opposite
was due to their consciousness that the
proposition was a just one.

MR. MILLS said the Opposition did
not complain that a higher tax was not
imposed on butter or cheese, but simply
pointed out the fact that the representa-
tions of the Finance Minister were not
likely to be verified. Those two articles
were put forward as an evidence that the
tax on an article of which we produced a
surplus could not in any way protect the
producers. The hon. gentleman knew
that the price of butter and cheese would
depend on the market in which our sur-
plus production vas sold. There was a
larger tax imposed in the United States,
and yet the prices there ranged as low as,

MR. TILLEY.

or lower than here ; so that legislation
of this sort would not increase the prices.
Why did the hon. gentleman not make
an honest attempt to fulfil his promises ?
He did not say he was going to impose
further restrictions on articles which
came into competition with those we
produced, but that he vas going to adopt
such a legislative policy as would secure
good prices and a home market. This
proposition was not a fulfilment of that
pledge. Hon. gentlemen opposite had
told the farmers that the reason they did
not get higher prices for their butter and
cheese was because the necessary legis-
lation vas not had. Was the hon. the
Minister of Custons the fly on the wheel
in this matter ? He called on the hon.
Minister to propound a policy which
would give the farming population betteir
prices for their butter and cheese. This
was simply a re-enactment of the old
tariff.

Mr. BOWELL said, so far as his sec-
tion of the country was concerned, these
two aiticles were given as an illustration
of what a Protective duty had accomplish-
ed in the interest of the farmer. In
every instance it was pointed out that,
since a duty of three cents per pound
had been imposed on cheese, its produc-
tion in this country had marvellously in-
creased. In 1860 when cheese was ad-
mitted free, we exported but $3,000
worth, and in 1867, after the duty was
imposed, we exported to the value of
$193,544, of which, however, $8,'14
vas the value of American cheese ship-
ped in bond. The exportation of Cana-
dian cheese last year, amounted in value
to no less thari $3,997,000, showing that
the increase in the production had been
marvellous since the imposition of the
duty. The argument used against the
late Government, in discussing these
items, was that had the same policy been
pursued upon all other articles as had
been followed in reference to cheese,
the production of those other articles
would bave increased in like ratio, and
the stagnation of trade in the country
have been averted to a very great degree.

MR. FLEMING said he rose to cor-
rect a statement made by the Finance
Minister that he (Mr. Fleming) was in
favour of higher duties on butter and
cheese. No ; that would do no good.
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He would prefer that the duties were
taken off, they served no purpose, un-
less to furnish manufacturers with a
plea for increased Protection for them-
selves. Protection to the farmer was
nothing but a bait held out with the
view of placing him in a position where
he could not consistently oppose the
nanufacturer'sdemand. This was the case
in the United States ; the American
farmers had been fooled into this kind
of Protection. What benefits did they
get from the duty put on Canadian
wheat I While these were his own sen-
timents, he (Mr. Fleming) had a per-
fect right to ask hon. gentlemen oppo-
site to be consistent with their own
professions. They professed to be able
by increased Protection to give assis-
tance to the depressed industries of the
country. The butter and cheese indus-
tries were depressed industries, but there
was no increased Protection for them.
The hon. mernber for South Norfolk
(Mr. Wallace) claimed that the in-
creased duty put upon cheese a few years
ago caused the erection of the cheese
factories in the country. What was
wanted now in the butter trade was the
erection of butter factories. If the hon.
gentlenan's argument was good, he ought
to advocate an increased duty on butter.
That industry now was in the same
condition the cheese industry was in
a few years ago. UJnless great improve-
ment were made in the manufacture of
Canadian butter, it would be swept out
of the English market as an article of
table use. The only remedy was the
creamery system, as in the United States.
Instead of the present policy being
favourable to that systemu, it placed ob-
stacles in the way. The agriculturists
of the country were beginniûg to open
their eyes to the false promises made to
them, by means of which hon. gentle-
men opposite had got into power. The
farner was beginning to see that he had
been simply used as a cat's-paw to
pull the nuts out of the fire.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said he wanted
to call the attention of the hon. the Min-
iter of Custoins to a ,fact in accordance
with his own argument. When there was
no dutY on butter, butter was 20c. a
Pound. Now the average price of butter
1wajs 10c. a pound. It was necessary,

90

therefore, in accordance with the hon.
gentleman's argument, that they should
go back to the old times, in order to
make butter worth 2 0c. a pound. The
hon. member for South Leeds (Mr.
Jones) had said there were no manufac-
turers of cheese in the country in timed
gone by. ile (Mr. Cartwright) appealed
to every hon. gentleman if every far-
mers' wife in the country was not en-
gaged more or less in the manufacture of
cheese. The introduction of the factory
system of making cheese into the United
States undoubtedly preceded the intro-
duction of the system into Canada a
short time. For a short time there was
an importation of factory cheese into
Canada, but the moment the Canadians
woke ap and understood what the Am-
ericans were about, they commenced
making factory cheese for themselves.
They afterwards became competitors
with the Aniericans in English markets,
as they would have done whether there
had been a duty of 3c. or $3 oi cheese.
They wanted the application of the same
principle of drawbacks which was so
liberally extended to other manufactur-
ers, applied to the manufacture of cheese.
They required a drawback on the ban-
dages, the increased cost of the manufac-
turing implements, and other things
which entered into the manufacture of
cheese. It was only by granting this
that hon. geattlemen could really promote
the interests of the farmers of Canada.

MR. BOWELL : Will the hon. gen-
tleman inform me what articles are im-
ported that are used in the manufacture
of cheese ?

MR. CARtWRIGHT said the band-
ages were imported, and the cost of
manufacture was increased by the in-
creased cost of the various articles used
in the manufacture of it.

MR. ALLISON said he had an ex-
tract from a speech of the hon. member
for Centre Huron, which he would read
to the House. Speaking, no doubt, with
an eye to the approaching Ontario elec-
tions, he said:

4 The working man above all will feel the
heavy duties. The price of farm produce will
rise. and he must pay the increase. His loaf
will be all the dearer, and his pockets so much
the lighter."
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MR. CARTWRIGHT: Where did
you find that? The hon. gentlema4 has
put in my mouth words I did not use.
It is a dishonest and disingenuous trick.

Ma. ALLISON said he thought he
would be able to remind the hon. gentle-
man of the occasion on which he made
the statement.

Mu. TILLEY said, with reference to
the article that appeared in the London
Times, referred to by the hon. member
for Centre Huron, he had no doubt
it was inserted by some emissary
or friend of the hon. gentleman.
When he submitted a proposition
for the consideration of Parliament,
it was not a question with him as
to what they would say in England in
reference to it, but what the people of
Canada would say in reference to it.

Item agreed to.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.

On item-Clocks, and parts thereof,
35 per cent. ad valorem,

MR. CARTWRIGHT said this, he
presumed, was a prohibitory duty. He
could not, however, see any sort of use
in imposing this tariff for the %ake of one
or'two paltry manufactories.

Mi. TILLEY said the amount of duty
received last year on clocks was $12,263,
and it was estimated that this duty would
give an increase of $5,000. There were
some manufactories in te country,
the principal one being at Hamilton.
This tariff would, no doubt, increase the
production of that establishment, and
probably might lead to the establishment
of others.

Mi. CARTWRIGHT : That is, the
public will be charged $12,000, and the
additional revenue wilbe $5,000.

MR. TILLEY said the price would
not be increased. He had a statement
in his hand which said that Canada-made
clocks were sold wholesale at New York
prices. Mr. George Lee said: ' "We
have made no advance in price since the
duty went on, and we do not intend to."

MR. ALLISON.

Hon. gentlemen would see that it was
not intended to increase the price.

MAR. CARTWRIGHT: Where will
you get your additional revenue !

MR. TILLEY: From the importa-
tion.

Mn. MACKENZIE: That will not
continue.

Item agreed to.

On item-Coal, anthracite and bitu-
minous, 50c. per ton of 2,0001b.,

MR. TILLßY said, as he had stated
before, the amount of anthracite coal
imported last year was 406,971 tons,
bituminous 487,827, making a total of
-94,798. It was estimated there would
be imported, on which duty would be
paid, next year-this was an approxi-
mate estimate, and the actual importa-
tion might be over or under-350,000
tons of anthracite coal, producing
$175,000; and 290,000 tons of bitumin-
ous, producing $100,000, making a total
revenue of $275,000. Then he estimated
that the output of our own mines would
amount to 340,000 tons or 345,000 tons.

Ma. MACKENZIE: Will the hon.
gentleman tell us where this output is to
go to ?

MR. TILLEY said it would go to the
different parts of the Dominion. le
could not tell exactly where it would be
placed.

Ma. MACKENZIE: Then it is a
mere guess ?

MAR. TILLEY said it was an approxi-
mate estimate, . but he was satis-
fied it *ould not be very
much out of the way notwithstanding.
Untnder this proposition, Nova Scotia coal
would be brought to the western part of
the Dominion.

Ma. MACKENZIE: How far west?

Ma. TILLEY said he had no doubt a
large portion of Nova Scotia coal would
reach Toronto. There was no doubt,
whatever, that it would be supplied to
all the small towns this side of Belleville,
certainly to Montreal, and Montreal
would be enabled to supply a portion as
far as Toronto. Perhaps there snight be
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a certain portion of English coal which
would come to Nova Scotia. He thought
last year there was about 120,000 tons,
and, no doubt, a portion of that would
still come out, buti not more than half.

eMR. MACKENZIE said that British
coal was brought chiefly as ballast, on
ships unable to find a cargo of general
goods, and everything which took away
cargoes from vessels coming to Canadian
ports raised the price of freights going
from those ports. And, depressed as the
lumber trade was, it would be still more
depressed, as the price of freights would
have to be raised to compensate for the
tax on vessels coming to Canada. One
hundred and twenty thousand tons of
coal would furnish ballast for at least
150 vessels, probably'200, and, if this tax
were carried out, it would injure the trade
of the country precisely to that extent.
One of the greatest difficulties shipowners
had to contend with was in getting re-
turn freight. Vessels going to New
York necessarily had a much better
port than vessels coming to Montreal.

An HON. MEMBER: They do
not bring any coal back.

MR. MA CKENZIE said they brought
a great deal of general goods. They had
a vast population at the end of their
route-which this country had not-
with a city containing, with its suburbs,
nearly a million and a-half of people,
with a large and populous country to the
West, and they brought a vast amount of
various classes of goods that Canadian
vessels could not bring. There would
be a very much larger amount of freight
outward-bound if it were possible to
obtain freight for Canadian vessels re-
turnig home. They would be obliged
to carry gravel and other ballast which
cost a great deal of labour in loading and
unloading,, having to go to out-of-the-
way places to unload. The Government
'as deliberately imposing a tax upon
'vessels which brought coal, in order,
apparently, to make freigbts dearer
On outward - bound vessels than
thev were now. That was one
Of the evil effects of the policy of
the hon. gentlemen opposite. He would
not take up the time of the House in
denouncing, as he might denounce, the
tax imnposed as an unjust one, as one

which discriminated against one part of
the country, apparently for the bene-
fit of another-although he denied that
it would materially benefit any part.
It was simply an enormous tax raised
from articles of prime necessity, and
would to that extent increase tbe bur-
dens of all those who had to use coal,
and that was pretty much every one in
the western cities of Canada, at least.
He had only to enter his protest against
the duty altogether, as one that was un-
justifiable, and, as far as British coal
was concerned, one that was not only
unjustifiable, but mischievous, and more
far-extending in its results than even
the tax on that which came to Ontario.

Mn. TUPPER said an ounce of
fact was worth a pound of theory. He
would read, for the information of the
hon. gentleman who had just taken bis
seat, what he hoped would satisfy that
hon. gentleman that the fears expressed
by him that this duty would not possi-
bly promote the great coal mining indus-
try of this country were without founda-
tion, and that the Government had every
reason to believe that beneficial
results would flow from this tariff. Mr.
Dobson, a member of the Board of Trade
of Cape Breton, who had been interest-
ing himself in this question, and who
lad furnished a very large amount of in-
formation in a compact form for the
Government and the country, had just
sent the following telogram to liis bon.
friend the nember for Cape Breton (Mr.
McDonald). The telegram was dated
the 22nd April, 1879, from Montreal:

" We are competing with Americans for
supplying gas coal at Port Hope, Belleville, To-
ronto and Hamilton, but by quotations
reeeived by Adams, this morning, afraid Am-
ericans will take the markets unless Govern-
ment makes rebate of canal tolis. Prompt
action necessary."

The hon. gentleman (Mr. Mackenzie)
knew what a slight sacrifice it would be
on the part of the Government to rebate
the canal tolls which, otherwise, would
be collected.

iGas companies making contracts for the
season. Tell Doull fifty thousand tons con-

racted for here from Pictou, against twenty-
five thousand this time last year. We have
contracts for twenty thousand from Cape
Breton, against fLfteen last year. Expect ten
thousand more, and, with rebate of tolls, may
get twenty-five more. Much depends on
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prompt action. I want to leave . t9 wn thii
afternoon, but will wait your reply. Di
your best, it is a dead struggle at Wester
points, Americans are coming down in prices.'

The hon. gentleman would, therefore, see
not as a matter of theory or opinion
what had been the effect upon the con
tracts actually made with the mini
owners in Cape Breton and Pictou. Hi
was quite certain that tht, hon. gentle
man, with that patriotic desire which ai
hon. members of this louse ought t
feel for everything that promoted a grea,
national industry-for coaI mining was
great industry-would feel that the Gov
ernment had every reason to be very
much encouraged by the evidence af
forded by this telegram of the beneficia.
effect of the imposition of this compara
tively small duty. He knew that it was
the opinion of a very large number o
members of this House, especially a large
number representing the Province oi
Ontario, that the Government would
have attained their object completely and
effectually by the imposition of a duty
of 75c. a ton. Ihe evidence of the
largest coal importers in the city of To-
ronto went to show that 75c. a ton would
not only tend to develop the whole of the
coal mines of Nova Scotia, by giving
them, to a large extent, the markets of
Ontario, but that it would be further ac-
complished by the competition that would
be induced between those mines and the
American mines. The hon. gentleman
knew that, owing to the condition of the
labour market in the United States,
American coal had been selling at very
low prices for the last two or three
years. The hon. gentleman knew that,
if the prices of coal were to return to the
point at which they were a few years
ago--as there was reason to believe,
from the imuproved condition of trade
and business and the industries of the
United States, that they would-the
moment there wasareturntotheprices that
existed a few years ago, the coal of Nova
Scotia, with a slight Protection, would
be able to compete successfully in the
markets of Ontario with American coal.
That was a result that every hon. gen-
tieman in the House ought to view with
the greatest possible satisfaction. He
(Mr. Tupper) believed that the smuall
Protection afforded in this direction
would he a thousand times repaid to

Ma. TUPPEK.

s all parties who would in the least degree.
o suffer by it, if the prices of coal were
n slightly increased in consequence of that

duty ; but he believed that would not
be the case. He believed tnat the
duty of 75e. per ton, imposed by the

-Arnerican Governnient, on coals going iii
there, and by which the coai nuining in-
dustrv of Nova Seotia lad been l)aralysed,

-by being shut out of that market, would
ibe rernoved, in consequence of the impo-
)su ion of the Canadian duty. Every hon.
tgentleman knew that thnt duty of 75e. a
Lton on Canadian coal going into the mar-
kets of the United States was imposed
for the purpose ofprotecting American coal1

-owners agairust the competitien of Cana-
Idian coal, and the moment that the cea1
-mine owners of Pennsyl vania found Can-

ada adopting, similar measures, whielt
~they would tind were going to stimulate
Canadian. indus try, and te dispiace thc
poroduets of their mines in Car-ada, it
would become Éheir interest te renhove
their duty of 75 per cent., and] the duty
on the Canadian Statute-book wouild be a
deelaration that, the moment they reduced

*their duty upon the coals of the Doinin-
ion, the moment tbey rcturned to the
ntural and ratienal principle that pire-
vailed before the imposition of
thnt duty, they knew that Canada
would take off this dnty on
American ceai coming into Ontario,
and the Americans would tieni have tie
liberty of supplyingr titis country to thc,
extent of 700,000 tons, the quantity
that wu" used per annum. during the last
two, or three years. The A mericans
knew that the effeet of this duty wotild,,
to a slight extent, increase the cost of
ceai to a ceruain portion of the Dominion,
but that Canada would have the be-nefit
ef the quantity of American coal displaced
by our ovn, and that it would be of im-
mense benefit to the trade and business
the country, increase the revenue, and
stimulate Canadian industry. They
knew, also, tbat the country would have
the benefit of the $3,000,000 in gold
that was sent out of this country, but
which; under this tariff, would remain ini
Canada for the purpose of prooeoting
w.palti and carrying on Lhe busineesg ot
the country. The fact that the most IRi-
fluential men in this country, intetesfrd

e h

in the purchase of ceai, andth
great body of the ceai consumers, uJ)OU1
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whom this tax would fall, if it was paid pay an increased price, coal was
in the form of revenue-the fact that sold cheaper thau at any previous tinie.
those parties were prepared to He helieved that the effect of this duty
sustain and adopt a policy im- would ho to get free coal. But even if it
posing this slight duty to protect did not affect the markets to any consid-
this great industry was the best evidence erable extent, it would so increase the car-
that the fears of the hon. member for rying trade between the Maritime Pro-
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) as to the bad vinces and the Upper Provinces that it
results of this duty, were not well found- would provide cheap goods in both direc-
ed. He (NIr. Tupper) believed that the tions. Another point in relation io this
effect of this policy would be to give free industry was that over $12,000,000 in
coal tQ both the United States and capital had be-n already invested in de-
Canada at a very early date. The whole veloping the coal mines in Nova Scotia.
object of the imposition of the duby on It was well known to persons acquainted
the part -of the United States would fail with the mtter that, just in proportion
to the ground the moment Canada as the coal mine was enabled to work up
adopted a policy similar to theirs. Then to its capacity, the cost of putting coal at
the natural result would follow that the the pits mouth was lessened. The peo-
coal mines of Nova Scotia'would supply pie of New Brunswick, for instance,
the Atlantic States, and the coal mines were told that they would bave to pay
of the United States would supply coals an increased pnice for coul. He denied
to Toronto and the western portions of h. Coal wouîd be purchased more
Canada. The result would be, also, that cheaply in New Brunswick with a duty
the industry which had been paralysed of fifty cents, than if there were no duty.
by the imposition of this duty on the The miners would be able to put out
pait of our American nieighbours, would their coul cheaper when they were en-
be again revived and brought into a pros- couraged to enlarge their operations.
perous condition. The coal mines of Suppose a coul mine had a capacity of
Nova Scotia, ir. which there was some- putting out I00,000 tons per armum.
thing like $12,000,000 of British and whereas it now only put ont 30,O0
Canadian capital, must soon be des- tons. The cost of management would be
troyed, unless some means were nearly as much for the latter as for the
adopted by which this great Canadian former quantity, but the aggregate profit
industry was to have such fair consider- on the larger quantity would enable the
ation at the hands of the Parliament of miners to dispose of it at a less price.
this country as every great industry was The cost of producing the article itself
entitled to, and it was the desire of this would be considerably decrased when
Government to give it such considera- the miners were enabled to extend their
tion. He did not believe that there was operations. He believed that, taken in
any feature of the policy of the Govern- connection with the reduced cost of trans-
ment, in relation to the Protection of porting freight both ways between Nova
Canadian industries, which, when pro- Seotia and Upper Provinces, would give
perly understood, would be more thor- a great stimulus to this industry. The
lJughly sustained by the people, than cost of carnage, in consequence of pro-
their policy in reference to this matter. viding for freight in both directions,
The hon: member for Lambton (Mr. would also be reduced, so that there
Mackenzie) had spoken about the effect would scarcely be any increase in the
on the importation of coal from Great cost of coal to the consument. fe might
Britain. He (Mr. Tupper) would say, add that the largesf, the Most energetic
Without hesitation, if they had to choose and ab]est merchants m Toronto had had
between fostering Canadian and British their attention dnawn to this subject,
industries, that they should foster Cana- and they had practically tested the ques-
dian industries. The hon. gentleman tion whether this c,>uld not be made a
ought to know that, during the year that fuir and legitimate industry between the
a duty of 50c. a ton was imposed on coal swo Provinces. The Minister of Justice
COing into Canada, so far from the had just handed him a copy of the Té-
People of Montreal and of the whole of ronto Mail, of Friday lut, which con-
t"he Province of Quebec, having te tained the following gratifying state-

ment :
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" Nov Scomn Ce&.-Messrs. W. H. How-
land & Co. have received several sample car
loads of coal from their mines at Springhill,
Nova Scotia. The burning qualities of the
coal were fully tested in the Mail office yes-
terday, the engineer giving it as his opinion
that the grade was equal, if not superior, to
the best imported from America. Messrs.
Howland & Co. state that they can lay this
coal down in Toronto at the same price as that
paid for the American article, the return cars
carrying back to the Maritime Provinces ship-
ments of flour. For house purposes this coal
is on a par with that mined in Peunsylvania.
Some doubt having been expressed that cars
bringing coal from the Maritime Provinces
could not be cleaned sufficient to ensure stor-
ing flour for the return trip, this was found,
on examination, to be unfounded, not a vestige
of coal dust being observable, Messrs. J. & G.
Keith, of the Toronto Fuel Association, have
undertaken to place the coal upon the market,
and, so far, have met with gratifying success."

One of the most prominent coal dealers
in Toronto bore testimony before a Com-
mittee of this House, two years ago, that
he himself had imported several cargoes
from Nova Scotia, and he found he could
obtain 50c. a ton more for Nova Scotia
coal than for the best coal he could ob-
tain from the United States. So we
should not only have the benefit of the
imposition of a small duty, but we would
have the advantage of using an article
superior-certainly equal- to anything
that could come into competition with it
from abroad. He believed the House
would have been better satisfied if this
duty had been placed at 75c. a ton, and
he was afraid they had made a mistake
in not having adopted that duty. Able
and extensive coal dealers in Toronto,
who had gone carefully into the calcula-
tion were satisfied that a duty of 75e.
would undoubtedly produce a keen com-
petition in the markets of Ontario be-
tween the Nova Scotia and the best
American coal, and he had every
reason to believe that, in that com-
petition, the Nova Scotia coal would
not come out second best. He would
say again that the obvious effect of this
policy upon that great indnstry would be
such as that this House could congratu-
late itself upon the success of the ex-
periment.

Ma. BROWN said that as he was in
that business himself, he wculd make a
few remarks. It was au experiment
they were about to try, and it would be
tried at the expense of Ontario. They

Mn. TUPPER.

might put the duty at $1.50 a ton, but
the people of Ontario would still Lave to
import American coal. Ie had tried the
Nova Scotia coal and found it at least
25 or 30 per cent. inferior to the Ameri-
can coal. As to shipment of coal to
Toronto, experience heretofore had not
been favourable. He did not think they
could bring coal from Nova Scotia in
large quantities unless by water. It
would not do to return flour and wheat
in coal vessels, and they would have to
find some other kind of freight for the
return trip. The only coal they could
use in all branches of man ufacture where
the smelting of iron was going on was
the anthracite coal from Pennsvl-
vania. It was also used in bakeries
on account of its not smoking. That
kind of coal could not be introddced fron
any other place except from Pennsyl-
vania, and that coal ought to be exempt-
ed from a duty. If they taxed anthracite
coal, it was compellng the consumer to
pay that amount more than was necessary
without benefitting the people of Nova
Scotia one iota. He recollected when
the Americans shut down on us in coal
some time ago, they had a great deal
of difficulty in Ontano to procure the
right quality of coal for the use of their
factonies and smelting works. They had
to bring it from Nova Scotia and Wales,
and from England. As soon as that
restriction was taken off, Amenican coal
again flowed freely and cheaply into the
country. The Government proposed to
put not only a duty on coal, but likewise
on other articles used in the manufacture
of iron, which would amount altogether
to a heavy tax, and he did not see where
the people of Nova Sceotia were going to
derive the benefit from it. He sincerely
hoped that in the interest of the manu-
facturers of Ontario, anthracite coal
would be allowed to come in free ; if not,
they would only have to pay that much
more for it.

Mn. DOULL said that, as a shipowner,
he would like to say, in answer to the
hon. member for Lambton, that, instead
of a duty on imported coal injuring the
shipping, he.was of opinion it was goig
to benefit the shipping. Large quanti-
ties of coal were now carried ont to
porta in Quebec by vessels coming out foi
cargoes, and they tookit as ballast. The-
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cost of its transportation in this way was
consequently very little, still they had a
margin of profit. But when they put 50c.
on coal lie thought that would des-
troy the margin of profit, and vessels
coming out would take ordinary ballast
instead of coal ballast. If the 50c.
would give us an increased market in the
Dominion of Canada instead of injuring
the shipping, it would benefit them for
this reason : If a vessel of 300 tons took
a ballast of 300 tons of coal
at 50c. a ton, it would only be $150.
They would now, instead of taking a bal-
last of coal, take ordinary ballast, and
take coal at the port of Sydney at from
$1.50 to $1.'5, to Quebec and Montreal.
A vessel of 800 tons would carry at
least 1,200 tons of coal; that would give
lier $1,800 for freight, instead of $150.
Therefore, he contended that, instead of
its being an injury to the shipping, it
would be a very material benefit. He
regretted exceedingly that the Govern-
ment had not given them a duty on im-
ported coal that would secure for them
the whole market of the Dominion. He
believed that fifty cents would give them
the larger part of Quebec, but if they
had seventy-five cents duty they would

to the coal of the United States.
He (Mr. Doull) denied that, and lie
would refer him for proof to the report
of a Special Committee appointed by
the late House to -inquire into that
matter. That report stated that
the Nova Scotia coal was equal
to any of the bituminous coal
that came from the United States,
except that which came from one or two
mines. That hon. gentleman (Mr.
Brown) was opposed to a duty on coal,
but he was willing to have a duty on
flour and wheat. This was a kind of
one-sided Protection that lie did not be-
lieve in. If we were going to protect only
one industry in the country, then we were
not going to have the Protection which
the country desired. He always under-
stood that the policy of the party in power
was to protect all the industries in the
country. That hon. gentleman had also
stated that coal could not be carried in
grain vessels. He had had a littie ex-
perience in that matter, and had carried
both coal, and flour, and grain in the
same vessel. That was done now by all
the vessels in the trade, between coal
ports and grain ports.

obtain the market of the whole Domin- Mn. JONES said it was not a ques-
ion, without increasing the price of coal tion whether the coal of Nova Scotia
to the consumers either of Quebec or of was equal to the coal of the United
Ontario. States. The hon, gentleman from West

Mn. MACKENZIE : It lias increased Hastings complained of the quality of
already.Nova Scotia cou]. A feiv years aoalready.

that gentleman voted for the plac-
MR. DOULL said .it might have ing of a duty on coal, but, being

increased, but in a short time, when they a manufacturer, and usina antlira-
had obtained the market, the price would cite coal, he had changed his views, and
go down gradually, and utmtl h90 low grdualyandultiniately the now desired that it should corne into
price to the consumers in Ontario and Canada duty free. In the South Riding of
Quebec would be no more than it was Leeds they were nostly an agrîcuitural
at the present time. people, but they had a few manufactures,

An HoN. MEMBER: How could and in Gananoque, where lie resided,
that be ? they imported about 3,000 tons of

anthracite coal a year. Hie, himself, used
MR. DOULL said, as he said before, if from 300 to 400 tons a year- lie had le-

they put out more coal they could afford to fore paid a duty of 5Oc. a ton on coal and
sell it for lessthanat present. Besidesthat, did not feel it, and lis constituents were
if they had a guarantee of obtaining the ready te pay that duty again, feeling
markets of Ontario they would put on a that this give-and-take policy vou1d
elass of vessels that would carry the eoal build up the industries of this country,
directly from the mines to the ports on give werk te the mechanic and labourer.
the lakes at a less rate of freight than make a good market for our farm pro-
they carried it at now. The hon. mem- ducts, and tend to cerent this Confed-
ber for West Hastings said that theccai eration fron thc Atlantic to the Pacific.

SCotia was 25 per cent. inferior His constituents were perfectly willinrg
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to accept this tarif; which was not really
a Protective, but more a revenue tariff,
affording incidental Protection. For the
best interests of this country, he fully
supported it. As to the duty of 50c. a
ton on coal, it was justified by the Ameri-
can duty of 75c. charged on Canadian
coal. This policy was needed to produce
the requisite revenue to make up the
deficits we had had for the last four
years. This proposed Canadian tarif
would probably average a duty of 20 per
cent. ail round ; it could not be called a
Protective tariff, when compared .with
the United States tariff, which would
average at least 45 per cent. '] herefore,
he held that the proposed Canadian tariff
vas a revenue tariff, but so adjusted as to

assist ail our industries. It was in the
direction of Protection, and the duties on
goods manufactured in this country would
not be lessened; but upon the necessaries
of life, such as tea, sugar, coffee, tobacco,
etc., the duties would be lessened should
we raise more ievenue than was required.
He felt that this policy was for the best
interests of the country, and would, there-
fore, cheerfully support it.

MR. FLEMING said that the hon. the
Minister of Public Works had statedthat
in 1870, when the duty was 50c. a ton
on coal, its price was not increased to the
people of Quebec. A return brought down
to the House of Commons showed that
the quantity of coal and coke carried to
Quebec, from the 7th April to the 30th
December, 1870, was 180,641 tons, the
duty paid on which was $93,820. Now,
if that duty was paid, how did it come
that the price was not raised ?

Mn. CASGRAIN said that coal came
to Quebec in ballast in large quantities,
ships that carried it coming there for
timber. Therefore they bought their
coal very cheap. Mr. Speaker would
remember that, when the duty of
50c. a ton was imposed on coal a few
years ago, it affected the trade of Quebec
by compelling every passenger from that
city to Montreal and back to pay an ad-
ditional tax of one dollar or 50c. more on
the fare each way. He did not see why
they should protect so much the interest
of the Lower Provinces to the detriment
of Que>ec. That city and Province was
placed between two fires by this tarif-
the coal lire burning over their heads

MR. JONES.

and the duty on flour threatening to
starve them to death. That was 1he
kind of Protection they got. He desired
to enter his protest against th3 duty on
coal as he did against that on four, be-
lieving the people of Quebec and the
shipping interest of Quebec were with
him.

MR. CHARLTON said he found by
looking at the Trade and Navigation Re-
turns, that the total importation of coal
into Canada last year was 863,061 tons,
of which 406,971 were anthracite, and
456,090 bituminous coal. Of that quan-
tity there was imported into Ontario
266,432 tons of anthracite and 321,980
tons of bituminous coal, or a total of
588,412 against 277,749 for the rest, of
the Dominion. The Minister of Public
Works read them. a telegram a few
minutes ago stating that the sale of
Nova Scotia coal in Montreal this year
was to exceed that of last- year by
10,000 tons, and that with the remission
of canal tolls, and other favourable cir-
cumstances, had some hopes of selling
20,000 tons more fu rther west. For thepur-
pose then of conferring that degree of
benefit on the Nova Scotia mine owners,
they were to have 266,432 tons of anth-
racite coal imported into Ontario, which
could not be replaced by any other, and a
great part of the 321,000 tons of bitum-
inous coal brought into that Province
taxe 1 50c. a ton. This sacrifice was to
be inflicted in order to sell not more than
50,000 tons more of Nova Scotia coal.
Any. policy more absurd could scarcely
be conceived. The Great Western Rail-
way of Ontario consumed 60,000 tons
annually, wbich must come from the
United States, and this duty would in-
crease its working expenses $30,000 per
annum; that loss would be made up, not
by adding to the through freights, for it
was engaged in a keen competition with
America lines, and was obliged to accept
the now prevailing rates, but by an addi-
tional assessment on the local freight, to
be paid by the people living along the
line. The same was the case with the
Canada Southern, which would have to
pay about $20,000 additional for eoal,
which would have to be assessed 011
its local business ; and the saufe with
the Western division of the 'Grand
Trunk, between Buffalo, Detroit- and
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Goderich. Their transportation lines
would be similarlv atected. The Beatty
Line of steamers running between Col-
iingwood and Thunder Bay and Duluth,
would have to pay $350 to $400 a week
in addition to the present cost of fuel, in
consequence of this duty. They were
Competing with American lines, and
would be hampered and injured by this
policy in that competition. The tariff
was a two-edged sword which eut in
every direction to the detriment of Can-
adiao interests. He saw no reason for
anticipating a rise in the price of coal in
the United States, but rather a decrease.
In fact there had been a heavy decrease
during the last four or five months, and
this duty stepped in to deprive the Can-
adian consumer of all benefit lie would
otherwise have derived from that de-
crease. Of all the absurd features of
this tarifi, the imposition of the duty on
coal, and especially on anthracite, was
the most absurd.

MR. HESSON said he represented a
Riding very far west, that must have a
deep interest in this matter. He was
sure that, if the coal tax fell heavily on
aiy place, it would on his constituency.
Ile had no idea that Nova Scotia coal
would reach the county of Perth for a
long time to come, unless the produc-
tion and competition would be so great
as to enable producers and shippers to
forward it to them at a cheaper rate than
was niow possible. He should feel con-
siderable anxiety about that duty, al-
though he represented a town and
(ounty largely interested in the con-
sumption of coal. He, himself, being a
director of a gas company which con-
sumed about 700 tons in the year, apart
from the large quantity used at the Grand
Trunk establishment'; he, if anybody,
should have felt some hesitation in vot-
ing for a tax on coal. But he could
face that responsibility with a great deal
of confidence, for the reason that the
Finance Minister had come down with a
snaller duty than lie (Mr. Hesson) had
expected ; and he had told his electors
that he expected to be called on to vote
for 75 c. a ton. He felt he was entirely
Justified in supporting this duty, and he
would go further and say that, for the
sake of consolidating the great interests
of both East and West, it should be car-

ried. The question was not whether
Nova Scotia, but whether the entire Do-
minion should be benefitted. This was
a question of give and take, and, if the
Lower Provinces should pay a duty on
wheat and flour, the West in turn should
reasonably be expected to reciprocate
by a duty on coal. If bis hon. friend
opposite proposed an amendment hostile
to the duty, he (Mr. Hesson) would
stand by it, and defy him to go into bis
Riding and say he was not justified in
voting for, it. It was discussed every-
where in that Riding, and he had stated
that, in order to get the Eastern Pro-
vinces to join the Western in this great
scheme of Protection, they would be
called on to support a duty of 75c. on
coal, to which they had responded by
sending him here. He thouight their
friends from Nova Scotia were reason-
able in their demands, and felt perfectly
justified in supporting this duty.

MR. VALIN said, as a shipbuilder, he
was interested in obtaining coal at as
cheap a rate as possible, but in many
cases they took cargoes of coal in
Sydney, and took them'to Quebec with a
better freight than from Liverpool,
owing to the Atlantic passage, and thus
far they were able to take a larger cargo
to the port at Quebec and Montreal,
and he believed that this duty, by giving
an impetus to coal mining in Nova
Scotia, would create a serious competition
with the coal from. England and the
States, which would tend to materially
reduce the price. As far as the interests
of the agricultural population of Quebec
were concerned, it would be an advantage
to them that the energies of the people
of Nova Scotia should be directed in the
channel of the mining industries, and
thus open a market for the oats and
other produce of Quebec. Only yester-
day he went to the office of the gas com-
pany here, and asked the President the
rate of freight on coal from Sydney to
Montreal, and bis reply was that it was
brought through, all rail, from Sydney
to Toronto for $9 per ton. H e (Mr.
Valin) had been offered English coal at
a cheaper rate than Lower Province
coal could be laid down here.

Mi. McCALLUM said he felt it bis
duty to make a remark in reply to the
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hon. member foWèNofth Norfolk. The
hon. gentleman stated that the local
freights in the Province of Ontario would
be charged with the extra price which
the coal would cost to the railway.
Would no portion of that coal be expend-
ed on the through traffic at all ; was it
all going to be charged to the local
freights? He could tell the hon. mem-
ber that this duty would help the
farmers. There was a good deal of wood
in Ontario, and the farmers there, in
many cases, had been selling their wood
for little or nothing; but this duty
would enable them to get a higher price
than they could before. Although he
was a consumer of coal, he was perfectly
satisfied with this duty, and was sure it
would meet with the approbation of the
people of Ontario.

MR. PATERSON (South Brant) said,
with reference to the prediction of the
Minister of Public Works, the Opposi-
tion would rejoice if the effect of this
duty would be to develop, in any degree,
the coal interests of Nova Scotia. But
what he rose to point out was, with re-
ference to the duties on flour and coal,
which were set the one against the other,
that there was nothing to prevent the
people of the Maritime Provinces from
developing the flour industry in those
Provinces; but it was impossible to
develop the coal industry in On-
tario, no matter what duty might be
imposed. A coal mine could not be
developed where noue existed. Apart
from that, a great injustice done was the
imposition of a duty on anthracite coal,
which could not be produced in Nova
Scotia, and was therefore a direct tax,
the injurious effect of which would be
felt in almost every branch of commerce
in Ontario. 404,000 tons of anthracite
coal were imported from the United
States last year, and 404,000 tons would
have to be imported this year, so that
the people of Ontario, to a large extent,
and the people of Quebec to a limited
extent, would be taxed $202,000 on this
article alone. It could not be called a
revenue tax, for it was a local, sectional
tax, and must arouse animosity in the
minds of the people who had to pay it.
If even coal and flour were set one
against the other, the Finance Minister
was not justified in including anthraeite

MR. MCOALLUM.

with his bituminous coal. A groat point
was made by the hon. member for North
Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) against even the
tax on bituminous coal ; that it would
advance the rates of freight on out rail-
ways. That advance meant an increase
of freight on the products of this country
and a consequent diminution of the pro-
fits to the producer. le would not
assume that the Finance Minister was so
insensible to any argument from the Op-
position side of the House that he would
not see the injustice of this tax, particu-
larly with reference to anthracite coal.

MR. ROBINSON said, as he had voted
for the resolution last year to impose a
tax of 75c. on coal, and as he had been
unfairly attacked during the late cam-
paign on account of that vote, and as he
was perfectly willing now to vote a 75c.
duty on coal, he would anake a few re-
marks on the question. When his vote
had been cast up against him, he cited
the evidence that was offered to the Goal
Committee two years ago, and proved to
his constituents the justice of the 'vote.
The evidence taken before that Commit-
tee, and given by experts, by respectable
men in the coal business in the city 4 f
Toronto, proved that the Nova Scotia
coal was superior, generally speaking, to
that imported from Ohio and Pennsyl-
vania. A few cargoes of Nova
Scotia coal had been imported to To-
ronto, the result of which proved that
consumers in Toronto would willingly
pay 50c. to $1 higher for Novg Scotia
coal than for Ohio or Pennsylvania coal.
This duty would encourage trade between
the Lower Provinces and Ontario. Ac-
cording to the speeches of Sir Alex. Galt
and Sir Francis Bincks, at the time of
Oonfederation, it was evident that these
Provinces were not confederated for the
purpose of looking at each other. It was
intended that business should be trans-
acted between them. Taking the year
in which the largest quantity of
coal was turned out in Nova
Scotia (1873), the output was something
over 1,000,000, and 3,672 vessels, in-
cluding 468 steamers, were engaged in
carrying that coal. These vessels were
manned by some 22,000 seamen. Thee
figures proved the immense importance
of encouraging this industry. The .capi-
tal actually employed in working the
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mines to this extent would probably be
$15,000,000 or $20,000,000, but the
money employed in current expenditure,
in the shipping and general business of
the people engaged in the transfer of
this 1,000,000 tons, would be about
$5,000,000. This was according to the
testimony of skilled men, who had given
this subject their serious consideration.
He was willing that a duty should be
imposed which would revive this indus-
try so that it would equal the operations
of 1873.

MR. MACKENZIE: Is the hon.

gentleman interested in any coal mines?

MR. ROBINSON said he was slightly
interested, and so was his hon. friend in-
terested in business in Ontario. His
lion. friend had been engaged in the
petrolium and coal-oil business. But this
question of personal interest had nothing
to do with the argument as to the dimen-
sions of the trale. It might be stated
that the coal had to be carried too great a
distance, the distance between Toronto
and Pictou, to become profitable. Was
it not true that Great Britain supplied
Cuba with coal, although she could ob-
tain a supply nearer home from the
States? Great Britain also supplied, to a
a very great extent, as the hon. gentle-
muan himself had pointed out, San
Francisco. Did these facts militato,
against, or in favour of this 75c. duty on
coal, and the encouragement of a busi-
ness such as this ? It was a matter of
fact, that the Kingston Gas Works had
taken a third of their supply from New-
castle during the past three years. He
had heard it stated here that 4,500 tons
of coal was consumed in Ottawa last
year, from Sydney or Pictou, and 4,500
froln the United States. These facts
proved that there was a great chance of
improving this business. Another fact
which had been mentioned by his hon.
friend was that, in order to engage in
this business at a greater profit, a line of
ships would have to be established for
that purpose. Only two or three years
ago a line of steamships had been estab-
lished, running from Philadelphia to
Blaltimore, Portland and New York, in
the coast trade. These ships carried a
ton of coal 800 miles at 56c, a ton. If
they could carry coal at that rate, why
should we not show the same cnterprise,

and compete successfully with the coal
from the United States I

MR. MACKENZIE said his reason
for asking the hon member for West
Toronto the question he did was
that lie was at that moment
taking credit for disinterested and
patriotic action as an Ontario mem-
ber. He was willing to have Ontario
taxed in order that some benefit might
be reaped by the coal owners. It was
this assumption of patriotism that in-
duced him to ask the hou. gentleman if
le was not a coal owner himself. He
(Mr. Mackenzie) knew lie waýs from his
own former statements. le (Mr. Mac-
kenzie) did not think the hon. gentleman
was quite the man, upon these statements,
to talk about the patriotic feelings of the
Ontario people, and he was not quite
sure that, if the matter was put to a vote,
the hon. gentleman would have a right
to vote on it at all. There was another
point he desired to call the attention of the
House to, and it was this : He would like
to ask the hon. gentleman whether,
when he was before the electors, lie did
not say that there was no intention of
taxing anthracite coal.

MR. ROBINSON said he was very
glad to have an opportunity of answering
his hon. friend, although lie thought the
hon. gentleman had departed entirely
from parliamentary usage in asking him
what he was or what he was not engaged
in. lf lie turned round to his Nova
Sceotia friends, and asked them if they
were engaged in the coal business, of
c'urse they would say " yes." Did the
hon. gentleman mean to say that they
could not properly discuss such a ques-
tion as this because they were interested
in these enterprises in their own coun-
try? The hon. gentleman took it for
granted that, because he had argued in
favour of a tax of 75c., therefore it was
going to make coal dearer. Did the
duty of $7 a ton on pig iron make it
dearer to the people of the United States?
The hon. gentleman wanted to know
whether he would vote for a duty on
anthracite coal. He (Mr. Robinson), in
return, would give the hon. gentleman
some little information. Out of 600,000
tons of coal used in Cleveland, only 8,000
tons was bituminous. Then, again, the
large furnaces which were in operation in
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Detroit and Cliicago were being fed by
bituminous coal. As to what he had
promised his constituents, he would say
that the hon. gentleman went to Toronto
to dispute the chances of his election,
and he (Mr. Robinson) thought the hon.
gentleman went away pretty well satis-
fied that bis principles of Free-trade
would not be accepted by the 75,000
people of Toronto.

-MR. MACKENZIE said the hon.
gentleman had spoken a long time, but
had not answered his question. He (Mr.
Mackenzie) would, therefore, tell the
House that the hon. gentleman did say
to the electors of Toronto that it was not
the intention to put a duty on anthracite
coal. He was sure, when the electors of
Toronto looked at the hon. gentleman's
political speeches, and at bis political
actions, they would be very much sur-
prised. The hon. the Minister of Public
Works also spoke for Ontario. He lived
in that Province, and seemed tothink he
was calculated to speak for it. He said
that this tax would produce benefits to
Ontario a thousandfold greater than the
amount of the tax upon coal. The duty
on coal in Ontario would result in a tax
of $300,000, and, if Ontario was to be
benefitted a thousand times more, she
was to obtain $300,000,000 in some
manner. He could hardly vote against
the duty hiniself, after such a statement
as that. He desired, however, to espec-
ially call the attention of the House
to the fact that the lion. member
for West Toronto not only said
a tax would not be levied on anthracite
coal, but he was pledged to vote against
i. It was also understood gènerally, in
the House, that anthracite coal was not
to be taxed.

MR. TILLEY : That would be legis-
lation against England.

MR. MACKENZIE said it was that
all through. Hon. gentlemen had an in-
tense hatred for England. Hon. gentle-
men, by their policy, had declared them-
selves enemies of England. The whole
tarif was against England, and hon. gen-
tlemen seemed peculiarly gratified at
being enabled to show the animus they
had against the Mother Country. Hon.
gentlemen lad not better taunt anyone
with being against England,, when this

MR. ROBINSON.

tariff discriminated so greatly against
England. But, to return to the poit.
Anthracite coal was dearer than bitumi-
nous coal, and the effect of this tariff
would be to increase the consumption
of anthracite coal, and diminish the
consumption of bituminous coal, be-
cause the duty, if it were applied
to the value of the coal, would be mucli
less on the dearer coal than on the
cheaper coal. The effect would be, in-
stead of stimulating the consunmption of
the kind of coal obtained in Nova Scotia,
it would limit the consumption of that
particular class of coal. He conceived
this tax to be chiefly a tax upon our rail-
roads, and upon the poor people in the
large cities and towns; also upon our
m4nufactures. Many of them, no doubt,
were obtaining advantages enough under
the tariff. The hon. member for So'uth
Leeds (Mr. Jones), himself a large manti-
facturer, honestly told them that lie ex-
pected to be recouped in other ways.
Therefore, he was quite as patriotic as
the hon. member for West Toronto.

MR. JONES: 1 did not say I expected
to be recouped. I said it was not a Pro-
tective tariff at all.

MR. MACKENZIE said lie was sur-
prised the hon. gentleman should have
made that stateinent. The hon. the
Minister of Finance had avowed over and
over again thatthis wasa Protectivetariff.
Ev'eryone that had spoken on that side of
the House had claimed that the hon.
gentleman had redeemed his pledges to
give the country a Protective tariff,
an 1, so far as those pledges
were made in Ontario, they had been re-
deemed. It was utter madness to deny
that the tariff was a Protective one.
Where was the member from Centre
Toronto? Where was the member foi
Montreal Centre ? Where was the mem-
ber for M ontreal West? Would any of
them deny that this was a Protective
tariff ?

MR. GA U LT said he could tell the
hon. gentleman that coal would be laid
down cheaper in Montreal this summer
that ever before. The International
Coal Oompany stated that they would be
able to lay down coal in Montreal at
$3.75 a ton, and they would bave
anthracite coal delivered at $4.50 a ton,
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$1.50 a ton cheaper than they had ever
had it before.

MR. MACKENZIE said he was de-
lighted at his efforts being so successful
in trotting out the manufacturers on that
side of the House. If a duty of 50c.
had resulted in cheapening coal in Mon-
treal to such an extent, a duty of $1
ouglit to be imposed. No doubt, the
hon. member for West Montreal would
favour further protection of coal.

MR. GAULT said he would be quite
willing to vote for a duty of 75c. a ton
on coal.

MR. M XCKENZIE said lie had no
doubt the hon gentleman would vote for
anything that was proposed bv bis lion.
friends, but that would not justify hini
to his constituents at the conclusion of
the term for which he was elected.

MR. BRECKEN said it bad been
stated that this duty on anthracite coal
was a sectional tax, and was very objec-
tionable on that ground. He denied
that it was a sectional tax. Anthracite
coal was largely used in the Maritime
Provinces. It was, he believed, used in
New Brunswick in a greater proportion
ro its population than in any other Pro-
vince in the Dominion. Then, anthra-
cite coal was largely used in all the Mari-
time Provinces for domestic purposes.
This was merely a tentative measure,
and lie thouglit it was well worth while
giving it a trial, and seeing if it would
lot prove a benefit to the country, and
his not being a sectionalist was one rea-
son why he would be happy to vote in
favour of this tx. He agreed with
what was said by the bon. the Minister
of Public Works, that if the imposition
of a duty of 50c. on American coal
would open up the Canadian market to
the Nova Scotia and Cape Breton coal
Owners, it would, he (Mr. Brecken) be-
lieved, have the effect of cheapening the
Prce of coal, for already the greater
part of the expense of working the mines
lad been incurred. such as sinking the
shafts and providing the necessary ma-
chinery. The only additional expenses
would be cutting the coal in the mines.
le Supposed it now cost nearly as
mnuch to place 50,000 tons at the pit's
mouth as it would double that quantity ;
if that were the case, the greater the de-

mand for the article, the lower in all pro-
bability would be the price, bearing in
mind that there was coal enough in Nova
Scotia and Cape Breton to supply the
whole of America.

Item agreed to.

On item - Copper rivets and burrs,
and all manufactures of copper not else-
where specified, 30 per cent. ad val-
orem.

MR. PATERSON (South Brant)
said there were two or three lightning
rod manufactories it the country, and in
speaking to one of the largest manufac-
turers, he ascertained that that gentle-
man seemed to be in doubt as to the duty
levied on the copper used in the manu-
facture cf lightning rods. He did not
know whether a duty of 10 per cent or
30 per cent. would be imposed. That
gentleman assured himî that a manufac-
tory would never be established in
Canada that would manufacture the
copper needed in the manufacture of
lightning rods. He also stated that a
duty of 30 per cent. would seriously
cripple, if not entirely destroy, the exist-
ing industry of lightning rod manufac-
tures,

MR. TILLEY said bis attention had
not been called to the matter. He did
not know what kind of copper -was used
in the manufacture of lightning rods.
Copper, seamless tubing, however, would
only be subject to a duty of 10 per cent.
If the copper required was in a nanufac-
tured form, the duty would be 30 per
cent.

Item agreed to.

On item-Grey or unbleached and
bleached cottons, sheetings, drills, ducks,
cotton or Canton flannels, not stained,
painted or printed, one cent per square
yard and 15 per cent. ad valorem,

MR. CARTWRIGHT asked what
was the total amoun t of imports ex-
pected under this tariff. The terms in
he first proposition differed from the
terms in the Trade and Navigation
Returns.

MR. TILLEY said the whole imports
of cotton last year ainounted to
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$7,100,000, whici1ight be classed as of Finance. But he (Mr. Cartwright
follows : Bleached and unbleached cot- wished to get sore detailed informati,
tons, from Great Britain, $430,337 ; which did not appear in the Trade an
and from the United States, $536,337; Navigation Returns.
printed, painted and coloured, from
Great Britain, $1,984,044 ; from the Ma. tL aid, if thes
United States, $896,000. Of the former, pers t bae ith re d t Mh
there were 179 American grades, and rtrit was bis hon fre oMx
the average duty proposed on them was rtwrit who ha ad of t
about 28¾ per cent. Of the printed and hate for five er puat and i
coloured prints from Great Britain and ha see at the turs weeade i
th United States, $400,000 worth wouldt e ai
core under twe highest rate of duty, MR. CARTWRIGT said he notice

whic did not appea inr thet. Trad anl

Iom to ec.nce that cotton or Canton flannels appeare
coxning under 20 per cent., instead. of under two heads, one le. per square yard
i17J per cent., as formerlyp On ging- and the other 2w. per square yard. Wha
hams and plaids, of wbihr there was was the reason of it being repeated twice
irported last year fromh Great Britain
$28,384 %vorth, and fror the United MR . TILLEY said the hon. gentemar
States $4,363 wortb, the average duty would observe that in one case it wa
would be 28-- per cent. On denirna, of not stained, painted or printed, and in
which there was imported last year fro the other it was dved or coloured.
Great Britain and the UJnited States AIR. ANGLPN said the bon. the Min-
$138,165 worth, the average duty wouit
be 28 7-10 per cent. 0f alil scter o Fiane Mte A uli more
others, thpee was importe ad of
Great Britain $1,761,293 worth, and posedg iin tg be, if he imagined that a

from the plnited States, $725,366. f manufacturer of cotton goods, or f any

that a small portion, perhaps $400,000 other goods anufatured in this coun

worth, would coae under the highest try, would get any larger or smaller

rate of duty. 0f the whole of the i- prices for his wares than ould be got in

ports.from Great Britain and the United the public market. One of the factories
States, $7,00,000, a litte under last year had declared a dividend of 27

$2,000,000 would pay the higher duty, per cent., ad noW they were going te

and the balance would core under the 20 get, on the average, o 1. per cent. more

per cent. rate. As a portion of this was protection. On the heaper description

cotton eloth, which was formerly subjeet of cotton there was to be a protection of
to a duty of 17ý, per cent., but now 30 frorn 45 to, 60 per cent., and that 'was
per cent., it was supposed it would give preisely the class of cottons most largely
an inreased revenue of $M100,000. T used by the people who could afford. least

was also expected that, wnder the opera- to pay the enormous taxation now te be

tion of this tarifo there would proba hey imposed on the country. ed

be $l,000,000 worth of cottons xnanufae- Ma. PLUJMB: Will the hion. gentle-
tured in the DoSninon. man expain how the duty reaches Up t

MR. ART RIGH sad hequ.4ý-that enormous figure?

understood that the people of Canada M F. ANGLIN said the duty was
were nt going t c get any more revenue easily calculated. The specic duty was
out of this tax. They would have thc one cent. per square yard, and where
priviiege of paying to sundry persons cotton was worth but 3c. or 4c. per yard,
conected w Sth manufactures an average which wu the price of a very large quan-
tax of 28 per cent., pot one cent of which tity imported, they could see it could
would go into the Dominion Treasury. run up t a high rate of percentage, and
Re quite understeod that those manu- tp this should. be added the 15 per cent.
facturers who ere t be allowed ad varrem. He received, some weeks
ta plunder the people te the extent ago, letters from a gentleman largely
of 28 per cent. woud, ito doubt, feel engaged in the importations of octtons,
greatly obihged to the on. the Minister who alleged that the sytem of chargig

Ma. TILLET
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by the square yard would cause a great
amount of trouble to importers. In the
same bale woiild be cottons of a great
variety of widths, it being impossible to,
bring from Great Britain all of the same
widths in each bale ; and the grades were
very numerous, running fromn 25 to 60 or
70 inches in width. Not merely was the
tax to be enormously increased, but the
importer to be put to great inconven-
ience and trouble. Providing additional
cash to pay the duties would also be a
serious matter. He did not believe that
anything lie could say would change the
intention of the Finance Minister, ý bu-,
he miigbt remark that it was reported
that there had been great differences of
opinion among the importers them-
selves, who had advised the hon. gentle-
man with regard to this question.

MR. BURPEE (St. John) said the
Finance Minister, in referring to the
classification of cotton goods, blamed the
late Government for not having more
details in the returns to make out the
tariffin the manner they wished. The
trade returns, as they existed five years
ago, could not be used in any way for
tarif purposes. The manner of compil-
ing theim was changed two or three times
during the time of the late Govenment.
Intil then all cotton goods were entered
under one class only in the trade returns ;
but they had been extended so as to make
a different classification under different
heads. The late Government could not
be blamed for the returns not being more
explicit to meet the wishes of the Finance
Minister in making his present tariff ;
because inder thei there had been five
or six different classes set down, where
there was*only one five years ago, when
the hon. the Finance Minister would find
the average tax' on imported cottons
much larger than lie had led the Hlouse
to believe. Importers throughout the
Country had found the duties on the
cheaper cottons, and woollen goods had
averaged from 30 to 50 per cent. A
merchant in Toronto wrote him a few
days ago that the cheaper classes of cot-
tons and woollen goods would carry an
av'erage of 60 per cent.

Item ayreed to.

On item-.w cotton jeans, denims,bed-tickings, ginghams, plaids, cottons or

canton flannels, ducks anddrils, dyed or
coloured, checked and stripel ahirtings,
cottonades, pantaloon stuff, and goods of
like description, 2c. per square yarl, and
15 per cent. ad valorem,

MR. CARTWRIGHT said lie lad in-
formation which led him to believe that
the tax on these cottons, particularly
on the cheaper qualities, would be
enormously in excess of what the
Finance Minister supposed-would
average from 45 to 60 per cent., falling,
no doubt, to 22 or 25 per cent. on the
more expensive; and bere, again, the re-
marks of the hon. member for Gloucester,
as to the inconvenience of entering and
examining those goods, deserved consider-
able weight. It was quite true that a
considerable quantity imported were
goods of a rather valuable kind, but
there was also a large quantity which
must average probably not more than 7c.
or 8c. per yard, on which the minimum
duty would be 40 per cent.

Mn. MACKENZIE: What
average value of those articles?

is the

MR. TILLEY said lie had a memo-
randum, which lie would read:

Denims-30 inches wide.

Amoskeag.............
Boston Improved..........
*ver Creek A.A ...........

C.C...........
Clarks ..................
Columbian .Heavy...........
Everett .................
Haymaker..................
Jewitt City..............
Oakland A...... ....

A.A..............
A.A.A..............

Old York Double Weight.....
A.A.A..........
B.B...............

Eagle...................
Otis A.X.A..............

B.B ...................
C.C...................

Pearl River.................
240 Blue................
Uncasville .................
Warren A.X.A..............

B.B.... ............
C.C...............

York ......................

15 p.c. &
Price. 2c. per s. yd.

25ip.c.
35¾ "

29
31- «

«
261 "

261 "
324
31¾ "

29j
27

26 "
27 ?
244 '

28 "

29J
31¾ "
251 "

27J "

29

294
314 "

254 '.
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Tickings (AméHean.)

Amoskeag A.C.A..
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
36 in.

Arasapha A.A. ...
Clarke Mills......
Cordis, No. 1.

3..
4..
5..

.......... 15
.......... 14J
.......... 134
.......... .12
.......... 11
.......... 104
.......... 9
.......... 20
.. ........ 7j
.. .,, . . 30
.......... 16
......... 14

13
.......... il
.......... 10

6...............
7...............

Conestoga Extra.............
c ............

G.M. ............
C.F. ............
C.C.A. ............

Premiun A..............
B .................
A.A., 30 in........

X ...... ......
Lancaster ........ ......

Pennsylvania...............
Elmwood ..................
Everett X.......,.......

X X .................

Checks.

Caledonia XX..............
X .............

Farmérs and Miners No. 5. ...

9

15
14½
144
13j
12J
32J
17
16
10
9

19
151f
12

84
124
14

11
10

6.... 11
7.... 12½

9....
Kirkland, No. 60 ............

90 ............
100............

Miners, No. 1. ............
7................

Old York ................
Park Mills, No. 50 ...........

60...........
70...........
80...........
90....,.....

100.... ......
Real Caledonia, No. 30 .......
Reliance ...................
York Blue and Brown........
A.A. Extra...............

13il
15
141-
18
20
19
114
13
104
11½
13½
141
154
16
11
10
121
15

MR. ANGLIN: These are all
can prices.

ICOMMONS.]

9-71 p. c
27 il

286 4 i
28½ cc
29 "

31 fi
33 c
25 ic
372 c

264
261 "
28 "

29 Z

314
334 'C

346. "

ci

28- ".

27f "

2818 "
298 "

2 9 r
25 426 8  4
271 14

7 cc314 "

334 'c
251 c'

264 c'
314 c.
34 c- C

281 T .
27 "

29¾
31" 4c
31Ï "'

30 "

261 «
264 "

24f
234
23
291 «
2 7 « i
31
29ý
27-"k

25 &
4

29j "i

31Î d
28 fi
264 "

Ameri-

MR. TILLEY said they were the
prices of United States manufacturers,
but those were the articles made specific
and ad valorem, and with which our

Mi. TILLEY.

On items-Earthenware and stone-
ware, brown or coloured, and Rocking-
ham ware, 25 per cent. ad valorem,

Earthenware, white, granite or iron-
stone ware, and " C. C.," or creanieol-
oured ware, 30 per cent. ad valorem,

Ma. MACKENZIE said he would
like to know how many manufacturers
of these goods there were in Canada.

MR. TILLEY said he did not know;
but there were many manufacturers of
earthen and brown stoneware, which was
made extensively in New Brunswick.
There was a large establishment for
earthenwaro at St. John's, Que., and
tnother at Montreal. The imports of
these articles reached $80,000. They
did not anticipate any increase of
revenue fromn the new duties, being
satisfied that a large portion of the im-
portations would be replaced by the home-
made article.

Mi. MACKENZIE: The object is
purely Protection?

Mu. TILLEY: Yes.

Mn. MACKENZIE asked what wa
the percentage of Protection, adding
the cost of transportation, duty, apd
allowance for breakage and exchange, on
this cream-coloured and granite ware
He had seen a statement that the Pro-
tection afforded this intereewould be 66
per cent.

The Tar il.

own manufacturers came into competi-
tion. With reference to printed cotios,
it was different; none were made here,
and the duty was 20 per cent.

M. ANGLIN : A large quantity are
imported from Great Britain.

MR. TILLEY: Yes; but we make
those cheaper descriptions here.

MR. ROBERTSON (Shelburne) said
he would like to know what the oilcloth-
ing used by sailors-an industry in which
his constituents were largely interested
-would pay. It was charged 17J per
cent. before.

Mn. TILLEY said all cotton clothing
would pay 30 per cent.

Item agreed to.
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MR. TILLEY said he had made no
calculation on the subject, but, if he had,
would not have counted the exchange,
because they were dealing with currency,
and converting sterling into currency
was a most extraordinary way of forming
a calculation as to the charges on the
importation of goods. They would
take, for instance, the coarse warE nanu-
factured in the Province of New Brans-
wick and St. John. lie supposed that
the shipment to Montreal from St. John
would cost as much as from Liverpool to
St. John. Those goods, going from one
part of the Dominion to another, had to
be packed in crates, like similar articles
coming from Great Britain. So the item
of shipping and delivery, from one place
to another in the Dominion, had to be
eonsidered in comparing the protection
as regarded the goods from the different
places.

Mit. MACKENZIE said that the
factory in St. John was in as convenient
a position for delivery as the wholesale
dealer in Montreal. He would pay pre-
cisely the same freight from St. John to
Montreal, as a wholesale merchant would
for carriage from Montreal to Toronto or
Quebec. When the freight was paid
from Great Britain to Montreal, that
amount must be added to the value at
Montreal, which was, in common with
St. John, a distributing point. There-
fore, everything that added to the cost of
bringing goods to Montreal, must beadded
to the percentage of protection to the
other party who made goods at St. John.
The. rate of exchange was not much, but
al the other items must be added. Ac-
cording to the invoice sent him (Mr.
Mackenzie) the Finance Minister might
see that the protection to ttie home
maker, apart from the exciange alto-
gether, amounted to over 50 per
cent. This was an unnecessary and
extraordinary tax to impose on the
Dominion for the benefit of two small
manufactories, one of which at St. John's,
Quebec, bad a capital of not more than
.50,000 to $80,000. He was told, be-

sides, that none of the goods manutactur-
ed in Canada equalled the imported in
quality. It might be good enough for
the very poor classes, who could not
afford high prices, but even then was in-
ferior to the imported article ; and it was

91

hardly fair to the vast bôdy of the con-
sumers that sucih an' excessive duty
should be levied and excessive protec-
tion given. He desired to as-
certain specifically front the hon.
gentleman whether he had cal-
culated, or had any person calculated for
him, the amount of Protection which this
was going to afford, because he had him-
self avowed that it was inposed for the
purpose of Protection. They (the Op-
position) said there should not be sucli
an inordinate rate imposed under any
circumstances.

MR. GAULT said be was informued
that the goods manufactured in St.
John to-day were equal to anything
nanufactured in England.

Mn. CARTWRIGHT said he had
the pleasure of examining the best that
establishment couild produce at Phila-
delphia Exhibition, andi he found it
very far inferior to those produced in
England.

MIN. MACKENZIE said this was an
item of immense importance, and lie
did think that they ought to bave some
more satisfaction than the hon. the
Finance Minister had given thei. If
the duty was imposed for Protection
purposes, he must have calculated how
mach that Protection would be.

Ma. TILLEY said his remarks in
reference to the manufactory at St. John
would apply to others outside of Montreal,
as far as supplying goods to the Mon-
treal market was concerned. But a sup-
ply simply for Montreal, or its vicinity,
was not all that was desired for a manu-
factory of that kind ; the object was to
supply the whole Dominion. It so hap-
pened that the manufactory of those arti-
cles was situated in the geographical
centre of the Dominion. Suppose the
goods were shipped to the western part
of Ontario or to the Lower Provinces;
he had explained that in their transpor-
tation there would be nearly the amount
of breakage as in the case of similar arti-
cles imported from England. The
ocean freight was also very small, those
articles coming out almost as ballast,
and, therefore, there was no more differ-
ence in cost, as for as the expense was
concerned of packing, shipping, and
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transmitting these&goods from England
to Montreal, thta if sent from Montreal
to, the extreme west or to the Lower
Provinces. It would be something pro-
bably in favour of the manufacturer here,
and, therefore, it was considered desir-
able that an infant industry of this
kind should be encouraged. The poilicy
of the Government had been that,
where an article was made in the
country, where we had raw material
in abundance here, it was considered
desirable to give those industries not
only such encouragement and protection
as to keep up those already in existence,
but to encourage the establishment of
others. The policy was to extend these
operations, and he believed the result
would, through competition, give us the
articles at as cheap or cheaper a rate than
before.

MR. MACKENZIE said the hon.
gentleman knew that, in the meantime,
these factories were incapable of turning
out more than one-tenth of the goods
wanted in the Dominion, and it was
therefore imposing an enormous tax on
the people of the Dominion. It was im-
possible to find an article made in Cana-
da that could take the place of those im-
ported. Even the clay would have to be
brought from England to produce cer-
tain kinds of crockery. An invoice had
been placed in his hands which amount-
ed to £274 16s. ; the amount charged for
packages was £28 l7s. ; the duty on the
packages, £8 10s. 7d. ; freight to Mon-
treal, £30 12s. 4d. ; charges, in-
cluding inland freight, £17 7s. 3d.
duty on the goods at 30 per
cent., £69 Os. 10d. on a certain
portion of the goods at 20 per cent.,
£12 18s. lld. ; adding five per cent.
for breakage, £13 ]Os. Id., making a
total of duty and charges of £181 6s.
upon an invoice of £274 16s. Now,
the goods arriving at Montreal or Quebec
-these were the distributing points-
were on a par in that respect with the
factory at St. John's; both had to lose
breakage in sending to the retail dealers;
both had to suiffer whatever might be
imposed in the way of inland freight;
and therefore, the duty and charges on this
invoice represented the amount of Pro-
tection that what the hon. gentleman
called a native industry would obtain

Ma. TILLEY.

under this tariff This was a monstrous
charge; it was the most outrageons thing
in the tariff, and one that was wholly
unjustifiable by the circumstances which
the hon. gentleman himself had detailed.
Rockingham ware might be made here,
but cream coloured and granite ware
could not be made of a quality equal to
the English, because we had not the ma-
terial here. When the hon. gentleman
said that it was made here equal to any-
thing in England, he (Mr. Mackenzie)
could only say that, if any dealer, or any
one who understood the business, would
say so, he might accept the statement,
but all whom he had spoken to on the
subject had told him the very reverse.

MR. RYAN (Montreal Centre) : Is it
not Mr. Darling. of Montreal, who
says that ?

MR. MACKENZIE : Yes ; Mr. Adam
Darling.

Mit. RYAN said he was aware that
Mr. Darling had been making every
effort to make the tariff unpopular. He
was known as a very great partisan.

MR. MACKENZIE said it seemed.
then, that, if a man was a partisan, he
was not to be believed; that was the in-
ference. He had no reason to doubt the
respectability of Mr. Darling, and be-
lieved him to be, at least, quite as re-
spectable as the hon. gentleman who
sneered at him. He had both Mr.
Darling's statement and the original
invoice in support of the position he had
taken.

MR. GAULT : It is well known that
Mr. Adam Darling is one of the largest
importers of crockery in Montreal, and.
therefore, he is opposed to taxes of this
kind.

MR. MACKENZIE: That caunOt
affect the statements of fact be presents.

MR. PATERSON (South Brant) said
thb protection afforded to this article was
something enornous in its nature. Ile
held in his hand a letter fromn a gentle-
man who had been connected with pot-
teries in England and with the earthen-
ware trade in this country for thirty
years, and thjt gentleman bore out every
statement uade by the hon. gentleman
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from Lambton. How could the invoice be
disputed? The gentleman he referred to
said he had a conversation with the
manufacturer in St. John, who told him
that the clay necessary for the manufac-
ture of this article, laid down on the
wharf of St. John, would only cost one
shilling more per ton than the Stafford-
shire manufacturer had to pay. Yet the
Government proposed to give him a pro-
tection of 40 or 50 per cent., and even
more. And, over and above that, they
had the anomaly, or the contradiction, of
the hon. gentlemen themselves, with
reference to their statement that
this tariff would bear on the rich
man more than on the poor man.
Hon. gentlemen might say that the
higher class of goods could not be pro-
duced in this country. He had the
authority of this gentleman, for thirty
years connected with this trade, for
stating that china could be manufactured
with as much facility in this country as
could the common earthenware, and
even with greater facility. And yet, in
face of that, they found the 20 per cent.
duty levied on the one, and 30 per cent.
on the other-20 per cent. on the
rich man's goods, and 30 per cent.
on the poor man's goods. Hon. gentle-
men opposite derisively cheered; lie
liked to hear them derisively cheer their
own sentiments and their own utterances.
But they could not prevent these things
being pointed out, and, while they (the
Opposition) failed in accomplishing any-
thing in this House, the constituents of
the hon. gentlemen were taking cognis-
ance of their sneers a-id their inconsis-
tencies.

MR. SNOWBALL said be had every
OPportunity of knowing about this mat-
ter, but he had never heard of these fac-
tories except on one occasion. He was
then shown some of these goods, which
were certainly of the rudest description
he had ever seen of the class, and utterly
'Ilable to compete with other goods.
ie had imported a large quantity ofMuch

goods from England, and he knew that
the protection on the packages alone was
equivalent to 25 per cent. The goods
manufactured in this conntry, to be sent
to the different parts of the Dominion,
he Presumed would be inim y packed- in
straw in the cars, the sys m adopted in

England, thus saving-th, ecrate and ex-
pensive packing to the manufacturer,
making the differenco of 25 per cent.
These goods were not made in New
Brunswick to such an extent as would
justify the policy pursued with regard
to them.

Item agreed to.

On iteni-Fruits, green,

Ma. CARTWRIGHT asked what did
the hon. gentleman compute the increased
duty on fruits to be.

MR. TILLEY said he estimated it at
$20,000. Last year the amount col-
lected was $50,000.

Mn. CARTWRIGHT said these
fruits were imported from the United
States where they ripened earlier than in
our country, and did rot compete with
our fruits. It was inexpedient to tax
articles of this kind, which were a cheap
and wholesome luxury in the early part
of the summer.

MR. TILLEY said those fruits were
bought, not by people in straitened
circumstances, but by people of ample
means, who could afford to pay the in-
creased cost.

MR. ANGLIN said this duty would
fall 0Aall classes in New Brunswick, as
those fruits, with a couple of exceptions,
were not grown there.

Item agreed to.

On item--Furniture, bouse, cabinet, or
office, including hair and spring mattras-
ses, show-cases, caskets and coffins of any
material, 35 per cent. ad valorem,

Ma. CARTWRIGHT said that no
revenue could be expected from this tax,
except in the matter of coffins. There were
many millions of dollars' worth of furni-
turc manufactured in Canada, and the
total importations were $400,000 worth.
To get the votes of one or two manufac-
turers this tax was imposed.

Ma. PLUMB said the low prices of
the imported furniture, though but
$400,000 worth, affected the prices of
the millions of dollars' worth made here.
If, for the sake of getting the votes of
one or two wealthy manufacturers, the
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Government taxed-the people, then they
must suifer the consequences; but he
dehied that statement.

Mn. GUTHRIE asked why protection
was given, in some cases, 35 per cent.,
and in others, $0 per cent.

Ma. TILLEY said, as he had already
pointed out, the additional duty was im-
posed on these articles because the mar-
ble and other material which entered
into their manufacture were taxed. It
was pointed out that these increases
added to the burdens of the people ; but,
in framing this tariff, the Government
Lad to look to see that two millions of
dollars were raised.

Ma. CARTWRIGHT said he did not
admit the statement that two and a-half
millions of dollars additional would be
required. But, assuming that to be
true, for the sake of argument, the
Finance Minister was taking, at least,
seven millions out of the pockets of the
people for the sake of getting two.
It -was one of the simplest axioms
of political economy that, if the raw
material, which went through half a
dozen men's bands before it reached the
consumer, were taxed $1, the consumer
had to pay $2 or $3. The bon. Minister
did not say whether he expected any re-
venue froin this. The total amownt of
importations was between $300,0 0 and
$400,000. A great portioe of that
would not be imported. and consequently
they had a hundred percent. added to the
existing tax, with the strong probability
that it would not. bring any increase of
revenue, if it did not cause a loss.

Mn. CASEY said the hon. Minister
had given as a reascn for not taxing
walnut and other fine woods, that they
were raw materials for furniture, but le

free. By putting a tax on this article,
the Finance Minister. would benefit
the farmers of Western O•tario. Either
this should be done, or the tax on furni-
ture should be reduced.

MiL ANGLIN said it was amusing to
find the Finance Minister at one time
alleging that the duty would increase the
price, and, at other times, that it would
not. When it was necessary to look for
an excuse for giving a protection of 35
per cent, to furniture, it was suddenly
discovered that the duty on the small
quantity of iron used, and the brass and
other articles used in its manufacture,
justified bis imposition of this enormous
tax, and, thereby, gratifying a few large
manufacturers. The looks were to be
manufactured in this country; if there was
any truth in the promises o the Finance
Minister, the brass was to be worked up
here, so that, taking the duty on all these,
and on the marbles iii any set of furni-
ture worth, say $400 to $500, the whole
additional ceost, because of the duty on
marble, brass and iron, would not exceed
$10-would, perhaps, not be $5.

Mn. ROSS (West Middlesex) said the
hon. the M inister of Finance had urged.,
as one of his reasons for this high duty on
furniture, that the new inaterial required
in the manufacture was heavily taxed.
He would call the hon. gentieman'i
attention to one raw material which he
fodnd on the free list, and which was
manutactured, to a considerable extent
in his county. If it was necessary to
impose a duty of 35 per cent. on furni-
ture, because the raw material was heavily
taxed, why admit veneers free ?

MR. HESSON said the opposition o
hon. gentlemen to this item was au at
tempt to defend the ricli man at the e-

fe
had also given as a reason for the tax on pe 'Ile UIrUa Lui> kLme. US eui'

furniture, that the raw material was mon furniture, such as was used by the
taxed. He (Mr. Casey) did not think poor iman, was not imported froni tie

that it was taxed more highly than the United States. It was only expensive

raw material which entered into the fashionable upholstery that was imported

manufacture of several other articles, of fro* across the hne, and that was the
agricultural implements fer instance, clas of goods they wished to keep out,
and other articles made largely of iron. with a heavy duty ; as a more substan-
One of the most important articles used tial and useful article could be made in
in the manufacture, black walnut, an ar- this country, gmng employment te our
ticle produced in his section, and which own nechanics.
had to compete against the same wood Mn. MA 5EENZIE said it was 
from the United States, was admitted very strange thing that, while vommer

MR. PLUMB.

-
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lumber was taxed 20 per cent., the fine
woods that were used in cabinet-making
were admitted free. There were parts
of the Dominion where large quantities
of ordinary pine lumber were imported,
and of course they would have to pay a
duty of 20 per cent. upon it.
He ventured, with the greatest
possible diffidence, to differ from
the hon. member for North Perth
(Mr. Hesson) when he said there was
no kind of cheap furniture imported, and
defied contradiction. He was able to
contradict the hon. gentleman in that
statement, because lie knew there was.
There was a very large quantity of cheap
furniture amo4g the total $400,000 worth
imported from the ~United States. New
Brunswic;k, notably, was a large im-
porter of this kind of furniture. Canada
possessed an advantage in manufacturing
the dearer classes of furniture. The
damasks and other cloths used were
cheaper in this country than in the
United States, as there the cloths were
nearly all brought from Europe. The
hon. membýir for Montreal shook his
head. The hon. gentleman knew better
than he (Mr. Mackenzie), but that was
his impression. He did not know what
kind of furniture had been exported
from Canada, perhaps the Finance Min-
ister did. It was a well-known fact that
great manufactories were enabled to turn
out goods at a price considerably less than
they could be produced for in smaller
concerns, and those Provinces that did
not have any extensive manufactories of
their own had to purchase from those
that had. In procuring furniture for the
public buildings in Manitoba, they were
obliged either to purchase it at Toronto
or St. Paul, and they found that, in the
exceedingly dry climate of the far West,
the furniture made in Toronto did not,
stand so well as if it had been made in
the place where it was te be used. A
very large portion of the furniture that
had been brought into the country, he
had no doubt, went into the North-West,
aind into British Columbia. In these
special taxes, they were imposing upon
those Western Provinces, which could
not for a long time to come have manu-
factories for prodncing the articles they
required. The expense of transporting
the goods West was very great, and the
result Of these dutties would be that the

articles would be made rauch dearer than
what they could be obtained for in St.
Paul, and other parts of the United
States.

MR. TILLEY said that, with regard to
cedar and other woods, they entered
largely into other manufactures besides
that of furniture. Coach-builders for
instance, and others, required those
woods which were not in the country.
He denied emphatically the assertion of
the hon. member for Centre Huron that
this tariff would give rise te an increased
taxation of $5,000,000 or $6,000,000.
He (Mr. Tilley) said that it was unbe-
coming of the hon. gentleman, consider-
ing the bigh position he held in the
country, to use the language he had
applied to them on that side of the House.
The humblest men, either on the hust-
ings or in the House, had not used, with
reference to their opponents and those
who differed with them, the language
which had been applied by the hon. mem-
ber for Centre Huron to the men now
carryingon the Governmentof thecountry.
He h ad spoken of theni as robbers and
scoundrels, and he (Mr. Tilley) held that
such language was derogatory to the
character of the House, and derogatory
.to the character of a gentleman who had
held so high a position in the country.

Mn. CARTWRIGHT said he was de-
lighted to find that hon. gentlemen un-
derstood thoroughly the liglit in which
they stood before all honourable men
who comprehended ,vhat this particular
mode of plundering the people maeant.
Whatever might be his faults, he was
net likely to conceal his views on any
policy which appeared to himi likely to
wrest a power confided to this House for
the benefit of the people, but which was
used to the gross injury of the peo-
ple. So long as he saw men coming
to Parliament who, under the guise
of aiding and assisting the poorest class
of his fellow countrymen, burdened them
with the heavie.t burdens, under the
naine of Protection, he would define
it as a system of legalised robbery, by
which a few rich nien were being enabled
to dip their hauds into the pockets of the
poorest class of the community; and to
add to fortunes, already excessive, large
additional fortunes, as dishonestly got as
it was possible for men to obtain them.
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So long as that was the policy of bon,
gentlemen, just so long would he con-
tinue to describe it as he had described
it, whether there were fifty or five gentle-
men behind him ; so long as lie held a
seat in that Parlianient, so long would
hon. gentlemen hear their deeds spoken
of as they deserved. The infamy was
not in describing these deeds, but in
doing them. le found that, out of the
total importation into this country,
of $390,000 worth of furniture,
Province of New Brunswick. It would
$167,000 worth was imported bv the
be seen, therefore, that the hon. gentleman
had certainly a right to say that lie had
not spared his own Province.

Item agreed to.

On item-Cannon and musket pow-
der, in kegs and barrels, 4c. per lb.,

In reply to Mn. MACKENZIE,

Mn. TILLEY said that these duties
last year brought in $23,021, ana it was
estimated the increase of revenue from
the present duties would be $7,000
to $10,000. The duties on cannon, and
musket, and blasting, and mining pow-
ders, would be from 20 to 22 per cent. ;
on giant powder and nitro-glycerine, 20
to 30 per cent. Some establishments on
the other side were proposing to remove
to Canada for the manufacture of gly-
cerine. If they did, they might not col-
lect the amount mentioned ; but he
expected about that sum.

Item agreed to.

On item-India rubber, viz: Boots
and shoes, and other manufactures of,
25 per cent. ad valorem,

MR. MACKENZIE enquired if the
Finance Minister had letters from manu-
facturers of those goods, stating that
they were now selling at the same prices
as before the new tariff.

Mn. TILLEY said lie had not, but he
thought such was the case.

Mn. CARTWRIGHT asked if the
hon. gentleman meant that 25 per cent.
as a Protective or revenue duty.

Mr. TILLEY said they did not esti-
mate from it any additional revenue, but
about the same as before. The increased

MR. CARTWIGHT.

duty would only about miake up for the
decreased importation.

Mit. CARTWRIGHT said that, as
the matter stood, the rubber shoes manu-
factured in Canada were not too good.
This increased duty was simply putting
them at the mercy of manufacturers,
who, he was sorry to say, had not availed
themselves of the opportunities to turn
out a particularly good article.

Mi. TILLEY said that bis eKperience
had shown that the inferior rubber gooda
were imported from the United States.
Their low priced articles competed with
the better class in Canada. If Canadians
were manufacturing an inferior article,
they were forced to it by American com-
petition and undervaluation.

Ma. CARTWRIGHT said his experi-
ence was different to that of the hon.
gentleman.

MR. ANGLIN said that one of the
dealers in those goods in Montreal had
made great complaint about being com-
pelled, by competition in the United
States, to change and manufacture more
popular patterns, as the American article
met with the approval of the people.

MR. MACKENZIE said lie had not
heard anyth ing about ordinary overshoes,
but he had heard millers who used gutta
percha belting, say that they were
obliged to go for the better article to the
United States, the importation of whlich,
last year, was about $25,500; and he
was also informed that the belting used
for agricultural implements had to be
brought froi the United States. He
would much rather not have made such
remarks, but, when an exorbitant duty
was put on such articles, it had a direct
tendency to make the manufacturer i
Canada careless, as he would be inde-
pendent of competition. Undue Protec-
tection would only produce an inferior
article, instead of stimulating the maa'-
facturer to produce a better.

MR. ROCHESTER said they had just
as good rubber belting made in Canada
as in the States, with the exception, per-
haps, of the Boston Rubber Factory, large
beltîng 24 to 30 inches. As to the ex
Finance Minister's remarks about the
inferior shoes, perhaps he bought a cheap
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pair, and might have been fully satisfied
had he bought a dearer article.

Item agreed to.

On item-Pig iron, $2 per ton,

Mi. BOURASSA moved in amend-
ment, to abolish all duty of Customs on
pig iron, and to reduce the duty on bar
iron from 17ý to 10 per cent.; and that
the duty on the fllowing articles, viz. :-
Tinned, glazed, or enamelled hollow-
ware of cast or wrought iron ; hardware.
viz. : builders', carriage makers', and
saddlers' iron work : bolts, washers,
rivets, tacks, brads, sprigs, Hungarian
and clout nails, horse-shoes and horse-
shoe nails, iron wire nails, called

Pointes de Paris," iron and steel
screws, commonly called wood screws;
scales, balances and weighing beams;
nails and spikes, wrought or pressed,
whether galvanised or not; eut nails
and spikes; shovels, spades, and hay,
manure and potato forks ; rakes and
rake teeth; carpenters', coopers', and
joiners' tools, and all other mechanices'
tools ; edge tools of all kinds, including
axes, scythes, files and saws of every
description, and steel skates, be reduced
to 20 per cent.

Mu. LANDRY said that the hon.
gentleman fron St. John's, because he
had no manufactures in bis county,
seemed to have no regard for those in
other parts of the Dominion. If this
motion was ad'pted, it would strike a
fatal blow at our iron industries. The
hon. gentleman had fallen into the error
which was verv common among support-
ers of the Liberal party-that of view-
ing every great question from a narrow
and sectionalist point of view. In order
to nake a little political capital among
their constituents, they were seeking to
overturn this great National Policy,
knowing very well, however, that their
efforts in this direction would be entirely
futile.

MR. CASGRAIN said the hon. mem-
ber for St. John's was one of the oldest
muembers in this iouse, and was one of
the most popular men in the Province of
Quebec, having been frequently returned
hy his constituents by acclamation.
1In mfoving this amendment, he (Mr.
Bourassa) had done so in all,seriousness

and he did not deserve the unjust criti-
cisms of the hon. gentleman from Mont-
magny. lie (Mr. Casgrain) supposed
the amendment would not be carried bv
this Parliament, but it might Ibe carried
byanother Parliament.

Question put and amendnent (MNr.
Bourassa) negatived on a division.

MR. CHARLTON aaid he wished to
call the attention of the &bon. the
Finance Minister to the fact that lie was
here imposing a very objectionable duty
on raw material.- Only one manufacturer
was engaged in smelting pig iron, where
at least thirty were engaged in uing this
iron as a raw material in other nanufac-
tures. He had no idea that the imposi-
tion of this duty of $2 a ton, would lead
to the production of anything like the
amount of pig iron used in the Dominion.
The experience of the Unitei States in
referenoe to the duty on pig iron might
be cf service to us. It appeared from the
census return of 1870, that the produc-
tion of pig iron in the United States was
in round numbers 2,000,000 tons ; the
duty that year was $9 per ton. The
prices current showed that the price of
pig iron in the United States
was within, a small fraction of $9
per ton higher than it would have been
bad the pig iron been imported fron
England. There were employed that
year, in the production of pig iron, 27,000
labourers, and there was invested in that
production $56,000,000. The United
States paid $17,000,000 more for that
iron than if it had been imported. That
$17,000,000 would have paid the wages
of every one of these 27,000 labourers
engaged in that business ; it vould also
bave bave paid the interest, at 7 per
cent., upon the capital invested, and,
after doing this, the country would have
been the gainer by $700,000. In addi-
tion to this, the country would bave had
4,000,000 tons of iron and $18,000,000
worth of coke, charcoal and other ma-
terials. This fact showed the absurdity
of placing a Protective duty on pig iron.
The duty imposed by the hon. the
Finance Minister on this item would
have the same effect here au a similar
duty had in the United Stateu. He
ventured to say that the loss to Canada
by the imposition of this duty would be
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greater than if the country were to pay
every man that would be engaged in the
production of pig iron his wages and
allow hini to remain idle.

MR. PLUMB said there was a time
when the hon. member for North Nor-
folk did not hold exactly the same views
in regard to pig iron that lie held now,
and lie expressed those former views
in this House with all the energy and
strength o& argument for which lie was
distinguisibed. He (Mr. Plumb) hap-
pened, by chance, to have in his posses-
sion a speech made by that hon. gentle-
man in this House in 1876, in which lie
used the following language respecting
the duty on iron:-

" The price of iron was brought down,
by a Protective duty, several dollars a ton,
and it is now cheaper than the English iron
was ever offered in the American market."

The hon. gentleman then made one of
the ablest Protection speeches ever heard
on the floor of this House, but the diffi-
culty was that, after he had made this
speech, lie voted to keep in a Free-trade
Government. He had convinced the
House that lie could discuss either side of
the question with equal ability, and, he
(Mr. Plumb) would add, with equal sin-
cerity.

Ma. CARTWRIGTIT said many
papers in the United States were re-
cently ringing the changes on the un-
patriotic action of Mr. Vanderbilt, in
importing 12,000 tons of British steel
rails, although American steel rails were
protected by an enormous duty, thereby
showing that the attempt to bolster up
by Protective duties the iron manufac-
tures in the United States, had proved
to be a conspicuous and total failure.
And yet this industry had been one
of the " infant industries" of the United
States for scores of years. The ôxperi-
ence in the United States, with reference
to pig iron, showed the full force of the
objections against imposing a duty on a
material that must, of a necessity, pass
through many hands, for every dollar of
duty placed on such an article, must of
necessity, disproportionately increase its
cost to the consumer in the end.
Whether this duty would bring in a
heavy revenue in our own case, or
whether it would promote the manufac-

MR. CHARLTON.

ture of iron, he was not prepared to say.
If he understood the hon. the Finance
Minister aright, lie expected it would
promote the manufacture of pig iron.

Ma. DOMVILLE said his hon. friend
seemed to desire that nothing whittever
should be made in the Dominion ; he
was opposed to any branch of industry
being carried on amongst us. Ris
hon. friend had told this House that the
manufacturers here were a set of bank-
rupts. They were able to make iron
in the Lower Provinces, and, if a duty
were put on of $2 per ton, if any people
could find fault with it, it would be
the people of New Brunswick, as they
would be in favour of a higher duty being
imposed, piovided it gave employment to
the people. What signified that duty in
the price of a stove which weighed 2001b.
or 3001b. ? The extra cost, if any.
would be a mere bagatelle. Under the
Free-trade policy in the United States,
iron was far dearer than under their
Protective policv. He was surprised at
the hon. the ex-Minister of Finance talk-
ing of steel. Hfe thought the hon. member
'ad had suflicient experience in that
business, not to care to have anything
further to say about steel rails. The
duty on iron was not too high, and this,
le believed, was the opinion of all the
manufacturers of iron. They were
afraid that duty would not keep out the
foreign iron.

Mr. TUPPER said that Canada
possessed an immense amount of iron ore
in close proximity to large coal deposits.
The Londonderry iron mine produced
ore capable of being manufactured into
the highest class of iron that eould be
prod'iced in any part of the world. It
was situated sone thirty or forty miles
from the coal fields of Spring Hill, the
coal from which, Sir Wm. Logan stated,
was second only to the first-class New-
castle coal. If iron could be man ufac-

.tured in any part of the world success-
fully, it was there. When is was knòwn
that iron ore could be carried to
Pittsburg from Canada, manufactured
there, and then sold in Canada.
it was higlh time we should endeavoar to
manufacture for ourselves. Atter the
iron mines at Londonderry wereý estab-
lished, and when they were being devel-
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oped, the ironmasters of the United
States, becoming aware that they were
losing their customers in Canada on that
account, sent round cireulars throughout
Canada stating they were prepared to
sell their irou at 1.0 per cent. below the
prices of the iron from the Londonderry
mine, thus crushing out this industry.
Under these circumstances, we should
endeavour to foster this industry, and
enable it to compete with the similar in-
dustries of the United States.

MR. CA RT WRIGHT : What are the
qualities of iron produced at these iron
works?

Mr. DOMVILLE : After running off
the ère, they make Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, pig

Only a certain percentage of each
of these can be run off fron the furnaces
at one time. Their chief manufacture is
pig iron, but they have their rolling mills
alongside, where they make bar iron,
plates, etc. The increased duty on iron
would not add anything to the cost of
ships, which is one of our greatest indus-
tries, because the shipbuilder got a draw-
back on the iron used in the construction;
consequentiy, the people of New Bruns-
wick have nothing to complain of in the
iron duties.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said that, all
through Canada, the English iron offset
the American iron, so that there was
very little danger of the Americans put-
ing up the prices. The greatest per-

çentage of pig iron and bar iron was
brought from Great Britain, so that the
competition from which the Londonderry
people had suffered was more the compe-
tition of the British than the American
manufacturers. There were reasons
which would render it difficult for any
Iron manufacturer who was obliged to
transport his eoal so short a distance as
even thirty miles to compete on equal
terms with manufacturers of Great Bri-
tain and the United States, who had
the coal and iron close together. In
certain parts of Scotland, both were
found in the same mines, and the advan-
tages of transport were so great, that the
cost of freight to this country on all
classes of goods like iron was reduced to
a very smail figure. He had heard it
cofmplained that it was absolutely
cheaper to bring iron from Liverpool to

Montreal, than from Londonderry to
Montreal.

MR. DOMVILLE : Because it comes
out as ballast.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said he spoke
of these things simply in answer to the
interrogation of the hon. gentleman. In
his judgment it would be less objection-
able to give a bounty than to tax the
whole community for the support of this
industry, because where they gave a
bounty they knew the cost, but when
they gave a tax like this, they did not
know what it was ultimately going to
lead to.

MR. MACKENZIE said that the hon.
the Minister of Public Works was mis-
taken in the statement Le had made
upon this subject. It was well known
that different mines produced different
kinds of iron. It did not matter what
duty was plac-d on certain kinds of iron;
they must have those classes for special
purposes.

MR. PATERSON (South Brant) said
that lie was sure every member in the
House must r+-joice to know that they
had such a quality of iron in the country
as that produced at Londonderry. In
making a change in the tariff upon this
kind of iron, great care should be taken,
for, while they might benefit one indus-
try, another might be injured.

MR. BROWN said that lie used the
Londonderry iron and found it equal
to the Scotch iron, and it was laid down
cheaper than the Scotch iron. The bar
iron was quite as good as any lie had
seen from the old country. They made
experiments with No. 1, 2 and 3 qual-
ities and found that No. 1 was too soft
to use for stoves, and that it would carry
a large amount of scrap iron. No. 2
was better adapted for machinery, and
Nos. 1 and 3 ought to be mixed together.
They had used a good deal of iron from
the United States, but it could not com-
pete with the Nova Scotia iron or the
old country iron. The American iron
was laid down at $24 a ton, and the
Nova Scotia iron at $18 a ton. They
had tried the experiment of charcoal
manufacture, and they had demonstrated
that by this process iron could not be
manufactured for less than $24 a ton.
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MR. ROBINSON read two letters to
the House, which, he said, showed that
the results of this duty would be very
satisfactory. Take the United States, as
far as blast furnaces and mills were con-
cerned. In that country there were 700
furnaces, in a population of 40,000,000,
and, proportionately, Canada should have
70 furnaces ; whilst there was only one-
the Londonderry Mills. It was gratify-
ing to know that, under this tariff, at
any rate, they were likely to have more.

Item agreed to.

On item-Tin plates, 10 per cent. ad
'alorern,

MN. HADDOW asked if it was fair
to the struggling fishing industries to in-
crease the duty from b to 10 per cent.
on tin plates; block tin, formerly free,
now charged 10 per cent. ; muriatic acid,
formerly free, now charged 20 per cent.,
and rope increased to 20 per cent. They
had heard to-night of the protection
afforded to the furniture manufacturer,
the iron producer, and the manufacturer
of cottons and woollens; but, while the
Americans are allowed to send in their
canned goods duty free, they were obliged
to pay at the rate of 1c. per lb. or 18c.
per doz. cans, for any goods sent in
there.

MF. TILLEY said that the increase
of duty would not make the least differ-
ence in the world.

MR. HADDOW said they had to sell
their canned salmon in this country.
They would want a drawback if they ex-
ported it.

Mn. DOMVILLE : How inuch is sold
in the country ?

MR. HADDOW said all the salmon
canned in the Lower Provinces was sold
in the country.

MR. DOMVILLE : No. Canned
salmon were shipped to England from
Gloucester County last year.

MR. ANGLIN said that thehon.
gentleman (Mr. Haddow) knew more
about this particular trade than the hon.
gentleman (Mr. Do<ville) did alto-
gether.

Mn. DOMVILLE said there were
other hon. gentlemen in the House that

ME. BEowN.

knew something about it too, and it was
well known that all the salmon -canned in
Canada was not all consumed in this
country. A large part of it was export-
ed to Europe. The hon. gentleman
should not try to raise sympathy by say-
ing that the people of this country con-
sumed all the canned salmon produced in
it. The hon. gentleman was trying to
gain cheap popularity in his county. He
(Mr. Haddow) knew very well that
nearly all the salmon canned in the
Dominion was exported from New
Brunswick.

MR. HADDOW said lie would like
to know if the hon. member for King's
(Mr. Domville) could say if any canned
salmon had been exported from the
county of Gloucester within the last two
or three years?

MR. DOMVILLE: Carried.

MRt. ANGLIN said that the hou.
member for Restigouche (Mr. Haddow)
was himself interested in the business of
canning, and knew what he was talking
about, and should not be interrupted
in that way by the hon. member for
King's (Mr. Domville).

MR. DOMVILLE said the han.
member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin)
tried to impress the country at large that
lie (Mr. Donville) interrupted every hon.
member for New Brunswick. But he
was not afraid of his (Mr. Anglin's)
statements. With regard to the hon.
member for Restigouche (Mr. Haddow),
that gentleman before he came into this
House said lie was not a John A. man,
but lie was a friend of Tilley's; now
he was going against the Hon. Mr.
Tilley. The hon. member (Mr. Had-
dow) took the course lie did to-night,
because lie thought it would give himri
influence in the county of Restigouche,
and get him a little cheap popularity.

MR. TILLEY said that, whether the
salmon exported from the Lower Pro-
vinces paid a large or small per cent.
tariff, it did not in any way interfere
with that industry, for the simple reason
that the parties canning salmon would
not be placed in any worse or better
position, because, under the old tariff,
every cannery, both of British Coluibia
and the Maritime Provinces, when they
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asked for a drawback upon the tin that
went into the'manufacture of the cans in
wbich the salmon was exported, received
a drawback. ie could not see upon
what grounds the hon. gentleman (Mr.
Haddow) could argue that the imposi-
tion of a higher duty upon tin, or upon
anything used in the making of tin cans
would injure the trade.

Ma. HADDOW said he found lie had
made a mistake with regard to the ex-
portation of canned salmon from the
Lower Provinces. He had reference to
Great Britain. He thought it would be
found that there was no canned salmon
exported to that country from the Mari-
time Provinces.

Au HONx. MEMBER : There is a
little.

Ma. HADDOW said it did not pay
to send them to Britain, as they were
driven out of that market by the salmon
from British Columbia. In answer to
what had been said by the hon. the Min-
ister of Finance, he maintained he was
in a worse position, for all the salmon he
canned was sold in Canada. Last year
he sold nearly 2,000 boxes of four dozen
each, which had to be sold in Canada,
and, if lie had to pay a duty of ten per
cent. where he had only paid five, he must
be in a worse position.

Mn. DOMVILLE : It is very hard on
You.

Mn. HADDOW said he could not
uaderstand the conduct of the hon. mem-
ber for King's (Mr. Domville) With re-
gard to the statement of that gentleman,
that he (Mr. Haddow) had once been a
Tilley man, and now was opposed to the
hon. the Finance Minister, lie would say
that lie thought lie had been a supporter
a longer time than the hon. member for
King's, for lie had never in bis life given
him an adverse vote.

Mn. DOMVILLE: I stood to him
better.

MR. H ADDOW said, if lie (Mr. Dom-
ville) had always been a Conserva ive,
as he professed to be. he could not always
have supported the Finance Minister.
-HO (Mr. Tilley) had not always practised
the same as he did to-day. le had not
always been a Conservative. The hon.

the Finance Minister was always a Lib-
eral, and he (Mr. Haddow) was always a
Liberal.

Several HÔN. MEMBERS: Carried.

Mi. MACKENZIE said the interrup-
tions to the hon. gentleman were most
scandalous, and if hon. gentlemen oppo-
site persisted in pursuing that course,
they would make little progress.

Mit. HADDOW said that in former
days he had voted for the Finance Min-
ister, and never against him. When
they were fighting the battles of Confed-
eration, lie had stood by him and opposed
those who predicted from Confederation
the present result. Could it have
been foreseen, that Province would never
have entered the Union. He had given
no reason for that hon. gentleman's at-
tack on him. le had corne here on both
occasions pledged to lis constituents to
oppose Protection, and lie was going to
stand by his record. He told his con-
stituents last nomination, if they wanted
some one to support a Protective tarif,
not to send him.

Mn. KING said it appeared as if the
hon. member for King's (Mr. Domville)
had taken charge of New Brunswick.
That hon. gentleman lad thought proper
to incriminate a gentleman holding a
high social position, by charging him with
having attempted to bribe bim (Mr.
Domville) to secure the settlement of an
election protest. He (Mr. King) felt
compelled to speak.

An HIow. MEMBER raised a point of
order.

MR. SPEAKER said lie did not sup-
pose that the point of order was as to the
hon. gentleman having spoken before ;
because the debate was proceedmng as if
the House were in Committee. The
point was that the hon. gentleman did
not confine bis remarks to the point be-
fore the House. Well, hon. miembers on
both sides were liable, to some extent, to
the charge of the same irregularity.

MR. KING said that, at the risk of
the interruption of the hon. member for
King's, and the Finance Minister's
applauding him, he would not have
referred to that matter to-night, if it was
as well understood in the cour.ty that
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hon. gentleman reprëeanted as it was here, County (that is, yen had heard se), and that
that bis remarks on elections and other they were being negotiated pt some of the
matters did not possess great weight. "I s ha n a a
When he charged hini with having sent net believe that any one, after the large
Thos. Rt. Jones to hini (Mr. Domville), majority the present Government had, weuld
with an offerof $2,000 to retire- have any interest in the mtter but Wiggins

hixnself.
MR. SPEAKER : These remarks are IYou said that the notes could not be got

litti teefar.threngh without some party here interestinggoing a little too far. r
going athemselves, and znentioned Mr. flomville's

Mn. CARTWRIGIIT noved that the name as the party.
House do now adjourn. ci douhted it as Mr. Domville was ont of

business, and had ne connection with a bank.,
MR. KING said, with regard to the at that time, as President or Director; but 1,

charge of is having offered $2,000 to a friend, on your behaf, vlunteered to ee
chrg o isbaig ffre 2,OCt Mr. Doinville, which I did. He stated that he

the member for King's to compromise a had nothing to do with Wiggins in any wa,
protest against him in the Courts of as regards the protest. I then said. that
New Brunswick, at the time he had taken aithougl yen wert elected against the present
the liberty of denving, nost emphatically, Government, 1 thought yen weuld be preparedte give the Goyernment fair play in their
the charge; and he had immediately tele- measures, and net factions opposition; this
graphed to Mr. Jones on the subject. last were my ewn views of the case, and itwas
He would read the telegram: very littie différence Mhether yen or Wigns

beld the seat, and asked him if he would set
" April 17, 1879. Wieins, asa friendof mine, and advise him

To Tuomàs R. JoNxs, te withdraw.lig opposition. He (Domville)
" St. John. N. B. said he would sc Wiggins.

"Domville stated to-night that you told him "A few days after I saw Donville, and ht
you were authorised to arrange protest stated to me he could do nothing with Wiggins
against me if it did not cost more than $2,00. t
Answer by telegraph ; also, fully by mail. this te you a few days after.

G. G. KING." IThis is ail 1 remember of thc transaction
You era make what use of this letter yow

To this 'Mr. Jones replied :please.

" Must be some misapprchension ; will write
fully by mail.

(Signed) "T. R. JoNEs."

He had aiso received the following
letter :-

S S. JoHN, NEW ERUNSwIcK,
" April 18, 187e.

"G. G. KiNG, Esq., M. P..
"Ottawa.

" DEAR SIR,-Your telegram received, and
answer forwarded : ' must be some misappre-
hension ; will write fully by mail. (Signed),
T. R. JoNES' Any conversation or matter in
connection with Mr. Domville and yourself, in
which I was a party, arose in this way : You
met me at my door after the election, and after
some trivial conversation of no moment as re-
gards the election, you stated that you thought
it unfair, after the contest was over, that you
should be subjected to persecution on the part
of the now existing Government and their
friends ; that Wiggins had filed a protest
against you; that he had no chance of suc-
ceeding, and could only put you to trouble and
annoyance.

"I said, so far as I knew, that there was no
disposition on the part of your political op-
ponents to put you to any trouble in the
city of St. John.

" You said that Wiggins had no money to
carry on the protest, and that he had got
small notes from his friends in Queen's

Mi. KING.

* Yours very truly,
"Tzfos. R. JoSta.

This letter being very full, ouglit to have
satisfied the hon. gentlemen opposite, be-
cause it came from a supporter of the
Finance Miinister, and, lie believed, of

.the hon member for King's. The witer
was a gentleman for wbom he (Mr.
King) entertained the highest respect.
Feeling that that might not be satisfac-
tory, he had telegiaphed again, to-day, te
Mr. Jones, as follt;ws:-

" April 22nd, 1879.
'TuomÂs R. JoNEs,

4 St. John:
"Domville says you stated you were autho-

rized to pay two thousand dollars to have
protest against me settled. Is it true.

"G. ai. Kme."

He thought it useless to comment On
these facts, or to take up the time of
the House longer on these subjects.

MR. DOMVILLE said, as this was a
personal matter, he only wished to say a
few words on the subject at this late
hour. He had made the assertion in th*
House that Mr. T. R. Jones authorised
him to meet S. Wiggins, and go so far

{COMMON8.] The Tan'i§.



as $2000 to haul him off. He (Mr. thereon refunded, less thé cost of print-
Domville) regretted the hon. member ing and translation.
should have brought the matter up at Motion agreed to, aid Bil wit/idrawn.
that late hour, in the manner observed.
He had no objection to giving bis papers
to the House, if allowed, and, to-morrow, INDEPENDENCE 0F PARLIAMENT ACT
would produce Mr. Wiggins' letter, in AMENDMENT BILL.
which he stated the overtures made, and (Mr. Bykert.)
that Mr. Ferris, the late meiner, said
that perhaps it would cost $4,000 to take FIRST READING.

him off. 'Ihe bon. gentleman's letter to- MR. RYKERT introduced a BiH (No.
night corroborated bis (Mr. Domville's) 86> To anend the Act furtber secîwing
letter. Mr. Jones was telegraphed to, the independence of Parliament. l e
and while the hon. inember for King's said the object of the Bil was to prevent
was getting bis letter, he (Mr. Domville) persons occupying seats in this flouse
had received a telegram from Mr. Jones, ani, at the same tire, offices ewolument
saying: " have sent King an evasive under the Ontario Governinent. There
answer." At the saine time that this should be no connectiou between the On-
letter said, in terms of evasion, that he tario Government and this one.
was not authorised to make the offer, it Bil read te first tiine.
admitted that overtures were made which
proved bis (Mr. Domville's) story. #He
insisted that the letter should be laid on
the table of the House for reference. SPEAKERS RULIG.

MR. ANGL1N : I know Mr. T. R.
Jones, who is a blunt, outspoken man, a.tention si he desire t e
and not likely to give an evasive answer thean ofthe foe befre te
to anybody. extraordinary memorial. wbich bad been

Motion to adjourn, with leave of the sent in yesterday, and which was, ie be-
House, withdrawn. lieved, irregularly laid on the table of the

Item agreed to. flouse. His reason for callincy attention
to it was that it bore very remarkably

MR. TILLEY moved the adjournment u'" the policy inaugurated by the pro-
of the debate. sent Governuient. Tt purported to core

Motion ag-reed to, and debate ad- aton of Eland.
journe d.

House adjourned at MR. SPEAKER In reference to the
Thirty minutes after paper laid inforinally on the table yes-

One o'clock. terday, I have to say, on further consid-
eration of the matter, that no0 documents
can be regularly jieseiited tu the flouse,
unless sent down by Message from the

H O USE OF COMMONS. Governor-General, or in answer to an

Wedesday,Order or Address f the ouse, or in
Wednsday 23r Ap l, 17YL pursuance of a Statute requiring their

The Speaker took the Chair at Three production. Individuals outside of Par-
o'clock. hiament must approacli either House by

PRAYERS. petition, and it as been frequently
decided that no0 letter or declaration, nor

<TTAWA AGRICULTURAL INSURANCE address, nor remonstrance without a pro-

COMPANY BILL,-[BuL 48.] per form of prayer, can be received. In
(Mr. Rochester.)case of a pettion it must be present-

(Ir. ocheser.) d by a inember in his place. Hie is res-
BILL WITKDRAwN. ponsible that it does not contain any

M. ROCHESTER moved that the flagrant violation of the mies of the
Bill be withdrawn, and the fées )aid flouse. t bas nver been tbe practice

[APRIL 23, 1870.' Bu8ine88. 14,5General
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for the Speaker topresent even a petition
regularly framed. When a petition was
sent to Mr. Speaker Addington, that he
might present it, as a member, he declin-
ed doing so, on the ground that it was
cleaily irregular. The paper in ques-
tion is not a petition, but a communica-
tion containing a declaration with res-
pect to the Canadian tariff, now before
the House of Commons ; in fact, a docu-
ment which could not be regularly pre-
sented by a member in his place, for it
bears on the face of it all the evidences of
its irregularity. In 1841, Mr. Milner
Gibson wished to present a declaration of
a similar character, from the people of
Manchester, stating their feelings with
respect to the corn laws ; but the
Speaker would not allow him to proceed.
This paper, then, not coming before the
House as a petition in a regular way,
and not having been brought down in
response to an order of the House, can-
not be taken notice of.

THE Q JEEN'S, N.B,, ELECTION PROTEST.

PERSONAL EXPLANATIONS.

MR. KING; called on the hon. member
for Kings, N.B., (Mr. Doiville) to pro-
duce the telegran lie stated he had re-
ceived from Mr. Jones, in which that
gentleman stated lie had .sent him (Mr.
King) an evasive answer.

MP. DOMVILLE said lie would have
done so, and taken any step he could to
substantiate his statement, but the hon.
gentleman had precluded him from know-
ing what this letter was which he had
received from St. John. He (Mr. Dom-
ville) had written the hon. gentleman
for it this morning, but the hon. gentle-
man had refused to give him this letter
until he (Mr. Domville) produced the
telegram from Mr. Thomas R. Jones.
Hfe (Mr. Domville) must insist on ob-
taining that letter, after which he would
give the hon. member any information he
required.

Mn. KING said lie had no objection
that it should be laid hefore the Flouse.
He simply claimed in justice to •the

gentleman from the city of St. John,
that the hon. member should produce
the telegram he referred to. When he
did so, he would lay the correspondence
on the table.

MR. SPEAKER.

Si JOHN A. MACDONALD aid
that as the hon. member for Queg
(Mr. King) had already read his letter
to the House, it was in the possession of
the House, and should be produced.

MR. HOLTON stated the letter was
in the official reports of the House, and
in reply to it the hon. member for
King's (Mr. Domville) stated Le had
received a telegram of a certain purport.
The telegram should theretore be produed.
He (Mr. Domville) furthermore made
the statement that he was aware of the
tactics of the hon. gentleman, and that
lie had received a telegram saying that
the Hon. Thos. R. J ones had sent
him (Mr. King) an evasive answer. 'He
woul leave this to the Iansard for sub-
stantiation. He had only to ask the
hon. gentleman to lay before him (Mr.
DoCville) the letter he had received in
reg !d to the assertions made by himaself
in the House.

Mit. KING said that the hon. member
for King's having failed to produce the
telegram, Le now, on behalf of Mr. Jones,
would take the liberty of reading a tele-
gram he received fron him that morn-
ing.

" April 22, 189.
"By telegraph from St. John, N.B.,

" To G. 0. KING:
"Domville must be in error. You never

authorised me to offer $2,000 for withdrawal
of protest, and, if you had, I would not have
been a party to it. My letter explains all
that took place.

" T. R. JoNus."

le did not propose to say anything
further in regard to this matter, beyond
expressing his utter abhorrence of the
manner in which this controversy had
been conducted by the hon. gentleman.

Ma. DOMVILLE said the criticisis
of the hon. gentleman fell very harmles
upon him. As the hon., gentleman
would not produce his letter, he (MX.
Domville) had a letter from a gentleman
who would corroborate his (Mr. Dom-
ville's) statement. It was as follows:-
"My Dzin 8m,-

"I see Mr. King, M.P. for Queen's, denie"
the fact that any overtures were made t mIe
after last election, and, therefore, I beg to ii-
form you that John Ferris, Exq., ex-M. >., in-
formed a friend of mine, in January last,--Wd
who informed me-that they had offered me

(COMMONS.] Election Protest.
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the sum of $2,000 it I would have the protest
against Mr. King withdrawn, but that I had
refused, and that he feared they would be
obliged to increase that sum to $4,000. You
are at liberty to use this in any way you deem
proper, as there can be no doubt that you
s5tated to me-and to which I am ready to
testify on oath-that the sum of $2,00o would
be paid me if I would give no further opposi-
tion in the matter, I may further add that
when you informed me that Mr. Joues had
authorised you to ascertain what I would ac-
vept for my trouble and drop further opposi-
tion, you will remember I promptly spurned
the offer, with the remark that I would never
sel] my friends.

"Yours truly,
" E. SroNE WxcIIS.

This was his statement, and Mr. Wiggins
was in Ottawa, prepared to justify his
(Mr. Domville's) statement on oath.

MR. KING : I call

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
think we ought to have Mr. Jones's letter.
The hon. gentleman is precluded from
speaking until he lays that letter upon
the table.

Mu. KING: I have no objection to
Jay the letter upon the table, and I now
call upon the hon. member for King's
for the telegram from Mr. Jones.

MR. DOMVILLE said that that letter
'which the hon. gentleman had laid upon
the table, and which lie had in his
hands, formed a part of his (Mr. Dom-
ville's) answer. Mr. Joneq had been ap-
plied to by his hon. friend for a denial of
certain allegations made by him (Mr.
Domiville) and he sent in reply the letter
which had been read last night.
That proved his case. He stated that
he had made overtures to Mr. Wiggins,
on behalf of Mr. King, through Mr.
Jones. Here was Mr. Jones's letter, and
also Mr. Wiggins's, who said he was pre-
pared to testify on oath that the amount
was offered to him, and lie refused to
take it. He (Mr. Domville) made no
assertion in the House that he received a
telegram from the Hon. Thos. R. Jones.
He noticed, at the time, some hon. gen-
tlemen smile, and he (Mr. DomviHe)
rýmiled to think they had taken a view
that might please them. But it was in-
correct, as far as he was concerned. He
stated that he had received a telegram
S&yng Mr. Jones had sent him (Mr.
King) an evasive answer. He would

read the telegram-whirhiowever, was
not fron Mr. Jones ; lie did not say that
it was.

MR. CARTWRIGHT: I distinctly
heard himn make the statement last
night.

Mi. McDONALD (Pictou): I was
present when Mr. Domville made the
statement, and I distinctlv understood
him to use these words: " I received
a telegram from St. John, saying Mr.
Jones had returned an evasive answer to
Mr. King."

Several HON. GENTLEMEN : No, no.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) : I do not
know who says "no, no;" nor do I care.
I am quite satisfied he used those
words.

MR. ANGLIN said he understood the
hon. gentleman to say that he had re-
ceived a telegram from Mr. Jones saying
he had sent an evasive answer to Mr.
King.

MR. WHITE (Cardwell) said he lis-
tened attentively to the remarks of the
hon. gentleman on the night previously,
and lie understood him to say that he
had received a telegram from St. John,
saying the Hon. Thomas R. Jones had
sent an evasive answer to Mr. King.

Ma. DOMVILLE said the telegram
lie received was as follows:-

I Forewarned, forearmed. King has asked
Jones for a denial of your statemen$, and
Jones has written him what he calls an
evasive marner. Joues says you are mis-
taken. He did not talk of a money compro-
mise.

" S. J. KnG.'

MR. CARTWRIGHT said the charge
made by the hon. gentleman was that
his hon. friend behind him had sent a
gentleman to him authorised to pay to
Mr. Wiggins $2,000 if lie would with-
draw the protest.

MR. DOMVILLE said lie had made
that charge. He did not deny .it, and
he.had Mr. Wiggins here t:> prove it on
oath.

MR. A N GLIN said the hon. gentle-
man had not read the telegrams which
were laid on the table with the letters
of Mr. Jones.

The Queen's. N. B., ( ARI1L 23, 1879.]
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MR. DOMVITL : 1 did not see 1rent postponed for a few days. Somebody
them. Send them here, and I will read will be up to explain. Will work bad hereas

ft ;is;
them.

MR. BOWELL said that, with refer-
ence to the remarks of bis hon. friend,
on the night previously, his recollection
was decidedly the same as that of the
hon. the Minister of Justice, and the
hon. member for Cardwell. What im-
pressed it more particularly on his mind
was the circumstance, that immediately
after the statement was made by the
hon. member for King's, lie turned round
to the hon. gentleman and said: " Dom-
ville, they understood you to say that
vou received this telegram from Mr.
Jones." " Well," said ie, " I do not
care whether they do or do not think
so." He (Mr. Bowell) was quite satis-
flied that the lion. gentleman was correct
as to what lie said.

Mn. COCKBURN (Muskoka) said lie
thought he could throw a little light
upon the subject. When the hon. gen-
tleman said he had received a telegram
from the lon. T.R. Jones, stating that
he had sent an evasive reply to Mr.
King, the hon. member for Gloucester
said Mr. Jones was not the inan to send
an evasive reply.

MR. DOMVILLE : Yes, we heard
him say so.

MR. KING read te. report in the
Montreal Gazette of what took place.
le would next read the telegrams which
he claimed the hon. member for King's
would not read. He (Mr. King), upon
hearing that the hon. member for King's
had a communicatiòn from Mr. Jones,
telegraphed as follows to the latter gen-
tleman:

" April 22, 1879.
"To TiHoiAs L. JoNEs,

St. John, N.B.
" Doniville says you telegraphed him to-day

that you had sent me an evasive answer. Is
itso?

G. G. Ka,.'
In reply, Mr Jones said:

"A pril 23, 1879.
"DBy telegraph from St. John. N. B.,

" To G. G. KRiM,
Ottawa,

"Domville bas no telogram or letter lrom
me on the subject matter whatever ; if he has,
let him produce it. Get Insolrency Amend-

MR. ANGLIN.

" T .IR. JonEs"

Now he called upon the hon. member foi
King's to produce the telegram.

MR. DOMVILLE: What is the use
of the hon. gentleman calling on me for
a telegram 1 never had, or claimed to
have had?

THE CONFEDERATION CAMPAIGN IN
NEW BRUNSWICK.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION.

MR. TILLEY said he rose to a ques-
tion of privilege. He desired to call the
attention of the flouse to a statement he
made, and which was positively contra-
dicted by the hon. member for Glouoester
(Mr. Anglin). When lie (Mr. Tilley),
speaking with reference to the feeling
that existed in the Province of New
Brunswick during the first Confederation
election, for the purpose of showing how
public feeling changed, said that the
feeling was so strong that he could not
obtain a hearing until the hon.
member stepped forward and ob-
tained a hearing for hiai. He had
said he never would Çorget the
humiliation to which lie was subjected at
that Àime-that lie was dependent on
that hon. member (Mr. Anglin) for a
hearing in his own constituency. Every
hon. member would recollect how em-
phatically, and distinctly, he denied that
statement, saying that lie iad never
interfered, because he (Mr. Tilley) was
never refused a hearing except on one
occasion, in the Mechanics' lustitute. H1e
was authorised to make this statement:

"The undersigned were present on nomina-
tion day, February 27th, 1865, for the first
Confederation election, when Mr. Tilley was
prevented from receiving a hearing until Mir.
Anglin pushed his way to the front of the
busting, and asked the crowd to give Mr.
Tilley a hearing, which was then done.
Signed: C. H. Fairweather, George Robertson,
C. M. Bosiwick, J. H. Allan, William Flem-
ming, Luke 8tewart, John A. Chesley, Win A.
Turnbull, Geo. S. DeForest, John Bell, E. E.
Kenney, J. D. Turner, J. E. Paddington, S. 3
King."
He had received several telegrams to the
sane effect since. But, if anything
more was necessary to establiah a state-
ment, he had extracts from the editorials

in INew Brunswick
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of the St. John News, of March lst, and
the'Morning Telegraph, February 28th,
1865, as follows:-

cMr. Anglin undertook to speak against
time yesterday, consuming- nearly one-half of
the whole time at the disposal of the canai-
dates. His efforts were seconded by the lungs
and rowdyism of a lot of 'plug-uglies,' who
kept interrupting each of the Union Speakers,
obliging them to shorten their addresses, and
finally closing the performance by creating
such a disturbance as prevented M r. Tilley from
replying to Mr. Anglin's sophistries and mis-
statements. That the gang was organised,
bût by whom, or by whom paid, or under whose
leaderahip, is yet unknown, although shrewd
suspicions are entertained. That Mr. Anglin
was at least their patron is undoubted.

" Matters have come to a pretty pass in this
City, when public speakers can address public
assemblages in this loyal city, only by Mr.
Anglin's permission; Mr. Anglin, whose past
career is yet redolent of treason. Let ail friends
of Confederation treasure up the disgraceful
sigbts of yesterday. Let them be ever before
their eyes until this important contest is over.
Let them spare neither time, nor care, nor phy-
sical labour until, by the election of the Con-
federate candidates, they assure New Bruns-
wick that St. John is not to be ruled by Mr.
Anglin and his gang of rowdies. The enemy
has at last unmasked their batteries. Intellect
is no longer of any service to them; passion,
prejudice, falschoods and mob law are now
their weapons."-(St. John Telegraph, Feb. 28th,
3865.)

I The course pursued by the Anti-Confedera-
tes in front of the Court House on Monday last,
has defeated the object intended by the pro-
moters and abettors of the disturbance.9Many
mnen wbo were halting between two opinions,
and who had deferred making up their minds
until tLey heard the friends and opponents of
Confederation face to face on the hustings,
have decided to throw, not only their votes,
but all their influence in opposition to the
patty that sought to stifle the right of free
speech, which is the proud boast of every
Briton; and many others, who were luke-warm
friends of Confederation, have been prompted
to give the good cause their warm and hearty
suppOrt. All reasonable and fair men looked
forward to nomination day as the one on which
ielligence and truth would triumph.
'he result of the day's proceedings

has, however, been provocative of nothing but
dissatisfaction. They expected that when the
OPponents of the scheme were heard for bours
without interruption, a short time would have
been allowed its friends to combat the argu-
'ents advanced, and establish the correctness

Of their own position. This privilege was
denied them. Indeed, it was with difficultythat any of the friends of Confederation
obtained even a partial hearing. Why was
this so? Simply because the men who de-
<ined to face the friends of the scheme.when-
ever and wherever challenged, feared to have
their 8pecious sophistry and their flimsy argu-

92

ments exposed and refuted. Ilad a different
course been pursued, Mr. Anglin's fine spun
theories, Mr. Cudlip's fallacious declarations,
and Mr. Witmore's windy declamation would
have been as completely annihilated as Mr.
Wilmot's untenable position was thoronghly
exposed in the few minutes afforded tor review.
But this could not be. At the be best of A nglin
alone would the noisy crowd, who occupied
the centre of the vast throng, become quiet.
The battle was, therefore, not one of reason.
but a test between the lung power of the
speaker, and the turbulence of a band of ruth-
less, ignorant and deluded men ; and in such a
scene of strife, it is no wonder that the latter
gained a temporary triumph. Among the
whole band of reckless men there were proba-
bly not more than half a dozen votes. Matters
have come to a pretty pass when condiict so
disgraceful is suffered to prevail in a city of
the size and importance of St. John. It is
high time that the people should know
whether their public men are to be brow-
beaten in this manner, and ýwhether they are
to be permitted to declare their views only
under the patronage of a man who has endea-
voured, on every occasion, to clog the wheels
of progress in this 'fine and favoured' Pro-
vince. It must be apparent to every right-
thinking man, that the cause which requires
mob violence in its aid is bad, and we trust
that votes recorded on Friday and Saturday
next will show that this is properly under-
stood and appreciated."-(St. -John News,
March Ist, 1865.)

Now, he thought, with thtft testimony-,
he was justified in stating that, on that
occasion, he obtained a hearing only at
the solicitation of the hon. gentleman
opposite.

MR. ANGLIN said lie thought that,
as the House had listened to those
extracts read by the Finance Minister,
they would be able to form a very
correct estimate of the value of the
statements of those newspapers. Any-
thing more violently partisan than those
articles could scarcely be written. At that
particular time there was a determina-
tion on the part of the hon. the Finance
Minister to create the impression against
the anti-Confederates, that they were
endeavouring to resist Confederation by
just such ineans as were descrilbed in
those articles, and the knowledge of that
intention rendered the anti-Confederates
particularly serupulous and careful
to restrain the sliglhtest show
of improper interference with any
speakers on the opposite side. He re-
collected what took place on that parti-
cular day. They stood on the stoop of
the Court-house in St. John, the vast as-
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seimbly before them remaining in the
snow from a little before twelve o'clock in
the day, till long after the lamps were lit
in the evening; the fact of their remain-
ing so long would be of itself evidence
that there was none of that violence and
rowdyism described in those articles, and
no attempt to interrupt the speakers on
the Confederate side. Notwithstanding
the show of evidence produced by the
hon. gentleman, he (Mr. Anglin) re-
peated, positively ard emphatically, that
there was no interruption beyond
possibly two or three or hal.-a-dozen
voices sornetimes contradicting sorne
of his statements. He (Mr. Anglin)
did not interfere at any tiie to
procure hin a hearing, nor vas there
any occasion for his doing so. He did
not say that the writers of those articles
deliberately misstated the facts, nor that
the Finance Minister knowingly misre-
presented themn; but owing to the lapse
of time, their memory had deceived
them. Though the newspaper articles
said there were interruptions, they did
not say the Finance Minister was inter-
rupted. What did occur was this: Mr.
Charles Skinner was, he thought, a can-
didate on that occasion. While he was
addressing the meeting, some person in-
terrupted or contradicted hirn, when a
controversy arose, in which five
or six persons engaged. Some
noise ensued, and lie (Mr. Anglin)
was foolish or good-natured enough to
say : If any of his friends w ere making
a noise, he hoped Ithey would submit to
anything rather than to interrupt Mr.
Skinner. That gentleman immediately
took most unfair and improper advantage
of his interference, exclaiming that things
had come to a pretty pass if he, in the
capital of his native Province, was to be
indebted to him (Mr. Anglin) for a hear-
ing. Everybody present felt how very
unfair that remark was, and a great
many of his (Mr. Anglin's) friends re-
proved him for being foolish enough to
interfere. Nothing would have been
more pleasing to the Finance Minister and
his friends, than a serious attempt to
prevent bis being heard at that time, for
nothing would have helped them more.
There was no turmoil, exciternent, or in-
terruption, beyond the little episode he
had mentioned, which was not worth
noticing or mentioning ; but it was

MI. ANGLIN.

seized upon and exaggerated by the wri-
ters of those newspaper articles, to turn
against them the public opinion then run-
ning in their favour. Those papers were
at that time most violent partisans of the
hon. the Finance Minister, and very vio-
lent and unscrupulous advocates of Con-
federation.

MR. TILLEY said the circumstances
of that day would not soon be forgotten
by himself, and the thousands then pre-
sent. There were twelve candidates,
eight for the county and four for the city
of St. John, and as a late member for the
ciLy, and of the Cabinet, it was decided
that he (Mr. Tilley) should speak first.
The member for Gloucester had occupied
nearly half of the time devoted to the
twelve speakers, and arter the county
candidates had spoken, he (Mr. Tilley)
stepped to the front, but could not get a
hearing. He recollected it well, for he
never felt so humiliated before in his own
constituency, which had elected him sir
or seven times. Mr. Anglin, who stood
beside him, pressed forward, and asked
the crowd to give him an opportunity of
making his statements ; and, though the
interruption lasted some time, lie after-
wards obtained a hearing, but not one
altogether satisfactory. The hon. gentle-
man said that those writers, and others,
did not recollect the matter correctly;
but those statements of the Telegrapk and
News appeared the very next morning
from the editors describing as tersely and
clearly as possible all that happened-
that he had obtained a hearing only by
the intervention of the member for
Gloucester. He was surprised that the
hon. gentleman should be at fault in this
niatter, knowing well that his nemorY
generally yas remarkably good. -
(Mr. Tilley) had felt it due to himnself tO
make these explanations, thinking it best
to set this matter at rest.

Ma. ANGLIN said that the
gentleman was iot named in those
cles. as having been interrupted in
way.

hon.
arti-

afny

MIR. TILLEY : I think so.

Mi. TUPPER said that, if lhe correc
lv ý understood the hon. number for
Gloucester, he had asserted hat t;he two
leading papers of St. John, supporting
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hon. gentlemen opposite, were such
violent and unscrupulous partisans that
one could not believe a word they sail.

MR. ANGLIN said he did not quite
say that. In those days they were vio-
lently partisan in character, and greatly,
exaggerated the little episode mentioned
for the partisan purpose of creating ill-
will and ill-feelirg against the anti-
Confederate party-of creating the im-
pression that they were playing the part
9f bullies and rowdies, although they had
been particularly scrupulous to treat the
Finance Minister with the greatest possi-
ble respect. He defied the hon. gentle-
man to say that, during thatexcited time,
he (Mr. Anglin) had ever uttered the
slightest word in reference to him, bis
purposes or motives, that he or any rea-
sonable man could take exception to.

S1R JOHN A. MACDONALD said,
of course the St. John News and Telegraph
lied when supporting the Finance Minis-
ter, but both supported the member for
Gloucester now, and had atoned for all
sins, and whitewashed all those false-
hoods against hon. gentlemen opposite ;
they had recovered their honesty, and
were now to be believed, though they
were not then.

MR. WELDON said he had a file of
the St. John News containing an account
of the proceedings of that meeting, the
same paper from which the Finance
Minister had read. The report stated
that, while Mr. Skinner had been inter-
rupted, when Mr. Tilley came forward he
was received with loud applause. Then
followed two columns of bis speech, and
then, when Mr. Wilmot, now Speaker of
the Senate, but then one of the candi-
dales opposed to Confederation and to
the Finance Minister, attempted to reply,
he was met by such a storm of yells that
he retired with the observation: " Well,
if you do not want to hear the explana-
tion, I am sure I do not want to give it."

WAYS AND MEANS-THE TARIFF.

ADJOURNED DEBATF.

Flouse retumed the adjourned debate
,on Resolution 11, reported from Commit-
tee of Ways and Means (April 9th).

On item-Iron and steel screws, com-
monly called " wood screws," 35 per cent.
ad valorem,

MR. ANGLIN asked why this duty
hadbeen increased.

MR. TILLEY said that the iachinery
for making the screws was very expen-
sive, there was a large outlay for skilled
machinists, and a considerable portion of
the iron used was, to a certain extent,
used in the manufacture of screws.
UJnder these circumstances, builders'
hardware, and everything of that kind
was entitled to further consideration.

MR. MACKENZIE said it would be
satisfactory if the hon. gentleman would
inform the House of the expense of that
machinery and the capital involved. He
(Mr. Mackenzie) was under the impres-
sion there was very little expense com-
pared with other manufactures. There
was another matter that seemed very ex-
traordinary. In one of the items passed
he found this : " On rolled, round wire
rods, in coils under half an inch in
diameter, 10 per cent. ad valorern." This
sort of iron, used in screws, -was allowed
in at 10 per cent, but if the same sizes of
iron were brouglit in by a blacksmith,
he would have to pay 1 per cent.,
simply because it was straight rods in
bundles. He knew that blacksmiths,
particularly for carriage purposes, used a
very large quaniity of quarter-inch five-
sixteenths, three-eighths and half-inch,
which came, generally, in straight bun-
dles of 1001b. each. If brought in in
coils, it only paid 10 per cent. This
ainounted to a protection of 424 per
cent., which would render the making of
screws a monopoly, while it was alleged
that the best screws were those brought
in from England and the United States,
especially those from England. He
thought there was only one manufactory
of screws in the country. The percentage
of35 percent. wasreallyaprohibitoryduty,
without counting the difference of 7j per
cent. on iron in their favour, and prohi-
bitory in a wrong direction, as those
English and American screws were uni-
versally used to a greater or less extent.

MR. TILLEY said the proposition had
been amended since it was first intro-
duced, because, at the time he made the
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proposition, lie supposed, fron informa-
tion lie had, that the wire was all manu-
factured in the country, but, on further
consideration, it was found desirable to
allow this description of iron to come in
at 10 per cent. Of this description of
iron, which was used in the manufacture
o nuts, etc., a considerable portion was
lost in the manufacturing oi these articles.
It was thought worthy of consideration
to give as much protection as possible to
the one establishment which had been
mnanufacturing screws in the Dominion.
It was quite true that the competition
had ueen very sharp, and he believed
that establishment bad been closed for
some tine.

MR. MACKENZIE said the hon. the
Minister of Finance was mistaken about
the factory referred to having been closed
for want of a market for their articles. He
(Mr. Mackenzie) knew that men in the
trade had sent orders to that estallish-
ment which they were unwilling to fill
but the company were, in fact, in a posi
tion to take advantage of the markets, so
soon as it would be regulated by the
Minister of Finance, who, no doubt, had
communicated with them, as he (Mr.
Tilley) said lie had with all industries,
and arranged the tariff to suit that par-
ticular trade. They were given a pro-
tection of 35 per cent., and 7-1 per cent.
on the iron they used, which imade really,
as lie had said, a protection of 424 pe'
cent. The articles manufactured by that
company were said to be inferior to the
English article, or were made in a differ-
ent way.

Mn. ROBERTSON (lamilton) said
that he was in a position to state, not-
withstanding the insinuation thrown out
by the hon. member for Lambton, as to
the quality of trie screws manufactured
by the Canada Screw Company, at
Dundas, that they were of the most un-
exceptionable quality. They were, in
every respect, equal to those manufactured
in England and the UJnited States-
and he (Mr. Robertson) must protest
against the extraordinary statements
made bv the ex-Premier in his place in
this liouse, in reference to the quality
of the manufactures of this country.
The hon. gentleman, judging from the
course lie had pursued, since the debate
had been proceeding, was animated by a

MR. TILLEY.

desire to destroy in some way or other
the effects of the National Policy.
Being powerless to prevent the adoption
of the patriotic measure now under dis-
cursion, and no doubt being conscious
that the resultwould be antagonistic to the
prognostications of himself and his party,
he sought, by a means most unf air and un-
worthy of a statesman, to detract firom the
quality of the goods produced in the
country. And, when this was being
done day after day by a member of this
House, who occupied the prominent po-
sition of leader ot the Opposition, there
could be no doubt that an incalculable in-
jury would be done to those inidustriesý
which he had chosen to single out as the
object of bis attack. A short time ago
the hon. memuber thought proper to
make a most unwarrantable statument
in reference to the clocks manifactured
by the Hamilton Clock Company.
That statement, no doubt. had done its
work, and he (Mr. Robertson) was aware
that it was just as devoil of merit as the
unjuîst remarks made to-ighlt in refer-
ence to the quality of the wood serews.
The clocks made by the Hamiltcn Com-
pany were in every respect equal to any
of the sanie class made in the United
States. And lie (Mr. Robertson) con-
sidered it unworthy of any man, iuch
less of a member of Parliament, who
had lately been the Premier of Canada,
to condemn the industries referred to, for
political reasons, and in the interests
o persons who were importers, and
whose great object always was and
always would be, to keep down native
manufactures. The hon. gentleman, lie
(Mr. Robertson) believed, really knew
nothing about the quality of the good'
lie had becn decrying, and lie thouglht it
was high time for some one to protest
against such unwarrantable statements.

Mu. MACKENZIE said the lhon.
member for Hamilton might as well re-
serve bis lectures, for he should pay no
attention to them. He should do what
lie conceived to be bis duty altogether
irrespective of the lion. gentleman's opin-
ion. He did not object to the hon. gen-
tleman giving bis opinion, and, when a
manufacturer came here asking the tar-
payers of the country, through this
House, to impose a Protective duty Of
35 per cent., he would fail in his duty if
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ie did not discuss everything relative to
such manufacturer. 11e should do so,
and he cared nothing about the hon. gen-
tleman's opinion of his conduct; lie was
not responsible to him ; he was not to be
frightened by the hon. gentleman or any
of his constituents. He stated nothing
against the character of any party. 1e
stated what he had been inforned, that
this manufactory to which he had allud-
ed was receiving 35 per cent. protection,
and had been issuing an inferior article.
le had letters from gentlemen informing
him that that was true, and the hon.
gentleman had just now admitted it,
although he claimed they vere making a
good article now. He was glad to hear
it, but he had many letters in his posses-
sion throwing doubt on the quality of
the article. With respect to the item
under discussion, it was well known
that, in the United States and England,
a great deal of opposition was engendered
to the manufactories exicting there.
When the duty was placed even at the
low rate of 17i per cent., a company in
the United States deemed it proper to
establish a branch in Canada. It was
nlot a Canadian industry, it was only
transplanted from Rhode Island to this
coutry. It was one that they thought
they could make profitable, and did
miake profitable at 171- per cent. ; and,
because it was profitable at 1 7ý per cent..
the hon. the Finance Minister' put on 17_-
more, and gave them raaterial at 7j.-
per cent. less than the other industries.
They were unduly protected, and it was
most unjust to the consurners. He
doubted e.xceedingly if the hon. member
for Hamilton was so good a judge of
screws as lie represented.

Mi. P)3ERTSON (laiilton) said
be had no desire to take up the time of
the flouse a second time on this ques-
tion; *ut, since the bon. member had
thosento characterise his (Mr. Robertson's)
remarks, as a "lecture," all lie (Mr.
Robertson) had to say in reply was that
he did not wish it to be understood that
ne presumed to lecture any person,
and he wished it, at the sane
tilne, to be known. that lie did not
propose to be Iectured by the bon.
member for Lambton. It was true that
he (Mr. Robertson) was but a young
Inember, but lie wished the hon. member

to understand that lie (Mr. Robertson)
quite understood his position in the
flouse; lie was an independent member of
Parliament, representing a constituency
cf inflnitely greater importance in this
Dominion than that represented by the
hon. menber for Lambton, and as often
as that hon. member chose to make
statements derogatory to the honour and
wellbeing of his (Mr. Robertson's) con-
stituency, lie would not fail to resent it
As to tha clocks referred to, lie (Mr.
Robertson) could speak as one who had
authority, for the simple reason that lie
knew all about it. There was no doubt
that some of the cases of a lot of clocks
made at Hamilton two or three years
ago had been improperly finished, and
they consequently did not take the eye
of the commercial world, and a great
loss was sustained by the company ; but
these clocks had all been recaIlld, and
the conpany was now, as it always had
been, able to turn out clocks equal in
every respect to to those of the same
class made in. the United States. He
(Mr. Robertson) was aware of these
facts, in consequence of having had a
brief at the trial of a case in which the
quality of these clocks came up ; and, as
to the screws, Le was quite sure lie knew
more about them than the hoi:. member
for Lnbto, as he (IMr, lobertson) had
repeatedly watched the process of nani-
facture at the factory at Dundas.

MR. CARTWR[GHT said, without
entering on this ticklish controversy as
to the merits of the screws, it did appear
tolerably clear that it was an absolutely
prohibitive duty. No revenue could
come fiom it because it was certain none
of these articles were now going to be
imported. The result of that was that the
people of Canada, whether they consumed
$1G,000 worth or $50,000 worth of these
screws, would have to pay 35 per cent.
higher for them. Now it was perfectly
well known that there was a sharp com-
petition between the iron manufacturers
of England and those of the United
States, which would eflectually dispose of
that part of the hon. gentleman's argu-
ment that there was risk of an
increase in price. The certain result
would be that we would get less
from this article than before, and
all for the benefit of a manufe-
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ture of which he believed there was
only one in the country, and frou what
had been stated there was not much
likelihood of having nany more of them
ostablished. Therefore, they would
simply be creating an absolute monopoly,
and this 35 per cent. would go largely
into the pockets of the manufacturers in-
stead of into the revenue.

MR. BURPEE (St. John) said lie
would like to call attention to the item
of horse-shoe nails, which paid a duty of
7 per cent. more than the iron entering
into them. These were much used and
of great consumption; there was a factory
now in St. John making these nails.
Thev were compelled to pay 17l per cent.
on the iron, and they were getting 5 per
cent. less Protection than wood screws.
One article was consumed in the country
as largely as the other, and iron entered
more largely into this industry than
wooden screws.

MR. TILLEY said lie would like to
know froin the hon. gentlemen whether
the late Government had, by Order in
Council, ever taken the duty off iron
that was made in the horse-shoe nails,
and also, whether they did not take the
dity off wire that was used in the manu-
facture of screws.

Mn. BURPEE : Yes.

Mn. TILLEY said the hon. gentle-
man now, because there was a
horse-shoe nail factory in St. John, en-
deavoured to draw a contrast between
the action of the late Government and
the protection now given to screws.

Mi. BURPEE: The duty on iron
was 5 per cent. ; the drawback was only
on those exported.

Ma. TILLEY said he understood it
was on all the iron used in that manufac-
ture, and he believed that was the case.
Now, when they imposed 10 per cent. on
the raw material and gave them protection,
there was a howl from the other side, as
if they were building up a monopoly.

Ma. BURPEE said what he desired
to point out was the difference in those
two industries. Why should one not be
protected as well as the other?

Ma. TILLEY: Then I just ask the
hon. member why he allowed one in-

MR. CARTwaRIGirr.

dustry to be free, while on the other in-
dustry in St. John he imposed a duty i
We have a little electioneering capital
being made here, and we may just as
well settle it as we go along.

MR. MACKENZIE : Supposing that
to be the case, does the hon. gentleman
allege that it was wrong ?

Ma. TILLEY: -No.

MR. MACKENZIE: Ras the horse-
shoe nail maker not to pay the same rate
of duty as the screw maker ?

Mi. TIL LEY said he had not, on the

ground that, in the first place, he did not
require the sanie expensive niachinery.

Ma. MACKENZIE: What is the
cost of the machinery? What is the
amount of canital invested in it?

MR. TILLEY: I do not know ex-
actly.

MR. MACKENZIE: The hon. gei-
tleman states, as a reason, that they have
large capital invested, and that the ma-
chinery is expensive ; of course, he
must have had some information.

MR. BOWELL : In the factory at
Dundas there are over 300 machines,
costing on the average $500 each.

Ma. CARTWRIGHT: Can the hot.

gentleman tell us what is the value of
the raw material in the finisbed product,
because this whole legislation largely de-
pends upon that? Has he any idea of
the proportion between the valie of the
raw material and the value of the finished
product?

MR. JONES said that, in the manu-
facture of horse-shoe nails, the loss was
nothing whatever, and the machinery
required was not so expensive as that
required in the manufacture of screws,
which was the most expensive machinery
that was imported into this country.

MR. CARTW RIGHT : Can the bon.
the Minister of Finance answer that
question ?

MR. TILLEY: If the lion, gentleman
should ask me how many grains of wheat
there were in a bushel, I could not au-
swer him.
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MR. CARTWRIGHT said this was an
admirable illustration of the value of the
information the hon. gentleman had got,
and the care bestowed in framing this
tariff. The whole question depended on
what proportion that tax of 10 per cent.
on the raw material bore to the value of
the product. If the manufactured screw
was worth two or three times as much
as the iron cost that entered into its
manufacture, then the tax of 10 per cent.
was a trifting matter. If, on the other
hand, the raw iron was a large constitu-
ent in the value of the screw, then there
was something in the hon. gentleman's
argument.

MR. TILLEY said lie thought lie
might appeal to this House whether,
since the commencement of the dis-
cussion on the details of the tariff,
he had not endeavoured, and been able,
to give all the information on these
questions that it was possible to submit.
The hon. gentleman had, on many occa-
sions, proposed questions to him which
it was quite clear to this House were for
the purpose of embarrassment, and such
questions as would not be put under
ordinary circumstances. He had patient-
ly endeavoured to answer these ques-
tions, but, when the hon. gentleman
asked such a question as that, as to the
relative values in this case, it was impos-
sible to estimate the percentage exactly.
A screw was not like a piece of
machinery that had a small quantity of
iron in it, and that iron might have an
mcreased duty of 7j per cent. or 121 per
cent., which would not materially affect
the price. But in this case the whole
produet was iron, it was like a cooking
stove, it was composed entirely of an
article which paid a duty.

Ma. MACKENZIE said the hon.
gentleman had not exhibited what he
called great patience in answering ques-
tions. It would have been very easy for'
him, instead of sending an insulting
auswer to the hon. gentleman (Mr.
Cartwright), to say that.he was not able
to answer the question, or did not pos-
seas the precise information. It would
not have been a difficult -matter to
obtain the rElative values of the raw
material and the finished product in the
'natter of screws. If the hon. gentleman
'ould not answer the questions put to

him, it might be expected that at all
events lie could explain his reasons for
not being able to give the information
asked.

Ma. HAY said that the firm to which
lie belonged made use of more wood
screws than any house in the Dominion.
The difficulty they had with the Screw
Company, at the commencement, was that
they could not make all the numbers
that they required in their business, but
at present they could supply all demands.
This establishment was not an American
institution at first, but a Canadian insti-
tution; recently it became partly an
American one. When the Dundas con-
cern was started, the manufacturers of
England and the United States lowered
their prices 25 to 30 per cent., which
was a strong -argument in favour of
encouraging our industries. There was
no danger of monoplies, becatuse other
manufactories in the same line would
shortly be started, if the business was
profitable.

MR. HESSON said hon. gentlemen
opposite were trifling with the time of
the House. The lion. member for Lamb-
ton Lad spoken four or tive times on this
one item. The ex-Finance Minister was
also very anxious to elicit from the
Finance Minister his view as to the ex-
act amount likely to be raised from each
item ; lie wanted to know the niimber of
threads in a yard of cotton. It was not
so long ago that the late Minister of
Finance brought in estimates which were
not realised, but which had resulted in
large deficits. This trifling with the
tîme of the House was not creditable.
It was quite enough to expect from the
Finance Minister that lie should prepare
an estimate of the amount to be realised
on the whole policy, without entering
into such minute particulars.

Min. COZKBURN said it was the
'duty of hon. members to examine
carefully into all these proposi-
tions, and to call on the Finance Minis-
ter to explain his reasons for any parti-
cular duty iiposed. The remarks of the
hon. gentleman were utterly uncalled for
and unwarranted by the facts of the
case.

Ma. MILLS said that the position
taken by the hon. the leader of the Op-
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position and the hon. member for Centre
Huron was not an unreasonable one.
This tariff was an entirely novel one, and
this House had been promised that the
principles upon which the Minister of
Finance acted in each particular case
would be explained when the tariff was
discussed in detail. They were now dis-
cussing it in detail, and they asked for
information with regard to the difference
in the tax on nails and screws. The hon.
Minister had given a reason that was
simply a fallacy. He said there vas a
great waste in the manufacture of screws
which did not occur in the manufacture
of nails. lu what way did that justify
the imposition of a larger tax upon
screws i There was no advantage in re-
spect to wast- possessed by foreign manu-
facturers of screws. There was the
same diminution of material in both
cases. The lion. the leader of the Gov-
ernn.ent knew that certain parties had
come from Providence, R. I., to establish
a manufactory of screws in the Province
of Ontario. Thev did this under a Pro-
tective tariff of i7l per cent. and must
have regarded the undertaking as a pro
fitable one, or they would never have
invested their money in it. If that 171
per cent. Protection were sufficient, and
the duty w-as now raised to 35
per cent., every man who purchased
465 worth of screws under Free-
trade, w'uld, under this tariff, have
to pay $100. If the object was to obtain
a revenue fromn this article, the tax
should have been a reasonable one, be-
cause there were few who would pur-
chase goods for importation when the
tax amounted o 35 ver cent. in addition
to freight, rate of exchange, etc. When
these goods would be sold, there would
be a profit charged upon the 35 per cent.
as well as upon the original price ; so
that beore tiese screws passed into the
hands of the consumer, at least 40 per
cent. addition would be made to the full
price. This tax was imposed in the
interest of parties who would practically
enjoy a monopoly of the trade. True,
other mnanufactories could be started, but
that would require a large capital, which
was rot easily acquired for so small a
market What was the history of
manufacturing industries started in
this way and under such circunistances 1
In most cases, where there was a i

MR. MILLS.

large premium in the form of a Pro-
tective duty, workmen, with little or no
means, undertook to start other establish-
ments to compete with those already in
op'ration which were run by men of
capital, and, in a few months, the fermer
would have to succumb; so that the
parties who, in the first instance, started
with considerable capital enjoyed in so
limited a market a monopoly. Wherever
a system of Protection was adopted, that
protection was a premium in favour of
continuing the manufacture with the
sort of machinery that was originally
enployed. la England, until Ulnskisson
proposed to remove the Protective duty on
silk, they continued to manufacture that
article with che same description of
looms and appliances as had been used by
Huguenots. There was no imaprove-
ment until the system of Protection was
don- away with. In the United States,
until the outbreak ofthe Civil War, when
labour became scarce, they used the old
style of agricultural implements, but had
then to improve ma2hinery so as to
make up for the lack of labour, and
agricultural machinery was improved
during the five years of the Civil War
more than during the fifty previous
years. By affording exclusive Pr.otection
such as this, these manufacturers would
go on with their existing appliances as
long as possible, until, by means of
superior appliances, outside manufactur-
ers would be enabled to overcome this
duty nd comapete with our manufactur-
ers in our m-lrkets. Our manufactureis,
for instance, had formerly no difficulty
in selling any sort of stoves to
our people, but since they were compel-
led to comapete with the Americans they
vere obliged to make a better article.
Under this system, instead of the indus-
try being encoiiraged, an inferior- article
would be produced, and all motive for
improvement, all necessity for making
labour efficient, would be taken away.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
he congratulated the louse .and th6
country on the appearance of the hon.
member for Bothwell in the character of
a thorough-paced Protectionist. H$
speech was an answer to all he had said
during the campaign. He said that this
establishment at Dundas, having the ad-
vantage of priority in its establishnent,
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and having invested capital, it had, under
this duiTy, practically a mionopoly, and
that there was no use in younger manu-
factories or workingmiei going in to
establish similar enterprises, because of
the practical monoply which the previons
employment of capital gave to this estab-
ishment at Dundas. What was the

argument the Conservatives had used all
through the country ? It was that prior-
ity in the establishment of an enterprise
gave a great advantage to it, and that in
such cases protection was allowed. The
hon, gentleman was afraid that this
establishment was going to be such a
monopoly that it would crush ail the
others, and, in the interest of labour, he
would crush this monopoly. It was not
likely that the emplovnent of $120,000
or $210,000 in any industry would prevent
other enterprises of the sane kind bei-ig
started. The fact of this institution
being profitable would induce, in the
atural course of competition, the estab-
lishient of others of a similar nature.
The hon. gentleman would admit that,
if we weie to have maniufactures, ail
other things being equal, it was as well
to have thom in our own country as to
get them from foreign countries.

Ma. MILLS: Withont Protection,
otherwise there is no real profit at all.

Sra JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the hon. gentleman stated that our man-
ufactures could not get on because there
were previons establishments in the
United States, protected establishments,
with large capital, which crushed down
our infant manufactures. He referred
to one establishment at • Dundas,
which killed, be stated, other enter-
prises of the same kind. The hon.
gentlemanî was of the same opinion as
the Government, that our infant indus-
tries were being crushed by the protected
institutions in the United States. But
the hon. gentleman, going back to his
Free-trade theories, said that in conse-
luence of a protective duty the old pat-

Terns woull be kept up. How did it hap-
Plen that the Amiericans were enabled to
manufacture a superior description of
goods, as the hon. gentleman had
stated, in the manufacture of stovs ?
Ue had a high opinion of the

hon. gentleman's opinions, and was
gllad to find that he entertained

the same opinions as did the Government
>n this subject. Then the hon. gentie-
-nan said that, in consequence of this
luty, they would have to pay $100,
where they only paid $50 before. They
were not going to pay the $à 00 because
they were going to iake the screws in
Canada. The statement of the hon.
member for Centre Toronto showed that
the price had not been increased since
the imposition of the present tariff.

Mi. CURRIER said that the argu-
ment of the hon. member for Bothwell
was not a very sond one. That hon.
gentleman said that so mach protection
was given to the manufacture of screws
that it would be throwing all into the
hands of the one establishment now ex-
isting, and therefore they would con-
tinue to use the bungling machinery
they now uised, and wouild consequently
make an inferior article. He ( X r. Cur-
rierl believed that, if they continued to
make an inferior article, othor manufac-
turers would corne forward who would
use the most improved machinery, and
take the business from therm.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said the hon.
the First Minister had sheltered himself
unler the authority of John Stuart
M ill. He thoulght, if the hon. gentleman
refreshed his nemory, he would find that
Mr. Mill had said t.at, incidentally, Pro-
tection might be useful under certain
rul-s which he laid down. Hon. gentle-
men opposite had argued that manufac-
turers had no sort of advantage under
the late tariff. He (Mr. Cartwright) as-
serted that that tariff, which was an
average tariff of 171 per cent.., gave an
enormous incidental protection to ail
kinds of manufactures in the country.
This tax upon screws, instead of benefit-
ting the revenue, wuld benefit the capi-
talist engaged in the business. By-and-
bye there would, probably, be three or
four manufacturers, and then they would
divide the plunder. He maintained tbat
nothing but the absurd fiscal policy of
the United States had kept it fro n being
the most formidable competitor of Eng?
land in the commerce of the world. If
hon. gentlemen waited an illustration as
to the working of the Protection system,
they might find it in this, that, in spite of
the high tax levied on steel rails, the chief
manager of one of the principal railroads
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in the United States had sent to Eng-
land for 12,000 tons of steel rails, in the
face of a duty -which lie was informed
was now nearly 100 per cent. They had
had twenty years of the highest prohibit-
ory tariff in the world, and they were
not able to manufacture steel rails to be
compared with the steel rails of England.

MR. JONES said that the hon. mem-
ber for Centre Huron only spoke theo-
retically ; he (Mr. Jones) after 20 years'
experience could speak practically.
With regard to steel, and almost all
classes of iron, they had been able to
import a very large portion of their sup-
ply fron the United States, that highly
protected country. In his own business,
»he had been able to import bar steel
cheaper from the Unted States than
from England. lie denied that there
were the great advantages which the
hon. member for Bothwell had attached
to the priority of manufacture. He
admitted that there was a certain advan-
tage in being first in starting a manufac-
ture in a country, but the manufac-
turer would have to undersell those' who
had command of the market in order to
obtain a market. Then the American
and the English manufacturers would
reduce their prices in order to
orush out the new manufacturer.
He maintained that the result of this
tariff was that the people of Canada
were getting those goods cheaper than
evtr. A ima~leable iron firm in Troy,
N. Y., had written to parties in the vil-
lage where he had lived, stating that the
market price of malleable iron castings
vas 7c., or 72,c., and offering to send them

in at 63c., laid down at their own
doors, freight and duty paid. While
the tariff before the House gave inci-
dental Protection, he did not regard it
as a Protective tariff, but as a revenue
tarif. He hoped it would be a lasting
tarif, and he was satisfied it would ie-
sult in the protection of Canadian labour.
If iA were found that the revenue de-
rived from it was larger than antici-
pated, the duty on the necessaries of life
might be removed.

Mi. PATERSON (South Brant) said
he agreed that enough, or more than
enough, competition in the home market
would reduce the price of an article, and
there were certain industries in Canada

Mn. CARTWRIGRT.

in which there was so much competition
that the prices could not be raised
greatly to the disadvantage of the
purchaser, exoept bya combination, which
could not, perhaps, be permanently main-
tained. In regard to screws, there was
only one factory in the Dominion. The
total importation of screws last year
amounted to $18,633, which was not suf-
ficient to call another manufactory into
existence. The inevitable result, thele-
fore, of one man having control of the
market, with the advantage of a tarif of
from 25 to 40 per cent., would be to
send up the price of screws. It was
human nature to take advantage of an
opportunity like this, and, when the man-
ufacturer could increase the price legiti-
mately, and when that increase was
legalised by the tarif, it would undoubt-
edly be done.

AIR. PLUMB said it would not be
surprsing if fis bon. friend the Finance
Minister did occasionally manifest a lit-
tle restiveness in the position in which
he was placed by hon. gentlemen oppo-
site. He must say, with all parliamen-
tary deference, that the late Finance
Minister exceeded all others who occu-
pied the Opposition benches, in the in-
solence with which he propounded his
questions. It was not surprising that hon,
gentleman should feel sore in respect to
the tarif which had been brought for-
ward. It was not surprising, after he aI
been washed overboard by the wave that
swept over the country, that ho should be
struggling amidst the breakers, and any-
thing that came from him must be re-
ceived with-a grain of allowance 9n ac-
count of the desperate position that he
was in. But there was dissension in the
Opposition camp, most unfortunate dis-
sensioa, which still further weakened
and embarrassed therm, their tacties were
not in harmony. They did not present
an unbroken front to the enemy, there
were grave differences among thei. For
instance, the position taken by the
Minister of the Interior, when be rose,
was one of utter antagonism to the leader
of his party in the Dominion, the grand
old Refornier himself, the gentleman who
went, cap in hand, with bended kaee, to
the United States Government, and
offered all we had for the purpose of get-
ting reciprocity in the exchange of farm
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products. Did he want only to get farm
products into Canada, to compete with
ours ? They were already admitted
duty free. The late Minister of the
Interior said the'consumerpaid the duty.
Therefore, everything the leader of his
party did was in the direction of an ab-
solute sacrifice, a sacrifice which would
have amounted to $2,300,000 of duties
upon American goods, which he offered
to put on the free list, taking the imports
of 1874 as a basis of calculation. He
also offered to expend a large sum in en-
larging and constructing canals, at a time
when the revenue was declining, and
would have also given up the Fishery
Award, and conceded the free navigation
of our rivers, lakes, and canals-and
all for what ? For the purpose of induc-
ing the A merican people to receive our
produce, upon which, according to the
late Minister of the Interior, they paid
the duty, and we lost nothing by their
heavy tariff. Well, that was one of the
inconsistencies of the hon. gentlemen
opposite. Another was uttered by
the hon. member for North Nor-
folk (Mr. Charlton), w o stated
in this House that the tariff in the
United States reduced the price of pig
iron so far, that, under a heavy Protec-
tive duty, it was sold cheaper than ever
before, either in that country or in Eng-
land. He was not at one with the late
Finance Minister, who had stated that a
Protective duty increased prices by that
'uty, and, perhaps, created a monopoly
which enhanced them still more. The
hon. gentleman from South Brant (Mr.
Paterson), now a Free-trade Boanerges,
1m the diost patriotic tones, in 1873,
prayed that the hon. the Premier would
give Protection. le said he had hoped
that the Finance Minister would have
brouglit in a Protective tariff. It was
'tn urgent need of the country. That
was the bon. gentleman's supplication in
1873. and the hon. member for North
Oxford (Mr. Oliver), who had just ad-
dressed the House, had also petitioned
for the adoption of a Protective tariff
and a National Policy, but now lie had
110 language with which lie could suffi-
ciently denounce it. The late Premier
and Minister of the Interior had
never introduced the Free-trade prinoiple
so far as petroleum was concerned. They
always kept a heavy duty on that

article. It was a product of their
respective constituencies, and they knew,
to use a figurative expression, the
origin of where the milk in that
cocoanut came from. It would be im-
possible for any man, even if lie were
gifted with the proverbial patience of the
old patriarch, to sit here, hour after
hour, with perfect equanimity, constantly
answering the most inconsequential and
trivial ouestions put forth on the Oppo-
site side ; to hear, hour after hour, on
every item, the renewal of the whole
Protection and Free-trade discussions
without manifesting some impatience.
The late Minister of the Interior
had argued and quoted John Stuart Mill,
to prove that Protective duties were ruin-
ous, that all tariff charges were a direct
tax, to their fu amount, and much more,
upon the consumer. How did the hold-
ers of those views account for the fact
that, in one of the most highly protected
countries in Europe- Belgium,-wben the
iron and coal tiades were stagnant in
England, when every manufacturing in-
dubtry in England was paralysed, the
British Secretary of Legation in Bel-
gium could report a very different state
of things there ? If that report had been
made with regard to the United States,
they would have been told that those re-
sults were owing to the enornious Protec-
tion. They had been told last night by
the member for North Brant (Mr. Flem-
ing) that the people of the United States
were fools for keeping up a Protective
system. Well, lie (MIr. P'umb) thought
thiat we might as well mind our own
business, and leave the Americans to be-
fool themîselves if theyliked. They had be-
fooled themselves to some purpose. They
learned from the speech of the mem-
ber for North Norfolk-which contained
his first opinions: they did not know
what the last were-that the internal
commerce of the United States amounted
to twelve thousand millions a year; that,
although they might have lost foreigu
commerce, their internal trade had
sprung up to such an enormons extent
as to compensate them for it. That was
exactly what they asked for Canada,
through the svstem which the hon. the
Finance Mlinister had proposed, and
which -was fought with such determina-
tion, such abusive bitterness on the floor
of this fHouse, as well as in the late con-
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test, the result of which had been an
overwhelning declaration of public opin-
ion in its favour. There was nothing
trner than the rough cartoon displaye i
in a comic paper of last Saturday, which
represented the Government party in
the House in unbroken front, and all
the leading gentlemen on the other side
astride their Lobbies-every man nearly
coming to grief, or, if not, tilting violently
against bis neighbour. They on bis
side could afford to Jet thein quarrel
amongst themselh es; but lie did protest
against the opening of the whole Free-
trade question ul)on every petty item in
this scbedule. They were anxious to go
on with the business of the Session, but
lad not been disposed to prevent free
discussion. On the other side, the discus-
sion had been carried on with such a
lack of courtesy, and with such
bitterness, as had rarely been witnessed.
The member fpr Centre Huron, last
night, quoted the exarnple of Bright and
Cobden to justify him in language wbicb
was far beyond parliamentary rule, and,
if it were not unparliainentary to say so,
was such as lie (Mr. Plumnb) could style
utterly disgraceful. The Finance Min-
ister had shown a desire to give the
House full information ; but he could
not be expected to furnish d tails with
respect to every item in such an enor-
rnou.sly cumorous list as that of a full
tariff. Nobody knew this better than
the late Finance Mý1inister, who had dis-
played his utter ignorance of bis duties
when be brought down the tariff for 1874,
with its 16§ er cent. rate, a tari ff whicb
attacked and bungled and mucodled and
disturbed every business interest in
Canada. He had to withdraw that tariff
and content himself with making a
horizontal tariff of' 7½ per cent., a rate
which he now considered so sacred that
he thought nO man should touch. That
was the sacred number, and 2½ per cent.
more appeared to be thought robbery,
sacrilege, pillage, that would destroy
their industries and ruin the country.
Away with such trash and nonsense-
let their opponents bring a little practi-
cal commnon sense to the discussion, and
they would be aide to dispose of it and
pass to other business which must be done
befort the Session closed. If it was de.
layed, the Opposition must bear the res-
ponbibility of keeping them here, and lie

ME. PLUMB.

(Mr. Plumb) would do bis part towards
having it understood by the members of
both Houses, who were kept fron their
homes and their business interests, and
the people who paid for their attendance,
where the responsibility belonged.

Mn. MACKENZIE said that, if the
hon. the Finance Minister was desirons
of getting on with that discussion, and
conducting it in a reasonable and proper
tone, he would advise him not to set up
the hon. member for Niagara (Mr.
Plumb to use the scandalous language he
had just enployed. He had never heard
anything more utterly disgraceful than
that hon. entleman's language in speaking
of hon. members on the Opposition side
of the House. He seemed to thiik that he
was licensed to say anything, however
coarse and severe. He (Mr. Mackenzie)
was not aware of any bitterness or im-
propriety having been shown on bis side
of the House as that hon. nember
asserted. It was their dutv as an Oppo-
sition to scan the Government's propo-
sitions for taxation zealously, and they
would not be deterred from doing it by
auy ili language the hon. member for
Niagara night he put up to use. There
was no intention to show any factious
opposition to the Government, who had
based their existence on this tariff, and
who had a large najority. The Opposi-
tion had expressed their opinion of it in
a general way, and must do so also in
regard to the details. They had criti-
cised very few of the details indeed, and
at least half of the time of the discussion
had been occupied by the Ministerial
side ; they would endeavour in. every
fair and right way to aid 'the Govern-
ment to get their measures through Par-
liament; but, on the other hand, they
must discharge their dnty of criticising
freely and independently the Govern-
ment's policy. The hon. member for
Centre Huron, who was the late
Finance Ministcr, had a right to attend
to the details of this measure, and it Was
necessary that he should speak frequent-
ly and pointedly on matters connected
with the subject under discussion. The
hon. the Finance Minister would do
much better for himself and the Govern-
ment by preventing such interruptions of
such a cala, temperate and fair diseuasn
as had been carried on from the Opposi-
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tion side of the House, as had just been
witressed.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD said
lie had listened with a great deal of
care to the speech of the hon. member
for Niagara, and had failed to hear one
single unparliamentary remark.

Mn. MACKENZIE: The hon. gen-
tleman spoke of the insolence of the
nember for Centre Huron.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
hon. gentleman only said that, if it had
been parliamentary, lie would have gone
far enough to use that word.

Mit. MACKENZ[E : No; it was the
word disgracelul he used in that conniec-
tion.

Si1 JOHN A. MACDONALD said
that the hon. member for Niagara was
quoting the language used by the met-
ber for Centre Huron last night, when
he spoke about the robbery, pillage, in-
iquity, etc., perpetrated in connection
with this tariff, employing every epithet
from Billingsgate vocabulary that could
be heaped upon it, and all who sup-
ported it. If this measure was robbery,
the members who countenanced it were
robbers. He had heard the member for
Niagara but quote the language of the
meniber for Centre Huron. and he was
sure that, if he had used unparliamen-
tary expressions, Mr. Speaker would
have called him to order. He (Sir John
A. Macdontald) was sure that, to use a
phrase of the member for Lambton, he
was not the mian to administer a lecture
on parliamentary propriety. He thought
he had heard that hon. gentleman using
such language towards the member for
Niagara as that he had made an idiotie
tirade of about two hours' length.

Ma. MACKENZIE said lie lad told
the mnember for Niagara, the following
day, that he was not aware that Le used
that expression ; that lie regretted it,
and had asked the official reporter not to
leave it in his speech.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
lie was sure the hon. member for Niagara
was not aware, either, that he had used
any such word as insolent, and would ask
the reporter not to put it in the Hansard.
With regard to the last Parliament, he

(Sir John A. Macdonald) did not think
the hon. gentleman was exceedingly care-
ful in his language ; and, to-day, he had
used a very improper expression, reflect-
ing upon the independence of me ubers
of Parliament, in observing that he
would advise the Finance Minister not
to put up the memober for Niagara, as
they Iad just heard. What right had
the member for Lambton to sav that his
hon. friend had put up any independent
member to make a speech, or that any
would allow himself to be put up for
such a purpose ? The hon. menber for
Niagara had the very saine privilege and
right as the meinber for Lanbton to ex-
press his opinions, and his remarks were
of a general character, but not more gen-
eral than the member for Bothwell on
the general principles of political econ-
omy. The member for Lambton ob-
sers ei that ialf the useless speeches that
were mrade on this subject carne front
the Ministerial side. Considering. their
numbers, they should be surprised that
his lion. friends only took up hailf the
time. He ventureri to say that, if they
took up the Hansard, and counted every
line and word uttered in this debate, that
it would be found the active, entergetic,
able minority had taken up more than
half the time.

lR. CALTWRIGHT said lie might
observe for himself that it was a matter
of profound indifference to him what the
member for 1 iagara thought or said as te
hims;elf. Consequently lie did not care a
single straw whether the lion. member's
wordcs were parliamentary or unparlia-
mentary. Hie had never called him to
order, and never should, let himn say
what he liked. As for his own (Mr.
Cartwiight's language last niglit, if un-
parliamentary, he woild withdraw it, or
putit into parliamentary forim. But he
would repeat that his position with regard
to the whole tariff system was that the
people of Canada were being robbed.
That was the opinion and belief of the
Opposition. It did not necessarily fol-
low, however, as the First Mmnister had
said, that they thereby accused non.
gentlemen opposite of being robbers.
That would not be parliamentary, and
they did not say so. But they did de-
clare that, from first to last, the whole
tariff was a scheme of spoliation, to
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which the consent of a very small nu-
merical majority of the people had been
obtained under false pretences; and lie
asserted that, in stating that here or else-
where, they were using no unparlia-
mentary language. As they honestly
believed that, they had a perfect right to
use that language in describing what they
believed to be a gross outrage and crime
upon the people of this country.
Tbey did not apply that lan-
guage to persons, at any rate in
that House ; for what they said outside
they would be prepared to ani er.
Ilere they were prepared to recognise
the rules of debate. Should the Speaker
think that he (Mr. Cartwright) had, in
the heat of debate, exceeded the legiti-
mate limit of Parliament, by language
which had a pretty wide range, he should
not only withdraw that language, but
take care as far as he could to guard
against its repetition. But he denied in
loto that the language used in describing
this tariff was unparliameutary. There
were abundant examples in the Parlia-
mentary debates of the Mother Country,
of language to the full as strong, and
,stronger, than any lie had ever used in
his place.

Item agreed to.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.

PRIVATE BILL.

THIRD READING.

The following Bill was considered in
Committee of the Whole, reported, read
the third time, and passed :

Bill (No. 26) To authorïse the Trustees of
the Toronto Savings Bank to sell and convey
to the Home Savings and Loan Company,
Limited.-(Mr. Came'ron, North Victoria.)

WAYS AND MEANS.-THE TARIFF.

DEBATE RESUMED.

House resumned consideration of Reso-
lution 11, reported from Committee of
Ways and Means.

On item-Oil cloth, stamped, painted
or printed, 30 per cent. ad valorem,

MI. CARTWRIGHT.

Mi. CARTWRIGHT asked what
amount of revenue it was expected would
be collected on this article; it looked to
him like a prohibitive duty.

MA. TILLEY said they did not expeet
it would be a prohibitive duty. The im-
ports last year amounted to $131,722,
yielding a revenue of $23,000. It wa
expectedthat the duty imposed would in-
crease the quantity manufactured in the
country, but that the quantity that would
still be imported would yield $3,000 or
$4,000 revenue more than that of last
year.

Ttem aqreed1 Io.

On item-Opium, prepared for smok-
ing, $5 per lb.,

MR. ANGLIN said he thought for
many reasons this was an objectionable
proposition. Temperance men generally
contended that the licensing of the sale
of wines and strong liquors was the legal-
isation of that traffic, and how hon. gen-
tlemen who held that opinion could iii
silence permit an item like this to pass
was beyond his comprehension. It was
an admission that opium might be used
with propriety in this country for smok-
ing purposes. He supposed it was in-
tended to bear upon the Chinese in our
western country, many of whom were
stated to be addicted to this habit.
Yut whether it would not be
well to meet that case in some
other way than by imposing a duty
on opium for smoking lie thought might
fairly be taken into consideration.
When he saw the item first, it startled
him, but it occurred to him afterwards
that it was iitroduced thoughtlessly.
Whether the duty on opium for all pur-
poses might not be largely inereased, or
whether we might not have one duty im-
posed in the original packages, and
another duty on opium in any other
shape, might well receive consideration.
He felt a strong objection to seeing an,
item of this kind in our tariff.

MR. TILLEY said the hon. gentleman
had suggested that this should be dealt
with in some other way, but he lad not
suggested any other way. They could
only deal with it in two ways;- one ws
to admit it and charge as liigh a.duIty as
possible, in order to discourage its use.;
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and the other was to prohibit it, which,
he concluded, was the other way the
hon. member wished to deal with it.
Now, he recollected the speeches made
by that hon. gentleman in New Bruns-
wick, on the subject of prohibition, and
lie recollected reading a speech made by
him in this House last Session, when he
felt it his bounden duty, though Speaker,
to get up and declaim against the princi-
ple of prohibition as being outrageous.
He (Mr. Tilley) was rejoiced and de-
lighted to find that the lion. gentleman
was a convert in favour of prohibition
against the introduction of opium for the
Chinese.

Sua JOHN A. MACDONALD: But
it all ends in smoke, 1 ou see.

Mn. TILLEY said there had been a
great advance in public opinion, in cer-
tain directions, in the last eight or ten
years, and lie must say that, of all the
conversions he had heard of in favour of
prohibition in the Dominion of Canada,
within the last ten years, none was more
satisfactory than that of the hon. mem-
ber for Gloucester.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Or
so suddeni.

MR. TILLEY said that in British Col-
umbia last year the duty paid on 14,4701b.,
at 17j per cent., was $11,642.
Re agreed with the hon. gentleman that
the use of that drug, as the Chinese us 3d
it, was a misfortune. There were only
two ways of dealing with it-either pro-
Ihibit it, or make the duty so high as that
it would diminish the quantity consumed.
Therefore, it was proposed that, upon this
article, which cost $11 or $12 per pound,
$5 per pound should be imposed as a
duty. If they coisumed even two-thirds
of what they consumed last year, the duty
would give an additional revenue of
$25,000. They would pay about the
same percentage as the people in this
countxy paid on wine, about 50 per
cent of the value.

MR. ANGLIN said the hon. the
Finance Minister had made a good point
against himself individually, although it
did not amount to a great deal. Though
he was opposed to drunkenness, he did
n1ot believe that any set of men ought to
prescribe to another set of men whether
they should or should not use alcoholic

beverages. Those beverages were often
beneficial, as was also opium, and he
would not have it prohibited if used in a
proper way. Opium smoking was one of
the imost destructive and ruinous vices to
which any people could be addicted. So
bad was it that even in China an attempt
had been made to prohibit the introduc-
tion of opium. Evidently the hon.
the Finance Minister contemplated the
introduction of opium in different
shapes. He proposed to tax the smok-
ing preparation heavily; why not, then,
as it generally carne in the form of
cakes, tax it in cake or in the crude state,
at one rate, and in all other preparations
whatever, at another rate I He, how-
ever, would be happy to see its improper
use prohibited, whatever charge of incon-
sistency it might expose him to.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD said
hon. gentlemen opposite had frequently
attacked this tariff as being opposed to
England and the Imperial policy, and
they had raised the cry of disloyalty be-
cause it was proposed to tax certain things
without reference to the Imnperial policy.
The Imperial policy of England was now
to encourage opium smoking. A consi-
derable portion of the revenue in India
was derived from the opium raised there
and sold in China. As the hon. géntle-
man knew, they attempted to put it
down in China, but it was in this way :
The Chinese Government became Pro-
tectionists, and said they could raise as
good opium in China as was raised in
India, and therefore they put an addi-
tional duty on the foreign article, in
order to raise opium in those provinces
of China where the poppy would grow.
The lion. gentleman must remember that
one of the ablest State papers on that
subject was drawn by the Duke of Ar-
gylle, when lie was Secretary of State for
India. That paper lad ever since been
an authority, and it was stated that the
smoking of opium by the Chinese was
not injurious, that it was a mere opiate
to soothe the irritation produced by the
stimulating property of tea. That paper
was a complete vindication of the British
Government.

MR. ANG LIN said the right hon.
gentleman was mistaken in one or two
particulars. In the first place, a great
many years ago 'an effort was made to
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exclude opium altogether from China, On item-Paitings, drawingsengrav.
and that led to the first Chinese war. ings and pi ints, 20 per cent. ad valorem,
The importation was then prohibited,
not with any view of encouraging the Mn. McLENNAN said le could not
growth of the poppy in China, but it allow this item to pass. without dri
was an honest attempt on the part the attention of the buse to the pro-
of the Chinese Governmertto put an end hibitory rate ofduty that we appenred
to the practice which they found to Le so to bc putting upon every description of
injurious. They knew that England art. lie had no doubt that, upn further
went to war with China to compel them consideration, and before the tariff came
to receive the opium, and that they suc to Le deat with at another Session, this
ceeded. In later years the Chinese Gov- question of dnty upon art would be re
ernment, finding it impossible to keep considered. This subject might have l>een
opium out of the country, had adopted overlooled heretofore, but it was une of
the Protective system, and allowed the the greatest importance for the future.
growth of opium in the country. In the [nited SLates, wherp high tarifs

Item agreed to. had prevailed, the rate of duty on wýerks
of art w'as 10 per cent., whilst those for

On item-Organs, cabinet, viz :-On associations for the promotion of art, and
reed organs having not more than two works of native artists resident abroad,
sets of reeds, a specifie duty of ten dol- ere adnitted free. la our own tarif,
lars ; having over two and not over four printilg, drawings, engravings, and
sets of reeds, fifteen dollars ; having prints were put down at 20 per ct.
over four and not over six sets of reeds, manufactured and flnished naride wa
twenty dollars; having over six sets of put down at 25 percent., and ho sup-
reeds, tt'irty dollars; and in addition posedthisincluded statnary. flic great
thereto, ten per cent. ad valorem on the improvement tlat had been mrde of hte
fair market value thereof, inEngland, in the production of ilion-

MR. CA RTWRIGHT asked if the trated works created another elenient in
hon. gentleman would tell what this the ait education of the country. Re
item represented in the way of an ad o
valorein duty, and what the value of this
class of organ was. publie service in Englard a very high

class of art. There was no home produe-
MR. TILLEY said on reed organs, a tion of these works of art te be proteet-

duty of $10 and 10 per cent. was imposed, ed, and the revenue deriveà froa theni
and tbey had the following prices varying
from $46 to $149. He had prepared the

follo ing t ble t On it er m ant n, d li rw nse e r -

Finance Minister would consider tiis
2 &t8 Res, $10, 2 to 4 Sets, $15, 4 to 6 Sets $2 0, atter during recess, and he prepared wn

and 10 P.C. and I OP.C. and 10 P.C. place them on the free list, or the 5 per
P.C. p . P.C. cet

436 .- $1025 .22 5 12 785
630. 26- 1025 25 1 hi MR. MACKENZ E saidthere was pa

111) 1 Q(à 199 fquestion oF1Af,-. uty F upn artwo u b e

105.. . 149
75 .. 23.. 87

134.. . 112
59.. . 109
79.. .. 119
9.. .. 129
65.. ..

93 .. .

95 ..

115 ..

83 ..

87.. .
149 1. 17

Aw'rays 21 p-c. .Average 22p.c..
Item agreed to.

MR. ANGLIN.

149
133
159
123
149
137

, r p

artists of well known merit, and copiesl
of the old masters. No doubt the Cus-
tom-bouse clerks and deputies would be
able, quite as well as the Minister Of
Finance, to distinguish those works of irt
from others.

MR. TILLEY said that models for the
use of schools of design, as well as

paintings in oil by artists of well knoWEl
merit, or copies of the old masters by
such artists, were admitted free. int

Average 234p.:c. ings, drawings, engravings and prints,
20 per cent. ad valorem. These were to
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he found only in the houses of the
wealthy, who could afford to pay the
duty. Had they been put on the 5 per
éent. list, hon. gentlemen opposite would
have exclaimed against the Government
for imposing such a light duty, when tea
and sugar were charged heavy duties.

Ma. MILLS said it was a mistake to
tax heavily works of sculpture and paint-
ings. Whatever might be the general
standard of intelligence in a new coun-
try, it must, with respect to Ssthetical
culture, be behind' an old country, and
not only was it necessary to provide the
necessary appliances for the advantage of
artists, but, in order that the product of
their art should fiud a market, it was
necessary that a taste for art should be
cultivated in the country, and a power-
ful means of doing this was by encour-
aging the diffusion of works of art as
much as possible. He knew of some in-
stances where parties had countermanded
orders for paintings from Europe since
this tariff was introduced. It seemed to
him that these articles should have been
put on the free list or on the 5 per cent.
list.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD said
there would be no difliculty in discrimi-
nating between the works of eminent ar-
tists and those of inferior artists. The
real works of art which would educate
the people were allowed in free. This
duty would apply to an immense mass
of tubbish which came into this country
and degraded art.

Ma. McLENNAN said in Europe
there were a host of copyists of the
paintings of the old masters, and the
best copies were never sold for any
price worthy the dignity of the art,
while the humbles painter producing
an original pictur' got a better price
than lie could have got for any copy of
a picture in the art galleries. Some
limait should be placed on the valuation
for the duty, as it was extremely difficult
to fix the commercial value of those
'works. ln the matter of engravings,
there was the widest possible range in
the value, from the humblest that ap-
peared in our magazines to the finest
steel engravings.

MR. STRANGE said,. from the re-
marks of the hon. member for Bothwell

93

(Mr. Mills) and the hon. member for
Glengarry (Mr. MeLennan), the public
would be led to infer that there were no
native artists of any merit in Canada.
In justice to the Ontario Society of Arts,
lie protested against this assumption.
That society held an annual exhibition,
in which several paintings of great merit
were exhibited. In justice to them, this
tax should be levied, and thus protect
the native product of art.

Ma. CARTWRIGHT: What revenue
will be derived from the increased duty
on paper-hanging?

MR. TILLEY said the importation
last year was $189,142, on whieh
$33,102 revenue was collected. Under
this tariff it was estimated- $69,000 addi-
tional revenue would be produced, after
making allowance for the increase in the
article manufactured in this Dominion.

MR. CARTWRIGHT : It is proposed
simply for revenue?

MR. TILLEY For both revenue and
Protection.

Ma. CARTWRIGHT said lie was
afraid the increase would largely dimin-
ish the importation, and would have the
effect of producing an inferior article, as
it was not likely an article equal to the
imported one could be made here.
There was no object in taxing an article
like this except for revenue purposes.

Mi. TILLEY said lie did not think
the tariff would diminish the importation
of the better class of wall papers. The
manufacture of the common description
of wall paper which was used in the
Dominion would, no doubt, be increased,
but not sufficiently to diminish the
revenue.

Item agreed to.

On item-Paper calendered, 22-1 per
cent. ad valorem,

MR. CARTWRIGHT asked
was calendered paper.

what

Ma. TILLEY said it was a distinction
recommended by the trade between the
paper used for printing purposes and
glazed paper, such as writing paper.
They did not expect to derive any
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increase of revenue from the change
made in the duty upon paper.

MR. ANGLIN enquired whether,
under this duty, it was calculated that,
within a reasonably short time, factories
would be established in which writing

paper would be manufactured for gen-
eral use in this country.

Mn. TILLEY said, after giving the
matter the fullest enquiry, and obtaining
informat;ion from al quarters, the Gov-
ernment had decided that an addition of
21- per cent. on calendered paper would
lead to the manufacture, within a few
years, of a large portion of this descrip-
tion of paper. It was manufactured at

present. but not extensively.
Item agreed to.

On item-Plants, viz: Fruit, shade,
lawn and ornamental trees, shrubs and
plants, 20 per cent. ad valorern,

MR. CHARLTON said that he was
informed by those engaged in this trade,
that orders for fruit trees were generally
given a long time in advance of the time
for delivery, and that a large number of
orders were given before there was any
talk of the imposition of a duty upon

plants. He would enquire whether, in
such a case, any remission of duty would
te allowed upon the fulfilment of the
orders.

MR. CASEY said he had one or two
applications from his neighbourhood,
asking for a remission of duties in these
cases. Such a remission of duties, he be-
lieved, was not altogether without a pre-
cedent, since he understood that, in the case
of the Credit Valley Railroad, which had
ordered some steel rails before the tariff
came into force, an arrangement had
been made for the remission of the duty
on those articles. t

sition. He thought it would be quite
apparent to hon. gentlemen that no such
agreement could be recognised.

Item agreed to.

On item-Plaster of Paris, calcined or
manufactured, 15c. per 1001b., or 45c.

1 per barrel of not, over 3001b.,

MR. CHARLTON said that plaster of
Paris was considered a fertiliser, and he
asked whether the hon gentleman could,
with propriety, impose a duty upon it.

MR. TILLEY said that this article
was a fertiliser, but the fact that thev
had an abundance of raw material in the
country and the men and mills to grind
it had induced them to impose the duty.
They did not see why they should send
the raw material to the United States to
be ground and brought back again.

MR. MACKENZIE: Where was that
done ?

Mn. TILLEY: It was done in New
Brunswick.

MR. MILLS : It must have been ad-
,antageous, or it would not have been

done.

MR. CHARLTON said this tariff
would aet injuriously to the agricultural
interest, and on that ground he regarded
it as objectionable.

Mn. ANGLIN said he thouglit that
many years must have elapsed since any
of their plaster was sent ta the United
States to be manufactured. For many
vears past they had manufactured it ii
their own country.

Item agreed to.

On item-Printg presses of al
kinds, 15 per cent. ad valorem,

IYLR A.N ULL'~saulliebacireciVdMR. A.NGLIN said he had recei-ve
MR. TILLEY said an application had letters with regard to printing presses

been made for a remission of duty on the from persons who understood the matter,
road in question, but the answer that and who regarded this as a grievous bar-
had been given was that the case could den, and one that should not be imposed.
not be taken into consideration, because There was a gi eat variety of printilg
all that would be necessary in cases presses, and it was simply impossible
where parties desired to take advantage that this duty could serve anypurpose of
of the increased duties would be to sub- Protection, because no factory could
mit a written agreement showing that exist in Canada that made them. The
the goods were ordered before the impo- printers felt they were hardly dealt with.

MR. TILLEY.
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They were given little or no Protection
under the tariff, while their burdens were
greatly increased.

iM. TILLEY said that there might
be soime objection taken to this duty, bc-
cause it was only 15 per cent., whilst
other manufacturers were paying 20 and
25 per cent. He maintained that print-
ers had a great advantage under this
tariff, especially book ,and job printers,
and that the job printing which used to
be brought into the country by travelling
companies was now being done in Can-
ada. An instance of this had occurred
lately in Ottawa. He found that the
value of the portable hand-presses which
paid duty was $1,859, while those that
were admitted free were valued at
$99,298. The proposed duty of 15 per
cent. would perhaps result in a revenue
of from $10,000 to $15,000. He could
not see, if the necessaries of life were
taxed at from, 15 per cent. to 20 per
cent., why this class of machinery should
bc exempted.

MR. CARWRIGHT said he did not
see what earthly right the cotton or
worsted manufacturer had to get
his machinery in free, because it
could not be made in the country, while
the printer and manufacturer of paper
was obliged to pay duty on his machinery,
which was not made in this country.
That was distinctly an inj ustice to this
particular class of manufacturers, and in
favour of others much more largely pro-
tected.

MR. TILLEY said that up to 1873
the tariff was so arranged that, by
Order in Council, machinery not fade
in this country was admitted free. Sub-
sequently, by Order in Council, a
duty of 10 per cent. was imposed. It
Was found, and he was satisfied, that
hon, gentlemen opposite would bear tes-
tuony to the accuracy of his statement,
that previously to and after 1873,
Inachinery represented not to be manu-
factured in the country, was manufac-
tured in the country. It was utterly or
Practically impossible for the Treasury
Board or the Government to definitely
settle the matter, though they might
have a certificate from particular sections
of the country, that that article was
lot produced i~n it. It might be found

that the machinery was afterwards made
with great dissatisfaction as to the
result. In some cases, prices were
taken and had not been collected. It
was then decided that, if any nachinery
was to be admitted fre, it should
not be by Order in Council, but
under the tariff itself. With the
exception of cotton machinery, it
was found that there was very little
that would be required on our industries
that could not be nade here. Ma-
chinery for the cotton or worsted indus-
tries, when established here, must be
imported. The machinery from the
United States manufactories was of the
nost perfect character at present, giving
manufacturers in those trades advantage
over everv other part of the world. It
was considered better to come to the
House and ask that an arrangement of
this kind should be made by it, leaving
nothing to be done by the Governor in
Council.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said there was
not the faintest likelihood that printing
presses of the best kind would be made
in this country for many a day ; so the
hon. gentleman's whole argument tended
to show that the best description of
those presses should be put on the free
list.

MR. ROSS (West Middlesex) said
that a great many petitions prutesting
against taxing printing presses had
come from printers in all parts of the
country. Valuable printing presses were
not made here. The Finance Minister
said this duty was collected to encourage
the book publishing business ; but the
presses required for all the finer kinds of
book work were not made in Canada, but
only the ordinary presses. The large
presses, such as the Globe and Mail were
prïnted on, would come to $2,000 or
$3,000. This was an important item,
and must interfere with the printing
business. It would throw a serious ob-
stacle in the way of the book pub.
lishing business. Any newspaper man
or book publisher that wished to furnish
an office with the finer kinds of book-
worf, would be utterly unable to do so
with the Canadian kind of type, which
was an inferior article. For ordinary
newspaper work, the Montreal type ma-
terial had been found to be of very in-
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ferior quality. A good article had to be
imported. He thought that the Finance
Minister should not have imposed those
duties on printers' material.

Ma. ANGLIN said that the argument
for advantages to machinery used in the
making of cotton and woollen goods ap-
plied to the better kinds of printing
presses with greater force, as they could
not be made in this country. As presses
for the large newspapers, and the finer
kinds of work, must be imported, a
protective duty was uncalled for, and
would be unavailing, as there was no
probability that manufactories of that
kind could be established and inaintained
in Canada.

MR. BOWELL said it was unfor-
tunate that, in case of alnost every item
affecting our industries, they should find
some hon. gentleman depreciating the
value of the articles manufactured in
this country. The member for West
Middlesex (Mr. Ross) stated that the
type manufactured in Montreal was of
an inferior quality, and unfit for book-
work, while the fact was, it would do for
both it and newspaper work. He had
no doubt that our type-founders would
produce an article suited for all kinds
of work done in this country. The
Scotch metal, brought here at a small
duty, would enable Montreal men, with
skilled mechanics, to close the Canadian
market against United States type. He
knew the sources of the petitions against
these duties, including an importer of
Scotch type in Toronto. It was quite
true that the larger presses were not
manufactured in Canada ; but it was
equally true that, a very few years ago,
there were no power presses, either tred-
die or steani, made here. But, for some
years past, an Oshawa company had
turned out a very good class of press,
called jobbers. which were of the very
best kind used; and they also produced
an excellent power press, known as the
Taylor. When they could do this, he
had no doubt that, with this protection,
such firms would be able to enter
largely into the manufacture of the
presses used for all kinds of work.
Though the eight-cylinder press night
not be made here at present, it was no
reason why they should not pay their
proportion of the revenue as well as

Mi. Roso.

other articles. The ordinary platen or
hand-press used to do all the book work
of the country, but now, with the power
presses, having proper registering appara-
tus, books could be well printed here. He
was assured by practical men that, under
this tariff, ninety-nine hundredths of the
class of work heretofore done in the
United States for Canada would now be
done by Canadian printers.

MR. ANGLIN said that, from his
knowledge of the business, though it was
somewhat theoretical, there was no
compensatory advantage given to the
great mass of those engaged in the news-
paper business, under this tariff, for the
many burdens imposed upon them.

Item agreed to.

On item-Quinine, sulphate of, 20 per
cent. ad valorem,

MR. CARTWRI(41HT said he desired
to call the attention of the hon. the
Minister of Finance to the desirability of
making this article duty free. Quinine
was universally used, and it was one of
those things which it was desirable to
have in the Free list, especially as the
amount of duty derived from it could
not be considerable. It was hardly anl
article from which revenue should be
obtained.

MR. TILLEY asked on what grounds
it should be free.

MR. CA RTWRIGHT: Medicines
ought to be free.

MR. TILLEY said he could not under-
stand why this particular article should
be admitted free.

Item agreed to.

On item-Salt (except salt imported
from the United Kingdom, or imported
for the use of the sea or gulf fisheries,
which shall be free of duty) in bulk,
8c. per 1001b.; in bags, barrels, or other
packages, 12c. per 1801b.,

Mi. CAMERON (South Huron) said
perhaps the hon. the Finance Ministel'
would allow that item to stand over, as
he (Mr. Cameron) knew that the hon.
member for North Huron (Mr. Farrow)
intended to speak on the subject. As
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the hon. the Minister of Finance was
aware, that gentleman took a lively in-
terest in the matter, but, through illness,
he was unable to attend the House.

Ma. TILLEY said the hon. gentleman
could move an amendment on the second
reading.

Mii. CAMERON said he regretted the
hon. the Finance Minister had not dealt
with this industry irn the same generous
spirit with which lie had dealt with the
other industries of the country. He
would like to know why this important
industry had beau left out in the eold.
There was no industry in the country,
from the little clock factory in the city
of Hamilton, to the largest and most im-
portant industry in the Dominion, that
the hon. gentleman had not undertaken
to protect. Our sait interest alone
iad received no encouragement, no
assistance, and no consideration at
the hands of the Finance Minister,
and he would like the hon. gentleman to
explain to the House and the country why
this important indurtry, one of the most
important in the country, had not been
considered by him in the saine spirit in
which lie had dealt with other indus-
:ries. The only protection the sait
manufacturers of the western section of
the country received under this tariff,
was from sait coming into the Province
of Ontario from the United States. By
referring to the trade returns, it wouli
be found that there were only some
:'3,000 bushels of sait imported from the
U7nited States last year.

Some Ho-x. MEMBERS : 183,000
bushels.

MR. CAMERON said that was the
total quantity brought into the whole
Dominion from the United States. The
hon. the Minister of Finance knew that,
owmig to. the high freights, the sait
manufactirers of the western section
never could send their sait to the Lower
Provinces, especially to the Provinces of
Prince Edward Tsland and Nova Scotia.
The only sections of-the Dominion to
wvhich they could at all hope to send
this product of the Canadian mines
was the Province of Ontario and the
Province of Quebec. This duty would
111y bave tbe eff2et of excluding33,000 bushels of sait from the markets

of Ontario. That quantity was a mere
bagatelle, and could be produced in the
smaller wells engaged in the manufacture
of sait in Ontario in ten days. And, yet,
the hon. gentleman had undertaken to
impose this duty upon sait, to try to
make the people of the western section
believe that the Government was con-
ferring a boon upon them. This duty
would do no good whatever to the salt
industry of Canada. He (Mr. Cameron)
would have been better satisfied if the
Government had left sait alone. There
were seven millions of dollars invested in
this industry in the counties of Huron
and Bruce alone, and, as a matter of fact,
since the establishment of sait factories
in Ontario, there had been a saving to the
people of the country of between
$5,000,000 and $7,500,000, owing to
the very large reduction in the price of
sait, after sait was discovered in Can-
ada. While the bon. the Finance Minis-
ter was dealing with every Canadian in-
dustry, and undertaking to protect it,
the sait manufacturers of the West fully
expected to be treated in the same spirit
as other Canadian industries. And the
Finance Minister might rest satistied
that the sait manufacturers would not
thank him for the ungenerous and illib-
eral spirit in which they had been treated.
The tariff was said to be a tarif of en-
couragement and Protection-to the sait
manufactures it was a tariff of paralysis
and death. They received no Pro-
tection. The price of every article used
in the manufacture was largely increased.
If the bon. gentleman would take the
trouble of looking minutely into what he
had done for the sait industry by his
tariff, lie would find that the effect of the
tariff would be to very seriously cripple,
if not utterly destroy, the whole industry.
The duty on everything that was used in
the business had been very largely in-
creased. The duty on boilers and
engines had been increased from 17½ to
25 per cent. ; on tools used in boring,
froin 17J to 30 per cent. ; on tubing,
which everybody engaged in the trade
knew was necessary for the purpose of
getting;the brine from the bowels of the
earth, the duty had been increased from
17½ to 25 per cent. A large quantity of
this tubing was used-one well alone re-
quiring from $500 to $1,000 worth.
This tubing was not manufactured in
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Canada, and could not be obtained here.
Canadian tubing had been tried over and
over again, but it had been proved a
total failure. Boiler plates used in con-
structing evaporating pans had been in-
creased from 5 to 121 per cen t. Rivets
had been increasedfrom 5 to 30 per cent.,
and nails and spikes from 17 to 35 per
cent., over one bundred per cent. Bricks,
used in the construction of furnaces and
smoke stacks, had to pay a duty of 20
per cent. Cotton, for packages, had
been increased from 171- to 50 per cent.
To cap the climax of the hon. gentleman's
so-called liberal treatment of the salt
manufacturer, a duty of 50c. a ton
was put on coal. His lion. friend
(Mr. Tilley) must have known
very well, from representations made
to him by deputations from Gode-
rich, that the imposition of 50c. a ton on
coal, and the increases on the cost of the
articles used in the manufacture of salt,
would increase the cost of mannfac-
turing the article enormously. Now, if
the hon. gentleman would take the trou-
ble, or get one of his employés to figure
up what the extra expense under this
tariff was going to be in manufacturing a
barrel of salt in Ontario, le would find
it to amount to 1 2c. a barrel. As an
equivalent for this additional taxation,
the hon. gentleman gave these manufac-
turers in the West the privilege of ex-
cluding from the Canadian market about
6,000 barrels of salt a year. Wby Le
should deal with this particular industry
in the way Le had done passed his com-
prehension. Every argument used in
favour of putting a duty on coal or on
any manufactured article, could be used
in favour of a duty on all salt imported
into Canada, and coming in competition
with the Canadian manufactured article.
And yet the hon. gentleman left this
one article at the mercy of the foreign
importers, while protecting every other
industry in the W est. The hon. gentle-
man knew that a large ainount of coal
was used in the manufacture of salt.
le desired to ask the hon. gentleman if
it was intended that there should be a
drawback on that coal, when used in the
manufacture of salt. The bon. gentle-
man knew that all the sait manufactured
in Goderich and Kincardine was manu-
factured, not for the local market, but for
the foreign market. In the manufacture

Mn. CAMERON.

of that salt they used a ton of coal for
four or six barrels of salt. Did the hon.
gentleman intend that there should be a
drawback on coal used in the manufac-
ture of salt for export to a foreign coun-
try 3 If not, the damage done to the sait
manufacturer wculd be greater than lie
(Mr. Cameron) estimated it at.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said the lion.
the Finance Minister had not answered
the question of his hon. friend from
South Huron-was he going to give any
drawback on the export of salt?

Mi. CAMERON said the Finance
Minister shook his head when lie asked
hira the question. No doubt the hon.
gentleman intimated from that that the
Government would allow no drawback
in such a case.

Mi. TILLEY : That we will cou-
sider.

Item agreed to.

On item-W<Vines of all kinds, except
sparkling wines, including ginger, orang
lemon, strawberry, raspberry, e!der and
currant wines, containing 26 per cent. or
less of spirits of the strength of proof by
Sykes' hydrometer, imported in wood or
bottles (six quart and twelve pint bottles
to be held to contain a Imperial gallon),
25c. per Imperial gallon, and for eacl
degree of strength in excess of 26 per
cent. of spirits, as aforesaid, an additional
duty of 3c. per Imperial gallon, until the
strengtl rea.-hes 40 per cent. of proot
spirits, and, in addition thereto, 30 per
cent. ad valorem?,

MR. ANGLIN said the Government
had reduced the duty upon malt, and the
reason assigned by the hon. the Finance
Minister-though that gentleman did
not himself quite express his concurrence
in it-was that, if people would drink
alcoholic beverages, it was desirable t'a
encourage them to drink ale and porter
instead of the stronger liquors. It w
to be regretted that light ale and porters
were not sold more generally in this
country, and at a lower price, and it was
for the same reasn desirable that the
use of light wines should be encourage.
That had been the policy of this country,
for some time. They were now about to
entirely depart from that policy. They
were about to put a duty on cbampagne
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which would be almost prohibitory,
and it would encourage the emanu-
facture of spurious liquors under that
name. He would like to know whether
any progress had been made in those
negooiations with the French Govern-
ment, of which they had heard so much.
Since the hon. the Finance Minister had
felt at liberty to tell them something about
those negociations, several weeks had
elapsed, and he thought it was of some
interest to the country to know whether
any progress had since been made to-
wards entering into that arrangement
with France, which would enable us to
send our ships there for sale at a low
rate of duty while we should receive in
return the light wines of that country.

MR. TILLEY said he had intended to
lay on the table of the House some cor-
respondence with the French Govern-
ment, but an address was passed in
another branch of Parliment asking for
similar returns, including various
despatches not embraced in that corres-
pondence, but the papers would very
soon be laid before this House also. The
hon. iember had referred to the reduc-
tion of the duty on malt, and the desir-
ability of encouraging the consumption
of malt liquor iistead of spirits. He
(Mr. Tilley) entirely concurred in that
view. The proposition of the Govern-
ment was now that it was desirable to
increase the duty on spirits and to reduce
it on malt. lie knew it was urged by
certain hon. gentlemen that it was not
consistent,and they had been charged with
diminishing the cost of the poor man's
beer and inereasing the cost of the poor
man's flour. But they would ar-gue this
question out upon its merits at another
time. He was satisfied, however, that
the feeling of this country, whether
among practical teetotallers or not, was
that it was very desirable, if stimulants
vere to be used, that they should be in
the shape of malt liquor rather than in
the shape of spirits; and it was in accord-
ance with that sentiment that the Gov-
ernment asked for a reduction of the
duty on malt and its increase on spirits.
The hon. gentleman said they were in-
creasing by their proposition the duty on
light wines. Now this was not the case.
This particular proposition supposed no
arrangement inade with France 'what-

ever. This proposition supposed they
should make no arrangement with
France by which the 30 per cent. ad
valorem duty would be taken off cheap
French wines' that had an alcoholic
strength of 26 degrees proof. If import-
ed to-morrow, the cheapest description of
French wine would be 36c. per gallon,
with 30 per cent. added. The duty
now levied on wine was 36e. per
gallon, no matter what its strength.
If it cost under 48c. per gallon, the duty
now was 36c.; if it cost 50c., the duty
was 72c. The result was that there were
cases before the Customs Department
showing that the whole effort of the im-
porters was to bring wine, no matter
what its strength might be, but worth
under 48c. a gallon. Under tie propo-
sition before the House at the present
time, after they passed the 26 degree
proof spirit, then for every degree of
strength it was 3c. more. Under this pro-
position the duty that would be collected
on wine would b3 in proportion to its
value. Under these circumstances it
would be fair and equitable,and the arrange-
ment could also apply to Spain, in cae
anything was done in a similar directioc
before the next meeting of Parliament.
If they disregarded the strength of alco-
bol, then they might have it imported iii
the shape of wine, and paying a less duty
than if imported in brandy, gin, or any
other 1 iquor. Under the original arrange-
ment, it was 15c. for every five degrees of
strength, and it was thought it might
simplify the matter, because the Depart-
ment would be able to tell, after the pro-
cess of distillation, what the strength was
as between 5 degrees. Then it was a

jump of 15 per cent. One degree of
strength would carry up 15c. per gallon,
and it was thought better to make it 3e.
for every degree. In answer to a ques-
tion of the hon. gentleman, he would
state that no further progress had been
made in negotiations with the French
Government.

MR. ANGLIN said the impression
left on his mind by the hon. gentleman's
Budget speech with regard to the imposi-
tion of duty on wines was,that the Govern-
ment was about to increase the charges on
French wines, and wre would have some-
thing more to give in exchange for the
right of entering our vessels in the
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French market than under the old tariff.
That was the reason he assumed that
these duties on the cheaper wines were
now higher than formerly. He hoped
progress would be made very soon in the
negotiations with the French Govern-
ment so that the expectations of the
shipbuilders, especially those of Quebec,
might not be grievously disappointed, as
they had been on a former occasion.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said lie recol-
lected statements made by parties con-
cerning the wine trade, to the effect that
this tariff would be certain to exclude
large quantities of wines of Spain and
Portugal, at present brought into this
country. If he understood the hon.
gentleman correctly, the maximum duty
that could be attained under this tariff on
the strong wines of Spain and Portugal
would run as high as 65c. per Imperial
gallon, plus 30 per cent. ad valorem.
That would be an absolutely prohibitory
tariff on those, although it would, un-
doubtedly, admit the wines of France, as
contradistinguished from those of Spain
and Portugal, at one time, at any rate,
largely imported.

MR. TILLEY said the duty would
depend altogether on the cost and the
alcoholic strength. On French wine,
under 26 degrees, say, which cost 25c.
to 30c. a gallon, the average duty would
be 34c. a gallon, whereas now it was
36c. ; on wine costing 60c., 31 degrees,
the duty would be 59c. per gallon; on
wine costing $L20, of which about
120,000 gallons were imported last year,
at that average price, of 33 degrees
proof, the duty would be 82c. per gal-
lon.

MR. CA RTWRIGHT said that from
Spain about 71,000 gallons were import-
ed, roughly valued at about 40c. per gal-
lon; all that would be excluded, under
this tariff, because it was strong wine,
ranging considerably above 26 degrees.
Be thought that the rates there would
range as 34c. or 35c. All that class
and the trade in it would probably be
destroyed, because it was not likely
that a wine, of an average value of 40c.,
could afFord to pay 75c. or 80c. per
gallon. There was a good deal to be
said for the taking of the alcoholic
standard. All lie wanted to know was

MR. ANGLIN.

whether the hon. gentleman had repre-
sentations made to him as to the prices
and effect of these duties. The wines
of France would have a very consider-
able advantage, but we imported nearly
120,000 gallons from Spain and Italy,
which, being of tolerably considerable
alcoholic strength, would cease to be
imported.

MR. TILLEY said that was exactly
the view taken by the Government.
He could not see why a certaiu degree
of alcohol, in any shape, if it entered
any wine, should pay a lower duty, ab
it did under the old tariff, than if it went
into gin, whiskey or brandy.

Mn. CARTWRIGHT said he had
pointed out that French wines, up to
26 degrees, were only charged 34c., or,
roughly, 1 lc. for each degree of alcoholie
strength. The moment they went be-
yond the imaginary limit of 26 degrees,
the duty was very much higher. There
might be good reasons for introducing
cheap French wines, but there was no
proportion between the tax placed up
to 26 degrees, and the tax from 26 de-
grees to 36 degrees. It would be diffi-
cult to get our people to take much of
the light French wines. and, therefore,
the revenue might be considerably less
than was expected. Another considera-
tion was the difficulty of getting wines
free from adulteration, which difficulty
would be greatly increased under.this
tariff. In the case of champagne and
sparkling wines, the duty would average
$10 to $12 per dozen. That would not
be paid. Either the wine would not be
imported, or a cheap wine might be im-
ported and doctored in this country into
the semblance of champagne.

MR. VALIN said there was no reason
why we should not place a heavy duty
on French wines, as the French Goverin-
ment imposed taxes on our ships, our
lumber, and everything that we sold
them. This tax would also enable us
to claim from them the free admission of
our ships in return for its abolition.

MR. TILLEY said the rate proposed
on champagne was a little over the rate
collected on sugar and tea last year, and
he did not see why those who could afford
to drink champagne should not pay as
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heavy a duty as those imposed upon the
necessities of life.

MR. CARTWRIG HT said he did not
object to the tax, but questioned whether
any revenue could be derived from it.
We only ased about 9,000 dozen of
sparkling wines. That was imported at
:tn average price of $10 per dozen, so the
duty now proposed would be equivalent
to 60 per cent., and in the case of the
better grades it would be higlier. lis
point was that the chances were decid-
edly against our getting much revenue
from this tax.

Item agreed to.

On item-Shovels, spades, hoes; hay,
manure and potato forks; rakes and rake
teeth ; carpenters', coopers', cabinet
makers', and all other mechanics' tools ;
edge tools of every description, including
axes, scythes, files and saws of all kinds,
and on steel skates, 30 per cent. ad
(alorem,

MR. CHARLTON said that was
another burden on the lumbering
industry. This scheme could not
be called a Protectionist measure,
because it was ruinous to the most
important manufacturing interest in the
Dominion. The lumber interest was
sufficiently depressed without having
these burdens laid upon it. The exports
of lumber to the United States, in the
year 1873, were $12,507,535, and they
had fallen off to such an extent, that in
1878 the amount was only $4,48 1,000, or
barely one-third more than the amount in
1873. This great interest was entitled
to consideration at the hands of the
Finance Minister, and he held that the
feature of the tariff, if it possessed no
other objectionable feature, was suffici-
enit to warrant them in condemning it as a
measure calculated to prove detrimental
to the interests of this Dominion.

MR. ROCHESTER said he would
like the hon. gentleman to explain in
what way the lumber interest was injuri-
0usly affected ; if it was by the tax ont
axes, it was something strange. The
other night, the 10c. per barrel on pork
was the great bugbear, now it was the
tax on axes. He knew from practical
experience that better axes were made in
Canada than in the United States. Axes

better suited to the climate, which
would stand the pine lumber during the
hard frost in the winter. Those axes we
could not get from the United States.
We could manufacture our own axes and
saws cheaper, and of a better quality
than could be obtained in the United
States. He had got thei from the dif-
ferent factories in the States, and from
all the factories in Canada, and he had
got as good saws out of the factory in
Canada as out of any factory in the
States. He would ask again what por-
tion of this tariff militated against the
lumber interest.

MR. CHARLTON said there was
scarcely an article that entered into the
production of lumber that was not taxed.
The climate of Northern Michigan, and
the pineries of Wisconsin and Minnesota,
was almost the same as our climate, and
the axes made for the lumber trade of the
United States were better and cheaper
than those made in Canada. It was un-
necessary to recount a list of the articles
that were taxed by this tariff, and which
entered into the production of lumber.
Woollens, blankets, oats and corn, would
cost more than they had done hereto-
fore. This tariff would act in a hundred
ways against the lumber interest, and he
was astonished that party lines could be
drawn so closely that the hon. gentleman
would get up and advocate a measure
that gave his interest a slap in the face,
and affected it so injuriously.

MiR. ROCHESTER said the hon. gen-
tleman had named axes, but he had not
said a word about saws or files, which
could be manufactured as well in this
country as in the United States. As
regarded woollen goods, the tariff would
be a decided benefit. Under the late
tariff, the Cornwall factory had been
compelled to close, and the market Lad
been supplied by English shoddy. Now
he understood this mill was starting up
again, and they would have the saine
kind of blankets as before. He thought
the hon. gentleman should not make
such broad assertions, but particularise
more.

MR. SNOWBA LL said that, if he
could get Canadian axes for nothing, lie
would not send them into the woods.
le could say the same with regard to
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Canadian-made saws and files, which
came in the same category. They also
had to send to the U7nited States for
their emery grinders. On pork they bad
to pay more than 10c. additional, and
they expected an increase on flour and
cornmeal. In fact, under this tariff, for
everything the lumbermen eat, drank or
wore, they expected to have to pay
extra. According to the statement of his.
hon. friend, they would bave to pay
more wages, more for their materials,
while they did not expect to get any
additional price for their lumber.

Mn. WALLACE (South Norfolk) said
that hon. gentlemen interested in the
lumber trade thrust themselves forward
and asked for Protection for a great
manufacturing industry. He maintained
that they were not manufacturers, but
merely converters of the wealth of the
country into another form of wealth.
The labour they employed was paid the
least wages of any class of men in the
country. They called this a great
industry, while they were almost
robbing the country of its wealth
and enriching themselves. Thev were
converting the tree, as it stood, into saw-
logs, square timber, deals, etc. How
much of a manufacturing industry was
there in that ? The gentlemen Lad been
enriching themselves at almost the ex-
pense of' the country-diverting the
vealth of the country into their own

pockets, as it were. And they were
now employing labour at such a rate that
it did not afford the labourers a living.
These men, if they had not been employed
in lumbering, would, perhaps, have
been cultivating the soil, and thereby
have been fulfilling a duty much more
useful and beneficial to the country. The
best protection they could give to lum-
bermen would be a protection that would
prevent them from manufacturing lum-
ber, because they were taking away the
wealth of the country that centuries had
produced, and which would be produced
for centuries more.

Mn. ROCHESTER said it was very
true that they were taking away the
wealth of the country, and they were
receiving very little for it. What had
been stated with regard to the men's
wages was true, at the present time, and
as regarded the past year or two. Form-

MR. SNOWBALL.

erly there was no labouring work that
was more remunerative. The machinists,
mill-wrights, and engineers used to re-
ceive $350, $4, and $4.50 a day, all the
year round, and common men used to
receive from $8 to $10 and $12 a week.
The lumber interest was the second
interest in the country, and he believed
that, if lumbermen were to cease opera-
tions for a year or two, it would be a
benefit to the country. The distress in
the whole Ottawa Valley, consequent
upon the depressed condition of the lum-
ber trade, showed that it was an imi-
portant interest, employing thousands of
men.

MR. BOURBEAU said lie desired to
reply to the hon. member for North
Norfolk, who had declared that the saws
manufactured in Canada were of no
value. In his own county there were
large manufacturers of lumber, and the
saws used in the mills were all of Cana-
dian manufacture, and gave very great
satisfaction. As to the axes, be could
also say they were used in his own
county, exclusively of Canadian manu-
facture, and they could be purchased at
$1 a dozen cheaper than they could have
been bought a year ago, and such was the
case, also, with respect to other instru-
ments and tools manufactured in this
country. This lie stated in order to do
justice to the carriage manufacturers,
having. himself, a perfect knowledge of
the quality of the articles nanufactm,ý
by them.

MR. COCKBURN (Muskoka) s&id
that, as regarded the effect of the tariff on
the lumiber trade, it was a matter in
which he was not personally interested.
but lie desired to direct the attention of>
the House to one article, namely, baco,'.
wvhich was largely used by lumbermen!i,
and the duties on which, under the new-
tariff, would cost double. Some of tih
western lumbermen used nothing else 1i

the way of meat, and when the settlers
stock of oats along the Georgian Bay
were exhausted, they had. frequently, to
import oats from the United States, upoI
which a duty of 10c. was chargea,
without benefitting farmers. The
lumber interest was one of the ge
est manufacturing interests thev had in
the country. The hon. member for
Carleton had said that the price Oi
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blankets had not risen under the new
tariff. He (Mr. Cockburn) desired to
ask. if this was a likely season for an ad-
vance to take place on heavy woollen
goods. Next year, however, they would
have an opportunity of seeing how the
tariff had affected the price of blankets,
etc. He thought it should be patent to
every gentleman in the House that this
tariff imposed great burdens on the lum-
bermen, and attacked them from every
quarter.

Item agreed to.

On item-Rtough freestone, sandstone,
and all other building stone, except mar-
ble, $1 per ton of 13 cubie feet,

MR. MACKENZIE asked if this duty
was intended to operate as a prohibitory
tariff also.

MR. TILLEY said lie did not know.
The tariff on stone, as a whole, would
very likely be prohibitory, but there
might be some brought in rough.

MR. MACKENZIE said lie ieferred
to ordinary building stone.

MR. TILLEY said he thought that, if
they took it from Windsor over to
Detroit they paid $1.50.

MR. MACKENZIE said if they
charged $2.00 a ton, we waitted to do our
best for our own people. This duty
woid be prohibitory of the purchase of
stone on the other side. Stone could not
be carried a long distance in Canada; so
the Finance Minister vas only inflicting
a hardship on those wishing United
States stone for building.

MR. TILLEY said, if the hon. gentle-
ian would state where they would be
under the necessity of importing that
stone from the United States, and show
that there could not be found as good in
the Dominion, he might help them. At
present they knew of no sucli case ;
practically the duty of $1 per ton would
shut out the ordinary stone imported.
They had plenty as good in the country,
and there was no necessity for importing
it.

MR. MACKENZIE said there was no
freestone to be had anywhere here.

MR. TILLEY said that he held a sam-
pIle of Ontario freestone which had taken

the prize at the Paris Exhibition. The
certificate stated that it was superior to
the Ohio or any other found in the
United States. It was found in Ontario.

MR. MACKEN E said there was
freestone up the Ottava, in the neigh bour-
hood of Pembroke, but the hon. gentle-
man could not expect it could be profit-
ably carried to Western Ontario. It
would be cheaper for the people in the
West to pay $10 a ton for stone froni
Ohio than to take this stone West. There
was no stone in Ontario fit for fine
dressings; so they had to take Ohio.
They had common limestones in the
Western Peninsula, but nowhere a good
freestone.

MR. TILLEY saêe heard tiiere was,
north of Toronto.

MR. BOWELL said they got from the
Grand River a freestone.

MR. MACKENZIE : It is not a free-
stone.

Mn. OLIVER : That stone from the
Grand River is obtained some thirty or
forty miles from Ottawa. i

MR. SPROULE : There is a free-
stone quarry in my constituency, speci-
mens of which have been sent to Toronto,
and pronounced as good as any got.
Another in the North Riding of Simcoe
bas been worked for years.

Mi. MACKENZIE said that no stone
had been taken to Toronto for fine build-
ings, or dressings, except the Ohio the
sort of bastard sand-stone found in On-
tario served a very good purpose in ordi-
nîary dressings, but was not fit for fine
work like the Ohio. He knew of no
single place in the western peninsula
where there was a kind of rock that
could at all approach the Cleveland stone,
and it would have to be got, or the
people must stop using such materials.
This item would put a heavy tax on
everyone using this stone in building,
and it was shaking the business all over
the country. In these matters the
Finance Minister showed an obstinacy
perfectly incredible. Any one inter-
ested in the building iiterests would
bear out his statepnents.

MR. MACMILLAN said that compe-
tent judges of stone had told him that
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this Ontario was infinitely superior to
the Ohio stone. It was a little harder,
but very much better, and did not rot
like the Ohio stone. It was got at
Dundas, and was c idered so desirable
that the whole cathedral in Hamilton was
being built with it, and a higher price
paid for it than the Ohio. All along
the Great Western Railway it was being
used for window-sills, and it was made a
condition by the contractors that it
should be used in the Molson's Bank
building in London, and not the Ohio
stone. They believed there were
3,000,000 feet of that stone at the quar-
ry, and it could be found all along the
section frorm Dundas to Hamilton.

MR. MACKE 4 E said the hon.
gentleman bad admitted bis point in say-
ing the Ohio stone was easier in working.
Ease in working wgs absolutely neces-
sary for fine work, or fine fronts of im-
portant buildings. The Dundi(s stone
was excellent for ordinary straight wall-
ing, but not fit for the purposes for which
Ohio had been preferred, in all parts of
the country. There was a rough free-
stone behind Kingston, and elsewhere;
but the Canadian Government were coin-
pelled to go to Ohio for stone for the
Parliament Buildings. This duty would
nake it impossible to import it hereafter,

except at a great additional charge.

MR. M ACMILLAN said that a large
portion of the Ohio stone in the London
Post-office had rotted where the water
came in; but the Dundas stone, under
water, had not rotted. He had been
told by competent workmen that it with-
stood the water better than the Ohio.

MR. McCALLUM said that there was
a quarry of freestone on the Grand
River, in Ilaldimand, which was soft,
and could be worked easily, but became
hard when exposed to water. Mil-
lions 0t tons of this stone could be got
easily within three miles of the river,
and would answer the purposes of the
Ohio.

MR. HESSON said that he bad,- and
others had, been obliged to select George-
town sandstone in preference to Ohio,
for corbels, window-tops, and window-
sills, in a school building that was to cost
$20,000, and for similar work in a church
at Stratford, costing over $20,000.

MR. MACMILLAN.

That stone was suitable, and there was
plenty of it of a iost desirable quality.
It was their duty to develop the interests
of this country in the matter of their
quarries, as well as in other respects.

MR. TUPPER said he congratulated
the Finance Minister on having ac-
complished this, if no other good, by
the imposition of this duty-excited
a discussion that had led to the discovery
of a large amount of freestone in Ontario.
The dissemination of this information,
with respect to this product of the coun-
try, would be of great value to the peo-
ple. An hour ago it appeared from hon.
gentleman opposite that there was no
freestone in Ontario, and now it was dis-
covered that freestone was found in the
neighbourhood of Ottawa, that had been
able to carry off the second prize at the
Paris Exhibition,and had been pronounced
unsurpassed on this continent. It was
not a small tribute to the value of the
tariff that it had led to the bringing out
of this fact that the hon. gentlemen oppo-
site seemed to be entirely ignorant of
when the discussion commenced. It was
humiliating that they bad been obliged
to import so much ornamental stone froin
the United States, when they had in the
neighbourhood of Ottawa such excellent
freestone. Then the excellent qualities
of the limestone of the country were
demonstrated by the magnificent puWic
and private buildings of Montreal, that
had delighted and astonished everyforeîgn
visitor.

MR. MACKENZIE said the finest
buildings in Montreal were of freestone,
brought froin the United States.

MR. TUPPER said that the limestone
buildings in Montreal might be a source
of pride to any city. He was glad the
time had come when the Finance Min-
ister had said to our American neigh-
bours that if they shut out the products
ot our country, we would shut out theirs
in the same way. We had had a large
and valuable trade witri the United States
in freestone, till it was killed by their
tariff; and, if there was no other rea-
son why we should adopt this proposi-
tion, that exclusive policy of the Ameri-
cans would be sufficient. He believed
that the result of this duty would be to
sweep away the Anerican tariff against
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our industries, which had had the effect
of paralysing them, and to produce a free
interchange of commodicies as between
both countries.

MR; MACKENZIE said there was no
stone in all eastern or western Ontario to
at all compare with the Ohio stone for
certain purposes. It was a great incon-
venience to the people to have this tax
imposed upon building material. They
should be at liberty to obtain such ma-
terial wherever it could be obtained
cheapest. As the hon. the Finance
Minister was determined to adhere to the
tariff as it was, he (Mr. Mackenzie)
must content himself with entering his
protest against this absurd part of the
tariff.

Ma. DESJARDINS wished to in-
form the hon. the leader of the Opposi-
tion that in the county of Hochelaga
were to be found the best limestone
quarries in the Dominion. Many of the
owners of these quarries were supporters
of the hon. member for Lambton (Mr.
Mackenzie),- and he (Mr. Desjardins) had
recoived letters from them complaining
that the tariff was not high enough to
protect them from the competition with
stone brought into Montreal. He denied
the accuracy of the statement of the hon.
the leader of the Opposition, that the
best and finest buildings in Montreal
were constructed of Ohio stone. For
instance, the post-office, the city hall
and most of the ine buildings erecte.
lately were constructed of limestone.
The friends of the hon. member for
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) in his (Mr.
appointed to find that he held such con-i
Desjardins') constituency, would be dis-
trary views to them.

MR. MACRENZIE said his hon.-
friend was mistaken. There was no
doubt that the Montreal banks, and other
public edifices built of the native
limestone were wonderfully beautiful,
but, for all that, it cost a great deal
more to huild a very fine limestone front
than a freestone front. He quite agreed
il' the remarks in reference to the fine
appearance of Montreal. It was seen to
Marvellous advantage. The Kingston
linlestone, and limestone obtained in the
'vicinity of the Welland Canal, were
gODd building materials. What he

wanted to point out was that it was im-
possible to do with the Canadian stone
the class of work that could be done
with the Ohio freestone, which would be
shut out of the marlI4 by this tariff.

MR. SNOWBALL said that, in the
county of Northumberland, N.B., they
had as fine freestone as could be produced.
It was particuliarly adapted for grind-
stones, and, in face of the duty of $1.50,
the Americans, for many years, had
purchased largely ot these goods. They
had different grades, suitable for auy
kind of grinding, and manufactured thein
from five to ten feet in diarneter. They
were shipped as far west as Oshawa. It
had become a valuable industry, and, no
doubt, would continue to prosper.

Item agreed to.

On it.nm-Sugars, syrups and molas-
ses,

MR. CARTWRIGHT said there had
been a great deal of discussion about the
precise loss which would result from the
taxation imposed on the people of Cana-
da by the proposed alteration of the
sugar duties. There was no possibility
of deciding accurately the exact value of
the sugar that might be purchased fron
time to time. But, by applying this taxa-
tion to the quantities and qualitiesof sugar
which was imported last year, and then
by comparing it with what was received
last year, the House could ascertain at
any rate what would be the effect, sup-
posing that was the fair average value of
the quantities and qualities of sugar con-
sumed by the people of this country.
The sugar imported last year was chiefly
of two grades, those above and those
below No. 13, Dutch standard. Of
the former, there was imported
93,490,8791b., of a total value of
$5,419,715, for which was received
$2,289,840. Under this proposed tariff
the specific duty on this would be
$934,908, while the 35 per cent. ad
valorern would amount to $1,896,880.
In other words, under this tarif, suppos-
ing the saine quantity and quality of
sugar imported into the country last year
were consumed rthis year, the revenue
would be $2,831,788, whilst, under the
old tariff, the duty was only $2,2e9,840.
Consequently, in that grade alone-the
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grade above, No. 13, their would be
an additional duty under this
tariff of $541,948. Then, of the
grade below NM 13, there was
10,624,3361b. imllorted last year,
which wus valued at a little over
$517,000. upon which $209,066 in
duties was received. Applying this
tariff, the duty to be collected this year
would be $235,041. Therefore, it fol-
lowed that, if the country cuntinued to
import the same quantity and qulity of
sugar, the duty, under this tariff, for the
next year, would be $3,066,829. The
hon. the Finance Minister stated that it
required 120,000,0001b. of sugar to
produce the 105,000,0001b. wvhich
were consumed in the Dominion last
year. He (Mr. Cartwright) did not be-
lieve that statement was literally cor-
rect. He was inclined to think that
quantity was largely in excess of what
would be required. But lie would assume,
for argument's sake, that it was cor-
rect. Suppose there were 120,000,0001b.
introduced, less charges on packages
brought from the country of growth or
production, and less the charges and ex-
penses prior to shipment. Under these
circumstances, he was informed by gen-
tlemen of high standing, that the duty
would have to be collected on the aver
age value of three cents per pound, or
three dollars per cwt. Of course,
that might be a matter of opinion, al.
though these gentlemen were speaking
from actual experience. If that were
correct, lie thought, bearing in mind the
very large percentage the hon. gentleman
(Mr. Tilley) had allowed, that it would
follow that, if they manufactured in this
cotintry, as they probably would, under
this prohibitory tariff, during the
next year, all the sugar consumed in
the Dominion during that period, they
would receive in all the sum of
$1,980,000, as against a revenue which
ought to be collected under this tariff of
$3,066,829. In other words, the people
of Canada would lose, for the purpose
of promoting the refining interest, some
$1,086,829 per annum. That was the
position of the case applying the ex-
isting tariff to the late importations.
Even on the showing of the hon. the
Minister of Finance, who only expected
to get $2,250,000 revenue, there would
be a loss of $800,O00 to the people of

MR. CARTWRIGHT.

Canada for the benefit of the -refiners.
He (Mr. Cartwright) was not going to
reopen the discussion further than to
point out in all probability what was the
actual cost to the people of Canada.
What he wanted to call attention to was
the fact-as clearly established as any
fact could be-that, if the present tariff
were applied to the importations of last
year, a revenue of $3,066,829 would be
collected. According to the hon. gentle-
man's own staterment, he did not ex-
pect to receive more than $2,250,000 in
round numbers. So there would be, ac-
cording to the Minister of Finance's
own showing, an annual loss of $800,000.
According to the best information he
(Mr. Cartwright) was able to receive,
there would, however, be an animal loss
of $1,086,829. Therefore, he was not
able to understand the resolution sub-
mitted to the House. He did not in-
tend to delay the House further than to
call attention to the fact that the people
of Canada would be compelled to pay
very considerably more for their sugar for
the express purpose of benefitfing the re-
finers.

MR. TILLEY said he did not know
upon what basis the hon. gentleman cal-
culated there should be a revenue of over
three million dollars derived from sugar;
but he could say that his (Mr. Tilley's)
calculations were based upon the propo-
sition that sugar imported direct from
the West Indies would pay no more
duty on the packages which brought it
than befoie, and that the 3â per cent.
ad valorem would not have to be im-
posed, because we would refine our own
sugar. His calculations were based upon
the importation of raw sugar,and refining
it in Canada. If half of it were brought
in refined the Government would lose
$250,000, unless tley lost more by the
reduction in the price of sugar, as
the ad valorein duty would not produce
so much if a much lower price pre-
vailed. As to the reduction in the price
of sugar, he could state as a fact that the

price of sugar had gone down half a cent
a pound in Montreal since these resolu-
tion were submitted to the House.
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habit of déaling, some refined sugar, and
ho found that the price had increased
¾c. per lb. -He had asked the firm
when the increase had taken place, and
was informed it had occurred since the
15th Marih last.

MR. TILLEY said le had his informa-
tion from undoubted authority.

MR. CAMERON said he would tell
the hon. gentleman the name of the firm
if Le wished. s

MR. DESJARDINS said the Redpath
refinery was now selling refined sugar at
S;e. per lb., whilst, before this tariff was
proposed, they sold the same sugar at
8lc. per lb.

MR. ANGLIN said the impression
the Finance Minister sought to produce
was that the increase in the duty did not
add to the cost of sugar. It was not to
to be supposed that the hon. gentleman
would go so far as to allege directly and
plainly that the imposition of a duty
caused a decrease in the price of sugars.
He was not surprised to hear statements
of that kind made with regard to sugar
and other articles by some hon. members.
on the other side of the House, but lie
was surprised to hear the hon. the Fin-
ance Minister; who had a reputation at
stakemake suchastatementintheway lie
had made it, for he created the impression
that the imposition of a higher duty did
not necessarily increase the cost of the
article to the consumer. It was obvious,
however, that the additional duty must
increase the cost of the article. It was a
simple question in addition. Fifty causes
miglit lead to a temporary reduction in
theprice of the article, but it would be
absurd for that reason to allege that such
a reduction could possibly be caused by
the imposition of a higher duty. He be-
lieved that he had seen it stated in the
Montreal papers that Redpath's sugar
was selling at one-half or one-quarter of a
cent per pound less than the American
sugar. No doubt they would hereafter
offer it at a shade lower than the price of
American sugar, with no higher duty
added, because if they did not, they
Would not have the market exclusively
to themselves. But to say that here-
after sugars would be any cheaper be-
cause of the imposition of the duty, was to
assert what no one who looked carefully

into the question could believe possible.
He had heard it stated that the impor-
tation of sugar for some weeks before
this tariff went into effect was so enor-
mous that a number of persons holding
sugars to-day were compelled to effect a
sale. But, as soon as these temporary
causes ceased to produce their temporary
effects, there could be no doubt what-
ever in the mind of any one competent to
understand a sum in addition that the
price of sugar would be enhanced by the
imposition of Ligher duties.

MR. TILLEY said that within the
last eight hours a gentleman from Mon-
treal, whose testimony could not be
doubted, had informed him that sugar
was selling to-day, in Moutreal, at a half
cent per pound less than in the middle
of last year. This was due to the re-
finery being established and manufactur-
ing sugar out of the raw article. The
hon. gentleman from Gloucester asked if
it was possible that the Finance Minister
should stand up here and say the impo-
sition of duty could possibly cheapen the
article to the consumer. Why, they
knew it was argued here, last night,
that the imposition of a 50c. duty on
coal if it led to the output of
300,000 tons of coal more in Nova
Scotia, would result in coal being
supplied cheaper to the people of the
other Provinces than it was to-day.
If they looked at the experience of
the United States they would find, be-
yond a question, that the imposition of
high duties had decreased the price of
the article to the consumer in that coun-
try. He believed that, when lie was
privileged to meet Pîrliament again, le
would be able to tell a similar story in
regard to numerous articles. He had
statements before him now showing that,
in reference to cotton, the imposition of
an additional duty had not increased the
price of the article, but that it was sell-
ing to-day at the'same price as before thFe
imposition of the duty. There might be
some cases where, if a duty was im-
posed on a raw material, and parties
manufactured fron the raw material,
the price would necessarily, to some ex-
tent, be increased. But in the case of
certain articles, of which all the materials
existed, in this country, the price was
reduced by 20 or 30 per cent. to the con-
sumer.
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Mr. MACKENZIE: Which are
they ?

MR. TILLEY said there were several
of them. Take the duty on wood screws
for instance-close up that industry to-
morrow, and the price of them wouli
rise to a great deal more than it was at
present, because when that industry was
established the price was immediately
reduced 20 or 30 per cent. They al-
leged that this was a correct principle ;
it would not apply to every industry, but
to a large portion.

MR. MILLS: Apply the principle to
the salt of the fishermen.

Ma. TILLEY : Yes, and what is the
position with reference to the fisher-
men? They are on the sea coast.

Mn. MILLS : So is the coal.

MR. TILLEY said the circumstances
were entirely different. With reference

man stated that, in the matter of cotton,
the price had not gone up. He (Mr.
Cartwright) was informed. by gentlemen
acquainted with the trade, that the last
move of the manufacturers of cotton
goods was to issue a circular to say tha.t
the prices of several leading lines must
go up, and they had gone up.

Mn. VALIN said he believed no meni
ber in this House had dealt more largely
in sugar than himself. He had imported
in bis ships from the West Indies, about
70,000,0001b., and he had just tele-
graphed for two other cargoes. Since
the introduction of the tariff he found
that sugar could be bought to-day for
about $76 per ton. Including the freight
and the duty, lie found it would cost bim
about 6c. per pound. The duty in the
States was 4c. le believed the present
duty would not have the effect of raising
the price, and that it would keep as low
as it was in the States.

u~ tIiCUt WU t.eIliL UtIrUIm- MR. ANGLIN said the Messrs. Red-
stances under which it would increase path, to-day, had no other permanent
the price, but he was not 'without competition in this Dominion, exceptfaith that we could make arrangements that which came from the introduction
by which we could carry by water our of the sugars called raw groceries frontcoal from Nova Scotia to the West, and the West Indies, and such competition
take back salt and put it down as cheaply as they would have to encounter front
as we could get it from England. A British and foreignrefineries. They could
gentleman from St. John had tele- easily calculate the price of refined sugar
graphed him that salt was forty cents a from the United States or England, andbag there. The salt of Ontario was a add to that the amount of dutyvery suitable salt for curing fish, and to be imposed under this tariff, and se
he held the day was not far distant ascertain exactly the price at which that
when that sait could be put down in sugar could be landed in Montreal, or in
the Maritime Provinces as cheap as the any other city of this Dominion.
English salt. But to assert that the If it should happen, in the course of
imposition of a dutynecessarily increased time, that refineries should spring up inthe cost of the article to the consumer, various parts of this Dominion, and com-
when it could be abundantly made in peiionf should aris bewni , in -
the country, was a proposition that was petition heir wrkie between them, in-
not tenable, and be asserted that stead of their working together inrin,
a Protective duty might be imposed on as they probably would, then they cou d

an atice muufaturd i thecoutryunderstand that the prices would be kept.an article manufactured in the country down to a figure that would afford a
and not increase the cost of it to the reasonable profit, and, perhaps, in some

cases, to a figure that would afford no
MR. C ARTWRIGHT said that might profit. But, when there was only one re-

be true, in case the Protective duty was finery in the Dominion, and that refinery
utterly useless and unnecessary. If the capable of producing only two-thirds Of
hon. gentleman believed the statement the sugar required for use in this coan-
he had just made, let him take off his try, then there was no competition, and
duty on wood screws ; and if, after a year it was absurd to argue that they wer
or two, it turned out as he had stated, to have cheaper sugar because of this
they would be willing to put dependence tariff. The contrary would be the inent-
on bis other statements. The hon. gentle- able result. Some hon. gentlemen ex-

MR. TILLEY
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pected some advantage from the greater
use of raw groceries. The taste for sugar
of that kind did not exist in this country.
The people chose to use refined sugar,
and it was much to be doubted whether
the admission of these iaw groceries
from the. West Indies would interfere
materially with the inonopoly now pos-
sessed by the refiners of Montreal.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said he wanted
to ask the hon. the Finance Minister
what construction was to be placed on
this important clause with respect to the
ad valorem duty levied on goods import-
ed from the place of production. Sup-
pose a merchant purchased a cargo of
sugar in Cuba, or any other port, and
that it was brought from New York to
a Canadian city, would that man be
allowed the benefit of this clause ?

MR. TILLEY said they had been dis-
cussing the objections to the former state
of things, which interfered with the
direct trade between the Dominion and
the West Indies. The propositions of the
hon. member opposite had really driven
the direct trade from the Dominion of
Canada to the American ports, to the
great loss and disadvantage of the ship-
pers of lumber and fish.

MR. CARTWRIGHT : Would the
hon. gentleman inform the House what
change I ever made in the sugar duties 1

MR. TILLEY said the change he
made was that he had not done as the
present Government had done. They
had made little change except to provide
that the American refiners were not to
send any sugar here with the drawback
over and above what they obtained, and
that had chauged the whole aspect of the
trade. Inasmuch as the Government
Purposed to restore the direct trade to
Canada, and to use the St. Lawrence for
the conveyance of products from the
West Indies here, sugar coming from
Cuba to New York, and being discharged
there, would have to pay a duty on
Packages.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said, if a man
established a refinery in Toronto or any
other point in. Ontario, he would have to
compete at an enormous disadvantage
'with refiners in Montreal, St. John, or
Halifax, who got the advantage of this

94

important clause. It was equal, at
least, to a reduction of 5 per cent., ac-
cording to the statement of the hon. gen-
tieman. If, on the other hand, men in
Ontario desired to establish a sugar re-
finery, they must do it at enormous dis-
advantage, seeing that they would have
to import from New York. That was a
matter of extraordinary importance,
which a good many of his friends in On-
tario would understand and appreciate.
He had one other question to put.
What did the hon. gentleman think was
the value, for duty purposes, of the
120,000,0001b. which he calculated would
have to be imported to produce
105,000,000 refined sugar?

MR. TILLEY said that would depend
entirely upon the prices of sugar, as they
ranged during the year. To show how
difficult it was for the hon. gentleman to
make a calculation, he valued the sugar
below No. 9 Dutch standard, for dutv
purposes, at three cents, instead
of four cents. It was very difficult, tak-
ing the different grades under No. 7, and
between 7 and 9, and 7, 14, and 9, the
prices these various grades of sugar
would cost, and the rate of duty, to esti-
mate the amount, but under the opera-
tion of the tariff $2,250,000 would be
collected. He had stated distinctly in the
memorandum he submitted the other day
the proportion of the sugar, and the
average cost of each grade, from No. 14
below to No. 9, and from No. 9 to No.
7, and from No. 7 below that.

MR. CARTWRIGHT *%id that might
be because this large deduction had to
be made from it. In any case, the value
was very nearly 4c., on which the hon.
gentleman based his calculation. His
hon. friend who sat next him had just
handed him a telegram froin Barbadoes,
stating that refining sugar was offered
there at $2.90, so that the calculation he
had made would have been well within
the mark, as far as regarded the products
that might have been expected from it.

MR. BAIN said bis reason for ad-
dressing the louse on this question was
that it happened to be the only item
upon which the hon. gentleman who re-
presentedt the National Policy in his
Riding and himself were at variance, and
which caused danger of a rupture in their
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otherwise pleasant personal relations.
That gentleman took the ground that the
National Policy would include a removal
of duties from aIl these articles that
were not the natural production of Can-
ada, and the placing of duties on articles
we could produce or manufacture. lie
(Mr. Bain) used to quote from the Fin-
ance Minister's speech delivered at St.
John, with respect to the efforts he
would make, if placed in power, to build
up the refining industry as well as the
West India trade. lie (Mr. Bain) con-
sidered it then in order to enquire
how gentlemen proposed to reconcile the
Finance Minister's statement with his
exposition as the supporter of the policy
of the Premier as laid down to working-
men at Toronto I He (Mr. Bain) had
been told that he had backbone enough
to stand up and defend the principles he
advocated, that lie would be the expo-
nent of the principle that we should
have sugar free of any duty whatever.
This was a fair sample of the way in
which that verdict of the 17th Septem-
ber was carried, and on this specific
matter it seemed to him that with the
competition we should always have be-
tween the English and American re-
finers, there was no danger that either
one party or the other would have
the monopoly of our market. The only
change the late Government made in the
sugar duties was to relax them on re-
fining grades in favour of the refiners.
When hon. gentlemen opposite adminis-
tered affairs, previous to the time of the
late Government, they displayed no in-
terest whatever in the welfare of this
specific industry of sugar refining. The
statement made by the Finance Minister
himself in his Budget speech convinced
him (Mr. Bain) that the new arrange-
ment of the sugar duties was not in the
interest of the Dominion at large. It
was directly adverse to the interests of
Ontario and for the benefit of a few
parties in Montreal and Halifax. If the
National Policy, as expounded in the
West, meant anything, it meant that ar-
ticles such as sugar, which could never
become an article of Canadian pro-
duction, would not be taxed, but
that the duties were to be removed froin
such articles, and placed on those we
could produce, for the purpose of stimu-
lating those industries. When the hon.

Mi. BAIN.

the Finance Minister stated that, not-
withstanding the increased duties on
refined sugar, he expected to sufFer a
loss of revenue, he emphatically proved
that this tax was not in the interest of
this country. No increased employment
given to our population would compen-
sate for the amount of money deliber-
ately taken out of the pockets of the
people, for the benefit of two or three
refiners, by this tax on an article of uni-
versal consumption. It was to be re-
gretted that, for the purpose of putting
money into the pockets of a few wealthy
corporations, the whole country was to
suffer, and he therefore felt it to be lis
duty to protest against this tax.

MR. GTNN said that these sugars,
which the refiners in Canada professed
to sell at 81c., could be obtained now, if
the old tariff were in force, at 71 to 7c.,.
as the market price had fallen in New
York since this tarif was introduced.
There was a heavy tax on the people
which they would appreciate.

ME. TUPPER said the late Finance
Minister, who took such great exception
to this proposed effort to establish re-
fineries, must have changed his views
very much since lie introduced his tarif
in 1874, when he deliberately formulated
to this louse a means by which that
great industry coula be established in
Canada. Before the hon. gentleman got
through with his tariff, he changed that,
as he did many others of the propositions
which he Lad then submitted, through
outside pressure or some other cause. A
year or t wvo after he again broughtforward
a proposition to aid this industry, which
was that the tax on the raw sugar to be
used for refining purposes be reduced.
Thus, on two occasions, ho propounded
measures to enable the raw sugar to be
refined in Canada. It was difficult,
therefore, to account for the hon. gentle-
man's denunciation of this effort of the
Finance Minister to carry out, in an
effective manner, the policy which the
hon. gentleman had himself declared 011
two occasions to be a wise one. It was
an entire fallacy for the hon. gentleman
to state that the tariff which lie was then
dealing with was the tariff of the pre-
vious Government. It was entuirely
modified in its character by the action Of
the Legislature of the United States. ln
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dealing with a question of this kind, one
must regard the legislation which took
place outside the country, and, since that
legislation had changed the tariff, as he
found it was no longer the same in its
character and effect as the same
tariff under the previous Government,
before the legislation in the States had
been altered, the result of the hon.
gentleman's policy was that the only
refinery in the country had to close, and
the moment it shut down the price
of sugar became higher. The result
was the addition of a cent per pound to
the cost of every pound consumed in
Canada, or a tax of a million dollars a
year paid by the Canadian consumers
into the coffers of other countries-
into the coffers of men who had the policy
of so fostering their own industry
as to enable them to undersell
our refners. The market had fallen just
as they said it would fall. As soon as it
was found that the Finance Minister was
determined to protect the industry of the
Canadian sugar refiner, the market, as
a consequence, declined. He was satis-
fied that under this tariff they would be
considering Canadian interests, and the
interests of the vast body of consumers,
who would, themselves, gain by it di-
rectly as well as indirectly.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said that, when
the hon. gentleman recalled what passed
in 1874, he might as well have recalled to
the recollection of the House that, when it
was proposed by himself (Mr. Cart-
wright) to niake an addition to the
duty, not all along the line, but on certain
grades of sugar, the man who most
loudly denounced him for proposing it
was the present Minister of Public
"Works; and so powerful were his argu-
mens, so well were they put, such was the
eloquence of the hon. gentleman, that he
made such a great impression on his (Mr.
Cartwright's) mind, that lie reconsidered,
the question, and lie found that there was
weight in what the hon. gentleman said.
laving got al the information on the
subject, and seeing that there was danger
to the revenue, he did, after full
cOnsideration and examination, withl-
draw the propositions, although they
did not affect all grades of sugar,
but only special grades. Afterwards,
ia their anxiety to please the hon.

gentleman, finding that the American
Government had added considerably
to their bointy, they reduced certain
grades of sugar in a small degree, as the
hon. gentleman had suggested. This
was subsequently justified by the dis-
covery that the American drawback then,
although not now, was really a
bounty in disguise. At the present
moment he did not believe the
drawback was a bounty in disguise. He
did not think the American refiner got
any unjust advantage at all. The lon.
gentleman stated that the price of sugar
rose upon that occasion. He (Mr. Cart-
wright) examined the matter at the time,
and be must take issue with the hon.
gentleman in a most positive manner.
The prices of sugars for several grades,
ranged as follows :-1875, 7"c., against
6¾c. in 1876 ; 6¾c. in 1877 ; and 5¾c. in
1878, and so on all through. There was
one argument brought forward by the
hon. gentleman which did credit to his
audacity. He had the highest opinion of
the hon. gentleman's courage, and he
did require the highest moral courage to
rise in his place and declare that the price
of sugar in New York, one of the largest
sugar markets in the whole world, was
affected by the imposition of a duty in
Canada. About 3,000,000 tons of sugar
were usually consumed by Great Britain
and the United States, and one or two
of the European countries, and the
price in New York was regulated by the
cost of this crop of 3,000,000 tons.
Canada consumed 50,000 or 60,000 tons,
yet the Minister of Public Works told
them that the price of the 3,000,000 was
regulated by the Canadian Minister of
Finance's impositions on one-sixteenth
part of the sugar used in the world.

MR. TUPPER said that the policy
which, in 1874 and in 1875, lie urged
upon the then Finance Minister was a
policy which would enable sugar to be
refined in Canada. He, personally,
pressed on the hon. gentleman the means
subsequently adopted in relation to the
matter. His hon. friend the Minister of
Finance hoped, by these duties, to bring
back the West Indian trade, which,
under the administration of the lon.
gentleman, was destroyed, which would
not only cóntribute to the revenue, but
the prosperity of the country. If there
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was any feature of his hon. friend's
policy that ought to commend it, regard-
less of any sectional point of view to
the favourable consideration of every
member of the House, it ,was that not
only did it secure for Canada the re-
fining of the sugar consumed in the
country instead of driving that labour
into a foreign country, but it
secured a renewal of the West Indian
trade, which was so important a factor
in the commercial prosperity of the
country.

MR. CASGRAIN said that nothing
was more stubborn than facts, and the
experience of the last éleven years went
to show that sugar refining was no ad-
vantage to us. We had had sugar at
a much cheaper rate than we could
have under the system of Protection
which was to be imposed on the country.
It was al] very well to talk about Pro-
tection, but the common sense view of
the question was, should we have sugar
at a chea)er rate than before, or were
we to pay more for it ? He had a
statement in his hand of the price of
sugar in the most important cities in the
Dominion for the last past eleven years,
which showed that during the three
years, from 1872 to 1874, inclusive, the
price of sugar fell 21c., and from 1875
to 1L78, it had fallen another half cent.
So that, according to the statement of the
Finance Minister, that we consumed in
Canada 120,00,0001b. of sugar,
we would save, by not washing our sugar
ourselves, the sum of six hundred thou-
sand and some odd dollars. Hie (Mr.
Casgrain) would rather this sum was not
paid to Mr. Redpath or any gentleman
in the same line of business in the city of
Halifax. Notwithstanding the eloquence
of the hon. the Minister of Public
Works, the country would be the loser
to the extent of $600,000 by this tariff,
on the article of sugar alone.

Mu. BUNTING said he would have
addressed the House at an earlier hour
this evening had it not been that he de-
sired first to hear what gentlemen on the
Opposition benches had to say regarding
the sugar duties. .He had been engaged
for about fifteen years in the business of
imp rtin sugar fron thae West Indies
and Great Britain, and during that time,
he had, on more than one occasion,

MR. TUPPER.

visited this city with a view to making
representations to the Government on
the subject of the duties. In 1868 he
was here as one of a deputation from the
Toronto Board of Trade, and he had the
pleasure of meeting the present Finance
Minister, making representations to him
to adopt the tariff of one cent specifie
and 25 per cent. ad valorem. That tariff
had remained in operation until within
the last few weeks, with some trifling
alterations. Under that tariff, our re-
finers continued to prosecute their busi-
ness profitably until the introduction of
the American drawback system, when
they were obliged to close their establish-
ments. He had expected to hear another
address from the hon. member for Both-
well on this subject, but, when that gen-
tleman, in discussing the drawback sys-
tem, deliberately stated that sugars were
refined in bond in the United States-
thus showing that he did not know even
the alphabet of the business-he (Mr.
Bunting) gave up all hope of getting any
information on the subject from the Op-
position side of the House.

MR. MILLS : I did not say sugars
were refined in bond. I said they could
be refined in bond.

Ma. BUNTING said he certainly un-
derstood the hon. gentleman to say that
sugars were refined in bond in the
United States, and he corrected him; and
when he corrected him he did not deny
that he said it. Now, the hon. member
for Centre Huron (Mr. Cartwright) had
said that the new scale of duties would
result in a loss to the revenue of
$800,000 a year. All he (Mr. Bunting)
could say about that was that, if the pre-
sent tariff would result in a loss Of
$800,000 a year to the revenue, the,
tariff which the hon. gentleman sought
to put on the Statute-book in 1874,
would have led to the loss of $1,600,000
to the revenue, because it was nearly
three times more protective to the refi-
ners than the present tarifû. He (Mr.
Bunting) held in his hand the Budget
speech of the hon. gentleman, delivered
that year, got up in pamphlet formu, and
it had, no doubt, been revised by the hon.
gentleman himself. Having spoken for
some considerable time, and hatirg an-
nounced some changea he contemplated
in the tariff, ie (Mr. Cartwright) came
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to the subject of sugar. He said :
" There is one duty which I must apolo-
gise to the House for not having men-
tioned. We do not expect to obtain any
considerable revenue from that source,
and I am perfectly aware that it is one
of the most difficult subjects in the whole
sphere of taxation. Mr. Lowe and Mr.
Gladstone, in the British Parliament,
have both of them admitted the same
thing. The Committee will observe that,
up to the present time, we treat all
sugars above No. 9 as being of
the sane value." For the infor-
mation of the House, he (Mr.
Bunting) might say that all sugars
below No. 12 were refining grades,
grades that must undergo the process of
refining before the sugar was fit for the
consumer. " We now propose to create
two additional classes." The House
-would remember that there was only one
additional class established under the
new tariff up to No. 14, and the greater
the number of classes established, with
a higher rate of duty as they proceeded
upwards, the more protective the tariff
became, because a high rate of duty was
thereby levied on the high grades of sugar,
thus preventing importers from bringing
in refined sugar from abroad. The Ex-
Finance Minister then proceeded : tl We
niow propose to create two additional
classes, one class equal to No. 13, and
not over No. 16, upon which we propose
to impose a duty of 1¾c. in addition
to the ad valorem duty. The other class
we propose to create is all above No. 16,
upon which we propose to impose an addi-
tional specifie duty of lic., being au in-
crease of ¼ and j per cent. per pound,
respectively, over present rates." He
(Mr. Bunting) would explain to the
louse the measure of protection which
the hon.. gentleman sought then to im-
pose. Under the present tariff, the dif-
ference between refining grades and gro-
COy grades was simply ô per cent. Now
the hon. gentleman stated this evening
that the cost of raw sugar was 3c. per
Pound, and 5 per cent. on this was 1bc.
Per hundred. The hon. gentleman pro-
Posed to levy 25c. additional on all
sugars between Nos. 13 and 16, and to
levy an additional duty of 50c. on all
over 16. So that if the measure
of protection under the present
tariff was 15c. a hundred, the

average measure of protection, under
the tariff proposed by the hon. gentlemkan
opposite, would be about 37ýc. per hun-
dred. The House would, therefore, see
that the protection which the hon. mem-
ber for Centre Huron then sought to im-
pose was very much greater than that
which the hon. the Finance Minister in-
tended to grant to the refiners under this
tariff. The late Finance Minister fur-
ther said :-" According to the best opin-
ions I could obtain, and according, also,
to the opinions of the Customs authori-
ties, the present duty is unfair in this
respect, that the raw material is at pres-
ent taxed at 50 per cent. ad valorem,
while there is on refined sugars only a
duty of 40 to 47 per cent." The hon.
gentleman certainly could not have made
the calculation correctly, for it could
easily have been ascertained at that time
-and could be ascertained now from the
Trade and Navigation Returns-that the
refiners, as a matter of fact, introduced
the raw material at 2 per cent. less than
the grocers. So he was astray 10 or 12
per cent. in bis calculation. He recoi-
lected, when this speech was published,
and the propositions came to the
knowledge of importers throughout
the country, that meetings o mer-
chants were held in Toror. te,
Hamilton and Montreal to prctest
against the proposed changes, and twenty
or thirty merchants engaged in the West
India trade came to Ottawa, interviewed
the Finance Minister, and asked him to
abandon his ill-considered tariff, the effect
of which must have been to place the
whole sugar trade of this country in the
hands of a sugar-refining monopoly in
Montreal to the exclusion of everything
in the way of grocery sugars of foreign
countries. The Canadian people would
thus have been obliged to use Canadian
refined sugar only, and would have been
prevented from introducing the whole-
some raw grocery sugars of the West In-
dies-indeed, all classes except the low
grades for refining purposes. The depu-
tation urged the hon. gentleman to aban-
don his tariff, which he reluctantly did.
In a speech delivered by the hon. mem-
her for Centre Huron, on the 1st of May
following, he referred to the abandon-
ment of his propositions, and said that
the position of the duties was by no means
satisfactory, and he would, during the re-
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cess, consider the whole matter in ques-
tion, and arrive at a better decision. The
hon. gentleman had had several recesses
since that time, but had he arrived
at a better decision i He had not, not-
withstanding that the American draw-
back had been increased, that the Cana-
dian refineries had consequently been put
in a worse position than before, and that
the trade with the West Indies had be-
come less and less, until now it was
alnost extinct. He was sorry to detain
the House at so late an hour, but it
migbt be well for him to give hon. mem-
bers some idea of the kind of sugar the
policy of hon. gentlemen opposite had
obliged the people to consume. He had
here a letter which was addressed to the
Chicago Tribune by a gentleman named
Rossiter, who was the proprietor of an
extensive refinery which had been in
operation a good many years. He was
an honest, capable and conscientious
man, and he abandoned the sugar enter-
prise, rather than resort to the expedi-
ents to which American refiners re-
sorted in order to render the com-
modity cheap, and make the business
profitable. With a view of apprising the
public of the nature of the commodity
they were consuming, and giving ther a
little insight into the manner in which
American refiners had been carrying
on adulteration, he made the following
statement regarding refined sugar:-

I There is another evil almost as pernicious
as the poisoned syrups, to which the attention
of the community has not as yet been d.rected.
Almost all the refined sugars sold in this
country are poisoned in refining with chemi-
cals to a greater or less extent. Most of them
do not contain sufficient drugs to produce an
immediate sensible effect on those who are
in ordinary health. Nevertheless, enough are
used to gradually undermine the health of
very many who do not class themselves as
invalids, and constantly aggravate the suifer-
ings of those who have already become such.
Many are daily suifering with headaches, pain
in the stomach, and bleeding piles, who have
not the least suspicion that sugar may be the
principal cause. They are constantly using
ramedies which fail of producing the desired
result, because the chemicals in the sugar are
constantly feeding the disease. It in not con-
tended that sugars are the only cause of the
complaints, but that they are one cause, and
so fruitful a one that it becomes everyone
asuering in that way te look into the imatter.
The.case of a man connected with merchandis-
iiw in Chicago is similar to that of many
others. He wasa constant sferer with head-

ME. BuxriWo.

aches and bleeding piles, so that ho feared he
would be compelled to relinquish business.
For months he used remedies highly recoin-
mended, but without any permanent -benefit,
never imagining that he was feeding the dis..
ease at the family board. A friend said to
him: Give up sugar.' He did so, and in one
month he was well. Other cases might be
given of a similar character. Multitudes
throughout the country are suffering with
these and similar complaints who have no
suspicion that sugar is one, and perhaps the
only, cause of their sufferings, and that which
defies the skill of our physicians. The trouble
is not caused by the sugar itself, but by the
chemicals with which it is refined."

Previous to the year 1870, the sugar of
the Canadian refiners was as good as
that refined anywhere in the world.
It was refined according to the old
system, and chemicals were not used in
the preparation of sugar. But subse-
quently, when, under the drawback sys-
tem, American sugars were introduced,
Montreal refiners were obliged to com-
pete with their neighbours, and accord-
ingly they enlarged their establishments
and introduced machinery specially to
manufacture sugars of a poorer class.
He had those sugars analysed, but nei-
ther chemicals nor deleterious matters
were found in them, and they were
proved to be wholesome. So the House
would understand that, under the system
which had been allowed -to exist during
the last four or five years, the Canadian
people had been induced, in their ignor-
ance of the quality of the sugar, to take
the adulterated, miserable article brought
in from the United States by thousands
of barrels, believing it was wholesome.
When he interrupted the hon. membOr
for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) the other night,
and said a few words with regard to
drawbacks, he stated there was a factory
in Buffalo engaged in the manufacture
of starch, glucose and syrup from In-
dian corn. In that establishment they
used from four to five thousand bushels
of Indian corn daily. He was informed
by a gentleman who had superintended
that establishment for some years,
and was brought from England to enable
the firm to extract as much sacoharine
matteras possible from the corn, that larg0
quantities of the glucose and syrup Pl"
duced in that factory were semt to sugar
refineries, and mixed with the- suPr
sent out from the United S"tes n
which a drawback was receired. Thia
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the commodity by courtesy called refin-
ed sugar, which contained a large
percentage of glucose, carried with it a
large drawback. It would be readily
understood by the House, that it was
utterly out of the question for the Cana-
dian refiner, who enjoyed no special
privileges, to compote with such a system
as this. There was another little expe-
dient to which American refiners resort-
ad, with a view of defeating the revenue,
and breaking down foreign competition.
The product of molasses, that was sugar
made in the refineries of the United
States from imported molasses, carried
with it a drawback of 1¾e. per pound.
In a certain city in the Union there was
a refinery, and the two firms con-
trolling these establishments were almost
identical. He would show how they got
over the drawback. They brought in
molasses from the West Indies, paid the
duty, passed the molasses through the
machinery, and it came out crystallised
sugar of a low grade. It was then taken
to the sugar refinery, passed through an-
other process, made into yellow refined
sugar, and exported into Canada, and it
carried with it the drawback properly
applicable, according to the American
laws, to exported sugar made from sugar
and not molasses, so that the refineries
obtained from the revenue of the United
States a suin of money which was much
greater than the duty paid on the raw
inaterial. By that expedient they got
from the American treasury money
they never paid into it. From
an experience of about fifteen
years, during which ho had
purchased considerable quantities of re-
fined sugar in the United States, as well
as very large quantities of raw sugar in
the West Indies, ho was enabled to say
that these facts were almost short of the
truth, for ho could tell the House of
chemicals of various kinds which were
ised in sugar refining. The argument
Inight be used by hon. gentlemen oppo-
ite that, if refiners in the United States
rsorted to adulteration and the appli-
Catiou of chemicais in refining sugar,
there was nO reason why the Canadian
refiner should not do likewise. But this
H1Ouse hWd the remedy in its own hands.

herO was an Adulteration Act on the
8tetute.book, and it was quite within
the power of Parliament to defend the

people -against any imposition by the
Canadian refiners, or any other manu-
facturers-and there was, undoubtedly,
room for the intervention of Parliament
in the matter. of the adulteration of food.
The only difference between this tariff
and the tariff we had had in operation
was the addition of 5 per cent. on the
ad valorem rate. On all sugars from 9
to 14 Dutch standard the duty had been
three-fourths of one cent. per lb., and 25
per cent. Under the new tarif it was
three-quarters of a cent. per lb. and 30
per cent. ; and above 14 it was one cent.
per lb. and 35 per cent. So the dif-
ference made with a view of protecting
the refiner was simply 5 per cent ad va-
Iorem. That 5 per cent. was
not a great deal to contend against.
There was nothing now to pre-
vent importers from going to the
Clyde, Liverpool, or to the West Indies,
as heretofore, and bringing in sugar which
would enter into competition with the
products of the Canadian refiner. He
received a letter from a friend in To-
ronto a few days ago, who said ho was
making arrangements to import grocery
raw sugars for the trade from the West
Indies. When in Toronto during Easter
week ho saw that gentleman, who told
him that he had seriously considered the
matter in view of the new tarif, and saw
nothing in it to prevent him bringing in
wholesome raw sugars from the West In-
dies to go into competition with the
Canadian refined. Some hon. gentlemen
might labour under the delusion that
there was not any really high coloured
sugar to be had in the West Indies. He
had imported sugar as white as paper
from the West Indies, a sugtr that com-
manded a higher price fron the confec-
tioners of the United States than the
white sugars of the refiners, because the
confectioners knew well that it was purer
than the white sugar of the refiners.
Thore was nothing to prevent importa-
tions from the West Indies going on
under this tarif, nor, if there was sufli-
cient competition between the importers
of grocery sugars and the manufacturera
in Canada, to cause any increased
prices bore. He would now show the
probable éffect of the new tariff on the
West India trade. The aggregate quan-
tity of sugar consumed in this
country annually was from 1O,0O0,OOOb.
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to 110,00,0001b. and the . con-
sumption would doubtless be con-
siderably increased, because, under the
-operation of the National Policy,
many commodities for which sugar was
required, and which had hitherto been
imported, would be manufactured in
the Dominion. This 105,000,0001b.
or 11 0,000,0001b. would amount to about
75,000 or 80,000 hogsheads. As many
hon. gentlemen knew, the vessels engaged
in this trade*had each a carrying capacity
of les than 250 or 300 hogsheads, so
that the aggregate of the sugar consumed
by the people of Canada, in twelve
months, would be equal to about 300
ordinary cargoes. The hon. member for
Westmoreland (Sir A. J. Smith) in
speaking of this trade, said it engaged
forty vessels of 1,000 tons each. The
hon. member, coning as lie did from the
Maritime Provinces, should have been
candid in discussing this question, and
should have stated to the House that the
vessels engaged in the trade had not a
carrying capacity of 1,000 tons, but of
about 250 hogsheads. At the present
time very little sugar was brought to the
lower ports, because the people had been
able to buy the cornmoditv, which, by
courtesv, was called sugar, cheaper from
the United States. But, under the pres-
ent tariff, they hoped to obtain a purer
article. As lie stated before, our West
India sugar trade had been almost wiped
out of existence by the drawback system
of the United States. Under the pro-
posed tariff, he had no doubt that it
would be revived and restored ; that be-
fore twelve months had elapsed it would
be very active, and that 75 or 80
per cent. of *e sugar used in this coun-
try would come direct from the West
Indies. Suppose we imported 250 car-
goes, it was safe to assume that the
vessels bringing those cargoes to Cana-
dian ports would take back Canadian
products : fish, lumber, breadstuffs, coal
-such products being now sent chie-fly
frin American ports to the West Indies.
With refineries established at Halifax,
St. John and Montreal, and with 200 or
300 cargoes of raw sugars imported
direct, a profitable trade with the West
Indies would, no doubt, be established.
This had not been the case for many
years past, becouse the great bulk of our
sugar had come in by American railways,

Mu. BUNTING.

under which system we obtained no
interchange of trade and little or no
profit. The sugar refining question was
one of special importance to the people of
Nova Scotia, for the refining of 50,000
tons of sugar involved the consumption
of a like numuber of tons of coal, and this
would develop the coal trade of that Pro-
vince. With respect to sugar refining
in Ontario, if hon. gentlemen opposite
would name any part of the world where
a sugar refinery was established at a point
as far distant from the seaboara as
Toronto was, then lie would admit that
the indastry could be profitably carried
on in that city. But it was well
known that no sugar refinery was
established so far away from salt
water. Consequeatly, Toronto laboured
under a disadvantage in consequence
of its geographical position. It was
useless to argue that injustice was done
to Toronto, for sugar could not be profit-
ably refined in Ontario, under this or
any tariff, as such' a refinery could not
successfully coiripete with the refineries
at Montreai, Halifax and St. John. If
sugar was brought from New York over
the Suspension Bridge to Toronto, for
refining purposes, and the privilege of
admitting packages free of duty were
granted, even then the industry could

1 not be profitably carried on in his judg-
ment.

MR. MILLS: How about Montreali

MF. BUNTING : That is a different
question.

MF. MACKENZIE: The bulk of
the sugar for the Montreal refinery comes
by Portland.

MR. BUNTING said that during the
winter mouths, when the import trade
was active, and when the raw article
could not be sent in by water, it came tO
Montreal by rail from Portland. But
when the river was open vessels would
bring raw sugar direct to the refinery.
Re was afraid hon. gentlemen opposite
could not afford him any information on
the question. While he did not desire
to depreciate their judgment, ho was
bound to say that, if the information
they had given to the louse during thO
tariff debate was of the samo character
as that presented on the augar questin,
it was, indeed, very wide of the mak.
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The Toronto Globe, the organ of the gen-
tlemen opposite, in an article published
a short time ago on the question of draw-
backs, said:

* The French Government, like the United
States Government, puts into the refinergs
pocket at home the profits he should get from
his customers abroad, and thus enables him
to undersell the foreign refiners. So sys-
tematically have the French refiners gone
to work that they have, it is stated, directed
the beet root sugar makers to produce an
article apparently giving 80 per cent. of sac-
charine matter, but which really gives 90 per
cent. The cunning fellows thereby manage to
pay duty on an 80 per cent. assessment of
value and receive a drawback on one of 90 per
cent. The resulte to the British refiners have
been consequently most disastrous. Several
refineries have shut down altogether, and if
the unfair competitionis continued others will
soon follow."

While the Globe made the discovery that
the French refiners had an advantage over
the English, it failed to ascertain that the
American refiner passessed ten times as
gr t an advantage over the Canadian
rewier. It professed ignorance of the
existence of the bounty given on sugar
coming from the United States to Canada,
while it was perfectly well informed in
regard to the bounty given on French
sugar going into England. A few years
ago there were twenty-four refineries in
the British metropolis, producing enor-
mous quantities of sugar for home con-
sumption and export. But, of these,
twelve were closed in consequence of the
operation of the bounty system of France
and the unfair competition which they
encountered from the French refiners.
Canada had suffered from a like cause in
a much greater degree, and the refiners
of this country had had good ground for
complaint by reason of the drawback
allowed by the American Government
on sugar exported to tbis Dominion and
foreign countries. He (Mr. Bunting)
had no hesitation in saying that the new
tarif' wa.s a good one, well adapted to the
requirements and circumstances of the
country, one that would ere long foster
Our trade with the tropics and contibute
largely to the furtherance of our commer-
cial welfare.

MI. CARTWRIGHT said the value
'f the hon. gent1eman's testimony was
very great. He recollected when the
hon- gentleman came before him as
Finance Minister, and his evidence then

was marvellously in contrast with his
evidence now. When the ho. gentle-
man from Bothwell was presiding over
the Depression Committee, a few years
ago, the hon. gentleman from Welland
appeared before the Committee, and testi-
fied that he did not think sugar refining
was indigenous t:> Canada, and that
sugars could be refined in the United
States and on the Clyde for less money
than in Canada. The hon. gentleman
called attention to the fact' that a great
quantity of sugars had been bought from
the United States. He (Mr. Cartwright)
found that 45,118,0001b. were brought
from England last year, and only
42,500,000b. from the United States,
and he was further informed by the
Customs authorities last year that the
great bulk of sugars brought from the
United States were hard white sugars,
of a high class, which sugars, he always
understood, were not easily adulterated.
The yellow sugars, which could be most
easily adulterated, were brought froni
Great Britain. Finding that complaints
were made that sugars were adulterated,
the then Minister of Inland Revenue, at
,his-(Mr. Cartwright's) instance, caused
an eminent analyst to examine a number
of samples of American sugar in Mon-
treal and elsewhere. The result was
completely to disprove the allegations
that deleterions ingredients, or, indeed,
ingredients to any extent, were admixed
in the sugars froin the United Stawes.
He did not dispute that adulterated
sugar was made in the United States,
but he was sure we would find Canadian
rogues and Canadian sugar refiners just
as ready to adulterate as were foreign
rogues, and lie was afraid that particular
description of home manufacture flour-
ished amongst us sufficiently and needed
no protection, although it got some
encouragement under this tariff.

Ma. DALY said this subject had occu-
pied the attention of the people of Nova
Scotia more than any other. It was this
very question of sugar, and the neglect
of the late Government to deal with it,
that had much to do with his presence in
this louse. The gentleman who lately
represented the city of Halifaz in this
House had some idea of the importanxe
of the sugar question, but, whn le en-
tered the late Goverument, the renewal
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of the question of taxing sugar, the re-
mission of duties on the unrefined sugar,
and its admission on such terms as
would allow the industry of sugar refin-
ing to be carried on successfully in this
country, received no attention whatever
from the Government. He attributed
the defeat of Mr. Jones to this great
question. He congratulated the hon. the
Finance Minister on having grappled
with this question-a question so intri-
cate as to puzzle his predecessors-but
for which a fair solution had now been
found. It would give to this country an
impetus in the development of its re-
sources, and give a stimulus to our lan-
guishing West India trade. It had been
stated that the importation of sugar
could not be made direct. fie could as-
sure the hon. gentleman who made that
statement that there were now six ves-
sels loading in the West Indies to come
back with sigar direct to Halifax. They
would net now come back in ballast from
the United States, but would bring the
raw material, which would be sent by
the Intercolonial to be refined at Mon-
treal. One of these vessels was owned
by the late member for Halifax, wào
would now be glad to avail himself of
the advantages to be derived from the
policy which this Government had pro-
posed, and which his own colleagues had
not the patriotism to carry into effect.
Not only would it revive the sugar refin-
ing industry, but it would develop the
coal resources of the country. The refin-
ing of every 1001b. of sugar would
take one ton of coal. It would give in-
creased occupation te our ships, and the
shipment of fish to the West Indies
would be more profitable. Freights on
fish would be lower, as the return freight
on the sogar would help to pay the ex-
penses of the round voyage, while such
vessels had lately been obliged to return
from the United States in ballast.

Ma. MILLS said the hon. member
for Welland was mistaken in supposing
that he (Mr. Mills) had stated that the
United States refiners refined in bond.
The discussion at that time was as to
whether the duties on raw sugars
from the United States should be charged
not only on the price of the sugar, but
aho on the American duty as well, and
the hon. the Finance Minister stated

Ma. DALT.

that when the duty was paid it would
be charged on that as well, but not
otherwise. He (Mr. Mills) then caled
his attention to the fact that the rule he
laid down, besides being inconsistent
with the provision of his tariff would
apply to all American sugars, if re-
fined in bond, which obviously they
would do in order to avoid the duty
he proposed to impose upon them. His
impression was that little glucose was
used in the manufacture of American
sugars, and that was necessarily con-
fined to yellow sugars. Some time last
summer Mr. McGibbon, of Montreal, to
whom the hon. the Minister of Publie
Works had referred as a high authôrity,
made a statement that the American
sugars imported into Canada were poi-
soned with chemicals, and that they
did not contain more than 65 per cent.
of pure cane sugar. In order to asoer-
tain the facto, Dr. Baker Edwards, of
Montreal, the Government analyst, was
directed to investigate the subject, and *
analysed, if he was not mistaken, up-
wards of twenty specimens of American
and Scotch sugars. There was not an
American sugar analysed that gave less
than 99 per cent. of pure cane sugar.
There was the smallest trace of ash, and
scarcely a trace of glucose. No foreign
substance of any kind was found.
That report -was a complete answer
to the statement of Mr. McGibbon.
It was also a conclusive answer to the
statement made to-night by the hon.
member for Welland. He called the
hon. member's attention to this fact, that
the average price of sugars imported froin
the 'United States last year, exclusive of
melado and syrups, was $6.26, and the
price of sugars imported fron Great
Britain was $5.20. It was perfeotly
obvious that the sugar the people
paid $6.26 for, to the refiner of New
York, was not the same sugar, or the
same class of sugar which they paid
$5.20 for, to people on the Clyde or at
Portsmouth. In one case they purobased
white sugars, hard or soft, and in the
other case yellow refined sugars. It ws
obvious they woild not pay $1.06 in
New York more for sugars than theY
would pay in Glasgow for sngaefUe
same quality. The hon.- membet. WA
alse stated that the refineries 4- CanBda
were closed in consequence of the dra-
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back given in the United States. He
thought the hon. gentleman was wholly
wrung. If time permitted, lie could
show that this statement was misleading.
But, if there was any force in it at all,
the effect would have been to exclude
Scotch refined sugars and £nglish sugars
as well. But these sugars continued to
come into the Canadian market more
largely than before. The fact
was that Scotch refined sugars
drove nearly all the American yellow
refined sugars out of the Canadian
market. The sugars imported from
the United States during the
past year or fifteen months, were
superior to those imported the year or
two previous. Why 1 Because the
class of yellow refined fsugars it was im-
possible for the Americans to sell in a
Canadian market, and compete success-
fully with the yellow refined sugars from
Scotland. Our Trade and Navigation
Returns sbowed that. He had shown
the House that the drawback given to
the American refiners did not accomplish
the object the hon. gentleman said it
did, and it was perfectly obvious that it
could not. The sugar refiners in the
United States imported 1,500 million
pounds a year, mostly from the West
Indies, and exported but 80,000,0001b.
If they obtained the whole price of the
sugars exported as a drawback, it could
have but little effect on the whole re-
fning business of the country, as fifteen
pounds out of every sixteen refined, and
on which the tax was paid, and no draw-
back could be allowed, was consumed at
home. The fact that they exporfed but
80,000,0001b. showed the utter fallacy
of the hon. gentleman's argument. If
the American refiner received such a
bounty as these gentlemen pretended, it
would be his interest to export his sugars
il' order to obtain the bounty ; but he
did not do so, which proved
the statement of these gentlemen
to be unfounded. He contended
that lie could not import into Canada
frOma the West Indies the sàperior grades
of sugar, and successfully compete with
the reiers hore. This tariff imposed a
t% Of ½o. per pound, and 30 per cent.
ad valome on sugars under No. 9, and
Onangara over No. 13 le. per pound, and
35 per ceat.; a diffeenSe between the
twogrades of . per pound, and 5 per

cent. ad valorem, a real difference of 25
per cent., for that ic. per pound meant 20
per cent on the value. This tariff would
not help the West India trade. The
centrifugal sugars-the higher grades of
raw sugar-were manufactured by the
planters, and this tariff discriminated
against them. They were the only men
who were able to enter into close com-
mercial relations with us. That tariff
was framed specially in the interests of
refiners, and under it the people could
receive only, for consumption, the inferior
grades of sugar refined here, for which
they would have to pay a very high
price.

SIR A. J. SMITI said the hon. mem-
ber for Welland was under a misappre-
hension with regard to a statement
which he (Sir A. J. Smith) had made.
The statement ho had made was that the
carrying trade in respect to this sugar
was equal to 40 vessels of a thousand
tons each. He did not say it had to be
c4rried in vessels of 1,000 tons and no
other vessels. The hon. gentleman
seemed to think that sugar could be
carried in none but British bottomis.
DfR he know that sugar was brought to
Chicago by the River St. Lawrence.
Iow many cargoes were brought from
the West Indies while the sugar refinery
was in Montreal ? Our vessels now had
a large amount of the carrying trade.
They took cargoes from St. John and
Halifax to the West Indies, and brought
back sugar to the United States.

Ma. BOOPER said he held a petition
which had been presented to this House
two or three years ago, at the time the
Red path refinery at Montreal was closed,
from the operatives in that refinery,
numbering 2,500 workmen, and owners
of real estate, shopkeepers and others in
the neighbourhood of the works, setting
forth the great injury inflicted on them
by the closing of this refinery, which
lad then been in operation twenty-one
years. The next question was: What
caused these works to be closed î The
answer was contained in the extract from
the Budget speech of the late Finance
Minister, which was read by the hon.
member for Welland:

aAccording to the best opinions I could ob-
tai, and according, aiso, to the opinions of
the Custom-house authorities the present
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duty is unfair in this respect: that the raw
material is at present taxed at 50 per cent.
ad valorem, while there is on refined sugars
only a duty of 40 to 47 per cent. We propose
to rectify this unfairness?'

The hon. the Finance Minister did alter
the duty as he proposed, which would have
enabled the refinery to go on, and others
to open, but after it had been a few days
in operation he repealed it. The duty
of to-day was the same as existed since
1868, under which, although unfavour-
able, the iRedpaths were able to compete
until the United States bounty crushed
them out. It would appearfrom the Trade
and Navigation Returns of 1878, that
there were nearly 1,000,000,0001b. of
sugar imported into Canada. He would
not go into details, as the hon. niember
for Welland (Mr. Bunting) had gone
fully into them; but speaking of the

price of sugar, he would merely make a
comparisor for argument sake. Suppos-
ing that sugar had been cheaper the last
five years than previousiy-what would
be the effect of that? Presuming the
Americans sold their sugar a cent less
per pound, in any grade, than what was
charged by the M essrs. Redpath, there
still retnained the important question of
glucose to be considered, and in order
that this House m-ght understand the
extent to which glucose entered into the
American sugar, he would read an ex-
tract from a Free-trade paper, the New
York Bulletin :

i Special Treasury Agent Chamberlain,
who has been making investigations
for some time past, regarding the
alleged frauds in sugar, has forwarded a
report to Washington, which, it is said, fully
bears out the charges that have been made.
The chief of the Detective Service in the
Treasury Department has notified Col. Cham-
berlain that he is coming to New York, and
will probably arrive here to-day, to take such
action as may be deemed necessary in the in-
terest of the Government. The points of the
report have not, of course, been made public,
but it is said that high grade sugars, on which
a drawback was allowed for exports, have
been found to contain, in some instances, as
high as 60 per cent. of glucose, and this will
be proved by samples which were tested by
the Government chemists."

It was well known that in the United
States there were three or four large
manufacto.-ies of glucose. It was only
the other day that a factory in Rhode
Island was moved into Ohio, so as to be

M.t. HOOPER.

in the midst of a corn growing country,
and avoid the expense of freight. The
poor starving workmen, for whom hon.
gentlemen opposite had such intense
sympathy, were paying, under their
policy, 10c. for every 4c. worth of sugar
and 2c. worth of Indian corn. Millions
had been taken out of the pockets of
our people to put in the hands of those
American refiners. And yet the Oppo-
sition call them legalised robbers and tax-
ationists, and said they wanted to take the
money from the poor workingman
to give it to rih monopolists.
And that in the face of the above facts.
There was another consideration which
entered into this question, and that was
the decrease in value of real estate in
Montreal, owing to the destruction of the
refmneries :

" The total value of property constantly em-
ployed by Redpaths, including wages, is as fol-
lows :-The vessels, cars, horses, hay, oats,
coal and wages, $1,400,000. This does not in-
clude the reftnery or raw material. The num-
ber of individuals supported by the works is
3,437 souls. The destruction and loss to dwell-
ings is more than can be estimated by hon.
members. Again, men out of employment,
horses, vessels, and cars idle, the loss cannot
be computed. In short, apart from the works,
a whole town of 3,437 souls blotted out of ex-
istence by this sugar duty, and this is Free-
trade."

The hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Mills) stated the drawback paid by the
Americans, was simply a drawback on
the amount exported. He had frequently
heard the very opposite, that the Ameri-
can refiners received a drawback from
their Government for every pound of
sugar imported. If 1001b. of sugar
made 751b. refined, they got a draw-
back on the 1001b. These facts were
sufficient to prove that the measure in-
troduced by the Finance Minister was
one for which there was urgent need,
and one which every true lover of bis
country would support.

Item agreed to.

M.%. TILLEY moved the adjournmeut
of the debate.

Motion agre6d to, and debato ad-
journed.

Houee adjourned at
Two oclock

(COM MON8.] .The Tari#.
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HOUSE OF COMMONS.

TJhur8day, 24th April, 1879.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'olock.

PRAYERS.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES LAWS
AMENDMENT BILL.

(Mr. Baby.)

FIUsT READING.

House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole to consider a certain resolu-
tion respecting Weights and Measures.

(In the Committee.)

In answer to Mr. BÉCHARD,

MR. BABY said it was the object of
the Government to facilitate, as much as
possible, the inspection of Weights
and Measures, and to conduct it in
such a manner as to incommode as
little as possible those who were obliged
to submit to it. He trusted the Bill
relating to this matter would meet with
the approval of the House.

Resolution ordered to be reported.

H ouse resumed.

Resolution reported, read the ßirst and
second times and agreed to.

Ma. BABY introduced a Bill (No. 87)
To amend and consolidate the laws re-
lating to Weights and Measures.

Bill read the 5rst time.

MONTREAL HARBOUR COMMISSIONERS
ACTS AMENDMENT BILL.

(iMr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.L)

FIRST READING.

House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole to consider certain resolu-
tions respecting the tariff of tolls and
dues to be levied in the Harbour of Mon-
treal.

(In the Committee.)

MIL POPE (Queen'a, P.E.I.) said this
resolution was introduced at the request
of the Harbour Commissioners under the
Act 36 Vict. The tolls were fixed by

Statute, and it was not in the power of
the Harbour Commissioners to lessen
those dues. Montreal had become a very
expensive port, so expensive, in fact, that
ship-owners almost avoided it and pro-
cured cargoes elsewhere. The Barbonr
Commissioners desired, by lowering the
tolls, to enooerage sbips to go to the har-
bour as much as possible. This resolu-
tion only empowered the Commissioners
to reduce the tolls with the consent of the
Governor in Council. It did not empower
them to increase them.

SIR A. J. SMITH said the first clause,
as it was worded, enpowered the Harbour
Commissioners also to increase the tolls
with the consent of the Governor in
Council.

Mn. POPE said that was a wrong con-
struction to place on the clause. It was
only intended to give the power to
reduce the tolls with the consent of
the Governor in Council. The
second resolutiorn had for its object the
authorising of the Harbour Commis-sion-
ers of Montreal, to make arrangements
with steamers and tug-boats with regard to
the dues and charges for towage to be
imposed. It also authorised the Com-
missioners to purchase and own such
tug-steamers. It was intended to place
within their power the means of reducing,
by competition, the fees or dues of tug-
boat owners when they became too large ;
the Commissioners might thereby regu-
late the tug-boat charges on the river.

MR. KILLAM said that it might
be possible that the charges at Mon-
treal might have been so excessive as to
prevent many vessels from visiting that
harbour ; but, on the other hand, perhaps
the smallness of the number of vessels
might have prevented proper competition
between the individual owners of the
tug-boats. However, this resolution
simply authorised the Harbour Commis-
sioners to stop a monopoly by creating
another that might be equally injurious
to the port. Perhaps there was no fear
of their doing that, as it was not in their
interest; but the Harbour Commission-
ers, by an agreement with any tug-boat
company, or owners, to do all the towage
at stipulated charges, could thus establish
a monopoly that might become very in-
jurious. If the Commissioners pur-
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chased or built boats better fitted for tow-
ing at cheaper rates than the present, it
did not follow that other improve-
ments might not be undertaken,
and a monopoly established in connec-
tion with them. It would be better to
leave this work open to the competition
of private individuals. He thought it
would be just as proper for the corpor-
ation of Montreal to purchase cabs and
carriages, and contract to do all the cab
driving in that city, as for the Harbour
Commissioners to enter upon such an en-
terprise as towing. Unless some better
reason was given for this interference
with private undertakings, lie must pro-
test against it.

MR. TUPPER said the Harbour
Commissioners were expending very
large sumas to improve the facilities of
that port and increase its business.
While it was suffering from competition
with the St. Lawrence route and other
causes, it was the opinion of those gen-
tlemen that they might do a great deal to
increase its trade and business, and also
the revenue from shipping by reducing
the charges on it. They believed that
instead of decreasing the revenue they
would increase it, by attracting more
vessels through those greater commercial
facilities. Besides dealing with those
tolls and dues, the resolution dealt with
another point, which they said had be-
come a serious one, namely, the heavy ex-
actions levied by parties for tug service,
which had been found a heavy obstruc-
tion to the Commissioners and a dis-
couragement to vessels, which dreaded
coming to Montreal in consequenee.
The second resolution would enable the
Commissioners to deal with both matters.
They had no object but to facilitate and
increase the trade and business of the
port, which, if they received the power
asked, they believed they could do, by
relieving shipping from the onerous ex-
actions it now suffered from. The
object was laudable, and, as the competi-
tion with Montreal was keen, it was
important that the House should do
everything to promote trade and business
through our commercial centre.

MR. McOUAIG said that he under-
stood this resolution in an exactly oppo-
site sense to that taken by the member
for Yarmouth (Mr. Killam). Ita object

MI. KILAM.

was to prevent extortionate charges upon
vessels by the competition of steamboat
owners and tugs. He (Mr. McCu*ig)
knew that shipowners had refused to
come from Quebec to Montreal, owing to
the heavy rates for towage. The resolu-
tion was intended to give the Commis-
sioners power to check exorbitant charges.

MR. KILLAM said that nobody ap-
preciated more than himself the efforts of
the Harbour Commissioners of Mon-
treal to improve the trade and
facilities for shipping of the port. With
regard to this resolution doing away with
injurious monopolies, it might encourage
the creation of another, more injurions
still. He thought they were going the
wrong way to work.

Resolutions ordered to be reported.

House resumed.

Resolutions reported, read the fwst
and second times, and agreed to.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.L) intro-
duced a Bill (No. 88) To amend the Acts
respecting the Trinity House and Har-
bour Commissioners of Montreal.

Bill read thefirst time.

NORTH SYDNEY HARBOUR BILL.

(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.I.)

PIRST READING.

House resolved itself into Committee of
the Whole to consider a certain resolu-
tion respecting the appointment of three
Commissioners, to have the superintend-
ence of the Harbour of the port of North
Sydney in Nova Scotia.

(In the Committee.)

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) said that
this resolution was designed to place this
port in a similar position to that of Pic-
tou, where the arrangement had been
found to work very well. It merely
authorised the appointment of Commi-
sioners to make regulations, and look
after the harbour-master, etc.

Sri A. J. SMITH said he doubted
very much the policy of this resoluiOn,
because this was a port of cal, and if it
was intended to tax all veusels coming

(CO MMONS.] Business.
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from Europe, calling there for orders, it
would affect it injuriously.

MR. POPE said he understood that
vessels did not come inside the harbour
when calling for orders, in which case
they would not be called on to pay har-
bour dues. If they entered, however,
and remained any length of time, they
would naturally be expected to pay dues,
one cent a ton, which was all that could be
charged.

Resolution ordered to be reported.

Hfouse resumed.

Resolution reported, read the first and
second times, and agreed to.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) intro-
duced a Bill (No. 89) Respecting the
fHarbour of North Sydney in Nova
Scotia.

Bill read thefirst time

PICTOU HARBOUR ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.I.)

FIRST READINo.

House resolved itself into Committee of
the Whole to consider a certain resolu-
tion respecting the Harbour of Pictou in
Nova Scotia.

(In the Committee.)

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) said he
would alter the resolution so as to make
it read three police constables, instead of
ive.

IResolution, as amended, ordered to be
reported.

Flouse resumed.

Resolution reported, read the lirst and
second times, and agreed to.

Mi. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) intro-
duced a Bill (No. 90) To amend the Act
respecting the Harbour of Pictou in Nova
Seotia.

-Bill read thefirst time.

PILOTAGE ACT AMENDMENT ]ILL.

( Mr. Pope, Queen's P.EJ.)

FIRsT READING.

House resolved itself into, Comnittee
of the Whole to consider a certain resolu-
tion respecting the Pilotage Act of 1873.

(lu the Committee.)

MR. -POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) said this
resolution intended that masters of ves-
sels, except those registered in Canada,
sEould not be allowed to obtain authority
to act as pilots in their own ships. It
contemplated, also, giving authority to
the Harbour Commissioners of Montreal
to engage second-class pilots for the
subordinate class of pilotage dutes.

SIR A. J. SMITH said he approved
both objects of the resolution. Mr.
Cramp had convinced him it was in the
interests of Montreal to have second-class
pilots.

Resolution ordered to be reported.

House resumed.

Resolution reported, read the irst and
second times, and agreed to.

MR. POPE (Queen's, (P.E.I.) intro-
duced a Bill (No 91) To amend the Pilot-
age Act, 1873.

Bill read the fßrst time.

SEAMEN'S ACT AMENDMEN T BILL.

(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.EJ.)

FIRST READING.

House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole to consider a certain resolu-
tionrespecting the Seamen's Act, 1873.

(In the Committee.)

Mit. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) said this
resolution was intended to amend the
31st clause of the Act, about the inter-
pretation of which there was, at present,
a difference of opinion.

SuR A. J. SMITH said the intention
of this resolution was to make every
foreign vessel, notwithstanding its size,
have a certitied master and mate on
board. That he understood to be the
intention of the Act, but, as there was
difference of opinion on it, this would
make the Act perfèctly clear.

MR. KILLAM said this compelled
vessels of any size to have a certified
master and mate before they could clear
for a foreign port. If that were the case,
there would be a great scarcity of masters
and mates, unless means- were taken to
give certificates to al] masters and mates

General [APRiL 24, 1879.]
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now employed, and who had not certifi-
cates; otherwise many vessels would be
prevented from leaving port.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) said the
resolution would not interfere in nis
way. It simply made the Act more
clear than it was at present.

IResolution ordered to be reported.

House resumed.

Resolution reported, read the first and
second times, and agreed to.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.J.) intro-
duced a Bill (No. 92) To ainend the
Seamen's Act, 1873.

Bill read the first time.

TRURO AND PICTOU RAILWAY TRANS-
FER ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

[BILL 58.]

(MIr. Tupper.)

THIRD READING.

Order for third reading read.

Mi. TUPPER said he had looked
over the suggestions made by the hon.
the leader of the Opposition, and did not
think they materially altered the sub-
stance of the Bill. As it was founded on
an agreement, he did not like to intro-
duce any verbal alterations unless thev
were absolutely necessary. He had,
therefore, not altered the Bill.

Mn. MACKENZIE said he did not
intend to divide the House on the Bill,
but he regretted exceedingly that the
ninth section should be retained. He
could see no use for it. The hon. gen-
tleman admitted that there might be a
claim, else why state that the claim
should be admitted in any way?

Mi. TUPPER said he agreed with
the hon. gentleman that there was no
claim, and the tact that they both held
this opinion ought to be sufficient to set
at rest any doubts.

Ma. ANGLIN said this Bill made
serious alterations in the arrangements
with regard to this railway. He thought
some of the alteratiçns devolved upon
the Government of the Dominion con-
tingent responsibilities, to which they

MR. KILLAM.

were not subjected under the old arrange-
ment. Ie wished to draw attention to
the personal claims of the gentleman who
was formerly contractor for the road.
This Bill interfered with. lis private
rights. Under the arrangement made
at the tima the contract ws taken off
his hands, it was understood he was to
receive certain bonds in payment of bis
claims then admitted. These bonds he
believed would be seriously affected in
their valuè by the Bill, because the Bill
provided for a possibility of the railroad
passing into the possession of the Provin-
cial Government, and subsequently of the
Dominion Government, free from all
liabilities. Therefore, he thought these
liabilities, which he supposed were to be
attached to the road, would be seriously
affected. The value of the bonds he ex-
pected to receive would be greatly
diminished, or, indeed, renderedaltogether
unsaleable. It was evident that, if,
under this Bill, the road was to be re-
lieved from all liability, if the bonds
might, through any neglect of the com-
pany or of the Provincial Government, be
practically cancelled, nobody would be
much disposed to invest money in them,
no natter how improbable the contin-
gency might seem to be. The Bill had
passed a second reading without his per-
ceiving it. He could not imagine that
the Governmeit had any wish to inter-
fere in any way with the rights of Mr.
Gregory, or to injure in any way his
claims, or to affect injuriously the char-
acter of any bonds or debentures whieh
he held or was entitled to receive.
Nevertheless, Mr. Gregory felt that the
provisions of this Bill would have that
effect, and he (Mr. Anglin) thought bis
statement was not unreasonable. It
seemed to him that he had a right to
complain of the Bill, and to ask that bis
interests should be protected.

Mn. TUPPER said he had looked
carefully into the question raised by Mr.
Gregory in relation to these bonds, and
was satisfied that, far from lis having any
legitimate grounds of complaint, no per-
son was going to be more benefitted thail
he himself by the passage of this Bill.
By his agreement with the company they
were to give him a certain nunber
of bonds, a comparatively small am~ouDt
of old issue, and lie (Mr. Tupper) be-

Act Amendment Bill.
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lieved that Mr. Gregory was not in a
position to obtain any bonds at all, and
thât the Company were not in a position
to issue bonds, and that without this
Bill their bonds could not be put in the
market, and Mr. Gregory could not
obtain his quota, which, under his agree-
ment with them, he was entitled to. If
the company who were to issue these
bonds were satisfied with this Bill, he
could have no ground of apprehension.
What would affect him in a small degree
would affect the company to a large
extent.

Mn. ANGLIN said this matter was of
great importance to Mr. Gregory, whose
interests amounted to $40,000. If he
(Mr. Anglin) understood the case it was
this : this Bill provided that, if this corn-
pany failed to work the road after it was
completed, it should then go into the
hands of the Provincial Government;
and, if they, in turn, failed to work it, it
should go into the hands of the Dominion
Governirent, but that in returning into
the possession of the Dominion Govern-
ment it should go free of all liabiities.
The arrangement was that bonds shouldl
be issued covering the Pictou Brancl as
well as the new portion of the road, but,
if it was provided that under any
circumstances that liability should be
extinguished, the value of the bonds
must necessarily be diminished. If the
company contemplated issuing a large
number of bonds-on which they expected
to realise money, or which they expected
to issue in excbange for rails or rolling
stock, the company should be interested
in this particular question. The contin-
gencies, however remote they might be,
would nevertheless affect the value of the
bonds in the market, and, if Mr. Gregory
wished to realise on these bonds, lie
miglit find them wortbless for that
Purpose.

Mn. BRECKEN said hewould ask that
this Bill be not read the third time, but be
referred backto a Committee of the Whole,
V.ith such instructions 9, would meet the
views of the hon. gentleman from
Gloucester. Mr. Gregory had a very
viftal interest in this matter. A few
weeks ago he (Mr. Brecken) presented a
Petition to thi, House asking that his
clain to the issue of preferential bonds
to the extent of $80,000 should be a

95

prior claim, and precede the measure
sought to be enacted by the hon. the
Minister of Public Works. Under a cer-
tain agreement that Mr. Gregory entered
into with the Canada Impruvement Com-
pany, and sanctioned by the Province of
Nova Scotia, he claimed before this Bill
was passed that these bonds should have
priority. The history of this contract
was briefly this :

cBy contract dated October, 1876, Harry
Abbott, of Brockville, contracted with the Go-
vernment of Nova Scotia to build and operate
a railway from New Glasgow to the trait of
Canso, called 1 The Eastern Extension Rail-
way,' and to establish a steam ferry across the
said Strait, in aid of which he was to receive as
a subsidy from the Government of Nova
Scotia, $7,945, per mile, 150,000 acres of
]and, and a transfer of the line of railway fron
Truro to Pictou, called < The Pictou Branch,'
owned by the Government of Canada ; which
Pictou Branch it had been previously arranged
between the Government of Canada and the
Government of Nova Scotia, should be given
by the Government of Canada to the contrac-
tor for the said Eastern Extension Railroad,
whoever he might be. The said contract pro-
vided, that inasmuch as the said Pictou
Branch would not be delivered to the contrac-
tor as soon as he had anticipated when pro-
posing for the said contract, he should not be
bound to proceed turther with bis contract
after his work donc amounted to $400,000,
estimated by a schedule of values annexed to
the said contract, unless the said Pictou
Branch should then be delivered to him, as il
was then expressed in the said contract to be
believed that it would be delivered, and in de-
fault of such delivery, the said contractor was
to be paid the full value of all work by him
done. Abhott transferred the contract, with
the approval of the Government of Nova Sco-
tia, to <the Halifax and Cape Breton Railway
and Coal Company,'established by Act of Nova
Scotia Assembly, 39th Vict., cap, 4, and 39th
Vict. cap. 74. The Halifax and Cape Breton
Railway and Coal Company contracted with
the Canada Improvement Company (Incorpo-
rated by Parliament of Canada, 1872), for the
construction of said line, agreeing to pay there
for, partly in noney, partly in first mortgage
bonds of said Halifax and Cape Breton Rail-
way and Coal Company,-and partly in paid up
stock in said Halitax and Cape Breton Railway
and Coal Company.

" The Canada Improvement Company, some-
time in December, 1876, contracted with
Charles 0. Gregory, the petitioner, for the
engineering, clearing, grading, fencing, bridg-
ing, sleepers and track laying of the wbole of
the Eastern Extension Railway, agreeing to
pay petitioner therefor monthly, as the work
progressed, $4,800 per mile, in money, and
$3,750 in first mortgage bonds of the said
Halifax and Cape Breton Railway and Cool
Company, and on the completion of the con-
tract 50,000 acres of land, and one-third of the

Truro and Picton B.R.
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whole stock of said Halifax and Cape Breton
Railway and Coal Company as paid up stock.
Gregory gave a bond to the Canada Improve-
ment Company, with sureties in $100,000, for
the due performance of the contract. This
contract was approved of by the Governor in
Council of Nova Scotia, in February, 1877.
Gregory, under his contract, proceeded with
the construction of the railway, until on the
1st of November, A.D. 1877, he had done work
to the admitted value of $400,COO, by the Go-
vernment Engineer's return, entitling the
Balifax and Cape Breton Railway and Coal
Company to receive said Pictou Branch, and
thence forward until April, 1878, when work
to the value of $530,000 (being three-fourths
of the whole contract) was done, at which
time there was $128,000 due Mr. Gre-
gory. When Gregory had performed the work
above-mentioned, and there was so large a
sum due to him in bonds, the Canada Im-
provement Company declared their inability to
give Gregory the bonds to which he was en-
titled, alleging that the Halifax and Cape
Breton Railway and Coal Company could not
issue the bonds until they had one mile of
said railway finished and in operation for
every £3,000 sterling of bonds sought to be
issued. Gregory, not receiving any bonds or
equivalent therefor, discontinued work, and in
May, 1878, commenced suits against Sir Hugh
Allan and Hon. John Hamilton, they being
Directors of said Canada Improvement Com-
pany, who had signed Gregory's contract, and
who Gregory was advised were personally
liable therefor. On the intervention and
solicitation of the Government of Nova Scotia,
and through the Hon. P. C. Hill, Provincial
Secretary of Nova Scotia, Gregory having no
negotiation with either the said Canada Im-
provement Company, the Halifax and Cape
Breton Railway and Coal Company, or
any of the officers of either of the
said two Companies personally, a settle-
ment of the suits was arranged and embodied
in a tripartite deed of settlement between the
Halifax and Cape Breton Railway and Coal
Company of the first part, the Canada Improve-
ment Company of the second part, and Mr.
Gregory of the third part, executed in Septem-
ber, 1878. By the said deed of settlement,
Gregory agreed to discontinue the suits
brought by him against the said Sir Hugh
Allan and the Hon. John Hamilton, surrender
his contract and deliver up his works to the
Canada Improvement Company; and the said
Canada Improvement Company, in addition to
the sumn of $30,000 paid or secured to Gregory
.at the time of signing the said deed, agreed to
deliver to Gregory 'as soon as the same could
be legally issued-to which end both the said
Companies agreed to use every diligence-
$80,000 in good, sufficient, legal and avail-
able first mortgage bonds of said Halifax and
Cape Breton Railway and Coal Company, and
which should, so far as the said Halifax and
Cape Breton Railway and Coal Company and
the Canada Improvement Company could
anske them do so, attach and be a first lien
upon the Truro and Pictou Branch Railway,

Mi. BRaacKBW.

which is to be handed over by the Governnbêat
of the Dominion of Canada to said HaIifx
and Cape Breton Railway and Coal Company
as a subsidy towards the construction of mid
Eastern Railway Extension (provided alwva
that such branch railway should be so handed
over), the said Eastern Railway Extension and
also upon said Company and the property,
rights and privileges set forth in section 32 of
the Act incorporating said Halifax and Cape
Breton Railway and Coal Company, 39 Vic.,
cap. 74. In the said deed of settlement it
was understood that the Government of Nova
Scotia should be at liberty, and was thereby
permitted and required, to use all means with-
in its power to enforce the delivery of said
bonds to Petitioner by either of said Compa-
nies, their successors or assigns, or by any
other Company or Companies which may be
substituted for them or either of them, it
being intended that said Government might
withhold any consent or privilege, or omit or
refuse to do any Act within its jurisdiction,
required or necessary to enable said
Company or Companies to draw anv
Government aid or receive any suhsidy
or subvention, or issue said bonds or
otherwise until said Government was satiafied
that the right of Gregory to receive said
bonds was protected and assured.' The Pro..
vincial Secretary of Nova Scotia was privy
to all the details of the said agreement and
deed of settlement, and strongly urged Mr.
Gregory to agree thereto in, as he alleged, the
public interest. Innegotiating the said agree-
ment Hon. P. C. Hill assured Gregory that
the said Picton Branch Railway would be
handed over by the Dominion Government as
a subsidy to the said Halifax and Cape Breton
Railway and Coal Company, as contemplaed
by said deed of settlement; that arrangements
to that effect had been made between the
Government of Canada and the Government of
Nova Scotia, and that naught but Gregory's
litigation stood in the way of the same being
carried into effect. Mr. Hill, as Provinial
Secretary, further assured Petitioner, Mr.
Gregory, that the Government of Nova Scotia
would pass a Minute of Council recognising
the said deed of settlement, and that Gregory
might rely upon the Government protecting
his interests. That at the time of the signing
of the saiddeed ofsettlement, Gregory pledged
to the Government of Nova Scotia $40,000 Of
bonds, deliverable to him under the said deed
of settlement, to recoup the said Governmenlt
for moneys paid out as relief to labourers whO
had been defrauded by absconding sub-con-
tractors, which pledging was effected by Greg-
ory giving the Provincial Secretary of Nova
Scotia an order on the Canada Improvelment
Company, for the delivery to said GovernIent
of said bonds, which order was accepted by
the said Canada Improvement Companyi, and
is now held by the Governument of NOv
Scotia. Immediately after the settlement be
fore mentioned, a change took plae in th
Governiment of Nova Scotie, the security bod
not having been returned to Gregory, and »0
Minute of Council having been made for th
protection of Gregory's rights."
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Jhidpeared that the remuneration pro-
mied Mr. Gregory was not given
by the company, and lie instituted
proceedings against Mr. Hamilton, but
withdrew the case, and compromised with
thern. By the agreement arrived at
then, Mr. Gregory was to receive
$80,000, half of which was to go to the
Government of Nova Scotia. which that
Government had supplied to Mr.
Gregory to relieve thý men employed
under him. The petitioner had left the
matter in his (Mr. Brecken's) hands to
lay before the flouse. Mr Gregory con-
tended that the terms and the contract
ought to be observed as far as he was
concerned. He (Mr. Brecken) would,
therefore, move the following amend-
ment t, the motion of the hon. the Min-
ister of Public Works:-

" That the Bill be not now read a third
time, but that it be referred back to a Com-
mittee of the Whole, with an instruction that
they have power to make the following
amendments, by inserting in line 10, of page
2, after the word 'therein,' the following
words: 1 Save and except an issue of first
mortgage bonds by the said Halifax and Cape
Breton Railway and Coal Company, to the
extent of eighty thousand dollars, forty thons-
and of which shall be issued to Charles C.
Gregory, and forty thousand to the Govern-
ment of Nova Scotia, in accordance with a
deed of settlement, dated 31st of August, 1878,
between the said Company, the Canada Im-
provement Company and the said Charles C.
Gregory, the said bonds to attach and to be a
first lien and charge upon the said two Rail-
ways and Ferry upon the Company, and the
rights, property and privileges set forth in
section 32 of the said Company's charter,' and
by inserting in line 15 oi said page 2, after the
word 1 assigns,',the words: 'Exceptas aforesaid,'
and by further inserting in said line 15, after
the word <incumbrances,' the words: & Except
as aforesaid,' and also by inserting in line 22
on said page 2, after the word , Company,' the
words: ' Except as aforesaid '; also by insert-
ing i line 34 of page 3, after the word < Com-
Pany,' the words : ' Except as hereinafter pro-

ided ' ; also by inserting in line 34 on page 3,
after the word 'liens' the words: ' Except asaforesaid'"

The effect of this amendment was to
give Mr. Gregory the first lien upon the
Company.

MR. TUPPER said the hon. member
had put forward in a very clear and suc-
elct manner Mr. Gregory's claim. But
't appeared that Mr. Gregory, out of an
issue of $1,250,000, was only interested
to tie extent of $80,00, and a bond for

half of that had heen transferred to the
Government of Nova Scotia. If the
parties who were interested to the extent
of $1,250,000, less $80,000, did not
consider the rernote contingency in this
Bill, for the purpose of providing for the
absolute certainty of this road being con-
tinued to be operated, was objectionable,
he thought the House did not require to
go any further to see that this was one
of those claims which parties were al-
ways ready to put forward upon however
slender basis. It was an amendment
that could not be accepted by the Gòv-
ernment.

SiR A. J. SMITH said that lie could
not see that Mr. Gregory was entitled to
any further consideration, because there
was no bonds issued. He had no claim
on the Government, though he might
have a claim on the contractor. The
Government of Nova Scotia had a joint
interest in this matter, and they had not
come forward and remonstrated, ard
that was strong evidence of no claim on
the part of Mr. Gregory. This Bill
was a very important one, and it
seemed to him (Sir A. J. Smith) that
it was establishing a very dangerous pre-
cedent. There was nothing to prevent
the contractors to the Local Government
of Nova Scotia, who were making this
railway from Truro to the Gut of Canso,
getting rid of the road, which they no
doubt would, if it were not remunerative,
and throwing the responsibility on the
Dominion Government at a very great
loss to the other. It was a dangerous
principle.

MR. TUPPER: The responsibility
would not fall upon this Government to
work it.

Sir A. J. SMITH said it must be as-
sumed that they would have to work it
if it was Government property. If that
were the case, the Province of Quebec,
which had an enormous amount of rail-
way property would no doubt, be
glad to get rid of it, and if the
Goverument assumed the responsibility
of working this railway in Nova Scotia,
the Government could not draw a line
and make a distinction between the Pro-
vinces of Quebec and Nova Seotia. It
was a bad precedent to establish.

MR. MAcDONNELL said he hoped
the amendment would not paso. Mr.

Truro and Pietou R.R.
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Gregory had no claim upon that portion
of the road which was the property of
the Dominion. The claim could only
affect the Eastern Extension Railway,
which belonged to the Government of
Nova Scotia. Therefore, the Dominion
could not be held responsible for any
claims on the part of Mr. Gregory, or
anybody else. If Mr. Gregory had
claims on the contractors, he should hold
that portion of the Pictou Railway which
belonged to Nova Scotia responsible.
They should recognise no lien on the
Pictou Branch, which was only to be
transferred when, and upon condi-
tion that, the extension to the Strait
of 'anso was completed. le hoped
the fears of the hon. member for West-
moreland (Sir A. J. Smith), that this
road might, ultimately, fall into the
hands of the Dominion Government,
would prove well founded. The transfer
of the Pictou Branch to the Province of
Nova Scotia, was strongly opposed in
this House, and, notably, by the late
member for Northumberland (Mr.
Mitchell), who complained that by that
transfer Nova Scotia received millions of
dollars as a gift. Now, the hon. mem-
ber for Westmoreland expressed fear that
the Governmentmight becomerepossessed
of the road to acquire the title to the new
extension also. It was well known that
the question of extending our great rail-
way system to the harbour of Louisburg
was often discussed in and out of Parlia-
ment. That idea has not been aban-
doned, and he hoped it would soon be
resuscitated. Louisburg is the natural
eastern terminus of the great highway
now being constructed across the Do-
miniorg with its western terminus in
British Columbia, and he hoped the day
-was not distant when the road would be
extended from the Strait of Canso to
that fine easternmost harbour of our
country. For this purpose he hoped the
Dominion Government would, at 'an
early day, become possessed of the road
between Truro and the Strait of Canso.
The provision in the Bill before the
House having this in contemplation, was
alone sufficient to secure his support of
that Bill.

MR. ANGLIN said he must confess
he could not agree with the view taken
of this case by the hon. the Minister of

Mi. MAcDONNELL.

Public Works. He could not believe
that any act of another of the partiesto
the agreement in which Mr. Gregory
was interested could diminish the
strength of Mr. Gregory's claim in the
slightest degree. He was of opinion
that the arrangement entered into more
recently by the Nova Scotia Government,
the company and the Dominion Govern-
ment sught not to invalidate the claims
of Mr. Gregory. He did not think a
great Parliament like this should lend
itself to any agreement or arrangement
which would interfere with the rights of a
private individual, or diminish the value
of his property.

Ma. TUPPER said the hon. gentle-
man was mistaken in the idea that they
had increased obligations under this
Bill that did not exist before.

MR. ANGLIN said he would like to
ask whether it was or was not a fact that,
if the Eastern Extension reverted to the
Dominion Government, it reverted free
from all liabilities.

MR. TUPPER: Yes.

SIR A. J. SMITI said that it seemed
to hLim the right way would be to leave
this railway in the hands of the Nova
Scotia Government, and take back the
Truro Branch.

Question put and amendment (Mr.
Brecken) negatived on a division.

Bill read the third time and passed.

WAYS AND MEANS.-THE TARIFF.

ADJOURNED DEBATE.

Iouse resumed the adjourned debate
on Resolution Il relative to duties of
Customs and Excise, reported from Col*-
mittee of Ways aud Means (April 9th).

On item-Manufactured tobacco and
snuff, 25c. per lb. and, in addition thereto?
l2½ per cent. ad valorem,

MR. HOUDE said that the object Of
the Government in framing the tariff,
ahd of the louse in approving of it, was
the improvement of the local market fOr
Canadian products. The Excise law i'
force and the tariff as it stood were not the
best to encourage the use of the Canadian

The Tarif.[COMMONS.j
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grown article in the manufacture of
-obaceo. He thought there ought to be
some means of remedying this evil. Why
not impose a duty of 4c. per lb., for
instance, on tobacco imported in
leaf, to induce manufacturers to use
Oanadian instead of foreign tobacco, as
far as practicable? As the United States
bad reduced lately their Excise duty, to
prevent smuggling from the States we
eould reduce the Excise duty from 20c. to
16e. a pound, on all tobaccos entering
manufacture, which, with the 4c. per lb.
on the imported leaf, would not increase
the price of -the manufactured article in
this country, while encouraging the
Canadian producer. While a large quan-
tity of Canadian tobacco was not the best,
we raised a good deal of superior quality.
Our farmers wished to improve the
q1uality of tobacco, ani some had gone to
Virginia to learn the best mode of culti-
'vation, and now raised tobacco of the first
quality. Let them be better encouraged,
and our industry might spring up, which
-would prove very useful to the farmers
and beneficial to the country.

MR. TILLEY said that this subject
was surrounded with difficulties. With
reference to the suggestion to reduce the
Excise duty and impose an ad valorem
or specific duty on leaf tobacco, the
authorities in the United States had
recently reduced the Excise to 16c., which,
of course, rendered it impossible for us,
if anxious otherwise, to increase the duty;
because there was 4c. difference between
the Excise duties of the Dominion and the
United States, and a larger difference
'wtuld lrad to a loss of revenue. It was
tonsidered undesirable to make anyaltera-
tion except reducing the Excise on tobaceo
on home grown, from 10c. to 4c. per lb.,
'which would be considered after they had
passed through the Customs resolutions.

MR. PLUMB said that last year a
res0lution was introduced by a member
froImi the Province of Quebec, asking the
Government to take the Excise duty off
home-grown tobacco, and thus encourage
the growth of that product, and bring in
another article of produce for rotat ion of
erops. In the district where he (Mr.
Plumub) resided, tobacco had been suc-
essfully cultivated, but, owing to the
Excise duty at present existing, the
farmers were not willing to experiment in

its cultivation. It could be produced
successfully in Kent, Essex, and other
counties along the shore of Lake On-
tario, and it was vell known that, after
and during the American war, when the
supply of tobaccos no longer came from
the Southern States, Connecticuty Masa-
chusetta and Ohio produced tobacco in
enormous quantities, and that it was now
in those States, particularly in Connecti-
cut, one of the largest sources of profit to
the agriculturist. Had it not been& for
the present condition of the fiances, he
intended to have asked the Government
to relax or entirely remove the Excise
duty on home grown tobaccos. He had
intended also to ask the hon. the Minia-
ter of Agriculture to procure a quantity
of the best tobacco seed and distribute it
among the different Agïicultural Socie-
ties of the Dominion, with instructions
as to its culture and treatment from the
best authorities, in order to encourage
the growth of tobacco as one of a series
of crops desirable, among other grounds,
in the interest of a proper rotai ion ; but
he did not think the present a desirable
time to press such a consideration. In the
part of the country where he resided, the
agricultural community would not enter
on the experimental growth of tobaceo so
long as they were liable, whenever they
had made a small quantity, to be visited
by an Excise officer. After our farmers
had entered upon the growth of tobacco,
it would not be au act of bad faith to them,
nor a subject of complaint, to impose an
Excise duty. He would probably ask at
some future Session,if he were here, for a
removal of this duty. He felt it neces-
sary to say this, because, in speaking of
the growth of tobacco in various parts of
the country during the late election eau-
vass, he had committed himself to a men-
tion of the subject on the floor of Parlia-
ment.

Mit. BOURBEAU said, the hon.
memrber for Niagara having stated. in the
course of his speech, that the farmers inhis
county had determined not to grow
tobacco so long as the Excise duty should
exist, he (Mr. Bourbeau) fully concurred
in all that had been said by that hon.
member, and hoped that the Government
would understand the wants of the peo-
ple upon that oranch of industry, and
would remove altogether that duty.

Ways iand Means. 1lus
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Farmers were so much opposed to pay-
ing duty upon that article that, in order
to avoid the payment of the Excise, they
manufactured an inferior article, and dis-
posed of it before having properly pre-
pared it, and there was no doubt that, if
the duti was removed, farmers would
take the necessary time and precaution
to make a much better and superior
article, and .that, within a very short
time, our farmers would be in a position,
by the encouragement given to them, to
produce an article in many instances
equal, if not superior, to any imported
tobacco. When the curing of tobacco
would have become more protected, the
Government might impose a slight duty
if such became necessary,

Item agreed to.

On item--Vegetables, viz.: Potatoes,
10c. per bushel; tomatoes, 30c. per
bushel; and on all other vegetables, 20
per cent. ad valorem,

Ma. ANGLIN said that in St. John
and neighbourhood they were dependent
for several weeks, in the early part of the
year, on the United States, for all the
eatrly vegetables It was exceedpincyl

that this rate would lead tolear-
lier production of those vegetables ia
Canada, by artiflicial means. .He ad-
mitted, however, that the additional
$3,00 or $4,000 they expected fromS.
this source would have to be paid by the
consumer.

Item agreed to.

In reply to Mr. BOURBEAU,

MR. TILLEY said that the packag.a
containing lard, referred to, were subject-
to duty, under the provisions of the Act.

On item-Wool unmanufactured, hair
of the alpaca, goat, and other like ani-
mais, free,

Ma. CHARLTON said he desired to
remind the Finance Minister that the
farmers had been generally led to believe,
when this scheme of Protection for all
classes was inaugurated, that they would
receive protection on wool. Hg wished
to inquire why this quasi pledge bad
not been fulfilled-why wool was placed
on the free list, while the duties on
woollen goods were so largely increased?

difficult, if they accepted the theories of Ma. TILLEY said that the proposition

hon. gentlemen opposite, to say whether now about to be considered by the House

the imposition of that duty would make would be found, taking the hon. gentle-
vegetables cheaper or dearer in the fu- mans own line of argument, by giving
ture. le knew no reason why the Ar- an increased market for wool in Canada,
erican gardeners could not combine to te benefit the producers cf wool more
raise the prices of vegetables as well as than a specific duty placed upon it.
the makers of textiles, hardware, etc. Hon. gentlemen opposite had argued
and to injure Canadian hot-beds. These that specific duties on agriculturai pro-
vegetables were not luxuries in spring, duce would not benefit us, because we had
but useful food used by all classes. AIl a surplus ourselves. Taking that view
would find that, if they were diminished of the case, they could not object to this
in size, or increased in price, the pi'oposition, provided it could be showfl
National Policy was not calculated to that it would produce a demand and in-

work all the benefits expected. crease the production of that article in
the country-that it would be a direct

MR. TILLEY said that, as those early benefit to the producer of wool. He held
vegetables were dependent on the climate in his hand a memorandum showing the
rather than any competition, it was very quantity of wool held in Canada at pre-
likely that the consumer would have to sent, as far as could be ascertained in Onta-
pay the duty ; this was one of the excep- rio and Quebec. There were not the same
tional cases. They were not in a posi- facilities for obtaining information rela-
tion to compete with the Americans sue- tive to the other Provinces, because tue
cessfully in this matter. If people woollen trade was not a sufficiently dis-
wanted, however, their radishes, or let- tinct trade to induce parties to make a
tuce, a little carlier than we produced special business of obtaining accurate in-
thyn, they could afford to pay a little formation as to its extent. in Ontai,
additional duty. He had no doubt there weie held in Toronto, 1,600,Ot»b16

MR. BOURBEAU.
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inifamilton, 500,0001b.; in the -Province For years previous it Lad made no pro-
of Quebec, 300,0001b.; making alto- greas wbatever, ani the farmers wee
gether 2,400,0001b. lUnder this pro- obliged to take ai sorts of barter in ex-
position, the brown blankets, for change for their products. Now ail that
inamanoe, that were made heavy was changed. Manufaeturers had cS-
by. the addition of Lancashire verted that village iuto one of the m(q5t
spar'would pay a high ad valorem duty; flourishing towns in Canada, and, before
and the coarser description of woollen m&ny years, he expected to see it a great
goods made in Canada, including manufacturing centre. To give an ide.
blankets, would be in extensive demand, of the amount of money expended in
thus furnishing a market for Canadian Cornwall by these petty manufactories,
wool at home, which had formerly to these woollen and cotton industries, lie
seek a market in the United States, and wouid read a statement of the sums paid
pay a high rate of duty. If woollen during the past year, in wages, distin-
goods increased in cost, and he Lad guishing between the anounts paid te
statements to prove such was not the chidren, and th-me to aduit working
case, it would be, as in the case of cot- people. The wages of skilled maie
tons, on account of the advance in the labour were $1.75 to $3 per day un-
raw material. It was stated here that skiied maie labour 80c. te $1 in-
eottou goods had risen within the past ferior ciass of labourers, 50c. to
vwek on account of the tariff, while it 80c.- chiidren, 25c. to 66c. The
was proved, and they had the statement total wages paid out in the woolien
fromu a manufacturer to-day, that it was' mUl, last year, amounted to $50,000.
iacreased because the raw cotton had The different kinds ofgoods made in this
goue up 1½c. factory included tweeds, flanneis, coatinga,

.etc., and they paid ot for woo last year

gentleman say that th ese hoin . $100,000. The wool used ast year was

ton goods was due to the price of the the aimold bie thischangete
raw 1 h aifwudeal hsiilt

rWconsuime 600,0001lb. ef Canadiaxi
MR. TILLEY : Yes. wooi this year. Owing to the mi-

portatien from. England of shoddy
Ma. BERGIN said that, represent- blankets, as was nentiened by the

ing one of those constituencies which the Finance Minister, the Cornwall estab-
hon. member for Lambton stated was iishment, which turned out the best
given over to spiïrious little manufacgire ovr tospirieu litie anuac-biankets ever introduced into our market,
treswas obliged to close down that deart-

Ma. MACKENZIE : When did I ment; but under the fostering care of
say anything of the kind? this tarif they had recommenced making

MFEankets, and by renewing that industry

ntleman. moved his amendment to n. they waud be enabed to make use of
geiieran ove Ls aendenttothe the very large amount of Canadian wooi

tariff, he stated that agriculture would which he Lad just mentioned. But for
bring more wealth to the country than this tarif, there wouid fot be a blanket
hy protecting spurious little manufac-
tures in every petty village.tiir~ i evey ptty illge.this subject of manufactures, Le wouid

MR. MACKENZIE : I am surprised say a word or two in regard te the cotton
to hear my hon. friend considers Corn- industry, to show how manufactures con-
irall a petty little village. verted petty villages into thriving-towns.

c Last year the cotton miii at Cornwall
Mn. BERGIN said he had quoted the inported 1,9 t 7,1371bs. of cotton, costing

V.ords of the hon. gentleman; he had not $207,899, and they paid out in wages
given Lis own opinion. le did not at $2,200 per week. There were in Corn-
al admit that Cornwall was a petty wail now other industriesresulting frorn
village, but he might say that, before the the previous establishment of these two,
etablishment of the woollen industry the cetton and woolten industries. The
and the cotton industry in Cornwall, it farmers there Lad a home market for
" one of the pettiest of petty -ilgages. everyting they produced, and were net
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obliged to go to Montreal, paying
travelling expenses and freight to
sell their produce, but could bring
it into Cornwall and sell it for
higber prices at their own door than they
could get for it in Montreal. If this had
been accomplished under the depressing
influence of the financial policy of the
late Government, how much greater
would be the advantage to the farmers
under this fostering tariff ? He was sur-
prised, the other night, to hear the hon.
member for Lambton, followed immedi-
ately by the hon. -member for Brant
(Mr. Paterson), each contradicting the
othtr; and though each attacked the
tarif, advancing the strongest kind of
proof in favour of it. They were discus-
sing the article of earthenware. The
hon. menber for Lambton (Mûr. Macken-
zie), produced an invoice, and to that
invoice was added the freight and
charges, including the Customas duty,
showing that the value of that earthen-
ware was nearly double that of its cost in
England by the time it reached here.
That he (Mr. Bergin) thought afforded a
very strong argument why the people of
this country should make their own
crockery ; and his (Mr. Bergin's) convic-
tion was strengthened by the statement
of the hon. member for Brant,
who stated that he had been
told by a gentleman from Staf-
fordshire, England, thoroughly con-
versant with the manufacture of
crockery, that it could be made in this
country with as great facility as in Eng-
land, and the only additional expense
which would be put on would be a slight
advance, on the price of clay in England,
one shilling per ton. What made the
early setlers in this country rich ? Was
it not that each bouse was a manufactory,
that they made within their own four
walls everything they required-their
boots, their shoes, their stockings, their
drawers, etc. Was it not that they made
everything they required about their
farms? Was it not that the way in
which they converted their howling wild-
erness into one of the finest countries on
the face of the earth, and had left to their
children well-stocked farms and well-
filled farrm bouses ? If the people were
now suffering under the depression, it
was because they had abandoned that
Protective systeni which their fathers

MR. BERGIN.

followed, because they had sent abrand
to purchase that which they ought *,
make at home. We ought to thank i.th
Government that, by fostering manufas.
tures, they were enabling the people to de
now again what had been don.
by the' early settlers. Money eould
be kept in the country, a home market
would be created for everything the
farmers raised, and instead of sending
their money abroad to contribute te the
enrichment of foreign manufacturera, anad
to the support of foreign labour, or t
the support of our own people in a
foreign land, for he was sorry toay
tens of thousands of our people were
now employed in foreign factories, and
the adding, by their labour and its pro-
ducia, to the wealth of the United States
instead of to that of our own country, it
would be kept at home and used in de-
yeloping our resources. If this tarif
should fail to realise al] the expectations
of the Finance Minister, there need be
no difficulty in changing it next year,
but that change would be in the direcion
of increased protection, if it were found
in any one instance that the protection
now given was insufficient. He might
illustrate his argument with regard to
these cotton and woollen industries, but
would not detain the House by adduecing
the results in the United States, and by
showing that alnost the same arguments.
were used by the Eree-traders in the
United States against the Protective
tariff when it was there introduced, as
were used by hon. gentlemen opposite
during this debate. But the question
had been worn almost threadbare, and he
would not further discuss it. He would,
however, refer, before concluding, to one
fact, that while the çnanufacturers of
woollen goods in Cornwall, last year, had
the greatest difficulty in forcing off their
goods, they were now unable to fill ail
the orders they had received. With re-
gard to the cotton factories, before the
17th September he could have bought
every dollar of stock in that factory for
1Oc. on the dollar, now he could not buy
it for 20c. Before the late election the
storehouses were filled with goods un-
sold ; now they were twelve or fourteen
weeks behind with their orders. Need
he say more ?

MR. OLIVER said he did not advo-
cate the duty on wool. He thougbt it
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was the duty of the hon. the Finance
Minister to fulfil the pledges that were
made by hon. gentlemen opposite during
the last campaign. There was one ques.
tien, he desired to ask the Finance Minis-
ter. During his Budget speech, he stated
we were to have no more shoddy cloth
in this country. Had he taken any steps
to keep out the shoddy that was being
importied, and to prevent its being manu-
faetured in the country î Was there a
duty on it, or how was he to prevent it
being manufactured here I There was a
manufactory of shoddy in this country at
present, and in order to prevent the mix-
ture of shoddy with wool there ought to
be a heavy Excise duty put upon this
muanufacturing institution. He was rather
amused at the remarks of the hon. member
for Cornwall (Mr. Bergin). The hon. gen-
tleman stated that Cornwall had risen
from a miserable village to one of the most
important manufacturing towns in the
Dominion. iUnder what amount of pro-
teetion did Cornwall arrive at this stage
of prosperity I Under a protection of 17J
per cent., by having twenty cents on
every dollar of advantage over those who
manufactured the same goods outside
of the country. This proved the
whole question that 17J per cent. was
muffient to enable any manufacturing
institution in the country to be prosper-
ou. If it was so in the town of Corn-
wall, why should it not be so in every
other manufacturing town in the coun-
try ? The hon. gentleman also made the
statement, that if this tarif did not give
suficient protection, we would· have
more at the next Session of this House.
lie Mr. Oliver) desired to know whether
the hon. gentleman spoke by authority
or not. They had heard hon. gentlemen
speaking, as they supposed, by authority,
advocating a duty on wool, but it ap-
peared they had no authority whatever
1or making such statements. Perhaps
the hon. gentleman had no authority for
ilaking this statement, and might pos-
sibly lead the people astray, as it was
more likely that·a reduction in the taxes
'WOuld take place, than an increase. The
lOn. the Finance Minister stated we had
in the country at present, 2,400,0001b.
of wool in the warehouses. The infer-
ence to be drawn froin this statement
was that this was Canadian wool. This
1%s not Canadian wool, but wool im-

ported from Africa, from the Austrahian
Colonies, and from South America.
He (Mr. Oliver) doubted whether
we had 20,O001b. of native grown
wool. It was imported by the Amenr-
cans from foreign countries in bond,
sold to the Canadian merchant in bond,
and brotght in free of duty. The most
remarkable statement made by the Fi-
nance Minister, and the hon. member for
Cornwall (Mr. Bergin), was that this
tariff would encourage the consumption
of Canada wool in the manufacture of our
Canadian goods. Was there a sane per-
son in the country who could suppose
that if the Canadian manufacturer could
go across the line and buy wool from 15e.
to 18c., he would give 25c. te 30c. per
pound for Canadian wool I The Cana-
dian manufacturer would go to the United
States and purchase the foreign wool
in that country, and bring it here in'free
of duty. The Finance Minister stated
the Opposition held the doctrine that as
we raised more agricaltural produets' in
this country than we consumed, the in-
creased duty would not increase the
price of the products. That doctrine
would not apply to wool, because we did
not raise enough for own consumption.
In 1876, we imported 3,621,2961b. at
19c., and exported 2,907,2291b. at 32c.
per pound. In 1877, we purchased
4,608,8251b. at 17¾c., and exported
2,476,4861b. at 28¾c.; and in 1878, we
imported 6,230.0841b. at 17¾e., and ex-
ported 2,445,8831b. at 29e. These fig-
ures proved conclusively that we did not
raise enough wool in this country for the
consumption of our people.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left.
the Chair.

After Recess.
Ma. OLIVER said it had been stated

that there was a surplus of wool raised
in the country. He (Mr. Oliver) main-
tained that was not the case. During
the last three years there were
14,460,0001b. imported, and 7,890,0001b.
exportel, showing a deficiency of
6,570,OO01b., so that it was clear that
there was not a sufficient quantity raised
for the consumption of the people of this
country. The wool imported cost an
average of 18e. per lb., while 30c. a lb.
were realised on the wool exported.

Ways and Means TUe Tanrte
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Now, there was a very large quantity of
wool raised in the country it would be
impossible for any Finance Minister or
any policy to protect, for the reason
that Canada had not the machinery re.
quisite to manufacture the goods. But
there was a class of wool-although lie
was a Free-trader as far as wool was con-
cerned-that oould be protected. There
was raised aud consumed in this country
about 1,000,0001b. of short wool,
against which foreigu wool came into
competition. That class of wool could be
protected. The growth of some classes of
wool might be encouraged. He was
amused at the stafement of the hon.
member for Cornwall to the effect that
all the cheese, eggs, cotton, beef,
butter, etc., raised in that section of the
country was consumed in the town of
Cornwall. Was that correct ? He asked
anyre who knew the town of Cornwall
whether any export trade took place
there? He thought tbey did export
eggs, butter, cheese, and a large quantity
of cereals. According to the statement of
the hon gentleman, 5,000 people compos-
ing the town of Cornwall consumed all
the products raised in that section of the
country. Another extraordinary state-
ment made by the hon. gentle-
man was that when this country
was first being settled, and every
family manufactured its own goods, the
people were wealthy and prosperous.
Now, it was well known that if there
was a time when the people were poor, it
was when the country was being settled.
As to the item under consideration, wool
was a product that hon. gentlemen oppo-
site had stated ought to be protected.
.Two years ago the hon. member for
Stanstead advocated this policy, as well
as other hon. gentlemen ; and. in the
county of Lennox this was one of the
items on which the late Finance Minis-
ter was condemned. Where were those
gentlemen to-day i Two years ago
they raised their voices and shed tears
over the importation of wool free of
duty, but now, when they had an oppor-
tunity of bringing pressure to bear on the
Finance Minister to put a duty on wool,
not one of them uttered a word. If they
were sincere at that time, why did they
not raise their voices to-day ? Their
conduct showed clearly that a great

MR. OLIVER.

deception had been practised on othe
people.

Ma. BERGIN said the hon. geaUe-
man who had j ust spoken had put tohim
a question, and had also misrepresented
him, unintentionally no doubt, on one or
two points. He would deal with ithes
points first. He (Mr. Bergin) had not
said that the first settlers were rich when
they carne into the country-but that, by
their energy, their indutstry, their frugal-
ity and their practical common sense in
manufacturing everything for themselves
-not handing over the produce of their
labour to importers to be sent out of the
country to support foreign industries and
foreign labourers-they had improved
their positions so as to leae
a rich heritage to their children.
The hon. gentleman also said that if his
(Mr. Bergin's) statement with regard te a
home market was correct, that the coua-
try surrounding Cornwall must be a poor
one indeed; that any average township
would produce enough to supply a towa
of 5,000 inhabitants. Well, he was *ery
glad to inform the hon. member for South
Oxford (Mr. Oliver) that Cornwall,though
numbering less than 1,600 people
at the establishment of the woollen mills,
did now number, at least, 5,000 inhabi-
tants. No doubt there are various
agt icultural products exported from Corn-
wall, but they were not the produets of
Cornwall township alone, but of por-
tions of the counties of Glengarry and
Stormont. It was not to be supposed
that the town would consume the entire
production of the three counties, but the
statement he made was substantially cor-
rect ; so correct that, in consequence of
this tariff, when it was proposed the
other day to establish a new industry in
the town, the people of the township,
through their Reeves, said they would be
glad to contribute $5,000, in the shape
of a bonus. In the town of Cornwall,
before a stone of the woollen factory was
laid, a whoie block of six acres could
have been bought for $600, but to-day it
could not be bought for less than $6,000.
The hon. gentleman said thar the state-
ments he (Mr. Bergin) had , made,
afforded abundant evidence that Prote-
tion was not needed by the Comfaâla
manufactories. If that hon. gentlemal
were a stockholder in those muills, he
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would think Protection terribly needed.
And why? Because the profits of a mill
must depend upon its production; and
unless it can produce accurding to its
capacity and sell that production as
rapidly as it is produced, it was not pos-
sible for the stockholders to reap any
profits. He had explained that
owing to the market being flooded
with shoddy goods their blanket
industry was completely destroyed.
And if they were not able last year to
get off their tweeds and flannels it was
because the market was flooded with
Englieh and American goods. He found,
by calculation, that the quantity of
woollen goods imported into this coun-
try, and which we could make ourselves
with our own wool, was more than ten
times in excess of the production of wool
in this country. We did not grow wool
enough by 75 per cent. for our needs in
this country, if our mills were x-unning at
fall time. This showed that there was
ao necessity whatever for putting a duty
en wool, and he could not help thinking
that the speech of the hon. gentleman
upou this question was more in view of
the local elections than in the interests
of this country, and that he, with the
other gentlemen around and behind the
member for Lambton, were of opinion
with that hon. gentleman (Mr. Macken-
zie) that the farmers of this country
were lamentably ignorant. He said the
other day that " e was amazed at the
lack of intelligence that led them to
approve of this policy." In no other way
could he (Mr. Bergin) account for their
now advocating protection on wool, after
tkree weeks opposition to protection of
any article or any industry. Most of
the wool brought into this country was
of a fine quality not generally grown
here. The six million pounds of wool
tAe hon. gentleman said had been im-
ported into this country last year, did
not represent more than four million
pounds of good woil ; one-third of it,
at leat, was filth, and could not be used
in manufacturé. Farmers reaped more
Profit from their sheep in the way of
'Ourton than they did in wool, and he
regretted that the people of this country
did not eat more mutton than they
did and less pork, more fresh meat and
les of salted meats. In England sheep
Vere bred more for the mutton than for

the wool. They were bere, he supposed,
having but one interest on both aides of
the House-the public good. He did
not think it spoke well for the patriotism
of gentlemen opposite to te casting
sneers and slars from their side of the
House to his, and to say to them that
" No sane man in the country could be-
lieve in the doctrine they on the Ministe-
rial aide believed in, that their policy was
tyrannical, arbitrary, idiotie and inde-
cent." It might be that they were all
insane on his side of the House, all idiotic
-but it is not very Parliamentary or
very generous for those gentlemen, who
claim to monopolise the wisdom of the
country, to say that they (the l inisterial-
ists) were not sane, and did not know what
they were talking about. At all events,
they were obeying the voice of the coun-
try, and, if they were insane, so were the
great mass of the people ; and if the
people are insane they had been rendered
so by the policy of the late Finance
Minister and his colleagues.

MR. GALBRAITIH said the farmem
of Canada ought .to feel exceedingly
gratified to know that their interests
were so well taken care of by the doctors,
lawyers, lumbermen and manufacturers.
When the manufacturers held their con-
vention in Toronto, the first resolution
adopted was one in favour of the agricul-
tural interests of Canada. They went
on immediately after to provide, by other
resolutions, that the greatest possible care
should be taken of the respective indus-
tries they represented. They knew well
that unless they could persuade the farm-
ers that they would be protected and
benefitted by a change of poiicy, and
thereby secure their assistance, that they
could not carry the elections. The prin-
cipal benefits pointed out to be obtained
by the farmers were, that under a new
policy of Protection, and a change of
Governrnent, the manufacturing indus-
tries would become so numerous all over
Canada that the people connected with
them would be able to consume the entire
agricultural products of the country.
They were told they would have a home
market, that they would be raising the
cost of freight, and that the money of
the country would be kept here. Well,
gentlemen would shortly have an oppor-
tunity, under the policy that had been
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adopted by this Government, to ascertain
in how far those representations were
correct. They were told that it was neces-
sary to put a stop to the slaughter of our
industries by American importations.
The woollen industry had little reason to
make such complaints. The entire im-
portation of American tweeds into this
country, last year. did not amount to over
$10,000-a very small amount indeed to
come into competition with the large
manufacture of those goods in Canada.
He understood that the class of
cloth generally worn by working-
men ranged from fourteen to
sixteen ounces to the yard; and, at
7 per cent. on the yard, they òould easily
ascertain how much a family would
require to pay extra on their woollens
during the year. The hon. gentleman
from Cornwall had spoken of the happy
state of the farmers of Canada, previous
to the establishment of the manufactur-
ing industries, when every family did its
own manufacturing. He (Mr. Galbraith)
could not agree with the hon. gentleman.
He could remember perfectly well the
great difficulties and- the hardships the
early settlers had te encounter. The
farmers were now in a better position
than formerly, but it was greatly owing
to the construction of raihoads which
afforded such excellent facilities of com-
munication, and which had opened up
for them an outside market for much of
their surplus products. The House knew
very well that the woollen industry of
the country had not asked for protection
against American importations, but they
had asked for protection againbt impor-
tations from England, that country which
admitted every dollar's worth that we
were able to send there free to her
markets. The hon. the Minister of Fin-
ance told the House that 7,c. per lb.
was to be imposed on cloth, to prevent
shoddy cloth from being brought in. in
order to keep the workingmen of Canada
from being cheated and imposed upon by
a rotten worthless article. Supposing no
shoddy cloth, under the new restrictions,
came in froim England, he (Mr. Gal-
braith) wanted to know what provisions
the Government was going to make to
protect the workingmen against the
manufacture of Canadian shoddy cloth ?
The hon. member for North Wentworth
had told the House that there was a milli

MR. GALBRAITI.

in the western part of Ontario for Ihe
manufacture of shoddy and the Gover-
ment might find, before the year was out,
that a mill for making shoddy, to be in-
corporated with wool in the manufac-
ture of cloth, would be started withinthe
precincts of the city of Ottawa. If the
workingman had to pay 71c. extra per
lb. on the cloth required by his family;
as .a protection against imported shoddy
cloth, how was he to be protected against
the Canadian-made article I Would the
Government confiscate the cloth after it
was made, or impose a heavy penalty
upon the person who manufactured it?
He thought the Government ought to
see to it, in view of the taxation imposed,
that a good article only was produced in
Canada and sold to our people.

MR. SPROULE said that if the show-
ing of the hon, gentleman who had
just sat down was correct, there must
be a duty of about 14c. a pound on
wool. He thought the argument of the
hon. member for North Oxford (Mr.
Oliver) regarding wool, was about as cor-
rect as that of the hon. member for
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) in referencs
to freestone, who argued that, because ho
was not aware of the fact that there iras
plenty of it in the country, a duty
should not be put on it ; and who, even
after he had been informed by several
members that it could be obtained ià
Canada in sufficient quantities to supply
the demand, still insisted that it was not
necessary to protect it. The member for
North Oxford (Mr. Oliver) thought if
there was one article more another, in
reference to which the Minister of Finance
should redeem his pledges to the country,
it was the article of wool. It did not
necessarily follow that because those hon.
gentlemen could scaraely see an inch be-
yond their noses, that the country was
going to be ruined. There was brougbt
into this country about 144,803 pairs Of
blankets, which required 1,000,0001b. of
wool to make them ; and now that those
blankets, from the duty that is put oit
that article, were to be manufactured in
the country there was evidently a duty
put on the wool, because it took
the wool raised in this country,
instead of as formerly foreign
wool, to manufacture those blankets.
Then again, take carpets, into the man)-
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fcure of which wool largely entered.
Thee were imported last year 1,145,150
yards;of carpet; but now that they would
be manufactured in Canada, instead of
being imported, it would be a subatantial
dutyon wool. The hon. member for North
Oxford (Mr. Oliver) appeared to forget
the fact that, owing to the low rate of
duty under which woollen goods could be
brought into the country, almost every
factory in the country was going down.
A- few years ago Barber's factory, near
Toronto, turned out a large number of
the finest blankets to be found in Canada,
bu.t that factory had long since ceased to
tura out any at all. However, it was
oonidently expected that under the
impetus that would be given to this
industry, that establishment would he
able to produce as many blankets as it
ever did. If there had been a duty on
carpets, blankets, tweeds, and all those
millions of dollars' worth of woollen
arti&les imported last year, then there
iust be a duty on wool.

Mu, FLEMING said the argumeut of
the bon. inember for East Grey (Mr.
Sproule) was certainly a very ingenious
ono, but he was afraid it would not stand
any very severe test. He (Mr. Sproule)
said the duty placed on the manufactured
article afforded protection to the raw
inaterial of which that article was made.
Suppose the duty was taken off pig iron,
would the Londonderry Iron Company
think they had received sufficient protec-
tion by theincreased dutiesonarticlesman-
ufactured out of iron? He thought not.
Neither did he think that the increased
duty on twine, for instance, gave the
Canadian farmer increased protection on
his wool. He could hardly restrain his
feelings when he heard the hon. gentie-
lan opposite proclaiming that they Lad
redeemed every pledge made in
the House and in the country
with regard to a duty being placed upon
wool. If there was any promise more
erphatically made than another, during
the late election, it was with regard to
this duty. On almost every hnstings in
the country, especia]y in rural consti-
tuencies, the article of wool was men-
tioned as one on which it was most
desirable to have Protection. In the
campaign sheets, circulated through the
country, were given a list of the various

agricultural products sent from this
country to the United States. Under the
heading of " Canadian tariff," wool was
marked free, and under the heading
" American tariff," wool was marked 25
to 50 per cent. What was the object of
circulating these statements, if it was not
to make the people believe that they
would receive protection on their wool?
He (Mr. Fleming) believed that some
hon. gentlemen opposite owed their re-
turn-their small majorities--to pro-
mises made to their constituents that a
duty would be placed on this article.
What benefit was it to the farmers that
the manufacturers were sufficiently pro-
tected? What reason could hon. gentle-
men bring forward in favour of
increased protection to the wool-
len manufactures? It could not
be said that that industry
was in its infancy, that it was just
starting into existence. But the truth
was a protected ind ustry never got beyond
its childhood, if they were to j udge by
the appeals made for aid. It was forty-

.six years since Henry Clay said, in the
United States, that if " manutacturers
were given nine years' protection they
would stand alone;" yet, to-day, if it was
proposed to withdraw that protection,
they would say they were going to be rain-
ed. So it would be witb all manufactures
pampered and fostered by this means.
Although opposed to extreme protection
he was no enemy of the manufacturer.
He believed they would find out that, in
the long run, high duties were injurious
to themselves, and that greater ultimate
benefit would be enjoyed by having a fair
field and no favour. He did not say that
all duties should be taken off manufac-
tured goods. So long as our revenue was
derived from duties upon imports there
would be prot;ection to similar goods
made in the country; but what reason had
hon. gentlemen opposite to give in
favour of granting to woollen manu-
facturers special legislation for their own
particular benefit ? Why should capital
invested in belts and spindles be made by
law to yield a larger return than the same
amount of capital invested in lands
and cattle? There was no doubt
but the woollen manufacturers,
with the moderate protection they enjoyed
in the, past, were making good profits.
The census returns for 1870 showed that
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the annual value of woollen goods made
in Canada, was $5,507,549. The cost
of raw material was $3,217,068, the
wages paid being $917,827; thus every
dollar's worth of woollen goods repre-
sented 18c. for labour and 25c. for capital.
When alluding, a few minutes ago, to
the promises made by hon. gentlemen
opposite,- with regard to Protection to the
wool growers of the country, he noticed
that the hon. member for Stanstead (Mr.
Colby) was not in his seat., That gentle-
man had frequently spoken in the House
on the subject of agricultural Protection.
In 1876 he made special allusion to the
wool question. It might be interesting to
know what his words then were, and
compare them with his conduct to-day.
These words, moreover, were endorsed by
the party now in power, for the speech
referred to formed part of the contents
of a pamphlet which was circulated
throughout the whole country, so that
the farmers might see that protection on
wool was one of the planks of their plat-
form. The hon. gentleman in bis speech
said :

c Our Ontario and Quebec farmers are wool-
growers to-day, but how long will they be
wool-sellers without Protection? The time
is not far distant vhen wool from Texas, Colo-
rado, and those immense agricultural regions,
will be coming into our markets and under-
ielling the wool produced in Canada. It was
a simple question whether our farmers were
to be driven from the agricultural industry of
wool raising, or whether we should adopt the
policy of excluding American wools, except
upon the payment of a high rate of duty. The
multitudes of sbeep which were now being
raised upon the immense plains of Texas and
Colorado would stock our mills to the exclu-
sion of our wool, unless they were hindered.
It was calculated that wool could be produced
there at the rate of 1Oc to 12½c. per pound.
With the advantage of these immense feeding
grounds, where there was pmple pasturage,
and a climate of such a character that sheep
required no shelter, how long could we com-
pete with Western wool. If it was not to day,
it would only be a year or two, when, if our
farmers wanted the benefit of selling their
own wool in their own markets, we must make
our American friends pay tribute on all that
they send to our markets."

These were the statements made by the
hon. member for Stanstead in 1876, yet
we find him voting for a tarif in which
wool is admitted free of duty. As a con-
siderable amount of latitude had been
given to members during the debate, lie
would avail himself of the privilege by

MR. FLUKING.

calling the attention of the hon.h 'e
Minister of Public Works to a statemént
he made the other evening during the
discussion of the coal duty. The hon.
Minister said, "During the year when
the duty of 50c. a ton was imposed on
coal the price throughout the Province
of Quebec and at Montreal was less than
at any previous time," leading one to
infer that the duty had no effect in
raising the price. He would like the
hon. gentleman to reconcile bis state-
ment with the fact that in the nine
months of 1870, in which the duty was
in force, there were imported into the
Province of Quebec 187,000 tons of
Coal, on which was paid a duty of $93,35O.
Perhaps the Minister would say this dnty
was paid by the Americans or the people
of Great Britain. Well, if this was the
case, he (Mr. Fleming) would like to
know what protection the coal owner of
Nova Scotia received from the duty ý
Notwithstanding the statement of the
hon. Minister, he was rather inclined te
think the purchaser of the coal paid the
dnty; and in order to show that
he had good grounds for that belief,
he would inake reference to the Jour-
nals for 1871. On the 6th of March of
that year, there was received by the
House a petition from the Montreal
Board of Trade, praying for the repeal of
the duty upon flour, coal and salt. ln
the list of names conposing the conneil
of that body, that of M. P. Ryan ap-
peared, who, lie presumed, was the hon.
member for Montreal Centre. The
petition went on to say that, " In nor-
thern climates fuel of all kinds should be
cheap, and that the tax of 30c. levied on
coal tended to the injury of the manu-
facturing interests, while it became a
hardship to the poorer classes." How
could it become a bardship to the poorer
classes, if the price was not increased?
He found, on March Sth, the Quebee
Board of Trade had petitioned the House
also, praying for the repeal of the duty.
They -said " The coal tax was unwise,
unnecessary, and injurious in every
respect to the Province of Quebec." 110w
could the duty be injurious to the Pro-
vince, when the price vas lesu than at
any previous time i He would like the
hon. gentleman to reconcile his statement
with the facts which had been submfittOd.
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iß3R. HAGGART said lie desired to
briefly reply to the remarks made by the
hon. member for North Lanark (Mr.
Galbraith). The manufacture of woollen
goods was very largely conducted in both
the Riding which he had the honour of
representing and in the iRiding which the
hon. gentleman had the honour of repre-
senting. No gentleman in the House
ought to be more qualified to speak upon
the subject than the hon. member for
North Lanark. The kind of wool they
raised did not enter at all into the manu-
facture of woollen goods in our country.
It was called long combing wool, and it
was principally bought up by Americans,
who exported it into the United States,
paying a 30 per cent. duty. The Ameri-
cans paid a higher price for that wool
than was paid for the wool imported from
South Africa. The wool they raised was
cbiefly used in the manufacture of car-
pets, merino, and women's wear. This
tariff put a Protective duty on such kinds
of goods of 10c. per square yard, and 20
per cent. ad valorem. This was a direct
encouragement to the manufacture of
this kind of goods in this country. The
Government, by this tariff, offered an in-
ducement to parties to start the manufac-
ture of these goods in Canada. As to
the argument of bis hon. friend that the
poor man would have to pay an enhanced
price for bis goods, their answer was that
the goods would be manufactured in the
country, and that, consequently, the price
would not be increased one cent
per yard. This tariff was framed with a
view to so prevent the importation of the
rotten goods which in the past had entered
into competition with the better class of
goods manufactured in Canada. His hon.
friend asked what was to prevent parties
from starting manufactories for the
manufacture %f shoddy goods in the
country. He (Mr. Haggart) in response
to that question had to say that that had
been tried over and over again. When-
ever a manufacturer in Canada put
shoddy into his goods, the purchaser in
Montreal found it out. He might carry
On his business for five or six months at
a profit, but in the end lie was obliged to
close it up. Not so with the English
]manufacturer. le could send that kind
Qf goods into the Canadian market con-
tinuously by chauging the name. There
was no industry in Canada that would

be more benefitted by the tarif intro-
duced by bis hon. friend the Minister of
Finance than this one. The price would
not be increased to the consumer, but
they would get a better class of goods.

MR. SCRIVER said the county which
lie represented was mainly a dairy coun-
ty. The people were also engaged largely
in the sheep industry. Many of them
had imported sheep from the Old Coun-
try, had improved the breed, and made
the industry a very successful one.
During his canvass in the previous elec-
tion, he met with a great many agricul-
turists, and he naturally discussed the
issues of the day with them. He found
that many of them had been led away
by the ad captandum cry raised by
hon. gentlemen opposite, that because
the Americans taxed our products very
heavilv, it was but reasonable that we
should tax theirs to the same extent.
His constituents, however, were intelli-
gent enough to sec that it would be im-
possible to do them any great good by
protecting their dairy products. They
knew very well that we had a duty of
4c. per pound on butter, and 3c. a
pound on cheese, and that they were
not benefitted at all by that duty. And
so in regard to their cattle and their
corn ; they were intelligent enough to
understand that no duty imposed on corn
would be likely to benefit them. But
those persons did anticipate, and they
asserted to bim, that they were war-
ranted in anticipating, by the assertions
made by leading Protectionists-notably,
lis Ion. friend from Stanstead-that a
duty would be imposed on wool. He
(Mr. Scriver) had not heard from them
since this tariff had been discussed, but
he was quite satisfied that those per-
sons to whom he alluded would be
seriously disappointed to learn that this
tariff had become law, and that no pro-
vision had been made for imposing a
duty on wool.

MR. DUBU0J said that he rose at a
very advanced stage of the discussion,
and that he did not intend to speak on
the item now under donsideration. As
lie had already been called upon to vote
several tines since the new tariff had
been brought down, in the first place
upon the tariff as a whole, and later, oa
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several items, he thought that Le should
not allow the debate to close without
offering a few remarks in order to ex-
plain his votes. He would occupy the
attention of the louse for a few moments
only. The Province of Manitoba, of
which Le was one of the representatives,
would be considerably affected by the

..new tariff. It was a young Province, pos-
sessing no manufactures , its industries
were still in their infancy, it imported
nearly everything, and exported but very
little. The new tariff would materially
raise the price of imported goods, and
might be considered as unfavourable to
his Province. That was a point that he
could not hide from himself. On the
other hand, he was of opinion that the
National Policy inaugurated by the hon.
the Minister of Finance would have a
satisfactory result in other parts of the
Dominion. Without hoping that it
would bring immediate wealth to every
home, Le had reason to believe that it
woild help to lessen the crisis that was
now making itself felt, and to bring back
that prosperity that everyone longed for.
He had, therefore, found himself in a
rather difficult position. Looking at the
general interests of the Dominion, Le
was obliged to vote for the resolutions;
from the standpoint of what might seem
to be the immediate interest of Manitoba
his vote should have been cast the other
way. He was, therefore, obliged to de-
cide what stand le would take
upon this important question. It
was true that he was a representative
of Manitoba, and as such he was specially
entrusted witl' the care of watching over
the interests of that Province. But Le
should not forget that he was, at the
same time, a citizen of Canada. He was
a member of the Federal Parliament, and
this Parliament was entrusted with the
care of legislating for the whole Domin-
ion. Anything that concerned the gen-
eral welfare, could not be indifferent to
him. By opposing this measure, which
he sincerely believed to be in the well
understood interests of the country at
large, because it might affect, in a rather
unfavourable manner, the immediate in-
terests of Manitoba, Le would be exhibit-
ing a narrow spirit of selfishness and ex-
clusiveness that was not congenial to his
tastes. He had been an eye-witness to
the stagnation of business, to the terrible
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effects of the crisis through which the
country was passing, to the wantA ht
was making itself felt, in a woeful Maq-
ner, in aUl the great centres of popula-
tion, and it would be ungeperous
for him to say: Let thie state of things
go on, let want continue, let the people
of Canada continue to suffer, provided
the population of Manitoba be not
affected. No, he would look upon the
question from a broader, a higher stand-
point, and Le believed that Le had sev-
eral good ceasons that would justify his
way of thinking and acting. lu the first
place, Manitoba would not be affected by
the new tariff, in such a disadvantageous
and prej udicial manner as might be atup-
posed. The people of that Provinoe
would have to pay a little dearer lor the
articles they imported, but the
duty on wheat was in their
favour, and protected thein. They
produced great quantities of wheat and
the protection grant-d to this grain
would permit themn to compete with the
Western States, at least in the Canadian
market. Therein they would fiLd a
consumption for the increase of the price
of other articles; and this compensation
would encourage agriculture which was
the principle and the most sure of al!
the industries that ought to be developed
in a country like Canada. Again, if the
National Policy, by proLecting the indus-
tries of the country, by encouraging
agriculture, had the effect of bringing
back a little more wealth and
prosperity, this prosperity would
naturally extend to Manitoba. If
wealth was seen coming back to the
other Provinces capital would soon find
its way to Manitoba, where industries of
every kind might be started, where it
was known that there existed immense
resources waiting only for a little capital
in order to enrich those tho would work
them, and at the same time enrich the
country; and, when this new poliGY
would leave no deficits in the Treasury,
Manitoba could obtain more freely froml
the Federal Government grants for the
great public improvements so necessarY
in a new country. But especially when
the people of Manitoba could point out
to the Goiernment the considerable
amounts that the Customs Department
would collect in the Province under the
new tariff, they would then have the
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right to demand an increase in the
sabsidy, which would enable them to
catry ont the great public works, the
need of which was so seriously felt from
one end of the Province to the other.
And in that way the interests of Mani-
tobe' would be served better than by con-
tiining the old tariff and the small
subsidy that was now granted, and
which was inadequate to meet the
new requirements created by the
continual increase in the population.
Now the Protection granted to the
national industries would also have the
effect of encouraging the establishment
of inanufactories in the Province of
Manitoba ; the people of this Province
would be able to keep and spend among
theinselves the enormous sums that they
sent abroad every year for goods that they
could manufacture themselves. The set-
tiers, both old and new, would have the
benefit of it. Another reason that in-
duced him to support the policy brought
down by the hon. the Minister of
Finance was the stand the Government
had taken with regard to the line of the
Pacifie Railway in the Province of
Manitoba. The route adopted by the
late GOvernment passed to the north of
Lake Manitoba, across a hundred miles
of rmarsiy plains quite unfit for cultiva-
tion. The people of Manitoba had made
many representations on this subject,
but these petitions had been laid aside,
their just requests had received no con-
sideration, and it had been good news for
Manitoba when the hon. the Minister of
Publie Works had stated the other day
that the Government had decided on
building the principal line of the Pacifre
Railway to the south of Lake Manitoba,
and through a fine agricultural region
already filled with industrious and well-
to-do farmers. This would be an advan-
tage for the railway itself and for the
population inhabiting that part of the
country. This reason, if there were no
others, would be sufficient to induce the
inhabitants of Manitoba to accept the
lew policy without murmuring. The
last reason which induced him to support
a Protectionist policy was the following,
and it was not the least. He asked
hinself what he would gain for his Pro-
vmce, under the circumstanoes, by voting
'gainst the new policy 1 Would his vote
have any effect ? Would it affect in

96

any way the result that was to be
obtained He was quite convinced that
it would not, even should he possess ltJe
eloquence of the greatest speakers, aPd
shoul he use his' utmost endeavours to
prevent the adoption of the National
Policy, his voice and his vote would
change nothing. And this was not to
be wondered at, after the verdict ren-
dered by the people on the 17th of Sep-
tember last; it was not astonishing if hon.
members were not disposed to ignore the
wishes of their electors, and the interest
of their respective, constituencies, in
order to be particularly agreeable to
Manitfa. lie knew that, and he did
nut feel disposed to uselessly corne in
contact with an inpossibility. But it
might be said that he was entrusted
with the interests of Manitoba, and,
even though he had no hope of succeed-
ing, it would be agreeable to his electors
fo r him to vote according to their
wishes. He was aware that this reason
carried some weight with it. HIe knew
that a miember was not to ignore the
wishes of those he represented. But he
counted ou their intelligence, on their
characteristie good sense, to make them
understand that, under the circumstances,
he had not betrayed their interests by
voting in favour of the National Policy.
To accept with good grace, what
could not be prevented was a just prin-
ciple, and one that was always timely.
He was convinced that his electors would
approve of his voting according to
his convictions, in favour of the well
understood industries of the country,
rather than to endeavour to please them.
only by taking a rtep that was abso-
lutely useless, and withouÇ any chance
of success. By voting against this tariff
his only object would be to throw dust
in their eves, to use a comrmon expression,
and on such an important question he
did not think that he ought to have
recourse to such petty means in order to
make himself popular. For these differ-
ent reasons he had .not hesitated, and he
did not now hesitate, to cast bis vote in
favour of the National Policy.

MR. CHIRISTIE said he only desired
to detain the House for a very few mo-
ments, as the items now under consider-
ation were of special interest to the farmi-
ers of his constituency. They depended
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largely apon stock and dairy farming,
and the raising of sheep, for which the
county was specially adapted. Now,
wool was one of the few articles which
appeared to enter into competition with
their farm products ; indeed, the onwy arti-
cle which they imported largely (except-
ing wheat and corn) were wool, bides
and pork. He found that last year they
imported into the Province of Quebec
wool to the value ot $570,533, and
$588,733 worth of bides and pelts, and of
pork $161,869 worth, while theyexported
very little. And, strange to say, wool
and hides were àdmitted free, and pork
was only lc. per pound, almost the same
duty as before. Now, before the elec-
tions, they were told that their markets
were glutted with American products,
such as butter, cheese, pork, wool, etc.,
and that that was the cause ot the low
prices from which the country was suffer-
ing, and that if there was a change of
Government and a Protective tariff, these
articles would be excludei, and they would
get better prices for everything which they
had to sell. But these promises had not
been fulfilled. The delusive hopes and
expectations which were exacted,had not,
and could not be, realised. The articles
which really competed with our products
had virtually no more protection than
beforF. It was true we had nominally
got an additional duty of 10 per cent.
upon live stock, but that duty was more
ornamental than useful, and was virtually
of little or no benefit, for the simple
reason that our impoits of live stock
were so limited. The Trade and Naviga-
tion Returns for last year, for the Pro-
vince of Quebec, showed that for every
horned aning which was imported, they
exported about fifty ; and for every
horse imported they exported about
sixty; and for every sheep imported, they
exported upwards of 2,000. Now, what
could Protection do for them ; it was a
perfect delusion. If all the live stock
which they imported from Great Britain
and the United States were excluded, the
whole value would' not amount to one
cent per capita of our population. But
it was quite the reverse with wool, pork
and hides. Now, if we were bound to
adopt a Protective policy, he thought it
would be wiser to impose duties on such
articles as were imported largelyand came
into competition with our own produtts,

Ma. CHRISTIE.

rather than upon those which were only
imported to a very limited extent, and
from which we derived no appreciable
benefit.

MR. PATERSON (South Brant) said
hon. gentlemen must see that the claim
made that this tariff was framed more in
the interests of England than the United
States, was utterly groundless. The
Trade and Navigation Returns showed
that on the article of woollens, $172,000
worth were imDorted last vear from
England, and $28,000 worth from the
United States. In carpets, the imports
from England were $651,000, and from
the United States, $15,000 ; in flannels,
the imports from England $261,000, and
$68,000 from the United States ; in
tweeds, $933,000 from England, and
$10,000 from the United States. On all
these articles greatly increased dutv
had been put, which would, therefore,
operate heavily against Great Britain.
But when we came to look at the article
of wool, we found their policy entirely re-
versed, for while we imported 235,212
lb. of wool from Great Britain, we im-
ported 5,688,4221b. from the United
States. But on that article, imported in
such excess from the United States,
there was no duty whatever. It was
not necessary again to remind gentlemen
opposite of what their ante-election pro-
mises were, with reference to this article
of wool. They were conscious that one
of the means by which they secured
their election in September, was the un-
conditional promise that a duty should
be placed on foreign wools coming intO
this country. They told their consti-
tuents in the rural parts that they did not
produce as much wool as the country re-
quired, that a duty on foreign wool
would enhance its price, and they (the
candidates) would- support no Govern-
ment that would not do the farmers
justice in this respect. Yet these gen-
tlemen, by their mouthpiece, the member
for East Grey, had declared that the
farmers were looked after, and were
satisfied, though no duty was placed oi

wool. That is the way those gentlemeil
treated the pledges they gave to the
electors, and no wonder they manfstest
symptoms of impatience when they were
reminded of these things The bon.
gentlemau from Cornwall said the re-
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marks of the hon. member for North
Oxford were made more with a view to
influence the coming Ontario elections
than to accomplish good in this House.
le (Mr. Paterson) supposed the hon.
gentleman from North Oxford was con-
scious that nothing that could be urged
from this side of the House would
have any influence so far as the form-
ation of this tariff was concerned, but he
was conscious of the fact that it would at
any rate not do the cause of good govern-
ment in Ontario any harm to point out
to the people that the men of a certain
political stripe had sought their suffrages
and obtained them under false pretences.
As those elections approached, hon. gen-
tlemen were becoming sensitive, for if
they succeeded in carrying a majority of
30 in Ontario, they niîght reasonably
claim that the Natioaal Policy had ful-
filled the expectations of the people, but
if they failed to carry that majority,
then it would be seen that the people
pronounced against them. If this tarif
had fulfiled all the pledges of hon. gen-
tlemen, if it was all the country had
asked for, then the more prominently it
was brought before the electors of On-
tario the better it would be for the cause
of those gentlemen in the local strife.
Hon. gentlemen said there was necessity
for a duty on wool. The hon. gentleman
from North Brant read the utterances of
one of the ablest, if not the very ablest,
of the advocates of Protection on the
other side of the House, the hon.
Inember for Stanstead, in his speech of
1876. They, the then Opposition, now
the Government party, admired that
speech, and hon. gentlemen on the other
side of the House cheered it to the echo
-and their cheers could almost be heard
still lingering in this hall--as he spoke
on the wool industry, and pointed out
that it could not be ruined without Pro-
tection. Another Government bas suc-
eeeded the last one, pledging itself to do
this, yet hon. gentlemen sat there with
their moutbs shut, recreant to the pro-
mises they made, and would fain drown
the voice of one who recalled to the
memory of the country the promises they
mnade only to break them.

M. POPE (Compton) said the hon.
gentl eman who had just takeu. his seat
need not think he could terrify the mem-

bers of this House by his furious decla-
mation, nor think to deceive the people
of the country as to their truie interests.
The farmers of the country fully under-
stood their position. They all under-
stood that by the tariff brought down by
the hon. the Finance Minister they
had got Protection on wool. Goods into
which coarse wool entered, such wool as
was generally grown in this country, had
all received Protection. Much of the
imported cloth sold as woollen goods was
shoddy, containing very little wool, thus
reducing the demand for our wool, so
that by this tarif what went into the
products of coarse wool had got a very
large protection. In those returns the
hon. gentleman would find that a large
amount of wool manufactured in this
country was brought froi the Cape,
Australia, South America and Brazil,
and that it was necessary it should come
in free if they were to have cheap goods,
and these fine wools did not come into
competition with those produced here.
All our coarse wool would enter into the
manufacture of blankets and other cheap
goods, for which prices quite satisfactory
would be given to the farmers. The hon.
member for Brant was trying to draw
the wool over the farmers' eyes, but
would not be successful. He (Mr. Pope)
understoodsomething of the woolleibusi-
ness, and was sure the farmer would get
very much higher prices, through
this tarif, for wool than for
many years before. IL would
give the poor people a cheaper
article, and a better, than hitherto, as it
would keep the shoddy out of the coun-
try, which had more show than wear,
besides effecting other improvements.
The manufacturers would be able to give
the farmer a better market for his pro-
duce, while finding themselves a larger
demand for their commodities. They
had been getting goods of the worst ma-
terials, which they were attempting, and
he believed successfully, to replace by a
cheaper and superior home-made article.
The very object and genins of the tarif'
was this: the protection of goods
made of wool, and a better market for
the farmers' wool. What about those
other things of which they had heard so
mucl-cattle, wheat and flour i Ris
hon. friend opposite (Mr. Paterson),
knew the tariff would not raise the price
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of flour-that we always raised wheat
enough for our wants, and more. It
was foolish then to talk about a rise in the
prie of such articles. But the Canadian
produce would be protected against the
United States farmer deranging the
market. Only a few days ago oats had
been taken from Quebec to Ontario, and
readily sold, and within a few days, in
Quebec, they had risen 7c. to 8c. per
bushel-an hon. friend beside him
said 8c.

Iments on Free-trade and Protection on
every item? On this tariff, Free-trade
and Protection had been discussed half-a-
dozen times. No hon. gentleman oppo-
site rose without discussing it fully over
again. He was not afraid of what the
farmers would think of the tariff. but
must say those discussions sadly wasted
time. But in view of the Ontario
and Quebec elections-in view of the de-
sire of hon. gentlemen opposite to influ-
ence the people of this country-he did

Mi. CHARLTON: Do oats not it, care u uney sioppea here for tue next
few months, feeling satisfied that ever
word they uttered told against themselves.

Ma. POPE said they did when there If they, on this side, looked at the matter
was a scarcity, but he only knew of one in the same way as the hon. gentlemen
previous instance of their ever sending opposite, with reference to those elec-
oats from Quebec to Ontario. ' hey had tions, he would say that the best thing
never told the people that it was not they could do would be to keep those
possible that they miight not on some gentlemen here for the next two months.
things have to pay for a short time in-
creased prices. What th-.y had said MR. CASEY said that the hon. the
was this : that they would protect Minister of Agriculture had complained
goods that could be produced here, after of the waste of time in this discussion, and
a little fostering, as cheaply as stated that members on his (Mr. Casey's)
anywhere; that competition would side had spoken with a view to the Ontario
supply theni to the farmer and elections, and that every word they said
everybody as cheaply as now, and would tell against themselves. If so, the
that goods they could not pro- hon. gentleman could wish nothing bet.
duce in this country cheaply would be ter than that they should spout here to
subjected to a revenue tariff. He did all eternity. But if, on the other hand,
not extetly agree with the Finance Min- as he (Mr. Casey) really thonght was the
ister, that they would be obliged to raise case, that hon. gentleman felt annoyed at
$2,OOOOOO more by taxation. He be- the close examination of the tariff, and
lieved that under this tarif the prosper- exposure of its numerous errors to the
ity of the country would be such as to House and the electors of Ontario, it was
afford the required revenue without an natural Le should feel sore and object to
increased tariff. He believed, however, further discussion. But they had had
it was necessary to prepare for that con- proof to-night that, despite the frequent
tingency,-but that before twelve months discussion of the subject, it was not yet
they would be able to reduce taxation to threadbare. At this late stage not only
the origin'd rates. The farmers of the had something new corne up, but a new
country were not so blind as hon. gentle- rule for taxation, a theory the first tiie
men opposite thought, for they knew that advanced in his hearing by the member
their prosperity depended upon that of for East Grey (Mr. Sproule), and a iopted
the whole country, and they were as wil- by the Government through its mouth-
ling as any class to bear their fair share piece, the Minister of Agriculture. It
of the burdens of the community. was that, if they imposed a duty on a
Every syllable that fell from the lips of plough, or other such implement, they
the hon. gentlemen opposite, on this gave protection to the manufacture of pig
question, was the merest clap-trap. He iron, or the raw material. He was sure
told then that these speeches were made that, if anything was required to satisfy
for the electors in Ontario. Were they the farmers of Ontario that their inter-
to have this kind of discussion continued ests were not in safe hands in regard tO
after its having lasted for a fortnight? the present tariff, it was the assurance
Were they to have a rcpetition of suzh that the raw material was protected by
speeches and a repetition of the argu- the imposition of duties on articles ian1-

MI. PoPE.
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actured from it. But this theory would to work they would use lire pounds of
be even less satisfactory to a great many oo for every pound that could be
>f the manufacturers. The makers of raised in Canada. If that was the è
agricultural implements, and everything foreigu wool must be stili {mported, Ëid
into which iron entered might say to the would compete witl Canadian, when h
Government : " Why did you propose a would be possible to raiqe the price of if
duty on our raw material 1 Also on by a duty on the foreigu article. If this
certain kinds of imported timber, on manufacture would lead to the incremed
wood-screws, and other articles which are use of Canadian wool It would be possi-
iaw materials for certain industries ?" ble o protect the Canadian farmer. But
The Minister of Agricultuie had stated if the manufacturer would only use Cer-
that the protection of the manufactured rain grades of short wool, the Canadian
article secured the protection of the raw fariner coild not be protected till he
material also. Why, therefore, had the grew that kind. Possibly it would pay
4Government subjected that material Vo him, o grow short wool, if he received a
Protection? If they conciliated the certain amount of protection. But an-
ariers in this matter. thmy would array other thin r was possible, that under an
against themn ail the manufacturers enormoiusly increased protection to woollen

uwhose raw material had been unneces- goods, manifactories would be started for
sarily taxcd, if this theory were true. goods that rquired our combing wools.
He thoui t it was a i atter of very Indeed, it was promised that such -Would
trous importance that a theory of that be started. Hon. gentlemen opposite
aind should he serioesly pronulgated by ad nade statements bawore the electors,
à member of the Government. It re- with regard to what would be donc for
(1 ired no discussion o show its hollow- the protection of wool and the woollen
ness. Hon, gentlemen opposite bad said trade, which, thoug successful in gaining
as regarded wool, that it ad been Ieft them may votes, had been falsified du-
on tse fre st because it had Vo be got in the discussion in this use, in which
froil the Cape and other distant it had been asserted that no amont of
couHtries, andi was the raw material of protection would lead Vo the use of long
certain manufactures. This ruewould corbing wool. They were thus placed

however, to ail raw materials, in- in a re solar diemma. Only two things
cluding pig iron; and, if they werc pro- wcre possible: cither the farmers could
ected, the fariner hadi a right to demand he protectod on wool, and, in that case,

that thc raw naterials which lie pro- it was a great shame o leave it on the
duced should be protected. The Minis- free list; or, on the other hand, if he
ter of Agriculture said, although only ceuld not be protected, it was quite cer-
Cape or foreign wool would be used in tain that Ministers obtained their places

oertain manufactures here, by some under false pretences. Evrybody knew
nysterious process a better market ehat one of the chief cries to obtain the
wogld be created for Canadian wooln support of the farers of Ontario was
ihat manufacturers that did no g use protection on wool. If it was pooible,
Canadian wools would create a market Ministers should have given it ; if
for it, 'With a result of clieaper goods impossible, they were convicted out of
than bebore. That, therefore, too, onHy their own mouths of having falsifled the
required Vohbe stated to be discarded. actual facts before the electors. Our
With regard to the ris in the price of combing wols had hitherto found a
Oat H it was leays witnessed in spridg. market -n the other aide. 1V was not at
The ho d gentleman might as we l Vake aIl improbable, however, that that market
tredit for a good crop next fal as for would be played out before long. o use an
that improve aent. With regard Vo American expression. In fact, lae
'o1), lhe wishcd to discuss the question events bad shown that it probably was.
whether it was possible Vo protect Late in the season last year, fortunately
th' farmer in the item of 'wool, for the present members, of the Goverui-
or whether the increase of e ment, the price of combing wool, fel

woOllen manufacture would assist from 25c. Vo 20c. per pound. This was
"c It wa s stated by bis hon. friend explained by those bon. gentlemen athat, when the woollen manufacturers got being the consequence of the free admis.
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sion of wool ; it was explained by the a duty on woolleu goods they protected
Liberals as the consequence of surplus the wool grower. The farmers of Canada>
production in the United States, or stop- like those of the ITnited States, were
page of manufacturing, or both. We shrewd, observant people. They weuld
could no longer depend confidently on a look to their parallel case, they wouid
good market in the United States for our see it was not looked upon as Protection
combing wool. He must, in this COD- in any other case, except where the
nection, quote from a speech delivered in farier was concerned, and they would
1876 by the hon. member for Stanstead believe that the farmer lad been syste-
(Mr. Colby), one of the most convinced, matically disregarded in the formation of
honest, and logical Protectionists in this this tarif.
House, if not the most, and which had MR. BUNSTER said le was aston-
been used as a campaign document: ished at the opposition to the Govern-

"With the advantage of these immense ment for allowing wool to core in free.
feeding grounds, where there was ample paî- It was we known tat we did not rame
turage, and a climate of such a character that
sheep required no shelter, how long could we sufficient wool at present to accommo-
compete with Western wool? If it was not to- date nanufacturers, and when we did,
day, it would bè only a year or two years, be was satislied the Government would
when, if our farmers wanted the benefit of e
selling their own wool in their own markets, sn
we must make our American friends pay wool In British Columbia there were
tribute on ail that they send to those markets no woollen manufactories, and lie did fot
Some hion. gentlemen, on speaking of the wool believe they would ever bave any if the
trade of the past, said that low prices would Government were to impose a duty on
not affect us at asi as our long combing wool woo bo
were a specialty; but he begged to assure Pr ot o
hon. friends from Ontario that the Ontario long woollen goods, tbey were certain woolle
woo business was a matter of short duration, manufactures. ence, instead of taking
for to bis knowbedge that was a thing into consideration the interests of the
that wam as well understood on the peope, the Opposition in asking for a
other side of the line as was here to-day, and tax oto
there were sections on the American side e ooion t o the
where they were going very largely into this corseng local elections in Ontario. There
wool raising. This business would increase se could be no doubt in the minds cof any
that in two or three vears further the Amen- sincere man that allowing wool i free df
as would not take wool fromn Canada on the duty would encourage the manufacture of

terss f paying a hige suty on it, The
Amewicans were a shrewd, observant people,we
and when they saw that a certain class of woolmaktsn oon afcoie ad he did
was required by the manufacturers in that 
country, they were quick enug to perceive the hope that tie Government would
that there wus n natural obstacle in the way have seen the necessity f placing a duty
cf the raising cf that product in the Northern on wool, 0 mucl sa that lie waited on
States, and that it was better to raise wool tle bon. the Finance Minister to tr
that would fetc 50c. per lb. than wool that
would oniy bring 25e. per lb. They were d w and
paying attention te the breeding cf Cotswolds, sinail duty being levied on woo. He
Leicesters and long-wooled seep in the Mr. Orton> ad neyer advocated a
United States, for the purpose cf preventing heavy duty on foreig wool, but the ex-
the an ts with ther com oo. o planation the Finance Miniter gave hi termsatisfied hin t very large extent, that
Now this was a clear, and, hie migbt lie, the Finance Minister, had earniestlY
say, a beaitiful presentation cf the case endeavored te beneit the farm ers as fa
which was mnade by those hon. gentle- as possible ini framing this tariff. With
men, and on it the votes cf nunibers cf regard te .wool, the lion, gentleman
wool-growers were obtained. The idea showed very clearly that the Protetion
presented was that our market in the afforded certain classes cf woollen manw
States would in future he fimled by the factures would cause very rapid increase
Americans thernselves, and that it was in the price cf wool in this country, ad
au, absolute necessity fer us se te arrange lie fet conviaced the fariners would find
the duties as te secure a home market tiey bad ample Protection on their WOOre
fur ourselves. This was not being d eue, The hon. the Finance Minister aiso
and the excuse given was that by putting stated that sould it be found, in the'
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future, that the farmers had not ample
Protection for their wool in this tarif,
the Government would deem it their
daty to impose a duty on wool. In the
meantime, if a duty were placed, it would
have an injurious effect on woollen
manufactures. He was rather aston-
ished to hear hon. gentlemen opposite
complain that a duty had not been
placed on wool. The hon. member for
North Oxford (Mr. Oliver) had, on
former occasions, stated in this House,
that no benefit could be derived from
any duty on foreign wool, and argued
that it would have a very damaging
effect on woollen manufactures. Year
after year hon. members opposite, in this
House, and outside, argued that the only
way to increase the price of wool in this
country was to encourage woollen manu-
factories, and that would be done by
admitting wool free. In 1876, the hon.
inember for North Oxford (Mr. Oliver)
stated, in reply to the hon. member for
Stanstead :

' That the latter urged that a duty be
placed on wool, but this would D>e a direct
tax on the people. The quality we required
for manufacture was very different from that
which we raised ; the latter was long and
tine. used in the New England States, and the
former was bhort."

He must congratulate his hon. friend
upon the fact of his having, at last, be-
come converted to the idea that Protec-
tion could benefit the farmers of this
country, and welcomed the hon. member
as one who would, in the future, assist
members on this side of the House in
advocating the true interests of the
farmers. Not only the hon. member for
North Oxford, but the hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills), and other pro-
minent gentlemen opposite, over and
over again, reiterated the fact that it
would be a very ruinous policy to impose
a duty on wool, and, therefore, when we
found them now getting up in this
louse, and asserting that the Govern-

ment was doing wrong in not putting a
duty on wool, we must feel that they
Were very inconsistent, and were merely
time servers. He (Mr. Orton) believed
still it would become necessary, at some
future time, to impose a duty on wool.
We could raise in this countrv a certain
amlount of the kind of wool that we im-
Ported from foreign countries. There

was one class of sheep, the Southdown,
which we could raise profitably. He had
not the slightest doubt that the tariff,
as now arranged, would have
the effect of increasing the
prices of all classes of wool, and even the
Southdown sheep would become more
valuable, and be raised in larger numbers
than at present. The flesh of the South-
down sheep was much more valuable than
that of the other descriptions, and as the
attention of our farmers was directed to
a large extent j ust now, to supplving the
British market with meatstuffs, the Gov-
ernment should encourage the production
of Southdowns in Canada. There was
another fact we must consider in framing
the tariff, as the hon. the Finance
Minister had stated over again, it
was that it was absolutely nec-
essary there should be a little give
and take amongst the various classes in
our community. It was only by that
means a tariff could be arrived at which
would do justicelto all classes ; and if the
farmers felt they had not got full justice
in reference to this woollen matter, they
must remember that they had a very
large protection on their other products ;
on cereals the benefit would be immense,
also the increased duty on animals. He
had not the slightest doubt that the effect
of this tariff would be an increased reve-
nue to every farmer in the country, and
in Ontario, with a farm of one hundred
acres, well improved, of at least from $50
to $100 per year. The fariers would
recollect well that every attempt to obtain
Protection in this House in their interest
was repelled by hon. gentlemen opposice,
who, over and over again, stated that the
Government could not possibly do any-
thing to benefit them, that they were
"flies on fle wheel." Hon. gentlemen
opposite had also stated that the duty on
oats would have no effect. There was
not a section of the country in
which oats had not risen in price
since that duty was imposed, and the
effect would be that, instead of im-
porting oats from the United States, the
people of Ontario would iniport larger
quantities of oats from Lower Canada.
He remembered that, some years ago, even
in his own village, they used to import
large quantities fron Lower Canada for
the manufacture of oatmeal ; and he
understood that lunibermen were import-
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ing large quantities from Quebec at the
present time, since the duty was imposed.
The hon. member for West Elgin (Mr.
Casey) stated that there was a possibility
that the United States farmers would be
able to supply that niarket with all the
long combing wool they required. That
was a very singular argument to come
from the hon. member's side of the flouse,
who did not believe in Protection, be-
cause, if it meant anything,it must prove
that it was very important indeed that
every effort should be used to create a
home market for our wool, and he (Mr.
Orton) thouglit the present tariff would
have that effect There was one fact to
which he would refer, a mistake in the
Trade and Navigation Returns, according
to which we were supposed to inport
from the United States 5,600,0001b. of
wool. If lie was proper ly informed, the
largest part of that came from the Cape
and Australia, and should be entered as
wool comingQ fron those countries. This
tariff, lie believed, would give entire
satisfaction to the farmers of ti is country,
and they would, for a long time to cone,
grateful]y rememrber the efforts nade by
the Government in their belhaf.

MR. BOULTBEE said this question
had been dwelt on at great length by the
various speakers who had discussed it,
soime of them going so far as to take in
butter in its consideration, others diverg-
ing into the questions of iron and coal ;
but it was remarkable, as far as every
speaker from the Opposition was con-
cerned, that they all claimed that, more
or less, during the late contest, a proposi-
tion was formulated that a duty should
be imposed on wool. He (Mr. Boultbee)
did not recollect this to have been the
case, and he had something to do with
various elections besides his own. The
general proposition involved in the policy
formulated by the then Opposition, was
that there should be a Protection to
Canadian industries, such as the best
wisdom of the best statesmen, who might
have to deal with the question, could
manage to bring about. It was a re-
markable feature in this discussion, that
not one of the hon. gentlemen opposite,
who condemned the Government for not
putting a duty on wool, said there ought
to be a duty imposed on it. Not one
of them stated that any loss was going

MR. ORToN.

to ensue through a duty not being -put
on wool. But they only set up thé
theory that that proposition was put for-
ward by their opponents in the late elec-
tion, and then proceeded to say a duty
should be imposed. One of their speak-
ers, the hon. member for North Norfolk
(Mr. Oliver) said he did not want any
duty on wool. Surely they were
not so unpatriotic as to want an
evil duty imposed merely because
it was promised by their opponents
in the late election contest. The
wool from the United States did not
come into competition with the class of
wool raised in Canada, and it would be a
disadvantage to the country generally,
and the encouragement of home manu-
factures, to impose a duty on wool. It
was but right that they should import, as
freely as possible, the wool that could not
be produced in the Dominion. Almost
every hon. gentleman who had
spoken on this subject had told the
H ouse what a set of fools the Canadian
farmers were, in having placed power in
the hands of Conservatives again. That,
in their eyes, had been the one great
fault of the Canadian farmer. But lion.
gentlemen now said they looked forward
to a different result in the elections of
the future. That was the first remark
that had been made on the Opposition
side of the House. to the effect that the
Canadian farmer was a shrewd man. Ie
(Mr. Boultbee) thouglit the Cana-
dian farmers were shrewd and
intelligent men, at least they
were so in his constituency. Perhaps in
other ridings, where gentlemen opposite
came from, they were not so shrewd
and intelligent, but perhaps during the
period between now and the next elec-
tion they might become further enlight-
ened. The hon. gentleman (Mr. Pater-
son) had clearly indicated that the next
Local elections were to be fought on the
question of a Protective policy-that the
issue before the country in the late elce-
tion was to be made the cause of political
warfare in the next Local election. It
was not proper, perhaps, that this issu"
shonld come u p in the Local election, and
yet it was important that they
should not shut their eyes to the
fact that it added a good deal to th*
power of the Dominion Government tO
be in accord with the Local Governmelent.
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They could not expect to carry out their
mèasures with as much satisfaction to the
pegle if they were on hostile terms with
the Local Governments, particularly the
Government of the strong Province of
Ontario, as they could if in accord with
those Governients. So it would be for
the people of Ontario. at the coming
-election, to say whether or not the
National Policy, after a trial, met with
their approbation. He would say, in
spite of the assertions of hon. gentlemen
opposite, that this tariff was not going to
bring misery on the country. Even at
this moment, a better state of things
obtained in the Dominion. He spoke of
bis own personal knowledge. He had
been in some of the cities, towns and vil-
lates of Ontario lately, ard it was a re-
narkable fact that this tariff was received
everywhere throughout that Province
with perfect satisfaction. The tariff was
not mnch discussed, probably because the
people were satisfied that a better state
of things was to be brought about by it.
The people of the Province of Prince
Edward Island had, in their late election,
given evidence that they took the same
view. It was the people of Canada
tiiemielves who demanded protection to
Canadian industries, which thev save
were going to rack and ruin, and who,
deterMining to have some redress, brought
about the remarkable result that took
place in the recent election, and the ex-
pectations of the people has been fully
realisel in the tariff which had been sub-
mitted by the hon. the Finance Minister.

AIR. CARTWRIGHT said the hon.
gentleman had better inform the House,
in detail, what his computations were of
the revenue to be received, and how
mnuch goods, particularly under this item,
lie thought it was likely would be manu-
factured in this country.

MI&. TILLEY said the whole imports
Of woollen goods of every description last
year amounted to alittle over $8,000,000.
There was imported $1,700,000 worth of
blankets from Great Britain, $1,162,659
worth froin the United States. After a
careful examination it was assumed that
when the Canadian industries were
fairly in operation, they would be able
to produce, under this tariff, something
like $1,500,000 to $2,000,000 worth of

the goods imported last year, particu-
larly of the coarser class of woollen
goods, such as blankets, etc. If the re-
duction of imports should reach
$1,500,000, there would probably be from
$150,000 to $180,000 additional revenue,
possibly $200,000 ; but the hon. gentle-
man would see that that would very
much depend upon the increased produc-
tion of these goods during the next
twelve months. If the result expected
by the Government were produced, em-
ployment would be given our people,
machinery and capital, and a better
article would be produced, and if the
article were not produced to the extent
expected there would be an additional
revenue, which would go towards mak-
ing up the deficiency that must be raised.
He knew that gentlemen opposite had
stated that the tariff would increase the
prices of everything; but lie had evidence
that the prices were the same now as
before the tariff came down. Mr. Rosa-
mond, of Almonte, whose mill was a
credit to hin, and, no doubt, an advan-
tage to the portion of the country in
which it was situated, telegrapheid him
some weeks after the tai iff was brought
down, that lie made no advance in his
prices, so that he did not anticipate a
rise of prices under the tarifi.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said he doubted
whether the evidence of M r. Rosamond,
or any other gentleman deeply interested
in getting this tariff passed was to be
taken as a good authority. With respect
to this particular duty, although he did
not think it was worth while going ever
it in great detail, it was quite clear that
they were about to put an enormous ad-
ditional tax on somebody for the pur-
pose of getting $1,500,000 goods manu-
factured here. There were three vices
inherent to this tariff, all of which were
most markei in regard to these particu-
lar articles. In the first place, this tax
would discriminate heavily against the
poorest class of persons. In the next
place, as our trade returns showed,
and as pointed out by the hon.
member for South Brant, it was
perfectly clear this would discrimi-
nate most heavily agoinst the English
importations, which constituted very
nearly three or four times as mach as
our importations froin the Ujnited States,
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and, in the last place, it was perfectly
clear they would throw away a large
amount of revenue without getting any
adequate return in the shape of employ-
ment given to persons engaged in this
manufacture. Now, as regarded the ex-
tent to which this would discriminate
against certain classes of goods, he found
that the duty on blankets would vary
from 40 to 45 per cent., an enormous
rate to pay on articles of that descrip-
tion. In the case of certain descriptions
of flannels it would vary from 40 per
cent. as low as 28 per cent. In the case
of certain descriptions of cloth from 41
to 29 per cent., 27 to 26 per cent., and
so on all through. In the case of certain
tweeds of Is. sterling, a specific duty of
27 per cent. would be paid, wholly irre-
spective of the ad valorem duty, while
tweeds of a high value, ranging to 4s. 6d.
sterling, would only pay some 6 or 7 per
cent. So it was in the case
of cloths ; those less than 2s.
a yard paid a specific duty amount-
ing to 20 per cent., while those of a higher
value would only pay 10 or 12 per cent.
As to the argument which the hon. gen-
tleman appeared to rely most upon, that
by this tax they would exclude shoddy
goods from our market, he begged leave
to doubt very much whether that would
be the result for any length of time. He
was afraid that they woild find that our
own manufacturers, after a short time,
would begin to introduce t the manufac-
ture of shoddy goods here. He remem-
bered that several attempts were made,
even under the former moderate tariff, to
introduce that description of manufac-
ture. How short or how long a time
might elapse before this was done, it was
impossible to say, but the only advan-
tage he suspected they would derive
from that tariff would be that shoddv
would be made in Canada instead of in
Lancashire. There were two points he
desired most particularly to call atten-
tion to. There was no doubt, whether
the Finance Minister did or did not
make the promise during the late election,
that innumerable promises were made
by a great number of candidates to the
agricultural part of the community that
tuey should have a tax on wool, and
there was no doubt whatever that that
promise had been entirely violated. As
respected the advantages to be derived in

Ma. CARTWRIGHT.

The Tarnf.

the way of employment ofadditionalhands,
there was no evidence, unless they
accepted the statement of the hon. the
Minister of Finance that he did not
expect, for a considerable time to come,
that more than $2,000,000 worth or there-
abouts of the $8,000,000 worth imported
into this country would be manufactured
under this tax. Therefore, the great
advantages the agriculturists in partice-
lar were to derive from the number of
persons who were to be employed in fac-
tories of various kinds was an utter and
entire delusion. le had kept a careful
note of everything the hon. gentleman
said would be manufactured here, and it
was clear, from his own computation that,
at the outside, only two million dol-
lars' worth of the goods now imported
were likely to be manufactured, or
expected to be manufactured, under this
tariff. Now, the result was this : that
the whole commercial policy of the coun-
try from the commencement to the end
had been subverted, that an enormous
annual loss was going to be inflicted on
the people of Canada, that their taxation
would be literally quadrupled, that was
to Say, in proportion to the amount the
hon. gentleman expected to bring intothe
treasury. The sole result, as far as the
farmers were concerned, was that they
might have the benefit of substituting a
million bushels of one kind of grain for
another kind, and that they might supply,
with their products, at the outside, five or
six thousand factory hands, or persons
engaged in one occupation or another
tbroughout Canada. In return for this,
they would have to pay treble taxes for
any article they were in the habit of con-
suming &o a considerable degree. In this
the last discussion they were likely to
have on the details of this tariff, he would
content himself with saying that he did
not believe it would have been possible,
by any ingenuity, to have contrived the
tariff which would take more out of the
pockets of the people of Canada, and put
less into the Treasury, than this tariff pro-
posed to do ; or that it would have beeni
possible to have inflicted greater burdens
on all the great leading industries of this
country and to have given to these indus-
tries less substantial return than the hon-
gentleman had contrived to do in this
tariff. If these were his objects, as it
would appear tbey were from what they
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had seen here, he (Mr. Cartwright) could
congratulate him on having achieved his
mission well.

MR. GUTHRIE said that the hon.
the Minister of Finance and many of his
followers had stated that the effect of the
duty on woollen goods would be to indu-le
the manufacture of wool grown in the
country, and, therefore, provide a ready
market for it, at an increased price. The
charge that was made by gentlemen on
the Opposition side of the House was
that Ministers had not fulfilled the pro-
mises they had made to the farmers of
the country. The promise was not that
they would give a ready market for their
wool, but that they would put a duty on
foreign wool. He was prepared to say
that he believed, if the whole of the wool
produced in this country should be called
for, amd some foreign wool should be re-
quired to be imported, to make jp the
amount required by our manufactures,
an advance in the price of wool might
take place to the extent that it would
cost to bring wool from some other coun-
try. That was the utmost extent that
the farmers of Canada could possibly be
benefitted in respect of wool, by taxes on
woollen goods. He understood that our
long wool could be taken from Canada to
Liverpool, and all charges paid, at from
le. to 1lc. per lb. He also understood
that wool could be brought from Liver-
pool, the great long wool market of the
world, and laid down in this country, at
about 'c. per lb. for freight, Western
bound freight being somewhat lower than
Eastern bound. Now, that being the
case, and there being no duty on wool
coming into Canada, no matter how
much demand there might be for wool, it
was impossible to get more from manu-
facturers, however liberal they might be,
in addition to the Liverpool quotations,
than c. per lb., the charge for bring-
ing the wool from Liverpool. That was
the full extent of the benefit the farmers
would derive from these impositions on
'woollen goods, according to the hon.
gentleman's own showing.

Item agreed to.
Resolution read the first and second

times and agreed to.

On Resolution 12, item-Until the
lst day of January, 1881, steel in ingots,

bars, sheets and coils, railway bars or
rails and fish-plates, shall be free of
duty,

MR. CARTWRIGHT said he would
like the hon. gentleman to explain why
that limitation was made.

MR. TILLEY said it was considered
desirable to leave it in that form. There
was a proposition *to establish a steel
manufactory in the country, and it was
left in that manner; and it was left as a
declaration of the policy of the Govern-
ment, if the manufacture was under-
taken in the meantime.

Item agreed to.

Resolution read the irst and second
tines and agreed to.

Resolution 13 read the ßrst and second
times and agreed to.

On Resolution 14,
MR. CARTWRIGHT said he did

not rise to object to this resolution, but
for the purpose of remarking, that he
was very much afraid that the hon.
Minister of Finance, in imposing this
duty, had overlooked the risk of increas-
ing illicit distillation, which notably
prevailed in certain parts of the
country. They had been attacked
by the hon. the Minister of Public
Works for increasing the duty
in 1874, by some 12c. per gallon. That
hon. gentleman on that occasion pointed
out, and with truth, that in an increase
of this duty there was considerable dan-
ger, that instead of getting more revenue
they might increase illicit distillation.
They knew to their cost that there had
been unhappily a very great increase in
the illicit manufacture in many parts of
Canada, and he dreaded very much
that the result of this might
be still more largely to increase
illicit distillation, which would be a
double misfortune, not alone on the
cost of revenue, but on account of the
demoralisation which would attend the
growth of that particular traffic. If his
mremory served him correctly, the experi-
ence of the United States was very
strongly in the direction of the view he
was then presenting to the House.
There they found that the imposition of
a heavy duty on spirits led to a direct
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loss of revenue, and they were obliged to
reduce very largely the duties on spirits
before they were able to collect anything
like a reasonable revenue from themr.
Even te this day there were most formi-
dable gangs engaged in the manufacture
of spirits, and within the last few months
he had seen several cases in which the
Government troops had been called out,
and rather serious skirmisbes had taken
place between what were known as the
'whiskey outlaws and the troops engaged
in collecting the revenue. He was
aware that in the Mother Country very
much heavier duties were levied, but the
conditions of society and the opportuni-
ties for illicit distillation were mruch less
favourable there than in Canada. There-
fore, although lie did not intend to
oppose the resolution, lie desired to take
this opportunity of warning the Govern
ment, and especially of warning the hon.
the Minister of Finance, that he was
very much afraid lie (Mr. Tilley) would
not receive any additional revenue from
this duty, andi he was still more afraid
that the illicit distillation of whiskey
migbt be considerably increased by the
imposition of this duty.

MR. TILLEY said the points to
which the hon. gentleman had referred
had not escaped the consideration of
the Governnent. Of course,
they looked, in the raising of the
duty, at the possibility ot not only in-
ereasing illicit distillation, but the possi-
bility of its being illegally imported into
the country. But, looking at the present
Excise duty inposed in the United
States, they felt there would be no diffi-
culty in that regard. The high duty
which formerly prevailed in the United
States, and which gave rise to a great
many fraudulent operations, was double
that now pr-oposed. During last year
the duty in Canada was 90c., and now
it was only increased 10c. The Ameri-
can duty, although the proof gallon was
not exactly the sane, was equal to froni
$1.12 to $1.20. The American duty
being higher than onr, there was no in-
ducement to .import. The bon. gentle-
man, in referring to illicit distillation,
said that the duty on corn incieased the
temptation in that direction. He (. Mr.
Tilley) maintained that it decreased the
temptation to the extent of the increased

MR. CARTWRIGHT.

cost of corn. He tho-ught, with their ex-
perience in the past, and the strict suer-
vision that was exercised by all théir
officers throughout the Dominion, han
the reduction of the duty on mlt,
that the facilities for distillation
were largely diminished. It ws
estimated that under this duty the
Government would obtain $ 100,000 more
than they obtained last year.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said ho did not
object to the hon. gentleman collecting
every cent of revenue that could possibly
be collected from this article. If there
was one article which they were justified
in taxing to the fullest extent it would
bear, it was the article of -whiskey. Re
only called the hon. gentleman's attea-
tion to the risk of increasing the illicit
distillation. He rose more particularly
to remark that, corn being used by the
legal distiller, rye or barley would be
used by the illicit distiller, or some other
grain of that kind, and consequently
they ought to add the duty on
corn. He did not know what the exact
cost of manufacturing whiskev was, but
at any rate an enormous profit was made
on the article. The hon. gentleman was
probbly aware, or at any rate the hon.
the Minister of Inland Revenue was
aware, that there were an enormous
number of stills in the country so con-
structed that a very considerable quan-
tity of whiskey could be manufactured
and concealed. He knew that within
the last three or four years the convic-
tions of illicit distillers had been increas-
in-, in a very rapid ratio. All the evi-
dence submitted to bim when he was
Finance Minister tended to show that
illicit distillation was increasing in cer-
tain sections of the country, and that for
one still their officers succeeded in seizing,
there were, perhaps, three or four i
active operation.

MR. GUTH RIE said it was quite
true that, when the Excise duty was $2 a
gallon in the United States, they col-
lected a great deal less money than they
did when the duty was considerably less.
This increase of the tax to $1 was some-
thing to be approved of, and he thought
the hon. the Finance Minister had done
wisely in that respect, even running
the risk of a little extra illicit
distillation. lHe believed himself that
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illicit distillation was not carried on as
extensively as was supposed. The num-
ber of seizures was no indication of the
amount of illiet distillation. Very little
liquor had been sold that had been made
in an illlicit manner. The discovery
had been so prompt, and the parties had
been caught before they had any oppor-
tunity of making the whiskey to any
very considerable extent. Almost as
soon as the still was started, the seizure
was made. It got into the newspapers,
and the impression get into the public
mind that the operations were carried on
extensively, whereas, as a matter of fact,
he had reason to believe, from the officers
who made many of the seizures, that
very little of the illicit liquor had been
disposed of.

MR. CAPTWRIGHT said he must
remind his hon. friend that the opinions
he had now expressed wvere expressed
to the late Government two years,
eighteen nionths and one year ago, and
their version of the czse was that un-
doubtedly believed by the most experi-
enced officer of the Inland Revenue. He
was afraid that, although what the hon.
gentleman had stated might possibly be
true in certain localities, it was undoubt-
edly not true as regarded the country at
large. There might be certain localities
in which public opinion was not in favoui
of illicit distillation, in which offenders
were soon caught. But, where piblic
opinion rather favoured illicit distillation,
as it undoubtedly did in certain sections,
it would be difficult indeed to detect an
illicit distiller until a large amount of his
liquor had gone into consumption.

Resolution read the first and second
imes and agreed -to.

Resolutions 15 to 18 read thie first and
scond times and agreed to.

TARIFF BILL.

(Mr. Tilley.)

FIRST READING.

ME. TILLEY introduced a Bill (No.
93) To alter the duties of Customs and
Excise.

Bill read the first time.
House adjourned at

Ten minu, e, before
Eleven o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Friday, 25th April, 1879.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally
introduced and read the ßrt time :-

Bill (No. 94) To amend the Indian Act,
1876.-(Sir Tohn A. Macdonald.)

Bill (No. 95) To reduce the salaries and
allowances of certain public functionaries and
officers, and the indemnity to members of the
Senate and Elouse of Commons -(Mr. Béchard.)

Bill (No. 96) To regulate charges on railway
palace and sleeping cars.-(Mr. Bergeron.)

GOVERNMENT BUSINESS.

SIn JOHN A. MACDONALD
moved

" That for the rest of the Session, on every
day after 6 o'clock, p m., Public Bills and
Orders, not Government Measures, shall have
precedence over Notices of Motions, Govern-
ment Measures still retaining their precedence
on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays."

Motion agreed to.

CENSUS AND STATISTICS BILL.
[B:LL 67.]

(Mr. Pope, Compton.)

THIRD READING.

Bill reconsidered in Committee of the
Whole,reported as aniended, read the third
time and passed.

SPEEDY TRIALS ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.-[BILL 75.]

(Mfr. McDonald, Pictou.)

THIRD READING.

Bill considered in Committee of the
Whole, reported, read the third time and
passed.

PENITENTIARY ACT AMENDMENT BILL
[BILL 51.]

(Mr. McDonald, Pietou.)

THIRD READING.

Bill considered in Committee of the
Whole, reported, read the third time and
passed.
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MANITOBA DOMINION LANDS ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.-[BiLL 12.]

(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

CONSIDERED IN COMMITTEE.

Bill again considered in Committee of
the Whole, and reported.

DOMINION LANDS ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.-[BILL 21.]

(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

BILL WITnDRAWN.

Order for second reading discharged,
and Bill witidrawn.

ADDITIONAL JUDGES FOR BRITISH
COLUMBIA BILL.

(MVr. McDonald, Pictou.)

FIRST READING.

House resolved itself into Committee of
the Whole to consider certain resolutions
to provide for the salaries of two addi-
tional Judges of the Supreme Court of
British Columbia.

(In the Committee.)

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said that
he was,at firstunder the impression that
only two Judgeswere obliged to live on the
mainland in British Columbia, but he
found that the Statute provided that not
less than three should remain on the
mainland. The total expense of the new
system, according to the estimate of the
Attorney-General of British Columbia,
would le little, if any, more than under
the old system.

MR. MAcDONNELL asked how
many Supreme Court Judges there would
be under the new system.

AIR. McDONA LD (Pictou) said five.
There were three at present, and the two
additional were provided for by the
recent Local Act. The Supreme Court
Judge would hereafter perform the duties
performed by County Court Judges here-
tofore. The Union Act provided for the
retiring allowance of the retiring
Stipendiary Magistrates.

1fR. MILLS said he thought there was
some apprehension about the provisions
in the terms of Union. His recollection

was that these gentlemen, in addition to
being Stipendiary Magistrates were also
Commissioners of Mines, and that the
salaries they were receiving were partly
for their services as Magistrates, and
partly for their services asCommissioners
of MinesL As ne understood the propo-
sition of the Minister of Justice, it was to
give these Stipendiary Magistrates a full
retiring allowance, as if they had been
only officers of the Dominion Govern-
ment. The retiring allowance to which
they were entitled was only in regard to
the salary they received as Stipendiary
Magistrates, and not in regard to the
whole salary they received as Stipen-
diary Magistrates and Commissioners of
Mines.

MR. DEWDNEY said the hon. gen-
tleman was mistaken. The Local Gov-
ernment relieved those gentlemen of all
local duties, as they were found to be in-
compatible with their duties as Dominion
officers.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said he
did not make a positive statement with
regard to these retiring allowances, but
his impression was, that, under the Terms
of Union, they were entitled to two-thirds
the amount of the salaries they had
received.

SIR A. J. SMITH said that he ap-
proved of the change, but these gentle-
men, as County Court Judges, could not
be legislated out of office, and the Local
Government had no power to do so.

Mi. McDONALD (Pictou) said he
understood that at the time those gentle-
men were appointed that- contingency
was anticipated, and they were expressly
appointed during pleàsure, in order
that in the event of the Local
Government desiring to dispense with
their services, they could do so, and that
the difficulty contemplated by the hon.
gentleman should not arise.

MR. THOMPSON (Cariboo) said that
the Act recently passed by the British
Columbia Legislature enacted that the
duties now performed by the CountY
Court Judges should be perforined in
future by the Judges of the Supremne
Court, and that ipso facto the present
Judges of the County Court should
cease to hold any power whateer.

Briti Columibia Bill.
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As regarded the assertion made by the
hon. gentleman from Bothwell that these
County Court Judges were also Mining
Commissioners, he might state that, after
Confederation, these gentlemen, upon
their becoming County Court Judges, in
some instances refused to perform any
duties appertaining to nining whatever,
and the only way by which the Local
Government could compel them to do so,
was by passmg a special Act, by which
additional jurisdiction which was given
to the County Court, enabling each Judge
to hold terms of what was called the
mining jurisdiction of the County Courts.
Those gentlemen had been since acting
as County Court Judges, holding Courts
under that Act. Under the former
arrangement, their jurisdiction was limit.
ed to cases not exceeding $500; but,
under the mining jurisdiction of t';
Court, those gentlemen had jurisdiction
to an unlimited extent. While this
British Colunibia Act might, perhaps, be
an improvement upon the present judi-
cial system, there were still some clauses
which needed more attention. The Act
provided that the Supreme Court should,
in future, consist of five Judges, three at
least of whom should reside upon the
mainland. There were at present
three Judges of the Supreme Court, and
two more must be appointed. These
three Judges now on the Bench all resided
in Victoria, and, while this Act stated
three Judges should reside on the main-
land, there was no provision as to which of
the three now residing in Victoria should
remove to the mainland, and no power
was given to the Governor in Council
or any othev person to compel anyone
of these Judges to reside there. Nor was
there any provision made stating upon
which portion of the mainland these
Judges should reside. According to the
Act, as it now read, the two Judges to
be appointed might reside in New West-
minster, close to the sea-coast, and the
Judge who removed from Vancouver
Island might make bis residence there
too. In that case, the people of Cariboo
would be much worse off than they were
now, as they now had two County Court
Judges within the district, one residing
in the mining district, and another at
Clinton, 250 miles away. If these
County Court Judges were allowed to
select their residences, and all lived in

New Westminster, the whole interior of
the country would lbe left for months at
a time without the services of any
County Court Judge, and consequently
the people would be placed at great dis-
advantage. They had always been in
the habit of having a County Court
Judge among them, and there were
many cases in which it was absolutely
necessary that one should be living in
the mining district. In cases coming
under the mining jurisdiction, it had al-
ways been customary to issue sum-
monses returnable in seventy-two hours.
If a Judge resided 500 miles away, great
inconvenience would result in such
cases. Also in cases where a debtcr
wanted to abscond, there would be no
power of granting a capias to prevent
his leaving. He trusted the attention

the Government wouid be directed to
these points.

Resolutions ordered to be reported.

House resumed.

Resolutions reported, read the irst and
second times and agreed to.

Mn. McDONALD (Pictou), intro-
duced a Bill (No. 97) To provide for the
salaries of two additional Judges of the
Supreme Court of British Columbia.

Bill read the first time.

TONNAGE DUES IN CANADIAN PORTS
BILL.-[BLL 80.]

(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P. E. I.)

TIIRD READING.

Bill considered in Committee of the
Whole, reported, read the third time, and
passed.

BANKS AND BANKING ACTS AMEND-
MENT BILL.-[BItL 71.]

(Ar. Tilley.)

SECOND READING.

Bill read the second time, and referred
to the Select Standing Committee on
Banking and Commerce.

SUPPLY.

III.-CIVIL GOvERNMENT.
House again resolved itself into Com-

mittee of Supply.

[A rR1L 25, 1879.]Supply.
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3 The Office of the Queen's
Privy Council for Canada.

4 The Department of Justice ...
5 The Department of Justice,

Penitentiaries branch.....
6 The Department of M ilitia
7 The Department of Secre-

tary of btàte ............
8 The Department of Interior..
9 The Office of the Auditor-Gen~

eral ....................
10 The Defartment of Finance..
11 The Office of the Treasury

Board .......... ........
12 The Department of Inland Re-

veune ..................
13 The Department of Customs. .
14 The Department of Post-

master-General .........
15 The Department ofAgriculture
16 The Department of Marine and

Fisheries................
17 The Department of Public

W orks.... .............
18 Departmental Contingencies.
19 Stationery Office forstationery
20 To meet the possible amount

required for new appoint-
ments by an extension of
the Staff, or any other
change .................

[COMMONS.]

$15,730
12,800

3,950
37,380

32,550
55,210

16,850
49,930

2,650

28,105
29,700

89,700
31,150

27,530

53,830
136,750

13,000

10,000 00

IV.-ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.

21 Miscellaneous Justice, includ-
ing North-N est Territories $15,000 00

22 Travelling expenses of Stipen-
diary Magistrates in North-
West Territories........ . . 4,500 00

23 Circuit allowances, British
Columbia .............. 10,000 00

24 Circuit allowances, Manitoba. 1,500 00
25 Précis-Writer of the Supreme

Court of Canada and the
Exchequer Court........ . 1,900 00

26 Clerk in the Office of the Re-
gistrar of the Supreme
Court of Canada and the
Exchequer Court........ 525 00

27 Senior Messenger of the Su-
preme Court of Canada and
the Exchequer Court.... . . 500 00

28 Second Messenger of the Su.
preme Court of Canada and
the Exchequer Court...... 360 00

29 Contingencies and disburse-
inents, including printing,
binding and distributing
reports, Judges' travelling
expenses; also, salaries of
officers--Sheriff, Usher, etc.
-in the Supreme and Ex.-
.chequer Courts of Canada,
and $150 for books of
Judges.............. .. 5,000 00

30 Sundry disbursenients con-
nected with the Maritime
Court of Ontario, Seals for
Court, Judge's travelling
erpenses, Court books, etc. 500 00

Supply.

31 Salary of Registrar of Vice -
Admiralty Court, Quebec..

32 Salary of Marshal of Vice-Ad-
miralty Court, Quebe.... .

40Q 66

3n 34

Y.-POLICE.

33 Dominion Police............ $12,06 O

VI. -PEITENTIARIES.

34 Kingaton .................. $130,91 58
35 St. Vincent de Paul.......... 71,944 93

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou) said that,
in examining the accounts this year, he
found that, while at Kingston Peniten-
tiary the cost of maintenance, per capita,
of the convicts was $170 ; at 8t. Vineent
de Paul it was $324.15 ; St. John,
$261 ; Halifax, $277 ; Manitoba, $561 ;
British Columbia, $570. In the item of
maintenance, the cost of the Kingston
institution was $7,.28 per capita last
year. This year the Government proposed
to reduce it to $74. At St. Vinc- ntde
Paul, last year, the cost was $149, as
compared with $78 for the Kingston
Penitentiary. The Department propo8ed
to make an attempt to maintain that in-
stitution at $76 per capita, instead of
$149, which was giving it $2 a head
more than the Kingston institution. At
St. John, last year, the cost was $76.84 ;
Halifax, $92 ; Manitoba, $252; British
Columbia, there was no comparison
made. In the Manitoba Penitentiary,
the Department proposed to ieduce the
expenditure, per capita, for maintenance,
to $86. So far as he could understand
the demands of the wardens of the several
institutions, he did not see why this cal-
culation should not be successfully carried
out. In making the Estimates, ho had
allowed the prices set down in the differ-
ent localities by the wardens in their
estimates, but the reductions had been
made largely in the quantities they asked
for. In fact, the Department had taken
the Kingston Penitentiary as a sample
institutiou.

MR. MACKENZIE : I find in the
St. Vincent de Pauil account four items
that were last year left out altogether,
namely : retuins, maintenance ot build-
ings, capital account, machinery and ma-
terial for manufacture. Is there nothing
allowed for repairs and maintenance of
the buildings ?
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Ma. McDONALD: That is transferred
to Public Works.

Ma. MACKENZIE: That should be
stated in a foot-note. It makes an un-
fair comparison. There is au apparent
decoase of $12,000, whereas, if all the
items were represented as before, there
would be no decrease. Material for
manufactures does not belong to the
Public Works Department. Are there
no materials to be supplied this year?

Mi. McDONALD: None.

Mu. MACKENZIE : How are the
conviets to be employed?

Mu. McDONALD : There is suffi-
cient stock there, and we propose, with
reference to one item, the clothing made
at St. Vincent de Paul, that it shall be
made at Kingston, because we believe
it can be made much cheaper there.

MR. MACKENZIE: All the cloth-
ing was formerly made in the Peniten-
tiaries themselves.

MR. CARTWRIGHT: A good deal
of the difference as regards Kingston
imight arise in this way. I think the
Penitentiary at Kingston, having control
of a good deal of land, is in the habit
of producing a considerable portion of its
own vegetables and other articles of that
kind. I fancy that goes to the benefit of
the institution, and does not appear as
swelling the expenditure, and is not
taken into account on one side or the
other, though, as a matter of course, that
would reduce the apparent cost per head.

M. McDONALD: I think that is
the case.

MR. CARTWRIGHT: I see, all
through, material for manufactures is
struck out. Are there any new branches
devised for employing persons at Kings-
ton or elsewhere ?

Ma. McDONALD : None.

MR. C ARTWRIGHT: Mow are thev
employed at present ?

MR. McDONALD: I d1o not know.
The report of the Inspector shows that.
I have no opportunity of giving informa-
tion, other than that derived from the
Inspector himseif.

97

Mn. MACKENZIE: Last year we
had some discussion on the question of
the employment of convict labour, and
the hon. gentleman at the head of the
Government made some very strong criti-
cisms against the Goverunient comupeting
with other trades. I would like to know
what bis views are this year, what
changes he proposes to introduce in order
to avoid that competition which he de-
nounced last year; whether he is pre-
pared to condemn the present Govern-
ment because they have carried on certain
branches at the Penitentiaries î

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
have no objection to gratify the
laudable curiosity of my hon.
friend. My opinions have always
remained the same on this point, that it
is a great misfortune that the labour of
convicts should be brought into competi-
tion with that of honest men outside,
and that that should be cured as much as
possible. We commenced with the view
of doing away with the contract sys-
tem by degrees before 1873. It could
only be done by degrees, because we had
contractors there who had mnucli plant
and had running contracts. The princi-
pal will be carried out as mucb as pos-
sible that the convicts should intei fere as
little as possible with the honest labour
of the country.

MNR. MACKENZIE: That is no
answer. The late Go-ernment were also
pursuing that course, but the hon. gen-
tleman undertook to criticise us because
we were competing with trades outside.
The hon. gentlemau must admit that the
convicts must be employed in some way.
I am aware of it, and I do not blame the
Governinent for it. I assume quite
as much responsibility as they
for it. I an aware that the
clothing -of the police force, their
boots and shoes, that everything that was
required that could be mado, was made
in the Penitentiary. Does the hon. gen-
tleman mean to say that he is not com-
peting with the ailors' trade and shoe-
makers' who are outside, with those who
madle furniture for the Governme, t build-
ings Q I gave an order mDyself that all
the furniture for the Military Colege
should be made at the Penitentiary, bat
still that entered into competition with
the cabinet-makers at Kingsten and eise-

( ApR11 25, 1879.]SUppy.
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where. It is, in short, impossible to
provide any labour for the convicts that
does not enter into competition
with labour outside, and, how-
ever much a politician may con-
demn the course we pursued,
and that the hon. gentleman is now pur-
suing, thc fact remains the same, that
whatever labour is done by criminals
deducts that much labour from what is
available for men outside. UJnless you
adopt the systei of solitary confinement,
and provide no labour at all, it must be
continued. The reason I brought the
matter to notice now is to point out the
unfairness of the hon. gentleman last
year, in making the remarks he did,
when he knew perfectly well that, if he
came into office the next year, he would be
compelled, perforce, to pursue the saine
system. and he is now pursuing it. We
bave come to the common conclusion,
that the best mode of dealing with crimi-
nals is to imprison them at bard labour.
That bas to be provided, and it is the
duty of those who administer the affairs
of the country to see that it is made pro-
fitable. In the neighbouring Republic
they have succeeded in making convict
labour profitable to such an extent that
a number of the institutions have man-
aged to meet the expenditure by the
products of the convict labour. We are
behindhand in that respect, and any-
thing that can be done by this side of the
House to aid the Government in reaching
that point will be done.

MR. JONES: Great complaints are
being made against conviet labour com-
peting against honest labour, and I
think that the answer given by the
Premier was a good answer, that he is
doing all that he possibly eau to prevent
that labour competing with the labour
outside. The Government have only
been.in office six or eight months, and it
is impossible for them to make a com-
plete change in that time. The parties
who contracted for this labour have their
plant and machinery ; they have to be
considtred. I trust the Premier will do
what he said he is going tO do, that is, to
prevent that labour, as far as possible,
from competing with honest labour. I
do net think the example of the United
States is any example for us. It is a
despicable thing that tliat labour should

MR. MACKENZIE.

be utilised against the honest labour of
the country. Why cannot we utilise
convict labour as it is done in England,
where it does not compete with other
labour to any great extent? lhey
break stones and pick oakum there, and
are not fed with roast beef and white
bread. The cost in this country is
enormous, compared with the cost in
England. It is a diigrace to this
country that we should so utilise that
labour that it is competing with honest
labour.

MR. MACKENZIE: I am not sur-
prised to hear the hon. gentleman ex-
press his entire approval of what is done
on the Treasury benches. He does that
regularly every day. In bis anxiety to
support the Government, he says it will
take some time to get rid of the contract-
ors iwaiti their plaut. Who are the con-
tractors, and what is the plant that is
now in their hands ?

MR. JONES : How am I to
answer that question ? Does not
the hon. gentleman know himself that
boots and shoes, for instance, are made
in the Penitentiary, and many other
articles that could be made outside ?

Mn. MACKENZIE: The hon. mem-
ber said it would take some months to
get rid of the contractors and the plant.
I asked, for he spoke evidently with
authority, who were the contractors and
what was the plant. I am not aware
there is a single contractor there.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): There is
one locksmith.

MR. MACKENZIE: We found, when
we came into office, that there had been
a locksmith there, but found him unable
to continue bis contract, and the material
he had remained in the hands of the
Governinent, and, if there is )ne now, iL
is an arrangement made to use upthehalf-
made materials lying around. Does the
hon. gentleman take the ground that we
ought not to have had the furniture for
our own buildings made there, that the
ironwork on the library, the points foi'
the Pacifie Railway, should not have been
made there ? He said, that in England,
they broke stones and picked Oaku,
which did not enter into competition out-
sidp. Does it require no labour to Pick

[COMMON.] Swpply.



oakum and break stones ? Can he name the convicts in Penitentiaries should be
a single thing that can be done by con- employed at some labour that would not
victs,in the shape of labour,that does not be of the slightest use to them when they
enter into competition with outside had, served their time. Now, the posi-
labour? All labour is profitable,no mat- tion taken by the hon. gentleman on that
ter how simple it may be, and there is occasion, and the position taken by the
just as much competition in picking hon. gentlemen who had spoken that
oakum and breaking stones as in any- day, had intimated that these people
thing else. were in a wholy ifferent position, or

thaer servdtertm.Nw h oi

Mit. COURSOL said it was welî teridstry was in a wholly different
position to the industries outside. In

known, and experience had prcved it, the Kingston Penitentiary, they had 800
that ail sentences given by criminal or 1,000 convicts. These people, if thev

udges had not, in ost cases, the were outside, would probably pe produc-
desired .ffect, if the persons ing a greater number of articles which
were not sent to bard labour. would cone into competition with the
Unfortunately, if the prisoners were not products of the rest of the community.
employcd, they left, at the eni of their Then the labour of the convicts was less
terms, worse than when they were con- efficient than it would be if they were
victed. But, «at the saine time, the outside. Nothing could be more pre-
moment these rnisoners were employed, posterous than the apnents of hon.
the result of their labour must be util- gentlemen in this particular. They
ised in some way. It nust be disposed might as well legislate criminally against
of, and, if it was only breaking stones, the introduction of emigrants into the
they interfered with the labour of honest country. In proportion as the Peniten-
men engaged in breaking stones, which tiary was self-sustaining, in the same pro-
was the only means, probably, of saving portion it was advantageous to the rest
thousands of families that would other- of the communiy. The comnmunty suf-
wise starve. He thought some way fered in proportion to the amount of tax
might be devised of making the United it was obliged to pay to support these
Sta'es the slaughter market for these people. If the convicts were taurlht
goods, as Canada had been made a slaugh- trades it would be a practical advantage
ter market for American goods. The to them when they went back to the
labour did not cost anything, and they community.
had only to take the raw material ac-
count. The goods might be collectedfron bemili Ma. HOUJDE said lie thoiutht the hon.
from the Penitentiaries and then sent member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) wa
across the line to be sold. That would, nistaken in one of bis contentions. He
no doubt, pay all expenses and we would said the work of convicts was a benefit to
]ose nothing. At the same time, there the country, and, if they were free, they
would be no sort of competition with the
labour of our own people. He did not wiùh otr oregrnen The ito
suppose the suggestion would be adopted make convicts work - first, to unprove
at once by the hon. the Minister of Jus- them. morally, and, secondly, to reduce
tice, but, at the saine time, he suggested what they cost the country. But he
it as a means of getting rid of these ar- (Mr. Ioude> was of opinion that tley
ticles, and utilising the work of these should leave competition in manufacture
prisouers. and labour in general in a normal condi-

MR. MILLS said he was rather sur- tion, but they did not want competition
prised, although he had heard some very witl slave work. Sud work ouglt not
extraordinary doctrines of political econ- tobeplacedin competition with the labour
Orny laid down since this Session began, of fathers of families. Sucb work tended
at the opinions ad vanced by the hon. mem- to place the Government in competition
ber for Montreal East. De remembered against the individual, and deranged the
Very well the discussion that took normal condition of labour aud industrial
Place on the subject last year. enterprise. le thought the suggestion
le thought it was the hon. mem- of the hon. mexnber for Montreat Eat'bel' for Frontenac that euggested that (Mr. Coursol) ougMt to be taken into con-
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sideration. It was well known that fri
quently foreign manufacturers sent thei
goods into the Canadian market, an
sacrificed the surplus of their production
because they did not want to destroy th
normal condition of their own marketi
It was better that our Government shoul
get a little less revenue from the labou
of convicts than disturb the naturi
state of competition in labour and in
dustry.

MP. MACKENZIE said the propos
tion of the hon. member for Montrea
East had something of a comical ai
about it. It amounted to this : that th
Legislature would be asked for an add
tional vote of say $50,000 to enable th
Government to send their goods out c
the country at the expense of the whol
people, and sell them at less than the-
were worth. That was really the propc
sition of the hon. gentleman.

MR. HOTDE said he did not meai
that the goods should be sacrificed at
decided loss. The Government coul
produce the goods at a less cost thai
ordinary manufacturers. It was only th
raw material that cost anything. Th
labour cost nothing.

Mr.. MACKENZIE: It costs a goo
deal.

MR. HOUDE said lie contended th
labour cost notbing in that case, becaus
the Government had to provide for the
living of the convicts anyway. Ther
was another point worth consideration.
It was always dangerous to make a class
of the population believe that the Gov-
ernment was doing them an injustice,
and a portion of the people of the
Dominion believed that the Government,
in placing the labour of convicts in com-
petition with that of citizens of the
country, were ding injustice to honest
fathers of families.

Several HioN. GENTLEMEN : Hlear,
hear.

Ma. HiOLDE said hon. gentlemen
might say "hear, hear," but lie knew in
what sense they meant it. They pre-
tended that the policy of the Government
had given dissatisfaction to the people.
Ie knew it had given dissatisfaclion 'to
snme, whom it would prevent for a long
time from returning to power.

Vote agreed to.

MI. HOUDE.

D_ lIt being Six o'clock, the Speaker ieft
ýr the Chair.
d

s After Recess.
e PIRIVATE BILL.

d THIRD READING.

rThe following Bill was considered in
dCommittee of the Whole, reported, read
'-the third time and passed

Bill (No. 78) To amnend the Act incorpor-
i- ating the Ottawa Loan and Investment Coai-
LI pany, and to change th e rtane to "4The M &ni-

toba and North-West Loan Company, Limit-

e

STJPPLY.
e
ýf vi.-E'ITENTIARIES.

e Huse agyain resolved itself into Coin-
ymittee of SIupply.

E-

(In the Commuittee.)
,j 36 St, Jolhn................... $217,708 5t;

37 Halifax ........ .... *........19,808 5
38 Manitoba ................... 17,385 20

S MRx. IMACKENZIE baid the bill foi-
food and -wages, last year, ùamn4 to

e $19,468, which the epartaient coni-i
ered so eziormjous tit it caused a detaileii
statenient to be prepared by the, Warden.
le found the itemis generaily were

charged at excessive prices.

Mit. McDONALD (Pictoiî) sai the
jpresent estimate bad becn handed in 1,y
>the Warden. The Departieult albioed

the prices estimated by the XVardea, bilt
did ilot allow the quantities, which, ï)er
cap-ita of the conviets, were morets l
was reqt'ired in the Kinxgston naid other
Penitentiaries.

Vote ag'reed to.

39 R'riti;shColumbiai.......... $16,14ri 5.5

MsR. Mcl.NN[S said lie found olk
$ 20was alioWe-,d for theWadi'

salary, though the 'Warde.ný, anU eïlC1
te lDepuaty Wardens of the uthu r ii-

tentiaries, received $1,400 ai yeanir
Living wa3 just as igLi i -Britih 01_
ttmblia as elsewhera, an'd Lje did ,iX se
why t>he Wï,rden's sula-rY should rio, be
as hicrh.

Mit. Mcl])ON-ALD (Pictou) said the
W'arden had iriade no compliir t a!h&Ut
his salarýy beung toc low.

Vote agret,! to.

Supply.[CO MMO NS.]
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VII.-LEGISLATION.

Senate.

40 Salaries and Contingent Ex-
penses of the Senate..... $51,518 00

2 To meet expenditure in con-
nection with Senate Han-
sard................... 3,000 00

House of Commons.

41 Salaries, per Clerks estimate. $58,350 00

MR. ANGLIN said he wisled to re-
fer to a matter connected with
this vote, in regard to the sal-
ary of the Speaker. The law
regulating the salary of the Speaker,
as interpreted, ever since Confederation,
was this : that the, Speaker of the House
of Commons was entitled to his salary up
to the day on which his successor was
elected. His (Mr. Anglin's) predecessor
was paid up to the day he was elected.
ln the sane way he drew his salary
during recess, and performed the duties
of Speaker as head of the Department
-up to the last. He drew the quarter's
salary up to the 31st of December.
When he went to draw a portion due for
January, and for the first thirteen days
of February, he found some difficulty.
He made enquirv about it, and found
that the Auditor, having some doubt,
referred the niatter to the Minister of
Justice, and that the Deputy Minister
advised that he was not entitled to the
payment of salary after the dissolution
of Parlianent. le could not understand
on what grounds the Minist-r of Justice
came to that conclusion. However, the
resuit had been that he was without his
salary for a month and thirteen days.
The right hon. the leader of the Govern-
ment, early in the Session, promised to
mntroduce a Bill relating to the office of
peaker and other inatters, and he

i1ntended, when that Bill came before the
liouse, to bring this matter up. He
supposed he could go to the Courts for a
reiedy, but that, even if he gained the
case, would cost him more than the
whole amount due-some $500. Some-
thing should be done to let the present
Speaker know what position he would be
in when his period of office came to a
close. The Speaker was appointed when
the louse met, and his expenses began
imfmediately, and his duties continued

from that time up to the day of the elec-
tion of his successor.

Ma. McDONALD (Pictou) said 'he
knew the hon. member for Gloucester
(Mr. A nglin) would not suppose that
the members of the Government desired
to do anything but maost ample justice
to himself (Mr. Anglin) individually.
Mr. Lash, the Deputy Minister of Jus-
tice, had some difficulty with reference
to the strict legality of the payment
under the Act. At the very eariest
opportunity he (Mr. McDonald) would
inform the hon. gentleman what the
Government proposed to do in the mat-
ter.

MR. ROSS (West Middlesex) asked
why the allowance of $200 for Deputy
Clerk, House of Commons, had been
struck off, whilst no change in that respect
had been made with regard to the Senate
staff.

Mn. TILL EY said he could not recol-
lect for the moment why t.he reduction
had been made ; but he thought it was
because it was considered he did not oc-
cupy the same po. itioni as the Deputy
Clerk in the Senate, and it was not con-
sidered necessary that the sum should
be continued. The increase was only
made within the last three or four years,
and had never been paid before.

MR. ANGLIN said Mr. Hartney
was appointed Deputy Clerk some four
years ago, and his salary was increased
from $2,600 to $2,800, not because he
had any duties as Deputy Clerk to per-
form, as he did not perform any work
in that capacity, but oecause he per-
formed duties for which the sum paid
him was not fair compensation. Mr.
Hartney was an old and experienced
officer, who discharged many onerous
and responsible duties. HIs time was
fully occupied. When he (Mr. Anglin)
had occasion, as Speaker, to go into the
matter of salaries of the House, he never
thought of such a thing as cutting
down Mr. Hartney's salary a single dol-
lar, and he never antic pated that it
would ever be done. The best mode of
economising was to reduce the number
of officials, dispensing with those who
bad little or nothing to do.

Ma. BA BY said it was thought, by the
Commission of Internal Economy, that the
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office of Deputy Clerk of the Iouse.
should not be continued, because there
were no duties attached to the office.
Therefore, as it was necessary to econo-
mise as much as possible the expenses
of the House, the allowance of $200 for
that office was dropped. It was not
done because Mr. Hartney was not con-
sidered a good officer. On the contrary,
that gentleman fulfilled his duties to the
satisfaction of everybody, but as Deputy
Clerk he had no duties wbatever to do.
He would now receive $2,600 instead of
$2,800, as before.

Ma. MACKENZIE said Mr. Hart-
ney's salary, in the first place, was in-
creased to $2,800, because he was De-
puty Clerk. The hon. gentleman would
observe that the Deputy Clerk in the
Senate had $2,800, and the late Coin-
missioners conceived that Mr. Hartney
was better entitled to $2,800 than the
same officer in the Senate. Why was it
his salary had been reduced, and the
salary of the gentleman in the Senate
left at $2,800 '?

MR. TUPPER said his recollection of
the circumstances was this : the title of
Deputy Clerk, with an allowance of
$200, was, some two or three years
ago-he could not fix the date exactly
-conferred on a gentleman who had
been very properly and justly described
as one of the best experienced and able
officers of the House. But this Govern-
ment considered that that gentleman was
sufficiently paid by the salary of $2,600,
which he received as Accountant, and, as
ho had no duties whatever to perform as
Deputy Clerk, the $200 allowance
attached to that title was taken off.

Ma. MACKENZIE said the bon.
gentleman must admit that the officers
of this House should be equally well paid
with officers of the other House. If
there was a general reduction made,
there would be no objection. But it was
quiteevident, in looking at the Estimates,
that that was not the case. The Clerk
of the Upper House received $3,400, and
the Deputy Clerk, 82,800. The Clerk of
this House received $3,400, and the
Deputy Clerk, $2,600. The Deputy
Clerk was not, as hon. gentlemen sup-
posed, commissioned by the Government,
but by the Clerk of the House, and if

Mi. BABY.

the Clerk should be taken ill on any day,
the duties would have to be discharged by
Mr. IHartney. He did not think it was
fair at all to that gentleman, who was
one of the most efficient officers he (Mir.
Mackenzie) ever saw. He never knew
any officer so exact and thorough in the
discharge of his duties. He should not
be placed in a position of inferiority to
the saine officer in the Senate, who did
not discharge one-third the duties per-
formed by Mr. vlartney. He hoped the
Government would yet consider the
matter, and do Mr. Hartney the justice
he was entitled to.

Vote agreed to.

42 Expenses of Committ»es, Extra
Sessional Clerks, &c...... ,300 00

MR. MILLS said that, by a return
which was brought down early in the
Session, it appeared there had been 78 ex-
tra sessional clerks employed, though it
was stated that 2G had been dispensed
with about the time the return was
brought down. It was now stated that
these had been all re-employed, with the
exception of four, and that a large num-
ber in addition had been taken on. He
thought the number now employed ex-
ceeded 10W. It was also stated that a
considerable number of persons, who
were representatives of varions Coinser-
vative newspapers, received four or five
dollars a day as extra clerks. The names
of some of these gentlemen had been
given him, and he trusted to be able to
bring this matter again under the notice
of the, House. He thought it was a
great abuse. It should not be tolerated
that gentlemen connected with the press,
who were here for the purpose of repre-
senting hon. gentlemen opposite, should
be employed at the public expense, under
the designation of sessional clerks, for the
purpose of advocating the views and acting
as the exponents of hon. gentleien Ou
the Government benches.

Si JoHN A. MACDONALD said
he hol ed the hon. gentleman would bring
the matter up; and, when it was brought
up, the House would have an opportunity
of discussing it. It would put hin (Sir
John A. Macdonald) in mind of what was
done last Session. Such things were
done last year to a very large exteit.
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MR. ANGLIN said he urnderstood that
during the early part of the Session, the
Clerk of the flouse asked for a dozen
extra clerks, and he received sixty ; and,
before there was anything to be done,
some seventy-eight had been employed.
He understood that there were now some
hundred extra clerks, and lie could not
see upon what pretext so many were
employed.

MR. BUNSTEIR said he could not see
that, because gentlemen happened to be
members of the press, that they would
not make just as competent clerks as any
other persons.

MR. MACKENZIE asked if this esti-
mate of $10,300 was based upon the
expenditure of this Session so far 1

MR. TILLEY: Yes.

MR. MACKENZIE asked if the hon.
gentleman could tell what had been the
expense up to this period of the Session.

MR. TILLEY : I cannot.

MR. MACKENZIE said he thought
the hon. gentleman ought to know. le
was satistied, judging trom the number
of clerks employed, that the estimate
was not nearly sufficient. He wished
the hon. gentleman would give this state-
ment before the item was carried.

MR. TILLEY: I shall make enquiries.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said lie wished
to know whether the whole of the extra
clerks were to be paid out of the vote of
last year, than which he saw no other.
A return brought down showed that they
had, almost at the comniencement of the
Session, 75 extra clerks drawing from
$4 to $5 a day, representing a daily
expenditure of over $300, or at the rate
of $9,000 a month. The estimate for
those clerks had been $12,800; and, if
the statement of the member for Both-
well was correct, that a great many of
those discharged on the 20th of March
were reappointed and more added, a very
serIous abuse had been committed, and
that item would range from $25,.000 to
$30,000 for the pay of those clerks alone.
That large item might possibly hereafter
be charged to the account of the late
Government, the members of which were
1ot, and particularly he himself, disposed

to bear the responsibility of expenditure
to that extent, which was all the worse
if many of those clerks had been practi-
cally emph yed and acting as correspond-
ents of newspapers.

MR. TILLEY said that, as the hon.
member for Lambton had asked that this
item should stand over, lie would not
discuss it now.

MR. ROSS (West Middlesex) said
that the number of employés of ali kinds,
messengers, pages and extra clerks had
bean greatly increased in 1879, and par-
ticularly as compared with 18 7 i. The
extra clerks in 1877 numbered 36 ; ùi
1878, 41; and in 1879, 75. Seventeen
were dismissed on the 20th of March,
but the reappointments exceeded that
number.

43 Contingencies .............. $19,600 00
44 Publishing Debates.......... 15,000 0O
45 Salaries and Contingencies, per

Sergeant at Arms' Esti-
mates .................. 28,050 00

Miscellaneous.

46 Grant to Parliamentary Li.
brary, includiig $3,000 for
Law Books .............

47 Salaries of Officers, (addition-
al) and Contingencies of
Library .................

48 Printing, Binding and Distrib-
uting the Laws ..........

49 Printing, Printing Paper and
Bookbinding ..... ....

50 Contingencies of the Clerk of
the Crown in Chancery.

51 Miscellaneous Printing.

VIII.-ARTs, AGRICULTURE AND
TICS.

53 To meet expenses in connec-
tion with the care of Pub-
lic Archives .... ........

54 To meet expenses in connec-
tion with the Patent
Record ............. ...

55 To mneet expenses in connec-
tion with preparation of
Criminal Statistics .......

56 To meet expenses in connec-
tion with the Census. ....

7,000 00

5,000

12,000

70,000

1,200
2,000

STATIS-

$3,000 00

7,200 00

5,000 0o

5,000 00

IX.-IMMIGRATION ÂND QUARANTINE.

[ Salaries of Immigration
j Agents and Employés .. $22,950 00

57< Salaries of Traveling Agents. 5,200 00
Medical Inspection, Port of

Quebec........ ...... . 1,300 00
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• r

Quarantine, Grosse Isle ....
do St. John, N. B
do Pictou, N. S.
do Halifax, N. S.
do Charlottetown,

P.E.I .....
To meet expenses of further)

prceautionary meas-
ures for the Public
j Health, viz.-

Public Health.. $5,000 00
Cattle Quaran- j

tine .... a... 10000 00 j
Contingencies of Canadian

and other regular Agen-
cies .............. ....

Travelling expenses of trav-
eling Agents.... .....

$9,556
2,400

800
3,200

1,000

15,000 00

24,000

7,000

MR. ANGLIN asked why this large
staff was maintained. If he understood
all that was said last Session and during
the recess, as reported in the news-
papers, hon. gentleman opposite found
fault with the late Government for having
maintained so large a staff of officers at
a time when employment could not be
found for the people of the country, when
the only work these emigration agents
did was to overstock the labour market.
Perhaps, when the Government framed
the Estimates, they had an id& that
the National Policy would revolutionise
the country, and that employment would
be abundant.

MR. POPE (Compton) said the Govern-
ment had carefully considered the whole
question of immigration, and they felt
that the money of the country should not
be spent in bringing labourers into the
country to compete with the overstocked
labour market cf Canada. Upon that
principle they had acted, and, if hon.
gentlemen looked at the Estimates, they
would find that the amount had been re-
duced by more than one-half. With
reference to the permanent agencies
established in the country, they could
not reduce them very much. They must
continue those agencies, in order that the
immigrants coming to the country might
be directed aright, and protected on their
way to Manitba fror American agents,
anxious to allure them to the Western
States. Then there had been no time in
the history of the country when it was
more important to the Dominion to bring
out men with money, who could pur-
chase our small farms, settle on our
lands, and become contributors to the
revenue of the country.

Mit. CARTWRIGHT enquired what
steps had been taken to invite the immi-

gration to this country of English farmears
and persons of that class possessing
means. For several years the harvests
in England had been of a very indifferent
character, and farmers were casting about
for some mode of bettering their condi-
tion, and he would like to know if any
special means had been taken on the part
of the Department to call the attention of
these people to the openings which
existed in Canada just now ? A very
considerable number of Our own people,
in the older Provinces, were endeavouring
to sell their settled farms in -order to
move into the North-West.

MR. ROCHESTER asked whether it
was the intention of the Government to
prevent immigration agents from turning
out to canvass and interfere in the
elections, and whether the item, $14,00
for travelling expenses for im-nigration
agents had been used for that purpose
or not.

MR. BUNSTER enquired why the
reduction had been made in regard to
British Columbia ; it seemed to him
altogether uncalled for. An agent was
very much needed there to direct the
immigrants upon their arrival, and he
trusted that vote would be placed in the
Supplementary Estimates for this officer.

Ma. POPE (Compton) said that their
agents had been instructed to represent
to small tenant farmers and men of
capital the inducements offered to them in
Canada. They had published pamphlets,
they had advertised in the papers, they
had done everything that could be doue
to show the people the exact position
they might occupy if they came to this
country. Such bad been the work Of
most of the agents up to the time that
they left. From all the information -],
could obtain, we were going to g3t COn-
paratively a very large number of imm-
grants this year.

MR. CARTWRIGHT asked if the
attention of the hon. gentleman's agents
had been called to the fact that there Was
a large emigration from the older settled
parts of this country to Manitoba, and
that, in consequence, a considerable
number of good farms would be in she
market.
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Ma. POPE (Compton) wiid the agents
had been instructed to bring that fact
bef.re the people, and to tell them that
mauy small farms could be cheaply
purchased.

Ma. ANGLIN said he understood
from the hon. gentleman that, while the
means eniployed in Europe to induce
emigration to this country were to be
seriously diminished, the means employed
on this side for the reception of immigrants
were to be maintained in the old con-
dition. He would like the hon. gentle-
man to state how the reduction from
$8,700 to $7,000 in the London agency
had been brought about, whose services
had been dispensed with, and why, and
whether it was his intention to make
any ,more changes in the establishment.

Ma. POPE (Compton) said there was
les work to donow, and many of the
agents had been withdrawn. When, in
1872, he sent these agents to Europe, he
never contemplated they should remain
there permanently. He supposed they
would be able to complete their work in
three or four years, and that the immi-
grants to this country would themselves
become agents for their friends at home.
Six or seven of these agents had, con-
sequently, been withdrawn. The
reason of the reduction in the London
office was that there was not so mnuch
work to do here. One man, named
Talbot, had resigned, and, altogether,
the expenses were less.

HR. MILLS said the hon. gentleman
had stated that he was very careful in de-
termining who shouid emigrate to this
country-in fact, lie controlled the entire
enîigratioti. He had taken good care
that parties emigrating hither should not
be persons whose labour would bring
them into competition with those who
were already in the countrv. They all
kiew that last year the intending emi-
grants were told that manufacturing
industries were to be built up, and they
'would have plenty of work to do, and
that -emigrants from foreiga countries
would receive employment which these
industries would be able to afford them.
But now the hon. gentleman intimated
that this could not be done, that it was
OlIy agricultural labourers that should
cone here, and that it would never do

to have those who were engaged in
manufactures to emigrate to Canada,
because they would come into unfair
competition with those engaged in those
pursuits. He would like to know how
the hon. gentleman was going to reconcile
this policy he had marked ont here and
the policy he and his friends advocated
some months ago. The hon. gentleman
said he wanted to secure immigrants to
occupy the waste lands in the North-
West, and to take the place of the farm-
ers who sold out in the older Provinces,
but that lie did not want immigrants who
would corne into competition with those
engaged in skilled industry. They were
assured, over and over again, during the
past year, however, that the Government
were going to adopt a policy that would
give them a home here, and would create
a demand for their labour. The hon.
gentleman said he was not going to be a
" fly on the wheel," and yet he said
the Goveriment had done all it
could, had exhausted its resources, and
could do nothing more. The last step
of this great National Policy was to take
care tiat no one in the Old World, en-
gaged in any skilled industry, should
have any encouragement to corne to this
country.

MR. POPE (Compton) said there was
about as mucih knickerbocker in the hon.
gentleman's remarks as in anything he
had heard for a long time. He (Mr.
Pope) said nothing of the kind attributed
to him ; what he said was this: any-
body could corne to this country that
liked, but the Governinent did not en-
courage people to corne here who would
come into competition with our labourers.

MR. MACMILLAN said he under-
stood the hon. the Minister of Agricul-
ture to say that the Government did not
encourage people to emigrate to this
country to come into competition with
our labourers. He (Mr. Macmillan)
thought that was very desirable. 11e
knew that in the West many bon. mem-
bers carried their elections partially on
the ground that it was not desirable to
have persons of a certain class corne to
this country; that if they came of their
own accord it was all right, but that it
was not desirable that any considerable
amount of money should be expended in
encouraging immigration. For several
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years back we had been expending con-
siderable sums in that direction, and Lad
got very poor returns for it, indeed. As
for those persons who were anxious to
corne here, we would be glad to receive
them, if they could come at their own
expense, and assist in settling up our
country. A circumstance had taken
place in Ottawa within the last few days
which, he thought, justified his hon.
friend in the course he had pursued. A
few days ago many labourers, in this city,
carne to the Parliament buildings and
demanded that the Government should
either give then work or bread. Now,
if the Government were doing all in their
power to afford employment to these
men, by prosecuting public works, and if,
at this moment, there were still so many
of these people unemployed, it was not
at all desirable that considerable numbers
more should be brought over here at the
expense of the Government, during this
summer. He had also observed that
many young children were being brought
te this country by different parties, and
among others, a Miss Birt was bringing
many children to this country. ]e sin-
cerely hoped the Governnent would not
assist in bringing these children here, for
we had plenty of that class at the present
time in this country. In many cases
they were brought to the chies and kept
there, and many of then became
vagrants, and he did not think it was at
all desirable to have any more of them.

ME. CURRIER said he had the
greatest confidence in the hon. the Min-
ister of Agriculture. In 1872, when that
hon. gentleman first sent agents to the
old country, he said, at the tine, he
only expected it would be a temporary
arrangement, and that in a year or two
they would be dispensed with. Soon
after that, he ent out of power, and
edidd not control matters since that
time. Now, he (Mr. Currier) would
suggest that the hon. the Minister of
Agriculture should mnake a trial, and see
whether he could not get along without
those agents. Perhaps those who had
come out would hereafter act as agents
to their friends behind. He observed an
item of $23,000, to assist Mennonite im-
migration, but he thought it might be
better to expend money in helping our
own people who were not able, without

MR. MACMILLAN.

assistance, to go te the Prairie Province.
He had always maintained that we might
help poor people to remove from this
country to the West. There was much
talk in this city, a few weeks ago, about
forming a joint stock emigration society
to raise a sum of money to assist partially
to remove people who wished to go to
that country fron Ottawa. They ap-
plied to the Department of the Interior
to ascertain upon what terns they could
get a portion of the land set apart for
that purpose, and the answer was that
no inducement of that kind would be
given, that a township could not be set
apart for that -purpose to be settled by
emigrants removing from this city. The
only inducement they would offer was
such as was applied to all-that ot 160
acres of land free, with the .privilege of
buying 160 more at $1 an acre. He
thought that the Government might do a
little more in this respect. He believed
they might have set apart one or two
townships for that purpose, to be settled
on certain conditions that might
be imposed by the Departmnent
who had control of the matter.
H1e would be glad if that would be carried
out. For his part, he objected to the
spending of a large amount of money to
bring immigrants to this country. He did
'hot believe that the Minister of Agricul-
ture would be able to make or control a
selection of the people that ought to come
here. They had still a large number of
labourers coming to this countiy. le
regretted that such a large sum was
expended in agencies. The United States,
he understood, never had any agents in
the old country, and yet thousands of
emigrants went to that country. He
believed just as many emigrants as were
required would come to Canada, if all the
agents were withdrawn.

MR. BAIN said no doubt there was a
difficulty in dealing with the immigration
question, which had been aggravated by
the depression which had e±isted in Can1-
ada in common with other cuuntries. 111e
had no doubt that his hon. friends from
the large centres of population had found
great difficulty in dealing with the labour-
ing men out of employment in their
midst, already pressing upon their atten-
tion the fact that that they were-Out of
employment, and asking for means to
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alleviate distress. fe remembered that
a year ago, when the House was in
Session, that had been the pro-
minent difficulty on the Opposition
side of the House, and presumed
that bis hon. friend who had just
sat down (Mr. Currier) had realised this
SesAion the serious difficulties that sur-
ronnded the Government in dealing with
this question. There had been a good
deal of talk, a year ago, in respect to the
elass of immigrants that had been en-
couraged by the Government to come to
this country. Be remembered that it
reached that degree of importance that at
last the immigration agent in this city
indertook, for the purpose of having the
question investigated, to receive applica-
tions from parties who were anxious for
employment, or wighed for aid to re-
move, and he (Mr. Bain) recollected that
there was not a single case presented
where the applicant had not been a resi-
dent of this country for at least three
vears, and many were born and bred in
Canada. That was the best refutation of
the charges made against the administra-
tion of the Immigration Department by
the Government of that day. He was
not disposed to taunt his lion. friends on
the Government benches, and to ask
them to carry out now, in office, the line
of policy advocated by thei a year ago.
His hon. friend opposite (Mr. Macmillan)
had said what everyone in the House
acknowledged to be candid and true
when he . said that a great many
hon. members supporting the Government
owed their election to the votes they
secured fron the workingmen out of em-
ployment, by the cry that the introduc-
tion of immigrants was competing with
their labour. But he would ask every
fair-minded man, without regard to politi-
cal connexion, how it was possible to in-
crease the wealth of the country unless
it were by increasing the producing popu-
lation? He was pleased to hear that the
Minister of Agriculture did not propose
to withdraw the emigration agencies from
the old country, and that Canada would
still be brought under the notice of the
tenant farmers of the Mother Country,
and those classes possessing limited means
there, -who every year felt increasing
difficulty in earning a livelibood,and who
were a desirable class to induce to come
here. Evidence had been recently

given before a Committee of the
House, with regard to the reduction in
the value of agriciltural products, and the
consequent inability of farm tenants to
pay the high rents of former times, that
landlords had, in many cases, allowed
reductions on their rents of from 15 to 25
per cent., and lie (Mr. Bain) thought this
was a peculiarly opportune time to place
before those agriculturists the advantages
Cangla had to confer on small capitalists,
who, in England were now struggling
from year to year, and working to main-
tain their position. If this country ever
expected to secure a due proportion of this
desirable class, who, from circumstances,
would thus be disposed to leave the
Mother Country, it was necessary that
the inducements offer ed by Canada
should be placed prominently before
then. There was evidence to show
that the class of immigrants that came
here during the last four or five years
had not been a burden but a clear gain to
the country. It would be found that
eight out of ten of the class that was a
burden upon the community, in our
cities, were those who never were very
anxious, at any time, to work for a living
if they could beg, borrow, or secure a
living in some easy way. There was an-
other feature in connection with this
question that showed the class of immi-
grants that were induced to come to this
country under the late Administration.
He found, on looking over the returns
for last year, and it was about the average
of previous years, that there was over
$760,000 in money brought in by immi-
grants to Canada, besides between
$400.000 and $500,000 worth of settlers'
effects. Here was about a million and a
quarter brought into this country an-
nually. Considering these circumstances,
he thought every hon. member would
agree that it was desirable to
secure as large a proportion of
this class as possible. There
was another difficulty to which lie desired
to call the attention of the House. His
only plea for referring to this matter was
that, having been on the Immigration
Committee for the last few years, he had
been compelled to give this subject some
little attention. He found there was a
tendency on the part of the agents of
steamboat companies in the old country
to accept any class of the population there
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who might be willing to accept the offers
made to them, and accept the glowing
descriptions of the benefits that would
accrue to them by coming to Canada, with-
out regard to their fitness as settlers, and
often the class they incluced to immigrate
was a niost undesirable one. He trusted
that the Government would keep before
the Mother Country the inducements
which Canada held forth to the tenant
farmer of small capital, and for the,,.nan
who was willing to work, because he
was satisfied that, if the country was to
be built up, and its resources developed,
he could not say whether under a Pro-
tective policy, or under a more liberal
policy, we could best do it by doing all
we could to attract the small capitalist
and the industrious workingman, and as
rapidly as possible thus increase both our
producing and consuming population.

In reply to Mr. MACKENZIE and Mr.
CAnrwRnIGT,

MR. POPE (Compton) said that, with
a view to investigate the localities and
extent of the cattle disease in the United
States, the Canarlian Government had
sent a veterinary surgeon to several
States where it was believed to exist.
They wished to satisfy the people on the
other side of the Atlantic that there was
no disease in Canada, and to be certain
themselves as to the reality of any dan-
ger in the importation of cattle disease
from the States into Canada. It was
found that there was no serious risk of
that kind.

Mn. CARTWRIGHT said he would
like to know if they obtained any fur-
ther information, since the openiag of the
Session, on this subject. Did matters
remain in the same position ? If he re-
collected aright, quarantine was declared
for a certain time.

MR. POPE: Yes.

Mn. CARTWRTGRT : Would it ex-
pire on the 17th of next month 1

Ma. POPE said he feared they would
not be able to dispense with it without
exposing Canadian cattie to be
:slaughtered on their arrival in England.
The matter depended on Her Majes#y's
Government.

MR. BAiN.

Ma. MACKENZIE said that it would
be better to continue the blockade in the
West than to have Canadian cattle slaugh-
tered imnmediately on their arrival in
England.

MR. POPE said that he had got all
the information he could with regard te
the cattle in the West, and done every-
thing he could to call the attention of the
Privv Council to the difficulty and
trouble this Order would cause our
shippers and railroads, and, when naviga-
tion was opened, our steamboats. He
had also made a representation to the
Government at Washington, that, if they
would send a veterinary surgeon into
the Western States, the Canadian Go-
vernment would send one also, with a
view to a report, after a thorough inves-
tigation as regarded the disease, and in
order to a representation to the Privy
Council in England ; also, that if the
United States Government would pre-
vent the exportation of cattle from the
Eastern States intol the Western States,
they would see whether they could get
permission from the Privy Council for
the bringing of cattle from the States
through Canada, on the way to Eng-
land; but that Government made no
reply.

Ma. MACKENZIE said he had had
communications with many persons
largely interested in this trade, who
thought it was absolutely necessary to
prevent the spread of the disease into
our own country, to avoid sending ani-
mals through Canada, which might be
suspected of having it. The next most
important thing for a trade so lucrative
to us, was that it should not suffer
any unnecessary injury. He had no
doubt that the hon. the Minister of Agri-
culture would give the same attention to
this in the future as in the past. H*
(Mr. Mackenzie) was not able to make
any suggestions in the matter beyond
the maintenance of a careful onquiry in
order to the ending of the present inter-
regnum as soon as possible. So long as
the trade ran out of its wonted channels,
there was less chance of diverting it back
to the channels advantageous to Canada.
No effort ought to be neglected to re-
store the equilibrium that existed, and
that enabled us to carry a great deal of
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our neighbour's trade, as well as our
own.

in reply to Mr. CARTWRIGHT,

MR. POPE said that, within the last
few ionths, as late as the 1st April,
some deoeased animal% had been sent
from Portland and Boston to England,
but not in Canadian steamers. The im-
port3 from Canada into England had
been pertectly free from disease. One of
the propositions he made to the Privy
Couneil was wbether, if the Canadian
Government made a thorough examina-
tion of the cattle in tha West, and placed
an inspector at the Canadian port of
entry and another at the port of ship-
ment, to see that no diseased animals
were admitted, American cattle could
not bie brought through this country to
England. The answer was distinctlv
this: There was no alternative ; that, if
cattle were brought from the United
States through Canada, they must be
scheduled.

Vote agreed to.

58 Towards assisting immigration
and immigration expenses,
including estimated ex-
penses of transport of Meit-
nonites.................. $86,200 00

In Éeply to Mr. CARTWRIGHT,

11R. POPE (Compton) said that the
arrangement with the Mennonites was not
elosed this year. The condition made
with them in 1872 was that, up to 1876,
they should come froin Hamburg to
Manitoba for $30 a head. After 1876,
up to 1882, the time daring which they
could leave Russia, the charge was not
to exceed $40 per head. In view of our
position and the depression, and the diffi-
culties of making ends meet, the Govern-
ment felt that it was their duty to inform
the Mennonites that, trom this time, they
must pay the $40 per head, which was
1m, accordance with the arrangement in
1872.

Mi. CARTWRIGHT: How much
doles that leave us to pay per head?

Ma. POPE : It would leave about $5.

MC. CARTWRIGHT: That is very
small.

MR. POPE said that for $45 they could
get from Hamburg to Manitoba. The
contract was that the Dominion line of
steamers should bring them from Ham-
burg to Quebec for $25. At that time,
he had not expected to pay much in ex-
cess of that for the additional distance, as
he was calculating on transit by the
Dawson route, over which they could
have been carried for a small sum. The
cost from Quebec to Manitoba, by Lake
Superior, would be about $20, being in
all about $45 from Hamburg. That in-
cluded everything, as they would f urnish
their own food.

MR. DAWSON said that the Men-
nonites were a quiet, law-abiding people,
and were very industrious. The same
objections could not be urged in their
case as in that of the Chinese immigra-
tion, of which they had heard the other
day, because they brought their families
with them, and established themselves
permanently in the country, which the
Chinese did not. Still, they were a
community of peculiar habits and cus-
toms, and, until these were modified and
changed, they would continue to be an
isolated community. We had planted
them in the very garden of the conti-
nent, where they would prosper and grow
rich, and he (Mr. Dawson) wished them
every success; but he was not sure that it
would not be to their advantage, as well
as to that of the district where they had
settled, that they should be somewhat
mixed with other nationalities-English,
French and Scotch. le thought the
present a good time to encourage the im-
migration of people of our own race, and,
if they could only be made fully aware of
the advantages conferred on the Men-
nonites, and encouraged to believe that
they, also, would be planted in such a
fertile district, where they and their des-
cendants were sure to prosper, there
could, in bis opinion, be no doubt of our
abilitv to induce the immigration so
essential to the development of the terri-
tories which we were opening up.

MR. ANGLIN said that ail hon. mem-
bers who were members of this Ilouse
last Session must remember that a great
deal of noise vas made then because,
while money was appropriated for the en-
couragement of Mennonite settlement,
no appropriation was made by the late
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Government to asist tle French, who
were in the United States, to return to
this country and settle in Manitoba.
Very strong complaints were then made,
but the same old policy was now being
pursued. If it were a crime in the late
Government to negleat the claims of the
French seeking repatriation, he did not
see that it could be a merit in this Gov-
ernment, although some members of it
were those who joined in the clamour
the Session before. It was strange to
find gentlemen changing their views so
completely when they changed from one
side of the House to the other.

Vote agreed to.

1,-PENIONS

John Bright, Messenger House
59 >f Assembly............ $

SMrs. Antrobus.............

New Militia Pensioni.

( Mrs. Caroline McEachernand
four children............

Janet Anderson............
Margaret Mackenzie ........
Mary Ann Richey and one

child ...................
Mary Morrison..............
Louis Prud'homme.........
Virginie Charron and four

children...... ..... ....
Paul M. Robbins..........
Charles T. Bell ...........
Alex. Oliphant...... ......
Charles Lugsden ........
Thomas Clarters..........
Charles T. Robertson .....
Percy G. Routh ............
Richard S. Kin'g............

60 George A. Mackenzie.......
Edwin Hilder .............
Fergus Schofield ........
John Bradely..............
James Bryan..............
Ensign W. Fahey........
Mary Connors...........
Mary Hodgins and three

children ...... ......
John Martin...............
A. W. Stevenson...........
Mrs. J. Thorburn...........
Mrs. P. T. Worthington and

three children ...........
Mrs. J, H Elliott and children
Ellen Kirkpatrick and three

children.......... ......
Mrs. George Prentice and

children....... .........
Mary Hannah Tempest and

child........ ...........
62 Compensation to Pensioners in

lieu of land.............

Mi. AxuN.

80 00
80u 0C

238
110

80

288
80

110

150
146

73
109
91
91

lic
400
400

73
146

73
109
109
200
110

191
110
110
150

378
130

266

352

298

7,000

Resolutions ordered to be reported.

HTouse resumed.

Resolutions reported.

House adjourned at *

Fifteen minutes before
Eleven o'clock.

HfOUSE OF COMMONS.

3fonday, 28th April, 1879.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clo3k.

PRAYERS.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill was introduced and
read thefirst time:-

Bill (No. 98) To amend and consolidate the
Railway Act, 1868, and the Acts amending it.
-(Mr. Tupper.)

BREAKWATER AT BAYFIELD, N.g.

QUESTION.

MR. McISAAC enquired, Whether it
is the intention of the Government to
make prévision this Session to continue
the construction of the breakwater, com-
menced last Session at Bayfield, N.S.

MR. TUPPER: That subject is
under the consideration of the Govern-
ment.

GOVERNMENT BRANCH RAILWAYS TO
CAPES TORMENTINE AND

TRAVERSE.

QUESTION.

MR. YEO enquired, Whether the
Government intend, during this year,
building a branch railway from the I-
tercolonial Railway to Cape Tormen-
tine; and also, a branch railway from
the Provincial Railway at Prince Edward
Island to Cape Traverse.

Mi. TUPPER : The report of the
engineer charged by the late Government
to make the surveys, only came into my
hands a couple of days ago, and I have
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not yet had an opportunity of placing
them before my colleagues.

S1t A. J. SMITH: Will the hon.
gentleman lay the report on the table of
the House 1

ME. TUPPER: There is a motion on
the paper for this report to be brought
down, and I have directed that the report
shall be brought down.

PORT ELGIN HARBOUR IMPROVEMENT.

QUESTION.

Mn. GILLIES enquired, Whether it
is the intention of the Government,
during the current Session, to grant a
sum in the Supplementary Estimates for
the purpose of improving the Harbour of
Port Elgin, in the North Riding of
Bruce.

Mi. TUPPER: That subject is also
under the consideration of the Govern-
ment.

PACIFIC RAILWAY ROUTE WEST OF
SELKIRK.

QUESTION.

MR. MACDOUGALL enquired,
Whether this House has been put in pos-
session of all reports, recommendations,
maps and suggestions of the Engineers of
the Department of Public Works on the
subject of the best route for the Pacifie
Railway westward from Selkirk to the
Pacifie Ocean ; if not, whether it will
lot be in the public interest to lay all

such reports, maps, etc., before this
louse as soon as possible.

MR. TUPPER: i expect to be able,
in the course of a few days, to lay addi-
tional reports and maps before the
flouse on the subject referred to. All
reports and maps, consistent with the
public interest, will be laid on the table
of the House.

NATIONAL CURRENCY.

RESOLUTIONS PROPOSED.

Mr. WALLACE said the resolutions
which lie was about to svbmit, he knew
ra counter to the prejudices of the
many and to the interests of some. He

had been characterised by bis opponents
or by the opponents of the principles con-
tained in these resolutions, as a swindler,
a fool, and an idiot. But he had only
this to say to bis assailants-that if their
motives in opposing the principles in-
volved were no more selfish than bis,
they would have no cause to regret
having given expression to their views.
He was content to abide by the decision
of the future in regard to who was the
greatest fool. It might be supposed that
the opponents of the ineasure would have
some better principles to advocate than
those they condemned. He would, there-
fore, touch upon some of the objections
that had been raised to the measure he
advocated. First of all, paper money had
been characterised derisively as the rag-
baby. He was not aware that abuse had
ever hurt any person or qIestion, neither
did he think that abuse in this case
would do anything to deter the rag-baby
from becoming a fact, if the principle
embodied in it was true, as he b lieved
it to be. He contended that the present
system was a worse rag-baby than the
one he was advocating, because he did
not propose to do anything except pre-
sent a paper token that should be
endorsed and have the confidence of the
Government, that sbould be made law,
and pass as a legal tender in this country.
Whereas what was the fact at the present
moment. The system was dishonest and
a fraud. The banking system of to-day
promised to pay in gold. Was it able
to fulfil its promise. le found, on refer-
ing to the banking returns, that the
banks had in circulation $19,000,000 and
upwards of notes promising to pay in
gold. They had also over $5,000,000 of
Dominion deposits payable on demand.
Thev had also $598,000 provincial de-
posits payable on demand, and they had
other deposits payable on demand,
amounting to some $31,000,000, making
in all $57,804,007. What had they in
gold to represent tlis amount ? He
found that they possessed in specie
$5,922,191, as against $57,804,007 of -de-
posits. Then they had Dominion notes
payable on demand in gold amounting to
$8,341,532, or a total of gold and Domin-
ion notes of $14,263,723, which was
equal to a fraction lees than 25c. on
the dollar on their liabilities payable on
demand. This statement shows that the
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banks had liabilities payable on demand
for over $43,000,000, against which they
held neither specie nor Dominion notes.
For this amount the general public, their
creditors, had no security except the
solvency of the banks and their custom-
ers, and the responsibility of their share-
holders, a security which, althcugh un-
questioned, could not be as good as if the
whole country was held for the amount.
He would ask which of the two systems
was the best, which was the worst rag
baby, was it the honest paper money
which made no promise to pay gold,
or the paper which promises to pay gold,
when its promisors had not the gold to
pay? Again, the Government has in
circulation $10,527,502 and had
deposits in savings banks amounting to
$5, 741,433, a total of $16,268,938 against
which, it held only $2,633,916 in gold.
The other $13,000,000 was represented
by the confidence the people had in the
Government of the country; and he -was
convinced there was not a man in this
country who was not perfectly satisfied
with these legal tender notes,
althougb they wei e only backed
by a little over two millions of gold.
Take the bank circulation and the
bank deposits, and the Government
liabilities, payable always on demand.
The bank notes and deposits amounaed to
857,604,007, the Government notes and
deposits in savings banks amounted to
$16,268,938 ; total, $74,872,945,
against which the banks held, specie,
$5,896,408 ; the Government held,
specie, $2,663,913 ; total, $8,560,321,
or about a fraction under 12jc. of
gold on the dollar cf liabilities, leaving
unrepresented by gold, and represented
by nothing but the confidence of the
people in the Governiment, and the banks
$66,312,624. le would ask hon. gen-
tlemen what difference in the cir-
culation thE're would be if these
l2Ac. on the dollar were taken
away ? Was it rot, when we came down
to fact, the onfidncce Lthe people bad in
the stabiIity of the Government, and not
the gold, which made legal tender notes
pass current. Only the importer or tbe
man leaving the country waiited grl,
others never thought of it ; the legral ten-
der answered1 all iheir purposes, and ifi
there was no goMl to-day, that confidence
would not be impired in the least.

Mxx. WALLACE.

Another thing these honorable gentle-
men said was, that this was fiat money.
He would like them to show any money
that was not fiat. It was al], whether
gold or silver, paper or copper, fiat
money. It would require something
stronger, some objections more reason-
able and better, than these to eonvince
the people that an irredeemable paper
money, convertible into everything, was
not a correct system of money.
Again, it was said we were
taking up the worn - out clothes
of the United States. That country, it
was said, had gone back on the paper
money, and was resuming specie pay-
ments. There was no such thing in the
United States as the resumption of specie
payments, as we understood it. A man
could not take up a National Bank note
there and go to any of the banks and
demand gold for it, as banks were not
bound to pay gold. It was true they
were equivalent to gold, and the banks,
as a matter of convenience to their
holders, might give gold for them, but
they were not payable in gold,
and there was no place where
gold cou'd be had by right for them.
Greenbacks, or legal tender notes, were
exchanged for gold at the Sub-Treasury
Office in New York, in sums of not less
than $50. As we understand specie
payments, a dollar note ought to be Iay-
able in gold, by the party issuing it,
anywhere, if required. It would have
been impossible for the United States to
have paid gold to even that extent, had
it iot been for other circuistances that
had materially changed the state of
things in that country. For the last
three or four years the United States
had been exporting more than they in-'-
ported, the effect of which was that gold
had been brought into the country to the
extentof sums varying from $19,00o,()00
to $257,000,000 a year, for the last
four or five years, showing that gold was
not wantcd, and the much-abused legal
tender note -was to-day considered better
than gold. There was, therefore, n0
such thing as a resumption of specie paY-
ients, as we properly called it. To
prove lhow impossible it would be, lie
would cite the last returns, which
show ed that they had not a tithe of gold
equal to the currency in circulation.
On the lst November, 1878, paper
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money in circulation in the United States
was National Bank notes, $319,000,625 ;
legal tender, $346,000,681 ; a total
of $666,000,333. Against that how
much specie did they hold. The
banks in New York and elsewhere held
of' coin and bullion $17,394,111 ; in
the, ,treasury there was $144,539,441 ;
total, $161,933,552, as against a total
currency in circulation of $666,383,137.
How was it possible for the country to
paiy $666,000,000 with $161,000,000 ?
It was impossible. But gold was not
wanted to the full amount. There was
but one man in the country, the impor-
ter, with the exception of the man who
was about to leave the country that
wanted gold. For all the internal trade
of the country, which was vastly greater
than its exports and import trade, the
currency was equal, and, in some in-
stances, better thai gold as he would
show. Another thing with which the
opponents of this policy attempted to
frighten the people was a depreciated
currency. What was a depreciated cur-
rency ? If a thing would buy its full
value it would not be a depreciated cur-
rency. Look back to the
old bank of Upper Canada
which issued notes for which it promised
to pay 100c. on the dollar in gold,
and could not pay 50c. in gold. That
vas a depreciated currency. The Com-
mercial Bank showed a depreciated cur-
rency also, because it could not pay its
notes. The Colonial Bank, the Bank of
Brantford, the International Bank, the
Farmers' Joint Stock Company, and
iumerous other banks, which purported
to pay gold, but could not do so, their
notes wvere a depreciated currency. The
legal tender note only promised to pay an
indebtedness. It did not promise to buy
a givenî quantity of gold, a given quan-
tity of flour or butter, or anything else,
but it promised to pay its face value of
any article in the country in which it is
made the money of the country. Hon.
gentlemen would distinguish between
loney of the country and money out of

the country. Money was only money in
the realm in which it was created ; when
it went beyond that it was only a com-
nodity. Its value was its purchasing
power in the county where it was issued,
because beyond that it was of no value.
le had shown them what constituted

98

a depreciated currency. They might as
well apply the term to gold, because it
did not at al times buy the same quan-
tity of flour, and then was a depreciated
currency. In that case they would suy
flour had gone up; in the other case,
where the paper dollar lost part of its
purchasing power, they would say the
currency is depreciated. But the paper
was not depreciated, it paid its face
value, and never purported to do more.
But, admitting it was a depreciated cur-
rency, it was not half as bad, in the in-
terest of the country that issued it, as the
depreciated property that we now had
under certain circumstances. This cur-
rency would only be depreciated when it
was brought into contact with values
outside the country. If the country im-
ported more than it exported, the result
would be that the currency, or money,
of that country froin which we exported,
would be wantel to pay for the
difference between the imports and
exports, and, if the currency were not
valuable outside, it would take more of
it to pay the difference. The effect of
that would be, the importer, and he
alone, would feel the loss sustained by
the depreciation of the currency. There
would be no lack of money to meet the
requirements of the country. If the
importer imported more than the country
required, and hac to give more for the
gold than his circumstances warranted,
he would properly come to grief, because
lie had mismanaged his business. The
state of things now was infinitely worse
than a depreciated currency ; it was a
depreciated property. The exports were
not sufficient to pay for our imports, and
the consumer had to find the gold to pay
for the excess of the former, and the fact
of gold being scarce required great sacri-
fice on his part to obtain it. All pro-
perty became depreciated, and the result
was collapse of trade and ruin.
In this case the value of all
property suffered, while, in the
former, it was only the man who over
imported that felt the effects of a depre-
ciated currency. Which, he would ask,
was the worst, a depreciated currency,
admitting it was depreciated, which le
denied, or a depreciated property, that
created trade disaster and broaglit ruin
in its wake such as was seen to-dav ? He
contended that the depression we were
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suffering from was not fromu a legitimate
cau'se, but simply from the fact that we
had too little money in circulation, and
credit was at present destroyed. He
thought, therefore, that a aepreciated
currency was not so bad as a depreciated
property resulting fromn an over importa-
tion of goods as compared with the ex-
ports. In any country where gold was
the basis of its currency, and it had to be
withdrawn to make up the vacuum be-
tween the exports and imports, the cir-
culating medium of the country was
withdrawn and the stoppage of trade was
the result. Look at what the much abused
greenback did fot the United States. The
credit of the Union, the Union itself,
could not have been maintained except
through it. Every one knew that the
United States bcrrowed all they could,
that their bonds and promises to py
vere selling at one time at 35c. on

the dollar, and that they could not bor-
row a dollar more. All the gold they
could get fron their own banks was
about $12,000,000, but they afterwards
succeeded, by their legal tender notes and
fractional currency, in gettin g from
the people a loan of between from
$400,000,000 and $500,000,000 free of
interest. The result was that the people
of the whole country had the use of
$346,000,000 since the year 1864, the year
in whicb it was issued, and the interest
upon that at 5 per cent. would be
$260,000,000, showing that the American
people got, principal and interest, over
$600,000,000 that never cost the Govein-
ment a cent. lf they had borrowed that
amount of money from outside, they
could only have done so at a third of its
face value, and they would have had to
pay 5 per cent. interest to
outsiders on the whole sum, or
$260,000,000, and to-day would have
owed $346,000,000 for the $120,000,000,
or $140,000,000, which they would have
got if that amount in bonds had been sold
out of the country. Other causes, besides
the issue of money, operated on the
American currency. It was not due
entirely to the amount issued that it
depreciated in value. For, on looking at
the returns of that country, it would be
found that, in 1864, when they had
$833,718,000 of paper money in circula-
tion, it was only worth 38c. and a
fraction in gold on the dollar ; that tie

MR. WALLACE.

very next year, when they had
$983,000,000, or $150,000,000 more, in
circulation, their currency was worth 71c.
and a fraction in the dollar, so that
everyone must see that it was not the
issuing of the quantity of currency so
much as the fact that the people of the
world believed the American nation was
going to pieces, and would never be able
to redeem its liabilities, which caused
the depreciation in 1864. Even
the American people themselves did
not believe the Government would
be able to outlive the war, and
thought that their mnoney would be of no
value. It was worth twice as much i
1865 as it was in 1864, although in 1865
they had $150,000,000 paper money
more in circulation than in 1864. There
was another reason why the paper
money of the United States becqr-a 1
preciated. They decried their own
credit. The Government issued this
money to pay all the debts it owed the
people, but would not take it in return
for debt the people owed the Govern-
m2nt. They said: If you owe a debt to
the Government you must pay it in gold,
but you must take this paper money for
any debt owed to you. Every man
knew what the effect of any country
repudiating its obligations must be. Its
currency must come down in value.
Americans discriminated between their
own money and gold, not from choice,
but from necessity. They wanted gold
to buy materials to carry on the war :
they could not get them at home and
they had no credit abroad-they had to
get gold to buy their goods, therefore,
they had to discriminate against their
own mon ey, and so it became unequal to
gold. These two facts contributed far
more to depreciate paper money in the
United States than all other circum-
stances. But he would inquire what
money was, that we might have a proper
understanding of it, because, although
even all men liked to get money, they
would fight'for it, toil, rob and murder
for it, yet he believed there was a great
misapprehension as to the nature Of
monev. It was neither a product of na-
ture nor of labour, it was impossible to
produce it by either. It was neither
gold, silver, copper or paper, nor any
material substance, it was simply a crea-
tion of Government. It could be made
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out of anything, and, therefore, could be
nothing of itself. In this country we
had gold, silver, and copper money, and
in the common acceptation of the termi,
we had paper money also. This
latter was made a legal tender for all
that it promised to pay ; but when you
looked into it, these promises to pay had
only 12c. on the dollar in gold at
their back. Yet there was not a man in
Canada who was not as well satisfied,nay
better satisfied, with the paper mon.ey of
Canada than with the gold, because it
was convenient to carry. Give a man
$1,000 in gold, and although he would
like to have it very well, he would
change it into paper because it was
more convenient to carry about
with him. He could stick
a $,000 note into his pocket, and never
know it was there. le said it was the
creation of a Goverament, but it was
more, it was a legalised measure. It
was more than a legalised measure, it
was a token of value, it was a conven-
ience, and it was a power. He would
like to ask hon. gentlemen, why insist on
a measure being made of any particular
material ? Why insist that the measure
of value-which money was-should be
made of gold any more than a yardstick;
why a measure of cloth should be made of'
gold I Tlere was no reason for it, in
his apprehension. Look at the absurdity
of the thing-it would embarrass coin-
merce, embarrass the exchange of produc-
tion. Admit for a moment that a yard
neasure must be made of some particu-
lar kind of wood that was not common in
this country, and that no other measure
should be or could be used, what would
be the effect of that ? All the transac-
tions of the country would be brought to
a stand-still, or nearly so, on occount of
the difficulty of getting the measure.
Men would substitute something else for
it, as they do now for money. Gold, as
a imeasure, was so scarce that men sub-
Stituted credit for it. So they would
substitute for the gold yardstick one of
Pile. or of white ash. But suppose, for
a moment, that an edict was passe that
a golden measure, or a foreign wood
measure, was the only legal measure,
some men would say: I shall not take
the eloth by any other measure. Look
at the derangement of trade in the case.
Ail would have to get these measures,

and trade would bave to be stopped
until they did get these measures.
Would it not be a great inconvenience to
have such a measure ? But why
should nieasures be limited ? Why should
not the measures be asý numerous
a s the requirements of commerce de-
manded ? Then why should we not
have all the money required by the com-
merce and business of the country 1
Why should there be any limit to the
measures of value any more than to any
other measures we used? He thought
there should be none, and if any hon.
gentleman would give the matter serious
consideration he would see the absurdity
of having the measures limited. Then
again, he held that an article of value
was not fit for a measure, simply because
being a changing quantity it could not be
a nasure. W at would be the value of
a yard measure that to-day was two feet
eleven inches, next day two feet nine
inches, and next day three feet one ? The
thing would be an absurdity, and this
must be the case with any measure made
of value, because, being itself a commod-
ity, and subject to the law of supply and
demand, it must be a changing quantity.
Therefore, lie contended that an article
of value was not fit for a measure, and,
therefote, that gold was not fit for a
measure. In the first place it was not
abundant enough to enable us to have a
sufiiciency of the measure, and because it
was a changing quantity, unless, as was
the ease now, we made a fixed quantity
of it by declaring by law that it was
worth so much, and that was the only
way we could make it a measure at all.
Again, it was not fit for a measure, be-
cause it would not measure its own value
-it was measured itself, its cost was the
labour expended in finding it. A man
who was starving would give al] the gold
in the world for a loaf of . bread, so the
man who was dying of tbirst would give
all the gold in the world, if lie had it, for
a drink of water. Therefore, when the
system said that gold could measure anv-
thing, the thing was the niost palpable
absurdity that a man could utter. The
only measure of anything, the true mea-
sure of everything, was nan's necessi-
ties, just what a man would give of his
labour for that2which he wanted. What
a man wanted to do with gold, what its
use would be worth to him, was the mea-
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sure of its value. Then, again, monev
was a convenience. Every man would
admit that neither gold, silver,nor capper
money was as convenient as paper
money, not being as easily transmitted
from place to place, nor so easily carried
around as paper money. Money as a
legalised value gave gold, which was
money and the standard of value, an un-
just supremacy over all other values, be-
cause if gold was scarce every other
value was lessened or destroyed without
reference to its cost or to its usefulness,
which was its intrinsic value.
Then, again, it was a power,-and here
he held was where money did the greatest
wrong if limited in quantitv. It destroy-
ed production in this way : You take
money that is of value, and that value
difficult to be got, and limited in quan-
tity, what was the effect of it upon pro-
duction? No one value bore any propor-
tion to all other values, but by law we
make one value measure all the others,
and it measured them in this way : It
made them go down in value until the
greater meets the lesser, and in putting
them down it put production out of
existence. For instance, it takes so much
labour, or the proceeds of labour, to buy a
little gold, that men cannot live by labour.
He believed that to-day one of the great
causes of trouble was the scarcity of
money or gold, which is the purchasing
power, had put labour out of existence.
Look at the absurdity of i-before a
man could exchange his labour for bread
he must have gold in between. And it
being scarce it took so much of bis pro-
duction to buy a little gold that he could
scarcely get bread enough to eat with lis
labour. If there was no gold in this
country then, according to the principle
now prevailing, we could do no business
at all, because gold was the only legal
measure, the only legal value, and conse-
quently commerce must be at an end, all
production must cease, and men must
starve. The argument, therefore, of those
hon. gentlemen who urged that gold was
a necessity of commerce, had no logical
sequence, it was an evident absurdity ;
and he also held that, in the power of
money, the greatest wrong was in that
way committed. For instance, he held
that it ought to be true in political econ-
omy that the more a man worked the
more he ought to have, and that the
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measure of his ability to purchase ought
to be his ability and willingness to work.
But was that the case ? No. As it
stood now, his ability to purchase was
measured by the gold he could get by his
labour. Was that right ? The faet was
that labour destroyed itself. The abun-
dance of labour, instead of making more
happiness, and giving the laborer more
comforts, gave hima less, because it made
lis labour less valuable as compared with
gold, and because there was a limit to
gold in coniparison with labor and its
products, to the extent that labour almost
went out of existence if there was no
gold. There is where the great wrong was
done ; that we made gold the purchasing
power, or money the purchasing power,
and, under our systei, gold was money,
and the only money that the law recog-
nized, except the legal tender notes we had
issued,and they were promises to pay gold.
The wrong consisted in making the work -
ingman, before he could purchase, ex-
change his labour into gold with which to
pturchase, instead of allowing him to ex-
change bis labour, by some easy and con-
venient method, into the labour of some
other man. A man who wanted labour
ought to be able to exchange it freely
and easily without the interference of
gold, which was difficult to be got, and
which took so niuch of the labour to get
the purchasing power that the latter was
almost destroyed. Now, look at paper
monev for a moment. He had said it
was the best money as a measure, be-
cause it had comparatively no value of
itself, and therefore was not a changing
quantity. It might change in this way,
however: If you made it abundant, it
would have less purchasing power, but,
just in the same way, if you brought into
the country a large quantity of gold and
put it in circulation, you decreased its
purchasing power as you decreased the
purchasing power of paper money by inl-
creasing its quantity. But what was the
fact i When bon. gentlemen were talk-
ing of the great advance made by com-
merce in the last half century, they forgot
that the great discoveries of gold in Cali-
fornia and A ustralia gave a circulating
medium to the business of the world
that enabled it to expand. Gold becale
less valuable, and other articles went 1P
in value, and that was the effect of the
laws of supply and demand. The great
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feature of money was that, if you in-
creased it in quantity, other articles
which it purchased had a tendency to in-
crease in value. Now, paper money
being an article of no value, it could
never of itself change; it would only re-
present the power that the law printed
upon it. He maintained that paper
money afforded the true system of pro-
tection to industry-a far better system
than customs duties, which were
nerely a tax upon industry ;
but these collections of taxes were
the method adopted for protecting
our industries from coming into injurious
competition with foreign industries. We
placed a toll-gate on our frontiers, and
allowed no one to come in without pay-
ing the toll. But paper money would
afford industry the means of protecting
itself. For illustration: our country im-
ported more goods than it exported, and
money had to be found to make up the
difference, that is to say, gold had to be
found, or its equivalent, because no coun-
try would accept as money the money of
any other country except gold, or some
article of equal purchasing power. If
the imp"rts were large, or likely to be
large,or if the crops were likely to be short,
the importing merchant seeing this, and
seeing that gold was going to be scarce,
that there was not going to be exports
Qnough to pay for his imports, what did
he do ? le saw that he had to pay more
for the gcld and placed a higher price
upon his imported goods, to cover the
cost of converting them fron the money
of the country into gold. In this way
paper roney would afford true protection
to production at home, because it in-
creased the value of imported goods, and
stimulated the production of articles in
the country. Then again he contended
that paper moncy gave stability to
the Governmental institutions of the
country. A man who held his
moIeney in gold could put it in bis pocket
and walk away if trouble came upon the
country, but a man who held lis wealth
i the money of the country, iust stay
there, and must use it there, because it
\was comparatively of little value outside,
an11d if there was a revolution in this
country it would be valueless elsewhere
faltogether. Therefore it was lis interest,
a1S well as his duty, to remain in this
coulntry, to maintain its governniental

institutions. He had said that paper
money had, of itself, no intrinsic value ;
gold itself had very little intrinsic
value either. Take an article of
food, it had an intrinsic value,
beside the labor it cost to produce it ;
that is, its value as an article for the
sustenance of life. Both paper money
and gold had a purchasing power, but
gold had a purchasing power all over the
world on account of the value put upon it
by law. But of what value was gold as
an article of use to man I Very little
indeed. The savage used it to decorate
his person, the civilised man to decorate
his house as well as his person ; but,
compared with food or clothing, it was
scarcely of any intrinsic value at all.
Paper money had just as much value as
gold, so far as its legal value was con-
cerned. It was money just as much as
gold in a countiy where it was made
money. The two articles as money were
on a par in the countries in which they
were made money. Then, as far as the
purchasing power was concerned, it was
regulated by the law of supply and de-
mand, the one just as much as the other.
Increase the quantity of either, and the
effect was at once to raise the price of
everything that you bought with either
of these talues. because both were in-
evitably subject to the same laws,
and it was impossible to in-
crease the supply of any-
thing without decreasing its value.
It mattered not whether it was labour or
the production of labour, gold, silver, or
anything else, they had only to increase
the supply in order to lessen the value.
He had endeavoured to show what money
was not; what, in his estimation, money
was, and what were its uses, and that
paper money was the true, the best
money. He proposed now to show how
it could be utilised by the people of this
country. They were all the tine borrow-
ing. He believed that any country that
borrowed was going to ruin. One party
accused the Finance Minister of the
other with not having made as good a
loan as his predecessor, but he (Mr.
Wallace) apprehended that both did
equally well if they put the loans upon
the foreign market on the same principle.
There could be no difference, except
in the terms on which the loan
was offered. If one Finance Minister
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went to the old world and put his loan
on the market at a certain price, and got
it, he did not know but he could have
obtained more. Another vent to the
same market and fixed the least price he
would take, leaving it to open competi-
tion, knowing that he would thus get the
best price, which was certainly the better
plan of the two. In the difference of the
plan the superiority or inferiority of skill
was shown. Both were just in the posi-
tion of all men borrowing, who were
compelled to give the men that had the
money what they asked. What did they
see ? They saw this great country,
backed by its enterprising and intelli-
gent population of 4,000,000, the almost
untold wealth of its mines and forests
and fertile lands, compelled, when they
wanted to expend $1,000,000, or
$1,500,000, to send the Finance
Minister. bat in hand, to England,
to the Jews of Lombard street, to ask
how much they would give him on his
securities. Was not this a humiliating
position ? He contended it was not a
necessary position. If they would allow
the intelligence of this people, backed by
their enormous resources, to set to work,
they could carry on thei'r public works
without borrowing from abroad. He
contended that if Canadian credit and
Canadian resources were good enough to
build them with the intervention of Eng-
lish and foreign capital, they were good
enough, if they could utilize them, to do
so without it. - No man, for a moment,
would contend that the Englishman, or
any other man, was going to invest his
money simply for the benefit of the
Canadian people. If he invested,
it was because he believed it to
be to his own interest, and he hoped
and believed that when inducing the
English capitalists and others to invest
in this way, Canadians expected they
would be repaid. He trusted the people
of Canada had not come so low as to
want to cheat them out of their money.
They might cover the Canadian Pacifie
Railway from ocean to ocean with gold
and it would not build a yard of the
road. It would employ labour which
inust build it. He believed that Cana-
dian resources could be utijised in a bet-
ter way for employing Canadian labour
than by borrowing gold upon them. He
proposed to submit a plan by which it
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could be done according to his sincere
belief. Meartime, peopleof this country
were boasting of their prosperity all the
time. Now, what did this pile of build-
ings, for example, in which they were as-
sembled,-and of which they were so
proud-represent-was it Canadian
prosperity ? No; but rather Canadian
degradation, as being the evidence of
Canadian indebtedness. It was the same
with their Canadian railways, which
were not, either, evidences of Canadian
prosperity. Every $90 out of $100 in-
vested in those roads belonged to Eng-
lish people, Canadians having but little
interest in them, except in their work-
îng. Then go down to individuals, and
see what the people were doing. The
farmers, through the various loan
societies, had mertgaged their farms in
many instances, the process continuing
daily. A large portion of the business
of the professional men throughout the
country was connected with those mort-
gages, for which the societies borrowed
money from England, at a less rate of
interest, loaning it afterwards at rates
impossible for our people to pay. The
result had been and would be that their
farmers and businers men had gone
and would go to the wall through borrow-
ing money at extravagant rates; and
this was what the Canadian people had
been calling prosperity. It was his firm
belief that the continuance of this system
would lead either to Canadian slavery or
knavery. Either the Canadian people
must become slaves or knaves-must re-
pudiate or become slaves to enable then
to repay. They h'ad wealth in this coun-
try, and if they could sell large deben-
tures in England could we not sel] small
ones here to our people ? They had
lands enough, and let them utilise them
for building their public works, and see
what their people could do. After the
Unit ed States had exhausted their power
to borrow from abroad, they made a loan
at home of $300,000,000 which the
people took up, to the advan-
tage of the country. Some hon. gen-
tlemen might say it was Pro-
tection that gave the impetus to the
manufacturing industries of the United
States ; he believed it was the much
abused paper money of that country that
did the most in that direction. Protec-
tion helped, but paper money gave the
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people the wherewith to start manufac-
tures, cheap money enabling them to
compete with the cheaper labour of Eng-
land and other countries. The labour was
higher m the United States than in
them, but the difference between money
and 3 and 10 per cent. had much to do
in the decision as to whether they should
have manufacturing industries in a
country or not, The result of putting
that large amount of money in circulation
in the United States, although for the
destruction of property and life, bringing
no useful return, was to start manufac-
tories, because every man had money and
wanted to use it to make it worth any-
thing, it being so cheap. But returning
to this country, he would try to show how
they could utilise such nioney and the
public credit. It was not a credit if they
gave a paper dollar for a man's labour; he
had earned that money, and, so far as he
was concerned, there was no credit about
it. Therefore, he contended that this
was not credit for the people as a whole,
for the people had the work of the man
to represent the dollar. It was only
giving an acknowledgment in the shape
of money, and utilising it as a means for
the payment of the people by the Gov-
ernment of the people. The people as a
whole could not credit themselves. If
they borrowed from outsiders then they
owed a debt, but what the country owed
to itself was not a debt. They had any
extent of wild lands unoccupied, and
forests and minerals, and could
make iron, and wood-work
out of their timber. All they
wanted was labour. Let them issue legal
tender notes to pay for that labor, and
maake theým convertible into lands of the
Doulinion, or into bonds of 4, 5 or 6 per
cent. interest, for which lands would be
sold. At the same time that they issued
this land scrip, and commenced building
thie public works, let Dominion land
prospectuses be issued fixing the price of
lands within a given distance of the rail-
way; and before the 10 or 15 years
that would be required to construct this
road-a period long enough-thev should
have the railway finished, and the money
paid for finishing it, back into the hands
Of the Government for the payment of
its lands, those of the Executive of the
people, and therefore the people's. So,
in that way, the road would b2 built

without creating indebtedness either upon
individuals of this country, or the people
as a whole. He would ask hon. gentle-
men on both sides to consider whether it
was not possible, by utilising their own
resources, to do better than by mortgag-
ing them to the people of England, or any
other country ? He believed that they
could, and that there was not a moment
to be lost in the adoption of this or some
similar principle ; because, if any country
ever wanted assistance, Canada did at
present, when everything was at a stand-
still, when no man knew whom to trust,
or when or how business could be done.
Such a scheme would give instantaneous
relief to the industries of this country,
and Canada, ýùnder such a systen,
would take a bound. It was not the
kind of system they had had
of lete. They knew that only a false
and fictitious prosperity could be created
by borrowed money, which always went
out of the country again, and when it was
gone left a depression as great in propor-
tion as was the aparent prosperity by
which it was preceded. The Dominion
owed $170,000,000, that entered in. the
shape of gold to build its railroads and
other works. Where was it now ? All
that was left of it, apparently, was
$8,000,000, all the rest having gone out
to pay for imported goods. During the
tite that money was in circulation, they
had a false prosperity-created, not by
production or by the la bour of the c ountry,
but by the increase of the price of btl
by borrowed money. They then spent
more on luxuries; but, in a few years, the
money was all gone, and they came down
to hard pan, with years and years of de-
pression, such as they now suffered from.
The money spent on the Intercolorial
Railway, and by the municipalities of
Ontario and Quebec to build railroads,
had all left the country, and the people
were now called upon to pay interest on
those loans, without the ioney to do it.
And, to-day, what do we see? Bankrupt-
cy and ruin everywhere. For the last
three or four years this country had been
borrowing to pay interest on its indebt-
edness. By adopting this plan, noney
would be more plentiful in the country,
would create production, stimulate indus-
tries, and would not go away. Which of
the two systems was the best in the ia-
terest of C~anada? If they believed as lie
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did, they would adopt the system he pro- were following a course which would de-
posed, and without the loss of a moment. stroy the labour and industry of the
Contrast the two systems briefly. Every country. They were advocating a system
now and again they heard of waves of which must involve both capital and
depression, which phrase was thought labour in one common min, and putting
sufficient to explain disastrous conditions, both within the grasp of gold and of the
of which they ought to find out the real usurer. Although the fetters were golden
causes. He understood depression brought and glittering, they were net the less
on by the forces of nature, such as a storm, cruel. They were as inexorablydestroying
inflicting untold misery by destroyinig the both capital and labour, as the locomotive
food of the people, but he could not un- destroyed the unfortunate victim who,
derstand depression bringing severest whether through accident or design, came
misery in its train without apparent in its way. The cause of the depression
cause. What did they see? Often the to-day was that there wàs not gold
hard earnings of a lifetime gone in a enough to carry ou the business of the
night without any reason l and men, whose country. Ta e the commercial transac-
arms were paralysed by hunger, wiling tions of the world, and ninety 'ut of
to work and unable to find it to do. And every hundred were done on credit, be-
why no work? Was it because the people cause there ws not sufficient circulating
bad ail the comforts that work would medium. Let hon gentlemen look
create ? No; because look abroad and back and se if those credit
they would see an infinity of suwfering transactions were not the beginning
nen---millions suffering and almost naked, if the cause-the sole cause lie miot
hungy and homeless; and yet people say-of the terrible bardens imposed on
would say there was no work to do. the workingmen and business men of the
Why was this suffering? It would be world to-day. When Jay Cook & Co.
said it was on account of one of those failed, other business men were brought
Nvaves of depression whi h periodically down, and these brougt others with
sweep over the world. If it was not them, wîth whom they wer involved in
due to oatral causes, it must be due to business transactions. Credit collapsed,
faise regulations irnposed on society. lie and the -whole fabrie feil like a child's
believed that the cause of the depression house of cards. S credit was adopted
froet which we now sufer was due to the simply because there was not gold enougl
present system f money. They had idol to carry on th business of li worid.
ised goki, placed it on a throne, made it They hadl undertaken to do what could
master of the worid, and, tosday, it was not be done. They had substituted credit
crushing the life eut of capital and des- wbich had been followed by the abuse of
troying labour. Yet, when people spoke credit, and redit itself was the result of
of anything like this sheme, that he a false system compelling gold to be the
bclieved would have the effeet of allevi- only miediumn of exehange, the only legal
ating the prevailing suffering, and reliv- value. h did not matter how muc a
ing their industries from their present mnan had in the shape of wealth-if he
paralysic, there was na better argument owed $1,000 and shad $10,000 worth of
to hurl against themn than that it was a rag property, if e had not the gold he wouid
baby, that its advocates and the opponents have to give that $10,000 worth of prop-
of bhard money were swindlers aud fools. crty for bis $1 ,000 indebtedness for*
The supporters of the present syste whic bis creditor insisted on beins paid
undertook to do what was a physicat im- in gold. And that, lie (sr. Walace)
possibility ; they undertook tomake the believed, w the cause of the wave of
lesser contain the greater; they under- depression that swept over the commer-
took to say that gold, which bore no con cial cities of the world. e asked if that
parison at ail to the other produts of the system-if it had that effeet on the
world, should mneasure them ; they said people-could be called a systemi of Per-
that it was the only legal value. Could fection? On the other hand, he pro-
fon. gentlemen say, da e they say, posed a system that would be as expan
that it was such a perfect system that it sive as the industries of the country. 
should not be touched, that ne substitute was nt difficult te give, because
should be sought for it And yet tey paper noncy was easily made. lione.
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gentlemen might say lie proposed to make
the country rich by making money. le
never knew any Government make a
country or any people rich; but Govern-
nients could do this. They could give fa-
cilities for becoming rich-means where-
by industries could be developed. If
hon. gentlemen said it was impossible
for a Goverunment to make money, then
he (Mr. Wallace) was at issue with them.
It was only the Government that could
make money. But nothing would make
a country rich except nature and the
wealth that labour produced. This was
the only true wealth of a country. There
was no wealth that was not the creation
of.labour, either active or accumulated,
because capital was only labour realized.
Nature and labour were the only pro-
ducers, and, therefore, the only enrichers
of a country. It might be said that be-
cause paper money had been abused in
the past, this measure should be opposed
now. He had no doubt that lion. gentle-
men who would take the opposite side
of this question would tell the House
about the French assignats, Continental
money, and speak of American green-
backs, refer to George Law's scheme, and
tell them about the money of the South-
ern Republics. But they might as well
say a man should not drink water be-
cause he could be drowned in it, or ap-
proach fire because it burned, as to say
they should not use paper money because
it had been abused. He wanted hion.
gentlemen, when they spoke about those
things, to remember the difference be-
tween money and a promise to pay.
hloney completed a payment, whilst the
other was an agreement to pay, and only
transferred the indebtedness. An agree-
Ment to pay became valueless when there
was nothing to pay it with. A man who
sold 100 bushels of wheat and got $100,
accomplished a complete transaction,
but he was no wealthier than he
Was before ; he had only ex-
changed his wheat for mcney.
lie held that the adoption of this system
of financing would do away with the
waves of depression, because it would, in
a great measure, put an end to the credit
Ystem by which they were produced.

lie held that this system of money would
be expansive and keep pace with the
growing industries of the country, and
that it would benefit the whole people of

Canada. It would do away with the
necessity of borrowing from abroad, and
thereby save interest. He noticed that
the interest on the public debt of Canada
amounted to $7,000,000, or $1.75 per
head of the population. Well, lie pro-
posed, in these resolutions, that the Gov-
ernment should issue $10,000,000 an-
nually for carrying on the public works
of the country. They were now paying
$1.75 for interest ; could they not, to far
better advantage, invest in the securities
of this country to the extent of $2.50 per
head of the population i That would be
$10,000,000. For instance, a man with
a family of four would subscribe to the
extent of $10, and he did not think there
was a laboring man in the country that
could not invest to that amount in these
securities. He thought it could easily
be done. In this way, our public works
would be built and our country benefitted.
If this plan were adopted, it was his
belief that the man who saw Canada to-
day would not know lier ten years hence.

MR. CRIARLT)N said the hon. mem-
ber for South Norfolk (Mr. Wallace) had
frequently advocated, upon the floor of
this House, the views put forth to-day,
and, while believing that the views em-
bodied in these resolutions would be not
only detrimental but ruinous to the
interests of Canada, still the hon. gentle-
man was sincere in his advocacy of these
resolutions, and his sincerity warranted
him in the expectation that bis views
should be received with courtesy.
That the issue of inconvertible
money would quicken industri3s, and in-
crease the national wealth in some mys-
terious way, was a fallacy which, though
often exploded by irresistible logic, and
the practical lessons of cruel experience,
continually -ropped to the surface, as it
did in Canada to-day. In bis opinion,
circumstances were likely to arise in this
country within a short time, which would
make this fallacy peculiarly dangerous.
They had recently, under the leadership
of the hon. members on the Treasury
benches, entered upon a fiscal revolution,
one of the effects of which would, he be-
lieved, be to diniinish the revenue of this
country. He believed that another effect
of that policy itself, already foreshadowed
by the manner in which it was received
in England, would be to greatly impair
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the credit of the country. Then the views
.advocated by the hon. gentleman would
become peculiarly dangerous, and then
the party in favour of the inconvertible,
irredeemable issues of paper money,
right become a powerful party, possibly
the dominant party in Canada. The
hon. gentleman affirmed in the first
resolution that money was the
creation of Government. That was an
error, from which the hon. gentleman
proceeded to draw false deductions. He
(Mr. Charlton) denied that money was
the creation of Government. The time
once was that mankind in their transac-
tions had to resort to barter ; such a
thing as a measure of value or medium
of exchange had no existence. They had
to confine themselves to the exchange of
commodities ; under such circumstances
trade was crude and limited, and exten-
sive commercial transactions were im-
possible. Under these circumstances.
necessity, the mother of invention, com-
pelled man to invent money. It was not
created by Government ; it was invented
by man. Various articles had, in times
past, served for money. Cattle had
been used as money ; cowrie shells were
used among the Africans, and wampun
belts macle of shells, had been used
among the A merican Indians as money;
various articles bad, in different coun-
tries, at different times, served the pur-
pose of money. But there was one
essential requisite it must possess, that
was, value. That was the firss requisite.
Now, the bat before him (Mr. Charlton)
possessed value. It possessed a specific
purchasing power. If he found a man
-who wanted that hat, and was willing to
give in exchange for it something that
he (Mr. Charlton) wanted, that hat
formed the basis of a barter, and
had a specific purchasing power.
The article chosen to serve as money
must in itself possess value and have a
specific purchasing power. The next
stop was to make the article chosen as
money and possessed of value generally
valuable, and to give it a general pur-
chasing power, thereby making itia mea-
sure of service and a medium of exchange
in which the termis of all values could be
expressed, for which all commodities could
be exchanged ; or which could be ex-
changed for any and all commodities at
the pleasure of buyer and seller. The
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money invented to serve this purpose was
not created by Government ; it could
only be regulated by Government. The
Government stamped upon a $20 gold
piece, a doubloon, or a sovereign, its money
value. The public took that stamp
as evidence of the fact that that piece of
money had a certain degree of fineness
and weighed a certain number of grains.
Should the Government put their stamp
upon a coin that weighed only one-half it
professed to do, or that was of base metal,
the coin would not pass current ; it would
be a debased coin. The coin that passed
the Government mint did not owe its
current value to the Government stamp,
but sold within a small fraction of its
expressed value for commercial purposes
or the arts. For certain good reasons,
gold and silver had been chosen as arti-
cles that should be made money. They
had an account of a commercial trans-
action which had ->ccurred 3,800 years
ago, when Abraham puichased, a
burial place of Ephron, and paid
him 400 shekels of silver, cur-
·rent money with the merchant.
In that remote age, silver was used as
money, as the medium of exchange.
There were good reasons for selecting
silver and gold to serve the purposes of
money. Naturally, men looking out for
some commodity possessing value, for
nioney purposes, looked for soinething
which had a steady value. These
precious metals possessed a comparatively
steady value for several reasons. First,
because a steady demand existed for pur-
poses of art, and steadiness of value
would be more completely secured by
their use as money. Next, the cost of
production was toierably uniform; they
were produced at the cost of great labour
and expense, which secured steadiness of
value. During the last 1,000 years
there had been but two material changes
in the value of these precious metals.
First, in the sixteenth century, when the
mines of Mexico and Peru were discov-
ered. Next, in this century, when gold
was found in California and Australia.
With these two exceptions, gold and sil-
ver had maintained their values, almrot
without variation, for many centuries.
They were eminently suitable for moneyr
also, because of their quantity. The
quantity in circulation was enormous;
so enormous that the amount annually
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produ ced bore no considerable proportion
to it; nor did the amount annually lost
by shipwrecks, etc., materially affect it ;
and yet, enormous as the quantity was,
it did not exceed, and probably could not
be produced in excess of the require-
ments of commerce and the arts, in
consequence of which, the precious me tals
bore a value steadier almost than any
other commodity that could be named.
Another feature, as regards these precions
metals, and which rendered them all the
more dèsirable f >r the purpose of money,
was theif fluency-they passed from one
continent to another, and from one nation
to another, according to the laws of sup-
ply and demand. They were universal
money. If gold was scarce in the United
States to-day and plentiful in England,
by the law of supply and demand, gold
would flow from one country to another,
like water seeking a level. The value, or
purchasing power of gold was regulated
and made uniform by this attribute of
fluency throughout the whole of the com-
mercial nations of the globe. Another
reason why they were suitable for money
was, because of their physical peculiari-
ties. One of their peculiarities was, that
they were uniform in quality. The
silver found in the Comstock Iode to-day
was precisely the same in quality with that
which Abraham used 3,800 years ago;
and the gold mined in California and
Australia to-day possessed exactly the
same qualities as did the gold of Ophir
which was used by Solomon in
decorating the Temple in Jerusalem.
Another quality which rendered it pecu-
liarly ad'apted for the purposes of money
was its portability. They had in gold a
great value in a small compass. Another
thing which rendered it peculiarly fit for
the purpose was its divisibility without
loss. If they tock a $20 note, and
divided it into two parts, five parts, or
twenty parts, its parts were worthless.
Bat if they divided a $20 goli piece into
two, five, or twenty parts, it was still
valuable. It hadi been divided without
los9 in its aggregate value. Another
reason why it was admirably adapted for
the purposes of money was the universal
and instinctive desire of man to possess
the precious metals, becanse they were
always objeocts of beauty, and, lastly, it
was adapted to the purposes of money
ecause it was indestructible. Gold and

silver had been used for the purposes of
money, to our certain knowledge, for
3,800 years, and during all that time the
ingenuity of man had failed to discover
any substitute for gold and silver for the
purposes of money. As he would have
occasion to show, before he concluded bis
remarks, men had sought out many in-
ventions in this respect, and all of them
had brought men to recognise the prin-
ciple in political economy that there
were great dangers attendant upon the
issue of money by Governments, even
while the Government professedi to issue
it upon a promise to pay in gold coin,
while irredeemable issues had never yet
failed to result in loss and disaster.
There was some safeguard in respect te
the issue of notes by banking institutions
which did not apply to Government
issues. Bank issues were paid out on
loans, and almot immediately returned
in the form of deposits, payment of loans,
or demand for specie. So it was impos-
sible for a bank to place in circulation a
larger amount than the commercial wants
of the country required. A Government,
on the contrary, had not this safeguard,
and notes would almost inevitably be
issued in larger amounts than the
healthy demands of trade required, and
would not be returned to the issuer as
in the case of banks. The scheme of his
hon. friend from South Norfolk pur-
posed three different modes for the float-
ing of paper money. The first mode was
provided in the third resolution, iii
which he provided for expenditure upon
public works to the extent of $1 0,000,000
annuallv, provided subsequent considera-
tions did not induce the promoters of
this scheme to increase the payment be-
yond $10,000,000 annually, which was
very likely to be the case. Now, when
public noney was expended upon public
works in excess of the revenue which
that Government received, that money at
present must be borrowed. The very
fact that the money must be borrowed
exercised a restraining influence upon
the Government. In the first place, the
Government had to bear in mind the
fact that, whenever money was borrowed,
the interest must be provided for by tax-
ation. That furnished one check on the
acts of a Government. Another check
was that a Government, on going into
the markets of the world to borrow
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money, must satisfy capitalists, who had
money to lend, that the purpose for
which the money was to be expended,
was a judicious one. No capitalist
vould continue to lend money to a Gov-

ernment which was reckless in its ex-
penditure and destroying their means of
paying the interest on the public debt.
Now these considerations did not obtain
in the issue of Government
money for the purpose of con-
structing public works. No such
safeguard, no such restriction existed.
The Government might lavish out its
issues by the hundred of millions if they
chose. There were no restrictions except
the fear of ultimate total worthlessness of
the issues, which the advocates of the
scheme would not believe. The reckless
sowing of millions-jobs, rings, pecula-
tions and corruption would inevit-
ably be the result of any such system
as the contemplated issue of public money,
in large amounts, for the purpose of con-
structing public works. In the ninth
resolution the hon. gentleman provided
for the floating of the Government issues,
by proposing to make the Government a
note broker for the banks. The banks
were to receive from the Government
Government notes, and in return for
this money loaned to them they were to
deposit with the Government their notes,
and also bonds of the bank as security.
Now, in the first place, this scheme would
involve most cumbrous details in the
management of this business, between the
banks and the Government. It would
make an opening for manipulation and
f&vouritism, which it was not necessary
to dwell ç on at this time. One feature
which would condemn it, apart from all
others, was that it would necessarily end
in the ruin of the banks, because this
Government currencv furnished to the
banks would constantly depreciate, as lie
would, in the course of bis remarks, satis-
factorily show. The banks would be
-called upon to give their bonds and assets
for the currency furnished to them,
which was constantly depreciating,
and rapidly approaching worthless-
ness. The third mode by which the
hon. gentleman proposed to float
this money was by the exchange
of currency for the bonds of the Govern-
ment. He (Mi. Charlton) presumed that,
by this scheme, very little money would

MR. CHARLTON.

be floated, as the widening gulf between
inconvertible currency and gold-bearing
bonds would speedily end all transactions.
In regard to the fifth resolution, lie must
give the hon. gentleman credit for his
lonesty. In that resolution he provided
" That all debts or other obligations here-
tofore incurred shall be payable in gold
or in Dominion money, at a rate that
sball make it equivalent to gold, and
that hereafter every contract or agree-
nient to pay gold within the Dominion
shall be illegal, and shall not be enforce-
able by law." The hon. gentleman was
much more honest in this respect than were
the originators of the greenback scheme
in the United States, because no such
provision was made by them. But the
hon. gentleman, in making this honest
provision, also made a confession. He
practically confessed that it would be im-
politic and dishonest to compel creditors
of the Government to accept this money
for loans made in gold, and therein he
confessed that this money would be a de-
preciated currency that would constantly
tend towards worthlessness. The hon.
gentleman's scheme was distinguished
from all other irredeemable money
schemes of which he (Mr. Charl-
ton) knew by the fact that he
proposed to repudiate the gold stand-
ard. He solemuly repudiated the use of
gold as a standard of value. Now, the con-
tinental money which the hon. gentleman
had referred to, and which became
worthless, stipulated that the redemption
should be made in Spanish nill dollars.
The American greenback stipulated that
the United States would pay, at some
future time, in gold. He thought lie
knew of but one case in which Govern-
ment currency issues were similar in
character to those which the hon. gentle-
man proposed to issue. That was in the
Chinese Empire in the ninth centurY-
They used the inside bark of the mulberry
tree, which bore the Government stam1P,
and bore a value in proportion to its size,
and it passed as current money in the
payment of debts without promise of re-
demption in anything else upon pain of
death. This was an absolute money, fil
to be ranked alongside with the absolute
money which his hon. friend proposed to
make the legal tender of the Domnion-
He had in his possession a specimen of
absolute money, issued as a specimen cf
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what fiat money in the United States
would in future be if the Greenbackers
succeeded, and sirilar to that which we
should have ultimately if the proposition
of his hon. friend passed into law. It
was a bill for $1,000, and was inscribed :
" Absolute money for the sum of $1,000,
redeemable nowhere, in nothing, and by
nobody. '1e law directs that this money
shall circulate freely. When this note
has been spent, another may be had upon
application at the United States Treas-
ury. Brick Pomeroy, Treasurer; B. F.
Butler, General Distributer. Full
tender for debts, public and private.
»Death to any man who refuses to give us
more credit." The note was of "B" series.
No.59,843,702,086,231,987. On the back
of the note he found inscribed: "Civilisa-
tion demands paper currency,representing
no artificial value.-FrancisW. Hughes."
This was just the thing-" represents nc
value whatever." Again, "This is
'honest money,' and will make every-
body honest, as no one will counterfeit it,
rob, or kill for it." " When the Govern-
ment has completed iLs work of issuing
one of these notes to each individual in
the nation, every person will be worth
$,000." "This note is to be received at
its face for all debts, public or private.
To prevent disputes between buyers and
sellers as to the amount of this money
lecessary to purchase any article of com-
merce, value and prices, in ail cases, are
to be fixed by the purchaser." Another
inscription en the bill was, " ' Gold is a
coward.'" " H. B. Wright-This money
is not afraid of anybody." These were
Some of the characteristics that would be
possessed by the absolute money, which
his hon. friend from South Norfolk pro-
posed to furnish to this country. It
night be an interesting enquiry to ask
bow the hon. gentleman intended to pro-
vide for the payment of the principal
and interest of the public debt of the
country. In the United States, the
Government, foreseeing that they had
debts to provide for, made one exception
inm which greenbacks would not be re-
ceived. They were not receivable for
duties. Gold alone was received in
Payment of duties. This provision
was *made in order to enable
the country to pay the interest
on their debt, and the principal of the
honds due in gold. There was no such

safeguard provided in these resolutions.
No provision was made for the payment
of the interest on our indebtedness,
amounting to about $7,000,000 per
annum, and, under these circumstances,
it would be impossible for the Govern-
ment to provide for the honest discharge
of its obligations. His hon. friend, in
the fifth resolution, provided " that,
hereafter, every contract or agreement to
pay gold, within the Dominion, shall be
illegal, and shall not be enforcible by
law." The hon. gentleman had mis-
taken bis powers, even had he the
power to enact laws for the Dominion.
A long time ago a British king, flattered
by his courtiers, imagined that he could
sit upon the sea shore and stay the tide
at will. He did so, but the billows of
the mighty deep continued to advance.
They were not informed that the laws of
nature had been set aside by the enact-

1 ment of Canute. The tide came in, and
so rapidly that the king had to save
himself from a watery grave by an
ignoble flight. And so it was with his
hon. friend from South Norfolk. He
might enact this law, and maketransactions
in gold illegal, but gold was a measure
of value throughout the world, and had
been recognised as money throughout all
ages and nations, and the hon. gentleman
would be impotent to exclude the influ-
ence and destroy the functions of gold.
The hon. gentleman, in the feurth reso-
lùtion, proposed to establish a subsidiary
coinage of silver. Now a subsidiarv
coinage might be kept in circulation for
one or two years, but the moment the
issues of this legal tender money depre-
ciated below the value of silver as mea-
sured by gold, the silver would lisappear
from circulation. This was in accordance
with the principles of what was known
as Gresham's law, which was simply that
a more valuable money would not circulate
with an irferior or less valuable money,
but would be hoarded and disappear from
circulation. This had been the case in
the United States. There, when green-
backs reached a moderate discount, silver
disappeared before provision had been
made for fractional currency. Provision
had been made in the sixth resolution for
.he funding of this absolute money in
bonds or in land scrip, the bonds to be
paid in legal tender money when due, or
to be funded in land scrip, on which in-
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terest would be paid at the rate of six per land scrip issued by the Government.
cent. Now, with reference to the bonds, If issued in a larger amount than the
if it were stipulated that they were pay- wants of the settlers demanded, as would
able in gold, there might then be a pros- certainly bs the case. it would be the
pect of funding a considerable portion of most worthless security of any in the
this money in bonds, but no man would whole class. He would now call atten-
think of funding legal tender money tion to some of the general and the
on legal tender bonds, wbich possessed certain results of inconvertible paper
exactly the same value as legal tender money issues. There was a rule to which
money, because those who had surpluses coin always conformed ; it was issued,
to invest would be astute enough to or hoarded, according to demand. Con-
know, not only the probable utter worth- vertible paper money conformed to the
lessness of the money, but of tbe bonds same mie. Tt was issued, or hoard-
also, and, as no sane man hoarded depre- ed, according to demand. To-day
ciating currency, neither would anyone the banks of the Dominion had
buy bonds payable at a future date in 19,000,000 in circulation. The proba-
such currency for investment. In re- bility was that, in the busy season of the
gard to the provision for funding in land comingyeamthatamountwould e welled
scrip, if they calculated the emigration to to $25,000,000, and, as soon as the de-
the North-West at 50,000 annually, that mand fe r off, the amount would be
-would represent 10,0(,19 n~~1L~ dîminished. But thfis was not te
10,000 families inight each, on an aver- characteristic of irredeemable paper

sge, require 100 acres of land, and that money. It was no. issued aceording to
would represent an annual sale of demand, but was forced into circulation
1,000,000 acres of land. ow, if the in excess of the requirements of cor-
legal tender money -bas absorbed in land merce, and became depreciated in value.
scrip, at a rate not exceeding 1,000,000 It might be argued that paper nionBey
acres of land a year, provided that could be issued without evil esuit if its
amount of land was annually settlet, circulation did nt exceed t e require-
and the sale f land scrip did not exceed mnents of trade; but that was a question
that amont, their land scrip would rot deicate that it was most dangerous
depreciate rapidly, and the provision for co trust it Vo ie aphazard direction of
fandi g currency in land scrip might legisation. It was a question that
aford some sliht check upo te de- ougt neyer to be entrusted tO a legila-
preciation f the currency, but t e in- tive body, and that never had been en-
stant the anmount ef srip issued exceeded tusted to one without serius or ruinous
the demand for land, depreciation would cosequences, resulting as would unque-
commence, and its extent would be in pro- tionably be the case in tis instance,
portion Vo the excess cf supply over demand. were te policy of the hon. gentleman
tle had had some experience in Ame- adopted. T-Ie would suppose that this
can iand serip. i e was aware that fte Governnent adopted the schee cf bis
United States, in issuing land warrants hon. friend, and issed such an amount
for their soldiers, Vhrew a large arount cf money as he ight advise. Follow-

cf land scrip of that character on the in that very speedily, if the scheme,
market, and land warrants, callin for foreshadowed in this resolution, were
160 acres, had, within his récollection, adopted, would be depreciatio
been sold for $100 within mecent years, in value. Depreciation in valueû.
although the land, if sold in the ordinary meant loss cf puchasing power
course cf business, would have brouin t That would affect the Government i
$200 per 160 acres. Almos al the this way The taxes received by te
American States had issued land scrip Government would lose their purchasing
for t.he put-pose of endowing colleges and power in proportion te the depreciatiol,
other institrtions, redeemable in the and Vo that extent the Government
lands of the State, wherever suco lands wou d be under the necessity of making
were situated, and these issues had a frther issue; then another pressufor
always been at a heavy discount, which would core-a pressure that ad alWaY
had sometimes been as great as fifty per been an important factor in affair Of
cent. Such would be the character of tiis kind. The debtors would bring pre-
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sure on the Government, and demand
fresh issues, in order that their debts
might be more easily paid. He did not
deny that one of the first results of large
issues of inconvertible money would
be a deceitful glow of apparent prosper-
ity. Prices would apparently rise. Old
debts would be easily paid with money
constantly receding in value from the
point at which it stood when the debt
was contracted. Legitimate trade would
speedily become fitful and spasnodic. A
uarked tendency of a desire to become
rich without labour would manifest
itself, and luxury and extravagance
would follow. Next, they would have
stock ganbling, and, as an attendant to
this state of things invariably, corruption
of legisiative bodies and public morals
followed, which worked greater injuries
to the State tian the depreciation
of values. After this system
of the issue of irredeemable
money had been in operation for a while,
one of most tarked speculative move-
ments would be found to be in clothing,
food and -the necessaries of life. These
articles would rise in value, measured by
the paper money, more rapidly than any
others. While this process would he
going on, attempts to increase compensa-
tion of labour would be resisted; and it
would be found invariably that the
wages paid to the labourer in irredeem-
able money eras did not advance in the
same ratio as did the prices of the neces-
saries the labourer must have. The con-
sequence was that, while the commodities
wbich the labourer must purchase would
advance perhaps 100 per cent., his
wa.ges would scarcely advance 50 or 60
per cent. The rich man, however, who
had the capital, and could forecast the
operation of this system, inevitably
becane richer, so that the tendency of the
system in all cases was to add to the
burdens of the poor man and swell the
gains of the rich man. As this money
became more abundant, and consequently
more worthless, those who had fixed in-
cornes suffered severely. The widow
and the orphan, with a pittance barely
sufficient to sustain life under ordinary cir-
cumustances, would be reduced to beg-
gary. One could imagine the consterna-
tion that would arise among the gentlemeig
belonging to the Civil Service of this
eountry if this system were introduced,

which would result in giving a nominal
dollar the purchasing power of, perhaps,
25c., or 50c. If the policy of the
hon. gentleman froi South Norfolk
were adopted, he would venture to predict
that in five vears members of Parliament
coming to attend the Session would bare-
ly be enabled to pay their board bill
with their sessional allowance of $1,000.
Whoever might fill the position of
Speaker would, perhaps, be able upon
his salary to pay his board bill and give
two entertainments in the Session.
Another feature also attendant on this
systen was that prices were not only
enhanced by depreciation, but by fluctu-
ation. He had seen the operation of
this law in the United States for years.
A man buying a line of goods for
which he gave his note, or even cash,
and which he expected to sell at some
future time, was compelled to add to
his profits a margin to cover the prob-
able fluctuation of prices, in conse-
quence of the fluctuation of the premium
upon gold, and to his cei tain
knowledge the consumers of the United
States had for twelve years paid
on an average from 15 per cent. to 20
per cent. more than they would have
paid under the ordinary course of things.
as a premium to cover the fluctuations in
the prices of goods consequent upon the
fluctuations in gold during the time that
intervened between their purchases and
their sales. As this process of deprecia-
tion, which set in with the inauguration
of the irredeemable rnoney, proceeded, the
creditor continued to be robbed, because
the money he received in payrent of
debt was certain to be of smaller value
than when the money was loaned or the
article representing it sold. But if, after
reaching a certain point, contraction was
inaugurated for the purpose of touching
solid ground again, then the condition of
things would be reversed, and, instead of
the creditor being robbed, the debtor was
put through that process. That had been
the state of matters in the United States
ever since the inauguration of a system
looking towards resumption. From that
moment, greenbacks approached par, and
consequently every tirne a debtor paid a
debt he paid it in a currency .vorth more
than when the debt was contracted. It
was estimated that more than half of the
bankruptcies that had occurred in the
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United States since that period afterwards, it stood at a discount of fifty
were owing to that gradual process per cent. In 1780, the depreciation had
of shrinking. When speculating upon beeome so great that Congress feit it was
the probable result of any scheme, they necessary to make soin readjustment,
inight argue upon the theory as long as and they agreed to pay three and ouethird
they liked, but it was always well if they cents on the dollar in promises-to-pay,
had practical illustrations in point, to pay and they funded their continental uiney
some attention to these. In considering in certiacates, $1 in certificates repre-
this question, which was evidently going senting $30 of continental eurrency.
to become an important question in this Very soon $1 in silver equalled $5 in cer-
country, they would do well to heed the tificates, or $320 in currency. Shortly
practical illustrations resulting from the after, this money became s0 abundant
issue of irredeemable paper money, in that $1 in silver was worth $000 in
various countries and at various times. continental money, and very speedily the
He had referred to the mulberry bark entire systeni was abolished by totalloss.
money of China, issued in the ninth cen- What were the circumstances attendant
tury, and found in circulation in the em- upon the return to a metallie basis in the
pire in 1160 by Marco Polo, circulated American colonies? Property was sold
under pain of death, and which after- under execution without satisfaction of
wards becamie entirelv worthless. Sev- dams, and so serious were the derange
eral of the Amnerican colonies, before the inents and general distress that many
revolution, tried that policy. In Con- States passed stay laws. Massachusetts,
necticut, in 1740, $1 silver was worth being deternined to reach a sound basN
$4 legal tender of that colony. lu nine as soon as possible, refused Vo pass a
years later $1 silver was worth $8 in cur- stay law, and an insurrection broke out
rency, so great had the depreciation in consequence, which was with difficulty
become. Rthode Island issued paper suppressed. The evil îesuhs of thi
uo|ey for the express purpose of profot- issing of irtoedeeable money were so
ing manufactures and advancing coin- palpab e that, when the Constitution was
merce. I 1763 $1 of silver money in adopted, a few vears afterwards, it con-
Rhode Island was worth $7 legal tender, tained an explicit ptaue forbidding the
and six years after it v;as wortli $27, and States froin eiuitting letters of credit or
shortly after the lecal tender was abol- enacting tender laws an it as believed
ished. Massachusetta first issued paper the intention of the founders of that
currency in 1690. In 17406 xcsange Constitution was to apply that clause to
upon bondon was 135 ; in 1749 it was the United States. The Uni d States
1,100. Massachusetts, about that tirne, Supreme Court decided that that clause
received £t38,000 sterling, as lier share did apply Vo the United States, but that
of the ransom of Louisburgh, and, with decision was afterwards reversed by a
Yankee 'ctteWess, she devoted that shameful uggle, which want of time
money to the redemption of legal tender prevented an explanation of. If they
in the proportion of 1 Ao 11, and enjoyed turned o England, they found that
afterwards an enviable distinction for the suspension of specie payioents
prosperity, in consequence of adhering to occnirred there in 1797. It pro-
the specie standard, being i future years duced serous financial eragedents
known as the IlSilver Colony." lu 1740 but it differed fro ss the systeni of is
the paper currency of North Carolina lIon. friend, in the fact that the notes o,
was so depreciabed that $'14 was equial to the Bank of England were never made
only $1 i silver, and the sane year it legal tender.m There was no over-issue;
-equized $8 of thu cirrency of Soufà Car- the bank always professed to be able,

olina to purclase $1 in silver. One of ultimately, and inost of the ti e pro-
the best ilus.trations furnished upon ins fessed to be imnmediately, ready to re-
continent of se natural resuit of this sume specie payment, and resumptioli
system was tînt fi.rnished by the conVi- was effected hn 182 1. The highest rate
nental money of the American colonies of premiu o i Englad was about 30
duri u the resolntion. Its first issue, per cent. during the period of tcmt sus
which was payable e. Spanish nill dol- pension. One of the most instructive
lars, as made iod 1775; eighten months illustrations of the folly of irredeewr eabge
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currency issue was furnished by France.
France, in 1716, had the good fortune to
have among the gentlemen who came to
Paris for the purpose of pushing their
fortune, a Scotchman, by the name of
George Law. He talked very mauch as
the hon. member for South Norfolk did,
in listening to whom one would almost
fancy he heard George Law in Paris
addressing the French Council, and tell-
ing them that this idea of basing issues
upon gold was a fundamental error; that
one acre of land was as well worth
£20, and was as good a basis for £20 in
money as £20 in gold was. Law suc-
ceeded in inducing the French to believe
in this theory. He established a bank
in 1716, which was soon made the Royal
Bank. Its issues were guaranteed by the
State, and rested for security on the
value of State property. This bank
issued 3,019,000,000 francs in notes.
The scheme ran its course in four years,
after a period of wild speculauion, the
Mississippi scheme being a craze of the
day, and in 1720 the notes of the Royal
Bank of France were worth no more than
waste paper, and George Law was a fugi-
tive from justice. Time passed on ; in
1789 the revolution came, and it was
again proposed to issue paper money.
But it was resisted in the French Assem-
bly ; tbey pointed to the experience of
France in 1720 ; they said : Do not again
introduce a system fraught with ruin,
such as France suffered from then.
Others said: Forewarned, forearmed,
we know the result of over-issue in the
days of George Law ; such a mistake can
never be made again. Church estates
were confiscated, and assignats were
issued, based upon the value of the
churcli property. The first issue was
400,000,000 francs, made in the spring
of 1789. The next issue, late in 1789,
Was 800,000,000 francs. Then great
excitement prevailed in Paris. It was
irged that progress towards repudiation,
loss and ruin was rapid, and that such a
result would certainly be reached. Then
the French Assenmbly solemnly enacted
that the total issue of assignats should
nlot exceed 1,600,000,000 francs. The
third issue was made in January, 1790,
of 600,000,000 francs, which made a total
of 1,800,000,000 francy 200,000,000
fi'anle-4 in excess of the maximum limit
fixed by the French Assembly. And

99

then what occurred ? Why, capital with-
drew from active employment, labour
was in demand only where labour had to
be had, business dwindled down to only
what was necessary for actual living
from hand to mouth. Commerce was dead.
and betting had taken its place. In
February, 1792, 3,400 million francs of
assignats had been issued, and then the
money bad become so worthless that the
Government could scarcely be carried on
in consequence of the resignation of offi-
cials. That result had been reached,
that result would be reached here, if
this scheme were adopted, when their
salaries would not keep the wolf
from the door, in consequence of the
depreciation of the currency. The As-
sembly felt it was necessary to doý
something-just as his hon. friend (Mr.
Wallace) had in that resolu-ion he had
foreshadowed-stating that it should be
illegal to do business in future in gold.
The first step was to pass a 1aw providing
that no food or wine or any other article
or necessary of life should be sold above
a certain price in assignats, under severe
penalty. Next, a law was passed pro-
hibiting thepurchase of specie, and the pen-
alty for that heinous offence was six years
in irons. Next, a law was passed pro-
hibiting the sale of assignats for less than
their face value, and the penalty for the
offence was twenty years in chains.
There was a party then in France, who
held that France was for Frenchmen,and
that no Fremà capital should be invested
abroad, and %law was passed visiting the
penalty of death upon any Frenchman
who invested his means in a foreign land.
Event followed event in rapid succes-
sion, and in 1795, 238 assignats in paper
were worth twenty-four in silver ; in
1795 the depreciation had so far increased
that 5,337 assignats in paper were
worth twenty-four in silver and, a short
time afterwards, 100 assignats were worth
five sous. Then the French Assembly
felt called upon to go into bankraptcy,
and offered to pay 3lc. on the dollar in
promises. The plan adopted was to con-
vert the assignats into mandats,
one mandat representing thirty of
the original issue. Speedily these
mandats were worth only one-thousandth
of their par value, at which rate the
original assignat was worth I of
par value, and very soon after this the
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whole fabrie crumbled to ruin and was
-wiped out by repudiation. Then, what
followed ? The Assembly passed an
edict alloiving transactions in any money,
and, when that was passed, hoards of gold
and silver were brought out, the anxiety
to possess real money was so great that
goods and wares were sold at a low rate.
Exchange turned in favour of France,
from that day. During all the wars of Na-
poleon, France conducted her vast mili-
tary operations, and made her enormous
military expenditures, on a metallic basis,
as might be done in any country. That
experience would last France, it was safe
to say, for centuries to come. Twice, in-
deed, since then, the Bank of France had
sýuspended specie payments,-in 1848 and
1870,-but at no tiue, during either sus-
pension, hi - the premium upon gold ex-
ceeded 3 per esat. Suspension was, in
each case, a precautionary and temporary
measure only. Faith in speedy resump-
tion was, in eaci case, unwavering,
The position of the Bank of France, in
each instance, was a strong one, and dur-
ing its latest suspension, it had accumu-
lated the greatest hoard of gold of which
history gave any account, amounting, if
'his memory served him, to $350,000,000.
Time would not permit him to dwell in
detail upon the experience of Russia,
where, in 1834, the paper rouble ws
funded in silver, in proportion of 31 to 1 ;
the experience of Austria, wbere the
premium on silver in 1810 was 1,200 per
cent., and where the Govemment funded
its original issue of floriiW in a new
issue of 5 to 1. Had he time, he might
refer to Turkey, with a medley of debased
coins and irredeemable notes, almost
-worthless ; the sickest thing about the
sick man of Europe was his sick finances,
made sick mainly in consequence of irre-
deemable paper inoney. 1e might
refer to the South American States,
-where aIl degrees of discount had been
reached, being, in some cases, 400 of
paper to 1 of silver. lie might refer to
the Confederate States where, before the
fall of Richmond, $100 of Confederate
money was worth $1 of silver. He
might refer to Spain and Italy, he might
refer even to the little negro kingdom of
Hayti, while they had the hon. gentle-
man's panacea for commercial ills, and
where it took $100 in legal tender to buy
a breakfast. They had a very interesting

M. CHARLTON.

illustration of the evils of irredeem-
able paper .money in recent times in the
nation to the sonth of us. At no time
did that nation profess to issue an abso-
lute money ; at n) time did it profess, or
intend, to pay anything but gold for its,
bonds, principal and interest. At aIl
times that nation affirmed that the money
issued as a legal tender should be re-
deemed in gold, and the people of the
United States had faith that that pro-
mise would be redeemed. Notwith-
standing that greenbacks were at one
time worth but 34c. on the dollar iin
gold ; notwitbstanding that the United
States had suffered enormous loss from
the prevalence of this system in the
country ; to-day it owed $1,000,000,00(
more than it would have owed had it-
currency been kept on a specie basis.
That $1,000,000,000 represented a loss
to the tax-payers of the United States.
which had beeri produced by the suspen-
sion of specie payment, but it was onli
a tithe of the loss that had been inflicteI
on that country during the last 15 years.
in consequence of the evils of an irre-
deemable paper currency. What had
been the verdict of the American people?
That country had had sad experience
since 18G2, of the blessings, or the
curses, of an irredeemable paper currency.
And what had been the action of that
people ? Had they retained it as a1
blessing i No ; the United States, after
an ample trial of an irredeemable
paper currency, had returned to specie
payment. He knew bis hon. friend
frem South Norfolk would deny it
it would militate somewhat against his
arguments if he were to acknowledge it.
The American Government did, about
three years ago, enact that, on the 1st
day of January, 1879, they would returi
to specie payment. They proceeded tu
accumulate funds sufficient for that pur-
pose, and on the lst day of January they
did resume, and every day since that
time whoever maight want gold on any
United States promise to pay could have
it on application to the Treasury of the
United States. It was a fact that the
United States had resumed specie paY-
ment. He knew his hon. friend front
South Norfolk held that the supplY et
gold was inequate for the ptrPose-
There were, eé believed, about 25,00t
people in the city of Ottawa, and it waIs
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a well-known fact that every man, driven to desperate extremity under a,
woman or child of them was liable to burning sun he migbt fot give mueh for
die to-night, but it was not necessary to the hon. gentlemau's bat. Re (Mr.
keep 25,000 coffins on hand, because it Boultbee> questioned whetber it would
was almost certain they would not ail be of any greater value than an Ame-
die at once. So it was with the reserve can $1,000 bill That night purchase
of specie kept on hand by the United his hat, or the hat the bil. The lon.
States and in Canada. All the bills in gentleman in opening bad shown that
Canada, or in the United States, were he stili feit rather melancholy with re-
liable to be presented at once for specie gard to the tarif, as lie chnracterised it
payment, just as all these people in as revolutionary. He bad yet to learn
Ottawa were liable to die at once, but that, when we had a 1721 per cent. tarifE,
the one event was just as likely to hap- adding 2ý per cent. more wasarevolution
pen as the other. It had been ascer- ary proceeding. It had been fonnd neces-
tained from long experience and satisfac- sary to raise the tarif in order to meet
tory data what reserve it was necessary the deficiency in the revenue caused by
to maintain to meet the probable demand the hon. gentleman and bis friends.
for specie, and that proportion was main- Surely there could be nothing revolu-
tained in the United States and Canada. tionarv in that. There co"ld be nothing
The fact that the United States returned wrong in taking our national revenues te
to specie payment furnished us with pay our national debt. The whole tone
Proof that they, at least, after a full and of the lon. gentleman*s argument was
fair trial, could not see the blessings of basec on the assumption that this Gox
this systen that his hon. friend from erument, and the Government to which
South Norfolk imagined would come to hi had alluded, wished te issue, or would
fCJanada. Should we be blind to the issue, under a scheme like thisi an im-
teachings of experience? In all the proper amount of currency. But it
States be had pointed out there was not surely might be thought proper for a
one in the long weary list that could not Governent, in its own interest ani
tell of the mîisery, suffering, loss and to develop its ewn industries, to issue a
xuin that were the results of such falla- certain aount of notes based on the
cious theories as those advocated by his property of the nation. If a Government
hon. friend. He hoped it would be long wishod to carry ont certain great works,
before any considerable portion of the wby could it not issue its own notes ii
Canadian people would listen to such fal- payment of those works, and have those
lacieus arguments with regard to the works at its back, as well as the resources
paper currency systeni of this country. of the country, to give them crodit? Fle
Ile begged to move, seconded by Mr. took it thattherewasnoneed that thatcur-
Trow, that the Speaker do not now leave rencyifissued in a preper ameunt, should
the Chair, but that the resolution under depreciate. This cnrrency of China, to
consideration be referred to the Commit- which the hon. gentleman alluded, though
tee of the Whole Hoise this day six it waz composed of bark, o- any other
months. material, if it vas based on the resources

of the country, and only used for cer-
R. BOULTBEE said lie did not tain purpeses, se that its revenue might

think the hon. gentleman fron North meet the interest, and finally the princi-
-Norfolk had treated the mover of the pal, was just as good as any other cur-
jesolutions in exactly the way he should rency. The bon. gentleman fron North
have doue, and he had treated this very Norfolk had manifested an extreme
grave sulject with more levity than was affection for gold, holding an idea very
biecoming. Some of his illustrations and general in the world, that gold had some
figures were, to say the least, very un- intrinsie value beyStd anything else. In
happy ones. For instance, he showed point of fact, howevergoid hadnoin-
his hiat as an illustration of value. He triusie value, but the fancy that it had
(Mr. Boultbee) took it, without having had grown up among people, because it
Seen it closely, to be a second-hand one. had been for a long time accepted as the
Now, a second-hand bat was not a good national standard of exohange. JenceeJxampIe of a value. If a mitan were it had come to have a fictitione value. e
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could not go as far as the lion. gentle- the hon. gentleman's suggestion was not
inan's resolutions. in order.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill was introduced and
'read thefirst time -

Bill (No. 99) For the relief of Eliza Maria
Campbell.-(Mr. Macdougall.)

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.-[BILt 28.]

(Mr. Cockburn, West Northunberland.)

THIRD READING.

Bill read the third time, on a division,
and passed.

MARINE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPIIS ACT
REPEAL BILL.-[BILL 44.]

(Mr. McCarthy.)

THIRD READING.

Order for the House to go into Com-
mittee of the Whole to consider the Bill
read.

MR. HOLTON said that, since this Bill
was up, they had had two or three pre-
cedents for a reference of Public Bills to
the Standing Comumittees. He thought
this Bill ought to be referred to the
Railway Committee, for it affected pri-
vate rights, by the repeal of a law that
touched private rights. Public Bills
did not necessarily go there, but it was
the usage in the case of Bills respecting
railways, canals, or telegraphs that
they were sent to that Com-
mittee, where enquiry could be made
as to their effect on private rights,
Though this was a Public Bill, it was
promoted by private parties as much as if
a Private Bill. He could imagine no
reasonable objection to its reference to
that Conmittee, where evidence and
all parties could be heard. The Act of
four or five years ago which this Bill
attacked was so referred.

Mu. McCARTHY said he rose to a
point of order. The order was that the
House do go into Committee, therefore,

Ma. BOULTBEE

Ma. HOLTON said that ho had only
to move in amendment that, instead of
the Speaker leaving the Chair, the Bill
be referred to the Railway Committee, to
be perfectly in order.

MR. McCARTHY said that,according
to May, it was quite a different thing to
move that amendment now, because the
House was already directed, after a
second reading of the Bill, to resolve
itself into Committee of the Whole to
consider it. The bon. gentleman at the
second reading could have moved its
reference to a Committee, but could not
now.

MR. HOLTON said that,on a point of
order, iL would be perfectly in order for
him to inove that this order be discharged,
and that the said Bill be referred to
the Railway Committee. Any order on
the paper could be discharged on a
motion in any way known to Parlia-
mentary usage. As to the met its of
the question, the hon. gentleman would
find it difdicult to allege any reason why
the Bill should not be referred.

MR. SPEAKER said that he did not
see any objection to the discharge of an
Order of the House in ~this way which
was very often done in the Canadian as
well as in the English Heuse of
Commons. May, on this point, said :

4"When it has not been determined, until
after the second reading, to commit a Bill to
a Select Committee, the Order, or Order of the
Day, as the case may bc, for the Committee
'f the whole House, is read and discharged,
and the Bill is committed to a Select CoM-
mittee; or, when the question is proposed for
the House to resolve itself into Committee, or
for the Speaker leaving the chair, an amend-
mpent may be made to commit the Bill to a
Select Committee."

MR. McCARTHY said the matter
was discussed the other nighît, and be did
not apprehend that it would have beelI
raised again. The Bill, which was read
a second timie, was for the absolute repeal
of an Act, saving any rights that had
been acquired under it, and he was at a
loss to understand why it should bOe re-
ferred. The House had affirmed, oi the
second reading, that it was right the Bill
attacked should be repealed. -He did not
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know that the Bill interfered with any
private right, but the Bill on the Statute-
book did so improperly and injuriously,
which was the reason he wanted it re-
pealed. The object of the hon. gentle-
man was to kill the Bill, as there would
not be time for its return from the Com-
mittee this Session. For that reason, if
for no other, he objected to its reference
to Committee, and pressed his motion.

MR. MACKENZIE said that no pri-
vate rights were interfered with by the
Bill the hon. gentleman sought to repeal.
On the other hand, it had created rigbts,
and some, perhaps, which the hon. gen-
tleman might not be aware of. One
coIpany, at least, had been chartered
by Parliament since that Act had been
passed. A reference to a Standing Com-
mittee was to ascertain whether any
such rights did exist, and what prejudi-
cial effect the repeal of this Act would
have on any existing organisations.
The course now taken was very extraor-
dinary : The very company that had
been here urging legislation to protect
them against the Anglo-AnericaD Coni-
pany, had now an agent here practically
pronoting its interests, though it had
been inimical to Canadian interests.
The object of the Bill which it wasi de-
sired to repeal was to provide for the
managemenr of the companies in the
saine way as the Act of 1851 pro-
vided for the management of tele-
graph lines on land. Three-fourths
of the clauses of the Bill were of
public importance, though they did not
affect private interests any more than
the establishment of certain rules and
conditions as to the transmission of mes-
sages. But the remaining sections of
the Bill, after providing for the manage-
ment of such company in a general way,
did affect existing companies, being iti-
ten(led to prevent the monopolv by the
Anglo American Company of the sub-
marine telegraph between Great Britain
and this country, and, at the same time,
to provide a mieans whereby companies
orgamnmg under our law might obtain
certain rights and privileges. 'lhere
could be no question that, if the repeal of
the Statute affected private rights, those
affected should have an opportunity of
aPlearing before a Committee to estab-
lish them, and, if that was the case, he

believed it was absolutely necessary, as a.
matter of order, that such a Bill as this
should go to the Standing Committee on
Railways and Telegraphs, and any Bill
which contained such provisions must
necessarily go to the Committee ap-
pointed for the purpose of investigating
such claims.

MR. HOLTON said this was precisely
such a Bill as ought to be enquired into
by the Standing Committee. It might af-
fect private individuals, and it did appear
to hin to be a Bill repealing provisions
directly affecting private interests. They
could get no information in the House,
and the House could not hear the pro-
inoters of the Bill, unless they were
brought to the Bar of the House. The
information that could be got in Com-
mittee, he need not tell his right hon.
friend, could not be obtained in the
House. Some information ought to be
obtained as to whether the parties who pro-
moted the original Act, were the parties
who now promoted its repeal. They
were the same parties in name, but the
House ought to know if they were so in
fact.

MR. McCARTHY said they were the
saine parties in namne who were now pro-
moting this Bill, but not the same parties
in fact. The old Direct Cable Company
had gone into liquidation, and this coin-
pany, which was now formed, had taken
its place.

MR. HOLTON said this was a case
that called for searching enquiry into the
reason of the proceeding they were about
to take. The statement made by the
hon. member for North Simcoe (Mr.
McCarthy) that his (Mr. Holton's)
obvious desire was to kill the Bil, was
untrue, and, moreover, it was absurd,
because the Bill could be taken to the
Railwav Committee, and then, coming
back to the House with the sanction of a
majority of the Committee, it could go
through the House without any further
debate. It would be treated as all Bills
coming from that Committee were
treated.

Mn. MACDOUGALL said he was sur-
prised to hear his hon. friend opposite
allege that this Telegraph Bill was not
a Public Bill, but that it was a Bill in-
troduced for the purpose of accomplish-
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ing private objects. Though he was not
in the House at the time the previous
ineasure became law, he understood it
was for the purpose of promoting the in-
terests of a private and rival company.
He had the honour of being retained in
that case, and he must say that in all
his experience he did not remember a
case of a Bill being introduced into Par-
liament which proposed to interfere to so
enormous an exten t with the private
rights of existing companies. In thai
particular case, what had been the pro-
position? It was to compel the Anglo-
American Telegraph Company, which
had expended £7,000,00) sterling in
their operations, which lay at the bottom
of the ocean, to give up the
privileges which they enjoyed un der
a contract with another country-to give
up a portion of their rights and privileges
to a rival company. That was what this
Parliament had lent itself to. Looking
at this Bill as it now stood, lie had no
difficulty in coming to the conclusion
that the honest thing for this Parliament
to do was to repeal the former Act at the
earliest moment, and in the most suim-
mary manner. He did not see any
object in sending it to a Committee of the
House, unless there were private rights,
vhich had grown up under the operation

of the previous measure. If there were
any such rights, they should be protected.
But surely if such rights had existed, the
House would have heard something of
them. Petitions would have been re-
ceived, asking that this Bill be not
repealed. There had been ample time
for that purpose.

Mt. MACKENZIE said that the
actual experditure of the Company re-
ferred to did not represent half of
.£7,000,000 sterling. The stock had
been watered for the purpose of reduc-
ing the apparent dividend. He recol-
lected that, while the dividends were
stated in the Committee in 1875 at only
8 or 10 per cent., it was proved that the
dividends amounted to nearly 20 per
cent. on the actual expenditur. The
Bill protected private interests which
then existed and which now ex-
isted. He denied that the Direct
Cable Company was in liquidation, as
stated by the hon. member for Simcoe
(Mr. McCarthy). They could not go into

MR. MACDOUGALL.

liquidation under existing circumstances.
But the repeal of this enactment
would allow them to do anything they
pleased, and that was the object the hon.
gentleman must have in view in repeal-
ing the Act. This Bill was not a Gov-
ernment Bill in the first instance, but
the Government gave it their support
so as to have clauses added te
it, purely of .a public character,
providing for the management of tele-
graph companies, and these the hon. ger-
tleman, in, his haste, would blot from
the Statute-book. At least two-thirds of
this proposed Bill were of a satisfactory
character to every person, but the hon.
gentleman, iii his hurry to get the Act
repealed, would destroy the provisions for
the management of such companies. He
was surprised that the right bon. gentle-
man at the head of the Government
would support such a species of destruc-
tive legislation as this, instead of having
legislation of a constructive, building-up
character. He had no doubt in his
mind that tbis Bill, if passed, would in-
terfere with interests wvhich existed at
this moment, and the bon. gentlemau
was bound to let it go to Committee t7
have evidence taken to ascertain to what
extent private rights were interfered
with, also, to ascertain to what extent
public interests, if any, vere interferd
with.

Mi. ANGLIN said, as lie understood
the object of this Bill, it was to restore a
monopoly. The time had arrived whe1-
an end should be put to monopulies of
this sort. But they were now dealing
with a Bill that declared that such mon-
opolies uught to be maintained. It was
a very serious measure, and he thought
they should proceed, at all events, with
due deliberation. He had never before
heard it whispered that the Direct Cable
Company was in liquidation. He was
told, some time ago, that they were i1I
difficulties, and they knew that for sole
time their cable liad ceased to work.
The bon. member for Lambton asserted
that it was not in liquidation. H
thought they had seen notices publishea
in the newspapers which would seem to
indicate that the company was still "'
active operation. It was asserted that
they now enjoyed rights created under the
Bill now on the Statute-book, and he
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did not think they should sweep these
sway without being fully satisfied of the
justice of such a proceeding. He was of
opinion that they ought, as was proposed,
to refer the Bill to a Committee, in
order that the statements made by some
hon. gentlemen, and which were contra-
dicted almost as soon as made, might be
investigated. He considered that there
was a grave responsibility resting upon
the Government in this case, and that
the measure, if passed, should be passed
as a Government measure. He believed
the Government, in the former case,
acted quite properly in taking the
measure into their own hands. It
might, of course, be said that every hon.
nember had a right to introduce a
measure of this kind if lie chose, but,
while they bad the existing Parlia-
mentary system, the Government could
not divest themselves of the responsi-
tillity for a measure of this kind, which
undertook to restore a monopoly which a
former Parliament considered it a duty
-o destroy.

Mn. COURSOL said the hon. niember
-or Chateauguay had asked that this Bill
ï1hould be referred to a Committee, and
_e (Mr. Coursol) believed, as a general
rule, so far as he could judge since the
ieginning of the Session, that this had
been done. For instance, the Bill
'naking the 1st of July a holiday, and
.he Brokers' Bill, and one or two more,
were referred to a Committee. But,
before voting on this question, he would
like to ask the hon. the leader of the
Opposition, whether there had been any
petition from the Anglo-American Con-
pany in regard to the measure. The Bill
had been before the House since the 13th
4 February last, and be was not aware
-hat any petition had been sent in against
he proposed legisiation.

Hlouse resolved itself into Conmmittee
Àf the Whole on the Bill.

(In the Committee.)

Bill ordered to be reported.

'louse resumed.

Bill reported, read the ttirci tne, on a
division, and passed.

PUBLIC BILLS.

THIRD READINGS.

The following B1ils were severally
considered in Committee of the Whole,
reported, read the third time and passed :

Bill (No. 32) To amend an Act to provide
for more effectual enquiry into the existence
of corrupt practices at the Elections of Mem-
bers of the House of Commons.-(Mr. Ives.)

Bill (No. 70) To remove doubts as to the
tr;ie intent and meaning of certain provisions
of the Canada Temperance Act, 1878 .- (Mr.
Mc Cuaig.)

Bill (No. 77) To make the first day of Jui
a Public Holiday, by the name of Dominion
Day.-(Mr. Cockburn, West Northumberland.)

INSOLVENCY LAWS REPEAL
[BiL 15.]

biLLi

(1fr. Béchard.)

SECOND READING POSTPONED.

Order for second reading read.

MR. BECHARD said it lad been
agreed that this order shouid stand over
until the Committee appointed to enquire
into the subject of insolvency had had
an opportunity of reviewing the whole
question. That Committee having pre-

pared and reported a measure, he thouglit
lie could with propriety now move the
second reading of this Bill. He had been
urged by several hon. gentlemen to take
this step, in order that the House should
have an opportunity of giving a square
vote upon the question of the repieal of
the existing Act.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said
lie would suggest to his bon. friend that
lie should not press his Bill to-night, but
that he should await the discussion on
the Bill prepared by the Committee
which would probably be moved to-mor-
row. He could then raise the direct
issue as to whether the House desired
that the law should be repealed or not,
by noving an amend ment that the Bill be
not read a second time, or that all the
clauses except the clause which repealed
the present Insolvency Law be left out.
It would be unfair to the Comimittee and
the country if, by a direct vote, his
hon. friend's Bill were supported, and-
the consideration of the very important
changes in the Committee's Bill were ex-
cluded. Even hon. gentlemein who haci
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strong views in favour of repeal would
not desire to exclude consideration of
the amendments prepared by the Com-
mittee.

MR. CAMERON (South Huron) said
it was in the public interest that botLh
Bills should be discussed conjointly if pos-
sible, but he did not -wisi to see his
hon. friend's Bill jeopardised in any man-
ner. There could be no objection to al-
lowing the Bill te stand over until to-
morrow if the Minister of Justice would
allow it to go in Government orders in
his name, as had been done with the
Bill of the hon. member for Stanstead
(Mr. Colbyi, so that the vote could be
taken on it bef ore the Bill of the hon.
imember for Stanstead was gone into.

MR. HOLTON said the matter was
very simple. If the hon member for
Iberville (Mir. Béchard) desired to take
the sense of the House upon the proposi-
tion that the Insolvency Law sbould be
repealed before -entering upon the con-
sideration of the proposed amendments
to the law, lie could do so by moving
that the Bill containing the amendments
be not read a second time, but that it
was expedient to repeal the Insolvency
Act. This would not repeal the law, but
would affirn the decision of the House,
and be followed, undoubtedly, by a Bill,
or he migh t allow a second reading of the
Bill to be taken, and move the repeal on
going into Committee. There were nany
ways in wbich the hon. member could
accompulishi his object without absolutely
negativing, in the first instance, the Bill
prepared by the Committee.

SiR A. J. SMITF[ said the amend-
ments should be discussed before a vote
for the repeal of the law was called for.

MR. MACDOUGALL said lie had
inade up his mirid that, in the interests
of the country, it was desirable to repeal,
absoliutely and definitively, the existing
Insolvency Law, and lie desired to have
an opportunity to express that opinion in
the proper parlianieitary form, and lie
did iot see any difficulty in taking the
sense of the Ilouse upon that question.
It was unfortunate this Bill of the Coin-
mittee had been placed in the name of
the Minister of Justice, as that gave it
the appearance of a Government Bill, and,
when the hon. member for Iberville

MR. MCDONALD.

Repsal Bill.

moved in amendment to it that it was
expedient to repeal the law, that would
be a sort of vote of want of confidence in
the Government, and, therefore, would
not get so many votes as it otherwise
would. Therefore, as the firat clause of
the Bill of the Committee, in the name of
the Minister of Justice, proposed itself to
repeal the law, his lion. friend might
make some progress with the measure by
voting for the measure of the bon. mei-
ber for Iberville (Mr. Béchard).

MR. HOLTON said the course taken
by the Minister of Justice was precisely
the one taken by the Government of
which the hon. gentleman was a mem-
ber in 1869. No one understood this to
be a Governiment measure, and he (Mr
Holton) presumed the Government would
divide on it when the vote would be
taken. The Committee had devoted a
great deal of labour to the preparation of
the Bill, and the Government had, as
they were bound to do, given those
labours the facilities of being considered
which could not be given under the ordi-
nary rules of the House. This Bill
would have fallen still-born, as they had,
piactically, but one day in the week now
of the two weeks which remained, for
private measures, if the Governmaent had
not given this facility to the Bill.

MR. MoDONALD (Pictou) said he
had agreed that the Bill should be put
on Government Orders for the sole pur-
pose of securing for the House an oppor-
tunity to consider it. He did that at the
request of the hon. member for Chateau-
guay (Mr. Holton), who was good author-
ity, that lie was perfectly right in adopt-
ing that course. He would suggest to
the hon. member for Huron (Mr. Cam-
eron) whether that course recommended
by the lion. member for Chateauguay
would not be entirely satisfactory.

MR. OUIMET said he was ready to
vote for the Bill of the hon. gentlemnan
from Iberville, as lie had already done in
this House. He saw no inconvenience in
voting on that Billnow, because, in voting
for the repeal of the Insolvent Act, they
would be simply affirming the principle
of the Bill introduced by the hon. the
Minister of Justice, entitled, " An A.ct
to repeal the Insolvent Act of 1875."
He did not mean to declare himself, il,
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advance, opposed to the latter Bill, or any
well-considered measure for the liquida-
tion of insolvent estates. This Bill was
a very large one, and they might not have
time to consider and pass it, before the
end of the Session, and for that reason it
wvould be better to vote at once for the
Bill of the hon. gentleman from Iberville.
If the Private Bill was not carried, the
Government Bill could be delayed,
and thus the present Insolvent Act
could remain for another year. He
thought the country desired to see that
Act repealed. Some measure might be
niecessary for some Provinces, whose
Common Law did not provide for wind-
ing up insolvent estates ; and, though it
was not necessary in the Province of
Quebec, where the Common Lay was
sufficient for the purpose, the Quebec
members had no objection to come to
their assistance, but they did not want
the Insolvent Act, as it now stood, to
remain on the Statute-book. There-
fore, the sooner they voted for its repeal,
the better and the safer.

MF. McDONALD (Pictou) said that
he was willing to accept the suggestion
of the hon. gentleman from South Huron,
if it was acceptable to the hon. gentle-
man from Iberville, which was to allow
the Bill submitted by the Committee to
go to its second reading at the earliest
opportunity, and, if the opinion of the
House should be adverse to the continu-
ance of the Insolvency Act in any form,
then the hon. gentleman should have the
earliest opportunity of submitting bis
Bill to the Flouse.

MR. CAMERON (South Huron) said
what they desired was to have a -vote on
the repeal of the Insolvency Law before
they voted on the other Bill.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said he
thought that was what, in fairness to the
country, should be avoided. He thought
there was a strong conviction in the
tOuntry, that an Insolvent Law, in some
3orm, was desirable, and he believed that
the form most generally desired was that
which the Committee had given to their
Bill. It would be putting himself and
other Imembers of the House in a false
Position, to vote squarely upon the repeal
Of the present law, when they had pre-
pared, and were ready to submit to the

consideration of the flouse, a substitute
which they thought would be acceptable
to the House and the country. If the
House, in diseussingr this Bil, should
make it, manifest that a repeal of the
present law was desirable, then his hon.
friend from Ibetville should have an op-
portunity of submitting his Bill to the
House, and of taking a square vote upon
it.

MR. BÉCHARD said the agreement
might be satisfactory to those who were
not in favour of the unconditional repeal
of the law, because, if the Bill of the
Minister of Justice was carried, the
House would be prevented from voting
squafely on the question of repeal this
Session. He was quite disposed to accept
any arrangement which would secure to
those in favour of an unconditional re-
peal an opportunity of giving such a
vote. He would accept the suggestion
of the hon. the Minister of Justice, if
the Government would allow his (Mr.
Béchard's) Bill to go on the Orders of
the Day immediately before that of the
hon. gentleman.

MR. COLBY said he thought there
could be but one desîre on the part of all
fair-minded members of this House-and
in a question of such importance all
ought to be fair-minded-and that was
to arrive at an expression of the real
feeling of the House. Now, that would
not be done upon the vote proposed by
the hon. member for Iberville, if that
was taken to-night, because the issue
then would be between the existing In-
solvency Act and its repeal, pure and
simple. But that was not all that was
involved in this case. A Committee of
this House had addeessed themselves in-
dustriously and faithfully to the
endeavour to do away with many, if not
all, of the imperfections and abuses of the
present Act which had been complained
of. He thought it was not fair that a
Bill to repeal the present Act, pure and
simple, should precede the explanations
and discussions of the propouitions sub-
initted by the Committee. When the

louse was seized of the whole matter,
then it would be in a position to deal
with it as might be deemed best. He
tbought his hon. friend from Iberville
should be content with the assurance of
the hon. the Minister of Justice, that,
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after an expression of the House had
been obtained, if that expression was in
favour of the repeal of the Insolvency
Act, and adverse to the propositions of
the Committee, then every facility should
be given him to carry his Bill for the
repeal of the Act. le had no doubt
that, if the hon. gentleman from Iber-
ville consented to hold his Bill in abey-
ance until after the House had pro-
nounced on the propositions of the Com-
mittee, he would find sone supporters to
his Bill at that stage who couild not
support it now, and, possibly, himself
(Mr. Colby) among the number.

that would enable them to consider the
Bill reported by the Committee, and, fail-
ing that, toi akeup, immediately after, the
proposition of his hon. friend from Iber-
ville. They could then all approach the
subject in a better position to decide on
the merits of the case. He was satisfied
the Government would afford every fa-
cility in their power to the hon. meinber
to introduce his Bill after the Bill sub-
mitted by the Committee.

Ma. MACKENZIE : I suppose the
Minister of Justice will proceed with the
Bill to-morrow.

MR. HESSON said he came here with _R. IC1L)3NAlI3 ictou) it ,
his mind made up that, if a Bill to repeal high up on the Orders. It is our desire
the Insolvent Act came before the House, to take the Bill up to-morrow. After
he should vote for it. He now found that is disposed of, tiien my hon. friend
before the House a Bill of that nature, Nvi a a o n
and a Bill presented by a CoImittee who Bili forward.
had been inquiring whether it was pos-
sible to make somie provision for wind- bis Bil to stand.
ing up insolvent debtors' estates. Now,
he did not desire to sec the country de- Order for second reading pos!poied
prived altogether of some provision such
as that, and, fron what lie had seen of , DEFENDANTS' COSTS I C
the Bill of the Committee, and from the
care they had taken in framing the sev-
eral clauses, Le was disposed to think it (3fr. MarDonnell.)
deserved the careful consideration of this
House. He thought the hon. gentleman
from Iberville had better accept the prQ- Order for second reading 'ead.
position of the bon. the Minister of Jus- I
tice, as lie believed the Bill of the Com- MR. (Pietou) said h"
mittee would meet the wisbes of the had intiniated the other day that the
House and the country generally. As Governnent had sone objection to tblî
for the details of the Bill, some of thom Bil. He miglt be mistaken, but he
might be found objectionable, and he was under the impression that the bon.
himself did not like the proposition to gentleman bad conseitted to go on with k
establish Insolvent Courts in some of the MR. MACDONNELL sàid le did Rot
cities of the country. The objectionable intend ta give tbe lon. the Min-
clauses could be eliminated from the Bill ister of Justice to understand that 
when referred to its proper Comniittee. would withdraw the Bill. le shoul'i

MR. TILLEY said it was of no small move the second reading
importance that tbey should have a fil R. McDONALD (Pictou) said

discussion on the Bill, as submitted by reoretted the hon, gentleman -lould tbink
the Committee, who had carefully looked1 it necessary to press the Biii. la 8iY'
into the whole subject, and prepared cs i
what they considered important improve- to the fouse.
inents on the existing Insolvency Act.
If they disposed of the question without Mu. AcDONNELL said that, a
taking that Bill up, they would do so pre- evenûigs ago, in the absence of the Mw
niaturely, and perhaps without having ieter of Justice, lie explained the Object
the information before them it was desir- of this Bil, which was to provide tht
able they should have. For his own part, any action brougbt in any of the Supr
he was ready to assent to any proposition ior Courts of the diff«ent Provices,

MR. CALBY.
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cases in which such Courts had concur-
rent jurisdiction with the Exehequer
Court of the Dominion, at the suit-of the
Crown, the defendant in such cases should
be paid his costs if successful. There
was no reason in such an action,
brought at the suit of the Crown for the
recovery of a penalty or other considera-
tion in which the name of the Crown
was used for the people of the Dominion,
why the party prosecuted should be
disallowed his costs and required to pay
them out of bis own pocket, while, in
any action brought by a single individual
against another, the party recovering
was entitled to the costs as against the
other suitor. He could not see on what
principle it could be beld just, that while
a private individual was responsible for
the costs in any suit commenced by him,
the people of Canada, taken in the aggre-
gate, were to be considered as paupers,
and not called on to pay costs. In 1876
ihe injustice was so apparent that, in the
Act passed in that year to amend the
Supreme and Exchequer Court Act,
the following clause on the subject was
enacted :

"The Judges of the Supreme Court, or any
ive of them, may, under the 79th section of
the said Act, from time to time make rules
lor awarding and regulating costs in each of
lie said Courts, in favour of and against the
Crown as well as the subject.'

The practice had been to give costs to
the subject in cases where lie proceeded
against the Crown, wliere the Crown
failed. It was unjust and inconsistent
that, while a party sned in the Exchequer
Court of the Dominion might recover
lis costs against the Crown a party, if
an actioa was commenced in one of the
Stiperior Courts of any of the Provinces
was denied bis costs, although the cause
of action was the same. The present
Bill was intended to give to the Courts
of the various Provinces having concur-
rent jurisdiction with the Excbequer
Court, concurrentjurisdiction also as to
costs in actions brought before them, as
lie had already said.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
this Bill affected the Royal preroga-
give, and the assent of the Crown must
le given to it. He was not prepared to
give that assent. The second clause
wvould establish a charge on the public
revenue against the people, and, as the

assent of the Crown had not been given
to the Bill, it could not be proceeded
with.

AIR. McDONALD (Pictou) sftid that
over and above the objection mentioned
by the right hon leader of the Govern-
ment, the hon. mover of the Bill sought
to base the relief lie asked on the charac-
ter of the Exchequer Court, and its sup-
posed resemblance to the higher Provin-
cial courts. But, in the Exchequer
Court, all cases were tried before the
Judges, while, in the Provincial Courts
baving concurrent jurisdiction, those
cases were al tried before juries. That
made a very serious difference with res-
pect to the possible result of suits pend-
ing. On that ground more especially, he
did not feel it desirable or expedient that
the Bill, in its present forni, should pass
at that moment.

MRn. MAYcDONNELL said lie was very
much surprised at the objections to this
Bill. It was introduced in the early
part of the Session, and, in courtesy to
the leader of the Government, lie con-
sulted with himi in respect to it, when
lie directed him to the 3Minister of Jus-
tice. He then conferred with the Min-
ister of Justice about it, and be gave bis
word that the assent of the Crown to
this Bill would be forthcoming. He
(Mr. MacDonnell) showed hima a draft of
the Bill, which he said was a proper one,
and ie ahad, at the hon. gentleman's
suggestion, expunged a line of
it. He lad been led from day
to day from the beginning of
the S-ssion to believe that the Govern-
ment would consent to the Bill, which
should be considered an open question,
and bring d,,wn the assent of the
Crown. The Minister of Justice knew
that lie (Mir. MacDonnell) could have
moved for an address of the House, ask-
ing for suc assent, and lie should have
done so had lie believed that the Govern-
ment would not have secured it as
promised. The House would see that no
objection was made to the Bill on its
merits. The objection that the assent
of the Crown was reqiuired was captious.
Why the Government should have taken
the course they did, after bis courteous
conduct towards them, lie could not
understand. The Bill commended itself
to every member imbueLd with a sense of
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justice, its principles being now law as that lie bad spoken to the leader of the
regarded the Exchequer Court. The Government on the subject. The
argument of the Minister of Justice was lon. gentléxan had shown him the iBill
really in favour of the Bill ; for it was as originally prepared, and he had told
known that decisions by juries were more the hon. gentleman that tle Bil was en-
equitable than decisions of Judges, tirely unsuited to the object in view, and
simply because juries did not decide on that if lie desired to succeed ho must re-
any legal quibble, whereas justice often construot it entirely; also, that lie (Mr.
miscarried before Judges on some techni- McDonald) would take an eanly oppor-
cal objection. Were they to be told tunity of submitting the Bil to the
that a decision in one of the Common leader of the Government, and ascertain
Law Courts, presided over by one of whetber lie thought it expedient that le
their Common Law Judges, was not slould give lis assent to it. It was
to be treated as equitable and sound, be- quite true that hi had not bad the oppor-
cause a jury formed the constituent paru tunity of obtaining the riglt Lon. gen-
of the Coart ? This was something new, tleman's views tiI recently. About a
and was a most flimsy objection. The week ago, the inember for Invernes
Minister of Justice and bis leader had came across the floor, when li told him
both misled him in this matter, and that, that the Premier thouglt tle Bil not
he did not hesitate to say, deliberately, advisable, and that, therefore, lie could
and he would have moved for an address not assent to it. He thought, there-
of the H ouse for the Royal consent, had fore, that the lon. gentleman (Mr.
he not been given to understand, up to MacDonnell) ouglt, in candour, to have
this date, that it would be forth- stated those facts, if le felt aggrieved.
coming through the Government. He did not say that li bad misstated the
But lie was not so certain, after all, facts intentionally, but lie ad not set
that this Bill infringed any rights or pre- ther forth as fully as le ouglt to have
rogatives of âhe Crown. It only provided done. 1e had no reason to complain of
that any costs taxed should be paid out any action by him, in regard to the
of the Consolidated Fund by the Receiver- Bil. He knew that le (Mr. MoDon-
General, and he did not think that it aid) had stated personally that le
trenched upon the rights of the Crown. thouglt it desirable, if practîcable, in
There was another reason why the Bill the public interest, that the same course
should be read a second time ; the House should bt pursued with reference to
had agreed with its principle, and it costs in the Courts below as in the Ex-
might be advanced to the third reading ehequer Court, and also bis grounds for
without the Royal consent. The Minister thinking that the Bil could not pass.
of Justice and the Premier, if anxions to 1e did not care to bandy words with the
do justice in this matter, might allow the hou. gentleman, having only risen to
second reading, after which they could express bis regret that lis desire to be
procure the consent of His Excellency. civil to him, and to afford him any facil

ities lie could in the matter of bis Bill,
ME. McDONALD (Pictou), said le shouldave afforded him the opporti-

regretted very much that any misunder- nity of making the remarks they had
standing should have arisen between the heard.
hon. member for Inverness and himself,
with regard to the Bill. But lie thought
he could promise him that bereafter that le thouglt bis bon. friend froni
there would be no opportunity for such Inverness lad fair and reasonable
misunderstandings. grounds for complaint. He bad introe

M. MADONNELL : will takethe 8h of Mar.

good care there shall not. On several occasions since then lie was
goodcar thre sah et.prepared to move the second reading,

MR. McDONALD said that the lion. and lad more than once been asked bY
gentleman was generally correct in bis the leader of the Government and the
account of wbat took place in bis inter- Minister of Justice to allow it to stand
views with him in regard to the Bill. over, without giving hm any notice that
But he (Mr. McDonald) was not aware the Bill would le opposed on thé merdY

MR. MhcDONNELLo
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technical ground raised by the First Min- of his superiors ; but lie thought, if that
ister. It appeared to him (Mr. Cam- was the reason for which the bon. the
eron) that the Bill ought to pass, and Miaister of Public Works had discharged
the consent of the Crown ought to be him, the hon. gentleman must have been
given. The Minister of Justice had not in error, or, perhaps, had been decei-ved
advanced, and, in fact, could not ad- by other parties. ln March last he (Mr.
-rance an argument against the passage of Fiset) had taken occasion to remark that
the Bill now. It appeared an extraor- Capt. Lavoie had obtained, on the 17th
dinary anomaly that the Crown could of February last, a letter, declaring that
bring an action against the subject, an he had always faithfully performed his
action without the shadow of a founda- duty up to that time. He had also pro-
tion, put him to enormous costs, and duced a letter fronm Mr. Brydges, stating
that the subject should have no remedy that up to that time Capt. Lavoie had
against the Crown to recover the costs of not received orders from any Department
such an abortive action. Surely that of the Government, but only fron him-
state of things should not exist. Thie self, and that he had always obeyed those
was a Bill the Minister of Justice ought orders. In further sipport of his inno-
to have dealt with himself, and, if not cence of having disobeyed orders, Capt.
himself, he should have afforded his Lavoie had made a solemn declaration,
hon. friend the member for Inverness which lie (Mr. Fiset) read to the House.
every facility for the passage of the He wished to see the papers in the case,
Bill. in order to establish whether the charge

SiR JOHN A. MUACDONALD said of disobedience was well founded, and
that he would not argue now whether whether Capt. Lavoie had ever received

the Bill was fair and reasonable or not. orders from either the Department of

One thing was clear, the principle that Public Works, or that of Marine and
A, n Uil A I Fisheries.

U -i oLpay costs a a ways
been insisted on. It was part of the
Royal prerogative. ln ether words, it
was one of the checks against the Public
Treasury being robbed, and although the
practice had been continued for many
centuries in England, there had been no
legislation compelling the Crown to pay
costs. He regretted very much, like the
Minister of Justice, that any misappre-
hension had arisen in this matter. The
hon. member (Mr. MacDonnellý said that
before he introduced his Bill he had
spoken to him about it. Now all the
hon,. gentleman said was that he had
introduced, or prepared, a Bill.

MR. TUPPER said he should be sorryif
the hon. gentleman withdrew his motion,
after what he had just saidl, because he
was anxious to bring down the papers in
order to show that Capt. Lavoie had
not carried out the instructions given
him. He objected to the motion chiefly
because of the statement it contained,
that Capt. Lavoie had been dismissed.
He was informed that Capt. Lavoie
was only engaged for the season ; he was
paid off at the close of the season and his
connection with the Department ceased
altogether thereafter. When it became'
necessary to re-engage parties for the

Order dischwærged and Bill withdrawn. next Capt. Lavoie was informed
that lis services would net be required
again. fie (Mr. Tupper) on enquiring

CAPT. LAVOIE OF THE RIMOUSKI. the reason why le was net re-engaged

ADJOURNEDwas told that Capt. Lavoe ad been
ADJOJRNFD DEATE.instructed that ho was net te purchase

House resumed the adjourned debate anything for the service, but te make
on Mr. Fiset's motion, for a statement requiaition therefer, and that Le had
showing the orders given to Capt. Pierre subsequently ineurred debts witbout re-
Lavoie, during the time he had charge of quisition. Ths having occurred more
the steamer Jijrnzo,8,j* than once, it was deterined not te re-

MR- IFISET said lie had reason th engage sim. wIe lad ne objection te the
bewievetaest that Capt. Lavoie bro been dow
for politicmî reasons. It Lad been pre- Mit. MACKENZIE said h did net
teuded that lie had disobeyed the orders know what fat had been feund witk

Captain Lavoie
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Capt. Lavoie ; lie miglit have been pro-
perly dismissed, but dismissed he was.
It would not do to say lie was not in the
employnent of the Government because
he was idile in the winter time. It had
always been customary with merchant
vesselis, as with Government vessels,
that the captain should remain in charge
of the vessel during the winter, although
navigation could not be carried on. The
captains of Government steamers had
been continually in service, and were
paid a certain rate per month. This
gentleman undoubtedly had a right to
consider himself stil in the emplov of
the Government. It had been a univer-
sa] practice to continue the captains in
charge the next seasun.

MR. TUPPER said that was precisely
where a difference of opinion might arise.
Lavoie was his own master, lie was
ready tg go to any part of the world, the
Government had no claim on his serviess,
nor was he under any obligation to serve
them if called on No doubt he would
have been re-employed if it had not been
found that le failed in obeying in-
stiuctions.

Motion ajreed to.

USURY PROHIBITION BILL.-[BLL 35 j

( Mr. Méthiot.)
SECOND READING PROPOSED.

Order for second reading read.

MR. MÉTHOT seid that, on rising to
move the second reading of this Bill, he
desired to draw the attention of the
House to the necessity of passing a law
to prevent the numerous abuses com-
mit ed by usurers throughout the whole
Dominion. The object of this Bill, as
its title indicated, was to suppress usury,
by fixing the legal rate of interest in Can-
ada at 6 per cent., and conventional inte-
rest at 8 per cent. In order that the law
should be put in force, and that it should
not become a dead letter, this Bill pres-
cribed a penalty against those who
should break the law, by obliging them
to refund all interest on sums of money
thus obtained. This Bil, that did not
affect, in any way, contracts made and
entered into before the putting in force
of the present Act, applied to all loans

MR. MACKENZIE.

and contracts for the use of a sum of
money. Such were the provisions of
the Bill. When it was sought to modif
an existing law, it was but in accordance
with common sense to examine, from
every possible standpoint, all the defects
of the old law, as well as the adventages of
the new one. To that end it was well to
look into the past, and not to undervalue
the experience of centuries. On opening
history, which should be the guide of the
Lfgislature, it would be found that among
old nations efforts had been constantly
made to suppress usury, that had always
been looked upon as most hurtful and
unfavourable to the welfare of the State.
All nations, both ancient and modern,
had lad but one way of regarding usury,
they had all looked upon it as a public
calamity and a crime. The Jews, the
Romans, the French, and even the Cana-
dians, had legislated, fr-om time to time,
in the most severe manner, against usury
and usurers. But it was not necessary
to go abroad in order to find ex-
amples of severe legislation against usury.
In 1873, had not this House deliberately
passed a law prohibiting usury in one of
the Provinces of this Dominion ? Chap-
ter 71 of the Federal Statute 36 Vic-
toria, contained a law fixing the rate of
interest and putting a stop to usury iii
the Province of Nova Scotia, and since
that time no complaints from that Pro-
vince had been heard. He wished to
know why a law that was good for one
Province should not be good for the rest
of the Dominion. Was not the feeling
in Nova Scotia the same as the feeling
that was manifesting itself every day in
other parts of Canada ? Let enquiry be
made of all the farmers of the different
Provinces of the Dominion, and tbey
would all answer, as one man, that they
desired and requested the adoption of a
law against usury, that was gnawing at
the vitals of this young country, that
was destroying commerce, and that was
one of the causes of the numerous fail-
tires that the country had to deplore.
This unlimited liberty, enjoyed by
money-lenders, was, moreover, one of the
main causes of emigration, and was, conk-
sequently, a great obstacle to the pros-
perity of the agricultural classes of thbi
country. If usuiy was favourable to I
najority of the population, one would

be able to explain why this House should

Prohibition Bill.(COM MON S.]
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l'areiàn deaf to the voice of the people
asking for the passing of laws against
usury and the fixing ot reasonable rates
of interest. But everyone was aware
that the present state of things was fav-
ourable to a small number of speculators
who p:ufted thereby in order to grow
-apidly iieh upon the work of the poor
man. Was it not especially the agri-
ultural classes that were taken in

and made the victims of these selfish
men, who had neither bowels nor con-
science ? Why were so many farmers
seen going into exile, emigrating to the
United States ? Why did so many settlers
fïnd themselves obliged to give up the
land they had cleared by the sweat of their
brow, in order to go and ruin their
health, and that of their families, in
A merican manufactures'? The reason of
this was very simple. It was because,
not being able to pay their debts when
due, the creditors exacted, as the price of

short delay, an exorbitant interest. It
-was needless to speak of the bargains,
agreements, and high interests resorted to
n the country places. It was a well-

£nown thing. Therefore, he would re-
frain from revealing the hideousness of
this cancer, that was eating at the heart
of the people. Since this Bill was be-
_ore the House, he bad received fropi all
parts of the country numerous letters of
enicouragement and congratulation. le
trusted that among these letters, coming
from all classes of society, he would be
iallowed to read one. It was as folows

"QUEBEc, March 29th, 1879.

<To Mr. MíRTrOT, M.P, Ottawa,-
" S,-Allow me, in the name of a certain

mMber of persons suffering from the high rate
Of interest exacted by money-lenders, who,
while pretending to render service, are prac-
ticing usury at the expense of those to whon
Ïbey lend, allow these victims whose needful
condition obliges them to pay these high rates
«f interests, allow them to congratulate and
thank you for the Bill you intend to introduce
in order to put an end to the present state of
things, for it is a crying shame to see usury
Practised in such a frightful manner. How great
"'1i be the gratitude of those sufferers from
the want of conscience of these usurers. May
1feaven bless your undertaking, and grant you
the favour of succeeding in having your just
law adopted. We, the victims, we beseech the

ihvine Providence for the success of your Bill,and we, moreover, pray Heaven to reward you
r your good intentions, in coming to the

help of many victims, who will never cease to
OF6r Up prayers for your happiness and pros-

perity, you. whose good-will prompts you to
lend a helping hand to those who sufrer.

A victim, who cannot make himself
known, but who sends you the expression of
gratitude of a number of sufferers."

Was not this letter written by an un-
known person of Quebec ; was it not the
outpouring of the victim's heart, and did
it not show to what an extent the usurer
oppressedand tyrannised over theunfortu-
nate borrower, whom he.held so tightly in
his clutches, that the wretched man dare
not sign his name? Thus, if he moved
the second reading of the Bdl, it was
because he was firmly persuaded that by
restrainin g the liberty granted to the
mioney-lenders, Parliament would be
favouring the interests of the great
majority of the inhabitants of the Do-
minion of Canada, and doing away with
the disastrous effects that usury never
failed to produce on the agricultural
classes, on commerce and industry. It
would be especially favoura ble to 'Che far-
mer, in whose name he was speaking,
whose revenues were not, and never
would be, proportioned to the exorbitant
exactions of the usurer. Indeed, the cul-
tivation of land never yielded on an aver-
age more than six per cent., and if, as it
often happened, a farmer was unlucky
enough to require suddenly $100, he was
obliged to pay from 20 to 25 per cent.
This money was lent to him for a month
or two. Afterwards, if the money-lender
saw that the farmer was pinched,he would
exact a renewal with from 25 to 50 per
cent. Was net that the surest means of
driving the agricultural population from
Canada, and of making a desert of the
country 3 On the contrary, if hon. mem-
bers wished to encourage agriculture and
colonisation, they should-take away from
the usurer this tyrannical liberty, by
depriving him of all hope of realising
large profits surely and in a short space
of tiie, thereby inducing him to with-
draw his mnoney froi speculation and
shaving, and to invest it, at reasonable
rates, in real estate. And wh-at would
be the result of this? Capitalists invest-
ing their mnoney in agricultural pursuits.
agriculture would again be prosperous,
property would be doubled in value, the
disheartened settler would take courage,
and not only would emigration diminish,
but Canada would behold, with joy her
children, who were now the servants of

( ARI1L "98, 187 9.]USw1ry
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the Amorican people, wending their way excitement and called forth such diver-
back to their country, in order to culti- sity of opinion as the one involved in
vate and render fertile the wild lands of the Bill of his hon. friend. He thought,
this Dominion. He would now consider however, it would be unwise to disturb
the objections that miglit be raised against existing legislation on the subject-at
the passing of this Act. The first would all events, it would require more time
probably be that this Act was useless, than the House had now at its disposal.
that it would be easy to evade it, by Seeing the advanced stage of the Ses-
lending at the legal rate, and by after- sion, he suggested that his hon. friend
wards selling to the borrower an article should withdraw the Bill.
at double its value. But this objec-
tion fell to the ground, for there was a MR. PLUMB said there lad always
clause in the Bill, by which these shame- been a very strong opinion on the sub-
less money-lenders could be put ject of the usury laws. Perhaps the
under oath when sued for mfrmge- strongest legislation on the subject was
ment of the present Act. The second found on the Statute-books of some of
objection that might be made to this Bill the American States, each of which had
was i bat it hampered money transactions, the right t ates internal aand hat t wold b hurful o ~ the riglit to regulate its internai affairs
and that it would be hurtful to borrow- an pasisonlw nta eadoro-and pass its own laws in that regard.
ers. He would answer that, ii this as i In New York State, for example, there
other things, the people wanted protec- was a law making it highly penal to
tion, and thev were right, for since the charge higher than 7 per cent. No
repeal, of the laws against usury they j doubt, some Canadian institutions had
could no longer borrow money without taken advantage of their powers and
paying exorbitant rates of interest. charged a higher rate than was apparent,The third objection was that money and a strong opinion prevailed in the
was an article of merchandise like communitw that there should be some re
anything else. H1e said that it striction to prevent grasping lenders frmi
was not that, for money did not takin advantage of needy borrowers.
deteriorate or wear out like other At t stage of eeo ower
goods, and if its value changed in an was stage of the Session, however, if
almost imperceptible manner, it always opinion through the Dominion, and ie,
remained the basis of the value of all therefore, moved i amendment that the
other objects of commerce. Moreover, Bil be not now read the second time,
money was always current. A man who but that it be read the second time this
owed £1,000 was not uneasy if he had day sKx months.
£1,000 in bis pocket to pay what he
owed, whilst he might be ruined if he
was asked to pay this sum, and had to M. MACKENZIE said lie felt dL
meet it, in only real estate or goods, even posed te support the Finance Minister.
were they worth twice or three times the Tii Finance Minister had said that Vhs
amount. For all these reasons, and for
many others that it would take too long congratulated the hon, gentleman on the
to enumerate, le was fully confident that resumption of a Conservative policy.
this Bill would be supported by a But he must noV forget that the tendency
majority in the House ; and by adopting of the whole work of the Governuent
it Parliament would be protecting agricul- this Session had been to disturb ail ex
ture, giving new life to industry, favour- iâtiug legisiation. In fact, there wa2
ing commerce, and yielding to the very littie of Conservatism left with hon.
wishes of the people. In a word, gentlemen opposite. As tley lad ce
they would be adopting a measure that to the conclusion now noV to further dis-
would give -euwial satisfaction. turb existing lexisltion, as the lnl

Bust he drawn sorewlere, le woc
Hii. ToLLEY said tf thi11 proposed suovport them.

by bis hon. friend was a very important,
one, the principle of which was very en-
ergetically discussed in the first Parlia-
ment. Few questions had created such

MR. MLTHOT.

Question p~ut
Plimb) agreed
division :-

and aiendment (Ur.
to on the followmgif

[COM MON S.] Prohbibition Bill.
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H1OUSE OF COMMONS.

Tiuesday, 9thJ Apri7, 1879.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRATERs.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill was introduced and
read the first and second limes

Bill (No. 100) To amend the Act incorpor-
ating the Detroit Tunnel Comnpan.-(Mr
Kilvert.)

CANADA AND DETROIT RIVER BRIDGE
COMPANY INCORPORATION ACT

AMENDMENT BILL.
(3fr. Kilvert.)

FIRST AND SECOND READINGS.

MR. KILVERT introduced a Bill
(No. 101) To amend the Act incorporat,
ing the Canada and Detroit River
Bridge Company.

Bill read the first fine.

MR. KILVERT moved the second
reading of the Bill.

lu reply to Mr. PATTERSON (Essex),
MR. KILVERT said there was no

change of the location settled in tle
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charter ; this proposed an extension of row, as its twin Bil did at tbisrmoment.
tune.s own impression was clear that they

Mi. M\ A CKENZIE said it was neces- stili had an hour on Wednesday for Pri-
sa-ry to obtain the consent of the Ameri-

eaupeoleandtha ha ben otaiedAt ail events, the Government couldtcan people, and that had been obtained easily solve any doubt there might be ou
and the difficulty had been removed. n
This was a work of immense importance that it te o on
to one of our lines of railway to enable d o
it to carry Western traffic. He hoped tes sin, te (4overat meco
the Bill would be read a second time to-
day. see that there could he no possible objec-tion to tbe second readinc of these Bi

Mt. McCALLI said it wats aý Seri- beiug called to-mrro at half-past seven.
ons matter to say that a bridge shouid and thus obviate a very unsound practice,
bo buît over the Detroit River. I)uring oA reading a Bil the second tire before
thie season of navigation a vessel passed it was it was in the hands of niembers.
evere three minutes, niyt and da.the ieon

Pta pon by. lCallowing si te beson oni

Objected to the Bill being rear now, eced to this Bull was that there were
cept acdording to the rules of the touse. ce

c 1 larof ts ess ioted Goenmi ient mus

Mr. MACKENZIE snggested that the a second reading to-day, not being printels
Pu sould be read to-da , if it vaý to or in the hands of mebers, how could
go to the Rai etay Committee on Thurs- those in the country, interested, kno

ay. It was one of those Bis to which aaything about the Bie se The shi
thevy ougt to afford everv reasouable owners of this country, and those engaed

in commerce, shoud have an opportunitce
of being heard in reference to it. be

N. TUPPER said thi introducer of looked at the sheme of bidgin the
this Bil stated that it was simply to ex- Detroit River as one calculated to hock
tend the time for carrying out a poicy that river entirely. ie did not oppose
already on the Statute-book. That it on personal. groutnds, but solely ou
piacec it in an entirely different position public grounds. ow were they goin',
tlrom the introduction of a measure to notify the county if they brought ii
provding for something new. is Bis and passed them befoe the me-
hon. friend knew that i the iRailway bers knew what they weret? oe did net
Committee there would be every oppor- wish to obstrut legislation, but he con
tunity of examining the Bill to see if any- sidered that if ie coud do auything t
thing new -vas introduced. Seeing that prevent a measure of this kind being puit
tbey were in the last days of the Session, throngh the house, it was his dty to do
and that business wte pressing, le trust- i0n
ed lis ayon. friend would consent to thes
econd reading. The ofse was neyer d thse

facility.es in comere, should he an ootnity

regarded as being committed to the oin- pred on the fshe ofaidgg the
tiple of a Bi by allowing it to go to a proposition thiat orderine Bluls to a seco
tdthete freading rw-as endoring their principle

No doubt it w ould obstruct ail legisatiou
pa HOLTO N said lie was i sym- if suc an opinion should obtain in The

faty with the lion. member for Monck toouse of Commons. Everyone who
i in this matter. Wh nie dispos d to give knew anythin about railways, mLSt
every possible faciity for the cosidera- understanw that large expenditures of
tion of thése Bis, the urgency of whiwh money had been prevented by the diro-
lie quite understood, lie feit considerabie nution of traffic, and no company Wa
reluctance to vote for the second reading suffered more in that way than the ne
of a Bill which was not yet before them. which now asked for its approvai. T e
le thoug t i would oe estabeishing a Raioway Committee was composed of a
dangerous practice. e was the more majority of the members of this ou'
reciaed to take that view because no and lie thought that any exanfinatiofllto
time would be lost iv allowing this tBi the oepits of the Bill migt becond
to stand for the second reading to-mor- safe y entrusted te that Committeso

VIE. KILVERT.

Generail Business.[COMMONS.]
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JR. McCALLUM said if this Bill
was to go before the Railway Committee
oan Thursday, how were they going to get
those opposed to it to cone here and give
their evidence on the other side? If he
waived his right in this inatter, it vould
be on the ground that he threw all
responsibility upon the Government,
trusting that they would see that no
obstruction was laid across the Detroit
River.

MR. PATTERSON (Essex) said, as
he understood the present Bill, it was
xmerely to prolong the duration of exist-
ing charters. Under existing charters,

l plans affecting the bridging of the
Detroit River had to be approved by the
Dominion Government and that of the
United States. Under these circum-
tances, ho thought they would be justi-

Me in allowing the measure to go to the
Railway Committee, reserving the right
o take such action as they thought pro-

per in the interest of their constituents.

Dill real tte seco(l time.

LWAY ACT. 1868. AMENDMENT BILL.
[BILL 59.]

(Mr. Tupper.)

BILL WITHDRAWN.

ýrder for second reading read.

Ra. TUPPER said he would ask
l'eave of the House to withdraw this
Bill. There were other amendments to
The Act that were required, and they
were so numerous that he had introduced
r Act for the purpose of consolidating

e Railway Act, which would embrace
!hese two amendments.

MR. MACKENZIE said there was
tLis objection-that it opened up a field
or discussion on the whole law. It
"ould, of course, have to go before the
Railway Committee, and there every-
one would be bringing in amendments.
He thought it -was inexpedient to con-
solidate the law in the last days of the
>ession, and would prefer that the hon.
gentleman should adhere to bis amend-
m-ent for this Session.

MR. TUPPER said he did not think it
Would at all embarrass dealing with any of

Iese proposed amendments. It would
I' quite impossible, perhaps, to attempt

a review of the general Railway Act, but
the Act would stand in the same position
after these amendments were introduced,
with the exception that they would not be
spread over a great variety of Acts. But
a step would be taken towards a review
of the Act, at a time when they would
have more leisure to deal with it.

Mn. MACKENZIE said it would in-
volve a reconstruction of the Bill fron
the time it had been introduced to the
present time, embodying, in the respec-
tive sections, whatever amendments had
been made. He was afraid the hon.
gentleman had undertaken an anount of
labour in that respect they could hardly
overtake.

MR. TUPPER said, when the hon.
leader of the Opposition saw the Bill, he
would find it was not open to the ob-
jections lie supposed. It was merely
bringing all the present legislation into
one Act, and marking the few new clauses
in brackets.

Oi'der discharged aud Bill

SUPREME AND EXCIHEQU7ER COURT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.-[BILL 4.]

(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

SECOND READING.

Order for second reading read.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said that
the Bill had been in the hands of the
members of the House for some time.,
and., as it concerned more particularly the
legal gentlemen in the House, he would
only say now, that it did not, in any way,
affect the principle of the Act, but re-
ferred to one or two clauses especially-
clause 11 and clause 17 of the original
Act-which defined the occasions in
which appeals should lie from the several
subordinate Courts in the Provinces to
the Supreme Court. All the clauses,
with one or two exceptious, were defimi-
tory, and stated with more particularity
the cases in which appeals should lie. He
might say that the Judges of the Supreme
Court had had an opportunity of exami-
ning them, and had concurred in them
generally, as well as the ileading members
of the profession from the several Pro-
Vinces in this House. There was one
clause which provided for a difficulty
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such as occurred in the absence of the did not intend applying the provisions of
late Chief Justice, providing for the section 17 to sub-section "ni" of section
administration of the oath of office in 1 of this Bil. The provisions of see-
certain cases by the senior Puisne Judge tion 17 were wholly inapplicable te
in the absence of the Chief Justice. The the proposed arendment. Section 17
Bill, as first introduced, provided for only of the Supreme Court Act applied te
two terms, leaving it for the Supreme general appeals from the judgments of
Court, or the Chief Justice, to appoint, the Courts below to Judges of the Sui-
wvhen thought necessary, a third term. preme Court. 1e apprehended it wa
But leading members of the Ontario bar rather meant to make this an amendrent
had represented that the uncertainty as to section 48 of the Supreme Court Act
to when -the third terni might be held wlich had reference to special electioli
would prove an inconvenience, and, to appeals. The section itself was an e:..-
meet that difficulty, he had iniserted a traordinary oue, and very
clause fixing the third terni for the worded and he was quite sure i woul

onth. sf October. have to be recast before it coi be cad
1vorkable. Other provisions of the Ac-

. CAME1ON (South nuwrw saido able
he did not prop9se to discuss the Bill at dt proposd thamenbmsection a 17

Present but hie migioht say tliat thehnie- i sbould S ap tem Ci Act appli e to

j c Billgeneral appls fromalor the t udg eto

orandu wich the inister of Justice Judges of he

preb uz nde Court e pprehnded t wa
harahe meant toe make this an amendmenti

had aidliehia sen tonieber. ! whether final or înterlocutery l If
toonnectien with it, l4, foi the, haSr not

hof the rig ft t appeal i an sucli o

Mn. MûIcDO-N:XLV) (Pictou) said tliat 1 ae alse objected to t e igft to ape.j
lie had sent the iieniorandum this iort- reserded in sub-section by ipe niatte
iOg, and would not iiwove for the consider- dithin the discreion of the Judge l
ation of the iBill in~ Cominittee to-day i Equity niatters. Io allow aj peals ini tLý'
since the memorandum had not been re- classes of cases referred in these two sa
ceived. Ahen they would bave re- sections, would cause ndless delays, ad
ceived it to-norrow he would nove the largely to the cost of litigation, adc t B
House i;to Comemittee. would, i nianv other respects, be e

ceedingly objectionable, and lie hoped ti'c-
Mn. CAMERON (Soth limon) wiaict Minister of Justice vould strike

that. wthout apprving of ail the chanes these objectionable clauses frond his Bel'.
in the Bi , ihe beieved that most aere e (Mr. Caoteron) did not objcct to
in the right direction. One change lie iappeal in pîelimiinary objections iin eleý--
thoughit the Minister of Justice ougb t to tien cases, but to the mode iii which t-,'
have cgiven bis reason for, and explained Minister of Justice proposed to deal 'vit.l
how it snas to be carried into actual the question, and the defective machimder
effect: The clause with regard te appeals provided fer carrying the proposai i
from judg ents upon preminary objec- effect. He said that there should bev re
tiwns to Election Petitions. The Minis- appeal from the judgment, rule or orde

ter of Justice had said nothingm on that of any Court or Judge, on any prlinc-
subject, though the change appeared the
most important and radical of all. He
(Mr. Cameron) thought this change also
in the right direction. The only thing
1he complained of was that the hon. gen-
tleman had not explained more fully the
meaning of the provision, and how lie
proposed to carry it into effect. He
understood hii to say that the two sec-
tions of the Supreme Court Act that the
Bill proposed to deal with were 11 and
17; and, if he (Mr. Cameron) recollected
aright, section 17 provided for general
appeals on general questions. Surely he

MR, MCDONALD.

ary objection to an election petitiOn.
The clause further provided that ther
should be an appeal from a judgment c:
decision that was final and conclusive.
How did the hon. gentlemen propose an
appeal from a judgment that was flDa
and conclusive ? Moreover, how did le
propose to bring the appeal before tie
Supreme Court at al], when there WaS
no machinery provided for carrying the
appeal into effect ? This was not a:
amendment either to section 17, whica
provided ior general cases, or to sectio
48, which provided for special appeals 1
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lection cases. Neither the niachinery
provided for by section 48, nor section
17, could be applied to this provision in

lhon. gentleman's Bill, nor under
these sections could he bring such cases
before the Suprere Court. He appre-
#nded that what the Minister of Justice

really proposed to do was to amend sec-
tion 48 of the Supreme Court Act
reating to special election appeals,
nd to enable complainants to appeal

lom the judgment of the Judges
on preliminary objections to the Supreme

Court, and to utilise the machinery pro-
PIed in section 48 for that purpose.

If that was what he meant, the whole
clause must be recast, and section 48 of
te Supreme Court Act must be amend-
ed. Section 10 of the Controverted
Elections Act, which. made the decision

a Judge of the Court on these pre-
iminary objections final and conclusive,

-st albo be amended, so as to enable
;arties to appeal to the Supreme Court,
rot after judgnment bad been given on the
whole case, and the costs in the whole
,.ntest incurred, but after judgment had
-sen rendered on preliminary objections

Sefore the merits of the case had been
-tered on at ail, and in that case the
erits of these preliminary objections

*oId be disposed of in the most expedi-
Ois and least expensive way. If that

wAS what the hon. gentleman meant, lie
entirely with him. He could iot

sent to a proposition that a litigant
ld be bound by the judgment of a

ngle Judge, in disposing of preliminary
actions, and have no apppal to the

cart of Appeals or the Supreme Court.
kerybody knew the great importance

a was attached to many of these pre-
nnmary objections to election peti-

Ws. Where the power of Parlia-
eit to p.ass the Controverted Elections

and the power of the Local Courts
try cases under that Act were ques-
ned, those doubts and difficulties should
set at iest with the least possible de-

He (Mr. Cameron) observed that
Bill did not say when the appeal to
Supreme Court on preliminary objec-

ns should take place-whether within
thirty days covered by section 17, or
period covered by section 48 of the

IUpreme Court Act, whether the appealmuight be nade at any time before the
t was finally disposed of on' the merits,

whether in such the appeal was limited
or unlimited in point of time, and
whether subject to the condition com-
prised by section 48, or wholly uncondi-
tional. If the latter was the bon.
gentleman's view, lie entirely agreed with
him. The appeal should be subject to
the conditions provided by section 48
only. He thought that, in dealing witL
these preliminary objections, especially
when they involved questions of the first
importance, such. as the power of Parlia-
ment, and the jurisdiction of the Courts,
and when we had the extraordinary
anomaly of the Judges of the different
Provincial Courts giving diametricallv
opposite rulings, on precisely the same
legal proprositions, and the seats of
members of Parliament were affected by
such contradictive rulings, the Min-
ister of Justice would be only deal-
ing fairly and properly with a question
of such grave importance, by allowing it
to go to the Supreme Court for
final adjudication in all eases now pending
and thus, at an early day, some unifor-
mity of decision in these disputed
legal questions mieht be obtained
by which the Provincial Courts
would thereafter be guided. Then
one member would not be able to retain
his seat by a decision given by one
Judge, while another member took his
because another Judge took an entirely
different view of the law. He appre-
hended that was what the hon. gentle-
man meant by the peculiar wording of
sub-section " in," that the appeal should
cover the cases now pending, and should
be unconditional, except as to the terms
provided for by section 48 of the Su-
preme Court Act, Ind that thus an end
should be put to the anomaly in the law
that now existed, and that affected many
of the seats of the members of this
louse. The Bill, as a whole, he thought,
was a step in the i-ight direction. No
doubt in Committee it would be amend-
ed in several important particulars, in-
cluding sub-sections "a," "b," and "m," in
which the Minister of Justice could rely
on his assistance to inspect the measure.
With the changes and amendments
le suggested. lie had no doubt the
Bill would be an improvement on the
present law.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said that
it was quite possible the Bill was capable
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of improvement, and he was very glad to
have the assurance of his hon. friend
(Mr. Cameron) that lie would help in
Committee to make it as perfect as
possible. He was right in supposing
that he did not draft the Bill hiiseif ; it
was drafted by a much abler mincd than
his, by a man who, at any rate on some
questions to which the Bill related,
stood pre-eminent as an authority where-
ever known, so he was quite sure that
the hon. gentleman would discuss those
clauses with the sanie respect as lie (Mr.
McDonald) did. He thought the hon.
member, however, a little hypercritical,
and that a discussion of the Bill would
1 e more practical, and, perhaps, more
beneficial in Committee. With regard
to his criticism as to the portion of
the Bill relating to appeals
from Election Courts, lie (Mr. Mc-
Donald) did not see the difficulty bien-
tioned with respect to the time. The
general clause of section 48 prescribed
the mode of appeal in election eases from
the Election Courts to the Suprenie
Courts. This Bill did not interfere with
the clause regulating the appeal,
but simply gave the appeal to the
Supreine Court in another branci of en-
quiry in these cases. He did not antici-
pate any other opinion from his hon.
friend opposite and other members, than
that tLis provision would be fouid very
desirable indeed. Though the phraseo-
logy might niot be as clear as desirable,
lie thought it expressed the view they all
desired to enforce. An appeal should lie
to the Supreme Court froni ar judg-
ment, rule, order, or decision defined ini
the Bill. That was not an appeal from
a final decision, but from any rule that
miglit have effect of terminating the
,inquiry. The hon. gentleman (Mr.
Cameron) was right in saying that le
desired to give an appeal froin an Elec-
tion Court to the Supreme Court on
preliminary objections raised during the
trial of a case, which would have the
effect of a final decision.

Sir A. J. SMITHI: These preliminarv
objections, I understand, come before the
triai is entered upon.

MR. McDONALD (Picton) said yes,
before the trial on the merits of the
petition was entered on. I1.e referred to
the technical objections taken before

MR. MCDONALD.

entering upon the trial on its ierits, and
that suspended everything until, the
order was deternined. For instan ce,
a case happened the other day in the
Province to which his lion. friend oppc-
site (Sir A. J. Smith) belonged, in which
the question of jurisdiction arose. Hie
submitted whether it was not better,
where there were preliminary objections,
that they should be determined one way
or the other, before the immense expense
of the petition, on its merits, was gone
into ; and he thought it better that the
dissatisfied party should have the oppor-
tunity of getting the opinion of the,
highest Court of Appeal at the earlies;
possible moment. With these observ;
tions he trusted the House would consn;
to the second reading of the Bill.

Sin A. J. SMITH said the sec-d
clause of the Bill required reconstru --
iig. In New Brunswick they had e>

perienced the difficulty of having i
appeal fromi tie decision of the Court en
a preliminary objection. This lie
garded as objectionable. His Lot
frien ihadi thought it necessary to p-
scribe the mode of procedure in regard to
appeal. That he (Sir A. J. Smnith) dL
iot think necessary, because the Judges
had power to niake regulations iii regard
to appeal, so'as to give effect to the A
Ie regarded the provision in subsecto
" f " for appeal, direct to the Suprent-
Court, and ignoring the intermed
Courts of Appeal as anomalous.

hMR. McDONALD (Pictou) said t
applied to Çntario and Quebec. In O
tario, for instancé, it would undoubtedil
be a hardship if the litigant did not
possess that privilege. There was no
objection to this froi the gentlemen f
Ontario.

MR. MILLS said lie supposedi
object was to cover cases where the r i

migit be already settled in the ProeVt
cial Court of Appeal, when the r-
iniglit never have been settled by th
Supreme Court of the Dominion. L

which case Le supposed the litigant wa
allowed to appeal to the Suprenie C
in the first place.

MR. McCARTHY said he did nt
agree with the view of the lion. tV
Minister of Justice in regard to S-
clause "m." The ordinary preli1iT9y«
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objection was of a formal character, and it seeins as though Parliament liad been
related merely to the status of the peti- only lere working te ruin suitors ai
tioner, of his right to be a petitioner. give fees and fortunes to lawye's.
They knew very well that in election
cases it would be sometimes a great MR. McDONALD (Pieton) sai] that
objection to have an appeal which would t1isclause would 1e censidered ii Cons -

entail a delay of two or three months. inittee, and most probably\ taken out.
That clause, he thought, ought to
Oe amended. He agreed that, if, Ma. MOUSSEAI said clau " hl"
by the judgment on a preliminary provided
objection, the petitioner was dis- That no appeal ,shall be allowed fromn anv
posed of, there should be a riglit of judgment rendered in the Province of Quebc
apeai. Hie thouht, in the long ru in any action, suit, cause, matter or other
pp H . .n .he judicial proceeding wherein the matter in con -

more substantial justice would in ths troversv does not amount to the sum or value
mnanner be had. He sympathised with of two thousand dollars, unless such matter, if

'as ors frend ron Wetmorlan ~nless than that amount, involves the questionhis o suection "f." 11eas if of the validity of an Act of the ParliaWoent e l
regard to sub-section "l f." He was of
opinion they laboured under a great dis-ct of anyopinon tieylaboredunde a reatdisthe Councils or Leg.islative bodies of an.vof the
advantage in the number of Courts liti- Territories or Districts of Canada, oelates te
gants had to pass through. He con- auy fee of office. dut, rent, revenu, or any
ýidered with his lion. friend that the ,ur cf ronev payable te er Majestv, or t
power of appeal direct froma the Court of any titie to lands or tenements. annual reuts,1or suceli like inatters or tîsings %vwhe the ri-lit-,irst instance to the Supreme Court in future night be bouud.'
sould be one that either partv nmight
exercise at Lis option. If a poor man
knew his case was going to be appealed,

e ouglit to have the means of bringing
lie case to an issue at once, at the least

fos stblew o u sa it ll a r , u nl e s s u m

less. MOt SSEAh saiat aoeu, 31i e h EAu estio
opposed the second readino t of the rillafom saio

s ie sarn reasons which Le adlvainced in C're idcd, hCaever, tinut an arActl of ai
175. They preferred that the appeatls by leave ofthe Court cf Quiee's Befi an the

a regard to civil tatters shouid Le de- PTrovitice of Quebec, lie to the Supreme Court
* :ed by the IPrivy Couincil cf England] trom the final judgmelit of the qaid Court ofu t t Qucenys Bencli iii a action, sui, cause. mat-

,ýcasetler tevcu agu sum' e of oey pl to He aetyrt

me i ter wnlngag. hy trorote judicial îuoceeding, originally ini-
in teir wn lnomuore.Theystituted in thse Superior Court, e,îthiougli thc

oudnet do tLe sarne in thc côuprelrne sum or value iii dispute înay net amount to
ourt- HLe did iîot w-ant to auke aav two thousand dollars, and althugh t jud -

a1Spersions upon the character cf tise nient snay not involve any of the questions or
Judges or the ýSoprere Court. If the s relate te any cf the inatters or things iii the
îad caeb J nit preceding subsection ntiecd»

Didl ssho bearinfr inpon Et Mslish
tbeýy were perfectly satisfied Tht provided tiat a nian who ala a sui

SSubiit thesu to t'lie SupreRe Court, MDli anioAnteuD te, s(i o100, lie would
ut they coul>] fot cosceal the fact that have to go first to tie Superior Court,
sere were only two Judges on te then to the Court cf eview te Court

'enel of tbe Suprerne Court who under- cf Qupeens enc, then to te Supserne
Mood the French languae and laws. Court. ell, it would le very funny, if
olie other founr new very lifte of the it ere nt nionstrous an (utageous, to

I'reneh language and] law. That w-as the know what sucli a trial w-us going" te eost.
saY reason w hv lie protested against As lie uuderstood the clause, and it was

7he enTargementof the powers of appeal. the construction put upn i by mnny of
le rext cale to a clause wbich gave bis friends, supposinde a -an too a casen
bppeas in cases where there were noie volvinir tie sum of $100 into the Supeies'
eol e protested against this. l Courteven suppesing tiere was no ev

as Province they had tee many dence to f>( taken iii thenieitee whcere, a-
ad Enish toases b rigpon niiile

a n they were perect s satisfie eyod ieterce
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very heavy costs, there would still be the appeal from lis judgîent to the Superior
lawyers' and prothonotaries' fees, which Court sitting in what was called a Court
would cone to at least ,72. -Now, sup- of Review. At the preent time, lie had
posiig lie wvent to the Court of Review, been told, it was held in the Suprene
the costs on all sides would come to at Court of Canada that, under the wording
least $60. Then, should the case go to of the Act giving the riglt of appeal as
the Court of Queen's Bench, appeal side, herebofore, there was no appeal to the
it would cost at least $300. Then, Iw Supreme Court from the judgment of the
this clause, it could again go to the Court of Review, and that the only an-
Suprene Court, and it would cost an ad- peal from the Court of Ieview vas to
ditional $400. Altogether, in the suit to the Privy Council. The object of thi
recover $100, there w-ould. be the small clause, of whichi his hon. friend conf
legal protectie tax of $832, -l his p]ained, r to give the power oS appeo
opinion there was too niuch j ur isciction, Ifron that Court of evie to the Su
and there ouglit to be a stop to i. They preme Court of Canada. u s sole object
hiad passed laws to protect every inan in in franig this clause w-as to give the
the countrv. Tioere was protection tgo iight Of appeal as above stated. Per-
the four deaier, the coal dealer, the nier- hap he did w not apprehend the feeling o
chant, and to ail kinds of -nanufactuiiers, the ineinbeî s froui the Province of
andi it seemei to hi- time toS protect the Quebec, but lie thought it dofsi
.suitor, and the best protection to hii -%Cas able to give the riglit of appeal.
to reduce the naniber of Courts to îîicl where appeal was Recessary, w th-
bis sit iigt be referred. Su reme Court, instead o, as at present

Su idt litants having to b put to the expnse
an er oht and trouble f going to the Privy Cou-

haci]. sle had in bis baud a erymorandua(r. Mousseau), The wouljust say that it whic had bee handed to him-and his
tas quite possible le (Mr. l mcDonald)-
Liad, to sope etent, misapprehendews to gie thep er f a

foromt-a that or so evtieo tI, hSu

requirenients and iuterests of the P'e- lie haourto that Hcin sli ohctic i Qeeg, in twe formation of ttis s was t oi tAct.1 aidirlto otefre C vi Code of Procedure of Quebeu.
'c. ahid ths relaion anîtedorer Act article il178. It did not give tht(right of appeal to the Supree-when lie stated to lis lion. friend te or- Court if the cae in dispute oft
ent cf the seveal clauses to phich te Quebe t h e thoughesi

(ir. ,Mossea) referred, anid the rie of pl.oedet lie number of Cout t tinh lie hadpfitted the measure to the rehuire-

ons smt lieght be r ed Supreme Court, inta:f stpeet

.d nigents of the Province of Quebec in thsthem liewoud li abl tocorrect p articular, but, of course, wben thè
3n.f lie ha l e (Pred. He sad t ,reserved aouse went into Comiittee, bis vCon.

direct appeal froi the ordinarv Cout ifriend (Mr. Mousseau) n ight be able
f jqurisdiction of Quebec to the Supre show the bouse that certain features -

Cort, and lie took it f r ranted it the Bi could be struck ont. Sectii
rould ieet nitd aptrosal. Section e ha e to, wa taen rom th'
vas the fi-st one the lion, gentleman oh- i av e of Prcehe ovincebeeof hchd t us w as a n amend mentQ uebec full libety of appeal fron tilwenhstated to hisashfon frie Superior Court of Quebec, when, i tin-

An aPe; sveail lie as t oe said S hprenie opinion of the Judges of that Court,,-
Cort fro u eajudgmnt f the Coud of lie- adefirtdte teat to thqir-
view lor the Province of Quebec m e any action, e s ofr th e P o inc of Q e be i ha t
thui, eoe, olter or other judicial proceedng a nte, but our, the
originaly astdtuted .n the Superior Court involved should lit undee $2,00.0
vhict an appeal woul lie from ay Coutgment There w-as, lie understood, no appeal to

of the said Court of Rview to er MajcstY the Province of Quebec fro a the Corf
fier Privy (oîuli of lieview to the Court of Queen's Bcnchl.
Nrow, if Le understood iatters correct the ou. MEbes o.S
tliere w-as, in the Province of Quebec, a s ai the P ie
Superior Court and a Court o Queen's M. McDON the
BenCt. In the Superior Court, when a heen w isinforned. Tt appeared
case was brouoht before the Jud e of him that these three clauses did
frst instance in wlat Court, there was an retract the libert s of litigants, but rate'

3 1
R. M'NOUSSEAU.
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increased their right of appeal. It was
is desire, and, the desire of the Govern-
mnmt, to make this Bill meet the re-
miremeur-'1ts of îeah and al the Pro-
uics, and as the requirements of each

>rovince were better known by the gen-
diemnen representing that Province, lie
would be glad to meet their views as far
's possible.

"/R. LANDRY said t'he hon. geitle-
man fromn Bagot had pointed out certain

,bjectionable features in this proposed
.legislation. He, along with the members
enerally of the Province of Quebec, con-
rred in the views expressed by that

on. gentleman. If this legislation was
adopted, it would be unfavourably re-
euived in the Province of Quebec. He

1as pleased to see that the Government
1ad decided to expunge froin the Act

hatever miglit affect injuriously the
Province of Quebec, but lie thouglt the
Government would do still better to
\pnnge the whole Act.

Mnr. OUIMET said lie was one who,
a 1875, fought hard in opposition te the
i- constituting the Supreme Court.

de still held the same opinion, and, if
ecould possibly deprive the Suprene
r'urt of the appeal jurisdiction in civil

tiers, more especially as regarded Que-
e', he would do s) at once. He was

awe, however, that such a measure
ddl not be carried in this ouse. But
Sit was now proposed to aiend the

preme Court Act, lie would venture
make sone suggestions. It had been
il stated that we had two ianv

Ap)eil Courts. One appeal lay froin
Superior Court to the Court

ci Review, from the Court of Re-
1ew to the Court of Queen's Bench,
rd fromi that to the Supreme Court

fee, and in some cases from this Court
Sthie Privy Council. Suitors were all

bh1 opinion that it would be a great
eneit to the public if some of these ap-

yls were abolis lied. Suppose they took
1the Final Appeal Courts fromi the

r rovnces and made a great Appeal
cG-rt at Ottawa, to vhich would be

arought all appeals from the different
?rovences; suppose that, instead of

aving these Suprene Court Judges, they
Sould have fifteen Judges from the

everal Provinces, of whom, Quebec, formance, should furnish five ; they vould

then have a Court to which they could
bring their appeals witl greater confidence
than at present, and bring them directly
from Courts of first instance, without
passing uselesslv througlout the other
Courts. They all know that the common
law differed in the different Provinces ;
the civil law in Quebec differed a great
deal from the laws of the other Provinces.
If they had such a large Court as he zug-
gested, they would have thereby a large
legal centre, and by the daily inter-
course of the Judges they would become,
in a few years, conversant with the laws
of all the other Provinces. One result
of this woulid, perhaps, be that these
Judges, being thus acquainted with the
laws in all the Provinces, might be able
to fuse them into one system for the
whole Dominion. Some persons might
say of him, perhaps, that he seemed ready
to give up the French law, but lie
thought they had nothing to fear in
Quebec froin a comparison of their
French laws with the comnion law pre-
vailing in the other Provinces. Indeed,
he believed that the result of such com-
parison would sooner lead ttbe other
Provinces to prefer the French law, with
sone amendments, to their own, and
he had heard a similar opinion atiributed
to a distinguislhed member of this House,c
This great advantage likely to be gained,
that was, a unification of all the laws in
the Dominion, would do mucih towards
bringing about the result to which
all patriots aimed - the consolida-
tion of our heterogeneous elements
into one Canadian nationality, governed
by the sanie laws in civil as well as
criminal niatters. These suggestions
might appear prefiature and presumptu-
ous, but he thought after all we must
come to that. Everyone felt that we had
too muany Courts at present, and if we
were going to have a Supreme Court, let
us make it useful to the public in gen-
eral, and useful to the working of our
institutions.

MR. DAWSON said he did not rise to
take any part in the discussion, but
merely to say that he repudiated the idea
of having voted for the abolition of
the Supreme Court in voting for
the introduction of the Bill of the lion.
member for East Northumberland,
which, in fact, le had not seen ; nor did
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he wish to throw any r.-flection on the
Supreme Court. He believed the
Supreme Court was in every way deserv-
ing of the confidence of this Houise and
of the country.

Bill read the second time.

TRADE MARKS AND INDUSTRIAL
SIGNS BILL.-[BILL 82.]

(Air. Pope, Compton.)

)E-

THInD READING.

.Bill read the second tine, considered
in Committee of the Whole, reported,
read the third tine and passed.

INSOL VENT ACTS REPEAL BILL.
[BILL 85.]

(3fr. Colby .)

SECOND READING NEGATIVED.

Order for second reading read.

IR. COLBY said that, as chairman of
the Committec appointed some time ago
by the House to consider the question
of Insolvency, it, perhaps, properly de-
-volvedt upon hi to state the views at
which the Committee had arrived with
regard to the subject, and the recommen-
dations which they had seen fit to make.
He trusted the observations which he
might feel himself called upon to make
would be received by this House with
the attention which the importance of
the subject deserved, and in a spirit of
candour. There was, perhaps, no subject
which at the present time was a source of
greater anxiety than this Bill. He
would not go into the details of the Bill
proposed by the Committee. The bon.
gentlemen from Jacques Cartier (Mr.
Girouard), St. John (Mr. Weldon), and
South Welington (Mr. Guthrie), whose
experience in the practical working of the
Insolvency Law was greater than his
own, and who were more familiar with
the details of the Bill, would have an
opportunity of speaking on these
points. Hei would confine himself
tO the principle of the Bill.
le might say, at the outset, that the Com-
nittee, at their first meeting, found them-
selves very much divided in sentiment, as
were this Hiouse and the country, with
regard to the expediency of continuing

MR. DAWSON.

the Insolvency Act, or repealing it pure
and simple, and, at an early meeting of
the Committee, when the sense was3
taken upon the question, eight members
voted for the repeal of the Act, while
nine members voted for a modification
of it. He inentioned this in order that
his hon. friends, who were in favour of
its repeal, might see that the ertire
question had been considered by a Com-
mittee coinposed largely of gentlemen
whose views coincided with their own,
and they might be prepared, perhaps, to
receive with greater favour the recam-
mendations which a Committee so con-
posed might have felt called upon to
make. After the Committee at large
had determined to prepare amendments
to the Act, they appointed a sub-Coi-
mittee, and it became the duity of theý
sub-Comnittee, at the very outset, to
seriously consider the evils of the Ira -
vency Act, which, in the interests of the
public, it was desirable to remove. No w,
lie did not assume to speak for the whLe
Committee, but, in giving expression to
his own views, he believed he wold
also fairly represent the prevailing
sentiment among the members of the
Committee. Representations had bee
made from one end of the country to the
other, through thîe press, on the fiocc
of Parlianent, from various sources,
the effect that the present Insolven
Act had given rise to great evils. Thec
Committee felt bound to ascertain tLj
nature of those evils, with a view of pro-
viding the proper remedy. They founI
the complaints against the Act were taii
it had given rise to great recklessness Em
trade, to great extravagance in ,iving
among the tcading classes, to great j
honesty. Deputations whichhad appearzea
before them had set forth that the e5fee
of this Act had been, not to stimulat)
men in difliculties to endeavour to ext-
cate themselves from their difficulties
but acted as an inducement to them to
place themaelves under its operation,
cause a man in difficulties would see
was a fool, or if lie did not, others wO"
make hin see it, to spend the best Year
of his life in endeavouring to extricate
himself from his troubles, when he cct;,,
do so by the easy process of startæg
anew in life, tree from the load of deb,
and, by a favourable compromise Wt"

his creditors, save out of the wreck cf I

(COM MO N .] Rýepleal Bill.
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estate a very considerable sum, with
which to start business again. He (Mr.
Colby) had no hesitation in saying that
if the only method of getting rid of that
condition of affairs, was the repeal of the
Insolvent Act, pure and simple, he
would work heartily for its repeal. The
evils which existed here also ex-
isted in England. In looking over
the. recent speech of the Lord
Chancellor, in looking over the articles
in the press and in the reviews, in read-
ing the comments made with regard to
the working of the Insolvent Act in
England, precisely the saie expression
of opinion as in this country, concerning
the evit effects of .the Act, -would be
found. He would beg to draw the atten-
tion of the flouse to one or two extracts.
The Saturday Review, wvith reference to
tie working of the Act, stated as follows

The Chancellor's Bankruptcy Bill may be
described as a measure for retaining the pre-
'ent system of dealing with defaulting debtors,
but weeding it of its abuses. At present
there are two methods in which an insolvent
Inay be treated by his creditors ; he may be
tade a bankrupt, or lie may escape the igno-

miny of bankruptcy by being allowed to
compound with his creditors. The latter is
the method of treatment which debtors nat-
rally prefer, and whicl creditors, through
supineness, good nature, or a calculation of
tlheir interests, are generally willing to sanc-
tion. It is around the working of this•
inethod that the frightful abuses which now
call for the intervention of the Government
have gradually sprung up. The chief of these

biuses is, that insolvency lias lost all its terrors.
Many men think no more of not paying
1 eir debts than of taking a trip to Brighton.
A little friendly manceuvring is exercised in
tleir belialf by persons who have made this

nionus art their profession, and they are
completely whitewashed. They are at once
released from the effects of the past without
"ny mnquiry into their conduct, and a future
exactlv like the past is immediately opened
to them. Through the facilities thus opened
to dislionest or reckless trading the national
uoss. through bad debts, bas risen to the

startling amount of eighteen millions per

[That was through the facility with
\hich these arrangements were made.
li the Fortnightly Review lie found, at
he summing up of a long and able arti-
e on the question, the following
" The facility of getting rid of liabilities,

however contracted, is rapidly demoralising
4l branches of trade, from the highest to the
lowest. Men waste their own means, large
and Smnall, and waste the means of their rela-

tives, friends and creditors in starting enter-
prises of which they have no real knowledge.
They carry them on recklessly ; they live pro-
fusely ; they reduce to beggary honest and
hard-working competitors in the same line of
trade ; and for the very sufficient reason that
the magnificent insolvent, with a complacent
reliance on the easy process of liquidation, tc
be conducted practically under his own guid-
ance, can and does go on for years, so conduct-
ing his business that losses have no terror
for him. Under such a state of things it is-
idle to talk of economic laws of supply and
demand. Those laws suppose honest trading.
and a wholesome horror of the disgrace of
bankruptcy. We have had hundreds of ex-
amples lately, and on the largest scale, that
the vicious weakness and laxity of the Bank-
ruptcy laws are rapidly expelling the honestv
and putting an end to the sentiment of dis-
grace. For this end, a swift and certain reni-
edy must be found ; and a remedy whicl
ought to be all the more swift and certain.
because, properly carried out, it will not add
one single tarthing to hie expenses of tli
Public Treasurv.

In the United States the samte evil had
been complained of. la a letter which
was addressed by Mr. Claflin, one of
the largest mnerchants in New York, to a
gentlenian in this city, and which was
read before the Dominion Board of
Trade, he found these remnarks :-

SHowever the general features of tlie Banki-
rupt Act iiay commend themselves to philai-
thropists and political speculators, we have
found that wlenever a composition is guaran-
teed to a debtor by law, if has operated to ti
disadvantage of all honest traders. HFow is it
possible for a inerchant of moderate capital to
pay looc. in the dollar of his obligations
when his neighbour is compelled to pay only
20., or even a more nominal consideration, by
the virtue of the provisions of a banîkrupt law.
lii the United States bankruptcy had degen-
erated into a trade and a profession, and a man
who -was successful in this departinent received,
fron our degenerated public sentiment only
applause and credit for his successful per-
formance. A little while longer and all trade
would have been prostrated under the operation
of such a law."

In Canada. in England, and in the
United Statesf lie saine condition of
affairs, the saie injurious effect lad
resulted from the Insolvency Act ia
each country. What was that injurious
effect ? It would be well to analyse it, to
see where the difficulty was, and applv
the renedy. The difficulty lav in the
facility with which the insolvent could
make his composition, arrange with his
creditors, and get his discharge. Now.
if that dangerons facility were removed.

[APRIL 99, 1879.]linsolvent 4cts
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if it were made impossible for a man to
get his discharge under any such circum-
stances, to buy back his assets under any
condition whatever, the evil would
be renoved just as effectually
as if the law were repealed altogether.
The Committee had struck the
ixe at the root of that evil by maaking it

impossible for a creditor and debtor to
e-nter into this composition arrangement,
which, of itself, seemed reasonable
-nough in theory, but whieli lad been
productive of such enormous evils. There
-was nothing more humane in theory
than the idea that, if a man surrendered
his property to his creditors, he should
have absolution and start free in life
gain. The idea of protecting the honest

and unfortunate debtor was a humane
tnd a proper idea, but in England, in the

United States, and in Canada, where
e-ndeavours had been made to protect the
honest and unfortunate trader, the door
had been, unfortunately, opened to fraud

enioralisation, recklessness and evils so
numerous that it became necessary, in
lie public interest, that these facilities

should be done away with. The Coin-
mitteeQchad, consequently, in their Bill,
iade it impossible for an insolvent to
inake this composition and arrangement
with his creditors, by which lie would
b,)uy back his estate. They had made it
imipossible for him to obtain his discharge,
as a iatter of right, under any circum-
stances whatever, from the obligations le
had voluntarily assumed. He could only
obtain it by the concurrence, the free
action of his creditors, and in attaining
that concurrence his relatives were not
permitted to take part and vote. They
_lad not said it was necessary he should
have the assent of everv individual
creditor upon his list, because
experience bad shown that, while
such a condition as that existed, some
ereditor, for the sake of being paid in
nll, would stand out and insist that he

should be paid in full before such an ar-
rangement could be entered into. Con-
sequently the Comnittee had made this
provision, which might be relaxed or
made more stringent. when the Bill was
discussed in Committee, if the House
thought any alteration nqcessary : that,
in order to obtain a discharge under any
aircumstances whatever, it was necessary
-or the insolvent to obtain the assent of

MIR. COL4Y.

four-fifths in number of his creditors, re-
presenting four-fifths in value of the
entire indebtedness against hin, his rela-
tives not being included in the number.
All experience had shown that the man
who was really honest and unfortunate,
who could show a good honest record,
and who, by some unforeseen calamity.
by some providential infliction, had
fallen into adversity, would, in ninety-
nine cases out of a hundred, obtain a free
discharge from his creditors ; but experi-
ence had also shown that sone creditor.
knowing that snch wouHl be the ten-
dency of the others, would, in order to
improve his own position, say to
the debtor: You cannot carry out that
arrangement unless I am paid in full.
Consequently, the Committee bad not
made it necessary that the assent of
every individual creditor should be ob-
tained before a discharge could be
granted. It had been the honest endea-
vour of the Committee to nieet the
evils of this Act in this way, to
put an end to every inducement
which vould prompt a man to
put himself under the operation of th-
Insolvent Act, so that, henceforth, men
in difficulty, instead of flying to the In-
solvent Act for refuge, would flee froni
it, would have nothing to gain under it,
and, instead of surrendering in a coward-
ly, timid, or dishonest manner, to the
debts that were upon them, would strive
manfully to keep themselves out of the
operation of the Act. Now, he submit-
ted to those who asked for a repeal of the
Act, pure and simple, whether, if that
were accomplished, their views were not
fully met. Year after year he had
deemed it his duty to advocate the re-
peal of thc, Insolvency Act, and had
pointed oat these very results as resuilts
that were certain to follow, when timej s
of depression came on, as they had mn-
fortunately come. But he had, invari
ably, gone further, and held that while
these evils should be removed, a law wnas
needed for the fair distribution of assets.
but that was a matter to which lie woud
presently allude. The Committee be-
lieved that, in striking out the clauses
providing for the composition and dis
charge, those providing for a judiciai
discharge, and those providing for th
sale of an estate en bloc, they had struck
at the root of the evils complained of.
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Sia A. J. SMITI : You bave abol- idea. They wanted to wipe the thing
ished official assignees. out. They did not care to attend meet-

ings ; they wanted to wipe it off their
Ma. COLBY said the Committee had books as soon as possible, and in that

abolished them, and that fact would, he way neglected their interests. 0f course
believed, be hailed with pleasure by ail this Bi id not deprive the creditors ii
in this country. He was aware that Engiand, or in jurisdictious other than
among the numerous class of official the one in vhich the insoivent faiied,
assignees in this country, there were from being represented by proxr.
imany most estimable men, manv honest, They hoped that the creditor wouid be
competent men, who did their duty in a induced to give more of bis personal
nost satisfactory manner; but there attention to the affairs of the insoivent
were also, in that numerous class, men than Le had bitherto given, and that
who had brought discredit upon the name beneficiai resuits wotici ensue fror this.
of official assignee. There were in this Thus, b those three methocs-of Iirnit-
class men who, having the opportunity of ing the system, by abolishing the officiai
taking possession of the estate and books assignee, and doing away with composi-
of a debtor, could, by collusion with a tion and discharge,a disobarge,
friendly insolvent, or by inducenents they beiieved they would strike at fle
hield out to the creditors, provide them- root at almost ah the evils-he miglt say

ielves with proxies and cause themselves ail the evils that bad ever been coni-
to be appointed permanent assignees, and plained of iu he House and couutry in
wind ul) the estates in their own interest. regard to the lnsolvent Act. In Ila((
la order to do that, estates had been very of the officiai assiguee, they had provided
badly depreciated. But among the for a guardian of the estate, Who would
worst evils of this systemn of oflicial take possession of it as a sherifi did, ani
assignees was the fact that it created a holc it during the tire the creditors werc
elass of men who were making rnoney being convened, but no longer. This
out of insolvents' estates, whose interest guardian received a very moderate fec.
it was that every man should go into in- $5 for every s' izure, and a moderate
solvency, and who were responsible, to a allowance for the custody of the estate.
very large extent, for the great rush lis bil for an estate of $5,000 wouldfot
which had been made into insolvency in exceed $30. Otherwise, le conId
times past. Now, the Bill had abolished make no costs a
composition, judicial discharge, official nor be eligible to become a permanent
assignees, and contemplated another trustee of it, and be could have no
urnprove-ient. It limited the proxy objeet in eudeavouring to influence parties
system in this way. It obliged to obtain i. The creditors, represented
every creditor, living within the juris- by their agents, were at perfect liberty to
diction where the insolvent estate select, for the winding up of he estate.
was to attend the meeting personally, or sncb men as they deemed in their interest
1e represented there by his book-keeper advisable, except him who bnc been its
or agent, and no one, in such case, lecai guardian. Thev had feit ca
Could hold a proxy for another, except he to make tiat great change. They had
were a creditor, and no creditor made another very important change-
could hold but one proxy ; so that this important, he was sure, in tbe estimation
Bill practically did away with this mani- of some members of the ]ouse; whiie
pulatng an estate by means of proxies, the non-trader did not core under
and made the creditor himself attentive tbe operation of the Act, was not af-
to his own business. There had been too fected by it in one way, tbey
-reat neglect by the creditors themselves. had stipulated lie shouid not be
Tiere was no doubt the Insolvency Law affected in the other way; so that
Would bave worked very much better in the case of tbe farner or non-trader
"ad the creditors given that attention to creditor, shouid a discharge be given the
their own affairs which they should have debtor by four-ftftbs in number ami
done, but, when difficulties arose, when value of the trading creditors, it did not
they saw a thing was going to the bad, eut off the debt or daim of thefarmer ortlere was sornething repulsive in the n on-trader, who coul corne in for a divi
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lend like ail other claimants, and hold
o)ver the balance of his claim against the
lebtor. So that the discharge, difficult

as it was to obtain, was not one that
cut off the claim of the non-trader.
Those were the essential features of the
changes, and tbey were such as shonld
commend themselves especially to mem-
bers, who, like himself, had been for
vears endeavouring to obtain the abroga-
tion of the Insolvent Act. His views
with regard to the question were the
same as in 1870, 1871 and 1872. When
in 1872 lie introduced a Bill to abolish
the Act, which passed this House, he
begged to call the attention of bis hon.
friends who then voted with hin for the
repeal of the Insolvent Act to this fact :
while he pointed out the same class of
evils then existing, as to-day, he stated
in the same breath, that it was necessary
in his jndgment, in the interest ôf the
Dominion, that there should be a uniform
law throughout the Dominion; that they
should net be thrown back on their Pro-
vincial laws ; that the general law should
be based -n the equitable principleof the
law of Quebec, giving a fair distribution
of the proceeds of a bankrupt's estate
among the creditors. Now, he called at-
tention to this fact, when this Committee
considered the petitions before the House
for the repealof the A et, there was but one
in the whole long list which a ked for
its repeal, pure and simple. They had
petitions from Halifax and various parts
of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia,
fron Montreal, Toronto and various
parts of Ontario and Quebec, ail suggest-
ing that they should repeal the old Act,
but should also pass another Act which
would do away with preferential assign-
ments. That was precisely what the
Comnittee iad done; they had repealed
the Act so far as the abolition of those
objectionable features was concerned,
and simply proposed the passing of
another Act which should give a uniform
law throughout the Dominion. Was it
not desirable te have a uniform law for
the collection of commercial debts ? When
they considered the vast increase in
inter-Provincial trade, and the manifold
relations between the merchants of one
Province and the people of another, was
it net desirable that there s5hould be uni-
formity of law, so that the merehants and
manufacturers in Ontario and Quebec,

Ma. COLBY.

sending goods to Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick and Prince Edward Island,
should know what was the law for the
collection of debts in those Provinces.
This feature of uniformity in the law
vas a great advantage in itself, provided

the law was good. It would be superior
te the old system of diverse laws iri the
different Provinces-a perplexing pateh-
work-the laws of each Province
differing from those of the others.
People would be under the
necessity of learning them ail in order te
know what their remedies were. He
would go a step further and say that
there should be a law providing for a
speedy and summary way of taking pos-
session of the debts and estate of the
insolvent. It should net be necessary
that everv creditor should rush into
Court and institute his separate action
against an insolvent debtor. There
should not be a multiplicity of actions in
order that each creditor should get his
rights. Suich a condition would be un-
satisfactory in the extreme. It involved
a multiplicity of actions, which the spirit
of ail laws very properly abhors. In-
stead of that, the law which they pro-
posed made one action suffice. If a man
was in a state of difficulty, and unable
te pay bis debts, one proceeding or at-
tachment would take his entire estate.
Instead of having 30 or 40 actions in
the hands of as many lawyers, perhaps,
te 'wind up an estate, with immense law
costs, one attachment would put the estate
into the custody of the creditors, and se-
cure it till it was disposed of. The Bill
of the lion. member for Iberville (Mr.
Béchard) revived the old Provincial
laws, pure and simple. He would thus
revive in the other Provinces a principle
of law which the people of the Province
of Quebec abhorred-the system of pre-
ferential assignments and snap judg-
ments, first come, first served-now that
hon. gentlema4 and bis hon. friends from
Quebec were taught to loathe that syS-
tem. They believed that a iManl s
estate should be fairly and equitablY
divided among ail his creditors.
Now, his hon. friends froi Quebec, who
should vcte for the Bill of the hon. men'-
ber for Iberville, would maintain the la
of preferential assignments and kindred
evils. They would fly in the faOe of
that system, which they, in Quebec, had
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hem educated to believe was most excel- Dominion Board of Trade had eXpressed
rtt and beneficent-the best that ex- itseli in favor of preserving the clauses

Isted on the continent of America, and of the old Act, vhich the Committee bad
which vas based on pure equity. If the retained. The Boards of Trade of the
estate could not pay all demands, it great cities bad pronunced tlemselves
should pay according to the amount of in the same sense-that tbev wished to

ch laim fairly and lionourably as far as remove the evils cif the Act, but aise to
it went. That was the proposition which provide for a fair distribution of an i-

Bill affirnied. The proposition of solvent's assets. He would pass frei
:rc hon. member for lber\ille. affirrned, that te another matter. Some hon. mem-

athe revival cf the systeni of law in bers said that this was a 'bulky B ill, whicli
other Provinces, whicli they would thiey could not get thraug this Session,

--o tolerate for a moment in Quebee. and that they miglit as well con-
-otler thing the Bill proposed, not tinue the od Act. lie believed

Ïtainable imiter local laws, whichi macle however, the Bill fell 40 clauses short eof
Act of this kind necessary-the the old Act. The subCommittee had

'ditors cf a mait in difficulties might before thei a Bih introduced by himself,
Spossession of his books, examine and drawn up by a leadin barrister to

-nIU as te the condition of iffairs, and Montreal, ne of the most copetent
Jn out who were bis debtors who miiglit men in Canada, Mr. Ritchie, and thev
'Il e Lnder tpe old Provincial iad before thern a Bit drawn by t

ws, creditors had te go on a voyage of member for Jacques Cartier (Mr. Gi-
-2,overw, havingy neonîcans of taking- rouard) but they had put them bothi

washeivn of the books, or findirg eut aside, and why? Net that they did net
e insolvent's debtors, or who had got cnsider them ithout mert, for hie be-
ot tete is goods witin a short ti e. lieved the Bll be haey introduced, abn

Aun under the proposed law they woulc as it wasexplained by M . Ritchie, coin-
:ake possession of the books, examine the nended itself to the favourable considera
(tebtor, and obtain disclosures with regard tiens of its merubers, and lie believed-
im the position of bis affairs. They that the Bi cf the member for Jacques

w n id compel hin t e disclose if bis pro- Cartier, had many excellent features, but
berty was conceald, and reveal te bis they thonigat it better te retan, for the
ewors. What was done vitoyge pro- present, an imperfect Act, with clauses

poscd Bi nas simply this: they bad with whicli the trading community were
aftempted te remove the evil while famihiar, with which the gentlemen tof
enr-avouring te preserve certain features the Bar were famillar, and which had been
vichwere beneficial and believed wrthy adjudicated upob, than to an try atten-

Spreservation in the înterest cf t h Me titive or expeoimental Act that oowever
trading community. In one sense ht carefuolydrawn, migt be defective in

tbe said nt te be an. imsolvent Act. partieulars, and would be new in its pro-
t was just enoiigl of rn Insolvent Act visions. They could nt but perceive

Ïo se brought within the jurisdictien ie that it was impossible, with a limited
I2n Dominion Pariament. It would time at the command Mr the sub-Com-
cuakle the creditor t take possession t mittee, te elaborate an eutirely niew
,-ý Inselvenit estate by one action insteait svstem. Consequently, they biad decided
dt anltitudea lisclses if this was nrt te retain the old e t as aiended. It
a audable î>ucpose. They hiad stripped wouId have been very pleasing, ne cloubt.
toH Act o its evils as tborougl as th the menbers of the Comrnittee te have

îheY hiad repealed it, and h ad furnish ed had their namies associated with a new
wol commercial community ith wat Insolvent Act if it had worked ail rigbt.

pery did desire-a lad y which thie But if it had been ftnd that the law,
:reditors miWht possess th nseves an the p- rst tune it went te the Court, had
plsolvet's estate a d fair y divide a don( failed in its operatien, they should net

temtSeves its proceeds. hon. members have fet so appy. leon. members need
old ret iind a single expression of nt be intimidated by the length of the
tpaing rom the mercantile bodies, or Bi . The new clauses were printed in
Itm rchants anywher, in Canada, italics, and the clauses expunged de-

oent in aiiy other direction. The scribed. If any hon. member would put
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himself to the extraordinary exertion of
turning over the leaves of the Bill, he
would find very few clauses printed in
italics, and but a very few clauses the
House would have to consider if it went
into Committee on the Bill.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.

MR. COLBY said it was his intention
to have closed his remarks at six o'clock,
and he would have donc so but for some
enquiries that had been made from him
during the recess, in regard to the pro-
visions of the Bill. An hon. member re-
ferred to his (Mr. Colby's) observation,
that in doing away with composition and
discharge they lad struck at the root of
the evil, and had said: "But vou have
not donc it-vou have not abolished
composition and clischarge." le (Mr.
Colby) proposed to refer to the matter for
a few moments. They had repealed
those clauses which entitled the insolvent
to a judicial diseharge as a matter of
right. Hon. gentlemen would agree
with him in this : that if a debtor under
this Bill could obtain a discharge, it was
as a matter of grace by the nearly
unanimous consent of his creditors, and
not at all as a matter of right. But they
had done what he did not specially dwell
upon in bis former remarks. They had
abolished what were known as composi-
tion arrangements, by which the debtor
could purchase back bis estate and start
again in business, paying to his creditors
a certain percentage of lis indebtedness.
Sales en bloc were also impossible,
or they intended that they should
be so, if not they would make
thei so in Committee, when they had
the opportunity of going into Committee.
One of the most serious evils in the prac-
tical working of the Insolvency Act, was
the facility with which debtors could get
their estates back again. He would read
an extract which would illustrate this
better than le would, perhaps, be able to
demonstrate it by language. It was an
actual, and not an exaggerated, instance,
and he therefore desired to direct the
attention of the House to it, as a repre-
sentative case :-

MR. COLBY.

'LIÂBILITIE5.

Ordinary
Claims ...... ... $ 60i 1

Privileged:
lient .... $619 75
Taxes.. .. 48 75
Salaries.. 191 76

860 26
- $16.93L

ASsETS.

Stock................$12,805 47
Fixtures ............. 1,497 00
Book Debts:

Good.............. 2,093 96
IDoubtful. $766 95
Valued at
50c on $.......... .383 47

Bad. .... 1885 60
Bills Receiv-

able . .............. 5 00
- 10,784 L

Deficiency ....................... 146 4S

" A composition of forty cents on the do] -
lar, at four, eight, and twelve months, was
carried, and the insolvent's affairs then stoo'
thus :

A ssets..........................8 1G, î
Liabilities :

Composition Notes.. S6,428 44
Privileged Claims. . 800 26
Assignee's Account.. 250 00

Surplus....... ................ 9,246 2C

The insolvent thus obtained, as the com
sequence of his failure, a surplus whicl b
could not possibly have accumulated by le
than eight years of successful trade, backed
by patient and continued thrift. The ver y
broad hint given to his neighbours in trade
requires no further mention, and the effect
of such cases, constantly occurring, upon the
morals of the trade generally, may as eazid
be imagined as described.

Now that was the class of case, and tiat
was the evil which they sought to avoid.
That man made a composition of 49c.,
and by that means saved $9,000 out Oe
his own bankrupt estate. He undertook
to make the payments at four, eight, and
twelve months, and,in order to realise h1M
payments, le was obliged to do it out of
bis estate by underselling the so!vent
trader. This condition of the law tende
to demoralise the whole community, and
it had the effect of breaking down ti e
solvent trader who was endeavouring, "'

an honest and faithful manner, to keep
bis head above water and pay bis debts.
Under this Bil, it was impossible f or the
debtor to buy back bis estate, nor cou]3

Repeal Bill.
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he purebase it through a third person. Toronto, Halifax, St. John, or any ether
Sales en bloc had been effectually pre- bisiness centre. There was one ether
vented. The Committee had been guided, matter wbich he would refer to. Lt was
in making these provisions, by the disas- very evident that many members
trous experience of years back, and by frein the rural districts had Core to
the opinions of intelligent merchants and this flouse with. the intention of
men who Lad watched commercial mat- votint for the repeal of the Insolvenye
ters carefully. They bad guarded every Act. Many members ba , very likey,
point which Lad caused demoraiistiei declare to their coastituent that such
and injury to the honevt trader. Under was their intention. H e imnself was a
the composition arrangement, the in- representative f a rural district, and it
solvent went to bis creditor, and said t as his intention to have votec for the

e wMy assets aie no cinally so much," repeal of the Insolvency Act, and
and L caade a proposiion which by no ho belimved he mig t say, on be-
means represented the value f the estate. hatf f the ion. gentleman who
The credito said "It is btter to have wo-ld second this proposition, that
solvethig now, than an indefinte amont it was his intention, also, to have voted

My-and-bye," and if the estate sbowed 80 for s repeal. But te asc t of the
per cent., the credtor took 3io per cent. wiatcer Laio entirelb clm gid. Te-
for the sake of gtti g the matter closthe faerers fet that the Lad a g eat grie
out. The Conmitted had had tis ma- anc . They sv traders takiit advan tage
ser under consideration. They i n ad oou the Act alo, they were
weighed all thes-1 points carefully. in dificultidcs. and w hoen in similar
anxiouly, and earnestiy, and 0ad straits thcy <tlC farmers) had no sucb
endeavoured, in every possible way, to privilege. BU. the Committee bnci
guard against ail these abuses. Another changeci this by their Bill. It was n(-

on. cenbe had referd to 3ter clause objentt to an trader or non-trade to Put
wfir provided for a Judge in bank- lnmself under the operation cf tge Bit e
ruptcy at Montreal. e would, with as it now stood. More than that, bow
the permission cf the tonse, explai the ever, they ad provided thdt the farta
vlew cf the Committee upon that point. in common wit other creditors wo
The original draft cf the Bi provided corne for a fair share cf the distribu-
for Judges at the chief courts of trade, tien of the effects, but that Le should
and it provided also for the imposition not be k-fected by any discharge given
of a tax cf one balf of e per cent. on to the debtor. e held the bal
the estates admiinistered, within the ance of bis daim iii its eâtirety.
Jurisdiction of the Judge. But a feeling e apenled to mcmbers from the
fgrew u that this i creating new rural districts, and Le did s with agrent
judgeships, ffording additional patron- deal of confidence, because Le was one of

, f d making tbe Bankruptcy Law a their nuner, nt to faveur a repea cf
permanent tax on estates that should nt tbe Insodven' Act, pure and simple, but te
be j taxed. n deference te that senti- allow the commercial community some
rent the Coamitte modified their pro- m ns of taking possession of, and dis-

jOsitpon, and instcad cf laying a tax on tributing, insolvent estates. If the
tg estate, the Judge was to be paid like commercial comunity wanted such a
other Judges t and te be i ited Act, wby sould we withhold it fren
to tae city of Montreal. e ttehn. If te great commercial centres
wi8hcd to say Low that hon. of the Dominion requircd an Act by-
gentlem C i need not oppose the second whici thry corld take possession cf the
readin, of the Bil on account cf that estate cf an insolvent and win it up in
Provisi. That w as one cf the minor a anner pleasing to themseves, why
details, and, in Cernmittee cf the Wbole, sheuld the rel)resenitatives of the rural
it otld be the privilege of the lieise districts say -You shaîl tot bave it.
to take i ont entire y it they considered A an evidence tht the commercial

is Jdgc Was fot required in bank- community desired i, Le wotad read
duPtY an Montreal, or enlr e it, if several teegrams. TLe bon. gentleman
they thought it necessary that there tLen read telegrams frei the Board cf
should also be Judges in bankruptcy in Trade of Quebec, Hamilten andTeronto.
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ln these they had the views of Quebec, conceived t be in their inteMn 1
Toronto and Hamilton. The petitions Wby should they, -who Lad been hitherto
which came before the House from Truro, in favour of the repeal of the whole &et,
Halifax and other parts cf Nova Scotia, not be willing te content themselves
asked for a suspension or repeal with the retention ef those features wbieh
of the present Act, and the enabled a creditor te take possession
substitution in its place of speedily and summarily of an estate, and
an Act for the prevention of wind up its affairs? He thonght they
preferential assignmients. Then they were living at a very critical period; in
had IMontreal, Sherbrooke, St. Hyacinthe, tures of extreme depression; in tintes
Brockville, Quebec, and Hamilton, ask- when many a merchant had sleeplesg
ing for a repeal of the Act, on the ground nigbts, as lie considered the state of bis
that its continuance was an evil, and ledger and bis obligations. He theught
that it might be replaced by an Act pro- they were living at a time when they
tecting alike both the debtor and creditor could net affoid te risk new experiment.
without aflording facilities for fraudulent It might be bazardons te rush frei th
transactions, or preferring one creditor one extreme of an Insolvency Ac, thaz
before another. They had, from every the trading community were familîar
commercial centre in this Dominion, an with, 'e the opposite extreme, the entir
indication of the same sentiment. HRe repeal of the Act. le believed the Mid-
ventured to say that if a division on this dle course was the safe one-the cours
question should take place in the House, whicb îepealed the evils of the Act, and
they would find the older members wbo retained its benefits. Re did net believe
had debated the question, and who had it was opportune, judicieus, or business-
been familiar with it for years, and the like, te set precipitately in fuis matter
maembers froin the cities would be in fa- and te throw the whole businm
vour of the modifications proposed by the et this country inte chaos. Snppose
Committee. He would give the louse the law was instantly changcd, and mer-
-the substance eof two letters hie had re- chants tbrown bock on the old Pronrncial
ceived frein a Montreal merchant. On caws, see how unsettled a conditien cf
the 25th of' Mardli hie wrote te hini as affairs would exist; how excited, men
Chairman ef the ComWittee, asking hi hy would bec eye under the new troubl
to do ail in bis power te repeal that would oe thrown upon them in beint
the Insolvent Act, wbich had done obliged t seek new renedies-new mea-
se much evil in the country, aud point- sures for the protection of their interest-
ing eut the deroralisation and injurieus in places wlere tbey did net understand
consequences that had resulted through the law. ie beiieved the sound judg-
it te legitiniate trade. On the l4th of ment and fair consideration of the inter-
April, the .ame gentleman wrote that lie ewts of this country, would teach tle bet-
had seen the propositions of the -Cern- ter sense et' this lieuse that the prudent
inittee, and that he desred ten withdraw course was the niddle course, and Ot
his former letter, that the Bil proposed the extreie hne That was the hosisu
te the Bouse met bis views and met the what the Committee prposed to-day: te
-- iews et' every merchant with whorn ie proteet the commercial comunt the
had conversed in the city. Fren tbis relieve the non-trading commuinitY fril
cumulative evidence, from the petitins the operation of the laws, and thentir
coining frein Boards of Trade and from estate was taken possession of, to ûnabt
every commercial centre in the Demi- a fair distribution t e mael.
nion, there was one universse expreso n er
sion-the denunciation of the abuses M e. GIROtARD (Jacques Car ,
gnd evils of the present Act, and a desire said, in every tcountry the subje t of i i
that it sheuld Le replaccd hy anether, solvency and bankruptey ad ialwy
that 'would provide for a fair distribution been considered as one surrotunded bv
of anets, and do away with preferential serions difiulties. Evervwhere n
assigpnents. Why shouid they, repre- pecial y in countries chot g sv.rned Su
sentg the rural constituencies, gainsay axinis to the Roman or Civil lawnia
the wihes of the commercial men, and say had been difficult te frame lws uAley
they Isould net have a law which they just and tfair te the creditor snd tea

MR. COL13Y
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debtor. In England, the task had been Smith, P&yne & Smiths, and the London
found exceedingly complicated, and al- and Westminster Bank, append their
most impossible of being accomplished. names to an address, praying an amend-
While in Scotland, France, Germany, ment of any law affecting them, no Gov-
and Italy, where the piinciples of the erument can disregard the matter.
Rôman law prevailed, laws for the settle- 4 NoV the least remark
ment of insolvent estates had for years, able feature of the memorial is that it i'
almost centuries, been accepted as settled a virtual recantation. Before the Ac of
institutions. England, the United States 18C9 came into operation-certaitily be-
and Canada, were still in search of such fore Lord Westbary's measurp of 1861

naws, and seemed to be as far as ever was passed-nine ot of tein men of
froan coming, Vo a satisfacto' y conclusion, business would have said :-The best
In ScOthand, for instance, there mad been Bankrupt y Law would be practically no
no important legisiation on the subject Bankeuptcy Law. Leave creditors al*ne
since 1839, when an Act *o amend the to settie with their debtors as they see
laws of Scotland, relating Vo bankruptcy, fit. Let there be no interfrence un the
wus adspted. It was not altogether a part of officia assignees, with the accom-
new Act. It was chiefly confined to the panying officiai harpies, and the asset of
sequestration, of estates of bankrupts, and bankrupts wilI be divided promptly,
bad ever since been in force, with few cheaply, and fairly. Contrast the slow
changes of minur importance. n France and expensive peration of the old Court
the ofgin of ban rupt aws can be of Review, and that in Basingualp street.
traced to 1673, as formig part of the with their mutitude of highly-paid ofi-
ceiebrated brdinance of that year of cials (serenely indifferent o the miserable

ouis XBV., and ever since they have creditors) with the cheap procedure in
oniy been twice reconsidered-flrst in Scotland, where the creditors arrange
1808, at the tinie of the promulgation of inatters for theselves, and where the
the Code of Commerce; and, secondly, in work of distribution -is done better, as
1838, when the law, as now in force, well as more cheaply, than here. Only
wa enacted. In England, on the con- oe f the creditors do the work which the

trary, noV to go back beyond the present Courts do, and al will be well. po tl
reig, we find that no les than three The mmorialis s see plainl enoug that
distigct Bankrpt Acts have been tried matters are very wring. it can, indeed,
-one io 1849, anoter in 1861, a third be hardly denied by anyone who look
une in 869 ; and the people of Great into the comptroller's annual reports,
Brtain are lioV yet satisfied. The Act that the present Bankriîptcy Law is al-
of 1869 is pronounced to be far worse most as injurious Vo hotiest trading as if
tLan o hc former Acts, and a general cry there were li the city of London an Al-
oS heard fron ail parts of the Kingdom, satia, lu wlich the Queen's writs or war-
de8anding its repeal. A portion of the rants f did iot ru , and o whch thieves
heContile community were so disgnsted wight retire in safet." However, the
with the present state of Vhings, that the ý8PectatOr, like the Tmes, in fat the
repal of ail c nst. vent laws, pure ant- whoe Engiish press, ani the largest pur-
Simple,was even thought of in that great tion of the Eglish peuple, demand a
ciicercial country. The London pec- Bankrupt Law. The Lord Chanellor had
t-oor, o the lsV Febrnary, 1879, says gone to work, and had just submtted
oWe are glad that the great bankers o Parliament, a new Bankruptey Bpie,
and B erchants n the eity of Lodon are, whih wod probably receive iLs approba-
as the important meniorial addressed to tion; aithougl fears were entertained by
LJord Beacousfield shows, giving their many that this new piece of legisiation

iUhds Vo the sulJect, of the scandalous would be too lenient and permissive, in
vorking of the Bankruptcy Act of 1869. fact, as is aleged, a mere patching of

When iftY of the ead.ing banking and an old rotten garment." A haer
mercantile firms un the city put any com- Bankruptdy Lsw." says a able wriier s t
Plaint respectin commercial law into the April nuînber of Fraser, Iwould tell
sihPe, whe such weghty firms as greatly n favour of the honest insolvent,
"&Tins W Barclay, Bevan Co.; (Yyn, who is at present oonfouded with he
asle, Curie & eo.a; Hoare & Co.; rogue, and se would also serve as a check
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on reckless trading." In the United
States, the first Bankruptcy Law was
passed in 1800, and was expressly lim-
ited to the period of five years, but was
repealed before the expiration of that
period, on the 19th December, 1803.
The second Act was passed in 1841, and
repealed by an Act which took effect in
1843. The thirc and last Act had been
the Bankruptcy Act of 1867, which was
repealed in 187 8. it was well-known that
those Acts were framed mainly for the
benefit of the debtors. They were passed
to meet special emergencies, such as the
disasters of the unprecedented Civil War
of 1861-65 ; and it was not surprising to
bear that the abolition of those laws bad
had a good effect upon the trade and
commerce of our neighbours. We must
finally bear in mind that nost of the
States have State Insolvency Laws,
which provided for the distribution of iii-
solvent estates equally between the credi
tors. In fact, the States of Massachu-
setts, New Jersey, and other States of the
Union, have Insolvency Laws almost as
voluminou;s as the law now unîder con-
sideration in this Parliament. With
regard to our own country, general
Bankrupt Laws were introduced for the
first time in 1839, and repealud in 1843,.
when a temporary Act, based upon the
same principles, favourable to the debtor,
was enacted and continued to 18 19, when
it ceased to operate. In 1863, Hon. Mr.
Abbott, then a member of the Canadian
Cabinet, introduced a new Insolveney
Act, which was passed the following year,
under the name of the Insolvent Act of
1864. The authot announced that lie
intended to have a laeI "creating a sum-
mary mode of realising and distributing
the estates of insolvents, and of affording
relief from liability to debtors, making a
full disclosure and dehvery of their
estates to the creditors." It was, however,
an undisputed fact-and the features and
practical result of the Bill proved that it
was intended to work against the credi-
tor-that it was framed to meet the then
prevailing feeling of the community,
which was then suffering froma the great
commercial crisis of 1857, and was alto-
get.her in favour of the unforunate in-
solvents. He (Mr. Girouard) then took
the liberty to review and criticise this
new law. He said, quoting from his
' Review of the Insolvent Act of 18d4 :"

MR. GIROUARD.

-_"Since the first of September, it has
been in force as law, to the great satiafac-
tion of insolvents, who cannot fail to in
voke its protection, and have ahready, to
the number of bundreds, made their
announcements to the country, but, at
the same time, to the great dissatisfaction
of a large number of merchants, who do
not find in it the guarantee which was
promised, or the simple, short, clear and
easily understood dispositions which they
ought to understand, and be able to
apply without possessing the skill of its
author, a man well-known to al as thor
oughly conversant with the practica&
affais of commerce, and with the laws
relating thereto. *

What is to be expected from a law which,
from the first to the thirteenth clause,
and from the first to the hundred and
thirty-first paragraph, favours almost al
ways the insolvent, and not the creditort
When we glance at the provisions of the
Act, the mode, voluntary as well as com
pulsory, of winding up the affairs of the
insolvent ; when it is observed that the
ban krupt has himself the control of the
important delays of the announcement of
bis failure, and the divesting himself of
his estate ; that he can still, with iii-
punity, defeat the law and defraud his
creditors, obtain, in spite of the latter, a
judicial discharge ; when it is clear that
the hope of such discharge will be for the
debtor a powerful motive to induce him
to diminish bis assets, and afterwards tO
declare hiniself in a state of bankruptcy,
in order to come out of it enriched with
the spoils of the mass; when, we say, we
consider all these complications and for-
malities, which here, as always, serve the
debtor and not the creditor; when we
remember, ia fine, ail these delays and
costs of liquidation, without forgettilg
the expenses of the insolvent in obtauilng
his discharge, and attending the meetilgî
of creditors, for the arrangement Of his
own affairs, it is easy to sce, we say
again, that the fact, the evideuce of which
we invoked, is but the rigorous con8e
quence of the law, the inevitable resilt
of the provisions of the Act. Finl'1Y,
we think we do not stretchî the truth iv

affirming that a large number of Wer
chants, if not the greater number, would
be satisfied with few amendments, an
simple additions, to the existinlg laws'
for the sole purpose of defining and P"
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ishing fraud, and giving to the cession de
biens its proper and necessary effects.
Let the Legislature, by rigorous enact-
ments, endeavour to banish fraud; and,
in order tg do so, let it introduce the pro-
sumptions of fraud consecrated by the
codes of, the commercial nations of
Europe; let it require from each trader,
the keeping of regular books of account,
and authorise the seizure of the sanie;
let it strike without mercy at séparations
de biens and fraudulent commercial part-
nerships-the two great plagues of our
trade ;-let it force the marchande pub-

gique to carry on business under her own
[lame, and not under that of ber bus-
band ; let it limit the right of conserva-
tory process of the non-paid vendor,
above all, let every fraud be considered a
crime, and punished as such, at least to
the fulil extent of modern legislation-all
so many rules, perfectly distinct and in-
dependent of all systems of bankruptcy;
and, it will be seen, that to arrive at the
most equitable and easy arrangement of
the affairs of the insolvent, it will re-
main only to define tue rules of making
a cession de biens, voluntarv or forced,
and the effects thereof, by the creation of
the office of assignee, and in giving to a
certain number of the creditors, say the
mnajority in number and in value, the
power te control the minority ard to
grant, amongst other things, tbe dis-
charge to the insolvent." In 1869 and
1875, the Insolvent Acts were reconsidl-
e'red, and supposed to have been entirely
remodelled, but the principle remained
the same. The debtor was favoured to
the detriment of the creditor, who then
tound hinself in the presence of a new

elemy, far more formidable than the in-
"lvent, the Government official assignee.
The result had been that for years past
the cry had been general, from one end 01
the Dominon to the other, that the ex-
isting laws should be repealed. The feel-
"g '10w was quite the reverse of what it

was i 1864. It was exclusively in favour
of the creditor, and the debtor must be
ieft to bis fate. Petition after petition
has been sent to this Parliament, praying
for the repeal of the Insolvent Act of
1875. Boards of Trade have unanimous-
ly condemned the working of the present
sYstem, and all demanded radical changes

However, he believed public opin-"as nlot imisunderstood, but on the

contrary, acted upon, by presenting to
the country a Bill which, repealing the
existing laws, at the same time, provided
for the winding up of 'insolvent estates.
The Bill drafted by the Committee con-
mended itself, in lis humble opinion, to7
the favourable consideration of the mem-
bers of this House, to both the repealers,
pure and simple, and the champions of
Insolvency Law andinsolvency principles,
as it provided both for the distribution
of assets and the discharge of the insol-
vent in a fair and equitable manner. At
the beginning of the Session he bad the
honour of introducing a Bill which was
intended, in some respects, to improve
the Civil Code of the Province of Quebec
in insolvency matters, to extend its pro-
visions to the whole Dominion, and thus
do away with the great evils which On-
tario and other Provinces would have to
contend against under the English com-
mon law system, such as preferential as-
signments and priority by judgment.
The hon. members froin the Provinces
governed by the English jurisprudence
should not be astonished at his attempt.
The Civil Code of Lower Canada was
based upon the well settied and most ad-
mirable principles of the Roman law
which Lord Mansfield embodied, more
or less, in the commercial law of Eng-
land, and which more and more, every
day, found its way into lier Equity
Courts- not those inhuman Roman prin-
ciples which permitted the rigid creditor
to cut inito pieces the body of his debtor,
and sometimes allowed the former to sell
the latter, and send bis wife and children
to perpetual foreign slavery. No; he
meant those benevolent laws introduced
by the Christian Emperors, and remod-
eoled by the modein commercial nations
of Europe, which enacted that the estates
of insolvent d3btors should be for the
common benefit of their creditors, and
provided that an unfortunate and honest
trader, who delivered all lie possessed for
the benefit of alil bis creditors, shouli be
secure from being dragged to jail. He
alluded to those Roman laws which per-
mitted a certain majority of the creditors
alone, and not a Court of Justice, to
grant a discharge to an insolvent. Ie
found these principles in the law pro-
posed by the Committee; lie discovered
the features of the Quebec Civil Code in
it ; he noticed that its deficiencies and
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wants had been met and remedied :
he finally saw the great evils of
the English common law provided
against ; and, although at first he did
not anticipate that such a law as that
new under consideration could be agreed
upon, and in consequence, at the begin-
ning of the proceedings of the Committee,
voted for the repeal of the Insolvent
Act, pure and simple, he at last, and he
hoped not too late, but not without some
hesitation, gave his support to the Bill.
For the benefit of those who were still
in favour of repeal, pure and simple, he
would call attention to a few of the con-
sequences of such repeal. According to
the laws of most of the Provinces of the
Dominion, preferential assigiments and
priority by judgment could be obtained
from insolvent debtors. In Quebec, the
principle was the very reverse of that.
The moment a debtor became insolvent,
the whole of his estate belonged to all bis
creditors equally. Thus, if the Insolvent
Acts were repealed, there would remain
preferential assignments and pricrity by
judgments; and not only the interests of
Ontario and of the other Provinces
which were governed by the principles of
the English common law, but also of the
Province of Quebec, would, to a great
extent, suffer. Montreal dealt largely
with the Ontario and the Maritime Pro-
vinces, and before the Act of 1864 it was
not uncommon, and was sometimes con-
sidered a smart thing, for a debtor in any
of the other Provinces to make a prefer-
ential assignment in favour of a trader
r(siding in that Province, with a view of
cheating the Montreal creditor. It was,
therefore, important to the Province of
Quebec that the evils, which existed
before the Insolveney Law was intro-
duced in 1864, should not be renewed.
The people of the Province of Quebec
who had the benefit of a special common
law, based on equity and justice, would
find in this Bill the provisions of their
own common law. It was true, they
had the right of attachment allowed by
the code of civil procedure, wbich per-
mitted creditors to take possession of the
estate of an insolvent; but that was
only when the insolvent was seereting
bis property, or was about to abscond, or
when a denand of assignment had been
made upon him. There was no machin-
ery provided by law to contest this de-

MR. GIROUARD.

mand of assignment, and the consequence
was that the debtor was, in this respect
at least, in a worse position than under
the Insolvency Law, w hen he was per-
mitted to show that such a demand was.
not just. Under the common law, -the
books of a trader could not be seized ; and
a trader becoming insolvent could dis-
pose of a portion of his estate, get the
promissory notes of the party who pur-
chased the same, put them in his pocket,
or otherwise dispose of tbem, and there
was no possible means of forcing that
debtor to give up that portion of bis
estate. Not only that, but the creditors
were not even in a position to examine
the insolvent as to the state of his affairs.
In Ontario and New Brunswick, the
law was not so diefective in that respect,
as it was possible to bring an insolvent
debtor before the Judge, and there ob-
tain a full investigation. But in Que-
bec, there was no nachinery provided by
the common law to obtain such a resuit.
It would also be reimembered that the
law of partnership was, before the intro-
dtrction of the Insolvency Law, the
source of a great deal of dishonesty. A
trader, anxious to get through his
troubles, us-d to take a friend of his into
partnership, whi ch, under the coinmon
law, could only be dissolved by lapse of
time ; and the insolvent always took
good care to provide for a considerable
length of tine-fromp eight to ten years.
Consequently, when the insolvent trader
was put into insolvency, or rather when
the creditors took possession of his estate,
thcy found that the debtor was carrying
on another business under a diaerent
name, and that they were altogether at
his mercy. Since the Insol vent A et had
been introduced, a fraud of that kind
could not be perpetrated. Notwithstand-
ing the Insolvent Laws of 1864, 1869,
and 1875, merchants in trouble have
been known to transfer their estates tO
their wives' names. In the Bill of the
Committee there was a provisioa against
this frauduleit proceeding. It woId
also be remembered that. under the co*-
mon law, verv great difficulty resut 1

from the fact that it required the unaanl
mous consent of every creditor, however
small he might have been, to get the dis-
charge of an insolvent. It was almOst

impossible to obtain a settlement Of an

estate without giving some preference to
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several creditors. Under this Bill, a
majority in number and value
could dispose of an estate, but could
not: make a sale en bloc of the whole
estate, both real and personal, although
such estate could be disposed of in lots.
A discharge could also be granted by a
certain najority ot creditors. Those
under $100 were not tD be consulted,
and the giving or accepting of anything
like a preference was prohibited under
severe penalties. Not only these defects
of the common law, but also all the ob-
jectionable features of the Insolvency
Act of 187,5, and of the Insolvency Laws
introduoed since 1864, had been greatly,
if not entirely, removed by this Bill.
Oflicial assignees were abolished alto-
gether. He need not say for what reason.
The feeling was general that one o. the
principal reasons why the Insolvency
Laws would not work satisfactorilv,
was the number and conduct of
official assignees, espetially since
they had been appointed hy the
Goverrnment. Section 22 stated, " The
Governor-in-Council may appoint in the
several Provinces in Canada, one or more
guardians, in and for every countv, city
and town ; and, except iii the larger
centres of trade, the Sheriff of any county
or district may be appointed ; but no
guardian, nor any partler of, associate,
agent, employé, or clerk, or relation, or
connection, of the guardian, within the
degree of cousin german of any guardian,
nor any barrister, advocate, solicitor,
or attorney, shail be elected or ap-
pointed trustec to any estate in in-
solvency under this -Act ; nor shall
any guardian, his partner, associate,
agent, clerk, relation or connection, as
aforesaid be employed by the truîstee in
any other manner, direcclv or indirectly,
' the winding up of the estate ; and any
glardian, directly or indirectly, soliciting
or inducing any creditor to take proceed-
ig to place any estate in the hands of
such guardian under this Act, shall not be
entitled to any lees or remuneration from
such estate, and shall also be incapable of
acting thereafter in the officeofguar dian."
It was well known that official assignees
had been in the habit of solicitingcreditors
to take p;oceedings to put solvent tfaders
into liqui lation, so.netimes offering great
>ducfm nts with a view ofbeing entrust-
ed wi h the winding up of the estate.

Under this clause that practice would be
altogether impossible. WThether we were
to have the repeal of the Insolvency Law,
pure or simple, or any law at all, it was
perfectly well known that the estate of
insolvents must be wound up by some
officer or trustee. Under the common
law, and before the Insolvent Act was
enacted, the creditors used to meet, and,
if they could agree tunanimously, an
assignee was appointed, This Bill kept
as close as possible to that principle of
the common law, by providing in section
24, that the trustee shall be appointed by
the creditors at their first meeting, and
if at the first meeting the creditors did
not proceed to nuake such appointmxent,
on the petition of any creditor the Judge
sitting in insolvencv should alect the
assignee or trustee. In order to prevent
any understanding or conspiracy betwveen
the guardian and his assistants or clerks,
which would tend to bring back the
esta'te to the guardian directly or indirecL

ly, there was a provision in section 24 to
the effect that the trustee so appointed
by the creditor should have no right to
employ the guardian, bis partier c'
employé, in the winding up of the estat<
Under the present law, sorme officia
assignees had been known to filght for
months against creditors whlo had
appointed other assignees in their stead,
Under section 25, on the production of
the appointment of a trustee, the guardian
would ie bound t give up the estate to
him without anv question or excuse what-
ever, not even upon the ground that his
bill of expenses had not been settled, sav-
ing his remedy against the creditors for
the settlement of the samie. Another
evil which existed under the present
systen resulted from the use of proxies.
Some assignees had made it their busi-
ness to get hold of insolvent estates, in
order to do which they sometimes offered
some consideration to creditors to obtain
their proxies. By section 90, it is pro-
vided that no proxy should le used to a
certain extent in the appointment of a
trustee or an assignee. Only one proxy
could be given and that mvust be ad
dressed to a creditor, and that creditor
could only hold one proxy, so that it
would be impossible for trustees or
assignees to solicit the winding up of
estates. The remuneration of trustees
had alse been regulated. In an estate
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realising $10,000 the whole amount of
the expienses and commission due to the
rrustee would be $170, and, under section
37, there was a penalty for overcharging.
Another improvement had been made in
the examination of insolvents. Accord-
ing to some of the decisions rendered in
the Province of Quebec, an insolvent
inight claim the privilege of refusing to
answer any question of a nature to crim-
inate himself. There was a provision in
s3ction 21 of the Eill which provided
that the insolvent ,or any other person
under examination should be obliged to
answer without being able to claim any
immunity. This provision was sinilar
to that in the Election Law, and the
answers could not be used against the
witness in any criminal case except for
perjury. An important flature of this
Bill was that composition and discharge
had been abolished, and discharge had to
be granted, not by the Court,asithadbeen
under former A ets, but by four-fifths of
the cieditors in number and value only,
and in that proportion relatives and non-
traders were not to be computed ; in fact,
the proportion required was almost
equivalent to ubanin:ous consent. One
of the principle reasons why le (Mr.
G'irouard) supported the Bill was that it
enîtirely exempted non-traders and their
claims from the operation of insolvency
laws. Then as to composition and
discharge, le would refer to the article
from Fraser, already referred to, to show
that in England, where the Act of 1869
was introduced with a view of introduc-
ing a mode of arranging by compcsition,
which was called the Scotch system, it
lad been found that the system was alto-
gether unsatisfactory and the cause of
great abuses. It was there now sug-
gested that deeds of arrangement or com-
position should be discouraged, partly by
increasing the amount of dividend at
which the Cturt should grant sucli com-
position, tius being ten shillings in a
pound. They had Lad experience in that
sort of discouragement in this countrv.
In 1876, the Insolvent Act was amended
by providing that no composition should
le granted unless the estate paid 33c. on
the dollar. In 1878 this amount was
raised, if his recollection was correct, to
50c. on the dollar, and still the com-
munity was no better satisfied to-day
than it was ur der the Act of 1869. For

Mn. GIROUARn.

these reasons the Committee was of
opinion that composition and discharge
should be altogether done away with. Of
course it would be possible to obtain a
deed of composition and discharge at
common law by obtaining the unanimous
consent of the cr-editors, but it would be
impossible to obtain it under the Act.
A discharge being granted by four-fifths
of the creditors in nui ber and value, the
debtor had a right then to apply for a
confirmation, and if lie did not a creditor
migt apply to set aside the discharge,
and all the grounds which had been prc
vided by the Insolvent Acts of lý64,
1869 and 1875 côuld be set up against
the petition for confirmation or the an-
nulment of the discharge. He could
easily understand that having no deed of
composition and discharge the framers of
the Bill were under the necessity of pro-
viding that there should be no sale en
bloc of the estate, because otherwise the
insolvent woul be in a position to obtain
adischarge from four-fifths in number and
value, and would induce some of his
friends to tender for the estate and obtain
indirectly what Le could not get directly.
Be would also call the attention of the
niembers from the Province of Quebec to
some very great improvements which had
been introduced to the sale of real estate
in that Piovince. By clause 73 it was
provided that the assignee or trustee
nigh't be authorised by the creditors or

the inspeelors to sell by private sale the
estate subject to mortgages to one of the
mortgaged creditors and without ineur-
ring the expense of a sheriff or an
assignee's sale. It was also provided in
section 85 that the sheriff's sale of real
estate already commenced should be pro-
ceeded with during the insolvency of the
defendant, and the proceeds should the',
be distributed according to the ordinary
rules of the procedure, and the balance,if
any, remitted to the trustee. It was also
provided in section 62 that mortgages
must he mentioned in the assignees
notice of sale in order to place the credi-
tors in a position to know exactly the
standing of hypothecated creditor anTd
the value of the property seized to the
general estate. By section 63 the ex-

penses connected with the sal4 Of re1l
estate would be materialy decreased no
charge would be made in connection with
the sale of rerl estate in Quebec excePt
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the necessary charges ; no commission was
allowed to the assignee. Under the pre-
sent law, it was not provided that the as-
signee's sale should be registered like
sheriffs sale under the codes of Quebec.
The proyisions ( the existing insolvent
laws fôr the punishment of fraud and
-rand"e'nt practices were preserved.
Finally, one of the last provisions was
that there should be a Judge in insol-
vency, as explained by the mover of this
Bill. In England, in the memorial pre-
sented by the leading merchants to which
hàe had already referred, they advocate
the appointment of a mercantile law-
yer for the Court, and this was supposed
to be absolutely necessary for the work-
ing of the Act. It had been found, in
Montreal, almost impossible to work the
Ins Ilvent Law without having a Judge
,sitting in insolvency. Insolvency mat-
ters interfered always more or less with
the ordinary administration of justice.
The duties of Judges of that district were
Very onerous, and it vas provided by
section 133 that a Judge in insolvency
should be appointed for the city of Mon-
treal. Before concluding, he would re-
:er to the clauses which he considered
unconstitutional. One of them was the
Einglish law of stoppage in transitu in-
troduced io the Province of Quebec.
He referred also to clause 110, having
reference to registration of the marriage
contract, a contract altogether civil, and.
in bis opinion, without the jurisdiction
of this Parliament. He would, however,
miention that similar clauses were to be
found in the Acts of 1864, 1869, and
187b. He was not aware that the ques-
tion had been decided by any Court of
justice, although he believed there was a
dictum of Chief Justice Ritchie when
sitting in New Brunswick, to the effect
that the Dominion Parliament had juris-
diction in insolvency and bankruptcy,
and all matters essentially connected
therewith. Ie could not see why the
Jnsolvent Law could not be perfect with-
out curtailing the privilege accorded
by the - civil laws of the Province

l favour of clerks and landlords,
and especially without revoking the
stipulations made with iegard to
Inarrage contracts and leases. H e could
also understand that a bankruptcy law
night be complete without introducing
'nto Quebec the law of England with re-

gard to stoppage in transitu. However,
those clauses had been allowed to stand
as law for the last fifteen years, and,
therefore, he would not ofler any amend-
ment. He might say, in conclusion, that
it seemed to him that it would be going
to extremes to ask for the repeal of the
Act, pure and simple. In France, where
they had the same common laws as in
Quebec, for the last three centuries, they
had always had insolvent laws. It was
true that the insolvent laws in France,
Belgium and Germany, as well as in
Scotland, were short, for the reason that
the provisions of the common law were
providing in a great measure for the set-
tlement of insolvent estates, and had not
to be repeated in their bankruptcy laws.
He (Mr. Girouard) found that in the Bill
before the House, the principles of the
common law of Quebec were se amended
as to meet the requirements of the mer-
cantile community of the Dominion ; and
even if he had doubts as to whether the
repeal, pure and simple, would better
suit Quebec or not, lie would give the
benefit of that doubt to the other Pro-
vinces. In considering a question of
stich general importance, the interests of
the majority must be consulted. He
would, therefore, second the second read-
ing of this Bill ; but if the House was
opposed to its becoming law, rather than
have the existing law, he would vote for
its repeal, pure and simple.

MR. BÉCHARID said lie should not
attempt to follow the hon. members who
had preceded him in the able speeches they
had pronounced. -Not being a lawyer,
he might, perhaps, find it a hard task to
discuss properly the details of this Bill,
and he would leave it te the hon. gentle-
men belonging to the legal profession
but it was agreed that in discussing this
Bill, an opportunity should be given to
take the sense of the House upon the
question of the repeal, pure and simple,
of the Act, and it was for that purpose
that he rose. It had been stated by his
hon. friend from Stanstead, that the
principal merits of this Bill consisted in
the fact that it did away witii the official
assignees, and with the easy way by
- hich debtors obtained their discharge
under the operation of the existing law.
With regard to official assignees, Le saw
they were replaced by another set of men
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who were called guardians, and God only
knew what those guardians, with all their
inventive ingenuity, would find they
could do under the operation of this Bill
should it becoine law. When the Act of
1875 was passed, no one foesaw. the
abuses which resulited from the actions of
some of the official assignees, about whom
so many complaints had been made
throughout the country. le thought
the saine might be said of these guar-
dians. The Comnittee lad remoNed the
facility with which debtors obtained
their discharge under the existing law.
True, a great many abuses had been de-
veloped in that respect, and, perhaps, this
Bill was an improvement upon the exist-
ing law, but he was afraid that, in their
anxiety to renove those evils, the mnem-
bers of the Committee lad gone to the
opposite extreme. They bai given ex-
traordinary powers to creditors to
throw debtors into insolvency ; and this
power was a very dangerous one. By this
Bill a man could be put into inqolvency
for $200 ; a merchant in a rural district,
who through some accident had been some-
what delayed in meeting his payrnents,
could be put into insolvency, and ruined
by the cupidity of a rapacious creditor.
8uch cases would often occur, no doubt,
particularly in a timie of depression, such
as we n w sufferecd front, when confidence
in the ability of debtors to meet their
liabilities was shaken. lie thought this
power was a very dangerous one, and
placed the debtoi s absolutely at the m-rcy
of their creditors. When the Insol vency
Act was passed in 1875, he heard it fre-
quently stated upon the floor of the
House by gentlemen who were in favour
of that Act, that the principal reason for
which an insolvency law was necessary
was, that it afforded relief to the unfor-
tunate and honest debtor. Ev this Bill
the honest and unfortunate debtor found
it ver y difficult to get his discharge ; in
fact, no debtor could receive a complete
discharge froni lis iabilities.

Mn. COLBY : I would ask my hon.
friend what bis position would be under
the repeal of the Act, pure and simple ?

Ma. BÉCIARD sail he would tell
his hon. friend. He did not nean to be
understood as thinking the debtor should
not get any discharge, except with the as-
sent of every one of his creditors; but that,

MR. BiCEARD.

so long as no debtor could obtain his dis-
charge under the operation of an Insol-
vent Law, there was no reason why such a
law should exist, and they had no need of
such a law. He believed that the oredi-
tors and debtors should be leftalone to
settle their affairs, according to the prin-
ciples of the common law ; and that,
whenever this House attemapted> by ex-
ceptional legislation, as an Insolvent
Law, to set aside the application of the
sound principles of the common law,
nothing wholesone coald result, butonly
evil. The hon. member for Jacques Car-
tier (Mir. Girouard) had made several
good points against the existence of any
insolvency law; le had said that, iIn
France, they had had an insolvent law
existing for two centuries, and that- the
French legislation had amended it but
once or twice during that long period.
The reason for this was obvious-in
France, the coiiercial norality was so

god as to render an Insolvent Law un-
necessarv. If coummercial morals were
as good in this country, doubtless they
might not amiend the Insolvent Law
oftener than the French legislators. Let
themdo away with Insolvent Laws, and
in four or five vears the commercial
morals of the people would be -o good as
to obviate the necessiry for thoru. le
moved in amendment •

" That the said Bill be not now read the
second time, but that it be resolved that,
in the opinion of this House, it is expe-
dient that the Insolvent Act of 1875, and
all amendments thereto, should bc uncon-
ditionally repealed'

MR. CO LBY said that he had no dis-
position to take the point of order. He
wouild prefer not to do it, but it struck
him the motion was out of order, as it
proposed exactly what the Bill did, the
repeal of the Insolvent Act.

Mi?. SP E AKER ruled that the amend-
ment was in order.

MR. L ANE said that he fully agreed
with the remarks of the mover of tbe
amendment, that the promoters of this
Bill, in their anxiety to condiliate the
outcry against insolvent measures, had
overlooked the interest of the debtot en-
tirely. He thought that there always
ought to be an Insolvent Law upOn t®
Statute-book, provided the law answered
the purpose for which it was ilteided,
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The principal object of such a law was
poemission to an honest debtor to get rid
ofhis debts on giving up his property by
virtue of the Act. He did not think
under the clanse providing that the
debtor must secure the consent of
four-fifths in number and value of his
creditors, to his discharge, that in one
cfase out of a hundred he could procure
it. Seme creditor would insist on hav-
ing bis pound of flesh ; and one creditor,
under this law, might be sufficient to
prevent a discharge. The Act was
formed on the principle that it would be
better to hang ten innocent men than
that one giilty should escape. That was
not the principle of Eritish law. He
would prefer the repeal of the Insolvent
Act to a Bill with that clause unamended,
as it mras a one-sided nieasure. The pre-
sent Act providing that a debtor rmust
secure the consent of, at least, a majority
in number and three-fourths in value of
his crtditois, before getting bis discharge,
was severe enough tc protect the creditors.
Debtors were not altogether to blane
for getting into debt, as merchants often
forced goods upon them by having their
agents on every side-road and concession
line in the country. As to the doing
away with the assignees, he did not
know they had acquired sueh a bad repu-
tation. They were not different from
ordinary nortals, and estates must be
placed in somebody's Lands. Till they
could make people more honest than at
present, lie did not know that they would
improire natters niuch by changing
assignees for guardians, which was
simply ,a change of niame. At present,
debtors' property was put into the hands
of the assignees, in the first place, and by
this Bill it would be entrusted to a
guardian, who, after the first meeting of
the creditors, could be displaced by their
vote. By the present law, the creditors
could take it out of the hands of the
assignee at their first meeting, and
entrust it to anybody they pleased. If
that was not doue, lie supposed it was
because the assignees gave general satis-
faction. If the creditors did not look
afte' their own business, lie did not see
how they could belp theni by the change
proposed. There had been no improve-
mont in the scale of fees proposed, and
he did not think that anyone would take
the trouble of looking afcer the interests

of others for the paltry sum allowed by
the Act. Whoever assumes the respon-
sibility must be fairly paid. He thought
that the clause requiring the trustee to
give security for the forthcoming of the
estate, would be found impracticable-
that they would find it difficult, if not
impossible, to get ýanyone to assume the
responsibility and trouble of getting
sureties for the express purpose of wind-
ing up only one estate. He did not liko
the clause with regard to farmers, not
seeing why they should not be
included in the general clause provided
for traders. The Act should give
thei the saine opportunity of getting a
discharge as anybody else, and it would
save a great deal of trouble to place
them in that position. A difficulty
would arise in determiniig who were
traders, and whose debts should be prô-
tected under this Bill. He thouglit it
wotild be wiser for them to inelude the
farining comnmunity under it. Unless
the clause requirig the assent of four-
fifths in number and value of the credi-
tors to a discharge was altercd, lie would
consider it incumbent on hin to vote
against the Bill ; bu;, if the proposition
in the existing Act was adopted, le
Vould support the Bill.

Ma. WHITE (North Renfrew) said
that, although lie was free to admit that
mauîv evils had arisen under the Inso-
vent Law, he was opposed to its absolute
relpeal, as Le believed that it was neces-
sary that there should be some provision
for the equitable distribution of the assets
of an insolvent debtor amongst his credi-
tors, and he would, therefore, be com-
p.led to vote against the motion of the
hon. member for Iberville. He (Mr.
White) was, however, not entirely in

l accord with all the propositions contained
in the Bill submitted by the hon. mem-
ber fLr Stanstead (Mr. Colby). The Bill
purported to be framed in the interest of
the creditor, and yet it provided that the
creditors should not dispose of insol-
vent estates ia such a manner as they
deemed best in their own interests. Was
this House to declare that
credicore should not have the power to
sell estates en bloc, or to effect a composi-
tion with the insolvent, if they thought
proper ? The proposition submitted in
the Bill, instead of doing what its friends
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desired, would have an opposite effect.
There were other objectionable features
also. He thought the appointment of a
Judge in Insolvencv was unnecessary.
They had enough Judges in the country
already, to deal with those questions and
certainly it was not to be presumed, if
this law had any effect at all, that the
number of insolvents would be increased.
If not, why establish an additional tri-
bunal I WThilst be felt those objections
to the Bill, lie would very much prefer
that it becane law to the sweeping away
of the Insolvent Act.

Mí. CAMERON (North Victoria)
said he agreed substantially with the re-
marks of the bon. member for North
Redfrew. Having had some experience
of the Insolvency Law in Ontario, he
was not prepared to assent to the total
repeal of the law, which would result in
the reintroduction of all the evils they
had felt so severely in that Province.
Its repeal would result in that unfortun-
ate race of creditors for unjust prefer-
ences in the matter of a debtor's estate,
which was generally witnessed before the
Insolvent Law was introduced, while it
entirely depended on who had the sharp-
est attornev, and the sharpest agent,
whether one or another creditor should
get most and leave the rest nothing.
At the same time, he was ncot entirely
satisfied with the Bill introduced by the
hon. meniber for Stanstead, as the expo-
nent of the views of the Special Com-
mittee on the subject. That Bill seemed
to him to have been framed in the inter-
est of creditors alone, and he thought
that when they were looking at the ques-
tion of insolvency that they ought to have
in mind that there were two classes to
be considered-creditors and debtors.
In fact, manv advocates of the Insol-
vency Law considered that it was not only
right, but proper, that such a measure
should be what was generally called a
whitewashing measure for the purpose
of relieving debtors, and that bad been
the sole principle in the Insolvent Laws
of many of the States of the Union.
It had also been the course of legis-
lation in this country when they
had an Act that was introduced for no
other purpose than that of whitewashing
and relieving debtors. While he thought
that there should be sone provision in-
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serted in the Insolvent Act to prevent
fraudulent debtors from obtaining their
discharge, he maintained that it onght
not to be framed entirely in the interest
of the creditors, more especially as had
been stated by the hon. gentleman who
spoke before the bon. member for Ren-
frew, that the creditors were as much
to blame for all the evils they
so loudly complained of as were the
debtors. If the merchants in the
various centres of trade were not so
anxious, through their travellers, and in
every possible way, to force their goods
upon country customers to a greater ex-
tent than their means would allow them
to legitimately purchase, they would not
have so many bankruptcies. He thought
the evils arose as much from the credi-
tors as from the debtors. It was unjust
to talk about fraudulent debtors without,
at the same time,admitting that the evils
had been largely brought about by the
injudicious forcing of their goods upon
young men just starting in business,
without the necessary business experi-
ence and capital, and who ought never,
for one moment, to have been entrusted
with their goods. Consequently, he
thouglit, that when they were legislating
here, they should not legislate as if the
unfortunate creditors were the only class
that haci to be protected. They should
also consider the honest debtor, the man
who, by force of circumstanoes, while
honest in his dealings was driven into in-
solvency. Their rights ought to be con-
sidered just as much as the so-called im-
portant creditors. In fact, the advocates
for the alteration of the law claimed that
their creditors were to blame for the mal-
administration of the law, that the law
itself was good enough, but was in
effectual, because the creditors would
not look into their own affairs. Hlis
hon. friend from Stanstead proposed to
compel creditors to look after their own
interests. He (Mr. Cameron) did not
consider that kind of reasoning logical.
Parliament should not be asked to com -
pel the creditor to look after bis own inter-
ests, which he had hitherto neglected to
do. He thought the judicious course i
the wholb matter would be to defer legir
ýation for the present. The Insolvent
Law, as it at present stood, was bad 'i
theory. It was bad in justice, in some
respects. It was admitted by the advo-
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cates for alteration that it was bad in
practice, because those who ought to look
after their own affairs would not do so.
He was of opinion that no harm would
be done if tney gave creditors an oppor-
tunity of looking after thieir affairs for
another year. Ho considered that it would
be judicious and proper to allow the mer-
cantile community an opportunity to con-
sider the measure before the House, which
had only been distributed that very day,
and the members of the Houseof ascertain-
ing the views of their constituents upon it
before coming to a deliberate conclusion
as to what kind of legislation was in the
interest of the country.

MR. BRECKEN said lie agreed with
the remarks of the hon. meinber for
North Victoria, that it was inexpedient
to repeal the Insolvency Law. He (Mr.
Brecken) came from a Province that, for
many years, had no Bankruptcy Law,
and he knew what an unsatisfactory state
of affairs resulted fromn the absence of a
iaw of that kind. The bon. member for
North Victoria thought the proposed
measure too mucli in the interest of the
creditor. If he (Mr. Brecken) under-
stood the temper of the House on this
question, and the public at large, it was
that the Insolvent Law had been too
much in the interest of the debtor. The
practical working of the Insolvent Law
had proved that creditors really required
something like legislative direction and
control. The Bill before the House pro-
posed, in the first instance, to do away
with official assignees, which was one of
the greatest and most crying evils com-
plained of. Then the mode in which
comlpositions were made under the exist-
mg Act was remedied. The contem-
plated Acu proposed that four-fifths in
vaJue, and four-fifths of the proved
creditors, must agree to a discharge be-
fore a debtor could receive his discharge.
This was a most important measure, and
it 'would have been better had it
been dealt with at an earlier period
of the Session. However, he was
of opinion that it would be in the in-
terest of the country if the House dealt
with the subject, even at this late period
of the Session, because there was no
doubt that the law, as it existed, was,
with the system of official assignees, a
ermYug grievance and a great injury to

the commercial commumty. The hon.
gentleman found fault with the Bill be-
cause they were forcing creditors to look
after their own interest. He (Mr.
Brecken) admitted that it was difficult to
reconcile a position of that kind, as it
did seem to be an anomaly to direct mon
to look after their own interest, but the
èarelessness evinced by ci editors necessi-
tated that something should be done.
He was of opinion that it would be a
deplorable state of things if they should
be without any Insolvent Law, as it
would open the door to fraud. The
Comnittee thought that the House was
in favour of retaining the law with cer-
tain amendments whieh had been made,
and he thought that if the law were placed
upon the Statute-book that it woald' he
found to be a great improvemient on the
law at present existing.

1MaIu. WE LDON said that, althiough be
was prepared to admit the defects of the
present law, le felt that an Ins>ivent
Law was a necessity. They founi, in
the Mlother Country, that the first Bank-
ruptcy Law was introduced in 15 7 1, and
from that time to the present, the prin-
ciple had been steadily adhered to. li
1825, the first attempt was made to con-
solidate the laws, and, from that time to
the present, the subject of remodelling
the Bankruptcy Laws had engaged the
attention of nearly every Lord Chancel-
lor who had sat upon the woolsack.
While able jurists and men of experi-
ence had lent their energies to the re-
form and amendment of the law, not one
single voice had been raised for the re-
peal or abrogation ,of the law. The
great difficulties which had been experi-
enced in England in regard to this mat-
ter, had also been felt in the United
States, where they had taken the some-
what violent course from time to time of
repealing the law. But it must be re-
menmbered that under the American Con-
stitution measures relating to bankrupt-
cies and irsolvencies were separated. The
former came within the jurisdiction of
Congress, and the latter within the juris-
diction of the State Legislattures. The
reasons which should induce them. to re-
peal the Insolvent Law should be ex-
tîemely cogent, before they departed from
the policy adopted in the Mother Coun-
try, the great commercial centre of the
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world. Another reason against the re-
peal of this law, was that it would un-
settle the canimerce of the country, and
render the trade unstable. le might
say, with regard to the measure before
the House, that the members of the Coim-
mittee were extremely careful to preserve
the language of the old Act, so ihat the
aiendments would not interfere with
any judicial decisions therein. There was
another point they had to consider. The
legal legislation which had taken place
since 1869. Before that period, there
was the Act which the hon. mem-
ber for Jacques Cartier referred to.
The Act of 1869 was a re-enactment of
the existing law, and in 1875 the whole
Dominion adopted the principles which
had been in force in certain Provinces.
During that time. local legislation
had changed, and as far as the
Province which he represented, was
concerned, the laws had been materially
ehanged, and to repeal the Insol-
vency Law, pure and simple, would, he
was satisfied, work distress and ruin.
He believed he was correct in stating
that there was an Attachment Law
also in Ontario, and if the Attachment
Law in force were no repealed, it would
be very disastrous if the Insolvent Law
was repealed, as, under that law, every
man who was unabl2 to pay a debt,
would find his property swept away for
the benefit of the creditor. If the
amendment of the han. member for Iber-
ville (Mr. Béchard) prevailed, the debtors
would not be benefitted and the creditors
would not be benefitted, but some shrewd
practitioners would receive the benefit.
He had heard it urged in Committee that
the Insolvent Law allowed very great
opportunity to reckless trading, and was
a temptation to parties to engage in rock-
lessness in specu. ations over trade. He
quite agreed in the remarks of the bon.
member for ]North Victoria (Mr. Cam-
eron) and the hon. member for North
Grey (Mr. Lane) that that was due to
the presenT system of trading in this
country. In old times the country trader
went to the centres of trade and pur-
chased what he could afford, and what
was sufficient for his tiade ; but now
there were travellers throughout the
length and breadth of the country, who,
with a pertinacity of an insurance agent,
persuaded a man by the temptation of

MI. WELDON.

long credit, to buy more goods than bis
capital or the extent of bis trade allôwed
him to dispose of, and thon at the end of
the credit the trader found his note dis-
honoured at one of the banks; goods
lying on his shelves depreciated and un-
saleable. He believed that the nsatie-
factory resuit of the Bankruptcy Uw
was owing largely to reckless trding.
and to the want of commercial
morality, % hicb was not merely extended
to this Dominion, but prevailed in the
whole of the commercial world. There
was another objection to the Bankrupt
La-w. It enabled bankrupt stocks to be
thrown upon the market, which *ere
purchased at low figures, and the effect
was to bring them in competition with
the honest trader, who, though he had
paid his debts, could not suecessfully
compete with those stocks. The same
difficulty haci arisen, whether the Bank-
ruptcy Law was in force or not.. le
found that under sheriffs' sales, etc.,
which were forced sales, the proceeds
only went to one creditor, instead of to
the whole. The main features of the
changes in this law, as pointed out by
the hon. member for Stanstead (Mr.
Colby), referred principally to official
assignees and composition and discharge.
With regard to official assignees, he must
confess that when lie first entered upon
that Committee, ho was strongly
in favour of the appointment of
offi2ial assignees, as so far as
the Province of New Brunswick, a
part of whieh Provinece he represented,
was concerned. It was a system that
had worked well; but it had found, from
evidence before the Committee, and from
information he had received, that so far
as the upper Provinces were conoerned,
it was a system of fraud, and gave an
opportunity to official assignees to make
money at the expense of an estate. Now,
lie found the same objection prevailed in
England with regard to public trùstees
there, as was felt in Canada with regard
to official assignees. So far as ho (Mr.
Weldon) could see, the difficulty, so far as
official assignees were concerned, was
that, in Ontario and Quebec, an official
assignee was placed in such a position
that when an estate was thrown into his
hands, he could ascertain who the croed-
tors of the insolvent were, and b tat
means be enabled to secure a majority of
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thepersons in favour of bis iianaging the
estat. : That was one of the difficulties
that were reinoved by the present Bill.
The, trustee into whose hands
an estate was thrown, became
merely the guardian pro tem. of it,
and he was ineligible for appointment by
the creditors to the office of assignee. If
ho çhose the position of guardian, he
cQuld not act as assignee, and therefore
the temptation now given an official
assignee to endeavour to obtain an estate
for the purpose of enriching bimself at
the expense of the creditors, was done
away with. The complaint with regard
to ereditors being represented by proxy
was well founded, and it was a re-echo of
the complaint in England, with respect
to the supineness of creditors in neglect-
ing to act in their own interests in this
direction. Hie found that almost the
saie provision in respect to further
stringency, was contained in the Bill now
before the House, as was to, be found in
the 17th section of Lord Cairns' Act,
and, it was in very much the sane word-
ing. It was clearly shown that if a
creditor did not take sufficient interest
tO attend personally a meeting for
the arraigiment of an insolvent, his
proxy was only sent there for the pur-
pose of doing injury to the estate for the
benefit of some particolar creditors.
Another point was the deeds of compo-
sition and discharge. For many yeais,
before he had a seat in the House, he was
strongly of opinion that the provision for
liquidation, which allowed an insolvent
to obtain deeds of composition and dis-
charge when at a meeting of creditors,
and a majority was in favour of it, was a
very beneficial one. le knew it had
been practised in England, and he had
hiniself ad vocated it. One argument in
favour of it was, that it relieved a man
of the stigma of bankruptcy. But moral
feeling in this respect had become warped.
lowever, when he saw the statement
nade ny the Lord Chancelor in Eng-
land, with regard to these liquidations,
nUe stating that they were, in many in-
stances, only made for the purpose of
getting property back into the hands of
the debtor, and showing figures bearing
Out bis statement, he had come
to the conclusion that some

ri4 ngent measure should be taken
to remedy the evil. He tfelt

that the House was taking a
step in the right direction, and he had
come to the conclusion that they were
doing away with one of the greatest
objections to this lasv. Those were the
two strong salient features which made
this law different to the law of 1869 and
1875. The difficulty about the late law
was that it was too easy, too much in
favour of the debtor. Under the law
now proposed, it would be far mors
difficult for the debtor to obtain his dis-
charge. He had known, in his own
experience, the difficulty in getting
creditors, after they bad lost debts, to
take action. That, no doubt, was to a
great extent due to the fact that traders
calculated a certain percentage to cover
bad debts, and did not, in a great nany
cases, wish to go to the trouble of taking
extreme measures to force payment.
What this Bill proposed was, that the
burden of obtaining a discharge should
be thrown upon the debtor. If a party
went into insolvency, he would be bound
to take the steps required to obtain a
discharge. He did not doubt that where
a man honestly and fairly surrendered
bis property to bis debtors, he would
have no difficulty in obtaining a discharge.
That there were Shylocks in every
age, that they existed now, lie bad no
doubt, but they were fe w and far between.
But generally, when a mari was made
unfortunate by circumstances beyond his
control, and bis property had been swept
away froin him, if he honestly sur-
rendered what was left to bis creditors,
he would be leniently and fairly dealt
with. While, on the other hand, the
debtor who atteipted to reap benefits
out of the estate to the detriment of the
creditors, would be unable to obtain a
discharge, until lie showed a clean sheet,
or gave up what the creditors were en-
titled to. It would not be in the inter-
ests of the country that the amendment
of the hon. member for Iberville (Mr.
Béchard) should be agreed to.

Ma. WHITE (Cardwell) said the
position in which the question was now
presented to the House, made it neces-
sary that lie should explain his position
in the vote which lie would have to give.
He was very strongly opposed to the ex-
isting Insolvency Law, and if the ques-
tiun presented to the House was, simply
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whether they should continue that law or
repeal it, he would have no hesitation in
voting in favour.of repeal. But that was
not the question. He desired very
much that there should be some law,
for the equitable distribution among
creditors of the assets of insolvent estates.
The Bill proposed by the member for
Stanstead made provision for such distri-
bution.' It was the result of the pains-
taking labours of a Special Committee
composed of members of ability and ex-
perience, and le thought the interests of
the country would be best subserved by
placing that Bill upon the Statute-book.
Holding these views, he would vote
against the amendment of the member
for Iber ville; but in doing so he wished
to be understood as in no way expressing
any opinion in favour of the continuance
of the prescnt lau.

Mn. COURSOL said that Parlamenrit
had often been reproached for hasty legis-
lation, for having hiurried through with-
ont proper considerition,at the end of the
Session, important measures; and in this
instance it was clearly nanifest tiat
such hasty legislation would have an in-
jurious effect. The Committee was coin-
posed of men cf ability, knowledge and
experience, who lad worked for two or
three weeks with a great deal of zeal
and, as the result of their labours, they
brought forth this voluminous Bill,
which only came down two days ago,
and was delivered to the mem-
bers but yesterday, and had
not yet been translated into French.
Those hon. gentlemen who had distin-
guished themselves to-night by their
able speeches on behalf of this Bill, de-
served a great deal of credit for the
labour they had takeii, and the ability
they had displayed in the preparation of
this Bill; but the other bon. members
who had not formed part of this Commit-
tee had not vet Lad time to read the Bill
properly, and were not prepared to-night
to vote that it should pass, as it was one
of the most important measures of the
Session, one which might inake a com-
plete revolution in legislation, which
might affect the interests of families.
There were several clauses in the Bill
which could not be accepted. TLe offi-
cial assignees, against whom com-
plaints had been properly made, were

MR. WHITE

represented by guardians at $1 per day,
and sole guardians at 50c. pet day, who
were to take charge of property, worth,
sometimes, $100,000. It was impossible
for this House to decide so quickly; it
should have time to examine the Bill in
its details, and the Government should
fix a day for its discussion. If a vote
were forced to-night, he would feel bound
to vote for the repeal of the law at once.
If a delay were granted, the measure
might be modified to suit the require
ments of the country. He would, there
fore, move that the debate should be re
sumed on Friday.

MR. CAMERON (South Huron)
said that those in favour of the re-
peal of the Bill consented that thc
debate should be adjourned last
night, on the distinct understanding that
it should go on this evening, and if not
finally concluded to-night, it should go on
to-morrow. If this debate were now
allowect to stand over, as proposed by the
hon. member for Montreal, its simple
effect would be that the whole of another
day would be consnmed in discussing this
question. le might say, at the outset,
that he was in favour of a total, uncon
ditional, absolute repeal of the Insolvent
Law, but if that proposition could not be
carried, rather than deal, at this late
period of the Session, with the Bill of the
hon. member for Stanstead, with its
many radical and revolutionary changes,
he would be in favour of allowing the
present law to stand for another year. It
was impossible, utterly impossible, to
deal in anything like a satisfactory man-
ner with the many provisions of the new
Bill, within a week of the prorogation of
Parliament. The Bill of the hon. mem-
ber for Stanstead contaiied 150 clauses,
a large nuniber of sub-clauses, and sub-
sections. lie had made many and com-
plicated changes in the law, and, at thig
late period of the Session, it was quite iu
possible to give such changes the consid-
eration they required. Since the Bill
was submitted to Parliament he hiad
tried to master its provisions and
understand its clauses, but he could
not say that so far he had been
completely successful. Were it a que-
tion between continuing the old law and
adopting thiis Bill in its present shape,
he would vote for the former. There was
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not a single clause in the 150 of the new
Bill, that would not require a very con-
siderable amount of discussion, nany of
the clauses would require important
changes, and some of them would require
to be recast altogether. If the Housa
consented to a second reading of the Bill
of the hon. member for Staustead, and
entered into Committee of the Whole, a
whole week w:uld be spent in discussing
it, and making its provisions suitable for
the commercial wants of the country, and
at this late period of the Session,that was
not to be thought of. If the proposition
of the hon. memiber for Iberville was put
to the House, and carried through, the
question would be disposed of now.
The present law would then be
repoaled, pure and simple, and the coun-
try would, for one year at least, escape
the evils resulting fron a law whici had
received almrost universal condennation.
If, however, a majority of the House
was not prepared to support the proposi-
tion of the hon. nemnber for Iberville,
then the proprietv of going on with the
Bill of the hon. member for Stanstead
(Mr: Colby) cou ld be discussed, although,
for one, he was opposed to that course.
le was entirely opposed to the Bill of
the hon. menber for Stanstead. lie
would not, at this late period of the Ses-
sion, enter into a general discussion of
the principles on which a Bankrupt Law
shouild be founded. He would shortly
all the attention of the House to one or

two fallacies in the argument o1 the hon.
gentleman who moved, and those who
supported, the Bill. Hon. gentlemen,
in discussing this Bill, appeared to think
that it entirely abolished the office of
official assignee, and that by doing away
with official assigne-s, one of the evils
complained of under the old Insolvent
Law, was entirely cured by this Bill.
But, so far as official assignees were con-
cerned. they were, iii the proposed Bill,
abolished in nane, and in name only;
the office was still there, and the officia],under another nane, still maintained in
tis Bill - under the naine of guardians
or trustees-and maintained with all the
Powerand authority vested in them un-
der the old Insolvency Law. Under
section 22, the Government reserved to
itself the power of appointing, in each
county, one or more guardians, and that
guardian took possession of the estate of

102

the insoivent, and dealt with it precisely
as did the official assignee under the old
law. He was bound to notify the credi-
tors, call a meeting of the creditors, and
these creditors could appoint an official
assignee. under the nane of an official
trustee, of their own, as under the old
law. In this respect, nominally, there
was a change-practicallv and substan-
tially there was none-for the better. If
the system was vicious under the old
law, it was equally so under the new.
Another proposition, to which the pro-
nioters of the Bill appeared to attach
importance, was that it did awav with
judicial discharges, and deeds of cormposi-
tion and discharge. He denied that. If
hon, gentlemen would examine the Bill
they would find express provision iade
for deeds of composition and discharge.
No doubt greater restrictions were imu
posed on the debtor, and it required the
cnsent of a larger number of the creditors
representing a larger amoun t. than under
the old law, before a discharge
could le obtained ; but the prin.
ciple was there all the sanie, and
if the object was to allow no discharge
whatever, that object was not secured.
On the other hand, the Bill if intended
as a general Bankrupt Law, did not
cover the principle upon whici such laws
were based, nanely, that if a creditor
forced bis debtor into bankruptcv, the
latter should get his discharge, provided
le acted honestly in the conduct of bis
business and his failure was through no
fault of bis own. One of the most
vicions principles in the old Insolvency
Act was the enormous costs connected
with the administration of an estate, and
the expensive and complicated nachinery
used in administering the estates. That
was not remedied in this Bill, but on the
contrary, rather increased and intensified,
Unier this Bill there would still be the
same difficulties to deal with, the writ
of attachment, demand by the creditor,
petition to set aside the writ of attach-
ment, petition to set aside the deraand
on the insolvent, the appeal, and the
Judge to set aside these proceedings, the
appea) to the Court of Appeals, were still
continued in, if anything, a more objec-
tionable form titan under the old law.
Precisely the sanme complicated and o-
jectionable machiinôry that formed one of
the vicious features of the old Act were
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continued under the new. Another ob- isted in the United States, from which
jectionable feature in the old Act was hon. gentlemen on tho other side of the
said to be cured by this Bill, namely, Rouse drew largely their inspiration.
that a larger portion of the estate of an The flrst Bankrnptcy Law in the United
insolvent would, under this Bill, go into States was passed in 1800. It continued
the hands of the creditors ; that the pro- in force for two and ahalf years, and Was
cess of windmg up an estate was les- then repealed. For near]y haif a century
sened ; official assignees abolished and the United States had no 1ankrupt
discharges done away with, and the ex- Law. In 1841 the law was re-enacted
penses comparatively light. He denied and continued for thirteen months only-
this. Practically no changes were made was again repealed, and again re-enacted
in any of these respects. The expenses thirteenyearsago; andso greatand general
were as great and the machinery as com- was the dissatisfaction with the law, that
plicated as under the old law. With Congress, by an alrest unanimous vote,
tifteen years' experience of the old law- repealed the law. Even during the few
its waste and expenditure and frauds in years the law was in force in that coui-
practice, whieh no0 amnendments had try, several attempts were made to re-
been able to cure-be was in favour of the peal it, ail of which were successful i
total, absolute, iinconditional and ime- Cress ; but the attenpts failed in the
diate repeal of the law. The aliost Sena until last year, when, by an over
unanimous opinion ef the people in the whelming vote iD Congress, and by a mna-
rural districts in thMs country was in I jority in the Senate, the Bankruptcy Lau-
favour of the repeal; and if a vote of the! was finaly repealed in that ceuntry. ue
people was taken on the ques- was satisfied, from the experience cf the
tion, a large majority would vote past fifteen years, that the grreat mass of
in favour of the repeal of the iaw. the ple of ntihis country were in favoly

t was au unwise principlew to adopt, a ofathe repeal of the law. The best thin
principle not in the inherest of trade and hParienet could do was to pass the Bil
,commerce, that a lankruptcy Law cf the hon. meber for Iberville, and
should be considered as permanent, and abolish the law in the meantire; and if
shuld always find a place on the Statutes they found the necessity of the country
of the country. The law had been in cx- required a re-enactment of the Bank-
istence for fifteen years, had neyer proved ruptcy Laws again, iParliamient could
a succesa, had given very general dissatis- easily re-enact it, with its provisions
faction, and that was tin experience of odified, and with the defets, whie l
,every country where such a law had been past. experience had pointed out, cure.
tried, and the best they could do would He would, therefore, vote for the pro
be te abolish the law for two or three position f the hon. gentleman frovr
year at last. If the circumstances of thervile. As long as there wa a Bank-
the country, and tin j necessities of trade rupt Law on the Statute-books, se long
requied ot the end of that time, a new would commercial fraud t continue. The
Insolvent Law, modified and changed only way te check and prevent th&t' evil
with the various features of the present was by a total abolition cf the law. Ne
law eliminated, it could then be passed. was perfectly satisfied, frota the retarns
We wre in th habit, and properly so, brougt down to this Rouse in f87,
ot drawing our inspiration largely fro a that a much larger portion of the estate
the Mother Country. From the exper- of insolvents went into the hands of te
ience of business men i England in re- creditors by private arrangement betll
lation to this law and its working, we debtor and creditor, without the intel'
mught leara practical and useful lessons. vention of the Bankrupt land
What did we find there tWe found than under these law. The conr
that i almost every Session of the im- ficts were estabished by reture u
pernc fParliament, for the last eight or mitted t the Imperial Pariaent
teu years, changes had been made in the I 187e6a the Lord Chancelier of vii-n
Bancrpey Law, and se far, the changes land, c f discussing proposed a endwle

ad utterly fan led ith giving satisfaction te the Bankruptey Laws Of o g1repo
zo the muercantile community and te the teak the sanie view ef it, and s
colntry. The samie state of thing exd t o Pcreia cknt a r ptrevn tht ha e'vi

MIR. CÂMEIRO..
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tained his contentions. The experience
of Canada and of the United States,
es*.tàlished the correctness of that sup-

postion, and the minds of the people of
Canada were so confirmed in that view
that a repeal of the law was urgently de-
manded. If we were to have a Bank-
ruptcy Law at all, and it was proposed to
prevent fraud by the provisions of an Act
of Parliament, a different and more strin-
gent law than had yet, in modern days,
been submitted to either the Canadian or
the Imperial Parliament, would have to
be devised. lu fact, with respect to com-
mercial frauds, we would have to do as
we had already done, with respect to the
violation of some of the criminal laws of
the land. For an effectual mode of pun-
ishment, go back to the days of our fore-
fathers and introduce the whipping posts,
and re-enact the law of 170 years ago,
which provided that,if a bankrupt fraudu-
lently retained bis goods from bis credi-
tors, or aided in other respects in a
fraudulent manner, he should stand in
the pillory for two hours. have his ears
nailed to the pillory post and then eut
of4. For his own part he doubted very
mruch if even these punishments, with
the commercial morality that had been
fostered and developed by this Act,
would check the growing and monstrous
evils complained of. He would,
therefore, vote for the repeal of the
law.

Mrz. ORTON said lie desired to ex-
press bis gratification at the labours of
the Committee who had drawn up this
Bill. But while confessing that they
had bestowed a great deal of labour upon
it, and removed some of the most objec-
tionable features to the present Act, he
was not yet prepared to say that this Bill
removed ail the complaints against the
old Act. It appeared to him that it in-
troduced many new objectionable features
that the other did not contain. He did
not think that the House, at this late
period of the Session, could give to this
Bil the careful consideration it deserved;
and, further than that, he had long f$lt
that the proper thing to do was to repeal
the Insolvent Act entirely. The evils
whlich had been caused by this Act were
So 3tolerable, the injustice done to the
àonest trader was so gross, and the evils
which had resulted to the non-trader,
had become so great that the feeling in

the countrv was intensely in favour of
the repeal of the Act. He had had the
honour of presenting to this House a
petition, signed by a large number of
traders, in the county he represented ;
and there was not a single one in that
locality of either party who refused to
sign a petition, praying for the repeal of
the Insolvent Act. That was acorrect idea,
of the almost universal feeling that pre-
vailed in this country. We all knew
that, under the operation of the present
Act, it was almost impossible for the
honest trader to continue in business,
and not only so, but it did a great wrong
to many a non-trader in our community.
The discussion on this Bill showed that
there was a strong feeling in this House
in favour of the repeal of the Insolvent
Act. If that Act was not repealed, the
effect would be that many who were now
engaged in business would take advan-
tage of it during the coming year, and
we should have wholesale failures,
throughout the country, and greater
wrongs would be done than ever before.
He was, therefore, in favour of the total
repeal of the Act, and believed this
House would not do its duty to the
country if it did not vote for repeal.

MR. CASEY said he did not rise to
discuss the Bill, for the very good rea-
son that he had not yet become thorough-
ly acquainted with its provisions. The
motion of bis hon. friend from Montreal
East represented a very general feeling in
the House, that it was desirable the Bill
should be more thoroughly studied than
was possible in the limited time now at
their disposal, and that it was desirable
also to have the views of their constitu-
ents on it. The Bill itself did not intro-
duce a totally new system, nor did it
abolish all the evils of the old one, but
it did intriduce a good deal that was
new. The general drift of the Bill, so
far as he understood it, was to protect
creditors against the carelessn-ess or the
dishonesty of their debtors. He felt
justified in supporting the proposition of
the hon. gentleman from North Victoria,
that the consideration of this Bih should
be postponed till next Sessioig If that
course were pursued, it could not be said
that the labours of the Committee would
be wasted, because the Bill would go be-
fore the country, and be carefuily con-
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sidercd. But, holding his present views,
he should be compelled Io vote for the
three months' hoist, unless the promoters
of the Bill could see their way clear to
agree to a postponement. He knew
there was a strong feeling in many quar-
ters in favour ot total repeal, but he felt
himself unable to vote for it. The peo-
ple in Ontario, unlike those in Quebec,
who were happy in the possession of the
Code Civile, had not the proper machin-
ery for a fair distribution of bankrupt
estates, and he would not be justified in
voting to deprive them of ail ieans,
whatever, for that purpose, until the
country had fully tried all expedients 1or
.securing a fair distribution of a'ssets.
His position, then, was this : le should
have to vote against the proposition of the
hon. menber for Montreal East.as insuffi-
cient ; lie should have to vote against the
motion for repeal, because le thought it
would not be in the intlerests of the
countriy to repeal the law aitogether but
he was strngy in favour of the post-
ponement Of any amendments to the law
until nex:t year.

MIt. MACDONNELL said Le was op-
posed to the present Bill, though in
favour of an Insolvency Law of sonie kind,
he rather preferred the law as it now
stood. The chief feature of the present
Bill was that, while it gave the power to
creditors to force a debtor into insolvency,
it did not provide for the discharge of the
d-btor, and that was left at Vie discretion
aid good will of the creditors. Now, lie
contended that if pcwer was given
creditors to put a debtor into insolvency,
that power should be coupled with the
condition that the debtor should have his
discharge, provided lie was not proved to
be guilty ot fraud or other misconduct.
He was amused at the argument of the
hon. gentleman from the city and county
of St. John (IMr. Weldon), who pointed
out, as one of the chief objections of the
present law, that it gave too great a facil-
itj to a debtor to obtain his discharge, as
he could obtain it at the end o twelve
2nonths, provided there was no sufficient
cuse shown against it. That lion. gen-
tleman hAd further stated, in extolling
the Bill before the House, that, if a
debtor was not guilty of fraud, if it was
shown that he lad been just and faithtul
in his dealings, bis creditors would be

Ma. CASEY.

ready to grant him his discharge. But
who was to decide the question of fraud !
The Bill provided that four-fifths of the
creditors must consent to a discharge,
fi aud or not. The creditors were no
judges of fraud. If there was fraud, it
could onlv bc clearly established by ju-
dicial enquiry. As far as the debtor was
concerned, the Bill did not mnake proper
provisions for his rights and interests.
He held that the present Bill intro-
duced a radical change in the
Insolvent Law because it gave
a tyrannical power to creditors,
and left no neans whatever to the debtor
to get his discharge. No niatter howfair
a debtor had beeLL in bis dealings, he was
left entirely at the mercy of his creditors
as to wlether le should be discharged or
net. They had the power of forcing him
into insolveney, of violently taking charge
of Lis propertv, of breaking up all his
calculations, and of disposing of alil his
property. No miatter lov unfortuna+e
lie had been, low energetic he had been,
with what enterprise le lad conduéted
his business, if he couild not get the con-
sent cf four-fifths of bis creditors he
must renain for ever their vietim, in.-
capable cf becoming again a useful mem-
ber of societv, or of embarking in any
enterprise wVhatever. He vas curious to
hear the hon. the Minister of J ustice iii
regard to this Bill, as that gentleman was
the introducer of it, and, as far as the
House was concerned, the father of it-

Mn. CAMERON (North Victoria)
said lie rose to a point of order. TW
Bill was not printed in French.

Ma. HOLTON said he thought that
the hon. gentleman was too late for that
objection, which should bive been Urged
when the motion was first made, and not
after a debate upon it.

Mn. SPEAKER said that thepoint
was raised too late, the lion. meruber
himself (Mr. Cameron) having spken
on the motion.

Mn. HOLTON said that the effect Of
the motion oe the bon. mcm ber for Mon
treal East (Mr. Coursol) woild be to
deprive the louse of the opportet
of passing an opinion
this measure during the presnt
Session. He thought that it wasih
last degree desirable, whether they Po
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ceeded with the Bill of the lion. member
for Stanstead or not, but the sense of
the House should be taken on the gene-
ral question, as to the desirableness or
not of continuing the Insolvency Law.
That expression of opinion could be got
on the motion of the hon. member for
Iberville. He (Mr. Holton) did not be-
lieve that the majority of the House
were prepared to âffirm either that the
old law was so perfect that it might be
continued another year, or, on the other
hand, that it ouglit to be repealed, ab-
solutely and unconditionally. H e would,
therefore, implore the House for a deci-
sion on that cardinal point to-night.

MR. COURSOL said that if the
motion of the member for Iberville was
carried, the Bill would be destroyed ; it
could not be considered if they adjourned
the matter until Monday. If they voted
for a repeal now, they would have no
Insolvency Law at all. If the sense of
the House was for repeal, let it be fairly
ascertained.

Mi. ROSS (Dundas) said that this
was an important measure that ouglit to
be discussed intelligently and deliberate-
ly, without hurry. The sooner the A ct
of 18-.5 was repealed, the better for the
people. If it was demoralising, and
eneouraging fraud, as the rnember for
Stanstead described it, surely it ouglit
not to remain on the Statute-book. There
were several important clauses in the
Bill to which lie would not be strongly
opposed. Therefore, lie hoped the sugges-
tion of the hon.member for North Victoria
(Mr. Cameron), for delay, would be accept-
ed. Let them repeail the Insolvent Act of
1875, and give the people an opportunity
of deciding whether they wanted another
Act or not. He believed none would be
demanded for years to come.

MR. BÉCH ARD said lie was desirous
to meet the views of the mover and
seounder of-the motion in amendment,
that he thought the adjournment of this
debate to Monday next woull postpone
the settlement of the question too long
for a settlement this Session. This
would practically violate the agreement
made with the Minister of Justice yes-
terday, who, with the Minister of Fi-
nance, agreed, that if he waived his
-ght to moving his Bill, so as to give an

opportunity of discussing the present
Bill, lie should have the time he wanted,
and his Bill made the first Order
of the Day for debate. He also under-
stood that the Hous, while discussing
the Bill, should have the opportunity of
voting on the principle of the amend-
ment he had submitted, in. case of the
adoption of which the Government was
to give all possible facilities for the pass-
ing of his Bill. He would have to vote
against the motion of the bon. member
for Montreal East, which would nost-
pone the question too long.

Ma. McDONAL D (Pictou) said lie
wanted the member for Iberville to rest
assured that the agreement Le mde
with him should be religiously observed.
He understood the arrangement was
that the opinion of the House should bxe
tested on the Bill of the member for
Stanstead, when the member for Iber-
ville should have an opportunity of pro-
ceeding with his Bill.

Mit. COURSOL said le was not
aware there lad been any such azree-
ment with the Minister of Justice, or
the motion of the hon. member for Iber-
ville, for the repeal of the law, would be
tested this evening. That being the case,
however, lie would withdraw bis motion.

Motion to adjourn the debate, with
leave of the House, widulnrauz.

Question put, and amendment (Mr.
Béchard) agreed to on the following di-
vision:

YEAs :

Messrs.

Allison
Bain
Bécliard
Benoit
Bergeron
Bergin
Bill
Bolduc
Borden
Bourassa
Bourbeau
Brooks
Brown
Bunster
Burk
Burpee (Sunbury)
Cameron ( S. Huron)
Caron
Casgrain
Ohandler

Christie
Cimon
Cockburn(W.Northld.)
Coughlin
Coupal
Coursol
Cuthbert
Desjardins
Domville
Drew
Dubue
Dugas
Dumont
Farrow
Ferguson
Fiset
Fitzsimmons
Fortin
Fulton
Galbraith
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Gill Olivier
Girouard (Kent, N.B. )Orton
Grandbois Ouimet
Huntington Patterson (Essex)
Ives Pickard
Jackson Pinsonneault
Jones Poupore
Keeler Rinfret
King Robertson (Shelburne)
Kranz Robitaille
Landry Rogers
Lantier Ross (Dundas)
LaRne Rouleau
Little Routhier
McDonald (C. Breton)Ryan (Marquette)
Mlacmillaii Shaw

Smith (Westmoreland)
Sproule
Tassé
Tellier
Thompson (Caritoo)
Trow
Vallée
Wallace (S. Norfolk)
Wallace (W. York)
White (E. Hastings)
Williams
Wright
Yeo.-99.

NAYs :
Messrs.

Anglin Kilvert
Arkell Kirkpatrick
Baby Lane
Bannerman Laurier
Boultbee Longley [P. E. I.)
Bowell Macdonald (King's,
Brecken Macdonald (Vict., B.C.)
Burnham McDonald (Pictou)
Burpee (St. Johrj McDonald (Vict., N. S.)
Cameron (N. Victoria)MacDonnell
Cartwright Mackenzie
Oasey McCarthy
Charlton Mclsaac
Cockburn (Muskoka) McLennan
Colby McLeod
Connell Merner
Daly Mills
Dawson Mongenais
Desaulniers Ogden
Doull Paterson (S. Brant)
Elliott Platt
Fleming Plumb
Flynn Pope (Queen's, P, E. I.)
Gault Robertson (Hamilton)
Geoffrion Robinson
Gigault Rochester
Gillies Ross (W. Middlesex)
Gillmor Ryan (Montreal Centre)
Girouard (J. Cartier) Scriver
Gunn Snowball
Guthrie Strange
Hackett Thompson(Haldimand)
Haddow Tilley
-Ray Wade
H~eson Weldon
Holton White (Cardwell)
Hooper White (N. Renfrew)
Houde -75.

INSOLVENCY LAWS REPEAL BILL,
IBILL 15.]

(Mr. Béchard.)

SECOND READING.

Order for second reading read.

MR. PATERSON (South Brant) said
he telt warmly on this matter, and he de-
sired to say a few words before the vote
was taken. He had no reason to impugn
the motives of hon. gentlemen, or to say
that they were not as good judges as to
what was best for the country as he him-
self was, but le was persuaded that, if
effect were given to the resolution passed
just now, it would produce a most
disastrous state of affairs in the country.
The passage of this motion for the repeal
of the Insolvent Law would result in the
destruction of all confidence. He felt he
was speaking in the interests of the
country. This question was above all
party consideration. If ho were
acting from a party standpoint,
he would ask iiothing better, in
the interests of his party, than that
this measure should prevail. But it
would produce a most disastrous state of
affairs and react on the Goverument.
What would be the effect ? The House
knew that, under the operation of the
present Act, it was not in the interest of
the creditor to bear heavily upon the
debtor behind in his payments. How
many men were there in the country be-
hind in their paynents, but who were
in a solvent state, who, if given time,
would uiltimately neet their engagements?
But the moment the lusolvent Law was
repealed, these men would be crushed
down. The consequence would be that,
though a creditor might be willing to give
tine to a debtor, ho would reason with
himself that he was quite willing to give
him time, but Mr. Jones, or Mr. Smti,
to whom lie was indebted, woild not
give him time, and necessarily he (the
creditor) had to press heavily on his
debtor. That would be the effect. There
would be universal bankruptcy all Over
the country. He ventured to predict
that, after the repeal of this Bill becale
law, there would be, a crisis in this 0OR
try of the most serious nature, a Cri8a
that would not be confined to the whole-
sale and retail traders, for the retai 0lmn,
forced by the wholesale men, woild bo
compelled to resort to extreme measures

McCallum
McCuaig
McDougall
McInnes
McKay
McQuade
McRory
Malouin
Massue
Méthot
Mousseau
Muttart
O'Connor
Oliver
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to compel payments from the farmers,
the mechanics and the labouring men of
the country, who had got into their debt
on the understanding that they would
have time for payment, but which time
could not be allowed them owing to the
presure brought to bear on the retail
traders themselves. There would be a
strong feeling in the country against the
action taken to-night, which it would be
very difficult to allay. He would not
pretend to say that the Hoiuse was not
justified in giving way to the feeling
whieh appeared to exist in the country
in favour of the reppal of the Insolvency
haw, but lie would say that they, as
imembers of the House, had something
more to do than merely to give effect to
the wishes of their constituents,expressed,
perhaps, without proper thought. There
was another responsibility resting upon
them. They were supposed to know a
little more about some matters than the
bulk of their constituents. If there was
no other way in which this matter could
be set aside, he hoped it miglit be set
aside in the other branch of the Legisla-
ture. Ie thought that the Senate would
nlot sanction this legislation, and the re-
salt wouid be that, instead of giving
effect to the amendments proposed by
the Committee charged with the prepara-
tion of the new Bill, the old law would
remain on the Statute-book. In case
that shoild not be the result, he, for one,
prOtested against this legislation, which

ould produce most disastrous resuilts.

M-R. IIOUDE said that, at the begin-
ning of the Session, when it was pro-
Posed to appoint a Special Committee to
enquire into the working of the Insol-
v'ency Law, lie stated that, if an improve-
mnent could be made in the existing law,
he would be in favour of it. That was
the reason lie liai voted, a moment ago,
agaihst the amendment of the hon. mem-
ber for Iberville (Mr. Béchard), in order
to allow the Bill presented by his hon.
f:iend from Stanstead (Mr. Colby) to re-
Place the old law, on which it seemed to
bun to be an improvement. But, since
that Bill had been defeated, he was con-

estelt with his former declarations invotinig for the repeal, pure and simple, of
the etisting law, which lie had already
(¶ondemned as too objectionable in its

racter, and too disastrous and demor-

alising in its effects, to be retained any
longer in the Statute-book.

MR. COLBY said the views which lie
entertained, with regard to the evil work-
ing of the Insolvent Act, were fully ex-
pressei when introducing the amended
Act this evening. They were not new
views, as they had been often expressed
by him before upon the floor of the
House. He had laboured conscien-
tiously and industriously to remedy the
evils contained in the present Act, and at
the same time, to preserve to the oom-
mercial community what lie believed was
needed in their interest. He had failed
in that effort, and lie had no alternative
now, acting on his antecedent and well
understood views, except to vote for the
repeal of the law.

Mn. BROOKS said lie desired to make
a few remarks in explanation of the vote
lie had just given and the vote ho in-
tended to give. He thoughl the dis-
cussion, this evening, would coivince
everyone, that, as shown by the hon.
member for Jacques Cartier (Mr. Gir-
ouard), this was a very difficult matter to
deal with, and, if hou. members looked a7t
the legislation on this subject during
the past fifteen years, they would
sec that it bad been so considered
by the House. ie would sim-
ply refer to the amendments
which had been proposed and passed
during that period. This law was first
introduced in 1863, and was passed iii
1864. lie found that amendments were
made to the Act in 1869, 1870, 1871,
1873, 1874, 1875, 1876 and 1877. This
Parliament had been ten years endea-
vouring to perfect the law. But what
had been the result? The Act had be-
come more and more unpopular every
year since it had been first introduced,
and there had been greater complaint
against it throughout Canada within the
last year than there ever had been before.
The country had had fifteen years of thiis
Insolvency Law, which had been con-
tinually found more and more unsatisfac-
tory. Let them. have at least one year's
interregnum, during which there would
be no law. The House could then see
whether the voice of the people demanded
such a law. He fully appreciated the
remarks of the hon. member for Stan-
stead (Mr. Colby), whom lie (Mr.
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Brooks) bad followed in reference to this subject. lie had votedain this matt6r, as
iatter, during the time he had been in he bad always voted, conscientiously, be-

Parlianent, and who, during the whole lievinc that it was the interest of the
period he had been in the House, had country to repeal this law. He believed
been a oonsistent opponent of this that the effect of this Insolvent Act had
Insolvency Law, He fully appreciated been most demoralising upon the trâdng
what~ had been done bv tie Uomnitt.ee communitv of the Dominion. 'f He
which had been appointed by the House thought the House should have an oppor-
in their efforts to frame a new law. He tunity of ascertaining whether a change
believed that the Bill introduced by the might not be beneficial. He had vôted
hon. member for Stanstead was the best in favour of the resolution of the ton.
improvement upon the law that had member for Iberville (Mr. Béchard), and,
ever been offered to the louse in refer- logically, he could not but vo fov the
ence to insolvency matters. But he had repeal of the existing laws.
felt very strongly that the feeling ex-
isted in the country, and it was the feel .MR. CAMERON (North Victoria,
ing he always had fromn the first day the said he endorsed the remarks made by
law had been in force, that it was a pre- the hon. member for South Brant (Mr.
mium upon dishonest and reckless trad- Paterson), because, as a representative of

ing. They were inaugurating aatario, h couldnot but feelthathe
era-takingr a linw start in this Domin- efc ftevt hthdbe
ion. They had, durin the presen* Ses_ passed to-night would be most disas-

sion, entirelychanged the fiscal system o trous upon that Province. He felt it
the countrC, and why not take a fresh his duty to express that opinion, but
start in this matter of insolvency, and whilst doing so he also felt it his duty,
reverse tte first principle of the law ? as a member of the legal profession, to
Why not declare, as lie thought they thank the Hiuse for opening the flood-
wòould, that ail men ini business wvould gates of litigation, which would benefit
have t pay their debts They all knew his profession to the detriment of the

that throughout the commercial world whole commercial comniunity of On-
there was agreat eagerness in thiscountry tario.
to becone rich, and that, in carrying out Mu. MACDOUGALL said, if his hon.
that principle, they had found their friend ilie member for South Brant
young men, and the old men, too, reck- (Mr. Paterson) and bis hon. friend be-
jessly entering into commercial transac- hinid him (Mr. Cameron) spoke for On
tions without, in many cases, having tario, he thought it was desirable some
either capital or experience, never doubt- other menibers for Ontario should ex
ing but that, if they failed to succeed in press their opinions before a vote waS
their business, they would obtain the taken. He did not bel.eve that either
benefit of the Insolvency Act. The In- of these gentlemen interpreted the public
solvency Act was first introduced for the sentiment of that Province upòn this
benefit of insolvent debtors, but that question. If any one fact in this Cse
principle was entirely reversed in the was clear to bis mmd, it wa tiat the
Bill introduced by his lion. friend from experience of the great mass ofthé peoPle,
Stanstead (Mr. Colby), wbich was now commercial as well as proféssi0na'
framed in the interest of the creditors. showed that in its working the prent
He believed that in that Act there were Insolvent Law was of no practical beliefit
some principles which were entirely con- to creditors-that insolvent estat6Bwe'
trary to the principles which should be usually swallowed up by expenses .
inserted in an Act of this kind. He be- dividends were realised. He did nôt see
lieved that the Act should apply with any grounds for tbe prediction 0 ftJJ
equal fairness to both creditor and hon. member for Brant, that thë repeal
debtor, and lie saw no reason why it of tiis law vould be most disastrou.
should not apply to non-traders as well as its effeets. Creditors got verv littIe 11OWý
traders, to farmers as well as merchants, and the lawyers got very little; but the
if they were eqally unfortunate to incur officiai assignees, and other peopk e'-
liabilities which they could not mueet. cerned in the administration 'f thë 1
He did net desire to enlarge upon this carried off the principal portion peopte,

Mit. B3poojçs,.
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spoi4 ; so that, probably, when the con-
tracts of traders were ri,,;tored to their
normal place in the eomimercial law of
the country, traders being allowed to
inake tbeir own batrgains, and pay their
debts as they bet could-the country
wouki be just as well off, the trading
class wouild be in quite as good a position
is before, and the effect would be that
this extensive credit system, which had
carried the preFent depression in trade,
would be abolished. He (Mr. Macdou-
gall) had great respect for public opin-
ion and for the sentiment which he
found pervading a great represen-
tative body like this. He did
not believe that the hon. gen-
tieman opposite (Mr. Paterson)
truly represented public opinion, nor
that he would change the current of feel-
ing in this House, when he prophesied
such disastrous results from its action to-
night. He (Mr. Macdlougall) fancied
the flouse knew very well its duty to the
publie. The hon. gentleman ventured
to lecture the House for undertaking to
repeal this Act, on the ground that they
were- legislating hastily and rashly. This
question had been thoroughly discussed
thronghout the country, on the platform
and through the press. It lad been
before the House at various times, and
every hon. member must, long ago, have
male up his mind in respect to it. The
hon. gentleman intimated that, in an-
other place,-after this bouse had exer-
Cised its authority and power as repre-
Csentatives of the people on a question

affectiUg the psople,-the deliberate
decision of this assembly would
be overruled. le trusted that sug-
gestion would not prevail. He
hoped that a majority of those
who had a voice in this matter in another
place would not be persuaded to set
themselves in opposition to the opinion
express&ed by this House. le be-
heved that public opinion was
unfavourable to the A cts upon which they
had just recorded their judgment ; and,
therefore, he felt assured that the other
branch of the Legislature would concur
in the decision which this boly, by a
decisive majority, had pronounced
o-might. He intended to vote for the

Bill of the hon. gentleman from Iberville
(Mr. Béchard.) It would certainly be
very improper to cnt short those winding-

up proceedings, which 'were now going
on, and be supposed there was a clause
of that kind in the Bill.

Mn. MACKENZtlE said the hon.
member for Hialton (Mr. Macdougall) lad
given expression to a very extraordinary
opinion, that, when the House once voted
upon any question, no member of the
House was warranted in expressing any
hostility in regard to that particular
measure which the House lad decided to
adopt. The hon. gentleman spent the
greater portion of the last five years in
denouncing the last Legislature that
assemnbled here, when, according to his
new doctrine, he should have paid
great respect to its d octrines. le (MIr.
Mackenzie) adopted no such ground.
Everyone had a perfect right to draw the
attention of the f-ouse to what he con
sidered the unwisdom of the Act. With
reference to this particular measure, no
doubt the hon. member for Halton was
right in saying that public opinion was
hostile to the continuance of the present
Bankruptcy Law. le (Mr. M ickenzie)
was hostile to it, but he believed the in-
troduction of a repeal of that Act at
present would be a measure of a very
grave character to the commercial inter-
ests of the country. fle believed com-
mercial men Lad not yet attained the
position which would enable them safely
to repeal the Act. In Ontario, there was
no proper legal provision for the equit-
able distribution of assets. That was one
reason why he would not vote for the
repeal of the law at present. Though
there was a strong feeling against the
law, by far the largest number of mer-
cantile men, whon he had seen and who
had large capital invested in business,
looked with the gravest apprehension on
a repeal of the Act during the prevalence
of commercial depression.

MR. DOMVILLE said the Bill of the
hon. member for Stanstead (Mr. Colby)
was, from his point of view, a good one ;
but it did meet the wants of the farmers,
whose interests were as much entitled to
be regarded as those of other classes.
The present law had worked so much
mischief that we would be better without
it. A law should be enacted occasionally,
during a lapse of years, to give relief to
unfortunate and honest debtors, but
should not be allowed to remain on the
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Statute-book for a number of years, and
thus afford opportunities to dishonest
debtorstotakeadvantageof their creditors.
The proposed law, whilst it professed o
do away with assignees, substituted some-
thing else in its place, which did not cur-
tail the expense, and, in addition, it
entailed the cost of the Court which was
to be established, and to be paid ont of
the insolvent estate. This was making
matters even worse than it vas before,
and the result would be the estate would
be eaten up by law, whilst the hapless
debtor could get no relief. He did not
believe in a Young country like Canada
keeping a man under the hatches for-
ever, but he could not sanction a law
which would deprive the debtor of his
estate, give it to the lawyers, and leave
the insolvent banpered and unable tu
help himself or bis family.

Mr. ROBERTSON (iamilton) said
he endorsed everything that had been
said on this question by the lion. mem-
ber for South Brant (Mr. Paterson). It
was a great misfortune that the
House should have so disposed of
the Bill of the lion. member
for Stanstead, and a still greater
error would be committed if this House
passed the Bill now before it for the re-
peal of the Insolvent Law. He would,
ask the hon. members from the Province
of Quebec, who were in favour of the
repeal, to remember that in Ontario the
position was different from what
it was in Quebec. In Quebec
the creditors had an opportunity of deal-
ing with the estate of an insolvent,
whereas, in Ontaro, there was no such
opportunty. This was purely a com-
mercial question. He would tell the
hon. member for King's (Mr. Domville)
that the Bill of the hon. member for
Stanstead, against which he had voted,
gave protection to the farmers. If the
law were repealed, there would be no
protection for any one, either the honest
debtor or creditor ; the creditor who first
got judgment would get the amount of
bis claim, and the others would be left
out in the cold. Public sentiment was
not against the Insolvency Law. Not a
single petition had been presented to this
louse for its entire repeal. Any peti-

tion presented had always embraced the
idea or suggestion, that some other mea-

Mi. DoMYILLE.

sure should be introduced in its place.
He regretted exceedingly that the Gov-
ernient had not thought proper to take
hold of the measure of the hon. memer
for Stanstead, and make it a Government
measure. It was their duty to do so.
This Bill ought not to be allowed to go
without being thoroughly discussed, and,
therefore, lie thought it would be advisa-
ble that the debate on it should ie
adjourned.

MR. MACDOUGALL said the hon. the
leader of the Opposition was in error in
assuming that lie (Mr. Macdougall) had
taken the ground, that the decisions of
Parliament could not be reversed. He
had argued in favour of the
principle which lay at the founda-
tion of Parliamentary law that, the
House having pronounced on a question,
that question could not be again put the
same Session ; there could not be contra.
dictory decisions of the louse the same
Session. That rule was explicitly laid
down by May, and was necessary tu the
proper conduct of business in a Legisa-
tive body. They had now the decision of
this House on the question of the repeal
of the Insolvency Act, and his hon.
friend's objection to the Bill was a pro-
po.al to reverse the decision of the
flouse.

MR. MACKENZIE said it was not
the same, but a different question entire-
ly which they were now discussing. A
new Insolvency Law was introduced, and
there was a motion made to read i' a
second time. A motion was made, in
amendment, that it be read this day three
months. But there was an Insolvenrt
Law at present upon the Statute-book;
the motion now before the House was to
read the Bill repealing that Statute a
second time. Without a repealing t,
the present law would remain in force

MR. McCARTHY said lie had cone
here with his mind made up to vote for
the repeal of the Insolveucy Law, but
was prevailed upon by the arguments he
had heard in the Committee to think
that the amendments proposed would be
better than a repeal of the law, and,
therefore, he voted for the Bill of the
hon. member for Stanstead. He cOWI
not, however, vote in the sanie directin-
He must, in accordance with the view'.
he had forrmed after consulting the com-
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mercial men of his constituency, believe
that if no change were made in the law,
they would prefer to see it swept away. It
was his duty, in his position, to give this
expianation of his vote.

Question put, and second reading
agreed to, on the following division

YEAS:

Messrs.
Al[ison
Bain
Bchard
Renoit
I¶erger6n
Bergin
Bill
Rolduc
Borden
Bourassa,
Bourbeau
Brooks
Brown
fRunater
Burk
Burpee (Sun
Cameron (S.
Caron
Casgrain
Chandler
Christie
limon

Cockburn (W
Colby
Coughlin
Coupal
Coursol
Cuthbert
Daly
l)esaulniers
D)esjardins
Domville
Douit
Drew
Dubue
Dugas
Diumont
Farrow
Flerguson
Piset
Fitasimmons
Fortin
Fulton
Galbraith
Giganit
0X111
ýiroUard (J. C
1rouani (Ken

Grandbois
i{oude
luntington
flurteau
Ives
laoksou
o1ne4

K»MbackKeeler
"iVert

Kirkpatrick
Kranz
Landry
Lantier
LaRue
Little
Longley
McDonald (C. Breton)
Macmillan
McCallum
McCarthy
McCuaig
McDougall
M Cinnes
McIsaac

bury) McK-y
Huron) McLennan

McQuade
McRiory
Malouin
Massue
Méthot

.Northld) Mongenais
Montplaisir
Mousseau
Muttart
O'Connor
Oliver
Olivier
Orton
Ouimet
Patterson (Essex)
Perreault
Pickard
Pinsonneault
Rirfret
Robertson (Shel)uirie)
Robitaille
Rogers
Ross eDundas)
louleau
Routhier
Ryan (Marquette)
Shaw
Smiith (Westioreland)
Sproule

artier) Tassé
t, N.B) Tellier

Thompson (Cariboo)
Trow
Valin
Vallée
Wallace (S.Norfolk)
Wallace (W. York)
White (Cardwell)
White (E. Hastings)
Williams
Wright.-1 17.

Messrs.
Anglin
Arkell
Bannerman
Bowell
Brecken
Burnham
Burpee (St. Jc
Cameron (N.
Cartwright
Casey
Charlton
Cockburn (Mu
Connell
Costigan
Dawson
Elliott
Fleming
Flynn
Gault
Geoffrion
Gillies
Gillmor
Gunn
Guthrie
Hackett
Haddow
Hay
Hesson
Holton
Hooper

hn)

Lane
Laurier [P.E.I.)
Macdonald (King's,
Macdonald (Viet.,B.C.)
McDonald (Pictou)
McDonald (Vict., N.S.)
Mac Donnell

Victoria)Mackenzie
McLeod
Merner
Mills

skoka) Ogden
Paterson (S. Brant)
Platt
Plumb
Pope (Queen's, P.E.I.)
Poupore
Robertson (Hamilton)
Robinson
Rochester
Ross (W. Middlesex)
Ryan (Montreal Centre)
Scriver
Snowball
Strange
Thompson(Haldimand)
Tilley
Wade
Weldon
White(N.Rtenfrew)-G<>

Bill rea the second tîme.

House adjourned at

Twent'v-five minutes before

One o'clock.

HO USE OF COMMONS.

Wednesday, JOth April, 1879.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

FINANCIAL POSITION IN MANITOBA.

MESAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY.

MR. TILLEY presented a Message
from His Excellency the Governor-Gen-
eral.

MR. SPEAKER read tie Message, and
it is as follows
SLoRNE.

"The Governor-General transmits to the
House of Commons, certain papers having ref-
erence to the financial position of the Pro-
vince of Manitoba.
4GoVERNXErT HoUsE,

I OTTAWA, April 28th, 1879.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA GRAVJNG-DOCK

MESSAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY.

MR. TILLEY presented a Message
frum His Excelleney the Governor-Gen-
eral.

MR. SPEKER rend tie Message,and
it is as follows:-

SLORNU.
" The Governor-G enerail transmits to the

House of Commons, certain papers having ref-
crence to advances to be made to the Pro-
vince of British Columbia, for the construction
of a graving-dock.
4 GoVERNMENT H ousE,

OTTWA, 2,ith A pril, 187.

BILL INTRODUCEJ>.

The following Bill was introduced and
read thejirse time :-

Bill(No. 102) Respecting certain Ordnance
and Admiralty Lands in the Provinces of New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia-Mr. McDonald;
Pictou.)

HIS EXCELLJENCY'S DESPATCHES CON-
CERNING THE TARIFF.

REMARKS.

Mr,. MACKENZIE said be desired to
call the attention of the Government to
a statement in the publie press that cer-
tain despatches had been printed in Eng-
land, which were transmitted by His
Excellency, concerning the tariff. As
these papers had become public in Eng-
land, lie could conceive no reason why
they should not be brouglit down to the
House here. He desired to ask the Gov-
ernment if they intended to lay them on
the table ; he presumed they would do it
without requiring any formal motion.

MR. TILLEY said be supposed there
could be no objection, seeing the papers
had been made public on the other sidc ;
but lie should have to decline giving an
answer until Le had bad communication
with the Governor-General. He would
probably be able to give an answer to-
morrow.

MR. MACKENZ .E said that, as these
documents bore upon a subject that was
still to be discussed, he hoped the hon.
gentleman would try and get them down
to-morrow.

MR. SPEAKER.

MR. TILLEY said lie would make
enquiries about it.

SUPPLY.

X.--PENSIONS.

Hfouse again resolved itself into Con-
mittee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)
G1 To meet the probable amount

required for Pensions to
Veterans of War of 1812. $35,000 00

MR. IVES said it was to be regretted
that the Government had iot found it
possible to bring down a larger ainount
for this year than a sum of $35,000.
From the best information lie could get,
the original expectation, when the sum of
$50,000 was appropriated, was, that it
would afford a sum sufficient to pay
about $100 to each of these old goldiers ;
but a much larger number bad put ii
claims than was expected, and the resuit
was that $20 a year was all that had ever
been paid. As the number decreased,
however, the appropriations decreased
also, and the original sum had been
kept at $20 a vear. This year, sorne
$35,000 only was brouglit down. The
-ouse would remember that returns

were asked for early in the Session, show-
ing the nuinber still surviving, and the
number of those who were commissioned
officers during the war. That return had
been brought down, bat, of course, it only
showed the nurmber surviving one year
ago, when the amount for that year was
paid, and it would be noticed in that
return that nearly one-third of the orig-
inal nu mber were now dead-because he
took it that those who had not been heard
from were dead. When it must be cOn-
sidered that those men must be no0w
all of thein nearly 90 years of age-
because those who were 21 years of age
in 1812 must be 90 years old now-
when that fact was considered, it uight
reasonably be expected that a very large
number of those who had made appi-
cation for the last year Lad not made
application this year. He should say, I'
all human probability, at least one-haf
of those who received pensions last ye'
would not make application on this side
of time for the pension this year. NOW,
therefore, he thought, from the flact 1h
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these men could only last a year or two
longer, and many of them being in desti-
tute circumstances, and from the fact
that the services tbey rendered were
honourable services, for which the
country ought to be proud and
gratefuil, the Government this year,
witout raising the anount of the ap-
propriation, might use it all up in pay-
ing these old men. In his ornion, even
though the soim appropriated was only
$30,000, yet, if the whole amount was
paid, it would bc found suflicient this
year to pay them $4(0 each. He re-
gretted that the Government should con-
tiuiue to pay only $2) each, and return
the rest of the noney to the Treasury.
He thought, in the fi·st place, we should
return to the original sum of $50,000.
It.would only bc required for one or two
years longer anv way. Even though
the Goverrnment should not le willing to
do that. be believed the sense of the

louse, if it could he ta'kn On the matter,
would be that, the whole amount of
$35,000 should be paid out, and not the
sum of $20 each, with the renninder
carried back to the Treasury. He haci
no doubt, whatever, that $35,000 would
be sufficient to pay each pensioner $40 a
vear. He did not desire to inake any
formai motion, but be was certain, froma
conversation lie had with .many members,
that a large proportion of the House
would be glad to sec the original amount
voted, and the a:nount increased that
should be paid this year to each of these
old men.

Mi. PLUMB said his hon. friend
had been misaken in supposing the pen-
sioners who vere on that list were all
twenty-one years of age, or over, at the
time thev rendered their services. He
knew of cases where they were very
much younger, and he did not think that
the Government had been, or was re-
quired to be, particular in scrutinising
the ages of the applicants. Those who
were twenty-one years of age even at
the close of the war, would be now
eighty-ive. He knew a case where a
Man, Bernard Welman, of Nia;ara, had
served as a teamster in the war of 1812,
had applied four or five years ago for a
pension, and had oeen refused, though
another veteran of 18'î2, three or four
Years his junior, who had worked in the

same service, at the same time and place,
and was afterwards a member of the
Parliament of the two Canadas, had been
put on the pension list. He had applied
to the Departnent on that veteran's ac-
count, and trusted that lie would not
only receive his pension bereafter, but
the arrears to which Ue was entitled.
They should act liberally towards all
veterans, and if they had actually served,
as had the claimant in question, without
doubt, they should not bc excluded upon
a technical definition. His old friend
was present at engagements at Niagara,
at Lundy's Lane, and at Stoney Peint,
and was under firc at. those places while
serving out ammunition. le vas crip
pled while in discha rge of bis duty, and
was now tottering epsy upon the
verge of the grave. " to dig uînable, antd
to beg ashamed," and he (Mr. Plunb
desired iiost earnestly*v to appeal to th
Governuient in the old mn's behalf.

Mi. JOiN ES said, as lie understood it,
in 1874, $5f),000 was set aside for those
veterans. It was found that instead cf
their getting $50 a-piece, wlich they
were to receive, their pension was re-
duced to $20. Tbey only received $20
each, yet, because the Goverignent de-
creased the total amount yearly, as the
poor fellows fell off-they had not in-
creased it from $20 up to $50, intended
to be given, notwithstanding the vearly
vote for that purpose. He thought it a
very small matter on the part ot the Go-
vernment, who sbould 'bave been giving
the $50 instead of $20, as first contem-
plated.

MR. HIAGGRT said Ue would like
to draw the attention of the Minister of
Militia to a subject he had often brougiht
before that Department. In 1837, a
company of volunteer artil!ery from the
section he represented, had sýerved in
Kingston, when the General commanding
the troop promised them a grant of 100
acres of land. This promise was pub-
lished in the general order, but the men
had never been able to obtain the land,
or get any satisfaction on the subject.
He understood that the promisE s and all
the liabilities of the Imperial Govern-
ment, on all such subjects, hiad been as-
sumed by the Canadian Government.
fie would like to know the intention Of
the Covernient on the subjeet.
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Mi. McCUAIG said that the grant of
the veterans should be raised from $20
to $50, or as much above $20 as possible,
as most of them were very poor. He
(Mr. McCuaig) urged an increase in the
amount granted, from $20 to $50. -He
wished the Government would divide the
whole original grant among the survivors,
many of whom, through the infirnities
of age, were unable to take care of them-
selves, and were supported by their fami-
lies and friends. Their meritorious ser-
vices rendered to the Empire in fimes of
need entitled them to be rewarded in
a substantial manner by a grateful coun-
try.

Mn. BOWELL said he was sure there
was no hon. gentleman who would not be
pleased to see the veterans of 1812-13
get as nuch as the public revenue would
justify, but at present, with a depleted
revenue, it was not thought advisable to
ask for an increased sum. The hon.
member for Sherbrooke was mistaken in
supposing that any portion of last year's
appropriation for the old veterans went
back into the Exchequer. On the con-
trary, the $35,000 vas not sufficient to
pay them the $20 a piece formerly al-
lowed, between $2,000 and $3,000 hav-
ing to tg taken out of the Supplementary
Estimates for that purpose. The
$35,000 now asked was believed suffi-
cient for that purpose. In reference to
the case mentioned by the member for
Niagara (Mr. Plumb), he was informed
that the applicant was but a teamster
during the war, who never had been
enlisted, but had been paid by the day
when employed. Parties who had given
evidence of baving been in the service
in 1812-13, had been pfaced on the pen-
sion list. With regard to the case men-
tioned by the hon. member for South
Lanark (Mr. Haggart), he had been
informed by the officer of the Department
that there never had been any order
passed promtising land to volunteers for
services during the rebellion of 1836 and
1837.

Mu. IVES said he was fully of the
opinion that even the small sum of
$35,000 would be sufficient to pay a
inuch larger amount than $20 to each of
the survivors this year. Was it intend-
ed to pay the $35,000 to the survivors,
or adhere to the payment of $20 each,

MX, HAGART.

saving the balance to the country out of
those poor people?

MR. PLJMB said that the case he
had presented was a parallel case to that
of the former member of Parliament,w..ho
had received his arrears and a pension
for service in 1812. The veteran for
whom he applied was injured at the time,
and had never been able since to go with,
out a crutch or a cane, and it would be
very tardy justice to that old mian that
he should have this miserable pittance at
the hands of the country, whieli should
not serutinise any of those cases too
closely.

MR. TILLEY said that this vòto
was, no doubt, a popular one, as would
be anv increase of it. It vas a recogni-
tion, though small, of important services
rendered to the country. But he feared
that, in the present condition of the
finances, it would be exceedingly difficult
to increase the annual vote. If the
finances of the country improved, they
might be able to increase the vote twelvt
months hence.

Mi. McCUAIG said he was quite
content to leave the matter in the hands
of the hon. the Finance Minister, who,
he was sure, would appreciate the caims
of these brave men in their old age and
helpless condition, and do them justice
by increasing the annual pension to the
survivors, as he had suggested.

Mn. BOWELL said that the intention
of the Government was to pay $20 eaci
to those who had been receiving it. An
exception vas made by the late Minister
of Militia, who had placed a teamster on
the pension list for special services of
some kind. The person for whom the
hon. membeir for Niagara (Mr. Plumb)
spoke would be placed on the pension
list if found as much entitled to it as the
other teamster.

Vote aqreed to.

XI.-MILITA.

Ordinary.
63 Salaries of Military Branch

and District Staff.... .... $23,800- e
64 Salaries of Brigade Majors ... 17446

Ma. THOM PSON (Haldimand) aked
if it was the intention of the GovernmeDt
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to decrease the staff, which, it was wel tions. The force had been singularly
known, absorbed money which should go ortunateduring the lut four years in
to the men. laving had in this position a gentleman,

MR. ORIER sid e hd a istnctwho, by bis courtesy, as well as by hisMn. SCRIVER said hie had a distincty
rocoleeton f qustios pt bytuemilitary knowledge and appreciation ofrecoeMection of questions put by the he position of military affairs in thepresent Minister of Customs on this sub-

ject, when in Opposition. He hoped country, had gained the esteem, as well
that hon. gentlemen had not forgotten as the 6onfidence, of ail with whom Le
the clear and able reasons lie gave for h
his belief that the staff ought to be re- particularly desirable that these positions,.
duced-that it was too expensive. He from which must spring the life ani sta-
trusted he would give the House similar bulity of the miitary defensive strength
reasons to-day for a similar conclusion, of the country, should be placed on a
anàd that a change in this respect would comparatively permanent bsis. As re-
be made before long ; that the volun- garded the gentleman who now occupied
teers the position of Adjutant-General, no one
portion of the money, which, ie was more competent could be found for theportidn wa o too wieyexpendeli wa position ; lie was the admitted father ofafraid, expensi- sf the present militia system, and its suc-acessful development was due greatly to

MR. WILLIAMS said that before this his business abilities. On referring to
item passed, he wished to say a word or the Militia Report of the year, lie found
t'wo in reference to it. H-e saw, b htw nrfrnet t i aby the it suggested that a further saving of ex
detailed statement on the follow- penditure miglt be mace by the merging
ing page, that the salaries of the of some of the Military Districts; le
officer commanding the militia, and the could only express the hope that, if
Adjutant General, were not included in these suggestions were acted upon, the
the Estimates, but were fixed by Act of services of so valuable and experienced
Parliament passed in 1875. Upon re- an officer as the gentleman now com-
ferring to the Act lie found that the manding No. 3 District at Kingston
officer commanding had to be an officer of would not be dispensed witb.
lier Majesty's regular army, of staMed
rank, and, consequently, of experience. MR. BROt si that se reduction
Ahthough he muist admit that, during the sodls eso htsm eutoAkhughliemist dmi thtdurng hewould lie made in this item. Hie was of
régime of the hon. gentlemen opposite, opinion that several reductions niglt le
the military spirit of the country had made in the staff, and that either the
been allowed to languish, lie must Brigade-Majors or Deputy-Adjutants
also say that they deserved commenda- General niglt le done away with in
tion for the course they pursued in this the districts. He also thouglit that one
natter. He was sure the militia force
felt the desirability of having at their trietor tîîat the pa onnt migli ie
head an officer who had made the study macle dretra heaquats Eve
of arms lis profession, who must possess thing had been done in attempting to
the 6cientific 1-nowledge as well as the economise as far as thc men were con-
practical experience necessary to lead
the forces of the country in case of tewa, nthng h en e
emergency. He thought, also, there was
another consideration which we secured MR. McCUAIG said the nominal
under the present arrangement. The Gen- strengtl of our militia was 45,000. and
eral commanding was the connectinglink the a2Vual strength, 37,000, and only
between our militia system and the army 20,000 of these were annually drilled.
authorities of the Home Government. Now, if there was anything lie feit a
He would, naturally, come to the country pride in, as a Canadian, it was the
ý-under the recommendation of the Con- militia of the Dominion. When the
mader-in-Chief of the Imperial troops, country was tlreatened by invasion, some
anmight be considered as his accredited years ago, the militia turned out with
representative, and would act, no doubt, alacrity and cheerfaîness, and lie thought

-If certain extent, under bis sugges- the dountry appreciatd it. Te
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promptitude with which the militia re-
sponded to the call of their coun-
try on the occasion, created a confidence
in them, and he was of opinion
that the officers and men should be en-
couraged, after the laudable manner in
which they performed their duty at that
time, and lie hoped that, under the guise
of economy, the expenditure for this pur-
pose would not be injuriously curtailed.
If there was one thing more than an-
other, in regard to which the Canadian
people were inclined to be liberal, it was
in the militia. He was opposed to any
reduction on this item, believing it
would be better to make a saving upoi
items less necessary. Although ie ap-
proved, as a general rule, in cases where
our militia were called out in support of
the civie authoriry, that the expense
should be borne bv the muricipa[itv re-
quiring the service, he, nevertheless,
urged strongly tle militia should be

)romiptly paid by the Government for
such service, and the mnunicipality be
made to reimbarse the AMilitary Depart-
ment. He was aware of instances where
delays haid taken place in the pavnient
of the militia by municipalities, greatly
to their inconvenience, and he hoped this
matter would receive the careful and
earnest consideration cf his hon. friend
the 2Minister of Militia and Defence.

MR. BOWELL said if bis hon. friend
would take the trouble to look at the
Estimates, he would see that a reduction
had been made in the staff. In the first
item a saving of $4,80O had been effected
by combining the duties of paymaster
and store-keeper in one office. In
siome cases thev did away with the pay-
master, when they found the store-
keeper better fitted for the duties. The
services of the Brigade-Major that
had been dispensed with liad been
80 dispensed with by the late
Government, and, in anîswer to the
hon. imeibner for Gloucester, he would
say that that gentleman was Mr. Reed
of Nova Scotia. An additional saving
was effecfed by paving to each District
Brigade Major $400 for the whole dis-
trict, instead of $8 per company. This
would result in a saving of about $1,600,
which, together with the amount saved
by dispensing with a Brigade Major,
made a total of $2,600. This change

R. Mn CAIc.

had been effected in order to prevent the
possibility of Brigade Majors being
charged with reporting conipanies efficient
in order to obtaini the $8 per company.
The question of the Brigade Majors was,
and had been for some time past, under
the consideration of the Department, and
he was in hope that his hon. colleague
would be enabled, when the House met
again, to show that another economy
had been effected by dispensing with
those officers in the manner suggested by
his hon. friend from West Hastings (MIr.
Brown), that was by combining the two
offices of Brigade Major and Deputy
Adjutant-General. He was quite in
accord with the h n. genîtleman
on this point, anl lie liad no doubt
that, had the health of the Minister of
Militia been such as rojnstifv his looking
more closely into these matters, lie would
have provided a plain by which
this roduction eould lave been iade.
Thev would find that in the 68th item
there was an increase. I was intended
to applv that increase of -0,o00 to
assist Iural comipanies to drill at bat,
talion headquarters, and to pay for the
transportation -f men living a distance
from headquarters.. This expenditure
would be made up by savings in other
items. It was proposed to decrease the
sumo given to the Dominion Rifle Asso-
ciation by $2.000, makiag it $,S000 in-
stead of $10,000. If the association did
not send a teamu to Wimbleton they
would not receive the appropriation of
$6,000 which was given for that pur-
pose.

MR. McCIJAIG said he desiied to
call the attention of tbe hon. the Min
ister of Marine to the position of the
mariners of Canada. They had no or-
ganisation of officers and seanen in the
Dominion. He thought, in view of the
difficulties of navigation, it was desirable,
in the event of hostilities breaking out,
that we should organise lake and river
masters, mates, pilots, engineers and
others faniliar with our rivers, as it Was
well known the navigation, partictllarly
of the River St. Lawreuce, with its
swift currents and shoals, was difficult,
and,without experienced and trainted men,
was dangerous to vessels navig4ting iL-
It took years to give the officers and n'en
the necessary naval training wnd experi-
ence, and lie was sure, if the (Government
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would give them the slightest encourage-
ment, they would cheerfully organise.
He boped that, by next year, his hon.
friend the Minister of Marine and Fish-
eries would have given this matter his
consideration. The chief reliance of
Great Britain was in her Royal .Navy
and her merchant marine, and, in times
of danger, she depended as much, and, in
certain cases, even more, upon this arm
of her service than upon her soldiers,
and, in the event of any difficulties aris-
ing in this country, an organisation of
mariners would form a very strong
power, and, being organised, would be
subject to naval service without any
delay.

MR. WILLIAMS said, as the hon. the
Minister of Customs had referred to
item No. 68, lie thought that the atten-
tion of the House should be more par-
ticularly directed to it, and to its small-
ness, comparatively speaking, when it was
considered that it covered the whole ap-
propriation for drill pay, and the expenses
connected with the training of 44,000
officers and men. He thought it should
be clearly understood that the efficiency
of the force could not be maintained on
any such pittance. He was not in
favour of any extravagant expenditure
for militia purposes, but thougbt some
fair consideration sliould be given to
cover the expenses of those who, at great
sacrifice, desired to make tbemselves efli-
cient defenders of their country against
internal as well as external troubles.
He -had listened attentively to the
patriotie effusions of the hon. gentlemen
on bofth sides of the House, and to their
declatation of loyalty and attachment to
the Motherland, and felt satisfied that
the sense of the House would have
sustained the hon. the Minister of
Militia, had he thought it desirable to
double the amount of this iteni. The
Inilitia las been of great service to the
country during the past years, and that
it had been fully equal to all the emer-
gencies it has been called on to meet, was
fuily sustained, not only by the General
Officer commanding the militia, but by
such authorities as Sir Garnet Wolsey,
General Lindsay, Col. Thackwell, and
other officers of the regular service. He
saw, fror the report of the Major-Gen-
eral, that he suggested that thrce stand-

103

ing battalions should be created ; but lie
felt that in this lie would not be sustain-
ed by the voice of the people of the coun-
try; the expenditure for them, alone,
would be ah!ost equal to the amount of
the whole appropriation now asked for
militia purposes, and lie thought the
active militia, as it now stood, would
bave to be sacrificed, and a blow given to
the patriotic sentiment of the country.
What we wanted in this country was a
militia syster that would be expansive,
one that could reach and utilise the will-
ing arms of the population in case of
trouble. The present system, he thought,
was such an one ; it could be managed with
strict economy, and, at the same time, be
made to produce an efficient force. The
object we should aim at was to secure well-
qualified officers and non-commissioned
officers conversant with their duties.
Opportunities for acquiring such know-
ledge could be given to them at a small
expense by opening again the Military
Schools at Kingston, Quebec and Halifax,
placing them under thecontrol of the
Deputy Adjutants-Gteneral of their Dis-
tricts, and utilising " A" andI " B " Bat-
teries for the purpose.

MR. COURSOL said it was well
known that Montreal had a large force of
volunteers, well drilled and disciplined,
and, he believed, second to none in the
Dominion. The officers of the force were
subject to very heavy expenses on account
of the want of accommodation for drill
purposes, and of paid officers to look
after the varions regirments. Unfortu-
nately for Montreal, the drill shed, which
had been erected some years ago, tumbled
down, and at present there was no place
where the volunteers could drill. He
would ask ethe hon. the Minister of
Militia, whether any provision had been
made fcr the rebuilding of the drill shed.
Interviews had taken place with the
volunteer officers and the Adjutant-Gen-
eral, also with the members of the cor-
poration, and he hoped to hear that the
shed would shortly be rebuilt.

MR. BOWELL said lie understood
the Corporation of Montreal had now
$12,060 in their possession with which
they should have rebuilt the drill shed,
but had refused te do so. They should
either spend the money in rebuilding it
or hand it over to the Government and
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allow them to build it. He was also
informed that if they would place the
property at the disposal of the Govern-
ment, the probabilities were the Govern-
ment would rebuild the shed. This was
the statement made by the late Govern-
ment, that the city of Montreal had this
money to build the drill shed.

MR. GAULT : It would cost $20,000
to build it.

In answer to Mr. CARTWRIGHT'

Mi. BOWELL said there was one
paymaster retained on account of the
quantity of work to be done in
Military District No. 1. The store-
keeper that had charge of the stores of
districts Nos. 5 and 6, would act as pay-
master for No. 6, while the paymaster
for No. 5 District would be retained.

MR. STRANGE said lie wished to
call attention to the small anount allot-
ted for drill pay. In his opinion, the
sum was altogether too small, and out of
all proportion to the total amount ex-
pended on the Militia Service. For the
last five years the appropriation for drill
pay had been so meagre that it had been
found impossible to organise any brigade
camps, and unless a brigade camp was
held at least every alternate year, it
was impossible to keep the militia in a
state of efficiency and discipline. He
did not wish to embarrass the Govern-
ment on this question during the financial
distress under which the country was
labouring, bat Le strongly urged upon
the Administration the absolute neces-
sity of liberally augmenting the vote for
drill pay, as soon as the Public Treasury
would permit. If the Ggvernment found
this to be impracticable in the future,
they would have no other alternative
than to pernanently reduce the number
of battalions by disbanding all those
which were weak or inefficient, and ap-
plying the available funds to the equip-
ment and drill of those regiments, which,
by the liberality of the officers, and the
self-abnegation of the men, had remained
efficient under most trying and adverse
circumstances.

Vote agreed to.

65 Allowances for Drill Instruc-
tion.................... $40,000 00

MR. BowBLL.

MR. BHCIARD said a considerable
portion of that money was wasted: Bome
of the companies in the rural districts
were utterly disorganized, and the officers,
when the occasion arrived, would obtain
the services of mere boys togo through the
allotted drill. Military instruction should
be confined to large centres where the
militia couldnot fail to be kept organised.

MR. CHARLTON said that bis hon.
friend's experience must be limited to
that part of the Province of Quebec known
as Iberville. His (Mr. Charlton's) obser-
vation had led him to form a different
conclusion. H1e should be sorry to see
any discrimination againt these battalions
in the rural districts, especially those on
the frontier. If bis hon. friend Lad read
the reDort of the Minister of Militia and
the reports of the several Adjutants-Geni-
eral, he would have found that the or-
ganisation on the frontier compared
favourably in numbers and discipline with
those of the large centres of population.

MR. PL UMB said that, living on the
frontier, lie felt a great interest in everv-
thing connected with militia expendi-
ture. He was sorry to see that the spirit
which had prevailed in the House for
the last few years had been in the direc-
tion of largely reducing the expenditure
in that important Department. There
had been a reduction during the past
three or four years from an expenditure
of $1,300,000 down to about $600,000.
That was a poor economy, and whenever
any spasmodic reduction of a large
amount was made in any permanent ex-
penditure in any single year, it was sure
to result in a very extravagant expendi-
ture later. In England, during the
rage for cheese-paring economy Of the
Gladstone Government, a great reducC
tion was made in the militia expendi
ture, and they all knew the enormOu
outlay which followed it. It was desir-
able that we should have an effective
force, however smiall, and any expendi-
ture made should be made in the right
direction.' He had seen the very bulky
report of the Militia Department which
had been laid on thé table of the 1oase.
but had failed to hear the slightest
allusion to that report, which ogfeed the
only justification for makine those large
allowances to be expended in that D
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partment. He had before him the
report of the gentleman who was in
charge of the militia forces in this coun-
try, but had beard no reference made to
it whatever. That report came to us
with a certain amount of authority.
That gentleman was an old, experienced
officer in the British army, who had
seen active service, who came here en-
tirely free from political prejudice, with
the authority of the British Government,
which had decorated him for able ser-
vices, and whatever he said should be
listened to with respect. That gentle-
man had proposed, that in the condition
Canada was in at present, some provision
should be made for a permanent force.
Of course, the name of a standing army,
however small, would create alarm at
once, and no member of Parliament
wedd attmpu to ask such a tlh.ig.
A recommendation of this kind was en-
titled to respect. He did not say that it
should be carried out, but he wished it
to be considered. He (Major-General
Smyth) gave very strong arguments in
favour of the forces so massed and
arranged together as to provide for
emergencies which were liable to rise in
a country situated as Canada was. He
referred to tie trouble which occurred in
Montreal last year, and pointed out
very properly that no local force could
ever be effective in case of a rising in its
neighbourhood. Opinions from a gen-
tleman such as the Major-General of the
Dominion, speaking as lie always did, in
the interests of the country, was worthy
of acceptance. He asked the bon. gen-
tleman (Mr. Bowell) acting for the hon.
the Minister of Militia, whether it was
intended this year to provide a volun-
teer camp at Niagara ? He thought
there was no gentleman in the House
vho ever had- anvthing to do with
Volunteer camps in Ontario, but
would acknowledge that the town of
Niagara afforded the best accommodation
for volunteers' camps that could be found
anywhere in that Province. Hfe appealed
to 'is hon. friend from South Oxford
(Mr. Skinner), who had experience in
this m atter, to say whether he (Mr.
IPlumb) was correct or not in that
assertion. He did not urge the formation
of a camp at Niagara this year, because
le knew the position in which the present
4overnment found itself upon getting

into power. He knew they were forced,
froi the financial position of the country,
into a kind of economv, which he (Mr.
Plumb) fancied was not sound economy,
but which was made necessary by the
temporary condition of the finances. Il e
trusted that the hon. gentlemen who
were now in charge of the Militia of the
Dominion, would see that it was not in
the true interests of the country-as
represented by the great majority of this
House occupying seats on the Govern-
ment side-to pursue a system of petty
economy in the matter of the militia ex-
penditure. It would be the poorest
economy in the world to follow the course
pursued during the last two or three
years in cutting down the Militia esti-
mates for the sake of showing an apparent
reduction in the expenditure of the coun-
trv.

MR. BOWELL said there were not to
be any brigade camps formed this year.
Drill would take place at battalion head-
quarters, and, therefore, there had been.
an increase in the 'amount for this par-
ticular service. le found, in looking at
the report of the Deputy Adjutant-
General of the inspection of the com-
panies at Iberville, to which the hon.
gentleman (Mr. Béchard) had referred,
that it was stated by that officer that,
while they were nearly all recruits, and
wanting in drill, " they were able-bodied
and active men," and not what his hon.
friend had declared thei to be-nearly
all boys and striplings.

MR. BÉCHARD : I stated that a-
portion of them were merely boys.

MR. BOWELL said if they were
good-sized boys he would not object. H1e
thought that as soon as boys were able
to shoulder a rifle they should commence
to drill. If that were done, it would
furnish better men for the servpe. He,
hoped the hon. gentleman did not desire
to cast any reflection on the hon. Mr.
Marchand, the Colonel of the
battalion, when lie stated that
his command was composed of boys unfit
for service. If they were to believe the
Deputy Adjutant-General they were all
able-bodied men. He regretted to have
to inform his hon. friend from Niagara,
(Mr. Plumb) that the finances of the
country would not justify the Govern-
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ment, at the present
expenditure of a larger
ticular service than th
expend.

MR. THOMPSON (
he regretted that a cam
formed at Niagara this
deal of good had been
those camps. He saw b
that some volunteer ba
go to Montreal on the 2
he desired to know if
sent at the public expen

Mr. BOWELL said t
of the cost of the trans
Queen's Own, of Toront
General's Foot Guards,
of a Quebec battalion,
take part in the demon
city on the 24th of MaV
by the Government. TI
to be contributed by t
towards that service, wa

MB. IVES said lie wi
attention of the House t
economy on the part of t
Last year, the country 1
vicinity of Montreal we
from tieir harvest work
that city. They were
nights and two days. Tl
real paid them for two
nights had to be thrown i
ernment lad actually
against these men to the
their pay for rations whil
Yet now, the Governme
expend a large sum of mc
three battalions to go to MI
purpose of having a pleas
did not think that right o

Mn. BROWN said lie
an injustice to appropriatA
benefit of two or three pa
and le did not see why it
left open to any of the ni
that wished to take advan
lie did not believe the moi
apent in that way at all.
agreed with the hon. gentl
preceded hin (Mr. Ives)
economy. le thouglit t
panies mentioned by the h
Iberville (Mr. Béchard) w
favourably with any othe

MR. BOWELL.
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moment, in the militia, and were equal to any tewn or
sum for this par- city battalions.
ey proposed to

Mit. IRYAN (Montreal Centre) said he

FHaldimand) said for the purpose of protesting agains
p could not be lie objection made by the hon. memberfor
year, aldimand (Mr. Thompson) t the mal
yar, aplsh a ye appropration for the parpose, of assistincraccomplished by
y the newspapers the Tront and Ottawa Reginents i11

pplon ert being transported te Montreal,foth
ttalions were teoo h
4th of May, and purpose of taking part in the demonstra-
they were to Le tien in that city on the 4th May, iii
se honour of the birthday of oer Majest

the Queen. e fbt thato if there oas
bat a proportion ny occasion upon which the volunteer.
portataon of the were to make a creditable display, it was
, the Governhr- on an occasion like this, when a regient
of Ottawa, and was cming from New York, at their

te Montreai te own expense, te jpin the vlunteers ia
stration in that Canada in the demonstratin at Mon-

* weuld Le paid treQal. He was satisfied that the tura-out
e total amount of the Canadian volunteers would be one
e Governent that weould reflect credit o theieves
o,~4 ~ and on the whole Doinion. e did

nd t quite agree with the ion. atember
shed te cali the for Nxiagara,when le regretted xceedin-
o an instance of ly that the finances of the countr were
be Goverinent. net in a positien te expend a larger suffi for
,attalions in the Hnilitia purposes. e was quite sure
re called away that on ail occasions in the future, as i
te do duty in the past, the volunteers would be aoways
on duty three ready te turn eut and do their duty with'
e city of Mont- ho ou t re themselves and with creit W
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should not be publicnte ney, an heur or tWo the

nlitia battalions should be set apart for the purpose f
tage cf it. But training the yontbs of the countr to the
ey should be use of arms. By that means he be

e certainly lieved, we weuld get the whole conta
eran who Lad accustomed te the use of arms, d, ift

in reference t ever an feergency arese, the Coctry
Lie rural cern- would have at its service a larae,11lLuber.
n. mneyber for of coparative y welltrained ine. A

iliad compare great number ef people were prposredof
r class of the if necessity arose, te make greater
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fices in the future than they had already
done, for the maintenance of our volun-
teer force; but,at the same time, they had
doubts as to whether the present system
was the proper one for this country. He
desired to make another remark, with
reference to a statement of the hon. gen-
tleman acting for the Minister of Militia,
in regard to militia affairs in Montreal.
The Government of Canada had given a
certain sum to the city of Montreal to
aid in the erection of a drill shed. The
citv Lad borrowed, in its corporate
capacity, a certain sum of money, for the
same purpose. The drill shed had been
erected, but the roof had fallen in, and
ever since it had been unoccupied, except
for storage purposes by the city. Gen-
tlemen, who, in the past, had made great
sacrifices for the volunteer force of Mon-
treal, believed that the city was bound
by law to reconstruct that drill shed. So
far they failed to do so ; .but. as regarded
the $12,000 given by the Government,
he had no hesitation in saying-because
ie Lad the authority of the Chairman
of the Finance Committee of Montreal
for the statement-that they were ready
to return that sum of money at any time.
The Government gave not only $12,000,
but they were bound to pay an annual
rental of $1,200 besides, for the
Use of the drill shed. He admitted that
the city of Montreal had not done, in
connection with this drill shed, what it
sliould have done, and had not treated
the volunteer force as it deserved. He
imerely alluded to the fact now, in order
to say that the Government of Canada
ought to take some steps to bring this
guestion to a settlement at the earliest
Possible monent-either to get back the
maoney they were entitled to receive from
the city of Montreal, or compel the Cor-
poration to fulfil their duty toward the
'Olunteer force of that city.

MR. THOMPSON (Haldimand) said
he did not object to the troops going to
M\Iontreal on the 24th of May, but he did
object to any money being taken out of
the public chest to pay their expenses.
The people of Montreal were able to pay
for any celebration they might under-
take. Instead of spending money for
sucb purposes, it should be giv-en to drill
the country batallions, who were the

1one and sinew of the militia force. He

did not believe in these pet militia asso-
ciations in Toronto, Ottawa, and other
places being taken to Montreal at the
public expense.

MR. RYAN (Montreal Centre) said
they were not going at the public ex-
pense, as he read sornetime ago in the
newspapers that, in Toronto, Colonel
Otter called his men together, and every
one of them was prepared to màke a
pecuniary sacrifice, and pay bis own
expenses to Montreal.

MR. PERREAULT said Le desired to
call the attention of the hon. the Minis-
ter of Militia to the existence of the
Charlevoix Batallion, which was com-

i posed of well-trained men. Unfortun-
ately, however, they had not sufficiently
frequent occasions for meeting together
and drilling. He hoped the hon. the
Minister of Militia would think of them,
and enable them to meet together oftener.
By this means Le would ensure the ex-
istence of a batallion of excellent men,
who asked nothing better than to develop
their military qijalities.

MR. MILLS said the lion. member
for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives)
complained that the volunteers who
were called to Montreal last year to
assist in maintaining the peace, were
charged with rations. He thought there
was some missapprehension on this point.
Whenever the volunteer force was
called out for the purpose of maintaining
the peace, it was not as military at all;
they were not called out in a military
capacity, but simply as a constabulary
force. If the hon. the Minister of Cus-
toms, who appeared to dissent trom this
view, would take the trouble to look at
the Act providing for the calling out of
this force, he would see that they were
called out as a constabulary, and not as a
volunteer force. The principle was well
recognised in Mr. Clode's work on the
Military Forces and Crown. It was the
duty of every citizen to assist in main-
taining the peace, and the responsibility
of maintaining the peace devolved on the
local authorities. It was quite compe-
tent for the Local Government in every
Province to organise the people into a
constabulary force, to arm and drill then
tbe same as a military force, and to make

1 it their duty to turn out for the purpose
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of assisting to maintain the peace. In
England, in recent years. since 1839,
that had been the practice ; and the
military force were called upon as
rarely as possible for that purpose.
The principle was also well recognised
in Bowyer's work on the Constitutional
Law of England, in which he said :

" We have seen that the House of Commons
has never admitted, and the preamble of the
Mutiny Act by implication denies, that a
standing army is required to maintain the
Government at home; yet it sometimes hap-
pens that the aid of the military force is called
for by the civil magistrate, in cases of riot or
disturbance, to preserve the peace. But in
such cases the law looks upon the soldiers
rather as armed citizens (and, perhaps, as
sworn servants of the Crown) than as a body
of men under martial law, and separated from
the rest of the community. Thus it has been
laid down that a soldier is gifted with all the
rights of other citizens, and is bound to all
their duties, and he is, therefore, as much
bound to prevent a breach of the peace, or a
felony, as any other person. If it be necessary
for the purpose of preventing mischief, or for
the execution of the law, it is not only the
right of soldiers, but it is their duty, to exert
themselves in assisting in the execution of
a legal process, or to prevent any crime or
maischief being committed. So it lias been
laid down that a magistrate may assemble all
the King's subjects to quell a riot, and may
call in soldiers who are subjects, and may act
as such ; though this should be done with
great caution. And thus much for the mili-
itary state, as acknowledged by the laws of
Engiand.'

That was exactly the principle recog-
nised here. It w-as not in the power of
the Government of Canada to call out
the militia force as a militia force for
the maintenance of peace. The Govern-
ment of Canada had gone to the utmost
limits of its authority, in his opinion, on
the occasion already referred to. It
was extremelv doubtful whether they
had the power to place the militia force
of the country as such at the disposal of
the local authorities, but there could be
no doubt that, when that force was
placed at their disposal, it was not as a
military force at ail, but as a constabu-
lary force, to assist the civil authorities
in the maintenance of peace. This prin-
ciple was fully discussed on the occasion
of the Lord George Gordon riots. when
the Mayor of London permitted the in-
surrection to go on for days together ;
and, after the Houses and members of
Parliament were attacked, upon the

MR. MILLS.
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advice of the Attorney General of the
day, Wedderburne, the King called out
the military force, but he did so on the
understanding that the riot had assumed
such dimensions that a state of rebellion
existed within the city, and then the
force was called out as a military force-
not to aid the civil authorities, but to as-
sist in putting down an insurrection. In
this matter, if the volunteers were
charged with the rations, it was simply
because there was no other course
open ; and, if there was anyone to be
complained of, it was the municipal au-
thorities where the presence of this
force was required.

MR. ROSS (West Middlesex) said he
always found some difficulty in reconcil-
ing himself to the large expenditure
which this country annually made for
military purposes. He did not agree
with the hon. gentleman from Niagara
(Mr. Plumb), that it was.desirable to in-
cur a large expenditure for keeping up a
military force. The Minister of Militia
would confer a boon on this country if lie
could reduce this expenditure even below
its present figure-not, however, that he
objected to an expenditure of money for
militia purposes, if it could be directl y
applied to those purposes. This large
sum of over $700,000 was not all applied
directly for drill purposes ; on the con-
trary, a large portion, perhaps the larg-
est portion, went to the payment of of-
cers' salaries. During the last few years
our voluiteers had scarcely done the
usual amount of drill, and yet lie found
the oflicers' salaries still continued the
same. Large suns were also expended for
Departmental management and Adju-
tants-General, and when they came to
figure up what the volunteers actually re-
ceived for the time and labour they gave
in drilling and preparing themselves to

serve the country, only the comparative-
ly small sum of $175,000 was paid tO
them. He believed there was no danger
of our being called upon to do mucl
fighting for soine years to come, in de-
fence of our country ; still, he should
never object to the expenditure of a rea-
sonable sum of money annually, in order
to maintain a certain military spirit
which every Canadian niust recognise as
having an important influence on the in-
stitutions of a' free people. What
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he objected to was the large
expenditure for other purposes
than for the development directly
of the military spirit among our young
men. He desired also to call attention
to the Wimbledon Team annually sent
to the Old Country. He was not
quite satisfied with the mode in which
that teama was selected. While agreeing
that it was well our various Provinces
should be represented in such a team,
still, he thought that, for the honour of
Canada, the best men should be selected
irrespective of Provincial distinctions.
lie would like to see Canada take a
higher position, if possible, in military
competition in the Old Country, but, as
ong as the selection was by Provinces,
md, perhaps, not the utmost care being
mken to select the best riflemen from the
various Provinces, there would always
he a lack of military éclat derived from
lhe expenditure of this money. A better
mode would be to select the best men
irrespective of Pi-ovinces, and send them
ver to allow them to practice there for

,one time before the competition opened,
n'd we should then, probably, score
-igherresultsthan wehad done heretofore.

Hle did not call attention to these matters
i any carping spirit, because lie
ýreed that the militia item was an im-
portant one, but for the purpose of
securing the expenditure of this money
î a more direct nanner towards the

pirposes in view.

1R. CASEY said his hon. friend (Mr.
Ross) was mistaken in his referènce to
:he Wimbleton Team. The men were
1ot now selected by Provinces, but by
competition open to the whole Do-
' inion, Matches were held in the dif-
erent Provinces, and the highest scores
aken entitled the winner to a position
n the Wimbleton Team. It was a

very difficult matter to decide as to the
best means of selecting the best men

aroi the whole Dominion to compose
ths team. The Dominion Rifle Associ-
ion had had this matter up year after

:year, yet had not been able to come to
anIy satisfactory decision. He thought
the best plan would be for the Govern-
ment to give the Rifle Association an
annual grant, sufficient to allow compe-
uitors from the different Provinces to
meet at one place at the same time, with

their expenses paid, and there to have
the trial take place for the best men.
He thought the House would agree with
him that the money expended in sending
this team to England every year was
money well spent. It had been a small
grant, but he was sure that every mem-
ber in this House would agree with him
that no sum of money had done so much
towards bringing Canada before the Bri-
tish nation, and producing a good feel-
ing abroad towards this country.

MR. SKINNER said he desired to
draw the attention of the hon. the Min-
ister of Militia to an article now going
the rounds of the press, which was
directly insulting to some of our militia
regiments. He lad received numerous
letters from friends all over the country
desiring to know whether there was any
truth or not in the article, which was
copied froni the Detroit News. He
wished to know whether Col. Gzowski
had really said that only 2,000 men
could be recruited in this country under
the circumstances.

Several Hox. MEMBERS : He never
said it.

MR. SKINNER said the articie was
highlv insulting to the force, and he
wanted to know whether tjiere was any
truth in it.

MR. BOWELL said lie could inforn
the hon. gentleman that there was no
truth whatever in the statement so far as
the Government was concerned. On the
contrary, they all knew thit had they
required 10,000 men at that time there
would have been no difficulty in raising
double the number in Canada to assist in
fighting England's battles.

MR. MACKENZIE said that this
referred to something that was alleged to
have taken place when there was a pros-
pect of war in Europe, in which Britain
was thought likely to be invôlved.
The Government was then con-
strained, by public appearances, to take
measures to prepare the coast defences
for any emergency, and, no doubt, con-
fidential communications passed between
the Canadian and Imperial Governments;
but up to the time the late Ministers left
office, there was no such commission en-
trusted to Col. Gzowski, or anybody else,
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MR. BOWELL said that he might
supplement the remarks of the hon.
member for Lambton with the statement
that, since Le had left office, there had
been no such correspondence between the
Imperial and Canadian Governments on
that subject. He would inform the mem-
ber for Richmond and Wolfe that the
Government Lad nothing whatever to do
with the militia force, when called out to
assist in putting down a riot, further
than to see that the requisition made by
magistrates was carried out. The expenses
attending the calling out of the volunteer
force, including transport, rations and
pay had to be met by the municipality
requiring their services. It was not his
intention to discuss whether the volun-
teers should be called a constabulary, or
to be considered as acting as policemen.
All he would say in reply to the member
for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) was that, if he
had looked at the Militia Law, he would
have found that Le (Mr. Bowell) was
right when lie indicated his dissent from
the lion. gentleman's remarks. He
vas not disposed to discuss the constitu-
tional point or any theoretical question
in connection with this subject, but would
say that the Canadian law, whicli pro-
vided for the turning out of the volun-
teers, enacted that they should be liable
at all times to be summoned in aid of the
civil power, in any case of riot, disturb-
ance of the peace, or on any other emer-
gency; also that they should then act
only as a military body, obeying the
orders of their commanding officers only.
They were then under the Queen's regu-
lations and martial law, like soldiers
in her Majesty's Army. It was true that,
in the suppression of fiots, the oflicer
took bis instructions from the mayor or
magistrate officiating, and, so far, Le was
under civil authority. In reference
to their pay, in the case referred to, they
knew that the volunteers were not pro-
periy treated by the municipality into
which they had been called to prevent
what was then thought probable, a riot.
It was the duty of Montreal to have pro-
vided not only for the transport and
rations, but the pay of the men. Failing
to do so, a suit was instituted. In the
meantime, the late Goverument advanced
a suficient sum to pay for the rations.
Whether they would enforce their claim,
for which a demand had been made, was

MR. MACKENZIE.

not yet decided. His hon. friends would
observe by the notice papers that it was
the intention of the Minister of Militia
to so amend the law as to enable the
Government, under simihr circumstances,
to pay the men and officers of the force,
and also their transport and rations, and
then hold the municipality served re-
sponsible for the expenditure. That
Bill, he thought every member of the
House, and of the force, would support.,
its object being to prevent the force front
being kept out of its pay and provisions,
and exposed to suffering, as it was when
called out last summer. In reference to
the aid to be given to some of the bat-
talions on the 24th May next, the con-
cession was made after a very great deal
of pressure on the part of some of the
men, and after they had agreed to pay a
large portion of their own expenses.
For instance, the Queen's Own of To-
ronto-than which a better battalion
was not in the service of the Dominion-
Lad offered to pay for their own rations.,
and to contribute $2 per head to make
up the expense of their trip to Montreal,
and the Government had agreed to ap-
propriate $2 a head, in addition, to assist
in covering those expenses. As to the
propriety of sending many battalions
down to Montreal on that occasion there
might be room for discussion. But i't
was well known that there was a ver
great desire, on the part of those who
Lad lately arrived among us, to see what
the Canadian volunteer force really was.
He had. no doubt that, after they had
witnessed the review in Montreal, on the
24th May, they would go away satisfied
that Canada lad, at least, produced as
fine volunteer corps-men as able, ready
and willing, to do their duty in case of
necessity, as any country in the world.
He thought that bis hon. friends who
had referred to this matter would con-
cede that, for the small expenditure that
would be incurred on this occasion, the
country would be amply remunerated by
the éclat the force would gain in other
sections of the Empire. His hon. friend
from Middlesex had called attention to
the great expense attending the depart-
mental staff at headquarters. He {Mr.
Bowell) supposed that the labour of that
staff would be just as great, or nearly so,
whether there was company dri at head-
quarters or not, or any drilling at ail.
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But lie thought the hon. gentleman
played upon another string, and sang
another tune upon this subject last
Session. If he would consult the
Estirnates he would find that the
item for drill had been increased by
820,000 over last year. If he under-
stood correctly the member for West
Hastings (Mr. trown), lie had complain-
ed that a sufficient sum was not appro-
priated for the drill of rural battalions
and companies. While fully in accord
with his hon. and gallant friend, who
commanded the 49th battalion, he might
reply that a step had been taken this
vear, to be followed, lie trusted, in future,
in the direction of an improvement in
this respect, by adding $20,000 for that
purpose, most of which had been saved
from staff expenditure, of which they had
complained for years. In reference to
the Wimbledon team, the selection was
made not by the Government, but by
the Dominion Rifle Association, and, if
the hon. member for Middlesex (Mr.
Ross) had any suggestion to make for
the better selection of the marksnen, he
was quite satisfied the President of the
Dominion Rifle Association would only
be too glad to receive it, and probably
act upon it. There would be very little
difficulty in carrying out bis suggestion
if the House was prepared to double the
appropriation in aid of that association.
But, if he (Mr. Bowell) recollected aright,
it had been a disputed point, on every
occasion when the militia estimates were
before the House, as to the propriety of
miaking any appropriation to send that
team to England. The hon. gentleman
had said that a sufficient sum might be
set apart to enable the selected men to
go to England some time before the
competition for practice. He (Mr.
Bowell) had no doubt that such practice
would aid them materially; but lie
questioned whether the House would be
prepared to double the estimate for that
purpose, and thought that the reduction
of $2,000 this year was a step in the
'ight direction.

MR. THOMPSON (Haldimand) said
that, on the occasion of the motion of the
hon. inember for Vancouver (Mr. Buns-
ter), for the publication of the names of
those who had offered their services to
England, when trouble in the East was

ariticipated, le had said that the 37th
Battaliol, to which lie belonged, was
among the number, but in a return
brought down it had not been men-
tioned. After a good deal of hunting
and correspondence with the Adjutant-
General, lie had received an acknowledg-
ment from that gentleman, which had
been previously sent to the Colonel com-
manding, who forwarded it to him, 'which
lie would read to the House, in order to
plac3 himself right before it, and prove
that his battalion had offered their ser-
vices on the occasion :

" BRIGADE OFF1cE,
. HAMILTON, 12th July, 1877.

îSlR,-I have the honour of enclosing an
official letter from the Adjutant-General, in
answer to your official address to the Major-
General commanding, on the efficiency of the
37th Battalion, and beg to offer my congratu-
lations.

"I have the honour to be, Sir,
l Your obedient servant,

"H. V. VILLiRas, Lieut.-Colonel,
" Brigade-Major.

Lieut.-Colonel Davis,
a'Commanding 37th Battalion."

" OTTAWA, 5th July, 1877.
"SiR,-I have the honour to acknowledge

the receipt of your letter of the 28th ult., en-
closing marching out state of the 37th Batta-
lion after their annual drill, and letter from
the commanding officer, addressed to the
Major-General commanding, who directs me to
inform you that lie has been much pleased
with the report of the efficient state of the
37th Battalion during their training under
Lieutenant-Colonel Davis, and regrets being
unable to see that fine body of men, and that
the loyal volunteers of the battalion shall not
be lost sight of, should occasion arise to use
their services in the ranks of the Rifle Brigade
or of any other corps of her Majesty's Army.
A note has been made accordingly.

"I have the honour to be, Sir,
" Your obedient Servant,

" W. POWELL, Colonel,
c Adjutant-General of Militia."

" The Deputy Adjutant-General
" commanding Military District

" No. 2, Toronto."

MR. BOULTBEE said that the mem-
ber for South Oxford (Mr. Skinner) ap-
peared to have fallen into the trap set
for him and others by a paper in Detroit
of no reputation. Such charges were
frequently made in such American
papers. Of course, their object was
attained by the notice of the matter in
the House of Commons. He thought
such notice was unfortunate-that the
charges were unworthy of it. It would
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be better not to notice them hereafter.
The people of Canada were instinct with
loyalty, intelligent, energetic and brave;
and, having seen the militia in England,
France and the United States and other
countries, he might say as a Canadian
militia man himself, that our force was
second to none of them. There was no
doubt that, in the event of any difficulty
to the old Motherland, if necessary, the
last man in the force comrpetent to bear
arms would be willing to serve in her
defence.

MR. BROWN said the whole of the
names of the persons had not been given
in the return that had been asked for.
There was another matter lie desired to
mention, and that was in regard to the
ammunition. HRe thought it would be a
great benefit to the volunteer force if the
Department would reduce the price of
ammunition. -He was aware that the Gov-
ernment had reduced the wholesale
price, but if they could sell it to the
Rifle Association for Regimental Clubs,
it would be a great inducement to them
to practice. He desired to kno w where
the money realised by the sale of ammuni-
tion went, whether to the Receiver-
General or to the credit of the Militia
Department ?

MR. BOWELL said that noney was
ilaced to the credit of the Receiver-
General, and went into the general
fund,

Vote agreed to.{Ammiunition .............. $25,000 00
'6 Clothing................. 50,000 00

Military stores ............ 40,000 00

MR. ROSS (West Middlesex) said he
desired to eall the attention of the Minis-
ter of Customs to the great disproportion
between the amount expended on the
men and the amount expended on the
staff. He saw, from the report of the
Minister of Militia, thatin the Province
of Manitoba, 200 men were drilled, and
received the usual sun of 50c. a day,
which amounted to $1,200, whilst the
maintenance of the staff amounted to
$29,000.

MR. THOMPSON (lialdimand) said
that, last year, the Minister of Militia
announced that lie intended to have two
armoury sergeants to examine, and put

MR. BOULTBEE.

into proper order the arms of the militia.
He desired to know whether those ar-
mourers were in the country ?

MR. BOWELL said these two
men were in the country. One was
stationed at Toronto, and the other
at Kingston. They had been in the
country six or eigh t months, and received
$1.50 a day. In answer to the hon.
member for Middlesex, he would say the
amounts were disproportionate, but he
hoped in the future they would. be en-
abled to make changes which would re-
medy this defect.

Vote agreed to.

67 Public armouries and care of
arms, including storekeep-
ers and caretakers, store-
men and the rents, fuel
and light of public ar-
mouries.................$52,000 0

68 Drill pay and all other inci-
dental expenses connected
with the drill and training
of the militia............ 175000 00

Mn. CASEY asked what was the drill
prograime for the coming year ? He
saw that there was an increase in this
vote, which he thought was a step in the
right direction.

MR. BOWELL said the programme
was that 21,000 of the volunteer force
would be drilled this vear, and they
would be selected by ballot. The extra
amount was for the purpose of assisting
rural companies to get to battalion head-
quarters.

MR. CASEY enquired if all the drills
were to be at battalion headquarters.

MR. BOWELL : Not necessarily.

Mn. CASEY said he would strongly
urge upon the Governinent the drîlling
of the volunteers at headquarters as fai'
as possible.

Vote agreed to.

Contingencies and general ser-
vice, not otherwise pro-
vided for, including assis-
tance to artillery and rifle
associations and bands of
efficient corps.... . . . . . . . . $46,000-.0»

MR. HESSON said that nothing
tended more to impart an esprit de
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corps to a battalion than a good band,
and he depreaated the reduction in this
particular. He thought the
for bands should be increased.

allowance

Vote agreed to.

70 Drill sheds and rifle ranges.... $10,000 00

Extraordinary.

71. Care and maintenance cf mili-
tary properties transferred
from the Ordnance and
Imperial Government, in-
cluding rents............

72 Royal Military College.......
73 Military Schools and drill in-

struction in Colleges.... ..

8,000
59,000

14,000

Bill (No, 30) To amend the Acts incorpo-
rating the Côteau and Province Line Bailway
and Bridge Company, and the Montreal and
City of Ottawa Junction Rlailway Company,
and amending Acts, and to amalgamate the
said Companies.-(Mr. McLennan.)

SUPPLY.

XII.-PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDINGS
CHARGEABLE TO CAPITAL.

House again resolved itself into Com-
mittee of Supply.

(In the Conmittee.)

RAILWAYS.

MR. CARTWRIGHT asked what was 77 Intercolonial, to deep water ut
the cause of the increase proposed. St. John..................$100,000 00

MR. BOWELL said it was for the
purpose of providing for military instruc-
tion in collegiate institutions throughout
the Dominion. Inspectors would be
taken from the batteries, four for On-
tario and three for Quebec, and two for
the Maritime Provinces, and would visit
the different colleges throughout the
Dominion. They would devote their
whole time, except during the holidays,
to the instruction of the pupils. During
4he holidays the instructors would return
:o their batteries, when they will be pre-
pared to give instruction to militia vol-
unteer officers desirous of obtaining a
sepcond-class certificate.

Vote agreed to.

74 Pay, maintenance and equip-
ment of ' A" and a B" Bat-
teries, Garrison Artillery,
and Schools of Gunnery at
Kingston and Quebec...... $113,000 00

75 Pay and maintenance of guard
at Rideau Hall. ........... 5.000 00

Special.
76 Ordnance and improved fire-

arms........... . ....... 20,000 00

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.
PRIVATE BILL.

THIRD READING.

The following Bill was considered in
Committee of the Whole, reported, read
the third time and passed :-

MR. TUPPER said this was for the
purpose of completing the work that was
under contract, and was the final vote
expected to be required. The whole ex-
penditure on the work, including this
$100,000, was $337,7 96. The work had
cost more than was estimated. This
covered the dredging as well as other
work.

Vote agreed to.

78 Itercolonial, Nut Locks...... .. 40,000

MR. TUPPER said the attention of
the Government had been called to an
invention to prevent nuts from unscrew-
ing. The liability of nuts to
becone loose was not only a
source of great danger, but involved a
heavy expense in watching the road in
relation to that. A patent nut-lock was
recommended to the Government, and
referred by the Department to the Chief
Engineer ofthe Canadian Pacifie Railway,
and the Chief Engineer of the Intercol-
onial Railway, and, after'careful examin-
ation and report by these officers, and
evidence from Mr. Light, Chief Engineer
of Quebec Provincial Railways, who ha*
applied the patent, the Government
concluded the adoption of this patent
would save a large amount of money in
the maintenance of the road. A contract
was entered into to expend $55 per mile,
on the application of this patent, to 651
miles of railwav, the total cost anounting
to $35,805. Mr. Senecal was the con-
tractor. He claimed to be in possession
of the patent, and no money would be
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paid him unless lie was in a position to
fulfil the contract.

MR. MACKENZIE : How many
nut-locks to the mile, and the cost of
eacli nut-lock ?

Mu. TUPPER said that, before the
item came up for concurrence, he would
bring down the reports of the engineers
upon which the contract was made.

MR. MACKENZIE: Was this sub-
mitted to the Mechanical Engineer?

MR. TUPPER said it was submitted
to the Chief Engineer of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and the Chief Engineer
of the Intercolonial Railway, and it was
supported by the authority of' Mr. Light,
who, after applyng i to several miles of
the Quebec Government Railway, and
thoroughly tested it, said that it fulfilled
all that was claimed for it.

MR. ,MACKENZIE said it was always
the practice, in his time, to send every
mechanical appliance to the shops at
Moncton, to be tested by Mr. Whitney
himself. Whilst a civil engineer might
be an exalted civil engineer, he generally
knew very little about applied mechanics.
He recollected that something of this
kind-though he could not say positively
that it was the same thing-was submit-
ted to him (Mr. Mackenzie), and it had
been rejected as worthless. He believed
he was correct in saying there was a gen-
eral impression that the lock was not
worth more than one-quarter, one-fifth,
or even one-tenth part of what was paid
for it. He had no objection to deferring
further remarks until full information
was obtained, on the understanding that
there must be the same latitude for dis-
cussion on concurrence as was allowed
now. He objected to this being placed
to capital account. It was clearly the
same as a renewal of stock, and should
lé so considered.

MR. TUPPE R said the opinion which
he entertained, and it was fortified by
the judgment of the Chief Engineer of
the road, was that it was a repair in no
sense of the word, and that he was fairly
justified in charging it to the capital ac-
count of the road. The calculations en-
tered into by the engineers to whom he
had referred, were not based upon the

Mr. TUPPER.
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value placed upon the patent by the in-
ventor, who asked a very much higher
sum than was allowed; but the amount
which the Government engaged to pay
was based upon the estimated value of
the Chief Engineer, and upon his calcu-
lation it was found that the use of this
lock would save a very large sum of
money annually. He might say, in re-
lation to not having submitted it to the
Intercolonial Engineer, lie thought bet-
ter evidence was turnished than could be
furnished by any engineer, in the fact
that this patent had been in use on the
Quebec Government Railway, and that
the Chief Engineer of that road, Mr.
Light, after testing it for a considerable
time, stated that it proved to be all that
was claimed for it. Under these circum-
stances, he believed he was justified in
liaving it applied to the road. He would
bring down the papers, to which he had
referred, and would be able to give the
fullest information on concurrence, when
there would be the same latitude for dis-
cussion as in Committee.

Mn. ANGLIN suggested that the
article itself might be brought down.

Ma. TUPPER said he had a section
of the rail, with the patent applied,
which he would bring down, so that
every hon. gentleman would have an
opportunity of seeing for himself the
exact character of the invention.

Ma. BURPEE (St. John) said be de-
sired to know if the hon. gentleman had
taken into consideration that there was a
great necessity for a passenger station at
St. John. The present station was en-
tirely unfit for traffic or for the accommo-
dation of the vulic.

MR. TUPPER said lie was surprised
to hear that observation from the hon.
gentleman, after occupying the position
he did for the last five years. Knowing
how zealously the hon. gentleman had,
while in office, guarded the interest of
St. John, and how thoroughly alive he
was to everything connected with the
welfare of that city, he hardly ex-
pected that there was anything in rela-
tion to that city that would have been
left unattended to by the hon. gentleman.
But that would come under the questaOn
of management, because it was charged
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to revenne, and the matter could be dis- MR. ANGLIN said the hon. the Min-
cussed when that was reached. ister of Publie Works appeared to have

Voteforgotten that to-morrow would be the
Vote are.edte. lt May, on whicli day one of the Pro-

Pacific. vinces of the Dominion contemplated
79 Canada Central Extension secession in case the expectations which

(subsidised)........... $1,000,000 00 a
thouglit it was understeed that a state-

MiL TUPPER said it had 'oeen usual ment would be made to-day, that would
to take the discussion upon the very im- probably allay the apprehensions of thnt
portant question of the Canadian Province, and induce them. to wait a
Pacifie Railway wlen passing these littie longer. To-norrow that Province
items in the resolutions. As the determined te leave the Dominion, and
hon. gentleman (Mr. Mackenzie) yet the hon. gentleman (Mr. Tupper) had
knew, he (Mr. Tupper) had always en- not said a word.
deavoured to defer raising any discussion Mn PE sdhew qt uruntil thnt period, so as to save tue by Mhelon. that so-mor ws oulte uhe
limiting the discussion to ee question, te hon. onhic ao the Pcsernwo-d
whih was found to be very uf morem one t
convenient to the euse. ie proposed could not give a nuch better earnest of
te have these items passed withtut their determination te vigorously prest
taking ur the general subjet, because me the prosecution of the Pacifie Railwa,

eo then by votng nearly six millions of dol-

int ndd, n few ays t su mi toth Prs oinc upe, and , ind ce he t w it

use the whole question of the policyP ie
of the Government in relation to the did take up the discussion, their friends
Canadian Pacifie Railway, by resoution, inotsi wor
when the whole atter could be fully had no just reason to cemplain of tie
disussed. If tit proposition met witl desire of the ouse, on ai sides, to dO
concurrence, the House could pass these f l justice to that Province.
items now %vitbout discussion. MR. MACKENZIE said, as te that

M . MACKENZ E said lie had no Province, it neyer had any reason to
objection at ail to do that, nlthoughi the complarn, and yet it went on complii-
hon. gentleman had objected to hie ing ah thc sanie. le grieved Most that
(M. Mackenzie) doing tnt on more the lon. gentleman would to-orrow
than one occasion. It was a matter of ose bis colleague, the rigt lion. mm-
indifference to hmni whcn the discussion ber for Victori (Sir John A. Mlac-
eame up, provided it was not in the hast donald). Hie observed tint hon. g3ntle-
two or three days of te Session. o e nan was absent to-day, nd presume
would like the hon. gentleman te explain he was packing up prparatoîy to re-
what he meant by submitting tic polic movin te-morrow. He (Mr. Macken-
by resolution. Was it intended te have zi e sent us sympatly across to tie hon.

new Bill ? gentleman (Mr. Tupper) and his col-

MR. TUPPEIt said he did not kR leagues now in distress, and could only

hat a new Bill would be required, buthoe thi Dominion would survive tiu

be required te take authority from, tic shock to be received to-morrow apon tiat
extraordinary movement. -He proposed,flouse in regard te tw or three sections if the hon. gentlean's celleague

il connection with the Pacific Railway, should again have the pleasure of grac-
the erm which Lad been taken by the ing the vouse with lis presence, to

ender of the Opposition. live some reasons why le thon ht sohe
MR. MACKENZE: Regarding cl other stps should be taken than wiat

racts ? c wýere proposed.

Mn. TUPPER snid yes. There was 1MR. DECOSMOS said be was sur-
.1e intention te submit te the lieuse any prised at the leader of thc Opposition
inaterial modification of the Rnilway Act daring te risc in lis seat and Say the
là intreduced by the ion. the leader of people of iBriti h CoCmbia Lad no just
Lhe Opposition. reasons for the rejection of the policy of
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the Canadian Government, when led by
the hon. gentleman (Mr. Mackenzie).
Be was utterly astonished that a gentle-
man, occupying the political position lie
did, who had sent am bassadors to British
Columbia to offer to build the railway
from Victoria to Nanaimo, and to expend
at least $1,500,000 per annum in the
building of a line on the mainland, should
dare to tell this House that the people
of British Columbia had no just ground
of complaint, when those promises were
not fulfilled. How could the hon. gen-
tleman justify his want of honour in that
respect, and make the assertion lie had
just made ? To use the hon. gentleman's
own words, lie was amazed at the aud-
acity of the hon, gentleman.

MR. MACKENZIE said, if the hon.
mnember for Victoria (Mr. DeCosmos)
thought, by using this offensive language,
to frighten him (Mr. Mackenzie) or the
bouse, lie was greatly mistaken.

MR. TUPPER said the House was
taken a little aside from the question be-
fore the House. He did not take the
remarks of the hon. the leader of the
Opposition in so serious a manner as the
bon. member for Victoria (Mr. De-
Cosmos). He might say there was no
desire on the part of the House to excite
any uneasiness in the ranks of the hon.
gentlemen from the Province of British
Columbia, and there would be found no
ground for uneasiness to anybody, as his
hon. friend behind him (Mr. DeCosmos)
would find when the resolutions were
brought down.

Mn. MACKENZIE said the hon. gen-
tleman behind the hon. the Minister of
Public Works would allow hon. gentle-
men now on the Treasury benches to do
anything they pleased, and express per-
fect satisfaction with the result.

MR. TUPPER said he had forgotten,
in consequence of the hon. member for Vic-
toria forestalling him, to refer to the jocu-
lar remarks of the hon. the leader of the
Opposition in reference to his right hon.
friend (Sir John A. Macdonald). He
regretted very much that, owing to tem-
porary indisposition, the right hon. gen-
tleman was not in his seat. But the
-Government had this to console them-
selves with, that if any untoward event,

MR. DECOBMOS.

at any time, deprived that gentleman of
his seat as representative of Victoria,
there would be found any number of
constituencies in the Dominion delighted
to place their representation at his ser-
vice.

MR. MACKENZIE : That is consol-
mng.

Mn. BUNSTER : Mr. Chairman-

Some HON. GENTLEMEN: lear,
hear.

MR. BUNSTER said he congratulated
the hon. members of this House, and
this country, for giving himn such a hearty
cheer on rising. The hon. the leader of
the Opposition had treated with jocular-
ity the complaint of the Province of Brit-
ish Columbia, and had characterised the
remarks of the hon. the member for Vic-
toria (Mr. DeCosmos), in regard to his
(Mr. Mackenzie's) jocularity, as offensive.
The remarks of his hon. friend were not
offensive, and they had been well called
for. The Province of British Columbia
had been treated most unfairly by the
Government of. Canada, especially by the
Government led by the present leader of
the Opposition during the past four or
five years. Every contract made with
that Province by the hion. member for
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), and his col-
leagues, had been violated, and, when
hon. gentlemen who were sent to this
House as the agents of that Provinoe, to
watch over lier interests, complained of
the treatment which their part of the
Dominion had received, they must be
jeered at, and their remarks called offen-
sive. Was that just? Would any
hon. gentleman in the Bouse, within
whom there was a spark of statesman-
ship, say that the Pacific Province had
beein fairly treated by the late Govern-
ment? It was well-known that Canada
was the first British colony that had
failed to fulfil promises such as those
made to that Province. It was a matter
for consideration that, to-morrow, the
first of May, was the day in which that
Province threatened to secede should the
contract made with British Columbia not
be carried out, and he would ask hon.
gentlemen if it would not be a Éerious
blow to the prosperity of this Dominion
if that threat were to be carried .out, as
it most certainly would, sooner or later,
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if thejust expectations of that Province
-were not realised.

Some HoN. MEMBERS: Oh.

Mi. BINSTER said hon. gentlemen
might cry " Oh," but, nevertheless, they
owed British Columbia a debt that they
now claimed to have partially paid,
if not paid in full. Although
some might say they came here
exacting their pound of flesh, they never
had doue so; they came patiently, believ-
ing that the present Government would
have brought down their policy more
promptly than they had done.

he
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after another election. This election had
taken place, and, by it, the people had
declared in favour of British Columbia,
in favour of the present Government
which had declared itself willing to build
the Canadian Pacific Railway ; but he
was sorry to say that, though the present
Government had such a power at their
back, they had not come forward vigor-
ously with their policy. They had got
their warrant from the people to build
that railroad, no matter at what expense,
because the people of this country knew
that Canada had entered into a contract
for the building of this road. The peo-

l Bi hC bi h>I~W dj1UI1 fIU ill d

Several Ho.N. MvEMBERS : Hearpe0 rLS n
ar. their part of the contract by txing

~ar. thernselves over $100,000 extra in
MR. BJNSTER: Hon. gentlemen accepting the National Policy, in order
ight cry "hear, hear," as mach as they to assist in building the Canadian Pacific
eased, but the people and press had Railw"v. and cou1i1 be no excuse
ne British Columbia an injustice, such for the Government in not building that
the building of the Canadian Pacific railway. Now, British Columbia had

ailway could notremove, by the language got something to say about the building
at had been used towards British Col- of that railway, since the right hon. the
mbia. Was it just, was it reasonable, Premier represented one of their con-
abuse the only Province that gave this stituencies. For live years he (Mr.

untry an outlet to the Pacific, and Bunster> had sat in this buse, and he
hen this item of the estimate came up, md neyer been able to see nnything in
make objection to the paltry sum of the way of bribery or corruption com-
,000,000? By not bringing down mitted by the leader of the Goverament,
eir policy before this late hour, the nnd le believed that he (Sir John A.
overnment was imitating their predeces- Macdonald) would yet consummate the
rs. They had delayed it until the great achievement of his laborious and
eventh hour when the representatives of eventful life-the construction of the
at Province were preparing to go home, great highway across the continent on
was jocularly remarked by the leader British soîl. Some hon, gentlemen
the Opposition, who stated that the present treated thîs great national enter-
n. member for Victoria (Sir John A. prise in a jocular vay. WIy ? Because
acdonald) was packing up because be they lad not got brains or abiity enougli
as absent from his seat. This Pacific to treat it in any other way; if they hnd,
ailway matter had brought more ridi- that rnilway would be an accomplished
le on this Dominion than it bad on fact to-day. Tie building of the Union
ritish Columbia. He could say, with- Pacifie by our Americau neiglbours
t contradiction, that British Columbia showed tie feasibility of our own rond.
ould have been better off to-day if she Had Sir RugI Allan's scherne, abolt
ad never entered the Confederation. Be- which so muci hue and cry was raised,
rethat timeshe had hEr Agent-general in gone on, the people of Canada would to-
ondon inducing emigrants to come to day have been glad to give hini double
er shores, but when she joined the Con- the amount tie leader of the Govern-
deration she withdrew him, thinking ment was going to give him. Instead of
at the building of the Pacific Railway giving him $30,000,000 and 50,000,000
ould attract aIl the emigrants she re- acres of land, they would bave been glnd
iired. Had they done it I No, they to give hi $60,000,000-and 100,000,00
ad not ; they had been foolislly spend- acres of land. But the more tus seheme
g their money in works that were not was decried in the British market, and

uirediei the.intprpsts of thi&Dominion, themore its difficulties were nagnified,
-ordoe ±o .sttve oas itn. bqueution until the more the people of Britisi Columbia
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would have to suffer. But the people ol
that Province would suffer this no longer,
probably, than to-morrow, because to-
morrow the contract was up ; and, if the
people said to-morrow that they had no
longer any confidence in the promises of
the Canadian Government, and should
request their representatives to return
home, they would obey that sum-
mous and leave this House, regret-
fully, but firmly determined to stand
hy their own territory and people.
They would go home, bidding adieu to
deception and broken pledges, and Le
would say more-to false pledges. He
was in sober earnest, and meant business,
and be would say again, if the people of
his Province asked him to go, Le was
ready to go at once, and so cut short all
connection with this great Dominion of
ours.

An HoN. MEMBER : Go.

MR. BUNSTER said Le had said
lie would go if his people told him
to, and probably that was more than the
hon. member would do under sitmilar cir-
cumstances. His Province had been
mocked and insulted, both by members
of this House and by a portion of the press
-- he did not say the respectable portion
of the press, because there were some
newspapers too respectable to abuse his
Province. He still hoped that the peo-
ple of British Columbia would, for the
present, at all events, wait for the de-
velopment of the Government's policy,
in order that it should not be said here-
after, that the Province was anxious for
separation. Let the responsibility for
that step, if it should cone, rest upon
the shoulders of a people and a Govern-
ment who had deceived and betrayed a
loyal, generous-hearted, and confiding
people.

Vote agreed to.

80 Georgian Bay Branch (as un-
der contract)............$800,000 00

MR. DAWSON said Le had a great
deal' to say about this Georgian Bay
Branch. He did not intend entering into
the controversy of the general question,
but he would offer a few suggestions in
regard te it, which might, possibly, be of
sorme value.

Mn. BUNSTER,

MR. TUPPER said lie supposed his
hon. friend was not in the House when
he (Mr. Tupper) stated to the Committee
that, for the purpose of saving time, he
proposed to ask them to pass these items
through Committee, and, before concur-
renee, he expected to submit thewhole
policy of the Government in relation to
the Canadian Pacific Railway, when dis-
cussion would be in order. He hoped,
therefore, his hon. friend would fall in
with the suggestion, as he would have an
opportunity, within a very few days, of
discussing the whole quition.

MR. I)AWSON said Le had no inten-
tion of entering into a long discussion,
but, under the assurance just given him
by the lion. the Minister of Publie
Works, lie would withhold bis remarks
for the present.

Vote agreed to.

81 Fort William to English
River ............ ....... $ 110,000 00

82 English River to Eagle River 800,000 00
83 Engiish River to Keewatin,

(Rat Portage)...........1,100,000 o0
84 Keewatin (Rat Portage) to Sel-

kirk (Red River)........1,000,000 00
85 Engine House at Selkirk..... 30,000 00
86 Pembina Branch.... ..... 150,000 00
87 Station House and Water

Supply.................. 80000 00
88 British Columbia ........... 600,000 00

MR. BUNSTER asked if it was the
intention of the Government to have this
money really expended, or was it merely
put in the Estimates as it hal been for the
last four or fve years, and brought Ip
again each year.

MR. TUPPER said that it was the
intention of the Government to expend
the money for the purpose for which it
was voted, and the expendituîe would
commence as early as possible.

MR. BUNSTER said le was glad
of that assurance, but was really sorry
that they had not put the amount of
the Carnarvor, award of $2,000,000 im,
the Estimates, instead of *600,000.

Vote agreed to.

89 Telegraph Lines and Road-
way ............ .... $140,000

90 Surveys ......... ,.... ... 100,000 00
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In reply to Mr. MAcKENZIE,

Mi. TUPPER said the Government
eonsidered it of the greatest possible im-
portance to obtain further and more ex-
haustive information with regard to the
character of the country, and the lands
upon which they hoped very largely to
establish a basis for the construction of
the road.

Vote agreed to.

Canais.

91 Lachine .................. $1,500,000 00

MR. CARTWRIGHT : Does that
close the expenditure, or nearly so ?

Ma. TUPPER said it nearly closed
the expenditure for the present. It was
not expected it would be necessary to
draw off the water another year, the
work being so nearly completed.

In reply to Mr. MACKENZIE,

MR. TUPPER said this outlay was
not expected to deepen the canal to the
extent ultimately contemplated, which
would involve additional expenditure
not necessary at present. This item was
expected to complete the works in pro-
gress, with the exception of from $29,000
to $30,000.

Vote agreed to.

Cornwall ...... ........... $140,000 00

MR. TUPPER said that the money
was required to complete the existing
cofntracts.

Vote agreed to.

. St. Lawrence ........... $ 80,000 00
î4. Welland.................. 2,000,000 00

Mr. McCUAIG said that there was a
difference cf opinion at present as to the
Superior mode of carrying produce, many
favouring railroads as against canals. If
grain could be carried cheaper
hy rail, the policy of expending
snch large suais on the canals
was very doubtful. The Government,
he thought, should fully and carefully
eonsider whether, with all these improve-
Ments, under the present trade policy
of Great Britain, we should secure bene-
fit5corresponrhng to the enormous canal
expenditure, and whether we could carry

104

grain from Chicago and other western
ports to tide-water at cheape rates by
water than by rail, and successfully com-
pete witb the great rival route to Europe
m4 New York, particularly in the fall of
the year, when the movement of grain
from the west for the European markets,
was the largest in volume, and insurance
largely increased. Hle contended that
the Welland Canal had not been taxed
to its full capacity, even before the
enlargement, for which the present
appropriation of two millions of dollars
was wanted for its completion. In
the United States freights from the
west to New York had been lower by
rail than by water, and the most dis-
tinguished American statesmen, in
connection with the leading commercial
men of that country, had now under con-
sideration the advisibility of converting
the Erie Canal into a freight railway,
or the construction of a railway for the
sole purpose of carrying freight, at slow
speed, along its banks. Be deprecated
the expenditure, at the present moment,
with a depleted Treasury, of any ad-
ditional undertakings, with the view of
deepening the channel of the River St.
Lawrence to fourteen feet, which, lie
contended, could not be accomplished.
For all practical purposes, in the present
state of the transport trade of this
country viâ the River St. Lawrence and
Montreal route to the ocean, he thought
the capacity of the whole line of the St.
Lawrence Canals was sufficient
to meet the growing wants of the
trade for some years to come. Time
and experience had demonstrated that
our expectations in connection with the
enlargement of our canals, in the hope of
securing the trade from the great
West, had not been realised, and if
Great Britain continued lier present poli-
cy towards her colonial possessions on this
continent, it was doubtful if we would,
succeed in the expensive race of competi-
tion with our neighbours on the south of
us, for the coveted profitable transport
trade with Europe, for which our-
canal system was first undertaken. le
would ask whether the Government
tug line, established many years ago, be-
tween Kingston and Montreal, in con-
nection with our canal system, and which
had realised the expectations of its ad-
vocates, was to be continued? Hle con-
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tended the policy of our Government, in
the establishment of this tug line, was
wise and patriotic. It gave security to
shippers of grain from the West to the
European markets, of prompt transport
and despatch, which could not be so suc-
cessfully obtained in any other manner.
RUis lengthy experience in the transport
trade of the country, extending over a
period of thirty years, enabled him to
speak authoritatively on this subject.
The contractors with the Government,
for the proper discharge of this service,
Messrs. Calvin & Buck, eminent business
men, and of large and extensive practical
experience, and of established responsi-
bility to meet their engagements, gave

question of public policy was hardly be-
fore them now. The whole of the item
before them was for the completion of
existing contracts. In reply to the hon.
member for Lambton, lie might state
that this item was expected to complete
all the works on the Welland Canal but
what would be represented by $700,000.

In reply to Mr. Ross (Dundas),

MR. TUPPER said lie did not think
it was intended to make any alteration
with regard to the tug line between
Kingston and Montreal this year ; nor
to expend anything on the Williams-
burgh Canal this year.

the desired confidence to Western ship- MR. MACDOIJGALL said thaV the
pers that the conditions of the contract member for Prince Edward (Mr.
for the tug service would be faithfully McCuaig) had brought under Vhe notice
and efficiently performed, and that of the buse a very important question,
vessels reaching Kingston with cargoes with regard to the expenditure on those
could proceed by the aid of the tug line, great public works, the Welland and St.
at a low rate for tonnage, which was Lawrence Canais. Though Vhs proposed
fixed by the Government, in their con- expenditure was in accordance with a
tract with Messrs. Calvin & Buck, by policy sanctioned by Parliament, and Ln
the payment of a reasonable subsidy, in order to complete public works in pro-
48 hours to Montreal, instead of running gress, it wasjust as well, when Vhey were
the risk of delay at Kingston for want voting those millions for Vhs purpose,
of barge capacity in which to tranship that they shouid consider whether the
at that port. The stroggle with our Goverument miglt not very properly
American neighbours for supremacy in take means Vo prosecute a scientific and
securing, for our own St. Lawrence route, practical enquiry in regard to the expe-
the transport trade of the West to the diency cf proceeding any further than
ocean, would require all our energies, and they were obliged, under existing con-
would call into requisition all our tracts, Ln Vhe completion cf Vhe great
resources and enterprise. The Govern- Vhrough hue cf water communication.
nent, which commanded everv confidence Could the Minister cf Public Works

:and respect, would ge found equal, lie had give the Committee an estimate cf the
ne doubt, Vo the emergency, and a policy millions that would be required po cos-
would, lie hoped, be carefully cousidered plete the improvement cof re navigation
bvits members, aud adopted with prompt- Vo Montreal, and secure a depth cf 1i4
itude and energy, Lu connection 'ith the feet H e t Mr. Macdougall) hought it
Mother Country, which would secure Vo would require a great many, as there
zis the splendid prize now vwithin our were considerale stretches Lu pe St.
grasp Lawrence that would require tre ie

sove way deepened, or otherwise VeSSel
MR. TUPPER said that te questions would have to break bulk or ligtend

raised by the pon. member for Prince thus failin Vo carry Vo Mortreal those
Edward (Mr. iMcCuaig) were cf great freiglits which were the object cf this
importance. lJe (Mr. Tupper) was mudli expenditure. If ahey had to break
inclined te the opinion that Vhe ideas lie bulk, th e steel rails would beat tIen' i-'
hd thrown out, as Vo recent experience VIe cempetition. cme would repeat What
hving sbown that railwa communica- lie had said many imes-that lie thougt
tien for large amouints of freigCts was t was a grat inisfortune, and a grOt
ratIer gaining on the canas, was correct. blionder, enth e part of Parliaet, co

The advantages in favour cf water bave appropriated enormous nsb the

seemed te have diminised. But the -vain purpoe cf obtaining heaper ml 5

Mi.MCCUAIG.
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of transport, by way of the St. Lawrence,
in competition with their rail way system,
especially since the introduction of steel
rails. ie quiite adnitted, that vhen
thev had carried the produce of the
North-West to Thunder Bay, they would
find it expedient to put it on vessels for
transportation a considerable distance by
water; and, no doubt, it would be expe-
dient to provide for vessels of a large
class, in order to carry it cheaply. It
would be convenient, for our own pur-
pose, to be able to send the produce of
the great North-West on its way to the
markets of the world as far as possible by
water. le was afraid it would be a
good many years before they would
realise their expectations of railway com-
munication between the railway system
of Ontario and the railway system of the
North-West ; therefore, for atong time,
they would have to depend upon
the water communication, and he
confessed, if they were not
mistaken in regard to the pro-
ductions of that country, that the
expenditure on the Welland Canal
would not be altogether lost. , At
the same time, while they could not alter
the past and recall the millions they had
sunk in the bottom of the Welland Canal,
they might ascertain the expediency of
attempting to secure a 14ft. water com-
munication between Lake Ontario and
Montreal. A great many millions would
be required to effect it, and he did not,
-or one, consider that he was justified in
voting to involve the country in the enor-
mous expenditure required to realise the
whole of this scheme. What had they
accomplished by the deepening of the
Welland Canal ? They had provided a
better highway to the ocean for the pro-
ducers of the United States. They had
provided a means, by which the farmers
Of the Western States could send their
productions at a cheaper cost to the mar-
ket of the world, and undersell the Can-
adians. The Welland Canal was quite
deep enough, before its enlargement, to
cýnvey all the Canadian produce seeking
that outiet to Europe. Wihile admitting,
therefore, that they might derive some
advantage from this expenditure, by
earrying our own produce from Manitoba
and from the great Provinces that would
grow up beyond it, he trusted the Gov-
ernment would take steps to examine

the whole question in the light of past
experience, and in view of the im-
provements which ware likely to
be made in transportation by land.
and that they would stay their hand, as
much as possible, in the meantime.
They required the money they were
raising for the development of our great
empire in the West, and for the realisa-
tion of the expectations of British Colum-
bia. The people of that Province might
be a little impatient, but when they
looked at the deficits in the revenue, and
how much more the little that had been
accomplished had cost than was expect-
ed, he thought their friends on the Pacific
would acknowledge that they were ask-
ing Canada to assume burdens that the
people could not bear, and that necessity
would compel the Government to go a
little slower than their friends had ex-
pected them to go in that direction. He
was quite willing that they should stay
their hands with respect to those large
expenditures on canals, in order that
they might be better able to open up
communication with the North-West,
and thereby reach British Columbia, and
realise, at an earlier peiiod, the expecta-
tions of their friends in that part of the
Dominion.

MR. MCALLUM said lie was sur-
prised at the remarks of the last speaker,
because it was well known that he took
a very active part, and he deserved great
credit for it, in the union of the Pro-
vinces of the Dominion. One of the
termas of Confederation was that the
canals of the country should be enlarged,
and it was too late for the hon. gentle-
man now to say that he had always been
opposed to that policy. He (Mr. Mc-
Callum) had had some experience in re-
gard to this question, and he believed the
expenditure on canals would be a great
benefit to the country. The only public
work they had to-day in the
country that paid any money to
the country, over and above repairs
and expenses, was the Welland Canal.
One reason why the trade had gone to
the Erie Canal was that larger ves-
sels were used in the Western trade
than could be accommodated by the
Welland Canal. If they deepened the
Welland Canal to the extent of 14 feet,
and, according to the Minister of Pubic-
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Works, only $700,001 additional would
be required to accomplish that, it would
prove an inceitive to the building of
large vessels, to engage in the trade dur-
ing the summer months. If they had 14
feet in the Welland Canal a
large proportion of the trade that
now went by the Erie Canal
would be diverted to the St. Lawrence.
The deepening of the Welland Canal, lie
was satisfied, would turn out to be a suc-
cessful financial undertaking, and it
would be a great benefit to the country,
irrespective of that, because if they were
going to carry the trade from the great
North-West they must have large vessels.
In this respect the Americans had the
advantage of us. The Anericans, as he
predicted they would last year, liad
lowered the tolls, and that had taken
trade from the Welland Canal. He
would liko to ask the Minister of Public
Works when this work would be coin-
pleted?

MR. TUPPER said it was expected
to open the Welland Canal in 1881 for
general use. He agreed with his hon.
friend (Mr. McCallum) in regard to the
responsibility of the hon. member for
Halton in reference to the canal policy.
He (Mr. Tupper) thought it was quite
possible that, if Parliament were now
c5nsidering the sulject for the first time,
they might be disposed to view it from a
somewhat different standpoint from that
which they did a few years ago. But, if he
understood arigh t, th3 country was com-
mitted to this questi>n, which was the
policy of the Govei n nent when the hon.
member for Halton was Minister of
Public Works. If that were so, he
thought his hon. friend would scarcely be
in a position to shift all responsibility
from off his own shoulders in regard to
that important question of public policy.
He might say, in regard to the question
asked by the hon. the leader of the Oppo-
sition, that the completion of the aque-
duct was not expected to be effected by
1880.

MR. MACKENZIE : is it not in-
tended to use the canal until the maxi-
mum depth of 14ft. is obtained ?

Mn. TUPPER said he thought not.

Ma. PLUMB said lie had always
been deeply interested in this work,

Ma. McCALLUN.

and lie was somewhat surprised at the
general attack made by the hon. meniber
for Halton, on the canal policy of tlie
Government. -He had been very much
disappointed in the progress of the work
of enlarging the Welland Canal, without
which we could not compete with the
Erie Canal for the western trade, which
could be carried to Buffalo in a larger
class of vessels than could now pass
through the Welland Canal. In the
State of New York great efforts were
mad- to prevent the western trade fron,
being diverted from the Erie Canal.
Althougli his hon. friend might state
that the railways had taken the place of
canals for the traffic which must be
carried eastward to the sea board, it
would be found that the tonnage of the
Erie Canal was much larger than that
of all the railwavs in the State of New
York comeeting with it during the
season in which the canal was opened.
He had before him an able and exhaus-
tive argument which was addressed to
the repmesentatives of the State of New
York in the Legislature, in ýrespect to
lowering the tolls on the Erie Canal, and
if it were necessary to keep the trade,
the whole toll would be taken off. L
was now so far reduced that the amount
the canal paid to the revenues of the
State was merely nominal. The State
debt, which had been incurred for the
building of the canal, had been nearly,
if not altogether, paid off. The follow-
ing was the argument to which he had
referred. It was on the speech of an
influential member of the New York
State Senate, delivered before that body
in the 8ession of 1878 :

t The question for the Senate is not one ot
the amount of canal r'evenues-it is the ques-
tion whether the Erie Canal shall earn any
revenue at all, and whether the five or six
thousand canal boats, and the thirty thousand
or more canal boatmen, and the sixty thousand
or more people dependent upon them, shall be
thrown out of employment, and $1,500,000 of
capital invested in canal boats remain not
only unproductive, but depreciating in value.
I do not assert that the proposed reduction
will increase the tonnage on the Erie canal;
but it wull give the partners of the State in
its transportation business an opportunitY to
struggle through an unpropitious year, and
possibly to earr% an honest livelihood, and aid
in retaining a portion of the income, which,
without it, would be lost to the State.

#The pending question is one entirely OeU
side of, and above, political consideràtionS
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It is purely a business question which involves
not only the future of the canals, but the fu-
ture of our internal and foreign commerce.
New York city is falling behind in her per-
centage of the increase of business, growing
out of the rapid development and increased
product of the agricultural regions of the
West. New York cannot afford to retrograde
-she cannot afford to stand still. She must
keep step to the music ofthe age, and advance
to the front in her commercial policy. The
producers of the great growing West demand,
and are seeking, cheaper transportation, and
New York must furnish it, or strip her motto
from ber coat of arms !. And more than this,
lose the millions upon millions that she has
expended in constructing this great artificial
waterway,-upon which should float the com-
merce of a continent-and which is to be driv-
en from it, if lost, by individual enterprise and
ioreign competition, aided by a short-sighted
policy adopted under circumstances which
have no application to the present, and which,
if persisted in, will drive the commerce from
our State."

That canal was the chief competitor the
Welland Canal had to fear. And he
was very sorry that the policy of the
late Government had so long retarded
enlargement. One of the principal sec-
tions of the canal was nearly completed,
but the water had not been let into it.
Another very important section, which
Sost several million dollars, had been
completed for some tinie. He knew,
from what had been stated in this House
and elsewhere, that the central part of
the work, which was essential to the
utilisation of the whole, had only very
lately been put under contract, and it
would be at least three years before that
part of the canal could be utilised for
vessels of the size which could navigate
the east end of it now. That part of the
,anal which lay the nearest to his place

of residence, was being materially injured
'y not having the water let into it. The
frost and the floods, cutting out the banks
and undermining the masonrv, were
greatly damaging the work. That might
Dot be the fault of the late Minister of
Public Works, but every year during the
3ast five years, when the Welland Canal
<juestion came up, the h:n. member for
Monck (Mr. McCallum) had stated the
'ecessities of the case in the language ofa practical man, of a man who
uInderstood the subject, and who
Lad as deep an interest in
- as any man in the country. He
'eumembered perfectly well that another
gentleman who ought to have an equally

large interest, uased to express himself as
perfectly satisfied with the arrangement
of the canal. The late First Minister
stated last year that the work would be
completed in about a year and a half.
Now, the hon. the Minister of Public
Works had stated it would be two years,
at least, before that work would be com-
pleted in such a way as to afford transit
to vessels of the twelve feet draft of
water. He trusted that, under the
efficient management of his hon. friend,
the work would be pushed forward as
speedily as possible.

MR. TUPPER saîd that, in referring
to the additional amount of six millions
that would be required to give the
depth of 14ft., he referred to the canals
for which they were taking estiuates
to-night. They would have to add, in
addition to that, about $3,000,000 for
the Williamsburgh Canal, in order to
give the 14ft. of water navigation from
Kingston to Nlontreal, and an equal
amount for the Beauharnois canal,
making $12,000,000 in all.

MR. MACKENZIE said, to his re-
collection, the deepening to 12ft. would
require 1l- million ; it would reqaire a
much larger amount to deepen it to 14ft.
He had long ceased to expect any fair
play or candour frou the hon. member
for Niagara (Mr. Plumb). He had never
said the canal would be finished in 1 l
years. He said all but the aqueduct
could be finished in that time, and he be-
lieved so still. He did not even intend
to deepen the canal to 14ft., but intended
opening it with 12ft. before the other
aqueduct was built. That was the state-
ment, but it was impossible for that hon.
gentleman to say one word without falsi-
fying some person's testimony. No one
said one word to bring up this offensive
speech to-night, but it seemed a mono-
mania with the hon. gentleman to attack
every person opposed to him, whether
there was cause for it or not.

Ma. McCALLUM said, if the hon.
gentleman would consult the Hansard,
he would see that, in reply to the ques-
tion of the hon. member for Frontenae,
he said that t'e canal would be finished
in a certain ti:ne. He (Mr. McCallum)
had then got up and said that the First
Minister should be very cautious in an-
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nouncing the time a certain public work
would be finished ; that in this the
shipping interest was watching the work
closely, and shipbuilders would change
the whole character of their ships,
depending on the word of the Minister
that the work would be completed at a
certain time. He was not finding fault
with the hon. gentleman. It was a mat-
ter of impossibility to tell when the canal
would be finished, but referred to the
matter merely to prove that the hon.
member for Niagara was right in his
statement.

Mi. MACKENZIE said that the con-
tract for the aqueduct was newly let, and
these contractors had until 1881 to finish
the aqueduct. He could not possibly
have meant that the aqueduct and every-
thing would be finished, but that in one
and a-half years the canal could be used
for the passage of vessels by means of
the old aqueduct. That was the scheme
of the late Government, and to which he
must have referred in the answer he
gave.

Mi, McCALLUM : At the time the
hon. gentleman announced the Welland
canal would be ready for twelve feet of
water, I said lie was only thinking of
that portion from Marlatt's Pond to
Dalhousie.

MR. PLUMB said, with reference to
the remarks of the hon. the leader of the
Opposition, he was accustomed to see
that hon. gentleman lose his temper and
was not in the slightest affected by it. He
paid no regard to what the hon. gentleman
said, because the hon. gentleman was in
the habit of making statements on the
foor of the House which, on being called
to account for them, he denied having
made. He (Mr. Plumb) had always ad-
dressed this louse in a courteous and
parliamentary manner, and could afford
to pass without further comment tIhe
remarks which the spleen of the hon. the
leader of the Opposition had induced him
to make.

MR. ROSS (Dundas) said lie feit
called upon to place before the House
what he believed was the common-sense
way of proceeding with these improve-
ments. The hon. the Minister of Public
Works had stated that the estimated
eost of enlarging the Williamutburg, Corn-

ME. MOCaLLUI.

wall and Beauharnois Canais was
$6,000,000. Ris hon. friend (Mr.î Tup-
per) was greatly mistaken if ho expected
that $6,000,000, or $10,000,000 or
$15,000,000 would give him fourteen
and one-half feet of water trom Kingston
to Montreal.

Ma. TUPPER said the hon. gentle-
man was mistaken. He (Mr. Tupper)
had stated it would take $6,000,000
to complete the works for fourteen feet
draft of water in the Lachine and Corn-
wall Canais and Gallops Rapids. Ie
had also stated that it would take
$3.000,000 additional for the Williams-
burg Canais.

MR. ROSS (Dundas) said that they
had heard in the House, some time ago, a
gentleman who stood as high, profession-
ally, as any gentleman in this country,
and it was his opinion, expressed in this
House, that a fourteen foot channel front
Kingston to Lachine was im-
practicable in this way. H1e liad
some experience of the St. Lawrence,
as he had lived on its beautiful banks
all his life. He knew the depth and the
varions peculiarities of the water, and
had a knowledge of the public works
there. At the point where he lived, the
depth of water changed frequently dur-
ing the fall as much as six feet in
twenty-four hours. He agreed with his
friend, Mr. Shanley, the gentleman
to whom he had first referred, that
a ten foot channel could be obtained in
the St. Lawrence at all seasons of the
year during navigation, and that he
thought was quite sufficient for any pur-
pose for which that river was applic-
able. He knew also the opinion of those
who navigated that river, and an opinion
which he had often placed before the
House, that a fourteen foot channel was
impracticable, taking into account the
matter of expense alone, because if ves-
sels drawing fourteen feet of water were
to be enabled to run up and down safely,
the canais would al have to be made of
equal depth, and to do that it would not
cost one cent less than $20,000,000. If
they looked at the Gallops Rapids, they
found that there was a rocky bottoem,
but at what depth could notD
be stated, because no person
had been down to examine, but
there was a rock projection, which, at
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ordinary times, prevented vessels, draw-
ing even eight feet of water, passing
safely, and the expense to remove it
would be very great. It was not con-
templated that vessels going eastward
ahould enter into the Williamsburg
Canal. The policy was, that these
vessels should pass down the river. In the
channel at the head of the Cornwall
Canal, it was found quite impossible
to give a sufficient channel for vessels of
fourteen feet draft, and, besides that, it
was stated that west of Kingston there
was no safe harbour for vessels of that
description. The opinion lie had re-
ceived from persons of experience in this
matter was, that vessels of that size were
not requisite. lHe hoped the gentlemen
would consider well their policy in this
enlargement scheme. It would be a use-
less waste of public money to spend so
many millions as would be required to
rmake a 14ft. channel east of Kingston.
Besides enlarging the canals, the rivers
in certain portions between the canals
would have to be deepened or en-
larged, and what with the cost of
chat work and the improvements that
would be required at the various
p'orts, the whole would cost a sum of
muoney that certainly this country was
not prepared to expend for such a pur-
pose. He did not believe the wants of
the country demanded a canal of that
capacitv. A vessel of 10ft. draft of water
would carry 40,000 bushels of grain from
Chicago-a sufficient quantity for any
'vessel to car ry with safety. A 1 Oft. canal
ystem would cost only half the expense,

because if they went 4ft. below 10, the
value would be increased at an enormous
rate, besides the cost of clearing away
the obstructions that wonld present
themselves under a depth of 10ft. Nine-
teen out of twenty, having any know-
ledge at all of the subject, would tell the
louse that the business of the country

could just as efficiently and profitably be
performed by a 10ft. canal system as by
the larger systeni proposed. If the Gov-
ernment could save to the country the
large amount of money they proposed
to expend in this direction bv
chMging their policy in this matter, it
would be but right to alter it. whatever
tey might have committed themselves
ý0- It must be borne in mind that there
Were great facilities for the carriage of

grain by railway. H-1e thought the age
demanded that they should review their
policy with regard to the canal inprove-
ments on the St. Lawrence River. A
considerable length of canal was in his
county, and it was consequently in his
interest to have this money expended
there, but public interest forbade such a
course, as he was confident that all the
wants of the country in respect to the
transport of grain by our water system.
could be amply satisfied at half the ex-
pense which the fourteen foot schemeý
would necessitate to the country's loss.

MR. TUPPER said the question
raised by the hon. gentleman was a very
important one, and on which there was a
great difference of opinion among gentle-
men well qualified to form a judgment
upon such a subject. But lie might state,
for the information of the hon. gentle-
men, that there was nothing asked for in
this estimate that was not required to
complete contracts now being carried out,
with the exception of $80,000, which was
asked for the purpose of testing
a system by which it was hoped to deal
with the Gallops Rapids in a manner to
accomplish a much larger amount ot
work, by the chaining system, than could
be done under the usual mode. They
thought it was desirable, as a consider-
able expense had already been incurred
in dealing with this question, to ask for
this vote, in order that the system might
be fairly tested. If it was successful, the
cost of dealing with rock, under water,
would be largely cheapened. Before
there was any other expenditure of
money, the Government would have an
opportunity of weighing, maturely, the
observations of his hon. friend (Mr.
Ross), and considering the question in
its various details.

MR. MACKENZIE said he observed,
from the calculations made by Mr. Page
two years ago, for the Welland Canal.
that $9,240,000 would complete a twelve
foot water navigation, and to get four-
teen feet of water, it would require
$12,240,000. By a return brought
Iown to the House, early in the Session,
he found that there had been an expen-
diture, up to the lat January, 1879, of
$8,907,754, and tbat there was required
to complete, the sum of $3,592,246,
naking in all $12,500,000, or
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$260,00) mere than Mr. Page estimated
for the fourteen foot water channel. It
was ndt the intention of the late Govern-
ment to go beyond 12ft. So that there
was about $3,000,000 expended, or to be
-expended, on the Welland Canal more than
the late Goveninent intended to expend,
except what would have to be expended
on the permanent structures above the
Thorold level. He admitted it was a
question for argument whether it was
desirable to have a 14ft. navigation or not.
His opinion was it was desirable to get
it; but he did not think they would be
justified in carrying out such a scheme at a
time when so much money was being ex-
lpended elsewhere. Mr. Page's estimate
for the Lachine Canal, two years ago,
was ?5,920,347 for 12ft. navigation, but
he understood the estimates now before
the House were fora depth of 14ft. in the
Lachine Canal.

Mn. TUPPER, : 8ft. below, and 12ft.
above.

Mi. MACKENZIE said he was very
glad of that, because he quite agreed
with the hon. member for Dundas, that
whatever might be done with the Wel-
land Canal, and however desirable it
inight be to get to Kingston with 14ft.,
any attempt to get 14ft. below that should
be given up as impracticable. It would
'cost such an enormous amount of money
that it was entirely out of the question.
The estimate of Mr. Page, two years ago,
was $5,920,347 for 12ft. depth on the
Lachine Canal. There was expended on
the Lachine Canal, up to the first of last
January, $4,010,341 ; and it would re-
quire to complete it, according to the
xeturn brought down, $1,904,659, being
within $5,000 of the amount estimated
by Mr. Page three years ago. This was
lor 12ft. Then for the Cornwall Canal
the estimate was $2,160,000. When
the late Government commenced the
works on the Cornwall Canal it was done
much for the same reason that the La-
chine Canal was commenced three years
ago--not so much because they believed
it an absolute necessity at the moment,
for making the large locks 12ft. deep,
as for the purpose of furnishing em-
ployment to masses of our people,
as far as possible, on works which were
likely to be executed, at any rate, within
a comparatively short time. As te the

MR. MACKENZIE.

works that were let out on the Cornwall
Canal, they were for the more dïgkinit
portion of the work at the lower end. it
would not take a large amount of time
or money to finish the balance, if it
should be found necessary, but it would
not be found necessary for some time, he
presumed, as the only advantage to be
gained by enlarging that canal to the
same size would be chiefly for the accom-
modation of steamers. Large barges
could now be taken down the St. Law-
rence by tugs and transport grain, not,
certainly, quite as cheap as larger barges,
in locks similar to the Lachine and Wel-
land, but still at a comparatively small
cost. Mr. Page's estimate for the Corn-
wall Canal was $2 ,16 0 ,000 for 12ft., and
that of the Williamsburg Canal at
$2,110,000. The deepening of the St.
Lawrence in the two places he had men-
tioned, that is, through Lake St. Louis
and above the Gallops Rapids, was esti-
mated to cost $1,20,000. He thought
the estimate might be safely depended
upon for Lake St. Louis, but it was pre-
màture or speculative, to some extent, at
all events, in the other place. It was a
rough estimate altogether in the upper
reach above the Gallops Rapids; it
might cost much more, or it might not.
Mr. Page was usually very close in his
estimates, and they might be taken as
nearly correct where he had proper data.
Then, supposing a canal to be requisite
where the Beauharnois Canal was situat-
ed-and it was a question with engineers
whether it was possible to navigate the
Cascade Rapids by means of a stationary
tug, such as that now experimented with
at the Gallops Rapids-if that could be
done it would save a large amount of
expenditure. There was a very general
belief with some engineers that the caal
was made on the wrong side of the river
at the Cascades, and he was not at -all
certain that the hon. member for Sou-
langes did not share that opinion. Ie
believed himself that was the right place,
but it would cost to make it there now,
according to Mr. Page's estimate,
$3,360,000, to which he (Mr. Page)
thought 10 per cent. might be safely
added, making $3,700,000, while the
enlargement of the Beauharnois Canal
to the same dimensions as the
locks in the Cornwall Canal, and the
same size as the locks in the Lachine
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Canal-that is, 12ft.-would cost about
$2,ßO0,000. The deepening of the chan-
nel, at the head of the canal, about
$450,000, making altogether a little less
than $2,500,000. Now, the conclusion
at which he had arrived himself, while
officiating as Minister, with all the
responsibilities of these matters on his
mind, was this: that it would. be desir-
able to get 14ft. in the Welland canal as
soon as possible, but he did not think
that there was such an urgent demand
for it as would justify the Government
in asking for $3,000,000 additional at
the present time ; and lie had, therefore,
adopted the plan of having all the works
constructed to suit 14ft., but without
raising the walls of the locks on the
deseent from the top of the hill above
Thorold, without raising the locks to the
height where they could get 14ft., as that
could be done, and the locks enlarged a
little without obstructing traffic, or seri-
ously interfering with it, some years
afterwards. He could see no immediate
necessity for building the works between
the Lachine Canal and Kingston. It
would be advantageous to have got them
larger, so as to make the transportation
by the large barges cheaper than it could
be transported in vessels carrying what
could now be carried by the present
locks ; but, at the same time, he did not
think. the difference in transportaLion
would be so serious as to justify us, in a
ti me like the present,inthe expenditure of
$l1,000,000 or $12,000,0O on that part
of the river. He believed that the grain,
at any rate, would always have to be
shifted at Kingston, and transhipped
again into the vessels going to sea at
Montreal. The idea had long since been
given up by practical shipowners and
mariners, of attempting to bring ocean
vessel8 to the upper lakes, and taking in
cargo at Chicago and other places, and
going directly to Liverpool. It could
be done, but it was not a profit-
able business, and we must, therefore,
calculate on transferring grain at King-
ston from vessels suited for lake naviga-
nion to barges suited for river and canal
navigation, below that point. For these
reasons,he had adopted the course he
did. He ventured no strong opinion or
criticism upon the deeisions of the Gov-
erlnment, in getting 14ft. at present on
thâe whole line of the Welland Canal,

further than to say that, in his opinion,
it was premature, though he had no
doubt it would serve a good purpose.
The principal object, perhaps, that would
be served was this : it would enable
parties who were building vessels suit-
able for the lake trade to build at once a
class of vessels that lasted from ten to
fifteen years, to build them at .once with
a draught of 14ft. of water, instead of
building them with a draught of 12ft.,
which would subject them to a certain
loss. He presumed there was no doubt
but that vessels drawing 14ft. would
carry a good many more thousana
bushels of wheat, and with the same pro-
portion of sailors, which was another
benefit to be derived. It was a
benefit, no doubt, but it was one that we
were purchasing for them at the expense
of three millions of money. He doubted
the wisdom of that course at the present
time, though it might be the best ; lie
ventured, as he had said, no strong criti-
cism upon it.

MR. TUPPER said lie would like
immediately to follow the remarks that
had just been made, because there was a
misapprehension involved in them. The
leader of the Opposition was under the
impression that his policy was to secure
a draught of l2ft., and rest at that, for
the Welland Canal. Now, lie (Nir.
Tupper) thought, if he remembered
riglit, that there was a formal docision of
this House that there should be 14ft.
draught, and that his hon. predecessor
proceeded on that principle. He believed
he would be able to convince the hon.
gentleman that lie was labouring under
a misapprehension in the impression he
bad just expressed, that there had been a
change in his policy. There had been no
change ; the matter had never been
brought under his (Mr. Tupper's) notice
at all. The contracts had proceeded
precisely as they were going on under
the Administration of the hon. gentle-
man ; and the expenditure, as he had
correctly stated, to obtain the draught of
121t., was only $9,240,000. Now, the
expenditure up to the end of the fiscal
year in carrying on the contracts, as
they were proceeding under the Admin-
istration of the hon. gentleman, would
exceed $9,000,000 considerably.
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MR. MACKENZIE: To the end of
this financial year, the expenditure,
according to the return brought down,
was $8,907,754.

MR. TIUPPER said the expenditure
up to the 30th of June next would bc
$9,079,186 ; and the hon. gentleman
knew perfectly well, from the state the
work was in, that it would be utterly
impossible to complete the work now
going on within the estimate, that is,
Mr. Page's present estimate, which was
$9,240,000, which was required to give
12ft. of water. He was, therefore, satis-
flied the hon. gentleman would find that
Mr. Page had been proceeding on the
principle of obtaîning a draught of 1 4ft.
of water.

MR. MACKENZIE : That is quite
possible ; there may be some mistake.

MR. TUPPER said lie was satisfied of
that, because the bon, gentleman had
correctly stated the amounts, and he
would find also that it would be utterly
impossible to complete the work for less
than $200,000 and open the canal. He
merely drew attention to that, because
he thought it was undesirable that there
should be any erroneous impression as to
where the policy resided. He was not
compiaining of it at all, but his impression
was that there was an expression of the
House, upon which the hon. gentleman
acted, which was, that so far as the Wel-
land Canal was concerned, 14ft. draught
of water should be obtained. The hon.
gentleman knew that the whole question
was taken in consideration with the Sault
Ste 3'1arie Canal, and that it was intend-
ed that there should be there a draught
of 14ft., and that it was considered
desirable to bave navigation for ships
drawing 14ft. of water as far as King-
ston.

MR. MACKENZIE said the hon.
gentleman was correct in stating that
opinion had been assented to in the
House. He (Mr. Mackenzie) had stated
before that he approved of that opinion,
but Le doubted merely as to whether it
should have been done then. His im-
pression was that lie had only so far
modified the plans as to make all the
structures, which required to be sunk to
the Lake Erie level, to the 14ft. depth.
He presumed nothing had been done yet

MR. TUPPER.

towards raising the locks on the descent
eastward. Some of them, as the ha.
member for Niagara had pointed wut,
had been finished for a considerabe
time. One between St. Catharines and
Thorold, built on the 12ft. principle, had
been finished nearly two years. He
could not recollect of having done any-
thing to complete those portions of the
work for 14ft.

Mi. KIRKPATRICK said lie might,
perhaps, be allowed to say something oi
this matter, as lie remembered the dis-
cussions that took place in this House
with reference to the depth of water in
the, Welland Canal and the St. Lawrence
Canals. He thought the hon. member
for Lambton was correct in saying tlat
he promised that the works in the
Welland Canal should be so construeted
as to obtain 14ft. of water when
necessary, but for the present they had to
be completed for a depth of 12ft., with
the works for making it 14ft. wheni-
necessary, withoiit disturbing navigation.
That was the decision, but he
did not know that the House
had formerly pronounced ia
favor of 14ft. navigation. There
was a motion brought forward about it,
and a strong feeling expressed in favour
of it. Various .arguments were given,
and the opinion of the House was. that
Lake Ontario should be for the present,
at all events, the foot of lake navigation,
and that vessels capable of navigating
the upper lakes should be enabled to
come down to Lake Ontario. The opUl-
ion was also general that at some not
distant day it would be necessary to get
14ft. of water in the Welland
Canal. The hon. gentleman declared
that he was of the same opinion, and that
lie would make the necessarv works in
the locks so that the depth of water
could be obtained without disturbing
navigation. This was the 28th of
March, 1 877. With regard to the St:
Lawrence canals, lie entirely concurred
with the hon. gentleman opposite, and
he was fortified in his opinion by con-
versation lie had had with men who
were interested in the navigation Of the
St. Lawrence, and they all agreed witL
him that the work e constructing 'r
deepening the canals to the depth MgeP

of 12ft., would involve such sa
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enormous cost as practically to put it
out pf the question. The hon. gentle-
man said the estimate made was
$12,000,000. The hon. nember for
Dundas had said he believed it would in-
volve a cost of some $20,000,000. Why
should these canais be enlarged? For
the purpose of bringing the commerce of
the West down these canals, so that it
could pass out to the sea by
way of the St. Lawrence. The
hon. gentleman said it would
cost $12,000,000 to build these works.
At 5 per cent. interest this would be an
outlay to the country of $600,000 a year.
Now, last year about 12,000,000 bushels
of grain passed down between Kingston
and Montreal; at 5c. a bushel that
would amount to $600,000. But that
would mean that the country should pay
towards bringing that grain down to the
set, 50. per bushel. But the actual cost
was only 3c. per bushel, last summer,
for aIl the grain transported between
Kingston and Montreal, including the
cost of elevating the grain at Kingston.
He was sure this fact alone would in-
duce the House and the Government to
pause long before they incurred the great
expense of going on with this work of
enlarging the canals. There was no use
in enlarging the Cornwall Canal, which
was but one link in the system of St.
Lawrence navigation, unless we deter-
mined on going on with all the rest of
these works, and deepenel the channel
of the River between the canals. He
hoped, therefore, that the House would,
as the present state of the country re-
quired the employment of all their
energies and resources to develop the
North-West and carry on those impor-
tant works, pause long before entering
on that gigantie expenditure; and he
trusted that this work might be placed
in the category of those spoken of by the
ineuber of Lambton as practically im-
possible.

MR. WHITE (Cardwell) said that
this discussion, although on a very prac-
tical and important subjeet, was largely
Of a speculative character. There was
110 item in the Estimates for any new
works, but only for the completion of
SoMe long in progress. He agreed with
"ome of the remarks of the hon. member
for Halton (Mr. Macdougall), but dis-

agreed with others. le did not concur
in his view, expressed in 1871, and since,
that the enlargement of the Welland
Canal and St. Lawrence Canais was ex-
pressly for the benefit of the Americans.
Our object was, in reality, to gain the
profit of handliag and transporting their
produce on its way to the ocean and
Europe. Whoever was responsible foi
the deepening of the Welland Canal to
14ft., he thought were to be congra-
tulated for having decided upon its
being done at once. What they wanted
in connection with the Welland Canal
was, that vessels navigating Lake Erie,
many of which drew 14ft., should have
access to Lake Ontario. The moment
they entered that lake, the contest lay
between Oswego and Kingston, and
Montreal ; because it was a remarkable
fact that, notwithstanding those magni-
ficent works, and the number of pro-
pellors that came down the lakes, 90 per
cent. of the grain that came from
the west t'o Montreal to be
shipped there for Europe, was
brought in barges from Kingston. If
that was the case, so far as the grain trade
of the West was concerned, be thought
they might assume the St. Lawrence
canais were la- ge enough for all practical
purposes for many years, and might be
left as tbey were. He was quite sure
that there could be but one opinion, one
of regret, that the late Minister of Pub-
lic Works should have incurred an ex-
penditure of$2,000,000 for the enlarge-
ment of the Cornwall Canal, the largest,
if he mistook not, on the St. Lawrence,
at a time wben there was no intention of
going seriously to work to improve the
entire nivigation between Kingston and
Montreal. It was quite true there was,
at that time, an event in progress in the
neighbourhood of Cornwall, or at any
rate expected : that a very important
meniber of the Government had been
transferred to a position he had since
adorned as Lieutenant-Governor of On-
tario, and that an election was imminent
in the neighbourhood of those works.
That the expenditure of those $ 2,000,000
was now admitted to give work to the
people of the vicinity, and not solely for
the purpose of improving the canal,
showed, at any rate, that the expenditure
might have had some connection with
that other event. But, whatever the
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motive was, he thought that the
discussion to-night must lead them
to the belief that the expenditure
at that time was most unwise. No
doubt, however, there had been a very
strong feeling in Ontario in favour of
the enlargement of those canals; and at
Confederation, a clause, with that object,
was inserted in the Union Act, to
offset the Intercolonial Railway, which
was supposed to be exclusively for the
benefit of the Maritime Provinces. It
was then thought that vessels from
Liverpool could be passed through the
enlarged canals to the West, and, in ad-
dition, that a large intercolonial trade
between eastern and western Provinces
might be developed by them. But the
moment the Intercolonial Railway was
opened, it was worked as to tariff arrange-
ments, so as to drive off the Gulf port
steamers, whose business had been de-
stroyed by that railway. They need not,
under those circumstances, look forward
to any great trade between the West and
the Maritime Provinces by vessels in
summer ; there was no certainty of such
a trade as would justify them in en-
larging those canals. The hon. member
for Halton referred to the competition of
railways with water ways. They were
building the Georgian Bay Railway, pre-
sumably to draw the trade of our own
North-West to tidewater at Montreal and
Quebec, and he sincerelyhoped,with aview
to this object, that everything would be
sacrificed to easy gradients. The question
of competition between rail and water de-
pended very largely on the characterofthe
railway. No doubt that the bringing
of grain from Manitoba, by rail, to Thun-
der Bay, and there passing it through an
elevator into vessels and subjecting it to
a similar operation at French River and
Montreal, would put it in such a condi-
tion as to realise, on the other side of the
Atlantic, more chan the cost of the hand-
ling. That fact led him to think that
the scheme of the Georgian Bay Railway
might be looked forward to as a very im-
portant factor in their struggle for the
grain transport trade of the North-West.
He sincerely congratulated the Govern-
ment on its determination to deepen the
Welland Canal to 14ft., as soon as pos-
sible. Unless they set to work with a
view to availing themselves of every
means of competing with the Erie Canal

Ma. WHITE.

and the American Railways, he was
afraid they would not realise those great
advantages they had in view in their
enormous expenditure of money in those
improvements.

MR. MACKENZIE said that the
member for Cardwell (Mr. White) had
been pleased to insinuate that the en-
largement of the Cornwall Canal was
intended to assist a candidate of the party
of the late Government in his election.
When he told that hon. gentleman that
that contract was not let, nor the estimate
for the work voted, till nearly a year
after that election took place, he might be
satisfied that he was as unfounded in his
insinuation, as he was ungenerous in his
concepLion.

MR. WHITE (Cardwell) said he
thought the hon. member for Lambton
was mistaken. He had taken a toletable
active interest in that election, and knew
that discussion included the contraci
that had actually been made.

Ma. MACKENZIE said he did not
believe it was let in 1875, the year of
the election.

MR. WHITE said he begged the hon.
gentleman's pardon for having said it was
let at the time. It was not actually let,
but it was generally understood that it
was to be, and it was given out immedi-
ately afterwards.

MR. MACKENZIE said that that
was a very different matter, but the hon.
gentleman was not yet quite correct.
He recollected very well that during the
second Session of the late Parliament,
when Mr. A. F. Macdonald was a mem-
ber, he urged the letting of the contract;
so it could not have been done for the
purpose of promoting his election.

MR. McLENNAN said he remen-
bered the rumour that the work was to
be commenced, and that it did its work
quite as well as if it had been.

MR. MACKENZIE said he was not
responsible for rumours. Mr. Macdonald
had been elected in the month of May,
1875, to support the Government. He
(Mr. Mackenzie) was out of the country
about three months, and he thoughtit
was during his absence that the election
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took place. There never was a word of at the time the Government need not
discussion about the contract one way or | have been very anxious about the elec-
the other.

ME. CAMERON (North Victoria)
said that he remembered the circum-
stances of the canvass for that election,
which resulted in the return of Mr.
MoNab, and the retirement of Mr. Mac-
donald, who was appointed Lieutenant-
Governor in the spring of 1876. In the
summer of that year, when the election
was held, his hou. friend (Mr. McLen-
nan), now the representative of Glen-
garry, was a candidate. His hon.
friend from Cardwell (Mr. White), and
he himself took an active part in that
Glengarry election, which enabled him to
corroborate the statement of that hon.
gentleman; that the proposed letting
of the work for the extension of the
Corn wall Canal was made use of to the
utmost extent by the friends of the Li-
beral candidate. The farmers in the
neighbourhood of Cornwall, were told
that their teams wvould be hired, and an
era of general prosperity created if they
would only support Mr. McNab.

MR. MACKENZIE said that might
well be the case, but Lieutenant-Gover-
nor Macdonald was appointed in May,
1875, not 1876. The Government had
no responsibility for the circulation of
rumours. His experience, besides, had
invariably shown that the Government
lad invariably lost support from the
location and building of public works
in the localities benefitted. In the con-
stituencies on the line of Lachine, Corn-
wall, and Welland Canals, the late Go-
verument did not ultimately find one
supporter, notwithstanding the millions
spent on them. This showed that the
diffioulties which arose from people not
obtaining what they wanted for their
lands, and expected on other grounds,
led to infinitely more injury than
benefit to the Government in such
outlay. He (Mr. Mackenzie) never re-
collected a word of discussion with Mr.
McNab about the Cornwall Canal,
though Mr. A. F. Macdonald had urged
publicly and privately it that should be
proceeded with, and the present Minister
of Militia and Premier had also urged it
in order that employment might be
found for the people. The work was un-
dertalen wholly on public grounds, and

tion of a single mem ber when they had a
majority of sixty or seventy.

Vote agreed to.

95 St. Anne's Lock and Canal.,
96 Carillon Lock and Canal..
97 Grenville.................
98 Culbute (improving approach

to Canal-Supplementary
Estimate,1878-79, $20,000)

99 St. Peter's................
100 Miscellaneous. ........

Public Buldings., Ottatea.

(Grounds...............
101, f Extension of Western

t bock...... ......

s 50,000
300,000
200,000

12,000 00
90,000 00
10,000 00

..,000 0

5,000 OU

Mn. MACKENZIE asked if the Gov-
ernnent bad let the shovelling of the
snow by contract this winter.

MR. TUPPER said tbey had not.
The Government saw, from the tender
sent in, that, if the winter proved a long
one the contractors would be unable to
do the work. Therefore, they considered
it would be safer to do it by day
woî k.

MR. MACKENZIE said that one
day he saw forty-five men at work,
thirty-five of whom seemed to him to be
doing work entirely unnecessary. The
expense, he thought, must be enormous.

MR. TU PPER said he would bring
down the amount of the expenditure in
this particular.

Vote agreed to.

XII.-PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDINGS-

CHARGEABLE TO INCOME.

Improvenent of Navigable Rwvers.

Improvement of navigable
rivers................... $10,000 00

St. Lawrence, removal of
102 chains and anchors....... 12,000 00

Neebish Rapids, River St.
Mary, Lake Huron....... 9,000 00

Iemoving rock, Victoria, B.C. 8,000 00

Mn. MACKENZIE enquired how
much more would be required for clear-
ing the Quebec Harbour, and how much
had been realised from the sale of the
anchors and chains.
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Mn. TUPPER said the labour of re-

moving the anchors and chains had been
practically completed. The expenditure
asked for this year was for the purpose of
removing a rock, the removal of which
was indispensable to the safety of naviga-
tion. He was not aware at that moment
what had been realised from the sale of
the chains and anchors, but negotiations
were in the course of progress for the
sale of a large amount of scrap iron.

Vote agreed to.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

Ontario.

Otta-wa Drill Shed...,..... $15,000 00
Hamilton Post-office........ 1,500 00

103 Windsor Post-office and Cus-
tom-house . ...... . 18,000 00

L Brantford Public Offices...... 12,000 00

Mn. MeCIJAIG said he desired to
make a few observations in regard to the
grants for the erection of Custom-houses,
post-offices, etc. He wished to know
whether these grants could not be capital-
ised, and a certain amount awarded to
towns if they would undertake to erect
buildings for these purposes.

Mi. TUPPER said the subject had
been under the consideration of the
Government, and they would be glad to
consider any proposal that would save
the money of the country.

MR. BROWN said that Belleville was
classed,~ last year, with Brantford and
Windsor for assistance in this regard, but
circumstances over which they had no
control prevented the late Government
from carrying out their intention. The
Government derived a large revenue
from Belleville, and le thought the
natter should receive the attention of
the Administration.

MR. TUPPER said lie would like to
speak for a great many members as well
as himself, and say that the Government
were quite of opinion that the town of
Belleville, from its importance and its
population, and its resources, was
entitled to the consideration of the
Government in regard to the provision
for public buildings. But these Esti-
mates were framed principally with a
view of carrying out the contracts of their
predecessors. In reference to new work,

Mu. MACKENZIE.

the Government had not felt themselves
able, in consideration of the present
fiscal condition of the country, to engage
in these expenses until they restored, as
he trusted they would restore, the
equilibrium between the expenditure and
the revenue.

Mn. MACKENZIE said that the
towns of Guelph, Brantford and Wind-
sor had been selected, in this regard, on
account of their size and importance as
commercial centres. It was the inten-
tion of the Government to take the towns
next in importance and population,which
would have been St. Catharines and
Belleville. It was not their intention to
take the towns all together, but one or
two at a time, so that they could provide
the required accommodation without en-
tering into very serious engagements al]
at once.

Vote agreed to.

Quebec.

104

[

Quebec and Levis fortifica-
tions, including Dufferin
improvements..... ....

Durham Terrace exten-
sion..............

St. John's Post-office and
Custom-house.......

$40,000

15,000

9,000

Mn. WHITE (East Hastings) asked
how it was that Quebec got everything
and Belleville was passed over ? The
revenue collected at Quebec was not as
great as that collected in Belleville, and
he was satisfied that, had the late Gov-
ernment remained in power, Belleville
would not have been so passed over.

MR. MACKENZIE said that no one
could fairly complain that the Province
of Quebec got too much during the last
few years. It so happened that there
had been a large expenditure upon the
canals, but that was not of a local charac-
ter. The expenditure upon the Customs
buildings and the new post-office in
Montreal, were, no doubt, very large
in the years 1873, 1874, 1875, 1876 and
1877, out, with those exceptions, and the
erection of a small building in St. Johns,
there was no very large expenditure in the
Province of Quebec, and there was a
general assent to the proposition made
two years ago, that something ought to
be done t preserve the historie chaeter
of the historie city of Quebe. w ith

Suppy.
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regard to Belleville, a good deal of money caused an undue expenditure, owing t
hadýbeen spent there in connection with a searcity of labour at the time, and
liarbour improvements, and the hon. would have interfered with private
member for East Hastings could have no partes, who were building, by taking
ground for reasonable complaint in that from them a certain amount of available
respect. & labour.

MR. WHITE (East Hastings): $2,000
was just the amount spent in Belleville.
That was not a great sum.

Mr. JOINES (South Leeds) said, as
Canadians, they all desired to see the old
fortifications of Quebec kept in repair,,
and would have no hesitation in voting
this sum. With regard to the Custom-
house at St. Johns, and the buildings
at Belleville, Guelph, in Nova Scotia or
Manitoba, or elsewhere, they were all for
the benefit of the whole Dominion, and
brought revenueintothecountry. The sec-
tionalism shown by hon. members, in
carping at these small items, was to be
regretted.

Ma. WHITE (East Hastings) said he
found no fault with these items. They
were all elected to look after the interest
of their respective sections. He would
ask the Minister of Public Works if the
Government intended to think of Belle-
Viile next year.

Ma. TUPPER said as soon as the
Government was in a position to deal
with those public works, they intended
giving them theirconsideration.

Vote agreed to.

New Brunswick

i Custom-house St. John.... $100,000 0o
05 Savings Bank. do ...... 14,000 00

Post-office do...... 89,500 o0
do Fredericton..... 16,000 00

MR. DOMVILLE said he would like
to ask why these works bad not been
constructed heretofore. A fire took place
mn June 1877, which destroyed a large
portion of St. John, and yet those build-
ings had not yet been rebuilt. New
Brunswick had contributed $400,000 or
$500,000 in duties to the public revenue
owing to that fire, and deserved better
treatment.

Mr. TUPPER said the reason given
bV the late Minister of Public Works
was that the rebuilding of them, shortly
after the fire had occurred, would have

Suppy. [APraL 30, 1879.]

Ma. DOMVILLE said lie could not
accept that as an explanation. There
was any quantity of labour to be had, and
it would have been a godsend to have
furnished work to the people. It was a
disgrace to the late Ministry that they
had not carried ont these works.

MAR. MA CKENZIE said he felt no
disgrace in the matter. If there was
any place above another, unless it were
Halifax, which had reason to be satis-
fied with regard to public works, it was
St. John.

Mr. ANGLIN said the statement of
the hon. the Minister of Public Works
was correct. It was impossible, for some
time after the fire, to find labour to do
anything like the amount of work re-
quired. Buildings had to be long de-
layed, because skilled labourers could
not be obtained. Numbers of mechanics
came from the United States, and from
various parts of the Dominion, to supply
the demand, still, the first year, it was
almost impossible to get work done, par-
ticularly in stone buildings, and it would
have been very unwise for the Govern-
ment to have entered into competition
with private parties for labour.

Mit. DOMVILLE said lie was sur-
priseI to hear the statement of the hon.
member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglir-),
that the late Government could not go
on with the building. Whv, they
ordcred the iron work for the vaults
from Boston, and then employed a com-
pany in St. John to make them. There
were two sets of vaults for that building
before it was completed. There was any
quantity of labour to be had, and relief
had to be provided for the labouring,
classes.

MR. MACKENZIE said everything
was absurd that did not please the mem-
ber for King's (Mr. Donville). Before
many weeks elapsed after the fire, the
Chief Architect of the Department was
instructed to go to St. John to make
such investigations as were necessary to
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enable him to prepare plans for the
new buildings. The plans were prepared
as rapidly as possible, and the Govern-
ment proceeded as fast as the regular
forms required by the Government
rendered absolutely necessary. Of course,
every hon. gentleman knew that a Gov-
ernment could not proceed in the same
way as a private individual could. It
was necessary to proceed in a form ac-
ceptable to Parliament. They had first
to prepare the plans, and then wait to get
a vote of money in the Session of 1878.
Then the contract Lad to be let and
approved in the regular way, and it so
happened that they had very serious
difiiculty with the contractors in getting
them to carry out their engagements.
It necessarily took a considerable time
to do that. He hoped the
hon. the Minister of Public Works would
not, in connection with public build-
ings, attempt to hurry their construc-
tion unduly, for the sake of being able
to say that they were completed within
a certain number of months, or years.
The more years taken to build, the
better the building would be. The
building in which the House was now
sitting, although it had taken twenty
years to finish, would have been a much
better strncture if more time could have
been afforded for its construction. He
spoke from a personal knowledge of
architectural work. There was not a
single day unnecessarily lost in proceed-
ing with these St. John buildings. Ti:e
foundation of the Custom-house had to
be sunk some 17ft. or 18ft. below the
level of Water-street.

MR. DOMVILLE : The foundations
lad to be sunk ? '

Mn. MACKENZIE: Yes.

Mn. DOMVILLE: I think not.

MR. MACKENZIE: The hon. gen-
tleman is so wise, and knows so much, in
his own estimation, that it is impossible
to inform him on any subject. The
hon. gentleman knew he had already
made a great many mistakes, and ought
not to make rash statements. It would
be better for him to get his leader, t-he
hon. the Minister of Public Works, to
bring a statement from his Chief Archi-
tect, to show how far the foundations

Mn. MACKENZIE.

had to be sunk. The foundations of the
Custom-house were on a sloping reek.
The old walls had to be taken down.

Vote agreed to.

Nova Scotia.

(Marine Hospital, Lunenburg
106 Sydney, C.B, Quarantine

Hospital ...............

North-West Territories.

107 Public Buildings...........

British Columbia.

Public Buildings, Repairs..
108 Custom-house and Store-

house Wharf, Victoria...
109 Public Buildings generally..

PENITENTIARIES.

General Penitentiary for the
Maritime Provinces.....

110 St. Vincent de Paul........
Manitoba, (drains, etc.) ....
Kingston Penitentiary. . . . .

111 t
PENTS, REPAIRS, ETC.

Rtents, repairs, furniture,
heating, etc ...... ,...

Heating Public Buildings..
Removal of snow, Public

Buildings, Ottawa.......
Gas, Public Buildings, Ot-

tawa ....................
Allowance fer fuel and light,

Rideau Hall............

$4,00Q

2,000

$5,500

5,004
10,000

$16,000
4,000
3,000
.- 000

$175,000
40,000

1,800

18,000

5'00

. HARBOURS AD BREAKWATERs.

Ontario.{Kincardine...............
112 Toronto ..............

Collingwood Harbour.,.. .

$5,000 0.0
10,0e0 00

6,50# 00

Ma. MILLS said he wished to know
if the Minister of Public Works intended
to ask the louse to make an appropria-
tion for Morpeth Harbour.

MR. TUPPER said that was one Of
the works that had to be postponed folr
the present.

MR. ROBINSON asked whether the
$10,000 for Toronto Harbour was to be
expended solely in dredging the western
outrance. The hon. the Minister Of
Public Works would recollect that a de-
putation waited upon him the other daY
asking for improvements to the eas"r
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entrance. The importance of their sug-
gestion would be recognised, especially
as the Welland Canal was enlarged to
14ft. navigation, which would make it
necessary that some permanent improve-
ment should be made in the Toronto
Harbour, otherwise the larger vessels
would have no harbour of refuge in the
lakes.

MR. TUPPER said there was no
doubt this was an important question.
The $ 10,000 was intended exclusively for
the western entrance, for the purpose of
obtaining a channel 15ft. in depth, and
300ft. in width. The work to which the
hon. gentleman referred was of great
importance, but it was a matter that was
still a question of controversy between
engineers, and the Government intended
to investigate it carefully before any ex
penditure was made, in order to see just
in what way the expenditure could be
mnade most serviceable.

Ma. BROWN said there were a great
many improvements required every year
at Belleville, and the Government had,
(luring the past eight years, contributed
$13,550 towards those improvements.
During the sanie time, the city had paid
towat ds dredging the harbour $47,151.
The harbour was frequented by very
large vessels from foreign ports, and it
was necessary that the harbour should
be kept in good condition. He trusted
the Government would see its way to
aiding the city either with a money grant
or in lending them one' of the Govern-
mient dredges to keep the harbour clear.

Ma. MAcCALLUM said he protested
against the Government expending
Imoney on works such as Morpeth Har-
bour, which would be of no advantage to
the conntry. The moment they came
Over te the Government side of
the louse, they got new light, they saw
they could help their friends all through
the country by taking hold of local
works of no interest to the public. fle
raised his voice now and protested
against this Government spending money
oI local works. We had plenty of publie
works to carry out without attempting
toimuprove private property.

MIL' McCARTHY said he did not rise
to make any complaints about the plans

105

for Collingwood Harbour, but to ask
whether it was the intention of the Gov-
ernment te spend the money voted for
that purpose. Last year a grant of
$10,000 was made for the improvement
of that harbour, but he saw, by the re-
turns brought down, that only $2,000
had been spent. It was a cause of great
dissatisfaction to the people of that town,
after being promised time and again
that a grant should be made for the im-
provement of the harbour, to find that a
sum of money was voted for that pur-
pose, and only a pretence made of ex-
pending it.

MR. MACKENZIE said he did not
think the hon. gentleman had reason to
complain that the harbour of Colling-
wood had not received its full share of
the public money. Large amounts were
spent there years ago. The vote taken
lastyear was with the view of getting a
greater depth of water, by dredging the
existing harbour. The Government and
the Northern Railway, combined, had
spent about $30,000 on that harbour.

MR. McCARTHY said the expendi-
ture of which the hon. gentleman spoke
was not altogether by the Northern Rail-
way Company, but partly by the munici-
pality, one-fourth being by the company
and the balance by the municipalitv. That
was after the agreement made at the time
and which they complained had not been
kept. At that time it was understood
the harbour was to be free; but shorly
afterwards, when the hon. member for
Lambton's Government was in office, the
harbour was placed subject to harbour dues,
which, to some extent, interfered with
the business of that place.*

Mn. MACKENZIE said Mr. Kings-
ford received instructions te take the
necessary steps to get the money expend-
ed which was voted, but the bon. gentle-
man would remember that there was a
difficulty about getting a dredge in that
quarter, and the dredge that was ulti-
mately sent to Collingwood was sent
from Lake Ontario. There were peculiar
difficulties in dredging those northern
harbours, and he had never spent a cent
for dredging in bis own county during
all the time he was in office.

MR. McCARTHY: The dredge never
got to Collingwood.
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MR. MACKENZIE said there was no
kind of intention of not proceeding with
the work. He had endeavoured to do
his best to carry out the intended im-
provements, but was unable to get a
dredge into the harbour before he went out
of office.

MR. TUPPER said the year for which
that noney was voted did not expire
until July 1st ; the expenditure was
still going on, and a considerable portion
of the money would be expended before
the expiration of the fiscal year for which
it was voted.

Mn. MILLS said the bon. member for
Monck (Mr. McCallum), had laid down a
principle to which he (Mr. Mills) had
never subscribed since he had been a mem-
ber of this House. He moved for a return
some time since, which he hoped would
be here, before this discussion àook
place, in order to show whether such a
principle had ever been acted upon. He
was sorry to see the hon. gentleman did
not adhere to that principle with any-
thing like consistency. The hon. gentle-
man seemed to think that it was right
and proper to make expenditures for
harbours of refuge, but that it was en-
tirely wrong for this House to appro-
priate money for harbours of commerce.
What were they making appropriations
for post offices, Custom-houses, etc., for ?
Was it understood that the people in the
neighbourhood who were accommodated
with those buildings should pay for their
erection ? They did not act on any such
principle. The hon. gentleman was a
shipowner; would he like to have Go
vernment say to him that he should
build harbours of refuge for himself ?
Wbat claim had the hon. gentleman and
other shipowners on the Treasury of the
Dominion, any more than any other
portion of tax-payers? He did not act
on such a principle, and lie believed that
expenditures of money for harbours of
refuge. where they were needed, were
very proper and justifiable.

MF. McCALLUM said lie did not
consider the lake shore a harbour. He
couà tell his hon. friend that lie could
not get shelter there at all. The hon.
gentleman asked this House to appropri-
ate money for a locality within twelve
miles of where the Government had spent

MR. McCARTHT.

a quarter of a million to build a harbour,
and yet the hon. gentleman called that
locality on the lake shore a harbour. It
would not benefit commerce, because the
railway station was within five or six
miles of the harbour.

Vote agreed to.

Quebec.
113 Lower St. Lawrence, repair-

ing various breakwaters . . $1 0,000 O

MR. CASGRAIN said lie desired to call
the attention of the hon. the Minister of
Public Works to a very dangerous place
in his county opposite St. Roch, where
the people had, at their own expense,
begun to build a harbour of refuge. If
the Mînister would refer to the docu-
ments, he would find a petition from the
municipality and adjoining parishes ask-
ing for aid to build that harbour. The
hon. the Minister of Inland Revenue
was aware of the facts.

MR. TUPPER said he thought that
was provided for; he would look into
the matter.

Vote agreed to.

New Brunswick.

114 St. John Harbour ,......... $5,000 00

In answer to Mr. MACKENZIE,

MR. TUPPER said this sum was to
repair a breakwater that was carried
away. It would protect the harbour,
and prevent any further damage until
the Government was in a position to
undertake the work as before.

MR. ANGLIN said he desired to call
the attention of the hon. the Minister of
Public Works to a case that was not
provided for here at all. An appropria-
tion was made, some two or three years
ago, for the purpose of opening what was
called the Gully, at Shippegan, in bis
county, and rendering the passage ac-
cessible and useful to a great number of
fishing craft, at all times of the tide. It
was of great importance to all who were
engaged in the fisheries in that part of
the Do:ninion. Through that gtully, "

the season, several hundred boats passed
in the course of a week, Oand there Wa
no other harbour within a great mianiy
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miles. Many lives had been lost there
at various times, because the water was
shallow at low tide. He had made these
representations to successive Governments
of the Dominion, and froi the late Gov-
ernment he obtained an appropriation
,for the purpose of building a brush
breakwater, extending from the point
close to this gully to the extreme point
of the sand bar. He hoped that by this
mears a harbour of refuge would be
affrded, at all times of tide, for the
hundreds of fishing smacks engaged in
that part of the country. Unfortunately,
there was a great difficulty in getting
contractors to take this work, and the
man who eventually took the contract
made some mistake in regard to the
facilities for obtaining naterial in the
neighbourhood, and he broke down. The
work was again let, and again the con-
tractor failed, and the work remained
unfinished. What had been done, how-
ever, had already rendered great service
to the fishing smacks. But as the
breakwater was not yet extended to the
end of the sand bar, the sand still washed
in, and the passage was not as deep as it
might be made. Even as it is, in
xtormy weather it afforded protection to
the smaller craft that succeeded in getting
Ànder its lee, but it wzuld be of much
greater advantage if the work were car-
ried out according •to the original inten-
tion. It would afford a short cut to
vessels engaged in the trade of the Mira-
mnichi and Bay Chaleurs of about 100
niles He hoped the bon. the Minister

Of Public Works would, at least, expend
this year, towards completing the work,
the balance of the amount appropriated
for this service last year, and which still
remained on hand.

Mr. TUPPER said that the work was
of considerable importance. There was
an unexpended balance in hand, and he
intended to carry on operations with it
il order to extend and secure the work
between this and the 1st July.

1R. ANGLIN said it was almost im-
possible to do any work before June, as
the coast was stormy and the ice trouble-
Sore.

Vote agreed to.

Nova kSotia.

Annapolis River, Annapolis
Co.....................

Ragged Pond, Guysboro Co..
Digby Co. (repairs).

115 Mount Cove, Digby Co. (re-
pairs)..................

Cow Bay, Cape Breton .... .
West Arichat.............
Lingan Harbour...........

$1,500
2,000
2,000

1,000
5,000
4,000

MR. MACKENZIE asked for expla-
nations as to the works at Cow Bay.
Was it intended to pay Mr. Archibald ?

MR. TUPPER said the item was for
work to be done, and not to pay Mr.
Archibald, whose claim was under con-
sideration. If the Government submit-
ted any claim of that kind, they would
state so openly.

Mu. MACKENZIE said that the
late Government declined to pay that
claim, after full consideration. What
did they want the $2,000 for at Digby ?

MR. TUPPER said it was to repair
damage to a pier to which a storm had
driven a vessel. The work was indispens-
able.

MR. MACKENZIE said that that
place was in no sense a harbour; there
was simply a wharf or landing, which
ought to be naintained by the locality.
The local authorities collected dues at it,
and yet begged Government assistance
for that work. If the Government was
to maintain it, they should levy tolls to
meet the expenditure.

MR. TJPPER said the hon. gentle-
man himself had expended $2,500 on the
work, in 1874. It had been built, and
since repaired, by put lic money. Digby
pier was the point of communication be-
tween a large portion of Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick, thus possessing a pub-
lic character.

Vote aqreed to.

Prinee Edward Island.

f Colville Bay, Souris.......
1 New London.............

117 General Repairs, Maritime
Provinces................

$ 5000
1,500

10,000

sLIDES AND Books.

118 Slides and Booms........... $15,606 00-
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DREDGING.
Dredge Vessels.... ....... $10,000 00

1 Dredging.... .. ...... 98,000 00

12O~

MISCILLANEOUS.
Miscellaneous Works, not

otherwise provided foT...
Surveys and Inspection...
Arbitration and A wards.
Land and Cable Telegraph

Lines for the Sea Coasts
and Islands of the Lower
River and Gulf of St.
Lawrence and the Mari-
time Provinces, viz.:-

Annual Subsidy for the
Cables to Anticosti and
the Magdalen Islands and
Land Lines on the same..

For several Land Lines in
the Maritime Provinces
to join the Lighthouses
on promninent points to
the telegraph system of
Canada. Subsidy once for
all..................

$10,000
30,000
10,000

15,000 00

MR. MACKENZIE asked for infor-
mation in regard to the vote for tele-
graph lines.

Ma. TUPPER said that this expen-
diture was necessary in the interest of
humaiîty, in the intecest of commerce,
in the interest of navigation, and in the
interest of the fisheries of the country.
The matter was briefly explained on the
vote itself. It was for the purpose of
enabling the company to lay down cables
to Anticosti and the Magdalen Islands,
and land lines ou the same. The next
item proposed a subsidy once for all, of
$20,000, for several land lines in the
31aritime Provinces to join the light-
houses on permanent points to the tele-
graph system. It was hoped that by this
appropriation au extensive system of
telegraphie communication would be
opened between the lighthouses and the
humane establishments. It was believ-
ed that this would result in a great
saving to the country, not only
by causing an additional saving to
life and property in connection with
shipping, but by reducing the rates of
marine insurance. In regard to the
-vote of $15,>000, that was placed in the
Estimates to recoup the company for an
outlay of$300,000, which would be ne-
cessitated ; $12,000 for interest on that
sum, and $3,000 for unforseen ex-
penses.

MR. TuPPER.

MR. MACKENZIE said he did not-
rise for the purpose of objecting to
either sums, but of calling attention to
the fact, that in regard to the first item
a Bill ought to be introduced. It was a
perpetual contract, and should be intro-
duced by way of resolution, and a Bill
founded on the resolution.

MR. TUPPER said he was satisfied
the hon. gentleman was correct.

MR. ANGLIN said he supposed it
would be necessary to have lighthouse
keepers who were telegraph operators,
and that would entail additional ex-
pense.

MR. TUPPER said that there were
instruments upon which anyone could
send messages, and that this would not
involve much, if any more,additional ex-

Vote agreed to.

Resolutions ordered to be reported.

HIouse resumed.

Resolutions reported.

House adjourned at
Fifteen minutes before

One cclock 

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Thursday, lst May, 1879.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE,

Mn. TUPPER, in the absence of Si"
JOHN A. MACDONALD, moved

« That for the rest of the Session the Hoûue
do meet on every Saturday at two o'clock,
P.M., and that Public Bills and Orders take
precedence on that day after Routine, excePt
on Saturday next, when the Notice of Motion
of Mr. Fortin, of 9th April, shall take preCe-
dence after Routine Business."

Motion agreed to.

1668 General Busines.
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GOYERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE.
RESOLUTIONS WITHDRAWN.

MR. TILLEY: I take this oppor-
tunity of stating that, after careful con-
sideration on the part of the Go vernment.
at this late period of the Session, the
tariff having occupied so much more
time than was expected, and considering
the importance of this question, I will
ask leave to withdraw the insurance
resolutions.

Resolutions, with leave of the House,
'wiáÃdrawn.

HIS EXCELLENCY'S DESPATCHES ON
THE TARIFF.

MR. MACKENZIE: I would like to
ask the Premier whether he has agreed
vo bring down the letter published in
England, which I asked for yesterday ?

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
.sked Bis Excellency to ascertain from
England what had been communicated to
the public, and whatever it is will be
,ommunicated to the House.

MR. MACKENZIE: When may we
expect a reply?

Bill (No. 89) Respecting "the Harbour of
North Sydney, in Nova Scotia.-(Mr, Pope,
Queen's, P.E.I.)

Bill (No. 90) To amend the Act respecting
the Harbour of Pictou, in Nova Scotia.--(Mr.
Pope, Queen's, P.E.1.)

Bill (No. 92) To amend the Seamens' Act,
1873.-(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.I.)

Bill (No. 97) To provide for the salaries of
two additional Judges of the Supreme Court
of British Columbia.-(Mr. McDonald, Picton.)

Bill (No. 102) Respecting certain Ordnance
and Admiralty Lands in the Provin!es of New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia.-(Mr. McDnald.
Pictou.)

SUPPLY.

X1I.-OCEAN AND RIVER SERVICE.

House again resolved itself into Com-
mittee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)

Dominiown Stearr.

121 Maintenance and repairs of
steamers Napoleon IH,
Newfield, Druid, Glendon,
Sir James Douglas and
-Northern Light. .......... $125,000 0)

SIR A. J. i i H iL: v nat, are the in-
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : To- tentions of the Government with regard
"V. to the Northern Light ? Are they going

to continue the steam service? I had
GOVERNMENT BILLS. hoped the Goveriment would have

SECOND READINGS. imade provision for bringing the rail-
t C et t il

The following Bills were severally
read the second time, considered in Com-
mittee of the Whole, and reported :-

Bill (No. 60) To amend the Canadian Pacifie
iRailway Act, 1874.-(Mr. Tupper.)

Bill (No. 88) To amend the Acts respecting
the Trinity House and Harbour Commissioners
of Montreal.-(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.1.)

Bill (No. 91) To amend the Pilotage Act,'5 7 3.-(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.I.)

The foilowing Bill was read the second
lime:-

-Bill (No. 94) To amend the Indian Act,1876.
-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

THIRD READINGs.

The following Bills were severally read
the second time, considered in Committee
'f the Whole, reported, read the third
time and passed :

w ay o* ape oM " nLIe, soa o£ac0 -

tate communication between the main-
land and the Island.

Ma. POPE (Queen's P.E.I.) said the
Northern Ligkt was altogether a failure,
and had been a most expensive plaything.
The Government had not finally decided
what to do with her, but it would never
do to maintain her at such great expense
considering her maintenance, cost, and the
small amount of work she could do. She
was now lying in Georgetown. There
were seasons when it was impossible for a
vessel to cross between Georgetown and
Pictou. The service could be done by
a good propellor in the fall and early
part of the winter, and in mid-winter
the crossing would have to be made
between Cape Tormentine and Cape
Traverse, small boats being used when
the ice was too close packed for a steamer.

Supply. [MAY 1, 1879.]
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The Government had asked $5,000 less
than was voted last year, and he hoped
it would not all be required. He hoped
they would have a railway down to Cape
Tormentine.

SIR A. J. SMITH said the Northern
Light was built in pursuance of a treaty
obligation entered into by this Dominion
with Prince Edward Island to have
steam service between the Island and the
mainland when Prince Edward Island
came into the Union, and for which the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries was
partly responsible. With respect to the
Xorthern Liglit, there was a difference of
opinion as to whether she was a failure
or not. As the hon. member for Niagara
(Mr. Plumb) had a motion on the paper
with reference to the Glendon, ie would
not discuss that question now, but would
only observe that she had done, and was
at present doing, good service.

Mn. PL UMB said the treaty obliga-
tion had nothing specially to do with
the Northern Liqht. The late Govern-
ment must bear all the responsibility för
having built ber. She had been a most
conspicuous failure in every respect.
After the hull was completed, it became
iecessary to strengthen her in every
direction, and the Superintendent ap-
pointed by the Government stated that
she could not be made sufficiently strong
for the work, that when she got into the
ice she became squeezed together like an
orange, and that the expenditure on her
was fabulons. He should be willing to
take his share of the responsibility for
having moved for the papers in reference
to that vessel.

MR. VALIN said lie would advise the
Government to sell the vessel, as it
would cost more than she was worth to
put her in a good state of repair.

Sim A. J. SMITH said, in regard
to the repairs of this vessel at Pic-
tou last year, the Public Accounts Com-
mittee examined Capt. Scott yesterday,
and Mr. Doull, who was present, and who
was the cause of the enquiry being made,
after the witnesses were examined, had
the fairness and manliness to state that
he acquitted and exonorated him (Sir
A. J. Smith) of all blame in connection
with the matter.

MI. PoPE.

MR. TASSÉ said he would seize this
opportunity to take exception to the
manner in which the annual report of
the Marine and Fisheries Department
was usually prepared. He was ani-
mated by no personal feelings in calling
attention to this matter. The officials
of that Department were, as a rule, most
zealous and painstaking, and had done
much te ensure its proper working. But
the voluminous shape which was given
to the report of the Department, accom-
panied, as it was, with numberless ap-
pendices, was well calculated to defeat
the very object of public usefulness,
which it must have in view. The De-
partment spent annually not more than
a million dollars-less even than the
Post Office Department-and, neverthe-
less, it threw all the other Depart-
ments in the shade by the voluminous
ness of its publications. In order to be
useful in these busy days, when time
was money, their Blue-books must be
prepared in a clear and concise way, and
the extent of their contents kept within
proper bounds. A report of 300 pages
would be read, perhaps, attentively,
whilst a report of 2,200 pages would
hardly be turned over by those who were
more special Ly concerned in these matters.
-He believed this report, could be reduced
to 400 or 500 pages, without the
slightest prejudice to the public interest.
He would not conclude, however, with-
out making a few remarks on some sta-
tistics in connection with our shipping.
According to the report, Canada was
to-day the fifth maritime power of the
world, being surpassed only by Great
Britain-the Queen of the seas-by the
United States, which occupies the second
rank ; by Norway, and by Italy. Such
a statement might flatter our national
pride ; lie wished it could not be dis-
puted; but official statistics led foroibly
to another conclusion. We possessed,
undisputably, an important marine, which
was increasing gradually ; but-not to
mention the maritime powers be had
already referred to-we could fairly claimB
to hold a larger tonnage than either France
or Germany. Our tonnage was magni-
flied by our official returns, becausO it
was calculated on the number of ships
registered in Canada, whilst it sholild be
based on the number of ships registered
and owned by oar people. Many of the
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ships enumerated in our official list, and The cost of the printing of that report
built in Canada, some as early as 1819, increased immensely under the adminis-
.had been sold to people of other coun- tration of bon. gentlemen opposite, for,
tries, or destroyed for various reasons, while it was but $2,611.24 in 1872-73
and yet they appeared as our property. under a Conservative Goverument, it
IMoreover, in our tonnage was entered reached the enormous suai of $14,680
every craft of the smallest description, under the auspices of the hon. member
whilst foreign tonnage included generally for Westmoreland. This hon. gentleman
but sea-going vessels, and not those navi- had acknowledged lately that lie made a
gating inland waters. which proved con- blunder in purchasing the steamer Clen-
clasively that a proper comparison could don at sucl a Iiigl price; le claimed
not be established on the basis adopted that lie had been deceived by some peo-
by the Department of Marine. Accord- ple, not altogether, perhaps, disinterested
ing to the census of 1871, which gave -but in this case lie could not appeaf to
the number of ships owned in this the mercy of the buse, and le must bo
country, we had then a total tonnage of held responsible for that extravagant ex-
843,126-whilst, according to the report penditure. If they were to believe cer-
of the Department,it should be 1,360,425 tain letters read Iately before the buse,
-the tonnage of the sea-going vessels the hon. member for Westmore]and had
being 660,446, which was the proper ton- been evidently more anxious during bis
nage, somewhat increased since, to be administration to induce other people te
compared with that of European nations. sail in bis own boat, although the
Our census had been made under the wreck was not then far distant, teectre
supervision of a man thoroughly versed the alliance of sucl an upriglt politiciail
in statistics, Mr. J. C. Taché, Deputy as the Minister of Finance, than te con-
Minister of Agriculture ; and, to show duct this Department in an economical
the authority to be attached to the result manner. When the celebrated Edmund
of his labours, he might state that his sta- Burke proposed, in ]780, hisplan for tiu-
tistics were of the greatest use to the "better regulation of Bis Majesty's civil
International Commission which sat at establishments, and of certain publi&-
Halifax in 1877. If our tonnage was of offices," which included the abolition of
about 700,000 tons, not including our in- the Board of Trade, it was urged, in order
land tonnage, we could not claim to be to prove the utility of that establishment,
more than the seventh or the eighth that it had published 2,500 volumes n
maritime power, having, however, a more folio; but Burke replied that an institu-
important marine than such great nations tion which had accunulated sucl a
as Russia or Spain. The total tonnage pyramid of huge and dusty volumes,
of the world, according to the statistics which no one cared to look into, had well
of the Bureau Verita8, was estimated at deserved its fate. He did not desire to
21,000,000 tons, out of which Great obtain sucl a result in this paeticular
Britain possessed 6,170,000 tons ; the case, but, having callec the attention ot
'United States, 3,180,000 ; Norway, the House and of the Government to
1,500,000 ; Italy, 1,400,000 ; Germany, this matter, le trusted that prompt ac-
about as much, and France, 1,000,000 tion would be taken to reduce such an
We had nothing to gain by exaggerating enormous and unnecessary expenditure,
or magnifying our resources ; it was far and te reduce the report of the Marine
better that a true statement of the facts and Fisheries Department, of which ho
should appear before the public ; for understood 1,300 pages were a1ready
even with the naked truth we had no printed, te the proportions of other officiai
reason to be ashamed of the proud reports which had an equal import-
p9ition which we already held among ance.
c¥Vmercial nations. After having urged
the reduction of the report of the Depart- MR. IACKETT said the Nortei
ment of Marine and Fisheries as a matter Light, thougl net realising the expecta-
of public usefuiness, he might observe tiens of the people, had net proved a
that such a massive report, published in total failure. It was well understood
both languages, was the cause of an that the undertaking was merely an
Oflormous and wastefl expenditure. experiment, and, in placing ber upon ier
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present route, between Georgetown and
Pietou, it was not anticipated that she
would successfully navigate the Straits at
this point duringthe whole of the winter.
Her operations on that route chiefly
proved that, while she might keep up
communication with the mainland for a
month or so later in the fall, and com-
mence a month or so earlier in the
spring than heretofore, she would have
to lay up during the middle of the winter.
It was clearly proved, however, that the
only route by which communication
could be kept up with the mainland was
by Capes Traverse and Tormentine. It
was stipulated, at the time of Confedera-
tion, that the Dominion Government
should maintain efficient steam commu-
cation between the Island and the main-
land, winter and summer. This was one
reason why the people agreed to the
terms, as they knew that without such
communication they could not participate
in the advantages which the people of
other parts of the Dominion would de-
rive from the great public works then
undertaken by the Dominion Govern-
ment, and for the construction of which
they would have to contribute their
share. But up to the present time very
little had been done, and the people re-
mained in the same isolated condition as
before Confederation. During the pre-
sent Session hon. gentlemen from
the Island were eut off from all
communication with their homes
and families for upwards of twenty days ;
at one period twelve consecutive days
elapsed without an opportunity offering
of crossing the Straits with the ice-boats.
The late Government placed the sum of
$5,000 in the Estimates last year for the
purpose of making a survey of a suggest-
ed line of railway from the Intercolonial,
on the mainland, to Cape Tormentine,
and from the Island Railway to Cape
Traverse. / Il e believed that this survey
had been made, and a report was now in
the hands of the Governmnent, made by a
very competent engineer, who, he be-
lieved, reported not unfavourably on the
proposed route. The Government should
take this matter up without any delay,
as the people of the Island considered
that they have been unjustly treated
with regard to this part of the compact.
It might be said that the building of
these railways would cost a considerable

MR. HACKETT.

amount of money, but, when they saw the
sum of $6,O00,000 voted for the purpose
of building the Pacifie Railway, so that
the terms of Union with British Colum-
bia might be maintained, they were surely
asking too much if they inqisted upon the
Government expending $500,000 to
carry out the solemn compact entered
into with Prince Edward Island. They
felt greatly aggrieved over this question;
communication must be kept in midwin-
ter by the ice-boats, as of old, and,
although the brave men who worked those
boats were generally successful in cross-
ing, still, at times, they must succumnb to
the influence of the weather, their boats
being but small, and not calculated to
withstand heavy storms. The carrying
of the mails across the Straits of
Northumberland in mid-winter was
the most arduous and difficult to per-
form of any service in the Dominion of
Canada, and the hardy men who per-
formed it were the worst remunerated. He
hoped, however, to see increased accom-
modation for this service, shortly ; that
the branch railways would be built; that a
small steamboat would Le placed there to
supplement the ice-boats, and that good
and suffibient boat-bouses would be erect-
ed on each side for the accommodation of
all parties interested. This, in a measure,
would satisfy the people of Prince Edward
Island.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) said he
could not endorse the opinion of the hon.
member for Westmoreland (Sir A. J.
Smith) with regard to the usefulness of
the Glendon. The vessel did the same
work that a scow might do, and certainly
she was not a credit to any Government.
The Gxlendon was reliable enough in calm
water, but she was altogether unservice-
able against a breeze of flive or six knots
an hour. In proof of that, he would read
an extract from the report of Captaim
Brown who was in charge of the
vessel :

" Owing to the very emall power, in pro-
portion to the size of the ship, the lest head
wind or sea is immediately felt, and materially
deadens her way. Against a strong breeze
(say force 5 or 6), with the usual amount of
sea, caused by such wind, she would not c.rrY
steerage way. It might be thought that il
such cases, sails might be set, and the vessel
worked to windward under steam and sail
combined, but I have found, by experien0 e,
that she is much too leewardly for any advant-
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age to be gained by adopting this course.
Umder any circumstance 'the model of the
G4¾sdon must be put down as a bad one, and
when, in addition to this, we consider that
there is but a single engine of 21 nominal
horse-power, to propel a bluff-bowed, full-
buit vessejof 267 tons, and with thirty feet
beam, it will not be difficult to understand
why she is able to do so little against wmnd
and sea."

lie (Mr. Pope) thought it necessary to
make the statement as the hon. member
for Westmoreland had appealed to him
for approval of his (Sir A. J. Smith's)
assertions as to the usefulness of the
Geadon. With regard to the crossing of
the Straits, he was satisfied that this
Government would endeavour to carry
out faithfully the arrangements made
for the maintenance of the Win-
ter service. The estimated expenditure
for the steamship service was $5,000, but
he did not think that the whole of the
sium would be required. The Govern-
ment was not disposed to spend $30,000
on the Northern Light for the sake of one
or two months' service.

Yote agreed to.

Mail $ubsidies.

m2 Steam communication between
Halifax and St. John via
Yarmouth ............ $10,000 00

MR. FLYNN said he saw by the Esti-
mates that there was io similar service
provided for between Halifax and Char-
lotte, touching internieliate ports. A
Mr. Fishwick had placed a boat on that
route, which was the only means of com-
maunication between the eastern section
of Nova Scotia and the Intercoloriial
Railway. Previous to that line being
opened, the trade of that section of
the Province had been gradually go-
Mg towards the United States, but
sinee Mr. Fishwick's boat had been run-
!ing, the people there had been enabled
to get their supplies from the Upper Pro-
Vulces. If they were denied the advan-
tage of this boat, the trade which Mr.
Fishwick had been helping to build up
must eventually go to the United States,
and, in view of the duties imposed by the
Present tariff, there would be a great bur-
den upon the people of that sec-
tion of Nova Scotia who felt that they had
conftribued - their full share towards
the construction of the Intercolonial,

and justly claimed that they were
entitled to some of the advantages deriv-
able fron it. The Government should
do all in its power to effect a con-
tinuation of this interprovincial trade,
and the only way to do so was to place
a sum in the Estimates for the servioe
he had mentioned. He wanted to know
upon what principle the Government
wasjustified in placing $10,000 in the
.Estimates for steam communication be-
tween Halifax and St. John via Yar-
mouth, and emitting to do the same
with regard to the service between Hali-
fax and Charlotte, calling at intermediate
ports. He need say nothing of the en-
terprise of the gentleman who was
placing a steamer on that route, at a
large sacrifice to himself, and the people
of that section would be deprived of the
advantage cf connection with the Inter-
colonial Railway if that boat was taken
off. He trusted that a sum would be
placed in the Supplementary Estimates
for that service. No appropriation would
be more acceptable, or profitable, to the
people of that section. Some apprehen-
sion existed that she would be taken off
were no appropriation made.

Vote ag-reed to.

123 Steam communication on
Lakes Huron and Superior $12,500 00

124 Steam service between San
Francisco and Victoria,
British Columbia ........ 54,000 00

125 Steam communication with
the Magdalen Islands.... 4,200 00

126 Steam communication be-
tween Grand Manan Island,
N. B., and Mainland ...... 1,500 O

127 Subsidy to steamer between
Campbellton, N.B., and
Gaspé and intermediate
ports ................... 10,000 00

Mi. CARTWRIGHT said he thought
that service was to be performed for
$5,000.

Mit. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) said
there had been an arrangement with a
party to do that work, but his vessel
was too small, and unfit to give satisfac-
tion. The service had been strongly
recommended by Mr. Brydges, on whose
advice the Government placed that
amount in the Estimates in connection
with the Intercolonial Raiiway. le
supposed that a portion of the amount,
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$5,000, was, last year, charged to that
railway. The present was a larger and
more efficient boat, which would add to
the business of the Intercolonial, and
give to the pôrts below important advan-
tages in getting their produce to market.
The contract was made with Mr. Lunt-
$10,000 for the first year, $9,000 for
the second and $8,000 for the third.

MR. ANGLIN said that the boat last
year failed entirely to fulfil the agree-
ment with regard to calls at the south
side of the bay, and he thought that the
service on the north side had been very
inefficiently performed. Re now wished
to urge on the attention of Ministers
the fact that on the south shore of the
bay there was a population of from
10,000 to 12,000 people prmncipally en-
gaged in the fisheries, and from thirty to
sixty miles distant from the Intercolonial,
from which they derived no benefit.
They were one of the largest fishing
communities in the Dominion, con-
tributed largely to the public revenue,
and were entitled to all possible consid-
eration at the hands of the Goverument.
There were in that part of the country
two very fine harbours, Caraquet and
Shippegan, offering every possible facility
for visits of the boat, and for reception
and discharge of cargo. He was satisfied
that for a very small sum the proprietor
of the steamer would be willing to make
a call at Caraquet and Shippegan once or
twice a week, which would be a great
benefit to that district.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) said he
thought the people of that region were
very favourably considered in having
such a fine steamer put on that route.

MR. TILLEY said he would like to
know how much the steamer would have
to go out of her way to touch the ports
spoken of by the member for Glouces-
ter.

MR. ANGLIN said that the width of
the bay was from 25 to 30 miles, and it
would not cost much more to have the
steamer make those calls.

Mu. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) said that
he had no doubt the steamer would call
at all places where the trade offered a
necessary encouragement.

ME. POPE.

MR. H ACKETT said that it was :no
doubt desirable that the Governmqnt
should plaee a steamboat on the north side
of the Baie des Chaleurs, as he believed
the inhabitants of that locality required
such accommodation. But he was sur-
prised that the Government had not con-
sidered the interests of the people residing
on the western part of Prince Edward
Island, and on the north shore of New
Brunswick, when entering into the con-
tract. He believed that this boat could
make a weekly trip between Campbellton,
Gaspé, Cascumpec, Prince Edward efs-
land, and Miramichi,, New Brunswick,
calling at intermediate ports, which, in
bis opinion, would be quite sufficient for
the requirements of the people of that
section. This route would place the
western portion of Prince Edward
Island one bundred miles nearer
Quebec and Montreal than the present
one, and, as a rapidly increasing trade
was now springing up between the
Island and the larger Provinces, a good
steamboat could be profitably employed
on this route. He hoped, then, that the
Government would take this matter into
their serious consideration, and have the
contract so modified as to admit of the
boat calling at those points, which would
add materially to the prosperity of a
large number of people, who had been
heretofore denied the privileges of stea-
communication.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) said it
was thought it would be as well to with-
draw the subsidy for steam communica-
tion between fHalifax and St. Pierre.
One of the reasons for discontinuing it
was that there was a good deal of smug-
gling carried on in St. Pierre, and it Was
thought it might receive a check by the
discontinuance of this service.

MR. McDONALD (Cape Breton) s3id
this was one of the most important ser-
vices in the Maritime Provinces, and the
withdrawal of this subsidy would erate
a good deal of disappointment in Prince
Edward Island. He trusted the Gov-
ernment would see their way clear tO
place this sum in the Supplementary
Estimates.

MR. RICHEY said ho thought that
the withdrawal of the subsidy at thia no-
ment would be a very unfortunate eu
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cumatance. He trusted that the matter
would be reconsidered, and a vote placed
in the Supplementary Estimates.

MR TILLEY said that, when this
mAtter was first considered, it was
thought that this communication with
St. Pierre offered increased facilities for
smuggling. They had, however, found
that this was incorrect, and that the
smuggling was mainly carried on by sail-
ing vessels. The matter was under the
consideration of the Government, and, in
the event of a favourable conclusion
being arrived at, the vote would be placed
in the Supplementary Estimates.

Vote agreed to.

128 To provide for the examina-
tion of Masters and tes.

129 For purchase of Life-boats,
Life - preservers, and Re-
wards for saving life ......

130 To provide for investigations
into Wrecks and Casual-
ties, and collection of in-
formation relating to disas-
ters to shipping..........

1M Expenses in connection with
Canadian Registration of
Shipping...... .........

132 Montreal Water Police ......
133 River Police, Quebec........
134 Removal of obstruetions in

navigable rivers..........

$4,250 00

3,000 00

1,000 00

500
13,090
22,000

500

XIV.-LIGHTHOUSE AND COAST SERVICE.

l3A Salaries and Allowances of
Lighthouse Keepers...... $154,938 00

MR. SNOWBALL said lie found that
the Inspector of Lights, in New Bruns-
wick, received a salary of $1,200 and
$400 for travelling expenses, while the
Province of Nova Scotia, with nearly
double the number of lights, had no such
Inspector. This officer had received as
much as $2,332.41 in one year, and, since
his appoittment in 1872, had received
about $13,000 in salary and travelling
expenses, for doing absolutely nothing.
T'he person receiving these favours at
the public expense was James Mitchell,
brother to the late member for bis county,
and all he (Mr. Snowball) desired was
that this gentleman should be appointed
to an office to which there were some
duties attached. He did not think that
this tnoney should be spent year after
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year, unless some duties were to be per-
formed for it.

Vote agreed to.

136 Maintenance and repairs.....$272 505 00

MR. ROBERTSON (Shelburne) said a
petition had been sent'from bis county
and presented by the hon. member for
Queen's (Mr. Domville), asking for certain
improvements in connection with a light-
boase at the entrance to the harbour.
Was it the intention of the Government
to grant those improvements ?

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.1.) : I
have taken a note of thé hon. gentlenan's
question, and will give him an answer.

Vote agre3d to.

137 Completion and construction
of lighthouses and fog
alarms.................. $40,000 00

MR. ROBERTSON (Shelburne): Will
the hon. Minister give an answer in refer-
ence to a question t asked some time ago
as to the position of the coast liglit that is
to be rebuilt at Shelburne Harbour.

MR. POPE: The Department will
make every enquiry into this mattar.
All the officers connected with the De-
partment recommend that the light be
put at Surf Point.

MR. ROBERTSON (Shelburne): Is
it the intention of the Government to
erect a fog-whistle at the entrance of
Shelburne Harbour i

MR. POPE: Not this season.

Ma. ROBERTSON said he was sur-
prised at that announcenient. Prior to
the 17th September last, the present
Minister of Public Works visited Shel-
burne, and, in a political speech delivered
there, referred to the fact that the late
Administration had neglected the inter-
ests of that port, and assured the people
that, if the present Government were
returned, a fog-whistle would be erected
there. He trusted the Minister of Pub-
lic Works -ould ke#p that promise.

MR. COCKBURN (Muskoka): Does
the Government intend to carry out the
lighthouse improvements, recommended
by Mr. Thompsoa, in Parry Sound
Harbour ?
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MR. POPE : The Department has pro-
vided for a light there.

SIR A. J. SMITI : Is the amount of
$40,000, asked for the completion of
lighthouses and. fog-alarms, required to
finish lighthouses under contract, or to
construct new lighthouses ?

MR. POPE : It is intended for both.
We have asked for $10,000 less than the
usual grant, and hope, on the amount
asked for, to be able to provide such
works as are absolutely necessary.

Vote agreed to.

XV.--FISHERIES.

.Salaries and Disbursements of Fishery Overseers
and Wardens.

138<

i.

Ontario ..................
Ouebec................
Nova Scotia .. ,...........
New Brunswick...........
Prince Edward Island .... .
Manitoba ................
British Columbia .... . . . . .

$12,000
12,000
15,000
10 500

3,000
200

1,000

MR. ROBERTSON said he had pre-
sented, the other day, at the request of
the Inspector of Fisheries of Nova
Scotia, an account for a quarter's salary of
that officer, who had been paid to the
31st Deêember, and was dismissed on the
1st February; also a balance due for
travelling expenses. Would that account
be paid I

MR. POPE: Whatever the late In-
spector is entitled to he will get. He
was dismissed because he never aGtended
t, his duties.

Vote agreed to.

! 39 Fish-breeding, fish-ways and
oyster beds ............ $16,000 00

Mi. SNOWBALL said, according to
the fishery reports last season, the -whole
amount expended in New Brunswick
was $10,926, of which $2,190 was paid
for salaries in the county of Northum-
berland. In addition to that, the In-
spector got $1,400 per year, his clerk,
who' was bis snn, $400, making the total
bill for the Inspector, his clerk, and ex-
penses, $2,949. There was disburse-
ments for travelling expenses of Warden,
$584. These made a total of $5,723,
being more than half the appropriation
for the whole Province of New Bruns-

Ma. COCKBURN.

wick. The Inspector did not live in the
vicinity where bis principal work lay.
For this amount, everything should be
in perfect order, but the fishermen were
constantly annoyed by unnecessary regu-
lations.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.

MR. SNOWBALL said that he under-
stood that the Department of Marine
and Fisheries had issued instructions to
prohibit entirely the catching of gasper-
aux in the Miramichi, during the present
year. This was a great injustice to the
fishermen, who had furnished themselves
with fishing apparatus at a considerable
expense. They should be allowed to
catch fish as usual, under such regulations
as the Department might deem necessary.
Another important species of fish was
bass, which frequented the North-West
Miramichi and Napan Rivers in large
quantities. The people in the North-
West were allowed to catch fish during
the fall and winter months. In January
and February, when the principal quan-
tity was caught, the fish lay under the
ice almost dormant, when people took
them with scoop nets in large quantities
during spring tides. In that section of
the country people were allowed to pro-
secute fishing to an improper extent :
600 licences for that purpose were granted
in a single season for a district not ex-
ceeding ten miles. In this fishing locality,
during the winter just passed, one fisher-
man was known to have in his possesmen
as many as ten bushels of these under-
sized bass, and no attempt was made to
enforce the regulation, whereas, in an-
other instance, among a large number of
small fishermen, where only one peck of
these undersized bass was found, all these
fishermen were subjected to great annoY-
ance. Now, what he complained of was
this : that in one section of the country
people were subjected to unnecessarY
annoyances, and in other sections of the
country they were allowed every liberty.
He was afraid political reasens lay at tIe
bottom of this partiality, and lie would
like to hear from the hon. the Miniter
of Marine and Fisheries on that
point. Since he came to this 11ous
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he had been asked in reference to the
fish-breeding establishment on the Mira-
michi River, and he would now say some-
thing about it. Very grave complaints
were for a long time current, concerning
its inefficient management. On the 4th
April, 1877, he visited this establish-
ment to assure himself if these complaints
were well founded. He was accom-
panied by a gentleman who took a deep
interest in the fisheries. Ie found the
man in charge of the establishment some-
what surly, and evidently not pleased to
receive visitors. While the keeper was
in company with the other gentleman,
he (Mr. Snowball) improved the oppor-
tunity to count the trays containing eggs,
and to calculate the number of eggs in
the establishment. When the keeper saw
this, he forbade him to count the eggs,
but it was too late, as he had already as-
sured himself that there could not be
over 240,000 eggs in the establishment.
He asked the keeper how many he esti-
nated there were, and the latter replied
that he was told there were about
700,000. The Government then sent an
inspector, Mr. Wilmot, to visit the estab-
lishment, and in his report that gentle-
mnan stated there were 326,000 ova, less
than half the number claimed by the
people in the establishment. The only.
defence they made of the discrepancy of
their statement with the facts was that
the ova had died. But in the end of
March they had reported that the ova
were all in a healthy condition,
and that they had not lost 50,000
during the season ; when he visited the
establishment on the 4th April, he
found at the most only 300,000. What,
then, became of the ova during the in-
terval ? There was fraud, evidently, and
lie (Mr. Snowball) claimed that all in any
way implicated should have been at once
discharged. But no person was dis-
charged. Mr. Wilmot said, on page
three of special report :

" The great los of fish eggs being of such an
extraordinary nature, the statement of the
number of the trays being so conflicting, and
the cause of their mortality, as related, being
untenable, ias not been satisfactorily explain-
ed. I amr, therefore, compelled, however un-
Pleasant it may be, in following out the dic-
tates of my judgment, to say that the true
uause of the difficulty and loss of ova at
the Miramichi Fish-Breeding Establishment,

as resulted, in My opinion, from incompet-
ency or neglect, or both, on the part of the

officer in charge of the building; and that
deception bas been resorted to in order to Cover
up the actual state of affairs."

Again :
" It would be almost impossible, even with

the most ordinary care, and quite unprece-
dented elsewhere, that the enormous loss of 50
per cent. of the whole should take place in so
short a time. * * * Of the loss in 1875, I
very plainly stated to your Department that it
was caused by negligence and want of attention
to the work. I am of the same opinion still."

That was the way the head officer of the
Department referred to the establish-
ment. The officer in charge of the
establishment, Mr. Venning, undertook
to coptradict that statenient, and, in do-
ing so, he said that his statement as to
the number of eggs was corroborated by
Mr. Wilmot, which w<as far from being
the case. Mr. Venning said also that
the statement of Mr. Snowball was not
correct. He (Mr. Snowball) maintained
that his statement was correct, and
wished to draw attention to the dis-
crepancy between the 300,000 ova
then ad-mitted to be in the hatchery, and
the 650,000 said by the official report to
have been there a few days previous. If
this great loss of ova really occurred be-
tween the dates stated, the end of March
and 14th of April, as stated by Mr.
Venning, why had it not been reported
to the Departmaent previous to his (Mr.
Snowball's) visit ? Again, Mr. Venning,
on page four of the report, said he con-
sidered Mr. Sheasgreen, the keeper, in-
capable of making a false report, adding,
that this could not be done without his
and Mr. Hogan's knowledge. This was
his (Mr. Snowball's) opinion, strengthen-
ed by Mr. Sheasgreen's assertion, before
referred to, that he had only given such
a number as he had been instructed. H1e
(Mr. Snow ball) distinctly laid the charge
of misrepresenting the facts in reference
to the establishment on the Inspector.
These facts would show the incompetent
manner in which the propagation of fisi
was conducted in this district. The
establishment was provided with a suit-
able decked boat for bringing livefish from
the spawning grounds. The boat had
been injured by driving nails through,
splintering her badly inside, and also
leaving many of the nails protruding an
inch. The fish, naturally frightened,
scratched and cut themselves against
these splinters and nails, became diseased
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and died. The loss was so great that, on
page 25 of the same report, it was stated
that, of 374 parent salmon taken, 300
were killed. The men who had charge
of this service knew little, or absolutely
nothing, about it. Yet he found one of
these men received that year, for salary
and disbursements, $955, a sum sufficient
to pay a ccmpetent man, especially when
it was considered that not over one
month's service was given to the work.
The parties who received salaries for this
service could find plenty of time to inter-
fere in elections. One of them had tried
to annoy him (Mr. Snowball) five years
ago, by disturbing meetings held in bis
interest, and trying to break them up,
and again at the last election the same
party stood at the door of one of the lec-
turi halls, giving liquor to boys to
induce them to disturb the meeting.
He iever had an unpleasant word
with the man, and never intended to have.
When he saw such things as these
going on, he thouglit it was about time
the attention of the Government was
drawn to it. In bis county there were
twenty-nine of these officials. Mr. Ven-
ning, the inspector, was not at all suit-
able for the position. He might be a
clever man, but he was, unfortunately,
deaf, and, therefore, had odiy half the
means of obtaining information that
other men had. He claimed that a strict
investigation should be held respecting
the manner in which these matters were
conducted in bis county, and, until some
re-medy was applied, he would continue
to press it upon the House and the
country.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.J.) said that
the hon. member for Northumberland
Lad commenced bis remarks by telling
them that the people of Northumberland
had become totally demoralised, and, in-
deed, he thought so when he heard they
had elected that bon. gentleman. But
he (Mr. Pope) had had some doubt on
the subject until that bon gentleman's
exhibition this evening. He never would
have imagined that anyone, unless de-
moralised, could have made so gross an
attack on bis own best friends and
those who had endeavoured to serve
him, ineluding the late Minister of
Marine and the late Government. The
charge of mismanagement in the hatching

MI. SNOWBÂLL.

establishments and the destruction of
fish concerned acts that took place
under the late Government. The
present Government had nothing to
do with the circumstances com-
plained of, nor were the estimates for
those fishery services during the last few
years theirs; so bis indictment really
stood against the late Government for its
management during the last five years.
The bon. gentleman (Mr. Snowball) was
true in the statement that the fishermen
of Northumberland had become thor-
oughly demoralised. He (Mr. Pope)
was not in the Department a week till
he perceived the fact, and that the hon.
gentleman had done more to demoralise
tbem than anybody else. He had found
a good deal of trouble in bis Department,
there were certain regulations which
might have been right and proper in some
respects, but had not worked well.
Much complaint had been made that the
fisheries were being altogether destroyed :
that no regulations had been observed.
He endeevoured to ascertain what the
regulations were, then ordered them to
be carried out. If they were not what
they ought to be for the proper protec-
tion of the valuable fisheries of the Mira-
miclti, they were to have been improved
with that object. He found that those
regulations had been set aside or relaxed
from time to time at the special request
of the member for Northumberland
bimself, who represented that, if he could
not get all he wanted from the late Min-
ister of Marine, he would even go to the
late Premier and beseech bis interference
to obtain a relaxation of those rules and
regulations necessaiy for the proper pro-
tection of the fish. 'He (Mr. Pope had
been told that the great injury inflicted
on tht fisheries there, with the misman-
agement and confusion witnessed, had
been owing to the interference of the
hon. gentleman himself. They now knew
that hundreds of tons of small smelts
and bass had thus been caught and
destroyed and hauled on the
land for manure, those fisheries being
used up as fast as possible. Bass worth
12c. per lb. was taken in large quanti
ties, little fish three or four inches long,
and used for the sake of catching qnmelts,
worth from ¾c. to lc. per lb.; in this waY
both those kinds would soon disappeaT.
Their information showed that all the
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fish around the coast, except salmon,
which had received more than ordinary
eae, was becoming scarce, the catches of
many sorts amounting almost to nothing.
Unless some protection, therefore, was
given to those fisheries, they would soon
be exhausted, and the people would lose.
one of their most valuable interests. It
was' the duty of any Government, and
particularly of the Minister of Marine, to
enforce the regulations necessary for the
protection of the fisheries. He (Mr.
Pope) did not know what the hon. mem-
ber for Northumberland wanted investi-
gated. He would find a great deal of in-
formation in the able report of Mr.
Venaing, the able Inspector of Fisheries,
who had been grossly abused. The hon.
gentleman said that an inspector should
live in Miramichi; but he should know
that St. John was a better and more suit-
able centre for bis operations. His heart
was thoroughly in bis work, for which
he was most competent. All the waste
and destruction of fish complained of by
the member for Northumberland had
taken place under the Administration of
Lis political friends. If there was any
grievance shown in regard to Miraniichi
or any other place, he (Mr. Pope) could
order an investigation, but he would re-
quire good reasons for the step. The re-
iult of bis advice with regard to the bass
which were near the spawning season
would be their destruction. With re-
gard to the charge of dismissing oficers
for political reasons, when he entered
office, he found a desire of one party to
get the mastery over the other, and also,
demoralisati6n. He had endeavou.ed to
impress on the officers and Mr. Venning
himself, the propriety of getting good,
able inen, living on the spot, who would
take an interest in the fisheries, and of
avoiding the appointment of men who
Lad strong political opinions. His wish
was to allay that bitter feeling that ex-
isted in Northumberland, and particu-
larly Miramichi, to promote good feeling
among them, and impress upon them the
fact that the laws and regulations must
and should be observed, and, if it was
necessary to appoint additional wardens
and obtain extra assistance, notwith-
standing the declaration of the hon. gen-
tleman (Mr. Snowball) and bis friends,
that they would defy the laws, he would
do go to make sure of their enforcement.

The laws and regulations must be en-
forced, the threats of the hon. gentleman
not making the slightest difference.

MR. ROBERTSON (Shelburne) said
he desired to direct attention to the river
fisheries in Nova Scotia, in which there
were hardly any fish now left, owing to
the fish-ways, the ladders in those
streams, under the superintendence of
Mr. Rodgers. the recently appointed
Fishery Inspector. It was stated by
newspapers and other authorities that the
fish could not get up those ladders.
He believed the Commissioner of Fisher-
ies in Ottawa (Mr. Whitcher) was de-
sirous of improving the fisheries of Nova
Scotia, but he did uot believe that Mr.
Rodgers was a proper man to adminis-
ter the law.

MR. POPE : Under whose adminis-
tration was this done?

MR. ROBERTSON (Shelburne) said
he was not finding fault with the present
Minister of Marine, or Government, but
with the fish-ways laid down by Mr.
Rodgers.

MR. GILLMOR said he knew that the
Fishery inspector in New Brunswick
had performed his duties well, being
quite competent and not receiving too
much pay.- He bad no other motive
but bis duty, and no officer had more
difficult dtities to discharge.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said he rose
to a point of order ; the noise was so
great that he could hardly hear bis
friends behind him. If there was not
better order preserved he would be
obliged to offer a series of motions that
would consume more of the time of the
House than the remarks of the hon. gen-
tlemen who were so much disturbed.

MR. MAcDONNELL said he had
always remarked that, when the question
of the fisheries was discussed, members
were listened to with the greatest impa-
tience. It was a fact that many of the
members of this House and a great por-
tion of the people of the Dominion were
entirely ignorant of the nature of those
fisheries. But hon. gentlemen were not
ignorant of the fact, nor were
the people of Canada, that, while they
were suffering from great depression, and
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bankruptcy was staring this Dominion in
the face, it had got $4,500,000 paid to
it through those fisheries to relieve it
from its bankrupt condition.

MR. FORTIN said the fisheries of our
rivers dwindled to almost nothing until
the system of protection in this regard
was established some twenty years ago.
lI establiahing fish-hatching in this
country, they had only followed the ex-

ample of France, England, Germany and
the United States, and one of the oldest
countries in the world, China. It was
only by the artificial cultivation of fish
that the Chinese were able to sustain a
large part of their immense population.
H1e approved of the solicitude of the
.Government in this particular. The
oyster banks, particularly, required a
fostering care. The whole subjact was
one of great importance, as the land
never produced food in such abundance
as the sea, if well protected and
fostered.

Vote agreed to.

XVI.-CIENTIFIC INSTITUTIONS.

Observalories.

Observatory, Quebec ........
do Toronto .......
do Kingston......
do Montreal......
do New Brunswick

Grant for Meteorological Ob-
servatories, including In-
struments and cost of tele-
graphing weather-warnings

$ 2,400
4,800

500
500

1,200

17,000 00

XVII.-MARINE HOSPITALS FOR sICK AND

DISTRESSED SEAMEN.

Marine Hopitals.

146 Marine and Immigrant Hos-
pitals, Quebec.........{Montreal General Hospi-

147 tal.................
Other Ports in Quebec..>{St. Catharines Hospital, On-

148 tario ....... ..........
Kingston Hospital, Ont.{Halifax General Hospital.

149 Other Ports in, Nova
Scotia..............{Hospital of St. John......

150 Other Ports in New
Brunswick.............

151 Ports in British Columbia ...
152 do Prince Edward Island

MR. MACDONNELL.

$20,000

4,000

500
500

3,500

11,250
4,000

7,750
4,000
3,000

Erpenses of Shipurecked and Disabled &ameni.

[Province of Quebec .......
do Nova Scotia...
do New Bruns-

wick ........ ........
153 Province of British Colum-

bia...... .............
Province of Prince Edward

Island.......... ......
154 To reimburse Board of Trade,

London, for expenses in-
curred in connection with
shipwrecked and distressed
seamen of the Dgminion..

$1,500 00
4,000 0È

1,000 001

500 00>

500 0(1

XVIII.-STEAMBOAT INSPECT1ON.

Salaries, &c.

Chairman ........... ....
Deputy Chairman ........
Inspector, Toronto District

do Montreal Dis-
trict........ ..........

Inspector, Threc Rivers
District ...... .........

Inspector, Quebec District
do East Ontario

District.... ...........
Inspector, British Colum-

bia District ............
Inspector, Manitoba Dis-

trict...... .........
Travelling expenses of

Chairman, and expenses
in connection with
Steamboat Inspection...

Travelling and incidental
expenses of Inspector of
New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia ...........

Travelling expenses of In-
spector of Toronto Dis-
trict, and contingencies
of office...............

Travelling expenses of In-
spector, Three Rivers...

Travelling expenses of lu-
spector, Quebec........

Travelling expenses of In-
spector, East Ontario...

Travelling expenses of In-
spector, Montreal ......

Travelling expenses of In-
spector, Manitoba......

Rent of Office, Montreal...
For purchase of Instru-

ments ahd Steam Gauges
To provide travelling ex-

penses, office rent, &c.,
of Inspector, British Col-
umbia.... ............

Engraving and printing En-
gineers' Certificates, and
printing Steamboat In-

L spection Act in French

$ 1,800
1,400
1,200

1,200

1,000
1,000

1,000

750

100

9"0 00

82ï 0

430 001

125 00

150 001
1 r0o(00
260 0 0

21>000

250 00

500 00

300 GO
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XIx.-ISPECTION OF INSURANCE COM-

PANIES.

156 To meet expenses in connec-
tion with the inspection of
Insurance Companies .... $6,900 00

XXI.-GELoGICAL SURVEY.

157 Geological Survey.......... $50,000 00

Ma. DA VSON said there was no
grant so well applied as this $50,000 for
rhe Geological Service. HRe would ask
the hon. the Minister of the Interior
whether lie had any intention of remov-
ing the museum to Ottawa. In Montreal
it was visited by very few people, only
1,800 having visited it during the past
vear. It was in. a bad situation there,
and the building itself was falling to
pieces.

MR. MILLS said he concurred in the
remarks of the lion. member for Algoma
(Mr. Dawson). The Act providing for

ie creating of this branch, provided
that the clerks and officers of the Geolog-
ical branch might be employed in any
other portion of the Department of the
In terior. There was a great deal of
work of a topographical character done
in this branch, which could not be done
as well by ordinary surveyors connected
with the Public Lands Department, as
by the highly scientific men employed
in this institution. If the people of
Montreal were anxious to have a Geo-
logical Museum continued in their city,
there were plenty ofspecimens from which,
to leave them an excellent collection.
The amount paid in rent and repairs in
Mentreal would be sufficient to provide
for a suitable building here. He had
been lcoking with interest for a report
of Professor Bell's explorations in 1877,
but it had not vet corne down. No
d1oubt the hon. thIe Minister of the In-
terior would give satisfactory explana-
Lions of the results of the exploration.

MR. COURSOL said lie was not at all
surprised at the desire of the hon. mem-
her for Bothwell to have the museum
brought back to Ottawa. No doubt the
hn. gentleman would like to see Mon-
treal deprived of all lier public buildings
as she had been of the Parliament build-
ings. Montreal was the chief city of the
Dominion, and the most suitable place for

106

such an institution. He truated the
Government would not remove it front
that city. If necessary, a branch of the
museum might be established here.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD
said there was a good deal to be said in
favour of having the museum here. It
had not attracted the publie attention
in Montreal to the extent he thought it
would. There was a great deal to be
said in favour of having the officers here
under the direct supervision of the Gov-
ernment. In their present isolated po-
sition, scientific men, who might be infi-
nitely better employed, were doing sur-
veyors' work, which could be well done,
if they weie here, by the surveyors
branch of the Department. The expense
was a consideration in these hard times.

i He knew the rental paid in Montreàl
was very large, and capitalised, the
amount might suffice to put up a suitable
building. However, if a building could
be got here, which would answer for
sone years, it would be well to use it.
The Clarendon Hotel could be got at a
sacrifice, and might be fitted up to suit
the purpose. When the Supplenentarv
Estimates were brought down, lie would
bring this question up again. Owing to
some misunderstanding about the maps
in Mr. Bell's report, the report had beein
delayed.

MR. HUNTINGTON said it would be
scarcely fair to suppose that if the
nuseum were here it would be better

patronised than it was in Montreal, or, to
take the statement of the hon. member for
Algoma, as to the number of visitors at
Montreal last year, as an evidence that it
had not attracted sufficient attention
there, multitudes of people, including
scientific men, visited Montreal who
never came to Ottawa. True, during three
months of the year, numbers of people
visited Ottawa, but they were mostly
contractors and other business men, and
not scientific men for whom this museum
would have an interest. He hoped we
would not lay sacrilegious hands on the
labours of years without careful consid-
eration, without remembering that, after
all, Montreal is the chief centre of
scientific interest in the Dominion.

Mu. MILLS said there was n diffi-
culty whatever, if the city of Montreal
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wished, to keep up the Museum as a sepa-
rate institution-or to conneet it with
McGill University, as a scientific branch
of that institution-quite as full and
complete as at the present time, and to
enlarge it constantly as occasion arose.
But that was wholly beside the question
of its utility as a branch of the public
service. Besides its educational value,
it had an economie value, and in that
sense it was necessary that it should be
under the immediate supervision of the
Minister. There would be as much pro-
priety in removing the Public Lands
branch of the Department to Montreal
or Toronto, away from the supervision
of the Minister, as in removing the
Geological branch. There was only a
,mall portion of the year that the parties
connected with this branch were in the
field. The whole of the winter, and part
of the autumu and spring, they were at
the ofiices in Montreal. Whether they
were well or ill employed was a matter
of which the Minister could form but an
imperfect opinion. In fact, this institu-
tion, as it now stood, vas without any
ministerial head, and -without any proper
supervision. In the Bill that was intro-
duced when this branch was established
as a part of the Department of the In-
terior, it was also provided that it should
be a Museum of Natural History as well
as of Geology. The Bill was passed in
ir877, during the first Session he was in
the Department as Minister. It provid-
ed for establishing a National Museum of
Geological Science and Natural History,
but that could never be efficiently done
until there was a suitable building. The
hon. the Minister of the Interior spoke
about obtaining the old building known
as the Clarendon Hotel, in this city.
But if the hon. gentleman consulted Pro-
fessor Selwyn on that point, he was sure
that Mr. Selwyn would tell him that it
-was not a suitable place. A building
to be used as a museum ouglit to be situ-
ated where the specimens would be
whollv free from dust, and where the ob-
jects collected, representing the fauna of
the country, would not be exposed to in-
jury in that way, and where there would
be an abundance of light. The Claren-
don building was unsuitable for these
reasons. A plain building had better be
ercted, such as was found in some of the
American States, like the one in Central

M. MILLS.

Park, in New York, for instance. it
should be made to serve as a Museum of
Geology and Natural History, and might
be of great practical utility-of real
scientific value--largely contributing to
the development of the mineral resources
of the countiy. It should be here, under
the immediate supervision of the Minis-
ter, and open to the inspection of the re-
presentatives of the people; and there
was no doubt whatever, if this were done,
but that it would be of great value in
giving scientific information, and would
lead to important economic results.

MR. RYAN (Montreal Centre) said
he was glad to see, from the Estimates,
that there was no intention to remove the
Geological Museum from Montreal. It
was quite true, as had been stated, that
if the museum were removed from Mon-
treal it would not be visited by nearly as
many persons as it was now. Two years
ago le accompanied the Emperor cf
Brazil on a visit to that institution, and
the illustrious visitor paid a high compli-
ment to the gentleman in charge of the
institution. He said it reflected credit
on the Dominion of Canada. Apart
from this, there was another reason why
the geological collection should continue
at Montreal. A large portion of the
specimens, and of the expense attending
their collection had been borne, not by
the Dominion of Canada, but by the late
Sir William Logan, who made it rather a
labour of love than of remuneration, and
ont of respect for the memory of that dis-
tinguished mant, who had done so mueh
to benefit this country, the geological col-
lection should continue at Montreal. He
was aware that this was not the flirst time
this question had been brought before the
House; it had been discussed years ago,
and invariably with the same result.
The hon. gentleman, who was the late
Minister of the Interior, said that this
institution ought to be conducted under
the immediate supervision of a Minister.
In reference to that, he (Mr. Ryan)
thought he might safely say there was DO
Department under the immediate super
vision of any of the Ministers of the
Government which was conducted with
more caie and more diligence than that
institution at Montreal. Hle knew thst
in the past the officers who had had

eharge of that institution had been goW
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erned hy a higher principle than that
of emolument. He was satisfied the
gentleman in charge at the present
moment discharged bis duties faithfully
and well. He trusted the day would be
far distant wben the Government of
Canada should remove the Geological
Museum from Montreal.

IdR. MACDOUGALL said it ap-
peared to him there were two questions
involved in that discussion that ought to
be kept separate. He was sorry the hon.
gentleman. (Mr. Mills) had not carried
out the measure he now advocated when
he had the opportunity, and was at the
head of the Department. He was not
disposed to pay much respect to
the tu quoque argument, and he
did not think neglect on his part
would justify neglect on the part of hon.
gentlemen on the Ministerial side ; but
stilI one would think he ought to have
distinguished bis administration by doing
himself what he now urged upon others.
The point that struck him as important,
was, that we should have here, at the seat
of Government, the official staff of the
Geological Department. They would
then be under the observation and con-
trol of the Government. We should
have the benefit of their explorations
and discoveries in every .part of
the Dominion at the earliest mo-
ment. What -was the position they
were in to-day? Parliament was on
the point of cýosing its labours for this
Session, and they knew, some of them, at
ieast, that very important information
had been secured with reference to a por-
tion of the North-West Territory. For
mustance, the character of the country in
the neighbourhood of the Nelson River ;
facility with which communication might
be established by rail between Lake
Winnipeg and Hudson Bay; the climatic
conditions with reference to navigation.
AIl these matters had -been ascertained
and reported upon by a gentleman con-
lected with the Geological Staff. He had
had conversation with him on his return
fron his explorations, and was much
Pleased and instructed by the informa-
tio lie was able to collect in the course
0f an evening. But they had not yet re-
eeived«any report from Professor Bell,
and could not therefore avail themselves

of any new discoveries he might have
made. He was satisfied that if the Geo-
logical Staff were located at Ottawa, this
kipd of information would not be kept
from the view of Parliament ; they would
have, at all events, an opportunity of
interviewing these officers as well as the
officers of the other Departments. There-
fore, it seemed to him, that if this Geolo-
gical Surveywaspart of the public service:
if the people of this country were to reap
any benefit froin the money they were
expending, the officers of that Depart-
ment and the central organisation
must be at Ottawa, where members of
Parliament and the Government could
have it under view. He had had the
pleasure of visiting the museum at Mont-
real, on various occasions, during the life
of Sir William Logan, anid while the
survey was under the charge of the De-
partment over which he (Mr. Mac-
dougall) for a short time presided.
He must say that lie would regret to see
the institution, as an exhibition, as a
museum, removed from Montreal. lie
thought in that city, the commercial
capital of their country, it was desirable
to have an institution or place where the
geological character and the economic
minerals of the country could be studied.
He thought it was worth the expenditure
involvCd in paying the rent of a building
there ; but let it be a local institution,
let it be placed under the charge of some
College or University in Montreal.
Allow specimens to remain there, and, he
believed it was a fact, as stated by the
hon. gentlemen from Montreal, that there
was some bargain, or some fact in the
history of that institution, which would
make it unfair on the part of the Gov-
ernment to move the entire collection,
because a large portion of it was con-
tributed by Sir William Logan himself,
and left as a legacy to Montreal. But
that need not prevent a selection from
the specimens for use and exhibition at
Ottawa. Further additions would be
made in the prosecution of the Geological
Survey. He hoped that the hon. gentle-
man at the bead of this Department
would take early steps to carry out that
idea, and place the Geological Staff where
it would be in close communication with
the Government, and where members of
Parliament would have an opportunity
of knowing, by personal communication,
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the progress of the Geological Survey of
the country.

Vote agreed to.

Ontario and Quebec.

'Annual Grant for Indians of
Quebec ...... ......

Annual Grant for purchase
of blankets for aged and
infirm Indians of Ontario
and Quebec.......

Annual Grant for Indian
Schools in Ontario and
Quebec, where most re-
quired .............

Annual Grant to bring up
Annuities payable under
the Robinson Treaty to
the Chippewas of Lake
Huron and Superior from
60c. to $4 per head .....

$4,200 00O

1,600 00

5,000 00

14,000 00

MR. CARTWRIGHT asked whether
any progress had been made in the
negotiations witlh the Ontario Govern-
ment for assuming this $14,000. He
considered this sum sbould be properly
charged to the Ontario Government.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the matter had b3en engaging his atten-
tion.during the short period he had been
Minister of the Interior. He quite
agreed with the hon. gentleman that the
Ontario Government were responsible
for this sum.

MR. DAWSON said there was not
only an anhual grant of $14,000, but
there were arrearages belonging to the
Ontario Government, as well as a large
revenue from the ceded lands of the In-
dians. This revenue was so large that,
from that district alone, giving them
credit for everything they had paid out,
the Ontario Government had now a bal-
auce of $820,000 on hand.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
correspondence had been going on, and
somewhat vigorously, between the two
Governments on this matter. The On-
tario Government bad promised again
and again to approach the subject, but
they seemed in no great hurry to do so.

Vote agreed to.

Nora Scotiaz.

159 Indians of Nova Scotia, relief,
etc ................

MR. MACDOUGALL.
$4,500 00 ,J

New Brunwick.

160 Indians of New Brunswick,
relief, etc ............... 4,500 0q

Prince Edward Island.

161 Indians of Prince Edward
Island, relief, etc .........

Indians Qf British Columlia.

Victoria Superintendency..
Fraser ..
Surveys and Reserve Com-

mission ...............

2,000 0 O

13,363
13,425

24,140

MR. CARTWRIGHT said it would
probably be convenient if the First Min
ister would inform the House of th-
position of affairs as regarded the Indian
both of the North-West and of Britisi
Columbia.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
from all he could learn, the situation
in British Columbia, with respect to th-
Indians, was not unsatisfactory. The
apprehension of trouble seemed to have
disappeared. The Indians were expresý
ing a great desire to settle at once on the
reserve. The reserve was doing a good
work, and Mr. Sproat, at the head of it
was satisfactorily performing his dutieu
With respect to the Indians on the east
of the Rocky Mountains, it had been
found that the buffalo had left tha'
country altogether, left, at all events, foi
the present year. They might return an
other year. A great deal of distress had
been suffered in consequence.

MR. MILLS asked if the buffalo ha!
left the whole country.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALI) said
they had, and some of our Indians wer,
pursuing the buffalo across the border
and the United States hostiles had also
crossed for some distance. Nothing un
favourable had occurred as yet, but, a'
the same time, as long as these Indian"
were there. and especially as long as the
pressure for food existed, and while there
was very little chance of there being .
diminution of this pressure, or the dan-
get of starvation operating upon the
savage minds, disagreeable consequence-
might ensue. The Indians might quai -
rel with each other, or attack the whîtes
It was therefore necessary that the lu~
dians should be induced by every PO&
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ble means to settle down on the re-
serves, and take to agricultural pursuits,
and those tribes which were purely
nomadic, and which might be for the
present considered incapable of settling
down to such pursuits, at all events
should be induced to become herdsmen,
and have flocks and herds. The Depart-
ment had carefully selected practical
farmers, who were now being sent out
to the country to induce the Indians to
take to agriculture. Of course this
would be followed by the Indians in a
-very rude and inefficient style, but when
they settled down on the reserves and
found that there were no buffalo and no
ame, they would, by degrees, it was to

i.e hoped, take to farming, as was done
_i Ontario and Quebec, and the older
aortions of the Dominion, and become
ifaàrmers to a certain extent. Of course,
there would be a great many disappoint-
ments, and a good deal of money ex-
pended. They would find that the cattle
bought for the Indians would sometimes
become the food of the proprietor instead
cf being used for the purposes intended.
But yet the Government must put up
patiently with all this kind of disappoint-
ment, in the hope that in no great length
f time these people would leave their

wild life and seule down.

hiR. MILLS said he thought that last
-ear the correspondence relating to In-
dian difficulties with British Columbia
had been moved for, but he did not re-
1ember that it had been brought down.
His recollection was that the Department
was unable to get it ready before the
Hlouse rose, as it was moved for late in
Le Session. New that the difficulty
with the British Columbia Indians was
over, he thought there would be no
harm, in fact, some advantage, in allow-
ig the correspondence to cone before
lhe public, so that the people might see
-ow very narrow an escape there had
been from an Indian war in that
country. There was, no doubt, that
thc Indians there all along felt
h1at thiey had not been fairly dealt with

ýy the local authorities; in some in-
'tances the reservations which they had
held for many years, and upon which
lhey had made considerable improve-
ments, and spent a great deal of labour in
Preparing them for irrigation, were taken

possession of by the white population.
The Local Goverument had, in a few
cases, granted patents for lands that had
been in possession of the Indians for half
a century, and a few of these cases had
not been disposed of when the late Gov-
ernment went out of office. They had
called upon the Local Government to
cancel the patents they had issued, but,
at the same time, they noticed no action
had been taken. Could the hon. gentle-
man infori the Committee whether he
had any further correspondence with the
Local Governiment on the subject ?

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD: No.

MR. MILLS said it was very desirable
to have every dispute settled. It was
noticeable that where the rights of In-
dians came into conflict with the white
men, the former generally went to the
wall. It was particularly desirable that
the Indians should feel that the
Government was disposed to deal
fairly with them. It was safe to
say that, at the time the Indian
war was feared in British Columbia,
there had been a warlike combination of
the Indians of that Province with the
Nez Perces of Washington territory, and
if the latter had been successful under
Chief Joseph, in their contest with the
United States troops, lie thought that
trouble would have ensued by the general
confederation of Indians on the Pacifie
slope. There was no doubt that such a
confederacy had been formed, and it was
only the failure of the Nez Perces that
put an end to the union. This being the
case, care should be taken to prevent the
possibility of such alliances taking place
in the future. 1e observed that an ap-
propriation was asked for the purpose
of employing farmers to teach the Indians
agriculture. That, lie thought, was high-
ly necessary, and the late Government
had determined upon making the trial
had they continued in office. In fact,
last year, they had made a special effort
to secure the location and survey of vari-
ous reservations to which tie Indians
were entitled under the treaties made
with them, to carry out, without delay,
this policy. The late Government felt
that, unless the Indians were induced to
settle down and devote themselves to
agriculture, as their natural supplies of
food would soon be exhausted, serious
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difficulties would arise the moment
they were reduced to want. Now
that these surveys lad been made,
and the reservations marked out for a
large number of the Indian population,
and agricultural influence had been fur-
nished them, to a limited extent, it was
necessary that competent people should
be employed to teach them how to use
these implements. He noticed that the
Estimates this year also contained a con-
siderable sum for agricultural imple-
ments. His impression was that the
late Government had gone a long way
towards fulfilling their obligations to
the Indians in this direction. Perhaps
the lion. gentleman could state
how much the Indians were still
entitled to under the treoties which
had been negotiated ? He thought it
desirable that the House should be in a
position to assist the Ministry in carry-
ing out the policy upon which the late
Government hlad entered with regard to
the Indians. If men were to be employed
to teach agriculture to the Indians. it
was necessary that they should be active,
vigorous and competent men, aiid that
this work should not be made a refuge for
men who could not find employment in
any other sphere of life, and who knew
Iittle or nothing of agriculture. They
should be persons in good health, ready
and willing to work, and of such
an age that the Department would be
pretty certain that they would not be-
come invalids, wanting their salaries and
leave of absence when they got there.
He had not been able to obtain informa-
tion which the Minister had promised,
and which he had hoped to have obtained
with regard to the official changes made
in the North-West Territories. But lie
would state what his own views were
apon this particular matter. They had
two superintendencies in the North-
West-one known as the Manitoba
Superintendency, which embraced Kee-
watin, Manitoba, Western Ontario, and
a considerable portion of the North-West
Territories, and the other, the North-
West Territories proper, which embraced
that region lying west of Qu'Appelle from
the Saskatchewan southward to the
American border. lu the Manitoba
Superintendency, the Itidian Treaty
Districts embraced were Nos. 1, 2, 5, and
part of 4, and in the North-West Superin-

Ma. MILLS.

tendency they were part of 4, and Nos.
6 and 7. The hon. gentleman (Sir John
A. Macdonald) knew, from the papers in
the Department, why the late Superin-
tendent of the Manitoba Superintendency
was removed. For some time there
was no one appointed to that
position. Mr. Graham, the assistant,
and who was also office clerk, acted
as Superintendent for the time being.
Sometime in July, the late Government
communicated with Mr. St. John, who
had, about three years before, been
appointed Sheriff of the North-West
Territories, and induced him to resigit
his position as Sheriff and accept the
position of head of the Superintendeney.
Ie was asked to take money [from Win-
nipeg to Fort Ellice, for the payment of
the Indians in Mr. Laird's Superintend-
ency, and after his return he was to have
been appointed. But owing to the elec-
tions coming on shortly after that time,
an Order in Council appointing him was
overlooked until after the elections.
However, he was practically appointed
as early as July. He had been induced
to resign his position as Sheriff of the
North-West Territories, and he was ap-
pointed to the office of Superintendent,
solely on the ground that lie was believed
to be able, honest, energetic, well edu-
cated, and in every respect well suited
for the work of that particular office. He
(Mr. Mills) now understood from Mr. St.
John himself, and from other parties.
that lie had been removed from that posi-
tion, and that lie lad been placed in a
very much worse position than before,
for no defensible reason in the world, be-
cause the Superintendency still existed.
When be (Mr. Mills) had entered upoI
the duties of the office, after looking over
the accounts and the arrangements made
for supplies, and after communicatiol
with the then Deputy-Minister (Mr.
Meredith), he was convinced that the
management of the Manitoba Superintel-
dency was not at all satisfactory. At that
time he submitted to the House the ap-
pointment of-an inspector,though the hon.
gentleman (Sir John A. Macdonald) did
not approve of the idea. He (Mr. Mills)
was then of the opinion that if they were
to have a condition of things differelt
from that which prevailed in the Unlited
States, if they were to have 'an honest
administration of Indian affairs, it Wes
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necessary that an intelligent surveillance
should be exercised over the various
agencies, and that some one should be
in a position to know exactly the views
and feelings of the varions Indian bands,
how the agents discharged their duties,
and be able to advise the Governrment
with regard to the treatment of the In-
dians. Mr. MoCaul, a very intelligent,
energetie and upright gentleman, was
accordingly appointed to that position;
the result had been most satisfactory,
and he (Mr. Mills) liad no doubt the
present Minister of the Interior would
tind that Mr. McCaul would discharge his
duties wisely and thoroughly. Tfe now
understood that Mr. McCaul had been
appointed as purveyor. The late Govern-
nient had trausferred the work of pur-
-veying from the Indian Superintendent,
because the work was unsatisfactorily
done, to the purveyor for the Depart-
nient of Public Works, who also pur-
chased the supplies for the North-West
Mounted Police. It was a mistake, a
retrogressive step, to require the inspec-
tor to act as purveyor. He should have
iothing whatever to do with purchasing
supplies, or with any expenditure of
noney. It oughit to be his business to

aseertain the character of the supplies
furnished to the Indians, to find out how
the treaty stipulations were, in all
respects, being carried out, to see if the
agents were discharging their duties, and
how the farmers who were employed
were doing the work assigned them, to
inspect any schools in operation, and to
keep the Department informed in refer-
ence to them. It had been his (Mr.
Mills') intention to make the local agents,
à some places, act as farmers, and those
'who would not do so, when necessary,
could be dispensed with. If it was the
intention of the Government that the
iuspectors should have a healthful super-
ision over these people, and see that

they assisted the Indians in their farm-
ing, furnished the necessary supplies, it
was important that they should have no-
thing to do with any expenditure what-
ever. Their proper work was to super-
vise it, and report to the Government
lle manner in which it was done. The
late Government had also appointed
Major Walsh to inspect and report
the condition of the Indians in the
Outi-'west portion of the North-West

Territories. His instructions were ver-
bal. He (Mr. Mills) had several inter-
views with Major Walsh before he was
sent. After making enquiries, it was
found that the inspection of that region
would cost more than was contemplated,
and that the amount asked from Parlia-
ment for the purpose would not be ade-
quate. After consultation with the
Secretary of State, under whose charge
the Mounted Police were at that time,
the understanding was arrived at that
Majcr Walsh should remain in the force,
that his salary should be paid by one
Department, and his expenses by the
other, and that he should be relieved
from active service in the Mounted
Police for theyear. He was to endeavour,
as far as possible, to induce the Nez
Perces to return to Washington Terri-
tory, and to try to accomplish the re-
moval of Sitting Bull and his Indians
from that section of the country, and
secure their return to the Tnited States.
The arrangement was a temporary and
tentative one. The hon. gentle-
man could, perbaps, inform the Coi-
mittee what Major Walsh had done.
He might say, before passing froi this
subject, that Major Walsh was instructei
te ascertain the condition of our own
Indians, and how far it night be pos-
sible to carry out the policy upon whici
the Government vas entering, and to as-
certain whether they could be induced to
settle down on reservations and engage
in agricultural pursuits; ,also, to ascer-
tain where it would be necessary to fur-
nish them with cattle for the pastoral
occupation. So far as they could learn,
the Black Feet Indians would not wil-
lingly take to cultivation of the soil,
and, perhaps, the best thing that could
be done, would be to furnish them witlh
cattle and let them raise herds; but the
prospect was not very encouraging. He
was informed that, whenever their sup-
plies became scarce, they destroved, or
were disposed to destroy, the cattle fur-
nished by the Government. Was the
Government carrying forward this policy,
or had they marked out some other?
He thought the hon. gentleman ought to
tell them wby lie Lad removed Mr. St.
John. It was, too, rumoured that Mr.
Laird had resigned. Mr. Laird had ten-
dered his resignation to the late Govern-
ment, who declined to accept it, thinking
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that hi- position would give a greater
influence over the Indians than any other
person could obtain. While acting as
Superintendent, he was discharging most
important duties. 16 was rumoured that
the hcn. the Premier had removed him,
and it was important to know who had
been put in that very responsible posi-
tion. Mr. St. John was practically ap-
pointed in July last. He was induced
to resign an important position to under-
take the duties of a most arduous
office; and if the hon. gentleman was
disposed to act fairly towards him, if he
had asked him to resign the Superinten-
dency of Manitoba, he would transfer
him to the position made vacant by the
resignation of Mr. Laird, or restore him
the Superintendency of Manitoba.

donald) was satisfied that, with the in-
creasing difficulties of the In-
dians in the North-West, in coi-
nection with the growing scarcity tof
food, and the unfortunate intrusion of a
large number of American Indians, that
the greatest care would have to be taken,
and prudence exercised, and the gretest
vigour and pranmptness manifested in the
management of Indian affairs in the
region east of the Rocky Mountains to
Lake Superior. It would be very diffi-
cult to find a man exactly suited to per-
form all the duties of that office-prompt,
vigorous, experienced men, understand-
ing Indian character, virtues and frailties,
and possessing philanthropic views with
regard to them, and who would see that,
when the white man and the red man came
into collision, the red man did not always

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said go to the waIl. Though very difficuit
it was rather inconvenient to discuss the sone person of this kind must be found
question on the appointment or removal to represent the Dominion Governmen
of an officer on the Estimate. All he in the management of Indian affaire. h
knew about the matter was that he un- was impossible to govern an Indian De
derstood Mr. St. John had never per- partment satisfactorily from Ottawa. b
formed any duties, though appointed on seemed to him that a man in the posi
the 8th of October last. He believed tion of Lieutenant-Governor Laird would
that the Department was rather over- be looked up to by the Indians, and that
olhcered, and simply from the motives of le miglt usefly exercise prompt
economy, Mr. St. John's appointment control over all the local agents.
was not confirmed. He had heard for As regarded Mr. McCaul, from ail li
the first time to-niglht that he had been could learn, he was a good and ener-
employed actively as a Superintendent getie officer. Perhaps, as the hon. ge-
of the Indians for some months, and tieman (Mr. Mils) said, the inspecte'
had assumed the duties. If so, lis claim and purveyor ought fot to be the sane
would be fairly considered. He heard person; that arrangement was recom-
that he was a man of some ability, but mended by a proninent officer of the
le (Sir John A. Macdonald) thought he Department for the sake of economy and
imght well have kept his former office. efficiency. He (Sir John A. MacdonW)
Mr. Laird had written, saying he threw did fot mean to say that the two offics
up Lis office of Superintendent of Indian in the long run, should not he separated
Affairs, which, so far, was inconsistent As regarded Mr. Graham, no alteratiuf
witb his position of Lieutenant-Governor. had taken place. le intended to en-
He thought at the time Mr. Laird was deavour to study the Indian questIo
.appointed he would be expected to assume with the same zeal and e,4rnest»65S u
the chief charge of the General Superin- the member for Bothwell (Mr. MilI) iu
tendency of the whole of the Indian order to carry out the principle le h8d
affairs in the North-West, as for a large enunciated of a general superviion Of
part of the time the ieutenant-Governor Indian affaire on the spot, for Wb" -,
of the North-West had very little to man of higli character and standing
do. Hie was rather opposed to the ap- ahould be obtained, with a View to the
pointment of a Lieutenant-Governor for settiement of any dissatisfactiof '
the North-West, thinking that until there trouble that miglt arise in onnecti'
was a larger population in that toun- with the Indians.
try the Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba
might well perform all the functions of MR. MILLS said be thoight ý!t1 i
the new office. He (Sir John A. Mac- the hon. Premier wanted effectuai Super-
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Vision, he muât lave more than one
ocer-namely, three Superintendentsfor
as many districts, and who should be re-
sponsible to the Department in Ottawa.
TShe country was too extensive for one
ocer.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
that Mr. St. John had not been dismissed.

Mr. -MILLS said he was perfectly
saisfied that if the bon. gentleman
would permit Mr. St. John to enter upon
the discharge of his duties, he would
hind him a very efficient and intelligent
ofcer.

Siu JOHN A. MACDONALD said
it was simply aquestion of salary. He
Lad been appointed Indian Agent, at a
salary of $1,200 a year, the same as he
got as Sheriff. He was placed at Ed-
mnonton.

MR. MILLS said the hou. gentleman
could hardly expect a man of his ability
and attainments to serve for that salary.

Siu JOHN A. MACDONALD said
1e was appointed Sheriff at $1,200 and
had never served a writ.

Mn. MILLS said he had resigned his
Shrievalty to take the office of Superin-
tendent. If the hon. gentleman had
appointed farmers, men thoroughly com-
petent, besides the three inspectors or
saperintendents, he would find no neces-
'Sf.y for other officers.

West. It was well known that at present
great misery existed amongst themn, and,
in some instances, their extreme want
had led them to help themselves to food
at several of the posts. He desired to
know what steps were to be taken to pro-
vide for their present necessities, as there
was great cause for apprehension on that
ground.

Vote agreed to.

Indians of Marntoba and the North-Wet.

Annuities, Treaties 1 and 2
do Treaty 3.......
do do 4.......
do do 5.......

163 do do 6.
do do 7-.......

Commutation of annuities
to possible claimants...

$25,820
15,025
38,125
15,775
50,170
41,625

1,000

MR. CARTWRIGHT said he perceived
that there was au increase of $23.640,
and he desired to know if this arose from
the fact that more Indians had appeared
as claimants than was expected.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD said
it was expected that this would cover the
whole expenditure.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said that this
question of annuities to Indians was be-
coming a serious question. It had occurred
to bim, and he would call the attention
of the hon. gentleman to it, that it would
be extremely desirable, in the course of

Un. SMITH (Selkirk) said the right tire, as the mamans oecame settiea on
ton. gentleman had informed the House the rsrvains, te e avor to niake
iat it was the intention of the Govern- of
ment to send farmers into the North- these annuities. Otherwise they would
West, to instruct the Indians in farming, become a very serious charge te the
and lead them, if possible, to adopt a revenue.
pastoral life. That was very praise-
worthy, indeed, and he trusted the result MR. DAWSON said he did not think
would ibe satisfactory. But, unquestion-there was any risk of the India popu-

z..by, t wuld ie vev unuesien lation increasing. It would lie contraryl it would be a very slow process. te ah experience. He desired te remark
It would be a very difficult matter,
ndeed, to lead the hunter of the that great care should be taken not to in-
piain to become a farmer, or even to tie
himself down to any certain spot. -No 50 firmly engrafted in the Indian disposi-
doubt at present there was very tion. The law, as it stood, offered a
great uneasiness in the North-West, premlun the breaking up the tribal
aond cause for serious apprehension. system, which, if broken up, severed the
H-le never bad been an alarmist, but Le only tie that held the Indians together,
believed that, at this moment, there was and rem ed that which was the best
cause for using very great jwdgment in protection to the white man.
he treatent Of the Indianas of the North- Vote agreed m.
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Agricultural implements,
cattle, seed-grain, tools,
waggons, ammunition,
freighting, etc., furnished

164 J under Treaties 1 and 2. .$
I do do 3

do do 4
do do 5
do do 6

t do do 7
16; Provisions for Indians as-

sembled to receive annui-
ties, and also for relief
accorded under Treaties..

[COMMONS.]

7,680
3,200
6,500
4,540

10,500
12,000

56,930 00

MR. SM1TH (Selkirk) asked what
steps were being taken to relieve the
present necessities of Indians in the
North-West.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the Government had ordered the pur-
chaee of a quantity of cattle at Fort
Qu'Appelle and Fort Walsh. A large
quantity of flour had also been purchased
in that region, and there were large sup-
plies with the Mounted Police, which
were available for the Indians.

Vote agreed to.

Triennial supply of clothing
under above Treaties .... $

Salaries of School Teachers
and cost of School Buildings

Surveys for Indian Reserves

General Expenses.

169f Manitoba Superintendency
ý North-West do

170 Sioux, Manitoba and North-
West.................

5,520

11,000
15,000

25,035
14,400

7,000

MR. MILLS said he supposed these
,were the Sioux of the Assiniboine River.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Yes.

MR. MILLS said that the amount was
larger than last year, and desired to
know what was to be done with the
extra amount.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
-that this applied not only to the Sioux
onthe Assiniboine, but to some at Forts
Qu'Appelle and Prince Albert.

Mi. RYAN (Marquette) said lie
hoped the Department would use all pos-
sible means to induce those Sioux to go
ou the reserves. It was quite true
there was a large number living in the
neighbourhood of Portage Laprairie, and
that they made very excellent labourers,

Mn. DÂwso-.
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so far as an Indian woulld labour at all;
but, on the other hand, they were con-
tinually in the habit of committing petty
thefts, and the danger had arisen there,
through their thieving habits, of a colli-
sion between them and the whites. This
was far more than sufficient to counter-
balance any good to be derived from
them as agricultural labourers. He
hoped the Department would exhaust ail
possible means to get them to go on their
reserves.

MR. SMITH.(Selkirk) said the farmers
were glad to have the Indians to work
for them, especially in the aiuturan and
fall.

Vote agreed Io.

171 To provide for the payment of
Instructors in Agriculture
in the North-West........ S1,2510 0

XXIII.--NOIIT-WEST' M oUNTED PO0ihE.

172

l'ay of Force, including
Staff......... ........ $119,000 0p

Extra pay to Farmers and
Artisans........ ....... 3,500 4b

Rations........... ...... 42,700 0>
Forage.... .............. 45,700 01
Fuel and Light.......... 5,000 00
Clothing..... ...... 22,000 01n
Repairs, Renewals, Re- j

placement of Horses
Arms and Ammunition ,

Miscellaneous Stores.... J
Medicines and Medical

Comforts...... ........ 2,000 (I
Books and Stationery. 1,000 0
Transport and Freight

Charges, Guides, Team-
sters and Labourers .... 25,000 00

Contingencies ............ 3,00e 0ù
Buildings................ 4,000 04

XXIV.-MSCELLANEUS.

173 Canada Gazette............. $ 4,000 0I
174 Miscellaneous Printing..... . 10,090 0<
175 Unforseen Expenses : Ex-

penditure thereof to be
under Order in Council, and
a detailed statement to be
laid beforu Parliament dur-
ing the first fifteen days of
the next Session.......... 50,006 '

176 Commutation in lieu of remis-
sion of Duties on articles
imported for the use of the
Ariny and Navy... ...... . 12,066 0

177 For the expenses of Govern-
ment in the North-West
Territories ............. iigde 0
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118 For the expenses of Govern-
ment in the District of
Keewatin...... .........

1 hTo meet expenditure esti-
mated to be required to put
in force the Act respecting
the traffic in Intoxicating
Liquors.................
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5,000 0

,00o 00

COLLECTION OF REVENUES.

XXV.-CUSTOMs.

Slries an-I Contingent Expenses of the evtcral
Ports.

c-

- M~ I

t-

In Province of Ontario.....$221,195
do Quebec..............
do New Brunswick .....
do Nova Scotia.........
do Manitoba.........
do N.-W. Territories....
do British Columbia,...
do Prince Edward Island

Salaries and travelling ex-
penses of Inspectors of
Ports, and travelling ex-
penses of other Officers
on Inspection.........

Contingencies of Head Of-
fice, ccvering printing,
stationery, advertising,
telegraphing, etc., for the
several Ports of Entry...

192,630
92,575

105,795
12,500

2,500
23,604
25,270

15,000 0

MR. ANGLIN said that there was
not an item in the Estimates to which
greater objection was made than this,
during previous Sessions. He had anti-
cipated seeing this year a large reduction
in this expenditure, but found it exactly
the same, although Customs duties would
be very much smaller this year than the
previous years.

MR. TUPPER said the hon. gentle-
man had not established the premises
upon which lie based his criticism. The
Government did not anticipate a de-
creased revenue next year. The hon.
gentleman assumed that the late Govern-
mnit collected the Customs' duties for
the amount they asked Parlianient for,
whereas the expenditure incurred, largely
ezeeded the Estimates. If he assumed,
as he appeared to assume the amount in
the Estimates would cover the expendi-
tiure, the first element of the hon. gentle-
m11an's calculation would be wanting.

M1. CARTWRIGHT: What is the

Mi. TUPPER said something like
$17,000 or $18,000, and the hon. gentle-

man would find that exceeded, after the
new tariff had been introduced, and that,
in the new course of things, the collec-
tion of the revenue must te attended
necessarily with a large increase of ex-
pense; but notwithstanding that, they
might anticipate a largely increased re-
venue over last year. He believed the
hon. gentleman would have good reasor
to congratulate himself, that the gentle-
men who were responsible for the con-
struction of these Estimates had been en-
tirely consistent with the views held on
the other side of the House.

MR. ANGLIN said he was not aware
that the expenditure did exceed the Esti-
mates to such an extentlast year. We had
no assurance just now, beyond what we
derived from our faith in the honesty
and administrative ability of gentlemein
on the Treasury benches, that the excess
would not be very much larger next year
than was now anticipated. It ,vas quite
possible that they, too, would find it
necessary to expend more than they had
asked for. The hon. the Finance Minis-
ter, in his Budget speech, did not antici-
pate that we were to get a much larger
revenue next year than two or three
years ago, yet he did seem to anticipate,
and correctly so, a larger increase of ex-
penditure for the collection. While the
cost of collection would be very high,
according to the opinion expressed by the
hon. gentlemen themselves last year, the
cost would still remain high in propor-
tion to the amount to be collected. HiLs
impression was that the hon. the Finance
Minister would find a larger revenue
next year coming into the Treasury than
he calculated, because it must be some-
time before the manufacturers could sup-
ply all the wants of the country. He
apprehended, moreover, that the Govem-
ment would have a great deal of difficulty
with smugglers, who would carry on their
operations to such an extent along the
whole frontier, that it would be necessary
to employ a larger number of persons to
watch them, and expend a larger arnount
of money than had hitherto been the
case.

ME. RYAN (Montreal Centre) said,in
reply to the remarks of the hon. gentle-
man from Gloucesterhe could say that he
regretted exceedingly that the late Gov-
ernment thought proper to dismiss, from
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the port of Montreai, an officer appointed
by their predecessors, under the pretence
of economy. They had also thought
proper, on the same pretence, to reduce
the salary of sorne of the most efficient
officers at that port-he referred to the
chief appraisers. In 1873, the former
Government thought proper to increase
the salaries of those gentlemen who had
held a high and responsible position dur-
ing many years ; their salary was in-
creased from $1,800 to 2,000. One of
the first Acts of the late Government
was to reduce their salaries under the pre-
tence of economy. How had they fil-
illed that profession of economy ? He
held in his hand, to the utter discredit of
the late Government, a list of a number
of people, who had been employed at the
port of Montreal, and yet not officially
appointed, but holding absolutely per-
manent positions, and drawing regular
pay for the last three years at the rate of
two dollars per day. The Government
did not dare to put them on the perma-
nent civil list, because they feared publie
indignation. More than that-these
men who were taken on to perform only
a temporary service, received a higher
remuneration for their temporary services
which they were supposed to be render-
ing, than men who occupied the position
of second, or even first-class clerks, in the
Customs Department. They were
placed over the heads of men who had
been in the Department for ten years.
Some of them received, lie remembered,,
$600, and fifteen or twenty others re-
ceived $550 a year. And so these hon.
gentlemen, who professed so great a love
of economy, employed some twenty-six
men as a permanent charge on the coun-
try when their services were not needed.
Their salaries were charged to incidental
expenses, because the late Government
did not dare to allow their names to ap-
pear on the Public Accounts. If the
preseut Government had thought proper
t act on the principle that,to the victor
belongs the spoils, they would have
dismissed everyone of these men.
But he was glad to say that the Govern-
ment had no desire to remove one of
these men, though he believed it was the
intention of the hon. the Minister of
Customs to place these men on the per-
manent civil list, and appoint them on a
reduced salary. In regard to another

MR. RTÂN.

point which had been referred to, every-
one knew that, during the summer
months, an additional number of men
were required as tide-waiters. In 1873
the amount of revenue collected at
Montreal, amounted to $5,000,000, col-
lected at an expenditure of $87,000.
But, during the last fiscal year of 1878,
the revenue collected at that port was
but little over $3,750,000, yet the ex-
pense of its collection was $117,000.
That was the kind of economy the hon.
gentlemen opposite practised at the port
of Montreal.

Mi. BOWELL : You may add $5,000
to the expense of collection last year.

MR. RYAN said that only made theii
case worse. The hon. gentleman from
Gloucester complained of the lax way, as
lie said, in which the Montreal Custom-
house was conducted during the late
Conservative Administration. He (Mr.
Ryan) could state, from personal know-
ledge, that the affairs of the Montreal Ous-
tom-house were conducted in a manner
infinitely superior, under the Govern-
ment of Sir John A. Macdonald, to the
manner in which they were conducted
under the Administration of the hon.
gentleman from Lambtori. Whenever,
under the late Government, a difficulty
arose between a merchant and a collector.
and an appeal was made to Ottawa, in
every case the result of that appeal
depended, in a great measure, not on the
merits of the case, but almost entirely
on the amount of political influence
which the party could bring to bear.
He was aware that was not the case at the
present moment, and lie trusted it never
would be again.

Ma. JONES said. that the late Gov-
ernment had failed to practice economy
in other places besides Montreal, particu-
larly at the port of Gananoque, in his
county. In 1875 a Custom-housA officer
was sent to that port, without any com-
mission, but merely upon day's pay, re-
ceiving $2.30 per day; whereas the col-
lector, a most able man, and one who
had been twenty years in the service,
received at that time $2 per day. This
man, who came in 1875, and who was
sent from Prescott, at the instance Of a
politicalfriend of the gentlemen oppeeite,
received $30 a year more than the COl-
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lector at Gananoque, who had been
twenty years in the service, and was be-
tween sixty and seventy years of age, That
nian was not required at al for any ser-
vice at that port. The whole of the
work could be done, and was done, to
the satisfaction of the Department by
the collector himself.

Mii. SMITH (Selkirk) said he saw the
sum of $2,500 for the North-West Terri-
tory. -He would ask the hon. gentleman
how that was to be expended-if it was
the intention to appoint regular officers
of Customs for the North-West; and, if
so, at what point they were to be placed ?

MR. BO WELL said it was not intend-
ed to make any permanent appointment
at the present time. He was informed
the duty -was satisfactorily performed by
the Mounted Police. They were paid in
the past by a percentage, and it was pro-
posed to 2ontinue that system.

MR. B URPEE (St. John) said a great
deal of stress had been laid upon the ex-
penditure at the port of Montreal by the
hon. member from that city (Mr. Ryan.
There was no doubt there was, and alwavs
would be, more or less expenditure there.
It was very unfair for any hon. member
to sav the cost of collecting revenue
could be increased or decreased according
to the amount collected. The amount
collected last year was some $2,000,000
less than collected in 1874-'5, but the
depression in the value of goods between
those years was nearly the same, so
that the volume of goods imported
was about the same. It was true
there was a larger number of offi-
cers in Montreal now than in 1873-74 ;
but it was also true that there was
always a large number of officers there
not on the permanent staff. It was ne-
cessitated by the large number of ware-
houses. Now, that the new Govern-
ment building was completed, he thought
a great many of the warehouses could be
dispensed with, and thereby a large
saving could be effected. He was not
aware that any unjustifiable dismissals
l'ad been made during his term of office.

Ma. ROSS (West Middlesex) said the
hon. member for Montreal Centre (Mr.
Ryan), while complaining very bitterly
of the late Government for their extrava-

gance in connection with the Oustoms
Department, failed to notice that there
had been a reduction last year on this
item, as compared with the year previous,
of $9,000 in the actual expenses. The
hon. gentleman cught to be candid enougli
to give the late Government credit for
that, at least. He ought also have can-
didly admitted that, in the Estimates for
the ensuing financial year, there was an
increase over the Estirr es of last
year of nearly $2,000. His hon.
friend failed cntirely to see this. In
fact, he could see nothing but extrava-
gance under the late Government, and
nothing but econonjv under the régire
of the hon. gentlemen now on the Trea-
sury benches. The present Government
proposed to increase the expenditure at
Gananoque. The hon. gentleman did not
discover that fact. Last year. the present
M-Linister of Customs occupieu a good deal
of timeincriticising this expenditure. The
criticisn of last year's outlay, as compared
with the present year's, and the saving
placed his hon. friend opposite in no very
enviable position. The great reductions
the Minister of Custois claimed to have
made in Montreal were truly astonishing.
What did they amount to ? To one-thir-
teenth of one per cent. of the whole col-
lections at the port of Montreal. The
whole reductions in the Province of Que-
bec amounted to one-sixth of one per cent.
on the whole amount collected. That
was the economy for which the hon. gen-
tleman most deserved credit. He hoped
that when the member for Montreal
Centre (Mr. Ryan) next espoused the
cause of the Administration, he would
be distinct in bis statements, and say
that they deserved a good deal of credit
for the economy practised at that port.

Mi. RYAN (Montreal Centre) saîd
he had not particularly referred to the
increased number of warehouses, noticed
by the ex-Minister of Customs (Mr.
Burpee) but to the fact that the 26 men
who were temporarily employed were
kept permanently-the last three years,
and paid more than the Government
employés for the past 10 or 15 years ;
apart from that, the supernumeraries
employed during the open season, had
been increased by 100 per cent. under
the late Government. The present Min-
ister of Customs proposed to do the
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work by 20, as efficiently as it was dune
before by 36. Appointments lad been
made against the strong remonstrances of
the chief officer, which was in keeping
with one of the last acts of the late
Government, in appointing an officer at
a salary of $1,200, when the collect9r
of the port said he did not require him.
le was glad that the present Govern-
ment, in the interest of economy, had
dismissed him. The Customs service of
Montreal had not been more efficiently
conducted under the late Administration,
notwithstanding its enormously greater
cost, than under their predecessors.
Further, he believed an enquiry would
show that a quantity of goods had been
taken out at Montreal which had not
been accounted for to this moment. He
trusted the Minister of Customs would
early endeavour to t the ti-ùth of that
statement, whiclh he (Mr. Ryan) be-
lieved.

first time le ever heard a change took
place at the instance of those merchants.
He was informed it was made because of
the existence of that pernicious system in
St. John, N.B.

Mr. BOWELL said that the member
for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) called the
saving of $20,000 on the whole estimate
a very snall item, $4,000 to $8,000 of
which was to be saved in Montreal
alone. During the tariff discussion le
stated he would have to ask for about
$17,700 in addition to the Estimates
voted for the service last year to cover
the excess of expenditure by the late
Minister, for the year ending 30th June
next. The excess in Ontario would be
$7,430 ; Quebec, $6,690; New Bruns-
wick, $1,290 ; Nova Scotia, $1,150 :
Prince Edward Island, $180, and Mani-
toba, $1,000. The member for St. John
(Mr. Burpee) and the member for Glou-
cester (Mr. Anglin) told the Hlouse that

MR. ANGLIN : When were those the expenses attending the collection of a
goods taken away. small revenue, would, orshould be,just as

much as that of collecting a larger
MR. MACKENZIE: Who took amount.

them.

M. RYAN said he did not know, butwa,
they were taken away within the that it did not necessarily follow that

the wee tkenawa wihinthep9ut because of a falling off in revenue there
four or five years, at a heavy loss to the should be a decline in the cost of collec-
country. This showed that the increased tion, because that decline might be caused
deficiency claimed by the ex-Finance by the fali in the lrice of the goods, the
Minister as an excuse for the increased volume of importation being as large as
expenditure of the Department, was not befo,
justified. In reply to the member for
West Middlesex (Mr. Ross) he did not Mn. BOWELL said tbat migbt be al
complain of the excessive payment of the true, but it did not follow that if it cost
dificials, as he believed in paying ade- $87,733 to collect between $5,000,000
quate salaries, but the present Minister and $6,000,000 of revenue in 1873-74,
of Customs would do with 20 men the that it was necessary to charge the
work formerly performed by 36. No revenue $117,982 for collecting about
more efficient, reliable men could be $3,500,000 in 1878. If the hou.
found than the Deputy Appraisers, for gentleman would recolloct this fact, and,
whom $2,000 salaries were not too much, with bis usual logic and plausibiity, con-
though the late Government had reduced vince the House that it was necessary te
them to $1,800 on the pretence of increase the expendituro from $87,000 to
economy, which was falsified by an in- $117,000 odd to collect nearly $2,000,000
crease of the expenditure by $30,000. bas revenue, he would exhibit greater
The ex-Minister of Customs had stated rhetoricai skili than lie believed he pos-
that the change in the system mentioned aessed. le (Mr. Bowoll) was quite pre-
was largely due to the fact that the pro- pared te admit that'an officer mnght
duce ierchants of Montreal had paid collect $10,000 with as littie, orvery
charges incident to the transport ofgoods littie more, trouble than $6,04 or
from the vessel to the bond warehouse. $7,000; but le could not understand hôw
He (Mr. Ryan) was not aware of any re- itshould require $2 to colct $5OOO,
monstrances on that subjeet. it was thé when one could coleot $0,000. The
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rate at which the expense of the Mon-
trer, offee increased would be seen in
these figures: In 1873, it was $87,000 ;
1874, $95.000 ; 1875, $99,000 ; 1876,
$117,200; and 1877, $117,989. An
explanation was attempted by the mem-
ber for St. John, but he could not, by any
possibility, cover such extra expenditure
unless he would add the increase of the
staff of that port, as had been so well
pointed out by the member for Montreal
Centre. The amount asked for Montreal
this year, in the Estimates of 1878-79,
was $108,925. The amount expended
for the year at that port would exceed that
sum by $5,000, and the amount asked
for next year was but, $104,000, being a
retrenchment of $9,925. So that when
the member for Middlesex (Mr. Ross)
attacked the Estimates for the ensuing
yew, and compared them with the Esti-
mates for this year, he was probably not
aware of the fact of tlis extra expendi-
ture, or, if aware of it, had intentionally
misled the House, and would mislead
the people in the same way.
The hon. gentleman must understand
that the additions which had been made
to the expenses of the port of Montreal
were mostly of a permanent character,
and the present Government must either
go to work and dismiss a number of offi-
cers, or cut down their salaries, or they
must provide for them in the Estimates.
During the five months he had held office,
not a single vacancy which had occurred,
by death or superannuation, in Montreal,
had been filled up. Why ' Because the
collector at that port had informed him
that the extra services were not required.
The fact was, men were pushed on him
for political reasons, and that he had
rothing to say in regard to their appoint-
Ment. Other ports had been treated in
the same manner. In regard to the ap-
praisers, he thought there would be a
saving of money if they gave more
liberal salaries to them ; many at present
employed were reported as unfit for the
Position. They could not tell the differ-
ence between the various grades of sugar,
nor did they know anything about the
price of cotton, or any other goods which
they had to appraise. These officers he
Iatended to remove. Other appoint-
ments had been made which were not
required ; and he did not hesitate to say
he was prepared to justify himself, not

only in the House, but in the country, iii
telling those gentlemen who had been ap-
pointed unnecessarily that their services
were no longer required. Hon. gente-
men, if they made a careful examination
of the Estimates. would find that there
had been a considerable reduction in this
respect. He thought the late Minister
of Customs was not strictly accurate in
stating that the Government paid eart-
age in all the ports of the Dominion ex-
cept Montreal. He was not prepared to
say that a uniformnity should not exist,
but he was aware that a uniformity did
not exist. He did not believe that the
revenue should be charged with the cart-
age. Merchants, however, should only
pay the actual amount of the cost of
carrying their goods to an examining
warehouse. The House would observe,
notwithstanding the criticisms of the Op-
position, that the Estimates showed an
actual saving.

Ma. BURPEE said the hon. gentle-
man had spoken about the Estimates of
last year being prepared for election pur-
poses. When they prepared the Esti-
mates last year several reductions were
made, and he was satisfied that the
thought of tbe elections never entered
his mind, nor the minds of his colleagues.
In reference to the appointment of offi-
cers against the remonstrance of the
Collector of Montreal, he might say
they did appoint men there ; but no letter
was received, before he left, against any
of the appointments. With regard to
the efficiency of the appraisers-he be-
lieved the hon. gentleman referred to the
appraiser appointed at Hamilton-they
thought that that gentleman, accustomed
to a general business, ought to make a
good appraiser; but he (Mr. Burpee) had
heard it said he had not proved the man
he ought to have been. In regard to
Montreal, there were only nine men
more in the service, tlian when thev as-
sumed office in 1873. Merchants now
paid the cartage from the examining ware-
house to their own places of business.
The appraisements, in almost all the
small towns where there were no exam-
ining warehouses, were done at the mer-
chantystores' or at the ships' sides. The
hon. gentleman stated that Customs de-
cisions in Montreal were influenced by
political considerations. The late Gov-
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ernment had made enemies of their
friends there through their decisions, and
the charge made was entirely untrue.

Vote agreed to.

Resolutions ordered to be reported.

Hlouse resumed.

Resolutions reported.

House adjourned at
Five minutes before

One o'clock.

HOUSE OF COM MONS.

Friday, 2nd Mfay, 1879.

The Speaker took
o'clock.

the Chair at Three

PRA YERS.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill was introduced
and read the first time :

Bill (No. 103) To regulate the labour of
children and young persons in the mills and
factories of the Dominion of Canada.-Mr.
Bergin.

DIRECT UNITED STATES CABLE COM-
PANY BILL.-[BLL 47.]

(Mr. McCarthy.)

BILL WITHDRAWN.

MR. McCARTHY moved that the
Bill be withdrawn, and the fees paid
thereon refunded, in accordance with the
recommendation of the Select Standing
Committee on Railways, Canals and
Telegraph Lir.es.

Motion agreed to, and Bill with-
dravn.

DIVORCE IN ONTARIO.

MOTION TO INTRODUCE BILL NEGATIVED.

MR. HOOPER moved for leave to in-
troduce a Bill to enable the Court of
Chancery in Ontario to dissolve the con-
tract of marriage in certain cases.

MR. ANGLIN said, that although it
would be a great relief to this Parlia-

Mit. BURPEE.

ment, if divorce was to be permitted· at
ail, that a Divorce Courtshould be estab-
lished. Nevertheless, being entirely op-
posed,on religious grounds, to the princi-
pie of divorce, he must oppose this Bill
at the very first stage ; and if he could
get another hon. gentleman with him to
divide the House on it, he should call for
the yeas and nays.

MR. HEOLTON said he thouglit there
was a stronger reason than that why the
Bill should not be introduced at thiL
stage of the Session, and that was, that it
would have no possible opportunity cf
being considered. To introduce z
measure of that kind in the expir-
ing hours of the Session, was trifling
with Parlianent, and he hoped the hon.
gentleman would withdraw it, and
not press it any further. To introduce
a Bill within a very few days of proro

gation unprinted, and expect to maL
any progress in passing it this Session,
was preposterous. He hoped the hon.
gentleman would not press the motion.

MR. HOOPER said he should pre.
his motion.

Motion ilegativel on a division.

INSPECTION OF PETROLEUM BILI,

(Mr. BaDy.)

FIns5T READING.

House resolved itself into Coniittee oL
the Whole to consider certain resolutions
respecting the inspection, and safe-keep-
ing and storage of petroleum, and the
products thereof.

(fn the Comnmittee.)

MR. BABY said the object of these
resolutions was to protect, as far as po-
sible, life from accidents occurrimg
through the bad quality of imported pe-
troleum. The Bill which the Govera-
ment intended to found on these reso-
lutions would be in accordance with the
Act 14 Vict., chap. 14, the dispositionfl
of which were well known to hon. gen-
tlemen. The only new clauses to be
introduced were those providing that the
test of the oil should be 130 degrees ;
that inspection of the oil should be more
thoroughly performed than hithert-,
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and- that on the packages containing Resolutions ordered to be reported.
oil the inspector should affix the date,
the contents, the test, etc. As the difficul- buse resumed.
ties of inspection would be increased and
the officers would have more to do than here seotios reportede te,)
tofore, it was found necessary to increase t
the fees, and to this all the manufacturers Mu. BABY introduced a Bil (No.
had consented. This Bill was introduced 104) To provide for the inspection, safe
with the consent of the various coal oil
manufacturers in this country. The fees pingads the
on every package of Canadian petroleum
would be increased from five to ten Bil read teJrsI ime.
cents.

MR. HOLTON said it seenied to
iu that the inspection en masse, as it
were, of petroleum in large tanks would
afford more opportunities for fraud, and
for the substitution of an inferior oil,
than existed under the present arrange-
iment. By these resolutions the hon. gen-
tleman seemed to be offering a premiui
to the mode of inspection which would
le most open to abuse. But, obviously,
if they imposed a less charge for inspec-
ting it in the tank than in the cask, they
offered a premiunm pro tan to for traud and
deception.

MIR. OLIVER said he would ask if
this 5c. for every ten gallons would apply
to petroleum in mass in the tank,because,
if it was, it would make the inspection of
petroleum in the tank higher than if it
were barrelled.

MR. BABY said that the only thing
(hanged in the la-, was that the fees were
doubled. In ev'ry other respect it re-
mnained as before.

MR. THOMPSON (Cariboo) said he
would like to ask how they proposed to
ilspect coal oil imported in air-tight tin
cans without irretrievably spoiling the
package.

MNR. BABY : Just the saine as we do
at the present time.

MR. ANGLIN said there vas an in-
p)ortant point in the second resolution.
lie doubted very much if they had
authority to make any enactments in
relation to the storage of oil after it had
î'aid duty. He thought it was a ques-
tion of civil rights and property with
vhich they had no power to deal.

MR. BABY said that question would
be taken into consideration.
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MILITIA ACTS AMENDMENT I3ILL.

(Mr. Bowell.)

FIRST READING.

IHouse resolved itself into Comniittee of
the Whole to consider certain resolutions
respecting the Militia of the Dominion of
Canada.

(In the Committee.)

MR. MILLS said he would ask the
hon. gentleman to stace the object of the
resolutions. le thcught the mainten-
ance of the peace was unquestionably
with the local authorities, and, in that
case, it would not be in the power of the
Government to force a volunteer corps to
be taken for the purpose of suppressing
a disturbance or riot in another Pro vince.
A volunteer force could only be called
ont in a place to which it belonged.
There was nothing to prevent the Local
Legislatures from creating a constabulary
force to perform the functions now per-
formed by the volunteer corps. It was
perfectly obvious from the discussion
they had heard in the House on this
question, that this distinction was not
always remembe ed by the members of
the House, and !t was much more fre-
quently forgotten by people outside.
Now, this force, if called out, ought to be
provided for by the Provincial authori-
tics. He was perfectly satisfied that, if
this question was decided, they would
fird they had no power to legislate in
this direction.

MR. DESJARDINS said it was dan-
gerous to leave, in the hands of irrespon-
sible parties, the power to call out the
military force when they at any time
judged it necessary, Qr it suited their
feelings. The experience of last year
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certainly proved that it would be better
to follow the suggestions made by the
hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills),
and lepve in the hands of the Provincial
Government the responsibility of pro-
viding for the necessary forces to quell
any disturbances within the limits of the
Province. Although the Justices of the
Peace might act in a proper way, public
feeling was opposed to their continuing
to be entrusted with this power. Thev
had not the necessary responsibility that
4)ught to be imposed on those wlio could
cause, at any time, heavy expenditure to
nunicipalities, and they were fiable on

that account, to call out the troops for
dangers which existed in their own in-
auguration, or which could be quelled by
the force at the disposition of the
municipality. The suggestion of
the hon. me1nber for Bothwell
ought to be taken into consideration, and
a change made in that direction.

MR. MAcDONNELL said there was
a word in this resolution connected with
the defray of the expense of militia, the
word " municipality," which ought to be
defined. It Lad no special signification
in law or otherwise. It had different
rneanings in difflerent places. There
were Provinces in the Dominion in
which there were na municipalities.

Mi. BOWELL, said the difliculty
suggested by the hon. gentleman had ai-
ready been experienced, arising from
the calling out of the volunteer force
some time ago, to suppress a riot at Cape
Breton. There being no municipalities
in Nova Scotia as understood by this
law, consequently there was no corporate
body which the commanding officer could
compel to pay for the services of the
volunteers, and the resut was they had
not yet been paid. The Nova Scotia
Legislature had, he believed, passed an
Act dividing that Province into munici-
palites, which would reiedy this evil
in future. The constitutional point
raised by the hon. niermber for
Bothwell, was. not involved in the
resolution before the House. The law,
as it stood now, provided that any three
inagibtrates, of which the head of a mu-
nicipality niight be one, had authority to
aall ont the troops. Thisright it was not
now proposed to interfere with. What
the resolution proposed was to give

MR. DEsJARDINS.

power to the Government to advaee
monev to meet the expenses of transport,
subsistence and pay of the volunteers
when called out, so that the men would
not have to wait until the money ooukl
be recovered from the municipality. It
also provided that the amount of pay for
the men should be 50c. per day for
services, and bOc. per day for
rations, and to officers the pay allowed to
them when in regular service. It wa
not proposed to relieve municipalities of
the responsibilities they assurned when
volunteers were called out. the power
being left for the collection of the e-
penses from said municipality by the
commanding officer.

MR. MILLS said the Government
ought to allow this resolution to stand
over until next Session, as it was now
too late to give it the attention it de-
served. It was not desirable they should
legislate further in this direction, but
should rather retrace their steps to a
defensible position. Ilie whole legisla-
tion on this subject had resulted in con-
founding the functions of those called
out to maintain the peace with the func-
Lions of a military force. They had con-
trol over the subject of legislation with
regard to military forces, but
not as regarded maintenance of
the peace in the ordinary sense.
That was a municipal matter. If the
lion. gentleman had submitted resolutions
providing that when arvy of the volan-
teers were called out ti serve on juries.
this House should provide for the pay-
ment of them in the first instance, the
preposterous character of the proposition
would be obvions ; but because a force,
when called out as a constabulary force,
had functions somewhat similar to those
of a military force, there was a confil
sion in the public mind as to the charae
ter of the duty that this force was to
discharge. As early as the time Of
Henry II, when provision was made for
the organisation of a constabulary force,
the same body which was called out to
preserve the peace could be caled out for
military purposes ; but the objects were
always considered as different, and thý
distinction became very obvious after a
standing army was maintained. At the
time of the Lord Gordon riots the IMyor
refused to call out the troop. The
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Ho6ees of Parliament were besieged, vince, which, by the conmon Iaw,
and the Government was unable to take devolved upon every citizen or Subjeot,
the first step towards the suppression of they would see that those who lived in
the riots, until the Attorney-General ad- another ProviVce, were, as to the main-
vised the king that these riots hac tenance of the peace, within a foreihai
assumed such proportions that they juriadiction. Canada, in this matter,
inght be called a rebellion, when the sinply lent is aros and mili-

Geverninent called out the forces Éary stores Vo the local authorities
and quelled the disturbance. When beyond tbis it had no power.
the Lord Mayor was subsequently The function of maintaining the peace
tried for neglect of duty, he wats con- restel on the Government of the Pro-
victed because it was his duty not only vince, and the people on whom it might
to call out the ordinary citizens of the caîl for that purpose were its own citi-
country, but also the military forces, and zei s. It was perfectly obvious, that, if
to direct them as to what should be donc they went further, they were certain te
to restore the peace. Lord Mansfield be involved iu serieus complications and
said then, as he had said before in the dificulties. If that provision were te
Iouse of Lords, that a man did not become law, lu many cases, the expense
lose his character of citizen by becoming which would be borne by the Public
a soldier. The same opirion was laid Treasury in the first instance, weuJd not
lown by the Court, in the case of the be collectable fron the municipality
Bristol riots. All legislative authority, where the difflculty occurred. The
for the purpose of maintaining the peace nîunicipality is a creature of the Provin-
in any municipality, or district, was cil law, and is responsible te the power
vested in the Legislature ofthe Province. which created it. That Parliament had
There was nothingto prevent the Govern- ne control over it, and had nothing to do
ment of a Province from saying that with the preservation of the peace, no
every man, under certain named circum- more in Montreal than in New York. Our
stances, should be called upon to serve whole system of political organisation
as a constable, and assist in upholding and governuient was based on a theory,
law and order. A Provincial Legisia- thatevery part of the community had an
ture could pass an Act making the interest lu upholding thc law and main
volunteer force a police force. It could taining pence and order ; therefore, it
give the officers the same rank. It was the duty of the nunicipality Vo see
could compel them to serve. It could that pence and order were upheld withiu
do anything but use the arms and am- its own borders. A municipality night
munition-the property of Canada. It resist payment of these militia expenses,
was the Provincial law, and not that of when it miglt be very disagreeabie for a
Canada, which must decide by whom Geverument Vo have to enforce them
such a constabulary force shall be called under this law. h would ho only the
out. lUpon the Provincial authorities old system of municipal indebtedness over
devolves the dutyof maintaining the peace. again, which had been found se hard te
The Government might authorise the extinguish. Why should the Govern-
Military force to be called out, in their ment interfere net only te provide local
organised capacity-as the military force authorities with a constabulary in case of
of Great Britain might be called out to trouble, but aise te previde for us pay-
assist the civil authonities in the main- 1ment? u s contention thon was this
touance of peace-but beyond tînt the tvat tho preservati n of the peace
kovernment and Parliament of Canada -the suppression of disorder - de,
d no right or power te, go. They tad volved upen the Local Gvern-

1,0 right to authorise a militarv organisa meut of each Province. The Local
tSio from eue Province Vo be' sent i o n Legisatures could create constabulary
another, for the purpose ef maintaining forces for tlis purpose. They cauld de-
the peace there, because tliey were not dare by whz peraons thi force, within
<Ïtizens of that Province. If the Coin- the Provinoe, should or ould ie cplled
nitbee kept ini mini t1hat those who were ut. Ton Parlianment of Canada ould
aetang as a constabulary force, were dis- de&are that they miget se use the vocin-
'1arging a duty on behaîf of the Pro- teer force with their ars acd equip-
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ments ; but, having taken this force to
the border of Provincial authority, there
the power of that Parliament ended, and
Provincial legislation must stop in to
give legal and constitutional effect to the
acts of such a force in upholding law and
order.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said, if
Le was not mistaken, not very long
ago a force of militia was sent from On-
tario to Montreal with the sanction of
the Government, of which the hon. gen-
tleman from Bothwell (Mr. Mills) was a
member.

MR. MACKENZIE : The Govern-
ment had no business to sanction it. The
only responsibility it had, was in regard
to two batteries.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : The
magistrates, according to the doctrines of
the member for Bothwell, who Lad sum-
moned tlhat force to Quebec, had no
power to bring that force from Ontario.

MR. MILLS: I was speaking of what
the law ought to be. The lion. gentleman
is speaking of the action of parties under
the existing law.

SIa JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
thought that some of the militia went
from here.

MR. MACKENZIE: They did not.

MR. CARTWRIGHT: It was on the
24th May they went down.

MR. MILLS: Volunteers may go any-
where for the purpose of drill, but when
they were called (n to put down distur-
bances they acted as constabulary.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
lie should be very much surprised if, in
Canada, or anywhere else, it were decided
that the doctrine of the hon. gentleman
were true-that the paranouiint or central
Gevernment Lad no power to keep the
peace-that the dity was promissory.
No Government was worthy of the name
-unless strong enough, if necessary, to
naintain the peace. It was true, a parish
constable or beadle, in the case of a fight
between individuals, was the person to be
first called upon. Everybody knew that;
but if an insurrection or riot broke out
the central Government had iower to
suppress it. Here, as in England, cen-

MR. MILLs.

tral power had full right, if they
thought the public safety in danger,
to interfere. However, that was a propo-
sition more appropriate for discussion on
somne other occasion. By the present
Bill, it was provided that the nagistrate
might, in certain cases, call on the en-
rolled militia to help them to maintain
the peace, and that the municipality
aided should pay them a certain sum as
compensation. That was the law in
England, and, practically, it was found
to operate occasionally. In riots like
those of Montreal, it might be necessary
to call for a certain force, and, it might
be that a riot did not arise in a munici-
pality, but Lad been caused by out-
side influences. They knew that as re-
garded the riots apprehended in Mon treal,
a large number of persons were expected
from other places to take part in them-
some from Ontario and the United
States. In such a case it would obvi-
ously be very unfair that the individual
municipality should pay the whole ex-
pense. At all events, it would be very
unfair that the volunteers should be
called upon to go to it in large force
front a distance, and pay their own
transport, and afterwards lcok to the
authorities for reim burseament.

MR. MACKENZIE : We pay the
transport under the law of 1877.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
that they had a right to recover that
from the municipality. If so, the wlole
argument of the ion. nember for Both-
well was knocked into "pi." If ti Gen-
eral Governmrent, by the Bill passed in
1877, which charged the General Govern-
ment with the cost of transport, exercised
the sovereign right of. bringing troops
from one Province to another, or trom one
portion of a Province to another, and
authorised the payment of the expense,
where was the argument of the hon. gen-
tleman ? He held that that hon. gentle-
man contended that the General Govern-
ment had nothing to do with this work,
that it was the provincial or municipal
authorities; and yet the late Government
passd a Bill authorising the General
Government to pay for the transport of
troops called out by a municipality.

M. MACKENZIE : That does not
affect the principle.
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Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD said
that was paying money for a matter of
Provincial or municipal concerns.

Ma. MILLS said he did not hold that
the law was defensible as it stood, but
that they should make it intelligible and
defensible.

SIR JOHN A. MACDON ALD said
the constitutional question was not
raised at all in that matter. The hon.
niover of this Bill proposed, that, in the
case of the calling out of those
troops, the Government should pay
the volunteers and recover the cost
from the municipalities. There was no
necessity of making a great ado about
the constitutional question.

MR. ANGLIN said the constitutional
question had sonething to do with it,
though he believed the hon. gentleman
from Bothwell -was mistaken. He (Mr.
Anglin) thought that when the volun-
teers were called out for the preservation
of the peace, they became a constabulary,
and that it was only the Provincial or
local authorities that could control them
in that character. The hon. gentleman
(Mr. Mills) contended, furthermore, that
the Local Legislature had power to pro-
vide for calling out organised bodies of
volunteers, because they could call out
and require any individual to a, as a
constable. He thought that the hon.
gentleman was entirely mistaken, and
that while able to call out an individual
to serve as a constable, they had no right
to call out the organised volunteer force.
Individuals might-be called out and organ-
anised by the local authorities, but when so
called out they became a volunteer force,
under the order of the commanding
officer. The force could only be called
out by virtue of the authority given by
Parliament ; and, therefore, if it were
desirable that the Local Legislature
should be called on to provide for the
payment of that force, this Parliament
and the Local Legislature could co-oper-
ate. Only this Parliament could author-
ise the disposition of the volunteer force
or any portion of it, while its members
continued possessed of all the rights
and duties of British subjects. Never-
theless, in their organised capacity,
they were subject only to Federal law,
and to such orders and duties as it im-
posed.

MR. BOWELL said that the resolu-
tions before the -House simply empowered
the Government to advance money for
the payment, transport and rations to
the volunteers when called out under the
Militia Act. The constitutional princi-
ple raised by the member for Bothwell,
was not properly involved, and why
they should have had a discussion as to
whether Parliament had a right to give
power to magistrates to call out the force,
under certain circumstances, lie could not
well comprehend, and that power had
existed for years under the old law. All
knew that a riot might take a very gen-
eral character, such as that connected
with the strike on the Grand Trunk,
when it was contended that that being an
organised resistance to law and order,
extending from Island Pond on the one
side, to the Western boundary of Ontario
on the other, that it was unfair to ask the
particular municipality in which the men
congregated to pay the whole expense.
The member for Lambton was mistaken
as to the power conferred bv Mr. Blake's
Act. The old law provided for the trans-
port, pay, and rations of the militia, when
called out by the municipalities, and
that provision still continued. The law
passed by the late Parliament simply
enabled the Government to declare,
if a general riot took place, what propor-
tion of the expense attending the calling
out of the force should be paid by the
Government of the Dominion to the
municipality in which the volunteers
served. There was no provision in that
Act, if his recollection served him, other
than to pay the transport, and such pro-
portion of other expenses the Govern-
ment might think proper. If the mem-
ber for Bothwell held such strong views
on the subject as he now professed to
hold, why did he permit the Govern-
ment, of which he was a member, to ad-
vance $10,000, contrary to law, for a
purpose similar to that for which the
present Government asked the power to
do by passing these resolutions,or,inother
words, to take power to do by law what
the late Government, of which he (Mr.
Mills) was a member, did contrary to
law. He was not condemning that act,
knowing there were circumstances in
which Governments might he compelled
to strain the law to maintain the peace.
The view of the member for Gloucester
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(Mr. Anglin) was fully borne out by the
Act itself, which provided that, in case of
riot, or anticipated riot, certain officials
in the country should have power to call
out the military force for service. But
the member fcr Bothwell (Mr. Mills)
said that they were to aet as constables,
not as soldiers, when called out to quell
a riot. The words of the law itself pro-
vided for that, but they could only obey
the orders of their officers, and were
under martial law and the Queen's regu-
lations, though terned special constables.

Mi. MILLS: They are that.

Mn. BOWELL said the law made
them special constables, without Laking
the oath administered to special con-
stables. But, at the same time, it pro-
vided that they should act only as a mili-
tary force, obeying the orders of their
commnander, and their commander could
only act on the authority of some magis-
trate, who would take command of the
troops for the time, nerely to give them
authority.

Ma. COURSOL said that wlien the
volunteers were called out to aid the
civil power, they had only one duty to
perform, and that was to obey. There
had been many occasions where the
troops had been called on to repress an-
ticipated riots-though the riots Lad
seldom taken place, and the civic authori-
ties had refused to pay the troops, on the
ground that they were not a party to the
calling out of the militia, as generally
some magistrates had taken that power
into their own Lads, without consulting
the mayor or the city authorities. The
process of calling out troops in such cases
was very simple. Two or more magis-
trates, if they fancied there was going to,
be a riot, got one or two witnesses into
their office who swore to a statement to
that effect, upon which an order was issued
for a certain numbker of troops. buch had
been the case in Montreal on several
occasions. A meeting of magistrates,
last July, more than 150 in number,
decided unanimously not to çalI out the
militia, but that did not prevent three or
four Juatices of the Peace from calling
troops ont in aid of the civie power, and
the city authorities who had to pay the
expenses were not aware of what was
going on at all, and they refused to pay

Mi&. ANGLIN.

the troops, as the mayor did not see tke
necessity of calling them out. He would
not say whether the law was right or
wrong; but such existed. It depended
upon the Government whether they
would sanction the large expense entailed
by sending troops from one end of the
country to the other, simply on the
demand of two magistrates.

Resolutions ordered to be reported,

House resumed.

Resolutions reported, read the fira
and second times, and agreed to.

Mn. BOWELL introduced a Bill (No
105) Further to armend the Acts therein
mentioned, respecting the Militia and
-Defence of the Dominion of Canada.

Bill read the ßrst time.

GOVERNMENT BILLS.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were severally reoa
the third time and passed:-

Bill (No. 72) To explain and amend tb
Act respecting the appropriation of certain
Dominion Lands in Manitoba.-(Sir john A
Macdonald.)

Bill (No. 60) To amend th'e Canadian Paoêff
Railway Act, 1874.-(Mr. Tupper.)

Bi(No. 91) To amend the Pilotage Ac.
1873.-(Mr Pope, Queen's, P.E..)

Bill (No. 88) To amend the Acts respecting
the Trinity House and Harbour Commissionel
of Montreal.-(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.I.)

CONSIDERED IN COMMITTEE.

The following Bill was considered in
Committee of the Whole, and reported

Bill (No. 94) To amend the Indian Act
1876.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

RAILWAY ACTS AMENDIMENT BI
[BILL 98.J

(Mr. Tupper.)
SECOND READING.

Order for second reading read.

MR. TUPPER said he would expla»u
to the House the reason why 80 lar a»
Act as this was proceded with under
the circumstances. Of course, it wu

only by common consent that it could be
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proceeded with at all, seeing it was not
marked as printed, either in English or
French, on the papier, but all of the Act
that he proposed to deal with had been
for a long time belore the House,yrinted
in both languages, so that every hon.
gentleman had Lad an opportunity of
becoming familiarised with it. All that
was proposed by this measure was merely
a consolidation of a number of Acts
soattered through the Statute-book, and
such a conselidation would facilitate that
careful reconsideration and exanination
of all the provisions to which the hon.
leader of tho Opposition had referred the
other night. There was not a word
changed in the law as it now stood, nor
was it propesed ta change a single word
except in relation to two suljects.
These were found on the 19th and 2oth
pages of this Bill, to which be invited
ahe particular attention of the House.
These new sections related to the taking
of gravel and other material for construc-
tion purposes, and the height at which
bridges should be constructed, in future,
over the railways, so as to avoid the
injuries and loss of lite whicl were con-
tinually occurring. Theso two matters
were marked in the Bill (new) so that
attention could easily be drawn to themi.
The first clauses of this Bill which he
would invite attention, were the 3i8th
aLnd 39th and 40th, which read as
follows :-.5

I38. Whenever stone, gravel, earth, sand or
water is required for the construction or main-
tenance of any railway, or any part thereof, the
Company may, in case they cannot agrec with
the owners of the lands on which the sane are
situated, for the purchase thereot, cause a Land
Surveyor, duly licensed to act as such, in the
Province or Territory, to make a map and de-
scription of the property so required, and they
shall serve a copy thereof with their notice of
arbitration, as in the case of aoqu ring the
roadway; and all the provisions of this Act as
to the service of the said notice of arbitration,
compensation, deeds, payment of money into
Clourt, the right to sell, the right to convey,
and the parties froin whom lands may be taken,
or who may sell, shall apply to the subject-
matter of this sub-section, amd to the obtaining
mnaterials as aforesaid, and such proceedings
maay be had by the Company, either for the
right to the fee-simple in the land from which
the said material shal be taken, or for the
righit to take material for any time they shall
tlink necessary ; and the notice of arbitration,
mi case arbitration is resorted to, shall state
the interest and powers roquired.

« 39. Whenever any gravel, stone, earth,
4ad or water is taken as aforesaid, at a distance

from the line of the railway, the Conipany may
lay down the necessary sidings, water-pipes
or conduits, and tracks, over or through any
lands intervening between the railway and the
lands on which such material or water is
found, whatever the distance may be ; and all
the provisions of this Act, except such as
telate to the filing of plans and publication of
notice, shall apply and may be used and exer-
ciaed to obtain the right of way from the rail-
way to the land on which such materials are-
situated ; and such riglht may be acquired for a
terni of years or permanently, as the Company
may think proper ; and the powers in this and
the next preceding subsection contained may
at ail times be exercised and used in all
respects, after the railway is constructed, foi
the purpose of repairing ansd msaintaining the
railway.

"40. Whenever, for the purpose of procuring
sufficient lands for stations or gravel-pits, or
for constructing, maintaining and using the
railway, any land may be taken und or the com-
pulsory provisions of this section, and by pur-
chasing the whole of any lot or parcel of land
over which the railway is to run, or of which
any part may be taken under the said provi-
sions, the Company cau obtain the same at a
more reasonable price, or to greater advantage
than by purciasing the roadway line only, or
only such part as aforesaid, the Company may
purchase, hold, use or enjoy the whole ofsuch
lot or parcel, and also the right of way thereto,
if the same be separated froms their railway
and may sell and convey the same, or any paà t
thereof, fromn tine to tie, as they may deei
expedient ; but the compulsory provisions of
this Act shall not apply to the taking of any
portion of suci lot or parcel ; not necessary for
the purposes aforesaid."

That was all that applied to the taking ol
land or gravel or msaterials or watcr for
the purpose of constructing railways.
Then, on page 21, woulid be folund the
clause referring to bridges

I And whenever a highway bridge or any
other erection or construction shall hereafter
be constructed over a railway, or whonever i,
shall become .necessary to reconstruct any
highway bridge, or other erection or structure
already built over a railway, or to make large.
repairs to the saie, the lower beams or mem-
bers of the superstructure of any such highway
or overhead bridge, or of any other erection or
structure over any railway, and the approaches
thereto, shall be constructed, or reconstructed
and raised, at the cost of the railway company
or of the municipality or other owner of the
bridge, erection or structure, as the case may
be, and shall at all times be maintained, at a
sufficient height froi the surface of the railàs
of the railway to admit of an open and clear
headway of not less than 7ft. between the
top of tise highest freight cars then running,
or thereafter to run on the railway,and the lower
beais or members of such bridge or other erc-
tion; and thereafter, any railway company,
before using higher freigit cars than those
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running on their railway at the time of the
construction or reconstruction of, or large re-
pairs to, such bridge or other erection or struc-
ture, shall, after having first obtained the
consent of the municipality, or of the owners
of such highway bridge, or other erection or
structure, raise the said bridge or other erec-
tion or structure, and the approaches thereto,
if necessary, at the cost and charges of the
railway company, so as to admit, as aforesaid,
an open and clear headway of not less than
7ft. over the top of the highest freight car then
used, or thereafter to be used, on the railway."

These clauses embraced the whole of the
alterations in the Railway Act. He
would like, therefore, with te permis-
sion of the House, to move the recon-
sideration of this Bill, and have it
referred to the Committee, where it
could be considered.

Mu. MACKENZIE said he could
have no objection to embodying in the
Railway Act those provisions which
should have been in it from the first, re-
specting the taking of gravel, and the
provisions respecting [be heiglIt of
bridges, which was one in the interests of
humanity, as many accidents had
occurred from the bridges being lower
than the height of a man above the top
of the oudinary freight cars, which em-
ployés were obliged sonetime towalk upon
while they were in motion. But while
he had no objection to these new clauses
at all, it did seen to him an extraordi-
nary thing to print 61 pages of Statutes
inerely to get four new sections put in
the Act. He asked the other night, and
the hon. gentleman had not yet arswered
the question, wlhether it was intended in
this consolidated A ct to embrace the
various amendments which had been
made from time to time, in their proper
place. For instance, a clause might have
been amended by inserting certain
words ; had such clauses been printed
here in the amended shape, or were the
several Acts mîerely brought together?

MR. TUPPER:
dated; they are
sequence; there is

They are all
in their

not a word

consoli-
natural
of alter-

ation in the law.

MR. MACKENZIE said one had a
shade of suspicion that this vast Bill, to-
gether with the Land Bill, were
prepared for the purpose of mak-
ing a respectable sized volume

MR. TUPAPER.

of Statutes, because otherwise the
legislation of this Session would
not be anv thicker than what the
bon. leader of the Government charac-
terised the late Government's Statutes,
one year, as being no thick er than
Scobie's Almanac. Hie wishcd to make
another remark about consolidating the
Land Bill. The Department of the In-
terior had already consolidated the Land
Bill, and it was printed and distributed
for general use in the consolidated shape,
but still they found the Act, making of
itself an ordinary-sized volume, brougbt
in during the last week of the Sessioni.
If the Railwav Act bad been brought in
for consolidation early in the Session, 14
would have proposed going over it very
carefully, and considering vhat amend-
ments might be made in certain parts of
it. Durirg the last six or eight years of
our legislation, various points bac] oc-
curred to himself and other members of
the House as needing amendment, but
clearly it would be utterly useless to send
this large volume to the Railway Com-
mittee at the present time. We should
require to read about twenty pages a day,
and it would take to the end of the Ses-
sion to get the Bill read through, without
considering the amendments. If the

1 Bill was to be put through, he would ad-
vise the hon. gentleman, instead of send-
ing it to a Committee, simply to read it
a second time, and take it in Committee
of the Whole, instead of sending it to
the Railway Conmittee.

MR. TUPPER said that was just wbat
lie proposed to do. He quite agreed
with the hon. gentleman that it would
be utterly impossible to attempt to give
such a review to the Railway Act as, no
doubt, it was desirable to give it-such
as would embody the experience that
lion. gentlemen, who had paid particular
attention to it, would like to give it.
There was no intention, therefore, to
change a line or a word in the jaw as it
nowstood, but only to introduce these new
provisions, in which the hon. gentleman
had expressed his entire concurrence.
Existing legislation, on that subject, was
scattered through so many volumes, that
it was thought desirable to bring it to-
gether as preliminary to a more thorough
revision of the law on another occa-
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MR. CAMERON (South Huron) said
that the hon. gentleman (Mr. Tupper)
had stated, and perhaps correctly, that
there had been no changes made in this
Bill, except the four sections he had read ;
but, afler all, they had to take that upon
trust, unl-ss each member went carefully
into the Bill for himself and read every
sction and subsection of it, 200 in all.
The hon. gentleman said this was a tran-
script of the old law, -but the House
would recollect that there were ten
amending Acts to the old Act of 1868,
and it would be necessary to examine the
original one and each of the amending
Acts, before they could judge how far
the principle of those amending Acts had
been incorporated with this Bill. It
-wVould be utterly impossible to understand
this gigantic labour at this late period of
the Session. Many an important change
and amendments were absolutely neces-
sary in the Railway Act, as the hon.
mover of this Bill admitted. That as
these changes and amendments, at this
stage of public business, could not re-
ceive that calmr consideration that was
necessary to make their legislation per-
feet, it appeared to him exceeding-
lv unwise to proceed with the pro-

osed consideration of the amendments
iow, and, clearly, the hon. gentleman had
nieither shown the necessit- nor the
policy of introducing and pressing in
the House this long Bill at this
late period of the Session. He ad-
mitted, of course, that, for professional
men, who had occasion frecuently to look
into and advise on railway legislation,
and to the Judges of the various Courts.
who were daily called on to interpret that
law, it was convenient that the original
Act, and all the amendments thereto,
should be consolidated, but that only
showed more clearly the necessity for
proceeding with every care and delibera-
tion in doing so. With respect to some
of the new provisions incorporated in this
Act, he found that in sub-section 39 of
section 9, the hon. gentleman proposed
to enact that stone, gravel or other
material required for a railway, might
he taken for railway purposes at any dis-
tance from the railway works, and power
'as further given by this section to pass

,Over or through the land of people who
hved between the railway and the place
from 'whence the material was to be taken.

Under section 38, this power could not
be exercised by the railway company
until after a plan of the required works-
setting forth the powers and rights which
the coipany inteaded to use and exercise,
had been duly filed in the proper office,
and due notice thereto given-while
the power and authority given by
subsection 39, might be invoked
or exercised without the filing of
any such plan or the giving of any
such notice. Parliament should be exceed-
ingly cautious in giving to any company
the extraordinary powers conferred by sec-
tion 39, powers that may be exercised iii
defiance of and to the injury and damage
of individual proprietors, and without
taking the preliminary steps required bv
the General Railway Act. He thougit
they ought not to be allowed to exercise
the powers conferred by sections 38 and
39, except on precisely the same condi-
tions as were imposed by the old Railway
Act before a company could take posses-
sion of the roadway qr any property
required for the railway. The proposed
amendments went further than that, and
he was decidedly opposed to them.

MR. TUPPER said he thought there
was reason for that, and that was the
mere laying down of a pipe or the car-
rying of water for a distance, was a verv
different thing from acquiring the fee
simple of a property. Whatever injury
was done to the property was to be set-
tled by arbitration.

Mr. CARTWRIGHT asked if there
ought not to be some limit as to the dis-
tance iii the case of stone and gravel pits.
He thought the distance fron the line
should be limited.

MR. MACKENZIE said that
was in accordance with the view of
Railway Committee. The sanie
vision had been accorded to certain
way companies, and could not now
be refused.

this
the

pro-
rail-
well

Bill read the second timte.

House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on the Bill.

(In the Committee.)

On subsection 38 of section 9,

MR. WHITE (North Renfrew) said
that this subsection seened to convey
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very extensive powers to railway con-
panies. It gave them the power to take
possession of lands for a termu of years, or
in perpetuity or as they might think
proper. It appeared to him that if lands
were only acquired for a term of years,
they should be put in the same position
as when originally taken possession of by
the company.

MR. TUPPER said of course it was
not to be expected that the railway comn-
panies were going to return the lands in
the same condition, after having paid for
them.

Mi. CAMER ON (South Huron) said
what he objected to, was that the com-
pany should have the power of crossing a
man's land witbout filing a claim of the
piece of ground they proposed to take,
and giving the necessary notice before
they could exercise the powers given by
this Statute. There were larger powers
given under this section than was given
under almost any other Statute. He
found one of the' Acts with respect to the
Corporation of the St. Lawrence and
Ottawa Railway Company, that the pDw-
ers only extended to the construction
over the land.

31n. MILLS said the '19th section of
this Bill gave a very largo power, which
applied to the lands situated any distance
from the road, as well as those overwhich
the road ran. This was giving to a pri-
vate corporation powers of greater extent
than were possessed by the Government.
While it might be convenient to get
lands a short distance from the road for
gravel-pits, and such purposes ; yet to give
the company absolute powers of this sort
was unprecedented, and a dangerous en-
croachment on the rights of citizens.

M. TUPPER said the whole Bill
was based on the principle that the con-
struction of a railway was of public
value, not like the building of a bouse-
an advantage to the individual, but of
benefit to the community at large. The
hon. gentleman knew that the owner of
a gravel-pit would give a large sui of
money to have a railway brought into
the neighbourhood of his farmi, but the
moment it was there, would exact enor-
mous terms for the use of the gravel-pit,
if he found the company at bis mercy.
If there were no means by which a quarry

of stone or bed of gravel could be utilised,
except by private agreement, the co.-
pany would be at the mercy of private
individhals. As these works promoted
the trade of the country, and were of
great advantage to the parties whose
property lay in proximity to the lie,
there should be some mens by whichi
the persons promoting the public benefit
should be protected from undue exactions
on the partof those whom they benefitted.
All experience proved that the interesta
of private individuals were perfectly safe
as between themselves and. corpprations
and governiments. Experience h&d
taught promoters of railway enterprises
the absolute necessity of having some
such means to protect theiselves fromi
undue exactions.

MR. MILLS sâid the parties who had
property in the vicinity might be
benefitted, but that was a commoni
benefit. A gravel pit might be taken
possession of which was situated miles
away from the railway, and where it
might be nearer another railway, anr
might be rather injured than otherwise
by the construction of the road.

MR. TUPPER : The arbitrator wouM
take that into consideration.

MR. M1LLS said the owner of tbo
property might not want to part with itl
The Bill proposed to conp .1 the party to
sell whetier eli wished to or not.

It being Six-î o'clock, thie Sekr
the Chair.

After Recess.
1PLIVATE BILLS.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were several]Y
considered in Conmittee of the Whole,
reported, read the third time and passed:

Bill (No. 6) To incorporate the SoUth-
Western Colonisation Railway Company.-(UJ
Schultz.)

Bill (No. 100) To amend the Act incorporai-
ing the Detroit Tunnel Compny.-(
Kilvert.)

ELIZA MARIA CAMPBELL RELIEF BILL.

[BILL 99.]

(Mr. Macdougali.)

3ECOND READING.

Order for second reading read.

Relief Bill.
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MR. MACDOUGALL said the louse
was aware that in this class of Bills it
had been the practice that the enquiry
and investigation of evidence should be
had in the Senate. Mr. Canpbell, the
husband of the present petitioner, ap-
plied to Parlianent in 1876, for a Bill of
divorce against bis wife, for the alleged
crime of adultery. Tnat petition was
referred to a Comnittee of the House,
the wife appearing in ber defence, and its
allegations were investigated. Evidence
was taken at great length before a Com-
mittee of nine Senators, presided over by
a gentleman of distinguished ability as a
statesman, and a lawyer of considerable
oainence. After that investigation of
fourteen days, the Comniittee came al-
most to the unanimous decision that the
petitioner had utterly failed to make out
his charge against his wife. In the
course of that investigation, on the ex-
amination of his witnesses, including the
petitioner himself, and witnesses for the
Jefence, it appeared that the husband
had treated his wife with great cruelty,
that lie deserted ber, and removed his
children from ber custody on a false pre-
tence, making no charge against lier at
that tine, but leaving lier to suppose
that he had gone on an ordinary visit to
his relatives. On his return, he tock
steps to eject her from her home, by pre-
venting lier from receiving any aid from
±iends-giving notice to tradespeople
and others not to supply lier with
necessaries, as lie would not be
responsible for them ; in short, endea-
vouring to starve her out. For a month
she maintained the unequal struggle,
when finding she was not likely to give
up the domicile, lie proceeded with two
constables, under an alleged warrant-
not a real warrant at ali-and those
nen, pretending they were officers of the

law, took bis wife violently from the
'ied in which she lay, under an attack of
iness, carried her down stairs, and

thjrew lier out on the verandah, in a
cruel, heartless, brutal manner. She
was taken in by some of lier friends in
the neighbourhood, and from that time
te) this had been supported by them.
Therefore, he (Mr. Macdougall) had felt
it bis duty as lier counsel, at the time, to
present to the Senate a petition in ber
behjalf, charging desertion and cruelty,
and dernanding the usual relief in such

cases. After examining the allegations
of that petition, and taking further evi-
dence, the Committee felt satisfied that
the charges of desertion and cruelty were
sufficiently and satisfactorily made out.
Her petition prayed that in that event
the Bill which he liad introduced into
Parliament might be so amended as to
give to lier the ordinary relief given in
all civilised countries, under such cir-
cumstances -divorce a mênsa et thoro,
or separation froi bed and board, with
an allowance for su pport. The Commit-
tee, after two or three davs'investig tion
and a car-ful revi-w of all the evidence,
concluded that she was legally entitled
to that remedy. At this point the ques-
tion arose as to whether the Pailiamnent
of the Dominion had the constitutional
authority, in dealing with questions of
marriage and divorce, to grant such a
remedy in a case of that kind. The
Committee concluded that Parliarnent
and the Senate, as a co-ordinate branch
of Parliament, had that authority ; and
the Senate ratified thît decision, after a
lengthened discussion, by a decisive vote,
and the Bill was passed in 1877, giving
this woman a separation a rncisa et thoro,
and imposing on him the duty of paying
a sufficient sum for ber support, giving
lier also the custody of one of the child-
ren. That Bill failed, in consequence of
a technical oljection, raised by the
Standing Orders Committeeot this House,
namely. that no notice had been given of
the application, in that Session, although
the parties were still before Parliament.
The Bill had been postponed from the
Session in w hich it originated to the next
Session, which, lie thought the Senate
had full power to do, and that the House
of Commons, as a matter of coiity, ought
to have taken notice of that fact. But
the Conmittee on Standing Orders held
that there was no proof of notice having
been given to the husband, although he
was in Court all the time. Her applica-
tion was, on that ground, disposed ot for
that Session. Next Session the wife ap-
plied to Parliament, by petition, for a
suspension of these rules in lier case,
when objection was taken in the Private.
Bills Committee of the Senate, that she
had not given six montha' notice of lier
application. The Senate had passed her
Bill in the previous Session, and lier pe-
tition was then before the House, asking
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to be allowed to sue in forma pauperis,
being without means ; and, although she
prayed to have the rules respecting notice
suspended-a very comion practice in
both Houses-yet the Private Bills Coin-
mittee, by a majority of one or two, held
that the rules of the House should, in
her case, be strictly enforced, and so her
cause was lost for that Session. A new,
and. he hoped, a juster Parlianent hav-
ing been elected in 1878, and notice
having been given in the ordi-
nary way, as if for a new Bill,
Mrs. Campbell appeared before the Senate
during the present Session to urge ber
claim for justice. Evidenc9 was again
taken in support of the allegations in ber
petition, and lier husband appeared to
oppose ber application. He appeared by
counsel, and had an opportunity of pro-
ducing further evidence, but offered none.
He cross-examined lier and made some
objectionis riva voce, but, notwithstanding
his representations, the Committee again
reported the preamble as proved. The
Bill reported by the Committee was
passed by a decisive niajority, after
lengthened debates on the consitutional
question, and the loss of several votes on
that ground which were in ber favour on
the merits of her case. That Bill was
now before this flouse for its concur-
rence. He would niove presently
that the Bill be referred to the
Standing Committee on Private
Bills for their examination and report.
The ground upon which Mrs. Campbell
was asking for the Bill which had passed
the Senate was, that ber husband, with-
out just or legal cause, had deserted
ber, and had, therefore, made himself
iable to provide for her necessities. By
that desertion he' had given her the right
enjoyed by all married vomen in all
civilised countries, of applying for this
kind of relief. It was necessary to make
this point clear, for he knew that in the
House, and in the country, there was a
very large number of persons who
thought that it was not (expe-
dient or proper that Parliament
under any circumstances should
grant divorce a vinculo-divorce from
the marriage bond. This Parliament
had been in the habit of overriding that
opinion in cases of adultery, and divorces
a vinculo have been granted, though not
very frequently. But he would call the

MR. MACDOUGALL.

attention of hon. gentlemen to the fact
that this case was not objectionable on
the religious or moral grounds so often
urged against divorce Bills. It was not
divorce a vinculo. It was simply separ-
ation. It was the very kind of divorce
which, under the Civil Code of Lower
Canada, was granted by the Courts of
that Province, in a case like the present.
In this case be was pro.posing to follow
the jurisprudence and ordinary practice
of their fellow-subjects in Quebec. The
grounds for which Mrs. Campbell was
proceeding would, in sone countries.
entitle lier Io absolute divorce ; but she
did not ask for that, she did not ask to be
relieved froin the obligation of the mar-
riage bond. She merely demanded, wlat
in England is called judicial separation-
to be placed in the position of a feme
sole, except that she did not ask for the
privilege of marrving again. In all other
respects, she claimed, by reason of the cir-
cumstances proved in evidence- and
which,ifnecessary, could be proved again-
that she is entitled, according to the law
of all civilised countries, and, therefoie,of
this country, to be legally separated froin
lier husband. Unfortunately, in Ontario,
persons in ber case were obliged to corne
to Parliament for this form of rernedy.
There were judicial tribunals in other Pro-
vinces for such purposes, but not in On-
tario, and no authority was vested in the
existing Courts which would enable themu
to grant judicial separation. The only
remedy there was alimony, which might
be granted or refused by a Judge of the
Court of Chancery. But, in this case, he
contended that Mrs. Campbell was en-
titled to a bigher and more complete
remedy. The point was raised in a
paper circulated by the husband, that
these proceedings were a reflection upon
the Courts of Ontario-that we were
making of Parliamient a Court of Appeal
from the judicial decisions of the Courts
of Ontario. But this was not an appeal
fron the decision of any Court. There
had been no decision in any Court which
legally convicted Mrs. Campbell of the
crime of adultery. He was able to pro-
duce the judicial decision of the Chancel-
lor of the Court of Chancery on this very
point, and as so much had been said about
it in the other House, and
might be repeated here, he would
read the Chancellor's judgiment. He
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would here state that, notwithstanding
the decision of the Committee of the
Senate, and the passage of this Bill in
1877, the husband of Mrs. Campbell ap-
plied to the Local Legislature in-he
(Mr. Macdougall) must say-a clandes-
tine manner. He applied for an amend-
ment to the Law of Dower, for the
1 urpose of enabling him to deprive this
lady of her legal right in his estates, in
the event of the predecease of lier hus-
band. This clandestine amendment of
the law was not observed, owing to the
h[urried way in which amendments were
made, in vhat was called the " Omnibus
Act" of that Session. It was not made iii
a Private Bill, but in manuscript, at the
last stage in Cornmittee. It hlad not
been observed by him, although a mei-
'er of the Assembly, and lie was not
aware of its existence until it appeared
iii the Statute-book. By it a hiusband
was permitted, in any case in which his
wife had lived apart froid him for two
years, no matter under what circurn-
stances, provided she could not obtain
alimony, to apply to the Courts for an
order by whlich his pioperty could be
sold free from lier dower. Of course it
was an amendnent to the existing law,
for the purpose of meeting this particu-
lar case,and of coursethe husbaud prompt-
ly applied to Vice-Chancellor Blake,
who, feeling no doubt that it would be an
outrage to put this villainous law in
force behind Mrs. Campbell's back, and
permit her husband to discharge his
lands, of ber claim, without lier know-
ledge, refused to act ex-partc. Notice
was, therefore, given to lier, and it was
by this means he (Mr. Macdougall) be-
came aware of the existence of the law.
Thie Legislature was then sitting; le
(Mr. Macdougall) raised the question in
the House, and an amendment of the law
was introduced. While the matter was
still pending before the Court of Chan-
cery, the law by which Campbell hoped
to defeat his wife even after his death,
'sas repealed, and the repealing Act was
p rornptly sanctioned by the Governor.
it vas the judgment in this case
whiclh established his contention that
Mr. Campbell had not been found guilty
of adultery by any Court in Ontario. He
Would read a few passages:

The exemplification of judgment in Camp-
ell versus Gordon is not a matter of record

affecting the petitioner's wife, as she was not
a party to that record : and there is no otier
evidence before me to establish the fact of
adultery. The only other evidence upon that
point is that of the wife; and by her the
alleged fact is denied. '-(25 Grant, p. 483.)

e My conclusion is that there is no legal evi-
dence of the fact of adultery by the- wife, and
in the absence ofsuch proof, it is not made to
appear that she has been living apart fron lier
husband, under circurstances to -whici the
Statute would apply.'-(Ib.)

That judgment was pronounced in 187S,
and lie hoped le would not againi hear
the statement in Parliament that, l'y
doing justice to 'Urs. Canipbell, we were
reversing the decision of a Court. An-
other point was brought under the notice
of that learned Judge, ene of the most
distinguished in thte Ontario Courts, that
hiadi been the subject of' discussion iii the
other branch of the Legislature, and
might possibly be raised here. That
was, whether the 91st clause of the Con-
federation Act, which declared tlat " al
matters coning within the classes of
subiects " enumeratedi as being within
the exclusive jurisdiction of the Dom i-
ion Parliamntiîît, included the imiatters
dealt with by this Bilh. Aong the en-
umerated subjects they fouid " Marriage
and Div orce." On that point, Chancellor
Spragge, although it was not necessary to
be decided in that case, said

By the British North America Act,exclusive
legislative authority is conferred upon the
Parliament of Canadà, in among other matters,
zMarriage and Divorce,' while anong the ex-
clusive powers conferred upon Provincial
Legislatures is the solemnisation of marriage
in the Province,' proceedings are now pendinig
before the Dominion Parliament, and while
they are so, it would be unscenly, and, I think,
improper, to make such an order as is prayed
for in this petition.'-(25 Grant p. 484.)

Vhy " unseemlv," if Parliamnent had, in
the opinion cf the learned Judge,
no jurisdiction in the case ? 1 t
appeared to him (Mr. Macdougall) per-
fectly clear, from an examination of the
clauses Of the A et, both affirmatively and
negatively, that the whole subject of
ruarriage aud divorce in this Dominion
was placed under the legislative control
of this Parliament. Then, if, as lie had
said, there was no power in the Courts
of Ontario, nor in the Legislature of
Ontario, to deal with this question, it
was the duty of this Parliament, upon
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general principles, to apply the remedy
which it had the power to apply in a
case properly before it. To refuse in
such a case, was to ignore righ t and deny
justice. All that the wife had to do,
inder this application, was to prove, as
Mrs. Camrpbell had proved in the other
branch of Parliament, the fact of deser-
tion and the fact of cruelty. The Sen-
ate, on the evidence before it, came to
the conclusion that there were sufficient
grounds set forth in the preamble of this
Bill, to justify a legal separation of these
parties. He would call attention to one
or two features of the Bill, not usually
found in Parlianentary Divorce Bills.
If the husb:and choose to set apart an
adequate portion of his property for the
benefit of bis wife, lie may relieve him-
self from this semi-annual demand, but
he must do so under the approval of a
Judge of the Supreme Court; and
if he chose to become reconciled
with his wife, the Act becornes inopera-
tive, and the parties may live together
again, and, as it were, start anew as man
and wife. He (Mr. Macdougall) bad
seen in the newspapers, and the proposi-
tion had come to the knowledge of the
Committee of the other House, that the
husband, finding at last that the Senate
was determined to re-affirm its previous
decision, and that in all probability this
House would concur, came to Ottawa
and offered to be reconciled to lis wife,
but upon such conditions that the wife
felt she could not, with due regard to ber
own honour, and respect for the position
of her children, family and friends,
accede to. What did he propose i
That he should take her into bis house
as a sort of upper servant, to look after
his table and bis children, but he would
net even promise that she should occupy
ber proper position in bis household, or
in any way guarantee ber future happi-
ness therein. Mrs. Campbell declined.
She made to ber husband what
he (Mr. Macdougall) repeated in
her name to the fHouse, a perfectly
fair proposition. She said to
him, " Make no further opposition to
this Bill. You say it is the reputation
and position of our children you are
anxious about, and that, therefore, you
are willing to receive their mother, and
forget the past., Will it not be greatly
to the advantage of our children, in their
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future career in life, to bave th' verdict
of Parliament in my favour I Will it not
be a comfort and a benefit to them to have
it recorded on the Statute-book of their
country that your charge was not sus-
tained ; that your proof was not sufficient
to satisfy that critical and dignified
body? Will it not afford our children
an immense advantage, when this un-
happy dispute is referred to, to be able
to say, ' Our father was mistaken; he
was under a delusion ; be was the victima
of a conspiracy, and the fact is recorded
in the Statute-book of our country, in
the form of a solemn Act of Parliament?'"
She spoke as a wise and prudent and
loving mother would instinctively feel in
such a case. Her reasoning was un-
answerable ; but ber unreasoning and
vindictive husband refused, and gave
the lie to his proposal for re-
conciliation by distributing amongst the
members of this House a printed paper
containing copies of letters alleged to
have been written by her, but which
were proved before the Committee of the
other House te have been extracts from
writings fonnd in ber desk, which were
ingeniously patched together and made to
appear as if they were the actual letteis
written to ber paramour. The evidence
clearly showed that nearly all these ex-
tracts, harmless and unmeaning as such.
were copied from books. She was addict-
ed to literature, which proved an unfo-
tunate pastime in ber case, for the most
condemnatory evidence-until its weak-
ness was exposed--were extracts from a
book wbich he (Mr. Macdougall) pro-
duced from the library. Ie was sorry to
say that even a learned Judge drew the
illogical inference that, because a letter,
expressed in familiar and affectionate
terms, was found in ber desc
addressed to one party, there-
fore she ought to be found guilt.y
of adultery with another party. Biut
Mr. Campbell forgot to mention in his
paper, or petition, that bis wife had re-
covered by the verdict of a jury, $ie000
damages fat the false charges made
against her, and that was one of the 1ost
material facts in the history of this case.
He moved the second reading of the
Bill.

Bill read tMe second time.
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MAILWAT ACTS AMENDMENT BILL.
[BILL 98.]

(Mr. Tupper.)

THIRD READING.

Hlouse again resolved itself into Coin-
mnittee of the Whole on the Bill.

(In the Committee.)

MR. McCALLUM said he desired to
see the Act amended so as to compel
railway companies to keep up their
fences. Under existing legislation, the
cars might kill people's cattle,
and there was no redress for it.
The Railway Act, as it stood, appeared
so as to allow the companies to evade re-
s;ponsibility for these losses. He hoped
to see the Act amended so as to compel
them to keep up their fences or be liable
to a penalty if they did not do so.

Mn. TUPPER said it was not con-
templated to take up this Act and
amend it in such particulars as hon. gen-
-demen might desire. It was inexpedient
1-o introduce any new amendments now
in the sense propgaed by the hon. gen-
tleman, unless they took up and went
.(ver the whole Act. All the Govern-
ment proposed to do now, was to insert
the two provisions lie had alluded to.
Hflowever, the Government would care-
fully consider the suggestion, and lie
hoped that any other hon. gentleman,
who desired to sec the Act amended in
any particular, would give the Govern-
ment the benefit of their suggestions
which would be carefully considered dur-
ing recess with the view of taking the
matter up next Session. He could not
mee the necessity of the alteration the hon.
gentleman had spoken of, because it
was already provided that the railway
company should make fences, and that,
until suei fences were duly made, the
company should be liable for all damages
gocurring, by sucli negligence, to animals
en the railways.

Mit. GUTIRIE said this section ren-
derfd the company liable for damages for
cattle killed, but the object of compelling
them to maintain the fence was to pro-
tect the publie, because, if cattle were
eBlowed to stray on the railway track,
!hey might throw trains off the track and
miure the passengers. The object of the
%w was two-fold ; but lie took it that they

must have some penal clause by whieh
they could punish the comp#kny if their
trains killed the inhabitants' cattle, or
injured the lives of the travelling publie
by neglecting their duty. He knew the
circumstanoes of a railway company in
the west, -where the fences were burned
down, two or three years ago, for frve
or six miles, and to this day they had
not been built up. Those who lived
along the railway, and had cattle killed,
could get no redress, because the company
were worth nothing. They were thus
running their trains and endangering
the lives of the public, and there was no
way of punishing them.

MR. McCALLJMJ said, in a case lie
was aware of, the company had built the
fences and let them go down, and, to bis
own knowledge, as many as five head of
cattle had been killed at a time, without
their owners getting redress. It was
high time the law was amended that
allowed such carryings on as that. The
hon. gentleman said they were niow con-
solidating the law ; then this was just
the time to make the necessary amend-
ments. He hoped the Government
would accept his amendment.

MR. TUPPER said he could not
accept it. This was a matter that re-
quired the study of professional men to
deal with it in all its bearings, and
nothing could be more injudicious
than hurriedly to accept amendments
while the Bill was - in Committee.
He understood his hon. friend to say that
the company had neglected to put up the
fences. The law said that, until the
fences were up, they were liable fir
damages. The hon. gentleman (Mr.
Guthrie) said that cattle strayed on the
road and were killed. If the hon. g- n-
tleman would search the English law,
he would not find any laniguage to
meet that case more thoroughly tian the
expression of the law which said, " that if
the company were guilty of negligence Ii
not keeping up the fences, they should be
held responsible for damages." People
had the best of protection under the law.
He hoped his hon. friend would not press
the ameudment at this moment, because
he could not accept it.

Mu. McCALLUM said he considered
it was the duty of whoever had charge of
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this Bill to amend the law so as to re-
move the gAvances he had complained
of. The hon. gentleman said lie had no
time now, but he (Mr. McCallum) was
not responsible for that. If the hon.
gentleman had no time to consider the
Bill whv did lie bring it in?

IR. D1WIVILLE said the riglits of
the public should be guarded with respect
to these fences. He could point to cases
on the Intercolonial Railway where cattle
Lad been killed, and no redress obtained
1y their owners.

MR. CARTWRIGHT saidi he quite
agreed with the hon. the Minister of
Public Works, that it was not possible to
amend this Bill at the present time. He
understood that the bon. member was
one of the Railway Committee of the
Privy Council, and he desired to ask
whether such a case as the one referred to
by bis hon. friend from Wellington (Mr.
'uthrie) should not be referred to that

Committee.

MR. MCDONALD (Pictou) said lie
quite agreed with the hon. the Minister
of Public Works, that the citation which
lie had made from the law was strongly
drawn, and if the company allowed the
fences to remain down, they were an-
swerable for damages. In the face of
this provision of the law, he did not see
any necessity for any amendment.

MR. SHAW said that the Courts
in Ontario had frequently decided
that parties could not recover for cattle
killed by railways, at such points as the
Statutes prescribed, if the cattle were
running at large. The 79th section of
this Act prescribed that cattle going at
large within a certain distance of any
railway crossing, or if they went on to
the track, they were trespassing, and the
price of them could not be recovered
against the railway company. The ob-
ject of the amendment was to compel the
railway companies to keep up the fences,
so as to avoid thé decisions which the
Courts had arrived at.

MR. TUPPER said that, last Session,
an amendment was passed to the Railway
Act, which, to a large extent, met the
difficulty as to the neglect of the railway
company. The complaint, then, was
that, when cattle were killed, the investi-
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gation was relegated to officers of the
railway, who were naturally liable to de-
cide that the claimant was not entitled to
damages. An amendment of the law was
enacted last year, under which the Gov-
ernment were authorised, where parties
were not satisfied with the decision, to
have one arbitrator sent to make a report
to the Government. He thought, under
the operation of that Act, most causes of
complaint had been removed. He did
not think there was any subordinate
ground of çomplaint now.

On section 17,

MR. DOMVILLE said lie was con-
strained at this point ta ask in regard to
the Intercolonial, that some justice
should be done to the peopie of New
Brunswick. When the elections took
place on the 17th September, lie had
hoped that he had beard the last con-
plaints in regard to the Intercolonial
Railway. He regretted to say, however,
that nuch dissatisfaction existed now.
He had received a number of letters upon
the subject, and he would, with the per-
mission of the House, refer to the neces-
sity of so legislating that the rates wouid
not discriminate as between one man and
another, and as between one point of
the Dominion and another. His people
thought it hard lines when they had,
under the National Policy, to obtain
their produce in the West, to have to pay
more for freight from Montreal to Sus-
sex, which was 40 miles nearer Montreal
than St. John-that they should be com-
pelled to pay $10 a load more than the
people of St. John, and that, under the
present tariff, it cost more to take pota-
toes and cereals to Ontario from New
Brunswick than to bring down flour,
which was unjust. He said this without
any feeling except the feeling that jus-
tice should be done to all parts of the
Dominion. He thouglht if they were to
have a National Policy, that this dis-
crimination should not be made against
one section of the country. He might
make a reference in order to show that
certain industries obtained a. favour-
able discrimination. There was one
manufactory who obtained a prior-
ity over other manufacturers, and
his goods were carried at al
reduced rate. In his humble opinionl,
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these discriminations were not justice.
It was etated that railway nien con-
sidered this all right; it might be so, but
it was not common sense. He would
not read the letters of complaint which
lie had in his possession, but would
merely askehe hon. the Minister of Pub-
lic Works if he could give him some
assurance that the people of the Lower
Provinces would not be discriminated
against. He thought he had a right to
ask this, not on personal grounds, not on
party grounds, but on the ground of
simple justice.

MR. TUPPER said his hon. friend
from King's had raised a very important
question. He regretted the hon. gentle-
man had raised it on this Bill, as he (Mr.
Tupper) had proposed that the explana-
tion should bave been on the Estimates ;
however, the time was appropriate, and
they might as well proceed with this dis-
cussion at this time as any other. He
regretted very much that lie was not able
to give the bon. gentleman the assurance
wbich lie had asked. He could assure
the hon. gentleman the subject had not
escaped his notice. It had received the
most careful consideration it was possible
to give it, and lie was free to
confess lie saw no solution to
the difficulty. At first sight the
ground of complaint appears to be
a difficult one. The distance from To-
ronto to Halifax was further than the
distance from Toronto to St. Joba, and
the hon. gentleman complained that the
charge for carrying freight was greater
for carrying it a short distance. Every
person knew that the distance from To-
ronto to Sussex was very much less than
the distance from Toronto to St. John;
yet the fact remained that the charge for
earrvinggoods from Toronto to Sussex
was larger than from Toronto to St. John.
He saw no means of removing the difâ-
cultv. In the first place the hon. gentle-
man said they should disregard commer-
cial principles in relation to the manage-
ment of the railway ; that the object was
to produce an interchange of commodities,
and, therefore, whether it costs the coun-
try less or more, theymustmake the rates
of freight to suit the wishes of the people.
Ie did not think that he or any other
Minister of Public Works could ask this
Parliament to spend more than half a
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million a year in paying the deficit on the
Intercolonial Railway. He did not
think it possible for any person holding
the high and responsible position he did
to venture to ask the House to in-
cur any larger expenditure for the pur-
pose of operating the Intercolonial
Railway than had previously been
incurred. If that were the case, they
must deal with it as a commercial en-
terprise. The Government was powerless
in this matter, even if they were dis-
posed to meet the diffliculty alluded to.
The rates oi flour from Ontario to the
Maritime Provinces were as low as it
was possible to make them consistently
with justice to the wliole country, in re-
lation to the cost of carrying it. The
road, instead of paying, was run at a
heavy loss, and,in order to promote traffic,
the rates had been placed as low by his
predecessor as lie believed they could be.
But lie miglit be asked why was it they
charged a larger amount for carrying the
same article a shorter distance. The
reason was perfectly plain. Halifax and
St. John, N.B., were points at which the
Intercolonial Railway had competition,
and every person knew that the prime
factor in cutting rates was competition.
In Halifax the competition was keener
with the Intercolonial than it was at St.
John, because there was a line of steam
communication running from Portland to
Halifax in direct competition with the
railway, and, in order to retain the busi-
ness, the railway must reduce their rates.
At the intervening stations, however,
they were able to maintain their rates,
because there was no competition ;
but if they desired to reduce
the rates, in accordance witli the wishes
of the hon. gentleman's constituents,
they were powerless to do so, because
the rate was made by the Grand Trunk
Railway-it was made by the parties
who transmitted freight to the Inter-
colonial for carriage. H1e would tell his
hen. friend that the Grand Trunk Rail-
way Company was making a demand upon
the Intercolonial IRailroad of a consider-
able sum of money, because they allowed
freight that was rated for St. John to
stop at these way stations on the road,
at the same charge that was made to St.
John. The Grand Trunk demanded that
they should be recouped, and that the
Intercolonial should refund to them the
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difference, consequently the Government te this matter, and he knew that a very
had no power to stop at Sussex or Monc- short time age the tarif was that, from
ton, or any other place on the line, and Spring ll, a cargo ofcoal was carried 91
deliver goods at the same rate that was miles for $16, and from Elmsdale 71 miles
charged through to St. John, without for $13. He had, within the last couple of
paying back to the Grand Trunk, the weeks, received a number of letters ask-
difference between the rates to the way ing him te bring up this maer.

sor time ag theil tariff wsJ Uht frL, o, ns a ons1 anl e yn U U U
traffic was taken. The hon. gentleman
would, therefore, see that the rates to St.
John and Halifax were regulated by con-
petition, and that they were utterly pow-
erless to reduce the rates to the interme-
diate stations.

MR. DOMVILLE asked why should
not the railroad carry the flour up to
these places, which were a very little
further off, at their own expense ? Why
these people should be thrown into the
hansi of large places such as HaliTax id
St. John, was more than lie could under-
stand. They were told that, under the
National Policy, they were going to
nake iron for the Upper Provinces.

Iron could not be freighted from Halifax
to Montreal under two or three times the
price for which English iron could be
freighted. They were met with the argu-
ment that the English iron was through
freight; admitting that, still, if through
freight was te go at that rate, of what
good was the duty on iron ? He could
not see why the English iron should be
carried cheaper than native iron. Five
years they had been groaning under the
trouble and tribulation of that railroad,
and to-day there was very little improve-
ment. He did not blame the Minister
of Public Works, because he had a great
deal of work to attend to, but brought up
the matter to see whether some solution
of the difficulty might not be arrived at.
He brcught this matter before the flouse,
the Government and the country ; it was
his duty to do se, and the Minister of
Public Works must, hereafter, take the
responsibility if the necessary alterations
were not made, as it was not in his
power to remedy what he considered a
serious injustice te the Lower Provinces.

MR. TUPPER said it was necessary to
have lower rates te Halifax and St.
John, because the railway met keen
competition from steamers at those points.
His hon. friend said, why not make the
rate te St. John and carry it back to
these way-stations for nothing. The
moment that would be done, everyone
would send flour te St. John by water
to be distributed all over the country by
the Intercolonial for nothing. With
regard to iron, the Londonderry Mines
were bringing all the power they could
te bear on the Government to induce
theni te reduce the very low rates which
were judiciously arranged by the late
manager, Mr. Brydges, on the
ground that they carried iron that
came from England in the steamers at a
lower rate. The Government did not
make the rate on the English iron. It
came in connection with a mass of
through freight, which paid foreign rates.
The question was, whèther they should
take the through rate that was made in
England, and have the business ceme to
Halifax, cr put up the rate and drive
that business te Portland. The state-
mentothat there was any discrimination
in favour of Spring Hill Mines was en-
tirely unfounded.

MR. DOMV1LLE said the hon. the
Minister of Public Works stated he had
not proved lis case. He had, however,
proved that English iron could be carried
from Halifax te the Upper Provinces at
one-half the rate of native iron. Handi-
capped in that direction, the native iron
could not compete with the English iron.
He hoped the Minister of Public Works
would find means te remedy this dilfi-
culty.

MR. ROBERTSON (Shelburne) asked MR. WHITE (Cardwell) said the
if the Intercolonial tariff discriminated in member for King's (Mr. Domville), did
favour of Spring Hill Mines and against not put the matter fairly. If it were a
Piotou Mines. He understood that question of English iron remaining at
an important memorial had been Halifax, and thence being shipped to the
given to the Government by the West at half the rate of native iron, there
Pictou Mining Association in reference would be reason in his argument. Buit

Mi. TuPrPRi.
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unfortunately, that was not the case.
The rate was determined in England, not
in relation to the Intercolonial Railway,
but by the rate for which that iron could
be brought into any part of Canada from
England. There were other ways of get-
ting into Canada besides by the Inter-
colonial, and were the rate raised, the
iron would be sent to American ports,
and thence into Canada. It was not
fair to compare the freight from Halifax
on English iron with that on native
iron. The comparison should be made
between what it cost to bring iron from
Engand to Montreal or Toronto, and
the freight from Halifax to those cities
on native iron. This question of
through rates was an exceedingly diffi-
cult one to settle, and one which would
always give occasion for complaint against
the Government, vwhile they retained
railways under their control.

MR. DOULL said lie had received a
letter from the Secretary of the Pictou
Mining Association which confirmed the
statement of the hon. member for Shel-
burn (Mr. Robertson) that there was dis-
crimination in favour of the Spring Hill
Mines. He had forwarded the letter to
the Minister of Public Works, who, lie
trusted, would see that this matter was
adjusted. With respect to iron, the
hon. member for' King's (Mr. Domville)
was right. Iron was carried from Great
Britain to Montreal at a through rate of
freight of $3 per ton, while iron fr&n the
Nova Scotia mines had to pay something
like $4. That was most unfair and
should be altered.

Mn. GUTHRIE said in regard to the
25th and other sections, many of their
larger railways did not come under their
operation, and it was desirable they
should. One of these provisions was,
that railways should be held liable to the
public for any negligence or omission in
handling goods, notwithstanding any
notice, condition, or declaration to the
contrary. In shipping by a railway, the
shipper was often obliged to sign a con-
tract containing a number of conditions
exempting the company from liability.
Under the second subsection of section
2, the Grand Trunk, Great Western,
and Northern Railroads-all the great
r&alroads-.--escaped liability, because not
onstructed under an Act of Parliament

of the Dominion. Railways subsequent-
ly constructed under this and other
clauses were liable. He would suggest
that those provisions of this Act be made
to apply, not only to every railway built
under the authority of an Act of this
Parliament, but to every railway subject
to its legislative authority, and as the
great railways are subject to it, they
ought to be governed by this Act.

Ma. SHAW said the Bill should be
amended so as to require sounding of the
whistle as well as the ringing of the bell,
or without the ringing of the bell, on the
approach of trains to crossings and sta-
tions. At present, accidents occurred
from the bells not being heard.

Ma. TUPPER said that, with refer-
ence to the suggestion of the hon. mem-
ber for South Wellington (Mr. Guthrie),
the adoption of his amendment would
involve a substantial alteration in the
law. He would consider the subject,
however. He did not see whv the law
had not been made applicable to all the
laws within the jurisdiction of Parlia-
ment. It was the same with reference
to the amendment of the member for
South Bruce (Mr. Shaw). A substantial
difference would be made in the law, in-
volving a penalty. Doubtless the amend-
ment suggested would be a great im-
provement, but, as it involved penalties
where they did not exist, le was not
then prepared to adopt it ; it would be
considered, however.

MR. GUTHRIE said that, if his con-
tention was correct, a change would be
absolutely necessary, because, otherwise,
there would be nothing to bind those
older railway companies, who had no
Railway Act referring to them. He
hoped attention would be given to this
matter at once. He thought that Min-
isters would find it to the interest of the
public to make those clauses refer to all
railway companies.

Bill ordered to be reported.

House reswmed.

Bill reported.

Mi. TUPPER moved the third read-
ing of the Bill.

Ma. MILLS said he desired it should
be reported as carried on a division.
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Neither he himself nor the flouse had
had time to consider a Bill of such ex-
tent and importance at this advanced
period of the Session. It should have
been brought up earlier in the House,
when there was little or nothing to do.

MR. TUPPER said there was no pre-
ference that he knew of. The same rate
per ton and milewas charged Irom Pictou
as from Spring Hill. 1 He had asked the
gentleman in charge of the Intercolonial
Railway if he had made a careful exami-
nation of the communications from the

MR. TUPPER said he had resisted Mining Association in Pictoi
some proposals for amendments that ap- he had, and that there w
pered to be quite reasonable, because slightest ground for the imp
there was no intention of altering the there was a discrimination ir
la.w. except the two particular points no- the Spriag Hill Mines, that
ticed. Every possible precaution had same charge was made in eac
been taken to secure the most perfect Bil read the tird tine on
accuracy. He did not quite catch what
fell from the hon. member for Pictou (Mr. and pas8e.
Doull), but, if he understood him to re-
fer to the accuracy of the statement of the SUPPLY.
hon. member for Shelburne (Mr. Robert-
son), he was labouring under a mistake.
There had been no discrimination against fouse a gain resoIved itsalf
the Pictout coal mines, or in favour of the mittee cf Supply.
Spring IHill-the rate per ton was the
same in both cases. Uniless there was : (ln the Committee,
pretence that coal should be carried 100
miles by the Intercolonial Railway for Salaries cf Officers and In
nothing. he knew of no ground for com- Traecling Excise.
plaint on the part of the member for
Pictou. Then there was this to be con- 18 p Fuel tor etc...
sidered. The Spring Hill coal mines had toms allewance on dutie
been giving all their business, summer as cellected by them.
well as winter, to the Intercolonial.
They furnished a vast amount of freight
for the road, and at a rate which, although XXVII.-CULLING T13

low, had been somewhat profitable, Quebec Office......
whilst the Pictou coal mines ouly used 2 ontreaI Office.......
the road during the winter, when the
cost of carriage was much greater than MR. WHITE (North Re
in summer. Under these circumstances, lie saw that the estimate for
he could not see there was any reasonable year 'as $67,500, whiisv iast
claim on the part of the latters company cuily $49.000. lie desired
that coal should be carried from their hon. the Minister if he wa
mine over the road for nothing. te accept the suggestion

White) made last year, that t
MR. DOTJLL said the hon. the Minis- be a reduction in the cost cf

ter of Public Works would see the letters charges at the port cf Quebe
that he (Mr. Doull) had forwarded to the last few years this servie
him to-day from the Secretary of the duced a considerable sum in e
Coal Mining Association of Pictou, which requirements. This excess,
confirmed the statement made by the ing the past eleven years, ai
hon. member for Shelburne (Mr. Rob- $40,211, as ahown by the
ertson). Whether it was correct or not, counts, had been a special
he was not Fepared to say. So far as trade during that period. f
giving the preference to Spiing Hill, on it was about time there shoul
account of it giving its business to the duction in the charges at th
railroad in summer as well as winter, was sucli an extent as would
concerned, he did not think that was a amount cf collections more t
good argument. be required te neet expenses.

MR. MILLS.
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MR. BA BY said that, instead of there
being an excess, there had been, alto-
gether, since Confederation, a deficit of
some $340.

MR. WHITE (North Renfrew) said
the Public Accounts showed an entirely
different state of affairs:-
In 1868 there was a surplus of. 324

1869 do deficitof. 4,000
i870 do surplus of. 7,000
!871 do do . 1,000
1872 do do
1873 do do.........10000
1874 do do . 13,000
1875 do do . 8,000
1876 do do.........5,000
!877 do deficit of......... 1,044
1878 do surplus of........ 6,734

Adding the surpises together, and
deducting therefrom the deficits, it show.
ed a total surplus of $40,21 1. Against
that, however, the returns showed an
uncollected balance of $29,981. But that
uncollected balance could not be assumed
as entirely lost to the country, because
lie knew that a number of specifications,
as a general thing, upon which charges
were made, remained in the office until
the charges upon them were paid. In a'
season of depression, such as that under-
gone by the lumber trade during the last
two years, very few of those engaged in
the trade took out their specifications, for
the simple reason that they were unable
to dispose of their lumber. He pre-
sumed that the statement of the Minister
of Inland Revenue was correct, that a
larger amount had been expended than
vas received - yet, he took it that there
would be a surplus, as almost the whole
amount owing to the Department would
be collected. Therefore, taking these
circumstances into consideration, he con-
tended that a reduction should be made
in the cost of measuring timber.

MR. LAURIER said bis hon. friend,
the Minister of Inland Revenue, had,
he thought, referred to one class of cull-
ers, the cullers of square timber. Under
the law of 1876 or 1877, they were tobe
paid at the rate of $700 per annum. The
hon. member for Renfrew (Mr. White)
knew as well as anybody that the
Cullers complained that they were not
overpaid, and he (Mr. Laurier) knew,
frora his short passage through the De-
partment, that they had been strongly

pressing for an increased tariffi But he
did not think it would be possible to
meet their wishes, unless the tariff were
reconsidered both as far as the work was
concerned and as far the cullers were
concerned. During the summer they
had not much to do, but their whole year
was lost, because they could not devote
themselves to any other occupation.
They had to report themselves from time
to time to the office, and could not be
long absent. He thought they should be
better remunerated than at present. It
would also be right and proper if the
Minister could see his way clear to place
the deal cullers on the same footing as
the square cullers.

MR. CURRIER said the hon. gentle-
man from North Renfrew (Mr. White)
had stated the fees for culling ought to be
reduced. Considering the great falling
off of timuber, he would find it impossible
to do that. This year, he was told,
there would not be over 24 rafts going to
Quebec, whereas last year there were
from 75 to 140. Unless the expenses of
the office in Quebec could be reduced, as
well as the number of cullers, it vould
be impossible to reduce the fees chaiged
for culling timber. le maintained that
one-quarter of the cullers on the list last
year could do all the work that was to
be done this year. But while the
present system prevailed the fees
for culling could never be reduced.
He thought, moreover, that the expenses
of the officers might also be reduced, and
if any vacancies occurred they need not
be filled. He hoped the hon. the Minister
of Inland Revenue would look into the
matter and see if some way could not be
derived whereby the charges for culling
would be reduced. He had nothing to
say against the officers in that office;
they did their duty, but what he found
fault with was that there was not work
enough for them to do.

MR. WHITE (North Renfrew) con-
curred in what had fallen from the hon.
gentleman from Ottawa (Mr. Currier) that
the number of officers might well be ro-
duced. He desired to bear testimony to
the very efficient manner in which the
deputy supervisor and the cashier had
performed their duties. They had given
satisfaction to the trade, and if the hon.
the Minister of Inland Revenue could
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see his way to increase their salaries he
would be doing them justice.

MR. BABY said that his predecessor,
the hon. member for Quebec East (Mr.
Laurier) had stated that he (Mr. Baby)
was mistaken in the statement he had
made about the expenditure being less
than the receipts in the culling of tim-
ber. He found by an official statement
containing the receipts and payments of
the Department in regard to
the culling of timber from 1867
down to the 31st of March
last, that there was a balance against the
Government of $376.72. This statement
showed all the fees from the culling of
the square timber, the deals, and the
staves,and it applied to both receipts and
payments. The arrears amounted to
$29,781. The hon. gentleman must know
that the greater part of these arrears
could not be collected, for he was sure,
if there had been any possibility of col-
lecting these arrears, his hon. predeces-
sor would Lave done so. The arrears
had not increased, he supposed, during
his (Mr. Laurier's) time, and he hoped
they would not during the present Ad-
ministration. He did not see how the
fees could be diminished. As to the
deputy supervisor and the cashier at
Quebec, he believed they were worthy
officers, but it seemed to him that $1,600
a year, for the work they did during
seven months of each year, was a suffi-
cient salary, under the circumstances,
and when compared to the salaries of
other officers.

Mn. WHITE (North Renfrew) said
these arrears were not so valueless as
some supposed. In 1876, the arrears
were $33,901, and in 1878, they had
been reduced to $26,880. They were
thus a fluctuating account, and formed an
asset that was collectable.

MR. CURRIER said he was surprised
that there should be so many arrears.
Whenever he lad anything to do with
that office, he never could get a specifica-
tion for culling without paying the
charges. It was a grave matter for the
officers to let specifications out of the
office without getting paid for tiem.
There must be something wrong some-
where, and he hoped the hon. Minister
would look into it.

MI. Wnrrr.

In answer to Mr. HoopER,

MR. BABY said he found these arrears
when he came into office, and his inten-
tention was to collect them. He could
not tell how they came to be so consid-
erable, but was afraid there had been a
screw loose somewhere in the previous
administration of the Department.

MR. LAURIER said these arrears had
been accumulating during a period of ten
years. Some of them were tedious claims,
arising out of a difference of opinion be-
tween the Department and the parties
charged. He knew that a number of
suits were now pending in Quebec for the
collection of these arrears.

Vote agreed to.

XXIII.-WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
AND GAS.

183 Salaries of Deputy Inspectors
of Weights and Measures... $40,800 00

In answer to Mr. CARTWRIGHT,

MR. BABY said he proposed to make
the reduction of $14,000 in this item by
reducing the number of deputy inspec-
tors. There had been, in Ontario, forty-
four of these officers ; in Quebec, thirty-
three ; and in the other Provinces
in a similar proportion. The in-
tention of the Government was to
appoint inspectors for the different
Provinces to the number of seven for On-
tario, four for Quebec, three for New
Brunswick, three for Nova Scotia,
one each for Prince Edward Island,
Manitoba and British Columbia. In the
large centres of Toronto, Montreal and
Halifax, there would be two or three
assistants. The intention of the Govern-
ment was to increase somewhat the sal-
aries of the inspectors in the large cen-
tres. Those in Quebec, Toronto and
Montreal, $1,200 each, and the assistants
would receive $500 each. In Ontario,
under the new law, the number of officers,
comprising inspectors and assistants,
would be twenty-two; in Quebec, ten.
He should retain, as much as possible,
those who had performed their duties
well, and discharge those who had not.
He hoped that this reduction would meet
the approbation of the House and coun-
try.

Supply.[COMMON8.]
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MR. ANGLIN said this was another
instance in which the present Adminis-
tration had disappointed their ngt
earnest supporters and the people of e
eountrv. This Act was one they had
declared entirely indefensible. He had
hoped the Government would have intro-
duced a measure to transfer the appoint-
ing of inspectors and regulating of their
fees to the municipalities or counties.

MR. CURRIER said the law was a
heavy tax on the people. It would be a
great boon to have it repealed and let
the people go back to the old arrange-
ment.

MR. TUPPER said lie had main-
tained this was one of the most impor-
tant laws on the Statutes, and was
always prepared to take his share of the
responsibility of the measure. It had
been rendered unpopular by bringing it
into operation long before the Govern-
ment were prepared to adminiger it
effectually. A large number of officials
were foisted on the country without hav-
ing anything to do, or without having
the machinery requisite for their work.
The Act was absolutely necessary. The
amount which had been swindled from
the people through false weights and
measures, was ample justification of the
Act, and all that was reqmred to con-
rince the people of its usefulness, was a
just administration of it.

MR. ORTON said he agreed with the
hon. the Minister of Public Works, that
this law was required; but he would
have to get further information before he
could exactly be convinced that all the
evils complained of with regard to the
operations of the Act under the late Ad-
ministration, were removed. One of the
principal complaints was, that the inspec-
tors charged exorbitant rates, and when
the people attempted to get their scales
corrected by their own mechanics, they
were found fault with, and the people
were compelled to have them again
examined by these men who charged
exorbitant fees for their work. If that
System were allowed to continue, the Act
would be brought into further disrepute.

MR. BUNSTER said there was abso-
lute necessity for this Act. In one of
the collieries in British Columbia a riot
took place, because the men felt they

were being swindled by false weights
and measures. Representations were
made to the Local Government, who re-
plied it was a Dominion affair, and they
could do nothing in the matter. Now
these were facts, and he hoped the Go-
vernment would not wink in seeing that
this law was vigorously enforced. At
present the honest trader had no chance
whatever in competing with the dis-
honest, who could use false weights and
measures. He was sorry to hear the
member for Ottawa (Mr. Currier), say-
ing that the law should be done away
with. What was to be done in that
case-was every householder to keep
scales in his house? It was the duty of
the Government to appoint officers who
would do their duty, and ensure justice
to all.

MR. SPROULE said that the people
in his district considered the law neces-
sary, butcomplainedofits Administration.
He could confirm the remarks made as to
the charges being double or treble the
proper amount. He knew of an inspec-
tor, a very courteous man, who would
advise traders to sell, to the farmers,
scales troublesome to re-adjust, and pur-
chase;others, which was not remedying
the evil, but merely shifting it from one
class to another. Defective scales and
measures should be entirely excluded
from business. Another defect of the
present administration of the law, was
the excessive cost of inspection. He
knew also of an inspector advising
parties to purchase froni one particular
dealer, thus tending to create a monoply,
and giving colour to the suspicion of a
speculation. The law was considered
very good, but expensive in execution.
The results were not supposed to com-
mensurate the cost of its administration.
This law, with that of the adulteration
of foods, was among the most important
on the Statute-book, and might be much
more cheaply carried out.

Mn. CURRIER said he did not
afflirn that the law was bad, but hitherto
it had been impossible to carry it out
properly; besides, it was too expensive.
Possibly the change made by the Inland
Revenue Department, last fall, would
remedy the evil, though he did not ex-
pect much improvement. How often
were those officers to make their inspec-
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tion ? Thev could not be expected more
than once or twice a year, and people
could imagine what might be done to
falsify weights and scales between their
visits, and when nobody was present to
watch the offenders. If this service was
left to the municipalities it might be
made better and cost less.

MR. HOOPER said that the adminis-
tration of the Act was universally de-
tested not only in his, but in the adjoin-
ing riding, and the unanimous request to
him was to vote for the repeal of the
Bill. Unless some other system was
adopted, the people would continue dis-
satisfied. If the law was properly car-
ried out, it would be beneficial.

MR. BERGIN said there could be no
donbt that the Minister of Public Works
was correct in observing that that was
one ot the most important measures on
the Statute-book ; but it was equally
true that the administration of the law
had been made so oppressive, and in
many instances so unjust, that in some
iocalities it was looked upon with de-
testation. The difficulty was not that the
law was bad, but it had been badly ad-
mninistered. He trusted there would
now be a change for the better. He
would impress on the Minister of Inland
Revenue the importance of being very
careful in the selection of oflicers, who
should be properly qualified for their
duties, not only by education, but by a
freedom from the meddlesome habit or
the desire to exercise their authority ex-
cessively.

MR. ANGLIN said he did not object
to a proper inspection of weights and
mneasures, but this law had so far proved
insufficient, and become so unpopular in
many districts, that hon. gentlemen on
-the other side had found it to their in-
terest to denounce the administration of
the law, and the law itself, through-
out the country. They had not
been told by Ministers what the adminis-
tration of the law was henceforth to be,
but simply that there was to be a re-
duction in the number of inspectors and
sub-inspectors, and that the duties were
to be discharged more efficiently, without
being informed how this would be ac-
omplished. Nothing had been said to
satisfy the Committee that the law would

ME. CURRIER.

be more efficiently administered. He
thought it would be impossible to carry
ittut efficiently for the amount named,
the country being so large, and the num-
ber of those who bought or sold by
veight and measure being so great.
How was the oppressive operation of the
law to be remedied ? The fees were
fixed, and where weights or scales were
condemned, they might be readjust-
ed where the owners pleased, or
better might be parchased. But,
although it was absolutely necessary to
get defective scales put aside or re-
adjusted-that was what was regarded
as so oppressive and troublesome-it
was possible, in the cities and other large
centres, to have efficient inspection. But
the zeal of the officers was found fault
with. They could not be efficient with-
out becoming troublesome ; they must
examine and condemn when neces-
sary. The law would be very
troublsome in any way administered.
They could have a system under which
officers would inspect and pass all weights
and measures and condemn nobody, and
so satisfy all. He thought that the work
could not be properly done with the pro-
posed number of officers. Every trader
should feel himself liable to be visited, at
any moment, and punished were he guilty
of fraud. The new would not, he
thought, work better than the old systeni,
and it would be b3tter to empower the
municipalities to appoint inspectôrs, and
to clothe those officers with al] necessary
powers, including power to collect the
requisite dues for their remuneration.
Considering the unpopularity incurred
by the late Government in connection
with this Act, and all that had been said
for some years past in the House and
elsewhere by hon. gentlemen now at the
Speaker's right, the hon. the Minister of
Public Works could not reasonably inn-
agine that he (Mr. Anglin) had gone Out
of his way to indulge in taunts on the
subject.

MR. MACKENZIE said the hon.
gentleman opposite (Mr. Tupper) used
very loud words about mal-admiuistra-
tion of the law. It was very easy usinkg
general terms, but he (Mr. Mackenzie)
would like the bon. gentleman to define
more clearly where the mal-administra-
tion w.s. If the bon. gentleman said it
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consistect in appointing too many offi-
cials, he would tell him that the matter
gave the Government a great deal of
trouble, and the conclusion arrived at
was that one officer to about 40,000
people was as near as possible what one
officer could overtake in the way of
work, and the appointments were made
accordingly. These appointments were
not all made at once. The hon. the
Minister of Public Works stated they
were made too early. He (Mr. Mac-
kenzie) believed they were, simply be-
cause the Government had reason to be-
lieve that standards were available at
once. But an unaccountable, anexpected
delay in procuring these standards, which
it was supposed would have been here in
time, took place on the part of the offi-
cer of the Department, whose duty
it was to obtain them. There could
be no possible disposition on the
part of the Government to appoint
improper officers. There was no mal-ad-
ministration in that. He counted ten
gentlemen appointed when the present
Government came irito office, who were
not fit for office. The saving proposed
to be effected by the bon. gentlemen op-
posite. was simply by appointing fewer in
number and imposing a larger area upon
them. If the work was to be done at all,
he denied that it could be done by the
number supposed. It was mere specula-
tion. There was no intelligent conclu-
sion in the matter-it was purely a grop-
ing in the dark. The unpopularity at-
taching to one measure was owing to the
excessive stringency with which the rules
were carried out. He was amused when
he found that such orders were issued,
as required inspectors to stamp and
obtain fees for every measure in
hardware shops. Ten cents were charged
in some cases upon the three-foot tape
lines used by seamstresses, and carpen-
ters' foot rules-of which a dozen could
be sold for a couple of dollars. It became
the duty of the late Government to have
these absurd rules rescinded and have
them made moderately correct. It also
became their duty in 1 877, to amend the
law very materially. Was that mal-ad-
iministration ? A s time developed many
evils connected with the law, they had
these evils removed, and he believed the
system, 80 far as it could be made to
work, was working tolerably well when

the late Government left office. Some
gentlemen mentioned that some inspec-
tors were engaged in some way or other
as agents for the owners of machines,
selling them. Some accusations of this
sort came under the notice of the late
Government, but he was not aware of
any case having been established. By
comparing the original Act with the
modifications made in 1877, it would be
found that instead of there being mal-
administration there was an honest and
resolute attempt to have the la w carried
out properly, and in such a way as not
to entail hardship. Another thing the
late Government found, and that was that
every manufacturer making an improved
weighing machine, and putting it in his
shop, had to have it stamped or le was
liable to a fine, and thev also found that
the law justified this extraordinary rule.
They, therefore, provided, in the amended
Act, that a manufacturer or dealer, hav-
ing weighing machines in bis possession
for sale, should not be bound to have the
same inspected and stamped, so long as
the same remained in his nanufactory or
warehouse. He might go over al clauses
of the amended Act and point out all the
modifications which the late Govern-
ment made to the original law, and the
aineliorations that were effected. They
had to encounter all the hostility to the
law, and that hostility was very great in
the country. They had to encounter al
the difficulty of putting the law into op-
eration, and now the hon. gentleman, Mr.
Tupper, must indulge in loud talk about
mal-administration. He (Mr. Macken-
zie) remembered when the hon. gentle-
man was sitting on the Opposition side
of the House, he charged him (Mr. Mac-
kenzie) with mal-administration of the In-
tercolonial Railway in imposing what he
Mr. Tupper called outrageous rates, and
yet , to-night, the House found the hon.
gentleman endorsing what had been done
by him (Mr. Mackenzie), and declaring
that when he looked into it, he found the
rates were very fair, and there
was nothing to complain of.
He was sure that anyone who looked at
the position taken by the late Govern-
nient in relation to the Weigbts and
Measures Act, would find that they adopt-
ed every possible means in order to have
the law fairlv carried out. An hon.
gentleman spoke about repealing the law.
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The Government must remember that
was a very serious matter. But he (Mr.
Mackenzie) had to consider that, while the
law,under the old Province of Canada, was
under the administration of the local
officers of the Provinces, this law was
repealed by the superior authority of the
Dominion, that the Local Parliament had
-no further authority to re-enact it, and
that the repealing of this law would leave
them entirely without any law whatever
with regard to the regulation of weights
and measures. No one could ask that
such a state of anarchy should be intro-
duced. It was practically impossible,
and was utterly destructive of all
surveillance of weights and measures,
because nothiug would be put in its
place. He believed that, generally,
under the Provincial law of Ontario, this
law was fairly administered. He denied
that there was, what the bon. gentleman
called universal demoralisation, cheating
in the administration of the Weights and
Measures Law. He was bound to say
that, so far as he had been able to ascer-
tain since this law went into operation,
that it had made no change whatevei in
the receipts, and that the weights and
measures were as fairly inspected as
under the old law, though not under im-
mediate Government supervision. He
could only say, with regard to this law
now, that he would be bound, as a member
of the House, partially responsible for put-
ting it in operation, to give every assis-
tance to make the law effective, to
remedy the defects that might exist in it,
and to assist in any legislation required
to accomplish that object. But he was
not to sit down quietly and hear the hon.
gentleman (Mr. Tupper) throw taunts
and accusations of mal-administration
across the House, for he utterly defied
him to prove any mal-administration of
the law.

MR. TUPPER said he was prepared
to prove by the most conclusive evidence,
before any Committee that the hon.
gentleman (Mr. Mackenzie) chose to
move for, the statement he made to the
fullest extent. He charged the lon.
gentleman and bis Administration with
having involved this important measure
in the greatest and gravest unpop-
ularity and he wouli state the
grounds upon which he made that

MR. MACKENZIE.

charge. The Administration wliich pre-
ceded him (Mr. Mackenzie) had placed
on the Statute-book an Act for the pur-
pose of providing due inspection of
weights and measures. The hon. gentle-
man had stated that he (Mr. Tupper)
said there was universal cheating
over the country. He (Mr. Tupper)
denied it. He said he found evi-
dence had been brought before
the Government that established conclu-
sively the fact that, either through dis-
honesty or ignorance, the conditions of
things that existed demanded at the
hands of the Government the introduc-
tion of this measure; that the evidence
they had collected as to the condition of
the weights and measures of this
country was sufficient to show that no
Government could faithfully carry out
the duty imposed upon it, of providing
for a just meting out of fair weight and
fair measure to the masses of the people,
who were being cheated, either through
ignorance or dishonesty. He had never
stated that there was universal cheating
and swindling, and the hon. gentleman
had put words in lis (Mr. Tupper's)
mouth he had never used. With regard
to the lon. gentleman's (Mr. Mac-
kenzie's) excuse for appointing the
officials too soon, he would state that the
measure put on the Statute-book pro-
vided that it should not become law
until the Government were prepared to
see it carried into execution properly.
The provision of the law that said it
should not go into operation until the
proclamation was issued by the Governor-
General, was intended to prevent the
law being carried into eflect before the
Government was ready to administer the
law, and to prevent the country being
thrown into confusion, as the hon. gen-
tleman (Mr. Mackenzie), by mal-adminis-
tration uDder that law, had thrown the
country, by issuing the proclamation
before he was prepared to execute the
law. Why, the hon. gentleman himself
admits mal-administration.

MR. MACKENZIE: No; he does
nat.

MR. TUPPER said yes. He (Mr.
Mackenzie) admitted issuing the procla-
mation, and bringing the law into opera-
tion, long before he could carry it imto
execution, and then attempted to throw
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the responsibility upon a subordinate
officer of the Government. Was the
hon. gentleman not able to enquire
of the Minister of lnland Revenue
whether he was prepared to put the law
into operation, or did he put such an in-
competent man in charge of the Depart-
ment that the country was placed in the
condition he admitted it to have been in ?
If he admitted that the hon. gentleman
had admitted to the fullest extent all
that he (Mr. Tupper) had charged, a
graver act of mal-administration could
not be shown. No person could formu-
late a more distinct act of mal-adminis-
tration than that a Government should
bring into operation a law, by a procla-
mation which was provided in the law,
for the purpose of preventing it being
brought into operation until the
Government were prepared with
means to carry it ont properly.
Yet, although the late Government were
not in a position to put the law into exe-
cution properly, they fastened the salaries
of one hundred officials upon the Trea-
sury, at a time when those officials had
nothing to do. It was soon shown,
throughout the country, that this mea-
sure, which was supposed to have been
framed for the benefit of the people at
large, was used to find places for the
friends of the Administration. That was
the position of the matter, and lie con-
tended lie had sustained lis charge out
of the evidence of the hon. gentleman's
own mouth. He (Mr. Tupper) could
point to several counties in the Dominion
where these officials were drawing public
money whom the Government had pro-
vided with no means whatever for carry-
ing out the law. They were doing
nothing except feeding themselves at the
public crib, and giving nothing in return.
fe (Mr. Tupper) denied that lie was
inconsistent in reference to his state-
ments in connection with the Inter-
colonial Railway. lie (Mr. Mac-
kenzie) said that he (Mr. Tupper)
had charged him with having committed
a great outrage ; made a great blunder
in fixing the tariff on the Intercolonial
Raiiway. So he (Mr. Tupper) bad, and
le did it justly. After he (Mr. Mac-
kenzie) got in power, the General Mana-
ger of the road, of course on the authority
of the late Government, increased the
freights some twenty per cent., and he

(Mr. Tupper) said it was a blunder and a
mistake, because, instead of increasing
the receipts, they would lose money, that
instead of putting money into the Public
Treasury, it would be taken out of it.
So it provei, and the result was that the
hon. gentleman, or the Manager of the
Intercolonial Railwav, reconsidered the
tariff, and after altering it a dozen
times, it was brought back to the condi-
tion the hon. gentleman found it when
lie got into office. He (Mr. Tupper) said
in bis place at the time, that lie was glad
to tind the hon. gentleman ready to learn
by experience.

Mn. MACKENZIE: Where did you
say that ?

MR. TUPPER : I said it fron the
place where you are now sitting.

MR. MACKENZIE : I would like the
hon. gentleman to find any place where
he said that.

MR. TUPPER said he could find that,
on more than one occasion, he had made
the statement lie was now repeating,
where lie showed that the hon. gentlemen
opposite had changed the tariff, and that,
having found lis (Mr. Tupper's) state-
ment to be correct, they altered the tariff
until it was brought back to the condi-
tion in which they found it. He defied
the hon. gentleman to show any excep-
tion taken by him to that tariff from the
time that was done-some three years
ago. But the hon. gentleman found it
was mnch easier to derange traffic, to
drive people off the railway, and coimpel
them to find other means of carrying on
their traffic than to bring it back, and
the road was suffering to this hour from
the mistake the hon. gentleman made
when he came into power.

MR. MACKENZIE said that, during
the whole tine the bon. gentleman sat
opposite him during the last Perlament,
lie never ventured one word of approval of
anything he (Mr.Mackenzie) ever did that
le could remember. He could remember
well, however, that the hon. gentleman,
in a manly way, undertook the responsi-
bility of the Weights and Measures Act,
and he could do nothing less than that,
but to-night he was so unfair
as to attempt to saddle on
the late Administration aIl the odium
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that was cast on Parliament in conse-
quence of that Act. He could produce
Conservative journals by the dozen
that ascribed the authorship of
that Bill to him (Mr. Mackenzie) and his
Government, but those papers did not
blame the administration of the Act but
the Act itself. It was the excessive
charges that made the Act unpopular in
the country. If they had been decreased,
as they were under the amended Act of
3877, there would have been little of
that outcry. It was the Act itself that
was unpopular, and lion. gentlemen
opposite confessed last year it was
unpopular. Now, however, the hon.
gentleman (Mr. Tupper) chose to throw
all the odium of the unpopularity of the
Act upon the late Administration, and
declared that the measure itself was all
that man could do, but it only lacked the
immense abilities and the great honesty
of the hon. member for Cumberland
to put it in operation and make it
popular.

MR. McDONALD (Victoria, N.S.)
said, if the Act was so badly administered
everywhere as it was in his own county,
he did not wonder it was unpopuhlr. He
could give the lion. gentleman from
Lambton a case in point, on the authority
of the Inspector of Weights and Mea-
sures for the county of Cape Breton, who
was a well-qualified and truthful officer,
that when lie began to put the Law into
force, he did so in several districts, but
when he was about visiting certain other
districts, he got instructions from the
Government not to do so, and the conse-
quence was, that the law had not been
administered in certain districts up to
last fall. This had caused great dissatis-
faction in his county. In the district
of North Sydney, the Inspector informed
him last fall that none of the business
men had had their measures inspected,
and that he had had express orders from
Ottawa not to put the measure in force
in that district.

MR. MACKENZIE said he hoped the
Government would bring down these
instructions from the Department.

MR. ROSS (Dundas) said it was
important that they should have just
weights and measures but, frankl, he
could not see that they derived any bene-

MR. MACKHE1M.i

fit from the Act under discussion. The
scale was brought in to be inspected, the
weights might be corect, and the man
went away with the scale and commenced
his operation -of weighing and measuring
just as before. But did that make a man
honest h There was no way of making
hin honest, and the A ct amounted to
nothing. If a man was disposed to give
false weight or measure, there were ways
enough of doing it, and this Act would
not prevent him. Take a platform
scale : it miglit be perfectly correct, but
the man weighed as lie pleased, and
what control could we have over him ?
It was well to say we should have just
weights and measures, and honest men
would have them, and would use them
honestIy, whether they were inspected or
not, for the sake of their reputation.
After all, the great sums formerly ex-
pended in the administration of this
might almost as well be kept in the
Treasury for all the good it did the
country. He himself had his weights
and platform scales, and he could take
them to the Inspector and pay him his
fee, but that did not make him an honest
weigher of grain; he could arrange them
in five minutes so that lie could take
extra weight, and the inspection amount-
ed to nothing. The Goverrnent, how-
ever, proposed a saving of some $40,000
in the carrying out of the provisions of
the Act. All lie could say was, that it
was a sound procedure, and in the
right direction.

Mn. IIUNTINGTON said it was de-
sirable that a matter of this kind should
be discussed without regard to party ad-
vantages, and he regretted that the hon.
the Minister of Publie Works could not
have allowed it to occupy the undivided
attention of the Flouse upon its merits,
instead of making it the occasion of un-
fair attacks upgn his predecessor in the
Department. The hon. gentleman said
the law was all right, but what he com-
plained of was, that the late Government
issued a proclamation to give it effect.
The hon. gentleman, moreover, was un-
happy in his allusions to a Committee.
He knew quite well that no Committee
could be appointed now ; he had no in-
tention of asking for one. The habir,
which prevailed in this House on the
part of certain hon. gentlemen of rising
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and declaring what great things could be
revealed by a Committee, was an empty
boast and had better be dropped, as those
hon. gentlemen dared not inove for a
Committee. If the hon. gentleman (Mr.
Tupper) really regarded it as important
to show the malfeasance in office of the
hon. gentleman from Lambton, it was
his duty to move for a Conimittee. lie
talked about what he could prove by a
Co-mmittee. It was unworthy the hon.
gentleman in Lis high position to say
this without putting bis threats into
execution. He complained that bis hon.
friend's (Mr. Mackenzie's) Government,
issued a proclamation before the stand-
ards were ready. Supposing he did, and
made a mistake; the hon. gentleman who
enacted the law declared it was all
right. The Conservative party at
the last election sought to tak-e
advantage of the unpopularity of
the law which the hon. gentleman
(Mr. Tupper) had passed, by trying to
mDake the people believe it had been
passed by the late Governient. In all
the counties which he (Mr. Huntington)
lad been in, this was one of the standing
accusations against the late Government.
It was vell known that the people were
accustomed to a certain way of doing
things, that could not be changed with-
out creating some unpopularity; but,
sometimes, a statesman had to rua the
risk of unpopularity in order to accom-
plish a great public good. If the hon.
gentleman had found it necessary to in-
troduce a systemn to regulate weights
and measures, he might, at least, have
undertaken it with a sense of responsi-
bility, and with a statesman's willingness
to brave unpopularity for the public
good. But what did the hon. gentleman
do ? Be passed the law, and then, when
le found it unpopular, Le disowned it,
and declared that he did not proclaim
the laws, and it was all the fault of
thosè on this side of the House. There
could be no more unhappy position in
which the hon. gentleman could place
himself than one regarding his own
child; looking into its eyes with the
dear affection of a parent, he declared
that he never intended te open its eyes.
The fact was, the law was an unpopular
one, as it would be unpopular in England
to change the currency to dollars and
cents. If this law was necessary, it

ought to be carried out in a patriotic
disposition by both sides of the House.
He hoped that the amendments which
would be made to it would be successful,
and that they would not be passed in a
sense of partisanship.

MR. BABY said he wisbed to answer
the hon. gentleman from Lainbton, who
stated that this intended reduction was
not systematic, and that we were grop-
ing in1 the dark. He must say that he
had not framed this measure entirely
alone; considering him self inexperienced,
from the short time he Lad been in office,
he was'obliged to ask the assistance of offi-
cers of the Department, and particularly
to one appointed by Lis hon. predecessor.
This gentleman, who had had great ex-
perience, went round the country and re-
ported exactly what le (Mr. Baby) stated
a few months ago-that the system might
be remodelled, and that a great saving
might be effected by grouping, as he had
done, different counties into inspection
districts. That gentleman was Mr.
Johnson, his hon. predecessor's appointé.
He was guided considerably by the re-
port made to the Department by that
officer. The hon. gentleman said the law
was odious bv reason of the excessive
charges collected under it. His hon.
friend was labouring under misappreben-
sion ; there was nothing of the kind in
the law ; the charges were imposed by an
Order in Couneil passed by the hon. gen-
tleman from Lambton and Lis colleagues.
If the law had been rendered unpopular,
it was by these charges which traders
found onerous, and also by the unhappy
selection made of the Deputy Inspector
by the late Government. He thought
Lis hon. friend (Mr. Tupper) had a right
to be proud of lis child, seeing it was
adopted immediately by the late Govern-
ment as soon as they came into power.
They had brought it up carelessly, spoiled
it, and made it bad, but he hoped the
present Government would manifest
more interest in it, redeem it, and
make it of some use to the country.

MR. ALLISON said that, in his opin-
ion, the inspector Lad never visited
lants in his official capacity, but merely
contented himself with drawing a good
salary for nominal duty. He referred
to the lumber trade in bis county, which
had been nearly ruined by the large
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increase of tariff on the new branch of
the Intercolonial through that county,
and it was not until the leading organs
of the late Government had drawn atten-
tion to those heavy rates that they
altered them.

MR. MACMILLAN said the Inspector
for the city of London and the East Rid-
ing of Middlesex, was in the pay of the
Government for several months before
he paid a single visit to that locality.
After he had been appointed and had got
a standard, it becýame necessary to en-
quire into his conduct, and it was found
that there were discrepancies in his in-
sDections in some ten or fifteen instances.
He was consequently suspended. Though
there were discrepancies in ten or fifteen
different instances, they, nevertheless,
restored him to his original position with-
out, as far as he could ascertain, any
reason in the world. He was incapable,
and, besides, did not conduct affairs in
an upright manner. The head of the
Department knew the whole of the cir-
cumstances, notwithstanding they re-
instated him immediately prior to the
last general election, knowing him to be
a defaulter in the way mentioned.

Vote agreed to.

184 Salaries of Gas Inspectors....
185 Rent, Fuel, Travelling Ex-

penses, Postage, Stationery,
etc., etc..................

$8,000 00

23,500 00

XXIX.-INSPECTION OF STAPLES.

186 For the purchase and distribu-
tion of Standards of Flour,
etc.. and other expenditure
under the Act........... $3,000 00

XXX-ADULTERATION OF FOOD.

187 To meet expenses under the
Act..................... $10,000 00

XXXI.-PUBLIC WORKS.

.Maintenance and Repairs.

188 Salaries and Contingencies of
Canal Officers.......... $32,020 00

189 Collection of Slide and Boom
dues ..... .............. 20,545 00

190 Repairs and working expenses,
Canals.... .... .......... 281,700 00

MiR. SHAW said that in 1874 some
damage seemed to have been done to gates

Mi. ALLIbON.

on the Welland Canal, amounting to
$2,000, and it was supposed that the
gates were defective or decayed, and
therefore the sum of $900 was deducted
from that, leaving a balance of about
$1,100 to be paid by the owner
of the vessel which did the damage;
but, instead of that amount having
been collected by the Department,
$500 more was deducted, leaving
only $600 which was collected. Was it
usual, when sums had been assessed in
favour of the Crown, that the Minister
of Public Works should, of his own mo-
tion, and without the intervention of as-
sessors or arbitrators, establish the exact
amount to be received ; if so, where was;
the necessity for arbitrators ? He had
no doubt that the reduction was made
after due consideraLion, and properly, but
there was no explanation of it in the re-
port. He also thought it would be due
to the late Administration, and for the
benefit of the Public Departments, that
the late Minister of Public Works
should explain the reduction of this
item. The amount was small, but the
principle was important.

Mit. TUPPER said that this was the
first moment his attention had been
called to the matter. He had no doubt
that a reference to the Department
would give a perfect explanation of it,
and justify what had been done. It was
not unusual, when an officer of the De-
partment reported certain damage, to re-
quire bonds for its payment, when, after
subsequent investigation, the Minister
might return the amount of bonds exceed-
ing the damage in question, on the report
of a proper officer. He (Mr. Tupper)
would enquire into the matter, however,
if the hon. member for Lambton did not
remember it.

MR. MACKENZIE said he could not
remember the minutiS of the matter, but
thought he remembered the case *very
well. A valuation was made and re-
mained unpaid for a long time. Many
representations -were also made to the
Government, who finally, on consulta-
tion with the Deputy Minister, deciding
to reduce the amount somewhat. The
assessors were not appointed to make
valuations, which was the duty of the
superintendent. A vessel doing damage,
as in this case, had to be held until the
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amount he estimated as damages was
paid, or bonds given for it. Bonds were
given on this occasion. But, even if the
money had been paid, it was the custom
in the Department to return sums when
good reason could be given for it. In
this instance the owner of the vessel was
a poor man, ill able to bear the loss, and
he (Mr. Mackenzie) thought had been
absent from the country six or eight
months.

Mu. RYKERT said that
the vessel, Mr. Battle, was
$50,000 to $100,000.

the owner of
worth from

MY. MACKENZIE said he knew
nothing of hin personally, but was mere-
ly stating his recollection of the case.
le had no doubt that the Minister of
Public Works would find in the Depart-
ment that his statements were correct,
and that good reason existed for the
action taken.

MR. TUPPER said he was bound to
say that the practice in the Department
was to obtain fron the officer in charge
of the dock gates, in cases like the present,
an estimate of the damage, and, as was
stated by the member for Lambton, the
owner of the -vessel, or party causing the
daniage, was bound to pay it, or give bonds
for it before his property wouldbereleased.
On proper reasons given, such as an exces-
sive estimate, the Department reduced
the amount claimed. He would enquire
in the Department the reasons for modi-
fying the amount originally assessed in
this case. The officer in charge of the
property made his estimate, and the
Department gave judgment on it.

Mu. MACKENZIE said, according to
his recollection, the late member for Wel-
land, Mr. Thomson, called frequently
at the Department about that matter.
lie (Mr. Mackenzie) assumed the full
responsibility for the reduction, which he
believed right at the time, and did still.

MR. McCALLUM said he knew some-
thing about this matter, and that the
damage to the gate was assessed by Mr.
Bodwell at $2,000. Afterwards, it was
put at $1,100. Of course, he did not
say the late Minister of Public Works
did 'vrong in making the deduction ; but

it required an explanation, Besides,
Mr. Battle was well off. Mr. Bodwell'a
report read as follows:-

"SUBRINTNDENT's OFFicE,
" WELLAND CANAL,

l Br, CATEARINES,
, October 16th, 1874.

S îm,-I have the honour to report that, on
the 7th July last, as per my telegram of that
date, the schooner Louisa, of St. Catharines,
carried away all the gates of Lock No. 21, on
the Welland Canal; that in forty-eight hours
thereafter they had been repaired and naviga-
tion re-opened. It was not then, and has not
since been, disputed, that the accident occurred
through the carelessness of those in charge of
the vessel. I allowed the vessel to proceed
on receipt of the enclosed bond, taken by Mr.
Currie, the Solicitor to the Welland Canal, and
signed by Mr. Matthew Battle, the owner of
the schooner, and his brother, Tohp E of
Thorold. I have assessed tne damage at clevei
hundred dollars,

"It was contended by Mr. Battle that the
gates were rotten and nearly worthless. I fnd
that the timber in one or two of the gates was
sonewhat decayed, but not so badly as to pre-
vent their use for some years yet while one
of the gates was nearly new, the others had
been in use eight years. Estimating a new
set of gates as worth, at the present time, say
$2,000, I thought an allowance of a difference
between new gates and the old ones, of nine
hundred dollars, a reasonable allowance. I
am still of that opinion. I have inforned Mr.
Battle ol my decision, and have asked him for
payment.

" I have the honour to be, Sir,
l Your obedient servant.

« E. V. BODW3LL,
" Superintendent Welland Canal."

If the hon. the late Minister of Public
Works found that the gates were rotten,
he had a perfect right, in the interest of
this country, to make that reduction.
But there was nothing before the House
to show that that was the case. They only
found that an official sent a letter to a
member of Parliament accepting $G00 as
amount in full for the $Il00. He
would not say it was for corrupt pur-
poses; but either this reduction was
made for corrupt purposes, or else it was
allowed because the works were defective.
There must have been some reason for it ;
but there was nothing to show what was
the reason or what arrangements
were made with Mr. Thomson. Here
was the letter that was written to Mr.
Thomson :

JSUPPly. (Mnà 2, 1879.]
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TRoROLD, February lst, 1877.
"Hon. Alexander Mackenzie,

" Minister of Public Works,
" Ottawa. Ont.

In the matter of
" The Queen vs. Battle,

"For Lock Damage.

4jSIR,--

I herewith enclose you certified check for
$600, being the sum agreed upon between you
and Mr. Thomson, M.P. I regret not having
had it sooner, but times have been very hard
on shipping and moncy very scarce.

"I have the honour to be, sir,
"Your obedient servant.

" JOHN BATTLE.

" DEPARTMENT OF PURLIc WORKS,
27th April, 1877.

le SrR,'-
'i Reg. iýs. Battle.

In compliance with your request, I beg
to state that the sum of six hundred dollars
($600.00), with cost, amounting to $36.13,
bas been paid by Mr. Battle, and accepted by
the Minister in full of all claims in connec-
tion with this case.

"I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedent servant,

F. BRAUN.
eSecretary.

W. A. Thonson, Esq., 11.,
li ouse of Commons.'

There was nothing in that letter to show
the grounds on which the reduction was
made, except it might be that the gates
were rotten. If the hon. mem-
ber said] tbey were rotten, then be (Mr.
McCallum) was bound to accept the ex-
planation.

Vote agreed Io.

MRit. TUPPER said lie had received
a telegrami in relation to the Welland
Canal he was sure would be heard with
great pleasure. It was as follows:-

"WELLAND, May 1st, 1879.
c'The Welland Canal will be opened

throughout on Monday morning for the first
time. It is intended to take water for the
full navigation from Lake Erie.

" JoHN PAGE."

MR. RYKERT said it might be a
source of congratulation that the canal
was opened ; but it was a matter for se-
rious consideration that vessels could not
pass in several places in the .Welland
Canal, for the simple reason that there
was not sufficient noney spent on the
work. Then there were several places

MR. MCÇALLUM.

in the canal where there were traces of
wbere vessels had passed last year, and
the Hon. the Minister of Public Works
would find that damages would be very
frequent. A short time ago the Super-
intendent of the Welland Canal called
out sixty or seventy men to make repairs
on the canal, but after working three or
four days, they were discharged, because
the Government would not give enough
money.

MR. TUPPER said that was rather a
grave statement, which, if true, should
be enquired into. He would take imme-
diate steps to ascertain whether the canal
had been sufficiently cleaned out for the
purpose of navigation, or whether it was
requisite that more should be done. He
had been assured that'all that was abso-
lutely necessary had been done.

191 Repairs and working expens-
es, harbours and slides...$ 62,900 0'

192 Intercolonial Railway...... 5,000,000 o0)

MR. HOLTON said the hon. Minister
having stated that these estimates were
much below those of Mr. Brydges, he
ouglit to put Mr. Brydges in a position
to produce his estimates, and explain the
difference between them.

MR. TUPPER : I an quite prepared
to do that.

Mn. HOLTON said that, perhaps, the
Committee would consent to pass these
estimates now for the sake of closing,
with the understanding that explanations
should be given at the next stage.

MR. TUPPER said he was prepared
at this moment with every detail, but, if
the Committee would pass the items
now, the House should have an oppor-
tunity of discussing the whole questioli
on concurrence.

Vote agreed to.

193 Prince Edward Island Rail- .

way................... $230,000 00
194 Telegraph Lines, British Co-

lumbia (including sub-
sidy).................... 36,000 0"

195 Telegraph Lines between
Prince Edward Island and
the Mainland............ 2,000 00

196 Agent and contingencies,
British Columbia.......... 4,0000
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XXXII.-POST OFFICE.

(For Ontario...............
Quebec...............
New Brunswick.......
Nova Scotia.......... .

397 Prince Edward Island..
British Columbia......
North-West Territory..
Manitoba.............

XXIII.-DOMINION LAN

i)8 Surveys of Lands, Manitoba
and the North-West (in-
cluding Commission, Staff,
Land Agencies, Rent, Sta-
tionery etc., etc.).......

XXIV.-MINOR REVENU
109 Estimate of amount for which

a Vote is required........

MR. HUNTINGTON said,
Committee rose, he desired t
attention of the Government to
which it might be well to consi
concurrence, in order to give
ter an opportunity to make sc
nation to the House. His info
he did not know how credible
the mail service between Ka
and Paspebiac, which, two year
let to Mr. Carr, had been ta
from that gentleman, and
tract annulled by the
Postmaster - General after
run two vears. His in
was that, after the annu
that contract, it was advez
again, and Mr. Carr was the lo
lerer by a considerable amou
was not given to him. On co
il these items, he would like a
tion of this circumstance.

MR. TUPPER : We will t
cf it.

MR. HUNTINGTON: Acc
hie whispering of the little bi
had been so frequently appeal
ho,. -gentlemen opposite, ther
little irregularity in this matter

MR. MACKENZIE aske
despatches, to which he referr
lays ago, were to be brought d

AR. TUPPER said that
leader of the Government had
that he had applied to Lord

109

$777,000 00
476,000 00
163,000 00
192,000 00

40,000 00

obtain information as to what despatches
therewere, buthehadnotyet obtained that
information. At the next sitting of the
louse he had no doubt that information

would be submitted.

67,000 00 Mn. MACKENZIE said lie supposed
15,000 00 we could procure the papers by tele-
22,000 00 graphing for them. It wns a remarkable

thing that the Canadian Parliament
DS. could not get papers affecting their own

business, that liad heen published in the
London newspapers some days ago.

M. TUPPER: If the Govenor-
s1Ql0l General transmittec a despatch to the

British Government, it is not an act of

ES. this Government at al], and lie lias to be
applied to for permission to bring down

$1,000 t bat despateli. That application bas
been made to the Governor-General by

beoetethe leader of the 0-overument, and lie
0efore the statedto the lion. gentleman opposite

anite that so soon as lie obtained it f romn the
anr iem Go'vernor-Generalhle would lay it upon the

dher before table. I do not anticipate the sliglhtest
mhe Minis- difficulty.
me expia-
rmation- Vote agreed to.
-was thattmoaska ftesolutions ardered to be reporteci.mouraska
s ago, was use resuned.
ken away
the con- iesolutions rejorted.

hon. the
it had fouse adjourned at

formation Fifteen minutes after
lling of One o'clock.
tised for
west ten-
nt, but it
ncurrence
n explana-

Saturday, 3rd ]Jay, 1879.

ake a note The Speaker took the Chair at Tlre&
o'clock.

ording to PRAYERS.
rd, which
ed to by
e is some ADJOURNMENT 0F THE HOUSE.

MOTION.

d if the
ed to two
own.

the hon.
told him
Lorne to

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD
moved:

" That when Mr. Speaker leaves theChair
at six o'clock p.m. this day, the House do
stand adjourned until Monday next."

Motion agreed to.

[MAY 3, 1879.]
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BILLS WITHDRAWN. and did not corinunicate frankly and

The following Bills were severally correctly to the fouse the resuit of bis
withdrawn, and the fees, less the cost of experience and studies and give
printing and translation, ordered to be a timely warning of the great danger
refunded :-threatening the very existence of

Bill (No. 68) To incorporate the Calais and our fisheries in many parts of our
St. Stephen Railway Bridge Company.-(Mr. coasts, and humbly offer what he consid-
Burpee, Sunbury.) ered the remedial agents, to stop one

Bill (No. 164) To amend the Act 40 Vic- of the greatest evils that mightbefall this
toria, chapter 57, respecting the Northern Rail- country. This country, in relatibn to
way Company of Canada.-(Mr. White. Card- this question, could be divided into two
well.) parts, the eastern part and the western

part. The castern part was inhabited

BILLprincipallyby fishermen and mariners, and
BILLINTODIJED.devoted to, the great industries of the fish-

The following Bill was introduced and eries, and to navigation, wlile the western
read the firt time :-part was devoted to inland navigation,

Bill (No. 106) Respecting the safe keeping ag l as t
of dangerous lunatics in the North-West Ter- , he people of this portion were
ritoiies.-(Mr. AeDonald, Pictou. not as cognisant of the importance of the

fisheries as the oght to es, le would
address them in a few remarks relative to

THE FISHERIES AWAaD. this matter. At al thmes, nations living
threatengon the seavshore had understood the in-

portance of the fisheres, and out of those

IMa. FOIRTIN said, in rising to pro- nations which. had developed this element
pose this motion, le thanked the bon. of wealth had sprung nations of warriors
the leader of the Goverument for having and traders. A nation so advantageous y
asked the Ilouse to set this day apart situated as Canada was for carrying on
for the consieration of the important the fisheries should go as largely into
matter that formed the subjeet of this that lndustry as possible, because Canada
resolution, and he thanked the fouse would not only derive from it an import-
for having consented to sit on this ant artcle of food and of domestie con-
day. pe well understood the grave re- merce, but an article a ahich could ae
sponsibility that rested on hm, when lie exported to the furthest countries-to
undertook to bring forward before the warm as well as cold climates. Fishing
louse, and before the country, this mat- ad been regarded ,from ail time as an

ter of the Fishery Award, but lie thougat essential element of prosperity for te
it rested on . i-M to perforr. that dificuit people that could prosecute it, when it
task, as lie had had so mnany opportuni- was judiciously and vigorously carried
tics of getting acquainted witli ail the on, giving t greatest benefit to the
facts relating to our fisheries. le aad, fssermen themselves, as wehl as bein
as everyone knew, no private or personal. the source of many industries, sudh as the
interests lu the matter, but, aaving, after construction of vessels, the production
an experience of twenty-seven years, ac- of liemp for sails> etc., whereia a
quired the conviction tat our fishing in- country situated se advantageousy as
dustrv labeured under great disadvantages Canada should .reap great advantages.
and that i was attended every year with H e would cite a passage fron a work
great loss from want of proper assistance on thc fisheries by Lacipede, one of the
on the part of the Government, and par- greatest of moder wrlters
ticularly from the danger te which OurT
fisheries were exposed of being ruined, hie 1, prsetecutn of h fi elds. Iai Laipee

forcethe chesiultureonf tfetheeimportant

thouget lhe would be guilty of want of coutemporary wth hunting, but there is S
patriotism, and f want of consideration difference between huntig and fishdng, that
for one of the greatest interests in this the latter is natural to a civiised people, and
country, an for the welfare of that part that, f r from being opposedto the progress of

agriculture and of commerce, it aited in
of the nation whch, was eageed ln the multiplyin g their happy resuit s If during
fslshing industry, if he remained silent, -pthe infancy of society, the prosecution'cf fiSho

Sa t JOrNa A. MnCDONoLD.
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ing furnished to a half civilised people a
means of subsistence at once sufficient and
nourishing, if it accustomed them not to dread
the dangers of the sea, if it made them sailorf,
it gives to a cultivated nation abundant
homes for the poor, various tributes for
the luxurious livers, preparations for the
necessities of distant commerce, rich manures
for lessfertile lands. It leads men to cross the
seas, to brave the ices of the poles, and bear
the fires of the equator, to battle with tem-
peste. It launches on the seas forests of
masts, experienced mariners, foreign trading,
and intrepid genius."

The following extracts from P. L.
Simmonds, London, on the commercial
products of the sea, would show also the
high estimation in which the fisheries, as
an industry, were held in England :-

4 It is not our purpose to speak of the in-
habitants of the ocean generally, but only to
restrict ourselves to the investigation of those
which are of some use to;man. Pliny eaumer-
ated ninety-four species of fish. Linnæeus
increased the number to 478; but recent
naturalists have described over 13,000 species,
one-tenth of which confine themselves
to the fresh waters. The human race
derives almost incalculable benefits from
them, as is evidenced by the ex-
tent and value of the river-coast and sea fish-
eries of the world. The harvest of the sea
has not yet been attended to and garnered to
the same extent as the land. Some nations,
as the Chinese, have, it is true, long given
close attention to the profitable utilisation of
its commercial products, and several European
nations, and the Americans, have also prose-
cuted certain fisheries ; but systematic and
scicntific management has only of
late years been speçially directed to
the various branches which have been
termed pisciculture, aquiculture, and
ostreiculture, and the transfer of fishes of
<ne locality to those of another district. In
respect of fish, no natural cause prevents their
co-existence in the greatest abundance with
ian in his highest state of civilisation and re-

finement, in the midst of the greatest agricul-
tural or manufacturing opulence. Easlly scared
in the first instance by unusual sights-for it
Las been proved by a series of curious and in-
teresting experiments on the trout, that most
'inds of fish are insensible to sound-the
natives of the water are speedily reconciled to
appearances, which become habitual when
found to be connected with no danger. By all
civilised and commercial nations, especially
the Dutch, the English, the Americans and the
French, the products of the sea have been ac-
counted fully as important as those of the
land; because they net only afford cheap, nu-
tritions, and abundant food for the people, but
contribute1largely,moreover, to the national re-
sources, and to the maintenance of a maritime
ascendancy. The Americans and the French
offer bounties to their fishermen, which, of
course, tells agaikst the fisheries in British

America. The fishery question is of urgent
consequence to the people generally. Our
population is increasing rapidly; cities and
towns are gradually covering fields, which
used to be available for agriculture; and
though steam farming is increasing the effici-
ency of husbandry labour, it cannot possibly
augment the supply of home-grown food se
rapidly as the bread-eaters increase in number.
Fish is among the articles of diet, which are
too little familiarised among us, and any in-
formation ought to be welcomed which in-
creases our knowledge of fishing grounds with-
in reach of England. The fisheries are not
only of importance to us in consequence of
the vast amount of wealth that can be drawn
from the deep, apparently without diminution,
or exhausting its source, but because by this
means a body of able and hardy seamen may
be found to conduct the commerce of a mari-
time country during peace, and become its
gallant defenders on the ocean in time of war.
This inexhaustible source of national wealth
and greatness appertains in an especial man-
ner to the British possessions in the northern
hemisphere, and has long excited the rivalry
of the citizens of the New England States, who
are aided by bounties granted by the general
Government."

Now, he would make a few remarks
on the fisheries as they were carried on
at different times by different nations.
On reading history we found that the
most famous nations of the world were
those which had sprung from fishermen.
The city of Tyre, for instance, the great
city of the past, was, at the commence-
ment, nothing but a village of fishermen,
who afterwards becane the navigators
and fraders of the world, and who founded

many colonies which still existed under
other names. If we went further, it
would be seen that in the Straits of Gib-
raltar towns owed their foundation to the
fisheries. More recently, Venice the
beautiful was founded by fishermen,
who built their huts almost on the quick
sands, because at that part of the Adriatie
the sea teemed writh fish. It was not
long before that village became a
town, and that town the centre of
Mediterranean trade during the middle
ages ; and, like Great Britain, Venice
had not only an influence over
the sea, but over the land, and
ber commerce extended to the
Black Sea. Byzantium, now Con-
stantinople, was founded by fish-
ermen who flocked to the passage
between the Sea of Marmora and the
Mediterranean, which was teeming with
fish, and for this reason it was given the
name of the Golden Horn, and soon
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rose to be the highest, richest and most
powerful city in the world. Further
down the page of history, we saw the
Dutch, the Danes, the Norwegians, the
French and the English, engaging in
fisheries as much as they could, and de-
riving from them not only food and
articles of trade, but power. He would,
later, cite articles fron statesmen, to

prove that wheu the fishing trade
of these countries was prosperous,
these countries prospered, and if
the Dutch had lost their power it
was because they had lost the bone and
sinew of the country-the fishermen, who
made the best sailors. They all remem-
bered that the celebrated Dutch Ad-
nirals, especially Van Tromp, swept
the seas ; how Van Tromp carried a
broom at his mast head and swept the Brit-
ish Channel, and entered the Thames as far
as London, which he was only prevented
from taking on account of the low tide.
He had none but fishernien with him,
but they were the greatest seamen of the
time. He could not refrain from citing
from the fine work of Raymond Thomassy,
entitled, "History of the Fisheries of the
Two Worlds," the following interesting
extracts :-

" Iolland, as in former days Venice, already
rises out of the waters that surround ber, and,
the net upon her shoulder, leaps into the
fisherman's bark. She is becoming the ruling
republic of the ocean, and renews in the seas
of the north the wonders wrought by -the
Queen of the Adriatic. Towards 1582 she
employed, each year, in the herring fisheries
only, more than twenty thousand boats of
twenty to thirty tons draught; and, in 1610,
she sent to the coasts of England three thou-
sand vessels, escorted by nine men-of-war, and
nanned by fifty thousand fishermen. She

had, moreover, nine thousand other vessels,
with fitty thousand men, engaged in carrying
provisions, especially salt, and bringing back
cargoes of fish, that were sold to all the con-
sumers of Europe. What marvellous results
of a labour that was sure of fading its reward
in the depths of the ocean.

'ý This was in the days of Sully, who, too
forgetful of maritime economy, looked upon
ploughing and pasturing as the only two
nourishing breasts of the State. But the Dutch,
who had a third, still more prolific, ' boasted
that they could earn more, and with more
honour, by ploughing the sea with the keel of
their vessels, than the French could by plough-
ing and cultivating their lands.' This con-
fidence rendered Holland mistress of the Seas
of the North and of the markets of Europe.
Richelieu and Mazarin soon understood the
secret of this power, and they also preluded

MR. FORTIN.

the restoration that Louis XIV was to render
so glorious by giving encouragement to our
fishermen.

" But this is not all. The Dutch had the
pretension of keeping the French from the
whale fisieries, although they had learned
this industry from them. It is well known
that our Basques were the first to harpoen the
whale, and to pursue it froin the Gulf of Gas-
cony as far as the Seas of Greenland. As far
back as the thirteenth and fourteenth cen-
turies, they applied themselves successfully to
this perilous industry, and employed more
than nine thousand sailors. The Port of
Saint Jean de Luz contained no# less than
from fifty to sixty whaling vessels till 1636,
when the Spanish seized this place. Fourteen
vessels arrived at that time from Greenland,
loaded with fish oil. They fell into the bands
of the enemy; and this event, by destroying
the Basque fleet, deprived us of this industry,
that had been so prosperous.

4 The Dutch, however, informed of the ad-
vantages accruing from these expectations,
hastened to entice away our harpooners, who
taught them, in a few years, all the secrets of
this perilous, as well as lucrative fishery.
Well, it is in return for this knowledge, that
after our religious wars, Holland, in ber sel-
fishness, endeavoured to disgust our sailors
with these rich fisheries of the North. i They
will not allow them,' says an unpublished
memoir addressed to Louis XIII, ' to catch the
whale or to melt the blubber on the island of
Greenland, which obliges them to do so on
the high seas, with great danger of being lost
or burnt, as it often happens. Wherein, the
Dutch appear the more ungrateful, because it
is the French who taught them how to pursue
this industry.' Let us add that, according to
DeWitt, by this industry, and especially by
the herring fishery, 450,800 persons in Rolland
earned a living, that is to say more than a fifth
of the population-a memorable example of
what maritime economy can do. And thence
an unparalleled glory. This little people,
raised by such feeble resources to the rank of
a naval power, could at one time successfully
contend with the united fleets of France and
England. Upon what rested, however, this
supremacy of the seas that victoriously coun-
terbalanced continental influence ? That is
what must now be stated, without further de-
lay. Well, it rested upon a mere trifle,
upon a detail that will never be appreciated by
superficial minds, it rested upon a simple
process of fishing, upon a better preparation
of the products of the fisheries, upon the econ-
omical and improved manner of barrelinig
herring by salting them only after the guis
and the entrails had been removed. A super-
ior quality of fish obtained by this means at
less cost had driven off all competition, and
secured all the markets,-.nd the simple ini-

provements of an article that had become in-
dispensable by rendering all the consumers of
Europe tributary to the Dutch had, bY degrees
converted the commerce of fiah into a 'sort
universal domination. A remarkable result of
maritime industry, the humble beginninge
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whereof are often carried to unexpected great-
ness by some common process. To worthily
honour the inventor of this modest process, it
required no ordinary man, it required Charles
the Fifth, whose vast mind understood that
the smallest means, indefinitely repeated,
produce the greatest results, and that any im-
provement applied to an article of universal
and daily consumption, must necessarily
effect the well-being of immense populations.
Therefore, this Emperor rendered public hom-
age to the memory of William Beuckels, who
had succeeded in improving the fisheries by a
better process of salting and barrelling her-
Ting ; and in August, 1536, he held it as an
honour for himself to visit, at Biervliét, with
all his Court, the tomb of this humble fisher-
man, who had carried the prosperity of bis
country to such a high degree."

The Basque fishermen, who lived
on and frequented the Bay of
Biscay, for whale fishing, because
that sea was full of these mammiferous
animals, were attracted in pursuit of
schools of whales to the middle of
the Atlantic, and even to the banks
of Newfoundland where the whale
were more abundant, because on these
banks, and banks similarly situated, the
mollusca and crustacea, and small fishes,
which served as their food, were found
in abundance, so that it was an opinion
that rested on good foundation that the
Basque fishermen discovered the banks
of Newfoundland, and probably New-
foundland, before Columbus discovered
Arnerica, and this led to the existence of
a fishing industry carried on by fish-
ermen from Biscay, Spain, and
Brittany, in France especially, of
which they had no conception, be-
cause it appeared from documents and
history that those fishermen and mer-
chants connected with them kept it as
secret as possible. They knew what
took place shortly after the discovery of
America, that European nations tried to
effect settlements in it, and also that
the only settlements that were prosper-
ous from the beginning were those where
fishing was carried on. The settlements
of the Eastern United States owed their
prosperity and progress to the fisheries
proaecuted by the early English settlers,
whilst in New France the population
living on the Nova Scotia coasts, Cape
Breton and the Bay of Fundy
derived nearly all their subsist-
ance from the fisheries. France
at the time considered this industry of
such importance that she spent immense

sums in building fortresses, under which
the fishermen and their vessels could
shelter themselves in danger. The pro-
secution of fisheries in Canada, perhaps,
was more ancient than was generally
thouglit. When Jacques Cartier made
his first trip into the St. Lawrence, he
did not say he discovered the Gulf or the
coast of Labrador ; but that, sailing
along the Labrador coast, he met a vessel
from LaRochelle, bound for the port of
Brest. In 1534, Port of Brest, which
was now called the Bay of Old Fort, re-
ceived 200 or 300 vessels from France
every year, all the small vessels congre-
gating there when the fishing was over,
and afterwards going over to France
under the escort of men-of-war, with
thousands of quintals of fish. The fol-
lowing extracts from a diary of a journey
made in 1704, by Sieur de Courtemanche,
on the coast of Labrador, would show how
abundant the marine animals and fish
were in those days :-

" In the Bay of Ahaha, which is a few
leagues below Great Mecatina, coast of Labra-
dor, I had 200 seals shot in two days.

" The French establishment (that of the
Port of Brest) is twenty leagues from there ;
its aspect is very gay, its harbour is very fine,
and vessels of every kind can enter it; it
could even contain more than one hundred
vessels.

"At the extremity of the Bay, above the
fort, are three very pleasant looking hills, on
the top of which are small lakes, where trout
and salmon are so abundant that, with two or
three single hand lines or a net, enough fish
might be caught to feed a garrison, even a
considerable one, and half a league further
down is the Esquimaux River, which abounds
in salmon of an extraordinary size; eight
leagues further is Spanish Bay, in which cod
fishing is very profitable, as I have myself
experienced, having sounded in several places
and had three men to fish who caught 1,300 in
a day; the cod is taken at four, three, and two
fathoms and a half. In a word, the line bas
not the time to go to the bottom, so abundant is
the cod. In this Bay there is a place where I
expect to trap seal, and where I have begun a
second establishment where I intend to fish on

considerable scale.
" The Spanish, according to the Indians,

used to frequent this place, and would pro-
bably still be there had it not been for the bad
treatment they received from the Esquimaux.
There still may be seen traces of their establish-
ments, furnaces for melting seal oil, houses,
tile roof, and etc.

The Seignory of Spanish Bay passed
from Sieur de Courtemanche, into the
hands of a Mr. de Bouranague Pecieur,
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and became the property of a company
established at Quebec, called the
Labrador Company. The colenists
soon saw the importance of the fish-
erieas for the future of the colonies,
history stating that, when the war
raged between England and France,
and when the New England col-
onists were asked to levy troops
and contribute money to invade Canada,
or form a maritime expedition like those
which besieged Lomisburg, and several
other towns in Nova Scotia, they
did so very willingly, their principal
object being the acquisition of the
valuable coast fisheries of the Mari-
time Provinces, and of the Gulf of
St. Lawrence. The Americans, before
the revolutionary war, had been so suc-
cessful in the fisheries as to excite
jealousy in the Mother Country. Were
he allowed the liberty to say so,
he would add that some greedy Eng-
lish merchants then, as now, consid-
ered that the calonies should be inhab-
ited only by consumers of British manu-
factures. The fishermen were so suc-
cessful on the coasts of the Eastern
Colonies that the British Govern ment, in-
spired by thoss greedy merchants, pro-
hibited the importation of their fish into
England. The consequence was distrust
between her children and the Mother
Country, enmity, recriminations, and after-
wards the revolutionary war and sepa-
ration. After a long and bloody war
came peace, and, in 1783, the Treaty of
Ghent. What did the colonies
and their Government do? What
did the clever statesmen that were
sent to Ghent by the now independent
colonies to defend their interests do ?
They showed themselves ready to sacri-
fice everything in order to possess the
fisheries of New France, then a British
colony. Their best diplomatists who
had been sent to Ghent argued,
threateaed and got the help of
European nations in their enterprise.
At that time England and Fra&e
were in deadly rivalry, France having
helped the colonies in conquering their
independence. The statesmen of the
new republic fought hard for those fish-
eries, because they saw, in their posses-
sion, a continuance of the prosperity of
that industry which they had established
in their own country, seeing in it power
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and wealth. Unfortunately, Canada had
no one to defend her in the British
Councils-no friends in England, or,
if so, they were powerless. Had
this country had a friend to warn
the English people, would England
have consented to give to America
the possession-that is the right to
fish and to land-on about 10,000 miles
ofcoast, or an extent equal to nearly half
the circumference of the earth, whilst
the Americans were not giving an inch
of their coast in return ? By that un-
fortunate treaty, Nova Seotia lost 1,060
miles of coast ; New Brunswick, 485 ;
Quebec, 1,320, and Newfoundland,
2,370, besides about 4,500 miles of
coast along Cumberland Island, in
Baffin's and Davis's Straits. But to
the English people then, and perhaps to
Canadians, these fisheries did not seem
important, and even at present one
would find some Canadians not attaching
to them their deserved importance.
What was the consequence ? That
the Americans went into fish-
ing industries with renewed vigour
and energy, while the Canadians
found the American fishermen
in their way everywhere. The Ameri-
cans had not only built a fishing fleet,
but also fleets of merchant vessels to carry
a trade in fish all over the seas of the
world. Through the assistance of those
fisheries they were enabled to cope with
England, in the war of 1812, vessel to
vessel and man to man. Why ? Be-
cause, the moment war was declared,
they called in their hardy fishermen-
many of whom had been all their lives in
the Gulf on our coasts-to mail their
vessels, and were thus able to carry on
a glorious war against a country
with a population five or six
times larger. They sent their menef-
war and merchant vesseh all over the
world, while the fishing trade in Canada
was carried on by a few schooners that
traded only with the West Indies. Had
Canadians not had sone English mer-
chants and traders to settie on the coasts
of Newfourdiand and the coasts of the
Guif of St. Lawrence and carry on a
business in fish, which they exported to
foreign countries, there would have been
little trade with them in that article.
Then it was seen that the Ameri-
cana carried on their fishing after
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the Peace of Ghent successfully, and
Congress passed laws to encourage it by
a bounty to each vessel, which was grant-
ed during a terni of seventy years, and
which came to $7,OO0,000, this sum
being given to vessels working mostly
in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Thus
the world saw these very strange
facts: one nation giving up this
valuable right of fishing to a
foreign nation, and the foreign nation
encouraging its fishing by every means,
even a bounty, to gather wealth in the
waters of the nation that had been im-
prudent enough to concede that privilege.
The consequence was an immense fleet of
fishing vessels in the United States,
whose crews had manned the war vessels
which had fought so gloriously against
England in 1812. At the negotiations
for peace in 1812, the Americans
pretended that they had a right to con-
tinue to take fish in those British waters,
while England maintained that the war
destroyed all fcrmer rights, and that the
American fishermen had ceased to have
any right to fish in British North Amer-
ican waters, and, as the two nations could
not came to any agreement, the question
of the fisheries was not included in the
treaty of peace. It was only in 1818,
after England had at last taken up the
cause of Canada, by seizing several
American vessels and selling them, that
the Americans thought it best to make
arrangements with England. They made
n convention with her which was signed
in London in 1818. We did not lose as
much then as in 1783 ; but it was
utterly astounding to think that, after
the war, which was not inglorious for
Canada and England, and in framing a
treaty with a nation which was far
from being her superior-which was,
on the contrary, her inferior in many
respects-England should have given
away again a part of the fishing coast of
the Province. If it had only been a few
hundred miles of coast, and if the United
States had given any return, or some
kind of reciprocity, he would not have
brought this question before the House.
But what did they see I It was true the
Americans did not insist on being
permnitted again to fish in common with
oUr fishermen on the coast of Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick, or Gaspé, coun-
tries that were then inhabited.

But they still claimed the right to fish on
many parts of the coast, and England
was weak enough to give them the liberty
of fishing on the coast of the Magdalen
Islands, although they were then inha-
bited, and this interference with them
had a very material injury on the fisher-
ies of those Islands. On the eoast of La-
brador, they acquired the right to fish
over a distance of 295 miles in the Gulf
of St. Lawrence and the Straits of Belle
Isle, and then fron Cape Charles towards
the north, on the Atlantic coast of La-
brador as far as Hudson's Straits, a dis-
tance of 750 miles. They had the same
right. as before, of fishing in Davis's
Strait, Baffin's Bay and Cumberland
Inlet, on the British coast. They also
managed to keep the right of fish-
ing over no less than 480 miles on
the coast of Newfoundland-on the
whole 5,000 or 6,000 miles of coast.
And so we were bound by that treaty
or convention, so that, on more than
half of the coast of the Dominion, the
Americans were just as much masters as
we were. On the coast of Labrador
they could line and dry their fish with
the same liberty as ourselves. But m-
had not the right to fish nor to land on
any nick of their coast, by the Convei-
tion of 1818. In the Gulf of St. Law-
rence, no efforts had been made by any
Government of this country to
establish any kind of regulations
for the protection of the sea or
river fisheriesbefore 1852,or,if some were
made, they were not put into force. In
that year, the Government of Canada,
who had until then neglected that great
interest, at laston the repeated demands
of the people who had been pillaged on
the coast of Labrador, who had seen their
establishments destroyed, consented to
establish a protective service. But, as
they were doing it unwillingly, they es-
tablished it on the smallest possible
scale. A common schooner was char-
tered, carrving 15 men, and as a stipen-
diary magistrate to organise that service,
the Government chose himself. It was
a bad choice, because he had no experi-
enee when lie undertook the duties. In
1852, nearly all.the river fisheries of the
Gulf of St. Lawrence were, in
great part, destroyed. They were
no longer remunerative, and nany
people who had gained their living
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by then had to leave the country for How could they have equipped then
want of protection against the depreda- except by means of the fishermen, who
tions of white men and Indians. Now, had spent their youth on board the fisb-
with regard to the sea fisheries. The ing vessels, and who were the hardiest
Americans, as he had stated, excited by and best saiors in the world ? The
a bounty which amounted to $4 a ton, Canadians, on the contrary, suffering
had already begun to visit those fisheries, from American competition, were carrv-
although thev had no right to do so. But ing on an indifferent trade. But, by-and-
from lack of protection by British cruisers, bye, came a greaterblow-he meant the
the Americans were in the habit of fishing Treaty of Reciprocity that was made be-
on our best inshore fishing grounds, and tween England and the States in 1854.
using our best harbours, and sonetimes He was fot going to attack any gentie-
excluding our men, because they were first man in this buse or out of it; he was
in the harbours, and used the largest going to speak 4 ehe treaty in general.
seines, and the greatest number of boats. That treaty hl a disastrous effeot oit
Owing to the great number of these men, our fishermen, although, perhaps, it
they soon occupied, almost exclusively, enabled some nsrchants to seli their fish
the best fishing grounds. He could name a littie better in the United States.
them here because he had been over It gave the Americans the right of fishing
them, and what he was stating now had not only on the coast, accordiug to the
been told to himn by residents of those convention of 1818, but in the Bay of
places, who had seen the damage done Fundy, on the coast of Nova Scotia,
by the Americans. He would speak Cape Breton, Prince Edward Island and
first of the celebrated banks of Natash- Gaspé, because England did not insist on
quan and Kegashka. In the old times the question of headlands, and the
200 American vessels used to congregate Ame.icans were able to flsh in ail our
there at the beginning of the fishing best grounds, in the Baie des Chaleurs.
season. They used to go with their the Bay of Gaspé and at the head of
seines and force our men fishing with the Bay of Fundy. It was then that
lines to heave their anchors, and fish in we began to see that the value of our
otherplacesthatwerenotsogood. Hecould celebratedfishing banks was disappear-
cite many other places as far as Mingan ing from the excessive takes of Our
and St. John, on the north own and American fishermen. But thiS
shore of the 1River St. Lawrence ; he treaty lapsed, and then, for a whule, we
could also name other places vwhere had the licensi.ig system which was as
they had no right to fish at all, and bad as the treaty itself. After a while
places where they had a right to the fisheries returned to us again, and )
fish, by the Convention of 1818, as became masters at home. oped
the Dog Islands, Bonne Espérance, Belles that our territorial rights would renain
'Amours, Bradore Bay, Blanc Sablon, in our own hands, but some unhappy
where the American fishermen car- events happened between England and
ried on in the same way. He the IJnited States, and a treatywas en-
vas not exaggerating; he had been tered into between the two countries, in

for sixteen years in constant relations which we had to take part. The second
with the fishermen, not only of the Pro- treaty, lie was sorry to say, was Dot s(
vince of Quebec, but of New Brunswick, advantageous to us as the first one, he-
Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and cause, by the first one, if we sacrificed the
Newfoundland, and that was the result fisheries and the rights of the fishermen,
of all the experience he had gathered from we acquired, by that treaty, certain
them. The experience of the Americans privileges of trade which enabled the
in fishing on their own coasts as well as farmers, thetraders, and the inland POPu-
ours enabled them to equip that celebrated lation generally, to carry on a very
fleet of clippers, whicb, for a time, lucrative business ith the United
rendered the American sailors so cele- States. If they read the papers Of thost?
brated. Those fleets went all over the times, they would lind that thewestern
world, to Japan, China and Australia. part of the Dominion prospered under
They carried on an immense trade between that treaty. But we did not, by the
the Eastern and the Pacific States. last treaty, acquire any rights te trade
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with the Americans, except selling fish
and oil ; far from that, the
Americans had built up a Chinese wall
between the two countries in the shape
of a taritf which taxed al our natural
products very heavily. True, we ac-
quired the riglit of selling our fish to
them, but that right was of doubtful
value, because, whether there was a tax
or not, if there was a demand in the
United States beyond what the Ameri-
cans could supply themselves, it woWld
have to be suppliel here because the fish
could not be procured elsewhere. There
was fortunately a clause in that treaty
providing for the establishment of a tri-
bunal, by which it was proved that the
value of the Canadian fisheries was much
greater than that of the Ameriçan fisher-
ies, and a sum of money was awarded
as a compeftsation to the Canadians.
They knew that a Commission sat at Hali-
fax, composed of three members, one
for England, and one for the United
States, and one who was neutral. The
latter gentleman, Mr. Delfosse, was the
real Judge in the matter, and judgment
was given in our favour for the sum of
$5,500,000, representing the surplus
value of our fisheries over those of
the United States. Now deducting
$1,000,000 of this sum to be given to
Newfoundland, the remainder formed the
subject and the object of the resolutions
he was about to present to the House.
But, before doing that, lie would allude

'to the American fisheries. Why was it
that the Americans as early as 1873 in-
sisted so much on the right to fish in
British waters? Why was it that
again in 1818 they asked for the
sane privileges, even threatening war
if it was not granted to them i Why
wasit that they Consented to the Reci-
procity Treaty ? Why was it that the
Treaty uf Washington was negotiated-
and though the people in the Western
United States contended the award was
too high, the fishermen themselves knew
very well that it was not, and that ne
suim of money could replace the advan-
tage they had derived from fishing in
British waters ? Why did they insist
on four occasions on acquiring possession
of the Canadian fisheries ? Because,
firstly, they considered the fish-
ing industry of paramiount importance,
and the following extracts from a report

on the principal fisheries of the American
seas, by Lorenzo Sabine, would show the
strong opinions sone of the inost distin-
guished statesmen and writers had on the
subject :-

"(The following statements of the Hon.
Elbridge Gerry, a distinguished statesman of
Massachusetts who, after having filled several
posts of distinction in his own country and
abroad, became V ice-President of the United
States, made in the beginning of the century,
are very interesting. He says: 'At a time
when the policy of every country is
pointed against us, to suppress our suc-
cess in the fisheries, when it is with extreme
difficulty that it continues its existence, shall
we lay burdens upon it which it is unable to
support? If this important interest is in-
jured, it will not only destroy the competition
with foreigners, but will induce the people to
sell their property in the United States and
remove to Nova Scotia, or some other place,
where they eau prosecute their business under
the protection of Government. * * * I
will not reiterate the arguments respect-
ing the fisheries ; it is well known to be the
best nursery of seamen; the United States have
no other, and it never can be the intention of
gentlemen to leave the navigation of the
Union to the mercy of foreigu powers; it is of
necessity, then, that we lay the foundation of
our maritime importance as soon as may be,
and this can be done only by encouraging our
fisheries. It is well known that we have a
number of rivals in this business, desirous of
excluding us from the fishing banks altogether.
This consideration, of itself, is sufficient to in-
duce a wise legislation to extend every en-
couragement to so important a concern.'

c Congres s were not unmindful of these re-
presentations and appeals. An Act was
passed in 1789, which allowed a bounty of 5e.
per quintal on dried, and the same sum per
barrel on pickled fish exported from, and im-
posed a duty of 50c. the quintal and 75c. the
barrel on foreign fish imported into, the United
States. The system of Protection, of boun-
ties and allowances, is as old, therefore, as the
Government itself, and was devised and adopt-
ed by the statesmen of the Revolution.

« In 1790, Washington, in his speech to
Congress, remarked that: c Our fisheries and
the transportation of our own produce offer us
abundant means for guarding ourselves against
the evil of depending upon foreign vessels.'

« The Senate waited upon the President and
the Vice-President with an address.

c Among its topics we find the following:
'The navigation and the fisheries of the Unit-
ed States are objects too interesting not to in-
spire a disposition to promote them by all
means which shall appear to us consistent
with their natural progress and permanent
prosperity.'

« The additional relief desired was not long
delayed. Early in 1792 an Act was passed.
whic h abolished the bounty on dried and
pickled fish exported, and granted in lieu
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thereof a specific allowance to vessels em-
ployed in the codfishery.

" This allowance was graduated according
to the size of the vessels. Boats between five
and twenty tons burden were entitled to re-
ceive one dollar per ton, annually; those be-
tween twenty and thirty tons, 50c. per ton ad-
ditional ; and to those more than thirty tons,
the allowance was fixed at $2.50 per ton; but
no vessel could receive more than $175 in one
season.

" By a subsequent Act the same year, these
several rates were increased one-fifth, to com-
mence in January, 1793, to continue seven
years, and thence to the end of the next Ses-
sion of Congress.

"We have seen that, through all the wars
and territorial and maritime disputes between
France and Eigland, touching their respective
possessions in America ; through all the
changes and chances of our colonial sub-
mission, from its commencement to its
termination ; through the war of the
revolution, and the negotiations for
peace ; in the Convention that framed
andin the State Conventions that consolidated
the Constitution of the United States; in the
First Congress, and in the negotiations at the
close of the war of 1812, the fisheries occupy
a prominent place, and were often the hinge
on which turned questions of vast import-
ance.

" We have seen that once entire communi-
ties seemed to believe that no way to wealth
was so sure and so rapid as adventures for her-
rings and codfish ; and that men of the highest
rank, and of the most shining talents, accord-
ingly set their hopes and fortunes on the cast
of the net and the line. We have found that
eminent writers, on matters of commerce and
navigation, and statesmen of world-wide fame,
have declared that 'the English navy became
formidable alone by the discovery of the inex-
pressibly rich fishing banks of Newfoundland;'
that writers of acknowledged judgment have
observed, that c by the cod-fishery in America,
the navy of France became formidable to all
Europe ; ' that our own statesmen, of the revo-
lutionary era, considered that we also must
look to our fishermen to man our navy; and
that a French Minister of the present time, ex-
pressed the opinion, in 1836, 'that without the
resources which were found in the sailors en-
gaged in the fisheries, the expedition to
Algiers could not have taken place.' "

And secondly, it was because there
was not room enough for them on
their own coast, nor fish enough
and because they had ruined part of their
own fisheries. Whenever the American
people engaged in any industry they prose-
cuted it with astonishing vigour and per-
severance. They prosecuted the fishing
industry to such an extent that they ex-
hausted it in a few years. And that
was the reason that they were so
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anxious for the privilege of using our
own fisheries. But, if the Americans had
exhausted their own fisheries, would
they not also exhaust ours if we gave
them the chance ? Besides, our own fish-
ing population now numbered many
thousands, and was increasing faster than
any other population on the globe ; unless
this fishing population were assisted to find
means of subsistence they would be ob-
liged to emigrateto the UnitedStates. We
practically said to our own fishermen, the
fisheries along the coast are not extensive
enough for your own support, still we
will allow the Americans, who are the
greatest destroyers of fish, to come inand
compete with you. He was not trying
to hurt the character of the American
fishermen. It was their nature to make
as much money as they could and
as quickly as possible, and if
they could take all the fish in the gulf
within ten years they would do so, if
it paid them. He would ask the
Government was it proper the fisheries
should be destroyed in a year, ten
years, or fifty years ? Were we only to
look to the present ? No ; all statesmen
should look to the future, and if we did
not look to the future of our fisheries,
what had happened to other countries
would happen to us. We had formerly,
in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the most
valuable whale in existence-the black
whale. It was so abundant that it
could be killed easily, and fishermen from
Nantucket and other harbours in
Martha's Vineyard used to come every
year, and, in the space of two or three
months' whaling, get oil enough to sup-
port them the whole year. Those fish
were now completely extinct. It was
one of the nildest of whales,
although one of the richest in
oil and bones. The whole coast of
Labrador was strewed with the remains
of those whales. Would it not have been
better if the Americans had killed less
whales, and had left sufficient to provide
from 10,000 to 20,000 gallons of oil every
year for each whaling vesse], instead of
slaughtering them so that now they were
extinct 1 Not one had been sen aine,
1854, when the last one was killed near
Kamouraska. Another valuable animal
destroyed was the walrus. When the
French came to the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
the found the walrus in immense nul-
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bers. These animals used to bask on the
sandbanks in the sun, and were so tame
that people could drive them to land and
kill them by thousands. The Acadians
killed a great number, but they were not
so persevering as the Americans, who,
when New France became a British colony,
erected establishments where the walrus
could be found, and in twenty years the
whole of the walrus were destroyed. Of
course, the destruction of the fisheries
was not all done by the Amrericans, but,
when two were engaged fishing on the
same grounds, the destruction was greater
than when there was one alone. Our
people had also destroyed certain fishing
grounds by over-fishing, and by fishing at
allseasons. His hon. friends from the coun-
ties of Temiscouata, Kamouraska, L'Islet,
and Montmagny would remember the
time when herring used to come up as
far as River Ouelle, in the River St.
Lawrence, that was to say 300 miles from
its mouth, and even further up, in im-
mense schools. Instead of protecting the
fish, the people made brush fisheries into
which the herring went by millions, and
a large quantity became choked and died
there. A certain quantity would be used
as food, and some of the rest used as
manure, but the greater part were
left to rot. According to the best natural-
lists, the fish, like birds, preferred sorne
places to others. They came to these
places to spawn, and, if, during that time,
they were disturbed, in the manner they
had been in the St. Lawrence, they could
not be expected to come there again with
the same abundance. If they were con-
tinually disturbed, from year to year, a
time would come when the fish would be
so few that the fishing for thei would
cease to be remunerative. With regard
to the cod fishery, the Isle aux Basques,
opposite Trois Pistoles, was at one time
a celebrated fishing ground. Escoumains,
and the coast, of Riumouski, were also
much frequented by this fish, and by the
halibut and sardines, but now codfish
could not be taken at Isle aux Basques or
at Bic, and only at Cape Chat, a distance
from Isle aux Basques of 150 miles below.
Formerly spring and fall herring were
caught along the north shore, west of
Mingan, even west of Point des Monts.
This was a most valuable fish, which
could be exported by tbousands of barrels
to Europe and the West Indies, but now

it was very scarce. A few schools
might be seen one year, and noue
would appear for two or three years
after. In former times the fish-
eries had a better chance to
last than now. The proper way to
catch codfish was by line and hook.
In this way the schools of fish which were
at the bottom of the sea feeding wère not
disturbed ; but, when the Americans
came with their trolling lines and seines
about 600 feet long and more, with their
bag seines, and their purse seines 1,500
feet long, and 80 feet in breadth, then
the real danger began ; and every day
the bad effects of this fishing, under the
Reciprocity Treaty, but m'ostly since the
Treaty of Washington came in force, ap-
peared. Before that treaty, there was a
time when, on the south shores of the
St. Lawrence, from Cape Gaspé to Cape
Chat, and even as far as Matane, they
could see schools of mackerel by the hun-
dred. Our people only fished for cod-
fish and herring, and left the mackerel
alone, and, when the Americans came,
they slaughtered the fish indiscrimin-
ately, and after ten years sufficient mack-
erel could not be caught for bait. The
Bay of Gaspé, in the months of August
and September, used to be full of mack-
erel, and there was also found a fish
preying on the mackerel, called, in this
country, the horse mackerel, the tunny,
the celebrated fish of the ancients. He
would now cite authorities to prove that
the modes of fishing practised on our shores
were highly injurious. and that the con-
sequence was that many of our fisheriea
had been injured and were now less pro-
ductive than ever. He would first
quote some figures from the cele-
brated report of Professor Baird, who
wrote a history of the whale fisheries of
the United States, giving the number of
vessels from the beginning down to 1876.
The numbers of whaling vessels sailing
from American ports during the years
1875 and 1876, were as follows:-
Promyear 2T year No. of Vessels. Ave. Ton.

1785
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1i0o
1850
1860
1870

1790
,1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1876

76
194
324
427

1038
2149
2342
2150
1176

478

80
112
230
259
293
328
290
.285
232
212
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This table showed the rapidity of the de-
cline of the whale trade, owing to the des-
truction of the whale fisheries. He could
prove by statisties that the whale fisher-
ies had diminished in as great a degree
in England; while, in other countries, in
France for instance, where this indus-
try flourished under the reign of Louis
XVI, and was revived after the peace of
1815, it had dwindled to almost nothing.
By tbese extracts it would be seen how
plentiful the cod fisheries and seal fish-
eries were in those days. In order to
prove that the fisheries had not only
diminished, but were in danger of being
further injured on many of our coasts,
owing to the injurious practices
resorted to by the fishermen,
especially the American fishermen,
he would cite some of the testimony
and evidence adduced before the Fishery
Commission. At page 34 of Appendix
G. they read:

" J. E. Marshall, Anticosti, fisherman, born
State of Maine, U. S., carried on fishing about
thirty-three years-In eleven days I stocked
7,000 in Gaspé Basin. I have seen at
Godbout, about twenty-three years ago, two
American vessels loaded in one haul of the
seine. I believe that the practice of seining
is injurious to all kinds of fish. Codfish
offal should not be allowed to be thrown over-
board on any fishing-ground around the shores,
because it injures the small fish and drives
away the large. Fishing by Americans in
Canadian waters injures their fisheries."

" Daniel West, Grande-Grève, fisherman,
practised fishing this forty years-The practice
of throwing fish offal overboard by the Ameri-
cans is a great injury to the fishery, because it
poisons the water, drives away the large fish
-and kills the eggs. Seining, as practised by
the Americans, is injurious to the fisheries,
because it takes large and small fish; all the
small fish are thrown away, and left te perish
on the strand."-p. 126.

" Michael McGinnis, Port Daniel, fisherman
and merchant for fifteen years-The practice
of throwing fish offal is injurions to the fisher-
jes, because it gluts the large fish and kills
the small ones."-p. 127.

" Frank LeBlanc, Port Daniel, having
been a mariner and fisherman for these
thirty-six years-I attribute the falling
off of halibut to the number taken by
Americans with trawls ; each vessel
carries from four to six doreys, and each
dorey had 1,000 books, which is an extremely
destructive mode of fishing, as it kills the
large mothe- fish. The practice of throwing
overboard ofals is very injurious to the fishing
grounds."-p. 138.
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" John M. Luce, Grande-Grève, in the
county of Gaspé, for sixteen years manager for
Wm. Frewin & Co., of Jersey-Halibut were
plentiful all along this south coast of the St.
Lawrence, especially at Grand Vallée and
Magdalene River. Now, the quantity is very
small. I attribute this destruction of the
halibut fishery to the exhausting fishing of
the Americans, with their numerous and
large trawls. All these halibut and other fish
are taken close along shore withiu the three-
mile limit."-pp. 179 and 180.

" William-Hyman, J. P., Mayor, Cape Rosier,
merchant, and lived here for thirty-four years-
The American vessels fishing cod on the banks
cause injury to the inshore cod fisheries, first,
by using trawl Unes, they kill the mother fish;
second, by the hurt caused to the cod fish, 1
the offals, which being swallowed by the cod,
the bones swallowed destroys them."-pp.
142 and 181.

"James Rooney, of Percé, fifty-two years,
keeps a fishery, always lived in Percé-The
habit of the Americans of throwing offal over
on the banks, is injurious to our cod-fishery.
It gluts the fish, and they will not bite on
the lines; it floats away with the tide, and
draws the fish off after it."-pp. 147 and 187.

ci Wm. Johnston, House Harbour, merchant.
acquainted with fisheries these 27 years-The
practice of throwing fish-offal over board is
injurious to our fisheries. It gluts the fish.
and, decaying on the bottom, poisons the
water, driving away the large fish, and killing
the young and eggs."-pp. 148 and 189.

He also cited the evidence of Alexis
Noel, Fox River (p. 190), John Pack-
wood (p. 151), Messiah Tapp (p. 152),
James Samuel (p. 152), Edward Bunn,
(p. 154), John D. Payson (p. 197), Phi-
lias Sirois (p. 175), John Renouf (p.
223), Julien Boudreault (p. 178), and
Pierre Brochu (p. 185), to the same
effect.
" George Harbour, farmer and fisherman,

Sandy Beach-It was right inside of Sandy
Point where the Americans swept round with
their seines, and obliged my brother to go
away. The effect of throwing offal overboard,
the codfish eats it, and they will not take the
bait; another thing is, that it makes the
water impure, and kills the eggs that are de-
posited; it will also kil the young fry. 1
have passed over the water where there was a
very disagreeable smell arising froml this stuff
rotting on the, bottom. I have seen the
Americans using thé hauling seine ; as a natu-
ral consequence it destroys the fish, that are
no good when caught, but which would be
good if left until later. Seining is injurious tO
the fishery. I have heard from Americans:
and of my own knowledge I know it to be 5.
I have been told by themselves that if they
were allowed to frequent our waters for the
space of ten years our fish would be extinct.
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The Americans told me the'r codfish on their
ownbanks had been ruined. -App. E, p. 79.

c Gregoire Grenier, of Newport, county of
Gaspé, fish-trader-I have seen Americans
seining close to the shore at our place.
Thev throw the offals overboard and this
is what spLils the codfish, because at the
place where they have thrown this over.
board, you need fiot try to catch a fish for a
long spell. I have proved that myself. I
would say that the fish eat too much of what is
thrown overboard, and I think that it males
the water in the vicinity impure"-p. 87-

" Wm. McLeod, farmer, formerly seaman
and fisherman for forty years at Port Daniel,--
one fourth of the mackerel seined, at least,
is thrown away. It would be injurious fo all
kinds of fish. If you destroy the young
tish it is like cutting down the young
forests. My opinion is that this sickness
is caused by offal thrown overboard at these
places ; it impregnates the water, and makes
it unwholesome for the fish, and they will die.
Last year fever prevailed in the neighbour-
hood where the offal has been thrown out, and
two years ago, Americans stated themselves
that it was injurious ; it was not our affair,
that they would kill the goose that laid the
golden egg, for the sake of the present profit."
-p.99.

"John James Fox, Collector of Customs,
overseer of fisheries at Amherst Island, lived
there twenty-six years-Americans stand as
near as possible to the beach and fish. I have
known them to hire boats at the Island and
fish in shore, the fish are all inside. I have
heard Americans say that they hoped these
seines would never be brouglit into the gulf,
or else these fisheries would be very soon des-
troyed. They throw the ofdal overboard. The
throwing everboard of codfish offal is very des-
tructive. Besides, so many small fish are des-
troyed, it poisons the fish ground. Fishing
with trolls, it destroys the mother fish, the
large fish that come in to spawn."-p. 113.

" Thomas Savage, of Cape Cove, Gaspé,Inerchant and shipowner, member of Legisla-
tive Council of Quebec, lived at Cape Cove
about 53 years.--The Americans land their
fish and draw their seines ashore. Trawl
fishing has increased, and I think that it
iRjures the fishing. Some Americans
told me that although they trawl, they
knew that it destroyed the fish in their
own waters, and that in a few years they
would have the fishing here destroyed."-
P. 262.

"T. J. LaMontagne, of St. Anne des
Monts, Gaspé, fish merchant, since 1859 -
The effeçt of trawling is disastrous espe-
cially to Targe fish, because the large fish are
considered to be the spawnIng fish, as
far as it is to my knowledge to ascer-
tain. Trawls taike the bottoin fish wbich are
the large fish. Fishermen all agree to say
that the Americans toor: away the halibut
front our coasts."-p. 290.

'&Abraham Lebrun, of Percé,' speaks of
the North-Shore fisheries.-Trawling has
been detrimental to the halibut fishery. 1
mean that the fish are not now so abundant as
formerly; if fishermen desisted from fishing
for a period, the fish would then in-
crease in number. I should think the fish-
ing would be restored in six years. If it con-
tinues it will ruin the fishery completcly."
p. 286.

Those were a few extracts from the promi-
nent evidence brought before the Fishery-
Commission at Ilalifax, from the Pro-
vince of Quebec only. He did not speak
of testimony from the other Provinces,
because he left that to be done by gentle-
men from those Provinces who were
better acquainted than he with the
fisheries on their coists, and, therefore,
more competent to defend the causes of
their Provinces. It was this testimony
fron the Province of Quebec, as well as
other Provinces, which proved first the
grand advantage the American fishermen
derived from participation in the Can-
adian coast fisheries ; and, secondly, the
danger these same fisheries ran of being
destroyed partly or wholly, by too many
fishermen fishing over the same grounds,
and the injurions and destructive modes
of fishing resorted to, which won the case at
Halifax, and secured the $5,500,OOO.
It was the testimony in relation to facts
connected with fishing on the sea-coast
during the last fifty years, brought be-
fore the Commissioners, Mr. Delfosse
especially. He might cite, also, testi-
mony of a number of other men who had
been brought up on the coast, and spent
their lives in fishing, who also derived
means of subsistence for themselves and
families, and, consequently, were inter-
ested in the welfare of the fisheries. One
and all were but of one opinion, that, if
such things as had been going on in the
past were allowed to go on in the future,
the fisheries of the Dominion would soon
be destroyed. When they read a na-
tural history of fisheries, and the way
they were multiplied, of the number of
millions of eggs with which the fish were
loaded, they were told by natur-
alists that the fisheries were in-
exhaustible. He advnitted that they were
inexhaustible in one way. Why,
birds were also inexhaustible, that
is to say, all -the varieties could
not be destroyed l But what did they
see in this country ? Why, many years
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ago, all our forests were enlivened by
the singing of myriads of birds.
Stili, from want of protection, and
oftentimes wantonly, the birds were
destroyed to such an amount that
the insects got the better of it,
and we had to import birds to do the
work which PrcoVidence had assigned to
those birds that we had allowed to be
destroyed. When man altered the laws
of nature, he soon felt the evil conse-
quences of it. He would now speak
of the Province of Quebec. Everyone
who had read history, knew that there
was no valley in the world fluer than
the valley of the St. Lawrence; no lands
more suited to all kinds of culture. The
French came and took possession of that
beautiful valley, prepared by Providence
to be the home of a happy people; but
they did what others had done before in
other countries. They scorned the advice
of wise men, who told them that, by the
way in which they cultivated this land
of milk and honey, they would in
fifty years deprive it of its substance, and
their grandchildren would starve. The
prediction was verified, and to-day the
people were obliged to get their flour
from the States. He had the honour to
be at one time Commissioner of Crown
Lands in the Province of Quebec for a
year and a half, and had seen the de-
struction which was going on in their
forests, and had done his best to stop it,
but, to a certain extent, ineffec-
tually. Austria, although settled be-
fore the Christian era, had more and
richer forests than the whole of the
Dominion, because they were scientifically
husbanded. When these forests would
be in great part destroyed, then per-
haps means would be taken, when it was
too late, to restore them. The same
would happen as in the case of
agriculture in the Province of Quebec,
where, after the lands had been forced
until hardly anything was left in them,
and it wouid take half a century to bring
them back to their former position, agri-
cultural societies were organised and pre-
miums given at exhibitions. If the
advice of the wise ma had been heard
with regard to agriculture, the lands
would be in a state of production
better than they were fifty years
ago, and the Province of Quebec
would not be obliged to buy

MR. FoETIN.

her bread from the United Statee, but
would export wheat to England and
other countries by thousands of bushels.
He remembered the time when vessels
could be anchored opposite Verchères
and other villages, being loaded
with wheat for England, but now the
land was destroyed, as the forests were
being destroyed, and as the fisheries
would be destroyed, if means were not
taken to stop their destruction. Be
(Mr. Fortin) was the mouth-piece,
the toll - bell of the fishermen,
who saw nothing in the future but emi-
gration to the United States, nothing but
the obligation to go and live under a flag
they did not like. Hundreds of our
people were leaving Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick to go to the United
States, to swell the ranks of that mighty
nation-our gýa test rivai, not only in
fisheries, but in commerce, if we
did not open our eyes. He came
here to-day backed by the people of this
country, especially those who were
directly interested in the fisheries. If
this country were only like a plain along
the Red River, and its people only
agriculturists, it could never become a
great country or have a foreign trade, by
which wealth and power were only obtain-
able. It was fortunate for this country
that it had in the east elements of pros-
perity different from those in the west,
and thus the means of carrying on a
domestic trade, which was after all the
best of all trades, and which could pro-
cure food and work for the greatest
number of the people of Canada.
The National Policy meant the protection
of every industry, and, therefore, the
fishery industry should not be left to
defend itself. They should not allow it
to be crushed by one of the most vigil-
ant and ambitious nations, com-
mercially speaking, in the world. He
was in favour of that policy, but, in order
to foster manufactures, we must have con-
sumers. Where were they to be found ý
-not in the States, where they had
erected a wall ' against us; nor in
England, where they minufac-
tured cheaper than we could; nor in
France, which had a Protective policy;
and not much in the West Indies, where
we had to compete with the Americatns,
who had more capital, and more manu-
facturing skill, a greater experience, and
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occupied an intermediate, and conse

quently a better position than ourselves,
in regard to the trade with these

ports, and did the business there ;
and not in Brazil, which was nearer
to England than to us. The nearest and
best consumers of our manufactures were
the population of the Maritime Provinces,
and of the eastern part of the Province
of Quebec. These people purchased
nothing but what the west produced, and
could, in return, supply the west with
fish. The people of the west were not
sufficiently acquainted with the popula-
tion of the east. On account of their
laborious pursuits, and the good food
they consumed, in order to keep up with
the work, and, also, owing to
the salubrity of the country, and the
healthy tone of the population, the
raaritirme population multiplied in a
greater degree than any inland people.
He was afraid, if matters went on
as at present, a great many
would have to emigrate to the
States. The people who went away were
generally intelligent and ambitious, the
very ones whom we should do our best
to retain in the country. He would now
come to the subject of the resolution.
We had now the means of creating a
fund, the interest of which could be de-
voted to protect and develop our fisher-
ies, and renovate those which were ex-
tinct. This could be done without any
injury to any portion of this Dominion,
and ought to be done now, when we had
the means of doing it. What the reso-
lution asked was that the money should
remain in the Treasury. If this fund
were not created now, when we had the
means to do so, how could it be expected,
when this country was engaged in costly
vorks, that a fund could be created with
equal facility? The destruction would
be consunmated, and with all our re-
sources engaged in one way or another,
there would be difficulty in raising money
to restore the fisheries, and that hardy
Population, having lost its means of
subsistence, would have to emigrate
in large numbers to the United States.
Our manufacturers would loose a great
part of their best consumers, and, come
what might, our manufactures would
come to a standstill ; but, the nost likely
event was that they would begin a retro-
grade movement. The doctrine of the

necessity of the protection and the foster-
ing of the fishing industries
of the fisheries was not new;
it had been held in Eugland, France,
Norway and the Jnited States. The
American Government had given
$7,000,000 bounty in seventy years for
the maintenance of that industry, and the
French Government were giving boun-
ties to their fishermen at the west coast
of Newfoundland, at Iceland, and on the
banks of Newfoundland, at the rate of
two millions of francs a year.
They considered the fisheries of such ad-
vantage as a nursery of seamen for their
war-fleets that they would not give them
up on any consideration. The National
Assembly of France had passed a law of
the following tenor, relative to the great
maritime fisheries, June 24th, 9th, and
22nd July, 1851

"Cap. 1.-Cod Fishery.-From the 1 st Janu-
ary, 1852, to the 30th June, 1861, the bounties
granted for the encouragement of the cod fish-
ery will be fixed as follows :-

'1st. Bounty on the outfit.-Fifty francs per
man of the crew employed at the fishery,
either on the coast of Newfoundland, at St.
Pierre and Miquelon, or on the Grand Bank,
and possessing a drying place.

"Fifty francs per man of the crew employed
in the Iceland fishery, without a drying place.

c Thirty francs per man of the crewemployed
at the fishery on the Grand Bank ofNewfound-
land, and without a drying place.

' Fifteen francs per man of the crew em-
ployed at the Dogger Bank fishery.

" 2nd. Bounty on the produce of the fishery-
Twenty francs per metric quintal of dry cod-
fish, the produce of the French fishery, to be
shipped either direct from the fishing settle-
ments, or trom the ports of France, for the
markets of the French colonies of America
and India, or for the settlements on the west
coast of Africa, and other transatlantic coun-
tries-provided always that the fish be landed
at a port where there is a French Consul.

" Sixteen francs per metrie quintal of dry cod-
fish, the produce of the French fishery, shipped
either direct from the fishing settlements, or
from the ports of France, and destined for the
countries of Europe, and the foreign states on
the shores of the Mediterranean, Sardinia and
Algeria excepted.

" Sixteen francs per metrie quintal of dry
codfish,-the produce of the French fisbery,
that may be imported into the French colonies
of America and India, and other transatlantic
countries, when said fish are-exported from the
porte of France, without having been there
landed

« Twelve francs per metric quintal of dry
codfish, the produce of the French fishery,
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shipped for Sardinia and Algeria, either direct with these coasts and rivers of the United
from the fishing settlements, or from the ports Kingdom. The appointment of the Com-
of France. mittee in 1833, dose out of the distress which

" Twenty francs per metric quintal of the was at that time said to affect the several
hard roe of codfish, the produce of the French Channel Fisheries, and, in its reports, the
fishery, brought into France by their fishing Committee stated that these fisheries were
vessels. generally in a very depressed state, and on

"No'u.-Oe ~ lb.decline; that they appeared to have been
"No-r.-One kilogramme is equal to gradually sinking since the peace of 1815

30z.; 220ýlb. equal to 1 metric quintal."oz;2Ol.eultimercqitl" that the capital employed clid not yield a pro-

This law was not only still in force, but fitable return ; that the number of vessels and
of the people to whom. it gave employmeênt

the French Governmentwascontemplating was diminished ;and that the fishermen who
other measures to protect and develop its formerly could maintain therselves and their
sea fisheries, althougli their products families by theirindustry, were in a greater or
amounted, in the year 1876, to less degree pauperised. The cause of this un-favourable change, to which as beingin its
88,990,59 Ifr., equal to about seventeen opinion themost readily susceptible ofremedy,
millions of dollars. 21,263 vessels the Committee gave its principal attention,
and boats, rnanned by 79,676 men, were was the interference of the fishermen of
employed in these different fisheries. France and Rolland but the principal cause of
England herself, in 1633, in the reign of the distress was stated to be, the great andc increasing scarcity of ail fish that breed in the
Charles 1., showed her interest in the Channel.' compared with what was the ordi-
fisheries by enacting the following ordi- nary supply forty years since operating
nance taken from L. J. H. Young's prejudicially to the fishermen, at the same tine
book 011 sea fishig: that a continual fal of rices bas taken place

ing the markets."
it 1633, Charles o ordained ' an Associa-

ti on of the three Kingdoms for a general fisery wProfessor Baird, the celbated Aver-
within the hail seas and coasts of is Majestysis , n t et th
said Dominions.' A standing committee was tics on this subjet, had written as fol
named forgthe government of the Association, i y

dhiuh wasjoined by many persons of distin1- 8
tion. For the encouragement of this adven-ofesse
ture the King ordered that Lent shouod be Baird, United States Coow missioner of eml ei
strictly observed, but the breaking out of the and Fisheries, 1872 and 1873, pages xi., xiii..
civil war put an end to this scheme. fmIn 1654, the Government, in order to gite XaV.n

protection to the fisheries, remitted in favour of ae 6. Conclusions as to the decrea er of cd-
Sir Phineas Andrewsl who had embarked in the fisheries on the New England coast.
samne, the sait duties and Customns and Excise "0 f ail the various fisheries formeriy pro-
duties upon ail naval necessaries, besides which secuted off the coast of New England, nortit
voluntary collections were made from wealthy of Cape Cod, the depreciation in that of the
and patriotie individuals for building wharves, cod appears to be of the greatest co-.mmercial
docks, and storehouses, and for defraying importance.

thee Comite gv is riciasatetin

hFormerly tie water abounded in th s fs

The following extraets, also from. Foung, to suce an eHtent that a large supply could be
'ould denionstrate that the British taken throughout almost the entire year alond

Parliament, as well as the Bitish nation, the banks, especially in the vicinity f the
morth of larte rivers.

were at one time afxious to keep up the t
British fisheries in a good state of pro- Mr. W. B. McLaughlin, of Southeran lead.

duction Grand Manan, says:- 'At that te cod, had-
dock, and pollock, as wei as halibut, were

tA Select Committee of the House of taken ge great abundance in Seal Cove Sound,
Commons was appointed, in 1833, to inquire between Hardwood Cove, on Wood Island, and
into the state of the British Channel Fiseries. Indian or Parker's Point on the mainland.
A second Conxnittee was appointed in 1836, to They were to be met with during the greater
consider the state of the Salmon Fisheries of part ofthe year, especially fro May to Jenci-
Scotland, and, in the previous year, Com is- ary; and the fishery in the channel was reali
sioners had been instructed to investigate the more productive than on the banks, or
condition of the said fisheries. Froin each of further out at sea. t
these bodies reports have proceeded, which fiThe fshery in question dia inished ver
have been laid before the Homses f Parlia-s
ment, and cotain a considerable amount of wnteaerh, yad ii a fe eresed lmost
information upon the subjeet. Taking these afrely, so that up ton the wers tm ther
branches of the the experment of attempting to catch thepif n
I wil proceed to describe, as briefly as possible,
the actual condition of the fisheries conncted 

Mt. FORTIN.
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- Whatever may be the importance of in-
crea4ng the supply of salmon, it is trifling
coinpared with the restoration of oux ex-
hausted cod fisheries ; and, should these be
brought back to their original condition, we
shall find within a short time an increase of
wealth on our shores, the amount of which it
would be difficult to calculate.

Not only would the general prosperity of
the adjacent states be enhanced, but, in the in-
creased number of vessels built, in the larger
number of men induced to devote > themselves
to maritime pursuits, and in the general
stimulus to every thing connected with the
business of the sea-faring profession, we should
he recovering, in a great measure, from the
loss which has been the source of so much
commentation to political economists and
the writers of the country."

The Professor thus declared that the
United States cod fisheries were partly
exhausted. He had other authorities
proving this fact, which was a conse-
quence of the stimulation afforded by a
market of 40,000,000, who were great
consumers .of fish of all varieties and
sizes. The A merican fishermen and
merchants had large inducements in
their endeavour to obtain the trade and
fisheries of our coasts in the existence
of such a market. They naturally
wished to shut us out from such a valu-
aile source of profit, for which they had
kept us out of their fisheries, while tak-
ing possession of ours. If we did not
stop them, they would ultimately accom-
plLsh their design. At present we did
not find that we sold more fish to the
States than before the Washington
Treaty. On the contrary, even in Cana-
dhan ciies, and the most distant parts
of the country, our people were supplied
with American fish, mostly all in a fresh
state, winter and summer. It seemed to
him that this was a state of things that
should not be allowed to continue. Of
course we could not break the Treaty,
which had four or five years to run, but
lie should indeed be glad if the Americans
terminated it, and then we should do our
best to foster, protect, and renovate our
fisheries, increase the prosperity
of the. fishermen and all con-
nected industries. It was with
that view that he and several
others who took an interest in that
industry, thought that the Government
should seize this opportune moment to
create a fund which no Government or
people, adverse to our fisheries, could

110

destroy, for the development of the
fisheries, the renovation of those ex-
hausted, and the general revival of that
interest. This question was so new that
some still doubted the possibility of reno-
vating sea fisheries by hatching and
otherwise. But that was as practicable
as the renewal of river fisheries by such
means, and the following letter of Pro-
fessor Baird, proved it beyond doubt

U UIrrE STATES COMusSIoN,
" Fisa ANn FîsuERIES.

WAsHINGTON, D.C., April 10th, 1879.
"DEAR DocToR.-The experiments I made

last winter in the artificial hatching of cod
satisfied me that it is entirely practicable to
multiply this species to any desired extent. If
I had had the proper machinery I could readily
have hatched out young cod and turned them
into the ocean by hundreds, almost thousands
of millions. I am now constructing a steamer,
at a cost of about $50,000, expressly to do this
work. The methods devised by my associates
are equally available for all kinds of sea fish, in-
cluding mackerel. As it was, simply by way
ot experinient, we planted some eight or ten
millions of cod. My report for the year will
contain an exhaustive account of the whole
business, which I think you wil1 study with
much interest.

"Sincerely yours,
"SPENcER F. BAinn.

SCommission.en
DR. P. FoRTIN,

.f House of Coinions, Ottawa, Canada."

He did not see why this Governument,
since former Governments had voted con-
siderable sums for hatching for river
fisheries, which had not the thousandth
part of the importance of sea fisheries,
sbould be reluctant, or Parliament
either, to do what was asked, in regard
to the forming of a fund for
the preservation, improvement and de-
velopment of the fisheries, not only for
the present, but for the future, so as to
enable us, on the expiration of the
treaty, to supply alil the demand in the
States and li other foreign countries.
It was not the Americans who should
take all the profit of our fisheries, but
ourselves and those who would come after
us. He was not in the habit of taking
up much time of the Hiouse, and must
thank it for its kindness in listening to
his remaris, which lie had tried to make
as clear as possible on that occasion. He
had had several years' expeiience in con-
nection with those fisheries. Before he
had visited the Gulf of. St. Lawrence, lie
had never suspected the importance of
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that interest, although he had perused
with delight, in his younger days, the
adventures of those great captains and
sailors, Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch, Eng-
lish and French, who had made so many
discoveries in the unknown seas 300
years ago. Most of those great seamen
were fishermen, brought up on the coast,
who hadspent their youth in small boats
and coasting vessels, and were afterwards
able, on setting foot on the large vessels,
to learn to perform any duty confided to
them in two or three months. On reach-
ing the Gulf of St. Lawrence, he soon
realised the importance of the fisheries,
and particularly in 1858, when he went
to enquire into the French fisheries at
Newfoundland and St. Pierre and Mi-
quelon. France, owning only two small
rocks in that region, 3,000 miles from
ber home territory, and the right of fish-
ing off the west, north-west and north
coast of Newfoundland, with but the
simple right of occupation during the
fishing season besides her own coasts,
was able to derive, as he had
said before, 89,000,000fr. a year, in
1876 from her sea-fishing indus
try furnishing employment to 21,000
vessels and boats and 79,000 men. That
showed the importance she attached to
that industry, which would enable
her to man her war fleet in
a fortnight, or a nonth at the latest.
The following statement would show the
paramount importance of the fishing in-
dustry in Norway, and it must be re-
membered that a still larger quantity of
fish was taken for local consumption,
making the total value of the catch
nearly $30,000,000 -
Fisu OF ALL xiNDs EXPORTED FRoM NORWAY

IN 1876.

Salmon, fresh, cwt.....
Mackerel and other fresh

fish, cwt ............
Codfish, Stockfish, dried

without being salted,
cwt..... .......

Codfish, split, salted and
dried, cwt........

Herrings, barrels.
Ancbovies, boxes ......
Lobsters, thousands ....
Fish oils, barrls.......
Fish offala for bait, bar-

rels..............
Fish guano, cwt.......

Quanti'y.

5,622

29,474

393,674

660,761
897,108
167,821

1,270
96,494

45,203
2,063

Value.

$ 106,245

90,126

1,692,987

3,739,264
5,182,272

115,290
130,329

1,431,216

540,675
242,487

$13,270,911
MR. FoRTIN.

Quantity.
Stockfish exported in

Italy and in Austria,
cwt ...... ..........

Dried Codfish exported
in Spain, cwt...... ..

Dried Codfish exported
in Portugal, owt......

Dried Codfish exported
in Italy and Austria,
cwt .......... ......

166,802

474,207

58,671

10,620

He (Mr. Fortin) further recognised the
importance of that interest when he met
the fleets of United States fishermen con-
gregating in the harbours of the north
shore of the Magdalen Islands, and the
estuarv of the St. Lawrence and Baie
des Chaleurs, or the fleet of the French
fishermen at St. Pierre or Miquelon and
on the coasts of Newfoundland, and
when he knew that our fish
went further in the markets of the
world than any other products of this
country, as far as the Mauritius,
Greece, Naples, Portugal, Spain, the
West Indies, and Brazil. Afterwards,
in 1868, he visited the Maritime
Exhibition at Havre, including fishery
interests as well as the interests of navi-
gation, when he saw every appliance
used in the fisheries, and the boats and
vessels employed in the transportation of
those goods to market, and all kinds of
prepared fish, not only from the United
States but Canada, and every nation in
Europe, especially Norway, now, per-
haps, the greatest fishing nation in the
world. lu conversation with the exhibi-
tors, he learned enough to convince him
that this fishing industry was one
of the largest and most important
to Canada, if properly developed.
Perhaps they would think him an en-
thusiast. Hie did not think he was; but,
if he was, it was in a great cause. At
any rate he was disinterested ; he had
no property within 600 miles of the
Gulf of St. Lawrence. He had no rela-
tions, but a great many friends, in all
the localities interested in the fisheries.
Ie had never yet met an individual who
did not say that the fishing interest was'
among the greatest of this country; and
he had not yet met anyone who did not
say that the matter of this resolutiofn
was equitable, and that it was just to
make a fund of the mo»ey obtained by

giving the fisheries to the Americas, for
the benefit of the fisheries and the fisher-
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Inen who had been injured. Was it
sound policy to allow that money to be
expended for general purposes, and to
abandon the fisheries to destruction,
when we had the means of repair-
ing them and further developing our fish-
ing industries? He was certain that, if the
present House did not agree with him,
the flouse sitting fifteen years or twenty
years hence, would agree with him
and others pleadingfor the same cause, but
it would be probably too late. This
was just the time to create a fund with
this money, to be used for the protection
of the fisheries. The whole country would
ultimately benefit by it, for the fishing
population-who were, no one could
deny, the best class of consumers of the
manufactures and the agricultural pro-
duets of this country-would increase in
number and in wealth. Under our new
Protection policy, the people of the Wes-
tern Provinces would, he had no doubt,
become more and more prosperous and
wealthy, and, as a compensation for the
higher Protective duties, it was only
just that the fishing interest should re-
ceive some assistance in the way he had
indicated. The National Policy % ould
encourage an interchange of goods be-
tween the eastern and western sections
of the Dominion, by the route of the St.
Lawi-ence, and thereby benefit the carry-
ing trade. If these fisheries were fos-
tered and developed, instead of having
26,000 people engaged in then, we
would soon have 50,000. France, on
her other fishing coasts, gave employ-
nentto 60,O0Omen; England, 100,000;

and Norway, 150,000. The latter
country prcduced annually nearly
1,000,000 quintals of codfish alone,
as a result of the care and pro-
tection which that country had given to
their fisheries. The fish exported from
that country, in 1876, represented a
value of $13,270,000. When he was
arguing for the establishment of the tele-
graph line on the coast of Gaspé, he cited
the example of Norway, who, more than
ten years ago, encircled her entire fishing
coast with a wire, with a station at every
prominent point, manned by a guardian
and telegraph operator, who gave infor-
mation at al the stailons of the move-
mnents of the fish as well as the arrival of
storms. The poor fishermen, who, for-
mTerly, had to go out te sea day and nigbt,

now sat quietly in the harbour and
waited for the information by telegraph.
What Norway had done, this country
might do. We should do what other
nations had done for the development of
their fishing industry, and as regarded the
telegraph as an auxiliary to the fisheries,
he was very glad to thank the Government
for having taken the initiative in this im-
portant matter, and adopted the pro-
posed scheme of sea coast telegraph for the
Gulf and lower River St. Lawrence, and
coasts of the Maritime Provinces, and
the House for having voted money
to carry out part of it this year, more or
less. Scarcely a year passed that Eng-
land did not vote sums of money to
build piers and protect boats on the
coast of Scotland, in the interest of the
fishermen engaged in herring fisheries in
the North Sea. She spent thousands of
pounds, at shor, intervals, to build
breakwaters to shelter the boats
of these fishermen. Was that money
wasted? Not at all. If they looked into
the reports of the British fisheries, they
would find that the herring fisheries
prosecuted on the coast of Scotland pro-
auced last year 750,000 barrels of fish,
each barrel worth $4 or $5. He had
tried bis best to establish his case. If
he had omitted anything essential, the
hon. gentlemen defending the same
cause would be able to supply it. At all
events he had spoken with earnestness
and with the strongest possible convic-
tions. If he were not convinced of the
truth, he would not have dared to come
before this Ilouse and ask it to sanction
the measure he had proposed. In con-
clusion, he thanked the House for the
kindness and attention with which the
members had listened to his remarks.
He moved that Mr. Speaker do now
leave the chair for the House to go into
Committee of the Whole, to consider the
following resolutions :-

"1. Resolved, That it is agreed by Article
eighteenth (18) of the Treaty of Washington,
by the high contracting parties, that is to say,
the Government of Her Britannic Majesty and
the Government of the United States, that in
addition to the liberty secured to the United
States fishermen by the convention between
Great Britain and the United States, signed at
London on the 20th day of October, 1818, of
taking, curing and drying fish on certain
coasts of the British North American Colonies
therein defined, the inhabitants of the United
States shall have, in common with the sub-
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jects of Her Britannic Majesty, the liberty, for
the term of years mentioned in Article
XXXIII of this treaty, to take fish of every
kind, except shell fish, on the sea coasts and
shores, and in the bays, harbours and creeks
of the Provinces of Quebec, Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick, and the Colony of Prince
Edward Island, and of the several islands
thereunto adjacent, without being restricted
to any distance from the shore, with permis-
sion to land upon the said coasts and shores
and islands, and also upon the Magdalen Is-
lands, for the purpose of drying their nets and
curing their fish ; provided, that in so doing,
they do not interfere with the rights of private
property or with British fishermen in the
peaceable use of any part of the said coasts
in their occupancy for the saine purpose ; and
it is understood that the above-mentioned
liberty applies solely to the sea fishery, and
that the salmon and shad fisheries, and all
other fisheries in rivers and the mouths of
rivers, are thereby reserved exclusively for
British fishermen.

" 2. Reol?e, That it is agreed by Article
nineteenth (19) of the said treaty, by the said
bigh contracting parties, that British subjects
shall have, in conmon with the citizens of the
United States. the liberty, for the term of
years mentioned in Article XXXIII of
the said treaty, to take fish of every kind, ex-
cept shell fisli, on the castern sea coasts and
shores of the United States north of the
thirty-ninth parallel of north latitude, and on
the shores of the several islands thereunto
adjacent, and in the bays, harbours and creeks
of the said sea coasts and shores of the United
States and of the harbours and creeks of the
said sea coasts and shores of the United States
and of the said islands, without being re-
stricted to any distance froin the shore, with
permission to land upon the said coasts of the
United States and of the islands aforesaid, for
the purpose of drying their nets and curing
tlcir fish, provided that in so doing they do
not interfere with the rights of private pro-
perty, or with the fishermien of the United
States, in the peaceable use of any part of the
said coasts in their occupancy for the same
purpose ; and it is understood that the above-
mentioned liberty applies solely to the sea
fishery, and that salmon and shad fisheries,
and all dther fisheries in rivers and mouths of
rivers, are thereby reserved exclusively for
fishermen of the -United States.

" 3. Resolved, That, inasmuch as it is assert-
ed, in Article (XXII) twenty-two of the said
Treaty, by the Government of her Britannic
M&ajesty, that the privileges accorded to the
citizens of the United States, under Article
XVIII of the said Treaty, are of greater value
than those accorded by Articles XIX and
XXI of the said Treaty, to the subjects of Her
Britannic Majesty, and this assertion is not
admitted by the Government of the United
States, it was further agreed that Commission-
ers should be appcinted to determine, having
regard to the privileges accorded by the
United States to the subjects of Her Britannie
Majesty, as stated in Articles XIX and XXI of

M n. FORTIN.

the said Treaty, the amount of compensation,
if any, which, in their opinion, ought to be
paid by the Government of the United States
to the Government of Her Britannic Majesty,
in return for the privileges accorded to the
citizens of the United States, under Article
XVIII of the said Treaty ; and that any sui
of money which the said Commissioners
might so award should be paid by the United
States Government, in a gross sum, within
twelve months after such award should have
been given.

"4. Resolved, That, in virtue of the same
Article, Commissioners were appointed in the
following mianner, that is to say: one named
by Her Britannic Majesty, one named by the
President of the United States, and a third ,by
Her Britannie Majesty and the President of the
United States conjointly.

" 5. Resolvei, That the said Commissioners
appointed under Articles XXII and XXIII of
the said Treaty of Washington, of the 8th
May, 1871, to determine, having regard to the
privileges accorded by the United States to
the subjects of Her Britannie Majesty, stated
in Articles XIX and XXI of the said Treat,.
the amount of any compensation which, In
their opinion. ouglt to be paid by the Governk-
ment of the United States to the Government
of Her Britannic Majesty, in return for the
privileges accorded to the citizens of the
United States, under Articles XVIII and XXI
of the said Treaty, having carefully and impar-
tially examined the matters referred to them,
according to justice and equity, in conformiity
with the solemna declaration made and sub-
scribed by them on the 15th day of June, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-sçven,
did award the sum of five millions five hun-
dred thousand dollars in gold, to be paid by
the Government of the * United States to the
Government of Her Britannic Majesty, in ac-
cordance with the provisions of flie said
Treaty; and the said award was signed il
Halifax, on the twenty-third day o'f November.
one thousand ciglit hundred and seventy-
seven, as follows:

(Signed) 'MAURicic DELFOSSE.
"do. "A.T. GALT.

"G. Resolved, That the said sum ias bee
paid by the Government of the United States
to the Government of Her Britannic Ma-
jesty.

" 7. ' Resolved, That, out of that sun of
$5,500,000, a sum of one million dollars his
been paid to the Government of Newfound-
land for their share of the same award.

"8. Resolved, Tlat there remains a sum Of
$4,500,000 which has been awarded to the
Dominion of Canada, the expenses of the Com-
mission to be deducted proportionately froi
that sum and the $1,000,000 awarded to New-
foundland.

"9. Resolved, That the said suMi 'f
$4,500,000 has been :acquired by the
Dominion of Canada by c the giving to the
fishermen of the United States the right o'
fishing, in common with British fishermel, mU
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cur municipal waters, over an extent of coast
of 3,160 miles, inhabited by a population of
over half a million. who derive their subsis-
tence almost entirely from the sea fisher-
]es.

"]0. Resolved, That the participation of
the American fishermen in our sea coast fish-
eries is known to be a great injury to our own
fishing population, ndthatbesides the Ameri-
can fishermen havMnjured those fisheries in a
marked degree, and even depopulated some
well-known fishing grounds which formerly
were very productive, as has been clearly
proved by the the testimony given before the
Fishery Commission of 1877, and have conse-
quently greatly diminished the products ofour
lisheries, lessened the chances.of our fisher-
men, and threatened the future of our fishing
industry.

"11. Resolved, That, if nothing is done,
not only to stop the destruction of the fish,
that is taking place on our shores, but to re-
pair the injury done, by restoring in some way,
as suggested by several scientists, the fishing
grounds that are now almost unproductive
and which were formally teeming with fish.

I 12. Resolved, That merchants, fishermen
and traders from the Dominion, as well as
froin Great Britain, have established them-
selves on our fishing coasts, and have erected
thereon costly buildings of all kinds, suitable
for the fishing industry, for the purpose of car-
rying on the different fisheries which exist on
our shores, and have erected such costly,
establishments, and placed so much capital in
the fishing industry, under the belief that the
British Fisheries of the Dominion would never
be given up to foreign fishermen,

, 13. Resolved, That the giving up of the
right of fishing in our waters to the American
fishermen has injured the trade of our fisher..
men very much for the present, and the pros-
pects are still worse for the future, if no remedy
is adopted.

" 14. Resolved, That it is in the interest of
the Dominion that such injury to the fisheries
and the fish trade should be repaired to as great
an extent as possible.

" 15. Resolved, That the interior of this
country was largely benefitted by the Reci-
procity Treaty which was in operation from
1854 to 1866, between Canada and the United
States, and that treaty was obtained by con-
ceding to the American fishermen the right of
fishing on all our sea coasts.

I 16. Resolved, That our fisheries and our
fishermen suffered considerably in consequence
Of that concession of our fisheries to foreign
fishermen.

"17. Resolved, That, during the time the
said Reciprocity Treaty was in operation, no
sum of moncy was expended in improvements
Of any kind on our sea coasts for the develop-
ment of our fisheries, or to help the fishermen
mi their ardnous labours.

" 18. Resolved, That it is but equitable and
*just that what comes from the fisheries should
return to the fisheries.

"19. Resolved, That, for the foregoing rea-
sons, it is the opinion of this House that the
amount of the award accruing to Canada (after
paying expenses) should be made a special
fund, and that the interest thereof should be
employed in restoring exhausted flshing
grounds, and developing in every way the sea-
fisheries of the Dominion."

MR. MACDONALD (King's, P.E.I.)
said lie had listened, with a great deal of
attention, to the eloquent address of the
hon. member for Gaspé. It showed that
he was very conversant with the history
of the great fishing interests of the Do-
niinion. While he (Mr. Macdonald) was
willing to assent, in general terms, to
the proposition laid down by the hon.
member for Gaspé, that what came from
the fisheries should go to the fisheries,
he was not quite prepared to say with
him that the money arising from the
award should be appropriated for the re-
stocking of the fishery banks of this
country, that had been depleted in the
manner in which the fisheries had been
carried on for many years past. Yet, he
believed with the hon. gentleman, that
this fund should, in an especial manner,
be set apart to protect and develop the
fishing interest of this country. We
knew very well that our great fishing
banks were becoming rapidly unpro-
ductive ; that, whereas it was formerly a
very easy matter to catch an abundance
of fish, now, owing to the state of the
banks, it required a large outlay with
very uncertain results, which made the
business scarcely remunerative. But
while he agreed on this point with the
member for Gaspé, he could not lose
sight of the fact that the Province of
Prince Edward Island had an especial
claim to a portion of this award-that was,
apart from the general claim of the other
Maritime Provinces. They knew that
Prince Edward Island assented to the
Washington Treaty while she was still
a separate Province. She always looked
upon the fisheries as one of ber greatest
sources of wealth.. She had no manufac-
tures to fall back upon ; no canals or
anything of that kind, nor great public
works from which she could expect to
get money froru the public chest. They
knew that, under the Washington
Treaty, this award was given on the
grour< that a large portion of the fish
that was taken by the Americans on our
coast, was taken within the three-mile
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limit. When the Provin3e of Prince
Edward Island came into the Confedera-
tion, the terms were silent as
to the surrender of her fisheries,
and, therefore, she reserved to herself
ber rights to a fair proportion of the
award to which she was a consenting
party before she entered into the Con-
federation. They knew, also, that Prince
Edward Island had received no equi.va-
lent for the surrender of her fisheries,
that the libertygiven to the American fish-
ermen had been a source of great injury
to her own fishermen, who had thereby
been deprived, to some extent, of the
means of subsistence for themselves and
families. In this way the Maritime
Provinces could be shown to have suf-
fered a great injury, and, therefore, he
contended that, in a like proportion, they
had a claim, and a first claim, on the
money received under the Washington
Treaty. The ratification of that treaty
took place before Prince Edward Island
became part of the Dominion, and they
knew that the rental of those fisheries
was not made by the Dominion, but by
the Island, as a Province distinct
from the Dominion. She never signed
away ber right to her share of the award,
and, if she had remained, like Newfound-
land, apart from the Dominion, she
would have received a fair portion of the
award, in like manner as Newfoundland
had done. For these considerations,
when the House went into Committee
on these resolutions, lie should take the
opportunity of mnoving the following
amendment:-

" That after the word ' should,' in the third
last line, the following be inserted: ' Subject
to the claims of Prince Edward Island,' and,
at the end of the last paragraph, the following
be added : ' That Prince Edward Island has
special claims upon the moneys arising out of
the award, and that the amount of such claims
should be fixed and settled at as early a day as
possible."

MR. MAcDONNELL said he had
several charges to malle against the hon.
mem.ber for Gaspé, who had moved these
resolutions. In the first place he had to
complain that that bon. gentleman had
allowed this very important question to
be delayed until so late a period in the
Session. In the second place, hr had in-
troduced the resolution on a S!turday,
which was a non-sessional day, thus tacit-
ly admitting that the subject was not

MR. MACDONALD.

worthy of the attention of the House on
an ordinary day. He had another
charge to make against the hon. gentle-
man, one in which he was supported by
the hon. member who had just sat down.
It was that the hon. gentleman assertcd
that the Maritime Provinces could not
claim a share of this n*ney as a matter
of right. Such an admission was giving
up the case completely. Another charge
he Lad to make against the hon. gentle-
man was that, while le took the fag-end
of the week, and the fag-end of the Ses-
sion to debate his resolutions, he spoke
and read for three hours ont of the four
at their disposal, leaving less than one
hour to all the other members who
desired to speak on the subject.
This was a question of vast
importance, not only to the Provinces
claiming the money, but, according to
the hon. gentleman himself, to every sec-
tion of this Dominion from Vancouver to
Cape Breton; and that he should, on this
question, which other hon. members were
anxious also to discuss, engross three
hours of the limited time at their disposal
to discuss it, was unfair to the interests
involved and to the people concerned in
it. The hon. gentleman could certainly
have dispensed with going back as far as
the days of Columbus, with giving them
the history of the various kinds of fish
which inhabited the Sea of Marmora and
adjacent seas in days gone by. Dealing
with so practical a subject in so circum-
scribed a time, the hon. gentleman might
have dispensed with entering into a
learned disquisition on these matters.
There was no necessity to enlarge on the
value of our fisheries. They had only to
point to the five and a half willions just
paid to us by the award of a just and en-
lightened tribunal as the evidence of that
value. To corroborate that evidence they
had the returns of the product of the
fisheries, which, in 1878, amounted to
$12,030,O00. He was satisfied with that
evidence, and did not think, on the face
of it, that the importance of this great
resource of our country would be ques-
tioned, and he regretted that the hon.
member for Gaspé (Mr. Fortin) had not
been of the same opinion, so that
more time would have been at the
disposal of hon. members to treat tia
question as it ought to be treated.
Now, there were two questions, admit-
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ting the great value of the fisheries,
which naturally presented themselves.
Were the Provinces, out of whose waters
the Americans fished, entitled to a por-
tion or the whole of this money, and, if
they were, how could this money be best
appropriated 1 As to the first q uestion,
he hoped there *as not an hon. gentle-
man in this House, beside the hon. mem-
ber for Gaspé, who would hesitate to say
such Provinces had a right to this money.
The forefathers of the present inhabitants
of the Maritime Provinces, who followed
the lisheries as a means of livelihood,
emigrated and settled in Nova Scotia and
Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick,
and Quebec ; many of them, fishermen
from Scotland and the islands of Scot-
iand. The rich fisheries of those coun-
tries induced them to settle along the in-
hospitableshores of those Pi ovinces, which
offered then, and now offered, no other
means of existence to these hardworking
and enterprising men. These fisheries
became the just inheritance of the de-
scendants of these people, and it was be-
cause they expected these fisheries would
be owned by them and their descendants
that they settled down upon the barren
shores and mountain lands adjoining
them. If they could have had foreknow-
ledge of the fact that they would form a
portion of this Dominion, and that Par-
liament would sit and legislate on their
rights and properties, could they have an-
ticipated that this Parliament would
have bartered away their fishery rights,
at their very doors, to a foreign
nation, whose people came there, and
not only carried away their fish, but
by their destructive engines and means-
of fishing, entirely ruined and destroyed
them forever. These fisheries had becoue
the inheritance of these people, who
generation after generation laboured on
them as their farms, and they might as
well take away the air they breathed, or
render it unsafe to sustain life, as to
take away those rights. That the fih-
eries were being destroyed there was no
doubt; it had been proved most conclu-
sively by a discussion that took place
in this House early in the Session ; and
the hon. mover of these resolutions was
right in eaying that the people who in-
habited these shores would be obliged to
emigrate to the United States if these
fisheries were not protected. The other

question was how should this money be
approp.riated 1 He did -not agree with
the mover of the resolution in his
proposition to invest the money as a
special fund, and dispose the interest
towards fish-breeding establishments. It
had not yet been established conclusively
by experience, that the artificial fish-
breeding enterprise was successful.
That hon. gentleman had bestowed a
great deal of time and pains on the
matter, and, if he could have produced
conclusive evidence that this system was
a success, he would hve done so. The
only evidence ho promiced was a letter
from Mr. Spence Baird, Fishery Com-
missioner of the United States, in
reference to the artificial breedine of cod
and other fish. That experiment was
in its very infancy, and it was an old
maxim that said :

"Be not the first by whom the new is tried,
Nor yet the last to cast the old aside. "

He had very little faith in
restocking our deep sea fish-
eries by artificial breeding. There might
be something in the system as regarded
our rivers. If it were practicable thus to
restore the cod and other deep sea fisheries,
there would be an amount of disagree-
ment as to which grounds should be
chosen, and he felt satisfied much money
would be wasted on what might turn out
to be a vain speculation. There
were other purposes to which the
.noney could be applied. Many of our
own fishermen never went beyond three
miles from our shores, and a very great
extent of our coast was without har-
bours. Other portions required piers
and breakwaters for the protection of
boats and fishing craft. The best fishing
grounds were often on the most rocky
shores. The county which he had the
honour to represent had a sea-coast line
on one side of 120 miles, without a
single good harbour. There were several
harbours that could be much improved
by the expenditure of money, and which
would benefit the fisheries. The Island
-of Cape Breton was adjacent to the
best fisheries of the Dominion. Neither
Prince Edward Island, Gaspé nor New
Brunswick, possessed fisheries equal to
the fisheries surrounding the Island of
Cape Breton. That was apparent from
the number of American and other fisher-
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mien from all portions of the Maritime
Provinces, who resorted to the waters
adjacent to that Island during the fish-
ing season. The following was a com-
parative statement of the products of our
fisheries in 1878, already mentioned,
amounting in all to $12,000,000, con-
tributed by the four different Provinces:
Nova Scotia, $5,527,858 ; New Bruns-
wick, $2,133,237; Quebec, $2,560,148;
Prince Edward Island, $763,000.
It appeared that Nova Scotia produced
alone, in one year, more fish than the
other three principal Provinces, and
about one-half thåproduct of the whole
Dominion. It was known that the best
portions of our fisheries were the waters
adjacent to the Island of Cape Breton.
The most beneficial manner of expending
this money, if it was to be specially appro-
priated, would be to improve our har-
bours, build piers, and other navigation
securities for our fishermen. Every year,
when autumn approached, they looked for
wrecked boats and vesse]s of their seamen
and fishermén. He was sorry to see
that the Government had allowed this
matter to stand so long. Various ques-
tions had been put to them as to the dis-
position of this money, but without
satisfaction, They had assigned Satur-
day to the discussion of this question,
when hon. gentlemen were absent from
the House, regaling themselves after the
week's work, and when their minds were
occupied in other directions than the
business of the country. It was known
that last year a grant of $10,000 was
made for the purpose of commencing to
build a breakwater, to protect and im-
prove the harbour of Port Hood. The
present Minister of Public Works then
advocated that work, and interpellated
the leader of the Government as to
whether he was not going to undertake
that (to use the hon. member's own
words) "important public work." He
(Mr. MacDonnell) had the assistance
of the hon. the present Minister of
Public Works in getting the Govern-
ment to grant that sum. The Fishery
Award was not then paid, nor was
it certain that it would be paid. Not-
withstanding, that the award was in
the meantime paid, the hon. the Min-
ister of Publie Works cancelled that
grant, although tenders were received for
its expenditure the moment he got
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into power, and the work was abandoned.
The fishermen of Nova Scotia were in-
terested more than any other in these
public works. It was in such works as
these that the money or a great portion
of it should be expended. The Pro-
vince of Nova Scotia came into the Con-
federation very reluctantly. Its people
complained that, when they came into it,
the duties on the necessaries of life were
raised froiu ten to fifteen per cent. By
the legislation passed in this House a
few days ago, their duties had been raised
again, this time to thirty and thirty-five
per cent. Now, they found that their
fisheries were sold, and that the monev
consideration of that sale was to be used
for the parpose of building a railway
of Ontario, through Manitoba out to
across the continent through a portion
British Columbia. Were the people of
Nova Scotia going to acquiesce in this !
It was the duty of this House to har-
monise the various interests and Pro-
vinces of the Dominion, to work ont the
problem of Confederation in the best
manner possible. This could be done
only by respecting the immutable prin-
ciples of justice. In taking this money,
the price of the sale of the birthright of
the fishermen and people of the Mari-
time Provinces, and in appropriating it
to the works in the far West,those princi-
ples had been violated. It was iniquitous
and unj ust to the Province of Nova
Scotia. It might be that, because that
Province was small, weak in point of
population and representation in this
House, the Government considered it
wiser to pander to the large and growing
Province of Ontario. He appealed tO
the magnanimit-y and sense of justice Of
the people of Ontario, and that without
fear of being disappointed. Was there
any member in this flouse who had the
hardihood to say that that Province had
an equal right to that money with the
Maritime Provinces? lie thought not.
There was no portion of the people of the
Dominion that contributed so much per
capita to the revenues as did our fisber-
men. They consumed more dUtiable
goods than any other class of the OOmI-
munity. Yet tbey did not complain.
They did not come to this Houe knock-
ing at the doors as common papers,
asking for legislation to keep their *ts,
as the manufacturers did in, regad ta
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their looms, from being idle.
gentleman (Mr. Fortin) who
advocated their rights, had not

The hon.
so feebly
a petition

from the fishermen of the Maritime Pro-
vinces. The rights of these fishermen
should be protected, and this money
should be expended for their benefit, to
enable them to prosecute, with advantage,
their arduous and dangerous calling.

Mn. .UACKETT said he congratulated
the hon. mem ber for Gaspé (Mr. Fortin)
on the able nianner in which he had
dealt with the subject before the House.
While agreeing with him generally, he
(Mr. Hackett) could not overlook the
fact that the people of Prince Edward
Island had a special claim to the award.
At the time of the ratification of the
Yashington Treaty, it was found that

the Province of Prince Edward Island
had, through Sir Edward Thornton, en-
tered into treaty negotiations with the
American Minister, Mr. Fish. He found,
on looking over a despatch at that time,
a Memorandum of Council in reply to a
letter from Downing-street with regard
to the Island allowing American fisher-
nen to participate in their fisheries, the
following paragraph :-

it The Coirmittee submit that a commercial
arrangement with the United States, in consi-
deration of the use of the fisheries, would have
been most acceptable, but as the Royal High
Commission were unable to induce the Ameri-
can Government to change its commercial
policy, the people of this Island, being ex-
tremely loyal, and devotedly attached to Brit-
ish institutions, would be most unwilling to
throw any obstacle in the way of an amicable
settlement of all causes of difference between
Great Britain and the United States, and would,
therefore, willingly accept any reasonable
noney compensation, in addition to the privi-

leges granted, as an equivalent."

Which showed that, should that
privilege be'surrendered,the Island would
receive a money compensation therefor.
This document was received in evidence
before the Commission which sat at
Halifax. The privilege of allowing
American fishermen to fish in their
Waters, was, at least, taking away from
the Island fishermen something that
specially belonged to them. As had
been stated by the hon. member for
Inverness (Mr. MacDonnell), when these
People settled on the shores of the Mari-
time Provinces, and made homes there
for. themselves, they looked upon the

fisheries as the only means of subsistence
for themselves and families. Now, on
account of matters of State, these fish-
eries were taken away from them, and
foreigners were allowed to come in and
destroy the fish. Then, as the means of
subsistance were taken away froi these
fishermen, the money which was obtained
for these fisheries ought, in justice, to be
returned to the people who suffered by
the sale. He did not agree with the
suggestions of the hon. member for
Gaspé (Mr. Fortin) respecting the means
of developing the fisheries. The possi-
bility of restocking the deep sea fisheries
was not a demonstrated fact. It was
only an experiment. This Fishery
Award could be appropriated to far bet-
ter advantage than by experimenting
with fish hatcheries. The only authori-
ty they had on this subject was Professor
Bird, who stated that he had been experi-
menting, and that the sea fisheries could
be restocked. Supposing fish were put in
the waters of the Province, within the
three-mile limit, there was no means of
preventing them going outside that limit,
and the consequence would be those
Arnerican fishermen would come along
and receive a portion of the money ap-
propriated for this purpose. Money
appropriated in that way would be hard
cash thrown away. Instead of indulging
in any such Quixotic ideas, we should pre-
serve the valuable fisheries we now pos-
sessed. If Americans were allowed to go
on fishing by means of purse seines, the
fisheries would soon become exhausted,
and, therefore, this destructive method of
fishing ought to be prevented. He was a
little amused at the hon. member for In-
verness (Mr. MacDonnell), who waxed so
indignant when referring to the hon.
member for Xing's (Mr. Macdonald's) re-
marks respecting the value of the Prince
Edward Island fisheries. The value of
the exporte of fish w
value of the
well known that
of capital was
Prince Edward
invested in the

as no criterion of the
fisheries. It was

the sa-me amount
not invested in
Island as was

larger Province of
Nova Scotia ; but that dd not detract
from the value of the fisheries of the
former Province. The hon. gentleman
knew that many vessels from Nova
Scotia fished around the coasts of Prince
Edward, which possessed the most valu-
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able fisheries in the Gulf. If the hon.
gentleman's Province had such valuable
fisheries, why were not these people kept
at home? But no, they were glad to
come around the shores of the Island
and benefit by their valuable fish-
eries, and it ill became the hon.
gentleman to detract from their value.
With regard to the general question,
he would say the fishing interest
was a very important one, and one to
which full justice should be done. There
was no product of the Dominion that
commanded so unfluctuating a price in
foreign markets as the article of fish.
He thought it was the duty of the Gov-
ernment to take such steps as would pro-
tect the fisheries of the country. He
hoped that, in the distribution of this
award, the Province of Prince Edward
Island would be considered, and that she
would receive, what he considered was
lier just right, a fair proportion of it.

Mu. ANGLIN said it was advisable
lirst to get possessioa of the money, and,
after that, settle how it was to be appro-
priated.

House adjourned at
Six o'clock.

HlOUSE OF COMMONS.

Monday, 5th May, 1879.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

CORRECTIONS.

MR. COUGHLIN corrected a state-
ment in the London Advertiser, in which
it was stated that he voted both ways on
the Usury question. He only voted
once, and, though he had pointed out the
error by letter to the editor of the Adver-
tiser, the statement had been repeated.
He called on the Clerk to state to the
Speaker whether that was correct or not.

Ms. SPEAKER: The hon. member
voted against Mr. Plumb's amendment
for the six months' hoist of the Usury
Bill.

MR. COSTIGAN said the hon. gentle-
man's name was taken when he did not

ME. AIICÂETT.

vote, and, Mr. Thompson (Haldinand)
calling attention to it, the name was
struck out. What the hon. gentleman
complained of was not that the mistake
occurred, but that the incorrect atate-
ment was repeated after it l'ad been de-
nied.

MR. THOMPSON (Haldimand) said
it was, perhaps, only right that he should
say that, when the vote on the Usury
question was taken, the vote of the hon.
gentleman was taken twice, the vote one
way being taken erroneously, and when
the hon. gentleman did not vote.

SIR A. J. SMITH said he was not in
the habit of troubling the House, but he
wished to correct a statement made by
the Chignecto Post, a paper published in
bis own eonstituency, to the effect that,
when the reciprocity negotiations were
going on, he left for Washington to see
Mr. George Brown, that he did not get
farther than Boston, and that he charged
$2,000 for the trip. This accusation was
doubly false. In 1874, he went to
Washington, and, on his return, he de-
ducted his actual expenses, and also what
would be deducted from lis Sessional
allowance, as he thought it was hardly
reasonable that he should lose this allow-
ance, as he was away on public business.
Of the $2,000 he returned $1,515.46, as
was shown in the Public Accounts, leav-
ing a balance of $485, which he kept for
his actual expenses and Sessional allow-
ance, to which he wras entitled. Ie
saw that the hon. member for King's
(Mr. Domville) had on the notice paper
a motion for information on this point,
and, as he feared that this motion could
not be reached this Session, he made this
explanation to the House.

MR. DOMVILLE said he thought it
was very unfair that the hon. gentleman
should anticipate lis motion, and the
bringing down of the papers by making
such a statement. As matters stood,
they had nothing save a mere verbal
statement of the hon. gentleman, who, he
thought, should produce documentary
evidence on the subject.

Mi. CARTWRIGHT said he thought
bis hon. friend (Sir A. J. Smith) bhd the
most ample right to refute a most gross
and villanous attack levelled agaist
him by a newspaper published in his Coun-
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ty. - If the hon. member for King's, N.B.,
(Mr. Domville) had looked at the Public
keounts for 1875, he would have found,
on page 39 : " Hon. A. J. Smith, re-
tarned for expenses on account of the
Reciprocity Treaty, $1,515.46."

SIR A. J. SMITHL said he did not
know what the hon. member for King's
meant, as to no evidence being produced.
The Public Accounts were sufficient.

JUDGE POLETTE.

MR. MÉTHOT presented a petition
praying for the dismissal of Judge
Polette, of the Three Rivers District.
He moved the reception of the petition.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said,
as this was an indictment of a Judge of
a Superior Court, special care should be
exercised as to how the House proceeded.
The petition sbould not be received until
the proper time had expired.

MR. MÉTHOT said this was a pecu-
liar case. If action were not taken this
Session, the Three Rivers District would
be denied justice for another year. The
Judge well knew that action was pro-
posed. Five years ago a resolution was
passed by the advocates of that district
asking the hon. Judge, in view of his old
age, to retire from the Bench. In Feb-
ruary last a resolution was passed by six-
teen to one of the members of the bar
asking the Government to take steps for
the removal of the Judge, as he was un-
able to efficiently perform his duties, and
the assistance of other Judges had to be

MR. SPEAKER ruled the
out of order.

petition

PRIVATE BILL.

THIRD READING.

The following Bill was considered in
Committee of the Whole, reported, read
the Mird time and passed -

Bill (No. 101) To amend the Act incorporat-
ing the Canada and Detroit River Bridge Com-
Paay.--(Mr. Kilvert.)

NAVIGATION OF THE TRAVERSE.

QUESTION.

MR. LAURIER enquired, Whether
the attention of the Government has
been called to the following resoltition
adopted by the Quebec Board of Trade at
one of their late meetings, viz: " That
in order to secure the navigation of the
Traverse earlier in the spring and
later in the fall, it is expedient that
a permanent crib-work be erected at
the eastern entrance, upon which lights
would be placed, instead of the floating
lightship now in use," and if so, is it the
intention of the Government to take any
steps for the carrying out of the views
expressed by the said resolution.

MR. POPE (Queen's P.E.I.) said the
attention of the Government had been
called to the subject, but it was not the
intention of the Government to teke the
steps referred to.

SETTLERS' CLAIMS IN M AN1TOBA,

QUESTION.

MR. DUBUC enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Government to re-
cognise the staked claims of the settlers
in Manitoba, particularly those followed
by possession and improvements.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: It is
the intention of the Government to re-
cognise such claims as have been followed
by possession and improvement.

SQUATTERS' LANDS ON THE RED
RIVER.

QUESTION.

MR. DUBUC enquired, Whether the
Government intend to concede the lands
squatted upon by the settlers on the Red
River, at more reasonable conditions
than $5 an acre, price fixed by the late
Government in 1877.

SIR JOHN A. MAODONA LD: I
have made enquiries into this matter,
and found that there is a great competi-
tion to get those lands at $5 per acre.
Therefore we do not propose to reduce
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STEAM FERRY BETWEEN GEORGE-
TOWN AND PICTOU.

QUESTION. ,

Mi. MACDONALD (King's, P.E.J.)
enquired, Whether it is the intention of
the Government to insist on the Steam
Navigation Company of Prince Edward
Island running a boat between George-
town and Picton, in accordance with
he terms of the original contract.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: On
the 1st June. 1876, the Postmaster-
General agreed to substitute for the
service between Georgetown and Pictou,
a service between Charlottetown and
Pictou, and no application has been
made since to the Department on the
subject.

ONTARIO COMMON SCHOOL FUND.

QUESTION.

MR. GILLIES enquired, Whether it
is the intention of the Government,
during the current year, to pay over to
the Government of Ontario the amount
due to the Province from the Common
School Fund, including the Land Im-
provement Fund, under the award of
the arbitration recently confirmed be-
tween the late Provinces of Upper and
Lower Canada.

MR. TILLEY: The Government will
be prepared to meet all its engagements
under the arrangement between the Do-
minion and various Provinces.

MR. MACKENZIE: The hon. gen-
tleman has not observed the form of the
question. It says: " Under the award."

Mn. TILLEY: The legal obligations
under that award the Government will
be prepared to pay.

SITTING BULL.

QUESTION.

Ma. DUBUC, in the absence of Mr.
SCULTZ. enquired, Whether the Gov-
ernment has any official knowledge of the
alleged facts contained in the following
Washington telegram to the Si. Paul
Pioneer Press:-

SIR JOHi A. MACDONALD.

« WsHINGTON, April 21.-It las been decid-
ed, after repeated conferences between the
Secretaries of State, War, and Interior, that the
troublesom e individual on the northern fron-
tier, known as Sitting Bull, is a British sub-
ject; that he, with his followers, voluntarily
left the country of the United States, and
placed themselves under the protection of
Her Majesty, who will hereafter be held
responsible for their good conduct.

c The Secretary of War has written a letter
to General Sherman to this effect, and the
Secretary of State will notify the British Gov-
ernment,

" This may become a serious International
question if Sitting Bull makes a raid on the
frontier during the coming summer. General
Ruger, who has gone north of Dakota, four
miles south of where Sitting Bull's camp lies,
withthe Eighteenth.Infantry, who will build a
military post in that locality, has been notified
of this decision, and will govern himself
accordingly."

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
that the Government had no notice or
information, official or otherwise, on the
subject. They fancied the report must
be a mere canard, inasmuch as it must be
obvious that neither the Secretary of the
United States, the Secretary of War,
nor the Secretary of the Interior, could
decide who was a British subject.

WINDSOR AND ANNAPOLIS AND WES-
TERN COUNTIES RAILWAY

COMPANIES.

QUESTION.

MR. LONGLEY enquired, Whether
it is the intention of the Government to
introduce a Bill this Session for the pur-
pose of settling the long pending dispute
between the Windsor and Annapolis
and Western Counties Railway Com-
panies and the Government.

MR. TUPPER : The Government
will not be able, 1 fear, this Session tQ
introduce a Bill for that purpose.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND AND THE
FISHERY AWARD.

QUESTION.

Ma. BAIN, in the absence of Mr.
YEO, enquired, Wb.ether it is the inten-
tion of the Government to comply with
the memorial of the Prince Edward
Island Government, in reference tol the
appropriation of the Fishery Award.

Business.[COMMONS.]
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SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the whole question was under the con-
sideration of the Government.

LAND GRANT TO VOLUNTEERS OF
1837-38.

QUESTION.

MR. HOOPER enquired, Whether it
is the intention of the Government to
take into consideration the services of
the volunteers of 1837-38, by giving to
each of them a grant of land from the
the unoccupied Dominion lands in Man-
itoba or elsewhere.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
This matter has been brought under
the attention of the Governnent for the
first time. I think it is too late for us
to take it up and settle it this Session.

TORONTO POST OFFICE.

MOTION FOR ACCOTNTS.

MR. MACMILLAN moved for copies
of all accounts rendered by the postmas-
ter at Toronto, or compiled for the post-
master at Toronto, at the Post Office De-
partment, between the first day of July,
A.D., 1874, up to the first day of July,
A.D., 1878, together with copies of all
Orders in Council and memoranda of the
Postmaster-General, or Deput-y Postmas-
ter-General, authorizing the payment of
an increased salary or commission to the
said postmaster within the periods above
mentioned.

Motion agreed to.

PURCHASE OF THE STEAMER GLEN-
DON.

MOTION FOR PAPERS.

XI. DOMVILLE, in the absence of
Mr. PLUMB, moved for copies of all
papers, reports and accounts connected
with the purchase, repairs, and seaworthi-
ness of the steamer Glendon. He said
that the object of the motion was to get
certain papers, in order to inforn the
country as to the value of this steamer,
and the propriety of the purchase. It
had been so often mentioned in this
Hoeuse that almost every hon. gentleman
nust understand the question. 'The

Clendon was purchased some years ago,
after she had, in a measure, been aban-
doned as unfitted for the purposes for
which she was intended when built. She
had been found so useless for the pur-
pose intended that ber owners decided it
would be useless to keep lier in the trade
contemplated, and that it would be best
to sell lier. They managed to dispose of
lier to the Government of Canada. There
had been a good deal of dispute in the
House as to the desirability of the bar-
gain. Her purchase, at $20,000, was a
dead loss to the Government, as it was
alleged she could have been bought for
$5,000. She was useless, as would be
seen from Captain Lavoie's report, and
cost a large amount for repairs. The
late Minister of Finance had endeavoured
to show that that steamer's purchase was
highly in the interest of the Govern-
ment. On the Ministerial side they
contended that ber purchase was a
waste of public moncy-they bad re-
ports that she was useless. The
late Minister of Marine decided to buy
that vessel, though warned it would be a
bad bargain, as he afterwards admitted;
for that reason the hon. iember for
Niazara wished all information on the
subject. The hon. member for West-
moreland (Sir A. J. Smith) having ad-
mitted in the niost unequivocal manner
that she had caused a great loss to the
country, perhaps be (Mr. Domville)
should say a little more about it. But
le thought the papers would show for
thenselves, as they could have shown be-
fore a Committee, that that hon. knight
had bouïght the steamer in opposition to
those who knew somewhat better. She
was bought in a hurry, and lie thought
the report was that $5,000 would
have been a very large price. Tens of
thousands had been spent to keep ber in
order, yet they had evidence she was able
to go only a few knots an hour. He did
not believe it was from the inability of
the lion. member for Westmoreland that
lie had been induced to buy that vessel,
which had entailed a public loss, but
that lie had been led away by the reports
of others, who had interests to serve.
Had any of the present Ministers ever
committed such an act, they would never
have heard the last of it. The lion. gen-
tieman had admitted that the country had
sustained a heavy loss. He did not

Purchasge of the
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hesitate to say that, if the lon. gentle-
man had followed the advice of those
surrounding him, the steamer would
not have been purchased, and the coun-
try would have been spared the loss sus-
tained by reason of her purchase. He
would be glad to hear what the hon. gen-
tleman had to say in Lis defence, and
what reasons he could give why these
papers should not be brought down.

Sin A. J. SMITH said he
thought he could satisfy the House that
this transaction was a bonâ fide one, and
he was glad that this motion had been
made, because it gave him an opportunity
of making this explanation. He had
been charged by the St. John Sun, and
some other newspapers, with having con-
cealed some reports that were made be-
fore the vessel was purchased, which
reports were to the effect that this vessel
was unseaworthy. He characterised that
statement as an absolute falsehood and a
slander. There was not a word of truth
in it. Now, what were the facts of this
case? There had been no fraud in this
transaction ; he did admit that a mistake
had been made, but it was through the
Inspector's report,and, if he had the trans-
action to do again, knowing what he did
know of the vessel, he would not pur-
chase her. He had acted throughout on
the report of an oficer of lis Department.
The report which had been referred to by
the hon. gentleman from King's (Mr.
Domville) and which he stated was made
before the vessel was purchased, was, in
fact, made months after the vessel was
bought. This service had been performed
by a schooner called Le Canadien, of about
150 tons. In the fall of 1874, it was
discovered that this vessel was no longer
tit for the service, and it was the desire
of Captain Lavoie, and of some other
officers of the Department, that she
should be replaced by a steamer. H1e
was reluctant to go to the expense of
providing another steamer, but, after
consultation with the deputy head of
the Depaîtment, they concluded that if
they could get a cheap steamer they
would buy one to replace Le Canadien.
lHe bad no idea of spending $40,000 or
$50,000 for a steamer for that service,
because he did not think the service
needçd it, although, no doubt, Captain
Lavoie would have liked one costing that

MR. DOXVILLE.

much. While they were discussing
this matter an offer came from
some party in St. John -in-
terested in the Glendon. He had
never heard of the vessel before, and did
not know such a vessel existed. He re-
ceived an offer of sale of the Glendon,
and, after advising with the deputy on
the subject, they concluded, before hav-
ing anything to do with it, to send to
Mr. William M. Smith, Deputy Chair-
man of the Board of Inspection at St.
John, and to get his confidential report
on the vessel. They did send down and
got Lis report, which was dated 10th
of February, 1875. When this offer
was made, he did not know who were the
owners of this steamer, but it turned out
that Mr. Nicholson, who was not a politi-
cal friend of l 'irs, was interested in this
vessel. He read the report of Mr.
Smith ; and asked any Lon. gentleman
if that report did not show that vessel to
be a good vessel? Mr. Smith stated she
had a speed of seven knots an hour, and
that was all they required. After con-
sultation with the deputy, they concluded
she was quite fast enough. She was
much better than the vessel which pre-
ceded her, which was nothing but a
schooner. She would only consume eight
tons of coal in twenty-four hours, which
was a very small quantity indeed, the
Lady -Head having consumed twenty-five
tons in the same period. They concluded
to offer $20,000 for the vessel, though
the price asked was $26,000. Mr.
Smith, the Inspector, said she was worth
$25,000, but they did not give that sum.
The hon. gentlemanfrom King's(Mr.Dom-
ville) had stated this vessel was not worth
more than $5,000, but from the exhibition
the hon. gentleman had made of himself
on several occasions, the House would
know what dependence to place on his
statement. There was no political
object to be served in the pur-
chase of this vessel. They thought the
vessel a cheap one, and they did
the business exactly as they would bave
done if they were buying a vessel for
themselves. The report of Mr, Smith
stated the vessel would be ready for sea
with the ordinary repairs which a vessel
required every spring. She was put on
the slip and underwent repairs. le was
in St. John shortly afterwards, and found
that the repairs were costing a great deal
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more than he anticipated. He had no
idea, from the report, that she would cest
so mueh. He saw the agent in St. John,
and Mr. Smith, and expressed to both
these gentlemen his great dissatisfaction
that the repairs of the vessel cost so much
more than the report gave him reason to
believe. She was prepared for sea at a
very considerable expense. She went
round the service in the River St. Law-
rence, and, after three or four months,
Captain Lavoie, who Le did not think
was much in love with this vessel,
reported to the Department that she was
totally unfit for the service, that life was
not safe on the vessel, and that lie would
not risk himself, or his crew, on board.
Ulpon receiving this information, after
consultation with the Depity, lie con-
cluded to have a survey made of this
vessel. He directed Mr. IRisley, the
Chairman of the Board, and Mr. Lawson,
to make the survey, and send for Mr.
Smith to be present. They made an
examination of the vessel, and reported
she was not fit for the service she was in.
There was end to that vessel. He saw
Mr. Smith afterwards, and expressed
great dissatisfaction with him; lie told
him, in fact, that his conduct deserved
dismissal, and he believed it did. But
hon. members knew that one did not like
to take an extreme measure of that kind.
He did not want to take his living away
from him, and did not dismiss him,
although lie might have been in fault in
not doing so. This vessel was then sent
to Halifax, where she had since done
valuable service. His own report said
so. If there was anv blame in the mat-
ter, it rested upon Mr. W. M. Smith.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) : Then
there is some one to blame.

SiR A. J. SMITH said he had always
blamed Mr. Smith. The hon. member
for Ottawa made a speech a few even-
ings previously, in which he made an
attack on the Department, particularly
il regard to the voluminous character of
their reports. He was sorry to see the
hon. gentleman declare himself the enemy
of the Maritime Provinces. The hon.
gentleman said that the report contained
too much. That might be, so far as he
was concerned, but they must remember
that they had, as the deputy head of
the Department, a gentleman who had

been forty years connected with maritime
and merchant shipping matters, and he
had a pretty good idea of what would be
interesting to maritime people. The re-
port, certainly, cost a good deal of money,
but there was no Department in the
public service that dealt with such a va-
riety of subjects as did the Department
of Marine and Fisheries. He had no
doubt that the hon. member for Ottawa
would not think these subjects worthy of
being read, but there was no report pub-
lished suught after with so much
interest by the people of the Maritime
Provinces. The publication of the de-
tails connected with almost every branch
connected with the service of the Marine
and Fisheries, cost a good deal of money,
but it gave employment to people living
in Ottawa, and in that way was a local
advantage. What object could he (Sir
A. J. Smith) have, in publishing all
these details, except the good of the pub-
lic service. His successor had followed
his example, and any reflection the hon.
gentleman passed upoe him also fell upon
the lon. the Mi ister of Marine and
Fisheries. The ead of the meteorologi-
cal branch of the service was very anxi-
ous that his report should be published
in full, but he (Sir A. J. Smith) had it
condensed to about one-third. He
thought he had satisfied the House, and
he was sure Le had satisfied the country,
that his conduct, in the purchase of the
Glendon, was blameless.

Mu. DOMVILLE: No.

SiR A. J. SMITH said the hon. gen-
tleman spoke 6x cathedra. Anyone bear-
ing the hon. gentleman speak in the
Holuse would think that lie w as the sole
authority on New Brunswick matters.
The hon. gentleman had spoken too much
for his own good, and lie thought he
would find that to be the case when Le
returned to his constituents. le was
quite willing that a tborough investiga-
tion into this matter should be instituted.

Mu. POPE (Queen's, P.E.1) said that in
the purchase of this vessel a disgraceful
waste of publie mioney had taken place,
and an injury to the public interest had
been effected. He thought the proper
course for the hon. gentleman to have
taken in this matter was to have adver-
tised for tenders for the supplying of such
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a vessel as might have been wanted for
the service, instead of making in his
own Province a purchase in which some
of his political friends were interested,
directly or indirectly. The hon. gentle-
man, when the matter was under discus-
sion, a few Sessions ago, said that Mr.
Smith reported her fit for the service for
which she was intended. le (Mr.
Pope) maintained that this vessel was
proved to be unfit for that service, and
that she was laid up at the time. The
hon. gentleman said that the vessel was
approved of by Mr. Smith. Now he
would read the report of Mr. Smith, in
regard to the vessel.

SiR A. J. SMITH said that the mo-
tion was for the papers, and that the
papers should not be read without his
having had an opI)>ortuity of seeing
them.

Mn. POPE (Queei'r, P.E.L) said the
hon. gentleman had referred to the re-

port, and had made use of information
which lie had had access to as Minister
of Marine and Fisheries. He (Mr.
Pope) simply put himself in a position
to reply to the lion. gent'eman's state-
ments. The report was as follows :-

"For reasons explained by Mr. Simons, Bu-
reau Veritas surveyor of this port, in his report
herewith enclosed, we are of opinion that the
hull is a bad model, is unseaworthy, and is al-
ready strained. The engine and boiler are too
small to make lier a serviceable boat in bad
weather; altogether we believe the vessel to
be unfit for her present employment. Her best
rate of speed as made by trial to-day was
6 1-12 knots per hour, with tide and wind,
on the quarter, and 5¼ against the tide.
These results were obtained in fresh water,
opposite Quebec. What could be done in
salt water, on a voyage of any length, we may
assume she would not do so well.

The following was an extract froin a let- I
ter of Commander Lavoie, in command
of the Glendon, dated 19th October,
1878:-

c We entered the Bay of Gaspé last night to
repair the damages sustained by the steamer
on our trip to the Magdaien Islands. It is
through the mercy of God we were not all
lost.

9 In spite of my anxiety. to find some good
in the bargain of the Department, it is impos-
sible to do anything useful with her. For three
weeks past, since the stormy season has com-
menced, it is proved that this steamer will
certainly be the grave of its crew if continued
in the service.

MR. POPE.

" The Captain had already told me that the
vessel came near fdling and upsetting, owing
to its faulty construction, when crossing from
Ste Anne des Monts to Trinity the other day;
that she was unfit for navigation, and would
surely be wrecked. I could not believe it, but
during this last trial I was convinced of the
truth of the Captain's assertion. The steamer
is flat-bottomed, and makes more leeway in a
heavy sea thah headway. When leaving Mag-
dalen Islands we very nearly drifted on the
Downs, and had it been during night time,
must have been lost on them, where so many
men and vessels have been destroyed. We
were five days at the Magdalen Islands, with
gales blowing every day from all points of the
compass, and we always experienced greater
difficultv than the American schooners in
reaching our anchorage.

C This steamer runs five knots in calm
weather, three with wind and sea ahead,and her
greatest speed is seven knots assisted by a tear-
ing gale. The steamer can run only during
calm weather, and fair winds. With such a
vessel we cannot stir while the wind is blow-
ing from the seaward, and continues a few
hours, even if we are only at a mile's distance
from shore ; and this may happen fifty times
during a season.

"With our old schooner there was no sucli
danger under similar circumstances, so long as
we could keep sail on lier.

" The steamer goes neither under sail nor
steam, and I do not believe one man among the
crew will consent to embark on her for another
year.

"The engineer, who is a man of superior
ability and courage, is disgusted.

"The hull is strained and leaks all over.
" We sail two days, and it takes three or

four men four days to repair the damage.
" The night before lat., during a heavy gale,

when we lost our sails. the fires were extin-
guished by the leakage of the boiler, conse-
quently we could raise no steam.

s We left Magdalen Islands on the 7th, for
Natashquan, with a strong breeze from the
S.S.E. We steered so as to double the East
Point on leaving Entry Island. With a
schooner we could have doubled a point
twenty miles longer, but with the Glendon
we bad to return, as we made more leeway
than headway, and we would have drifted oi
the Downs before reaching the Point.

'We subsequently tried the West Point,
which was an easier job, there being a fair wind.
After passing the Point we set sail for Anti-
costi Island, but as the gale increased and the
vessel laboured heavily, I took the advice o
the Captain, who thought it was more pru-
dent to ancli or at Gaspé, owing to the immi-
nence of the storm and the unseaworthiness of
our craft. His advice proved good, for, at 6
p.m., the weather became very dark and the
wind very great. Waves mountains high rose
at our sterm, as if to drown us. We were then
about half way to Gaspé. Our foresails, the
only ones which could be set, were carried
away, and our fires were nearly extinguished
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« This lasted until 3 p.m. It is impossible
to describe the anxiety we experienced. None
but those who saw the thing can understand
it. We arrived at the basin of Gaspé last
night, and very tired. I believe none of the
crew has undressed since last Sunday.

«"I repeat it-there is no rest to be had with
such a vessel. We are to-day occupied in
repairing the sails, and the engineer and fire-
nen are working at the boilers. If the en-

gineer says we can risk crossing to the
North coast, I will go ; if not, I will sail for
Bay des Chaleurs, and then to Quebec, to de-
liever the steamer into the bands of the De-.
partment forever."

The following was an extract of Captain
Lavoie's Report of Progress, dated 2nd
October, 1878

Our chief engineer bas just informed nie
that another leak las manifesteci itself in the
boiler, and may take some time to repair. He
states that this boiler never could have been
new or good when placed in the Glendon, or
else has been terribly neglected by those in
charge. The machinery has been a source of
great anxiety and trouble to us ever since we
left Quebec. Mr. Poliquin further states that
it is only with great care that the boiler will
carry us through this season, and that it will
be necessary to replace it by a new one if
the vessel is to be used next spring. It
therefore may Lappen that our cruise will be
longer than usual, as we shall have to de-
pend a great deal on fair winds along the
North shore."

The hon. maeinber could turther refer to
the report of the captain :

I Owing to the very small power in propor-
tion to the size of the ship, the least head
wind or sea is immediately felt, and naturally
deadens her way. Against a strong breeze,
say from five to six, with the usual amount of
sea caused by such wind, she would not carry
steerage way. It might be thought, in such
case, the sails should be set, and the vessel
worked to windward under steam and sail
combined, but I have found by experience
that she is much too leewardly for any advan-
tage to be gained by adopting this course."

1I his (Mr. Pope's) opinion, no Minister
or any person entrusted with any charge
of a Department had a right to go down
to his owa Province, amongst his own
friends, and buy a trap of that kind that
he never saw, and which was never pro-
perly exainùed. $28,000 were paid for
that boat, which no nian would give
$5,000 for. The course pursued by the
hon. gentleman was not justifiable.
The duty of the Minister was to invite
tenders for a suitable vessel, not to act
uoin)U a report which was no report at all.

SIR A. J. SMITH said it was some-
thing new, in parliamentary proceedings,
on a motion made by an hon. member,
that a Minister should have the papers
required in bis hands, and make use of
them, without allowing the person at-
tacked an opportunity of seeing them.
The hon. gentleman had attacked hîni
(Sir A. J. Smith) systematically, on
every occasion, although he had treated
the hon. gentleman in quite a different
spirit. But lie had ceased to expect
anything like courtesy or fair play froi
the hon. gentleman. Was it reasonable,
when the hon. member for King's (Mr.
Domnville) had made an attack on him
(Sir A. J. Smith), that the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries should produce the
papers without giving him (Sir A. J.
Smith) an opportunity of seeing then,
although lie had not seen them for years.
Why did ho not send them across to hin
(Sir A. J. Smith)? The hon. gentleman
said this vessel was no good. If so, why
did he retain ber in the service ? In his
own report it was stated she was doing
good service in Halifax. This money
was not wasted. He (Sir A. J. Smith) had
stated before that, if he had had proper
information with regard to this vessel, lie
would not have bought her. The hon.
gentleman in quoting from reports, after
the vessel was purchased, and when she
was in service, was not dealing with the
matter in a fair judicial spirit. It was on
the report of Wm. M. Smith that she
was purchased. Wm. M. Smith knew
the pirpose for which the vessel was in-
tended, and he said she was good for that
purpose ; that she was built for a freight
steamer. What was wanted was a ves-
sel, economical in the consumption of
coal, with a speed of seven or eight miles
an hour. W. M. Smith said, in bis re-
port, the vessel was worth $25,000 ; she
was bought for $20,000. The hon. gen-
tleman knew this was a bonâ fide trans-
action. He (Sir A. J. Smith) supposed,
and the Deputy Minister supposed, that
this was a cheap vessel. In view of these
facts, it was unprecedented that he
should be treated in this way. The hon.
gentleman, not satisfied with this subject,
brought up the Northern Light question
again. What had that to do with the
subject 1 He (Sir A. J. Smith) chal-
lenged the hon. gentleman with regard
to the Glendon matter, and other matters,
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to appoint a Committee at any time, this
or any other Session, before which he
would be prepared to meet him.

MR. TASSE said that the hon. mem-
ber for Westmoreland complained of the
strictures he lately made upon the pro-
portions of the report of the Department
of Marine and Fisheries which, within
the last few years had become so exten-
sive. He was entirely mistaken when he
claimed that he (Mr. Tassé) did not saf-
ficiently appreciate the importance of
this report. It was preciselv because he
felt the importance of this report that
-he wished it to be reduced to reasonable
proportions and pruned of al] useless and
incorrect matters, so as to render it truly
useful and interesting. It was not neces-
sary to dwell in the land of oysters and
lobsters in order to understand +t, +'
interests connected with the Mlarinie and
Fisheries deserved the most serious at-
tention. Hie had also objected to the
too extensive proportions given to this
report, overloaded, as it was, with details
that were often insignificant, on account
of the enormous expense it entailed.
The printing of this report cost, last year,
$14,680, whilst it only cost $3,000 in
1872-73, when the Conservatives were
in power. That was really an extrava-
gant expenditure, for which the hon.
member was responsible, since he had
been Minister of Marine for the last five
years ; but Le had no idea that he
would venture to justify the expendi-
ture before the House. The bon. mem-
ber for Westmoreland had added that,
being one of the representatives of Ottawa,
he (Mr. Tassé) should not complain of
this expenditure, seeing that his (Mr.
Tassé's)electorshad profited byit. Thatwas
a very sorry excuse coming from one of
the leaders of a party that at one time
laid claim to the title of the party of
economy par excellence. With such a
principle every extravagance might be
sanctioned. Although his electors might
be interested in having the public
moneys spent here, he was persuaded
that they were not ready to approve of
useles expenditures when these same
moneys might be applied to the execu-
tion of improvements that would be much
more advantageous for them.

Motion agreed to.
Si1 A. J. SiTH.

RESPONSIBLE GOVERNMENT JN
CANADA.

RESOLUTION POSTPONED.

Notice of motion (Mr. Mousseau) for
resolution declaring: "That, in the opin-
ion ot this House, the factof submittingthe
advice of the Privy Council of Canada to
the review of Her Majesty's advisers in
England, upon questions which are purely
of an administrative c4aracter, under the
British North America Act, 1867, is sub-
versive of the principles of responsible
government granted to Canada," called.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
would ask my hon. friend to allow that
motion to stand for the present.

MR. SPEAKER: Stand.

Ma. HOLTON said there was some
nt~)4dy of asking a mrember who had
given notice of a motion of want of con-
fidence to allow it to stand.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD:
The hon. gentleman is out of order.

Mi. HOLTON: I have a perfect
right to move that the order be struck
off ie paper because he did not proceed
with it. I have a perfect right to speak
to that, and I begin my speech hy say-
ing it is a novelty in my parliamentary
experience for a First Minister to ask ai
ordinary supporter of his to let a notice
of a want of confidence motion stand. I
do not see that he can do it.

S1a JORN A. MACDONALD: i
think the lon. gentleman is out Of
order.

Ma. SPEAKER: There was an un-
derstanding, at the beginning of the Ses-
sion, to allow motions to stand when
that was asked by some member of the
Government, and, when I heard the hon.
Premier asking the hon. member fer
Bagot to allow his motion to stand, of
course 1 said as usual "stand ;" and, in
that case, I hope the hon. gentleman WIL
respect my decision.

Ma. HOLTON: I do not appeal
from the Chair, I accept the invitation Of
Mr. Speaker to act upon the understand-
ing made beyond the rule. The rule un-
doubtedly was that which was established
on the recommendation of a Comlittee
three or four years ago, of which th#lWn-

in Canada.



gentleman and myself were members, TRANSFER OF THE PICTOU AND TRURO
that these notices of motion should be RAILWAY.
dropped if they were not proceeded with MOTION FOR PAPERS.
when called ; but, to facilitate business,
-when Ministers were not prepared to dis- Ma. DOULL moved for a statement
cuss questions, and to grant returns of, lst. All agreements, papers and corres

asked, the understanding come to pondence, since 1st July, 1875, with re-

was that notices of motion should spect to the transfer of the Pictou and

on application of the Minister, stand, Truro Railway ; 2nd. Memorial of
but it was in order that they might Halifax and Cape Breton Railway and
be taken up at a more convenient season. Coal Company, and reply thereto of the

But J never dreamed of a notice being Nova Scotia Government, enclosed in a

asked to stand to get rid of a troublesome letter from them dated 31st December,
question, as is obviously the case 1878.
here ; and therefore I should be Motion agreed to.
in my right if I were to say
that it might he in the letter but not at LOT 1,211 ON THE ASSINIBOINE,
all in the spirit of the understanding, as MANITOBA.
well as against the express letter of the MOTION FOR RETURN.
rule, that a motion of this kind should be
asked tA stand by the Minister. But he MR. CA 7ROn,' « the absence of Mr.
has now got rid of a troublesome matter, MCUARTRy, moved for a copy of the
and ail is serene again between him and Order in Councib under which that por-
his malcontent ffllowers. tion of land situate on the Assiniboine

Motion postponed.

DRAWBACKS ON EXPORTS.

MOTION FOR RETURN.

Ma. DOMVILLE moved for a return
showing what drawback was allowed to
manufacturers on goods manufactured in
Canada in 1877 and 1878 and exported;
to whom paid, and description of goods.

Motion agreed to.

PAYMENTS TO WELLAND CANAL
SOLICITORS.

MOTION FOR RETURN.

Mi. ROBERTSON (Hamilton), in
the absence of Mr. BUNTING, moved for
a return of all letters, vouchers and other
papers connected with the payment of all
fees, Sosts and charges to James G.
Currie and John M. Currie, as solicitors
lor the Welland Canal, from the first day
Of January, 1877, to the seventh day of
April, 1879, with the dates of such pay-
Inents ; and also, all instructions respect-
mig the employment of such solicitors.

Motion agreed go.

River, ini the Province of Mvanitob)a, andl
which is known as Lot No. 1,211, as
kept in the Registrar's Book of the Hud-
son Bay Company, prior to the transfer
of the North-West Territories to Canada,
was granted to the said Company ; and
of ail correspondence and papers con-
nected with the grant, the terms on
which the grant was made, the claims of
the late Professor O'Donoghue and of
his representatives since his death, or
others, to the said parcel of land or any,
portion thereof, and all correspondencs
in relation thereto.

Motion agreed to.

CANADA GAZETTE CIRCULATION IN
NEW BRUNSWICK.

MOTION FOR RETURN.

Ma. DOMVILLE, in the absence of
Mr. CONNELL, moved for a return showing
the names of all officials in New Bruns-
wick, who are entitled to receive copies
of the Canada Gazette.

Motion agreed to.

SALES OF LAND ON ST. JOSEPH'S
ISLAND.

MOTION FOR STATEXENT.

MR. DAWSON moved for a state-
ment ehowing thie amount derived from
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the sales of gland on the Island
Joseph up to lat of July, 1867.

of St.

Motion agreed to.

SELKIRK ELECTION.

MOION FOR RETURN.

MR. CAMERON (North Victoria)
moved for copies of all letters, certifi-
cates, reports and correspondence from,
to, or with any Judge or -Returning Offi-
cer or other person, relating to the re-
count of ballots at the last election for
the Electoral District of Selkirk, in the
Province of Manitoba, and to the trial of
the contested election for the said Elec-
toral District. He said the motion in-
volved a matter of great importance to
the administration of justice in the Pro-
vince of Manitoba. le had made two
motions in the present matter for this
reason : After the las# election in Sel-
kirk, Mr. Morris, who was one of the
candidates, appealed to Judge McKeag-
ney, under the Statute of last Session, for
an order for a recount, or readdition of
the ballots of that election. An order
was made by that Justice, who fixed the
3rd October for the recount. A couple
of days afterwards, an application
was made by the member for Selkirk
(Mr. Smith), who had been re-
turned elected by the Returning Officer,
to another Judge of the same Court Mr.
Betournay, for a recount only of the, bal-
lots, and he fixed the lst October for it.
On 1st October, Mr. Letournay, in pur-
suance of his order, proceeded to act on
it, and the parties appeared before him,
when Mr. Moore objected to the Judge
proceeding on the ground that Judge Mc-
Keagney was previously seized of the
case. He produced the order and showed
Judge Bectournay tha« ancther Judge of
the same Court was proceeding in the
matter and had issued an order for a re-
count under the Statute. Judge Betour-
nay ruled that, inasnmuch as the order of
Judge McKeagney was for a recount or
readdition of the ballots, and his
own order was for a recount only, the-
orders were not identical, and, therefore,
he was at liberty to proceed, although
the Statute specially provided for a re-
count or readdition, the order of Judge
McKechnie was properly granted to
make a recount or readdition under

M. DAweox.

the 14th clause of the Act of last Session.
For any person to say that a recount or
readdition did not cover the whole mat-
ter, and was not the same as a recount,
was an insult to their intelligence. In
pursuance of that decision, and against
the protest of Mr. Morris, Judge
Betournay recounted the ballots, and
ruled that certain of them that were oh-
jected to were properly counted, and de-
clared the member for Selkirk elected by
a majority of nine. He then im
mediately directed the Returning Officer
to transmit all the ballots and papers,
with the return, to the Clerk of the
Crown in Chancery. On the 3rd October,
Judge McKeagney sat on the case when
the Returning Officer appeared before
him. When asked where the ballots
were, he said that he could not produce
them, inasmuch as he had sent them al]
away, and Judge McKeagney was ren-
dered powerless'to proceed by the action
of Judge Betournay. , The report of
Judge McKeagney was transinitted to
the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery, and
by him sent to the Minister of Justice,
and it was necessary for him (Mr.
Cameron) to move that it be brought
down with other documents in charge of
the Clerk of the Ciown in Chancery.
The report of Judge Betournay confirmed
his (Mr. Cameron's) statements, being a
candid confession that the only reason
why he had acted as he had done was
that he believed he was entitled to pro-
ceed, in spite of Judge McKeagney's
order. If one Judge of a Court was to
be at liberty to take a matter out of the
hands of another Judge under such cir-
cumstances, there would be an end to
anything like judicial propriety in the
administration of justice. There could
be no doubt that the action of Judge
Betournay had brought the administra-
tion of justice in Manitoba into very
great disrepute. It was verv question-
able whether it was not a matter that
ought to be proceeded with by prosecu-
tion, or impeachment, in this Huse,
especially as, in accordance with the
ruling of the Court of Queen's Bench in
Toronto, under this Statute, with regard
to a recount of votes, he was merelY
acting as an oflicer of this Ho0use, and, if

so, lis conduct in the present cs
might properly be censuned hy 't'
As to the fact that, when one Judge wa
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seized of a matter, another Judge ought
not to interfere, it was almost too
elear to require any comment, let alone
argument. He would read an extract
from a standing authority on such cases,
Kerr on Summary Convictions, which
was simply a statement of the general
law:

ait is proper here to mention that. though
all the Justices of each division are equal in
authority, it would be contrary to the public
interest, as well as indecent, that there should
be a contest between the Justices. It is there-
fore agreed that the jurisdiction in any particu-
lar case, attaches to the first set of magistrates,
duly authorised, who have possession and cog-
iisance of the facts to the exclusion of the

separate jurisdiction of all others. So that the
acts of any other, except in conjunction with
the first, are not only void, but such a breach
f the law as subjects liim to indictment."

If a civil magistrate, acting in this mat-
ter, would be liable to indictment, there
could be no question that an officer of
this flouse, even if he were a Judge of a
Superior Court, would be liable to at
least the severe cens-ire of this House for
having acted in this indecent and impro-
per manner. It had been stated in the
public press, and the statement had not
been contradicted, that there were strong
personal reasons which induced Judge
Betournay, in defiance of what was right
and proper, to seize hold of this jurisdic-
tion, in order to make a return in favour
of the hon. member for Selkirk (Mr.
Snith), who he (Mr. Cameron) regretted
'was not in his seat in this House at pre-
sent. When they were aware that this
same Judge, notwithstanding the personal
relations which existed between him and
the hon. member for Selkirk, was now
actually proceeding with the trial of this
very controverted election ; when it was
found that the Judge who had acted in
that partisan manner had been openly
charged with being heavily indebted to
the hon. member for Selkirk, whose real
estate and everything lie owned in the
world was said to be under lien to
that hon. gentleman, he (Mr. Cam-
eroni) thought that, after what
he had previously stated, that the admin-
stration of justice in Manitoba had

Oeen brought into the greatest disrepute
bY the indecent and inproper conduct of
*}udge Betournay, it was a matter well
deserving the consideration of this House.
When the papers were brought down

le would be prepared to take such
further action in the matter as was pro-
per under the circumstances. Respect
to the power of the House required some
action, as the purity and propriety of an
election to this House had been entirely
violated by the course of Judge Betour-
nay in this matter.

MR. MACKENZIE asked if the hon.
gentleman wasspeaking froni documentary
evidence in making the charge of inde-
cent and improper relations between the
member for Selkirk and this Judge. It
was the most extraordinary charge he
had ever heard, especially from a legal
gentleman, to impugn a Judge with re-
spect to a matter now under considera-
tion.

Mit. CAMERON : I stated expressly
that it had been publicly stated in the
press, and that the statement had not
been contradicted.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.

DOMINION LANDS ACTS AMENDMENT
BILL.

(1fr. Tupper.)

FIRsT READING.

MR. TUPPER introduced a Bill (No.
107) to amend and consolidate the several
Acts respecting the Public Lands of the
Dominion.

Bill read ie first time.

INLAND BILLS OF EXCHANGE BILL.
[BILL 16.]

(Mr. Doull.)

THIRD READING.

Bill considered in Committee of the
Whole, reported, read the third time and
passed.

STATUTORY ROLIDAYS BILL.-[BrLL 57.]
(fr. Domville.)

CONSIDERED IN COMMITTEE.

House, resolved itself into Committee
on the Bill.

Statutory [ Mxx 5, 1879.]
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(In the Committee.)

Mi. WHITE (North Renfrew) said
that there were very serious objections
to the 13ill. He had suffered serious in-
convenience from the number of bank
holidays that already existed. He
thought this was a step in the wrong
direction.

Bill ordered to be reported.
Hlouse resumed.

Bill reported.

Mn. DOXVILLE moved the
reading of the Bill.

third

MR. HOLTON moved in amendment
that the Bill be read a third time this
day three months. He said the Bill was
fully considered in the Committee, when
a division took place upon the propriety
of it. It was regarded as a piece of
class legislation-legislation in the inter-
est of employés of banks, giving them
more recreation and rest than any other
class of the community. ie regarded it
as a frivolous and mischievous Bill, and
one that would disgrace the Statute-
book.

Mn. JONES said the hon. gentleman
used very strong language with regard to
this Bill, although it had been reported
to the House by the Committee on Bank-
ing and Commerce. The hon. gentle-
man took what he regarded as a selfish
exception to the Bill. Quebec was the
only Province which objected to the Bill,
which, he thought, was a good one.

MF. DOMVILLE said Le thought
hon. members generally would admit
that the Bill was calculated to do good,
and to help a class of people overworked.
The question was should they create a
public holiday throughout the country,
in order that certain employés might
obtain a little relaxation. He had no
personal interest in the matter. He
brought the measure in because he
thought it was the correct thing to do,
and he hoped the House would allow the
Bill to pass.

Mi. TUPPER said he was rather
surprised at the course which was taken
in this matter. The Bill had received an
exhaustive discussion in Committee, and
it wax hardly to be expected, after the
measure had received the support of a

considerable majority of the Commitee,
that the hon. gentleman would raise the
question here. The evidence given be-
fore the Committee was that bank
managers and directors, men most quali-
fied to speak in relation to the matter,
and most interested in it, were in favour
of the Bill. He thought, under the
circumstances, the House would scareely
be disposed to deal hardly with the
measure.

Mn. CARTWRIGHT said he did not
think there was the slightest impropriety
in his hon. friend testing the sense of the
House upon the subject. He did not
think the hon. member for Cumberland
was warranted in assuming that the gen-
eral public and bank managers were in
favour of the Bill, because they had not
objected to it. He could not see that
there was any use in putting on the
Statute-book a provision of this kind.
If it were to do the employés any good, it
would be bettel to give them a few holi-
days together, at Christmas for instance,
when it would not interfere with busi-
ness, as he was informed these holidays
would do.

Mr. ELLIOTT said, in his opinion,
the bank clerks had quite enough holi-
days already. They were less worked
than any other class of people in the
community. He could well remember,
in his younger days, when he had to work
thirteen and fourteen hours per day, week
after week, as the farmers had now,
through all kindls of weather; and he
thought it would be injurious to the
bank clerks themselves, as well as a hin-
diance to the commercial interests of the
comniunity at large, to grant the holi-
days proposed in this Bill.

Question put, and amendment (Kr.
Holton) negatived on the following di
vision :-

TmS :

Anglin
Béchard
Borden
Bourassa
Brown
Burk
Burpee (Sunbury)
Cameron (S. Huron)
Cartwright
Casgrain

essrs.

Chandler
Christie
Coupal
Elliott
Fiset
Galbraith
Geoffrion
Gillies
Gilimor
Girouard (J. Cartier)
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Guthrie Oliver
fladdow Olivier
Hay Paterson (S. Brant)
Holton Pickard
Jackson Rinfret
Keeler Robertson (Shelburne)
Killam Rogers
King Ross (W. Middlesex)
Landry Rymal
LaRue Scriver
Laurier Smith (Westmoreland)
Little Tellier
Mackenzie Thompson(Haldimand)
McCallum Trow
McDougall Wallace (W. York)
McInnes White(N.Renfrew)
Mclsaae Wright.-54

NAYs ;.
Messrs.

Allison Kaulback
Arkell Kilvert
Baby Kranz
Baker Lane
Bannerman Lantier
Benoit Longley (P.E.I.)
Bergeron Macdonald (King's,
Bill Macdonald (Vict.,B.C.)
Bolduc McDonald (C. Breton)
Boultbee McDonald (Pictou)
Bourbeau McDonald (Vict., N.S.)
Bowell Macmillan
Brecken McGreevy
Brooks McLennan
Bunster McLeod
Burnham Malouin
Cameron (N. Victoria)Massue
Caron Méthot
Cimon Mongenais
Cockburn (Muskoka) Montplaisir
Cockburn (W.Northld) Mousseau
Connell Ogden
Coughlin Orton
Coursol Ouimet
Daly Patterson (Essex)
Daoust Perreault
Dawson Pinsonneault
DeCosmos Pope (Queen's, P.E..)
Desaulniers Richey
Domville Robertson (Hamilton)
Douil Robinson
Drew Robitaille
Dubue Rochester
Dugas Ross (Dundas)
Ferguson Rouleau
Fitssimmons Ryan (Marquette)
Foitin Rykert
Pulton Shaw
Gault Snowball
Gigault Sproule
Gill Strange
Girouard (Kent, N.B) Tassé
Grandbois Thompson (Cariboo)
Gunn Tilley
liaggart Tupper
Ilesson Valin
Hlilliard Vallée
Hooper Wade
Boude Wallace (S. Norfolk)
Hurteau -100.
Jones

MR. BROOKS then moved in amend-
ment that the said Bill be not now read
a third time, but that it be referred back
to a Committee of the Whole, with in-
structions that they have power so to
amend the same, as to exempt from its
operation the Province of Quebec. He
said the Province of Quebec was excep-
tional in regard to matters of this kind.
They had already twelve non-juridical
days, and nearly al of them bank holi-
days, consequently it was desirable that
this Bill should not apply to Quebec.

MR. MACKENZIE said he voted
against the Bill because he believed it
was likely to prove prejudicial to the
business of baokng men. It had, how-
ever, been carried by a very large
majority, and now the hon. member for
Sherbrook proposed to except one Pro-
vince. le was entirely opposed to the
exception of any Provinces in the legisla-
tion of this Hlouse.

MR. CARON said the amendnient
seemed to him to be one that should ap-
peal to the good sense of the House, and
should-be carried. There was no desir-
whatever on the part of the niembers
from Quebec to prevent any Province
from seeking legislation similar to that
asked for by his han. friend the member
for King's (Mr. Domville). But the hon.
member for Sherbrooke had given a
reason against its being applied to the
Province of Quebec, which seemed to
him to be conclusive. He had shown
that, from peculiar circumstances, the
Province of Quebec was placed in a posi-
tion different from the other Provinces,
as far as holidays were concerned. It
was quite obvious that, in a Province
where there were thirteen or fifteen
bank holidays in a year, business
men in that Province did not wish to
have that number increased ; and he
(Mr. Caron), although in favour of
a Bill similar to the one introduced,
extending to the other Provinces, could
not but, under the circumstances, vote
for the amendment.

Mi. WHITE (North Renfrew) said
there was something a little illogical in
the position taken by the mover and
seconder of this amendment. They had
voted that an increased number of bank
holidays be fixed for the other Provinces,
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but were not willing it should apply to
their own Province. He (Mr. White)
had the same objection to increasing the
bank holidays in the Province of Ontario
and the other Provinces as the Province
of Quebec; and, althougli he considered
their position illogical, he felt himself
obliged to vote for the resolution of the
hon. member for Sherbrooke on that
ground.

MR. JONES said it appeared there
were thirteen holidays in the Province of
Quebec, and this Bill would increase
them by two, which was not a very large
addition. le agreed with the hon.
member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie)
that they should not m* exceptional
legislation for the diffeionc Provinces
when ic could possibly be avoided, and
he would vote against the motion of the
hon. member for Sherbrooke.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
he was obliged to vote for the motion of
the hon. member for Sherbrooke, because
while in Ontario the banks had too
few holidays, in Quebec the banks had
too many. The hon. member for Jamb-
ton was opposed to sectional legislation ;
then he ought to have assimilated the
bank bolidays in all the Provinces when
lie was leader of the Government.

MR. MACKENZIE: They were.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the Act relating to the establish-
ment of holidays in the different
Provinces stated that, in Ontario,
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, Sun-
days, New Year's Day, Good Friday,
Christmas Day, the birthday of the
reigning Sovereign, and any day ap-
pointed by proclamation for a public
holiday, or a general fast, were to be ob-
served as legal holidays ; and in Quebec,
the same days were to be observed, with
the addition of Epiphany, Annunciation,
Ascension, Corpus Christi, St. Peter
and St. Paul's and Al Saints.

MR. MACKENZIE: These are reli-
gious holidays.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said it
required Dominion legislation in order to
make them public holidays, and, if the
hon. gentleman wanted assimilation, lie
should l'ave moved that they should be
stiuck out.

MR. WHITE.

MR. COURSOL said it was quite tUne
there were a large number of holidays in
the Province of Quebec, but many of
them were fêtes d'obligation, and not
holidays for the banking clerks. The
banks were opened as usual, and the
clerks kept there. They were holidays
kept peculiarly by Catholics, and not by
Protestant institutions. He did not see
why they should make special legislation
for the different Provinces, and lie hoped
the House would not agree to this mo-
tion.

M\It. IHOLTON said lie was glad tc
observe that the right hon. the leader of
the Government preserved his old-time
versatility. The other day, in Commit-
tee, he pronounced this a most admirable
measure, applicable to the whole Domi-
nion, and now it was to be made a great
deal bebter by excepting the second
largest Province from its operation. He
(Mr. Holton) was free to vote for a bet-
ter thing for his own Province than this
Bill would be, and was also free to vote
for uniformity of legislation, which ought
to be the controlling principle of action
in this House. As the motion to go into
Committee would be carried, and the
third reading of the Bill would be moved,
lie would reserve bis vote until the ques-
tion was reached again, which would be
some time in the Greek kalends.

MR. VALIN said ho was in
favour of the amendment. He had
sent copies of the Bill to the
presidents of the various banks, who
had replied that they had enough hohi-
days in Quebec already. There were the
holidays of the Ship Labourers' Society,
St. Jean Baptiste Day, and the holidays
of a couple of other societies, which in-
terfered greatly with trade. AgainD.,
when a Bill of Exchange was want'ed on
Monday, it had occasionally to be ob-
tained on Saturday, which was incn-
venient and caused loss of interest.
With thirteen or fifteen holidays in Que-
bec, there was nýo necessity for any more.

MR. ANGLIN said the speech of
the member for Moritreal East suggested
to him an idea that the difficulty to
which objection had been taken could, in
some degree, be obviate if two Of the
holidays especially named for the Prm
vince of Quebec were selected as the hoh-
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days to be observed under this Statute,
and in that way a certain degree of re-
gard would be paid to the religious feel-
ings of a very large number of people of
the other Provinces, who regarded those
as holidays of obligations.

Question pat, and amendment (Mr.
Brooks) agreed to, on a division.

House sgain resokïed itself into Corn-
inittee on the Bill.

(In the Committee.)

Bill, as amended, ordered to be re-
ported.

H ouse resumnced.

Bill reported.

]NSOLVENCY LAWS REPEAL BILL.
[BILL 15.]

(Mr. Béchard.)

THIRD READING.

House resolved . itself into Conmittee
of the Whole to consider the Bill.

(In the Committee.)

Ma. GIROUARD said he wished to
inove a few amendments to this Bill. le
accepted the verdict of this House, pro-
nounced the other evening, as an un-
doubted expression of public opinion on
the Insolvency Laws. He only intended to
introduce a few provisions with a view
of averting the dangers pointed out by
the press of the country, as likely to
result from the total repeal of the present
Insolvency Act; he referred to preferen-
tial assiguments, and priority of judg-
iients by default. In the Province of
Quebec the principles of the common law
were altogether different from the princi-
ples of the common law in the other Pro-
vinces. In the former Province the pro-
Perty of the insolvent was the common
pledge of the creditors ; in the other Pro-
vinces, if he was correctly informed, the
contrary principles prevailed, the first
creditor, in order of time, being the first
entitled to be paid. It seemed strange
that in a civilised country such provisions
should exist. In most of the United
States these deficiencies in the English
common law had been met and reme-
died. In considering the Bill of the

hon. member for Iberville, they ought
to endeavour to provide for these
same deficiencies in their own Provinces.
The amendments he proposed had for their
object merely the repealof those provisions
of the English common law with respect
to preferential assignments and priority
of judgment. The hon. gentleman ex-
plained the scope of bis amendments,
and went on to say that it was perfectly
evident that these amendments had
nothing to do with the Insolvency Bill,
which the House had pronounced against
the other evening. They were brought
forward in the interest of those Provinces
who were not benefitted by the pro-
visions of the Civil Code. It might be
said that this matter should be left te
the Provincial Legislatures, but they had
no jurisdiction in a matter of this kind.
Insolvencymatters belonged to thisParlia-
ment exclusively, and the moment they had
to deal with insolvent traders, or the laws
relating to them, the Provincial juris-
diction ceased. He had voted for the
second reading of the Bill of the hon.
member for Iberville, althoughi lie sup-
ported the Bill presented by the Com-
mittee. He was now endeavouring to
amend the former Bill, because it seemed
to hini fraught with danger te the
country in repealing the Insolvent Act
altogether. If the Committee was of
opinion that these amendments should be
accepted, he hoped that no proceedings
would be taken to prevent the third
reading of the Bill of the hon. member
for Iberville; and when that third readtihg
came lie should certainly vote for it
whether amended or net. The majority
of this House was pledged to the repeal
of the existing laws.

MR. CAMERON (South Huron) said
the effects of the amendments of the hon.
member for Jacques 'Cartier, if accepted.
would be to destroy effectually the Bill
of the hon. member for Iberville. Those
hon. members who were in favour of the
unconditional repeal of the Insolvent
Law, were bound to vote against these
propositions. In addition to that, lie did
not think his hon. friend, if honest in his
desire to repeal that law, should have
submitted these propositions to the
Hlouse at all, because if accepted by the
House the present Bill could not possibly
pass this Session, and the effect would be
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that the old law would exist for anoth&r tical purpose, but would complicate
year. By an overwhelming majority every transaction and involve every
this House affirmed the other night the estate in expensive and endless litigation.
proposition that it was desirable to repeal Of all the crude and undigested pieces of
the Insolvent Law, without condition. legislation submitted to any Parliament
The hon. member for Jacques Cartier for adoption, this was the crudest and
(Mr. Girouard) in the course he was now most ill digested; in fact, it was utterly
pursuing, was acting an inconsistent unworthy of the hon. gentleman, and he
part. When this matter was formerly was surprised that a gentleman of the
up for discussion, that hon. gentleman reputation, ability, and learning of the
voted for the principle, affirming that it hon. gentleman should wish the House
was expedient that the law should be to assent to any such proposition. The
unconditionally repealed. That principle proposed amendments contained Bore
was affirmed by the House, and ho twelve or fourteen legal propositions,
voted for the Bill of the hon. member for and the violation of any one of them
Iberville (Mr. Béchard)-the logical con- would make an individual insolvent,
sequence of the general principle so and bis estate subject to the pro-
affirmed-andyet, he must now introduce visions of the Bill, and yet there was no
a set of resolutions which made the machinery previded by the hon. gentle-
repeal of that Act subject to certain con- man by which a single one of sis< itions, and, in fact, made the immediate propositions could be carried into effect
'epeal of the Act impossible. The bon. lie (Mr. Girouard) provided that, >on
gentleman, to justify humuself for this the happening of certain things, and in
extraordinary course, said lie was lookin the violation of certain provisions of the
Co the interests of Ontario. The hon. law, a trader should become insolvent
gentleman need not concern himself and bis estate b placect in liquidation;the members from that and yet he did n de that ano

machner previded byo thvie hn. genle

Province were quits, capable of takin official, or, in fact, anyomde, should take
care of their own particular interets possession of the estates of suc insol-
in this respect, anci were quite vent. Hie did not pro vide for collect-
willing to, let the hon. gentleman look ing the assets, for realisng the estate
after the interests of bis own Province. and distributin the proceedsof the estate.
The hon. entleman introduced what And not only that, the aisendeent de-
he vas pleased to capl amendments clared that, under certain circumstances, a
to the Bil of the hon. minber for dealer would become an insolvent, but it
Iberville. h is propositions were really did not state upon wat evidence the
new enactinents-a new Insolvent Bill by fact of insolvency should be established.
way of amendent to a proposition for nder the present law, when it was
the absolute repeal of the law. In fact alleged that a man became an insolvent,
the hon. gentlemans proposition con- that fact must ld established by the ecvi-
tained an entirely new enactmnent with- dence of a creditort; whist, under this
out a single good quality, without a sin- extraordinary proposition of the hon. gen-
gle merit, and wiThout a single workable tleman, there was no suob vise provision;
provision, with ail the defects of the old and a man muget he declared an insolvent
law, and without any of its meritorioas without thi fact being established in aY
provisions. If ie were dispcsed t4 o sup- way, upon a mere allegation, unsupported
port any proposition at ahi in lieu of the by any proof. There as another objec-
repeal of the Insolvent Law, pure and tion to the proposait oithe hon. gentle-
simple, lie would have voted for th Bih man. die proposed that on the esur-
of the on. member for Stanstead (Mr. rnce of certain events a man migt se
tolbty, because it had some mert, and declared an insolvent, but if a man were

vas based on a sensible and easily improperly or maliciously put into iflOl-
undertood principle, though a principle vency, as as often donc, there waf or
to which i was opposed. The proposi- way by which the debtor colond -e
tion of the hon. member for Jacques relieved from such illegal and irnprOper
Oartier (Mn. Girouard) had no ment what- proceedings. e had to submit and
ever in it. It as one that could fot that without redress. Ta sinouse ghlewoka
be worked out and would serve no prac- pause before committing itself to ioy

MIL CAIIERON.
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such legislation. The Insolvency Law
was bad enougli; the proposed amend-
ments were worse than the law they pro-
posed to improve. There were many
other objections, but he would not
trouble the House with an extended
reference to them now. If hon. gentle-
men would take the trouble of reading
the amendments, tbey must come to the
same conclusion that he had arrived at,
after a careful consideration of all the
clauses, that of all the extraordinary
propositions ever submitted to Parlia-
ment those propositions were the most
extraordinary. The hon. gentleman ad-
mitted there was no machinery provided
by this Bill, by which effect could be
given to the changes which lie proposed
making; but he said that the Courts in
the various Provinces had the power of
making the necessary rules and regulations
for carrying the law into effect. But,
according to the proposals of the hon.
gentleman, these rules and regulations
could not be put into operation until
Parliament pro.nounced upon and con-
sidered them. The effect of this would
be that, even if Parliament assented to
the hon. gentleman's proposition, they
could not go into operation for twelve
months, that is, until after the next meet-
ing of Parliament. In the interest of
the country, and in the interest of the
entire trade of the country, it would be
much better to leave the old law in force
for twelve months, than accept these pro-
positions with their effect suspended for
twelve months. Apart from the
merits of the proposed amendments,
and on a pure question of order, he
did not think the proposition of
the hon. member for Jacques Cartier
(Mr. Girouard) could, under any circum-
stances, be accepted as an amendment
to the Bill of the hon. member for
Iberville (Mr. Béchard). The proposi-
tion of the latter hon. member, which
was assented to by the House, and to the
provisions of which it was committed, was
that the Insolvency Law should be re-
pealed pure and simple, aind the House
had resolved itself into Committee of the
Whole to consider that proposition. The
proposition of the hon. member for
Jacques Cartier was, that there
should be an Insolvency Law-
that there sbould be a repeal
pure and simple of the existing law, but

that the repeal should be conditional,
not unconditional, as the House had
already agreed. It was not in the slight-
est degree relevant to the former proposi-
tion, a proposition to which Parliament
was committed, nor was it germain to
the main question now before the Chair,
and could not, therefore, be submitted as
an amendment to it. If the propositions
of the hon. member for Jacques Cartier
were agreed to, it would have the effect
of defeating the Bill of the hon. mem-
ber for iberville ; and the result would
be that the present law would romain
on the Statute-book for the next
twelve months, and that the House had
already pronounced against it. He sub-
mitted, therefore, that this proposition
could not be put, and was clearly out of
order, and theretore asked the ruling of
the Chair on the point. He would put
a case, taken fiom English MirrQr qf
Parlianent for 1838, vol. 6, page 4,729,
and which appeared to him to be a case
exactly in point:-

c Mr. WILLIAMS moved the order of the day
for the louse resolving itself into Committee
of the Whole to consider a certain Bill, called
the Freeman's Admission Bill, and Mr. Hutt
moved in amendment that,

cc After the passing of this Act, no person
whose naine is or shall be on the register for
the time being, is entitled to vote in the elec-
tion of a member of Parliament for any city ;
or in England, shall be required, in order to
entitle him to have his name inserted in any
list of such voters for that city, or for the
following year, to have paid any poor rates,
or assessed taxes, except such as have or shall
have become payable from previously to the
1oth October in the vear previously.' "

It would be observed that the object of
the Bill was to abolish the payment of
stamp duties then payable on the ad-
mission of freemen as a condition to
having their names inserted on
the register, and that object
was clearly expressed in the title
of the Bill. The amendment moved
by Mr. Hutt, it was contended was
wholly irrelevant to that object, and
therefore out of order. Mr. Williams,
mover of the Bill, said, in raising the
point of order:

" « It will save the time of the House if I at
once take the opinion of Mr.. Speaker as to
whether the amendment contemplated by the
hon. member can now be offered to and en-
tertained by the louse. The Bill is strictly
confined to the abolition of stamp duties,
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now payable on the admission of freemen, and
the proposition of the hon. member does not
go at ail to that matter, but goes to amend a
very important part of the Reform Act. Now,
i desire to know from the Chair, first, whether
such a clause as that proposed can be incor-
porated in the Bill; and, secondly, whether, if
adopted, it will not be inconsistent with the
enactment of another measure which has al-
ready been sent up to the House of Lords ?'

Now, he (Mr. Cameron) desired to know
whether the amendment of the hon.
member for Jacques Cartier to the Bill
of the hon. member for Iberville
could be properly incorporated with the
Bill; and secondly, wvhetber, if adopted, it
would not be wholly inconsistent with
the title of the Bill, wholy irrelevant
to the object of the 13ill, and wholly in-
consistent with the solenn resolution of
Parliament, that the Insolvent Act
should be repealed unconditionally. Ac-
cording to the authority of the case just
referred to, both propositions nust be
answered adversely to the motion of the
hon. member for Jacques Cartier. Mr.
Speaker, in delivering his decision on the
points submitted to him,.said

The same question occurred in the course
of last Session, and the opinion I then expressed
was that, if a clause was inconsistent with the
object of a Bill, it was contrary to the usual
practice of the House to incorporate it. That
opinion I still retain, particularly as it has
been confirmed by the House; and, therefore,
the point is, I conceive, set at rest."

He submitted that that decision go-
verned the case now before the House.
May, in his Parliamentary practice, lays
down the same rule. He says : " An
amendment may be made to a clause in a
Bal, provided the same be relevant to
the subject-matter of the Bill." Within
the title of the Bill, and not inconsistent
vith the object of the Bill. Here the
object of the Bill was the unconditional
repeal of the law, the object of the
amendmient was exactly the opposite-not
the repeal of the law, but its continu-
ance in a modified form, and clearly the
motion cannot be put in amendment
to the Bill. If, however, the Chair
should otherwise rule, lie (Mr. Cameron)
would strongly urge on those who
fivoured the repeal of the Insolvent
Law, to vote down the propositions of'
the hon. member for Jacques Cartier.

MR. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier)
said the hon. member for South Huron

'MR. WILIAMS.

(Mr. Cameron) found his (Mr. Gi-
rouard's) propositions to be the nost
crude piece of legislation he ever had oc-
casion to read; but the hon. gentleman
appeared to ignore, or to forget, that they
were not of his (Mr. Girouard's) own
invention. The provisions which lie had
the honour of submitting for the consi-
deration of the Committee had been re-
produced from the Roman laws. le
defied the hon. member to produce a
piece of legislation that contained more
equitable and reasonable principles; it
was certainly not the English law which,
in this respect, at least, was admitted by
all as iniquitous, and had been aban-
doned by the English people for years,
almost centuries. The principles he (Mr.
Girouard) was now advocating had been
reprodciced in the commercial codes of
Europe and America.

MF,. CAMERON (South Huron):
Oh.

Mn. GIROUARD said the hon. gen-
tleman might laugh or appear aston-
ished, but he defied him to quote better
laws. These Roman principles have
been pronounced as most perfect by Eng-
lish jurists of higher authority than the
hon. gentleman ; they have been highly
lauded by the best legal minds of Eu-
rope, and have, finally, in their favour the
experience and sanction of ages, and he
did not hesitate to say that the amend-
ments embodying these principles were
far superior to any that the hon. member
might produce. These amendments had
been put before the House after mature
deliberation by more than one hon. mem-
ber-and lie might mention that amongst
them were the hon. members for Stan-
stead and St. John-and lie regretted
that they were not in the House to sup-
port them, as tbey intended to do. The
hon. members from the Province of Que-
bec have been gravely told by the hon.
member for South Huron (Mr. Cameroil)
that they had no interest in the commer-
cial laws of the other Provinces. Was
the House not to consider this legislatiOn
simply because the hon. gentlemwan
would, and, in fact, could, not produce a
better measure himself ? Was it to be
said that the Montreal representatives
especially were strangers to the commer-
cial interests of the other Provinces ?
Was the hon. gentleman not aware that
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the Montreal importers supplied, to a
great extent, the denlers of the other
Provinces, and for that reason they were
exceedingly interested that no preferen-
tial assignments and judgments should
be allowed to favour the resident friends
of debtors, and thus defraud the Montreal
creditors?

Mn. ROBERTSON (Hamilton) said
he certainly agreed, to a certain extent,
-with what had fallen from the hon. mem-
ber from Jacques Cartier (Mr. Girouard),
in relation to his proposed amendments ;
but he must say, without some machin-
ery by which they could be put into
operation, they were not exactly what
were required. This was a matter of
very great importance to the commercial
commiunity of this Dominion. He held
in his hand some letters and telegrams
received from several leading merchants,
expressing regret at the action taken by
this House the other night. There had
not been more than one petition present-
ed to the House, asking for the repeal of
the Insolvent Law, pure and simple.
He was told there was one, but certainly
there was not more than one. Every
petition, excepting that one, had prayed
that the law might be improved. The
reason was very obvious why it should
be so. Supposing the Bill of the hon.
member for Iberville was to become law,
what would be the result 1 They would
find that every person who had a claim
against another doing business would do
his best ta get the first judgment, and
the consequence would be that the sharp-
est creditor would be able to get payment
in full, whilst the others would have no
way of recovering a shilling. He repu-
diated the idea expressed by the hon.
member for South Huron (Mr. Camcron)
that Ontario should merely look after its
own interest, and accept no advice from
the representatives of other Provinces.
He was always willing that the
Ontario members should receive sug-
gestions from the members of any
other Province. in relation to
legislation for the whole Dominion.
There should be some machinery whereby
the provisions of the amendments pro-
posed by the hon. member for Jacques
Cartier (Mr. Girouard), if agreed to,
would be carried into effect, and he would
suggest that the procedure pointed out

by the Absconding Debtors Act in force
in Ontario, should be utilised in connec-
tion with these amendments. That Act,
he thought, could be made to work under
these provisions. If a creditor liad ab-
sconded from Upper Canada, or remained
concealed therein so as to avoid being
served with process, and that fact was
made manifest by an aflidavit made by
two disintere3ted persons, then the Judge
could make an order for the issue of a
writ of attachment against the debtor's
estate, both real and personal. That
writ would be placed in the hands of the
sheriff, wbo would take possession of the
estate and sOU it, if it were perishable
property, or hold it, in case it was not,
until an execution was placed in his
hands. The Statute made a provision
that the perishable property shoild be
converted into money, but the sherifF
held it until the person issuing the writ
of attachment obtained through the
ordinary course of the Courts a judgment
against the absconding debtor. With
reference to the other creditors, they hiad
a right, wvithin six morths after the
issuing of the first writ, and the placing
of it in the hands of the sberiff, to prove
their caims, and their executions were
then placed in the hands of the sheriff,
who, under the Statute, divided, pro rata,
the whole proceeds of the estate among
the creditors. By utilising the procedure
provided by that Statute, they could work
the proposed anendment to the Act.
He would ask: that the following amend-
ment be added to the ones proposed

'< The provisions of any code, law, Statute
or Act respecting absconding debtors, in any
of the Provinces, anud any procedure authorised
under the same, may bc resorted to for the
purpose of carrying out the provisions of this
Act; and particularly a writ of attachment
and all subsequent proceedings may be had
upon any of the grounds for which a debtor
may be deemed insolvent."

By adding this amendment to those pro-
positions, the law could be worked ont
for -the benefit of all the creditors. It
would certainly not give the debtor his
discharge, and would prevent any one
credit3r getting an undue advantage over
another. He could fnot understand why
an hon. member ahould be so carried
away with the idea of repealing
this Ir.solvent Law as not to give
one creditor a fair chance with every
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other creditor. It appeared to him that ing was so strong aganst laws on Inho1-
that important point had been lost sight vency-even the most perfet, e-en the
of, and he hoped, therefore, the proposi- amended and purifled by the hon. mem-
tion introduced by the hon. member for ber-that they rejected that Bil wlthout
Jacques Cartier (Mr. Girouard) would be even answering the able speeches made
considered and adopted by the House, by its two promoters. His hon. friend
and that the House would also adopt this took it very coolly. The second reading
suggestion, which he would propose in due of the hon. member for Iberville's Bil
time. was carried by 57 of a majority, among

MF. McDONNELL : Before fra- which was the nane of his hon. friend.
ming that amendment, did the hon. gen- To-night, what did the hon. member do
tleman enquire into the laws of Nova He wanted this fouse to stultify itself.
Scotia and Prince Edward Island with He wanted this fouse, after
regard to absconding debtors ? having voted that it was opposed te ary

il law on inso]vency, to accept that famons
Mn. ROBERTSON said his amend- and perfect Bil, those principles whidh

ment was made to apply to all the Pro- were so respectable and aged-2,00
vinces, if they had laws which would ap- years. The hon. member for Jacques
ply to it. If they had not, he hoped the Cartier knew very wel that, by iatro-
hon. members would suggest some pro- ducing those amendments to-night, be
-vision for themselves,. He understood was playing into the lands of the whole-
that Quebec had got such a law, and sale traders of Montreal. le knew,
that was the reason why Ontario stood after wlat had happened te the hon.mem-
in such a very unfavourable position if ber for King's, that if this amendment
the Insolvent Law was repealed. He was introduced, that of the 60,who
did not know what the law in Nova voted against repeal only one would ask
Scotia and New Brunswick might be that it should core up to-morrow, and
with respect to absconding debtors, but then the old, bad laws woild continue te
he made this amendment wide enough to exist. He knew that this amendment
cover it if there were such laws. would kil the Bil of the hon. menber

Mr. MAcDONNELL said thehon. gen- for Iberville. low could the hen, gen-
tleman ought to have ascertained what tieman daim to le consistent, after
the laws inloersetv rvne avincr argued before the electors thatth asin those respective Provinces
were on this subject before introducing these laws were bad, and now
an amendment which extended to those vewa oing His b .t re-
Provinces as well as to Ontario.grandiloquent the score of the

MR. MOUSSEAU said that this In- principles, so old and respectable, which
solvent Law was one of the grievances the Bil contained. Any copyist up-
'which the people of the Province of Que- stairs could copy those famous principles.
bec had against the late Government, and but the machinery was wanted to put
the hon. members from that Province them into operation, and there was no
desired to put in operation the principle machinery in this Bil. Tt would be im-
they had enunciated. The hon. member possible te work it if it were passed, so
for Jacques Cartier (Mr. Girouard) had that he hoped his hon. friend would
denounced that law during the late elec- think more of lis electors and less of
tions. Both the hon. mnember and hin- the nerclants of Montreal, and, coming
self had, in the county of Jacques Cartier back te a sense of duty, withdraw lis
and elsewhere, complained against the andment.
laws in existence on bankruptey. At
the opening of the Session, his hon. MR. 101DB ssid it was useless te
friend was strongly in. favour of having enter into the ments of any amAndment.
those laws repealed, b:it after having at- It was the daty of ahi these who were
tended the Insolvency Committee the opposed te the existing law te vote down
hon. gentleman came here with this ail ameudments to the motion of the hon.
strong Bill, which comprised the best niember for Iberville (Mr. Béchard). If
principles of Insolvency Laws for the tley considered, in Oommittee'of the
last 2,000 years. In the House the feel- Whole,any amendment, theceurseofpro-

MRi. ]ROBERTSON.
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ceedings would be deferred until to-mor-
row, and at this late stage of the Session,
to-morrow meant until next Session.
Every amendment against the motion of
the hon. member for Iberville must be
voted down, otherwise the existing law
would continue with its official assignees,
aDd all its other deficiencies.

ME. CAMERON : I rise to a point
of order. The amendment is irrelevant
to the Bill, and should not be put.

ME. CHAIRMAN said, as there was
no regulation in our own rules of prac-
tice, he rnust refer to May to decide the
point. May said, on page 473 :

" Amendments were formally required to be
within the scope and title of the Bill, but by
8tanding Order, 19th July, 1854, any amend-
ment may be made to a clause, provided the
sage be relevant to the subject-matter of the
Bill, orbe otherwise in conformity with the
rules and orders of the House."

In his opinion this Bill was to repeal the
Insolvency Act, and the amendments
proposed would make of this Bill a
partial repeal. They were, therefore, not
irrelevant or inconsistent with the Bill,
and might be put.

Mr. RYKERT said, if the result of
voting from time to time wodd keep in
force the old law, as has been suggested
by the hon. member for Maskinongé (Mr.
Honde), he hoped they would go on
voting until midnight. It would be a
great calamity, if the present Insolvent
Law were repealed-more especially if it
were repealed pure and simple-to com-
mercial interests ; but he would prefer
to vote for the repeal, rather than for
such amendments as those before the
House. The amendment of thq hon.
member for Hamilton (Mr. Robertson)
did not provide a proper remedy. The
remedy was worse than the disease. If
that was carried, no creditor would get
a single dollar; the estate would all go
into the hands of the sheriffs and lawyers.
The amendment of the hon. member for
Hamilton would impose on the Statute-
book a cumbersome piece of machinery,
such as would not accomplish the object
desired. Neither were the amendments
introduced by the hon. member for
Jacquies Cartier, in his opinion, such as
this House ought to endorse. He fully

appreciated the efforts of the members of
the Committee, but the Bill introduced
by them was too cumbersome and too
complicated. He would much rather
have the old law, than have the Bill pre-
sented by the Committee. As pointed
out by the hon. member for South Huron,
these amendments did not provide any
machinery by which this law could be
carried out. It was true, provision was
made for the Judges to make rules and
regulations, but were the Judges to say
that the sheriffs or official assignees were
to wind up the estates 1 This was a
power which this House shouid never
delegate to Judges, viz., the appointment
of sheriffs and official assignees. If the
law in Lower Canada wound up the
estates economically and satisfactorily to
the creditors, as has been repeatedly
alleged in this House, then, by all means,
give us that law for the whole of the
Dominion. If these amendments should
be adopted by the House, in lieu of the
present Insolvent Act, we would have a
law on the Statute-book which would be
entirely inoperative, and practically de-
prive both creditors and debtors of the
power of winding up estates, unless the
machinery was provided for carrying it
into effect. If the louse was determined
to repeal the present law, he would rather
vote for its absolute repeal, than for
amendments which would be utterly
useless. He hoped the House would let
the present Act remain for another year,
by which time the Government could be
prepared with a measure which would be
of a simple and inexpensive character.

MR. BÉCHA RD said if these amend-
ments were adopted they would have the
effect of killing his Bill, because it was
well known that if this Bill was to pass
Parliament this Session, its third read-
ing must take place to-night. If it had
not been sooner proposed it was not by
his neglect. It was in accordance with
an agreement come to with the Govern-
ment, when the Committee was appointed
to investigate the whole matter, that it
would be fair to let it stand on the
Orders until the House had an oppor-
tunity of seeing the report of that Com-
mittee. It had stood on the Orders
ever since the second week of the Session.
If the third reading was not reached to-
night it would be postponed until next
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Monday, when it would probably be too
late.

Mr. McDONALD ýPictou) said it
was not for him to question the propriety
of the decision at which the House had
arrived the other night, in voting the
second reading of the Bill of the
hon. member for Iberville, respect-
ing the present Insolvent Law; but
he might venture to suggest to
the House before they again divided,
that, as far as lie hiad been able to sean
public opinion, through the ordinary
channels by which they derived a know-
ledge of the sentiment of the country,
the vote given that evening was not the
vote of the people of this country. We
were accustomed to receive the utterances
of the press on all great questions as re-
presenting the public sentiment of the
country, and in that view he had scanned,
most caretully, all the great organs of
public opinion, as well as the local jour-
nals in the various counties, and so far
as he was able to sce those papers, lie
could say that, with scarcely an excep-
tion, the vote on the Bill he had referred
to was deprecated as a great misfortune
te this country. Every member of this
House, who took the trouble to look
over the papers, would come to the same
conclusion. He should be sorry te say
that newspaper opinion ought to control
the opinions of members of this House,
but he did not say that if hon. gentlemen
voted for the repeal of the present law
because they supposed it was the senti-
ment of the country, that sentiment did
not find expression in the ordinary chan-
nels of public thought. The organs of
publicopinion went further, and declared,
almost unanimously, that, in their
opinion, it . would create great dis-
aster to the trade of this country.
The repeai of the law would
affect injuriously every branch of trade
and commerce, and notwithstanding the
vote given the other evening, it was well
for. members of this House to
recapsider the question submitted to
them, and to ask themselves whether
thee would be any inconvenience to the
country in sufiering the present law to
remain another year on theStatute-book.
It was idle to supposethat the press did
no ,present, at any rate, the large and
oyerwhelming commercial sentiment of

ME. BiCHARD.

this country. On the division, the other
evening, he thought the members opposed
to the law, would not deny the fact that
the vote in favour of the continuance of
the Insolvent Law represented the great
commercial thoug4 of this country. The
representatives of almost every great
commercial centre in the country voted
inone direction. He did not say it was
universally so-there were a great many
gentlemen on both sides of this House
who represented large commercial in-
terests in the country, and for
whose opinions he had the great-
est respect-but the division, the other
evening, showed the large preponderance
of the commercial sentiment, both in the
House and in the country, te be in
favour of the continuance of the Insol-
vent Law. This was a fact worth the
serious attention of the members of this
House, before, by a last vote, the Com-
mittee pionounced definitely on this
subject.

MR. MÉTHOT said the newspapers
represented the opinion of the towns, but
the opinion of the country at large was
opposed to the Insolvent Law, and the
members from the rural constituencies
knew the feeling of the country as well
as the newspapers.

Mn. McDONALD said he, himself,
represented a county of over 30,000 in-
habitants, a large proportion of whon
were farmers. But with all due defer-
ence to his hon. friend, he thought the
commercial peuple of this country were
better qualified to pronounce a souInd
judgment on the desirability of a law of
this kind, than were the farmers. If his
hon. friends opposed to this law would
carefully examine the question, they
would see that itwas desirable theyshould
retain on the Statute-book some kind of
bankrupt law. If this law were repealed
who would suffer? Not the farmers, not
the mechanies, but the large trading
classes of the country, the importers and
the wholesalè dealers of the Dominion·
With his strong view as to the desira-
bility of the law, it was not necessary to
use strong language, but he endorsed ,to
its fullest extent the expresion of
opinion by the hon. gentleman from Cha
teauguay the other eveni g. On te ev*
of a change ii teur fiscal plicy, it
be moSt unfortunate if Paliañient 'Wer
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te repeal, at this juncture, a law that
had, woven itself into every coin-
mercial transaction in the Dominion.
Oredit had been framod on the basis of
thia Iaw, trust had been given and con-
traots had been entered into on the same
basis, and it was impossible to strike it
down without affecting, more or less, the
whole commercial policy and transactions
of this country. He only expressed
these views in the hope that some hon.
gentleman would feel that, although op-
posed to the law, and although ho dared
say, pressed by the obligationof promises
given, or opinions expuressed, previous to
the election, nevertheless, in the present
condition of the country, the House
would do well to allow the law to stand
for another year ; at any rate, with the
comtined exertions of gentlemen on both
sides of the House, some means could
be found to retain what was essential
and necessary in the law, while rejecting
what was immaterial or objectionable,
and what the members of the House ap-
peared to think objectionable. With
these views ho should sustain the amend-
ments of the hon. gentleman from Jacques
Cartier, because he felt that he must
vote for them as against the simple ques-
tion of repeal. It was, doubtless, true
that these ameadments did not afford
machinery for their own enforcenient, but
they did this much at least, they declared
preferential assignments to be a fraud,
and that a man should not make a pre-
sent of bis property 'to a friend or rela-
tive, or favour one creditor to the
exclusion of the other. An important
difculty was, whether we had a consti-
tutional right to declare in this House,
irrespective of an Insolvent Act in ita
true sense, that propositions such as these
should become law. In his own opinion,
however, the propositions of bis bon.
friend were in the direction of what he
conceived to be the interesta of the
"0untry, and in the direction of sound
legislation. They were not, certainly, all
that was desirable, but they were largely
preferable to the Bill of the hon. member
fer Iberville.

Ma. MACDONALD (King's, P.E.l.)
aid bis hon. friende from the Province
of Quebec ere willing to do away with
the Inolvent aw because they had other

rovWiona which ,ould replace it; but, if
112

this lËw were repealed, it would result in
grearhardships in the other Provinces,
who had no such provisions to fall back
upon. He (Mr. Macdonald) did net think
that the farmerà were affected by a
bankrupt law or the want of one. It
was the wholesale merchants and jobbers
who profited by it. He thought that
the tone of the public press seemed
altogether in opposition to the total re-
peal of the Bankrupt Law. Therefore, he
would support the amendment of the
hon. member for Jacques Cartier (Mr.
Gironard.)

Ma. MC(UAIG said lie had voted for
the absolute and unconditional repeal of
the Insolvency Law, because he under-
stood, that, if it were repealed, they
would have time for the passing of a law
against preferential assignments, which
had been the curse of the country. If it
be shown that a Bill could yet be intro-
duced that would prevent those assign-
ments, he was yet willing to vote for the
repeal of the Insolvent Law, but not
otherwise. Those preferential assign-
ments led to a great sacrifice of property,
and unless security against them could be
assured, he would be obliged to reverse
bis vote.

Mi. SHAW said that the question
now was net the repeal of the original
Act, proposed by the hon. member for
Iberville (Mr. Béchard), but the amend-
mente which the hon. member for South
Huron had described as very crude. The
original law, from which they might have
been copied, was all right, but they were
simply copied out of some sections of the
old Insolvent Act, and introduced here
for the purpose of defeating the Bill of
the hon. member for Iberville. Under
that Act, so far as Ontario was concerned,
it would be quite impossible to work the
law, and any one might be made an in-
solvent, if there was any machinery, or
an affidavit, on which an order of a Judge
might be obtained. The Absconding
Debtors' Act would only apply to those
who had left the country, and no judg-
ment could be obtained against an
absconding debtor until assesed
before a jury. So, in the different
counties, assessments could only be made
at the June or September session of the
Cowaty Court, or before the Assises.
Therefore, al the insolvency casms would
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have to be decided at those Courts twice
a year. The law was utterly urork-
able. Not one cent would ever reach
the creditors, under the amendments of
the members for Hamilton and Jacques
Cartier (Messrs. Robertson and Girou-
ard). The frank and honest way of
placing those amendments before the
Committee would be to ask that the
question go before the House and have
the Insolvency Act repealed, but not to
come in force till the lapse of a year.
The idea of throwing the whole commer-
cial legislation of this country into con-
fusion by the introduction of those
amendments, should not be entertained,
and the Committee should not stultify
itself by adopting them. He denied that
the desire for repeal was confined entire-
ly to the farmers and mechanics, as every
solvent merchant in the rural districts
desired the repeal of the Insolvent Act.
It was only those who feared they might
not be able to pay in full, who were
anxious to take advantage of the Insol-
-vent Act. He believed its repeal would
be useful. On the introduction of the
National IPolicy, the Legislature ought
to take a new course in this matter, and
young men entering business shoiild un-
derstand that they had better be honest,
and earn a reputation for honesty .and
integrity, when they would get the credit
wanted.

MR. ROBERTSON (Hamilton) said
there was no necessity for the claims to
be proven before a jury., He was rather
surprised to hear the hon. members for
Lincoln and South Bruce (Messrs. Rykert
and Shaw), crying out against the extra-
ordinary expenses that the creditors
would be put to in proving their claims.
There must be some means of doing so.
Without that, any claims might be ac-
eepted as bond fide, even the dishonest.
But if the hon. gentlemen were. very
much alarmed about trying such cases
before a jury, he (Mr. Robertson) was
ready to provide that it was not neces-
sary to prove any case before a jury, as a
jury, under the practice now in 7ogue,
might be dispensed with. It was ail
very- well for certain members to find
fault with suggestions or amendments;
they should show their inventive genius
by offering something botter., There
would be no difficulty whatever with his

MR. SHAW.

amendment. The procedure was idi-
cated by the Absconding Debtors Act,
which could be meted out as cheaply as
possible, at this late stage of the Semsion,
He did not say that this was the best
scheme possible, but was strongly con-
vinced that the Bill introduced by the
member for Stanstead (Mr. Colby) was
better than the present law. But, if they
were not to have that Bill passed, the
existing faw should be amended so as to
provide for a fair division of debtors'
estates among the creditors.

Mi. WHITE (Cardwell) said he
realised very thoroughly the respousibi-
lity of the vote he gave the other night,
and which was in accordance with the
decision of the majority of the House.
There were in this countrv, at this
moment, a great many merchants of high
standing, doing a very large business,
who viewed that vote with considerable
alar . He knew that- telegrams had
been received by hon. members of the
House using expressions such as that the
passage of the resolution, repealing the
Insolvency Law, had created consterna-
tion amongst the merchants of the coun-
try, and especially amongst those of
Montreal. But, in spite of that, he saw
no reason te regret the vote which le
gave. He Lad given the subject, since
that time, as much consideration as he
possibly could, and le was bound to say
that, in the peculiar position of affairs in
this country, he believed that the failure
te pass this Bill would be a greater
calamity than the repeal of the Act it-
self. The House must recollect that
the vote of this House settled the fate -of
the Insolvency Act next Session at any
rate. No one could look at the vote and
realise the public.expression of sentiment
which it indicated without feeling that
the public sentiment of the country, at
this moment, was strongly adverse to the
continuance of the existing InsolvencY
Act on the Statute-book. There was
no doubt, whatever, that the Insolvent
Act had been a source of utter demorali-
sation to the commerce of the country.
He ventured to say that, during the last
few years, numbers of men had gene
into business in Canada with the asol-
veney Act as their principal capital, bW
lieving and intending, if theeveut shaDdI
occur-as they undoubtedly-had reasol tO
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believe it might occur-believing and in-
tknding that if misfortune overcame
them,that they, at least, would have the
Insolvent Act to fall back upon-that
tbçy could go to their creditors and ofFer
a composition of ten shillings, or five
abillings, instead of Lwenty shillings in
the pound; that they could go back and
advertise bankrupt stocks, and ruin the
honest trader alongside them, who was
endeavouring to pay t nty shillings in
the pound. le remlnbered a pro-
minent merchant of Toronto, talk-
ing about this matter, and gave, as an
illustration, a country merchant whom
he had supplied with goods. The coun-
try merchant called to see the Toronto
imerchant, who expected that the former
had come to order a bill of goods. He
was astonished, however, to find that he
had come to offer a composition of 10s. in
the pound. When he asked how it was
that his affairs were in this condition, he
asked how could it be otherwise. There
was John Jones on one side of him, and
Peter Smith on the other, who had paid
respectively 5s. and 10s. in the pound.
lie, at that moment, was compelled to
ask his creditors to take 10s. in the
pound, as he had taken it in regard to the
others. And that had been the expe-
ience of a large number of merchants,
who, rather than go through the trouble
and difficulty of managing an insolvent
estate, had consented to any composition
offered. Men had literallv traded in
Canada upon the existence of this Insol-
vent Act. Now, he quite realised, while
that was the fact, danger might accrue
from the repeal of this law. He quite
understood, while that was true, if they
repealed the law they might have an-
ether condition of things. They might
have, instead of the assignee taking pos-
session of the estate, a lawyer taking
possession of it. They might have one
favoured creditor getting a preferential
judgment or assignment, and in that
way secure possession of an estate. To
a large extent, that, undoubtedly, was
the danger they had to face; but if the
Act was not repealed every man in
Canada would have the fact before him
lat he had only twelve months within
whieh to arrange his affairs. Every
Man who was in the slightest degree
haky would inevitably go through in-

solvency during the next twelve months,

and they would have a condition of
general insolvency during that period.
Recognising that it was a choice b'-
tween two evils, and believing that
the interests of the country would be
best subserved by passing this Act, he
hoped it would pass through this Ses-
sion. There was another reason. They
could not ignore the tact that during
past years a great deal of the depres-
sion they had had in this country had
been due to the conduct of th3 mer-
chants in pressing goods on unwilling
buyers throughout the country. They
sent their druimmers out pressing
people to buy goods they did not
want, with a consciousness that
even if a difficulty occurred they would
be able to get a composition or a portion
of the assets. The passage of this Bill
would stop that kind of thing for a
while. Credit would not be so general,
and that fact instead of being a ditad-
vantage to the country, would be an
unnixed advantage to it. After all the
thought he had given to this subject,
and all the responsibility he felt in re-
lation to it, and he could assure the
House lie felt the deepest responsibility
in regard to it, he was satisfied they
would best subserve the interests of the
country by passing this Bill for the total
repeal of the Act.

MR. VALLÉE said fhat le was op-
posed to the amendment of che hon.
member for Jacques Cartier, for several
reasons. With regard to donations be-
tween living persons, the prescnt law
provided that a creditor nust wait a
year before he can file his complaint,
but these amendments limited this delay
to three months. He considered this
an undue interference with the jurisdic-
tion of the Local Legislatures. He
believed, also, that the eighth and ninth
amendments were unconstitutional, and
that the Federal Parliament had not the
right to interfere with legislation respect-
ing agreements. This Parliament had
not the right to say that such and such
agreements were fraudulent. This
right belonged exclusively to the Local
Legislatures. The Minister of Justice,
seeking to influence the louse had stated
that the representatives of the rural dis-
tricto had hardly the right to vote against
the Insolvency Act. He would say that
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those members represented a great many
merchants, and that they represented the
commercial opinion of a large portion of
the community. It had been stated that
the press had spoken against the
Bill of the hon. member for Iberville.
Re begged leave to say that he had also
followed the opinion of the press, and ho
had noticed that there were hardly any
editorials in the leadiDg papers censur-
ing the vote given the other evening
in this House. He held in bis hands a
letter from Mr. Jean Baptiste Re-
naud, of the city of Quebec, one of the
foremost merchants of Canada, -who
stated that he was quite satisfied with the
vote of the House repealing the Insol-
vency Act. He had met several other
influential merchants of Quebec, who
expressed their satisfaction at seeing
this Act repealed. Before there was
any Insolvency Law the country had
been prosperous, and ho did not see why
it could not be dispensed with again.

IMn. BRECKEN said it was a matter
of regret the Lower Provinces had not
such wise laws, as the Province of Que-
bec. In the absence of insolvent laws in
the Lower Provinces, the creditor who
levied the first attachment would have
the debtor's whole property. Re admit-
ted the amendments of the hon. member
for Jacques Cartier were inoomplete, be-
cause they provided no machinery for
their own enforcement. In Ontario, if
a man absconded, an attachment was
levied on his property by the sheriff who
took charge of it, and every croditor who
went within six months and put in his
daim was entitled to a sharp of the estate.
If a man absconded in Prince Edward
Island, a creditor attached his property,

if it was perishable, and got an order
from the Judge to have it sold. If it was
not perishable, it remained in the custody
of the sheriff, and the creditor went in
thre usual way and proved Lis claim.
Suppose a man was worth $1,000 and
had t% enty creditors ; if one croditor, to
whom was owed that amount, came in
one hour before the other creditors, he
could attach the property and seize
the whole of it, not a cent being
left te the other creditors. He hoped
tle advice of the hon. the Minister of
Justice would be taken by this Honse,
fer it would be a great misfortune to

MIL VALLÉ.

large sections of the country if the Insoi
vent Act were entirely repealed. A la
of this kind should not be framed moMe
in the interest of the creditor than of th&
debtor, or vice versa. It should be equit
able. If this law were entirely swept ot0
the Statute-book, it would immediateIy
result in one creditor being benefitted i
the expense of the rest. He hoped soner
means would be taken to devise a me&-
sure that wouldtrove satisfactory to the
country at large.

MR. GIROUARD said ho had beer
charged with representing a constituency
which would not approve of the action
ho Lad taken on the question. He ad
mitted he had promised the electors of
Jacques Cartier to vote for the repeal of
the existing Insolvency Laws; but he
contended that he had kept that promise
When the Bill of the Committee was re-
jected the other night, ho had voted with-
out hesitation for the Bill of the hoft
member for Iberville (Mr. Béchard) re
pealing the existing law. He was far
froin considering the amendments he
(Mr. Girouard) had introduced as equiva
lent to an Insolvency Bill. As ho had
already stated, if these amendments were
to have the effect of causing the rejectior
of the Bill of the hon.- member for Iber
ville, he would withdraw them becausr
ho did not desire that result. After lis
tening to the discussioù that had just
taken place with regard to them, ho saw
there was no doubt they wereincomplete
He had been, and still was, under the ir-
pression that under powers intended to
be conferred by the Bill as amended,
rules and regulations could be made by
which Judges would be enabled te pro
vide the necessary machinery to put his

propositions into effect. Perhaps he was
mistaken. He Lad nover been in favoir
of the existing Bankruptcy Laws, and
ho had no wish that any action of his
would result in their continuance on the
Statute-books. Therefore, unless the
House was willing that the Bill of the
hon. member for Iberville should reeive
its third reading to-day ; or, unles he
had the promise of the Government tht
it would receive its third reading soinO-
time this week, ho would withdraw his
amendments. ne believed the proYi*
ions of his amendments were a step -
the right direction, and thatthey weuld
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-tpnd to prevent preferential assignmenti
&d judgments. Nevertheless, if they

abould have the effect of defeating the
proposition of the hon. member for Iber
ville, as was feared by certain hon. gen.
tjemen, he would not, as le had already
seated, have the slightest hesitation in
withdrawing them, and he begged foi
leave to withdraw the same.

MR. MOUSSEAU said lie regretted
Very much the interference of the Minis-
ter of Justice in this discussion. The
House had been led to believe that this
question was an entirely open ohe. They
had many reasons for thinking so. Every
Session that the Insolvency Law came
before this House during the last Par
àiament since 1875, the Minister of Mi-
litia and Defence, and Inland Revenue,
and the Postmaster-General,were opposed
to it. During the partial elections which
took place in the years 1875, 1876 and
1.877, the Conservatives had always re-
proached the late Government with not
having abolished that law. He thought
the reasons given by the hon. the Miniq-
ter of Justice did not justify the position
àe took in favour of that law. He (Mr.
McDonald) said, first, that the vote given
on the second reading of the Bill, of the
lion. member for Iberville (Mr. Béchard),
did not represent the opinion of the
counatry. He (Ir. Mousseau) contended
that if ever a vote had been a faithful
echo of the feeling of the country, it was
the vote referred to. it was the vote of
publie opinion. It was a vote recorded in
favour of legislation,supported by a large
m»ajority of the members of the House,
.d given against both the leader of the

ùpposition and of the Government.
There must have been some reasons for
uieh a large number of members leaving
their leaders, and Le (Mr. Mousseau)
tbought that the principal reasons were to
be found in the wishes of their constitu-
ete. 'Ilheir constituents had suffered
for many years from this law,
aLd - had always been against it.
Their constituents, during the last
election-that of 1878-told them that if
they elected them, they wanted them to
vte against this particular law. The

hen.the Minister of Justice thought it
Waa not the proper opinion of the colin-
~y. lie thought that the principal

>pru ini the large cities were the real

organs of public opinion. He (Mr.
Mousseau) begged leave to differ from
the hon. gentleman. The large organs
represented say the ten or fiftàe
principal traders in the great com-
mercial centres, but they did not repre-
sent the opinion of the large body of
traders throughout the country, or the
farming and working population. The
great commercial feeling was spoken of.
as if there was nothing else to consider.
During the last fty years the public
men of Canada had made a great mis-
take. They had been legislating not for
the farming and working population, not
to develop the industries of the country,
but only to increase importations, and
during that time the youth of Canada
had been leaving for the United Staten,
and elsewhere It was about tiine t&
put a stop to such legislation. They
were beginning a new fiscal policy, and
they ought to inaugurate a new policy in
regard to this Insolvency question.
They were told that they ouglit to re-
consider this law. He thought if the
hon. the Minister of Justice had followed
closely the debates and proceedings of
the last Parliament, le must have known
that that law had been considered in the
Sessi ns of 1875, 1876, 1877 and 1878,
under one form or another. so that the
country-especially the farming commu-
rnity-was prepared for the repeal of
these laws. The remarks of the hon.
member for South Bruce (Mr. Shaw)
told very heavily about the evils of over-
trading. It was exactly the position of
affairs in the Province of Quebec. There
was nothing so damaging to the pros-
perity of a country than this over-trading
which had existed during the last
twenty-five years, and more especially~ in
the last filve years. Bankrupt stocks
were thrown upon the market through
the want of experierce or capital on the
part of young men-sometimes men who
had heretofore been carpenters or farro-
ers, who rushed recklesslv into trade,
knowing that if they did fail, they had
the Insolvency Law to fall back on to
enable them to escape serions conse-
quences. The result was, that the honest
trader Ead to competi with these bank-
rupt stocks, which were often purchased
at a nominal figure, and, therefore, eotld
be sold at prices entirely beyond e
competitioa of traders who bought their
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stocks from the wholesale mon at their
regular value. There was no doubt
whatever that publia senti'nent
was clearly against the continuance of the
Iüsolvency Law. That was sufficiently
proven by the discussions that had taken
place in this Parliament during the last
fre years, and in the press of the Domin-
ion-not, perhaps, in the great organs of
cities, but certainly in the greater part of
the valuable country newspapers. They
found that even the Dominion Board of
Trade at their meeting in Ottawa, in
January last, expressed the opinion that
some extensive alteration should be made
in the existing Insolvency Law, and the
following letter fr m Messrs. Patterson
and Greene, members of the Committee
on Insolvency, appointed by that Board,
was read at the meeting:

t While we concur in the alterations and
additions to the Insolvency Act, recommended
in the report of the Conmittee, if itis decided
to rplain the Act in its present form, we would
prefer its repeal."

It was the well-known opinion of the
-vast majority of the people of this country,
that the re-peal of the law, pure and
simple, was far preferable to the reten-
tion of the law as it now stood. He
thouglht it would be rendering a great
service to the country to try, at least,
one or two vears of honest trading with-
out the Bankruptcy Laws.

Ma. McDONALD (Pictouj said there
were one or two remarks which had been
made by the hon. gentleman who had
just sat down, to which he desired to
respond. One of the arguments of the
hon. gentlemen in favour of the repeal of
the Insolvent Law was that the mer-
chants of this country had been in the
habit of pressing their wares on their
customers. So far as his (Mr. McDon-
ald's) reading extended, he did net know
of any period in the history of the
world where people having wares to sell
did not press them on those who wished
to buy, and, as far as his knowledge of
trade extended, that was one of the firat
principles of all active, energetie business
men. He sold his goods wherever he
oeuld so long as the goods were in safe
hands. Otherwise, he would be like a
Turk or a Jew, and squat on his hands
and knees, and merely pray to Allah for
customers. An active and intelligent

MIL MOUSsBAU.

business man sold to whoever in good
standing commercially wanted to huy-
Sometimes the merchant sold& to e.
wrong man, but this was one of the hci-
dents of trade. Another reason of
his hon. friend was that efila
arose from the law not being properly
administered. This was no reason
why the administration of bankrupt
estates should not be left in the hands of
the creditors, but put into the hands of
paid officials, whose duty would be to
see that the administration of the law
was effectively carried out for the beneît
of the people and the country. In Eng-
land they had taken the administration
of the law out of the hands of the credi-
tors, and had placed it in the hands of
oflicers duly appointed for the purpose.
He felt quite satisfied that the repeal ef
the law was a foregone conclusion, but,
feeling as he did upon the subject, he
could not allow this opportunity to pasa
without making the last remark he
wished to make upon the subject.

Mxi. SHAW aaid he would like ta
correct what appeared to be a misappre-
hension in regard to the law of Ontario.
Without the Insolvent Law, they had a
law in Ontario that was against prefer-
ential assignments.

M. GUTHRIE said the on. mem-
ber for South Bruce had undertaken ta
read an Act of the Ontario Parliament,
with the view of catching some votes.
Anyone looking at that law would see
that the interpretation was not a sound
one, and it was not the one which had
been put upon it by the Courts. If the
Insolvent Act were repealed, it should bc
distinctly understood that they had as
better Statute than the Statute of Queen
Elizabeth, and they had no protection
against judgment by default or against
preferential assignments.

Mi. GIROUARD said he would wi-
draw his ameudments, as they couId net
be considered this Session; and h prie-
ferred the law should be repealed, thàM
that it should continue to exist.

M. MAcDONNELIj said the liet
Minister of Justice was right in U
that the sentiment of this Oomnin s
not in favour of au unconditionai1Iep
of the Insolventy Law. Ie wedod d
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as evidence of this from the speech of
one of the strongest supporters of repeal,
the hon. member for Stanstead (Mr.
Oolby), delivered a few evenings ago.
The hon. member stated that, although
this House was petitioned in connection
with this subject from various parts of
the Dominion, from the metropolitan
cities of the Dominion, not a single peti-
tion asked for an unconditional repeal of
the law. Of the various Provinces, only
one was preptred to meet such a disaster
as the repeal of this Act. He would,
therefore, move in ainendment, that the
following clause be added to the Bill :-

t This Act will not come into operation until
after the expiration of one year after the
passing of the same."

This would be a notification to every
Province of the Dominion that had not a
law for the distribution of Insolvent
Estates at present upon their Statute-
book, and thus give them an opportunity,
Iefore Parliament met again, to enact
laws to meet the repeal of this law.

Amendnent negatived.

Bill ordered to be reported.

Hfouse resumed.

Bill reported.

Mi. BÉCHARD nioved that the Bill
be read the third time.

Ma. McDONALD
that the Bill be read a
day six months.

(Pictou) moved
third time this

Question put, and amendment (Mr.
IMcDonald, Pictou) negatived on the fol-
lowing division:-

TAS :

Messrs.

Anglia
Arkell
Bowell
rcken '*

Burpie (St. John)
Cartwright
Casey
Couznell

Oosgan
HaIewag

Flynn
Ganit
Gillies
Gilimor
Gunn
Guthrie
Hackett
Maddow
Hay
Hesson
Hilliard
Holton
Rooper
Kilam

Kranz Richey
Lane Robertson (aiton)
Laurier [P.E.I.)Robinson
Macdonald (King's, Rochester
MacDonnell Ross (W. Middlesex)
Mackenzie Ryan (Montreal Cen.)
McLennan Rykert
McLeod Scriver
Merner Snowball
Mills Strange
Ogden Thompson(Haldim'nd)
Paterson (8. Brant) Tilley
Platt White (N.Renfrew) -55
Pope (Queen's, P.E.I)

nAYS :

Messrs.

Allison Hurteau
Bain Jones
Baker Kaulback
Béchard Keeler
Benoit Kilvert
Bergeron King
Bergin Landry
Bill Lantier
Bolduc LaRue
Borden Little
Bourassa McDonald (C. Breton)
Bourbeau Macmillan
Brooks McCallum
Brown McDougall
Bunster McGreevy
Burk McKay
Burpee (Sunbury) MeQuade
Cameron (S. Huron) McRory
Caron Malouin
Casgrain Massue
Chandler Méthot
Chriitie Mongenais
Cimon Montplaisir
Cockburn(W.Northbld)Mousseau
Coughlin Oliver,
Coupai Olivier
Coursol Orton
Carrier Ouimet
Cuthbert Patterson (Essex)
Daly Perreault
Daoust Pickard
Desaulniers Pinsonneault
Desjardins Rinfret
Domville Robertson (Shelburae)
Doull Robitaille
Drew Rogers
Dubuw Ross (Dundas)
Dugas Rouleau
Dumont Routhier
Farrow Ryan (Marquette)
Ferguson Rymal
Fiset Shaw
Fitssimmons Smith (Selkirk)
Galbraith Sproule
Gui Stephenson
Girouard (J. Cartier) Tassé
Girouard (Kent, N.B.) Thompàon (CaribOO>
Grandbois Trow
Haggart Valin
Houde Vallée
Huntington Wallace (8.Norfolk
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Wallace (W. York)
White (Cardwell)
White (E0. Hastings)

Williams
Wright.-107.

Bill read the third time and- passed.
House adjourned at

Twelve o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Tuesday, 6th May, 1879.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

1PUAYEYRS.

HIS EXCELLENCY'S DESPATCH ON THE
SUBJECT OF THE TARIFF.

MESsAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY.

MR. TILLEY presented a Message
from His Excellencv the Go-vernor-Gen-
eral.

Mit. SPEAKER read the Message,
and it is as follows

The Governor-General transmits to the
Bouse of Commons, a copy of a Despatch and
of its enclosures which he addressed to the
Right Honorable the Secretary of State for the
Colonies, on the subje .ct of the Tariff, recently
introduced to the Legislature.

C MOV3RNMENT HOUSE,
OTTAWA, 5th May, 1879."

BELLECHASSE CONTROVERTED
ELECTION.

JUDGE's REPORT.

ME. SPEAKER informed the House
that he had received from the Hon. Mr.
Justice McCord, one of the Judges
selected for the trial of Election Peti-
tions, pursuant to the Dominion Con-
troverted Elections Act, 1874, a report
relating to the election for the Electoral
District of Bellechasse.

MANITOBA ADDITIONAL GRANT BILL.

FIRST READING.

Order for House to resolve itself into
Committee ot the Whole, to consider a
certain resolution respecting a temporary
annual grant to the Province of Mani-
toba, roed.

Ma. TILLEY: As the Order là
Council sud the communications from
the Government of that Province .av
been laid upon the table of the Hous,
and hon. members are in possession of
the facts connected with it, it is scareely
necessary for me to enlarge upon the
subject further than to say that, in 1876,
the leader of the then Government saul-
mitted to the House a proposition by
which the subsidy of Manitoba, for
reasons stated, was increased $25,00 :a
year. This Provinea is in a very excep-
tional position. Its position was ex-
ceptional at that tima, and warranted
an increase, in the opinion of Parlia.
ment. That exceptional state of affairs
bas increased owing to the influx of
population and the necessarily increased
expenditure of that Province.' fUnder
the terms of the Union, no increase of
subsidy could take plaDe until the census
had been taken in 1881. From the
papers on the table, it will be found that
the population, the present spring, was
estimated at 55,000, and it is supposed
that at the close of the year it will have
reached 70,000. After giving the whole
subject the most careful consideration,
the Government oonsidered it but fair
and just to that Province, under these
exceptional circumstances, that the popu-
lation, unt 1 1881, when the census will
be taken, should be estinated at 70,00F.
the number that it is supposed the popu-
lation will reach at the close of the year,
and the Governient felt themselves war-
ranted in asking the House to increase
the subsidy, and base it on a population
of 70,000 until 1881. This will make
the annual appropriations $105,654, or
an increase of $15,635.

Mit. CARTWRIGHT said, although
lie was quite aware that the circumstan-
ces of Manitoba were exceptional, and
it might, perhaps, be necessary to comply
with the demand, he regretted very mulh
it had been fonnd necessary to propose,,f
second addition. The House would ra
member that, when, with verygreat relu
tance, the late Government brOught
down a proposition to add $25,000 to the
allowance to Manitoba, they deemed ,t
neceesary that the Manitoba LoCal Go
ernment should make strenuous efforts t
meet that expenditure, which thtey didim
several ways, notably by abolishing *'si
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seondchamber, and very eonsiderably
reducing their expenditure. He did not
propose to object turther to this, but, at
the same time, it was quite obvious that
it was to the last degree unedvisable that
aiy of these Provinces should be coming
laye, at intervals of two or three years,
fior additional grants. It would be almost
imposib1e to say where thas might stop.
f this went on in the cases of the other
Provinces, this Parliament would be in
ihe unenviable position of acting as a sort
of tax collector for the benefit of Legisla-
1 ares over which it could exercise no con-
trol. He would almost deem it better,
uander the circumstances, to make pro-
vision for the taking of the cen-
sus at more frequent intervals, than
to have every two or three years fresh
demands made upon the Exchequer for
tuis which, if not large in themselves,
might become dangerous from their fre-

RUency.

81x JOHN A. MACDONALD said
lie agreed with the remarks of lits hon.
friend to a certain extent, but the answer
was that the position of Manitoba was
quite exceptional. It had not the
crdinary sources of revenue which the
other Provinces had. It had shown a
praiseworthy desire to practice economy,
in the administration of its affairs. In
the views of some, it might have gone
still further, but, whether large or snall,
certain expenses could not be diminished,
and the expenditure was muich larger in
small Provinces than in large ones.
Jt had no public lands, nor the resources
of revenue that the older Provinces had,
and was latterly in a permanent state of
poverty. This was merely introduced
from absolute necessity, just as it was by
bon. gentlemen opposite when they took
the same step. He hardly thought it
would be well to have a quinquennial in-
stead of a decennial censtis in the small
Provinces. It was better to make an
advance in this way, up to a certain time,
and, after the next decennial census, they
could deal with this subject in a compre-
hensive manner, and settle the future
relations of Manitoba with the Domin-
ign on a basis on which any new Pro-
viees established in the North-West
àQ ght be treated.

1 MILLS said the condition of
Maitoba migt be relieeed by transfer-

ring to it the management of the publie
lands and school lands. This would
take the burden of management from this
Government, and the lands, being ander
the direct control of the Local Govern-
ment, could be more economically man-
aged than at present, and considerable
revenue be derived from them.

SIn JOHN A. MACDONALD said
he was gl4d to see his predecessor's lino
of thought ran in the sane direction as
his own with respect to the maaner of
treating Mauitoba. It would not be well
to hold out anything like an implied
promise to convey the Dominion lands to
that Province until Parliament dealt
with the whole subject. The hon. gentle-
man would find that there was an at-
tempt to deal with the school land mat-
ter in the Bill before the House to which
lie would invite attention to-night.

Mit. RYAN (Marquette) said it was
too late to adopt the suggestion of the
hon member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills).
If it had been adopte" when the Pro-
vinee was admitted this Parliament would
not be troubled with applications for in-
creased subsidies. Most of the lands
within the limits of that Province had
passed out of the hands of the Dominion
Government. There was very little land
left in the Province that the Governmont
had control of, and, therefore, it was too
late to adopt the suggestion of the hon.
member for Both well. Of course, it
was very unpleasant to have their
Province continually appeahing for
assistance, but it was one of the necessi-
ties of their situation. They had all the
machinery in the North-West for the
government of a populatioi a dozen times
as large as the present. The true remedy
would be found in the extension of the
boundaries of the Province, and the re-
arrangement of the terms of union, so
as to avoid the necessity of continual
applications of this nature.

MR. SMITH (Selkirk) said he was
very glad to find that the Government
would take into consideration the repre-
sentations of the people in the North-
West. It was certain that the revenue
of the Province was very much under
that required for the maintenance ofthe
roads and other works, which, at thi*
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moment, it would be well to have admin-
istered by Government.

ln. ANGLIN said 'there were many
obvions reasons why the Local Gôvern-
ment should not have received additional
lands in Manitoba. It was absolutely
*ecessary to extinguish the Indian title
in that Province, and settle other matters
that could have been settled only by the
Dominion Government. Yet it was evi-
dent that, as soon as possible, the Do-
minion Government should transfer to
the Local any lands that could fairly be
disposed of. He would suggest that this
Province, being so ridiculously small,
should be made three or four times its
present size. Its 11,000 square miles
forned scarcely more than the area of
some counties in the older Provinces. It
should be enlarged at the earliest oppor-
tunity.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD said
that the suggestion, of course, was worthy
of all consideration. The hon. gentleman
.from Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) quite un-
derstood, no doubt, the reason why the
boundaries of Manitoba were made so
ilimited-that that Province had no reve-
Rue. To administer the affaira of
justice to a larger population, and
darger Province, would cost the
Government more, while their means
vould not increase in proportion to the
area or population. There must be some
ýmeans of adding to the population of the
Province before its bounds could be pro-
iperly enlarged.

House resolved itself into Committee
*a the resolution.

(In the Committee.)

Resolution ordered to be reported.

louse resumed.

Resolution reported, read the ßlrst and
scond times, and agreed to.

Ma. TILLEY introduced a Bill
(No. 108) To provide for the payment
of an additional temporary grant to the
Province of Manitoba.

Bill read tMe frst time.

Ma. TILLEY moved the second read-
mg of the BlL.

MI. SMITH.

Ms. MACKENZIE said he wouldlike
to know if the hon. the Premier could &-
form the Bouse what proportion of the
population in the North-West ws ontside
Manitoba-he meant the distriots im-
mediately contiguous. HRe understoodr.
very large proportion of the emigraniu
to that region had not settled in the
Province, and those people would have
no expenditure of any kind made among
them.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD sai
he would endeavour to get information
on that subject.

Mi. RYAN (Marquette) said thae
the voters'list, from which the number
of votes in Manitoba was computed,
did not contain the name of a single
person settled outside the boundary.
The 9,000 or 10,000 referred to by the
hon. member for Lambton, were resident
in the Province.

MA. MACKENZIE said there w&s
a very large population outside its
boundaries, and these people had to
continue to goyern themselves the best
way they could under the North-Wet
Territory Act, without any cost to the
Dominion. His own impression was
that it was a great mistake to give a
Provincial Government or Parliamentary
system to Manitoba at all, and that tk
small number of people in that
Province could have governed
themselves much more economically
under sonie such plan as the Nortk-
West Territory Act provided. ia
feared that, unless the whole subject waal
carefully considered with a view to pr-
vent difficulties in future, they should
have a succession of such demands as
this, before a firm system of governt-
ment was established in Manit.ba or the
contiguous territory.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
he quite agreed with the hon. gentleman
that perhaps the present Constitution Of
Manitoba was premature ; but the hoq.
gentleman would, doubtles, remember the
exoeptional circumatances under which
it was granted. It was a Bill or amas;r
of peace after a measure had been passed
to mahe Manitoba a Crown Colonyt Osse-
what after the fashion of thç Torth-W
Territories beyond. Bat, Wt quiet tke

Gr ant fl
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smewhat disturbed state of the country,it
*a, neeuesary, somewhat prematurely, to
intrçduee the systema that obtained.

Ms. MILLS said ho thought that
the returns brought down would show
at there was a mistake of 20,000

in the addition of the population of Man-
itoba-that it was 33,000 instead of
à3,0O0. That made some difference as
regarded the appropriation,and took away
the ground for additional grants to that
Province. The bon. memher for Mar-
quette (Mr. Ryan) would require a new
eason for asking that additional amount.

Before the late Government went out of
eflice, they were asked for an appropria-
tion for bridging the Little Saskatchewan
and other streams, where 9,000 to 10,000
people had settled. He had some com-
munication with the Lieutenant-Gov-
ernor of the North-West as to
the possibility, out of the $17,000
granted, to appropriate sums towards
miaking some of those improvements, and
as to whether the people were ready to
contribute to the work considerably in
the shape of labour, but required some
monetary assistance, but ho (Mr. Milis)
thought they had received no answer up
tu the time of their leaving office. But,
as nearly the whole of the population of
the North-West was between the border
et Manitoba and Fort Ellice, ho had no
Âoubt that it would become desirable to
aid them in bridging some of the streams,
which were, at seasons, nearly impassable,
ad doing something to facilitate com-
munication between the settlements and
the interior. He thought the Govern-
ment would find that necessary, and that
he should mention those facts before the
Supplementary Estimates were brought
down.

Bill read the second time.

ESQUIMALT GRAVING DOCK.

RESOLUTION WITHDRAWN.

Mn. TILLEY said that, sinc he laid
en the table the resolution on that sutject,
ke found that in 1874 an Act wa pased
by Parliament alhnost in the terms of the
r«Wutîon on the Ordors for the purpose
'*rein mentioned, exoept that the

ourût -was fixed at $250,000 inesd of
£1M,000 &tg., towards the construction of

a dry dock in Bi itish Columbia. Under
those cii*amstances, and as the legiala-
tion in British Columbia on the subjee
referrm to $250,000 instead of £50,000,
he would lot the resolution drop.

Resolution, with leave of the IHouse,
u'ithdrawen.

NEW BRUNSWICK SUPREME OOUET
ADDITIONAL JUDGE BILL.

(AMr. McDonald, Pict .)

FIRST AND SECOND READING.

Order for House to resolve itself into
Committee of the Whole, to consider
certain resolutions for the appointment
of an additional Judge in Equity in the
the Supreme Court of New Brunswick,
read.

Si A. J. SMITH said that the Local
Legislature of New Brunswick, last Ses
sion, passed an Act authorising the ap-
pointment of an additional Judge. He
was of opinion there was no necessity fot
any more, there being now five Supreme
Court Judges and five Ûounty Court
Judges for a population of less thait
300,000. In some portions of Nev
Brunswick, lawyers had got into the
habit of increasing and protracting liti-
gation, and, in cases not involving over
$40, days woild be spent on the trial.
He beliered that the business could be
despatched as in Ontario, in which case
there would be quite sufficient Julges to
perform the business. He referred
mainly to the County Courts, but hia
objection applied with considerable force
to the Supreme Court also. In Nov
Scotia he thought there were seven Su-
preme Court Judges, and seven or eight
C(ounty Court Judges, or about the same
proportion, considering population, as it
New Brunswick.

Ma. McDONA LD (Pictou) said it
was difficult sometimes to determine ex-
actly where te draw the line in reference
to these matters, but, in a Province like
New Brunswick, he thought it was safe
to rely upon the sentiment of the Local
Legislature. He held in his hand, not,
only the Act which was passed authoria-
ing the appointment of a Judge, but tho
report of -Mr. Fraser, the Attrney-
General of New Brunswick, going fuily

If.B. dupremew Court
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into details, and, if his statements were five!Superior Court Judges, and now,èL.
well founded, they afforded ample justi- Ministerof Justicewaaaakingthà,Homw
fcation for the appointment contem- to sanction the appointment of anoUier
plated. He understood Mr. Fraser to be. one. In Ontario, with a population of
not only a man of ability, but a man of about 2,000,000, the Superior Court eon-
high character, who would not make such sisted of nine Judges excluive
a report to the Parliament of the of the Court of Appeals, three for the
Dominion unless the facts were as lie Court of Chanoery, three in Con-
stated. If it were a fact that people were mon Pleas, and three in Queens Benêt.
being deprived of their riglits from want That New Brunswick, whose judichi
of more Judges, this Government would strength was Dow very large consider-
not be doing its duty if it did not sub- ing its population, should have an ai-
mit to Parlipment the measure asked for tional Judge, appenred to hîm to be
by the Legislature of New Brunswick. It simply outrageos. The hon. the Min-
was, undoubtedly, a fact that the greatest ister of Justice justified his proposition
difficulty was experienced, and that the on the ground that the Legisiature of
Judges had been unable to keep down New Brunswick desired this additional
arrears, either because more time was Judge, but, if the Minister of
occupied in the trial of causes, or becaose Justice, on the recommendatin
the amount of business was abnormally of every Local Legisiature, pro-
increased. Within his own recollection posed to increase the strength of the
the business in the Courts had increased judiciary in eacl Province, there would
to such an extent, at any rate in Nova be no end to sucl appointments, and the
Sotia, as t,) make an increase of judicial annual burdens thns inposed on tii
strengLh absolutely necessary, and lie country would be enorrous. Tbeylad -
did not doubt the same state of things ready %een, this Session, the Governuet
exîsted in New Brunswick. In reference introducing and passing a Bil adding
to the salary, it would be observed that two Superior Court Judges to the judi-
the Judge to be appointed was called a cial strength in British Columbia, entai1-
Judge in Equity, although a Judge i ing an annual expenditure in the Do-
the Suprerne Court, following in that re- minion for ail time of about $9,000, an
speet the example of Nova Scotia, which, now theywere asked t add t the strengt

ef*ore the Union, appointet a Judge in of thejuiiciary of New Brunswickte
'qtity. At that time the salary of the the tune of 8 4,00 a year more, while, -f

Judge in Equity w2s $5,000, being the another proposition, stil before then
same as that of the Chief Justice in that fouse, the were aked go add to tie

IProvince. The Governm)ent had tought salaries of the County Court Judge tf
't riglit not to make a distinction in the Prince Edward Island a sum wh
euse of New Brunswick. [t was tein- would increase tns cot of adminieter*
iention of the <ovenînent, however, te justice in that Island, by $1,50O a yOB.
reduce the salary of the Equity Judge in lesunderstoodthat te on. gentlemide-

iova Scotia, as soon as they were able proposition as b ed solely oan Actd df
to do so, which would be on tht next ap- Local Legisiature, and on the recomme-
pointient to, that office. 0f course it dation of the Attorne-General of New
was ont of thie power of the Goveriment Brunswick, who stated that large arr
to witldraw from the present Judge in of business had acumulated Li the Cous
IEquity the salarv lie en)joyed when l N of that Province. and thit te judicil
was appointed, bliJi, whenever that office str btgth o , t Province oould nt e-
had again to e illed. thc salary would cessfully undertake the. work ; but the
b. equaJised to that of the other Puisoe hon. gentleman thould have inquired ati
J«dges of the Court. the cause of the a ear hiself, pr nm

ave reted satisfied with te ert
M.CAMEBON (South Huron) said ommendsation of ýa -local .officiai,' penhuMp

At aeemed to hfm an extraordinary pro- directly interated Pin the tppoield
position to submit te Parliament, thata before ho subitted tms panthe
Province with a populationofonly300c000 tion. te ar e migt Thave aoad a-
hould. require so many Judge The> lratd sem other eesnthae ternmtiàIC
rovinee of Newý Brunswick aready hadi numeria ajudicial treae in thl atOI-

MiL MODoNiL».
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viace. It was well kuown that, before the theY oould over4e the arrears. ne
appointinent of the late Chief Juâtice of (Mr. McDonald> would bave that ques-
the Court of Queen's Bench in Ontario, tion te bo settled by gentlemen who
there was a vast accumulAtion of business knew the Judges of New Brunswick
in that Court, solely because the indicial better than he did. The hou. gentie-
atrength had not been put forth in the pro- man had drawn a comparison of the
per direction and with-the proper energy. expense of the judiciary of New Bruns-
There were arrears in that Court alone wick with thal of other parts of the
of about 100 cases, and they were ail Dominion, lie did net think that ques-
disposed of by that Judge in a very short tien ought te enter into a discussion of
time after his appointment. If the hon. this character. The administration et
gentleman had made the necessary en- justice in every part of the Dominion,
quiries, he would, no doubt, have found whether tha Province were 1qge or smail,
that the accumulation of business com- should b. adequate to ail the wants of
plained of in New Brunswick was en- the people. But the hon. gentleman',
tirely the fault of the Judges, and was argument did not apply bore; for, if he
not attributable to the paucity of their hud taken the trouble to inform himself,
numbers. Judging by the population, he would have seen that, compared with
the aize of the Province, and its commer- The expense of the administration of
cial transactions, he was quite satisfied justice in other Provinces of the Domi-
that the Superior Court Judges could nion, the pro rata outlay ii New Bruns
easily and satisfactorily administer the wick was ne larger than lu Ontario or
laws in New Brunswick, and that no Quebec-indeed, hi did net think it waa
additional Judge was required. He so large. The administration of justice
believed the judicial strength all over last year in Ontario amounted te about
the Dominion was in excess of the neces- $215,000, and in New Brunswick to
sities of the country, and the hon. gentle- $37,000. That included ai the Courts
man would find that, if he pursued his in both Provinces. But, even if tis ar-
prement course, and acted solely on the gument was a sound one, it would net
recommendation of the local auhorities, affect the main fact, that there was au
he would have a Superior Court Judge undoubted necessity in New Brunswick
for every 10,000 of the population. In for the appointment of another Judge.
some of the Provinces they had that state
of things now. In Prince Edward Is- MR. ANGLIN said li was pretty well
land they had six Judges to a population acquainted with the business of the
of:90,000. The sooner the hon. gentle- Courts of New Brunswick, and wau
man stayed his hand on this kind of perfectly satiefied that anether Judge
legislation the better, and before commit- was net required. Some years ago
ting the country to these constant in- they md a Chancery Judge called tir
ereases in judicial appoigtments, he Master of the Relis, and four Judges of
should make the mest thorough and dili- the Supreme Court ; ail five
gent enquiry as to the necessity of the were afterward made Judges in
propoeed addition&. Equity and Judgei iu Common

La«w. 11e did not think this had worked
MR., MoDOYNALD (Pictou> said ie very well, and a good deal of disHatiefâo-

ad stated to thre flouse, u answer te, tien existed because al the Judge were
tlée hon. meuber for Westrnoreland, lable to h called on at a hy time t he-r
tht, 'hii information as ta the atate of causes ha Equity. ae believed io ws
thé Courts wus founded on the stase- now proposed te go back to thoe old sys-

ent of the Âttorney-General of New tom, nsd create a Judge of Equity. un
Brunswick, that the dilficlty arose iot that way some time might b saved ut
fron an unwilhiugneg te work on the tho only instance in whit amy delay was
part of. the Judges, but beause it was caused, was in the earing of final mo-
apooube for then, te overtwke the tiens on appeal before tre Supreme
ork. , The hon. m»mber fer Soutih Court itting i t co l the Cir it
.R«r ïu thre face -of tiat allegation, court n th e City f St. John. Unie

ifated thît lie was uatisfied tut, if the âome mdans ero takel te facilitate tihe
*Julges worked as they ought t. worr, roeuesa if business in the fui Court, it

ir B. Supreme Coqurt
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was evident that an iwprease in the num-
er of Judges would not enalde them to

get on any faster than at present. He
anderstood thaf this Bill proposed to di-
vide the tull Court, so that one set of
Judges could hear one set of causes, and
another set of Judges hear other causes,
and this might be an impjrovement. The
increase in the number of Judges. unless
there was some such readjustment, would
met enable them to perform their duties
any more rapidly than at present. It
-was stated - that twenty-six Circuit
Courts were held, but some of them lasted
sometimes scarcely more than a day, and
very few more than a week. For
nany years past, there had been, or there

seemed to be, great arrears of business
at the St. John Circuit. It was the
iashion for young lawyers to enter a
great number of cases on the docket in
erder to make a display, sometimes with-
.ut any intention of taking them to trial.
It was true, as stated by the hon. mem-
er for Westmoreland, that lawyers had

got into the habit of wrangling over every
little triffing cause, so that many days
were sp'int on what, to any person of or-
dinary common sense, would appear to
be a case that could be disposed of
in an afternoon. The chief cause of this
waste of time, on the part of lawyers,
was that they were paid by the day. In
St. John, in the Circuit Courts, it fre-
quently happened that, even when there
was a large docket, the Judge could find
no business to do, because the parties
interested, or the lawyers, were not
ready. The Court might sit four or five
îweeks, and yet not do more than try
four or five cases. Up to 1866 they had
*nly there five Judges. In 1866, prior
to coming into Confederation, it was
deemedi advisable to create County Court
Judges. Five were createdi, and they had
very large criminal and civil jurisdiction.
They coald try criminals for any but cap-
ital offences, and relieved the other
Courts of a large amount of work. They
had also small Courts to try small debt
eases, and, altogether, tbey had an enor-
mous judicial staff. 0f these Supreme
Court Judges, four resided in the little
town of Fredericton, while, in the large
tity of St. John, only one of these Judges
resided. He had a great deal to do in
Cham bers. The Iawyers thought i vry
desirable, no doubt, to have another

Ma. ARNGLIN.

judicial prize created, but he ws pe-
fectly satisfied they did not want anothes
Judge. A good deal might be done te
facilitate the tiansaction of business by
the redistribution of work amongst the
Judges. The appointment of another
Judge would, without such readjustment,
do very little to reduce the number of
untried cases.

Sa JOHN A. MACDONALD said
they must look at this from a constitu-
tional point of view. The responsibility
for the administration of justice muet
rest somewhere. It rested by the Con-
stitution in the Legislatare of the Pro-
vinces. If the Legislature of a Province
declared tiat it was necessary, for the due
administration of justice, that a
Court should be constituted in a
particular manner and have a certain
number of Judges, it would be twisting
the Constitution for the House to assume
the responsibility of saying to the differ-
ent Provincial Legislatures that they
were wrong in the matter. They ougbt
not to suppose, or allow themselves to
believe that any Province would be
actuated by a sordid desire to get a small
sum out of the Dominion revenue in the
shape of an additional salary for a single
Judge. The Legislature had solemnuly
declared, by an enactment, that it was
necessary for the due administration of
jus ice that a certain number of Judges
should be appointed. He thought they
must accept the decision of the
Legislature whatever might be their
private opinion. If an Act was
passed by the Local Legislature, it was
only on very strong grounds, such as the
Act being ultra vires, that the Government
could recommend its disallowance. The
Act in question was clearly within the
power of the Local Legislture, and
would any Ministry be justified iii
recommending its disallowance be-
cause it put a small additional charge
upon the revenue? By the Con-
stitution, the Local Legislature
had the right of increasing their
judiciary, and the provision of the salary
was thrown upon the Dominion. That
was a constitutional duty of the Govern-
ment. He thought the hon. m.mber fQr
Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) had, by his
remarks, shown the:necessity of the in-
crese of the judiciary, and he (Sir John

Addttione Ju!ée BW.
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A. Macdonald) was of opinion that the
mausure should be allewed to pass.

)iu. MILLS said he did not subscribe
to the constitutional doctrine the lion.
gentleman had laid down, and, in fact, the
friends of the hon. gentleman did not
subscribe to it. It was not long since the
Legislature of Nova 8eotia passed a Bill
for establishing County Courts, and the
late Administration asked Parliament for
an appropriation to make the necessary
provision for the payment of the salaries
of these Judges. The friends of the hon.
gentleman then took a wholly different
view of the constitutional obligation of
the present Parliament, from that which
fhe hon. gentleman at present expressed.
They rejected the Bill in the Senate,
thereby declaring that the appropriation
should not be made.

S1u JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
d1id not vote against the Bill.

MR. MILLS said he did not know
how the hon. gentleman voted, or
whether he voted at all; but lie did
know that gentlemen, who were now the
colleagues of the hon. gentleman, opposed
the measure and secured its defeat.
They did not act upon the constitutional
theory now propounded. He (Mr. Mills)
held that,if the Local Government wanted
to increase the number of their Judges,
or alter the constitution of their Courts,
they ought to enter into correspondence
upon the subject with the Dominion
Government, pointing out why they be-
heve additional Judges or additional
Courts to be necessary; and the Govern-
mSent, in asking for the appropriation,
ought to be able to justify the appropria-
tion on its merits. He held that it was
luite as appropriate for the Minister of
Justice to make suggestions to the people
of New Brunswick, in regard to the con-
luct of business in their Courts, as it
was for the late Government to say to
-Manitoba, when she asked for an addi.
tional subsidy, that she ought to do away
with the second chamber. If they ac-
<eepted the doctrine of the hon. gentleman
they might have their obligations in-
treased indefinitely, without their having,
in the slightest degree, any power over
ths portion of their expenditure.

Six JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the hon. gentleman (Mr. Millà) said his

(Sir John A. Macdonald's) friende had
voted against the appropriation for nome
County Court. Well, his friends must
defond themSelves in the Senate or else-
where. He thought he had given the
stronger proof of his adhesion in the most
extreme cases to the principle that eaci
Province was responsible for the admin-
istration of justice,and that the Dominioe
Government should provide the salaries.
And for that reason, though he held that
the establishment of the Court of Appeal
at Toronto was unnecessary, ho voted
for its establishment. He expressed the
opinion at the time that the Court was
not wanted, and that it would impede
justice instead of assisting it. But, as the
Province of Ontario took the responsi-
bility of saying it was required, he (Sir
John A. Macdonald) did not take the re-
sponsibility of opposing it in any way
whatever. The hon. gentleman (Mr.
Mills) spoke about ajoint concern between
the Dominion Government and the Pro-
vincial Governments. Well, lie (Sir
John A. Macdonald) thought there were
to be no joint concerns, no entangling
alliances of any kind.

Mn. MILLS:
but there are.

There ought not to be,

SIa JOHN A. MACDONALD said
there were. He had known of sevei a.
There bad been joint concerns in every
way ; and, therefore, he assumed that the
responsibility of the estaLbhliment of the
Court of Appeal for Ontario, and of the
appointment of three additional Judges,
was expected-was an arrangement made
between the Dominion Government and
the Provincial Government. Was it a
fact that the Dominion Government set-
tled beforehand that these additional
Judges should be appointed, that the ad-
ditional salaries should be paid out of the
Dominion Treasury, on their own res-
ponsibility, before it was submitted to
Parliament, and the Provincial Govern-
ment was merely acting as the month-
piece of the Dominion Government in
establishing that Court, to afford an
opportunity to the Judges to get thest
additional salaries î

Some HON. MEMBERS: No.

Su1 JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the hon. gentleman (Mr. Mills) stated so.
That was the legitimate result of his
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argument. He asked the hon. gentle- (Mr. Anglin) had said that, of the five
man if there was any communica- Judges referred to, one or two did fot de..
tion, direct or indirect, respecting vote very mucl of their time tu the judi
the appointment of seven Coun- cial work. Nevertheless, he was not pre-
ty Judges in Nova Scotia before the Act pared tu charge these with any neglect of
passed-whether there was any arrange- duty. It would not bu possible, by any
ment, direct or indirect, between the more increase of the number of the
Dominion Government and the Govern- Judges, to overtake the arrears of work
ment of Nova Scotia, before the seven of the Supreme Court at Fredericton and
Judges were appointed? lie would the St. John Circuit Court.
pause for a reply. MR. DOMVILLE said lie was sur

Ms. MILLS said the hon. gentleman prised to hear what the hon. gentlemaa
should address his fluestion to some per- (Mr. Anglin) had stated. He desired tc
ion else. He (Mr. Mills) was not a cail attention to the fact that whenf
member of the Government at the time, early in the Session, reference was made
and did not know what the practice was. to the delay in disposing of election peti
Hle was pointing out what the practice tions in New Brunswick, the hon. gen-
ought to be under the Constitution, that tleman had baid that the Judgus of that
this House had the right to determine Province were overworkud, whilst, te
whether this was a proper appropriation day he stated they lad nothing te do.
or not to make. It was the business of Therefore, ho trusted the fouse woul4
the lion. gentleman, when lie brought attacl very littie importance to the state
down a proposition of this kind A i the ment of the son. gentleman.
House, to be in a position to defend t4iat
proposition upon its merits.

Ma ANG LIN said, if there had not
been any correspondence between the
two Governments, regarding the Judges,
there should have been some. There
should have been an understanding. If
the doctrine laid down by the Premier
were accepted, any Province of the Do-
minion could, hereafter, increase the
number of its Judges at pleasure, and
saddle additional burdens on this Domin-
ion for all time to come. There was no
question but that the increase in the
number of Judges must be made by joint
action. The co-operation of the Local
Legialature and Dominion Parliamnent
was necessary to complete a reconstruc-
tion of the Provincial Courts. For his
own part ho would prefer to see this
whole power of constructing and recon-
structing the Courts vested in the Do-
minion Parliament. He entirely dis-
sented from the extraordinary doctrine of
the leader of the Government that, if a
Provincial Government chose to de-
clare that additional Judges should
be appointed, this Parhament must
necessarily accept that decision, ap-
prove of the appointments, and
pay the salaries attaching thereto. He
had not, as stated by the right hon. gen-
tdman, charged the Judges in New
Brunswick with dereliction of duty. He

SI JOHN A. MAcoitLe.

Mi. BRECKEN said it would be an
extraordinary course for this Parliament
to pursue, if they refused to provide the
necessary salaries for these Judges.

MR. TILLEY said, thougli net a mem-
ber of the legal profesion, he had, during
the last five years, an opportunity of
forming an opinion with reference to the
work done by the New Brunswick
Judges. He denied that-as stated by
the bon. member for Gloucester (Mr
Anglin)--with the exception of one or
two, the Judges of the Province ha
very little to do. He (Mr. Tilley) did
not hesitate to say that, in his judgment,
there were no gentlemen in any branch
of the Civil Service whose time was more
fully occupied in the discharge of thei
duty than the Judges of New Brunswick,
and lie expected that, if the Insolvent
Act were repealed, the amount of litiga
tiun would be double what it had been,
and there would be a corresponding in-
crease of the duties devolving upon theG
Judges. As hon. gentlemen knew, there
were eight or aine election cases pending
in the Province of New Brunswik,4
which had been standing over for ovme
six montha, on the ground that the
Judges had not time to take them «?
and consider them, and he did not hem-
tate to say that the necesity of disposig
of thes pending cases was a sufficiet

Additional Judge BWU.
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j€sifiction for the appointment of an
addwiinal Judge.

Ma. MACKENZIE said the hon.
gentleman might be right; but it proved
either that there was more litigation in
New Brunswick than anywhere else, or
that the Judges were not as capable as
anywhere else.

MB. TILLEY: Not at all.

Ma. MACKENZIE said the hon.
gentleman was mistaken. The Minister
of Justice stated that the rate per capita
was as small in New Brunswick as any
other Province.

An HON. MEMBER: Ie said as
small as Ontario.

Ma. MACKENZIE said, well, take
Ontario. The hon. gentleman made the
statement without looking at the figures.
The fact was that the cost per capita of
the Administration of Justice in Ontario
was only a little over eleven cents, and
in Nova Scotia it was twelve and a-half
cents. In New Brunswick it was
fourteen cents, including this increase.
and in Prince Edward Island it was a
fraction over fifteen cents per head of the
population. He could easily understand
that, in the amaller Provinces of British
Columbia and Manitoba, the expense
w6uld be exceptional. But the expense
of, the Administration of Justice
in a long settle:l Province like New
Brunswick, where they had a complete
ju'dicial system, with a fair population,
should not exceed the average of the
other Provinces. He protested against
the doctrine advanced by the hon. the
leader of the Government. le (Mr.
Iackenzie)- had repeated conferences
with the Premier of Nova Scotia, and
onDe or two of his colleagues, who had
colne to Ottawa as a deputation upon
that and other business, in the winter of
1874. He recollected very well discuss-
io' 'with these gentlemen, and the then
Minister of Justice, Mr. Dorion, the ad-
visability of the appointment of these
COunty Judges. Those gentlemen urged
the« necessity of the appointment of
thNe Judges, and the late Government
cofieided in tha existence of that noces-
sity. It wonld be observed by the Esti-
Iaes that the -salaries -of the Count
Jtidges of New Brunswick were ex-
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eeptionally high. Thoee were few bigher
in the- Province under the old lar ;
but the whole five had a maximum -al-
ary of $2,400 each ; whilst many of the
county Judges did not get more than
$2,000. In Prince Edward Island, and in
Nova Scotia also, the salary waa only
$2,000. Therefore, in New Brunswick
they had the advantage of disposing
of judicial matters in the County
Courts with the best talent the
Province was likely to produce,
as they gave salaries which seemed
higher than those of the other
Provinces. It was tolerably olear,
fron the remarks of the hon.
member for Westmoreland (Sir A. J.
Smith) and the other legal gentlemen
from the Province of New Brunswick,
that there was no real justification for the
creation of this additional Judge.

House resolved into Committee on the
resolutions.

(In the Committee.)

Resolutions ordered to be reported.

House resumed.

Resolutions reported, read the firs and
second times, and agreed to.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) intro-
duced a Bill (No. 109) To provide for
the salary of one additional Judge of
the Supreme Court of New Brunswick.

Bill read thefir8t and second times.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND COUNTY
COURT JUDGES BILL.
(3fr. McDonald, Pictou.)

FIRST AND SECOND READINGs.

Hose resolved itself into Committes
of the Whole, to consider certain resolu-
tions respecting the salaries of the
County Court Judges of Prince Edward
Island.

(lu the Committee.)

Ma. McDONALD (Fictou) said the
clause in the Act 37 Viet., relating to
the County Oourt Judges of Prince Ed-
ward Island, left a discretionary power
in the Governor in Couneil to fix the
salary at any sm not less than $1,000.
and not -ver $2,000. The salaries cf
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the County Judges in New Brunswick,
and Nova Scotia, were fixed by
law at $2,000, for the first three years,
and $2,400 thereafter, being the same as
the County Judges in Ontario. The
salaries of the Judges of Prince Edward
Island were fixed by Order in
Council at $2,000, so that as re-
garded the amount on which they entered
office, they stood upon the same ground
as the County Judges in the other Lower
Provinces, but why there should have
been an invidious distinction made be-
tween them and the County Judges of
the other Provinces, after the three
years' service, lie did not understand. So
far as the income was concerned, he
fancied, whatever might be the views of
laymen, that no professional man in the
Howse would think that these gentle-
tnen were ovtpaid.

MR. BRECKEN said lie was glad the
hon. the Minister of Justice had moved
this resolution. But he regretted that
the resolution did not extend to the sala-
ries of Judges of the Supreme Court of
the Province of Prince Edward Island.
Under the Act regulating those salaries,
the Chief Justice was allowed the small
salary of $3,000, the Assistant Judges
$2,500, an addition to which they were
each allowed travelling expenses of
$2,000 per year. He hadbeen given to
understand that the reason why these
salaries were fixed so low by the Domin-
ion Act was that, while the J udges were
officers of the Provincial Government,
they were paid smaller salaries. True,
the salaries were then very small, but
they were the outcome of the agitation
attending the introduction of responsible
government, when the popular idea was
that a public man should serve his coun-
try for nothing and find himself. Sin:e
then, the Provincial Government, owing
to the increased cost of living, had in-
creased the salaries of the other officers
of the Civil Service. He could under-
stand that Judges of the great Provinces
of Ontario and Quebec should be remun-
erated at a higher rate than those of the
other Provinces; but,when lie remembered
ed that the Chief Justices of Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick received $5,000 a
year, and the Puisne Judges $4,000, that
the Ohief Justices of British Columbia and
Manitoba received $5,000, and the Assis-

MR. McDoNuD.

tant Jndges $4,000, besides expenses, he
could not see on what grounds the late
Government, led by the hon. member for
Lambton, thought proper to fix the sala-
ries of the Judges of Prince Edward Is-
land at so low a rate. The population
of that Province was somewhere about
100,000. He did not know that in Brit-
ish Colunbia there was anything like haif
that number of white people, and ini
Manitoba that there was over one-tenth
of that number. Each of the Chief Jus-
tices in those Provinces received $5,000,
and the Assistant Judges $4,000; while
in Prince Edward Island the former re-
ceived but $3,000, the latter $2,500.
The duties of those Judges were very
onerous. They held three circuits in two
of the counties twicea year, and in Queen's
County four terms a year, and only three
Judgcs constituted the Supreme Court.
The cases they were called to adjudicate
upon were, no doubt, more numerous and
much more intricate and difficult than.
in all probability, those which engaged
the attention of the Courts of British Col-
umbia, and certainly those of Manitoba.
A Prince Edward Island journal, the
Patriot, which represented the Reform
party in that Province, had just been
put into his hands, and which contained
the following remarks concerning the
representatives from the Island Province.

SiR A. J. SMITH : Is not the author-
ity a good one ?

MR. BRECKEN said, not at all. The
statement respecting the Island members
was largely inaccurate, as much as the
editor of that paper generally indulged
in when commenting on the conduct of
his political opponents ; and he (Mr.
Brecken) could assure the hon. member
for Westmoreland that meant a good
deal, for the publisher of that paper was
an adept at the business of misrepresent-
ing bis political opponents. The extract
was as follows :-

" Then the Minister of Justice moved for a
Comniittee of the Whole on a resolution rela-
tive to the juliciary of British Columbia.
The Bill which the Minister of Justice ià abOut
to submit to Parliament, provides for two ad-
ditional Judges of the Supreme Court, and
gives each of them a salary of $4,000 Per
annum. It des seem aingular that a Judge
in that Paradise cf the Dominion Ohoulid get

,000 a year, whilejust as good, and, perhap,
bâter, men in Prince Edward, are alowed ,mt

Judges -Bill.
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a great deal more than half the money for
their services. The Minister of Justice can
hardly be entitled to his title as long as he
permits such a manifest injustice to continue.
The Prince Edward Island Judiciary should,
in common justice, be placed on the same
footing, as regards remuneration, as the judi-
ciary of the other Provinces. Since there is
no chance of the Judges of the larger Pro-
vinces being levelled down to the Island level,
it is but fair that the salaries of the Island
Judges should be levelled up to those of their
brethren in the other parts of the Dominion.
There was a good deal of discussion on the
resolution, but none of the Island supporters
ol the Government had the courage to direct
attention to the difference between the salaries
proposed for the British Columbia Judges and
the salaries paid the Prince Edward Island
Judges. The poor fellows, I suppose, did not
get leave to say anything on the subject, and it
would never do for them to move in any direc-
tion without special instructions."
It was the latter part of this extract that
he charged as being largely iaaecurate.
lie had no doubt that the gentleman who
wrote this article, and he (Mr. Brecken)
knew him very well, had not forgotten
the impression that the political tameness
of the members who misrepresented the
Island during the last Parliament had
made upon his mind, he had forgotten
that they had been displaced, he was
imeasuring the present representatives by
his own party standard. He (Mr.
Brecken) claimed to be the free represen-
tative of a free people, and would never
so far forget what was due to the people
who sent him to Parliament, to ask per-
mission either from Governnent or Op-
position as to when, or in what manner,
he should express himself on any ques-
tion under the consideration of this House.
When the resolution providing for the
salaries of two additional Judges for
.British Columbia was submitted by the
Minister of Justice, lie (Mr. Brecken)
could not, without being guilty of a
breach of the rules of debate, have
alluded to the matter of the salaries of
the Judges of the Province of Prince
FAward Island ; the gentleman who un-
dertook to direct public opinion ought
to have known this. When he (Mr.
Brecken) asked to allude to this matter
when the resolution providing a salary
for an additional Judge in New Bruns-
wick was just now before the House,
the hon. the member for Lambton- very
properly objected, that it would be
irregular and inconvenient. He
repeated ho never could understand

upon what principle it was that
the late Government fixed the sala-
ries at such a paltry rate, nor did h.
understand what the other representa-
tives from the Island were thinking
about when they quietly submitted to
such a stigma being cast on the Prov-
ince they came from. If there were any
class of men that the public interesto re-
quired should be well and liberally paid,
it was the Judges of the land. It was a
principle well and long recognised in
the Mother Country. Judges should be
placed in such an independent position
that they should be placed above and
beyond the suspicion of partiality and
being influenced by sordid motives. It
was a case in which the amount of labour
should not be the sole measure of the re-
muneration. They were the custodians
of our lives, our repitations, and our
property, and everything that we held
dear to us. There was every reason why
they should be placed in an independent
position. He might say that this mpttter
lad been brought under the consideration
of the Government, and that he had
pressed the matter upon the considera-
tion of his hon. friend the Minister of
Justice. He hoped and believed that
next Session the Government would see
their way clear to remedy this injustice.

Resolutions ordered to be reported.

House resumed.

Resolutions reported, read the firet and
second times, and agreed to.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) introduced
a Bill (No. 110) Respecting the salaries
of the County Court Judges of Prince
Edward Island.

Bill read the frst lime.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) movedthe
second reading of the Bill.

MR. ANGLIN said that one of the
Judges in the County Court of New
Brunswick, Judge Watters, of St. John,
did as much work as any of the Supreme
Court Judges, and work of a high char-
acter, for which he received only $2,400
per annum. He (Mr. Anglin) would
suggest that it would be a simple act of
justice to increase the salary of that hard
working Judge.

P.B.I. County Court [ MAY e, 1879.]
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MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said that
he fully admitted the high character and
learning of that Judge. His salary had
been fixed at $2,400 at first. The
sarne observation would apply to the
Judges of the same Courts in Halifax
and Toronto, who received the same sal-
ary, and performed very important ser-
vices with a great deal of work. But he
thought it would be botter to deal with
the present question, and, if it sbould be
found desirable, at some other time, to
reconsider the salaries of the County
Court Judges, he was free to say that not
only the case of Judge Watters, of St.
John, but the Judges of the other cities
mentioned, would be entitled to recon-
sideration.

Bill read the second time.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES.

MESSAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY.

M. TILLEY delivered a Message
from lis Excellency the Governor-
General.

MR. SPEAKER read the Message,
and it is as follows
4 LonES.

"iThe Governor-General transmits to the
Bouse of Commons, Supplementary Estimates
of sums required for the service of the Dornin-
ion for the year ending 30th June, 1879; and,
inaccordance with the provisions of the Brit-
ish North America Act, 1867, he recommends
these Estimates to the Bouse of Comamons.

SGOVERINMENT .HouBE,
"OTTAWA, 6th May, 1879."

ANTICOSTI AND MAGDALEN ISLANDS
TELEGRAPHS SUBSIDY BILL.

(Mr. ,Upper.)

FIRST AND SECOND READINGS.

House resolved itself into Committee of
the Whole, to consider a certain resolu-
tion respecting the granting of an annual
subsidy towards the construction and
maintenance of telegraphic communca-
tion between Anticosti and the Magdalen
Islands.

(ln the Comnittee.)

Resolutions ordered to be reported.

House re8umed.
MR. ANGLIN.

Resolution reported, read the firat and
8euofd times, and agreed to.

MR. TUPPER introduced a Bill <No.
111) For granting an annual subsidy
towards the construction and maintenance
of telegraphic communication to and
upon the Anticosti and Magdaleu Is-
lands.

MR. MACKENZIE said he would
like to know what the Bill provided-
whether a permanent or temporary grant
for that object 1

MR. TUPPER said the Bill was to
authorise the payment of $15,000 a year
in perpetuity for the purpose of securing
submarine cables to Anticosti and the
Magdalen Islands, and connect with the
lines of communication on those Islands.
He had stated already that he expected
the expenditure for those lines would
reach or require a capital of $200,000,
and it was proposed not to gi-ve the
whole of the subsidy if the object could
be attained for less. It was proposed to
provide 6 per cent. on the amount in-
vested, and leave $3,000 over for con-
tingencies. It would be quite impossible
to make a contract for the performance
of a work of that kind without power on
the part of the Government to guarantee
a subsidy while the service was weil
performed.

Six A. J. SMITH said he hoped the
Government would be cautious in that
matter. If the grant were to be an
annual one, it would be something
serious-interest on $300,000. He had
a strong conviction that the beneficial
results from the establishment of those
lines would not be for the people. At
certain seasons, when shipping accidents,
with casualties, happened, even with the
telegraph, they could not procure the
assistance wanted. He did not intend
to oppose the scheme, but requested the
Government to be careful in regard to it.
Had the Goverument any correspondence
with any telegraph company with a view
to the accomplishment of that work 1

MB. TUPPER: No negotiations have
taken place. All that is proposed by.the
Bill is to take power to make a suitable
contract for this work on a fltting
opportunity,

Subsiy Bill.(CO MMONS.]
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S1 A. J. SMITIH said that the
matter would involve mucli enquiry as to
the cost of the enterprise, which should
be known to the Government before
action was taken.

MR. FORTIN said he was glad the
hon. member for Westmoreland (Sir A.
J. Smith) was not opposing the Bill, but
was surprised that he expressed the
opinion that connecting the Island of
Anticosti and the Magdalen Islands with
the main land by means of electric cables
would not do the good that was expected
or would do no good at all; and he was
the more surprised, as the navigation of
the River and Gulf of St. Lawrence,
which the telegraph scheme was intended
4o assist and benefit, formed the main,
he should say the only, outlet by water for
the trade of this country, and the most
important factor in the development of
the navigation and the fishing industry of
this country. As one of the originators
and propagators of the sea-coast telegraph
system which this country was about
to establish, he (Mr. Fortin) would say,
if the hon. gentleman who held the high
position of Minister of Marine and
Fisheries for the last four or five years
had taken the trouble to acquaint him-
self with the progress that had been
made in this respect in France, Spain,
Portugal, and England, he would have
seen that the sea coasts of these countries
had been girdled with a system of tele-
graph lines, with which the signal and
meteorological systems were connected,
so that at every prominent noint, whether
there was a lighthouse or not, there was
a signal or semaphorical station and a
guardian or two watching day and night,
so that the moment an accident occurred
they were ready to assist the distressed
mariners themselves, or cal in the
assistance of the life-saving stations,
and of the wrecking steamers
from the nearest ports. It was
the bounden duty of the Government
of this country to make provision for
the lives and health of crews and pas-
sengers in distress on our sea-coasts, and
also for the saving of wrecked vessels
and cargoes. And this telegraph relief
system was more necessary on the Gulf
eoasts than on the coasts of the mari-
time countries of Europe, which pos-
eesed an abundance of sea-ports and

towns, from which steamers could come
out and render the necessary assistance
even without the existence of a regular
telegraph signal system. In the Gulf
and Lower St. Lawrence, it was quit@
the contrary, for, as it was now, very lit-
tle assistance, if any at all, was given to
shipwrecked crews and passengers, and
to the vessels and cargoes which had the
misfortune of being stranded on these
distant, desolate, and thinly inhabited
shores. In summer, the communication
with these parts was difficult and unre-
liable, while, in winter, it was utter-
ly impossible to communicate with
Anticosti, the Magdalen Islands, and
Labrador. But the connecting of the
above-named islands with the mainland,
and also the extension of the telegraph
system to the lighthouses situated on the
most prominent points of the sea coasts
of the Maritime Provinces, for which
$20,000 had been voted this year, were
only parts of the telegraph and signal
systems which the Government had en-
gaged itself to build and complete in the
space of five years, and which embraced,
among others, a land line from Murray
Bay, on the north shore of the lower
River and Gulf of St. Lawrence, to the
furthest fishing and trading establish-
ments, and, in the course of time, reach-
ing Forteau, in the Strait of Belle
Isle, and connecting the St. Paul and.
Sable Islands with the mainland. But
the connections about to be established
this year were, without any doubt, the
most important and essential, as Anti-
costi and the Magdalen Islands were on
the track and in the way of vessels
bound to and fron the ports of Quebet
and Montreal, other ports of the Pro-
vince of Quebec, some of the sea ports
of New Brunswick and several import-
ant ports of Nova Scotia. To show the
importance of that navigation, he cited
extracts from the evidence he had given
in 1876 before a Select Committee ap-
pointed by the House of Commons of
Canada, to enquire into the possibility of
establishing *a submarthe telegraph
system, and into the advantages and the
necessity of such a system of telegraphy in
the waters of the River and Gulf of St.
Lawrence. If this country was to be-
come as rich and as great as they ex-
pected it would be by the proper use of
the St. Lawrence for the purpose of
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foreign commerce, the people of Canada
must become, by means of this beauti-
ful, and he might add unrivalled lake
and fluvial route, the carriers of tþe
greatest part of the Western produce ; if
not, then the destinies of this country
were blighted and the hopes of the Cana-
dians unfulfilled. But, in order to ac-
complish this national end they must
carry as cheaply, or more cheaply
by that route than the rival routes,
especially that of New York could do.
To cheapen to the lowest minimum the
rates of carrying, either by steam or
sail, through the St. Lawrence, was
then the great desideratum that they
should try to attain. He had already
said that Canada expected from this
magnificent water-course, which took its
source in the very heart of North
America, a large part of the carrying
trade of the great West. But, in try-
ing to carry out that idea, they had a
formidable rival in the port of New
York, which took by far the greatest
part of this trade. We had been trying
to compete with that port for the last
thirty years, and if we were to succeed
in the struggle, how was it to be done ?
By carrying cheaper than our rival.
What was the charge in the cost of
carrying that could be reduced ? We
could not cut down the expense of build-
ing a vessel or the wages of a crew to
a lower figure than at present, but
we might attempt a reduction in the
cost of insurance upon our goods and
our ships, and this, it seemed to him,
was what the Government should try to
bring about, by giving greater protec-
tion to vessels, when afloat, but no
less so when stranded. The best means
to be adopted for this end, was, he
believed, the construction of the system
of telegraphy in question. lie cited
the evidence of Mr. Murray, the
President of the Montreal Assu-
rance Company, on the subject, ex-
tracted from the Committee's report,
and also a* memorandum prepared
for the same Committee of the House
of Commons, by Messrs. ]Henry Fry
& 0., Lloyd's agents at Quebec. The
friends of thia scheme deserved and
expected through it also a reduction of
insurance on the St. Lawrence route.
On the New York route it had been
reduced materially the last year.

M. FOnTIm.

Would the s'ipper think of sending his
goods by the St. Lawrence if it were
dearer than the New York route t
Within the last five or six years
the change accomplished by its great
rival, New York, was most dangerous to
the future of the carrying trade of
Canada, trade returns showing that the
New York was gaining on the St.
Lawrence route. Was it not the duty
of the Government and Parliament to do
everything possible to change that state
of things ? If the St. Lawrence route
were partly abandoned or materially in-
jured, a great portion of the Dominion,
that is to say, the Provinces of Quebec
and Ontario, would suffer much ; indeed,
would lose their greatest element of
wealth and prosperity. Among the means
of improving the St. Lawrence route was
this coast telegraph system and semaphore
signals, with every provision possible that
could reduce losses to shipping to a
minimum, and thereby reduce the rates
of insurance on ships and their cargoes
to a minimum. As it was now, with no
system of telegraph communication at all,
with receivers of wrecked goods being
named according to their political creed,
some of the most incapable being some-
times chosen, and with our lighthouses in
the hands of persons, some of whom
were unfit for the work, was it any won-
der that rates of insurance were so high
through the St. Lawrence, especially in
the fall of the year, say in October and
November, when navigation was, it must
be conceded, more dangerous than in
summer ? The system would immediately
procure assistance to vessels wrecked or
in distress, so that the vessels and their
cargoes could, in many instances, be
saved, and thereby the main object, which
was to reduce the rate of insurance to its
minimum would be attained. As might
be seen by Mr. Murray's memoran-
dum the Cunard steamers' rates
from New York to Liverpool were
the lowest, , 1 to 3-8 per cent.
and other steamers paid by the same
route 1½ per cent., while the first-class
sailing vessels never paid more than I½
per cent., and wooden ships 1 to 2 Per
cent. In the St. Lawrence, the rates Were
much higher, because the underwriter of
a vessel going up the St Lawrence knew
that, if she got wrecked there, she would
getlittle or no help at all, orperhaps,fall

Subeidy Bill.
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into the hands of persons who would not [ MASTERS' AND MATES' CERTIFICATES
do their best to save the property. How
then, could the insurance be otherwse
than high 1 We never paid in Canada le.
than one-half per cent. on steamers, and
that in midsummer, and one per cent. or
clippers, while in the fall the rate ranged
froma four per cent. upwards, sometimes
even reaching 10 per cent. It was true
that the rates on steamers were consider
ably lower than on sailing vessels, par.
ticularly last year. It was the sailing
vessels, however, that did the greatest
part of the trade of this country. How
could a remunerative trade be caTied on
when we had to pay sucb high rates.
Insurers in every part of this country,
and many other persons acquainted with
navigation, had stated that the establish-
ment of a telegraphic system would re-
sult in materially diminishing the rates
of insurance. Something must also be
done to keep our route open. The ports
of Montreal and Quebec were visited
yearly by a diminishing number of
vessels, while the number visiting New
York was constantly increasing. This
was one of the means that could
be adopted in order to attract
comnerce through the St. Lawrence.
The telegraph in question would also
have the most beneficial results in the
development of the fisheries, and would
assist materially in enlarging the sphere
and usefulness of our meteorological
system. In respect to the fisheries, it
was true that they required assistance in
many ways, but especially in the way of
establishing speedy communication be-
tween the different fishing coasta on the
islands, and on the coast of Labrador,
and the trading centres, where the fish-
ing expeditions were served with sup-
Plies, that, when the telegraph and signal
systems were completed, and worked
on all our sea coasts, the products of our
fiahing industry would increase in a
greater degree, while the labour and
operations of the fishermen would be
ondered, on one aide less arduous, and,
on the other aide, more remunerative.
HRe concluded by citing extracts from a
report of Her Majestv's Viçe-Consul
General at Christiana, on the Cod and
R(oring Fisheries of Norway, for the
year 1866. He was glad the Bouse had
adopted the item, and was satisfied the
most beneficial results would follow.

Bill read thefirst and second times.

ACT EXTENSION BILL.
(Mr. Pope, Queen's, PE.I.)

FIRST AND SECOND READINGS.

Order for House to resolve itseif into
Committee of the Whole, to consider
a certain resolution respecting cer-
tificates to masters and mates of ships,
read.

MR. HOLTON said ho desired to call
the attentio of the House to the loose
practice theT had fallen into in regard to
these money resolutions. The rule of
Parliament was very clear that a preli-
minary motion, appointing a day for the
consideration of these resolutionis, should
be made before the House could go into
Comnittee upon them. In only one or
two instances this Session, had that
wholesome rule been observed. It was a
very simple thing to do, but it was, in
his opinion, of considerable importance
that that rule should be observed. It
had never been waived in England, and
le did not like to see it deparced from
here. If they should meet here another
year, he should insist on the fulfilment
of this rule. In strictness, the Speaker
of the House of Commons should not
allow a motion of this kind, when this
rule had not been observed. They might
do alnost anything by universal consent,
but there were certain cardinal points of
parliamentary law, which the Speaker en-
forced of his own right and duty from
the Chair.

House resolved itself into a Committee
of the Whole.

(In the Committee.)

Mn. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I) said this
resolution required that the first and
second mates of vessels should have cer-
tificates of service. For some years Can-
adian ships going to England had been
subjected to a great deal of inconvenience
because of the mates not having certifi-
cates, and in many cases masters and
mates had to take on strangers from
other ships. In 1878, an Act was passed
authorising certificates to be given to the
master and first mate. This law lad
worked exceedingly well, and had saved
much trouble and inconvenience to ship-
owners. The certificates of our officers
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obtained here, from a Canadian port, were
fully recognised at home, and, so far as
the master and first mate wereconcerned,
there was now no inconvenience. The
intention of this Bill. ws te authorise the
voluntary.examination of second mates.
Under our law there was no authority for
the granting of certificates te second-class
mates, and many of our young men who
were scarcely fit to pass an examination
as first mates, might pass as second mates.
It was expected that the revenue would
amount to between $500 to $1,000,
which would be sufficient to*ay the ex-
penses of the Board of Examiners.

Resolution ordered to be reported.

House resumed.

Resolution reported, read the first and
second times, and agreed to.

Ma. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.,) intro-
duoed a Bill (No. 112) To extend an Act
respecting certificates of masters and
mates of ships.

Bill read thefirst and second times.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill was introduced, and
read thejirst and second tines :-

Bill (No. 113) To provide for the liquida-
tion of the affairs of building societies in the
Province of Quebec.-(Mr. De3jardins.)

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.

DYNAMITE EXPLOSION
FORD.

IN STRAT-

REMARKS.

Ma. HESSON said he desired, with
the permission of the House, before the
Orders of the Day were called, to make
a few remarks in reference te a sad occur-
rence in his own town, and te direct the
attention of the Government te the mat-
ter. It was well known to the members
of the House what ho referred to-the
explosion of dynamite which occurred
the previous morning at the town of
Stratford, by which a large amount of
property and several valuable lives were
lost. - He was sure ha need only, Ray
that au occurrence of that kind might

MR. POPE.

take place at any time, perhaps under
more unfavourable circumstances. He
was pleased to know they had escaped a
much greater calamity than might have
befallen them had the explosion taken
place some five minutes before, when the
express train was passing within a few
yards of the sene of the accident.
Hon. gentlemen who would take
the trouble to read the details
would, like himself, be very much
affected, and very much concerned
for the safety of the public, when they
also reflected that a similar disaster might
occur at any moment. He thought it
would be the duty of this Governihent,
or of any Government, to take such steps
as might be deemed necessary for the
protection of the lives and the property
of the public. This 3,7501b. of
nitro-glycerine or dynamite, -which ex-
ploded, was shipped under the name of
blasting powder for Mr. Vanderbilt, or
his contractor, for blasting a tunnel at
Amherstburg. He thought it was de-
sirable that some provision should be
made whereby the transit of such dan-
gerous explosives would be entirely pro-
hibited in the future. He thought it
was quite within the power of the Go-v-
ernment te make such regulations. .Ho
believed the company refused te carry
these explosives, if they knew it, and ho
was of opinion the Government should
deal with the matter in the public interest.
They could imagine what would be the re-
sult of a similar explosion at the Union de-
pot, Toronto, or some more densely popu-
lated place. No doubt the company
would feel it their duty te ascertain wbe
the parties were who shipped this dan-
gerous matter without the proper pre-
cautions. He was sorry te trouble the
House with the matter, but ho thought
it was of such importance that it would
not be amisa for the Government to take
the matter into their consideration.

Mp. TUPPER said there was ne
doubt that the subject- to which the hon.
gentleman had drawn the attention of
the House, was one of very grave im-
portance indeed, and the frightful disas-
ter which, had occurred showed bow
mauch more extensive it might have been
if it had been- in a difforent, loeality, or if
it had occurred, as the hon. gentlessna
had said, a few minutes earlier than i

in Stratford.
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did. The attention of the overnment
had already been drawn to the matter,
and they had satisfied themselves that
there would be a thorough investigation
into the deception which appeared to
have been practised on the railway
authorities, who were not aware that
they were carrying dynamite. .The
matter would receive the fullest consider-
ation at the hands of the Government
after the investigation took place, and
they -were satisfied no effort would be
lost in endeavouring to ascertain how
the deception we practised.

Mx. MACKENZIE: I think there is
a law already that relates to the subject,
if it is only put in force.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said that his
impression was that it was a penal offence
to carry these explosives without notice.
If not, it ought to be so.

INDIAN ACT AMENDMENT
[BiL 94.]

BILL.

(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

TIIIRD READING.

Bill read Ite third time, and passed.

UPREME AND EXCHEQUER COURT
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.-[BILL 74.]

(Mr. HcDonald, Pictou.)

CONSIDERED IN CoMMITTEE.

lieuse resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole to consider the Bill.

(In the Committee.)

On section 7,

Mk. McDONALD (Pictou) moved
that the clause be amended by adding
after the last word, the following: " pro-
vided that such appeal shall be from the
Court of Queen's Bench only."

Amendment agreed to.

On section 9,

XI. ýMcDONALD (Pictou)
that the clause be struck out.

Motion agreed to.

jnoved

On'section 12,
Ma. GUJTHRIE said it was not desir-

able that they should be deprived of the
power to apply to those Judges for a
writ of kabeas corpus. He did not think
that this clause should be passed.

Mn. McDONALD (Pictou) said he
thought it was hardly necessary to en-
cumber the time of Judges of the Su-
preme Court with appeals, which -were
practically appeals from the Ottawa Police
Court. In any important case., which
was really a habeas corpus matter, a de-
lay of twelve hours to go to Toronto
would not be of great consequence. It
was not right that Judges of the Su-
preme Court should sit and listen to
objections from the Police Court on war-
rants of pretended false committals and
matters of that kind.

Mn. GUTHRIE said that such a view
should not be encouraged. The adminis-
tration of justice, even in a small matter,
should not be beneath the dignity of
these gentlemen. Cases of extradition
might arise, cases of very great impor-
portance, in which it would be conve-
nient for parties having counsel at the
capital here, to argue the case before one
of the Supreme Court Judges.

Mi. TASSÉ said this section took
away from the Court the jurisdiction
which it possessed in cases of habeas
corpus. Till now, this jurisdiction had
been found most convenient to parties
interested in Ottawa and in the surround-
ing conntry, and, if it were abolished,
whenever a writ of habeas corpus was
asked for, it would be necessary to go to
Toronto, at great inconvenience and ex-
pense, and apply before some Judge there
in order to obtain such a writ. In the
Province of Quebec, where the judicial
power was not centralised as it was in
Ontario, such an inconvenience would
not be felt by the adoption of this
section, but it woald be here one of its
immediate results, as there were no
local Judges to try these cases. The
tendency of their legislation had assumed
already too much of a centralising
character, and such a tendency should
not be encouraged any longer. If the
Judges of the Supreme Court were over-
worked, as wer3 the Judges of some
other tribunals, the expediency of re-
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stricting their juriadiction to cases
strictly appellate might fairly be con-
uidered, but no such complaint had been
heard from the proper quarter. He
could not endorse the contention that it
was below the dignity of the Court to
take cognisance of such cases. Under
the English law the liberty of the subject
was considered one of the most import-
ant, one of the most sacred things that
oould be involved in any legal suit or
proceeding. In fact, the liberty of the
subject was one of the fundamental
principles of the English law. 'This
fact was so well recognised that, by the
Statutes of Charles and George (31
Charles II, chap. 2 and 56 George III,
chap. 100), all the Judges in England,
the ' Lord-Chancellor, or any of Her
Majesty's Justices of one Bench or the
other,' etc., had jurisdiction in such
cases. And what was not deemed
infra diq. in England ought not to be con-
sidered infra dig. in Canada. For these
reasons he trusted that the Minister of
Justice would find it proper not to sup-
press the jurisdiction at present enjoyed
by the Judges of the Supreme Court in
matters relating to the habeas corpus,
which was so important and so essential
to the liberty of the subject.

MR. HOLTON said why should these
gentlemen b'e exempt from a duty of that
kind, the highest duty that fell to a
Judge-tbe duty of protectmg the rights
and liberties of the subject 1 The highest
Judges in England discharged that duty.
All the Common Law Judges, from the
Chief Justice downwards, sat in habeas
corpus cases, and, according to the hon.
member for Ottawa (Mr. Tassé), the Lord
Chancellor also performed that duty.
He could not see why this clause should
be inserted. He understood this Bill
was drawn up by the Judges of the
Supreme Court, and offered to the Minis-
ter of Justice to be presented to Parlia-
ment for adoption. He was opposed to
those Judges being relieved of this duty.

Mi. McDONALD (Pictou) said the
only object of this clause was to relieve
the Supreme Court of a jurisdiction
which was of no earthly advantage to
anyone, except that it made it, as he
was instructed and believed, a mere
Court af Appeal from the Police Court.
He believed that any invasion of the
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liherty of the subject could be reme-
died perfectly and regularly as before,
without falling upon the Judges of the
Supreme Court, and that it was well to
relieve them of that duty. However, on
the objection of any hon. member of this
House, he would not insist uron the
clause being adopted, but would with-
draw it.

Section withdrawn.

Mii. McDONALD Pictou) said that
the only remaining clause was that fix-
ing the terms of the Court. He desired
to fix the terms as follows :-The second
Tuesday of February, the last Tuesday
of May, and the third Tuesday of Octo-
ber, which he understood the Judges had
approved of. . The distribution of the
time had been made with a -view to the
convenience of the Judges. The difficulty,
on the other hand, was with the members
of the Ontario Bar, who desired to fix
times more convenient te themselves in
attending the Assizes and other Provin-
cial Courts. While very anxious to
meet the views of every member of the
Bar, he thought that the convenience of
the Supreme Court ought to be a para-
mount consideration. He had a state-
ment from one of the Judges of that
Court in favour of thé proposal submitted
in that clause, and who best understood
the requirements of the Court with a
view to its convenience. Hie was sure
that every member of the Bar would
agree to submit his convenience to that
of the Supreme Court.

MR. ROBERTSON (Hamilton) said
that this matter had been considered very
fully by leading members of the Bars of
Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia. With regard to the first
hearing term beginning on the second
Tuesday in February, every mm-
ber from Ontario knew that that was
the beginning of the second week of
Hilary term. The fixing of that day
was a very unfortunate matter, it being
highly important that lawyers from
Ontario and other Provinces should
be allowed to attend to their own cass
in the Supreme Court, if they cotld,
which, with this proposal of the Mins
ter of Justice, would not be posb1e
so far as Ontario was concerned, as then
the leading members of its Bar
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would be all very much engaged. He
could not understand why it would not
be just as convenient. for the Govern-
ment to fix a date more suitable to the
Ontario Bar. The letter read by the
Minister of Justice showed no great
objection to the third Tuesday, although
the second was suggested. Certainly
no more inconvenient time for the
Ontario Bar could be chosen. With
regard to the June teri, be believed that,
after a consultation with one of the
Judges, it was agreed they would put
up with any inconvenience of their own
to meet the views of the Court, by hold-
ing a session on the first Tuesday, al-
though that term also came within the
Easter term in Ontario. With regard
to the October term, he understood
that the fourth Tuesday would suit the
Judges, and the leading members of the
Bars from Ontario could hardly attend
before that day, and even that interfered
very much with the Assizes. He hoped
that the Minister of Justice would con-
sider not only the convenience
of the Bar in this matter, but
that it was of great importance to the
saitors that the counsel who conducted
their cases through the lower Courts
should he able to attend to them in the
Supreme Court. He hoped that the
Minister of Justice would accede to the
request of the members of the Bar, who
had agreed with the Judges in that mat-
ter.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said that,
if the Judges would consent, he should be
delighted. He had fixed the dates after
consultation with one of the Judges re-
presenting, as he understood, the ideas of
bia brethren ; but, if they agreed with
the lawyers on a change, he had nothing
to say.

MR. ROBERTSON (Hiamilton) said
that he had not consulted with the
Judges, but the hon. member for St.
John (Mr. Weldon) had, and he had in-
formed him that the days suggested by
him (Mr. Robertson) were satisfactory to
theJudges. Mr.Weldoninformed him that
he had consulted with the Chief Justice,
and that those days were satisfactory to
him. That clause unamended would
cause a great deal of dissatisfaction.

Section agreed to.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said ho
had an amnendment to submit with refer-
ence to the inscription of appeals for hear-
ing by the Registrar of the Court, those
from the Maritime Provinces, Que-
bec and Ontario respectively having to
be set down separately, so that gentlemen
from any Province might know approxi-
mately when their cases should cone on
for argument.

Amendment agreed go.

Bill, as amended, (-rdered to be report-
ed.

House resumed.

Bill reported.

Amendments read the /lrst and second
times, and agreed to.

Ma. McDONALD (Pi:tou) moved
the third reading of the Bill.

MR. CASGRAIN said lie would like
the Minister of Justice to reconsider bis
decision as to the right of appeal. fie
thought he would, on second sober-
thought, leave it alone.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said he
did not think they need discuss the mat-
ter again. He had considered it already.

MR. HOLTON said that, as a mere
matter of courtesy to private members, a
Bill of such importance ought not to
take so many stages the saine night, and
particularly if any considerable number
desired to understand the precise effect
of the amendments made. He did not
think there could be any objection to the
taking of the final stage to-morrow.

Mi. McDONALD (Pictou) said that,
if there were any difficulties in the
amendments, he would consent to delay
as a matter of courtesv. But his hon.
friend and himself had discussed the only
amendment on which discussion was
desired, with reference to the question of
appeal in election cases. He thought the
House fully understood the question, and
he did not think his hon. friend from
Chateauguay should ask him, as , more
matter of couitesy, to delay the passage
of the Bill for another day, since the
House already understood it so well.
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SiR A. J. SMITH said he objected
that a law should be passed with a re-
troactive operation, so as to change the
rights of parties, and expose them to fur-
ther litigation. This was a subject of
eonsiderable importance, and he had un-
derstood from the hon. the Minister of
Justice that they would have a full op
portunity of considering this Bill in its
various phases, to-morrow.

MR. McDONALD said, although it
was so late in the Session, he would
allow the Bill to stand over, in order
that the hon. member should feel that no
injustice had been done him.

Third reading ordered for to-morrow.

BANKS AND BANKING ACTS AMEND-
MENT BILL.-[BuIL 71.]

(Mr. Tilley.)

THIRD READING.

Bill considered in Committee of the
whole, reported, read the third time and

passed.

ONTARIO MARITIME COURT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.-[BusL 73.]

(Mr. AcDonald, Pic*ou.)
THIRD READING.

Bill read tie second time.

MR. McDONALD.

Ma. HOLTON said his hon. friend
had already carried the Bill one stage by
eourtesy-the concurrence in the smend-
ments made in Committee. They had
given three or four stages to a great
number of Government Bills in the
course of the same sitting; but in this
case some hon. gentlemen would like to
see the Bill in its complete form before
sending it to the Senate.

Mn. McDONALD (Pictou) said he
understood the hon. gentleman from
Westmoreland objected' to only one
clause. The question was whether an
appeal ought to lay in election cases
on preliminary objections. It seemed
to him that there could be no question,
whatever, on that point. This Bill
made no new law in elections; it did not
provide any new rights, whatever; it
only provided a mode of ascertaining by
means of the highest tribunal in the
country what the law of the land was.

House resolved itself into Committe.
of the Whole to consider the Bill.

(In the Committee.)

Mi. KIRKPATRICK said the objeet
of this Bill was to limit the jurisdiction
of the Maritime Court of Ontario, so
that the right given by the Act constitut-
ing that Court should not be applicable t.
cases where mortgages existed at the time
the Act came into force; that was to say,
that rights that .had accrued before that
Act came into force should not be -affect-
ed. Everyone would admit that this
Act should not have a retroactive effect.
The second clause of this Act also chang-
ed the law with regard to mortgages; it
said that they should be eut out in cer-
tain cases, bhat certain claims should
have priority to mortgages, that no right
or remedy given by the said Act should
apply against vessels where mortgages
had been given in cases of towage or
claims for damage by collision. Under
the law as it stood at present, any claim
for towage, for damage by collision, for
seamen's wages, or for salvage, should
have priority even of mortgages that had
been given. It was considered by a
great number of vessel-owners through-
out Ontario that this was an injustice,
and they had difficulty to borrow money
on their vessels, because the law cut out
mortgages. Persons building ships could
not raise money on them to go on with
their industry in consequence of the un-
certainty in which their mortgages were
placed. Large vessel-owners had repre-
sented this matter to the Government,
and this clause was to provide that
mortgages should only be eut out by
claims for wages and for salvage. There
were a great many vessels plying in thé
inland waters of Ontario that wcre regs-
tered in the port of Montreal. In for-
mer years all vessels trading on the
upper lakes were registered under the
Merchant Shipping Act generally at Mon-
treal, and, consequently, a large number
of the vessels navigating the Inland
waters of Ontario were registered at that
port. The original Act contained the
clause making it apply to vessels rego
tered in Ontario and Quebec, and, there-
fore, he thought that the words at the
end of this clause should be amendd, "
as to read : " Shall be enforced as against

[C0MMONS.]
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any bondfide mortgagee, whose mortgage
is duly executed and registered in a port
of either the Province of Ontario or
Quebec.

siR A. J. SMITHI said this Act would
not apply to the Lower Provinces, but,
as it was limited to the Province of
Ontario, he could see no objection to it.

Bill ordered to be reported.

House resumed.

Bill reported, read the third rime, and

Passed.

GOVERNMENT BILLS.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were severally
read the second time, considered in Com-
inittee of the Whole, reported, read the
third time and passed :

Bill (No. 104) To provide for the inspection,
safe keeping and storage of petroleum and the
producta thereof.-(Mr. Baby.)

Bill (No. 107) To amend and consolidate
the several Acts respecting the public lands of
the Dominion.-(Mr. Tupper.)

PUBLIC BILLS.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were severally
read tke third time and passed

Bill (No. 57) To make further provision in
relation to Statutory Holidays.-(Mr. Dom-
ville.)

Bill (No. 99) Respecting Building Societics
carrying on business in the Province of On-
tario.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

Hous adjourned at
Thirty-five minutes after

Eleven o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Wednesday, 7th Zay, 1879.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.
PRAYERS.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following 'Bill was introduced,
and read thefirat and second limes: -
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Bill (No. 114) respecting the Consolidated
Bank of Canada.-(IMr. Tilley .)

SELKIRK ELECTION.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION.

MR. SMITH (Selkirk) said lie rose te
a question of privilege. He had noticed
in a Ministeriil paper of this city
the report of a matter with
regard to the bon. member for North
Victoria (Mr. CanIpn) reflecting on
himself (Mr. Smith) as a member of this
House, in connection with a recount ot
the ballots cast in the election for Selkirk.
The inference to be drawn from the state-
ment of the paragraph was that he had
benefitted a Judge of that Court by giving
him money to a large extent on a pro-
perty-more than its wortb. It had, he
believed, been said that Judge Be-
tournay, who was universally respected,
had insisted on obtaining fron himself
(Mr. Smith) or agent the large sum
spoken of, $10,000 or $15,000 ; but, on
the whole, lie had only $4,000 on a
mortgage, not from him individually, but
from bis agent, who had acted in this
case, as in every other with which he had
been connected in Manitoba, simply
as bis agent to invest moneys, and in
most cases without his personal know-
ledge. la many cases he did not know
the parties dealt with or sums handled.
The particular transactions spoken of in
this instance took place in August, 1874,
when bis agent, Mr. Blanchard, a bar-
rister of Winnipeg, wasput in charge of
his (Mr. Smith's) personal affairs in
Manitoba, and who had invested for him
to a considerable extent, on bis belief
that the security given was ample. That
sum of $4,000 was loaned to Judge
Betournay on property said to be worth
$8,000 or $10,000. More than that, not
a penny had Judge Betournay received
from him. So the case was very different,
indeed, from what it was made to appear
oefore the House and country. Since
that time he had had no knowledge what-
ever of the transaction. Accounts had
been rendered to him of this and other
matters, but. with regard to anything in
the shape of a mortgage, he ha never
learned anything. He was determined
he should be free from suspicion. In
this, as in every other case in which he
had done business in the North-West, it
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was purely a business transaction. There
mould be no question, whatever, that
the property was worth two or three
times the money placed on it. Conse-
quently, it would be seen that Judge
Betournay, very far from being indebted
to him to the extent of all his personal
and moveable property, as was said or
inferred, might, at any moment, transfer
his mortgage to parties who would
have been very glad to take it up as a
business transaction. He disliked very
much to come before the louse on any
personal matter, and for his own sake
would not have spoken. He had shown
he had cared very little for what might
have been said against him in the public
press ; but, when they knew that the
reputation of a Judge depended so much
en the estimation in which he was held
by the people, he believed that it was his
duty to come forward and vindicate the
Judge reflected ùpon in that journal.

GOVERNMENT [B1LLS.

THIRD READINGs.

The following Bills were severally read
the third tine and passed.

Bill (No. 108) To provide for the payment of
an additional temporary grant to the Province
of Manitoba.-(Mr. Tilley.)

Bill (No. 109) To provide for the salary of
one additional Judge of the Supreme Court of
New Brunswick.-(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

Bill (No. 110) Respecting the salaries of the
County Court Judges of Prince Edward le-
]and.-(Mr. JcDonald, Pictou.)

Bill (No. 111) Vor granting an annual sub-
sidy towards the construction and mainten-
ance of telegraphic communication to and
upon the Anticosti and Magdalen Islands.-
(Mr. Tupper.)

Bill (No. 112) To extend an Act respecting
certificates to masters and mates of ships.-
(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.L )

Bill (No. 74) Further to amend the Supreme
and Exchequer Court Act.-(Mr, McDonald,
Pictou.)

TARIFF BILL.-[BuL 93.]

(ffr. 2¥7ley.)

THIRD READING.

Order for second reading read.

Mn. CARTWRIGHT said it was with
nome reluctance that he again re-opened

MI. Surra.

the discussion on this subject, after it had
continued for nearly a month on the floor
of the House, but as this was, to ail in-
tents and purposes, the last opportunity
they would have of making any comments
on the revolutionary legislation contained
in this measure, he desired, before it to
finally left their Lands, to call attention
a few points which, it appeared to hia,
might not unprofitably be discussed.
When this measure was first introduced
to their notice, it was only possible to
scan rather cursorily what appeared to be
its real tendency. Since that time they
lad had an opportunity of sifting it in
detail, and he was bound to say now,
after two months of exceedingly careful
consideration, all those fears which he
expressed, appeared likely to to be even
sooner realised than he had then antici-
pated. They had now, as faras legislative
enactment could do it, committed them-
selves to the theory that the Dominion
of Canada, being very largely a maritime
country,and having a very large interestin
everything which could promote the free
exchange of commodities between one
country and another, could best do that
by reducing the total volume of its trade
with other nations ; that, seeing we had
a very large tract of unoccupied country,
which it wasvery important forusto settle,
and on success in settling which the
whole future of this country largely de-
pended, they had solemnly declared, by
way of encouraging settlers, that hence-
forth it was better that we should manu-
facture bad goods, or indifferent goods,
at a dear rate, rather than purchase ex-
cellent goods cheaply where we best could.
Having expended enormous sumo of
money for the purpose of facilitating and
cheapening transportation, they had now
decided that we could best attain this
object by inflicting heavy penalties on
those who desired to use the great high-
ways they Lad provided. He must
say the morality of the transac-
tion appeared to be quite on a
par with the wisdom of the theory Le had
adverted to. Here in Canada, for the
first time in its history, they had formally
decided that was no sort of objection to
the imposition of any tax, that it would
work the grossest injustice, not only to
special classes, but even tp whole Pro-
vinces of our Confederation. Be felt cou-
vinced that the battle on this questin,

BW[CoùmoNs.]
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whieh took place last September, was
fonght in the dark, and, although it wa
true enough, as stated by the hon.
gentleman opposite, that the contest
vas between a revenue and Protec-
tive tariff, still he knew right well
that, had the tariff now submitted been
then presented tc the people of Canada,
the result would have been entirely dif-
ferent as to the duration of this duel be-
tween legislative enactment on the or-e
side, and the laws of truth and nature on
the other side ; he would say that, acci-
dents apart, lie believed it would be of
much longer duration than most persons
supposed. Knowing, as he could not
fail to know, that the tariff would, of
necessity, for years to come, press with
extreme vigour upon the population of
many Provinces, he was satisfied there
were many conditions likely to bring
about an end to this state of things, evea
sooner than might be supposed. He
entirely denied that there was any fair
analogy between the condition of things
in Canada and in the United States, and
those gentlemen who expected the suc-
cess of this experiment from the tempor-
ary success that attended a similiar tariff
in the United States, would do well to
remember that in that country there ex-
isted the actual fact of Free-trade over
almost half a continent between twenty
or thirty powerful tates. many of which
were as populous as the whole Dominion.
Now, they had been told by many gentle-
men opposite that so clearly was the will
of the people expressed, so overwhelming
was the decision at the polls, in favour of
a Protective tariff, that it was presump-
tuous for them to oppose their opinion to
that of the great majority of the people of
Canada. He denied entirely the exist-
ence of any great majority of the people
in favour of this tariff. le repeated
that this battle was fought in the dark,
this victory was obtained under false
pretences, and the result shown by
the election returns, which were lately
placed on the table of the House, estab-
lished conclusively that the great alleged
majority was an utter delusion. These
returns showed that of a total of 485,000
votes polled, in the contested elections
throughout the Dominion, there were cast
in favour of the Protective tariff 254,000,
and against it 231,000; in other words,
if we had at this moment in Canada a

system of proportionate representation,tbe
great majority of 80 in this Hiouseto which
these hon. gentlemen appealed,would have
shrunk to a genuine majority of eight.
If they looked at Ontario, they would find
that out of about 30 seats carried against
the Government of his hon. friend, the
total aggregate majority in these 30 con-
stituencies was barely 1,16 2 votes; and
in 82 constituencies ini Ontario, exclud-
ing two large cities, the total aggregate
majority in favour of this tariff, by
actual count, was barely 3,150. Now,
he was not going to deny that a wave of
public opinion did set strongly in in favour
of a Protective tariff, but he called the
attention of the House to the fact that
these returns showed how very slight
was the majority in favour of this policy,
and how very unsubstantial, indeed, was
the ground upon which a great publie
majority and a decided expression of pub-
lic will had been claimed in favour of a
tariff which the people never saw and
which, he dared to say, no man believed
would ever be brought down. He wished
to call the attention of the flouse also to
the fact that all through this discussion
no answer had been given to the facts
brought forward by his hon. friend the
late Minister of Customs (Mr. Burpee),
when he showed conclusively that by the
application of the existing tariff to the
importations for the year 1877-78, a total
tax exceeding $7,000,000 a year would
thereby be placed on the people of Canada
for the purpose of making up in part an
imaginary deficit of about $2,000,000.
Nor could this be answered, becanse,
if they took the statements of the
hon. the Minister of Finance, it followed
that, as he expected, to probibit the im-
portation of a large amouat of duty pay-
ing goods, the people would have to pay,
in the shape of additional taxation on
these goods,alargelyincreased sum, which
would go for the benefit of certain manu-
facturers, which, at the same time, iii
addition to the $2,000,000, he would
have to provide for the whole loss of
revenue caused by the prohibition of the
importation of these goods. But what
he chiefly desired to call attention to, was
the utter failure, on the hon. gentleman's
own showing, of the one thing which,more
than anything else, contributed to induce
the people to consent to this tariff being
carried into operation. Everybody who

[MAT 7, 1879.]Tarif
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knew anything at all of the mode in
which that contest was conducted was
well aware that the agriculturists and
the workingmen were induced to support
the proposition for additional taxation by
these two arguments-first, that they
woutd get better prices for their
products, a thing which they
were all beginning to perceive
was a mere delusion ; and, in the next
place that a large home market would be
provided by the number of persons to
be given employment in the various in-
dustries about to be created. He wanted
to call the attention of the fouse to the
way in which, according to the state-
ments of the hon. gentleman himself,
these promises were likely to be fulflled.
They knew now what the possibilities
were which he expected, and what was
the utmost number of men likely to be
employed. Making a careful estimate of
ail who were likely to be employed by
reason of this tariff, if they manufactured
all the goods the hon. gentleman ex-
pected, they would be able to give emplov-
ment to about 1,000 additional hands in
the manufacture of cotton ; 1,200 in the
manufacture of woollen goods; at a large
allowance, 1,000 in the manufacture of
iron wares ; 500 in coal; 500 in sugar ;
and in various miscellaneous occupations
perhaps 1,200 more. If the hon. gen-
tleman was correct in his estimates, be-
tween 5,000 and 6,000 hands were about
the total number of persons to whcm
there was any reasonable prospect of
giving employment by reason of factories
which would be brought into operation
under the tariff. If they looked to those
who would be injured by the operation of
this tariff, what would they find ? First of
all, they found in the occupation of lum-
bermen and in saw-mills, 45,620 men ; as
fishermen, about 18,362; common car-
riers or railway employés, 2,700 ; black-
smiths, 15,000; carpenters, 32,000 ;
printers, 2,700; shipwrights, 6,000;
seamen 16,000. Now, there had been no
sort of pretence set forward that any of
these men would be benefitted in tho
slightest degree by the tariff. On the
other hand, it had been shown conclu-
sively by gentlemen conversant with
those industries, that while they miglt
possibly give employment to 5,000 or
6,000 people additional, this tariff would,
in fact, work a serious injury on some of
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the most important industries in "
country, employing, at the last Census, at
least, 142,000 full-grown men. That wu
a fair indication of the relative percent-
age of loss and gain to the whole people
of Canada under the operation of this
tariff. Why, if all the hon. gentleman
claimed was wrought out, and
if he did give employment to all
these people, the closing of half-a-dozen
great lumbering establishments more
than destroyed all the possible advan-
tages to be derived from the home
market professed to be established., He
saw nothing, at the moment, of the fact
that in order to do this they could- not
diminisli the purchasing power of the
whole 4,000,000 people of Canada. Just
so much more as the people of Canada
had to pay for their sugar, or iron, or
coal, or cotton, or woollen go.ds, just so
much less would they have to expend in
the purchase of agricultural implements,
and in the purchase of all those arti-
cles which had been hitherto successfully
manufactured under the tariff which then
prevailed. Now, Ie wanted to call atten-
tion to one point especially, in connec-
tion with this tarif, and that was the
enormous taxation it would impose on
the whole agricultural population of
Canada in comparison with the utterly
insignificant return, which, on the show-
ing of the hon. gentleman himself, they
could hope to obtain. But before go-
ing on to that, he might say that,
although lie believed there were not a
few industries, which might be profit-
ably enough conducted in Canada, he
believed that thero were many industries
which it was physically impossible for
them to conduct advantageously here as'
they could be conducted in other coun-
tries. He said this not because he
thought there was any inferiority on
the part of the people of Canada,
but because ho recognized the situa-
tion in which they were placed.
He said that because the physical and
geographical conditions in which they
were placed, offered a serious iupedi-
ment to the carrying on of certain indus-
tries successfully. For a long time to
come the cost of capital in Canada would
be considerably greater than in many
other countries ; and, in addition to that,
being only a population of some 4,000,000
or 5,000,000, and not likely to increase

[COMMOB.] Bill.
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with great rapidity, they could not, for
a long time to come, hope to have as
large a market as was neoessary, in order
to manufacture many articles cheaply.
Therefore, it was impossible for them to
compete successfully with the manufac-
turers of other countries in certain
branches of trade. He did not say that
these obstacles were irremediable, but it
was not likely that a great many would
be removed for generations to come.
He desired next to consider how the
taxation was likely to affect the agricul-
tural oommunity. Of course, to a very
great extent, they must share the right
of any taxation which is imposed on the
people of this country ; but, when
they considered how any policy was
going to affect the Dominion it was
a very grave question, indeed, how it
would affect the agricultural class, for
the simple reason that in all probability,
at least, three-fourths of the adult male
population of this country were engaged
in ag-riculture. If they supposed that
the proportions had remained unaltered
since the last Census, they found then
that out of an aggregate male population
of about 700,000 strong, over 476,000
were reported as farmers, while a large
proportion of the 124,000 set down as
day labourers were undoubtedly engaged
likewise in agriculture. A consideration
of that fact alone would serve to show
eonclusively how very grave an objection
it would be if it cculd be shown that the
operation of this tariff was going to press
most unfairly on the agricultural popula.
tion in the Province of Ontario, where
226,000 farmers and 62,000 labourers,
miostly employed on farms, used to reside.
fHe had caused careful examination to be
made into the practical working of this
tariff on the farmers of that Province.
Hie did not base bis calculations in this
matter on inere hearsay evidence or
mere idle assumption. Within the last
two months he had received a number
of detailed accounts from traders in
varions parts of the country, who had
been in the habit of dealing with
fariners resident in the neighbourhood,
and froin these returns, which repre-
sented the transactions of farmers, not
Of large, but of ordinary means, he found
that the total amount of dry goods,
hardware and groceries, likely to be
purchased by au average family, would
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amount to $250 or $300 a year. In
certain sections of the country it was a
common thing for farmers to spend in
hardware, exclusive of agricultural im-
plements, from $80 to $82 a year, and
their accounts of dry goods ranged all
the way from $100 to $500. Tbose who
knew the state of well-being in which the
farmers of Ontario were living, would
admit that bis estimate was a moderate
one. By a careful examination he
found that the average increase of duty
on these articles which the farmers
chiefly consumed, was 12 per cent., in
other words, that under this tariff the
great majority of the farmers of Canada,
or of Ontario at any rate, in moderately
comfortable circumstances, would be
taxed to the extert of $25 or $30 per
family. Was there any reasonable pos-
sibility of any advantage being gained
in return for this ? Were it possible to
create a large number of home con-
sumers something might be said, but
they had seen how utterly idle that ex-
pectation was. For his own part, he
believed that the losses inflicted on the
class he had referred to, would so
seriously diminish their powers of con-
sumption as to so far equal
any trifling advantage that might
arise to them from having 5,000
or 6,000 additional consumers to
provide for. What were the direct
benefits the farmer was to receive?
No man who had listened to the
discussion on this question would main-
tain, particularly after the announcement
made by the First Minister, that when-
ever a time of necessity arose he was pre-
pared to abandon the duty on breadstuffs.
No man would maintain that there was
the sligbtest possible advantage to the
farier in the duties imposed on wheat,
barley, peas, or any article of that de-
scription. There were but two articles,
Indian corn and cats, out of the duty on
which any possible advantage could
arise. He did not himself believe that
would be the case, because it was per-
fectly clear to him that the effect of the
duty on Indian corn, at any rate, would
be to take the money out of the
pockets of a very large number of farmers,
rather than to give any advantage to
them as a class; but, for argument sake,
he would take the statement of the hon.
gentleman himself, that lie expected to
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diminish the importation of Indian corn unless he had believed, perhaps, with tûe
by 1,500,000 bushels. He would sup- much truth, that very little was known
pose that the 7jc. proposed to be on the other side of tha Atlantic of the
levied on this quantity would, by some position of the finances in Canada. lie
extraordinary hocus pocus, benefit the defied any man to take up this memor-
faxmers of this Dominion, although it was andum and rend the accou t f the e
notorious that the distillers would not eral deficits which occurred from the
abandon the use of Indian corn, and that years 1875 to 1878, without being brought
the whole weight of this tax must fali on to the conclusion that, in all probability,
those farmers who were in the habit of by reason of these deficits, the debt of
purchasing corn for the improvement of Canada' had been increased by about
their stock. But, granting, for argument $4,500,000. Now what were the real
sake, that, from this source and from the and actual facte The hon. gentleman,
duty on oats, some advantage might be when '.e put into the mouth of us Ex-
derived, to what did it amount ? Eight cellency this statement, knew perfectly
hundred or nine hundred thousand well Vhat in 1874-75 $555,000 was ap-
bushels of oats were the total quantity plied Vo the Sinking Fund for the redue-
that could be affected by this tax, because tion of the public debt; that in 1875-76,
it was not pretended that the tax on oats, $832000 was similarly applied; in 1876-
which they imported for the purpose 77, $828,000, and in 1877-78, $945,000.
of exporting in oatmaod:. cM 11 also knew that the actul resut wu,
in any way benefit the fariner. that in four years, "egiuùng lt July,
They,therefore; obtained this result : that, 1874, and erminnting Ist July, i878,
whereas the farmers of Canada were like- s0 far from there having been $4,500,000
ly to be taxed to the extent of at least added Vo the net debt of Canada, after
$25 or $30 per family, they maiglt pos- they deducted these sums which were
sibly get the benefit of the incrensed npplied to the Sinking Fund, and the
duty, amouuting Vo about $180,000, di- surplus for the year 1874-75, the actual
vided among 476,000. In other woi-d$, d8,icit over these four years amounted
when they lost $25 or $30, they miht, à7o barely $400,000. If they went back
peradventure, gain 30c. or 40c. apiece. to 1873, and took the amount paid into
Hie thougt that was a very fair illustra- the Sinking Fund and the surpluq ofthat
tion Of the mode in which this tariff was yenr, they would fiud that in these five
likely to benefit that class which contri- years, beginninin fst July, 1873, aud
buted most, and was nlways likely te terminating lst July, 1878, se far from
contribute nost Vo the revenue of this these deicits having caused an increase
Dominion. The hon. gentleman had in the net debt of Canada, the net debr
fored another subje t upon the attention o Canada w s diminished by $1 ,000,000;
of the fouse, by causing or permittin and, bearing in mind the condition f the
to be published in the English newspa- country during the last few years, it Was
pers, a copy ofthe communications which absurd to parade the fact that there waS
were yesterday, for the fi-st time, sub- in the l est four yenrs, a total addition tO
mitted Vo the ouse. n looking over ouh net debt f $400,000, as any
these papers, which lie must necessarily cause for serioos taen, much less for
treat as bein as communications of the the total ievolution in ourpfiscal policy
Minister of Finance, lie could not but lu a paper like this, he thouglit it would
regret the mode in which the hon. gen- have been wise and proper to have called
tieman bnd thougat fit Vo parade bis the attention cf the English public and
views before the Englwsh peope. e the English Gvernment to the notori
would not smy that the statements which ous fact that, during these three Ye&5
lie had made were false, but ie, would there was ap. unprecedented shrinkage ini
say this, that though the hon. gentleman the value of thos commodities on which

fight have told the truth, he pad been our revenue hiefly depended a shrink-
very far indeed irom telling ie hoIe age more remarkable lan any that had
truts,. Al througn these papers there occurred for perhaps more Van thirt
rae a delusve meing, anything but years. Passing by that fact, he i
creditable Vo that hon, gentleman, and was no quite correct for the hon. geeh.
whlh he would hatrdly have resorted o, i an te talk about the amant r
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ýdebt to be redeemed, which lie put
down in 1885 at $32,467,000, and not to
add that that debt .was redeemable
entirely at our own pleasure. It -was a
still more disingenuons statement, a
statement which lie regretted to see in
any memorandum signed by the Canadian
Minister of Finance and submitted to
ier Majesty's Government, to find such
an explanation given of the relative
effect of this tariff ot our exports and
imports as between Canada and the
United States and Canada and Great
Britain. The very largest item which
the hon. gentleman paraded as a proof of
the alleged fact that this tariff discrim-
inated against the United States consisted
of $13,300,000 worth of breadstuffs.
Now, the hon. gentleman ought,
in common honesty, to have told Her
Maiesty's Government that of that
$13,300,00 to which he re-
ferred, probably quite $11,000,006
worth were goods nerely passing
through Canada in transitu, which
would not be affected, which he did not
inuend should be affected, which lie hoped
could not possibly be affected, by the
operation of this tarifi. If this docu-
ment were honoured by the English
press or Government with anything like
a critical scrutiny, and if that fact were
brought to their notice, the impression
produced on their minds could not fail to
be most unfavourable, not onlv to the
hon. gentleman, but to the whole course
of the discussion on this subject in Can-
ada. It remained as a disgrace to a
paper, even dated from the Department
of Finance, that in this, by far the most
important item in this list, the material
fact necessary to guide Her Majesty's
Government,in formiing an opinion on this
tariff, was entirely omitted. it wis not
necessary to call the attention of the
House to the fact, that, while a great
deal had been said of the enormous pre-
Ponderance of imports fromn the United
States, our exports to that coun-
try had been absolutely kept
Out of sight, that of that import
of $48, 000,000, probably $11,000,000
was simply bought by us for the purpose
of selling again, or passed absolutely,
entirely in transitu through our country,
while of the other articles that we im-
Ported from the United States, a very
large proportion was hid& or wool, or

other articles which simply passed
through the United States in transite for
the benefit of our manufacturers. When
we came, on the other hand, to deduct
from our exports to England the eleven
millions or thereabouts which were bomd
fde American goods, we found as a result
that the actual trade between England
and Canada and between Canada and the
United States, when it was critically
analysed, was almost precisely carried on
on the same footing with England as it
was with the United States. It would
have been more honest and more con-
sonant with the dignity of his position
for the hon. gentleman to have told the
English Cabinet, as some of his organs
had done, that it was no concern of theirs,
that he was going to regulate this tariff
as lie thought best for the interests of
Cana to ig regard tu howit af-
fected the interests of the Engish people.
What lie had done could not possibly
have good effect, but might, on the other
hand, go far to deepen the bad feeling
which, as alnost every English news-
paper showed, had been created in the
minds of a very large portion of the
peopleof England with respect tothe legis-
lation which had just enacted. Altbough
lie could nîot hope to influence, in any
shape, the votes of hcn. gentlemen oppo-
site, it was well that the people should
be informed as to the views of the ulti-
mate results of this policy, held by per-
sous on the other side of the border.
There had been lately placed in his bands
a complimentary notice from the Indus-
trial League of the United States, to
which lie would beg to call the attention
of the louse

Of a totally different nature is the aspect
of our commercial relations with our neigh-
bours on the north, where we see with interest
that Canada in ber turn is giving ber adhcsion
to the policy of furthering home industries.
It must be admitted, however, that the small-
ness of her population, of her home markets,
the exclusively northern character of ber pro-
ductions, in contrast with the almost unlimit-
ed variety of ours, and the immense extent and
expensiveness of her Customs line, render ber
an unfavourable subject for a separate experi-
ment. A commercial union with the contin-
ent of which geographically she is a part, ard
with which she is conniected by identity cf
race, would afford ber large and unrestriett4
markets, free participation, perhaps, in out
coasting trade, with other commercial advan-
tages too numerous to specify, and, at the sam*
time, give her the needful proteution against
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that European competition from which her
rising industries bave most to fear. It would,
in fact, afford to her what we already enjoy-
aIl the practical advantages of both Free-trade
and Protection. Obviously, no policy of tariff
legislation hostile to the United States can
long be sustained in Canada, since her chief
markets for barley, lumber, fish, and other pro-
ducts, as well as her indispensable access to the
sea across our territory, can be cut off at plea-
sure, whenever her tariff policy shall have be-

.come sufficiently annoying to provoke retali-
atory legistation from our Government."

He (Mr. Cartwright) did not mean to
say that the hon. gentleman was bound
to regulate his policy according to the
dictates of gentlemen on the other side of
the line, but it would be worth his
while to consider whether there was not
some considerable arnount of common
sense and truth in the remarks which he
had just read, coming from a source very
decidedly favourable to the policy of the
hon. gentleman. The Government
had chosen to take up what would
very shortly be the cast off clothes
of the people of the United States.
They had brought in a shallow and
ignorant copy of a shallow and ignorant
policy, the only excuse for which was
that the people of the United States,
rent and distracted by a great civil war,
were for the moment at the mercy of a
number of men who preferred their own
selfish interests to the. real welfare of
their country ; and they, with far less ad-
vantages in the race, were about to com-
pete with them in an experiment which
the ablest of their own advisers had pro-
nounced and proved to be a decided fail-
ure ; at anyrate, as far as the welfare of
the great mass of the population was
concerned. As far as the Opposition
was concerned, they had done their duty
sufficiently in this matter. They could
not be accused of having neglected to
give sufficient warning against the policy
which had been forced on the people. In
conclusion, he would advise lis hon.
friends behind him, during the succeed-
ing year or two, to devote themselves in
their constituencies as they had done on
the floor of this Bouse, to sift out in
minute detail the policy from end to end,
and they would speedily succeed in
obtaining innumerable instances of the
folly which disfigured every line of it,
,and in all probability, within a short
time, they would see the people of Canada
once more returned to a right mind, and

MR. CARTWRIGHT.

convinced that it was utterly absurd ta
attempt to enrich thémselves by doubling
and trebling the taxation of the people
of this country.

MR. TILLEY said the hon. member
who had just taken bis seat thought it
advisable to read him (Mr. Ti:ley) a lec-
ture as to what he cou'sidered to be the
proper course that should have been pur
sued by him in tfe preparation of the
memorandum submitted for the consid
eration of His Excellency the Governor-
General. The hon. gentleman said it was
not a false statement, but that it did not
contain the whole truth. iHad any other
hon. member of the Opposition taken him
to task on a question of this kind, he
would have listened with interest, and
have been, perhaps, improved by the
suggestions which might have been made
or criticisms offered, but if there was an
hon. gentleman on that side of the House
who should have been the last to Lave
undertaken to point out to him what he
should have written or prepared, as he
said, for the press of England, with re-
ference to the financial conditions of this
Dominion, it was that hon. gentleman
who had been brazen-faced enough to rise
and admit, before the people of this
Dominion, that he, in asking for a loan of
money from the people of England.
presented to them the silver side of the
shield, and presented, when he came back
to Canada, the brazen side of the shield,
to influence the position of the Opposi-
tion of that day. The hon. member said
this was prepared for the press of Great
Britain. It was not prepared for the
press of Great Britain ; but there had
been a great deal said of late in this
House, with reference to the opinion of
the English press, and lie (Mr. Tilley)
recollected, on more than one occasion,
that the hon. member quoted, with a
great deal of feeling and emphasis, an
editorial or two that appeared in the
London Times, as expressive of the
opinion of the people of England, with
reference to the tariff and policy of the
Government, and as to his course as
Minister of Finance. le (Mr. Tilley)
then said that if it was an editorial, it
was written by an emissary of the hon.
gentleman opposite. It turned out to be
the fact that it was not an editorial, and
lie would veisure to say the hon. gentle-
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mnan opposite could point to the man who
wrote that article. He could quite
understand that the English peo-
p-e and manufacturers, , when
they were imposing additional
duty on coarse woollens, upon certain
descriptions of cottons of that country,
would say this interfered with their
trade, inasmuch as it would transfer the
manufacture of these articles from Eng-
land to Canada ; but it was remarkable
that, in that article quoted by the hon.
grentleman, his ( Mr. Tilley's) course in
permitting the moneys received into the
Treasury to be paid into the respective
banks on which the cheques were drawn,
irrespective of any political influence,
was referred to. On the face of it, it
was a political

Ma. CARTWRIGHT : Does the
hon. gentleman say it was not an edi-
torial I

Mn. TILLEY : I understand it was
a communication.

Ma. CARTWRIGHIT: Here it is;
an editorial of the plainest character.

MR. TILLEY said then that edito-
rial was inspired by some person with
the authority of the Opposition.

Ma. CARTWRIGHT: Give your
proof.

Mi. TILLEY said he looked to the
hon. gentleman for that. He could, no
doubt, give evidence.

Mi. CARTWRIGHT: The hon. gen-
tleman refers to me for proof. I know
nothing about who wrote it, and had
nothing to do with inspiring it, further
than the communicating my speech may
have done.

Mi. TILLEY said he knew that res-
ponsible governments were supposed to
be responsible for despatches written by
Governors-General, but here the lion.
'Member called attention to a despatcb of
the Governor-General, and questioned
the accuracy of its statements with re-
ference to the deficits in the last four
years. He did not say these statements
were not correct, but that he (Mr.
Tilley) should not have put in the Gov-
ernor-General's mouth that there were
certain liabilities falling due at certain
Periods, and he referred particularly to
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the $35,000,000 due at au certain date, and
said this was redeemable, or not, accord-
ing to the will of the Government. He
stated, that if we would take into
account the Sinking Fund, that
would be largely reduced. Was
not the Sinking Fund one of
the liabilities of this Dominion I
Had it not to be provided for, not by
vote of Parliament every year, but by
Statute I It was the first charge upon
our Treasury. The hon. gentleman had
stated, year after year, from 1874 until
he resigned, that there were certain fixed
charges upon the Treasury of the Domi-
nion, and this was one of them, which
amounbed to $10,000,000 or $11,000,000,
and sought to justify the large expendi-
ture which took place under his Admin-
istration, on the ground of having to
provide for this uncontrollable expendi-
ture. He (Mr. Tilley) had never seen
one word or letter of that despatch until
it was put into his hands as a despate
to be submitted to this House.

Ma. MACKENZIE : The lion. gen-
tlenan does not mean, solemnly, to tell
us he is not responsible.

MR. TILLEY: Certainly, constitu-
tionally. But the hon. gentleman said I
put words into His Excellency's mouth.
I am prepared to take every responsi-
bility.

MR. MACKENZIE: You have no
right to say you never saw it.

Mn. TILLEY said he had a right te
say so. He had stated at the outeet
that, constitutionally, the Government
was responsible for this despatch. The
hon. gentleman was endeavouring to
make a point. We had had nearly a
month's discussion on this tariff, and h.
doubted if they would have had this
speech from the hon. gentleman, if it
were not for the approaching elections in
Ontario. A large portion of the hon.
gentleman's (Mr. Cartwright's) speech
was directed to the farmers of Ontario.
He (Mr. Tilley) would not say why it
was, that the hon. gentleman was so
solicitious for the interests of Ontario.
Perhaps it was because it was the Pro-
vince he more especially represented.
But why he selected the farners of
that Province especially to prove bis
points, he (Mr. Tilley) could not wel
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mee. The hon. gentleman endeavoured
to produce an effect upon the farmers,
also upon the lumbering and shipping
interests of the Maritime Provinces, in
reference to the increased taxation
imposed upon them. Why had he
not endeavoured to make it *as apparent
as possible that the Government
were not responsible, that this tax-
ation was absolutely necessary, that the
Government were. not asking one dollar
more than the late Government engaged
to extend during the current year ?
Looking at the Estimates submitted,
could the hon. gentleman deny that ?
It would be found that the expenditure
proposed to be made next year was con-
siderably below what would be expended
during the current year ? And still
the hon. gentleman endeavoured to im-
press upon the farmers of Ontario and
the lumbermen of the Province, that the
present Administration were imposing
additional burdens upon them. They
simply asked the people to contribute the
same sum of money which the hon. mem-
ber asked to be collected ; and to make
up the deficiency of $2,400,000. That
was the position, and yet the hon.
gentleman endeavoured to impress upon
the farmers of Ontario and the
peoplegenerallythroughouttheDominion,
that the Government of the day were
responsible for this taxation which was
necessarily imposed upon them. Such
was not the case. He took exception to
the arguments of the hon. gentleman,
which referred more particularly to the
farmers. He held the position of the
farmers was just the opposite to what
the hon. gentleman had endeavoured to
prove. He held that the whole of the
farmers, whether they were wealthy, in
easy circumstances, or poor, did not pay
in the saine proportion to the revenue
that the residents of cities did. That was
conviction. Under the operation of this
tariif was the grocer's bill increased 1
Did the hon. gentleman mean to say that
the cost of tea had been increased? Had
they increased the cost of tobacco ? On
the contrary, the cost was something like
six cents a pound less than before. lad
they increased the cost of sugar and
molasses ? On the contrary, they had
reduced the taxation upon them, and
they were the articles mainly bought
by the farmers from the grocers. Then,

MR. TILLEr.

it was known that the farmens,
especially in the Maritime Province,
wove the woollen cloth they
used. He did not hesitate to
say that, in his judgment, taking the
means they had at their disposal, that
the farmer would contribute less in pro-
portion to their wealth and circum-
stances of the additional taxation than
the residents of cities. He believed
that as a whole they would pay a
smaller proportion in proportion to their
vealth and number than would the

shipbuilder or the manufacturer.
Hundreds and thousands of men were
now employed, and many were work-
ing on full time, who had been pre-
viously working on half time, or were
out of employment previous to the 13th
of March. This was demonstrated be-
yond a doubt. And would it be said
th'at the farmers, who were supplying
those men, and brought the produce
into the market, would not sell it
more readily, and in many cases obtain
better prices, now that they were work-
ing on full time and at high wages0
Why, they found that even now men
were demanding increased wages, and
that strikes were going on in Montreal
and elsewhere. W ould hon. gentleman
opposite say that farmers, suppose they
had no other direct benefit or
encouragement than the home market,
in the towns or cities to which
they were in the habit of taking their
produce, were not directly protected
apart from anything else given them
under the operation of this tariff ? (er-
tainly it would be so. And, furthr, the
farmers did not consume as much 'vine
and spirits, on which the taxation was
increased, as the residents of a town.
He took, for instance, the Province he
represented, where there were counties in
which there had not been a licensed
tavern for years. In one-third of the
Province wine or spirits could not be
obtained, and were they to believe that
the farmers consumed as much intoxiat-
ing beverages as was consumed in the
cities 1 No. The feeling of the House,
he was satisfied, would not support subh
an assertion. When his hon. friend
endeavored in this manner to infiaueOe
the farmers of Ontario, it might be that
he thought they would see through has
eyes. He (Mr. Cartwright) was exced-
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ingly anxious to convince them that
under the operation of this tariff they were
to be ground down to the dust, and that
they would ho taxed exorbitantly without
any compensation. The House had heard
statements of various kinds. One gentle-
man said that the imposition of these
duties was going to increase the cost of
tertain articles, whilst another hon. gen-
tleman said they would do nothing of the
kind, in fact, that they would amount to
nothing. He was satisfied that the state-
ment that a taxation of seven millions
additional was to be imposed upon the
people for the purpose of getting an ad-
ditional $2,000,000, could not be shown,
or worked out in figures.

Ma. CARTWRIGIIT : It was shown.

Ma. TILLEY said such a stateimient
would be accepted should those who made
it prove that the price of articles would
be increased to the full extent of the
duties, and that could not be proved. It
had been said that this tariff was an
imitation of the 35 per cent. tariff. ln
reply to that, lie would just point to the
fact that the tariff of last year was a 13¾
per cent. tariff on the whole imports, and
that the tarifF that would become law
Moon would be about 16 per cent. on the
whole imports of the Dominion.

Ma. MACKENZIE: Embracing the
free goods 1

MR. TILLEY : Exactly. Admitting
the free goods. The hon. gentleman said
that the increase would be 12 per cent.

MR. CARTWRIGHT :· So it will.

Ma. TIiLLEY: No, only 21 per cent.
The United States tariff was 26 per cent,
or on ail dutiable goods, 45 per cent.,
and still the present tariff was pointed at
as a United States one, as one of the same
outrageous character. It was not neces-
cary for him to stand up and justify the
United States tarif, or to question the
propriety or wisdom of it. While they
might be Free-traders or Protectionists,
they must look at this question as it was,
and not as they desired it to be. The
hon. gentleman had referred to natural
Principles. Was ho prepared to resort to
direct taxation-to go back to natural
prineiples 1 If so, he thought there were
mcany hon. members in this House, who,

though in favour of a Protective tariff
to-day, under present circumstances, who
would say, " Let us go back to natural
principles. Let us exchange our pro-
ducts freely with the products of the
world, if the world will trade freely
with us." But as there was
no question of direct taxation, that was
not the position of Canada to-day. They
had to deal with the fact that they were
alongside a country that protected its in-
dustries and labour, that was seeking, in
fact, to secure for itself not only its own
market, but outside markets, and espe-
cially the Canadian market. The state-
ment had been made that the increased
duties would increase the price of every-
thing. Why, what were the facts 1 The
American nanufacturers were coming in
already and saying : " We will sell you
our goods as cheap, if not cheaper, than
you can produce them. Your market
we are determined to have." And he did
not hesitate to say, that, if under the
operation of this tarif, such a result foi-
lowed, as much employment would not,
perhaps, oe given to the people as the
Government expected, still they wouli
realise the revenue. If our nei.ghbour,
reduced their prices in order to get into
our markets, this country would have
the additional revenue, our people would
not pay the duty, and they would get
their goods as cheap as before. Then
the hon. gentleman desired to belittle
the decision of the House on this ground,
that the majority represented but a
small majority of the people. Well, it
was the same in the election of 1874,
verilied as nearly as anything could be
by an hon. member who sat upon the
Government side of the House in the
luat Parliament as a supporter of the
present leader of the Oppcsition. He
referred to the Hon. Mr. Blake. But,
supposing the two-thirds majority in
Parliament did not represent a corres-
ponding two-thirds mnajority of the peo-
ple, would hon. gentlemen opposite say
that the representatives of the people
were not to be taken as the exponents of
the sentiments of the people? The hon.
gentleman wishes to destroy the effect of
this proposition by saying, in the first
place, that it was not supported by a
large majority of the people ; in the next
place, that it would be destructive to the
people of Canada who did not understand
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,what they were doing, then the hon.
gentleman could take a little comfort from
the supposition that at the expiration
of five years-the people having the ex-
perience which they were not supposed
to have had--he would be restored to
power again. His (Mr. Tilley's) convic-
tion was, that instead of the proposition
being less popular, it would become more
and more popular as its operation was
understood, and that at the expiration of
five years the country would be stronger
than ever in favour of the tariff, which,
he hoped, would in a few days become a
law in the Dominion of Canada.

MR. MACKENZIE said -he did not
desire to bring on a general discussion,
but there were a few points he wished to
touch upon. In the first place, the hon.
gentleman (Mr. Tilley) forgot his posi-
tion when he told the House lie never
communicated to the Governor-General
the information contained in that des-
patch, although he assumed the technical
responsibility.

MR. TILLEY : I did not send the
tigures.

Mu. MACKENZIE said it was an-
other attempt to place the Governor-
General between the Administration and
public opinion.

Mu. TILLEY : No.

Mi. MACKENZIE said there was a
sorry exhibition in the House, a few
weeks ago, when they found that the
Premier had tendered certain advice to
the Governor-General, and then came to
Parliament before they knew whether
their advice was accepted or rejected,
and gravely told the House it was a mat-
ter of regret that the Governor-General
had not accepted the advice, and that it
would have been well had His Excel-
lency at once accepted it. And now the
Finance Minister, the senior member of
the Cabinet, next to the Premier, told
the louse that the published despatch,
written by bis Excellency, did not con-
tain anything that he had communicated
to the Governor-General.

Mi. TILLEY: I am referring to the
despatch in which the figures are men-
tioned. I said I did not see one of those
Igures.

MR. TILLET.

MR. MACKENZIE said he knew
what the bon. gentleman referred to.
It was the duty of a Minister not to say
he was not aware of anything in a des-
patch, but to assume the responsibility.

MF. TILLEY : I did.

MR. MACKENZIE said it was the
duty of a Minister to say nothing about
it. If he was there as a Constitutional
Minister he was bound to accept the re-
sponsibility without any special announce-
ment of the fact, but, as a iatter of
course.

M. TILLEY: Certainly.

Mu. MACKENZIE said it was an
unprecedented thing in this country, or
anywhere else, as far as his knowledge
extended, for a Minister to say that,
although responsible for the words in His
Excellency's despatch, that lie did not
know or commrunicate those facts to Hia
Excellency, on a subject relating solely to
his own Department. It was the most
extraordinary exhibition of official in-
capacity.

MR. TILLEY: Hear, hear.

MR. MACKENZIE said it was the
most extraordinary exhibition of want of
official propriety that could well be made.
It was very well that the hon. gentleman
was able, when it suited him or his col
leagues,to shift upon the Governor-General
the responsibility of something or other
that had been done or had not been done.
On a former occasion the Governor-
General was made to bear the weight
of not having done something, and on
this occasion the House was gravely
told by the hon. gentleman that, al-
though responsible nominally for this
statement, he was not aware of the facts
which were connected solely with hi&
own Departuient, being communicated
to the Governor-General.

MR. TILLEY : No; I stated that
the Government were, of course, re-
sponsible, constitutionally, for thé
despatch, but all I could say was, 1 had
Dot seen one of the figures until I Saw
them sent to me from the Governor-
General embodied in the despatch.

Ma. MACKENZIE said lie hoped
that the Government, if they intehded
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s take Parliament into their confidence
as to what was or vas not communicated
to the Governor-General, would tell the
whole story, if they were to be called
upon to say whether the Minister of
Finance's figu es contained in this
despatch were officiail or not, and
if the hon. gentleman meant to get rid of
any responsibility himself-officially, to
use bis (Mr. Tilley's) own word. He
(Mr. Mackenzie) rose chiefly to protest
against the statement that the Govern-
ment were not morally responsible, and
this manner of introducing the Governor
General's name into discussion-this
practice of bringing the Governor Gen-
eral's name between the Government,
public opinion, and official responsibility,
had been parsued this Session for the
first time, so far as lie was aware. He
desired to say a few words upon another
subject. He would not enter into a dis-
cussion of its questions which the hon.
gentleman (Mr. Tilley) and the late
Minister of Finance (Mr. Cartwright)
had dealt with, because lie was quite
willing to allow the speech of the one
to pass under review in face of the other,
and both to pass for what they miglit be
respectively worth. He proposed to
notice one or two niatters which neither
gentlemen really dealt with. The hon.
gentleman (Mr. Tilley) in his reply, main-
tained that the figures used by the late
Minister of Customs (Mr. Burpee,) were
not correct. That was, in stating that
$7,000,000 would be the amount of addi-
tional duties levied on the people now
based upon the imports of last year.

iMn. TILLEY : The hon. member said
that the people would be taxed$7,000,000
additional on the goods imported, over
and above the $2,000,000 paid into the
Treasury.

MR. MACKENZIE: His statement
was, that in order to get $2,500,000 paid
into the Treasury, the hon. gentleman
imposed additional taxation, assuming
last year's imports as a basis, of
$7,000,000. That was stated very clear-
ly by the member for St. John.

MR. TILLEY : Seven millions over
and above.

MR. MACKENZIE said the hon. gen-
tleman could not deny that statement.
It had never been answered. The calcu-

lations had been given special publicity,
and it was shown by the hon. gentleman
behind him (Mr. Burpee), that, in order
to get $2,500,000, the people would have
to pay $7,000,000, assuming the same
amount of imports this as last year. To be
surethe Firmnce Minister said that impor-
tations of certain articles would be largely
limited, and that to whatever extent they
were, the difference would be seen in the
calculations or collections. But, in
either case, the hon. gentleman
would observe that the people would
have to pay $7,000,000, unless he
assumed that the protection would
not raise prices. He knew that the hon.
gentleman expected it would not in seve-
ral instances. But it was not human
nature not to avail one's self of any pro-
tection. Although lie might find several
parties telegraphing that there was no
increase in prices, an increase must be
assumed, else there was no protection.
The very end and object of the Finance
Minister, as lie explained it, was to give
protection, wbich meant not nerely a
larger market in our own country-

M., TILLEY : That is it.

Mn. MACKENZIE: But inicreased
prices.

Several HoN. MEMBERS : No, no.

Ma. MACKENZIE said there was an
increase of prices. He could give abun-
dant evidence of the fact, if necessary.
One illustration was thrown away by the
hon gentleman, the very illustration that
did not suit bis purpose. He said there
were thousands now employed who were
idle on the 13th March. He (Mr.
Mackenzie) would be delighted if that
were true, but he believed that the hon.
the Finance Minister was misled by any
assertions of that kind. He happened to
know that many were now idle who were
employed on the 13th March. But he
admitted that in several branches of bus-
iness the natural effect of the tariff
would be the employment of some idle
men; but the question would arise
whether that employment was not
obtained at too high a price for the
whole community. The hon. gentleman
stated that the farmers who might
be influenced by some state-
ments in the speech of the mem
ber for Centre Huron (Mr. Cartwright)
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would not, in his opinion, pay as much
per head as the citizens of the towns.
That might be true as to groceries, but
as to hardware, crockery, and all kinds of
dry goods, the raverse was the case, in
Ontario, at all events ; and the farmers
purchased very largely in ehccess of the
ability of the mechanie or workingman.
He (Mr. Macker.zie) knew that it was
the farming population who would pay
the largest proportion of the taxes. The
hon. gentleman had referred to the fiscal
policy of the United States, and had at-
tempted, apparently, to compete with
their Protection policy, but bis (Mr.
Mackenzie's) information was that the
period of inflated prosperity which the
United States tariff had, apparently,
created, had now passed away ; and he
had shewn, a few nights ago, that the
realised capital of that country was less
than ten years ago, according to some of
its best authorities. It was alleged that
the tariff was imposed with a view of
competing with the States. Some of its
particular advocates, however, had an-
other object in view. H1e would read
the letter in an English newspaper, from
a somewhat prominent gentleman in
Canada, who had been writing strongly
in favour of bon. gentlemen opposite.
It would be interesting to know why he
had worked for them at the last elections,
and what kind of an alliance he bad
formed with them. The following was
the letter written by Mr. Goldwin Smith
to Mr. Potter, a distinguished English
publicist, and member for Rochdale:-

"-THE GRANGE, TORONTO,
I March 24, 1879.

"My DEAa POTTER,-This new Canadian
tariff, which shocks you all so much, is the in-
evitable outcome of the political situation.
You must set it down to the accouni of the
Empire which you have just been toasting at
the Dufferin banquet.

I Canada is merely the border of the habit-
able and cultivatable portion of this Conti-
ment. She is not even an unbroken border,
but broken by an uncultivatable tract between
this Province and Manitoba, and again be-
tween Manitoba and British Columbia by
inountain ranges, through which the projec.-
tors of the Pacific Railway have not yet found
a practicable route. Cut off this border by a
Customs line from the rest of the Continent,
and you will have commercial atrophy and
tmcial deficit. The true remedy fa commer-
cal union with the rest of the Continent; but
this 'Empire' forbids, and so the Canadians,
ia a state of deep commercial depression, and

MR. MACExiNZIE.

with their Government on the high road to
bankruptcy, are forced te try something else.

Of the deficit wbich compels the imposi-
tion of fresh taxes, more than half may be
charged to the Intercolonial Railway, a poli-
tico-military railway constructed for the pur-
poses of the Empire, in which some six nlil-
lions sterling have been sunk, and which il
still run at a loss. Of the rest a consider-
able proportion may be charged to the military
force, which we are made to keep up against
the Americans.

" We are now going to sink twenty millions
sterling in the Pacifie Railway for the purpose
of uniting British Columbia, with its popula-
tion of 10,000 whites, to the Provinces ou the
Atlantic coast, with which oit bas no natural
connection whatever. This will probably be
the end. But thanks to the assiduous cultiva-
tion by Dufferin and Co. of an Imperialist and
auti-Republican feeling here, the end will pro-
bably not come without a convulsion, perhaps
not without a bloody one.

"If Canada had been in the Union she
would have turned the scale so completely in
favor of Freedom against Slavery that there
would most likely have been no civil war. If
she were in the Union now, she would, in the
same way, render bopeless the attempt of the
South to regain its ascendancy in conjunction
with the Democrats, which is apparently going
to breed fresh troubles on this Continent.

" Leave the New World to its own destinies,
and you will have first its assured friendship
and then its trade. You have sent us, and are
daily sending us, many good things of other
kinds; but your political interference has been
and is mischievous, alike to yourselves and to
the communities of the New World.

"I enclose ' Professor' Fanning on Court
Etiquette, and one or two cuttings from the
papers, which which will give you some idea
of a court in a colony. Professor Fanning is
a Toronto dancing master, who went to Eng-
land and interviewed the Lord Chamberlain in
order to qualify himself for being the Beau
Nash of the Court of Ottawa.

"I suppose you begin to see now what a
humbug Dufferin's ' policy ' was.

"Yours most truly,
I GoDnW SIrr.

«P.S. You will observe that the tariff i-8
not so Protectionist, in the proper sense of tht
term, as intended to enforce Reciprocity. Our
duties are to be lowered again, if the Amen-
cans will lower theirs. But they will not
lower their duties or do anything else to foster
a political outpost of th e British aristocracY,
and a possible source of future trouble to this
continent. The case of the Canadian manu-
facturers was really a very hard one. They
were shut out from the markets of the conti-
nent, and, at the same time, exposed to the
influx of American goods whenever there Was
a glut in the States. If the quantity in the
aggregate was not very large, the liability Was
enough to disturb their calculations."

He read that letter chiefly to show the
object which this ally of hon. gentlemen
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apposite had in view of supporting
them at the late elections. Mr. Smith
thought it desirable there should be a
union of Canada with the United States,
and that that object would be promoted
-by the adoption of the same system of
commercial legislation which prevailed in
that country, although they, on this side
of the House, believed that that was
not only a failure, but that nothing was
more unpalatable to the people of this
country than any such project as Mr.
Goldwin Smith estimated was to he the
real and proper destiny of Canada in our
day. They, on the Opposition side of the
House,believed in the very opposite policy.
They did not believe that any party ad-
vantage should ever be gained by any
attempt to obtain any benefit of that sort
at the expense of the connection between
Canada and the Mother Country.
The hon. gentleman had declared, in his
first speech on this subject, that this was
a revolution. He (Mr. Mackenzie) had
no hesitation in expressing his firm con-
viction that no kind of revolu tion would
stand between the hon. Premier ant
power; that a revolution even more exten-
sive would be resorted to, without scruple
if necessary, to obtain his and bis party's
ascendancy. It would be an easy matter
to illustrate that statement, but it was
too late in the Session to do so at present.
The hon. gentleman said that the pay-
ment into the Sinking Fund was an
ordinary liability of the Government.
It was not so ; payments to that fund
was a redemption of obligations already
existing, a reductipn of the country's
debt ; and so the late Government were
compelled to pay a much larger amount
into the Sinking Fund in consequence of
increasing liabilities under the legislation
of the hon. gentlemen opposite.

An HoN. MEMBER : No.

Ma. MACKENZIE said he would
like to know what legislation of the late
Goverument was concerned in the ex-
penditure on capital account of late years.
Not an act of theirs created any exten-
sion of capital expenditure, except those
respecting the St. Peter's Canal and the
west wing of the Western Departmental
Block, Ottawa. But if they had paid a
mauch larger amount into the sinking
fud, it was at the expense of the reve-
Re for the year, for the purpose of re-

demption of the debt, and the member
for Centre Huron (Mr. Cartwright) was
quite right in taking credit for>that as
against the deficits. Hon. gentlemen
opposite seemed to think it something of
a crime in the late Government to have
a deficit. Why, it would have been
easy to lay on taxation to prevent any ;
but they took the view, which hon. gen-
tlemen opposite might condemn as a mat-
ter of opinion, that, during commercial
distress, it was not desirable to increase
the burdens of the people, believing that
a restoration of confidence, at no far off
day, would enable the business of the
country to resume its wonted elasticity
and produce the funds necessary for the
public service without fresh burdens.
As an English example, Sir Stafford
Northcote was not, at this moment, in-
creasing the taxation to meet the whole
deficiency, but was extending it over a
number of years to avoid taxation ne-
cessary to meet it al] at once. What
course did the hon. Premier opposite
take from 1858 to 1862, during which
a deficit accrued five times the amount
of that of the last four or five years ?
Did ho ever attempt to reduce
it by fresh taxation? No, lie did not ;
though he now attacked the Opposition
for not having done it in their time. To
leave the money in the people's pockets,
when they required all obtainable for
their paramount and pressing wants, was
not an act to be blamed, but commended.
Hon. gentlemen opposite were, in the
first place, responsible for the deficit
itself, which arose fromn obligations con-
tracted by them. The sinking fund
payments of the succeeding Administra-
tion were nearly equal to the entire de-
ficit, and, with the surplus of tbe first
year, entirely equal. Therefore, nothing
could be more prudent than the course
the late Government pursued, although
bon. gentlemen opposite might fairly
differ as to whether taxation should be
increased to make up for deficits at all
times. He believed now they pursued
the proper course, and was quite satisfied
that the hon. gentlemen opposite, in im-
posing a rate of taxation so excessive, se
largely in excess of that borne hitherto,
had adopted an unwise course whidh
would reslIt disastrously to the country.
He had"only now to call the attention of
the House to the hon. gentleman's state-
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ment that the average rate of duty
would only be 16J per cent. this year,
although he had imposed duties averag-
ing from 12 to -30 per cent. on goods
coming into the country. In arriving at
that conclusion the hon. gentleman had
taken into consideration the imports of
free goods into the country, which were
merely in transitu from the Western
States to England, That was not a fair
mode of calculation. Let him compare
the revenue tariff of last vear, upon ail
articles bearing duty, with that of the
present year, and give the percentage,
which would show the real increase
and the rate of taxation. But the hon.
gentleman had proceeded with bis illus-
trations, both in the despatch *that he
declined to acknowledge having seen be-
fore it went to England, and in bis
speech to-day, in a manner to give a
totally false impression of the real con-
dition of matters under this tariff.

SiR JOHN. A. MACDONALD said
he observed that the debate had taken a
wider scope than the consideration of the
tariff, and that the hon. gentleman from
Lambton had introduced a constitutional
question. The hon. gentleman had
charged bis hon. friend the Finance Min-
ister, and the Administration of which
he was a member, of being guilty of the
crime of sheltering themselves behind
the Governor-General, and of throwing
the blame on the Governor-General by
introducing bis name, and ail because bis
hon. friend stated that lie had never seen
this despatch sent by Lord Lorne until
it was communicated to him by His Lord-
sihip, and after it was asked for by this
House. That was a most extraordinary
position for the hon. gentleman to take.
The hon. gentleman had been a First
Minister himself, and knew exactly the
relation of the Ministry of the day to the
Representative of the Sovereign, and the
relation of that Representative to Her
Majesty, who was the Sovereign of us ail.
The hon. gentleman knew that the Gov-
ernor-General was an Imperial officer who
eould send such despatches as lie pleased.
It was a matter of no consequence to us
what were his private opinions, or what
his political or religious principles might
be, or what communication lie might
make, or what opinions he migbt have
about the personnel of his Government, or
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about their policy, so long as he loyaRy
and truly carried out the constitutional
principles of listening to his advisers,
and following their advice, constitution-
ally tendered, as long as they had the
confidence of Parliament. The Govern-
ment were 'responsible for all their own
acts, but they could not be respon-
sible for instruments or documents whici
they were not consulted about, and such
as might be of no consequence in the
Government of the country. The opinion
of the Representative of the Sovereign,
as an Imperial officer, was a matter with
which they had no concern whatever.
Now, what were the facts? The Gover-
nor-General asked from the Miniter of
Finance, as one of bis advisers, and the
adviser principally interested in financial
matters, for a memorandum connected
with the tarif. That was furnished to him,
and His Excellency,as an Imperial officer,
transmitted it to Her Majesty's Govern-
ment,accompanied with adespatcheontain-
ing such views as lie thought proper to ex-
press. His Excellency might have stated,
if lie had chosen, that he was sorry bis
advisers had recommended this tariff,
that lie was a Free-trader in principle,
and regretted extremely they had taken
that course, but as Constitutional Goy-
ernor lie must accept their advice and
had done so. He might have said that
if lie had chosen, and this House had ne
right to find fault with it. We had no
right to know what lie communicated to
Her Majesty's Government or to Her
Majesty. But Her Majesty's officers i
England thought proper to lay this des-
patch before Parliament, with the accom-
panying memorandum. That having
been done, the hon. gentleman opposite
very naturally asked for it, and the Gov-
ernment had to ask permission of lis
Excellency to lay it before this House,
as they bad never seen it before,and were
informed of it in the sane way the hon.
gentlemen weie informed of it, and in no
other way. It was now laid before this
House as a matter of information be-
cause, after having been communicated
by Her Majesty's Government to the
British Parliament, there could be ne
reason why Ris Excellency should de-
cline to comply with their request that it
shiould be submitted to this ParliamnUt,
and, therefore, it was quite absurd-be
did not wish to use that expressIon
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effeively-but it was extraordinary
rather that the bon. member for Lamb-
ton should take the course of charging
his hon. friend the Minister of Finance
with sheltering himself behind the Gov-
ernor-General, and throwing the blame
on him. He (Mr. Mackenzie) said he
neyer heard of that being done before.
He (Sir John A. Macdonald) was not
aware it had been done before by this
Government, but he knew it had been
done by the Government of which the
hon. gentleman was the head. He could
remember well how that hon. gentleman
and his whole Governinent sheltered
themuselves in the pardon case for Riel and
Lepine. They all remembered how, be-
fore that hon. gentleman was a Minister
at all, before he was a member of this
House, and while lie was a member
of the Legislature of Ontario, how lie
hoisted the " bloody shirt," as it was
called in the United States, and invoked
the ghost of the slaughtered Scott ; they
all remembered that, and how be tried
to rouse up the country on that ques-
tion, and how, when he came to be a
Minister here, lie was willing to crouch
behind his French-Canadian and Catho-
lie supporters. He forgot the bloody
shirt then, lie forgot the ghost of the
murdered Scott, and ho got the Gov-
ernor-General-they had a right to say
so, as lie bad said the same of the pre-
sent Government--he got the Gov-
ernor-General to intervene and take the
responsibility off his shoulders, letting off
Riel and Lepine. It did not rest in the
hon. gentleman's nouth to make such a
charge now, especially when the charge
was altogether unfounded, that this
Governinent in any respect, or on any
occasion refused to assume the full re-
sponsibility of all their acts, of al their
advice, and of all their conduct. le
supposed the Lon. gentleman did that in
consequence of bis alliance-rather an
entangling alliance lie would find it-
with the present Ontario Government.
For the purpose of assisting that Gov-
ernment in their great straits, he had
tried to make political capital of such a
dry subject as a tariff. But now, in-
stead of talking about tea, sugar, wheat
and barley, lie talked about independ-
ence, lie talked about ministerial respon-
sibility, he talked about Goldwin
Smil, he talked about everything, es-

pecially about the hardships of the poor
farmers who were going to be crushed
by this tariff. Poor fariers.

" Alas 1 unconscieus of their doom,
The little victims play;

Careless they are of ills to come,
They think but of to-day."

The poor farmers were quite unconscious
of all the ruin the tarif was going to
inflict upon them, and if the hon, gen-
tleman had the correspondence put into
his hands that had been received by the
hon. the Finance Minister, he would
find that whether the letters came from
the farmers, the manufacturers, or what-
ever class it was, the complaints were
all, and especially those of the farmers,
that the protection was not sufficient.

MR. MACKENZIE : They say,then,
it isa failure.

Sim JOHN A. MACDONALD said
those who wanted Protection, were
like the squaw who said about whiskey
that a little too much was just enough.
Those who wanted to get protected,
wanted all the protection they could get.
When his hon. friend was rnaking that
exhaustive speech of his-if he were al-
lowed to pay a compliment to his own
colleague-whenever lie mentioned an in-
crease of duty on any article, he was
cheered by the immense majority of this
House, and whenever he spoke in hesi-
tating tones, as to the smallness of the
duty on any article, -the House sat in
silence. The same feeling existed ail
through the country, and the hon. gentle-
men opposite knew that, be the cause
well or ill founded, this country had de-
liberately-not by surprise, not by f alse
pretences, as the bon. gentleman for
Centre Huron had said, but of a full and
lengthened discussion for years, of a
strong pressure for Protection on the one
side, and an able resistance by the
hon. gentleman in favour of Free-trade
on the other-the country had delibera-
tely accepted a Protective policy. There-
fore. the present Ministry came into
power on that policy, the vast majority
of this House were clected on that
policy, and, true to their promises, truc
to their pledges and their principles, they
had presented this tariff to Parliament,
and the country had gratefully accepted
what it considered a boon. If there were
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any dissatisfaction in the country at all
in the matter, it was they did not go far
enough in the ÍÌght direction. The hon.
gentleman from Lambton generally
argued logically, but sometimes bis logic
did not follow in easy sequence, for in
one breath lie stated that there was going
to be an increase in prices in conseqence
of the tariff, and in another breath he
said there was no improvement in the
country at al], and that lie believed more
people were employed before the tariff
was introduced than since. But it
was well known, that if prices rose on
any article, that business became profit-
able, and more people were employed in
it ; ind yet, the bon. gentleman in one
breath, stated the prices had increased-
tberefre the profits had increased-and
in the next breath lie stated that the
number of employés had decreastd in
every bracii. Lu îait hou. gentleman
had brougiht in Mr.Goldwin Smith. Now,
Mr. Smith was no ally of his (Sir John
A. Macdonald's), but lie was a member
of a celebrated club whicb, perhaps, the
bon. member for Lambton had heard of
-the Cobden Club-and lie was a Free-
trader, like the hon. gentleman. But
there was a difference bet ween tbem ;
one was a philosophical Cobdenite, and
the other a fanatical Cobdenite. There
was as great a distinction between thehon.
member for Lambton and Mr. Goldwin
Smiith in that respect, as there was
between John Stuart Mill and the hon.
niember for Lambton. John Stuart Mill,
the great exponent of political economy,
pointed out that there inight be disturb-
ing causes which made Protection de-
sirable. Goldwin Smith, in that letter,
whiclh the hon. gentleman had lugged in
by the head and shoulders, said the
same thing : that in this country, there
were cisturb)ing causes ; that as it was
a new country, and placed on the ragged
edge ot this continent-he did not know
as that was the phrase-that they suffered
a good deal by being excluded froin the
American market, while the Am-
ericans could come in and kill
any particular industry whenever they
liked; and in that letter lie announced
that the country was suffering from
the causes which John Stuart Mill, in his
celebrated work, said justified Protec-
tion.

Several HoN. MEMBERS : No, no.
SIR JOHN A. MÂCDONL.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
yes ; if the hon. gentleman could show
that lie was wrong, let him do so in his
answer. He affirmed that John Stuart
Mi llsaid there were cases when Protection
was allowable,and that meant,hesupposed,
protecting struggling industries against
heavier capital and established industries.
Goldwin Smith said, in that letter, the
same thing-neither more nor less. He
began to think that thereasonthe hon. gen-
tleman brought in that letter,was because
Mr. Goldwin Smith, in the same letter,
intimated that lie thought this country
ought to walk alone, that they ought to be
either an independent people or a portion
of the United States. He (Sir John A.
Macdonald) did not agree with him in
that opinion, nor did the hon. member
for Lambton agree with him either. On
that point they both agreed that Goldwin
Smith was wrong, but though lie miglit
be wrong on that point, lie might still be
a very good political econonist. lIt did
not lie in the hon. gentleman's mouth to
speak of Goldwin Smith as the' ally
of the present Government, when
one of that bon. gentleman's own
colleagues in bis Government, had writ-
ten an essay, and boasted of it, in which
he declared that Canada could never be
prosperous until she was free from Great
Britain. That was the hon. member for
ShefTord, and when he was charged with
it in this House, he drew himself up and
said lie did not write that letter as a
politician or as a member of the flouse
of Commons, but lie did it as a mere
literary man. And so Mr. Goldwn
Smith would say the saie thing ; lie was
a literary man, - anca not a politician, he
had no responsibilities, lie was not a
member of Parliament. He had no con-
stituency as the hon. member for Shefford
had, when lie made that independence
speech, and yet the hon. gentleman tried
to lug him in, in order-to bit us over the
shoulders. As long as that bon. gentle-
man was an opponent of the Government,
prior to 1873, he was hail fellow well
met with the hon. member for Lambton,
they would sleep in the same political
crib together, and the hon. gentleman
did not then feel he could dispense wih
his assistance. We could all remember
how is variable letters-some, perhamO,
not very agreeable to himself personaHY,
-were heralded and quoted with mue
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unction by the hon. gentleman in attempt-
ing to hurt us. However, we could leave
Mr. Goldwin Smith to take care of him-
self, as he was quite able to reply to the
attacks made upon him by the hon. mem-
ber for Lambton.

MR. MACKENZIE : I made no at-
tack upon him.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said:
Oh, no, it was no attack upon him at
al, but they knew perfectly well that be-
fore 1873, he was a strong Liberal, he
was a strong opponent of the Government
which existed from 1867 to 1873. He
was the accepted ally of the hon. gentle-
nan opposite. He was united with the

Hon. Edward Blake in getting up a
Liberal newspaper that was to dispose of
the old and effete Globeites, and succeed
in bringing about a return to the old
golden-not Goldwia-days. But,
strange to say, strong as Goldwin Smith
was in his opposition to the old Tory
Government under himself (Sir John A.
Macdonald), lie changed his tone. Not-
withstanding the extrene liberal views
ie entertained in England, notwith-

standing his somewhat peculiar views
as to the failure of this country,
strange to say, lie changed his
1one. Two years' experience of
hon. gentlemen opposite was quite
sufficient to change his honey into bitter-
ness, and to induce him to support the
present Administration, and support the
mnajority of the Dominion. 'l hey could
not be surprised at Mr. Goldwin Smith
changing his opinions, when 50,000 Lib-
erals nust have done the same thing,
and must have changed their views be-
tween 1874 and 1878. The people now
found that they had an "abiding city,"
and it would take more than five vears-
it would take a good many five years-
before the memory of the past five vears
would fade away from the uemories of
the people. The grandsons of the pre-
sent electors might inaugurate a change,
but it would not be in his (Sir John A.
Macdonald's) time. It might be that, in
the far distant future, he would have an
opportunity of looking down upon the
Houe from a very impartial standpoint,
and see the positions of the parties
reversed, but, he would repeat, it would
not be in his time.

MR. MACKENZIE: I would merely
remark, the hon. gentleman does not
mean lie would look downward. HRe
would look upward.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
always look up to my hon. friend.

Ma. HOLTON said lie would cali
the attention of the House to
one or two points in connection
with the papers that had been laid
before them that day. It appeared to
him that there was a hiatus in the des-
patch, in fact, two or three hiatuses,
which ought to be explained. It seemed
to him they had not all the papers before
them. He remembered not very long
ago, a statement was made in the English
House of Commons, by Sir Stafford
Northeote, to the effect that an explana-
tion had been invok-d from the Govern-
nient of Canada as to their policy. He
would ask the hon. gentleman opposite,
whether this despatch and the acecm-
panying memoranduim were in reply to
the deiand for information, anid whether
they were complete.

SIa JOHN A. MACDONALD said
they were not. There was, however, a
telegram forwarded to Canada, which was
read in the House of Commons, and which
was published everywhere.

MR. HOLTON : Was this in reply to
that ?

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: No.

MR. TILLEY said the reply in ques-
tion was despatched on the Tuesday, and
he did not submit his financial statement
until the Thursday.

MR. HOLTOli said the hon. gentle-
man liad stated that lie knew nothing
about that paper until it was brouglit
down. Now, it was quite clear that the
writer of the despatch used the third per-
son plural, and it was manifest that that
was the opinion that had been given hini
by his Ministers.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
Very likely.

MR. HOLTON: It must be so. The
despatch is so written by the Governor-
Geieral as to convey the impression that
the information had been imparted to him
by bis responsible advisers.
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Sm1 JOHN A. MACDONALD: SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
Certainly. Order.

MR. HOLTON said it was evident
hon. gentlemen desired to shelter them-
selves behind the Governor-General. He
thought that hon. gentlemen were act-
ing wrongly in making use of the Gov-
ernor-General's name, as they had done
this Session, notably in the case of the
Letellier affair some weeks ago.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
We did not.

MR. IJOLTON said he thought
hon. gentlemen acted wrongly in
making such free use of the Governor-
General's name. Did not the hon. gen-
tleman say froin bis place that he
regretted exceedingly the Governor-Gen-
eral had not acted on the advice they had
tendered to him ?

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD:
What of that ?

MR. IIOLTON : I say it is taking
shelter behind the Governor-General.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD:
H ear, bear.

MR. HOLTON: Wliy does lie cast
odium on the Governor-General?

Several HoN. MEMBERS: Order.

MR. HOLTON: It tends to make
the Governor-General unpopular.

Several Hon. MEMBERS : Order.

Mn. HOLTON : A few days later he
was obliged to come down and say, " I
advised the Governor-Ô eneral to do this."

Several H ON. GENTLEMEN : Ques-
tion ; order.

Mn. SPEAKER : The hon. gentleman
is out of order in alluding to a previous
debate.

Mn. HOLTON : Well, this is a
debate in which the greatest latitude and
freedom is allowed. I know the hon.
gentleman does not like any reference to
be made to that matter. He hopes-this
Session will be allowed to pass without
his being brought to task.

MR. HOLTON.

Several HON. MEMBERS : Ques-
tion.

MR. HOLTON : That attack of his
on the Governor-General--

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD:
Order.

Mn. HOLTON: The hon. gentleman
may cry " order." He is very apt to cry
"order" whei he is out of order.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
never was called to order by a Speaker
in my life.

MR. HOLTON: I have..1peard the
bon. gentleman say that often,
after his being called to order by
myself, and ny being sustained by the
Speaker.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
Your memory is failing you, Sir.

Mn. HOLTON : I think the hon.
gentleman finds my memory rather too
long.

'SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD sai'
the hon. gentleman had stated that there
was apparently something left out in
these papers. The hon. gentleman had
been a Minister for a short time, and he
ought to know that there were suchi
things as verbal conversations between
the Sovereign and his advisera. He (Sir
John A. Macdonald) had had several con-
versations with the Governor-General on
subjects of public interest, and he had nct
doubt his hon. friend the Minister of
Finance had had similar conversations
with the Governor-General. It was his
Excellency's right of his own muere
motion to send such despatches to Eng-
land as he pleased. They desired to point
out, and tbey did point out, the circum-
stances mentioned here again and again.
Governors-G-eneral were all desirous Of
getting information from all sources, not
only from Ministers, but froin Opposi
tion politicians, and from the world il
general. The Governor-General got that
information, no doubt, from the Gover"-
ment. His hon. friend had said that
they were responsible for every word
used in that despatch. They wore re-

sponsible, because they knew every fact
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to be true. They were responsible be- core economicaiiy advantageous. But,
cause he had no doubt that most of these so long as Protection was required, the
facts were conveyed by his hon. friend country was iosing financially. This
and himself. The hon. gentleman knew was the position taken by Mr. Mill, and
well, and, if the hon. gentleman did not not that taken bY the eminent literry
know, the hon. member for Lambton writer to whom the hon, gentleman re-
would teach him, that a Governor-Gen- ferred (Mr. Goidwin Smith), and certain-
eral had a right to convey to his Sove- ly of the view put forward by the hon,
reign whatever he pleased, without refer- gentleman himself. The hon. gentleman
ence to his Ministers. They had no ought not to persist inattributing to Mr.
right to know what his private or confi- Miii opinions which be wouid have been
dential correspondence was with the Im- the last man to uphoid. Re (Mr. Mills)
perial Government or the Colonial Office. had not risen to discuss the subject of the
All they had a right to insist tarif at ail, and would not allude
upon was that he should take the to it further. What he rose to take ex-
advice of hiz responsibse advisers as long ception to, was the constitutional doc-
as they had the confidence of Parliament, trine laid down by the bon. the Premier,
as every Governor-General ne had with reference to the papers subitted
served under had done without exception. to the ouse. He (Mr. Miles) did not
n reference tof the Letellier matter he admit that the Government could put on

would take the opportunity, before the the table any public document discussing
ifouse rose, of discussing that matter a public questions of this country-the
littie more with his hion. friend. financiai policy of ttiis country, at the

einstance of the Governent, for which
ugthe Goverment were not responsible .

the Chair, documents or communications between
the Governor-General and the Govern-

After Recess. ment of Great Britain. Conf usion, noý
doubt, had sometimes arisen in distin-

Ma. MILLS said the aion. Premier guishing between the communications
had complained, when ce objected t the written to the Colonial Otce by th e
interpretation put by the on. gentleman Governor-General as an Imperial officer,
upon certai views that were to be found and that witten by him as did no
in Mr. Mill's work on Plitical Econ- tehdmitate the could putn

Hous roe, o dicussng hatatt rpbiresation-s ofthcif co ut-te

omy. moe would ask the hon. gentleman ofpicer of this country. The hou. gente-
to rend thE paragraph, to which hie man had submitted to the House a docu-
alluded, to the fouse, and to show that ment nhich he called a private despatch,
Mr. Mili, in any degree, upheld the written by the Governor-General to the
opinions which e had put forward. Colonial Minister, for the contents of

SR JOHN A. MACDONALD which he claimed to be i no way respon-
will send for the work and read the

1)assge. hon. the Minister of Finance. Hie statede ithat, constitutionally, te Government

M . MILLS sai that Mr, Mill con- was reponsible. t was not to be sup-
tended, that as long as a system of Pro- posed that communications between the
tection continued, it was a financial loss Go'vernor-General, in bis capacity as Im-
to the country. The hon. gentleman did perial officer, and the Colonial Office, he
not admit that. ris contention was would become simply the mouthpiec of
that Protection itself was an economi bis advisers, and would discus their acts
adantage. Mr. Mil contended that the and opinions with a view to rakiug a
onlv ground upon whdch Protection defence of th m. e was as free, in suci
couid, at agy time, be defended, was communications, frorn their advice, as
that an industry for which they ad not would be were he writing to an intimate
the necesy skilaed labour, was well friend. But, when the views of the
adapted to the country, and he held that Government were to be communicated to
a financial ms might be submbitted for a the Colonial Secretary, they shou d be
time in order that by-and-bye, when that communicated by a memorandum a
ndustry was established, it might be- Council, or a memorandum prepare by
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some member of the Government, as the
exponent of the views of the Govern-
ment. When the hon. gentleman laid
down the doctrine that he could bring
down to this House public documents and
despatches discussing the affairs of this
country, putting forward the views of the
Government professedly, and disclaim
any responsibility for them, he (Mr.
Mills) entirely dissented from that view.
He remembered some years ago, when
the hon. gentleman was leader
of the Government, that while a
inatter was under discussion in this
House, he expressed an opinion that it
was not desirable that the House shouid
proceed with the discussion at al until
a certain communication from the Gov.
ernor to the Imperial Government was
laid on the table of the House. The
hon. gentleman brought that document
down without any motion of the House,.
and after it was laid on the table the
hon. gentleman stated he was not in any
way responsible for the contents of the
despatch, and that it was not proper to
say it was brought down for a purpose.
To day the hon. gentleman laid down a
similar doctrine from which he (Mr.
Mills) dissented. If the Government
chose to discuss this question with the
Imperial authorities, with a view to de-
fend themselves, whether they did it
through the Governor-General or
through an Order in Council, they weie
equally responsible to the House. This
communication said : " They also desired
to point out." Who desired to point
out? Why, the hon. gentleman and bis
colleagues. Point out to whom I To
the Colonial Secretary and the Govern-
ment of England. Did the hon. gentle-
man pretend that a document written
at their instance-because it was perfect-
ly obvious they could not desire the Gov-
ernor-General to point out certain things
to the Colonial Minister and bis col-
leagues, unless they thought he was going
to communicate with them on the subject
-was one for which the Government were
not responsible I It was not written by
His Excellency in bis capacity as an
Imperial Officer, but as the Chief Magis-
trate of this country, advised by bis Min-
isters, in defence of their fiscal policy.
That was patent on the face of this com-
munication. The only way in which the
Government could avoid responsibility,

Mn. MILLS.

was to provide that communications be-
tween the two Governments should be
carried on in such a way that the des-
patches of His Excellency might wholly
drop out of sight, without impairing the
correspondence. Communications fron
the Colonial Secretary, when in reply to
a Minister or memoranda of the Coun-
cil, could be brought without its being
necessary to bring down the despatch of
His Excellency. But so long as they
contained the views of the Government,
at the instance of the Governor, they
were despatches for the contents of which
the Government mast be beld reponsible
by Parliament. Every communication
made to the Colonial Office, discussing
and defending the policy of the Govern-
ment, explaining or defending the views
of the Goverument in any matter of dif-
ference, was a communication for which
Ministers were responsible as much as Her
Maiesty's Ministers in the United King-
dom were for the despatches of the Foreign
Office.

Ma. PLUMB said he did not suppose
any leading member of the Opposition
would have ventured to make a state.
ment on these resolutions in the direction
of tariff argument unless he had some-
thing new to say in a matter which had
been so long agitated and discussed in
this louse and elsewhere. He did not
suppose that the late Finance Minister
would have ventured to present to this
House a restatement of the arguments
that had been made by the hon. gentle-
man himself as well as by most of the
hon. gentlemen on the Opposition
benches, but that he would have brought
some new matter into the discussion if
he had opened it at all. The hon. gen-
tleman had again stated what he had re-
iterated very often, namely, that the
tariff did not benefit the farmer, and he
had given one extremely apocryphal
authority to show that the farners of
Ontario would suffer under it. fie
stated that the average expenditure of
the farmers in dry goods and hardware
and groceries ranged from $250 to $500
a year. While the hon. gentleman
might perhaps know something of the
farming interest of the county he once
represented as a non-resident, he (Mr.
Plumb) knew something of the farming
interest in the West. He knew what
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it was for a farmer to buy
a farm and to struggle dur-
ing twenty or thirty years to
get it cleared and paid for, and
ýwith the most rigid economy it was
isually the case that he was fortunate if

he was barely able to leave 100 or 150
acres as a heritage to bis children. Such
a man had not spent $250 or $500
a year at the shops, or bis farm would
not have been paid for. The basis of the
hon. gentleman's statement was an en-
tirely fallacious one. He said the tariff
Ihad been aimed particularly at the farm-
ing class. The organ which was now
the hon. gentleman's patron, but which
was not bis patron in 1872, the Toronto
globe, had claimed to be the farmers'

organ for a great many years, and had
taimed to be the exclusive protector of
the farming interest. That paper had
constantly asserted that the proposed
tarif was against the interests of the
farming community; but the farming
community did not believe that state-
ment. It was to the farming community,
and not to the manufacturers, that the
present Government was indebted for
the position they now held as Her
Majesty's advisers. The fariners knew
perfectly well that it was necessary that
they should have a home market, and
that they should be permitted to relieve
their starved lands by a rotation of
crops. They understood clearly the
arguments that were addressed to them.
Their intelligence might be underratedby
hon. gentlemen on the other side ; he
thought it had always been underrated
by those hon. gentlemen. He believed
the intelligence of the farmers of the
great Province of Ontario was equal to
that of any other class, and he thought
tbey would appreciate at their true value
the arguments of the hon. gentlemen
opposite. It was useless for them
to imagine that they could bring
Ihose arguments to bear with any effect
apon the farmers of Ontario in the com-

ý]g election. The hon. gentleman from
Centre Huron said that this tarif would
impose additional taxes upon the
farmers to the extent of $25 or $30 a
year. He (Mr. Plumb) thought, on the
tOntrary, that they would be benefitted
to a far larger extent ; for instance, as
one advantage with the tax upon coal,
they would now be able to obtain a

higher price for their cord wood.
This was an important item. The
farmers were sellets, not buyers, of fuel.
He also undertook to say that, having a
home market which would be induced by
the employés of manufacturers who they
sought to encourage in their nidst, the
farming community would benefit to an
extent far beyond twenty-five to thirty
per cent. a year, which the late Finance
Minister asserts will be their several
shares of the burdens of the tarif. The
hon. gentleman (Mr. Cartwright) also
accused the gentlemen on the Govein-
ment side of the House with having pro-
vided that, whenever there was a time of
scarcity, they were prepared to abandon
the duty on breadstuffs. Did the hon.
gentleman not know that it was not
necessary to pass any new provision to
that effect, and that full power, contem-
plating such a contingency, was given
under the eleventh clause of the tarifI
There was no new power granted in the
the tarif in that respect. It was pre-
cisely similar to the power granted to
the late Minister of Finance in the legis-
lation of 1877, and that was the re-en-
actment of an old Statute. The hon.
member for Centre Huron (Mr. Cart-
wright) said the Sinking Fund was not to
be considered in reckoning the deficits
which took place under bis disastrous
administration of the finances of Canada.
That was a new doctrine-not so far as
the hon. gentleman was concerned-but
to every sound financier in the world.
The Sinking Fund was provided by our
contract with the public creditor for the
purpose of reducing the public debt by
an annual contribution, and to say that
it should not be taken from the current
income of each year, or that it should
not be included as an item of outlay, was
a statement calculated to injure the
eredit of Canada. The doctrine would
not stand examination for a single mo-
ment. They had it from the hon. the
late Premier that it was not proper that
there should be a discrepancy between
the receipts a'nd the expenditure. aùd, at
the same time, he said that it would be
easy to bring the expenditure within the
receipts, and that deficits should not be
permitted, and such deficits could not be
excused or palliated by saying that any
part of them was occasioned by payments
into the Sinking Fund. That fund was
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a sacred trust not to be trifled with by
sophistries so inexcusable as those of the
late Finance Minister. Yet, under that
hon. gentleman's management, there had
been deficits for three or four years in
succession. And, what was the apology
offered by him for that state of affairs'
Why, that there had been a deficit under
Sir John A. Macdonald's Administration,
in old Canada, somewhere before 1862,
He (Mr. Plumb) did not consider thai
the members of this Bouse to-day had
verv much to do with deficits thai
might have occurred in old Canada
prior to 1862. They were not
to try the Minister who conducted the
financial affairs of Old Canada seventeen
years ago, but the hon. gentleman whc
administered the finances of Canada from
1874 to 1878, and against whom the
people of Canada Lad pronounced judg-
ment. In the course of his harangue, the
hon. gentleman stated that the trade
with the United States and the trade
with England, were practically the same,
and bore the same relations to us. He
(Mr. Plumb) took issue with the hon.
gentleman, and so, he thought, would
every practical man upon his side of the
House who had even taken the nost
superficial and cursory glance at the con-
dition of things which existed between
the United States and Canada, and the
United States and England. The lion.
member (Mr. Cartwright) said there were
some $13,000,000 worth of agricultural
products brought into Canada under the
free'list, whilst, at the same time, there
was some $11,000,000 worth of the saie
products exported from the country. In
fact, it was merely in transitu, and to tax
it, would injure the carrying and com-
mission interests. There never had been
a more fallacious statement made in the
House. It was easy to bond produce in
transitu. Everybody knew that more
than $2,000,000 worth of the agricultu-
ral produce of other countries was con-
sumed in the Dominion. He acknow-
ledged that, under the system inaugurated
by the hon. gentleman opposite and Lis
friends, the whole relations of this coun-
try with the Vnited States were chauged.
Under that system, the farmers of
Canada exported their produce when
there was not enough in the Dominion to,
feed the country, and they were obliged
to import from the United States to

MR. PLuM9B.

r make up the deficiency. We all knew
that the inferior wheat which came into
Canada from the United States was
mixed with Canadian wheat for home
consumption and for export. The bon.
gentleman said it was an unfair state-
ment to make, to assert that there was
an amount of the five per cent. debt to be
provided for in 1886, because, although

. nominally then payable, was in fact pay-
able at our option at or after that date.
It was to be provided for, because lis
hon. friend (Mr. Tilley) would choose
to reduce the rate of interest and make
a four per cent loan in place of it. He
trusted when bis hon. friend the Minister
of Finance went to England, Le would
make a fair, straightforward statement of
the financial affairs of Canada, like the
statements so truthfully made by the
bon. the late Finance Minister when he
went to England in 1875 or 1876.
Those statements were truthfully made,
but be (Mr. Plumb) would not vouch for
other statements so largely and scandal-
ously at variance with them which were
made by the late Finance Minister iii
Western Ontario in 1877, which lie un-
blushingly called the brazen side of a
shield of which Le had presented the sil-
ver side to the capitalists of England.
It was the brazen side of the shield that
was placed before the electors of Canada
in order to damage bis predecessors, and
the hon. gentleman had seen the result of
it in the judgment passed by the people
of Canada upon him. That hon. gentle-
man had also alleged that the industrial
league of the United States had endorsed
the policy of this Government. The hon.
gentleman had made quotations from cer-
tain financial authorities in the United
States before, and Le had quoted at pub-
lic meetings from the pamphlet of Mr.
D. A. Wells, only stopping at a certain
passage, which stated that the annexation
of Canada with the United States would
be the result of the poliey which Mr.
Wells advocated and the hon. gentleman
endorsed. After quoting a writer whose
tendencies were clearly annexationist, the
hon. gentleman talked about the policy of
the Conservative party as tending to
sever the golden link between Canada and
England. He, forsooth, was one of the
gentlemen who took up the cry of loyalty.
He thought lit ill-became them to make
any such claim as that, as against the
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gentleman who now governed the coun-
try, who had stood with unbroken front
against any attempt to sever the golden
link from the time that he first entered
public life, and upon whose loyalty there
never had been a shadow of suspicion.
It was not the place cf hon. gentlemen
opposite to talk about loyalty. It was
not a fair line of argument either, to
produce paragraphs from English Pro-
vincial newspapers, in support of their
-contestations, tecause, forsooth, there had
been, perhaps, some little feeling in the
manufacturing districts, with respect to
a tariff that might impose a small in-
crease of charge upon certain classes of
English manufacturers, as to which the
wildest misrepresentations had been made
here and elsewhere, by the Opposition,
in order to create a prej udice against their
policy in England. They had all a very
high respect for the great commercial
and manufacturing interests of England,
and a strong desire to prevent injury to
those interests ; but they must also re-
member that there was a large invest-
ment of English capital in Canada not
representing, directly, the manufacturing
interests. Capitalists had entrusted large
sums of money in this country for which
they were not receiving a return, and if
the Government pursued a revenue
policy that would secure for those capi-
talists, through reviving prosperity, a
better return for their investments in
railway and other works, a small amount
of that return would more than recoup
the $400,000 or $500,000 which, it was
claimed, would be taken out of the
pockets of English manufacturers, and
even (those manufacturers themselves,
would be largely benefitted by a
policy which would increase the
purchasing power of the Canadian
public, who must continue to be large
consumers of English goods, whatever
might be the effect of the National
Policy. If the tariff was intended to
promote and foster the manufacture of
coarse woollens in Canada, it would also
stimulate household manufactures. He
did not think that anybody who under-
stood the interests of this country would
find fault with a system which would
create a home demand for Canadian
wool. The hon. the Minister of Finance
would be a public benefactor, if lie could
,do anything which would increase the

Bill. 1829

domestic industries of the Canadian
farmer, which heretofore had been too
much neglected, if he could cause the
hum of the spindle to be again heard,
instead of the strain of the piano. His
hon. friend on the other side (Mr. Cart-
wright) was somewhat too sanguine in
lis estimate of the efficacy of the appeal
lie made to the country. He (Mr.
Plumb) had a little extract from a
speech delivered, on the 9th July, 1877,
and reported in the Globe of the 25th
July, by the then Finance Minister. It
was as follows :-

" The Protection resolution of Sir John.
which my hon. friend Mr. Mackenzie dis-
posed of effectually, in a speech of eight
minutes by the dock, in reply to Sir John's
so-called oration of one hour."

The people of Canada did not seem to have
disposed of those resolutions of the right
hon. gentleman who was again at the
head of the Government in that way, and
the hon. gentleman who had made that
wonderful eight minutes' speech by the
clock, must have been rather astonished
that his speech had made no such im-
pression upon the people of Canada as
had been asserted. That it was not effec-
tually disposed of by Mr. Mackenzie,
was shown by the large majority on the
Government 'side of the House. He (Mr.
Plumb) was not astonished*at bis hon.
friend from Chateauguay (Mr. Holton)
rising to a point of order on constitu-
tional practice. His hon. friend had no
other weapon with which to flourish in
his little tours de force. He (Mr. Plumb),
in common with many others on this
side of the House. had long since ceased
to be alarmed at bis frown. That hon.
gentleman spoke as if the gentlemen on
the Treasury benches were habitually in-
terposing the Governor-General between
themselves and responsibility. Bis hon.
friend now keptjealous watch over the
rights of His Excellency. He (Mr.
Plumb) could recollect-he was net in
public life at the time, but he read it in
the newspapers-when his hon.
friend was not . so great an
adNocate for the shielding of the Gover-
nor-General from attack or censure when
the Press upon lis side were pouring
abuse upon Lord Dufferin, and the hon.
gentleman himself cried privilege till he
was hoarse in an attempt to force the
Governor-General into the performance
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of an unconstitutional act. Lord Duf-
ferin stood firm, and refused to permit
the hon. gentlemen and others of bis
political leanings to hold a Session of
Parliament for the despatch of business
in 1873, when, in the Governor-General's
opinion, no such Session had been called
or agreed upon. Lord Dufferin, in a
speech at Halifax, playfully alluded to
the castigations of the organs of the hon.
gentleman's party in the following lan-
guage. Speaking of the official relations
between himself and bis Government,
and between himself and the people of
Canada, he said:

"Sometimes, of course, no matter how dis-
ronnected his personality may be from what
is taking place, lie will get dragged into some
controversy, and he may suddenly find himself
the subject of criticism by the Press of what-
ever party may, for the moment, be out of
humour; but, under these circumstances, he
must console himself with the reflection that
these spasmodic castigations are as transitory
and innocuous as the discipline applied occa-
sionally to their idol by the unsophisticated
worshippers of Mumbo Jumbo when their har-
rests are short or a murrain visits their flocks."

He (Mr. Plumb) heard, then, of no at-
tempt of the hon. gentleman from Cha-
teauguay to interpose the æ-gis of consti-
tutional protection between the Gover-
nor-General and bis virulent assailants.
He (Mr. Plumb) even suspectod that
the hon. gentleman himself was in
the fore front of the attackng party.
It was under such circumstances that
Lord Dufferin's utterance was made, and
he (Mr. Plumb) was somewhat surprised
to see that they had changed places on
the subject. They on the Ministerial
side had won their position by fair play.
No argument addressed to the farming
community during the contest of next
June would have any weight, except one
favourable to the Conservative side. He
had seen no deception practised on the
electors but by the hon, gentlemen on the
opposite side, who constantly said that
the Conservatives never intended to carry
out their promises. Indeed, he might
truly say:

" When, without stratagem,
eut in plain play and even shock of battle,
Was ever known so great and little loss
On one and on the other."

The contest had been a fair stand-
up fight, in which the hon. gen.
ilemen opposite had been worsted,

MR. PLUME.

and he thought that if they bore their
defeat vithout exhibiting so snuch bitter-
ness and so little resignation, they would
stand much better with the country.
They were welconme to tear open and dis-
play their wounds as long as they chose,
but lie believed that the country had no
sympathy with their gashes, and would
willingly see then remain in hospital
till they were healed, if they were not
incurable.

The motion for the third reading of the
Bill was put and declared carried on a
division.

THE LETELLIEIL CASE.

REMARKS.

Order for House to again resolve itself
into Comniittee of Supply read.

MR. HOLTON said that lie had in-
tended on the motion for the third read-
ing of the Tariff Bill to say a word or
two in reply to the remarks of his
riglit bon. friend the leader of the Gov-
ernment, on a previous occasion. Not
to put himself out of order by speaking
twice on the same question, he had
waited until the next motion was pre-
sented, but it had passed so suddenlj
that he had not the opportunity of say-
ing anything on it. He was very glad
to hear that they were to have an op-
portunity for discussion on the Letellier
matter before the House rose. How-
ever, the real motive for his reference to
it was to bring about some discussion on
the subject before the Iouse rose.
It was very important that that mat-
ter should be discussed. They had sent
an ambassador to the Court of St. James
in reference to it-a distinguished
member of the Government-to attend
to the prosecution, whether against Mr.
Letellier or the Governor-General, they
were not yet informed. The first im-
pression was that he had gone to prose-
eute a suit as between the advisers of
His Excellency and His Excellency
himself. But the subsequent statement
made by the right hon. gentleman
rather led to the supposition that lie
had gone to conduct the prosecutiOn
against the Lieutenant-Governor. Wi
(Mr. Holton) might say now, when pr:
fectly in order, that there seemed t>
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Lave been some little doubt about
the course of Ris Excellency's advisers
on that occasion, and about that of bis
chief adviser, especially, in drawing a
line between himself and fis Excellency,
as he had done in the first instance-a
course which he (Mr. Holton) thought
thon, and still thought now, was not only
contrary to sound constitutional usage,
but extremely unfair to His Excellency.
He believed the doctrine that there could
never be a variance between the Crown
or the representative of the Crown, and
the advisers of the Crown or of the re-
presentative of the Crown for one single
hour; and lis own judgment was,
although he did not shine in anything,
according to his right hon. friend the
Premier, that there had been a grievous
sin against sound constitutional usage in
the course he took in communicating to
the House at all any difference of
opinion between himself and the head of
the Executive. He (Mr. Holton) had
sought an opportunity of saying so
imuch, and if a further opportunity
should arise, he would amplify some-
what bis views on that question. Whicb
of them would shine on that occasion
remained to, be seen, and the matter
would be passed upon by an intelligent
posterity, if not by the vindictive par-
tisans of to-day. Opinions might differ,
and men might depart from their prin-
ciples; they might not do as well as they
knew how to do. His right hon. friend
knew pretty nearly what was right in
such matters. As his hon. friend
Mr. Mackenzie remarked, his was
Rot the sin of ignorance, but
a sin against knowledge, and he
desired, before the debate passed on,
to emphasise his opinion on that ques-
tion, and say that thon, as to-day, he
thought the Government were open to the
charge of the hon. member for Lambton,
of taking shelter, in doubtful circum-
stances, under the name of the Goverror-
General, and making an unfair use of
that name. That was his (Mr. Holton's)
deliberate opinion. The right hon. gen-
tleman must vindicate himself if he
could when the debate which he promised
was entered upon, from the charge of his
having, on the occasion referred to,
made a very improper use of the Gover-
nor-General's name, and, having violated
all correct notions of responsible govern-
ment.

Si JOHN A. MACDONALD said
that all he could say would be to take
back what he had uttered about the bon.
gentleman from Chateauguay not being
a shining light. He admitted the hon.
gentleman was a shining light.

SUPPLY.

CHARGES OF MANAGEMENT.

House again resolved itself into Comi-
mittee of Supply.

200

(In the Committee.)
To meet the possible amount

requ red to complete the
expenditure in full of the
Seigniorial Tenure Com-
mission ......... ........ S1,500 0)

In answer to Mr. CARTWRIGHT,

MR. TILLEY said lie asked for no
vote for this object next year. The
Commission was about to be closed. It
might be desirable to spend a little on it
the present year.

Vote agreed to.

CIVIL GOVERNMENT.

COVERNOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE.

Increased allowance to Se-
cretary from lst April...

201 Increased allowance to
Aides-de-camp from Ist

April...................

- DEPARTKENT OF JUSTICE.

202 To secure organisation of
Staff, as shewn in details
of Estimates for 1879-80, to
take effect from lst Janu-
ary, 1879 ................

POST OFFICE DEPARTMUNT.

203 Increased allowance to Secre-
tary ....................

$200 04)

400 00

(50 00

300 00

DEPARTMENTAL CONTINGENCLES.

204 Additional amount required
by Department of Interior. 2,000 0.

POLIC3.

205 To provide for expenditure
caused by increase of Staff
during the year.......... 250 O)

Supply. [MAY 7, 1879.]
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PENITENTIARIES.

Manitoba.
206 Further sum required for

this service ............ $1,500 00

In answer to Mr. CARTWRIGHT, ,

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said this
item, as well as the next item, were re-
quired to supplement the votes of last
year, both of which were expended about
the 1st March.

Vote agreed to.

British Columbia.

207 Further sumrequired for this
service .............

LEGIBLATION.

208 To meet expenditure for wit-
nesses and shorthand re-
porters, Session of 1878....

209 To meet further expenditure
in full, on account of pub-
lication of Debates of 1878.

$2,400 00

1,000 00

5,364 28

MR. MACKENZIE asked what was
likely to be the expenditure this year.
When this work was first undertaken,
it was with the understanding that the
maximum expenditure would not exceed
from $12,000 to $14,000. It exceeded
that the first year, last year it was about
$18,000, and now it was nearly $21,000.
Judging from the size of the present re-
port, and the number of days it was be-
hind, he found it would be still more this
year.

MR. ROSS (West Middlesex) said the
matter at present stood in this position :
last year it cost $18,000 and a trifle over,
but the service, which sheuld have closed
the lst of July, was not all paid for, so
that this amount of money had to be car-
ried over into this year. That was what
this vote was for. He fancied the
debates would not cost as much this year.

MR. WTEPHENSON said it was a
mere matter of book-keeping ; it was the
amount of money expended before the
close of the last financial year, and this
was a re-vote to meet the expenditure
which ran into the present year. The
amount of money left in Mr. Hartney's
hands was refunded, and this was part of

the money voted to meet the expenditure
incurred since the close of the last finan-
cial year, because the volume was not
finished on the 30th of June last, and the
cost of finishing it was borne on this
year's appropriation, which they wanted
$5,000 to recoup.

Vote agre3d to.

210 To meet the cost of printing
and preparing catalogue of
the Library of Parliament. $ 5,300 00

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD
explained that in reference to the library
catalogue, it appeared that Mr Todd
thought he had authority to print and
prepare a catalogue, and he placed it in
the bands of the contractor. It was in
process of being printed when it was
found that it was literally impossible for
the contractor to have it ready for the
meeting of Parliament. He (Sir John A.
Macdonald) told Mr. Todd that if he
could not get it ready as he desired, he
had better divide the work. This was
done, and a portion given to the Citizen
Company.

MR. MACKENZIE: What au-
thority had Mr. Todd 1

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
he did not know. The catalogue was
ordered before they knew anything about
it. Mr. Todd said that every ten years
he had prepared a catalogue, and be im-
agined that he had now the authority.

MR. MACKENZIE said Mr.
had no such authority.

Vote agreed to.

211 To pay a gratuity to E. U.
Fiché, Esq., late Clerk As-
sistant of the House of
Commons, on his retire-
m ent....................

Todd

$1,000 00

ARTS, AGRICULTURE AND STATISTICS.

212 To meet the amount required
to complete expenditure on
account of the Paris Exhi-
bition............ ...... $25,000 00

213 To meet further amount re-
quired in connection with
the preparation of Criminal
Statistics................ 1,000 00
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IMMIGRATION AND QUARANTINE.

214 To replace fittings at Grosse
Isle Hospital, destroyed by
fire.....................

PENSIONS.

215. To meet expenditure required
for Veterans of 1812-15...

$1,000 00

$2,000 00

MILITIA.

ORDINARY.

Mifidtary Branch and District Staf.

[ To provide for pay of one
| Assistant Inspector of
I Artillery for the Mari-

time Provinces,from 17th
September, 1878, to 30th
June, 1879.............

216 - To provide for gratuities to
retiring officers conse-

| quent upon the amalga-
| mation of the offices of
J Paymaster and Store-
J keeper in various dis-
{ tricts.................

Drill Pay.

217 Amount required to pay the
cost of the drill of the Ot-
tawa Troop of Cavalry....

Guard at Rideau Hall.

218 Pay and maintenance .......

EXTRAORDINARY.

219 To pay expenditure incurred
in connection with precau-
tionary measures for defen-
sive purposes............
To pay expenditure in-

curred through the call-
ing out of the Militia in
aid of the civil power at
Montreal and Quebec in

220 1878..................
J To pay expenditure In-

curred through the call-
ing ont of the Militia in
aid of the civil power at

t Cape Breton in 1876....

$ 946 66

2,400 00

814 50

2,500 00

3,000 00

13,000 00

622 81

PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDINGS CHARGE-
ABLE TO CAPITAL.

RMLWAYS.

221 Pacifie Railway-To pay Mr.
Wallace as compensation
for his lss of time whilst
employed in this service.. $ 1,750 00

222

Intercolonial Railway-
Amount required for
completion ............

Amount required on ac-
count of extension into
Halifax. ..............

Amount required to pay
for construction of engine

- house at Ste. Flavie, in
accordance with judg-
ment of Exchequer Court.

Amount of award in favour
of Messrs. Boggs & Mur-
ray, for work under con-
tract, Section 19, and ex-
penses in connection
therewith ............

20,000 00

5,000 00

5,721 00

101,753 00

MR. MACKENZIE said, from the
slight perusal he had been able to give
the papers in this case, he had come to
the conclusion that it ought not to have
been taken out of the Court. He had
formerly stated that Lis impression was
that the judgment of Judge Fou-nier
was interlocutory, not final. Curiously
enough, he had used the same phrase in
dealing with it. A reference of it was
made to obtain correct information bv
re-measurement of the work, and, as
soon as that should be done, he was to
reconsider the case for judgment. He
(Mr. Mackenzie) considered the case
should not have gone before Mr. Keefer ;
that the Registrar of the Supreme
Court, as directed, should have taken
the evidence, assisted by some
professional or Engineer, as assessor.
There was no leading engineer of the In-
tercolonial called to give evidence,
neither Mr. Fleming nor Mr. Schrieber,
both of whom were responsible for any
change of location. With regard to
Grant's evidence, no doubt he was a resi-
dent engineer at that work ; but they
had evidence in the Department of great
want of accuracy and preciseness in his
work, and he (Mr. Mackenzie) would not
be surprised at mistakes being foiund.
Yet he was the only witness summoned,
apparently, except a rod man or chain
man was called to give evidence before
the arbitrator. He thought the case had
been mismanaged. L

MR. TUPPER said he was quite sure
that if the hon. member for Lambton had
had sufficient time to examine the papers,
he would have arrived at a very different
conclusion. In the first place, although
the judgment was interlocutory, it was

Supply. [MAY 7, 1879.]
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one, in the opinion of the Deputy Min-
ister of Justice, that ought to be remitted
to the Registar for the taking of evi-
dence, which must, in the nature of
things, be accepted when taken, although
it would go back to the Judge for final
judgment ; that the Deputy Minister also
thought that it would have been utterly
impossible for the Registrar, or any gen-
tleman, without technical knowledge of
the work done, to have performed that
task with any degree of accuracy
whatever. Therefore, it was thought
best to take it before an engineer.
The course adopted was deened the only
one that would secure the Government a
right decision. So the case was managed
before an arbitrator. But the gentlemen
entrusted with the case for the Govern-
ment were those to whom the late Gov-
ernment confided it, Messrs. Walker
and McIntyre, who, if there was
any failure or fault in not
calling Messrs. Fleming and Schrie-
ber, were responsible. But they had pro-
duced those engineers before a Court, and
their evidence was in the hands of an
arbitrator. Those lawyers had conducted
the case in an able and j udicious manner
He (Mr. Tupper) did not believe they
had omitted anything towards a proper
discharge of their duty. The award of
Mr. Keefer, in the opinion of the Deputy
Minister of Justice, was still appealable
to the Supreme Court, but, possessing
the opinion of Messrs. Walker and
MeIntyre, ho believed the finding
was fully warranted by the testimony,
and that the result of an appeal would
not be satisfactory. Under these circum-
stances the hon. gentleman would hardly
feel that they were not warranted in ac-
cepting it. They, therefore, asked Parlia-
ment to vote the amount.

MR. MACKENZIE: Why did the
hou. gentleman not direct those engineers
to give evidence before the arbitrator ?

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou) said that
he was unable to advise in this matter,
under any respect, in consequence of
having been engaged in the case before
taking office, and, therefore, he had not
even conferred with the Deputy Minister
of Justice on the subject. But the in-
terests of the country were ably
cared for by that gentleman.
The evidence of Messrs. Schrieber

MX. Twrrîa.

and Fleming, which the member for
Lambton erroneously thought had not
been taken, was taken and used by the
arbitrator, and they were examined and
cross-examined by the counsel of the re-
spective parties. Mr. Grant, the engi-
neer under them, and the assistant, were
also examined.

MR. MACKENZIE: One was ex-
amined.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) sa-i ali
were who were supposed to know any-
thing on the subject. The judgment was
only interlocutory, so far as to be subject
to review, as was the evidence directed
to be taken. But he thought legal gen-
tlemen would say it was merely in the
form of a decree of reference on which
all the leading elements of the case were
finally determined. The Judge, by that
judgment, defined with greater precise-
ness and clearness the points on whicli
he desired testimony in order not to
arrive at a doubtful conclusion. But as
the certain and only fact to be ascertained
was the amount due, Judge Fournier set-
tled the principle on -which the ultimate
decision was to be founded. He deter-
mined that the surveys were not reput-
able to the parties responsible, and it was
on that groind he referred to one fact,
defining what the liability was for the
change of grade and location. le re-
fused, in distinct and positive terms, thc
ascertainment of the value either pre or
con. on that change of grade. On those
two points he thought the hon. gentle-
man would find that, although the Judge
used the phrase interlocutory, the fact
was it was a final decee on the
legal elements of the case, refusing to the
Registrar of the Court the ascertaë-
ment of the amount due. That all toOk
place, except the reference to Mrt.
Keefer, before the present Governmennt
took office. The only charge of indis-
cretion, if even that could be proved or
used against the present Minister of
Public Works, would be in reference to
the appointment of Mr. Keefer, who was
a professional man, in relation te suci
work, instead of the Registrar.

MR. MACKENZIE said that after
Mr. Fleming became intimately Of-
nected with the Pacific Railway, b.(
Mackenzie) thougbt he ougIt to devott
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his whole time to that enterprise, re-
serving to him still two or three
gat engineering works, such as the
Miramichi and Restigouche bridges, and
Mr. Schreiber did all the rest of the
work. ie was more than half the time
on the road, and must have known a
great deal about the sections, and all
those matters were gone over by Mr.
Fleming also.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) : He was
examined.

MR. MACKENZIE said not before
the arbitrators. Messrs. Bill, Jellette
and Mitchell were the only parties that
appeared by the papers to have
been examined before the arbitra-
tors. Even if the two chief engineers
had not been examined technically as to
the measurements, they ought to have
been there. No lawyer could have
conducted the case without the assist-
ance that either of these two gentlemen
could have rendered.

MR. TUPPER desired to ask the
hon. gentleman which of the two, him-
self or the hon. gentleman, was to blame
for not calling Mr. Schrieber or Mr.
Fleming before the arbitrators. All that
was done, as far as he was concerned,
was to refer the matter to the Deputy
Minister of Justice, to find whether
the ends of justice would be better at-
taiued by the course he had adopted.
Was the counsel the hon. gentleman
employed, and which he (Mr. Tupper)
simply continued, responsible, or was it
hitnself (Mr. Tupper), for any failure
to secure proper testimony ? The hon.
gentleman must know that this matter
being in the hands of counsel selected
by himself, if there was any failure in
calling proper witnesses, or in the man-
agement of the case, then those gentle-
men employed by the late Government
wem responsible, therefor, and not
himself.

XR. MACKENZIE said he took
care that those gentlemen ahould be at
the Court in all the cases that were tried.
He conferred with them about the case,
and they did attend Court, but they
did not attend the Court that was
held after he went out of office, and he
didnot know why. He would ask the
kon, gentleman if Mr. Odell gave exactly

the same evidence before the Judge as
before the arbitrator.

MR. TUPPER said lie knew
nothing about it whatever. It being
in the hands of gentleman who had
conducted the cause, it was left in their
hands, and every assistance they asked
for was furnished ther. They man-
aged the case before the arbitrators and
not himself.

MR. MACKENZIE: The exact
measurements were only gone into before
the arbitrators.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) : I think
ny hon. friend will find that Odell made

the measurements before he was ex-
amined by the Judge, and lie was ex-
amined on those measurements before the
Judge, and then was re-examined on the
same measurements afterwards.

Mn. CAMERON (South Huron) said
the question which came before the Court
for adjudication, and upon which evidence
was taken, was quite difierent from the
one that came before the arbitrator, and
the kind of evidence necessary to elicit
before the Judge, in order to enable the
plaintiff to establish his case, or the
Crown to make a defence, would not be
at all applicable before the arbitrator.
The only thing that struck hia in the
matter was, that the evidence of experts
in the Department was not taken before
the arbitrator on the two questions
which were practically submitted to him.

Vote agreed to.

CANALS.

223 Culbute Canal-Amount re-
quired...... ........ ....

224 Grenville Canal-Amount re-
quired to pay legal represen-
tatives of Samuel Cushing
for land damages.........

225 Rideau Canal-Balance of ap-
propriation for 1 77-78, un-
expended on 30th Septem-
ber, 1878, and carried for-
ward by special warrant...

$9,000 0<>

480 0(

3,754 0(>

PUELIC BUILDINGS, OTTAWA.

[Eastern Block-Amount re-
| quired for construction of

226 attics ................ 8,000 00
Western Block-Amount re-

quired to complete pay-
ment for extension ...... 10,000 00>
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MR. CURRIER suggested that
more apartments should be finished off
in the Central Block, as the accommoda-
tion for members was insufficient. He
also desired to draw the attention of
the hon. the Minister of Public Works to
the bad ventilation of the Railway and
Private Bills Committee Rooms.

Vote agreed to.

PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDINGS CHARGE-

ABLE TO INCOME.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

Ontario.

Custom House, Toronto-
Balance due architect....

227 Kingston Military College-
~ To complete............

Ottawa Drill Shed-Amount
required................

Quebec.

228 Montreal Examining Ware-
house-To complete ......

New Brunswick.

229 Chatham Post-office--Altera-
tions and fittings .......

$1,529

20,000

2,000

10,000 00

790 00

PZNITUNTIARIES.

230 Dorchester, N.B., Penitentiary
-Balance of appropriation
for 1877-78 remaining unex-
pended on the 30th Sep-
tember, 1878, and carried
forward by special warrant. 21,505 45

RENTS, REPAIRs, ETC.

f Rents, repairs, furniture, heat-
| ing, etc..................

31I Lamps for road to Rideau
S Hall....................

Seven months' Lighting and
[ Gas, road to Rideau Hall..

BARBOURS AND BRIAWATERS.

Ontario.

232 Bayfield Harbour - Amount
awarded to J. S. McEwen by
official arbitrators, in settle-
ment of his claim for extras.

Nova Scotia*
233 Oak Point Breakwater-To re-

fund J. E. Woodworth
certain moneys expended by
him in connection with this
service...................

MR. CAMERON.

45,000

180

116

4,950 00

530 00

MR. MACKENZIE said he did not
think they could consent to this vote.
That breakwater had been conveyed in
fee simple tô the Government, which
then spent $20,000 upon the work. He
never heard of any one pretending to
have a claim against the Govrenment on
account of the breakwater. The Gov-
ernment was in possession of it on the
most undisputed title.

MR. TUPPER said that Mr. Wood-
worth had paid out the amount in the
resolution in buying up small share-
holders, who would not consent to con-
vey their title to the Government. The
reason the claim had lain in abeyance
was that the amount was a compara-
tively small matter to him in his former
circumstances, but having lost his pro-
perty the money would now be a con-
sideration to him.

Vote agreed to.

IMPROVEMENT OF NAVIGABLE RIVERS.

234 -<

I.

Removal of rock, Victoria
Harbor, Fraser River,
British Columbia.-Bal-
ance of appropriation
for 1877-78 remaining
unexpended on soth
September, 1878, and
carried forward by spe-
cial warrant ..........

Oromocto Shoal, River St.
John.................

RED RIVER ROAD.

235 Amount require1 to pay ar-
rears of wages to L. D. Audy.

ARBITRATIONS AND AWARDS.

236 To pay gratuity of one year's
salary to Chas. Taylor, on his
retirement from the position
of Official Arbitrator. .... ..

BLIDES AND BOOMS.

237 To pay for professional ser-
vices in the case of Chevrier
vs. Regina,, Gatineau River
Booms...................

$5,32 0

5,000

230 00

1,000 00

400 00

OCEAN. AND RIVER SERVICE.

MAIL SUBSIDIES.

238 To provide for mail subsidy
between Halifax and Cork,
if necessary (Revote)......$ 19,770 84
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239 To provide for payment for

services rendered by the
Steam Navigation Company
of Prince Edward Island in
the conveyance of mails be-
tween Summerside and She-
diac during the season of
navigation,1869..........

240 To provide for further expend-
iture for investigations into
Wrecks and Casualties.....

241 To protide for professional
services incurred in the suit
of the Queen vs. David. ....

242 To remunerate Donald MeNeill
for loss and expenses in con-
nection with his removal
from St. Paul's Island in
1874.....................

FISHERIES.

243 To provide for salaries and dis-
bursements of additional
Fishery Overseers and War-
dens in the Province of
Quebec , ........... ......

[MAY 7, 1879.]

$1,000 00

1,266 00

510 27

200 00

1,000 00

MR. KAJLBACK said a very large
amount of money was expended by
the Dominion yearly in the payment of
salaries to officials in the protection of
river fisheries in Nova Sec.tia without an
adequate return being shown, proofs of
which were exhibited to the public very
clearly by the sad and apparently wilful
neglect that was exhibited by officials b
charge of the river fisheries, in permit-
ting mill- dams, without fishways (or im-
perfect ones, if any), and obstructions of
various kinds, to be thrust across the
most valuable rivers, and carelessly per-
nitting deposits of saw-dust, not only to
the utter exclusion of the passage of
fish, but to the passage of ships naviga-
ting some of their waters. He had no
hesitation in saying that, unless the
rivers were protected by prop.er and effi-
cient officials-men willing and ready to
discharge their duties fearlessly and im-
partially-their rivers, being the nursery,
of their deep sea fisheries, they would
see their fisheries, in a short time, a cont-
plete sacrifite and failure. He would
very particularly urge upon the Govern-
ment the necessity for early and prompt
attention to this long-countenanced evil.

Vote agreed to.

244 To further provide for the
maintenance of the several
fish - breeding establish-
ments in the Dominion... $4,000 00

Supply. 1837

MR. KAULBA CK said lie hoped that
fish-breeding would not be confined to
the iuland lakes and rivers, but that the
deep sea fisheries would be carefully looked
after as well. Under the Washingtonr
Treaty the poor fishermen of the Mari-
time Provinces were greatly interfered
with in their rights and privileges in
having to surrender to the fishermen of
the United States the right of fishing in
common with themselves in our munici-
pal waters over an extent of coast of
3,160 miles, inhabited by a population of
over half a million, who derived their
subsistence almost entirely from the sea
fisheries. The American fishermen, hav-
ing had these privileges, had abused and
injured our fishermen to a very marked
degree, depopulated some of our finest
fishing grounds,which formerly were very
productive, diminished the production
of our fishermen, and materially affected
the chances of a living to the hardy,
honest and bardworked fishermen. The
fishermen, some five years ago, were
enabled to gather their harvest within
sight of their dwelings, the fish frequent-
ing their bays and harbours. Now they
were obliged to launch out into the track-
less deep, often beyond sight of land,
spending sleepless nights in hard toils,
at the risk and peril of their lives, to
get a scanty living for their poor fami-
lies, ail in consequence of their rights
and liberties having been ceded to foreign
fishermen, who were permitted to fish in
their waters in the most illicit manner.
In consequence of the concession of our
fisheries to foreign fishermen, much in-
jury had been done to our fishermen,
for which privileges and the in-
jury done to our fisheries and
fishermen Le contended that the
amount awarded us in June, 1877, by
the Washington Treaty arbitration,
should go to the fishermen, on the prin-
ciple of equity and justice, that what
came from the fisheries should return
to the fisheries; ail he asked of this
Government was to fund the amount of
award for the benefit of the fisheries, and
apply the revenues derived therefrom
in restoring the ail but exteemi-
nated fishing grounds, and develop-
ing the deep sea fisheries of the Domi-
nion, which were the greatest source of
revenue to the Dominion.

Vote agreed to.
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STEAMBOAT INSPECTION.

245. To further provide for expen-
diture on account of meas-
urement of steamers, etc..

INDIANS.

INDIANS OF QUEBEC.

246 To provide grant for relief for
unforseen cases of distress
amongst the Indians of the
Lower St. Lawrence......

$333 46

2,000 06

INDIANS Or THE NORTH-WIST.

247 To provide for payment of
further annuitants uncLer
Treaty No. 4.............

248 do do No. 6
249 do do No. 7
250 To provide for further expen-

diture for agricultural im-
plements, cattle, etc., under
Treaties Nos. 4, 6 and 7,
owing to a large number of
Indians being desirous to
commence the cultivation
of the soil...............

251 To provide for further expen-
diture incurred for purchase
of provisions, in couse-
quence of threatened fam-
ine amongst the Indians. .

252 To provide for further expen-
diture in connection with
the general expenditure for
the North-West Superin-
tendency, being for salaries
of instructors of farming for
1878-79 ................

253 To provide for probable ex-
penditure for construction
of houses and farm build-
ings for instructors of faim-
ing.....................

INDIANS OF MANITOBA,

254 To provide for probable ex-
penditure for construction
of houses and farm build-
ings for instructors of farm-
ing......................

7,265 00
17,945 00
3601 00

20,000 00

10 000 00

2,000 00

15,000 00

2,500 00

NORTH-WEST MOUNTED POLICE.

f Pay, supplies and miscel-
laneous stores to com-
plete the service for the
year ...............

Improved arms and ammu-
nition to complete the
service for the year.,....

Mail service between Fort'
Benton, Montana, and
Forts Walsh, McLeod,
Calgary and Saskatche-

I wan...................

MR. KAULBACK.

32,000 00

3,000 00

6,000 00

MISCELLANEOUS.

256 To pay to Hon. T. W. Anglin,
salary attached to office of
Speaker of House of Com-
môns, from 1st October,
1878, to 12th February,
1879......... ........

257 Miscellaneous Printing-Fur-
ther amount required for
this service ...........

258 To pay for 350 copies of t4
Parliamentary Companion...

259 To pay T. D. Harington,
Esq,,late Deputy Receiver-
General, gratuity on his re-
tirement, after 47 years*
service, through the aboli-
tion of his office.........

260 To pay for proportionate cost
of testimonial to be pre-
sented to His Excellency
M. Delfosse, for services on
the Halifax Fishery Com-
mission (remainder to be
paid by United States and
Newfoundland)...........

1,476 19

3000 063

700 0e

3800 >0

2,389 05

MR. MUTTART said he did not
object to the item, but he wished to ex-
press his regret that the Government
had not seen fit to allow Prince
Edward Island the sum which was
justly due to her out of the Fishery
Award. At the time the fisheries were
ceded, Prince Edward Island was not ii
the Confederation. The treaty was
ratified by the Government in 1872.
Between that time and July, 1873, there
could be no question that the Island
could have got her separate amount if
she had insisted on it. The union of
the Island with the Dominion was on
condition that this amount should be
paid. He was aware the terms were
silent on that question, but the delegates
from the Island submitted a memoran-
dum, in which they stated that, if the
conditions of the memorandum were
agreed to, they were prepared to submlit
a further memorandum in regard to the
fisheries. This memorandum was not
submitted, but they took it for granted
that the intentions were that the Island
should receive its fair share of the
award. He did not think the Dominion
intended at the time that this amount
should be thrown into the generlM
revenue. Hie haid reason to believe that,
if the people of the Island supposed that
that award was going into the general
Treasury, they would never have entered
Confederation. The Halifax CommIssrOE

!55
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took into account the Island fisheries, and
he asked if it was fair the Government
should distribute this award for general
purposes ? Manitoba and some other
Provinces could have no claim to a por-
tion of this award, because their fisher-
ies had not contributed to swell the
amount. He trusted the Government
would see its way to pay what was
due the Island, which he believed was
eqitably, if not legally, due.

Vote aureed to.

26 To pay for expenses incurred
in connection with the ar-
rival at Halifax of Ris
Excel ency the Governor-
General and Her Royal
lighness the Princess

Louise, and train hire
between Halifax and Ot-
tawa....................

262 To pay expenditure incurred
on account of Special
Trade Mission to France
and Spain...........

$7,ooo 00

11,000 00

in answer to Mr. MACKENZiE,

MR. TILLEY said the instructions
to the delegates and their report had been
prepared to lay before the House; but
the correspondence included communi-
eations Sir A. T. Galt had had with the
Imperial Government on the subject.
and wheu it was submitted te His
Excellency, he thought it desirable to
ascertain whether there were any objec-
tions to these communications accom-
panying the papers. He (Mr. Tilley)
expeeted to have had a cablegram yes-
terday, and, as he had heard nothing
from His Excellency on the subject, he
had not felt himself in a position to
submit the papers. Sir A. T. Galt was ap-
pointed a Commissioner, and Col. Bernard,
an Assistant Coumissioner. In Spain
they had to employ a Spanish interpreter,
and had to incur several other items of
expense, the whole being about $6,000 ;
$3,000 had been allowed to Sir A. T.
Galt for the five months he was engaged
in the matter, and $800 to Col. Bernard,
and the whole amounted to a little less
than $11,000. Sir Alexander's salary
was on the same footing as that of a Cab-
inet Minister.

MI. MACKENZIE said the hon. gen-
tleman could not, by law, pay a super-

annuated officer in that way. Compen-
sation and salary could not run concur-
rently.

Mu. BOWELL said the hon. gentle-
man, when in power, had superannuated
Customs oficers and still employed them
at a large salary. Did the hon. gentle-
man remember the case of Mr. Yar-
wood, of Clifton?

Vote agreed to.

263 To pay F. X. Prieur, late
Director of Penitentiaries,
expenses incurred by him
on his removal from St.
Vincent de Paul tu Ottawa.

264 To pay Sheriff of Montreal for
services as Commissioner
in issuing and refusing
licenses to carry arms under
Better Prevention of
Crimes Act.............

$¯00 et

100 00

COLLECTION OF REVENUES.

CUsToMs.

265 <

For the following amounts
required to completethis
service:-

Ontario .............
Quebec... .......
New Brunswick ......
Nova Scotia......
Prince Edward Island.
Manitoba and North-

West Territories., .

$7,430 00
6,690 00
1,290 00
1,150 00

180 00

1,000 0f

MR. BURPEE: Does this amount
contain the extra quarter for the Mari-
time Provinces?

MR. BOWELL: Yes, that is, about
$1,200.

MR. BURPEE : I notice, in our last
year's Estimates, we omitted to provide
for collection in the North-West Terri-
tory.

MR. BOWELL: That is not in-
cluded in this sum, because it was 10 per
cent. paid on the amount of collections,
and consequently does not appear.

MR. BURPEE : In the year 1872,
the charges vere put into the
revenue, and a* supplementary vote
was taken last year for the service. I
fancy, under the present law, there re-
quires to be a large expenditure for
weights, scales and measures. Are they
provided for in this amount ?

Supply. [MAY 7d, 187 9.]
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MR. BOWELL said no, these ac-
counts were to make up the amounts ex-
pended over the estimates of his hon.
friend, and he would give him the par-
ticvlars of every item if he desired it.
He did not desire the country to think
that this sum was made up by any items
of expenditure or any increase in the
service since the present Government
came into power ; the items were made
up exclusively of over-expenditure, which
occurred during the last year of the hon.
gentleman's tenure of office.

Vote aqreed to.

EXcISE.

266 Preventive Service, amount
required to complete ...... $800 00

PUBLIC WORKS.

Canals.

267 Welland Canal, rebuilding
weir, Port Dalhousie..... 16.000 00

Railwvays.

268 Intercolonial Railway,amount
required to complete work-
ing expe..ses for the year.. 200,000 00

269 Prince Edward Island Rail-
way, amount required to
complete working expenses
for the year.............. 20,000 00

Slides and Boons.

Saguenay District-For re-
pairs to slides made in
1876-77............... 3,596 37

Ottawa District-To pay
for rent of service

0 j round in connection
with Springtown Boom,
Madawaska River, from
5th December, 1873, to
2nd July, 1878 ......... 457 12

POST OWFICE.

To pay Grand Trunk Rail-
way for daily transport
of mails, over 149 miles
of railway, between the
Canada boundary line
and Danville Junction
(Maine), from lst July,

271 1867, to 31st December,
1874, wben, by ýpostal
convention with the
United States, the con-
veyance of these mails
was assumed by the
United States post-office

{ (Revote) ..............
MR. BURPEE.

7,776 22

To pay Mr. Jos. C. Cross-
kill for certain printed
forms which were in his
hands at the time (22nd
November, 1873) when
the printing for the post-
office in Nova Scotia was
withdrawn from him..

To pay Mr. F. J. Barnard,
contractor for the Bar-
kerville and Yale Mail
Service, British Colum-
bia, the difference be-
tween the contract rate
and the rate actually
paid to him from lst
April, 1877............

$1,067 35

11.250> 00

UNPROVIDED ITEMS, 1877-78.
272 Vide Public Accounts, 1877-

78, part ii,, page 318. $207,76S 93

Resolutions ordered to be reported.

House resumed.

Resolutions reported.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES.

MESSAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY.

MR. TILLEY delivered a Message
from His Excellency the Governor-Gen-
eral.

MR. SPEAKER read the Message,
and it is as follows:-

" LoaxE.

"The Governor-General transmits to the
House of Commons, Supplementary Estimates
of sums required for the service of the Domin-
ion for the year ending 30th June, 1880; and
in accordance with the provisions of the
British North America Act, 1867, he recom-
mends these Estimates to the House of Com-
Mons.

" GovMXENT RoUsE,

C4 OTTw, 7th May, 1879."

House adjourned at
Ten minutes after

One o'clock.

11OU SE OF COMMONS.

Thursday, Sth May, 1879.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three

o'clock.

PRAYERS.

Butinass.1840 General

271



Weights and Measures Laws [MAY 8, 1879.]

BETTER PREVENTION OF CRIME ACT,
1878, CONTINUATION BILL.

FIRST, SECOND, AND THIRD READINGS.

The following Bill was introduced, read
first, second and third limes, and
passed :-

Bill (No. 115) To continue in force for a
limited time the Better Prevention of Crime
Act, 1878.-(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

GOVERNMENT BUSINESS.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD
noved :-

" That on Saturday next the House do sit
from two o'clock P.M., and that Government
measures take precedence next after Routine
business."

MR. MACKENZIE : The motion of
want of confidence of the hon. member
for Bagot ought to have precedence, even
of Government measures.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : We
will have an opportunity of diseussing
it next Monday.

Motion agreed to.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES LAWS CON-
SOLIDATION BILL.-[BILL 87.]

(Mr. Baby )

SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

Bill read the second lime.

House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole to consider the Bill.

(In the Committee.)

MR. BABY said this Bill was the
consolidation of the two Acts now on
the Statute-book relating to weights and
measures. Some very important amend-
ments were here made to the existing
laws. He had already alluded to the
fact that the number of inspectors was
to be considerably reduced. By this
Act no deputy inspectors were to be ap-
pointed, but there were to be seven in-
spectors for -Ontario, four for Quebec,
four for Nova Scotia, three for New
Brunswick, and one each for the other
Provinces, with divers assistants. By
this Act the Government hoped to make
a considerable redaction in the expenses.
$14,000 would be saved in salaries

116

alone, and between $10,000 and $12,000
would be economised in office rent, fuel,
contingencies, etc., on the whole, about
$40,000, without diminishing in any re-
spect the efficiency of the Act. He would
now indicate the principal changes in-
tended by the new -law. By the 18th
section heaped imeasures were prohibited.
This was taken from the English Act
now in force, which enacted that when a
bushel was sold it should not be heaped.
It would be, as said in French-mesure
rasée, and would be a protection to the
farmer. Moreover, the Act made it im-
pelative to use but one measure ; the
Imperial doing away with the wine
measure, the use of the two, as per-
mitted by the now existing laws, hav-
ing been a great source of trouble and
inconvenience. if not of fraud to the con-
sumers. From the official reports it
would appear that from all parts of the
Dominion this change was asked as a
proper step in the right direction. How-
ever, as this radical change might
somewhat disturb certain traders, this
Act contained a proviso by which the
use of the wine measure would be toler-
ated until the first of May, 1880, which
date was the original one on which the
Weights and Measures Act introduced
formerly by his hon. friend the Minister
of Public Works was to have gone into
operation. Thus ample time was given to
the traders in some parts of the Mari-
time Provinces principally, where the
Imperial measure was not much in use, to
prepare to the final adoption of the same.
By the 23rd section, exceptions were
made in favour of those who sell liquids
by the vessel instead of by the ordinary
measure. This was to meet the case of
those liquids contained in demijohns, car-
boys and other vessels, so that when an
article was sold by the bottle or
by the demijohn, it was not necessary
that it should contain the exact quantity
mentioned in the law. By the 38th
section it was provided that the inspector,
as well as his assistants, should be al-
lowed to adjust. It had been found that
the greatest objection heretofore made
to the Weights and Measures Act was
that the inspector was followed by an
adjuster, who very often charged three
times as much as the inspector. By
this section that difficulty was obviated,
by allowing the inspectors to do that

Consolidation Bill. 184A1
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business themselves. Everybody who
was experienced in the matter knew
perfectly well that that was, to a great
extent, the principal objection to the
Act, and that traders objected to the ad-
justers being employed, and the onerous
fees cbarged by them. It often happened
that the inspectors were not the right
men for the place, and frequently the
adjusters connived with the inspectors to
charge people what they liked. By the
Act the inspectors were not bound to ad-
just, but it was intended to place that
duty upon them by an Order in Council.
There was a notable change in the 43rd
section. Heretofore the trader was
obliged to have his scales and weighing
machines verified every year, but under
the new Act he would only need to have
them verified every two years, making
the verification and stamping biennial
instead of annual. The 44th section
enacted that dealers in scales and other
weighing machines should not be obliged
to have them stamped when in stock, but
only when they were sold by retail, so
that the party who bought should know
that the scales or other weighing ma-
chines were made according to law.
These were the principal changes in the
law, and he hoped they would meet with
the approbation of the Committee.
Some such law was absolutely necessary
in a civilised country. It was found in
the Statutes of all the great European
nations, and should also find its place in
ours. By this Act, the Government had
the right, by Order in Council, to make
such rules and regulations for the guid-
ance of the officers, and fix a tariff of
fees. Hon. gentlemen might rest as-
sured that the utmost Icare would be
taken in the framing of the said rules
and tarff as would not bear too heavily
upon the people. The Government had
endeavoured to make this Act as
efficient as possible, and they hoped
the amendments he had mentioned would
make it more popular in the community.

MR. HOUDE said that he would take
the liberty of drawing the attention of
the hon. the Minister of Inland Revenue
to the fact that there were a good many
farmers and traders who thought that it
would be better to put the bushel of oats
at 321b. instead of 341b., the bushel of
turnips, carrotS, parsnips, beets, at 561bs.,

MR. BiY.

instead of 50lbs., as now, and onions at
60lbs. As to the inspectors of weights
and measures, he would have preferred,
for his part, to have the number increased
instead of decreased, and he thought that
it might be done without any additional
cost to the country. By appointing in-
spectors in the different counties, the
salaries might be reduced to a very small
sum, whilst securing at the same time
the services of competent persons ; this
would be more convenient for the
public.

MN. BABY said that, in answer to
his hon. friend, he would state that he
had forgotten to mention that, by an
article inserted in the law, the merchant
or the trader would not be obliged to go
to the inspector, but the latter would be
obliged to go to the former. This was
an important article that would certainlv
meet with the approval of the Bouse.
Heretofore, the inspectors went to a
certain place designated a little before-
hand, and persons wishing to have their
scales, weights and measures verified,
were obliged to go and meet the inspec-
tors at the places designated, and some-
times to travel to no purpose long dis-
tances, undergoing thereby much trouble
and expense. The present law did
-away with those difficulties. Now, as to
the weights of different grains and vege-
tables, he would say that they had been
in existence for the last twenty-five years.
If the hon. gentleman would refer to the
Consolidated Statutes of Canada, he
would therein find the same provisions
when the hon. the ex-Minister of
Public Works introduced this law a few
years ago. No objectidn was then raised
to the weight of gr&in and vegetables as
then fixed by law. He cnuld not, there-
fore, venture to meddle with them, at
least for the present. Lastly, he did not
think that it would be possible to appoint
a larger number of inspectors than the
Government intended to appoint after
the passing of the Act, without increas-
ing the expense, and without rendering
the successful working of the law very
doubtful. The experience of the past
was there to prove it.

Mx. BECHARD said a short time ago
he called the attention of the hon. gen-
tleman to the fact that the people in the
rural districts complained that the mer-
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chants had to fee the inspectors when
their weights and measures were perfect.
He desired to know if that was provided
for in the Bill.

MR. BABY said it was not provided
in the Bill, but it was the intention of
the Government to remedy that evil by
Order in Council.

Mi. BOURBEAU said that he ap-
proved of the provision that obliged the
inspectors to go to the houses of those
who had weights and measures to be
verified, for there was cause of complaint
in several counties in the Province of
Quebec, especially in the counties of
Drummond and Arthabaska, because the
deputy-inspector of that locality resided
in the farthest corner of the county, and
being obliged to go to him to have their
weights and measures inspected, certain
merchants were obliged to cross the whole
county of Drummond, and then the whole
county of Arthabaska, in order to reach
his residence. It was true that after a
while it was discovered that this was
displeasing to the merchants, and the
inspector was ordered to travel. As to
the inspection of weights and measures,
it had been noticed, in his county, that
the inspector was obliged to take with
him a person to adjust the weights and
measures. But this manner of proceed-
ing was very costly, for this person who
followed the inspector charged some-
times too dear for adjusting the weights
and measures; and, in the county he had
the honour of representing, a great many
complaints were heard. All those who
had weights and measures to be adj usted,
complained that. they had been charged
exorbitant prices. He would suggest
that the inspector should have at his
own expense, or at the expense of the
Government, an assistant, capable of
adjusting the weights and measures.
leretofore, they had been obliged to pay
ten cents for every weight or measure
inspected, and that ought to be sufficient
to remunerate those who inspect-
ed and adjusted 'the weights
and measures -without it being
necessary to pay them a salary. He
thcught that scales should not pay more
than weights, at least when too much
work was not required. Heretofore,
inspectors had been in the habit of using
lead for adjusting weights ; unfortunately

ihis metal was not solid enough, for
pieces were often detached three or four
days after inspection, and then recourse
had to be had to the inspector, in order
to have them re-adjusted. Another ob-
servation he wished to make was, that,
under this Act, and as it had been prac-
tised under the former law, they would
not have the privilege of having their
weights and measures inspected and ad-
justed by another inspector than the one
appointed for the particular district in
which those whose weights and measures
were to be inspected lived. He would
have desired more liberty for the
merchant. For instance, when a merchant
living in the country, had business either
in Quebec or. Montreal, if he discovered
that he had a weight that was not correct,
he ought to have the privilege of taking
it with him in order to have it adjusted.
He hoped that the hon. Minister would
pay attention to this point. Merchants,
and those who had weights and measures
to be inspected in his division, com-
plained that too high a price was charged
for the levels that had to be adopted to
platform scales, and many persons, who
understood the matter, thought that
these levels were superfluous. He
trusted that the hon. Minister would
take these suggestions into consideration,
and that the inhabitants of the Province
of Quebec would not have to complain of
the new law.

1n. LAURIER said the hon. gentle-
man's motive in making these changes
was avowedly one of economy, which
was certainly very laudable, but le
questioned much if these changes would
secure this object. No doubt there
would be a good deal of saving in the
salaries, but that saving would be more
than counterbalanced by the expense in
travelling. Take the Province of Quebec,
for example. The hon. gentleman pro-
posed in that Province only four districts,
with an inspector in each, and three or
four agents. At the same time, this Bill
proposed that the inspection should not
take place at the centre of a division, but
at various localities in the division.
There was to be one resident officer in
Montreal, Quebee, Three Rivers, and
Sherbrooke, and whcse position, to all
intents and purposes, would be a mere
sinecure. The actual work of inspection
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would be done by the agents, who wére
to travel from place to place. Take the
District of Quebec, for example, contain-
ing at least twenty counties, and two

dmundred and fifty municipalities ; did the
hon. gentleman pretend the travelling
expenses of these agents for such dis-
tances would not amount to much more
than the salaries now paid to the inspec-
tors and their deputies ? It would be
the duty of the agents to be constantly
on the road to make this inspection. if
the agent was to travel to the Magdalen
Islands, on the one shore, to the coast of
Labrador,on the other, the expense would,
evidently, be a very serious item. He
would rather favour the view of
the hon. member for Maskinongé,
and instead of diminishing the
places of inspection, he would mul-
tiply them as far as possible.
At the same time the inspec-
tion could not be so efficient.
At present if an infraction of the law
took place in Gaspé, for instance, the
complaint could. be made to the resident
officer with very little trouble; but, ac-
cording to the provisions of this Bill a
person who wished to make a complaint
would have to go all the way to Quebec,
and the probability was that justice
would fail to be done. Another feature
of the Bill was, that it provided that
adjusting should be done by inspectors,
but if the inspectors were to be adjus-
ters themselves they should have a know-
ledge of mechanics and a practical know-
ledge of the whole subject. He thought,
moreover, that it would be better to have
an open system of competition than the
present system of having weights in-
spected by the inspectors themselves and
by nobody else. He thought that if the
inspectors were eonstantly on the road,
the system must prove more expensive
than the present one. He was of
opinion that the better plan would have
been to have increased the staff and de-
creased the salaries.

Mn. KAULBACK said it was worthv
of the consideration of the House
whether parts of this Bill might not
be amended, placed as we were
geographically with our American neigh-
bours across the border, and considering
the great dissatisfaction the Weights and
Measures Act had been to the country

Mi, MURIER.

the last few years. He thought they
should adopt the measures now in use in
the United States, the four quart wine
measure instead of the Imperial gallon,
it being what they were more accustomed
to, considering that the Dominion
had a larger interchange of trade with the
United States than with Great Britain.
Under the Weights and Measures Act,
the last few 3 ears, much dissatisfaction
arose among the fishermen of the Mari-
time Provinces, they having to part with
their fish oil to the merchant by the Im-
perial gallon, and getting in return mo-
lasses or other commodities measured to
them by the smaller or wine measure,
and, in the sale of fish, the fisherman
had to part with them to the merchant
by the quintals (1121b.), and get in re-
turn from the merchant the 1001b. net
of any article he might require. A
pleasing feature of this Bill was the
provision for uniformity of weights and
measures, and consequently the dissatis-
faction between the merchant and fisher-
man would be removed, but still he
would inuch prefer the wine measure.
He thought section 36, appointing in-
spectors, could readily be dispensed with,
and the country saved so much money.
The present Weights and Measures Act
had been a very expensive one to the
Dominion. In 1875 the expenditure
was $69,969; in A876, it was $99,784,
and in 1877 the expenditure was
$111,084, and the only return was
$50,423. Last year, by some unknown
circumstances, the outlay was slightly
less. He contended that the benefits
derived from this sel vice was not suf6 i-
ciently adequate to this immense outlay,
and if this House considered a Bill of
some description necessary to prevent
unfair dealing, let the section referred to
be struck out, and the Dominion furnish
weights and measures to each municipal-
ity or county, and allow them to carry
out the further intentions of the Bill in
their meetings of council, as they from
time to time might think proper. By
this means many a poor trader would
be saved the expense of the large annual
tax now imposed upon him.

Mn. BOLDUC said that he desired
to draw the attention of the hon. the
Minister of lnland Revenue to the third
paragraph of the twentieth section Of
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,the Act now submitted to the consider-
ation of the House. lUnder this section
a person selling his products by any
other weight than the Imperial pound
would be liable to pay a fine of twenty
dollars. He believed that it would have
been preferable to impose this fine upon
the purchasers who obliged the sellers to
sell their goods by the old French
weights. The hucksters in the Quebec
market dealt unfairly with the farmers by
this means, and took advantage of their
good faith in order to deceive them, and
lie thought that the only means of doing
away with this abuse,was to impose a fine
upon buyers who should continue to
oblige the farmers to sell their produce
by French weight, for they were the
ones who w'ere interested in perpetrating
this abuse. The means proposed might
appear radical, but lie thought it was
the only way of making the hucksters
cease from dealing unfairly with the
farmers, and to great evils strong reme-
dlies must be applied.

MR. MILLS said the hon. gentleman
ought to have introduced this Bill ten
weeks ago, and if lie was not prepared
with it then it was obvious lie was not
prepared with it now. It was perfectly
obvions that it was not in the public in-
terest this Bill was introduced. But
the hon. gentlemen opposite had not the
courage to dismiss all the inspectors ap-
pointed by the late Administration, and
so they introduced this Bill to provide
indirectly for the dismissal of all those
appointed as inspectors of weights and
measures by the late Administration.
le found that the new provisions of the
lion. gentleman were already law, and
yet he introduced them as new measures.
Evidently be had not given this Bill very
careful consideration.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the bon. gentleman opposite said they had
no moral courage; well, they did not desire
to have the pluck of the hon. gentlemen
opposite, who had taken $40,000 more
than was required from the public chest,
in order to make places for their political
friends. If this Act had become unpopu-
lar, it was owingaltogether to the way it
had been administered by the hon. gen-
tlemen opposite, and not from any
inherent faults of its own. It was called
ior by the numerous frands and the in-

creasing diversity between the various
weights and measures. It was absolutely
necessary that a standard should be in-
troduced. The measure introduced by
his hon. friend would diminish the
expense of the administration of the law
without decreasing its efficiency and
without weakening tie protection which
the ineasure was intended to afford the
people from fraud. The grouping of the
counties, the diminution of the number
of employés, and the easing off of the
stern aspect of some of the clauses, would
be attained by the Bill of his hon. friend.
He was sure the enormous expense of
the original measure would be reduced
by this Bill. He did not mean to say that
the late Administration was responsible
for much of that expense. They carried
ont, by their appointments, the measure
of their predecessors, and, therefore,
their predecessors must bear the blame of
any expense which experience had proved
to be uncalled for. He should suppose
the bon. gentlemen opposite would gladly
bail these amendments and support them.
He should hope that hon. gentlemen op-
posite would greatly hail the amend-
ments, which experience called for, and
which would give a diminution of ex-
penditure without a decrease of efficiency.
As regarded the question of appoint-
ments, lie did not think, in this age of
the Dominion, that it should be discussed
here. It was scarcely worth while for
the bon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills)
to say that this Bill was introduced
simply for the purpose of dismissing one
set of officials and appointing another.
This Bill had been introduced with a
sincere desire to make the law more
workable, and popular, and economric in
expenditure.

Ma. LAURIER said it was very fine
to hear the bon. the Premier say that no
officers would be dismissed, except so far
as compatible with the working of the
Act. He hoped that would be the case,
because, if otherwise, a serious question
would arise for the consideration of the
Government. All the officers at present
appointed under the Act were civil ser-
vants, and could not be dismissed, under
the law, without proper compensation.
This consideration would have to weigh
with the Government when they would
come to the serions task of appointing
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officers under the new Act. He took
issue with the hon. the Minister of In-
land Revenue on the principle of the
Bill-hat this was a matter calculated
to diminish the expenditure. The hon.
gentleman had said that he was acting
in conformity with the suggestions made
by an officer of the Department ; but if
he (Mr. Laurier) understood the sug-
gestions, they were not made so inuch
with the views of diminishing expense
as of providing a uniform administration
of the Act. It was impossible to pro-
vide for the principle of uniformity, and
at the same time diminish the expendi-
ture. He did not see how in
administering this law by means of
agents travelling from place to place,
whose travelling expenses would have to
be paid, that expenditure could be dimin-
ished. The diminution in the number of
salaries would be more than counter-
balanced by the extra expenses of these
officers in the discharge of their duty.
In the case, for instance, of an agent who,
started from Quebec, travelled as far as
the Magdalen Islands, 600 miles dis-
tant, and thence along the Labrador
coast, the expenses would exceed bis
salary. He dissented from the opinion of
the hon. gentleman that this Act was
calculated to diminish the expenditure.

MR. McCUAIG said in the part of
the country where lie resided, the people
considered the law was necessary, but
found great fault with its administra-
tion. The expenditure was greater than
they expected, and le was glad the hon.
Minister of Inland Revenue had intro-
duced legislation upon the subject, with
a view to reducing expenditure.

MR. BOULTBEE said he did not
think there was any piece of legislation
brought in by the present Government,
more satisfactory to the country than
this. The late Act, when worked, was
found to be an intolerable nuisance.
The men who had the carrying of it out,
seemed to have been appointed chiefly as
a reward for political service, and seemed
to try and make as much out of it as
they could. For the most part they
were not at all civil or obliging, and
there was no uniformity whatever in ihe
system. This Bill secured uniformity,
and even if the cost were a little more
than under the present law, which lie

MR. LAURIER.

did not believe would be the case, the
country would be satisfied. The present
Government would take care that proper
men would be appointed, and they would
be instructed to do their work in a pro-
per manner, not like the others, barras-
sing the people needlessly.

MR. BABY said, in answer to the hon.
member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier),
who stated the object of the Bill decreas-
ing expenditure would not be attained,
he would say that lie had been
guided in framing this Bill, in a great
measure, by the very efficient officers
who were at the head of the office. The
report was made by Mr. Johnson, and cor-
roborated by the other officers of the
Department, who were conversant with
the iatter, and who had devoted consider-
able time to its study,to the effect that this
system would make a great saving to the
country ; and be based upon this report,
in that respect, as lie did in several
others, the Bill which lie now submitted.
The hon. gentleman said the reduction
made in the salaries would be more than
counterbalanced by the additional tra-
velling expenses. This was not correct,
and, at a glance, he would see that lie
was in error. The Act, as it now existed,
and in the loose way in which it was
carried out, was a loss to the country of
about $50,000 per annum. The revenue
derived from the fees collected on stamp-
ing and verification by the officers, was
about $33,000, whilst the expenditure
under it was above $81,000, including
salaries and contingencies, such as office
rents, fuel, light, travelling expenses, etc.
Now, under this Bill, they would have but
a small amount to pay in salaries, &c.,
say $40,000. There was a very small
margin, and he did not doubt that it
would bring about the contemplated re-
duction of about $40,000. The ob-
ject of the Government in making
a verification biennially, instead of
annually, was to obviate the necessity of
keeping the officers continually movmg
about, and thus entailing a large expen-
diture in travelling expenses. The Gov-
erument would see that those officers did
their duty in an ecorromical manner,
without diminishing in any way the pro-
tection the public had a right to look for
at their hands. The lon. member for
Bothwell, in that off-hand style which so-
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called philosophers occasionally adopted,
said the promoter of the Bill did not
know exactly its contents. The hon,
iember concluded from the particular to
the general, in'saying, because he thought
the scale-maker could not sell his scales
unstamped under the old law, that the
promoter of this Bill did not know its
contents at all. This was strange logic
in the mouth of that gentleman assured-
IV. It was the hon. gentleman who was
ignorant of the contents of the Bill, for,
by referring to the forty-fourth clause,
he would see the difference indicated, that
was to say, that by the new law the
manufacturer could keep his scales in his
manufactory without being obliged to
have them stamped ; but the moment he
gave them up to the trade he nust have
them verified, a provision certainly not
contained in the law now existing. Now,
curiously enough, the bon. member said
that the Bill contained nothing new, and,
in the same breath, hurled his objections
against it, alleging that there was no time
at this late period of the Session to look
into the many new enactments contained
in the Bill. With regard to the remarks
made by the hon. member for Beauce (Mr.
Bolduc), the Government would certain-
iv take them into consideration, but
lhe could not see his way to
do all that his lion. friend sug-
gested. With respect to the case of
the Quebec hucksters, who contrived to
get the country farmers to sell their pro-
visions by the old French measure, which
was a clear loss to them, he (Mr. Baby)
would represent to him that it would be
difficult to say to the buyers : " You
shall not buy what uhe seller wishes to
sell you," because be could sell in bulk
and always defeat the law, by saying,

I cannot sell by the pound or the mea-
sure, but I -will sell you the articles you
require in bulk." He had met, as far as
possible, the views of the hon. member
for L'Islet (Mr. Casgrain), which were
exactly the same as those of the hon.
member for Beauce (Mr. Bolduc). By
the law introduced, any contract which
was made without a measure, contrary to
the Act, was null and void. That was
the only clause that could be introduced
under the circumstances.

the great defects of the Weights and
Measures A ct, was the permission of the
use of two different standard gallons. He
saw no good reason why two different
measures of capacity should be allowed.

MR. ROBERTSON (Hamilton) said
he concurred in the view of the bon.
gentleman who had just spoken. The
parties interested had had sufficient time
to prepare for a change. Those two
measures had been before the country for
two or three years, and it was high time
for a change.

MR. ANGLIN said lie thouglit the
feeling of the business community was
against the use of the Imperial measure,
the introduction of which was a great
mistake, that had produced great incon-
venience in business. He thought that,
in New Brunswick, the old measure was
the one preferred. The old measure was
used in the United States, with which
we dealt largely.

MR. W HITE (North Renfrew) said,
if it would be a good thing to adopt the
standard from the 1st May, 1880, it would
be a good thing to adopt it from May,
1879. He thought it was very desirable
that either the wine or Imperial
measure should be adopted for all sales
and purchases. Fraud was often perpe-
trated through the use of those diffèrent
measures.

On section 19,

Mit. BOURBEAU asked if, after a
bushel of oats was measured rasée, or
even with the top, it did not weigh
341b., would the buyer have the right
to demand enough more oats to inake up
the 341b. ?

MR. BABY: If they are bought by
weight they must weigh 341b. to the
bushel; if they are bought by the
measure the full bushel will suffice. If
there is no agreement, the b*ushel by
weight can be exacted.

MR. BOURBEAU said there ought
to be a special clause put in to that effect.
He hoped that not only the retail dealers
would be obliged to sell by measure, but
the wholesale dealers also.

AIR. WHITE (North Renfrew) said 1MR. BABY said the law made no ex-
that lie had always thought that one of ception between dealers. In reference to
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a remark of the hon. gentleman from Bil ordered to be reported.
Gloucester, he would say that he believed u
the great majority of the traders in New
Brunswick were in favour of the Imperial Bil reported, read tite thir
measure. What they wanted was a passec.
uniform measure, although, in certain
parts of New Brunswick, the Imperial
measure was unknown. In the city of GOVEJNMENT BIL
St. John, a great many merchants had
told him they would prefer to keep the
wine measure, because they bought by The following Bils wer
the Imperial measure from England, and read tAe second time, considere
they retailed by the wine measure. The mittee of the Whole, reporte
proviso in the law was to meet third tire, and passed
that difficulty. The hon. gentleman Bil (No. 105) Further to
from Stanstead (Mr. Colby) and other therein mentioned respecting th
hon. gentlemen representing the bordpr Iefence of 4hi Dominion of C
counties, had asked him to introduce this
proviso, because they dealt largely with Bil (No. 106) Iespecting the
the United States, where the wine oaerous lunatie itNo
measure was the measure of the country.

Section agreeos to.

On section 28,
MR. WRIGHT said the second subsec-

tion might be amended. It allowed
manufacturers to keep on hand, or in
store, certain scales without being in-
spected, but did not allow them to sell
them without inspection. They could
not inspect a Fairbanks' hay scales
till they were put up. Besides, by the
adjusters, in the best scales, one could,
with a few turns of a screw, secure an
incorrect result. The inspection of those
scales could do no good. This Act
might be useful for wine or dry measures,
but, when applied to weights or weighing
machines, he did not see it was of any
use, while imposing a tax for nothing.

MR. BABY said there was an Order
in Council respecting those scales, and it
was for the Department to see that they
were correct. A great many things
called scales were forfeited and not
allowed t*be sold.

MR. HOOPER said he would like to
know with regard to the 27th clause, if
it was the intentior of the Bill that
every beam in the possession of farmers
should be stamped.

MR. BABY said the Act would apply
only to tra:ers.

Section agreed to.

MR. BABY.
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SUPPLY.

ARTS, AGRICULTURE AND STATISTICS.

House again resolved itself into
Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)

273 To provide a grant to assist in
giving to the forthcoming
Ontario Exhibition (to be
held at Ottawa) a Dominion
character ; the distribution
of the grant or any part
thereof to be applied and
apportioned in such way as
to satisfy the Minister of
Agriculture .............. $5,000 00

MR. TILLEY said the object of ths
grant was to give this Exhibition a
Dominion character, and to distribute
medals to the different competitors.
Circulars would be addressed to the
different Provinces to induce them to
enter their products at the Exhibition.

Mn. MACKENZIE said he did not
consider that people in Nova Scotia,
Prince Edward Island, and INew Bruns-
wick would send any products in ani-
mals or perishable commodities, to Ot-
tawa, merely to enter into competitiOn
with the people of this. neighbourhood.
It was very difficult, even in Ontario, to
get people to bring from the extreme
west to the extreme east the products of
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the farm for competition. The Agricul-
tural Society of Ontario, at its last Ex.
hibition here, had great difficulty in in-
ducing people having costly herds of
cattle to send them to this place, and far
less would it be possible to induce them
to send froi the different Provinces. to
one cen te. A Dominion Association had
been organised some two or three years
ago, but so far as he was aware very
little was done except to have a few of
those appointed directors who took some
interest in the breeding of a certain class
of cattle. Had any concerted action
taken place with the Dominion Associa-
tion, or was this nerely a vote without
any definite plan.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD said
lie was sorry the Minister of Agriculture,
on account of indisposition, was unable to
be present. Very strong representations
had been made to the Government on be-
half of the Agricultural Association of
Ontario, that this exhibition, to be held
at the seat of Governinent, should be
given a Dominion character. Mr. Wil-
mot, the President of this Association,
and Senator Christie, had been in com-
munication with the Agricultural Asso-
ciation of the Province of Quebec, with
whom they were, lie understood, acting
in concert. The Province of Quebec had

given up their exhibition in order to join
with Ontario in, a joint exhibition. Com-
munications bad also been opened with
the Maritime Provinces to induce them
to.send here specimens of their various
products. No doubt, os far as their
valuable animals were concerned, not
many could be sent from the Lower Pro-
vinces, but their productions of all other
descriptions could well be sent.

MR. MILLS said the danger of the
proposition was that it would be difficult
to lead the people of other Provinces to
believe that this grant was not for a
purely Provincial Exhibitioninasmuch as
it would be impossible for them, without
great cost and risk, to send many of
their products here ; and, whenever
an exhibition would be held in any of
those Provinces, a demand would be
made on this Government for a similar
grantý Why should Manitoba, British
Columbia, or Prince Edward Island be
called on to contribute-for, this being
Paid out of the Dominion Treasury, they

did contribute-towards an exhibition to
which, owing to the great distance and
expense, coupled with the uncertainty of
success, they would be precluded from
sending their products ?

Vote agreed to.

PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDINGS CHARGE-

ABLE TO CAPITAL.

274 Pacifie Railway, west of Red
River, including Bridge
and Branch to Winnipeg..$1,000,000 o

MR. TUPIPER said the object of
putting this vote in the Estimates was to
carry out the engagement made by the
Gôvernment and communicated to the
Railway Committee. The members of
that Committee would remember that
application was made to obtain a charter
to construct a line of railway from the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, where it was
to cross the Red River at Selkirk, and
running in a south and westerly direction
for sone hundred miles or more,
after it had reached a certain distance
south of Lake Manitoba. The Govern-
ment, when they came to consider this
question, fournd there would be reason to
apprehend that, in the design of carrying
the Canadian Pacific Railway line by the
narrows of Lake Manitoba, if the
charter was granted for this line, which
seemed to be urgently demanded in the
interests of colonisation, it might form a
very serious competing line .with the
Canadlian Pacifie when constructed. But,
after considering the subject, it was de-
cided that, at present, at all events, with
a view to promote the flourishing com-
munities on lands in that direction, it
would be better to carry the line of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway south of Lake
Manitoba. It would serve the double
purpose of getting extension westwardly,
-and affording facilities to carry on the
business of the settlements éhat were
already being established to the south of
the lake. Under these circumstançes, as
he had already stated in the Railway
Committee, it would be impossible for the
Government to refuse to allow a charter
for the line which they considered likely
to come into competition with the
Canadian Pacifie, and, at the same time,
take no measure to carry on the work.
This vote was for the purpose of bridging
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the Red River and extending the line
westward. In the charter which was
asked for by the hon. member for
Selkirk, no extension was pro-
posed from Winnipeg to strike
this main line when constructed.
The Government considered it would not
be desirable that that connection should
be in the hands of private individuals;
that it would be better, as it would be a
third branch from the nain line, that
that connection from the town of Winni-
peg should be made by the Government,
and he (Mr. Tupper) proposed to ask in
the resolutions lie had already laid on the
table, the authority of Parliament, not
only to make a contract without submit-
ting it to Parliament previous to its be-
coming effective, for the westernly exten-
sion, but also for the extension of a
branch from that main line to the town
of Winnipeg.

MR. MA CKENZIE said then the
Committee was to understand that the
Government had deliberately determined,
in spite of the reports of the engineers,
to change the route at this place.

MR. TUPPER said he intended to
convey no such idea. He was disposed
to cencur in the views of the engineers
and of his predecessor, as to the best line
for the Pacifie Railway, provided they
were in a position to go on vigorously
and rapidly constructing the line from
Lake Superior to the shores of the Paci-
fie; but when they came to consider the
question, either of refusing a charter to
these parties, or of allowing them to,
establish a line which bade fair to come
into competition with the Canadian Pa-
cifie Railway, it had been decided to
deflect the main line south of Lake Man-
itoba. Ultimately, when the country
became settled, and it became a matter
of importance to shorten the distance, it
was quite possible that the original idea·
might be carried out. In the meantime,
this line was to form a portion of the Can-
adian Pacifie Railway.

Mi. MACKENZIE: For what dis-
tance does the hon. gentleman propose to
ask the Ilouse to allow the Government
to let the contract ?

MR. TUPPER: For one hundred
miles, reaching beyond Portage-la-
Prairie.

MR. TUPPER.

MR. MACKENZIE said if it was
Portage-la-Prairie that it was proposed
to reach, it would be better to state that
in the resolution.

Mr.. TUPPER said this line would
carry them in close proximity to Portage-
la-Prairie, and the 100 miles were merely
mentioned, as it was necessary to give
some limit to Parliament. It did not
necessarily involve the immediate putting
of the 100 miles under contract. or any
further section than was required ')y the
settlements.

MR. MACKENZIE said this was the
first time that Parliament had been asked
to give authority for building a railroad,
the route of which had not -been sur-
veyed, and it would be necessary for the
Government, in taking that authority,
to define, in some way, the points to
which, and through which, the road was
to pass.

MR. TUPPER said there was no loca-
tion, but a good deal of country had been
surveyed.

MR. MACKENZIE said people had
walked over it, and they knew the
country, generally, very well, and it
had been ascertaned principally that it
presented no physical difficulties. H1e ob-
served from the resolutions-the discus-
sion of which he would not anticipate to-
night-that it was proposed to examine
other passes in the Rocky Mountains,
from 100 to 200 miles further north than
the one selected some time ago, as the
most open pass to be found, and now,
while they were going north at the west
end, they were going south at the east
end. By diverging southward froin Sel-
kirk, it would make the route a great
deal longer than Mr. Fleming stated
would be the length of the road
by the Northern route. Mr. Flem-
ing had placed the additional mile-
age to Yellow Head Pass at thirty miles,
and the additional expenditure at
$1,000,0. He (Mr. Mackenzie) was
wholly opposed to deflecting the line for
any ordinary local advantage to such an
extent as to increase the mileage expen-
diture so much. It was the old, settled
portions of Canada that had to pay all
these bills, and their interest as taxPaY-
ers ought to be considered quite as much
as those of the settlers who had gone in-
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to that country under more favourable
circumstances than those under which
the settlers of the old Provinces cf Canada
settled. He had always said that, if the
cost was trifling, local interests should be
considered, but, in a matter where the
cost would be $1,000,000, and the addi-
tionai mileage thirty, he thought
it was a great technical mistake
that, when the wbole line would
be constructed, the people would
have to pay for thirty miles additional
freight and passenger rates for all time.
Where the country was open, and the
roads perfectly natural in all directions,
they ought to pay the greatest possible
regard to those considerations which re-
lated to the ultimate trade and prosper-
ity of the country. He could not help
feeling that the Government had made a
mistake in thus acting. Of course he
could do nothing more than utter his
protest; his advice was not sought or
heeded. The hon. gentleman had a mia-
jority behind bis back, able to carry
through anything he chose to propose.
He regretted that such a course should
have been followed, in spite of the ad-
vice of the engineers, and in spite of the
proposal, which was shadowed in the
distance, of the hon.gentleman taking
the Northern route, in order to pass
through the Rocky Mountain range.
He would like to know whether any
estimate had been made of the cost of
crossing the river at Selkirk, and what
proportion of this vote was intended to
be devoted to that, what proportion to
grading the road, and also what was to
be the length of the branch from this
railroad into the town of Winnipeg?

3R. DAWSON said that the engin-
eers whose opinions were best worth hav-
ing, had never been consulted in refer-
ence to the route to be adopted. The
present system, if system it might be
called, precluded the opinions of the field
engineers from reaching the public, or
even the Government, until it was too
late to correct the blunders which a de-
sire of making the line conform to pre-
conceived notions, as to the route, with-
out reference to the character of the
ground, had occasioned. This had led to
the great and unnecessary expenditure
taking place in the Rat Portage section.
There should be a Board of Engineers, or

a Board of Commissioners, to supervise
such a vast expenditure ; a Board which
could analyse the reports of the engin-
eers, and place all the circumstances
fairly, and without prejudice, before the
Government. To his (Mr. Dawsou's)
knowledge, engineers who knew anything
of the country between Lake Superior
and Manitoba, were generally averse to
going north by Rat Portage when there
was every evidence of a better and short-
er line to the south ; a line, too, which, in
opening it in the first instance, would
have cost $10,000,000 less than the one
adopted would. There was, at present,
a very bad, a verv unsatisfactory state of
things existing at Rat Portage ;and, be-
tween that place and Manitoba, a state of
things which could never have arisen if
there had been a competent Board to look
after the work. He would, however,
say no more on this matter, as it was
understood that an investigation was to
be made. But he could not insist too
strongly on a complete change in the
systemn of management. The cost of a
competent Board would be a small mat-
ter where such a vast expenditure was
being made. He meant a Board in com-
munication with, and acting directly for
the Government.

In answer to Mr. RIYAN (Marquette),

Ma. TUPPER said it certainly was
not desirable that, before the resolutions
were submitted, ethere should be any
expression of opinion on theni. He
merely took the opportunity of saying
that his predecessor (Mr. Mackenzie) was
very wrong in supposing that his advice
was neither desired or heeded. He (Mr.
Tupper) felt extremely anxious to have
the benefit of the assistance and experi-
ence of every hon. gentleman who had
given this subject any consideration. In
saying that, because the Government had
a majority at their back, they could do
anything they pleased, the hon. gentle-
man mistook the temperament of the ma-
jority of the House. While the Govern-
ment had a considerable majority in sup-
port of their general policy, they felt that,
in order to retain the confidence of that
majority, they must bring forward mea-
sures that commended theraselves to their
independence. The hon. niember for
Lambton had drawn attention to the fact
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that this work had to be constructed by
the older portions of the country, and,
therefore, objected to the line being ex-
tended south, because that would increase
the cost. He (Mr. Tupper) would merely
remind that hon. gentleman that there
were two things to be considered. First,
that the line had to be constructed, and,
secondly, that it had to be maintained,
and if, by lengthening it a little, it could
be carried through a fertile country that
would be rapidly settled, and in which it
would maintain itself, it was undoubtedly
desirable to do so.

MR. MILLS said he regretted that
the hon. gentleman should have combined
his Pacific Railway scheme with pro-
visions enbodying a colonisation scheme.
They were wholly distinct. The result
would be to largely increase the expense
of railway construction, and put impedi-
ments in the way of the progress of the
work. The hon. gentleman had just
made a statement that was inconsistent
with itself. The hon. gentleman told the
House that the only reason for departing
from the located line across the Narrows
of the Lake of the Woods, was that the
country through which the road would
run in that direction was unsettled. It
was perfectly obvious that, if the road
were taken over a settled country with-
out any previous arrangement, it
might injure this colonisation scheme.
Speculation would be incited by the
division of saleable land, in order to in-
crease the fund for railway purposes. He
would say, further,[that, if the hon. gen-
tleman took the road north of the Riding
Mountains, he would, of course, strike
the line already located, at a point that
would be most desirable to take the road,
in the Peace River district. But, if he
took the west, as he must do if he vas
going in any way to accommodate
settlers, he would carry his
road to a point that would
make it extremely inconvenient.
He did not agree with the Minister of
Public Works that the building of a
branch railway from Winnipeg or Sel-
kirk into the country now being settled,
the Little Saskatchewan, was in any
sense a rival or competing line with the
Canadian Pacific Railway as located.
He believed it would be a valuable
tributary of the road from Selkirk east-

MR. TUPPER.

Supply.

ward to Lake Superior. A year and a
half ago he had pointed out to the people
in that district, if the road had been
run westward to the south of Lake
Manitoba, and into the Little Saskatche-
wan country, that they would not have
received their lands as homesteads on
the payment of a fee oz ten dollars, but
would have had to pay the value of
those lands in aid of the construction of
the road; and that, if a road tributary to
the Canadian Pacific Railway was built,
they would be subjected to no hardship
or injustice in being required to con-
tribute one or two dollars an acre to-
wards the cost. He never met anyone
who objected to that idea. The Minis-
ter of Public Works was taking the
road into that country at the expense of
the Public Treasury without any assurance
that the people who received so much
benefit froin it would contribute anv-
thing towards it. If he had left that
undertaking to some private company
receiving aid in public lands along the
line of the road, it would have been built
at once without any cost to the country.
Last year gentlemen, offered to pay
into the Treasury 10 or 12 per
cent. of the construction capital
as an assurance that they would proceed
with the work at once. What would
have been done at once and without any
charge upon the Public Treasury, the
hon. gentleman now proposed to accom-
plish by its funds. His proposal was to
take possession of roads that would be
better managed for the public generally,
as well as for the people in localities
particularly interested, by private com-
panies, than by the Government.

Vote a*qreed to.

PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDINGS CHARGE-

ABLE TO INCOME.
IMPROVEMENT OF NAVIGABLE RIvERS.

Upper Fraser River, B. C.-
Removal of rocks in Cot-

Itonwood Canyon........ $10,000 O0
275 Assiniboine River, between

Winnipeg and Portage la
Prairie - Removal of
obstructions and con-

( struction of Dams ....... 2,500 00

HARBOURS AND BREAKWATERS.

276 Point du Chêne -Shediac,
New Brunswick.......... 4,000 00
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277 Colville Bay, Prince Edward
Island ..................

PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

Kingston Military College
2 and Fortifications ......

278 Windsor Post Office and
Custom House..........

PENITENTIARIES.

Manitoba and British Colum-
bia-Heating...........

Kingston, St. Vincent de
Paul, Dorchester, Mani-
toba and British Colum-
bia-For purchase of Bab-
cock Fire Extinguishers.

[MAY 8, 18'9.]

$5,000 00

2,000 00

4,000 00
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ther at present than Rio, and the trips
would be monthly.

MR. CARTWRIGHT: How many
steamers will be required? The voyage
proposed would be tolerably long.

S1R JOHN A. MACDONALD: It is
proposed that three substantial steamers
will do the work.

4,000 00 MR. CARTWRIGHT: Of what size'?

880 00

OCEAN AND RIVER SERVICE.

280 To provide for nine months'
subsidy to be granted, at the
rate of $50,000 per annum,
to line of steamers to trade
between Canada and West
Indies and Brazil (provided
a like amount is paid by the
Brazilian Government). ... 37,500 00

In answer to Mr. CARTWRIGHT,

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
that the way in which this project arose
was through a visit of an official of the
Brazilian Government to Canada. The
Roche line of steamers, that formerly
plied between ports of the United States
and Rio, having been refused a subsidy
formerly received from the United States
Government, had ceased running, when
it was suggested that the present would
be a good opportunity for the Canadian
Government to take up this project in
the interert of Canadian trade. They
were assured that the Brazilian Govern-
ment would readily co-operate, with a
subsidy, for the support of that lino,
which could be established between
Canada, Rio, and the West Indies. The
steamers would ply from Halifax or
Montreal in summer, and Halifax in
winter, as might be determined, calling
at St. Thomas, which was a point of dis-
tribution for the West Indies, and thence
proceeding to Rio. They were informed
that, in addition to this, there would be
no difficulty in establishing a branch lino
to the Argentine Republic, a coast line
connecting the River Platte with Rio.
It was not proposed that this projected
Canadian subsidised line should go fur-

279 SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
Froni 1,800 to 2,500 tons burthen. It
is believed that, with a certainty of the
establishment of a Canadian line, touch-
ing at St. Thomas twice a month, going
and returning, we shall induce the
West Indies, or th, British West Indies
at all events, to ieet it with another
line.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said that would
be a very considerable advantage. The
subsidy would have to be for a terni of
years.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
Three years.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said that anv
information as to the extent of trade
that might be expected with Brazil would
be very desirable. Of course, a consid-
erable quantity ofsugar could be brought
back to Canada, and it would be inter-
esting to know what kind of trade could
be carried on with that country.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
that Mr. Darling, the Brazilian Consul-
General at Montreal, had furnished a
very interesting memorandum on the
subject, and as to what be believed
should be the chief object of such an in-
ternational trade. He proposed the
establishment of a museum in Montreal,
for example, for the exhibition of agri-
cultural implements and other manufac-
tures consumed in Brazil and the West
Indies, which would show our manufac-
turers the kind of market they might
supply. He (Sir John A. Macdonald)
presumed that a museum could be opened
at Rio for the exhibition of the commo-
dities of Canada required.

MR. CARTWRIGHT: Will the hon.
gentleman lay that memorandum on the
table of the House ?



[COMIMONS.]

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Yes.

Mn. CARTWRIGHT: The line, as I
understand, that it is intended to estab-
lish, formerly plied between Brazil and
the United States. It is not intended it
should be allowed to touch at United
States ports ?

S1R JOHN A. MACDONALD:
They will not call at United States ports.
Roche's line formerly had a grant from
the United States and Brazil. But they
failed to obtain a renewal of it by
the United States Congress the last two
Sessions, and I understand the proprie-
tors, having abandoned hopes of the sub-
sidy, have given up that service. It was
thought, therefore, that it was worth
while trying this experiment, the subsidy
being so small.

Mn. CARTWRIGHT said that he
agreed that, if the Brazilian Government
was going to subsidise that line, the ex-
periment was wvorth trying.

Vote agreed to.

281 To provide for subsidy for
steam communication be-
tween Halifax and Cork.. .$ 10,000 00

282 For steam communication
between Halifax, Cape Bre-
ton and Prince Edward Is-
land .................... 4,000 00

283 For steam communication
between Nova Scotia and
St. Pierre............... 4,000 00

FISHERIES.

Fish-breeding, Fish-ways
andOyster-beds.-Amount
required to provide for
building new Fish-breed-
ing establishments at

284 J Prince Edward Island
andCape Breton (Revote)

do Quebec and New
Brunswick ....

do for maintenance
of same.......

INDIANS.

ONTARIO AND QUEBEC.

285 To provide for grant for re-
lief of Indians, Lake St.
John....................

286 To provide for grant for addi-
tional aid to Indian Schools,
Ontario, where most re-
quired..................
Ma. CAatwarIMr.

5,000

5,000

3,000

1,000 00

1,200 00

S1R JOHN A. MACDONALD said
these two items were inserted by mis-
take, and should be struck out.

MR. ANGLIN said he proposed to
avail himself of the opportunity afforded
by this error of offering a suggestion to
the right hon. gentleman. He thought
the hon. gentleman would find if the In-
dians were to be taught agriculture, that
some of the religious associations formed
for the purpose of teaching useful. arts,
such as agricultural and mechanical arts,
would impart this knowledge at a very
cheap rate. They were persons who de-
voted themselves to this kind of life-from
philanthropie motives, and merely re-
quired sufficient to provide themselves
with food and clothing.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
he was satisfied that the best civilizers
were missionaries, both Catholic and
Protestant, and the matter would be
taken into consideration.

MANITOBA.
287 Estimated amount required

to provide for the erection
of houses and farm build-
ings for the use of the In-.
structors in husbandry to
be sent to the Indians in
Manitoba................ $ 2,500 00

NORTH-WEST.

288 Estimated amount required
to provide for the erection
of houses and farm build-
ings for the use of Instrue-
tors in husbandry to be
sent to the Indians in the
North-West............. 15,000 00

COLLECTION OF REVENUES.

CUSTOXS.

289 To meet probable expendi-
ture in connection with the
establishment of a Board of
Experts, and Outside Ser-
vice...................$10,000 00

MR. CARTWRIGHT asked how
many persons were supposed to compose
the Board of Experts, and what were
their duties and salaries to be.

MR. TILLEY said that matter had
net been finally settled. It was contem-
plated that such persons should be added
to the number of employés here at
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Ottawa. The scheme, ho wever, had not
been properly worked out. Then, per-
sons would be employed for the purpose
of ascertaining the value of goods from
the different parts of the world, and the
proper value upon which they should be
entered when received into the Dominion.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said the hon.
gentleman had said nothing with regard
to the outside service.

MR. TILLEY said at present it was
impossible for themi to say that their
arrangements would be in that respect.
Officers would be placed at thp principal
ports, and the most vulnerable points in
the Dominion.

Vote agreed to.

EXCISE.

290 Amount omitted from former
estimates for Preventive
and Outside Service......

POST-OFFIcE.

291 Estimated amount required to
maintain increased fre-
quency of steam communi-
cation with the Magdalen
Islands, and between the
Magdalen Islands and
Gaspé ..................

292

PUBLIC WORKS.

Canals.

Rebuilding superstructure
of north-west pier, Bur-
lington Bay Canal, de-
stroyed by fire.........

For necessary repairs to the
north-eastern side of the
Canal Basin, Rideau Ca-
nal, Ottawa ............

DOMINION LANDS.

293 Estimated additional amount
required for township sub-
divisions, inspection of
same, and surveys of timber
berths ..................

4,000 00

3,600 00

12,000 0

4,000 00

27,500 00

III.-CIVIL GOVERNMENT (completed.)
2 The Governor-General's Se-

cretary's Office...........$ 10,800 00

VII.-LEGISLATION (completed).
42 Expenses of Committees, Ex-

tra Sessional Clerks, &c. .. 10,300 00

Mii. CARTWRIGHT said there ought
to be a distinct supplementary vote ¿for
sessional clerks. otherwise there could
be no sort of control over them, as ithere
was no doubt, under the present system,
very considerable abuse had been com-
mitted.

SI1 JOHN A. MACDONALD said
no doubt the whole system wanted reform.
The expense of this flouse was excessive.
The Government were endeavouing to
establish what would be the best mode of
avoiding it in the future, and had come
to the conclusion there should be no
extra sessional writers or messengers at
all. They should be considered perma-
roent officers to be employed only during
the Session, and paid for the Ses-
sion, the rest of the year being
free to them, but would be required to
attend every Session, and to do night
work when there wus a rush of work to
be done. By this means, hon. members
could informa those who solicited {them
for positions as sessional clerks or mes-
sengers, that they had no patronage in
that respect, that the positions were all
filled by permanent employés, and that
no additional men would be taken on
outside of the assigned number.

MRt. MILLS said he did not think
the hon. gentleman opposite (Sir John
A. Macdonald) had succeeded in ac-
counting for the extravagance of the
expenditure on extra clerks this Ses-
sion, by the change in the systein.
He might as well have engaged one
hundred as seventy-five. The doors of
the House were literally besieged in
the early part of the Session by appli-
cants for these situations. Last Session
the number was forty-one, the largest
ever emploIed before ; but several were
dismissed when there was nothing for
them to do. This Session for five weeks
those clerks had nothing to do for their
pay. The Clerk had applied for six or
seven, and got ever seventv. Last
Session the present Premier insisted on
the vote being cut down some $8,000
or $10,000; but this year $20,000
went for sessional clerks. A number
of them were newspaper writers, who
had denounced the policy of the party in
Opposition, and had supported that of
the party on the Treasury benches.
Those writers, therefore, had been paid
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for their services out of the Pub
Treasury.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : No.

MR. MILLS said yes ; many of those
clerks had nothing to do up to this
hour. The member for King's, N.B.,
had had two of those clerks assisting
him as private secretaries in his private
business at the cost of the Public Treas-
ury,,and other hon. gentlemen opposite had
received similar benefits. It was not
desirable that the hon. Premier should
ask the House to make the additional
appropriation, or to interfere with the
strict audit of the accounts at the in-
ception of the new system. The only
excuse for the payment of sums of
this sort without any appropriation was
some unforeseen circumstance necessitat-
ing an expenditure subsequent to a
Session.

SIR JOHN A. MACDOINALD said
lie believed they could economise other
votes connected with Parliament suffi-
ciently to pay this extra expense. The
hon. gentlemen opposite followed a sim-
ilar course. The Government would
undertake to submit a scheme next Ses-
sion securing a more strict audit of the
accounts.

MR. ANGLIN said that, if the leader
of the Government, as lie had promised,
made the sessional clerks permanent
members of the Civil Service for the
future, he hoped he would remember the
claims of clerks who had served the
country efficiently during the last five
years, and not pursue a ore-sided system
in the appointments.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
that some of the old servants ought to be
considered, and would be.

Vote agreed to.

Resolutions ordered to be reported.

House resuned.

Resolutions reported.

SUPPLY.-CONCURRENCE.

Resolutions reported from Committee
of Supply considered.

MR. MILLS.

Resolutions 3 to 41, 43 to 60, and 62
(April 25th), read the first and second
times and agreed to.

Resolutions 61, 63 to 76 (April 30th)
read the irst and second tünes and agreed
to.

On Resolution 77, Intercolonial Rail-
way extension to deep water at St. John,
$100,000,

Mn. DOMVILLE said, in bringing up
the matter he now proposed to bring be-
fore the House, he had no other object
than to do his duty to the Lower
Provinces. It was felt that a grievance
existed there in regard to the freight
rates onthe Intercolonial Railway. The
other night he brought the matter before
the Minister of Public Works, but he was
sorry to hear that things were so ordered
that nothiiig could be done to benefit
the people of those Provinces in this
direction. They complained that it was
a grievance that the freights from On-
tario to the Lower Provinces should be
higher than the freights from the Lower
Provinces to Ontario. H-le (Mr. Dom-
ville) did not bring this matter up as a
complaint against the Government. His
past action showed, and the country was
aware, that he was entirely in accord in
every way with the present Government.
H1e felt that the Minister of Public
Works, when this matter was thoroughly
considered by him, would exert his influ-
ence in order to place the people of the
Lower Provinces in a better position.
He (Mr. Domville) trusted his action
would not be considered antagonistic to
the Government. At this late hour he
did not wish to take up the time of the
House, further than to state his objec-
tion on the parts of the people of the
Lower Provinces, more especially of New
Brunswick, and of King's County there,
against any discrimination in freights on
Government railways, and, therefore, he
would move that the following words be
added to the said Resolution:

" And in the opinion of this House ali rates
for freight to any station in Canada shal not
be greater than through rates from Chicago or
any point in the Western States of America;
also, through rates for freight to any Inter-
mediate station on the Intercolonial RailwaY
shall not be greater than rates for similar
kinds of freight to terminal points of the said
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Railway. That no preferential rates of freight
shall be given to anyone, manufacturer, far-
mer, merchant or trader, over another for
similar class of goods over the same distances
on the Intercolonial Railway; that the rate
per mile shail be so adjusted from the Maritime
Provinces to the Upper Provinces by the In-
tercolonial Railway that no one shipper will be
able to convey his goods at a lower price than
his neighbour."

MR. OLIVER said he would suggest
that the hon. gentleman (Mr. Domville)
should so amend bis motion as to make
it include al railways under the control
of the Government.

MR. TUPPER said it was somewhat
strange that the bon. member for King's,
N.B., should have taken the present occa-
siontomake this motion. He(Mr.Tupper)
quite accorded to that gentleman, and to
every other gentleman in the louse, the
right to use their own independent
action in relation to what regaded publie
interests, and he had no doubt whatever
that bis hon. friend the member for
King's, N.B., (Mr. Domville), in making
thismotion, believedhewas actingentirely
in the public interest. But he thought
it rather strange that the hon. gentleman,
who announced himself in sympathy
with the Administration, should take'the
present opportunity of putting upon the
Journals this resolution, having taken
no-such action on this subject during the
past five years when on the Opposition
benches. The hon. gentleman had the
same opportunity of knowing what the
business of the country required then as
now,and hewas not nowinpositiontostate
that the freight rates were not as favour-
able to the country at this moment as
during thepast fiveyears. Thebon.gentle-
man knew perfectly well that this question
of rates on the Intercolonial Railway had
from time to time been the subject of
discussion, but the hon. gentleman was
content merely with an expression of bis
opinion, and never made a hostile mo-
tion in the interest of the country in
connection with that question. Ie
(Mr. Tupper) could only say he must
beg the House to vote down the resolu-
tion of the hon. member for King's.
He asked the liouse to take that
course, because it - would be impos-
sible to allow this motion to be
carried, without completely changing the
whole system under which the Interco-

117

lonial Railway was managed, and bring-
ing upon the country au enormous addi-
tional expenditure. The hon. gentle-
man had undertaken to affirm a proposi-
tion in relation to the management of
the railway, which bis hon. predecessor
and every hon. gentleman in the House,
who had any acquaintance with the
subject, knew to be practically impos-
sible. It was perfectly well known that,
in order to manage railways, they
had to change the rates of freight in ac-
cordance -with the competition, or lose the
business. The effect of adopting this
resolution would be to entail an enor-
mous additional cost on the country.
If the House and the people
of the country were willing that
the railway should be run at the
cost of a million dollars instead of half
a million dollars, lie would not have a
word to say, and would submit with the
best possible grace. But he did not be-
lieve that either the House or the country
was prepared to adopt such a policy.
Take the article of pig iron. What
would be the result of adopting the policy
the hon. gentleman proposed, that of
increasing the rates upon that kind of
freight ? The result would simply be to
drive that kind of traffic away from the
line. Would that be any benefit to the
country 1 Would it be any benefit to,
the iron manufacturera at Londonderry,
or at St. John ? Such freight came to-
gether with freight of a general character,
a large portion of which was remunerative,
and fron which they derived a fair and
legitimate return. The result of refusing
iron at the present rates, would be to,
send all that freight which came over the
Intercolonial to United States ports.
The motion of bis hon. friend he believed
to be ill-advised, and one which would
result in reducing the receipts of the In-
tercolonial Railway. The Government
had notincreased the rates, but the hon.
gentleman knew that'wherever a change
had been made, it had been made in
the other direction. lu regard to ocean
cargoes, the Government had ventured
further than their predecessors, and they
had done everything that they could toý
endeavour to direct business to the Inter-
colonial. They had used every possible
means for the purpose of reducing the ex-
penditure of operating the road, and had
endeavoured to bring about a nearer
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equilibrium between the receipts and had he thought that he would embarrass
expenditure of the road than had existed the Government.
before. And they were prepared, wherever
it was possible, to foster the trade mr of sthe re a s no
or business of the country at as cheap a member of the o sore au to
rate as they possibly could, without ut- mee he s nirif h rset th o
terly disregarding the principles uponcel to reject the resolution, lie did se, from awhich a great workl like that must be constraîned sense of duty. The hon.
iUf. gentleman said le haP not answered the

Mt. MACKENZIE said it was quite lastmpart of bis argument in reference to

impossible that the motion f the hon parties doing business at places on the

gentleman could be carrieci if tLe flouse lime. se maintained that, ia the poliev

haci any regard for the principles uo Uipon which the Intercolonial was ad-w rontstered there was ne discrimina-tiont rn sense o dutat. Tehon.
They must see at once that, by carrying ianividu stpioo a ionef t oevsr

a motion of that sort, they must either mdividual stood in precisely the same

impose very heavy burdens on the position. There might be distinctions in

c:mntry or drive the~ trade to other sea- favour of partiescreating a great industry,
ports than Halifax or St. John. He was but that was done for the purpose of pro-
quite sure, from the attention lie had rnoting the interests of the country, and

given this matter himself, that no one in order to carry on and sustain a great
living on the line of the Intercolonial industry. That was a priaciple recog-
Railroad had any fair right to complain .sed i ail the commercial transactions
in regard to the rates. No railroad on ln the world. Al parties stood in pre-
the continent carried traffic so regularly cisely the same relation to the road, pro-
or so cheaply as they had been carryin vided their business was of the same

traffic on that road. The eountry was character.
already sufficiently taxed in order to SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: As
operate this road, and it was utterly im- my hon. friend las had an opportunity of
possible for any great line of railway to explaining bis views, and Las Leard the
avoid entering into traffic arrangements acceptance of what le considered the
with the lines at its termini. They most important brandi of bis resolution,
would dertroy their traffic by doing so, I would ask Lim to withdraw bis reso-
and he felt bound to support the Gov- lution.
ernment and vote against the motion of
the hon. mein.er for Kinghs. enient has r oppot it

MR. DOMVILLE *said l Lardly Resolution re d te fire and second
thanke bis lion. frienc the Minister cimes anc agreed t e
of mPublic Works for the castigation
e had given hlm that evening. fie On uResolution 78, intercolonial ai-

desireci to state that the reason wby hl way nutlocks, $40,ion.
acA not (brouglt this up before, M older the

former Administration, was that li dLi MR. MACKENZIE said he had
not see am possibiity of the motion be- looked over the papers la commection
ing carried. Hie did net thimk the lion. witli these mut-locks, andi bis conviction
gentleman a given an answer te the was that tLe Goverment had made a
part of bis motion relating te preferential Lad bargain. Tiey had bee impSed
rates beirg give teu one man over an- ae

formerpo Adiisrtin wase that he didM

other. Rie did n ot think the hon. gen- the victims of a conspiracy.
tieman had any right to characterise him Senecal was weIi known t b
as an independent member. He (Mr. one of a class of railway speu
Domville) wished to stand by bis party, lators, who liveci by their wits ip-
even if the party did not stand by him. connection with contracta. fe wu well
He thought that, in bringing this matter known as the gentleman who succeede
forward, he had merely done Lis duty, la defeatlng the nember for Québee £ast
and le would net Lave made the motion in Artabaska by a profuse se of nean

MM. TuM N e.
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in some of the parishes of that county.
He was well known as one who was con-
stantly engaged in work of this kind for
the hon. gentlemen. opposite. It was
found in these papers that the request
was made that this patent should be used.
The person who had the patent went
about telling his story not long ago, here
and elsewhere ; but he had, like the hon.
member for King's (Mr. Domville), been
arranged with, and had disappeared. The
fact was that, while Mr. Senecal asked
$100 per mile, the Government offered
$55 per mile, without having a computa-
tion made by any practical engineer as
to the cost of the article, the necessity for
it, or its utility. He was informed also,
that, while Mr. Senecal had a contract at.
$55 per mile, he was sub-letting the
doing of the work for about $16 per mile,
and that there were altogether 750 of
those bolt locks to be put on each mile of
the road, each of which was not worth
over one cent, with another cent for put-
ting on. The Government should have
advertised for tenders for these artitles.
The sum was a large one, $40,000, and
$40,000 would not be sufficient at $55
per mile, if all the Government railways
were to be done over. If it was thought
desirable to have these nut-locks on the
bolts, tenders should have been asked,
and the Government should have seen, by
application to the Mechanical Engineer at
the head of the workshops, that the
article was a useful one, that the price
was a fair one, and that it could not be
-as well and as cheaply supplied in their
own workshops as by this person. Be-
sides getting $55 per mile, Mr. Senecal
was to be supplied with the means of
travelling over the Une free ; he had two
cars specially placed at his dis-
posal. The whole thing was prac-
tically useless, and if it were of any
use, it could have been done at our own
workshops by our own men. It should,
at all events, have been submitted, as
everything of the kind should be, to the
Mechanical Engineer for approval. The
opinion, on a question of this kind, of a
mere civil engineer,who was unacquainted
with plain mechanies, was valueless. The
transaction was one, so far as his know-
ledge extended, that was not justifiable.
The prie paid was excessive, and no
proper plans were taken to ascertain the
value of the work.

MR. TUPPER said he could only say
with reference to this that the hon. gen-
tleman's knowledge of Mr. Senecal was
greater than his. He knew nothing of
that gentleman whatever until he came
to hLim with his proposition to apply this
patent to the Intercolonial Railway. He
(Mr. Tupper) dealt with it in the man-
ner best calculated to secure the inter-
ests of the country. He took the opi«mon
on the matter of two gentlemen, as oue
that necessarily and naturally belonged
to them-one, Mr. Fleming, the Chief
Engineer of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, the other, Mr. Schreiber, the Chief
Engineer of the railways in operation.
Both these gentlemen were well known
to the hon. gentleman opposite. They
had been entrusted by him with quite as
great responsibilities, and their judgment
adhered to in matters of quite as great
importance as the one under consider-
ation.

MR. MACKENZIE : Never anything
of this kind.

Ma. TUPPER said he wanted to know
if a gentlemen who spent bis life as a
railway engineer, whose business it was
to devise rails, patterns, fastenings, and
everything of the kind, was not the per-
son of all others who was competent
to speak in reference to the value of an
invention of this kind. It was all very
well for the hon. gentleman to sit in his
place in the House and ex cathedra say
what he believed to be the value of these
articles.

Mn. MACKENZIE: I said I was
informed.

MR. TUPPER said he would like to
know where he got the authority for the
the statement that this could be put on
and manufactured for a cent. He knew,
in the first place, that the right was a
patent right, and they had not the right
to have them made in the Government
workshops, and applied to the road with-
out payment for the patent. He
(Mr. Tupper) applied to these gentle-
men for their opinion of the charac-
ter of the work, and they stated in
their report, which was on the table, that
in their judgment the contrivance was an
admirable one, that the object was a
most important one, that the operation
of a railway involved a tendency of these
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nuts to become loose and unscrew, and it
cost a large amount for the purpose of
watching to see that the nuts did not be-
come unscrewed. le had also the evi-
dence of Mr. Light, Chief Engineer of
-he Provincial Railways in Quebec, that
it was a most valuable contrivance, that
he had actually applied it, and found it to
work satisfactorily. lie (Mr. Tupper)
hg made a calculation of the number of
men he could dispense with on the rail-
way, by the adoption of the patent, and
found he could save a large number of
men by its adoption. The Chief Engi-
neer of the railways in operation, reported
it was worth $55 per mile, that was for
the McKay patent; the model which he
had brought down to the House would
give the House an opportunity of seeing
whether it was worth a cent a piece. It
was made of spring steel, and there was
an improvement on it, which caused it
to be more simple in its operation, more
easily managed, the road altered and
repaired with the greatest facility, and
the difficulties which applied to the pat-
ent -wère altogether avoided. The appli-
cation of the patent would save a large
sum in the maintenance of the road per
annum.

Mn. MACKENZIE said why the Gov-
ernment did not acquire this patent
themselves, and get the articles made at
their own workshops. The road had to
be attended to by their own men, at any
rate, by whom the work could be done
at much less expense than it was possible
to make arrangements for with another
person. Why was it not sent to the
mechanical engineer at the workshops to
report upon ? Did the hon. gentleman
ascertain what Mr. Senecal paid McKay
for the patent ? Had he done that, they
would have known at once what the
the value of the patent per mile would
be and the total sum paid for it, then
the actual cost of the article to be pur-
chased. Spring steel was one of the
cheapest articles they bad. Their own
workshops should have been applied to to
know what the article could be produced
for. This was not done, and, from the
information he had obtained, he believed
tbey were paying three times the value of
the thing at the very least.

MR. CARTWRIGHT: I should like
to be informed by the Minister of Public

MR, Turan.

Works if this particular nut-lock is used
by any of the other great railroads or
not, or if he knows what they have paid
for a similar patent?

MR. TUPPER : I am not aware that
it is.

MR. KILLAM: What is to be done
in the case of Mr. Wiser, whose patent
has been used on the Prince Edward
Island Railway and the Intercolonial ?

MR. TUPPER: That matter is being
investigated. The Government have no
right to use a patent without acquiring it.

MR. MACKENZIE: The Govern-
ment can use a patent in the first place
if they like to pay the value of it. They
have done so repeatedly.

MR. TUPPER : The Government can
use the patent, and, on the report of the
Commissioner of Patents, pay the
patentee.

Resolution read the first and second
limes, and agreed to on the following
division

TmAS:

Messrs.
Arkell
Baby
Bannerman
Benoit
Bergeron
Bill
Bolduc
Boultbee
Bourbeau
Bowell
Brooks
Bunster
Bunting
Burnham
Caron
Cimon
Cockburn(W
Colby
Connell
Costigan
Coughlin
Coursol
Cuthbert
Daly
Daoust
Dawson
DeCosmos
Desaulniers
Desjardins
Doull
Drew
Dubuc
Elliott

Farrow
Ferguson
Fitzsimmons
Fortin
Fulton
Gault
Gigault
Gill
Girouard (J. Cartier)
Girouard çKent, N.Il.)
Grandbois
Hackett
laggart

Hay
Hesson
H1illiard

.Northld.)Hotper
Houde
Jones
Kaulback
Keeler
Kilvert
Kirkpatrick
Kranz
Landry
Lane
Lantier
Little
Macdonald (Vict4., B.C.)
McDonald (C. Breton)
McDonaldPictou)
McDonald (Victr N -S.)
Macmillan
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McCallum Rochester
McCuaig Ross (Dundas
McDougall Rouleau
McInnes Routhier
McKay Ryan (Montrea
McLennan Rykert
McLeod Shaw
McQuade Sproule
McRory Tassé
Massue Tellier
Méthot Thompson (C
Mongenais Tilley
Mluttart Tupper
Orton Vallée
Perreault Wade
-Pinsonneault Wallace (S. N
Platt Wallace (W.
Plumb White (Cardw
Pope (Compton) White (E. Ha
Pope (Queen's, P.E.I.)White (N. Re
Richey Williams
Robertson (Hamilton) Wright.-il1.
,Robinson
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l Centre)

ariloo)

orfolk)
York)
ell)
stings)
nfrew)

Messrs.
Anglin Gillmor
Bain Gunn
Béchard Guthrie
Bourassa Holton
Brown Huntington
Burk Larue
Burpee (St. John) Laurier
Burpee (Sunbury) Mackenzie
€ameron (S. Huron) Merner
Cartwright Mills
Casgrain Oliver
Chandler Olivier
Christie Paterson (S. Brant)
Coupai Rinfret
Domville Rogers
Dumont Ross (W. Middlesex)
Fiset Rymal
Fleming Scriver
Galbraith Strange
Geoffrion Thompson(Hý1dimand)
Gillies Trow.-42

Resolutions 79 to 87, and 89 to 102,
read the first and second tines, and
agreed to.

On Resolution 103, Ottawa Drill
Shed, $15,000,

MR. MACKENZIE said he observed
that in the Supplementary Estimates
there was a sum of $2,000 for this drill
shed within the carrent year. They were
told, after the vote in Committee, that
this, with the $5,000 from the city,
'would be the cost of this building, but
now $2,000 more was asked. The
cost to the country would be $17,000.

MR. TUPPER : It will make $17,000,
but that gives it to us in the current

year. The architect reports they have
met with difficulties in the foundation
which will increase the expenditure and
necesàitate the use of a different class of
bricks.

MR. MACKENZIE: I do not think
the hon. gentleman should have com-
menced the work before he got the
money.

Resolution read the first and second
times, and agreed to.

Resolutions 104 to 120 read the first
and second tines, and agreed to.

Resolutions 121 to 180 (May 1st) read
the first and second times, and ageeed to.

Resolutions 181 to 191 and 194 to 196
(May 2nd) read the frstand second times,
and agreed to.

On Resolution
$1,758,000,

197, Post Office,

MR. McLElfNAN said he noticed
that the cost of the Post Office be-
yond the revenue had increased from
some $91,000 in 1868, to $590,000 in
1877-something like 15c. a head to
every man, woman and child in this Do-
minion, and, as there was a large num-
ber of men, women and children in the
country who derived no direct advantage
from the Post Office, he thought it was
worth while enquiring whether they had
value for this large expenditure. He
found that the increase in the three
years, from 1874 to 1877, had about
doubled, that was, from $247,000 to
$590,000.

MR. MACKENZIE: What was that
increase in 1

MR. McLENNAN : In the cost of the
Post Office Department, beyond its in-
come.

MR. MACKENZIE : No.

M. McLENNAN said he could easi-
ly see the process in his own county by
which it grew to those proportions. He
could easily see it was one of those evils
that grew by what it fed on. He knew
it was a very unpopular thing to say a
word against it, from his experience of
it in his own county. He believed that
a great number of the post-offices had
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been established at cross-roads, corners
and by-ways, where there was no real
necessity for them, and where the people
derived no advantage from them. But
of course they gave political strength to
the Ministry of the day, anci everybody
knew the process that went on at these
corner post-offices. There was. a class of
literature disseminated tbrough the post-
offices that formed the staple of mail
matter that he had seen among the peo-
ple.

An HON. MEMBER : The Globe.

MR. McLENNAN said the Daily
Globe was an important element, no
doubt. The process was very well
known. The corner postmaster, who
was very likely to be a political partisan,
retailed the news, just as the itinerant
philosopher and bard of old used to do,
but with the difference that there was
nothing original. There was nothing
useful or amusing in those newspapers.
Since he had been in the House he had
received, as, no doubt, others had re-
ceived, applications from men in his con-
stituency, who very naturally said there
were post-offices at the next corners or
cross-roads, and why should they not
have them ? He (Mr. McLennan) had
asked them where they got their letters,
and they replied that they got them at a
railway station several miles off, where
they went to market. He believed that,
a good many years ago, when the Post
Office expense did not exceed $90,000,
there was quite as much facility for any
necessary postal requirements as there
was at present. The same objection
arose with regard to the distribution
of letters in the cities. There was a
great hue and cry raised, a few years
ago, about the great advantage of
cheap postal communication with the
United States. He did not know that
any business man who had correspond-
ence with the United States begrudged
to pay five cents for his letters. He be-
lieved the delivery of letters in towns
and large cities did not facilitate that
necessary or important .correspondence
that was desirable to be delivered. Be-
cause, as far as he could understand, Peo-
ple who carried on important and urgent
business still kept their boxes in the
post-offices, and sent for their letters,
and the other handful of correspondence

MR. McLENNAN.

that reached the outskirts of the city,
and which was delivered by the post-
man, would be almost equally valuable
whether delivered to-day or to-morrow.
He did not know that the family corres-
pondence, or the correspondence of
domestics, was of so urgent a character
that a few hours in the delivery was a
serious matter, or that it was worth
while paying for it what it cost the
country. He called attention to this
matter because he believed it was verv
important that members in this House
should fortify the Government in any
attempt that might be made to retrench,

Sand, if $500,000 or so could he saved, it
was very desirable and important that it
should be done. He thought it was
worth while for the Government to con-
sider the experiencerelated a few even-
ings ago, when the leader of the Opposi-
tion explained, in connection- with the
expenditure on canals, that under a very
large expenditure the Government had
very few supporters on the route of that
expenditure. He thought that, perhaps,
as a matter of policy, it might
be worth the while of the Gov-
ernment to consider the advisability of
making an effort in this direction.
He would take the liberty to say to his
friends on the Treasury benches that.they
might, as an experiment, try what the
good effect would be of saving s little
money.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Just
for the novelty of the thing.

MR. McLENNAN: Yes, just for the
novelty of the thing. He thought, if it
did not accomplish any political purpose,
such a saving would have some virtue.
He recommended to the notiôe of the
Government the possibility of making a
savng in connection with this very large
Post Office expenditure.

MR. HESSON said he thought, if there
was any part of the administration of
the Government that was worthy of com-
mendation, it was their efforts to keep
pace with the wants of the country In
the new settlements. He was of opn-
ion that they had no right to complain of
this expenditure, unless it could be
pointed out that the expenditure was not
in the interest of the people.
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Ma. HUNTINGTON said there was
no doubt that the Post Office expendi-
ture would be much more satisfactory if
the deficits could be replaced by revenue
returns. They had to consider, as the
bon. gentleman had placed the matter
fairly before the flouse, whether they
would give the country the best facilities
they could derive, or whether they
should return to the state of things which
formerly existed. The hon. gentleman
had condemned the system of free de-
iivery because lie did not see the acivan-
tage of it. But it must be borne in
mind, that the system of free delivery
was] introduced because it was believed
it would produce such an increased cor-
respondence in cities as to make it self-
sustaining. Although it bad not reached
the extent anticipated, there was ne
doubt the systei had increased the cor-
respondence, and had largely facilitated
the busimess of the Post Office Depart-
ment. The hon. gentleman complained,
also, that in certain places in Canada
there were post-offices at the corner
roads, and that postmasters were ap-
pointed for political considerations. He
(Mr. Huntington) had no doubt politi-

.cians had been appointed postmasters,
and that they would be appointed post-
masters in time to come. But the post-
masters at the corner roads had only a
mere pittance for salary, which was no
comparison with the benefit which
accried. The post-offices the hon.
gentleman referred to had nothing to do
with the deficits of which the hon. gen-
tleman complained. It was the railway
service and various other Departments
which were expensive, as the hon. gen-
tleman would find when he came to deal
with the figures. He admitted that the
system was expensive, but, if they were to
keep pace with other countries, and
afford the facilities which were afforded
in other countries, they must incur this
expenditure. Çf course some discretion
must be emploved in order to see that
they did not go too fast. Our railway
Systein was enormously expensive, but
lie did, not suppose the hon. gentleman
would ask that stage coaches should be
restored and railways ignored. If the
hon. gentleman believed there were teo
nany postmasters in his county, it was
an easy matter to make a representation
to the Government and get rid of them.

But he thought the hon. gentleman would
find that these oflices contributed very
little towards the deficýits of which the
people complained. At this late stage
of the Session, he had no intention of
entering into a discussion of the whole
question, which was an important ques-
tion, and which, lie thought, might be
fairly discussed on this proposition. But,
if the money which was expended was
fairly expended for the purpose of afford-
ing facilities to the people, in regard to
the postal arrangements, the expense
was not too much, and the people
could well afford it. They had not
gone faster than the rest of the civilised
world. They had increased the facilities
of postal communication betwein Canada
and the United States. They Lad an op-
portunity of affording the cities a free
delivery system, of which lie had not
heard a complaint, and lie thought the
House might be asked, in the interest of
the intelligence of the country, to wait a
little, and to stem the tide during the
period of adversity until there was an oppor-
tunity for those ameliorations to be j usti-
fied by a more happy state of business
relations. The hon. gentleman had
alluded to a speech made in another
Chamber, in which speech he believed it
was represented, speaking from memory,
that in the eight city post-offices, which
had a free delivery, there was a deficit
in the revenue of from $107,000 to
$108,000. In that speech, however, the
sale of postage stamps was regarded as a
source oftevenue. He (Mr. Huntington)
desired to call the attention of the House
to this fact. The sale of postage stamps
was not an indication of the revenue de-
rived from the office where the sale of
these stamps took place. The office at
Toronto, for example, might sell a great
many postage stamps, but a great number
of letters might be posted, the stamps of
which might have been purchased at
other offices. If the distinguished
Senator would make enquiries, he would
find that, instead of there being a deficit
in these various offices of $107,000,
there was really an increase of some
$56,000 or $58,000. There ought to
be some means of remedying this means
of acquiring information. He had indi-
cated that the sale of stamps did not show
the revenue of an office. When, during
his time, they discovered this deficiency,
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they undertook to remedy it by count-
ing the letters, and they found enough to
verify the fact that the sale of stamps
was not a criterion by which to judge the
revenue. But they did not go se far as
they hoped the hon. gentleman hoped to
go in making the test complete. He
had this to say, that, se far as he knew
the administration of the Post Office De-
partment, it was directed by able
officers, and officers who understood the
work of the Department. The head of the
Department might exercise his influence
as he liked, but there was there the ma-
chinery by which the Post Office Depart-
ment was directed. And he believed the
money voted to that Department was
honestly and usefully expended for the
public service. It was a fallacious idea
that the Post Office Deparment, in its
expenditure, showed an enormous in-
crease, and he wished to call the attention
of the House to the fact that he was sat-
isfied the present Government would find
there was no necessity for such a reduc-
tien as was indicated by the hon. mem-
ber. So long as the money which the
House voted was within a reasonable
limit, and was fairly and honestly ex-
pended for increasing the facilities in
postal communication, there need be no
cause for complaint, and the best evidence
that the Government had not found the
extravagance of which they had preach-
ed was to be found in the fact that
the Estimates did not propose reduction.
When the Estimates were before
the bouse, he told the h3n. gentle-
man who presided over the Post
Office Department that he would
on concurrence ask for information in
regard to the mail service be-
tween Campbelltown and iPaspebiac.
The late contractor for that service and
his family had carried this mail for forty
years, and the contract was re-let to him
for the sum of $4,000 or $5,000. It was
represented to him (Mr. Hiuntington)
that this contractor did bis duty as well
as it was possible for him te do it. The
contract was for four years, but was an-
nulled at the end of two years, when the
present Government came into power.
When the contracts were again invited,
the late contracter tendered $1,700 below
the present contracter, but the contract
was lot for the larger sum. If this were
true, some reason should be given for the

MR. HUNTINGTON.

acceptance of the higher tender-why,
in the first place, the contract was taken
from the late contractor at all ? and
why, in the second place, the higher
tender was accepted ?

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD: What
is his name ?

MR. HUNTINGTON: Carr. And I
am told, further, that the present con-
tractor was a postmaster who was dis-
missed by the late Government for
reasons which appeared to be apparent,
and no one vas dismissed except for
reasons.

R. BABY: Hear, hear.

MR. HUNTINGTON said the hon.
gentleman said 'lhear, hear," but he
desired to state that henever-and he did
not believe the hon. gentleman himself
would do it-dismissed a man because he
was a politician, or for political 'ýeasons.

Ma. BABY : I said " hear, hear," be-
cause I remember my postmaster was
put aside because he was a good, sound
Conservative.

MR. HUNTINGTON said lie st2ted
to the House some time ago, and he
stated it now, that, during the time he
was Postmaster-General, no postmaster
was dismissed for political reasons.
More, no one was dismissed except for
good cause. He was quite willing that
a Committee should be appointed next
Session te enquire into any of the dis-
missals that took place during his ad-
ministration, and, if this were done, it
would be found that all allegations of
this kind were groundless.

MR. ROSS (Dundas) said he had oc-
casion te bring to the notice of the De-
partment before that there was some-
thing very loose in the matter of carrying
out the system of registration. Money
letters had been lost, gonductors dis-
missed, and no effort made to recover the
money. Mail contractors were taken on
without any security being given by
them to guard against loss. He remem-
bered an occasion, during the term of the
late Minister of Customs, when three
money letters were lest. The conduct ors
admitted they had the letters in their
possession between Iroquois and Mo't-
real, and that they did not leave their
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place except to take their tea at Cornwall,
and yet three r.egistered letters were ab-
stracted, and there was no opportunity
to recover the amount lost from these
conductors. One of them was dismissed.
Employés in such a responsible position
should be required to give bail. He
knew plenty of young men who would
take such a position, and give security
against loss. With reference to the
statements of the hon. member for Glen-
garry, that county was more fortunate
than others. In Dundas there were not
sufficient post-offices. There was no
money better spent than the paltry sum
given to postmasters.

MR. ROSS (West Middlesex) said, by
an order issued in January last, all pro-
ductions of the electric pen were classed
as correspondence and charged full post-
age. In the United States these were
classed as ordinary printed circulars, and
the same rule should be adopted here.

Resolution read the first and second
times and agreed to.

Resolutions 198 and 199 read thefirst
and second times and agreed to.

PUBLIC BILLS.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bill was considered in
Committee of the Whole, reported, read
the third time and passed.-

Bill(No. 113) To provide for the liquidation
of the affairs of Building Societies in the
Province of Quebec.-(Mr. Desjardins.)

The following Bill was read the second
time, considered in Committee of the
Whole, reported, read the third time, and
passed.

Bill (No. 81) Respecting official arbitrators.
-(Mr. Cockburn, West Northumberland.)

Honse adjourned at
Thirty-five minutes after

Twelve o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Friday, 9th May, 1879.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three

o'clock.
PRAYERS.

SUPPLY.-CONCURRENCE.

Resolutions reported from Commnittee
of Supply considered.

On Resolution 192 (May 2nd), Inter-
colonial Railwav, $1,500,000,

MR. TUPPER said the hon. member
for Lambton had asked for information
with reference to this item. It would
be seen that the estimate for the coming
year was $1,500,000. The amount ap-
propriated for 1877-78 was $1,600,000,
and the amount asked for by Mr.
Brydges, the then manager of the rail-
way, was $1,750,000. The result of the
year's operations showed that Mr. Brydges
had not at all over-estimated the amount
he would require, as the actual expendi-
ture was $1,811,273, including steel rail
renewals $200,000. In 1878-79, Mr.
Brydges again estimated the amount re-
quired at $1,750,000. The Parliamen-
tary appropriation was as before,
$1,600,000. The expenditure for the
first eight months was $1,387,112, and
the last four months he (Mr. Tup-
per) estimated at $412,888, a
very great reduction, compared with
the first eight months. This
would make the 'total expenditure
for the current year, $1,800,000. Now,
the amount appropriated for the steel
rail renewals charged off, and which com-
pleted the suspense account, was
$143,000 for the ourrent year. That
charged off the whole expenditure, which,
as the hon. gentleman knew, had been
incurred some time ago, but had been
charged at the rate of $200,000 for the
two preceding years. Deducting that
$143,000 from the expenditure of the
current year left a balance of $1,65 7,000.
Ie had asked for $1,500,000, from which
it would be seen that he proposed to
effect a saving of $1,57,000, irrespective
altogether of the question of renewal
with steel rails. Deducting the whole
amount for renewals of steel rails charged
against the current year, his estimate
was $157,000 below the amount of ex-
penditure for the carrent year, and it
was greatly belew the actual expenditure
of the year 1877-78. TIe details of the
savings which he hoped to accomplish
during the coming year, he rnight state
briefly to be the steel rail renewals,
$143,592, the account having been
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closed and the work done; a saving
on the salaries of the staff of
$42,000 per year by dispensing
with officers, and reducing the salaries of
those who remained ; and, in the Mechan-
ical IDepartment, and labourers' wages,
he hoped to effect a saving of $91,000.

MR. MACKENZIE: By doing less
building ?

Mn. TUPPER said no. By provid-
ing for the same service as formerly, but
having it done in a more economical man-
ner.

MR. MACKENZIE : low?

MR. TUPPER : By dispensing with
the services of a vast number of em-
ployés who had not half enough to do.

MR. MACKENZIE : Where were
they ?

MiR. TUPPER : In the workshops and
along the line.

MR. MACKENZIE:
work done along the line,
the ordinary staff.

There is
except that

MR. TUPPER said there were work-
shops at Rivière du Loup, St. Flavie.
Campbellton, Newcastle, Moncton, and
Halifax.

MR. MACKENZIE: But yoa said
work done along the line.

MR. TUPPER said the saving in sal-
aries of the staff, exclusive of station
masters, would be $42,000 per annum,
and in the Mechanical Department
$91,000; in maintenance of way, and
in material in the shops, $23,408, mak-
ing a total saving in the coming year of
$300,000.

MR. CARTWRIGIHT: Will the hou.
gentleman state how many employés
there are ?

MF.. TUPPER said he would lay on
the table a statement of the number
of employés. The amount paid for
the staff, including station masters
and telegraph operators, was, on the
lst July last, $254,689 ; on the 17th
September it had increased to $263,240,
an increase of $8,551. The amount paid
for the staff to the lst July, exclusive of
station masters acd telegraph operators,

MR. TUPPER.

was $133,163. Under the new organisa-
tion the amount proposed, exclusive of
station masters and telegraph operators,
was $89,376, making a savirig of
$43,787.

MR. MACKENZIE : What rolling
stock has been provided for this year?

iMR. TUPPER said the saine number
of locomotives as before was provided for
in the estimate of $1,500,O00. The hon.
member for Centre Huron (Mr. Cart-
wright) had asked him whether the
serious accident which had occurred was
covered by this expenditure for this year.
He (Mr. Tupper) had made enquiries
with reference to that, and might say
that accidents was included. Since the
change of management, but one accident
had occurred. That would involve an
expenditure of about $7,000, which was
included in the estimate for the coming
four months, because, of course, the
repairs would be gone on with to the
locomotives that were damaged. He
expected to save a very large amount
annually, by the application of the patent
nut-lock, by az very large reduction in the
number of men employed in watching
the track. He was informed that that
could safely be done, that one of the
most fertile sources of both accidental
and intentional mischief on railways, was
the facility with which these nuts
unscrewed themselves, and the readiness
with which evil-disposed persons could
unscrew them.

MR. MACKENZIE : There will be
no difficulty in taking off the other.

MR. TUPPER said that,suppose it were
discovered, on the inspection of the track,
that the nuts were loose, and that, on a
curve, the train would be dashed to
pieces because, these fastenings to the
rail being gone, it would go beyond the
embankment, there was no means of
proving that the nuts were loosened ma-
iciously, or that, through oscillation of
the train, they became unloosened;
whereas, with the patent nut-lock, the
screw could not become loosened, except
it was done maliciously, and the fear of
detection would avert the danger. The
hon. gentleman referred to the value of
this article. He (Mr. Tuppe). as he
had already said, did not profess to be a
udge of thaz, but he Lad made enquiry as
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to the correctness of the hon. gentleman's
estimate, that one cent would furnish the
material. He was told the material was
of the best spring steel, that each one of
these appliances weighed six ounces of
the best spring steel. If the hon. gentle-
iman could purchase that for a cent, he
(Mr. Tupper) would be obliged if lie
would put him on the scent to do the
saime. It would cost, at present rates,
something like 7c. per pound. The hon.

gentleman occasionally charged him (Mr.
Tupper) with exaggeration ; in this case
the hon. gentleman could not be charged
with exaggerating.

MR. MACKENZIE : I gave an esti-
mate that was given me.

MR. TUPPER : Did the inechanical
engineer at Moncton give that estimate?

MR. MACKENZIE : I never had any
communication with any of the officials
of the Government since I left office.

MR. TUPPER said he had not insinu-
ated!anything of the kind, but, as the
hon. gentleman had statedhat lie (Mr.
Tupper) should have ascertained the
opinion of the mechanical engineer, lie
merely wished to ascertain whether the
hon. gentleman had applied to the same
authority. The hon. gentleman had said
that he (Mr. Tupper) should have charged
that to the current expenditure of the
coming year. Why should he ? It was
not a renewal or a repair. It was a new
appliance, an addition, just as a new mile
of railway would be.

MR. MACKENZIE: If the hon. gen-
tleman gets a new sort of pump to a
locomotive, it would be charged to capital
account.

MR. T UPPER said, if the Government
were to obtain the use of the Haggis
patent, now offered to it, it would be
perfectly proper to charge it to capita]
expenditure, because it was an addition,
the -effect of which would largely reduce
the annual expenditure. He had taken
every care with the Public Accounts,
and public interests were consulted in the
course adopted.

In answer to Mr. CARTWRIGHT,

MR. TIUPPER said the cost of the
staff, on the 17th September, was

¡$2ý3,240, and now a very large re-
duction had been made, the operation
still continuing. The number of em-
ployés was being steadily reduced, till
they should reach the point he had men-
tioned.

Ma. CARTWRIGHT : What is the
income up to the present date ?

MR. TUPPER said a comparative
statement of the receipts showed that
they reached, from the 30th June,
1877, till the 20th February, 1878,
$919,781.98, and fron the 30th June,
1878, till 20th February, 1879,
$895,192. The decrease in the seven
months of the current year was $24,749.

MR. ANGLIN said it was to be re-
gretted they had not these returns a day
or two ago, as this was a matter in which
they all felt a very great interest. Some-
times, a Minister of Publie Works could
effect a very large saving without im-
pairing the efEciency of such a service, or
allowing such a road to run down, when
he would deserve very great credit. He
was not aware, and was not yet satisfied,
that there was much room for saving in
such departments. He did not think
there was any room for a re-
duction in the number of station
masters, and, as far as he was
acquainted with the matter, in the salar-
ies of the station masters at the smaller
stations. He did not think, in fact, there
was any reasonable room for the reduc-
tion of salaries. He knew some of them
complaiaed that they were worked ex-
cessively, and that their salaries were not
adequate to their responsibilities and la-
bours. Repeated applications had been
made for increase of salaries, and some-
times for additional assistance, under the
late administration and management of
Mr. Brydges, without success. If the
employés or their salaries had been re-
duced, he did not think the publie ser-
vice would be promoted, while in very
many cases very great injustice might be
done to individuals. With regard to
nany of the employés on the track, he

thought there had,been, at various times,
great complaints from ardent supporters
of hon. gentlemen opposite. The Minis-
ter of Public Works had complained
very bitterly of the reduction of the
wages of the labourers, while the salaries
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of the high officials remained at a high
figure. He (Mr. Anglin) now saw it
was not proposed to cut down their sal-
aries. Before they could fairly consider
the effect of those readjustments, and
whether any saving had been effected, he
thought they must learn how the new
Department of Public Works, the De-
partment of Railways, was to be con-
stituted, and what number of employés
were to be devoted to the work formerly
done by parties whose salaries were
charged to the Intercolonial Railway ac-
count. He saw that Mr. Schreiber, who
formerly was paid from the construc-
tion account of the Intercolonial, was
now entered as one of the staff of the
Public Works at a salary of $4,000,
which was not charged to the Intercolo-
nial, but to the Public Works account.
That might be all well enough, but
evidently his services were still con-
nected with the Intercolonial, though no
longer with its construction, but, so
far as he knew, with its management.
That ought, in any estimate of the sav-
ing to be effected, to be fairly taken into
consideration. He had no doubt they
would find, by-and-bye, a great many
other thousands ought to be taken into
account in the same way, and debited to
the Intercolonial Railway. With regard
to the discharge of a great many of
the men from the workshops, chiefly at
Moncton, they must depend on the
statement of the Minister of Public
Works, given in good faith, no
doubt; but, unless those men did
not do half the ordinary amount
of work in former years, the large
reduction he proposed must seri-
ously reduce the number of cars and
locomotives kept on the road, and so im-
pair its general efficiency. They cauld
not say otherwise, without evidence to
the contrary. No doubt, employés on
the Intercolonial not wanted should be
dismissed. But, so far as he could learn,
great pains were taken to keep down the
staff of the Intercolonial workshops at
Moncton. He had failed to obtain the
employment of persons in whom he
took an interest when there was not
sufficient work for them, and he be-
lieved there could not be such a crowd-
ing of the departments as the Minister
of Public Works imagined. When it
was necessary some time ago to

3R. ANGLrN.

discharge a number of those men,
loud complaints were made by papers
supporting hon. gentlemen opposite of
the harshness of their treatment; no
matter on what principle they dismissed
them, complaints were always made. He
(Mr. Anglin) did not suppose that, in the
present case the action of the Govern-
ment, if justifiable, would be treated
similarly. fie thought they should all
be glad to find proper and reasonable
economies without impairment of the
efficiency of the service, or the railway,
or its stock. There ought to be no diffi-
culty in ascertaining, at the very start,
how many men were requirel to keep
the railway track in proper order, and
provide safety for the travelling public
and all the traffic. The experience of
the whole country ought to be sufficient
to guide the managers of the road in all
respects. He doubted very much the
wisdom of reducing the number of men
below the well-known standard. They
could not expect a road through such a
country could be properly maintained
and worked by less than the usual num-
ber on such ailways. Some of the re-
ductions of th staff had been very extra-
ordinary ; the reduction of road-masters,
or track-masters was very material. He
thought it would be impossible to expect
one man to supervise sufficiently some
hundreds of miles of railroad-to be re-
sponsible for 200 or 300 miles, which lie
was supposed himself to continually ex-
amine. He (Mr. Anglin) believed that
such men would have to depend on their
deputies. He was sorry, in one instance,
to learn of the dismissal of a very desir-
able workman, who had fairly earned
promotion as a track-master, another
having been appointed in his stead, who
had no special claim to the consideration Of
the Government or public. fe thought
it was a mistake to remove that man, as
it would be difficult to find one so efli-
cient and trustworthy. He had been re-
moved under this fit of economy. They
did not know whether the hopes of the
Minister of Public Works would be re-
alised. They should have had these items
submitted for some day to enable them to
discuss this question more intelligentlY
before passing the item.

MR. MACKENZIE said it was quite
impossible to discuss intelligently the
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various items connected with this road,
without having had sufficient time to
look over the information furnished by
the Minister of Public Works. Certain
things were apparent on the face of the
papers and reports, which changed very
materially the statement of that hon.
gentleman as to the saving effected. He
said that he had saved a certain amount
in wages by dispensing with a largenum-
ber of men at the various workshops ;
but, owing to reductions made a year
ago on the completion of the 400 new
railway cars, there was little to be ac-
complished in that respect.

MR. TUPPER : The hon. gentleman
must not forget that that was charged to
capital account.

MR. MACKENZIE said he was quite
aware of that. The stock being thus com-
plete, from that time out, the working ex-
penses had to embrace the repairs
to cars and the re-building of a
sufficient number to replace the
old. For instance, in the last year,
in addition to the three locomotives,
there was a somewhat expensive mail car
built. He did not know whether there
was anything of that kind in the present
Estimates; but, having a large stock of
cars-and as the hon. gentleman had
shown a decrease in traffic during the
current year to the extent, in seven
months, of $25,000-there would be less
necessity than formerly for the main-
tenance of a staff to keep up the car
stock. This, however, might be carried
to too great an extent. It was an easy
matter to shunt past a number of
cars requiring repairs, instead of send-
ing them to the shops, and, although
a temporary saving might be accom-
plished in that way, it would be at the
expense of a heavy expenditure in suc-
ceeding years. He did not believe that
ample provision had been made, if so
many men had been discharged from the
workshops, as would be sufficient to keep
everything up to its present standard.
By whatever amount the stock was re-
duced, the efficiency of the road would
be impaired. Then, the hon. gentleman
would observe, by his own report, that
during last year they found it necessary
to expend a large amount of money upon
ballasting, the ballasting provided for by
the contract in the Intercolonial Rail-

way not being deemed sufficient to sup-
port a heavy traffic. There was during
last year expended for ballasting
$52,000; they put in three miles of ad-
ditional sidings, which ought properly
to have been charged to capital account,
but the whole was charged to the work-
ing expenses, embracing $20,000. He
also adopted new semaphore signals,
which should have been, and would
have been, ordinarily charged to the capi-
tal account, at an expense of $3,500.
They put up additional station buildings
to the extent of $4,500, aud increased
the water supply, fencing, car-shops,
machinery and works of that sort,
$25,000 more, being last year an expen-
diture for these 'objects of no less a sum
than $105,000, for what was much more
legitimately capital expenditure than the
$40,000 which the hon. gentleman had
taken for nut-locks, and charged to capi-
tal account at the present time. Then,
there was the decrease which the lien.
gentleman mentioned in the purchase of
materials. That was not à saving at all,
because the material was required for
the building of cars, for the supply of
repairs to engines, boilers, and every-
thing else, and it was simply an antici-
pation that less material would be re-
quired, and was based on the calculation
that there was material on hand at the
expense of previous years, to suffice to a
great extent for thatof the proximate year.
Inthatcase,the materialhadbeenprovided
for the previous year, and therefore saved
the hon. gentlemen $25,00in theexpendi-
ture of the proximate year. It was an
easy matter to put up accounts in this
way, so as to show a material saving.
Then, the train nileage must, of neces-
sity, be higher, as there was a decrease
in revenue. The true test of economy in
running a railroad was the amount per
train mile of the road. When he came
into office, he found the expenditure for
train mile was about $1.02, as given in
the report. In 1876-77, this was reduced
to 821c. ; in 1877-78, it was further
reduced to 74c., or a decrease alto-
gether during the time he was responsi-
ble for the expenditure of running the
road, of 26-87 per cent., although they
ran much heavier trains over the line
than ever before. This showed a real
saving, and it was the only true test,
and, when he had time to examine the
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accounts the hon. gentleman had referred
to in round nunibers, he would have no
trouble whatever, lie believed, in estab-
lishing the fact, that there was no saving
whatever in the Estimates for the proxi.
mate year, that had been presented to
the House ; but he believed that the
expenditure per train mile next year
would be larger than it had been during
the current, or even the past, year.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said, perhaps,
the lion. the Minister of Public Works
would be able to give the details later
on. This was another proof of the in-
convenience of passing by the discussion
in Committee of Supply, and reserving it
for Concurrence. In order to form
even a guess at the value of these
savings, they ought to know the exact
number of men who were employed under
thbe former régime, and the exact numbar
whom the hon. gentleman now proposed
to employ. Possibly lie could obtain a
rough statement from the engineer, who
was present, of the gross number of men
engaged in the several services. The
accounts which the lion. gentleman was
good enough to send down, did not
include the large majority, rumerically,
he presumed, of those employed. He
would like to know to what extent there
was a reduction in the number of men
actually employed in preserving the
tracks.

MR. MACKENZIE said he under-
stood, from some remarks of the hon.
gentleman (Mr. Tupper), that lie was
under the impression that lie (Mr. Mac-
kenzie) had said something derogatory to
the Chief Engineer in connection with
the nut-locks.

MiR. TUPPER : Oh, no.

MR. MACKENZIE said he was glad
of that, because that gentleman had
been of great service to himself when
Minister, and he might say at once,
frankly, and lie did it with the greatest
pleasure, that he did not know any more
faithful, zeaJous public officer than the
present Chiet Engineer, who had charge
of the railway. He had placed the
utmost confidence in him, as he did in all
the chief officers of his Department, and
had no doubt, whatever, that lie
wouild do everything conscientiously,
and to the best of his ability.

MR. MACKElNZIE.

Mit. TUPPER said he had no idea the
hon. gentleman had said anythiug else,
but he said lie was not satisfied, although
lie had the opinions both of the Chief
Engineer of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, and of the Engineer of the Govern-
ment railways in'operation. He thougbt
the lion. gentleman ought to have been
satisfied that lie had discharged his duty
on the evidence he had obtained. The
lion. gentleman for Gloucester had said it
was not a new appointment. The
appointment of Mr. Schreiber to the
position lie now occupied took place more
than five years ago. The then Govern-
ment, after careful examination, thought
the management of the Intereolonial Rail-
way and the Government railways in
operation required the presence in the De-
partment here of an engineer of standing.
character and experience; and in 1873
Mr. Schreiber was appointed Govern-
ment Engineer of railways in operation-
the very position he occupied now-
and lie had been discharging a variety of
duties in connection with everything
the Minister had to do with the rail-
ways under charge of the Department.
That gentleman had been called upon
to discharge the practical duties of Chief
Engineer of the Intercolonial Railway, in
regard to its construction, but then there
lad not been much work in that Depart-
ment for some years past, and the posi-
tion therefore was unaltered, the only
difference being that the salary which
had been charged to construction, was
now charged in the Department of Pub-
lic Works, as they intended five years
ago it should be when they made the ap-
pointment.

MR. MACKENZIE said the work was
wholly different ; Mr. Schreiber had
nothing to do with the running
of the road--that all fell to Mr.
McNab.

Mi. TUPPER said Mr. McNab's
place was filled by Mr. Archibald, who
was previously Assistant Engineer in
charge of the road.

Ma. MACKENZIE: Then it is a
new office.

Ma. TU PPER said it was not a new
office. He filled precisely the saM po-
sition Mr. McNab had previously fifled.
The position which Mr. Schreiber held
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was that to whichli he was appointed five whon he had neyer previously seen, but
years ago, that was Chief Engineer of the who, he was inforned, was an expert
Government railways in operation, a-id in suc matters, and had a thorougl ac-
he was the person to whom the Govern- quaintance with everything connected
ment looked, just as they looked to Mr. with machine shops, and the maintenance
Page in regard to everything in connec- and operation of a railway. This gentle-
tion with the canals, andto Mr. Fleniingin man was detailed to go over the road
regard to everything in connection with carefully from end to end, to go into the
the Pacifie Railway ; in the same way, shops, and to make a detailed report show-
the Government looked to Mr. Schreiber ingwhat savlng, if any, could be effected.
and held him responsible for everything le (Mr. Tupper had not been making a
in regard to the management of the In- hap-hazard change, but everything that
tercolonial Railway. Therefore, there had been done was based upon the best
was no transfer of salary that was not information the Government could oh-
already borne by the country outside tain. The gentleman lie referred to was
the Railway Department. He had Mr. Tandy, who lid had vant experience
placed in the hon. gentleman's hands in connection with machine shops in
papers to show that they had effected a Kingston, and was recommended to lia,
saving in the salaries of officers of after he had made enquiries, for a most
$43,000 per annum. The hon. leader of able, reliable, and efficient person. He
the Opposition was hardly in a position was going upon the estimate whicli Mr.
to say that the work could not be as Tandy lid given him of what would be
efficiently doue after this reduction was ecessary la order to maintain the road
made. The hon. gentleman was hardly, in a state of efficiecy. we reported
therefore, in a position te say it they could reduce the number of engine
would be no saving at ail. It mnen from ninety-four to eighty-six; the
was an actuel, tangible saving which fireen from one hnndred and four to
lid no refereuce toa the amnunt of eighty-six; the cleaners, or persons who
business. But, if they found they could simply rubbed up the engines, from oie
not operate the road efficiently with the hundred to fifty. e would like to ask
present staff, they would have tp increase the hion, gentleman opposite if be lad the
it: and admit that tley had made a mis- least idea what the country was paying
take. Btfindingtheannuldeficitof the for the services of these cleaners? it was
Intercolonial iRailway averaging haif a $36,000 a year, but, upon Mr. Tandy's
million, lie fet it his duty th give the sua- report, this item would be reduced to
jent the ftosteareful examination tf see $18,Gmo.
whetier they could not effeet a large MR. HOLTON : It thTt gentleman an
saving without imparing the effi-a experience
ciency of the road. Hie would say mniebir ranae exine ela

t once, however, that, if any seving n m ne
ellected at the expense ofefficlency, if the Mr. TUPPER said le was a me-
road was allowed to an down, if the chanical engineer of the highest capacity
rolaing stock was allowed to deteriorate, l the, country, as lie was informed,
then it was altogether a delusve savwng and experiened in the building, opeMra-
whicie would prove t be the very re- tan and repairing of locomotives, and
verse in the end. Bt what tey aimed everything connected wth theay. If
et wes the operation of the roed witlout lie lid been simply a railway manager,
impairing its efficiency in the slightest lie would not have employed hin for
degree. They migit be nistaken, but, if that purpose. e lad neyer heard of
So, thev would have to ask the aoune te the gentleman's name, until Mr.
increase the appropriation, so as t e - Schreiber, wlo lid gene over the road
able thee te work the road with the himself, lad recominended hlm verv
sane efficincy as at esent. The on. highly as jut the person needed. M.
gentleman (mr. Cartwright) had asked Tandy was thendetailed t assit, and
hik. for f nller detals with refrence to these alterations in the Mechanical De-
the saving lie proposed te effect. In me- partaent were baaed upon tar report e
gard to that, le would say, firs% that wae lid given as t what was necessary to

ad obtained the services of a gentleman maintin the road and the rolling stock,
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and everything connected with it in its
present condition of efficiency. At
Moncton, he proposed to reduce the
machinists from eighty-one to seventy;
the boiler-makers from thirty to fifteen :
blacksmiths from forty to twenty-eight;
labourers and fuel men from ninety to
sixty ; pattern-makers from four to
two; watchmen from eight to two;
carpenters from ninety to sixty. He
felt it to be the most painful and
unpleasant duty which, as a public
man, lie had ever been called upon to
discharge. The dispensation of patron-
age was not an agreeable matter, for the
reason that, for one friend for whom an
hon. gentleman procured office, he made
an enemy of twenty, and, perhaps, he
made that one only half satisfied with
his position. But, to have to dispense
with the services of a valuable public ser-
vant, against whom there was no com-
plaint whatever,was an extremelydistaste-
ful duty. It was, therefore, with this feel-
ing, that he acted as lie was doing,
thoughi he was doing what lie conceived
to be a duty in the public interest. If,
as had b2en said by the hon. the leader
of the Opposition, it proved that this
was done at the expense of the rolling
stock and permanent way, it certainly
would not be a proper course ; but, if
$43,000 could be saved in the salaries
of the staff, who were not engaged
either in keeping up the rolling stock,
or in maintaining the public way of the
road, and the work could still be effi-
ciently performed, it was certainly a duty
which should be performed.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said he would
be extremely glad if the hon. gentleman
could make the reduction. -But there
must have been either a very large staff
before, or an enormously less amount of
work to be done in future, if an ex-
penditure of $130,000 could be reduced
by $95,000, leaving scarcely one-third.
He. thought the House ought to have
some information to show how far the
proposed saving might be expected to
be permanent, and kow, after these re-
ductions were made, the road would
compare with other roads. He believed
it would be in the true interest of this
country that the capital account of the
Inter:olonial Railway should be abso-
lutely closed. If he (Mr. Cartwright)

Ma. TurpEa.

understood the Minister of Public Works,
he expressed the opinion that he might
be induced to re-open the capital ac-
count.

MR. TUPPER : No; it has never
been closed.

MR. CARTWRIGHT: Does the
hon. gentleman propose to close it with.
in the next year ?

MR. TUPPER: Entirely, except foi
the construction of new roads.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said, as he un-
derstood the position taken by the hon.
gentleman, he proposed, at an early date
-within the next year-to close absolu-
tely the capital account of the Intercolon-
ial Railway, with the single exception
of the purchase of new roads such
as the Rivière du Loup branch. or the
construction of any sidings or distinct
branches. That was the position the
hon. gentleman took.

MR. TUPPER: Yes.

MR. ANGLIN said he hoped that
when the statement was brought down,
it would be printed, so that hon. gentle-
men would have an opportunity of
watching the matter, the next year or
two, and seeing how far the proposed
arrangements would be carried out. He
presumed the hon. gentleman would not
object to a careful scrutiny of the matter,
with regard to Mr. Schreiber. The hon.
member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie)
had stated distinctly that Mr. Schreiber
during the last five years was employed
in the work of superintendence ; also,
that Mr. Schreiber's salary was charged
to construction account. He presumed
that, in the proposed arrangement.
salaries against construction, whether
charges or other expenditure would cease.
Mr. Schreiber, no doubt, rendered valu-
able services, and, no doubt, it was neces-
sary he should be retained, but he (Mr.
Anglin) thought the hon. the Minister of
Public Works had stated that a very
great part of the work performed by
Mr. Schreiber was such work as
Mr. Brydges > performed when in
charge of the road as Superintendent.
Mr. Schreiber went over the line,
determined what reduction could be made
in the Mechanical Department, readjusted
all the other branches, and in that man
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ner rendered such services as Mr. Brydges
was supposed to render. Therefore, he
thought it would be but fair that, in any
estimate of the saving by the hon. the
Minister of Public Works, Mr. Schreiber's
salary should be added to the expendi-
ture on staff account. He also thought,
that in regard to the office of travel-
ling agent--$3,000 a vear, exclusive
Of travelling expenses-the salary of
that officer, Mr. Black, should be added
to the cost of management.

MR. TUPPER said it was true that
Mr. Schreiber discharged a portion of the
duties of Mr. Brydges, but the bulk of
those duties were now discharged by the
Superintendent * Moncton, who was on
the line instead of being absent from it.
Mr. Black's office was not a new one.
Mr. Black was a gentleman of great ex-
perience and had been connected with the
Grand Trunk Railway. He was
employed as travelling agent, and
visited localities along the line
of the Intercolonial Railway, with a
view to bringing as much traffic on the
road as possible. His salary of $2,500
was embraced in this reorganisation,
which still admitted of a reduction of
$43,000. So it vas not to be considered
in the way of additional expenditure.

Resolution read the /irst and second
times, and agreed to.

Resolution 193 read the
second times, and agreed to.

flrst and

Resolutions 200 to 209 (May 7th)
read the frst and second times, and
agreed to.

On Resolution 211, To pay a gratuity
to E. U. Piché, Esq., late Clerk Assist-
ant of the louse of Commons, on his re-
tirement, $1,000,

MR. ANGLIN asked what was the
cause of Mr. Piché's retirement. The
House had never been informed that he
had ceased to be the First Assistant Clerk
of the House. Mr. Speaker had informed
the House that Mr. Piché had not been
dismissed. le thought the flouse
should receive some formal information
on the matter.
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MR. TUPPER said he presumed the
hon. gentleman was not in the House
when this painful subject was diseussed
before, or he was certain he would not
have brought, it up again. The matter
was then explained to the satisfaction of
hon. gentlemen opposite.

MR. MACKENZIE said it was only
stated that Lis retirement was caused by
ill health, and he thought he then re-
marked that he was one of the most
robust invalids he ever came across.
There ouglit to have been a letter or
certificate from a physician certifying ill
health. There ought to have been a
letter of resignation, or an intimation
from the Speaker if he was dismissed.
If he wps dismissed for ill health what
was bis ailment? He might doubt the
veracity of the hon. the Minister of Public
Works in some things, but the hon. gen-
tleman understood calomel and all its
concomitants. Again, he would ask
what was bis ailment ? When did he
take ill? Was there any prospect of
his getting better ; or of Lis resuming
the duties of his office ? He was sorry
when any gentleman's health failed, and

would like to know if a little leave of
absence might not restore Lis wonted
clasticity of body and mind. They
would be glad to see him back again,
Was there any prospect?

Mn. TUPPER said he was verv much
surprised at the tone in which the hon.
leader of the Opposition approached a
serious subject of this kind. He knew
perfectly well that, when he was leader of
this House, the health of this gentle-
man whom they were discussing was very
indiffereat, and his fits of indisposition
so frequent that very constantly hieplace
was vacant at the table. He was sure
it did not require much information to
show that the interests of the service
required that a change should be made.

MR. HOLTON said he thought that
the Speakers, both past and present,
were entitled to have au explanation of
the circumstances attending this removal
made in the House.

MR. PLUMB said he had had occasion,
within a few weeks, to know something
about superannuation during the admin-
istration of the late Government.
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MR. HOLTON : i eall the lion. mem-
ber to order; he is not speaking to the
item we are now considering.

Mn. PLUMB : I think I am in order.
I shall not be put down by the majestic
way in which the hon. gentleman rose.

MR. HOLTON: I rise to a point of
order. It is a well-known elementary
principle that, in discussing items in
supply, the observations of an hon. gen-
tleman must be confined to the point
under discussion. The hon. gentleman's
remarks had reference to the general
question of superannuation, which was
not at all in debate.

Mn. SPEAKER : The hon. gentle-
man must confine himself to the subject
under discussion.

MR. PLUMB said he had a perfect
right to say that those gentlemen who
were pressing the Government so earnest-
ly now upon that principle did not
apply the sane sort of pressure to them-
selves, when they, as they frequently did,
dispensed with the services of public
officers upon the ground of ill health, or
for other reasons which were not alwa*
justified by the facts. He thought he
would be able to show that fie was argu-
ing that it was improper for the hon.
gentlemen to press the Government with
that sort of pertinacity upon this subject.
If the hon. gentleman insisted upon it,
it might be possible that a satisfactory
reason could be given. But he had such
confidence in his hon. friends on the
front benches, that lie was satisfied that
they had acted upon just grounds, and
without party considerations or preju-
dice% That was what he had intended
to have said, and lie was perfectly in
order in saying it.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the facts of Mr. Piché's removal were
these : It was considered by the Commit-
tee of Internal Economy that, before the
new Speaker was elected, some selec-
tion and some preparation must be made
for the present Session. That Commit-
tee, who were members of the Govern-
ment, had considered that it would not
advance the public service if M r. Piché,
whose health had broken down, was con-
tinued as an oflicer of the House. fie
was, therefore, informed that it was con-

MR. PLUMB.

sidered that he was not an efficient offi-
cer, and he agreed to retire, and he got
his gratuity and superannuation.

MR. CARTWRIGHT : That is new
information. I was going to call the at-
tention of the House to that. What
superannuation is he to get 1

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
superannuation is very small. $500 a
year.

Mn. CARTWRIGHT : When was he
appointed ?

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : li
1872.

MR. CARTWRIGIP : Then lie got
four years' extra allowance, or how
many ?

Sit JOHN A. MACDONALD said
lie could not tell, but he would get the
information for the bon. gentleman.
They thought it was for the efficiency of
the public service that Mr. Piceé should
retire. His superannuation allowance
being small, they agreed to give him. a
gratuity of $1,000.

Ma. MACKENZIE said this was a
very important question, and he
wanted to know whether this removal
took place before or after the election
of Mr. Speaker. It seemed that
the Internal Economy Commission-
ers had assumed the duties
of Speaker, either as against Mr.
Speaker or as against his , predeces-
sor. It was also whispered by a little
bird, and lie thought the hon. gentleman
would recognise it at once by its plum-
age, that more persons were employed
by the Internal Commission than by
Mr. Speaker, and that Mr. Speaker
had either to discharge them or
accept the responsibility of appointments
he had never made. That was currently
reported about the House, and lie thought
they all knew that a number of parties
were employed about the Hlouse that
were not employed by the late Speaker,
and could not have been employed by
the present Speaker. This was another
specimen of the interferenee of the
Executive in the obligations and pri
leges of the Speaker of the fHouse.

SIt JOHN A. MACDONAL) said
he did not see how the late Speaker
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eould well interfere in the selection of
sessional officers or clerks for the present
Session. He had certain authority un-
der special Act until his successor vas
appointed, but could not consider him-
self responsible for the selection of
officers for this Session after lie had
ceased to be Speaker. The hon. gentle-
man said it was an unwarrantable inter-
ference on the part of the Government.
jwe (Sir John A. Macdonald) did not
thinli there was any warrant under
the Act for that statement. The Com-
nittee selected to assist the Speaker,

as soon as he was appointed, had
every right to - make provision-
ai arrangements until the House
selected its Speaker. Those arrange-
ments were, of course, subject to revisal
when the Speaker was appointed. The
efficiency of the Parliamentary Service
had been improved by the retirement of
Mr. Piché.

MR. ANG LIN said the Commissioners
of Internal Economy could only sit and
act when the Speaker was present.
Wit'h respect to Mr. Piché's frequent
absence from the table, it was owing, le
believed, to the severe illness of his wife.
Though he (Mr. Anglin) considered that
those absences were very awkward, Lhe
could not refuse permission under the
circumstances, and, he might add, Mr.
Piché's wife died later. The impression
would remain that hon. gentlemen oppo-
site had determined to get rid of Mr.
Piché, as he had in some way incurred
their displeasure.

Resolution read the first and second
times and agreed to.

On Resolution 210, To meet the cost
of printing and preparing catalogue of
the Library of Parliament, $5,300,

Mit. MAC.KENZIE said this item was
excessive,and the work was done without
authority. The hon. gentleman had pro-,
mised to bring down a statement of the
aecotznt.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
he did not think he had promised that,
but said he would endeavour to
find out how the matter stood.
It was simply that the Librarian thought
he had the authority to put the matter

under contract. As the work could not
be done in time by the contractor, he
divided it, giving a portion to somebody
else.

MR. MACKENZIE said he regretted
Mr. Todd had taken the responsibility to
give this work to the printers himself.
On a former occasion, in 1878, he did
the sanie thing, and the House very re-
luctantly paid the account and placed on
record their condemnation of the transac-
tion. It was impossible the account
could be correct, unless the most extra-
vagant prices were given.

MR. ROSS (West Middlesex) said this
method of having the printing done was
not only irregular, but was likely to 'be
expensive. He had made a calculation
of what this work would have cost on
the basis of contract rates, and found
that it had cost double the regular con-
tract prices. If the House allowed these
irregularities to creep in, the result might
be very serious. He was strongly of
opinion, besides, that the contractor could
have done the work in sufficient time.
In no single instance during the past five
years had he delayed his work. Hie
(Mr. Ross) proposed to move that this
item be not carried, but be referred back
to the Committee of Supply, with instruc-
tions to reduce the sanie to $2,535, being
the amount for which the same work
could be performed by the contractor for
the Government printing.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said
such had been the pressure of work on
the contractors that they had not been
abl3 to complete their portion of the
catalogue. As to whether Mr. Todd was
right or wrong,he(Sir John A.Macdonald)
could not say. When he arrived here,
Mr. Todd wrote him, saying this work
was in progress, and that lie was anxious
that a portion of the work should be
given to somebody else, as the contractor
could not get it ready in time, and he
(Sir John A. Macdonald) consented to
that arrangement being made by him.

MR. MACDOUGALL said he took
this opportunity to cal] the attention of
the Bouse, and especially of the Miniater
of Justice, te another branch of this
printing question, which was worthy of
consideration, the printing of the reports
of the Supreme Court. He hoped tle
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Government would enquire into the rea-
son why the very important judgments
delivered by that body had not yet been
printed and put in the hands of the pro-
fession. The contractor for ·the Go-
vernment printing, who was charged
with the printing of these reports,
was overloaded with work, and the
same difficulty arose as with
with respect to the printing of the library
catalogue. As fax as the public was con-
cerned, it nattered little who had the
work, provided the rates cbarged
were reasonable, and the work should
be given to sone other competent
printer to perform. It would be a
great advantage to the public if the
House or the Government had initiated a
proposal to do their own printing, to
have a printing ofEce of their own and a
superintendent of printing. They had
such an establishment at Washington;
they had one in France; and that system
was, to a great extent, followed in Eng-
land.

MIR. HOLION said there could be no
doubt Mr. Todd had acted irregularly in
this matter, but he sbould vote with
great reluctance for a motion conveying
censure upon so valuable an officer as
Mr. Todd was known to be, and he hoped
his hon. friend would withdraw his
motion. He happened to be named
on that Committee for two consecu-
tive Sessions, and had never dis-
charged any duty whatever, which was
very much the case, Le was afraid, with
many of the members. He thought the
fault was with the Committee of the
Library. At all events, he hoped bis
hon. friend would see it consistent with
his duty to withdraw the motion.

Mr, MACKENZIE said that, during
the last Session, the Librarian ought to
have called the attention of the Speaker,
or the Committee, to the necessity of
having a new volume of the catalogue
printed,when it could have been submitted
to the Printing Committee. He was
quite as loth, as the lon. gentleman
to say anything against Mr. Todd, but
such an irregularity had occurred
before, and ought not to have been
repeated. If the calculations of the
member for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross)
-were correct, the printing of those
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documents Lad cost twice as much as in
the contractors' hands.

SRt JOHN A. MACDONALD: No.

MR. ROSS: The member for Lambton
was quite correct.

MR. MACKENZIE said, as Le was
quite correct, then there must have been
some serious mistake ; but they knew
nothing about it.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
no doubt there had been some irregular-
ity ; but he thought the hon. men-
ber for Chateauguay had attributed it to
the right cause,-Mr. Todd's enthusias-
tic interest in his library,-which induced
him to believe that, every ten years, at
least, there ought to be a new
catalogue, showing the treasures of their
library. Evidently Le had put the
catalogue in hand without having re-
ceived instructions from any Committee,
or from the House, doubtless with the
best intentions ; and, although bis act was
an irregularity, no k>ss had accrued. At
all events, they had got the catalogue
earlier than otherwise. The expense had to
be carefully looked into. Whether that
sum had been paid or not, he did not
know. They would take care there
should be no excess in the payment al-
lowed for the work. He understood it
was merely a division of labour, owing to
the contractor not being able to perform
it.

MR. ROSS (West Middlesex) said that,
if the hon. Premier would abide by bis
promise that the work would be paid for
at contractors' prices, the purpose of his
motion *ould be satisfied. His only
object was to defend the House against
any imposition for printing. With that
explanation, he would withdraw his
motion.

Resolution read the firut and second
times, and agreed to.

Resolutions'212 to 220, read the first
and second tines, and agreed to.

On Resolution 221, Pacific Railway, To
pay Mr. Wallace as compensation for his
loss of time whilst employed in this ser-
vice, $1,750,
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MR. MACKENZIE said the Minister
of Public Works had promised to give
the dates and the . months for which it
was proposed to pay Mr. Wallace.

Mn. TUPPER said that Mr. Wallace,
while a member of Parliament, rendered
services to the Canadian Pacifie Railway
from the Tst September, 1872, to the lst
March, 1873, and during June and No-
vember, 1873-in al] eight months, and
his travelling expenses included five trips
between Ottawa and home-$1,750.

MR. ANGLIN :Was he not paid for
those services?

MR. TUPPER: ie never received a
farthing for them.

MB. MACKENZIE said, when this
subject was before a Committee of the
House two years ago, the Accountant
handed them a statement, and another
had been recently sent in by Mr. Fleming,
showing that the total payments in the
vear 1873-74, after July, 1873, reached
$1,025.76, on account of wages, increas-
ing the balance against him to $1,772.95,
leaving a balance of $800, after bis get-
ting a salary for all the months mentioned.
Those facts were proved to the Com-
mittee.

MR. TUPPER said that that was an-
entirely new subject. Al that the hon.
gentleman had asked him to bring down,
was the dates of the payments. He did
not ask him (Mr. Tupper) to account
for the settlement with Mr. Wallace,
or he would have brought down a state-
ment showing that, after those accounts
were satisfactorily adjusted by Mr. Tay-
lor,referred to, and Mr. Tims, it was found
a balance was due Mr. Wallace of some
$400 or $500, apart altogether from
those services, which was the only ques-
tion he (Mr. Tupper) had been asked to
furnish anv information upon, Mr. Flem-
ing had had addressed a letter to
Mr. Braun, dated 28th September, 1878,
upon which they put the item on the
Estimates, and that was outside of any
accoints,all of which had been thoroughly
settled up, and after the most careful ex-
amation by Mr. Tims, in addition to
the Auditor engaged on it, who found
this amount was due Mr. Wallace on the
old account.,

MR. MILLS said the returns brought
down showed that, while Mr. Wallace
was a member of Parliament he had re-
ceived compensation for bis services in
the North-West.

MR. TUPPER : No.

MR. MILLS said Mr. Wallace did not
precend to deny it, and the evidence
taken before the Parliamentary Com-
mittee showed that Mr. Wallace had re-
ceived money.

MR. TUPPER: Not a dollar.

MR. MILLS said he had produced the
testimony of Mr. Wallace to show that
he had received compensation-whethpr
adequate or not - in violation of the
Independence of Parliament Act, as a
clerk of the Public Department, while a
member of the House.

MR. TUPPER said that he had not
said anything of the kind, but had proved
the contrary. The letter of the Chief
Engineer stated that Mr. Wallace was
entitled to payment for his eight months
of service, and he gave all the time that
he was engaged, while a member of Par-
liament, for which he said he received no
compensation whatever.

MR. MACKENZIE said that the
extracts from -the books showing differ-
ently were in the hon. gentleman's hands.

MR. TUPPER said that this matter
had been investigated and the accounts
balanced and settled entirely irrespective
of any services performed by Mr. Wal-
lace, the small balance due him being
paid.

MR. MILLS said that that would de-
pend on what was allowed Mr. Wallace for
disbursements, the account of whieh was
lost. Mr. Wallace had been liberally
dealt with, the Government of which the
present Minister of Public Works was a
member having paid him for services
after he was a member of the House.

Mi. TUPPER : No.

MR. BOWELL said that what
the hon. gentleman stated was that
large sums were paid to Mr, Wallace,
that they were charged to hia
private account, having been paid to
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him for the purpose of paying debts on
behalf of the Pacific Railway. Mr.
Wallace had denied positively and dis-
tinctly that his private account, as pre-
sented to the Committee by Rattan had
been appropriated by himself. The ac-
counts had not been adjusted. It was
unfair to say that the books of Mr. Wal-
lace were in such a. state that it was im-
possible to balance them, thus leaving
the impression that he had kept them
improperly. He (Mr. Bowell) had al-
ready explained that those books could
not be balanced at that time for the rea-
son that the returns had not been made
to the Board of Works, one of the clerks
having died, and another run away.

.It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.

ELIZA MARIA CAMPBELL RELIEF BILL.

[BILL 99.]

(Mr. Macdougall.)

CONsIDERED IN COMMITTEE.

Bill considered in Committee of the
Whole and reported.

Mn. MACDOUGALL
third reading of the Bill.

moved the

MR. MILLS said he was not going to
discuss the merits of this Bill, but he
was satisfied that, if his hon. friend went
into Court, under a general law, to ob-
tain what he here proposed to accom-
plish by legislation, he could not have
succeeded upon the merits of his case.
He was opposed to this Bill, in the first
place, because Parliament had no juris-
diction in the matter. This Parliament
had jurisdiction over the subjects of mar-
riage and divorce, but this Bill related to
an entirely different subject-it was an
attempt to give to a woman a part of
her husband's pioperty, against bis will,
while she was living apart from him.
He did not at all admit that that was a
power they possessed. In order that the
House might understand this question, it
was necessary to enquire how it stood
prior to Confedera'tion. Every one of
the Provinces, before that epoch, had
control over the subject of alimony and
other rights of the wife. If they looked
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at the condition in which the subject
stood in Great Britain, it would be clear
that, when the word divorce was used in
the Act of Confederation, it referred to
divorce a vinculo, and not to divorce a
mens et thoro. It was not divorce from
bed and board, but an absolute divorce
from the marriage bond. In all Catholic
countries, and in Great Britain prior to
the Reformation, people looked upon
marriage as a sacrament, and considered
the bond one of perpetual obligation.
In no case could divorce be obtained, ex-
cept in the case of parties whose affinity
was such as to forbid the j elation of
marriage. Consequently,they found that
marriage had been dealt with as a
sacrament, and the jurisdiction in
Great Britain on this subject
was vested in Ecclesiastical Courts.
These Courts could deal with the subject
of judicial separation, because that was
recognised in certain Courts as a thing
right or proper in itself. After the
Reformation, a change came over public
opinion in England, but they did not find
that that Parliament changed the juris-
diction of the Ecclesiastical Courts so as
to make them correspond with the change
in the opinion of the nation. That was
the condition of things down to a recent
period. The same policy was extended
to the Colonies. This subject was refer-
red to in the Instructions given to the
various Governors of the Colonies, show-
ing that divorce in no instance had the
slightest reference to the subject of sep-
aration from bed and board. Bills upon
the subject of divorce were reserved for
the consideration of Her Majesty, for the
reason that they related soiely to the
Marriage Law. Judicial separation was
not considered as coming within the
meaning of the term divorce. When the
Act of Confederation was passed, it pro-
vided that the subject of marriage and
divorce should be reserved to the Gov-
ernment of Canada. Now, it was clear
that expression must be understood with
reference to the past policy of the
Mother Country. They knew it was a
rule of legal construction that, whenever
general power was conferred, and express
exception made to that power, the excep-
tion was to be strictly construed. In the
Biitish North America Act the subject
of property and civil rights was coiférred
on the Local Legislature, and if there,
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had been no exception made, that term
was broad enough to include the marital
relations. Not only so, but they found
that, in the same Act, the power to deal
with the subject of marriage and divorce
was expressly carved out of this general
power; these terms, therefore, must be
strictly construed. But, whether they
construed the expression strictly or not,
it was perfectly obvious that the term in
that Act had not the slightest reference
to the subject of divorce from bed and
board. The Royal Instructions showed
that fact, and the powers that were pos-
sessed by the Ecclesiastical Courts in
England, and that had been conferred
upon the secular Courts in this country,
made it equally obvious. But, however
that might be, the question was not
really involved in the Bill submitted to
the House. This Bill was a Bill
to give alimony, and was, -therefore,
something that the Courts had the
power to bestow. There was nothing
else in the Bill but the subject of ali-
nony. The hon. gentleman (Mr. Mac-

dougall) said he proposed to provide for
the separation of the parties. Now,
there was no necessity in this country, at
all events as far is Ontario was con-
cerned, that there should be any Court
decreeing a separation of the parties.
The position of parties in Ontario was
not the same as in England ; the hus-
band had no power to compel the wife to
live with him. The matter of separation
was a simple matter of fact, and, the fact
being once established, all that was
necessary that the Court should bave the
power to do was to decree alimony where
the party was entitled to it. The party
who sought relief by this Bill had
already been to Court asking for ali-
mony; the hon. member for Halton
(Mr. Macdougall) argued the case on ber
behalf, and the Court refused to enter-
tain her petition. Now, the hon. gen-
tleman in effect appealed from the Court
of Equity in Toronto to the Parliament
ot Canada, and he (Mr. Mills) contended
that this House had no jurisdiction over
the subject whatever. If it had, it could
deal with the subject of dower, it could
deal with the question as to how far a
married woman should have an interest
in the property of lier husband ; it
coulddeal with lier rights to make con-
tracts : with ber control over ber sepa-

rate estate. If it could so deal with the
wife and ber property, it could also deal
with the husband and bis property ; it
could deal with the children ; it could
deal with the subject of guardians and
wards. As an incident of a special and
restricted power, the whole subject of
property and civil riglits within the
limits of the domestic relations would be
usurped. It was obvious that this House
had no power to pass such a Bill as the
hon. gentleman bad submitted. He,
therefore, moved that this Bill be not
now read a third time, but that it be'
read a third time this day three months.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said lie
did not desire to enter into the maerits of
this particular question. He believed
that few members of this House had
familiarised themselves with the evidence
on which the promoters of this Bill
desired that this House should vote on a
question affecting the social standing of
the two persons before the House. They
had not merely to consider the question
whether Mr. and Mrs. Campbell should
be separated as to bed and board, but to
determine whether this House had
power and jurisdiction to legislate in the
direction proposed by this Bill. He was
sure the members of this House would
deprecate hasty legislation in a direction
not authorised by the Constitution. He
did not mean to say one word with
reference to the merits, although be had
read the evidence in the case and bad
formed a strong opinion on those merits.
If lie were asked to decide whether the
petitioner had made out a case in her
favour, lie would be obliged to declare
that she had not. But a much more im-
portant question for this House to decide
was the question raised by the hon. gen-
tleman (Mr. Mills), as to whether, under
the Constitution, they had authority to
grant the relief prayed for. It would
certainly be something to be deplored, if,
from any sentiment of sympathy, this
Legislature should be led beyond its
domain. The important question was
whether they had authority to decide on
this matter before them. The hon. gen-
tleman had dealt with the question as to
whe4her the word divorce in the'British
North America Act meant divorce a
vinculo or whether it related solely to
judicial· separation. He was much dis-
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posed to agree that the word divorce
meant the separation of the marriage tie.
From the best consideration he had been
able to give to the question, he had
arrived at the conclusion that their auth-
ority under this Act did not allow
them to legislate in the manner proposed.
Admitting the doubt in relation to the
subject raised by the hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) to be the case, he
(Mr. McDonald) submitted there were
other clauses in the Bill which were so
entirely beyond the jurisdiction of this
Legislature, and so completely within
the cognisance of the Local Legislature of
Ontario, and which the Local Legislature
'vas constituted to determine, that this
House could not, without overstepping
its authority, pass this Bill. He was of
opinion that the rights of the Legislature
of Ontario would be invaded by the pass-
age of the clauses of the Bill which in-
volved the payment of alimony, and the
disposition of the children of this mar-
riage. The Bill involved the question as
to whether this Parliament had the au-
thority and power, on the judicial sepa-
ration of man and wife, to declare that
the husband should pay to the wife what
was called alimony, or, in other words,
should set aside a portion of his estates
in order to support her for life.
He contended that power was entirely
and solely within the jurisdiction of the
Local Legislature of Ontario. Alimony,
it was argued, must be within the juris-
diction of this Parliament, because it was
incident to and connected with the ques-
tion of divorce, and this argument was
advanced on the ground that the British
North America Act gave jurisdiction to
this Legislature over the questions of
mrriage and divorce. Now, it must be
recollected that before Confederation the
Province of Ontario had made provision
within its own Courts for the granting
of alimony in the case of the judicial
separation of man and wife. At that
time, there was no divorce, as he under-
stood it, in the Province of Ontario, as
there was in some of the Lower Provin-
ces. Where it was necessary to obtain
judicial separation,or separation avinculo,
it was necessary to go to the Legislature
of that Province, and the Court of
Chancery had entire jurisdiction on the
question of alimony. They had also pro-
vided that in all matters where the
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disposition of children was involved,
that same Court should determine as to
which parent, or either of them, should
have the disposition of the children.
These powers had not been taken away
since the Union. The Act passed before
the Union confirming the power of the
Court of Chancery, was still in force, and
that power, as had been stated by the
hon. member for Bothwell(Mr. Mills),
had been exercised in this very case.
The suppliant in this case recognised the
authority and power of that Court by
seeking in it the relief which was now
asked from this Parliament. The peti-
tion was refused in that Court on the
grounds that, by her own misconduct,
the suppliant had forfeited the right which
the law gave her to be supported out
of the estate of her husband. Hie agreed
with the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Mills) that this Parliament had no juris-
diction in this case, on the ground that the
questions cf alimony and the disposition
of children came clearly and completely
within the provisions for civil rights,
which the Constitution granted solely and
entirely to the Provincial Courts. Was
alimony a civil right, er was it not? If
it were a civil rigbt, if it were not in any
way incident to the question o divorce,
then he fancied the House would feel
that there could be no doubt in the world
that they would invade the just rights of
the Local Legislature if they sought to
pass this Bill. Alimony was described
by the highest authority as that appor-
tionment of a husband's estate which, by
the decree of the Chancellor of the Court
of Chancery in Ontario, was allowed to
the wife for her maintenance. It could
not be contended that alimony must be
included in the word divorce. It had
nothing whatever to do with it; beo'ause
there might be divorce without alimony.
If alimony followed in all circumstances
after the separation of man and wife,
there would be grounds for sayimg
that the passage of this Bill,
would be constitutional. But, inasmuch
as alimony was the right of a wife to
some portion of the estates of her lhus-
band, and that right not being dependent
upon divorce, it surely could not be con-
tended that alimony must follow as a
matter of course from, or be incident to,
the separation of husband and wife.« Hle
maintained, therefore, alimony being
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purely a civil riglit, that the questi-n
could only be adjudged by the decree of
the Court of the Province in which the
parties resided. This Bill provided, not
orly that a separation should take place,
against the will of the husband, but that
a portion of bis estates should be taken,
agaist bis will, and given to the woman
whom he declared, and who in bis (Mr.
McDonald's) opinion had been proven to
be, unworthy to associate with him.
Now, the question to be determined first
was whether this were a civil right?
How could it be contended that the dis-
position of this property was not a civil
right? How could it be contended that
this Legislature could take away property
from one man, against his will, and give
it to another? He could not understand
how the bon. gentleman who so ably de-
fended the Bill could take the ground
he did. There was another very impor-
tant question, and that was the rights
vested in the several Provinces, and the
judiciary of the several Provinces in re-
lation to this particular subject. In the
-Province of Nova Scotia, before the
union, by the powers vested in the Legis-
lature of that Province, a Court of Mar-
riage and Divorce was duly constituted.
He admitted frankly that this Parliament
had the power to repeal that legislation,
but up to this moment they had not done
so, and there existed in that Province
a Court having the power not only to
grant divorce, but to make provision for
alimony, and possessing all the other
powers incident to these questions, as ad-
judged in the Court of Divorce in Eng-
]and. Now, if the Legislature of the
Dominion had the power to deprive a lus-
band of a portion of his estate, what was
to prevent their ignoring altogether
a divorce in Nova Scotia, or of undertak-
ing to say a divorce should be given
where it had been refused by the decree
of that Court? The Divorce Court in
Nova Scotia would be a nullity if, by an
Act of Parliament, passed by gentlemen
who had, in all probability, not read the
evidence nor had an opportunity of seeing
the witnesses, and comparing the re-
spective merits of each party, the solemn
decision of the Court, duly constituted
and vested with full authority to deter-
mine these questions, could be set aside
by this House. In many States in the
neighbouring Union, it had been deter-

mined, and rightly so, that, when the le-
gislative authority had once parted with
its power in the question of divorce, and
other kindred questions, and conferred
such powers on the judicial authority
appointed by them, the judiciary was
vested with full power and authority
previously held by the Legislature, with-
out interference by the latter. And it
must be so; otherwise, the Legislatiure
would be continually setting aside the
decisions of Courts legally constituted
for the very purpose of giving such de-
cisions. And that would be exactly the
position of the Legislature in respect to
the Court of Chancery of Ontario, if the
Bill now before the House were passed.
The disposition of property being a civil
right, this Parliament had no authority
to say that the property of an individual,
separate from bis wife, should be trans-
ferred, by the legislation of this Flouse,
to a third party. He was, therefore, of
opinion that it would be unconstitutional,
and in excess of the authority of this
Parliament to decree the payment of ali-
mony, in any form, by the man Campbell
to the suppliant, Mrs. Campbell. The
competency and jurisdiction of the Court
of Chancery in Ontario was recog-
nised to determine this question ;
had been recognised by the suppli-
ant in this case, as she had gone into
that Court and endeavoured to assert
lier right. She gave what she thought
was necessary evidence : but the
decree of the Court showed chat the sup-
pliant was not entitled to this portion of
her husband's property, not because the
law said she was not entitled to alimony,
but because she had forfeited the rights
which she would otherwise have. This
Act went further. Not content with de-
claring that Mr. Campbell's property
should be taken from him, it declared in
what form it should be done. Such legis-
lation on the part of this Parliament
would clearly be ultra vires. If he un.
derstood the Constitution at all, nothing
was more sacredly reserved to the legis-
lation of the Provinces, than the control
and management of the property of
the inhabitants thereof. But this Bill,
after declaring that Campbell should pay
a certain amount to bis wife, declared,
also, if lie did not . pay it-even if mis-
fortune should sweep away bis property,
and he should become unable to do se-
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that he should, on the action of the
Courts, be confined to jail for life.
because they said that the non-payment
of the noney would be contempt of
Court, subject to imprisonment. This
Bill further declared that the real estate
and property should be mortgaged by an
Act of Parliament ; that was, that the
land owned in the Province of Ontario,
governed by the laws of Ontario, the
title to which was fixed by the laws of
Ontario, should be subject to a lien
created by this Government. He hum-
bly submitted'that the Bill was ultra vires.
He thought this Parliament should bes-
itate before assuming these powers.
With reference to the disposition of the
children, he thought the Statutes of On-
tario made the most free and ample pro-
vision. They declared that the Court
of Chancery of that Province, on the ap-
plication of either the father or the
mother, should determine, after ascer-
taining the facts upon the merits,
to whom the custody of the
children should be committed.
His opinion was that this Parliament had
not the power to take this matter out of
the hands of the Court of Chancery in
Ontario ; but, even if they had the power,
he should think they would hesitate be-
fore asserting it. He trusted, in view of
the duty they owed to the Constitution,
irrespective entirely of the merits of the
case-and lie desired to say nothing what-
ever on the merits as between these par-
ties-that this Parliament would not
usurp the powers of the Local Couits in
dealing with this matter. With refer-
ence to the mode of procedure in this
case, this was the first occasion upon
which he had had any experience in
reference to matters of this kind, and lie
thought the House would be somewhat
surprised at the summary mode in which
they were asked to assume jurisdiction
in a matter of such vast importance.
He presumed every member of this
House, and lie was sure the people of
the country would feel that few ques-
tions of a graver character came before
Parliament than tbose which sep-
arated and dissolved the marriage
tie between man and wife, and
which struck at the root of the social
ties and the happiness of individuals, at
the very root of the happiness of the
children which God had given them;

MR. McDONALD.

therefore, he thought they ought to ap-
proach a niatter of this kind with due
consideration, and he would ask members
of the House in what position they were
upon which to judge on the merits of the
case. They were to determine whether
or not this woman ought to obtain the
alimony she sought. lie desired to know
how many members of the House had
made themselves masters of the evidence
sufficiently to determine whether Mrs.
Campbell was the woman she asserted
herself to be, or whether she was the
character her husband asserted lier to be.
He, after examining the evidence before
the country, could only say that he bad
formed an opinion so adverse to Mrs.
Campbell's claimsindependently of the re-
lations which now subsisted between thei
-after the evidence adduced before the
Courts, where the question had been
thoroughly sifted and discussed, and ir-
respective of the question of jurisdiction,
which he thought inseparable-that lie
could not, as an honest man, declare she
had any right to come to Parliament and
complain of the conduct of her husband.
He was bound to say that she had for-
feited, by her own conduct, the redress
she sought there,and which she had sought
elsewhere and failed to recover. He had
no feeling whatever in the matter, buthe
thought this Parliament should not for-
get the iniportant position they occupied
as legislators and judges, and that they
should not invade the rights of the Pro-
vincial Courts and the Provincial Legis-
latures.

Ma. MACDOUGALL said he was
considerably surprised that the hon. the
Minister of Justice should bave waited
until the third reading of the Bill to ex-
plain to the flouse bis strong objections
on constitutional grounds to their enter-
taining the Bill at all. The measure had
been before Parliament since 1876. It
bad been discussed in the other branch
of the Legislature to which, by their rule
of practice, they had assigned the duty of
investigating cases of this kind. It bad
been discussed every Session but one
since. The constitutional question had
been discussed, and they had declared
that there was no question but that Par-
liament had authority to deal with the
question of marriage and divorce,
and incidents which belonged to
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marriage and divorce. It had
been suggested that they ought
to dispossess themselves of this incon-
venient question connected with mar-
riage and transfer it to judicial bodies.
He was quite of that opinion after
the long experience they had had.
But, if they had no constitutional power
to deal with the question, how could
they give that power to a judicial body
which they did not possess themselves?
As to the merits of the case, he thought
the evidence was abundant. There was
no judgment of any Court declaring that
this woman had committed the crime of
adultery. The evidence satisfied those
who heard it that Mrs. Campbell had
been the subject of a conspiracy, and
that the witnesses had forsworn them-
selves. That point had been determined.
Now, what were they asked to do. They
were asked to separate these two parties
from bed and board ; to do precisely that
which, by the law of Lower Canada, was
done by a decree of the Court, the sepa-
ration of the marriage tie, in so far that
the parties lived separate, were not under
the control of each other, were entitled to
a share of the marital property, and were
restrained fron again entering into mar-
riage. Parliament was the only tribunal
in this country which could grant
lier that to which she was entitled,
and in this case, what it was with-
in the power of Parliament to do, it
was its duty to do. Its duty was to
separate these parties, in the form of a
Bill, leaving it to then to become recon-
ciled, and declaring itshould have no force
or effect if they did become reconciled
and resumed their original relations.

Sut JOHN A. MACDONALD said
he must ask that this matter stand over.
Ils opinion was very strong in the same
direction as that of the Minister of Jus-
tice, and he desired some opportunity of
expressing himself at some length. He
did not think the public business could
be detained longer for the sake of this
case.

The hour allotted to Private Bills
having expired, the further consideration
of the motion was postponed.

SUPPLY.-CONCURRENCE.
House resumed the further considera-

tion of Resolution 221, reported from,
Committee of Supply (May 7th).

MR. M1LLS said he must ask for a
division, as the papers brought down did
not sustain the case of the Government.

MR. McCALLUM said he was sur-
prised at the position taken by the Op-
position. Both the leader of the Opposi-
tion and the hon. member for Bothwell
now wanted to go back on the Govern-
ment Engineer, under whose directions
Mr. Wallace had been employed. They
had been glad, on a former occasion, to
shelter themselves under the wing of
that gentleman, when they gave
him as their authority for buy-
ing 50,000 tons of steel rails
without the sanction of Parliament.
As an excuse for this unwarrantable
Act, they stated that the engineer had
thought they should purchase those steel
rails. In the Goderich Harbour matter,
in which $30,000 were squandered, they
sheltered themselves under the engineer,
and got a letter from him. The hon.
member for Bothwell spoke of the inde-
pendence of Parliament. For the five
years the Government were in power,
They never heard a word about the inde-
pendence of Parliament, but now that
they were in Opposition, where they
would long remain, in the interests of
the country, they advocated the inde-
pendence of Parliament. Mr. Wallace
had been sent for by the engineer, to act
in the public service ; he worked eight
months, paid his own expenses, and the
engineer certiied to his account. Did
the people expect a man to work eight
months for nothing? He (Mr. McCal-
lum) held in his hands that infamous let-
ter that was written to John Stewart by
a Prime Minister, and shown to the elec-
tors of Norfolk when Mr. Wallace was a
candidate for that countv, in which letter
it was intimated that Wm. Wallace was
a defaulter to the amount of $59,000 ;
and now, when, after an investigation
had taken place, he stood before the coun-
try as an honest man, his character
cleared of the slanderous imputation,
and it was proved the Government
owed him a large sum of money, they
tried to make a point, and to show that
they had seme grounds for writing this
letter.

Question put, and motion to concur in
the Resolution agreed to, on the follow-
ing division
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YEs:

Messrs.
Allison
Arkell
Baby
Baker
Bannerman
Benoit
Bergeron
Bergin
Bill
Bolduc
Boultbee
Bourbeau
Bowell
Burnham

Caron
Cimon
Colby
Connell
Costigan
Coughlin
Coupal
Coursol
Currier
Cuthbert
Daousti
Dawson
DeCosmos
Desaulniers
Desjardins
Dewdney
Domville
Drew
Dubue
Elliott
Farrow
Ferguson
Fitzsimmons
Fortin
Fulton
Gault
Gigault
Gill
Girouard (J. Cartier)
Girouard (Kent, N.B)
Grandbois
Hay
Ilesson
Hilliard
Hooper
Houde
Hurteau
Jones
Kaulback
Keeler
Kilvert
Kranz
Landry

Lane
Lantier
Little
Macdonald (Vict.,B.C.)
McDonald (C. Breton)
McDonald (Pictou)
McCallum
McCarthy
McCuaig
McInnes
McKay
MeLennan
McLeod
McQuade
McRory
Massue
Merner
Mongenais
Montplaisir
Mousseau
O'Connor
Orton
Onimet
Patterson (Essex)
Perreault
Pinsonneault
Platt
Plumb
Pope (Compton)
Richey
Robertson (Hamilton)
Robinson
Robitaille
Ross (Dundas)
Rouleau
Routhier
Ryan (Marquette)
Rykert
Shaw
Skinner
Sproule
Stephenson
Strange
Tellier
Thompson (Cariboo)
Tilley
Tupper
Valin
Vallée
Wade
Wallace (W. York)
White (Cardwell)
White (E. Hastings)
White(N.Renfrew)
Williams
Wright.-114

*ÂYS :

Messrs.

Anglin
Bain
Bourassa
Bunster
Burk
Burpee (St. John)
Burpee (Sunbury)

MR. McCALLUn

Cartwright
C&sey
Casgrain
Chandler
Christie
Cockburn (Muskoka)
Dumont

Fleming
Galbraith
Geoffrion
Gillies
Gunn
Guthrie
Holton
Huntington
Killam
LaRue
Mackenzie
Mills

Resolution read t
times, and agreed to.

Oliver
Olivier
Pickard
Rinfret
Robertson (Shelburne)
Rogers
Ross (W. Middlesex)
Rymal
Scriver
Thompson(Haldim'nd)
Trow.-37

he first and second

On Resolution 222, Intercolonial Rail-
way, $132,474.02,

MR. MACKENZIE said, with regard
to this item, it embraced the sum of
$101,753 for the payment of the award
in the case of Boggs & Murray. He had
stated briefly, the other evening, what he
had to say on this point, with the expec-
tation that concurrence would not be
taken on this item for two or three days
yet. He had been utterly unable to read
the documents, they were so voluminous,
and on account of the pressing work of
the House. At the present moment, he
must content himself with saying that he
believed a fatal blunder was made in this
case. He was firmly convinced that the
public suffered a grievous wrong by tak-
ing the case out of Court, and disregard-
ing the order of the Judge as to the re-
mittance of this subject to the Registrar,
and then taking it back to the Court to
be dealt with on its ûerits. He need
not discuss it now further than to enter
his protest against this mode of settling
a case which was once entered in the
Exchequer Court, to be dealt with, as all
other cases were dealt with, under an

order from the Judges. He believed the
case was mismanaged in not having sent
from the Department of Public Works
the Chief Engineer and his assistant, the

present Chief Engineer of that road, both
to attend to the evidence that was being
given and to give evidence themselves.
Sending subordinate engineers in a case
where there was $100,000 involved,
seemed to him a very extraordinary act
of negligence on the part of the Govern-
ment. He believed it had resulted in
the country being amerced in a large
amount for damnages where there was,
perhaps, none, or if any, an extreme]Y
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small sura, due. lHe would, therefore,
content himself for the present with this
brief statement of bis views, and allow
the item to pass on a division. .

MOIRA RIVER TIMBER DUES BILL.
(Bu 49.)

(Mr. McCuaig)

THIRD READING.

Resolution read Mie firset and second Order for Flouse to resolve itself into
times, and agreed to, on a division. Committee of the Whole on the Bill

Resolutions 223 to 234 read the first
and second times, and agreed to.

read.

MR. HOLTON said this Bill caused
considerable discussion in the commence-

m n of, th S si d h h d, b l
n,- anl e &AV a een eJ

Resolution 235, To pay arrears of to understand that soue compromise hadOn RLu 2, Tp a ro been effected, and that the Bill had been
wages to L. D. Andy, $230, dropped.

MR. MACKENZIE : I want that Si JOHN A. 1ACDONALD said
item to pass on a division, because I do the matter bad been settled, and it had
not believe it is due. been agreed that the Bill sIould be al-

Resolution read- the first and second
times, and agreed to, on a division. MR. McCUAIG said that, before the

Committee, the town of Belleville was
Resolutions 236 to 252 read the first

and second times, and agreed to.

Resolutions 253 and 254,
leave of the Hlouse, withdrawn.

with

Resolutions 255 to 272 read the first
and second times, and agreed to.

Resolutions 273 to,
(May Sth) read the
times, and agreed to.

represented by its solicitor, and they
came to an agreenent, and this Bill was
the result.

MR. WHITE (East Hastings) said
that the parties interested thought it
would be botter to get this Bill through,
in order that they might have the matter
finally settled.

293l, 2 and 42. House resolved itself into Committeefirst and second of the Whole to consider the Bill.

GOVERNMENT BUSINESS.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD moved
that on Monday next Government no-
tices of motions, and Government Orders
have precedence next after Routine
business.

Motion agreed to.

PRIVATE BILLS.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were severally
considered in Committee of the Whole,
reported, read the third time and passed:-

Bill (No. 114) Respecting the Consolidated
Bank of Canada.-(Mr. Tilley.)

Bill(No. 63) To grant certain powers to
La Société Permanent de Construction du
District d'Iberville.-(Mr. Mousseau.)

(In the Committee.)

Bill ordered to be reported.

House resumed.

Bill reported, read the titird time, and
passed.

House adjourned at
Eleven o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Saturday, 10th May, 1879.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

INSOLVENT ACT AMENDMENT.

MOTION TO INTRODUCE BILL.

MR. ROBERTSON (Hamilton) moved
for leave to introduce a Bill to further
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amend the Insolvent Act of 1875. He
said the object of the Bil was simply to
carry out, as far as possible at this late
stage of the proceedings, the object the
hon. member for Stanstead (Mr. Colby)
had in introducing his Bill some time
ago. It was for the purpose of doing
away with the great evil under the law
of official assignees. This would prevent
assignees being appointed by creditors to
take charge of an estate, also the dis-
charge under the Act applying to any
debt due by a person who was not a
trader.

ME. HOLTON said this Bill, which
was one of urgency, should have been
bronght in by the Government. He was
entirely in sympathy with its object, but
thought that, in the hands of a private
member, it could be hardly expected to
pass by unanimous consent. The Gov-
ernment, with its control of the days re-
maining for consideration of public busi-
ness, would obtain from the House a
consideration which it would not yield to
an individual member.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said the
amendnient appeared to him to be in ac-
cordance with the sentiment of the
House, as expressed by their vote in
favour of the repeal of the Insolvent
Law. It removed the principal evil
complained of in the present law, and he
could not understand how hon. gentle-
men, who were opposed to the continu-
ance of the present law, should object to
this amendment, which cured the defect
in the present law which was the main
cause of their opposition to it-the ap-
pointments of official assignees.

Mr. CASEY said he quite agreed with
the remarks of the hon. member for
Chateauguay (Mr. Holton). The Gov-
ernment had, to a certain extent, commit-
ted themselves in favour of the Bill of
the hon. member for Stanstead (Mr.
Colby), and it was their duty to introduce
this amendment.

IMR. DREW said the House had de-
cidedly voted against having any Insol-
vent Law, and, if the Senate choose to
reject the Bill repealing the law which
was carried here, they should bear the res-
ponsibility. Ie objected to the Bill
being introduced.

MI. ROBERTsON.

Mit. ROBERTSON (Hamilton) said
he was therefore obliged to withdraw the
Bill. The hon. member for North Wel-
lington (Mr. Drew) would have to take
the responsibility of. his course.

Motion witkdrawn.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

RESOLUTIONS PROPOSED.

MR. TUPPER: Mr. Speaker,-It is
not my intention, at this late period of
the Session, to occupy the time of the
House at any great length in discussing
the very important questions which these
resolutions present for its consideration.
I may say, in the first place, that the
question is one that is rendered
thoroughly familiar to the minds of all
hon. members from the reports which I
have presented to the House, whereby I
have endeavoured to convey to hon.
gentlemen the information of which the
Government was in possession, in order
that they might be as fully prepared as
I am to consider the question ; and, in
the second place, important and great as
is the question, I do not believe that
any laboured argument will be re-
quired at my hands in order to com-
mend the propositions which the Govern-
ment submit, to the favourable considera-
tion of hon. members on both sides of
the House. It will be remembered that,
after the Union of the British North
American Provinces, as at first em-
braced, the general opinion and senti-
ment of the people was that it was ex-
ceedingly desirable that the North-West
Territory should be added to the Domin-
ion, and measures were taken which, I
believe, met with the approval of all
political parties for the purpose of ac-
quiring tfat vast territory. Then it was
felt on the part of the then Governmnnt,
led by the right bon. gentleman who is
now the head of the present Administra-
tion, that the consolidation of Rritish
North America would beincomplete ; that
the consolidation of British power on this
continent would beincompleteif the Pacific
coast Province of British Columbia were
not added to the Confederation. When
the addition of that Provine te the
other united Provinces was ab'rought
under consideration, it was found that
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to have a real union between that Pro-
vince and the other portions of Canada, a
line of communication of some kind was
indispensable, and to make that line
valuable it must be a railway. 'The
Government addressed thermselves to the
duty of devising measures by which that
might be accomplished, but ,when they
pledged themselves in good faith to
Britsh Columbia to promote the con-
struction of that line of interoceanic rail-
way, they were under the impression that
the question was much easier of solution
than it bas since proved to be. The
Government believed that by appro-
priating 50,000,000 acres of land, and
$30,000,000 of the public moniey, par-
ties would be found who would
take the schenie up as a private
enurprise, and carry it to completion.
It may be said that those opinions were
not well founded ; but the Government,
at that time, believed they were well
founded, and that they had abundant
evidence that this great work could be
accomplished in that way. Those expec-
tations were not realised, and I need not
say to the House we have been disap-
pointed inccomplishing the construe-
tion of the work in the way it was then
proposed. lHon. gentlemen opposite who
suceeded us in power, recognised not
only the great importance to the whole
of Canada of carrying to comple-
tion the building of the great Pacific
Railway, but also that in the posi-
tion they then occupied, good faith with
that Province involved the necessity of
carrying it forward by another mea-
sure, having that object in view. That
measure was very widely different from
the proposal of their predecessors, which
was to give a limited amount of public
money and land for the purpose of con-
structing the railway; but the Govern-
ment, of which the present leader of the
Opposition was the head, '>rought for-
ward a Bill and carried it through Par-
liament, not only recommitting the Gov-
ernment to accomplish the construction
of the railway, but providing the means
and giving the authority to construct it
as a Government work. At the end of
live years, my right hon. friend the First
Minister, who first proposed this great
neasure, finds himself again charged
witýh-tjhe responsibility of dealing with
the subject, but lie finds it in a different

position from that which the question
occupied when lie dealt with it before.
When he previously undertook it, the
right hon. gentleman believed that the
work could be accomplished by a limited
obligation on the part of this country,
and not only limited, but limited within
those reasonable bouads that everybody
felt the country might safely undertake.
It is not my purpose to offer the slightest
word of animadversion upon the course
which the late Government pursued on
this question. I am free to confess
that, when the Administration of my
right hon. friend first inaugurated this
policy and committed the country
to the construction of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway, it was appar-
ently much easier of accoinplishment
han it bas since proved to be. I am

also free to confess that when the late
Government were charged with the res-
ponsibility of dealing with the question,
having found the country already com-
mitted to the construction of the work,
and feeling compelled to carry it out by
any means which might be found feasible,
they directed their efforts with a sincere
and anxious desire, as far as the position
of the country admitted, to carry out the
obligations undertaken.

MR. DECOSMOS: No, no.

MR. TUPPER: As I have already
said, when the right hon. the First Min-
ister has again come to deal with the
subject, lie finds it in an altered posi-
tion from that which it formerly occu-
pied. I will briefly refer to the amount
of public money required in order
to carry to completion works already
undertaken, and contracts to which
the country is now pledged. The
amount of money required to com-
plete the road fron the shores of Lake
Superior, at Kamnnistiquia or Thunder
Bay, to Red River, is estimated, in round
numbers, with a fair equipment, to cost
about $18,000,000. To that, of course,
the country is committed. It was im-
possible for the First Minister to hesi-
tate, for a single moment, when he found
that 185 miles in the middle of that sec-
tion of country was required to make
effectual the large expenditure already
incurred, both east and west, to
fill in that gap as rapidly as possible,
in order to make those portions
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of road already built available for the
purpose for which they were intended.
The subsidy to the Canada Central, to
which the country was committed by the
late Government, is about $1,500,000.
The Georgian Bay Branch, with a canal
at French River, with a fair equipment, is
estimated to cost $1,900,000. The Pem-
bina Branch, with an allowance for a fair
amount of rolling stock, is estimated at
$1,750,000. The cost of the Pacific
Railway Telegraph contracts, of which
1,300 miles have beenalready constructed,
will reach $1,100,000. The rails deliv-
ered at British Columbia will cost
$345,000, and exploration surveys up to
the end of the year $3,861,000, making
the total sum of money expended and re-
quired to eomplete the engagements al-
ready entered into to render the work ef-
fectual, $28,456,000. Now,as I have said,
it would be quite impossible for the Gov-
ernment, for a single moment, to hesitate
as to what was their duty in regard to
this question. First, there is still the
importance of constructing this great
work, admitted by all political parties ;
second, there is the fact of the good faith
of the country being pledged to the Pro-
vince of British Columbia to carry as
rapidly as possible the railway to com-
pletion ; and,third, the large expenditure
already involved to carry it out. Under
these circumstances, Sir, the Government
were obliged to address themselves to the
imporcant question of how this object
could be attained, good faith with Brit-
ish Columbia maintained, the construc-
tion of the Capadian Pacific Railway ac-
complished, and, at the same time, meas-
ures adopted that would prevent the
financial condition of this country being
seriously embarrassed or imperilled.
The Government bave addressed them-
selves to the consideration of this
question in the most careful and atten-
tive manner, and the result of their deli-
berations is now submitted in the formn of
these resolutions to the louse. I may
say, Sir, it is not surprising that the
building of a Canadian Pacific Railway
should have commended itself not only to
one side of the House, not only to one
great party, but to both the great
parties, into which this Dominion is
divided, when we recollect the great
facilities that existed for the con-
struction of such a work, as well

MR. TUPPER.

as the great impértance of carry-
ing it to completion. Now, I may
say here, as I have said before, that
it is not my intention to call in question
the efforts that bave been made by my
predecessors in relation to this work. I
recognise, to the fullest extent, the
serious responsibilities thrown upon
them when they came into power, and I
am prepared to recognise the efforts thev
made to carry this work forward.

An HON. MEMBER : No, no.

MR. TUPPER : I know from the
voice I hear behind me that their efforts
have not been sufficient to satisfy British
Columbia. I am aware that a great
deal of uneasiness and apprehension has
been excited in that Province, not only
with reference to the action of the late
Government, but with reference to the
probable action of this Government. But
I do trust that our friends in British Col-
umbia will feel that they must not look
at this question from the favourable point
of view from which we were able to look
at it several years ago when it was first in-
troduced ; but that they must look at it
surrounded with the'difficilties that have
since presented thernselves A carrying it
out. They must remember the fact that
in relation to railway enterprise on this
continent a great change of opinion has
taken place among British capitalists
and among the capitalists of the world ;
that it was much easier a few years ago
to bring foreign capital into this country
to promote a work of this kind than it is
to-day. They must recognise the fact,
that in the changed financial position of
Canada. we must all bow to the inevi-
table in relation to a question of such
magnitude as this, and provided they
find the Government of the day earnestly
making efforts to accomplish that work,
they must be satisfied, although those
efforts should not be commensurate with
their reasonable expectations a few years
ago. I have no hesitation in saying that
the work I have referred to, as involving
an expenditureofover $28,000,000 of pub-
lic money, has largely contributed to re-
move the difficulties and promote the
progress of the entire undertaking. I
believe, that as we originally looked to
the development of the great North-
West as the only basis upon which any
Government or company could undertake
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the construction of the Canadian Pacific been made, and the increased knowledge
Railway, so we cannot but regard the ex- we possess of its resources, place us in a
penditure of $18,000,000 of public money position to appeal to capitalists much
in permeating that dificult, almost inac- more confidently and successfully for
cessible, district of country between Lake this great work, than would otherwise
Superior and the Red River, as money be the case. I do not now intend to
expended in a way that is most likely to criticise at any length the course taken
so develop, so improve, and so people by the late Government, but I may say
the great fertile country of the that these resolutions propose a diver-
North-West as to give us a substantial gence in one particular fron the policy
basis upon which we may hope to succeed of tour predecessors, and that is, that
in permeating the still more difficult and I while carrying out their policy so far as
extensive region from the Rocky Moun- the line from Lake Superior to the Red
tains down to the shores of the Pacific. River goes, I propose a slight deviation,
And, although this expenditure of pub- going west from Red River, from that
lic money has not been made within the which was originally intended. 1 am
Province of British Columbia, I am free not prepared Vo say that the engineers
to say that that expenditure, in my judg- were not perfectly rigt in the une they
ment, bas been made in a way much bet- located. I am not prepared to say that
ter calculated to secure the actual realisa- the original intention of locating the
tion of this work than if every dollar had line by way of the Narrows of Lake
been expended in British Columbia, com- Manitoba was not right and proper, pro-
mencing at the shores of the Pacifie, be- vided we were in a position to carry
cause no expenditure in British Colum- out, as we hoped we would, the rapid
bia could materially contribute to the construction, by means of a company,
opening up of that great North-West of this interoceanio railway fron end
region upon the development, and to end. But we tind ourselves
upon the peopling of which mwust brought face to face with the fact
necessarily depnd the succesnful prose- that a change has corne over the
cution of that gigantic undertaking the spirit of the world in reference toh rai-
Canadian Pacifie Railway. Now, Sir, way enterprise on this continent, and
-have stated that we have vreat advan- that whereas it was comparatively easy,
tages in the construction of such a work five or six years ago, to draw capital
as this. There has been a great advance into this country for railway enterprises,
made within the pust five years; not only it is now almo t impossible to do so.
have we accomplished an important work That change having taken place, think
in providing for an early, rapid and easy we must deviate from our oritna ean
communication through our own country, and, n order wo secure the rapid con-
from the shores of Lake Superior te the struction of this work, combine Vo a
Red RiTer, but we bave acquired infor- greater extent than originally intended,
mation with reference o the North- our progress across the great prairie
West Teritories, which is invaluable in country of the North-West with a sy-
its character. High as was our estimate tem of colonisation; and thoug that
a few years ago, h igh as was the opinion may add a few miles, here or there, t
we were warranted in entertaining as to the length of the line to be constructed,
the capabilities of the great North-West, it will carry it through the districts that
we were comparatively ignorant of will best afford a basis for rapid colonisa-
the v'ast extent of fertile lands tion upon which we can rest, and t
of that country. The surveys which which alone h look, as the only mea s by
have been made, though attended whieh successflly, in our time, at al
with a large amouat of expenditure, events, one may be able to achieve toe
are cheap compared with that construction of this railway. Now, Sir,
whieh bas really been accomplished; I believe there will n t h any great di-
in much as that we can only hope for ferece of opinion on this point. p ar
the sucessul accomplishment of this satisfied hon. gentlemen opposite wi l
great work, by showing tehe world the agre with us, that whether the lino egoeos
value and charater of that countr. to the Narrows or the south'of Lake
held that the explorations that have Mianitoba, in the firt instance the true
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policy of the country is to find the best
line of railway for settlement across the
prairie region of the North-West. I
will, therefore, address myself to the
third and last difficulty, that of the
selection of the route through British
Columbia. It is stated in the Globe that
these resolutions indicate in a clear
and unmistakeable manner that we
have abandoned the line to Bur-
rard inlet and adopted Bute Inlet
as the terminus of the road. I have no
hesitation in saying that these resolutions
contain no arrière pensée. The views
held by the Government are embodied in
the resolutions I offer to the House.
Had it been decided to reject the loca-
tion of the route established by bon. gen-
tlemen opposite, the Government would
have cancelled the Order in Council,
locating the route to Burrard Inlet, and
stated frankly their intention not to go
to Burrard Inlet, but to Bute Inlet.
They have not arrived at that conclusion.
They have arrived at the only conclusion
thattheselectionof theBurrard Inletroute
was premature. I arm not prepared to
say that if I had been in the position of
the late Government-for I admit the
uineasiness and anxiety felt in British
Columbia imposed great and serious pres-
sure on hon. gentlemen in the selection
of that route-that if I had been brought
face to face with the question, and it was
held to be indispensable to then select the
route, I would not have adopted the
route with the information then posses-
sed, which the late Government aàopted.
What I do blame hon. gentlemen
opposite for is this, that they rejected the
suggestions made two years ago by the pre-
sentFirst Minister andimyself, thatbefore
the final location of the route, and the
large expenditure involved on the Bur-
rard Inlet route, the season should have
been utilised, by having a thorough ex-
amination made of the countrv lying to
the North of Fort George, and in the
region of the Pine and Peace River
passes. I think there was abundant
ground for maintaining the absolute ne-
cessity of an immediate and most care-
ful exploration survey in order to ascer-
tain1precisely the character of the country
in the region of the Pine and Peace River
passes, before the final location of the
line was made. I do not intend to enter
into the technical details of the question,

M. TUPPER.

because the engineers' reports give the
information with greater accuracy than I
could give it; but i may say why I regard
the location of Burrard Inlet as prema-
ture. There are practically but three
routes before the House and country, for
consideration. After all the examination
made of the subject, it has resolved itself
into a choice between three routes, Bur-
rard Inlet, Bute Inlet at Waddington
Harbour, or the route to Port Simpson
to the north. I leave out of the question
the easier, shorter, and, perhaps, the
best line of all, that to the Dean Chan-
nel, because the reports go to show that
navigation to that point will be ob-
structed by an archipelago of islands in
that neighbourbood.

MR. MACKENZIE: You mean that
navigation is obstructed during the
winter.

Mn. TUPPER : The navigation of
Dean Channel is so obstructed by an
archipelago of islands as to render it
practically unfit for the terminus of tle
Pacific Railway. There is, moreover, the
further difficulty that the approach is ob-
structed by ice during the winter. There
can be no doubt that Burrard Inlet
possesses many advantages over the Bute
Inlet route.

Ma. BUNSTER : No.

Ma. TUPPER: I hear an emphatic
"No," but perhaps the hon. gentleman
will allow me to state the impression on
my mind, and I will listen with great at-
tention to any information which may be
given on that question by any hon. gen-
tlemanj who holds a different opinion.
I regard the Burrard Inlet route as pre-
ferable to that by Bute Inlet, in regard
to distance. It is fifty-seven miles
shorter to Port Moody at Burrard Inlet
than to Waddington Harbour at Bute
Inlet, taking into account the three miles
saved in consequence of the exploration
of last summer, and if the railway were
at Burrard -Inlet, there would be only
eighty miles of navigation from Port
Moody down to Victoria or Esquimalt,
while you have to add about 180 miles
more of navigation from the Bute
Inlet Terminus at Waddington Bar-
bour to reaeh Esquimalt. I am also
free to admit that in point of gra-
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dients, a most important point, the Bur-
rard Inlet route, so far as our information
goes, has a great advantage over that to
Bute Inlet. It will be difficult to ob-
tain on a portion of the last named route,
grades easier than 100ft. to the mile,
while on the Burrard Inlet line the
grades will not exceed 52ft. to the mile.

MR. DECOSMOS : What about cur-
vature ?

MR. TUPPER : I am not informed
that the Burrard Inlet route involves
any serious curvature which would ma-
terially interfere with the operation of
the line. There is a coniderable
section ot wheat-growing country in
the region ot Kamloops, to which the
late Government proposed to construct
125 miles of road from Yale. But while
1 admit the're is a great advantage, both
in point of distance and of grades, in
favour of Burrard Inlet, I cannot con-
ceal from myself that there is a very grave
objection to that route. The approach
to Burrard Inlet involves the passage of
the island of San Juan, and although, to-
day, and I hope for many years to come,
we will enjoy the most arnicable and
peaceful relations with our friends to the
south of us, yet, as this will be a great
national highway, and as a great expendi-
tureofBritishcapitalwillbeinvolved, Ifeel
we ought not to lose sight of the fact
that at some remote period those who
come after us may find our friends to the
south not animated by those purely com-
nercialand peaceful sentiments which, we
.are glad to know, at present prevail. I re-
gard, therefore, the possession of that
island bv the Goverrnent of the United
States, and the fact that communication
from the sea to the terminus of the rail-
way vould be under the control of the
fortifications of a foreign power, as
serious obstructions. And J cannot re-
gard with indifference the fact that, when
we have expended a hundred millions on
the extension of the line to the Pacific,
and before we have reached Burrard In-
let, we have reached a point at which it
is perfectly easy for our American
neighbours to tap our line by a road of
50 or 60 miles in length, and carry our
trailie down to Holmes Harbour, which
is to bethe terminus ofthe Northern Pacific
now under construction through the Unit-
ed States, and which, should our line

be so tapped, would become a new San
Francisco, literally built up with Cana-
dian trade. Now, I am not Nvilling to
see the two termini of the Canadian inter-
oceanic railway Wsten in the United
States, one terminus at Portland and
the other at Holmes Harbour. I believe
if it can be done, it is highly desirable
that we should not place ourselves in
such a position as that, and I look upon
the points I have referred to as very im-
portant and very great obstacles in the
way of the adoption of that line. But
while I have stated that the length of
railway by Burrard Inlet is shorter, and
the grades easier, there is a more im-
portant question still than the question
of length and grade, to which I wish to
draw the attention of the House ; and
that is the question of traffic. It is
better to spend our money in the con-
struction of a longer road, involving
more severe grades, if, notwithstanding
the length and the grades, we are going
to have a greater traffic for the road.
The great difficulty that presents itself to
my mind in the consideration of this
question, is this: It is a long distance,
by any route one can find, (rom the Pa-
cific, before you reach a country that can
be looked upon with any confidence as
furnishing the traffic and business by
which the Canadian Pacific Railway must
be sustained. J regret, therefore, deeply,
that the hon. gentleman at the head of
the Government, two years ago, when
my right hon. friend, Sir John A. Mac-
doinald and J, and other members in this
House, urged him to do so, didi
not spend the season he expended
in exploring the Fraser and the
present location of the line, in making a
full examination of the country in the
region of the Red River and Peace River
passes. Had that been done, we would
have been in a better position to deal
with this question than we are to-day.
If it should prove-as we have reason to
assume it will-that by the adoption of
the Bute Inlet route, or the other route
to which I have referred, we can materi-
ally shorten the distance between the
coast of the Pacific and a section of the
country to which we may fairly
look for a large amount of traffic to sus-
tain the railway, then we would be war-
ranted in building a longer line or taking
the severe grades to which I have advert-
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ed. We, therefore, propose to ask the in British Columbia. We do that becauýe,
House to allow us to make a rapid ex- in the excited condition of feeling in Br-
ploration of that district before we final- tish Columbia, in censequence of the long
]y decide the question as to whether the delays to which the people of that Pro-
road is to go by the route adopted by our vince have been subjected, we feel our-
predecessors or by some other route. selves compelled-just as the late Go -
Then there is the important question of ernment kit themselves compelled whezi
Port Simpson. The line to Port Simp- they adopted a location and prepared t>
son might be somewhat longer, but there mn a une from Yale to Kamloops-I
are few persons who will not admit that say we feel ourselves obliged to pledze
if a line can be found, that, though ourselves to British Columbia, that the
somewhat longer, that would not only construction shah be commenced during
cost less money, but would bring us, the present season
regarding this as a great line of
interoceanic communication, a great deal
nearer to the east than any other line now Mn. TU PPBR : In British Colunbi:..
proposed it is worthy of consideration. I have already told the hon. gontiema:
It is a matter of no little importance, as distinctly as 1 can, that we do nnr
and it is a matter which gives us ne know where. J may say the lino fro
little confidence in the enterprise, to know Yale te Kamloops is ready for constru
that any one of the routes to which 1 tion. The quantities have been take.
have adverted, the Burrard Inlet line, eut, and it is in such a condition that we
the Bute Inlet line, or the line to Port may fairly invite contractors te deal wit
Simpson, will provide a shorter line of it from a practical and business peint cF
communication between the great centre view. I may aise tell ny hon. frienO,
of commerce of the United States, New that at this moment the staff of tw
York, and the eastern world, than ar-y Department is engaged in taking out t
other route. It is a matter of no little quantities on a section of the line on thi
importance to know that, notwithstand- Bute Inlet route, in order te have it pue-
ing the construction of the present -Pacific pared te submit te the centractors, sc
iRailway in the United States to San that the oontract can bo pushed forwa'J
Francisco, parties from New York wish- if wo adopt that route, and if we decidc
ing to go to the east would shorten the that the interest of the country would be
distance very materially by adopting any promoted by the abandonment of the
one of the routes Il have named. By decision of the hon. gentlemen opposite.
adopting one of these routes they wiIl and the adoption of the more nation-
find the distance from New York to Ja- linoby Bute Inlot. I do net umderret
pan 650 miles shorter than by any the importance cf the fact, that the hue
route the Jnited States can afford. So frem Bute Inlet means a longe:
far as European traffic is concerned, the course cf navigation te Victrri,
citizens of London, the citizens of Great or the construction cf a railway
Britain, will find that they can reach on Yancouver's Island. But takiný
China and Japan by tie line of the Can- ail theso questions inte consideration, t1:e
adian Pacific, and over Canadian soil from Government feel they weu]d not be di-
Halifax, instead o the line now existing eharging the duty they owed te the
to San Francisco, and effect a saving cf country in relation te the railway if the
over 1,200 miles. I look upon this as an did net first ask permission te make ai
important point, and one that ought to exploration beforo carrying ont the woW
inspire Canadians with confidence in the which they stand pledged te carry eut in
ultimate success of this great national good faith, and placing this season unde!
work. Now, Sir, I do not intend, at this contract a substantial part cf the road in
moment, to go further into that question. British Columbia. I have net in mi
Laving laid before the louse fairly remarks, refiected on the action'cf hor.

and frankly, and without reserve, gentlemen opposite. They charged u '
the position of the Government with having imposed obligations on them,
in relation to it, I may say now that and called on us te aid them te carry out
we ask the permission of the House to this great work ; and now we may i turn
let a contract, not exceeding 125 miles, fairlv ask the support cf the hon. gent'&
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.rmen opposite. They niust not forget,
that, although we incurred a limited
iiability, amounting to $30,000,000 and
50,000,000 acres of land, it was agreed
that the work should be accomplished by
the agency of a private company which
-was to provide the additional capital re-
juired, and incur all liability and risk
above and beyond our contributions to
carry out the work; yet when they as-
sumed power they increased very largely
that liability for the purpose of satisfy-
ing the views of the people of British
Columbia and meeting the views of the
Imperial Government. They placed an
absolute and binding obligation on this
country to construct 2,000 miles of rail-
way, from Lake Superior to the Pacific,
by 1890, within fourteen years from the
date at which it was entered into, and
that without any reservation whatever,
and solely upon the responsibility of the
Government. I only recall this fact to
the attention of the hon. gentlemen
opposite as the ground I have for
asking their aid in carrying any mea-
sures to accomplish the great work to
which both political parties have been ir-
retrievably cominitted by the action of
:he Governments representing those par-
ties. I may be asked how we propose to
build the railway without entailing on
the country such financial burdens as it is
unable to bear. We revert largely to
our original policy. We believed at the
outset that the vast fertile territories of
the North-West would furnish the means
to a very large extent to construct this
interoceanic highway. We believe that,
to-day, being now in possession of in-
creased information beyond that which
we possessed five years ago, and from
the opinions expressel by authorities
who are well able to judge, we
have vast regions only partially explored
which are not second to any lands in the
West. We believe we have there the gar-
den of the world. We believe we have
something like 180,000,000 acres of land
which, in regard to fertility and grain-
bearing qualities, are equal to any on the
face of the globe. We believe, therefore,
we are justified in considering that, by a
wise arrangement for the utilisation of
that land,we may make it,to a very large
extent, provide for the construction of the
Pacifie Railway without imposing, at all
'events, any large additional burden to

that which has been already incurred in
connection with this work. I believe
those who have watched the progress of
that country under all the great disabili-
ties under which it has laboured for the
last few years, will feel I am not
over-sanguine when I express the
hope, that with these new and i-
creased facilities, and, with the co-opera-
tion of the Imperial Government, we
may rapidly fill up the country with an
industrious population, which vill prove
a source of wealth, and provide a sub-
stantial basis for the construction
of the railway. I have adverted in
these resolutions to the national char-
acter of the work, and the ground Canada
has for asking further substantial aid
from the Imperial Government in regard
to it. I have pointed to the fact that it
will open up the nearest means of access
between Great Britain and her depen-
dencies in the Pacific. It will bring the
Imperial authorities 1,200 miles nearer
to China and Japan than by any other
route across this continent, and it will
provide comfortable and happy homes for
the suffering millions - of the United
Kingdom in ouir North-West Territories.
Hon. gentlemen are aware of the fact
that, on a-comparatively recent occasion,
a large deputation brought before the at-
tention of Lord Derby the unprecedented
extent of distress existing among the
working classes, whereupon that eminent
nobleman, who has devoted much atten-
tion to the improvement of the condition
of the labouring people, stated that lie
looked forward to a well devised and
systematic system of emigration from the
British Isles as the only substantial
means of affording relief to that over-
peopled and suffering country. I
believe, when we present this policy,
and say that, while thousands of
people in the United Kingdom are in a
state of enforced idIeness, the construc-
tion of the Pacific Railway would afford
them immediate employment, and, at
the same time, develop on this continent
a great British power, we will present a
scheme which will not be regarded with
disfavour. It has long been the pride of
every British subject that whenever a
slave touches British soil, in any part of
the world, his shackles fall away. So I
say we in Canada have greater pride in
knowing that the fhoment the feet of the
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rnost discontented Britisk subjects
touch Canadian soil, that discontent
disappears, and no sooner do they
realise the fact that they are in posses-
sion of the fullest freedom and the means
of successful employment, than they be-
come truly loyal to the British Crown.
It is the pride and boast of Canada
to-day that, while the great parties of
this country-the party represented by
gentlemen opposite, a party greater in
point of influence and numbers than
their relative representation in this
House at the present moment, would in-
dicate-while that great party may differ
from us on political questions, and while
the party led by my right hon. friend the
Premier may believe that the interests
of the country are safer in his hands
than in the bands of hon. gentlemen op-
posite; while we may differ on questions
of fiscal policy, and as to whether Free-
trade or Protection to our industries is
the wiser course, there is one thing upon
which we all agree, and that is pride in
British institutions, and a determination
to uphold them. It cannot be an object
of indifference to Great Britain that this
country presents an opportunity, not
only of thinning the over-populated dis-
tricts of the British Islands, but of at-
tracting Frenchmen from France, Ger-
mans from Germany, and, in fact, peo-
ple of all nationalities from the over-
crowded populations of Europe, to settle
on British soil, and become loyal and
devoted supporters of the British Crown
and of British institutions. Although
we possess a population of but 4,000,000
at this moment, it was but yesterday
that men of all parties loyally deter-
mined to spring to the support of Eng-
land and the Empire in a prospective
European struggle. The loyal volun-
teers of this country then by tens of
thousands offered to go to any part of
the world to assist in fighting the bat-
ties of England, and I am sure the time
bas come when the Empire regards the
determination on the part of Canada to
maintain and uphold British institutions
here and British power elsewhere as a
source of strength to England. The
time has, therefore, come when Great
Britain cannot look with indifference
upon the question whether millions from
the overcrowded districts of Europe shall
settle here on the fertile prairies of the

MR. TUPPER.

North-West and build up a great British
power on this side of the water, or
whether they shall be transferred in
another direction to promote the com-
mercial prosperity and increase the power
and strength of a country which, although
at this moment enjoying the most peaceful
relations with England, may at any time
be in a position ta imperil ber interests.
I believe that, under these circumstances,
we may look with confidence to the action
of England in this matter, and, consider-
ing that Canada is at this moment cor-
mitted to a large expenditure, in perme-
ating the best and more accessible portions
of the fertile prairies of the North-West,
we may ask the Imperial Government to
give us substantial aid, or to give us a
guarantee, which will cost the Empire
nothing, to assist us in reaching the rich
prairiesof the North-West by penetrating
the Rccky Mountains, from the Pacific
coast. And, Sir, we can go to the
Mother Country vith additional confi-
dence, -seeing that, again and again hav-
ing received her endorsement of our bonds,
we have always maintained our credit,
and have never allowed England to fbe
called upon to contribute a single doliar
in consequence of any guarantee she
has given us. Under these circumstances,
we look with confidence to the Mother
Country as a source to which we are
entitled to look for substantial aid in the
construction of the work. But we are
not only prepared to give the sound, un-
tarnished credit of Canada in support of
any aid or assistance we may ask, but we
are prepared to place at the bottom of that
national credit of Canada one hundred
millions of acres of the most fertile land
in the world. Exception may be taker
to the appropriation of such a large ex-
tent of land for the building of this road,
as exception was taken by hon. gentlemen
opposite to the appropriation of fifty mi[-
lion acres of land to be under the control
of a company. We do not propose here
to put the land under the control of
a company, although I confess, so far
as I am concerned, I would be
glad, did the condition of things
permit of it, if a company liberally aided
could be tound to take this work up, and,
at their own responsibility and risk, carry
it to completion. But, in the absence of
that means of attaining our object, We
believe we are right in placing in the
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hands of a Commission-on which the
Imperial Government shall be with us
jointly represented-a hundred million
acres of land for the construction of this
work. Why, if we gave the whole of the
land in the North-West for the construc-
tion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, it
would be better than to leave those im-
mense fertile districts untrodden, for I
may say Fn age to come, reither
contributing to the benefit of the world
or the consolidation of British
power and the extension of British
interests on this continent. That being
the case, Sir, I believe we have a sub-
stantial basis to which we can look for
the building of the road. Exception
may be taken to the minimum price of
two dollars an acre, but who is there who
will not say, looking to the character of
that land in the North-West, that the
settler will prefer to give two dollars an
acre for land within twenty miles of a
railway that will carry his produce to
market, than have as a free gift land
without railway facilities. We may,
therefore, fairly utilise that great work
iii such a way as will thus ,pro-
mote the settlement of these lands.
I may be told that the purchasers
of this land will lock it up. They
cannot afford to do that, Sir. It is only
by settlement that the purchaser can
make the land more valuable ; and if they
do lock it up they will only be contribut-
ing to build the railway and to give rail-
way communication to the rest of the
country still left untouched. The House
will see, Sir, that we have not increased
the amount since our former proposition.
Then we proposed to give a company fifty
nillion acres in alternate blocks, the
Government reserving the alternate
blocks. Now, in the changed condition
of things, we utilise the vhole immedi-
ately, and propose to make it fori a sub-
staltial basis for the building of the road,
not quite covering the views of my friend
from South Norfolk, but looking in the
direction of making the land and
the road the basis of credit upon
which to obtain the money neces-
sary for the purpose of acomplishing
the. construction of this great national
highway, which alone can make the land
of any value. i do not, Sir, intend, at
this late period of the Session, to detain
the House any further, but feeling that

hon. gentlemen opposite will be able to
give their cordial support to the Gov-
erament on the main features of
this great question, however we mav
differ on some of the ninutiw ; feel-
ing that we are agreed in che necessity
of immediate action, and in such a way
as to promote the prosperity of our coitui-
try, and looking to bon. gentlemen oppo-
site as not prepared to take any serious
objection to the proposals I submit, I beg
leave to submit the following Resolu-
tions

t1. Resolved, That engagements have been
entered into with British Columbia as a con-
dition of union with Canada, that a line of
railway to connect the Atlantic with the
Pacific shall be constructed with all practical
speed.

"2. Resolved, That the Pacific Railway
would form a great iiperial highway across
the continent of America entirely on Britisit
soil, and would provide a new and important
roee from England to Australia, to India and
to all the dependencies of Great Britain in th1w
Pacifie; as also to China and Japan.

' 3. Resolved, That reports froi the Mother
Country set forth an unprecedented state of
enforced idleness of the working classes, and
the possibility of a scheme of relief on a large
scale being found indispensable to alleviate
destitution.

44, Resolved, That the, construction of the
Pacific Railway would afford immediate em-
ployment to nunbers of workmen, and would
open up vast tracts of fertile land for occupa-
tion, and thus would form a ready outlet for
the over-populated districts of Great Britaii
and other European countries.

"5. Resolved, That it is obvious that it
would be of general advantage to find an out-
let for the redundant population of the Mother
Country wigin the Empire, and thus build up
flourishing colonies on British soil, instead of
directing a stream of immigration from Eng-
land to foreign countries.

"6. Resolved, That in view of the import-
ance of keeping good faith with British Col-
umbia, and completing the consolidation of the
Confederation of the Provinces in British
North America, and for the purpose of extend-
ing relief to the unemployed working classes
of Great Britain, and affording them perman-
ent homes on British soil ; and in view of the
national character of the undertaking, th
Government of Canada is authorised and
directed to use its best efforts to secure the co-
operation of the Imperial Government in thig
great undertaking, and obtain furtheraid by
guarantee or otherwise, in the construction of
this great national work.

"7. Resolved, That it is further expedient to
provide (1) That one hundred million acres of
land, and all the minerais they contain, be ap-
propriated for the purposes of constructing the
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Canadian Pacific Railway. (2) That the land
be vested in Commissioners to be specially
appointed, and that the Imperial Govern-
ment be represented on the Commission.
(3) That all the ungranted land within
twenty miles of the line of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway belonging to the Dominion be
vested in such Commission; and that when
the lands along the line of the Canadian
Pacific Railway are not of fair average quality
for settlement, a corresponding quantity of
lands of fair quality shall be appropriated in
other parts of the country, to the extent in al] of
100,000,000 of acres. (4) That said Commis-
sioners be authorised to sell, fromtime to time,
any portions of such land at a price to be fixed
by the Governor-in-Council, on their recom-
mendation, at the rate of not less than $2 per
acre; and that they may be required to invest
the proceeds of such sales in Canadian Gov-
ernment securities, to be held exclusively for
the purpose of defraying the cost of the con-
struction of the Canadian Pacific Railway.

8. Resolved, That the withdrawal for sale
and settlement of lands for twenty miles on
cach side of the located line of the Pacifie
Railway, lias, in part, had the effect of throi-
ing settlements south and west of Lake
Manitoba.

"9. Resolved, That in the existing state of
things, it is desirable to combine the promo-
tion of colonisation with railway construction
on the Canada Pacifie Railway west of Red
River.

"10. Resolved, That the Government be au-
thorised and directed to locate a portion of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway from the Red River
westerly, running to the south of Lake Mani-
toba, with a branch to Winnipeg; and if they
deem it advisable to enter into a contraet for
expending a sum not exceeding $1,000,000 in
constructing the said railway without previ-
ously submitting the contracts to Parliament.

" 11. Resolved, That it is expedient to make
further explorations in the Peace and Pine
River Districts, and other sections of the coun-
try not yet examined, in order to a*ertain the
feasibility of a line through the largest extent
of fertile territory, before beginning the work
of construction in British Columbia.

'12. Resolved, That in the opinion of the
House the selection of the Burrard Inlet termi-
nus was premature.

"13. Resolted, That it is necessary to keep
good faith with British Columbia, and com-
mence the construction of the railway in that
Province as early as is practicable.

l 14. Resolved, That the Government be
authorised and directed to make such further
explorations as they may deem necessary for
the said purpose, and so soon as they have
finally selected and located the line, to enter
into contracts for constructing a portion of
the same, not exceeding 125 miles, without the
further sanction of Parliament, so that the
work of construction may, at latest, be com-
imenced during the present season, and, there-
after, be vigorously prosecuted."

-MR. TUPPER.

MR. MACKENZIE: I have listened
with a great deal of interest to the speech
of the hon. gentleman, but I only regret
he has brought up the subject in the last
days of the Session, because it is impos-
sible, at this stage, to discuss it in that
full and exhaustive manner which the
serious changes the hon gentleman has
proposed render necessary. I will, be-
fore I sit down, refer to the very difficult
method which he proposes to adopt, and
to the difficulties that must necessarily
present themselves to any person in giv-
ing to the Government of the day the
power which is here solicited. What-
ever may be thought of the confidence
which the House may possess in the
Government, that Government should
never presume upon the mere strength
of a majority to violate well known con-
stitutional principles.

S1R JOHN A. MACDONA LD:
Hear, hear.

MR. MACKENZIE : One of the re-
solutions which is here submitted pro-
poses that the House should give the
Government the power to give out a con-
tract to build 125 miles of railway, in
oIe of the most difficult countries in the
world for railway construction, without
a knowledge of the location of the 125
miles, without giving a hint or an idea,
far less explicit inf ormation, as to the
position where it is to commence or
where it is to end. Such a power was
never solicited, so far as I am
aware, by any Government before
now. We have, on former oc-
casions, in consequence of our
anxiety to proceed with the construction
of some portions of this work, sought
from the House explicit power to build a
certain part in a place well defined ; and,
when the hon. gentleman last night
sought a similar power in respect to a
section immediately west of Red River,
I did not feel, although the location of
the line was somewhat poorly defined, in-
clined to withhold my own personal con-
sent to his request. But, before dis-
cussing further the constitutional difli-
culties which are involved, I propose to
devote a few minutes to considering the
generalprinciples of the resolutions, from
the point of view which the hon. gentle-
man has selected. First, let me con-
gratulate the hon. gentleman on the
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moderation of his tone. There is nothing
like placing a gentleman in a position of
responsibility to force him to moderate
the terms of his previous fault-finding
and denunciations, and to change his
style of argument. The hon. gentle-
man bas, to-day, frankly admitted
that the late Administration couMt
adopt no other course than the one
they pursued. He admitted the extreme
difficulties which were placed in the path
of that Administration, by the action of
the hon. gentleman and his colleagues,
prior to our advent to office, and that the
engagement made with British Columbia
to construct a road from Lake Nipissing,
in Ontario, to some point on the Pacific
coast, within ten years, was an engage-
ient impossible of fulfilment. When

-we came into office, we found that Par-
liament'was solemnly committed almost
to a treaty obligation with that Pro-
vince, to accomplish this stupendous
work. He repeatedly pointed out to the
House, and he said it again now, that in
no country in the world had such for-
:midable difficulties been experienced in
making a survey as what was presented
on the Canadian Pacific Railway. Yet
ve were attacked, year after year by
the hon. gentleman and bis friends for not
having kept faith with British Columbia.
Now we are called upon by hon. gentle-
men opposite to help them in their diffi-
culties. They will always find that gen-
tiemen on this side will be prepared to
consider all such questions from a truly
national point of view. We recognise
the obligations resting upon us as Can-
adians, and, while I assert, in the most
positive manner, that nothing could have
been done by any Administration during
our term of office that we did not do, or
try to do, in order to accomplish, or
realise those expectations which were
generated by the Government of hon.
gentlemen opposite, in their admission of
-British Columbia into the Confederacy,
I say, at the same time, that we endeav-
oured, not merely to keep the national
obligations, but we ventured, to a great
extent, our own political existence as
administratois ; we risked our political
Position for the sake of carrying out to
completion, in the best way pos-
sible, the course which hon. gen-
tleman opposite had promised should

taken. We knew that, no

matter what course we took,
we would be subject to blame either
from hon. gentlemen opposite, or froni
our own friends. We had, on the one
hand, to maintain that which was equiva-
lent almost to a treaty obligation with
British Columbia, whose population only
reached a few thousands.

Ma., DECOSMOS : I hope my hon.
friend will place British Columbia as it
should be before this country. She pays
to-day, per capita, more than Ontario or
any other Province.

MR. MACKENZIE : If I placed some
of the British Columbia members in
their proper position before this House
and country, it might not be a very
happy one. Whatever other portions of
Canada may have to say in regard to the
policyof the late Administration, British
Columbia bas no ground for any other
feeling than one of extreme gratitude. ]
was aware thit there was a strong feel-
ing throughout all the eastern portions
of Canada, comprising 4,000,000
inhabitants to a few thousands
in British Columbia, that we
had undertaken to tax our people for the
accomplishment of an object which would
have taken the energies of a people of
five times our population and wealth.
We had to contend with the difficulties
incidental to such a position and never
received the slightest sympathy, assist-
ance or co-operation from the gentlemen
who are now on the Treasury benches.
That, however, would be no reason
why we should not extend to them dif-
ferent treatment. It is true they are
quite independent of our votes. They
have a majority which will enable them
to carry almost anything they desire, and
to plunge this country into a vortex of
debt which we may not get out of for
half a century to come. I quite admit
the serions difficulties which hon. gen-
tlemen opposite have before them in the
administration of this part of their pub-
lie duties, and I warn them that it will
be an evil day when we enter recklessly
upon an immense expenditure beyond our
means, and that, while it may be advisable
for the time to continue some portions of
the operations in a time when trade
'is dull, when there seems to be no imme-
diate prospect of relief to' our people, it
is a very serions matter to undertake
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enornious obligations such as those that that, to this moment, according to the
were incurred in 1872. The hon. gentle- statements of the hon. the Minister of
man referred to the change of plan, as he Public Works, the expenditure has been
calls it, which was adopted by the late within a fraction of $14,000,000, it
Administration, as compared with the will be seen how gigantic the work wu,
plan originated by hon. gentlemen oppo- and how unreasoning the complaints
site. The plan originated by them was made from British Columbia that we
4his : Before they obtained any authority had not yet commenced a mile of the rail-
Trom this Parliament at all, they had way. 1V was impossible Vo commence it
arranged a plan of giving out a contract until the surveys had been nade, and il
for the construction of the entire line to was impossible Vo complete Vhern witlout
a company, without any competition what- a very large amount of labour and time
ever, paving that company 50,000,000 being expended upon them. The Chef
acres of land and the suin of $30,00000 Engineer is aware, as is the on. gentle-
of money as the entire consideration for man at Vhe head of the Government, that
the building of the road. If the hon. he had liberty to employ as many men
gentlemen had received, to the slightest as possible for this purÈose, and that the
extent, any encouragement from the surveys have already cost $1,400 a mile,
capitalists of England to carry out their wbile the average cost of surveYs, ex-
plan, they might speak with some confi- ploratory amd preparatory, ami also foi
dence and assurance of their plan having construction, on the Most expensive rail-
been afterwards rejected, but they knew ways, in the settled parts of the country,
very well that, before they left office, the las not exceeded $1,500 a mile, while
plan had completely broien down ; here, before we were able Vo Jet a con-
that Sir .Hugh Allan, as the chief of that Vract even, very nearly $1,400 a
company and some of his associate direc- las been spent on those surveys. Oui
tors had visited England, had conferred proposai was Vhs: We endeavoured, jr
with the leading bankers and capital- the first place, Vo obtain some modifica-
ists there, had seen all the contractors tion of the Verms. We despatched
they could, and came back without a agent to British Columbia, and Loi
single ray of hope that their scheme Carnarvon ultimately offered bis goo
could be carried out in England. Sir services, in order to arrive at some un-
Huglh Allan and his company derstanding with that Province; and we
were released from their obligations, reached the umderstandimg that we wouhi
their surety money was paid back to endeavour to build a railway from Lake
them, and the contract and plan fell o Superior to the Pacific Ocean by 1890;
the ground together. It is, therefore, that we sbould expemd a certain amoant
absurd in hon. gentlemen opposite to per annum in British Columbia, after the
talk now grandiloquently of their plan surveye were completed, and une adopted.
and the results, if adopted. It became The le neyer was surveyed sufficiently
my duty in 1873 to consider this ques- Vo enable us Vo reacl thaV conclusion tif!
tion. I had to consider the necessity of last year, and, as soon as we had infor-
keeping, as far as possible, the obligations mation sufficient to guide us, we adopted
of Canada to British Columbia, and the the Burrard Inlet route, and immediately
eKtent to which it was possible to tax advertisedfor tenders for the construction
the labour and productive power of the of that une. The hon. the Mimstef 0'
rest of Canada, in order to accomplish Publie Works has spoken of our depu-
that result. The Government decided at ture from the former Verms of the con-
once that to keep these terms was out of struction of this road. Now, what WSS
the question. More than two yeaum and this departure i We had precisely the
a half had elapsed, tbe surveys were same provision of land, and equival&it
barely commenced, and it was impossible as to money; only, instead of$30,000,000,
to commence construction until we had we nau»ed $10,000 a mile, which would
obtained ample information from surveys, have amounted Vo $26,000,000, and tw0
and, when I say that, at that time also, thirds of the land was Vo be controlied by
over half a million had been expended the Government in respect of sales fud
upon surveys, ànd those entirely of a- mangement. Wealsothenprovidedthat,
preparatory, exploratory character, and in asking for tenders, we sbould iavte
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tenderers to say upon what additional
amount they would require a guarantee
of four per cent. for 25 years. But, in
the meantime, we felt that,while it would
take some years to complete the surveys,
it was of immense importance to the4
scheme, as a whole, that we should get
into the prairie country witlh a road
through our own territory. J was glad
to hear the Minister of Public Works de-
clare that those initial contracts which
we gave out to secure a railroad from
Lake Superior to Red River were as
niuch in the interest of British Columbia
as if the expenditure had been incurred
in that Province itself. I have no
doubt the hon. gentleman is correct in
that statement. It must now be quite
evident to every person that the railroad
iust be a lamentable failure, unless means

be adopted, in the first place, to throw a
very large population into that country
in the centre of the continent; and, with-
out means of access to those western
prairies equivalent to that of the
United States to theirs, we never
could hope to get a large population into
that country. It was a question some
time ago, however, and is a question
still, whether there was any wisdom in
immediately proceeding with the railroad
west of Selkirk or Red River, because at
that point we reach the prairie country
and lines of communication in certain
directions, and the colonisation schemes
ent-usted to those settlers themnselves,
probably present the best solution of the
difficulty of settling up a vast country
like that. Our settlers, being enterpris-
ing, naturally push forward a few score
or hundred miles in advance of any rail-
way, and, wben settled in sufficient num-
hers, having realised the importance of
transportation for their products, they
would strain every nerve to get railroads
constructed into their districts. The
scheme submitted to the House in a
tentative manner by the Minister of the
Interior in the late Government (Mr.
Mills) was one fairly embodying the
views entertained by his colleagues on
that subject. It was submitted, experi-
nentally, in order to test the feeling of
the country and the louse, with the
idea: however, that the country should
avoid. as far as possible, any railroad ex-
penditure in that country which might
be provided by private and individual

effort, aided by municipal and other help,
in the localities interested, as in other
parts of Canada. While we let out con-
tracts between Thunder Bay and Selkirk,
with a view to get a road opened into
that country, it was with the determina-
tion to adopt this method, and I explain-
ed this several times during my adminis-
tration. We intended, when we had
obtained a full completion of the
surveys, and finally adopted the
route to the ocean, through British Colum-
bia, to endeavour to place the entire work
from Lake Superior westward under
contract,-the contractors assuming the
expenditure already incurred, and allow-
ing themselves to be charged with it as
part of the $10,000 a mile to be paid to
them on the contracts for the entire line.
The lion. gentlemen opposite, and the
whole country are aware that we soli-
cited tenders in England for some months
upon this ground, before hon. gentlemen
opposite came into office; also that
Mr. Sandford Fleming, the Chief En-
gineer, was instructed, while in
London, to place himself in com-
munication with contractors and
financial men, and also to obtain the
assistance of Sir John Rose, who, in
many things, had been the active, ener-
getic and patriotic agent of the Dominion,
with a view to the carrving out of this
scheme. But I am informed that, not-
withstanding all our efforts, we signally
failed in obtaining one single offer
(there was one imperfect offer made) foi
the construction of the railroad on those
terms, which were the grant of 20,000
acres and $10,000 cash, per mile, with a
guarantee of 4 per cent. upon such bal-
ance as might be represented as necessary.
No terms could be more explicit ; it
would be difficult to mention terms more
favourable, and yet the hon.
gentleman seems to expect, by his
speech, that the colonisation scheme,
with the 100,000,000 acres instead
of the 50,000,000 acres and $30,000,000
current money, is somehow or other to
succeed in getting this road built. His
own remarks showed to-day that it is
utterly useless at present for him to ex-
pect British railway contractors, or great
financial firms to engage in any railroad
enterprise on this continent. Much of
this is due to the want of confidenoe
whieh he tells us is experienced in finan-
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cial circles in Britain, and a great deal is
due to the unwise legislation in Canada
and the Provinces, with respect to rail-
way lines, and to the fact that foreign
capitalists have obtained little or no re-
ý urn for the money they have laid out in
this country. I have made up my mind
long ago that it will be exceedingly diffi-
cult for a population of 4,000,000 so to
eonduct financial transactions connected
with the building of that railroad of
2,600 miles. across an unknown and
ailmost untrodden continent, in many
places extremely difficult. I frankly say
now, after my experience in endeavouring
to accomplish something in that direc-
tion, that I fear we shall be incapable of
accomplishing anything in that direction
at present. I am convinced that what I
have repeatedly urged niust now be done
-that the consent and co-operation
of the entire population is abso-
lutely necessary in undertaking any
large expenditure of money ; that,
while we are bound to consider
what we have engaged to do by British
Columbia, we are also bound ta consider
still more what is due to the people we
represent in this House, and whether the
taxation which may be demanded is not
such as no people should submit to for
any consideration whatever. That is my
position, and I shall take occasion, be-
fore those resolutions are adopted, to, in
soine way or other, place my views on
record, in order that no one may mis-
understand the ground we occupy on
this side of the House. I believe that
any obligations such as the one incirred,
if at all possible, should be carried out,
but not to ruin the rest of the country.
But the bon. gentleman opposite (Mr.
Tupper) bas struck a mine on this
ocasion. He says there is a vast
multitude of people idle in Great Britain,
and unprecedented distress, and be is to
invite those distressed people to take
refuge on the prairies. This country is
so pictured by the bon. gentleman now
that he is in office, and so pleasant are
all its circumstances and surroundings,
that it appears to him a paradise to
which he is to invite all the distressed
people in the four quarters of the globe.
But a few weeks ago, the hon. gentle-
man was descanting, with the greatest
possible emphasis, upon the deep, uni-
versal pervading distress that had settled

MA. MACKENZIE.

down upon Canada, and we know
that it was such representations that en-
abled the bon. gentleman and his friends
-not representations, but misrepresenta-
tions like these-to settle himself down
somfortably with his colleagues on the
Treasury benches. Now everything is
couleur de rose. Everything is right
now, and I fear very much the bon. gen-
tleman is much more imposed upon by
his pleasant surroundings than by this
affected sympathy for the distressed
people of Great Britain. I have consid-
ered the distress in Great Britain, Canada
and the United States, and have proved
to the country and Parliament that there
is ten times the distress in the United
States than exists in Britain. The hon.
the Minister of Public Works might learn
from history that what lie calls the pre-
sent unprecedented distress in Great
Britain is nothing compared with what
existed when the doctrines of hon. gen-
tlemen opposite were its rule of legisla-
tion. He says lie cannot doubt that the
British Government will show the great-
est possible interest in assisting his policy
by accepting his invitation to send a Com-
missioner to act with those from Canada
in bringing those thousands of distressed
people to the prairies, and getting us
money to build the road, while he him-
self and colleagues have, within the last
few days, legislated wholly against Great
Britain.

Some HON. MEMBERS: No, no.

MR. MACKENZIE: And have legis-
lated in favour of the United States, this
legislation being a direct insult to the
Mother Country.

Some Io. MEMBERS : No, no.

MR. MACKENZIE: This legislation
bas been an insult thrown in the face of
British statesmen and the British people,
and a defiance. Notwithstanding the hon.
gentleman bas not hesitated to express
his belief, after legislating in this sense
against the policy of the Empire, against
the interesta of British commerce and in
favour of the commerce of a foreign peo-
ple on our borders, he bas not hesi-
tated a moment to say, in the face of all
this, that he expects to go to England
and get the active sympathy of the
British Government. As a Canadian, I
fervently trust that the British Govern-
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ment, notwithstanding the ill behaviour
of Canada to Britain, will show us that
consideration which they have always
hitherto been disposed to show; but, at
the same time, I must say that, if I were
a British statesman, and were to act i»
the interest of British commerce and
British workmen, it would be impossible
for me to extend a particle of consider-
ation to the hon. gentleman's proposal.
It is a very remarkable thing that the
Imperial Government is to be expected in
this way, by the introduction of such
resolutions in this House, to be influenced
in their favour. When I saw the notice
of those resolutions, I supposed that the
hon. gentlemen opposite had been in
communication with the British Govern-
ment till I heard the speech of the Min-
ister of Public Works, that he bad in
some -way reason to believe that some-
thing of this kind would be done, and I
confess I was astonished at the liberality
of the statesmen of Britain, who were
capable of so returning gooc for evil.
But the hon. gentleman has given us no
information on the subject. It seems
these resolutions were introduced at hap-
hazard in the hope that something would
turn up. Ministers are in a strait at
present; they are pressed on the one
hand by the financial circumstances of the
country, and, on the other, by the two
members for Victoria and the members
for British Columbia. We have the
hon. gentleman at the head of the Gov-
ernment sitting for a little borough of
British Columbia, and the other mem-
ber (Mr. DeCosmos) sitting behind him,
censidering how they can bring relief to
their constituents, and, at the same time,
keep the responsibility to the people of
the country intact. There are more than
British Columbia and Victoria represent-
ed in this House. British Columbia and
Victoria seem, Sir, in the estimation of
the hon. member behind the Premier
(Mr. DeCosmos) to be one thing, and
British Columbia, Victoria and Canada
seem to be convertible terms. Those
gentlemen speak with the utmost cool-
ness and indifference of the expenditure
of millions ; they speak of it as the
smuallest possible thing. Now, I propose
to refer for a moment to the engineering
question involved in the resolutions ; I
propose to refer to what was said regard-
ing the question of route, and I think

it is a very unfortunate matter that the
leadgr of the Government should be in a
position to have-wbat shall I call it?
-his fealty to his constituents and his
fealty to the Dominion antagonistic to
each other. No one can readi the news-
papers of his constituency without observ-
ing this.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I do
not read them.

Mn. MACKENZIE : If lie does not
read them, I read then very diligently.
and I observe the newspapers published
in the hon. gentleman's constituency
say frankly and plainly that they
elected him for the purpose of bringin'g
the route by Bute Inlet to Esquimalt
and Victoria. That is the very purpose
and object for which the bon. gentleman
was elected, and, no doubt, he accepted
the nomination and election with the in-
tention of complying with the request of'
his constituents. I cannot reconcile the
hon. gentleman's well-known honesty in
political matters in any other way.
Everybody who knows the hon. gentle-
man's political career knows that lie
would not, on any account, lead his
constituents astray in , regard to
political matters, and we are,
therefore, bound to believe that
he accepted the nomination and election
for Victoria on the express condition that
this -was to be accomplished, and we have
the first instalment of it here. We are
told gravely, in one of the resolutions,
that we are to be asked to vote-what ?
" That in the opinion of this House the
selection of the Burrard Inlet terminus
was premature." Well, what does pre-
mature mean ? That it was selected too
soon-is that it? Very well, then, Sir,
what will be said when it is known that
the member for Victoria, the Premier,
and his Administration selected a route
by Bute Inlet to Esquimalt, five years
before that. it was premature ; that is,
it seems, after we had completed the sur-
veys on all the known possible lines, that
only then did we announce our final de-
termination. But the hon. gentlemen
opposite, before there was an inch of
country surveyed, committed themselves
to the selection of the Bute Inlet and
Esquimalt route. How could the hon.
gentleman opposite word that resolution?
How could he dream of accusing us of
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selecting the Burrard Inlet route too
soon, in the face of that fact ? But it is
politically necessary, in the meantime, to
quiet the apprehensions of the hon. gen-
tlemen from that part of the Province.
Then, Sir, we have two members here
from the mainland of British Columbia;
they are interested in the Burrard Inlet
route, 1 presume, and the hon. the Min-
ister of Public Works to-day tells those
gentlemen, for their comfort, that these
resolutions do not necessarily imply that
the Burrard Inlet route will not be adopt-
ed after all. They are told, in fact, practi-
cally-and the Minister of Public Works
candidly states, and I think he made his
tatement with great candour to-day-

the hon. gentleman candidly states
that, as ·far as he is able to say,
Burrard Inlet is at present the most
available. He states what is true, that
the grades are much more favourable,
and that is everything, I may say, upon
a great road like the present. In con-
sultation with the Chief Engineer dur-
ing my term of ofice, I found he invari-
ably laid the greatest possible stress upon
grades, and I entirely concurred with
that gentleman, on the necessity of ob-
taining favourable gradients on a great
railway. He endeavoured to obtain,
going eastward from the centre of the
continent, a grade not exceeding 26ft. to
the mile, and not exceeding 40ft. to the
mile going westward. Now, on the
Burrard Inlet route there is no grade in
excess of 52ft. to the mile, a very large
proportion of it is less than half of that,
and a considerable portion is entirely
level. The hon. member for Victoria,
who sits in the rear of the Premier (Mr.
I)eCosmos)-I do not know which of
them is the senior as to votes-called
out to the hon. the Minister of Public
Works, while he was speaking of the
favourable gradients on the Burrard In-
let route, as compared with the Bute
Inlet, that he had forgotten the question
of curves. I think the hon. gentleman
was quite right in that. I t is a very
important matter. Now, I am able to
give the hon. gentleman and the Ilouse
the information he desires. On the Bur-
rard Inlet route, out of a distance alto-
gether of 493 miles, there are 285 miles
of straight line ; and on the Bute Inlet
route, out of a distance of 546 miles,
there are 328 miles of straight line. The

MR. MACKENZIE.

percentage of straight line on the Bute
Inlet route is 58, and on the Burrard
Inlet route, 60, showing that there is a
larger amount by 2 per cent. upon the
latter than upon the former. Then, the
radius of curves on the Burrard Inlet
route from 4 to 5 degrees, reached 36
miles, apd on the Bute Iilet route it
reached 22 miles, showing a difference in
these curves, between 4 and 5 degrees, of
14 miles in favour of Bute Inlet. Then, on
the Burrard Inletroutethereis a quarter of
a mile with a radius of from 955ft. to
819ft., and there is one other, occupying
very small space-a mere fraction of a
mile-from 819ft. to 716ft. of a radius.
These are the sharpest curves on the line,
and, when I say to the House that nearly
all the curves on the Intercolonial Rail-
way, near Halifax, where the trains run
30 miles an hour, are less than 700ft., it
will be seen that there is nothing in the
curves which will materially interfere
with conducting the traffic of the country
over it. The entire percentage of curva-
ture on the Bute 1nlet route is 39-76,
and the entire percentage on the Burrard
Inlet is 42-10. Now, the hon. the Min-
ister of Public Works touched upon an-
other matter in reference to the Burrard
Inlet route. He said, and said truly,
that it passed through a country partially
settled, and most available for agricul-
tural purposes. Other advantages may
be mentioned besides that, which would
materially lessen the cost of construction.
One of those magnificent turnpike roads,
constructed by the energy and enterprise
of the British Columbia people, passes
over that part of the country. There is.
besides that, in the interior, near Kam-
loops, a bed of coal known to exist, which
would be available both for fuel and
traffic. These advantages are not coun-
terbalanced in the least, in my opinion.
by the military consideration referred to
by the hon. the Minister of Public Works.
The hon. gentleman said it was a serious
consideration to go so near to the United
States. Why, all our great railways pass
within sight of the United States. Even
the Intercolonial, at one point, is only 26
miles from the United States border ; the
Grand Trunk passes, for nearly
100 miles, within gun-shot of the
United States territory, and even less,
for a great part of this distance is on the
shore of the River St. Lawrence, Whiclh
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is open to both countries. No one, I
arm sure, dreams of military considera-
tions interfering with the route of a rail-
road built on Canadian territory. But
the hon. gentlemen actually seem appre-
hensive that a large portion of the traffic
from and to the United States, contigu-
ous to- British Columbia, would pass over
our route. Why, instead of being an
argument against the Burrard Inlet
route, it is a strong argument in its fa-
vour. Besides, the hon. gentleman must
recollect that the naval officers, by a very
large preponderance of opinion, selected
Burrard Inlet when they were requested
to report upon it. Our own Lieutenant-
General Smyth also considered that
there was no objection to taking the
Burrard Inlet route, from a nilitary
point of view. I would also refer to the
opinion of General Moody, a celebrated
officer of engineers, who was at one time
Governor of British Columbia.

MR. DECOSMOS: I am sure the hon.
gentleman has no desire to mislead the
House, but allow me to say that Generai
Moody was never Governor of British
Columbia, and the best character I can
give to that gentleman is that, in his
own words, he is simply a mathematical
Christian.

MR. MACKENZIE : I am sure no
one will accuse my hon. friend from Vic
toria of that crime. An hon. gentleman
near me suggests that, if the hon. gentle-
man is a Christian at all, he is a curvili-
near one. I always understood that
General Moody had been Governor of
British Columbia. I learn from an hon.
gentleman that he was Administrator
only . but it is a matter of no impor-
tance. He lived in that Province, and
made himself acquainted with its topo-
graphical features, and with the engineer-
ing features necessary for the construc-
tion of a railway. I am sorry his views
have not been presented by the hon. gen-
tleman opposite. I asked General
Moody to place himself in communication
with Mr. Fleming, and I understood by
Mr. Fleming that-they had been in com-
munication. I thought it was important
to get tl.e views of a perfectly impartial
and independent British officer, who had
a practical knowledge of the profession
and the locality, which would enable
him to give such an opinion fairly.

General Moody informs ,me-at all
events, I am at liberty to say-that
he sees no military objection, whatever,
to choosing that route. But, even
if it were possible that there
should be some military objections,
I would not, as a Canadian, permit
this mere objection to stand in the way
of accomplishing a result so desirable as
that of obtaining the cheapest and best
route for a railroad through our own
territory. But there is another great
danger. I pointed out last night that,
in ascending the Fraser River, it is pos-
sible in the meantime to obtain commu-
nication by water as far as Yale, and,
by the construction of 125 miles of route,
we reach again for a short distance the
navigable waters in the interior, either
by Lake Kamloops or as following the
route of the Thompson River. I believe,
therefore, that we, as a Government,
adopted the proper line. There is no
information before the Minister at
present-that lie admits--which would
justify him in taking any other line.
The line to the mouth of the Skeena
leads, as he says, to an impracticable
harbour, and we have some inforination,
the hon. gentleman must recollect, with
regard to reaching Fort Simpson ; we
know that it is only possible, by follow-
ing that River Skeena to the forks of the
Westonquah, and ascending that river
towards Fort Fraser, and then diverging
southwards through the chain of lakes
and the head of the river to Fort George.
That route, I think, is really out of the
question, and, besides, we must remem-
ber that, if that is the object the hon.
gentleman aims at, it would take the
railway 100 miles northward of the en-
tire population of the Province, both of
the island and the main land, and that
is a matter we must seriously look to.
As to the trade of the Pacific being car-
ried over our railway, it is a matter too
remote, I am sure, for present considera-
tion. It is a matter that will not
trouble us for twenty years to come.
It is a matter that ultimately will be of
importance, but it is of little importance
now ; and, even as regards that matter,
we must remember that there are consid-
erations other than those of the character
of the land route. We must take the
currents of the ocean into consideration,
and, although we would have most ready
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access to the occan from Portland, or
Dean Inlet, the most ready access to the
railroad from the Sound outside, we
must remember that the currents change
the course of navigation so materially,
that, without considering them, it is
impossible to say which route would be
Mest by sea. But we do know this,
that frem Burrard Inlet there is an
open sea which can be easily reached.
We know, that in the event of war, which
is anticipated by the hon. gen-
tleman as a possible contingency,
it is just as easy to go from
Burrard Inlet to Vancouver Island at
Nanaimo, and easier, than it is to go from
Waddington Harbour to Otter Cove on
the Island opposite to the Inlet. The
distances are much less ; the distance
across from Nanaimo to Burrard Inlet is
not over 25 miles-this distance I have
had measured by careful parties-while
the distance from Waddington Harbour
te Otter Cove is 66 miles. From the head
of Bute Inlet te Frederic Harbour is 51
miles, fron which point te Vancouver
Island is 15 miles, over which an ex-
pensive ferry would have te be maintained.
Now, Mr. Marcus Smith admitted
himself in his reports that fron Wad-
dington Harbour te Esquimalt would take
$27,000,000, including bridging, and we
know it could net take less than from
$15,000,000 te $20,000,000-to construct
the remainder of the route, including
bridging. These reasons seemed te me so
conclusive against the Bute Inlet route
that we could net for a moment hesitate,
and I will say this te the House that up
te two years ago my mind was wholly
biassed in faveur of Bute Inlet. My
reasons were these : I saw that, other con-
siderations being equal, we struck the
centre of the Island instead of striking
one end of it. I also saw there were
good harbours at the Alberni Canal and
Quatsimo, both of which could be reach-
ed in a shorter distance than by going te
Esquimalt. And, if the route via Bute
Inlet is selected, one of these harbours
must be chosen, unless there is a reckless
disregard of the public interests on the
part of the Government. But there is
no necessity for going te either place. I
was convinced of this solely by the ex-
perience of my engineers, and by getting
opinions which they gathered in the
course of their explorations through the
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country. It is a most serious mnatter to
undertake te build a railroad with gr.
dients such as there would be encounter-
ed in passing through the Homathco
Valley from Bute Inlet.

MR. DECOSMOS : What are they

Mit. MACKENZIE : They are as
high as 104ft. te the mile. I do not
recollect the mileage precisely, but I
think there are from 11 te 15 miles of
this high gradient. The hon. gentlemani
will find the exact statement of mileage
in some of my former speeches. Now,
we have te consider the best course to
be adopted with reference te these resc-
lutions. The statement in the first reso-
lution is not literally correct. The first
resolution declares that engagements
have been entered into with British Co!
umbia as te the conditions of union. Now,
that is net literally correct. The en-
gagement with British Columbia was to
build the railway within ten years, and,
if hon. gentlemen mean te respect their
bargain, they should do it in the exact
words of the engagement itself. If there
is no objection te a modification of the
engagement, it bas been owing te the
efforts of the late Administration, and if
there is any difficulty now in accomplish
ing the result that we thought te be
desirable-the construction of the railwav
-it is because of the unwisdom of the
course the hon. gentlemen opposite pub
sued in entering into an engagement sO
far beyond the power and resources of
this country. I do not see how it is
possible that this House can authorise
the Government first te select a line, and,
at the same time, when that line is not
made known te Parlianient, that we
should authorise the Government to
enter into a contract for bauid-
ing 125 miles of the railw&y.
If the Government ask for power to ler
out contracts on lines that have been a[-
ready thoroughly surveyed and aie
located, I would net blame those who
approved of the policy of the Government
for giving tiem that power, and, if they
ask for the power te build 125 miles orn
the Une that I believe te be the best, i
will be prepared te support that propese
tien, but I am net prepared to support
any proposition te place power in the
hands of any Government te expend
money in building a portion of a rail-
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way, without, at least, communicating MR. MACKENZIE There eau be
the place where that money is to be 1 no question about that.
expended. We have no reason to be- Ma. PLUMB: 1 think there is roon
lieve, from recent experience of the cost
of building the road in a much more
favourable country-from. Lake Superior MR. MACKENZIE: Well, ry lon.
to Selkirk,-that it will be possible to friend from Niagara is exceedingly wise,
build these 125 miles of railroad in but I doubt his possession of information
British Columbia below $70,000 per on that point. If the lion. gentleman
mile. I question very much if even will examine the condition of the State
that will do it. So that the Goverament of Texas, be wiii find that that State alone
are really asking us to give thern power will furnish more land free than lie bias
to commit the country to an expenditure any idea of. The ery fact that ttty are
of fromx $8,000,000' to $10,000,000 pouring ten or twenty timnes the nrnnber
without informing the Ruse where the of people into these new territories tat
expenditure, is to be made. That is con- Canada is able to do, proves conclu-
trary to aM sound constitutional princi- sively that it is true. If the hon. gente-
ples, and cannot be commended ro any man is proceeding on the xypothesis that
inan's; judgment. If the Government in Canada alone is thereany land a-ailable,
want further ime to explore other h xe will find himself greatly mistaken.
routes, and want money to conduct Webave found it very difficult indeed
surveys upon these routes, I an pre- in Canada to promote sett$e00ent, eve
pared to agree to those propositions, but where the land vas given away by the
e ax not prepared to agree to Governnient. It is still more difficult to
sc an extraordinary proposition as send settlers Vo the far-off western coun-
that erbodied in the resolution. I bave try, where they have the initial diffi-
only Vo say upon the general proposition culties of a new country Vo contend with,
that I ar quite willing to consider any not les in amount, though different in
sherne of colonisation that will settie up kind, than the setters of our own wooded
the interior of our continent. I arn districts. They have a long winter,
quite prepared to consider the propriety absenceof lu ber and building materials,
of extending any aid that iay be and difficulties of transportation. W
thouht desirable in advancing sucl a must, therefore, make up our minds, if
proposition. I arn convinced, and have we are to sette that country, that it wil
always been, tht, in order Vo make our be be done only at the expenditure of a
railroad a paying one, we must have a large aount of oney to aid settiers
large population thrown into the heart in going in and giving them.
of the continent. We have already land free after they get in. That is
opened up a highway through that my conviction. If the hon. gentleman'
country, and, by building the Pembina expectation should be realised of getting
Brandi, we have brouglt' the railroad $2 per acre for those 100,000,000 acres,
alrost to the doors of the setters in the I will confess to airt that I have been
North-West Territories. I do not under- utterly mistaken in my ideas upon this
stand wy the hon. gentleman antici- subject. ln conclusion, 1 have siadply
pates a large revenue from the lands to to say that, while soe ofthe resolutions
be sold, because it is absolutely indis- of the on. gentleman are of such a char-
pensable, in order Vo induce settiers t w acter that they can scarcely be approved
core inta the country, that we should or opposed, the main features of the
furnish them with land free of charge. spheme are those which are imerely supe
Does the hon. gentleman imagine that positions. If such and scb things can
settiers wilt go to the North-West, and be doe, it wil be better to do suh anclu
buy land at $2 an acre, when there are sce other things. This resolution that
millions of acres of land offered for no- refers to giving power Vo the Governsent
thiug in the United States? to do certain things, and that which con-

demus the decisionofthe previo s Govern
MR. PLTUMB: Where do they ment in seleCa ting the Burrard Inlet route,

rive land for nothingw in the United I cannot give ny assent to. If the Gov-
8ýtatest? ernent really hean to change the char-
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acter of the enterprise to this extent, I
think they should have given Parliament
more details, and enabled us to discuss
thîs particular point with some regard
to that freedom of discussion, and that
exhaustive research necessary in a great
scheme like the present. The hon. gentle-
man thinks to revert to the plan that was
lauded by hon. gentlemen opposite during
the late elections, when they told the
country that the Government then in
power had spent between $10,000,000
and $12,000,000, " while we," said the
hon. gentlemen opposite, speaking for
themselves, " were prepared to build the
road with $30,000,000, and 50,000,000
acres of land." ,Wel 1, I can only say, in
conclusion, that any scheme whatever, if
it bas for its object the building of this
railroad, or a portion of it, such as will
commend itself to the wisdom of this
House, or of the people of Canada, I
shall be prepared to consider; but any
scheme which is on its face a delusion,
and any scheme which asks Parliament
to commit itself to a policy unheard of in
the records of parliamentary history, I
never can consent to, however much I
desire-and I do desire-to do every-
thing in my power to facilitate the con-
struction tf the railroad into
our prairie country, and that is now
far on towards accomplishment. I de-
sire to say, while I feel that obligation
on the one hand, I feel also compelled to
pay serious regard to the state of our
finances; and to consider, as a Canadian
and as a member of this House, how far
these additional obligations will lead us
in'the way of taxation. We deliberately
decided in Parliament, in 1871, after-
wards in 1872, and again in 1874, that
under no circumstances would we, for
the purpose of accomplishing this object,
increase the rate of taxation throughout
the Dominion. The same resolution
governed the Carnarvon terms. The rate
is now alarmingly increased for other
purposes, and the burdens on the people
have been seriously aggravated. We
occupy a very different position, relative-
ly, to the position we occupied last year,
and, in any conclusion we may reach, it
is imposs'ble to avoid paying most seri-
ous attention to the burdens which will
be imposed by any such obligations as
those upon the people of this country.
The hon. member for South Norfolk (Mr.
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Wallace) believes that the road can be
built by the aid of a paper mill and
a printing press. If it were possible
to carry out that scheme, I should be
glad to furnish the hon. gentleman with
all the paper and printing presses
he desires, and send him off
to the wilderness with carte blanche,
to pay for the building of the road with
all the money he could manufacture.

MR: WALLACE: We want a loan as
the basis ot it.

MR. MILLS: It is an airy scheme.

MR. WALLACE: It is a sensibi-
scheme, whatever may be the opinion o
the member for Bothwell with all his
philosophy.

Mr. MACKENZIE : There is a good
deal of philosophy with both hon. gen-
tlemen-one being a practical philoso-
pher, and the other an aëreal one ; the
one a philosopher on subjects which are
capable of being demonstrated, the other
a philosopher on subjects which have
been demonstrated to have no basis
whatever. I have no faith in the
obtaining of money in any other way
than by the taxation of the people of
this country. We may have any scheme
we please ; we may hold out any invest-
ments we please to English capitahists.,
but they will not corne to build this rail-
road on any other basis except to obtain
profit; and, whoever may be the contrac-
tor, the country will have to pay tbe
money in the long run, directly or indi-
rectly; we may borrow money, but, ir
order to meet the interest and sinking
fund, the people will have to be
taxed. Therefore, the scheme is one
which, in its inception, was a mistake,
and one only to be accomplished by addi-
tional taxation on the people of Canada,
and at the present moment I am not pre-
pared to subinit gracefully to the present
taxation, far less to the imposition of a
much heavier one.

SIR JOHN A. MACDOINALD: I
have listened attentively to the hon.
member for Lambton, to hear from him.
as leader of the Opposition, his explana-
tions of the last five years' distinct rail-
way policy, and the objections he could
possibly take to the resolution of MY
hon. friend, the resolution proposed by
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the Minister of Public Works, with the
assistance of the members of the Govern-
ment. I am glad to find that the hon.
gentleman still adheres to the idea that
the Canadian Pacific Railway is a neces-
sity,that it must be built some time, must
be built speedily', as soon as practicable,
as soon as it is consistent vith the reve-
nues of this country. I listened atten-
tively to discover the number of the ob-
jections that he had to this schieme.
Both sides of the House, now, as in
the past, being agreed that we
must have a Canadian Pacific
Railway, the only question that
remains, is, by what scheme, by what
mode, in what way, this great object can
be accomplished. The hon. gentleman's
remarks, though somewhat discursive,
and not for the major part of his speech
directed to the resolution, seemed to
point out4ome three or four objections
to the present schene. In the first
place, lie says, the setting aside of
100,000,000 acres of land was a delu-
sion, and that his scheme was to send in
the emigrants and other settlers free-
that the land must be given to them free,
and that there must be no revenue got
from those lands at all. Secondly, he
objects, on constitutional principles, to
that portion of the resolution which pro-
vides that 125 miles of railway shall be
built without the line being previously
specified, and submitted to Parlia-
ment, and approval obtained. Then
he objects, also, to the apparent
doubt as to whether Burrard Inlet or
Bute Inlet should be the terminus of the
Pacific Railroad. Then he pooh-poohed,
lie laughed, he spoke with scorn of the
idea of the Government going to the
British Government and to English
capitalists for aid in the construction of
this great enterprise. These, Mr. Speak-
er, so far as I can gather, are the objec-
tions the hon. gentleman takes to this
scheme. Now, as to the first objection,
that it is a delusion and a snare that
100,000,000 acres can be set aside and
profitably sold for the purpose of con-
structing this railway, that has always
been the course taken by the hon. gen-
tlemen opposite. They have always
said that we could not make any use of
the land.

MR. MACKENZIE: No.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
Well, that we could not make much use
of the land along the line for the purpose
of building the railway. We can
al! remeiber-those of us who were in
the old Parliament, previous to 1873-
how the Opposition of that day took
the ground that there were not
100,000,000 of acres of arable land in
the North-West. They said that it was
absurd to suppose it was worth money
or fit for cultivation or settlement. It
is now found-by the explorations which
we have paid for, or have to pay for-
that from 180,000,000 to 200,000,000
acres can be found fit for the settlement
and occupation of civilised men. I
should have thought the hon. gentleman,
in view of the condition of the country,
would have looked to these lands in the
North-West as a means of building this
railway. The policy of the Government,
of which I was formerly a leader, is the
same as the policy of to-day. We believe
the Pacific Railway can be built fron
the head of Lake Superior to the Pacific,
without the cost of a farthing to Canada.
We believe that the road will pay its
own expenses. We believe that the
country will eventually be reimbursed
for every farthing they devote to build-
ing the Canadian Pacific Railway. We
believe that the hundred millions of acres
which we now desire*to appropriate, and
which we desired to appropriate in our
scheme of 1873, will be amply sufficient
for the purpose of recouping the over-
taxed people of Canada, for whom the
hon. gentleman has so much sympathy,
every farthing they may have contri-
buted. The policy of the hon. gentle-
man opposite has always been to dispar-
age that country. -He says the only
way of using that land is by giving it
away. He says that it is covered with
snow, that there is no fuel, that there is
no wood, and that there is no water. If
the hon. gentleman had been employed by
the Texas or Kansas, or by the Northern,
Southern, or Central Pacific Railroads of
the United States, in order to run down
and ruin the country, and destroy the
prospects of our railway, he would have
used the language he bas done.

MR. MACKENZIE: That is very
well done.
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SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
hon. gentleman says it is very well
done. I am glad to get bis approbation,
as well as the approbation of a large ma-
jority of this House, that lie joins bis
cheers, enthusiastic cheers, with those of
the majority of the House, when I de-
clare that I am doing well. In the
North-West, I believe, Sir, that we
have an advantage over the American
Pacifie Railway in the courtries through
which these railways pass. I believe we
have got more arable land. I believe we
can avoid the depths of snow. I believe
we will have a railway passing through a
rich fertile country, stretching over
regions of national extent, if I may use
the term in the European sense of size.
We have inmense stretches of land fit
for pastoral purposes, great regions of
country rich with every kind of mineral
wealth. Yet the hon. gentleman, in
lis speech, follows up the course of bis
speeches ever since the subject was laid
before Parliament, by attempting to dis-
parage and underrate our country, as lie
did in 1873 with the view of destroying
the prospects of building the Pacific
Railway. The hon. gentleman is follow-
ing up the same practice in 1879, telling
the people of England, telling British
capitalists, German or Duteh capitalists
-what ? If the hon. gentleman ceased to
be a Canadian statesman, perhaps the
country would not suffer much.

Mr. MACKENZIE: Hear, hear.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
What said that hon. gentleman: "If
I were a British statesman, I would
say to the English capitalist, 'Do not
spend onefarthing in this scheme?'"

Mn. MACKENZIE : I said nothing of
the kind.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : "Do
not spend one farthing."

MR. MA CKENZIE : I did not say
anything of the kind.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
appeal to the House to say if he did not.
IHe says "Canada has insulted England,
Canada bas affronted England, Canada
has legislated against England and in
favour of the United States, and, there-

Mn. MACKEN!ZIE.

fore, on all these grounds, I say, if I were
a British statesman, I would tell the Eng-
lish public, I would tell the English and
foreign capitalists, not to give one farth-
ing towards the construction of the
road."

MR. MACKENZIE: I said nothing of
the kind.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD : This.
Mr. Speaker, is bis patriotism-his
anxious desire to help the present Gov-
ernment in carrying out this scheme.
He said, "When you were in Opposi-
tion you opposed our scheme and our
policy. We got no fair play from you,
and we are going to return good for evil.
We are going to heap coals of fire on
your head and we will gladly assist you
in this great enterprise." At the saine
time, eveiy word lie used, every senti-
ment he -uttered, every insinuation he
dared-

Several HON. MEMBERS : Order.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : Was
done for the purpose of attempting to
destroy and injure the prospects of build-
ing this Pacific Railway, for which he
had such a paternal regard.

Mn. MACKENZIE: You are over-
doing it now.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
hon. gentleman says I am overdoing it
now. It is better to overdo it than not
to do it at all. Doing nothing at a great
expense the hon. gentleman arriv-
ed at to perfection, -doing as
little as possible at the great-
est possible cost to the country.
That was the policy of the hon. gentle-
man, and successfully carried out, as the
numerous deficits and increased taxation
of the country, consequent upon these
deficits, has shown. 'Mr. Speaker, it was
laughable to hear the hon. gentleman
talk about bis respect for the authority
of Parliament. Why, I remember when
we were placed on the other side of the
louse, and used to ask the hon. gentle-

man if lie were going to submit his con-
tracts to Parliament, he said : "I never
said so, and did not intend to."

Mr. RYK
him about it.

ERT : Irving pitched intO
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Si JOHN A. MACDONALD: We
remember that even the worm trod upon
will turn. Even the member for Ham-
ilton could not stand it. When the hon.
the leader of the Government said lie
never said he meant to do it, then the
member for Hamilton said: " Well,
those were the principles on which the
hon. gentleman was elected, and on which
I was elected, and which I expected the
Government would carry out." Then,
Mr. Speaker, I think I remember some-
thing about the hon. gentleman asking
for a resolution for an authority to enter
into a contract, during the recess, for the
Pacific Railway.

Mn. MACKENZIE: Define the
place.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD: Some-
where on the coute of the Pacifie Rail-
vay, eastward from the Pacife Ocean. I

remember, also, that the hon. gentleman,
in 1876, moved for certain works of con-
struction on the road from Fort William
westwards toward Lac des Mille Lacs.

MR. MACKENZIE: Well, that is
clear.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD: Well,
here we are going eastwards towards
Lake Manitoba. The resolutions are pre-
cisely the same. The principles are pre-
cisely the same, but I think the hon.
gentleman was not satisfied -with the re-
solutions. He once introduced a Bill
providing for the construction of the road
from Esquimalt to Nanaimo. At that
time the hon. gentleman believed in Bute
Inlet.

MR. MACKENZIE: If the hon.
gentleman will permit me, lie will find
that, in that event, it did not require a
Bill. The hon. gentleman's decision
gave me authority, and 1-

Si JOHN A. MACDONALD:
We know perfectly well that this was
for the purpose of building a portion of the
Pacific Railway. The original intention
was to make it a portion of the Pacific
Railway.

MR. MACKENZIE: No, it was
not.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
have been reminded that in less than two
years lie was in favour of Bute Inlet as

a terminus. Now, J am speaking about
the constitutional question, and the great
impropriety of introducing this Bill.
In one clause it is provided "'That in
case it shall be found by the Governor
in Council more advantageous to con-
struct the said railway, or any portion
thereof, as a public work of the Domin-
ion of Canada, the construction thereof
shall be let out by contract, offered to
public competition, and the Governor
General may-" and so on. My hon.
friend the present Minister of Public
Works moved a resolution affirming that,
before these contracts should be given,
the line of location should be laid on the
table of Parliament, and should be ap-
proved of by Parliament. That was
voted down by the majority the hon.
gentleman had behind him then. Now,
we arouse the indignation of the hon.
gentleman by introducing a resolution
by which we say that, in order to keep
faith with British Columbia, we shall,
during the season, commence 125 miles
of the road, building from the west to the
east.

MR. TUPPER: No more than 125
miles.

MR. MACKENZIE : On the main-
land ?

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : Yes.

Mi. MACKENZIE: Where ?

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
Echo answers, where. We tried very
hard to find out what was the hon. gen-
tleman's policy with regard to this rail-
way. It was a policy of a protean
colour, of a chameleon hue. Sometimes
it partook of all kinds of changes. Why,
we remember the hon. gentleman came
down and said it was impossible, in the
embarrassed state of the country, to
build an all-railway line ; that we should
take advantage of the magnificent water
stretches across the continent-amingling
of land and water, which, Sir, generally
produces mud. By mingling land and
water, it was held we should have a per-
fect system of railway communication
across this continent. It was a little
eccentricity of the hon. gentleman. An-
other eccentricity of the hon. gentleman
was the construction of the Fort Frances
Locks, which cost the country some hun-
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dreds of thousands of dollars. This was
a waste of the public money just by way
of eccentricity. There was such a thing
as making contracts without the previous
approbation of Parliament. There was
the contract respecting these rails, which
was a very advantageous one, especially
as to price. We have seen the bon.
gentleman's Esquimalt and Nanaimo
policy. He took up water stretches and
abandoned them.

MR. MACKENZIE: No, lie did
not.

STR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
Then he took up a stretch towards Lake
Nipissing and laid down railways where
there had been no surveys, and he
changed that. He started once from
Douglas to Pembroke. That was car-
ried and then he gave up that. His
policy was as varying as a summer cloud,
and it would be amusing, only for the
great loss of time it entailed, together
with the great loss of money to the over-
taxed ratepayers of Canada. Now the
hon. gentleman objects to Bute In-
let. Now, suppose the Government had
taken up Bute Inlet, it would have been
rather a venial fault, because the bon.
gentleman avowed that was his policy.

MR. MACKENZIE : I said nothing
of the sort. I said up to two years ago
I had a strong bias as to that being the
best route, meaning simply that up to
that time the information I had led me
in that direction.

MR. DECOSMOS : Whether or not,
did the bon. gentleman make an Order
in Council to bring the road that way ?

Mn. MACKENZIE : Well, the re-
port will tell who is correct.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
would like to know whether there was
not an O)rder in Council making Bute
Inlet--

MP. MACKENZIE : There was not.

Sm1 JOHN A. MACDONALD : The
hon. gentleman says there was not.
At all events, the hon, gentleman spent
millions for the purpose of surveying,
with the object of making the terminus
Bute Inlet.

MR. MACKENZIE : It was not.
SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
say it was. I will say this: On no oc-
casion yet did the Government which ex-
pired in 1873 decide on Bute Inlet.

MR. MACKENZIE: Does the hon.
gentleman mean to say they never passed
an Order in Council making Esquimnalt
the terminus?

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
There was such an Order, and the hon.
gentleman, when he introduced his Bill
to build the railway from Esquimalt
to Nanaimo, did not, thereby, bind
himself over to Bute or to Burrard Li-
let.

MR. MACKENZIE: Certainly he
did.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: He
did not. It will be better to look back
to the rec*d, that there may be no
mistake. On the * 28th May,
1872, we find that Mr. Langevin,
who was then the Minister of Public
Works, was pressing upon Parliament
the construction of the Pacifie Railwav,
laying down our policy, and Mr. De-
Cosmos said: "The explanation was
quite satisfactory in one respect, but he
wanted to know whether, in case the
railway should be constructed to Burrard
Inlet, the Government was prepared to
construct a branch line from Victoria to
Nanaimo, and, in case they reached the
straits, whether they would cause a line
to be constructed along the east coast."
Mr. Langevin, in reply, said that the in-
tention of the Government was to go to
Esquimalt, and, if that was impracticable,
and the road went to Burrard inlet, a
ferry would be established to connect it
with Esquimalt. There was no uncertain
sound on our part as to the choice of
Esquimalt, but, when we were asked :
Will you have the terminus at Bitte
Inlet or Burrard Inlet ?, we said, Whether
we choose Burrard or any other ter-
minus, we will still have the ferry to
Esquimalt as the Pacifie harbour of Bri-
tish Columbia. The hon. gentleman ob-
jects to our going to England at all.
He says : " There is no use in your
going there ; you have tried it already.
You boast of your plan, but you sent
Sir Hugh Allan there, and he failed."
Yes, and we failed through' the
same line of policy of the Opposition of
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-bat day, by which they are attempting
to make this scheme fail in 1879. We
had the members of the Opposition de-
nouncing the scheme, disparaging our own
country, patriotically decrying our re-
sources, using every opportunity they
could in order to prevent our carrying
out this great, grand, glorious consum-
mation of the Confederation of the Do-
minion, of the consolidation cf British
authority, power, and interest on this
continent. And the hon. gentleman said
that he advertised in England, and that
for nine months there was not a single
offer made. Was the hon. gentleman
sincere in advertising in England ? Could
le have hoped, for a moment, that he
would succeed? Why, he had gone and
called out " stinking fish," to use a cele-
brated expression of the hon. member for
Huron (Mr. Cartwright), and no man in
his senses would have taken a contract
from the hon. member for Lambton, as
_le had stated in Parliament that the
security was not worth one farthing, that
the railway would be a tax
and a burden which the people would be
unable to stand; whif the Hon. Mr.
Blake, from his place in this House,
told the people of British Columbia
that they could not expect to get that
railway, and that if they did not
ike it they might go in peace. Every

effort was made to destroy the chances of
the Canadian Pacifie R ailway in England.
No stone was left unturned to ruin the
chances of building this great trans-con-
tinental work, But what did the hon.
gentleman care ? It was fair game to
him. He did not care if Canada was
ruined, and he shows no signs of re-
pentance. At this moment, in 1879, he
is committing the crime again, and we
know what ought to be the punishment
of men twice convicted of the same of-
,ence. What did he care, so that he
could displace the Government of that
day, and get possession of power? Can-
ada'sî credit has not only withstoo& the
failure of the scheme in 1873, but has
risen superior to five years of the Govern-
ment of the hon. gentleman and his col-
jeagues, and, after having stood,
it will be capable to build the
Pacifie Railway. The hon. gentleman
has admitted, however, that, with all the
efforts that can be made, there is no pos-
sibility of building the railway by means

of capitalists or a company ; that it must
be a Government work. We tried it
with every prospect of suc-cess, but that
was killed by the hon. gentlemran ; he
tried with no hope or prospect of success,
and failed ; therefore, we agree on this
point, that the road, if it is to be built
at all, must be built by the Government.
The hon. gentleman charged us, in these
resolutions, with committing a great po-
litical and constitutional crime in asking
for liberty to build 125 miles of railway
without coming to Parliament with speci-
fications and the Engineer's report.

MR. MACKENZIE: I said ncthing
of the kind.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD:
Then he said, without pointing out where-
abouts it was. Well, the whereabouts of
the railwayis tobefound by the Engineer's
survey ; that is the only way. I re-
inember when the lion. gentleman,
without asking the sanction of Parlia-
ment, in any way whatever, made
a solemn contract with the Bri-
tish Government, to which the
Canadian Governnent was pledged by
him, the British Government wmet
pledged, and the Government of Britisi
Columbia was pledged, to build 2,000
miles of railway across the continent by
1890, and the bon. gentleman will not
allow us to build our miserable little 125
miles without giving him all the details
of the matter. He says, after the failure
of these two schemes, it is quite impos-
sible this can succeed. The scheme is
going to succeed. Although Canada is
overtaxed ; although she is running a
ruinous course of expenditure ; although
she has adopted a faulty, a disloyal, and
I do not remember what other phrases are
used-commercial policy, I believe-Ca-
nada can go into the English market and
borrow, at a fair rate, at this moment, all
the money required to build the railway.
With the plenty of money there is in
England; with the great Imperial
objects, as shown in these resolu-
tions, which are involved, Canada
can get the money on fair
terms now. What does she offer ?
The proposition of the Minister of 'Pub-
lic Works is this : We are going into
the English market; we will tell Eng-
land: .Uere, we are going to build a great
railway across this continent. It is going to
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pass through one of the finest countries
the sun shines on, and will be the happy
home of millions of descendants of Eng-
lishmen. Every emigrant that settles
there will be an additional strength to
England. We offer you a great road,
the shortest to be found in the world for
your trade, across the continent to China
and Japan and all the North Pacifie, and,
besides that, we offer you the credit of
Canada, the consols of Canada. It will
be a special and favoured stock, and
when put into the English market, the
capitalists of England will find in all a
profitable investment. Canada says :
We pledge you our faith for all tha
noney, besides 100,000,000 acres of

land, worth $2 an acre, and we
pledge you, besides, the road it-
self. Never was stronger security given.
The consols of England are not stronger,
or based on a stronger condition than
will be the amount that will be required
to build that road. We will allow the
British Government to choose one Com-
missioner, we will choose another Com-
missioner, and those two men shall
hold a qua8i-judicial position, some-
what like the Auditor-General in Eng-
land, and the Auditor-General here,
free from all political exigencies, from
the chance of all political change.
They shall be charged to faithfully and
honestly administer that enormous estate
of 100,000,000 acres, to invest it in
Dominion securities, not to sell any land
under $2 an acre, except with the joint
consent of the two Governments, the
Government guaranteeing and the Gov-
ernment borrowing, and, besides all that,
to administer the operation of the rail-
way itself. I have faith in the future of
the railway. On the extreme east and
the extreme west we have a difficult and
rugged country, but the main body of
that railway passes through a mag-
nificent country, which will be
the happy abode of millions. Just
consider what a hand, if I May use
a simile froin the gaming table, a Minis-
ter would hold, who should go to Eng-
land and say, not only is the credit of
Canada pledged for this road, but
100,000,000 acres of land are set aside
for it, not to speak of this great railway
itself and all its future earnings, which
is to be built by Canada, and kept free
of incumbrances. It will be good sub-

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD.

stantial security for all it can earn over
its working expenses. It is a scheme
that must succeed, and not all the puny
well-directed shafts by which it is at-
tempted to disparage this great work
will have the desired effect. This rail-
way is going to be built by this country,
which. has wasted the last five precious
years in regard to it. I hope the pros-
pect will be greeted by hon. gentlemen
opposite with great favour, and have no
doubt that, eight or ten years hence, we
shall be told that they were the origin-
ators of the successful policy. It is said
that the minimum price of $2 an acre is
too high for those lands. I believe that
we ought to open up that 'great North-
West as fast as we can for settlement,
and that the homestead system is a good
one. But we are bound not only to
give a man a free prairie farm, into which
he can run a plough the day ha arrives
on it, but to furnish a railway to every
man's door ; so, if he has a railway near
his door, or within 20, 30 or 40 miles of
it, he can afford to pay for his land.
Look at the dkfference between the
policy of the lIon. gentlemen op-
posite and ours. They have ad-
mitted that the plan of building
the railway by private enterprise or
capital is a failure ; that, if built at all,
it must be by the Government, and they
pledged themselves to build it by 1890.
But it never occurred to them that there
was any means by which this railroad
should be made self-paying, or that the
people to be benefitted by it should give
a single farthing for it. On the con-
trary, the hon. gentleman opposite (Mr.
Mackenzie) honestly said that was not
his policy--he does not believe in it, but
that the old Provinces of Canada should
build this railway across the continent,
without the slightest chance of the taxes
imposed for the purpose of its construc-
tion ever being repaid in any way. It
ought to have occurred to them, as men
of business, and men of sense, that that
was not the proposition to make those
lands valuable for building the railroad.
Yet, they took no steps to make themn
valuable. We can judge of the value of
those lands bv the average value of the
lands in the United States. More good
land will be pledged to build the Can-
adian Pacific Railway than was given to
build the Northern, or the Union Pacific,
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by far. On the one, the average value
was $6.50, and, on the other, $4.50, an
acre, and those United States landsaresell-
ing now at S20, $30, and $40 in favourite
places. We are very moderate in our cal-
culatiiis, then, in estimating $2 as the
average for the 100,000,000 acres we
propose to give, and which will vield
S200,000,000 at least. We will thus
have that magnificent work completed in
our time, and the satisfaction of knowing
that, if the scheme be carried out, it will
not entail a debt upon the old Provinces
of Canada, upon us or our children, but
the regions and the people that gain
the benefit of this work will pay its
cost, only too glad and grateful for the
opportunity. This is upon the supposi-
tion that we get no guarantee that Cana-
da assumes all the debt on the credit of
those lands. But I believe that, when
the scheme is presented to Her Majesty's
Government, and they have seen the
Imperial importance of this work-when
they seé the enormous advantage it will
be to relieve the over-crowded portions of
the Mother Country, by removing the
surplus population into the new Britain
in the far West, they will grant a guar-
antee where they have granted it before,
with this additional security which,
without obliging England to pay a single
sixpence, will enable us to push on
the work and obtain all the money re-
quired for this great work on as advan-
tageous terms as if it were a direct
liability of her own. I contend, how-
ever, that, if England shuld not think a
guarantee should be given-and we have
only the right to ask her and point out
the advantages that would result from it
-we have no right to complain if she
declines. With the security connected
with the scheme we offer, it would be a
favourable stock in the English market,
where it would be readily, greedily
sought for. I believe that money would
flow into Canada, as also immigration,
and that the country now roamed over
by the savage red man and the buffalo,
would be the home of a prosp rous body
of Englishmen, Irishmen and Scotch-
men, living under British institutions,
and enjoying all the free laws and
advantages of our system, with
all the benefits, besides, that a
good soil and salubrious climate may
afford.

MR. CARTWRIGHT: Believing, as
I have always done, that, no matter
what mistakes may have been commit-
ted, no matter what errors, no matter
what crimes inay have disgraced the
inception of the Pacific Railway project
-believing it to be a matter of the great-
est possible moment and importance to
the future well-being of Canada that our
great North-Western inheritance should
be developed by all possible means, I
am not disposed to reject rashly the pro-
positions which come from the hon. gen-
tlemen on the Tieasury benches. On
the contrary, I desire to examine them
as calmly and dispassionately as I can ;
but, at the same time, we are not to be
deterred by any fear of the displeasure of
those hon. gentlemen, much less by any
such outburst of affected indignation as
the right hon. the First Minister bas
just levelled at the head of my hon.
friend the member for Lambton. In
discussing this question, I think, for
once, the right bon. gentleman might
well have taken a lesson froin the calm
and deliberate manner in which the Min-
ister of Public Works bas dealt with the
subject. To that bon. gentleman,
although I may not agree with his opin-
ions, I can give the credit of having pre-
sented this matter in a style and tone
which was not unworthy of the great
theme he had to handle. Those hon.
gentlemen who, like myself, have beld
seats in this House the last ten years,
can, I doubt not, remember well how the
original propositions of the present Gov-
ernment were introduced and received.
On that occasion, eight years ago, my
hon. friend the member for Lambton and
Mr. Blake, the hon. member for Chateau-
guay, and half-a-dozen bon. gentlemen
whom I see around me, all pointed out
to the then Commons the precise diffi-
culties, dangers, and probable blun-
ders which, by the confession of
the Minister of Public Works
to-day, have resulted from the most
unwise and unstatesmanlike manner in
which that project was conceived and
placed on our Statute-book. I regretted
very much to hear the bon. the First
Minister-I suppose in the -attempt, in
some way or other, to lessen the damaging
eflect of the admirable speech of the bon.
member for Lambton-dare to accusethat
bon. gentleman-a man whose patriotism
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is as unblemished as that of any man in those projeets they may now undertaKe.
Canada- of having, on a former occasion, The First Minister desires to see sigas of
meanly, maliciously, dishonestly, and repentance in my hon. friend (Mr. Mac-
unpatriotically, done his best to destroy kenzie). The right hon. gentleman had
the schene brought forward to enable the better pluck the beam out of bis own eye
people of Canada to construct a railroad before attempting to remove the mote
to the Pacific. Why, for very shame, the from my hon. friend's. Tley talk of our
First Minister might have recollected having nade a solemn compact to build
that the conduct which, more than any- 2,000 miles of railroad in twenty years.
thing else, caused the failure of that pro- What we did was this: We knew it was
ject and the downfal of his party, was a our duty to modify their own mostabsurd
charge which, at first, I did not believe and impossible contract, to build 3,000
-that the greed of place and power had miles of unsurveyed rairoau in ten years;
induced that right hon. gentleman, to the we reduced the work to twc-thirds,
lasting disgrace of himself, bis party and doubled the amount of time for the con-
the country, to commit a crime that struction, and got rid of a section of 1.000
stands recorded as among the most shame- miles, or thereabouts, which would
less of our annals, and which led to his have probably cost as mucl as the diii-
and his colleagues' ignominious expulsion cult section in British Columbia. le
from power. ]Flow could le have ex- tels us that we have lost five year.
pected Englishi capitalTsts, or honourable Well, as his o n colleague, the Minister
men, of aiy country or clime, to have of Publiec Works, bas just shown in the
anything to do witi a Government which clearest and iost emphatic manner t
lay under the imputation of liaving sold the tuse, le, the responsible hea of
the charter of the greatest public work that great ])epartment, knowing, the
they ever had to bandbe for the sake of a magnitude of the task, having corne at
paltry bribe to keep theiselves in powerf? last to understand something of the difi-

.nd, when those hon. gentlemen opposite culties that must attend the construction
talk to us, now, as the Minister of Publie of this road, las formally, and in terms,
Works didW of the inevitable difficulties acqtitted mywhon. friend (Mr. Mackenzie
which attend the inception of this enter- of any negligence or unnecessary dela ,
prise, they must remember that, when 1l, and, so far as bis words can, do it, as
nyselm moved that we should insert lent, substantially, the whole weight of
words in the treaty with British Colum- his authority to the policy my ion. friend
bia whicb would imit our exertions in lias been carrying ont. When the rigt
regard to the railway to all that could hon. gentleman tells us that we neer
reasonably,considering lier circumstances, proposed t0 mnake use of tlie lands along
be expected of Canada, they promaptly the route of theacifi Racroad to lessei

oted it down. When we proposed the buden of its cot, bas lie forgotten
to, appeal to the people, and ascertain niot one but twenty sections of the Act of
whether they would ratify t contract 1874, broight in by theon. memberfor
their representatives were entering into Lambto, containing a series of pro-
those uon. gentlemen voted i down also. visions, setting forth how those lands
When we proposed to insert a declaration were t be used for the purpose of ading
that we would not go on with that pro- in the construction of that railroad
jet unles it could be doue in sucw a
faahion that undue and unnecessary bur- Sik JOHN A. MACDONALD : 1 will
dens miglit not be iniposed up>n. the caîl the attention of the hon. gentlemnan
people, those hon. gentlemen, Led by the to the fact that bis leader said, ii s
Fir8t Minister, voted down the alkposi- speech, that the lands could ot be sold,
tion. The riglit hon. gentleman taîks of but weouldc be given free.
people digracing our country. I wish cult
it was in our power f0 have Wemoved ask. Whis I aid e nthch it

from Canada the ignoiny and disgrace ocast aind mot e saticrs mnt it

'which thie oonduct of those hon. gentle- cimpte H leos fhe got lend eado

men lhas inflicted upon is, and which, sayd
what they wil, mcust, I fear, prove a for-. MR. CARTWRIGHT: My on.
midable obstacle in relation to any of friend is perfect y right in saying that, for

MR. CARTWRIGHT.
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the purpose of developing that country, as ours, cores to a dead stop at the west
it is, in the very initial stages, of. great end of Lake Superior, and that Lakes
moment to give away some land to en- Superior and Huron interpose a tolerably
courage settlement. But he never pre- good water-stretch between the two sec-
tended it would be part of his policy or tions. When does the Minister of Pub-
that of any Government to give the great lic Works, or the Premier, hope we shah
mass of the lands along the line of the be able to bridge the long stretch of 700
Pacifie Railway in free grants. We re- or 800 miles extending fror end to end
cognised distinctly and clearly the fact of those magnificent inland seas? Do
that, for the purpose of promoting the wbat he wiIl, it must be bis scheme, as
settlement of that country, some sacrifice well as ours, to continue to use thoso
might be undergone, more especially be- great water-stretches. Wat my hon.
cause we knew there was great competi- friend did say was that be propcsed to
tion to be borne with from the United use tbose great inland seas at one end of
States in the settlement of the North- the Une, and save the construction of 500
West, and that they offered great tractsof to 600 miles of railway througb an unin-
land to settlers on very favourable terms, habitable country, and that be designed,
and that so long as that rivalry continued, at the earliest moment, to conneet
it would be practically impossible for Lake Superior and Red River by the
us to attract to the North-West any but railway, and that, when se far west, be
the nost inferior class of settlers, unless thought he would use those other magn-
prepared to give corresponding advantages ficent inland seas which drain the inter-
to those offered by the United States. ior of Manitoba, and whicb, together
But that statement in no way detracts with the navigation cf the Saskatcbewan,
from the well- settled policy, set out in the gave ship-way or Nvater-stretches cf be-
Act to which I have alluded, of using a tween 700 and 800 miles or very nearly
large portion of those lands to aid in the te the base cf tbe Rocky Mountains.
construction of this railroad. The rigbt That was a great and wel-conceived
hon. gentleman tells us that it policy; but I neyer beard or understood
is the same thing to start a rail- my bon. friend te say that other water
road from the Pacific Ocean eastwards, routes than these would be used except
500 miles, beglining from a base of 500 as a mere temporary expedient, as he
miles broad, to a point which he does designed te make use cf the portage sys-
not know, which neither the Minister of tem for the present between Lake Super-
Public Works nor any of the en-ineers ier and Red River.
knows, as asking the consent of Parlia-
ment to start from a well-defined point
like Fort William, on the shores of Lake
Superior, to another point, equally well
defined, 100 or 150 miles distant. To
compare that to the proposition brought
down by the Minister of Public Works,
shows the First Minister must feel how
poor is the cause he is advocating. Then
lie calls attention to the fact that the mem-
ber for Lambton proposed to build sixty-
ive miles from Esquimalt to Nanaimo.
He knows that that was expressly pro-
vided as compensation to British Colum-
bia for the delay in the prosecution of the
principal work, and that. it was not in-
tended or accepted as any part of the
Canadian Pacific line. He tells us my
hon. friend from Lambton proposed a
thing of shreds and patches-a scheme
of half water-stretches and half railroad.
The right hon. gentleman forgets that the
railroad under his management, as well

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.

MR. CARTWRIGHT: I shall detain
the House but a few moments longer,
but I feel it would be unwise, on our
part, to allow these resolutions to pass
this stage without calling attention to
certain points in connection more parti-
cularly with the natural aspect of the
country, which I think the hon. the
Minister of Public Works has hardly
sufficiently considered, that is to say, if I
understood correctly the proposals he
bas introduced to the House. Sir, we
have lately engaged in a two-fold experi-
ment. In the first place, we are attempt-
ing, by means of an enormously increased
taxation, to relieve the depressed con-
dition of certain portions of the people of
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this country. Now, whatever may be
said as to the correctness of the views of
the hon. gentlemen opposite, I do not
think that anyone, evçen among them-
selves, will be found bold enough to deny
that we are engaged in an experiment,
the result of which nobody can accurately
foresee. Just at thetime, therefore, whenit
is, to say the least of it, a matter of great
uncertainty what will be the exact rev-
enue upon which the people can count
for the next three or four years,
at any rate, we fnd the hon. the
Minister of Public Works bringing
down a scheme which may, if I under-
stand it aright, result in an enormous
addition to the annual fixed charges of
this country. Now, I think it will be
necessary to consider a little the two
series of the resolutions which the Min-
ister has brought down. At the time the
Budget was introduced, I called - the at-
tention of the House to the fact that it
vas very probable that, over and above

the expenditure to which the Minister
of Finance had made reference, we
would be called upon, before we rose, to
provide for the purchase and working of
the Rivière du Loup Branch, as I see
he actually proposes to us to do by the
second set of resolutions on this very
paper. It is a matter of very great im-
portance that we should understand ex-
actly what are the facts, as the expendi-
ture is one which we may be called upon
to provide for within the next year or
two, wholly apart from any expenditures
that may be incurred under the resolu-
tiçns of the Minister of Public Works.
By the first estimate brought down by
the Minister of Finance, a sum of
$23,425,000 was required for the service
of the year 1879-80 ; to that, by the
recent SupplementaryEstimates are added
about $186,000, together with certain
minor charges by Statute for Manitoba
and Prince Edward Island, and one or
two other matters. We may, therefore,
put the total annual expenditure, as es-
timated by the hon. gentleman, at
$23,650,000 in round numbers. Now,
the second set of resolutions on these
papers contemplates the purchasing for
about $2,000,000 (including the sum
requisite to put the road in order) of the
Rivière du Loup Branch of the Grand
Trunk Railroad, whereby an annual
expenditure of $100,000 a year will be

MR. CARTWRIGHT.

added to our fixed charges. Over and
above that, I think the Minister of Pub-
lic Works will admit that I am within
the mark, in saying that $100,000 a year
will have to be provided for the run-
ning expenses of the 114 miles of road
he proposes to assume. It is not possi-
ble for us, nor will it be possible for the
hon. Minister himself, to give the House
any exact information, I fear, as to the
extent of the deficit that will be involved
by taking this branch over, and that for
two reasons : first of all, there is only too
much ground to believe that it is now
run by the Grand Trunk at a heavy loss,
and, in the next place, he knows-we all
know-that it will be a matter of extreme
difficulty to ascertain how far a great
portion of the trafic, which now goes over
the Intercolonial Railroad, may then be
diverted to Portland. That he will en-
deavour to avoid this as far as he can, I
have no doubt, but we all know it will
be a matter of extreme difficulty. I do
not know, but 1 may say it will be im-
possible, to prevent shippers at the
western extremity of the line from decid-
ing what Atlantic port their goods shall
go to.

MR. TUPPER : Perhaps the hon.
member would allow me to say that the
surplus over working expenses last year,
a very unfavourable year, was $28,O0.

Mu. CARTWRIGHT: But I aiso
know the condition the company had al-
lowed the road to get into, and I am
afraid that, if the hon. the Minister of
Public Works keeps the road up in fair
condition, that will not be a sum on
which he can depend, wholly apart from
the other contingency to which I al-
luded-the risk of a diversion of the
traffic. I have no right, I admit, to in-
sist upon that, but I call attention to the
fact that there is great risk that a very
considerable additional annual charge
will be made, not only for the purchase
money, but particularly by reason of the
diversion of traffiec which will arise.
Now, the hon. the Minister of Finance
brought down a demand for about
$11,000,000 for public works, and the
least we can count on will be a further
additional charge of about $550,000 a
year, although not all falling within next
year, for the interest and sinking fund
on the $11,000,000 which he proposes to
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expend ; and that, as I perceive from the named themselves, in the Estimates re-
statement of the Minister of Public cently brought down. Now, wheter
Works, is a thing wholly and entirely the amount be more or less, there is no
apart from any expenditure which may doubt -whatever that the immediate effect
be incurred in the prosecution of the of a Protective tariff is to take a good
Pacific Railroad westward of Red River. deal more out of the pockets of the peo-
Supposing it is possible for the Minister ple than it puts into the Treasury. We
of Finance, and for the Government, to must, therefore, recollect that we are now
keep within the limit of their own esti- about to undertake large additional ex-
mate of $23,650,000, and, supposing that penses, so large that the hon. gentleman
only $800,000 require to be added for is not able to give us any accurate esti-
the other services I have alluded to, he mate of what they nay be, with a certain
will find our annual expenditure raised fixed expenditure of about $2.,500,000,
to the sum of $24,500,000 in round num- and with the probability that the bur-
bers. Now, it is, as I have said, a matter dens of the people for ,ome tune to core
of very grave doubt in 'the mind of those will be largely increased by the necessarv
who are best qualified tojudge what will be resuits of the eperation of the tarif we
the real effect of the tariff we have just bave iateiy introduced. Under these
introduced. My hon. friend behind me circumstances, 1 would earnkstly advise
(Mr. Burpee), to whose information on -as far as it is possible for me to
such subjects I would be disposed to hope my advice will be listenec to-
bow, is inclined to think that, at first, I would advise the hon. gentle-
though at first only, the Estimates of men opposite, more especially the
the Finance Minister may be somnewhat Minister of Finance and the Minister of
exceeded, but it isa to say the least, ex- Public Works, not te commit themselves
tremely likely that the other resupt may on any accoant to a large expenditure mn
occur, and that our importations may, this direction, unleas they are able to
as they actually did, in the case of the rely wit perfect certainty on being able
United States, fali off to a considerabi to obtain large sums of money on verv
extent, and that, se far from obtaining favourabie terms. Whether they can bo
$2,000,000 or $2,250,000, on which the it or net by the sale of these lands, time
len. the Minister of Finance relies, we alone can show. I do not say it is not
may find ourselves scarcely in possession fair to expect to make a considerable
of more than one hall', and, perhaps, even amount of the cost of these railroads eut
less of the ameunt le expects te obtain. of these lands, but I muat point out that
The matter, as I say, is le if opinion, it will require a very large sale indeed
and I do net express any decided view t- give any perceptible relief te the put-
on the subject, but I say it is an experi- li finances ; and, ailthoug li entertain,
ment. I say that it is a danwero and I as have said at the outset, myself, high
say that, until that experiment is deci- hmpes of what may be the future ef this
ded ene way or the ether, and until we North-West country, yet I feel that, at
know witi s me degree of accuracy on present, and until we know more accu-
what we have te depend, I thnk it is a rately than it is possible for us new te
matter invelving the extremest risk te knew, wlat the true financial position is,
commit ourselves t other expenditures, the hon gentleman wiii do a very miscle-
which may add largely t the annual vieus thing indeed if le commits the
eutlay of $24,500,200, which, according people of this country, on the faith of
to the statements submitted by these such resolutions as these, te any cwnsed-
hyon, gentlemen, we are almot certain te erable expenditure in any direction what-
incur, if net within the next twelve ever. y own objection te the resolu-
mol s, certainlv within the next eiohteen tiens before yu are chiefly these: I
months. I msay further state that ebject, as des my ion. friend (r. Mac-
I fear other expenditures will arise, kenzie) te the statement with respect t
which will sweil our anual expenditure the Burrard Inlet reute, as ne dubt the
te soonething like $25,000,000; at any en. gentleman knew we must objeet.
rate, I sheuld be extremely relieved if I object ais, and fer the same grunds,
the hon. gentlemen are able te keep the which le (Mr. Mackenzie) as ahly
expenditure 'within the sum they have stated, t the proposition that the Gov-
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ernment should be allowed to locate 125
miles of the road when they are not
acquainted with the country, vhich their
engineers are not able to define in the
contracts, and which may not improbably
involve an additional expenditure of
$9,000,000 or $10,000,000. Moreover,
I doubt extremely the wisdom of the
precedent of establishing a Commission,
without stating to the members of this
House exactly what the powers of this
Commission may be, and who are to be
the gentlemen appointed thereto. This
whole business, however, is at present in
a tentative shape. From what I can
gather from the hon. the Minister of
Public Works, he does not appear to
have, or to be able to communicate to
the House any single fact whereon he
can base an assurange that this project
will be taken up by persons in England
in a position to afford him 'material aid.
If he gives, or if he proposes to give, as I
think the First Minister more than inti-
mated, the guarantee of Canada in addi-
tion to the lands, and in addition to the
railway itself-if he proposes to give that
for a large amount, I do not doubt that
he might obtain or secure some company
to start with the operation. Nor do I
think that there will be any great diffi-
culty, probably, in bridging the 1,200 or
1,400 miles, which intervene between
Red River on the one side, and British
Columbia on the other, but he will find
that he will run very great risks ; that,
inasnuch as his conditions are extremely
stringent, and, moreover, unless the
parties with whom he makes a bargain
are possessed, in their own right, of a
large amount of capital, he will run
great risk of getting this country commit-
ted to an enterprise, for which we will be
called upon to furnish further funds from
time to time. Do what he pleases, he
will find it almost impossible to induce or
compel contractors to execute the really
difficult parts of the road at once. More-
over, as I understood his scheme, he pro-
poses to make this largely subsidiary to a
great colonising movement, and, if he
does that, it will be necessary for him, in
the first instance, at any rate, to allow
them to construct the road, and to receive
advances while engaged in the easy part
of the task, leaving over the more difli-
cult portions to a later period. I think,
therefore, that the hon. gentleman ought

Ma. CARTWRIGHT.

to be content with a general discussion of
these matters ; he ought to be content
with knowing that, if he brings anything
like a matured and well-considered
scheme, no unreasonable opposition will
be given to it on either side of the louse.
The resolutions he has presented, and
the discussions he has had, will serve his
purpose nearly, if not altogether, as well
as the passage of these resolutions through
the House ; as I take it for granted, from
certain remarks of his, that his intention
is simply to pass the resolutions, and not
to put an Act on the Statute-book.

Mn. TUPPER : I may say the Act is
already upon the Statute-book. We do
not propose to ask any legislation except
with reference to the Pembina Branch.
which alone, of all the portions embraced
in these resolutions, is unprovided for.

MR. CARTWRIGHT: I am not
aware there is anything on the Statute-
book which would authorise the location
of these 125 miles by the mode proposed,
nor that there is anything which would
authorise the creation of the Commission:
and I think the quantity of land, which i
proposed to be given, is very much larger
under these resolutions than under the
existing Statute-all three pointsof the
gravest moment. Moreover, the hon. gen-
tleman has given us, indeed, very little
information as to the mode in which lie
proposes to float bis bonds. We have got
a little more in an indirect fashion from
the First Minister, but no such full -state-
ment as1think the House ough t to be pre-
sented with before being asked to plunge
headforemost in an undertaking which
may easily enough end in requiring us to
provide $15,000,000 or $20,000,000 more
-within the next four or five years, over
and above the large liabilities which we
have already. As I stated in my place
last year, the policy which I then thought
the wisest policy, and which I still think
the wisest, would be to complete, in the
first instance, that portion of the line
from Lake Superior to Selkirk, and, after
that, not to commit ourselves rashly to
any f urther expenditure until we have
ascertained distinctly and clearly what
the resources of the country will permit,
in conformity with the opinion expresSed
by all the leglislators that, up to thistime,
have dealt with this subject. That,I think,
is the course which commends itself to
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the prudence and common sense of every j of the point to which I have referred, I
hon. gentleman here, and, although we are shall be glad to do anything in my power
powerless to prevent, we are not without to assist hon. gentlemen in that particu-
power to warn, and we are not without lar direction, and, although I am not able,
power to call the attention of the coun- at present, to say that I think they have
try in future to the evil results which any very considerable chance of suc-
nay follow, which, I fear, all follow from cess, although I fear their own conduct

any hasty action in the premises, just as has seriously interfered with the pros-
they followed with such serions conse- pect of that success, still 1 am not dis-
quences to the hon. gentlemen them- posed to complain of their attempt, even
selves in the case of their hasty and ill- at this twelfth hour, to obtain that as-
considered action in 1871. Of the pro- sistance whereby alone, I fear, they will
position that we shall apply to the Im- have a chance to float this scheme.
perial Government for aid to construct
this road, I have only to say that it Mn. DAWSON said that the resolu-
was the duty of the then Government of tions were statesmanlike and comprehen-
Canada, before they came to terms with sive, as was also the very able, speech
British Columbia, to have made applica- which the Minister of Public Works had
tion to the English Government. I delivered in bringing them forward.
hold it showed a great want of states- The true policy was certainly to set aside
manship on their part that they allowed lands, from the sale of which, in course
themselves to become charged with the of time, funds more than equal to the
care of that Pacific coast, and with the cost of the railway, which was to render
still more onerous burden of constructing then valuable, would be realised, and
a railroad across the continent without the plan of vesting these lands in Com-
having first applied to the British Gov- missioners, for sale and administration,
ernment for assistance. I think that seemed to be a wise one. Every practi-
they had a right to ask for it, and, if they cal man who had given attention to the
had done so then, they would probably subjeet must approve of the policy of
have got it. I shall support, with ail combining colonisation with railway con-
my heart, any reasonable proposition in struction west of the Red River, and lie
that direction now; but I am bound to was very mudl pleased with the eleventh.
say that I fear the course pursued by resolution, which referred to further ex-
hon. gentlemen themselves is one which ploration in the Peace and Fine River
is calculated to throw many unnecessary districts. It wns not going too far, as
difficulties in their way. Anyone who stated in the second resolution, to say
has watched the tone of public opinion in that our railway wouid be a highway to
England of late, must be aware that the dependencies of Great Britain in tbe
they felt annoyed that large classes of Pacific, as well as to China and Japan.
their goods are being shut by the high The route would certainly be the shortest
tariff of this country. Although, I hope, and the best for passenger traffic, but, in
with the hon. member for Lamb- considering this great undertaking, It
ton (Mr. Mackenzie), that they would be well to keep in view the change
will return good for evil, still I must say which lad taken place in the direction of
it is a very extraordinary way to pro- a cnrrying trade which it was at one
pitiate, and to induce them to come to time supposed would go far to support it.
our assistance at a time when we can ad- They sbould not now be led away with the
vance no legal claim upon then for aid, idea that the une would be the main high-
that we should commit ourselves to a way of trafic between Asia and Western
policy which is utterly opposed to the Europe. The Suez Canal bad been
whole policy of the Empire, and which, opened about the ture at which the Cal-
at a time of very considerable need in adian Pacifie Railway was projected, and
England-a time, according to the hon. it would for ever divert the bulk of the
gentleman's own admission, of extreme carrying trade between Asia and vVest-
need-has, beyond all doubt, contributed ern Europe fron the railways of this
in no small degree to aggravate the dif- continent. Its success had been sud as
ficulties with which they were now strug- te tbrow out of employment the great
gling. Neverthvless, with the exception fleets of saiing vessels that used to pas
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by the Cape of Good Hope, and it had
disappointed the projectors of the United
States Pacifie Railroad in the anticipa-
tion that their line would command a
large share of Asiatie trafic. California
and Oregon had, however, grown to bE
great States, and the trade from these
and the mineral regions of the Pacific
slope supported the transcontinental
line of our neighbours. They carried
teas and other merchandise of China and
Japan for the populous Eastern States of
the Union, but they had been, in a great
measure, disappointed in the stream of
traffic which they had anticipated from
beyond the broad waters of the Pacifie
Ocean. Canada should, therefore, to
a large extent, eliminate from its
calculations the carrying trade of
China, Japan and the East Indies ;
and could not, moreover, reckon on
any great trade from the Pacific coast,
for an indefinite period. No doubt,
British Columbia was destined to become
a populous and thriving Province, but, at
present, its traffic would not go far to-
wards the support of a transcontinental
railroad. In view, therefore, of a limited
carrying trade from the Pacifie, it became
less a matter of importance to have the
very shortest route, than to have the line
which should best open up and lead to
the settlement of the vast unpeopled dis-
tricts of the North-West. Their policy
should. be to place the railway where it
would pass through the greatest extent
of fertile land, if they did not thereby
greatly divert it from the straightest ob-
tainable course, and still more should
this be their policy if they could run it
through the most fertile belts, and, at
the same time, have easier gradients,
which were, within certain limits, quite
as important to a railway as a diminution
of distance. He (Mr. Dawson) was glad
to see that this was the policy indicated
by the resolutions, and it was well
known that to the east of the Rocky
Mountains there was a better route than
the present projected line to'the Yellow
Head Pass. Before reaching that Pass
a long extent of indifferent country had
to be passed through. The plains east of
the mountains, on the route projected,
were at a great elevation, cold, and, to a
considerable extent, barren. The great de-
sert of the Missouri extended in a strip,
always narrowing, even to the North

MR. DAWSON.

1 Saskatchewan, and the line ran through
a portion of the desert. Even after
passing the Pembina River, which was
west of the desert, on reference to Mr.
Marcus Smith's published report of 29th
March, 1878, it would be seen that there
would be between four and five hundred
miles of very inferior, if not absolutely
barren coantry, almost in a continuous
stretch. There was, undoubtedly, a
better route, as regarded the develop-
ment of the country, by the Passes of the
Peace River, better also as regarded gra-
dients and alignments. North of the
Saskatchewan, both the Rocky Moun-
tains, and the plains to the east of themu
rapidly decreased in altitude, and therc
was a markedthange for the better in soil
and climate. They had some valuable in-
formation in regard to the region through
which a line to the Peace River countrv
would pass, both from reports of officers
of the Pacifie Survey, and the writings
of explorers of a former day. Mr.
Marcus Smith, whose high character for
integrity and truth gave weight to every
word he uttered, in his official report
just referred to, lad remarked as fol-
lows :-

" The south slope of the Moose Hills, where
the trail runs, is covered with a dense growth:
of aspen, but, in crossing to the west end of
these hills, a magnificent prospect opened out.
Stretching away to the east, north and west,
as far as the eye could reach, there appears a
vast undulating plain, rising in places
into lofty rounded hills, dotted and
intersected with groves of aspen mixed
with spruce and tamarac and clumps of wil-
lows. During these days, wh erever the trail
was left, great diffliculty was found in forcing
a way through thick masses of grass and pea-
vine, three to four feet in height, and some-
times reaching nearly to the horses' backs. As
Lac la Biche was neared, the country became
more wooded, and the track lay through long
glades, between belts of poplar and willows."

After passing the Lesser Slave Lake, he
said:

" The line enters on a vast region of great
fertility, extending far northward on both
sides of the Peace River, and westward to
Pine River. By thIs route, what is termed the
fertile belt, or wheat-producing country, ex-
tends nearly three hundred miles further to
the west, before the Rocky Mountains are
reached, than by the route over the Yellow
Head Pass, a corresponding reduction being
made iii the breadth of sterile country to be
crossed in the Rocky Mountain district."

Surely such a country as this was not
to be left out of calculation, but lie would
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read another extract regarding it, and Peace River country, was to the saine
from an earlier writer. Sir Alex. Mc- effect. The river opened about the 20th
Kenzie, after whom the Great McKenzie of April, and sowing commenced about
River vas called, in his journal under the lst of May, and that was more than
date of 10th May, 1793, wrote of the could be said of the beautiful and popu-
Peace River country as follows- lotis Ottawa region wherethey now were.

"From the place which we quitted this In proceeding westward by the Pine
morning, the west side of the river displayed a River Pass, the Rocky Mountains were
succession of the most beautiful scenery I had crossed at an elevation of 2,400ft.
ever beheld. The ground rises at intervals to above sea level, and west of the noun-
a'considerable height, and stretching inwards tains the c
to a considerable distance. At every interval
or pause in the rise, there is a very gently as- barren as that in the latitude of the
cending space or lawn, which is alternate with Yellow Head Pass. Now the point at
abrupt precipices Ie the summit of the whole whpch he wishe s to arrive was this: If,
or, at east, as far as the eye could distinguish.mo
This magnificent theatre of nature bas ail the by keeping to the valley of the Peac
decorations which the trees and animals of the i p
country can afford it. Groves of poplar in was described, population would flow in,
every shape vary the scene, and their intervals and our railway would, in course oftime,
are enlivened with vast herds of elks and buf- bave traffie arising within the country
falos-the former choosing the steeps and up- itself to sustain it. If, on the other
lands, and the latter preferring the plains. At . ,
this time the buffalos were attended with their hand, it should ran through 600 miles of
young ones, who were frisking about them, barren country, which the reports
and it appeared that the elks would soon ex- showed to be on the Yellow Head Pass
hibit the same enlivening circumstance. The route, it never could have local traffic,
whole country displayed an exuberant ver- and we could not get eaital where-dure, and the trees that bear a blossom were cap
fast advancing to that delightful appearance." with to build it. The true policy

was to run the railroad where
Professor Selwyn was equally struck it must ultimately yield the best return
with the country ; and Professor Macoum, for the capital invested. As to the line
a distinguished naturalist and botanist, projected by the Yellow Head Pass being
said of it : cheaper to build, he (Mr. Dawson) much

" Clumps of willows and poplars of various doubted it. The reports of the engineers
ages were interspersed with the most astonish- differed widely, and he feared that the
ing growth of herbaceous plants l ever saw.
In many places the peas and vetches were in estimate had been made in this, as had
such abundance as to completely cover up all been seen in other cases, without suffi-
other plants, causing the country to look like cient data whereon to found it. Over
a field of mixed peas and vetches. It would the projected line no location had
be folly to attempt to depict the appearance been effected, and the figures given inof the country, as it was so much beyond what
I ever saw before that I dare hardly make use the report were the merest guesswork.
4f truthful words to pourtray it." It was well known that the engineers

The saie writer remarked further on differed in their views, and did not pull
(page 33, reports of 1877) :together, and i was said that reports of

reportsvery great value had been suppressed,
"I was on Peace River the whole month of for what reason it was dificuit to con-

October, 1872, and the constant record was ceive, seeing that the public Lad a richt
warm sunshine, west wind, balmy atmosphere,
and skies of the brightest blue. Even as late to ail the information which it had cost
as the 15th of October, the thermometer was such enormous sunts to obtain. In the
481 at daylight, and 610 in the shade at noon. published report of Mr. Marcus Smith, a

" Within the foot hills of the Rocky Moun- nap was referred to, without which the
zains, I picked up three species of plants in
flower as late as the 26th of the same month.
These facts, and the testimony of all the resi- understood, and it was said that a map
dents in the country, show conclusively that prepared by the Department of the ln-
there is an open fall all along Peace River terior had also been suppressed. Rumour

trom the Mountains to Lake Athabaskav" had it tat these maps were suppressed

It would be needless to nulteply de- at e time Mr. Fleming was about
seCriptions, but he (Mr. Dawson) mniglt to proceed to England, las year, becau e
say that the testimony of all the writers tneyshowed that the mape which he was to

voyageurs, who had been i the advocate-that by the Yeflow tHead

teirhdasobe2upese.Rmu
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Pass-ran through a great extent of policy to send sucl documents to Eng-
barren country, and that there was a land, because, in the first place, apart
miuch finer country not far off and nearly from any higher consideration, English
parallel to it ; but he (Mr. Dawson) engineers would soon analyse them and
would have great difficulty in believing see wlat they were wortli; and, in the
that maps could be suppressed with such next, if capitalists were led to in-
an object. It would have been unfair to vest on information which the cireum-
those who were invited to join in suc stances did nod justify, if they ere led to
a great national undertaking to withhold believe that the great elevated plain east
from tliem any information whicl couid of the mountains and south of the North
enabie thiern to form an indepeudent Saskatchewan, was a grass-covered flow-
opiion ofsthe work to be done and the ery region, instead of a comparativel
road on be opened up by that work. lu arid waste, with good so and grass onl-
the ineantime, lie niust say that the re- in the bottorn lands, they might corne
port just issued by the Chef Engineer afterwards on the country for daiages.
was a miost extraordinary document. On The true policy, in his (Mr. Dawson's)
reference to it, it ew ould be seen that i ts opinion, was o publish ail the informa-
pages bristled with the words nothing tion that ad been obtained, especially
reliable knowno mi reference to the sec- the officiai information, obtained by wi c
tions regaring which t was most im- Department of the Interior, or the offi-
portant to know someting, and that, too, cers of the Railway Srvey. Surely the
after eiglit years of exploration and an Deputy Minister of the Interior-himself
expenditure of $4,000,000 on surveys a surveyor, and a highly scientifie man-
alone. The late Premier bad just said was quite as able to describe the country
that lie had not limited the Chief En- so long under is supervision as Mr.
gineer as to the surveys, and that Le Sandford Fleming. A map had been
had been at liberty to employ as many prepared under bis supervision, showing
menas le chose, and the rest was, ac- a very different condition of the country
cording go hs report, nothing reliable as Vo fertile and barren reas from that
known." The report was inconsistent exhibited on Mr. Fleming's map. The
with itself, inasmuch as on the ap- latter was evidenty a map got up for a
and a iost unique map it was-sections purpose. It gave an incorrect view and
were set down as fertile which a careful misleading information in reference o
study of the extracts actually given the haracter of the contry east of the
would prove to be barren, or compara- Rocky Mountains, both on the Saskatch-
tively so ; but other extracts migît bave ewan and on Peace River, showing the
been made from some of the works one district o be better than it real
quoted, which would have conveyed a was, and the other %orse or unknown.
better idea of the opinions of their In regard to the country between Lake
authors. And in hs view some of Ve Superior and Manitoba, the report just
extrats could only be regarded as issued-showing that it would cost
garbled. The inap showed large areas on $83,000 per mile Vo complete Section
and near tIc projected ne, weli known 15, and over $80,000 per mile o
to be inferior, as being fertile, wbiie, as Comp1eteadjoining Section B-would
regarded the Peace River tae hs buse and tIe country by sur-
except a sall strip along the prise, more especialy wben the enor-
river, it was set down as unknowt, mous sum of $18,000,000 was set down
witb notes to the effeet tat no reliable as being necesary to complete the entire
information lied been obtained regarding line fron Thunder Bay to Selkirk, mak-
it, althougb it bad been pretty weI o ing an average of $44,o00 per mile,
known for a long period, and recently wSere the first estimate ad been
explored hy some of the officers of the $24,000 per mile, or less than$dOgas 0s
survey, Macoun, Horetzky, and others. for the entire line, fully equipped.
Both m nap and report wei'e ex parie, These figures lad ful vindicated im
siowing one section iT too favourable a (Mr. pawson) in his long and persis-
ligbt, and another as unknown to an tent advocacy of tpI Souther Route. bY
extent -whidh existing information did Sthrgeon Falls, whic , bad his advice
not warrant. It wouwd be questionable been taken, would bave been by this
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tinie in operation, with no greater out-
lay than had already occurred. It
was shorter by 30 miles than the
present line, and it would have
ended at Fort Garry, which
was the best starting point for
railway extension westward through the
prairies. True, there would, for the
present, have been a navigable stretch
in the middle of this route, extending
from Sturgeon Falls to the Narrows of
the Lake of the Woods, but this naviga-
ble stretch led past the rough sections.
Nature had placed it where it was most
wanted, and, by making use of it, as a
temporary expedient, the line would not
thereby have been in the least deflected
from the straightest obtainable course,
when an all-through line of railway be-
came necessary. In the meantime, there
would have been a saving of $ 10,000,000,
and it should be remembered that, until
a railway was in operation from the point
in Ontario to which existing railways
had reached, through the wild regions to
the north of Lakes Huron and Superior,
we could only have communication with
Manitoba through our own territory
during the season of navigation, so that
a navigalle stretch was, as regarded
speedy transportation, a matter of less
consequence than it would otherwise
have been. He was sorry that, after the
Premier of the late Government had
got on the right track, he had suffered
himself to be driven out of it by a ridicu-
lous cry about " magnificent water-
stretches." The water-stretches were
really magnificent, and nature had placed
this one in the very position where it
vas most needed, but, instead of taking

advantage of the beneficence of nature,
millions upon millions were being wasted
on the stern and unyielding rocks of
Keewatin. It was always claimed by
the late Government that they had acted
on the advice of the engineers, but this
was by no ineans the case. The
opinions of the field engineers could
not reach the Government. They had
to make their vievs conform to precon-
ceived notions. If they did otherwise,
they were discharged. All the Govern-
ment had to go by was the view of
the Chief Engineer, who had never been
over the ground, and who had shown
himself to be anything but a safe guide.
Reports had been held back and informa-

a
tion which would have beeri of great
value to the country had been suppressed.
There had, in the first instance, been a
great deal of unnecessary expenditure on
all the surveys, and there had existed a
foregone conclusion to take the northern
route, cost what it might. The southern
route would have developed mines,
opened up a fine forest country, where
timber, nuch needed in the prairies of
the west, was abundant, and it would
have brought settlement into the coun-
try between Lakes Superior and Mani-
toba ; whereas the line adopted passed
far to the north, through a region where
there was little or nothiag to develop.
The difference in cost, even taking the
figures in the report as a basis
of calculation, could not be set at less
than $10,000,000, and that was a sum
which would press heavily on the present
as well as on future generations. It
was much to be regretted that a scheme
which had had so much to recommend it
in the way of economy, facility of con-
struction, and ultimate advantage, should
have been abandoned without due con-
sideration. Years had been frittered
away in looking for a route in the rocky
regions to the north of the Lake of the
Woods, and during al that time we had
been building up and fostering settle-
ment in a foreign country, instead of
our own. Our people had been cauglit
on their way through the United States,
and led to settle in Minnesota, and we
had encouraged a trade with that State
which it would be diflicult to regain. The
policy adopted in respect to the line from
Thunder Bay to Manitoba had, indeed,
been suicidal, and the evidence being
taken before another branch of the Legis-
lature, showed a most deplorable state of
things still existing in the management.
There seemed to have been very strange
proceedings in respect to Section 15 ; he
meant the section immediately west of
Rat Portage ; and, in regard to Section
14, of 77 miles, leading from Selkirk to
Cross Lake, for the most part over a
level country, it was let gt $402,750,
but its cost was now set at $723,134, or
something less than double, and so on
with other works. Was this in the in-
terest of the country, or would any man
telerate such management on the part of
agents in his own affairs? The same
mismanagement and extravagance whick
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had characterised the surveys had been
continued on the works. The only true
remedy to apply, was to effect an entire
change in a system of management which
had proved so disastrous. Means should
be taken to ascertain the real opinions of
the field engineers, and they should be
in a position to feel that they were at
liberty to express tbemn, without, as at
present, the risk of losing their places.
The best way of effecting this would be
to have a Board of Engineers, each one
of whom should be independent of the
others, and, above all, independent of
contractors. The sums being spent were
enormous. This vast expenditure would
affect the country for a long time to come,
and a little present outlay, in employing
the best talent that could be commanded
to decide on the reports of engin-
eers and the direction of route,
would be the truest economy.
In regard to the Georgian Bay Branch,
in his (Mr. Dawson's) opinion, it sbould,
if made, be continued all the way to
Sault St. Marie, and be designated the
"Sault St. Marie Branch," instead of the
"Georgian Bay Branch." A very good
line, with easy gradients, had already
been found and surveyed, from Cantin's
Bay and French River westward to
Sault St. Marie. It passed not far from
the coast of Lake Huron, through a dis-
trict fast rising into importance, a dis-
trict rich in minerals, with considerable
areas of good land, and in which there
would always be a considerable trade in
lumber. But this branch line, if adopted,
'would have something more than mere
local traffic to support it. Once com-
pleted to Sault St. Marie, the people of
the States bordering on Lake Superior.
would see its importance as a winter out-
let for their pioducts, and a means of
rapid conveyance to the seaboard in sum-
mer, and would soon form a railway
connection with it. In winter it would,
without doubt, command a fair share of
the trade of the Western States, and, if
carried a little beyond Sault St. Marie,
to the open waters of Lake Superior, it
would be of very great advantage to that
portion of the Pacific Une which we were
now building between Thunder Bay and
Manitoba. Lake Superior was an open
sea which did not freeze, even in the bays,
until winter was far advanced, and navi-
gation would be not only practicable, but
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easy, over the 300 miles of open water
between the Sault Ste. Marie Branch and
the terminus of the Pacific Railroad
at Thunder Bay, all through the months
of November and December. This would
be of vast importance to the trade of the
North-West, for it would enable the har-
vests of Manitoba to be carried out in
the fall. The Sault St. Marie Branch
would thus have a traffic from our own
territories, and a traffic from the western
territories of the United States. It
would render unnecessary, for a long
time to come, the construction of the
main Pacific line through the wilderness
to the north of Lakes Huron and Su-
perior. The country could not at pres-
ent afford to bauild 700 miles of railway
through that unbroken wilderness. and
the true plan was, in the meantime, to
run a branch to Sault St. Marie, and
he migiht add that, in his belief, a
considerable part of this brandh
would, eventually, forn a portion
of the main Pacifie line - perhaps
half-way up Lake Huron, or,
even to the Mississagua River
it would, for the ground was better for
railway construction near the coast than
it was further inland. They should not
be deterred from this sebeme by the silly
cry that, in building a branch to Sault
Ste. Marie they were favouring United
States lines. People who raised such cries
should know that a railroad could not
live without traffic, and that if we could
secure any considerable share of the trade
of our neighbours, it would be highly
desirable to do so. Let the Sault Ste.
Marie branch be opened, and a stream of
traffic would pour over it during the
winter months, flooding the Canada Cen-
tral and the Occidental to their utmost
capacity of carriage, giving winter
freights also to the railroads of Ontario,
as soon as she shall have extended some
of her lines to the Nipissing region. But
what could be gained by making a
branch merely to the Georgian Bay, or
by converting the French River into a
canal ? These would only be summer
routes, at best, and large vessels, once
loaded, woulI not leave the high water-
way to go up hill and unload at Lake
Nipissing, or even at the mouth of
French River, were the Georgian Bay
branch to stop there. These schemes
were delusive, and the best policy would
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be the bold one of running the branch all
the way to Sault Ste. Marie. He (Mr.
Dawson) was not opposed to the opening
up of the French River and constructing
a canal, by way of Lake Nipissing and
the Ottawa, but it was too vast a scheme
to enter into while we had the Pacific
Railroad with its branches on our hands.
There was really a fine country to develop
on Lake Huron. Among the hills of the
north coast there were valleys of unsur-
passed fertility, fast filling up with an
industrious population, and that too of
our own people from the older settlements.
The Island of Manitoulin was nearly
as large as the Island of Prince Edward,
and quite as fertile. There were other
large islands along the north shore, and
both islands and mainland were alike
eut off in winter. A branch to
Sault Ste. Marie would remedy this.
It would lead to the develop-
ment of mines, forests, fisheries
and agricultural lands in a region which,
with all its vast and varied natural re-
sour3es, its fine climate, its rapidly in-
creasing population and growing trade,
was, as yet, inaccessible in winter. By
running a branch to Sault Ste. Marie,
we would not only open up a most im-
portant section of country, not only
lengthen the period during which comt-
munication could be kept up with the
iNorth-West Territories, over Canadian
waters and Canadian railways, but se-
cure a large share of a foreign traffic
while we created a very important local
traffic. He observed that the Chief En-
gineer had suggested that the grant of
$800,000 for the Georgian Bay Branch
should be expended in making what lie
called a " territorial road " from the east
end of Lake Nipissing westward along
the line of the Pacific Railway. The
Chief Engineer had a hobby about terri-
torial roads, and he (Mr. Dawson)
feared rather an expensive and impracti-
cable hobby. In this case, if the line of
the Pacifie Railway were to be adopted, it
would have, in the first place, to be locat-
ed, and at the rate which the location sur-
veys have hitherto cost, the $800,000
would not go very far in that work.
Not to speak of' the territorial road, it
certainly would not suffice to locate 600
miles in such a manner as to make the
ine available for a railway track in the

future. But, admitting that the terri-

torial road were made, it certainly would
not, of itself, draw settlement from its
natural course along the lakes and lines
of water communication, and, unless
large sums were annually spent in keep-
ing it open, it would, in a few years, be
covered with a dense forest. Experience
had shown that q road made through the
woods, and so left, was immediately taken
possession of by young trees, and so
densely did they grow that the roadway
soon became the most impenetrable part
of the forest. TI.e fact was that terri-
torial roads through a wild region could
not be made in such a way as to be of
use. The idea was chimerical, although
not quite original, and it would be much
better to expend the amount on the line
for which it was intended, extending it,
as circumstances would permit, to Sault
Ste. Marie.

MR. McLENNAN said they all re-
membered the proposition that was
made by the Government soon after Con-
federation, to construct a railway across
the continent to the Pacifie Ocean, uxpon
the basis of a subsidy of money, and of
public lands for settlement. They re-
membered that when that project was
framed, which would probably have met
with the requirements of capitalists and
provided for the construction of the road,
the hostility of a faction in this country
prevented thatconsummation. Hehadbeen
amazed to hear from the hon. the leader
of the Opposition and his friends, all the
old groind-out arguments about the
utilisation of water-stretches, and that
this system was enlarged by the col-
leagues of the hon. the leader of the
Opposition, to include the great lakes.
When that project was presented,
it was not a project for connecting the
great lakes ; it was a project for connect-
ing lakes in the interior, that had a be-
ginning and an end, but led to nowhere.
After some years' trial of that system,
the late Government came back to the
necessity of providing for the construction
of the road by the use of the publie lands
and by such money grants as would cover
their cost. What he wished to impress
upon the Government was that they
should try to get back to that principle
in the future, because he maintained that
there was, and would be, perpetual diffi-
culty in the Government constructing
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and working the railway, and that, if it niai source oC wealth to the coun-
was possible, the Government should rid try. The value of these 100,000,000
themselves, by a very liberal contribution acres of land had formed the
of public money, of an incubus of anxiety, subject of very exhaustive discus-
trouble and difficulty, of which, they sion these lands might have a
could, perhaps, have no comprehension at value of $1, or $5, or $10 an acre, but
the outset. The questions which had bad no value at ail until they were
come up already in connection with the settled. What had been done in similar
Intercolonial, were a very small epitome cases in the United States? TheIllinois
of the difficulties to which they would be Central Railway was built by a system of
subjected in undertaking to build this that kind, of very large grants of land.
railway and run it. Another That land was sold, at first, Lt a Verv
feature that ho should like to impress small price, $1 an acre it gradually rose
upon the Government was, the question to $10 an acre, and to-day the lands et
of the line to be adopted. He had heard that corpany were worth $20 an acre.
it stated with great confidence from the There was no reason vhy a similar resuit
other side that the true policy for this should not happen in the North-West,
country vas to find the most direct line but these lands would never be worth
across the continent. He hoped the anything unless people settled ou ther.
time would come when we should have At present, the state of affairs in Europe
a great trade developed across the con- was favourable to immigration, and, by
tinent, that would make it important for giviag the necessary information, in a
us to cross the continent ; but, in the coacise form, of the position, the re-
neantime, the most important matter and sources, and the possibilities of this

the true policy of the Government was c aad by using intelligent agents
to assist the construction of the railway to scatter that information in Europe,
in that fertile land, Nwhere it wouldfiad the saine class of people who had settled
some sustenance. It would be impossible on the waste lands in the United States,
to, carry cn satisfactorily the next stage these people from the Northern countries
of the railway mithout considering th of Europe that were of such great ad-
vhole question sn relation to the vantage to the ountry, hat fu-

settvement af the country. In this nished the population fro which we
connection the question of population had sprun ourselves, would be
came up) very cogently, and bie did induced to settle in this country. Otir
not think it had been sufficiently ancestors in the ftens of Northern Europe,
considered. Inc discussing this ques- those Angles and Saxons from whom the
tion, ho feared they were too largely British original stock was develped,
influtenced by the circumstances of the was considered of very litt e acct nt,
peoTple that were more immediately under just as litte as that great North-West
their notice. They had been told that now was, but the possibilities of a vat
there were a great many labourers out of and powerful people were there. a.
employment, and, for that reason, it possibilities were here if we would but
would be unwise te encourage immigra- use them. What lie meant to suggest
tien. Did any gentleman consider for a was that, in carrying on this railway Pro-
moment the value of people te a country? jet, it was a matter of se iuc le s CER-
llow were we going te get on in this sequence that we should get direct i
country without a vast number of people across the country than that re
eut of ail computation beyond the pre- should follow those lands of
sent population, or how were 4,000,000 the country that were capable of
people even going te turn to account the settlement, and that the extension OF
great stretchi of country upon our bauds? our railway line by two or three und red
There were, indeed, some idle people in miles, in order to follow the direction tf
the . country, but they did nt help us. those ands, would be a wise thing; and
What we wanted was a people who would if, at soe future day, the dtaVelOpgeet
be of some use te us, who would settie of trade across the continent reached
this great fertile country towards the and connected with the Eastern hei-
North-West who ntould build ne rail- sphere by the Pacifi Ocea, it would be
ways as they wcnt, and be a peren- a ruch wiser thing than t construct tue
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shorter and more direct line; but, in the grain or packages of goods sent by the
meantime, the true policy of this Gov- Americans through this Canadian route.
ernment would be to follow the fertile The fact was, that the Canadian
belt, and carry on the construction of the route had to depend upon the
railway in the section of country where Canadian people, and that the measure
it would sustain itself. Ia con- of traffic by it was the power and re-
nection with these resolutions, they sources of Canada in capital and enter-
had the report of the Chief Engineer prise to buy and move it. Before
of the Canadian Pacific Railway, which they would be able to acconiplisl any
was a very instructive report. Some al- material resuit in carrying out the en-
lasion was miade in it to the develop- terprise under consideration, they must
ment of the means of transportation receive a vast accession of people from
from the country. In connection with across the Atanti. iNo cou ntry wa-
this, he miglit refer to the report from the ubetter abe o assist them in that respect
Canal Commission, issued in 1870 b than Great Britain. e thought l e
the Government of this country; and saw in these resolutions the germ of a
fhe changes that took place in the system that le imagined coust ulti-
methods of transportation, from that time mately become the system of the British
to this, were verv instructive. The Empire, in which the parent country
report of the Commission stated that would be the partner of Canada in the
the route of the St. Lawrence, with the carrying of it out for the financial and
improved navigation, was the one that industrial development of the whole
must necessarily be adopted as the Empire. Thus, England would take ber
great carrying route of this continent, part with Canada in extending trade
and figures were quoted to show that, and settlement across this continent,
whereas wheat would be carried from through the fertile region about which
the western side of Lake Michigan for they knew so little, but of lwhich they
about 10c. a bushel less by the St. knew enough to believe that it was a
Lawrence than it could be by New York. country of vast resources and possibili-
to-day, wheat was carried to New York ties. If it were true that they wer-
for about 10e. per bushel. That was one with British Colunbia-that thev
supposed, only seven or eight years ago, were all citizens of one country-ie
to be the difference we had in favour of believed that the Provinces on this side
the St. Lawrence. That was lie of the Rocky Mountains would consider
effect which resulted from the that the interests of ail, on both aides,
development of a carrying sys- were identical. He hoped, then, that
tem completed and made cheaper British Columbia wouid not ask them to
by the construction • of railways. undertake the impossible, or make en-
The figures that were stated gagements of an impractical or absurd
at that time, were altogether lost to-day. nature in obedience to sectionai interests.

They were left far behind, and the mixed It would be as unwise for one section as
route by water-stretches, which had been for the others to rush prematurely upon
taken up and abandoned, was out of the an expenditure of money on any por-
question. He was rather surprised to ton of that road that would not Vro-
hear repeated, after it had been bam- duce satisfactory resuits. He thought
nered out so much to the merest chaff, re highly of the patriotism of Br-
the statement that they had been legis- tish Columbia than to suppose that they
lating against Great-Britain, and in the had made a bargain by which the air
interest of the United States. He Provinces were bound band and foot
thougLht that every rau in this country Vospenda certain sum on theother
muat have come to the conclusion that ide of the continent on sonething that
they must adopt a system for themselves, miglt produce no resuit. He hoped
with regard to the carrying trade with that the people generally would develop
the Western States, when they had in a patriotic interest iu the whole coun-
Canada the very best facilities, and a try, and that ail sections woud work
large margin in favour of this rueTlre as an saon whe the route. together for the interest of thie country,
There never was a season when he could and that ail their interests would be

oV couint upon bis ingerw the cargoes of oHe. Ho regretted very nuch that
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these resolutions had been brought down
at so late a period. le thought the
whole niatter was of so much im-
portance that it required the ear-
nest consideration of the flouse.
The resolutions were suggestive, and
necessarily a little indefinite in
terns; but he saw no serious objection
to the scheme proposed, if they had con-
fidence in the Government. He be-
lieved, however, the Government was
assuming a very great responsibility in
undertaking to deal with 100,000,000
acres, and, possibly, constructing 12.5
miles of railway on the other side of the
continent. He was not afraid, however,
to leave that responsibility in their
hands. But, in placing 100,000,000
acres in the hands of any Commission,
the conditions and relations of that Coin-
mission in any connection that might be
formed with Great Britain, were mat-
ters that should be very carefully consid-
ered ; and the whole question of the set-
tlement and development of the country
should be carefully guarded, no separate
feature of the undertaking being consid-
ered simply by itself, but the policy of
the country considered as a whole, and
well considered.

Mi. MILLS said he protested against
the introduction of so important a sub-
ject in the closing days of the Session.
The Government might, by the introduc-
tion of this subject at the last moment,
prevent discussion in the House, and the
proper consideration of one of the most
important subjects ever submitted to it;
but they would not be able to prevent its
discussion in the country; and hon. gen-
tlemen supporting the Ministry, who
undertook to throw off discussion, would
find some difficulty in defending, before
the country, the propositions the Minis-
ter of Public Works had submitted. fie
(Mr. Mills) dissented from them. He
did not believe, in the first place, that the
hon. gentleman had much chance of suc-
cess; but, if lie were to succeed, the in-
jury to the country would be infinitely
greater than if ho should fail. If he
could secure the cooperation of the
British Government in the obtainment of
a loan by the Canadian Government, he
(Mr. Mills) had no doubt that they would
spend an amount of money in unprofit-
able undertakings that the resources of
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this country would render it impossible
to meet. The present scheme was not
likely to succeed any better than the
previous scheme of the hon. gentlemen
opposite. This country was not ableto
construct a railway across the continent,
and the sooner they honestly admitted
their inability in the matter, the better
for all classes. It was not fair, then, to
hold out hopes of the very early comple-
tion of this undertaking. How was the
country committed to those propositions?
The hon. gentleman opposite agreed, on
the union with British Columbia, to con-
ditions utterly incapable of filfilment,
including the construction of the railway
in ten years. The hon. gentleman knew
well that he agreed that this road shonld
be constructed in ten years, and he had
no doubt the hon. gentleman introduced
these'resolutions at the close of the Ses-
sion, in order to avoid a full considera-
tion of the question. He believed the
intention was to choke off discussion and
to prevent that full consideration which
the importance of the question demand-
ed. The hon. gentleman had submitted
series of a resolutions ill-considered, ill-
digested, contradictory, and incompatible
with the policy submitted to this House,
and lie now asked the House to lend its
sanction to them. The hon. gentleman
spoke about this being a great Imperial
highway. Did the hon. gentleman 'be-
lieve that any railway ever constructed
across this continent would ever be a line
by which Asiatic commerce could
pass? If he compared the Asiatie
traffic on American railways, with
that through the Suez Canal, he would
see it was the merest bagatelle.
There was no Asiatic traffie - there
were no articles of commerce from Asia
that were likely to find their way dver
this railway. The only traffic we could
ever make for a railway was that which
arose from its immediate vicinity along
both sides. The hon. gentleman expect-
ed to get aid from the British Govern-
ment. Had he any pledge that he would
get it 1 He had admitted that he 'bad
not. The hon. gentleman had introduced
this scheme in order to place at the 'dis-
posal of the Government some gigAntic
piece of patronage rather than with 'the
object of promoting the welfare of -the
country. The hon. the Minister of Agti-
culture told this House, a few evenings
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ago, that the Government did not intend
toencourage the immigration of the manu-
factaring classes of Great Britain, but
their object was to bring out agricuitur-
ists. And now the hon. gentleman told
them that the people of England were in
distiess but who were those that were
suffering? It was the manufacturing
classes that were thrown out of employ.
ment, and not the agriculturists. But
it was not the nanufacturing classes the
hon gentleman wanted, but the agricul-
turists. Did the hon. gentleman expect
to get a population here for whom, lie
admitted, lie could find no employment,
and who, from their previous habit,
would be ill qualified, indeed, to perform
the work required of them if they were
to undertake to rough it in the North-
West Territories? The hon. gentleman
alluded to the views of Lord Derby, but
Lord Derby was at this time connected
with neither party. Wby did the hon.
gentleman not allude to the speech of the
Chancellor of the Exchequer ? He knew
well that the Chancellor of the Exchequer
had recently announced that it would
not be wise for the English Government
to encourage emigration from the country.
He did not desire to denude the country
of its population and increase wages.
The Minister of Finance in England had
announced, in the most explicit manner,
his entire opposition to the policy of
the hon. gentlemen here, for which, they
were told, to-night, it was possible to get
the support of the Imperial Government.
The hon. gentlemen proposed to lock up
1,00,000,000 acres of land. According to
their scheme, the First Minister would
be in the position of Othello-his occu-
pation would be gone. He proposed that
a Commissioner should do the most im-
portant portion of his work. The hon.
gentleman proposed in these resolutions
nothing less than a vote of want of con-
fidence in his leader. He had
also intimated that the English capitalists
would have no confidence in the admin-
istration of the public lands by the hon.
gentleman at the head of the Govern-
maent. Was not the hon. gentleman as
compeent to manage lands as the Com-
missioners would bel What was the
necessity of Commissioners for this pur-
pose? He (Mr. Mills) admitted that
the publie lands could be made an im-
portant auxiliary in the construction of

railways, but it ought to be laid down,
as a fundamental principle, that no land
should be applied to aid in a construc-
tion of a road that would not be improved
in value, and rendered accessible to the
people, by the construction of that road.
Last winter, lie had a discussion with
many parties when the late Government
introduced a Colonisation Bill, offering
to deposit money as a guarantee that
roads would be built in various directions.
He thought it important to the publie
that these roads should be built, but he
always said to everyone -%ho asked if they
would give them lands elsewhere than
along the lines, that lie would never give
his assent to a proposition of that sort.
The building of a Pacific Railway would
render lands valuable for a few miles on
each side, but not those a considerable
distance away. A ycar or two ago the
Government told the people going into
the North-West country that they might
settle on lands, devoted to railway pur-
poses, for one dollar per acre, and that
they would be asked to pay nothing more
until an arrangement was made with the
railway company for the construction of
this line. In that way, the settlement
was not impeded. Persons could go in
any part of the country they liked; they
could go where the railway was projected,
with the understanding that, when the
land came to be sold for railway purposes,
they would be called upon to pay an
amount that might be fixed upon be-
tween the Government and the company.
But to devote lands to railway purposes,
where they were not made valuable by
the railway, was simply to misapplyepub-
lic lands. If lands were fit for settle-
ment, they would require railways to go
to them. If the Pacific Railway did not
go there, other railways would. A more
unwise course could not be adopted than
to devote lands te the construction of a
Pacific Railway, which would not be
benefitted by it. They might be neces-
sary to assist in building other railways
which would render these lands accessible
for settlement. He would say further,
that Mr. Fleming some years ago esti-
mated that the interest on the money re-
quired for the construction of the railway,
for many years to core, and
the cost of working the road,
would amount to $14,000,000 a
year. Looking at the progress
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of settlenent, looking at the time within formation that had been collected, pointed
which a reasonable portion of the North- in the one direction, and lie was not pre-
West country could be settled if the road pared to support a series of resolutions
was completed within twenty years, it censuxing the late Administration, and
must be admitted that a large portion of putting an indefinite power at the dis-
the cost of construction and of working posai of the present Government. He
must fali on the Public Treasury. Bear- therefore entered ha protest against the
ing tliat in mid, lie held the resources production of resolutions involving a ques-
of this country were wholy inadequate tion of suci magnitude to the country at
te undertake so gigantic an enterprise as this period of the Session. le entered
the lon. gentleman lad submitted to the rl eis protest against t h sumission of a
House. This country was committed to series of propositions which tended te de-
the construction of a road a, fast as the prive this flouse of its own conscience,
existing rate of taxation would place and convert it into a simple registering
moneys at the disposai of tc Goverment prbody of the intentions of te Adminis-
for that purpose. Ail the terms ofagree- tration, when those intentions were ot
ment made with Lord Carnarvon were not even known to the House, and if they
contingent on the ability of the country were to believe wlat the hon. gentleman
to furnish the necessary funds at the ex- had stated, tliev were not known io the
isting rate of taxation. He affirmed that members of the Administration them-
these resolutions proposed hopelessly to selves. He was anxieus that the fouse
involve this country, and would render it should not rush forward in tbis way, and
incapable of meeting its engagements, lie was not disposed to incur obligations,
putting it, in fact, in the position of a the mischievous nature of which no
bankrupt. There could be no doubt that member now in this fouse would live to
the only solution of the difficulties in sec the end of. He opposed the scieme
which it was proposed to plunge the submitted bf tle Hon. the Minister of
country would be a change in our exist- Public Works as one detrinental to the
ing political relations. He was anxious public interesis, as crippling the resources
that this country shold remain master of this country and as scriously interfer-
of its ovin destiny, and he said that the ing wîth its future prosperity and wel-
Government had now submitted wa the fare.

hhouse a scheme tat took away lier free-
dom. The hon. gentleman proposed, here, mA. b oSTo R said ihese resolutioens
that ihey should give hîm permission to proposed te place at ti disposai of the
construet 125 miles of railway in B3ritish Goverdent ail the minerai lands ii
Columbia, nobedy knew where ; the lion. British Columbia. There was no doubt
gentleman did net know himself. me that there was minerai wealth enougli
said the selection of the -route by Burrard that rovince to build ten Pacifie mai-
IlieAirýas premature ; lie proposed. f uriler ways. Lt was well known tlat Brish
surveys, and admitted that tbey could Columbia was the ony Province in the
Rot be completed this year. While the Dominion where gold could be obiained.
work was stil pending, lie asked a vote ui any quantity, and hence the terM
t allow liim te go on wiîh upon which that Province went into te
the construction of 125 miles of Union could n t le changed unlesfa
railway before Parliament met again. If royalty was paid. Notwithstanding, the
-his representation was correct, w iny fact that ite people of Britisy Colunbia
shoeuld e ask for a vote at al? The were willng to aid the Dominion ïn
hon. gentleman did not know where this every way te carry oui tus great na-
road was to be located; lie did not know tional enterprise, tley ad nt,
whether it as te ron north or souil, heretofore, been treated ah aio
east or west, where it was t begi or justiy. fe supposed mauy i bBis
where it was to end; and, until the hon. members expected that British
gentleman knew what ie wanted ai ail, Columbia would swallw these reslu-
and knew where lie was going te place tiens as a wole. Well, from the good
wlat lie wanted, ue was net in a position faibli expressed fty the hroverment, and
te ask this yoese for a dollar. Ail the tle nanly and straightforward niaiiuer
reports of tie engineers, and ail the in- in which tie Premier and tvt Minister Of

MR. MILLs.
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Public Works had dealt with the ques-
tion, lie had no doubt that they
would fulfil their pledges to the Ilouse,
and that British Columbia would accept
these resolutions. It was well known
that the present was the only Govern-
ment possessing the ability to frame
such resolutions as had been laid before
the House to-day, and the carrving out
of which would not cost one dollar to
the people. What would it cost the
people of Canada to put into operation
the proposition of the Government ?
Why, nerely 100,000,000 acres of land,
by the sale of which it was proposed
to throw into the Public Treasury
$200,000,000 to be utilised for the
purpose of building this railway ? The
land was now valued at the low
figure of $2 an acre, but, when
the railroad was commenced, it would
be worth at least $10 an acre.
Take the Union Pacific Railway for in-
stance-the land along that road which
was not one-twelfth as good land as that
in the vicinity of the Canadian road,
sold for $12 an acre. The people of
the Dominion were convinced that the
present Government would build the
railroad to their satisfaction. He was
surprised that the hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) was so little ac-
quainted with the circumstances of the
case, and had such a limited knowledge
of the Statutes bearing upon the admis-
sion of British Columbia into the Con-
federation, as to say that there was

enothing in the Carnarvon Award to
guarantee assistance from Great iBritain.
le read for his information-and he re-
gtetted that, owing to the hon. gentle-
man's want of information on the sub-
ject, he should have taken so much of
the time of the House in doing
so-the resolutions which were agreed
to eat the time of the Union. Yet.
notwithstanding that, the hon. mem-
ber for Bothwell stated that Great
Britain had not given tbem any assist-
ance. Why had the Mother Country
given Canada the voice of one of her
ablest statesmen, who offered, if the
Government of the day would accept his
proposition, to obtain that money from
England? So much for the statement of
the hon. member for Bothwell in refer-
enee to British statesmen not being will-
ing to assist in the construction of the

Pacific Railroad. Then the hon. gentle-
man (Mr. Mills) said that the only traffic
on that road which would pay would be
the local traffic. He (Mr. Bunster)
thought that was completely refuted to-
day, to the satisfaction of every candid-
minded member in the House, by the
fact that the distance by this road to the
Pacifie Ocean would be so mucih shorter
than by other roads that it would com-
mand the carrying trade of the world
across the continent. The distance in
favour of the Canadian road was 1,169
miles. This was well-known to the right
hon. gentleman the present leader of the
Government for years, and lie was work-
ing out the problem successfully, when
the late Government tried to grapple
with the question, and, by their misrepre-
sentations and bungling, the work was
thrown back so much that it would take
twenty years to regain what had been
lost by their mnaladministration. Hence,
the widespread dissatisfaction in the
Province of British Columbia against the
late Government. Thi lie stated fear-
less of anyone being able, successfully, to
controvert his statement. That Province
abounded in mineral wealth, which had
been locked up for years for this Domin-
ion. And that fact alone kept a great many
settlers from going into the Province.
for they were told, when asking for the
land, that it lad been reserved for the
Dominion Government as a recompense,
or in lieu of building the Pacifie Rail-
road. That land would have been
opened out for settlement long ago,
but that the people of British
Columbia felt that the present Govern-
ment would return to power and build
the railway. Therefore, the land was
still reserved in good faith for Canada.
But had Canada kept good faith with
British Columbia ? Not by any means.
One gentleman had made use of this lan-
guage : "Until these surveys are thor-
oughly completed, and until we find a less
impracticable route through that inhospi-
table country-that sea of mountains-
it is folly to talk of commencing the
work of construction." The naine of
this gentleman was Blake, and lie was
called Aurora, a gentleman in whom the
people, i» bis own constituency, had so
little confidence, that they thought the
interests of the country would not suffer
by bis absence from this House. And
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in this way the people of Canada would
roar at any representative who worked
against such a national enterprise
just the same as they roared against the
late Government for their treatment of
the Province of British Columbia.
The hon. member for Lambton (Mr.
Mackenzie) was pleased to say it would
not be a matter of great regret even if
that Province were to be let go. It was
for making such expressions as these
that the people of this country had lost
confidence in him, and that the British
Government had, to a certain extent,
lost confidence in the great national
enterprise, and it -vas in uhat way that
Canada had lost the great interest which
Great Britain would have taken if the
scheme had len proceeded with in the
manner first proposed by the Government
of which the right hon.memberforVictoria
(Sir John A. Macdonald) was the head.
The hon. member for Lambton ha<Lasked
upon what consideration the hon. the
Premier was eleçted for Victoria. He
(Mr. Bunster) could give him th-, infor-
mation. He (Sir John A. Macdonald) sent
him a telegram as his friend in Victoria,
which arrived at one o'clock p.m., and at
seven o'clock one of the largest gather-
ings that ever convened together in the
Province of British Columbia unani-
mously decided that the right hon. gen-
tleman should be one of their agents in
this Parliament. Could the hon. mem-
ber for Lambton be elected to repre-
sent any constituency in British Colum-
bia ? No. .Many persons were now
gýoing from Ontario to British Columbia,
and he had not the least doubt that soon
the hon. gentleman would have no con-
stitùents left even in Lambton, and that
lie would not be able to get into this
House. He (Mr. Bunster) thought it
would not be much to regret. These
resolutions had been a long time in being
brought down to the 'House, and the
only reason he could see for the delay
was to be found in the fact that they
had been carefully prepared in the inter-
est of the country. He believed that
they would commend themselves to
British statesmen when they were
placed upon the British market to ob-
tain the money required, notwithstanding
the efforts of the Grand Trunk Railway
company. What had the late Govern-
ment, who were under the influence of

MR. BUNSTER.

that company, done for the country ?
They ran the country into debt, though
when they assumed office there was a
surplus in the Treasury. When the late
Administration succeeded to the reins of
Government the people were confident
that, with the surplus in the Treasury at
the time, they would be well able to
build the Canadian Pacifie Railway, but,
through the enlargement of canals, build-
ing iocks and other useless works in On-
tario, that surplus had been squandered.
The surveys made in British Columbia
had, to a great extent, been unsatisfacto-
ry, except those made under the immediate
supervision of Mr. Marcus Smith. He
was sorry to see that reports in con-
nection with that work had not come
before this House as frequently as
they should have done. It had
been well said that some reports had
been suppressed in order to keep capital-
ists from going into the Province. The
policy of the late Government had creat-
ed a goQd deal of disappointment and dis-
content in the Province of British
Columbia, and neither the British Gov-
ernment nor the people of this country
could have blamed the people of that
Province if they had seceded, as they hal
a right to do, under the Carnarvon
terms. It was only through the confi-
dence they had in the present Govern-
ment that the Province was still in
the Union. What would Canada be
to-day without British Columbia ?
The instructions sent to British Co-
lumbia by Mr. -Mackenzie's agent,
looked to him a great deal like
driving the people of British Columbia
into annexation with the United States.
Notwithstanding the abuse that British
Columbia had received, she still lived,
but the hon. gentleman still went on to
abuse British Columbia. He thought he
might have left off abusing that colony
after the chastisement he received at the
polls. The members for British Colum-
bia were supporting a Government that
he believed would carry out its pledges.
He thought the attack of the hon. mem-
ber was verv uncalled for. He
himself had nevtr intruded himself upon
the House any further than the interest
of his Province demanded. It was a
well-known fact that, had it not been for
the late Government, this scheme would
have been carried out. The manner ia
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which British Columbia had been treated
had caused her to lose a good deal of con-
fidence in the words of British statesmen.
He trusted, however, that the manner in
which the present Government would
carry out their pledges would tend to
restore that confidence.

MR. IUNTINGTON said, in refer-
ence to this subject, that, from the man-
ner in which the hon. gentleman repre-
senting that Province spoke of this
undertaking, one feared that the English
language used in that Province was not
precisely understood as they used it in
the eastern portion of Canada. The Pro-
vince of British Columbia was a small
Province. Did the hon. gentleman claim
it was equal to Ontario?

MR. BUNSTER : Yes.

MR. HUNTINGTON said there were
other Provinces besides British Colum-
bia whose interests had to be consulted,
and-there were other interests to be con-
sidered besides the Pacific Railroad.
In consequence of this, they could not
tamely take the advice he had just given
them. The hon. gentleman sneered at
their railways, sneered at their public
improvements, and said that, in spending
money upon these, they were wasting
money which ought to be devoted to the
construction of the Pacific Railroad. He
(Mr. Huntington) maintained that there
was no bargain to construct the road-
they were not compelled to iftcrease their
bardens for the construction of the road.
le would ask every man in the House,
and every man of common sense in the
coûñtry, if the Pacifie Railway were
built to-day, and were in the sane run-
ning order as the Intercolonial, what
woxld be their means of keeping it run-
ning 1 They must have something out-
side of buncombe speeches and glowing
sophismas. It was about time the House
and the country told the people of British
Columbia the ternis upon which they
entered the Confederation. He could
conceive of nothing more childish or ab-
surd-nothing showing how little their
friends from British Columbia had
studied the affairs of the Dominion,
than the speech of the hon. gentle-
man who iad just told them
that the hon. member for Lambton
was defeated because he did not meet

the views of the British Columbia peo-
ple in regard to the railroad. The hon.
leader of the Goverrnment was not defeated
on account of his Pacifie Railway policy,
but because the accidents of political
life placed him where le was. Let the
hon. gentlemat (Mr. Bunster), let them
all understand where they were. Let
them begin to deal with this question
as a serious question which affected the
finances of the country, and which
they would bave to discuss in years to
come. Let them remember that the peo-
ple of Canada were not going to submit
to build the Pacifie Railway to the ruin
of all other interests. The lion. gentle-
man told them that, if the hon. member
for Lambton had remained in power,
British Columbia would have gone out
of the Union. British Columbia could
not have gone out of her own accord.
She was a part of the Dominion, and a
part of the Empire. The hon. gentleman
had stated that they had wasted five
years in regard to this work, when he
knew they had been doing everything to
acquire information for the building of
the road. Then British Columbia
questions had given occasion for
more careful, painstaking thought
and discussion than almost any other
questions in this House. Let not the
hon. gentlemen lay the flattering unction
to their souls that this House or this
country, whether led by the hon. mem-
ber for Lambton or the right bon. gentle-
man opposite, was going to push them into
the perils of bankruptcy for the purpose
of securing the object of hon. gentlemen
coming from that Province. Several
hon. gentlemen had spoken of the Union
Pacific Railway and the Central Pacifie
Railway as evidences of what might be
done. Now, in relation to this, it was
well known that a certain number of men,
when the United States were in the
throes of civil war, and when it was of
national importance that they should
have communication across the Rocky
Mountains, took hold of the work.
The hon. gentleman said that they would
have carried out their scheme had it not
been for the partisanship, or the desire to
get on the Treasury benches, displayed
by the hon. member for Lambton and
his friends. He remembered when the
hon. gentleman was not so thoroughly a
party men as he was now. He believed
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the gentleman, and his friends from Brit-
ish Columbia had done, perhaps, some
discredit and harm to the cause they
represented by being so inclined to look
with jealous eyes on everything that was
done by those whom they came here to
oppose. Had the hon. gentleman con-
sidered this question in a judicial char-
acter, rather than made it an opportun-
ity of parading his glorification of one
party, and his denunciation of the other,
he -might have addressed himself more
keenly and with greater prospects of
success to the hearts of the people of this
country. The hon. gentleman told them
that the party of which the hon. member
for Lambton was leader had caused the
arrangements, which might otherwise
have carried, to break down, and
the Prime Minister had said that
the Liberal party, in 1873, had
exercised every means possible to
destroy British confidence. le did
not think the hon. gentleman could
mention a single particular in which an
attempt was made to prevent British
capitalists investing in that scheme if
they proposed to do so. He did not be-
lieve that there was the remotest chance
of their doing so. He believed that the
circumstances which attended the initia-
tion of that scheme were an embar-
rassment to it, as he believed that, if the
hon. gentleman went to England to-day
with bis present scheme, the history
of the Pacific Railway transaction would
prove ruinous to it. Did the hon. gen-
tleman expect the English capitalists
tio jump on their desks and cry " hurrah"
when they saw bis emissaries. They
would ask, Are these the gentlemen who
signed the charter in 1873 for funds to
be used in the elections ? The hon. gen-
tleman would not find himself a gainer
by the memory or reminiscences of days
gone by. When the right hon. gentle-
man eame into power, the hon.
member for Vancouver (Mr. Bunster)
stated he came in on the Pacific
Railway question, whereas the fact was
he came into power on the desire of the
people to have a change in the fiscal con-
dition of the affairs of the country. There
was no lack of this Pacific Railway
matter in any of the constituencies in
which discussion took place with regard
to public affairs, but the first thing
the right hon. gentleman did when he

MR. HUNTINGTON.

got elected was to spring upon a platform
in Quebec ani declare that the people
had condoned the offence. He (Mr.
Huntingtou) did not think the British
Government and people would condone
the offence. The people of this country
bad condemned and never approved of
it, and his restoration to power had no
connection with that matter. He had
assumed power, and, in surrounding him-
self with bis old colleagues, ho had shown
the disposition which was alluded to by
the bon. member for Bothwell : " The
king bas come to bis own again, let us
take up the bones of Cromwell and dis-
honour them." These men had given
them no earnest that these vast interests
which they were now about to take,
would be put into sound hands. There
was ne evidence that there would be a
fair and j ust administration, no reason to
suppose that corruption would not again
run rampant in the bands of men who
had done wrong for many years, and
be warned the hon. gentleman that Le
had taken up a scheme which would not
benefit himself, and might bring ruin on
the country in the future.

MR. WHITE (Cardwell) said the hon.
gentleman who had just taken bis seat
had evidently been waiting for a good
while for an opportunity of recounting
to this House some of the exploits on
which he prided himself in the past. His
speech, in the first instance addressed to
the hon. member for Vancouver (Mr.
Bunster) rather than to this Flouse, was
evidently intended to lead back to the
revival of the old story of the Pacifie
scandal. Those who remembered the cir-
cumstances which existed at the time that
the hon. ,gentleman had ventured to
move his resolution in this House-those
who remembered what there was behind
that resolution, and the reason for plac-
ing it in the bands of a member in the
back benches instead of one on the front
benches, would probably appreciate the
title the hon. member for Shefford (Mr.
Huntington) had to lecture hon. gentle-
men on the Government side of House
every time he rose. le talked of
the First Minister going to iEng-
land and being met by the recollec-
tions of the Pacific scandal, being
asked whether he was Prime Min-
ister at the time of that Paci-
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fic Scandal He (Mr. White) could a kindly word of their country. When
tell the hon. gentleman that the First the scheme was brought down in 1872,
Minister could go to England, and that they decried this country in order that
he (Mr. Huntington) dared not. If the they might have a tenporary political
Prime Minister went to England, he triumph ; they warned the financial men
would go there as a man villified at the of England against investing a single
instance of that hon. gentleman, on the dollar in an enterprise of this kind ; and
motion of that hon. gentleman, who, here to-day they had the same story re-
when the Commission was appointed to peated over again, the same warning to
try, was too cowardly to present himself the people of England, who were to be
for examination. He would further tell invited to assist in this great Imperial
the hon. gentleman that, if lie would go enterprise. What was the position i
to England, he would find there persons which we at present stood in
most anxious to meet him, to settle ac- 1 relation to these North - West Ter-
counts with him, and ascertain what had ritories Judging by the speeches
become of the money of which lie had of lon. gentlemen opposite, one would
robbed them. It ill became the hon. imagine that this building of the Pacifie
member for Shefford (Mr. Huntington) Railway was to be a burden for ail time
to lecture hon. gentlemen in this House upon the 4,000,000 of people who now
as he had done on every occasion on inhabited thc Dominion, upon thc re-
which lie had risen to address the sources of this countr as they now ex-
House, and lie (Mr. White) could tell isted. If we ]ooked at our friends on the
hlm that, until le c]eaned is ownhands other side of the yne, at the enormous
until hie laid succeeded in wiping out the devlopment of settilement that had taken
infamy which attaRhed to ais own name, place, tien we would realise how im-

e had better fot deal in invectives, as lie portant it was for us, if we would have
Lad been so fond througiout this Session. any part w atever l the race of pro-
With these remarks lie would dismiss the gress on this continent, that we should
hion, gentleman from lhis further consid- follow their course. lin 18 , thirteen
eration. As to the erions question States, which wee now known as the
with whih they were dealing to- Western States, ad only a population of
night, 'what was the position in 'which about three-quarters of a million; at the
it stood? As the First Minister iast census, nearly ten years ago, these
pointed out, bot sides of tic therteen States ad a population of very

ihouse aditted that we must have this nearly thirteen millions, whi]e, during
railway, that this country was practically that time, la whoch that enormous d-
pledged. to the building of it, that it velopment and progress had taken place,
was in the interest of this couitry that over 30,000 miles of railway Lad been
the Pacific Railway shotld be bui t at constructed within those States. We
ti earliest possible moment, that the miglt well look forward to a great future
future of the country depended on its ifi ce could only be truc to ourselves.
completion, and that without it we hd, The Goverument Lad submîttcd a policy
in the North-West, onstead of an advan- which did not sek to burden Canada,
tage, a great burden to the country. but sougtht to dvlop that North-Wst
Bot sides of the ouse aving rdmytted country by means of lands there. The
this, they would imagine that, whcn the Goverment asked t power to permit
Government camne down and askecl the tiat North-West country to dcvelop it-
anthoritd of Parliament to adopt a self, and to bear not ony the cost o the
sele by which the road could Le bupt building of the ralway, b t to retairs it
out of the lands of the country, by tp Canada by its great resources, and the
-which, in fact the country itsclf w ghich enormous contributions, thrug CiLs-
wasý to be principally benefitted would itoms ducs, of the millions of people who
Le eharged with the expense of building would sette there, a people whoi they
it, this scheme would have met witi the 1cold not over estimate. That was the
hearty concurrence and support of bot policy submitted, and lic believed that the
sides of the HouLise. It had not donc so, attacks whieh had been made upon it by
because those hon. gentlemen now, as in the Opposition wre due solely to the
thé past, must Le bribed by office to say fact that they reaised the truth that this
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policy was certain to be popular and
successful.

Ma. HUNTINGTON said lie desired
to say-

Several HoN. MEMBERS: Order;
spoke.

MR. CARTWRIGHT moved the
adjournment of the House.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the hon. gentleman could not move the
adjourr-ment, as lie had already spoken.

MR. ROBERTSON (Shelburne) moved
the adjournment of the House.

dispute with the rightli hon. gentlemant,
who insulted him (Mr. Huntington)
grossly in this House, as lie would not,
perhaps, under ordinary cirzumstanees,
some altercation occurred, and the next
day but one, two and a-half years after
the action was instituted, Mr. White
made an affidavit in Court that the,
reason why he had not pleaded was that
the hon. gentleman's (Mr. Whise's) law-
yer had been in England ; and, upon that
statement of the reason for not having
pleaded, he hurled against him (Mr.
Huntington) ail the accusations hurled
against him before, which the Maie also
published. He was all right, and ail the

Mi. HTJNTINGTON said lie was lies of all the Tory newspapers could no

glad to see that he had evidently made bring him down till he had done wrong
a little impression on the right bon. gen He was stating the circumstances unde
tleman, since lie had caused bis hench- which the action was brought. Beforn
man to attack him (Mr. Huntington) in that time the people in the Old Country
this House in the same manner in which at whose instance it was brought agains
lie had slandered him through the col- hiu (Mr. Huntington>, had sent à
umns of bis newspaper since 1873. The representative to Canada, who ex
lion. gentleman's newspaper, in connec- anined the facts, after which a d0ec
tion with the Mail-he (Mr. Hunting- of settiement was passed withdraw
ton) would not say whether they were ing the actions, and saying they had
respectable newspapers or not-had, so been brought on false information
far as he was concerned, indulged in and every action agarnst him was with
baseless falsehoods for the last few years. drawn. Re (Mr. Huntington) did not
It never gave him any uneasiness, or af- think, after that, that there was any par.
fected bis position in this country, and, ticular hurry about pressing on this suit
except in the breast of some benighted that the hon. gentleman from Card
Tory, they never created the impression weII became, two and a-half years
they were telling the truth. The hon. afterwards, s0 cag-r to push ou, Lhougk
gentleman from Cardwell (Mr. White) nothavingpleadedallthistime. Somnrci,
commenced those falsehoods in 1874, and as regarded the flrst accusation, which was
filled his paper with them, though he a niserable falsebood, as the hon. gentie-
admitted the hon. gentleman could not man nust have known when be pablished
have known them himsqelf. He said that iL, as he had al the facts, which prove it
a suit was brouglit against hn (Mor. f-ase l bis (Mr. Whias ) possssion.
iuntington), and it was taken, only ie could do and say more were the sea

long after, and lie fllled bis newspaper of secrecyr removed from, bis lips.
with gross, wicked, and monstrous b gse- hWITE (Cardwell); The on.
Ioods against , in regard ao transac th
tions in Lower Canada, respect of the n are a
Pyrites Mining Company. re then sued pstels everything.
the lion. gentleman for datages, when bis Mit. hUNTINGTON said e was Card
(Mr. White's) advocate camne to ls the lion, gentleman must have known
(Mr. nuntington) and asked delay, that nothing could be more despicable,
as lie wanted to go Vo England more dishonest, or botter calculated te
for six weeks; the 'matter went show the demoralsation of his news
on for a tiie, and, flnally, ae was fore i paper tan that an attack on en shoule
closed froz peading. fie did not plead have been published without any circu-
Vo, this action, bis lawyers constantly stance of justification except the dedhira-
Making the excuse, "What is the uie h tion of a suit drawn by a lawyer. he
pleading the case is not going on ?" majority, however, believed the boea

nwo or three years afnerwards, on some sgentleman read falsehood every time he

MR. WHITE.

t

t
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read those stories. The right hon.
gentleman opposite was the man to start
those charges in this House.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALI): That
is not the case ; it is a fib.

MR. HUNTINGTON : The right lion.
gentleman did, and threatened me.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : That
is not the case.

MR. HUNTINGTON : The right hon.
gentleman did threaten me in the cele-
brated three-hour speech, when he held
up his hands.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : That
is not thb case.

MR. HIUNTINGTON said that the
hon. gentleman held up his hands-
at any rate, he could not deny
that. When the settlement was
made in Montreal with the representa-
tives of this company, they were anx-
ious that the action against the Gazette
should be withdrawn, because they did
not want more litigation. His own
attorney and the lawyer of the company
were authorised to consult with the
counsel on the other side, when they re-
ported they lad not seen Mr. White,
but only his attorney, who said he would
not care about humiliating him by
asking him to publish an apology, but
that they would be very glad to reach an
understanding and settlement, and allow
the matter to rest. He (Mr. Hunting-
ton) always regarded the thing in that
way He did not know how long it was
afterwards that the lion. gentleman (Mr.
White) plucked •up courage to file
an affidavit. The quarrel with the right
hon. gentleman had led to the re-state-
ment' of the old falsehoods, and that
thouih two and a-half years had super-
vened. HRe had read in the Mail and in
hostile papers published in Glasgow, ac-
counts of an action there with regard to
the Huntington Copper'Mining Company.
But he never had any demand from
them or heard of correspondence with
them-he meant the company to which
it was said he sold the property. He
never was served with a writ by them,
nor had the least reason to suppose they
were:going to sue him. Did the hon.
gentleman think lie dared not go to Eng-

122

land, having committed some crime
against widows and orphans ?

An HON. MEMBER : That is all.

MR. HUNTINGTON said lie dared
go to England any timue. The worst
that could happen to him would be
the service upon him of a writ in the
second suit that the hon. member for
Cardwell was so much interested in.
But what difference did it make whether
it was served there or here 1 He had
been represented by those slanderous
newspapers, the Gazette and Mail, whose
reporter in the gallery slandered him
(Mr. Huntington) daily, as having been
sued by this company, when all he
knew about it was what appeared
in the newspapers. He had something
more to say with regard to the second
suit. The hon. member for Cardwell
said lie (Mr. luntington) had bought
up the stock to influence them.
That was false ; he had never bought up
a dollar's worth of it ; he never voted or
had any influence in that stock. He
had never sold the Hluntington Copper
Mine to the company or people in Glas-
gow. He had submitted the whole case
to lawyers in this country, since the
newspapers had attacked him, and he had
received their opinion that, in the course
he had pursued, he was in no way
responsible for the formation of the com-
pany in Glasgow. He was not in the
country, and the hon. gentleman's story
was not correct. He had sold the pro-
perty six months before, his only rela-
tions with the company being those of a
director, which they had made
him. When about organising the
company, in the spring of 1872, they
wrote to him to know if he could per-
suade Sir Hugh Allan to act as one of
the directors. He then showed Sir
Hugh this request, and told him that the
parties in Scotland wanted him to act as
a director. He then told him (Mr.
Huntington)that there was this difficulty,
that the company, as* a copper mining
company, would command his confidence
at once, as he had seen the mines, but Le
did not know the chemical processto be
applied, and till he did, would not act ;
and he authorised him to telegraph that,
so far as he (Sir Hugh) knew anything cf
the mine, he would be happy to act as a
director, but would first require to know
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more about the chemical process. With- and some of his friends call him a states-
out his (Mr. Huntington's) knowledge, man, but, if he were out of this House,
they had made him a director. lHe had he would be a blackguard.
sat twice as a director in Glasgow, but
never had anything further to do with MiR. : SOCKBURN (West Nortlhum-
the company, and resigned shortly after. berland): Mr. Speaker, I ask you to rule
He had dared the hon. Premier to put whether the language of the hon. gente-
him out of the House if he thought him man is in order or not. I think it is dis-
unworthy of a seat in it. He had the graceful to this House.

opinion of able lawyers that he was in MR. KIRKPATRICK: I think it is
no way responsible for those transactions time this thing should be put a stop to.
of the company, as also the opinion of
that distinguished jurisconsult, Judge Mn. CART#IRIGHT: I would call
Day, that he (Mr. Huntington) had had your attention, Mr. Speaker, to the fact
nothing to do with the formation of the that the member for Cardwell, in my
company and no responsibility for it ; hearing, was good enough to describe my
and he would lay those opinions beside hon. friend beside me (Mr. Huntington)
the baseless slanders of the hon. member as a robber, and, unless my ears deceived
for Cardweil. The Eastern Townships me, the First Minister stated audibly to
mines had long engaged attention, and all us here that what my hon. friend said
the slanders upon him could be judged of was not true. Now, I regret very much
from the fact that, as to the first transac- my hon. friend, even under that provo-
tion, he had given his lands for the prices cation, should have gone as far as he did,
he paid himself, and that for all but, if ever a man had an excuse for his
his trouble he was only to have language, my hon. friend had it.
some stock, which he never got. The
hon. gentleman knew this undertaking MR. COCKBJRN: There can be no
was not a swindle ; tkat, so far as he excuse for the use of such language;
(Mr. Hantington) was concerned, there the term is the worst that can be used.
was a clause in the contract by which
he made himself not responsible for titles MR. SPEA-KER: I admit that, since
of any description, except such as he was a certain time, the language of some hon.
able to prove. And, as to the second members has not been parliamentary.
property, when he sold it, it was exam- Mn. HUNTINGTON : As far as 1med by experts fron the other side of
the water. He believed then, as now, am concerned, if I have transgressed any
that it was a good property, and that the parhamentary rule, I am willing to
present holders had made a vast mistake apologise, but I regret the hon. gentle-

in allowing themselves to be used by the man who called me to order had not

Tories, with the view to making party noticed cases still worse that occurred.

capital out of it. He believed that the
m M. MACKENZIE: The hon. iera-

min isel ws azod one. HeA
had never blamed Sir Hugh for
buying the hon. gentlemen opposite,
as he would buy any other comn-
modity for sale; and he (Mr. Hunting-
ton) supposed the hon. member for Card-
well also had his value. lie had no
doubt he knew it, and to-morrow his
paper would say it was all a lie.

ber for N, orithumberiand says tue wor
" blackguard," that was used by my
hon. friend, is the worst term that could
be used. Now, I ask the hon. gentle-
man whether that is worse than telling
an hon. gentleman that lie is a robber
and a swindler ? It seems to me even
worse than the other term.

AA i Mi. COCKBURN : The hon. memi-
An HloN. MEMBEIR: And so it is- ber replied to another hon. gentleman,

altogether without reference to the mem-
. ber for Cardwell. His remarks were

hon. gentleman says lie bas no doubt it is applied to another hon. gentleman, and
all a h1. I say that so applied they were unjusti-

Ma. HUNTINGTON : The hon. gen- fiable by all the parliamentary rules and
tieman is Prime Minister of this country, laws that obtain in this House.

Ma. HLUNTINGTON.
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MR. iMILLS: That is beside the
question.

MR. COCKBURN: It is exactly the
question.

MR. MACKENZIE: No; it is not
the question.

MR. HUNTINGTON said it was in
answer to the right hon. gentleman
charging him with falsehood that he
made the remark he did. He was sorry
to be the occasion of this trouble, but he
had committed a sin in the eyes of cer-
tain hon. gentlemen opposite, for which,
it appeared, lie was to be punished every
day of his life, and le was compelled to
protect himself against the slanders and
unfair treatment which he received from
the other side of the House. At the same
time he thanked God that lie could make
his voice heard in justification in this
House, and in this country, where lie
was born, where lie had never done an
act of which lie was ashamed, and where
the men with whom he had daily and
weekly intercourse, knew these foul
slanders were without foundation. He
was glad his character was sufficient to
stand the assaults of such mere poli-
ticians as the member for Cardwell.
That hon. gentleman had thought it
suited his political convenience to make
him this challenge, but the right hon.
leader of the Government had only to
shake bis finger and lie would talk in
an entirely different strain. The coun-
try would understand that these news-
papers and public hacks were only deal-
ing exactly as they were told to do by
the leader whom they came here to
serve. He (Mr. Huntington) presented
himself before this House and before this
country, as a man against whom-God
knew he had faults enough - there
were no faults of dishonesty. He stood
here as a victim of hatred, but he could
not be deterred from doing bis duty by
all the slanders and assaults made upon
him ever since the hon. gentleman fron
Cardwell changed bis mind as to the
fact that there had been a primâ facie
case made out against his leader.

MaL WHITE (Cardwell) said the
members of the House who had
bad the privilege of listening to
the member for Shefford last year, and

of contrasting the speech lie had then
delivered on this subject with the speech
lie had delivered to-night, would realise
that there was a marvellous change in
tone since that time. He could remem-
ber, last year, when the hon. member for
North Hastings (Mr. Bowell) brought this
matter up, the magnificent, the indignant
tones in which the hon. miember for
Shefford repudiated all guilt-in fact, all
intention of guilt in the premises, and
charged those who ventured to make any
insinuations against him with cowardice
and with every baseness. To-night those
who listened to the halting, doubting
speech of the hon. gentleman, and who
contrasted the tones with which he ad-
dressed the House, with the tones in
which lie usually addressed it, must have
come to the conclusion that he knew
there were facts in waiting for him, the
exposure of which lie had better not have
provoked. The hon. gentleman said that
le had sued a newspaper in Montreal for
libel, that that paper took two years be-
fore it pleaded, and since that time he
seemed to be under the impression that
for some reason or other that
suit was withdrawn. He (Mr. White)
could only say that, speaking for
that newspaper and for its proprietor,
who was to-day responsible for
it, if the hon. gentleman
would gratify Lim by bringing
this matter before twelve of bis peers
anywhere in this Dominion, lie would
undertake to prove every allegation made
against hin in the Gazette. The hon.
member .told them to-night that bis onlv
fault consisted in the fact that he had sold
some mines in the Eastern Townships.
He (Mr. White) proposed to state some
of the facts connected with those transac-
tions. There were two great mining
companies in-volved-there~ was the
Copper Pyrites Company and the Hunt-
ington Mining Company, the company
whieh was honoured by having the name
of the bon. gentleman attached to it. In
the case of the Copper Pyrites Company,
the charge which was made against the
hon. gentleman-the charge which stood
on record in the Courts against him
to-day-the charge which he might, if
he ad the courage to proceed with
the suit, disprove, if he was innocent-
that charge was: That, whereas he told
the people who put their money in thia
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scheme in Scotland that lie was simply
acting as agent, for which they paid him,
buying mining properties and giving
them to thei at the price which he paid
for them, he was in fact getting money
from the vendors as well, acting as a
commission merchant for both sides, and
taking wrongfully about $250,000, which
came into the pockets of himself and his
associates who were engaged with him in
the transaction, a proceeding of which
the people who bought the mines in
Scotland knew nothing whatever, but, on
the contrary, supposed that the money
had been paid to the original Canadian
proprietors.

MR. HUNTINGTON : At the time
these commissions were taken, there
were two or three of the directors in this
country who knew all about it.

MR. WHITE said that certainly was
no mitigation. The hon. gentleman had
stated that this company had passed re-
solutions exonerating him from all
blame in connection with the
matter. He (Mr. White) could remem-
ber, last year, when the hon. gentleman
stood near where the hon. the Finance
Minister now sat, the indignant tones
with which he flourished these resolu-
tions, but lie did not tell the House then
how much these resolutions had cost him.
He and his friends, finding themselves in
the position in which they were, obtained
control of the company by buying shares
at the reduced price to which they had
gone down, elected friendly directors, and
then withdrew the suits against them-
selves.

Mn. HUNTINGTON called attention
to tle fact tlfat a person who had a seat
on the floor of the House was making
remarks on the subject under discussion.

MR. SPEA KER ordered strangers to
leave the floor.

MR. WHITE said, if anyone wanted to
know why that plea of justification on the
part of the publishers of the Gazette stood
on record to-day unanswered by the hon.
gentleman, why a public man in this coun-
try deemed it consistent with his honour
and his charaeter to permit that plea to
remain there, lie (Mr. White)
would tell them that, when that
suit was brought agaùist the Montreal

Mn. WHITE.

Gazette, the lion. gentleman was en-
deavouring to fight off the suits in Eng-
land, and, being desirous of stopping the
discussion in Canada, le believed the best
way to do it was by bringing an action
for libel. He did succeed in stopping
discussion for two years. But, when, by
the process just described, the hon. gen-
tleman did succeed in buying off the
suits and getting them withdrawn, le
had the strongest interest in preventing
this matter coming into Court, where the
exposure of his, proceedings must be
made, and the record stood there a damn-
ing evidence of the bon. gentleman's
conduct in connection with the formation
of this mining company. Then there
was another company, the Huntington
Mining Companv. In the case of the
Copper Pyrites Company, he bought
mineral lands and sold them, taking
commissions from both sides. In this
Huntington nuîning case, lie had lands of
his own which he put into the company,
about 5,000 acres of Bolton lands. The
hon. gentleman knew how he became
possessed of those Bolton lands-that
was another story that it was not worth
while now referring to. But lie put
those lands in at $47 an acre, or about
£50,000 sterling.

MR. HUNTINGTON : Not a word
of it is true.

Mn. WHITE : Not true, did the
hon. gentleman say ? Well, le would
see how true.the statement was. The de-
scription of these lands in the prospectus,
which bore the signature of the member
for Shefford, was as follows:-

"The purchase money to be paid for the
mines is £125,000. This includes the whole
working plant, steam-engines, water-wheels,
crushing-mills, and dressing machinery, offices,
dwelling houses, and about 5,000 acres of free-
hold land in the same township, a great part of
which is heavily timbered-all of which will
be valuable for the purposes of the mine and
for fuel. These lands, though little explored.
are known to contain minerals, and may there-
fore become a valuable asset of the company."

Recently a gentleman had been sent out
from Scotland, to investigate the affairs
of the company, and to report to the
sharebolders, and the following was an ex-
tract from the report of the proceedings
at a general meeting of the shareholders,
as published in the Glasgow papers.:-
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Mr. Andrew I. Gray reported that at the whether any member should he tried
request of the directors he had visited the here at ail. A nember has the right to
mine in Canada. He had only returned three
days ago, and had not had time to prepare a send ust is if the v ion ou to
formal report for the meeting. He had ac- go o
quired very valuable information regarding Flouse. We are dealirg with public
their property and its history, but it had not mensures and public questions, and not
yet been submitted to bis co-directors, and it
therefore seemed to him to be somewhat pre-
mature, in the present circumstances, to lay has just spoken and the member for
the information before the meeting. He Cardwell, and I object to it.
would, however, be glad to answer any ques-
tion, if he -could do so, without injuring them- MR. MACKENZIE saRi they must
selves, as a company. He had visited all their remember that the member for Cardwell
property that was accessible to ordinary per-
sons like himself (laughter), and it would, no first made a personal charge in a natter
doubt, surprise many of them to know that that this fouse had no cognisance of
what was designated as valuable, heavy- whatever. Ie denounced the rember
timbered land, for which they paid $41 per for Shefforc in the nost unmeasured
acre, consisted of swamps and high rocks, terins in connection with some primate
and was truly described in the Government
records as waste lands. (Laughter.) He had transaction that had no kind of relation
gone through all the workings of the mine, with the business before the flouse, le
and it.was only too evident that but a small (Mr. Mackenzie) would have called at-
portion of the 2,000 tons per month which
were promised in their prospectus, could be
obtained, notwithstanding all the expense thev fro the fact that the bon. nember for
had been at in opening it up, Shefford ws one of bis colleagues, and

that lie knew personally hie vas entirelv
MR. COCKBURN (West innocent ofany wroot-doinh iu the mat-

berland) : Mr. Speaker, I rise to a ques- ter, lie felt that, as Vhs lad been at-
tion of order. 1 ask you, Sir, to decide terpted once or twice before, it would be
whether it is competent for this House Letter that be should deal vith it.
to bear a personal quarrel of this kind, Vere they to ask the flouse to under-
not in the public interest, a matter that take the task of trving every member
cannot bc determined by this House in who had been deemed guilty in the esti-
one way or the other, and durirg the de- mation of soie hon. merbers of a moral
bate on a great question affecting the in- offence? This was an unprovoked attack
terests of the Dominion at large. Is it on a matter touching the bon. gentle-
proper that a question of this kind should man's private affairs altogether, and
be intervened to draw away the atten- which lad noV the slightest connection
tion of the House from the resolutions with the question under debate.
that are now before the Chsir ? I askt
you, Sir, to decide whether Vhs discussion MR. SPEAKER : Thc main motion
is pertinent tor the question before the that the jouse do resolve itself into a
louse ? I can quite understand that a Cobmittee of the Whole has disappeared

member ay rise tom make explanations, altogeter, and the question now is the
.but Vhis far exceeds the lirnits of the rule. adjournment of the flouse. There was
It is really draggin on to this floor a ample latitude allowed the hon. member
question whidh. we have no right to be for Cardwell (Mr. White) to, make the

roubled with at ail, and which I decline charge against the hon. hember for Shef-
nyself, as a member of Vhis flouse, to be f ord (Mr. funtington), and tIen, to allow

troubled with. the eon. member for unefford t me

MR. HUNTINGTON : I do not ob-
ject at all to this question of order being
decided. If I am on my trial here, I
am willing to be tried ; but I cannot
allow the slanderg the hon. gentleman
bas uttered to go without my having per-
mission to state why they are false.

MR. COCKBURN : I think that is
not the question. The question is not

reply, the motion was made to adjourn
the House. It is true that these per-
sonal recriminations are far from being
riglit, but, as the matter has been com-
menced, and the charge made, it is as
well to allow the matter to go on.

MR. WHITE said the hon. gentleman
would rec'>llect that, almost in the first
speech made by the hon. member for
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Shefford during this Session, lie referred
to the attacks made upon him, and chal-
lenged controversy concerning them.
Every time he had risen in the flouse
since he had made reference to those
attacks, he had never ceased to charge
those who ventured to doubt his great dis-
interestedness and morality with being
slanderers and villifiers, and it was simply
now that the Session was nearly over,
and when again the hon. gentleman
assumed a lecturing tone, and ventured
to say to the hon. the First Minister that
he dared not show himself in England,
and when that hon. gentleman's charac-
ter was impugned, that he (Mr. White>
referred to the hon. member as he did.
He entered into the details lie was now
giving, because the hon. member for
,Shefford had declared these charges to
be utterly false, and, in view of that de-
nial, lie (Mr. White) thought it was a
matter of interest to the House and to
the country to know the grouids upo
which those charges were based. As lie
had already stated, the hon. gentleman
had had an opportunity of bringing the
gentlemen who made the charges before
a proper tribunal, where they could be
investigated, but, after challenging the
investigation, ho refused to go on. When
he (Mr. White) was interrupted, lie was
going on to say that these 5,000
acres of land in Bolton, which were
put in by the hon. gentleman as so
valuable that they were worth $47 an
acre, had been recently valued by an
qld surveyor, well known and greatly re-
spected in the townships, at eighty cents
an acre. The report of this surveyor
was referred to two gentlemen of un-
doubted character-both of them being
prominent political friends of the hon.
member for Shefford himself. They made
an examination of the land, and confirmed
the report of the surveyor. So the
flouse had-on evidence which wax in-
dubitable, and which he ventured to say
neither the hon, gentleman nor anyone
else would undertake to impugn-the fact
that the member for Shefford had put
into this company land which he described
in glowing terms, and as worth
$250,000, but which, in reality, was at
the time of record in the Crown Lands
Department as waste lands of the
Crown, and was now proved to be only
worth eighty cents an acre. Recently,

M. WHITE.

the company held a special general meet-
ing, and the same game was attempted to
be played as had been so successfully
played in connection -with the Copper
Pyrites scheme. A motion was made to
withdraw the suit against the hon. gen-
tleman and his co-directors, and that
motion was carried ; but the scrutineers
decided that the people who were inter-
ested as defendants in the suit, or their
proxies, had no right to be counted, and
as a result the suit had to be proceeded
with. The Courts were appealed to and
sustained this decision of the scrutineers.
Since that time, the co-directors of the
lion. gentlemen had arranged with the
shareholders, on the ground that they
foo were victims of the deception
practised by the hon. gentleman,
and now, by common consent, the
suit was going on against the
hon. gentleman alone, as lie (Mr. White)
was informed. And yet the hon. gen-
tleman got up here on every
possible occasion, and undertook
to lecture this louse, to lec-
ture the public men of this country, and
to set himself forward as the purifier of
the public life of the Dominion, while, in
reality, if.he (Mr. White) were to repeat
the language of the original statement
complained of in the libel suit, he was
himself steeped to the very lips in the
most wicked frauds. But the hon. gen-
tleman had a somewhat original plea-
which would be amusing if it had not
so serious a side to it-which he was
constantly putting forward. They were
told that those charges were the result
of a conspiracy between people in Glas-
gow and the Tory leaders in Canada to
crush the hon. gentleman for the part he
played in the Pacific.scandal. They were
actually asked to believe that these gen-
tlemen in Glasgow, most of whom he
(Mr. White) ventured to believe were
Radicals of the first water, had conspired
with the Conservative leader in this
country to ruin the hon. gentlemen op-
posite. Unfortunately for the plea, they
had eridence of the intensity of the feel-
ing against the hon. gentleman, on the
part even of his own .o-directors in Scot-
land, before any charge was made against
him in Canada. Ilere was an extract
from a letter written by one of the gen-
tlemen, dated on the 26th of Decem-
ber, 1873:
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1 A very remarkable and suspicious affair,
which, I think, has been now mentioned to
you for the first time, and which, to me, pro-
bably more than te the other directors, except
McEwen, shows me the mind of Huntington
all through this affair. Each of the-directors
put their names down for 1,000 shares, signed
their applications, paid their deposits and
calls--all except Huntington. He never ap-
plied for shares. McEwen did for him, but
Huntington never signed the letter of appli-
cation; he is not legally even a shareholder,
and much less a director. To all the secre-
tary's applications for calls, he has never an-
swered a word nor acknowledged himself a
shareholder. We refused to give up the
£50,000 fully paid shares to McEwen, unless
these calls were paid, and the end of it all was
that, to save the Company, I had to purchase
1,000 shares from McEwen, £6 paid for £4 a
share, and now hold nearly 5,000 shares, mostly
bought up from people-friends in distress.
I am quite clear that Huntington all
along knew that it was a gross swindle, and
kept clear of the shares. He has legally
never been a shareholder, and has cruelly
Ileeced us. And this is the man who sets up
for the Simon Pure of Canada! Some people
say the John Bright of Canada. You and 1,
and everyone who has any honesty of pur-
pose, should bend all our energies to expose
such a man."

MR. HJNTINGTON : Who was the
writer of that?

MR. WHITE : Mr. Henderson wrote
it. That was in brief the record of this
transaction. And yet the hon. gentleman
got up in this House and hurled his epi-
thets of falsifier, slanderer, and liar, agains L
everyone who ventured, in the face of
these patent facts, to accuse him. le.
(Mr. Whiteg had only been provoked into
this statemeit by the frequent references
of the hon. gentleman to this matter since
the commencement of the Session, and
by his bold denial to-night; and, in
closing,he challenged the hon. gentleman
to answer the plea of justification which
had been filed in this case, and thus leave
the decision of the question to twelve of
his countrymen in an arena where every
one of these facts would be brought to
light. and their truth or falsity would be
fully established.

MR. HUNTINGTON said be would
mention one circumstance that would
throw a little light on the affair. He
lad never heard the letter which the
hon. gentleman read. He had nothing
to do with the organisation of the com-
pany, and he was not in the company.
If he had 5,000 acres of land to sell in

times of mining excitement, it might be
worth some inoney. The lion. gentleman
made out that it cost $47 an acre, but
the fact was that almost all of it sold for
$9 an acre. That was all he (Mr. Hun-
tington) had received for it, and there
never was a blacker falsehood than that
which was told at this meeting by this
man, who, however, he (Mr. Huntington)
believed was misled by false information.
The mining property in that country, for
which he had been offered as much
almost as he got for it, was included in
these lands. That was, they purchased
from a well known man in the county of
Brome, and the exact price that person
got he (Mr. Huntington) got. He
(Mr. Huntington) siuiply drew the
man's money. The price, altogether,
would not yield $2.25 an acre. It was
true that two friends of his certified it
was not valuable for timber. He had
nothing to do with the representations in
this prospectus.

MR. WHITE : The hon. gentlemiîan's
name is affixed to the prospectus.

MR. HUNTINGTON said the hon.
gentleman knew how it occurred. He
had nothing to do with the money given
to Mr. Henderson, or with any arrange-
ments made in the organisation. What
he had to say was that the whole story
was as baseless and false os the hon.
gentleman's story about these 5,000 acres
of wild land.

MR. TUPPE R moved the adjourn-
ment of the debate.

Motion agreed to and debate ad-

journed.
House adjourned at

Twelve o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMOS.

Monday, 12th May, 1879.

The Speaker took the Chair at Tliree
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

MR. MACKENZIE said he desired to
call the attention of the House to what
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took place in it on Saturday night last.
During the discussion, a stranger, who
named himself John A. Macdonell, sit-
ting on a seat here, used the most vile
language towards a member of tbe
House. The attention of the Speaker
was called to it, and he directed,
not merely bis withdrawal, but the
withdrawal of all beside him, includ-
ing a Senator. A moment afterwards
the same party appeared in the flouse
again, and the third time appeared, and
still another time attempted to force bis
way to this entrance, in defiance of all
propriety and against Mr Speaker's ex-
press directions. le (Mr. Mackenzie)
never knew of any occurrence of the
kind previously. It was the first time
he evec beard of any party coming into
the House and speaking at all, but espe-
cially addressing himself to a member of
the House, and using such grossly in-
sulting language. But, even if Mr.
Speaker had directed the Sergeant-at-
Arms, ultimately, to remove him from
the flouse, as Le (Mr. Mackenzie) under-
stood, be went outside and sent this let-
ter to Mr. luntington:-

"SIn,--I desire to state, ont of the House,
you are a cheat and swindler.

JOHN A. MACDONE'LL.

It, therefore, became the duty of the
leader of the House to deal with this
matter, and to take such steps as were
necessary to vindicate the proprieties
and independence of this House, and se-
cure its members from insult while sit-
tihg in it. What action did the leader
of the House propose to take in this mat-
t-.r?

SIn JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
ask the hon. member to lay that letter on
the table. This is the first notice I have
had of this matter. I shall consider it,
and s te to the flouse what course I
think sdue to the dignity of the
House and the protection of ¶ts pro-
prieties.

MR. MACKENZIE: I understand
from the leader of the House that he will
deal with this matter to-day t

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
hope I shall.

Ma. MACKENZIE.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

ADJOURNED DEBATE.

Order of the louse to resume the
adjourned debate on Mr. Tupper's pro-
posed motion for the House to resolve
itself into a Committee of the Whole to
consider certain resolutions with respect
to the Canadian Pacific Railway, read.

Mi. DESJARDINS said that lie
begged the attention of the House for a
few minutes, in order to correct certain
statements made by the hon. member for
Shefford, upon the important question,
contained in the resolutions now submit-
ted. Upon this question, as upon al-
most all others, the member for Shefford
did not represent the views of the Pro-
vince of Quebec, and -was in no way au-
thorised to speak in her name. In giv-
ing an honest support to the work of
Confederation, the people of the Province
of Quebec recognised and accepted all
the consequences thereof. That was
why they had always been found ready
to support the Government in arty meas-
ure that might be thought necessary for
the carrying out of the plan of Confed-
eration. That was why they had ac-
cepted with so much earnestness the gi-
gantic scheme of building the Pacific
Railway. They had looked upon the
acquisition of British Columbia as an im-
portant one, not only on account of the
advantages and the wealth she possessed,
but also because she opened to Canada
the highway to the Pacific, a 4d completed
the act of Confederation.,* They had
also looked upon this scheme às a politi-
cal act, that raised Canada several de-
grees higher among the nations of the
earth. They had not changed their opin-
ion since then, and, in 1874, when the
hon. member for Lambton t1iought fit to
come before the House and offer a new
policy, they had opposed it with all their
might. Those who, had been present
during the debates of the last Par-
liament would remember the remark-
able speeches delivered by the hon. the
Minister of Militia, who, Le regretted
to say, was unable at this moment
to support with lis eloquence the ques-
tion that had been discussed since 1874.
The broad views of the hon. the Minis-
ter of Militia, which were the views
entertained by the population of' the
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Province of Quebec, were calculated not
only to meet the iaterests of the Prov-
ince of Q aebec, but the general interests
of the Dominion as well. The people
of Quebec would see that the hon. the
Minister of Public Works had gone back
to this truly national and equitable
policy, which was based upon the agree-
ment they were always desirous of car-
rying out. The Act of 1872 was not a
mere Statute, it was a compromise be-
tween the Provinces, and not only had
the Province of Quebec wished to carry
out the letter of the agreement, but
she had anticipated the realisation of the
scheme it contained by taking upon
herself an expenditure of nearly
$14,000,000 in order to build a railway
that would connect the Intercolonial
with the proposed Pacific Railway. But,
if the people of the Province of Quebec
had contracted these obligations, if they
had loaded their Province with a debt
of several millions in order to build this
road and to carry out the policy cf the
Dominion, they had always thought that,
when the Conservative party would re-
gain power, justice would be rendered
them, and that their share in this great
enterprise would be restored to them.
It was in vain that the ex-Premier
had thought that lie could lead public
opinion astray on this question by offer-
ing the Georgian Bay Branch as a com-
pensation for the abandoning of the ter-
minus fixed upon by the Act of 1872.
The more this Georgian Bay Branch
was examined, the more it be-
came apparent that it would not
realise theý. hopes that had been
held out, nor could it make good to the
Province of Quebec the losses she would
sustain by the carrying out of the policy
inaugurated in 1874, which placed the
terminus at Thunder Bay instead of
placing it at some point east of Lake
Nipissing. Tf something was to be done
in that part of the country before the
completion of that part of the road start-
ing from the east side of Lake Nipissing,
and going westward as far as Thunder
Bay, it would be by going to French
River, rather than to build the Georgian
Bay Branch, because the opening up
of French River would open up immedi-
atelv the navigation of the Lakes as far
as the exti-emity of Lake Nipissing, to-
wards which would converge the rail-

ways of Ontario and Quebec. That would
be a compensation, not for the abandon-
ing of the remainder of the line, but for
the time that would nécessarily elapse
before the road would connect by an un-
interrupted line with the terminus at
Lake Nipissing and with the Provincial
lines. He was convinced that he was
giving utterance to the views of the vast
majorityof the people of Quebec, when
lie stated that they approved of the policy
contained in the resolutions brought down
by the hon. the Minister of Public Works,
because lie was sure that their vested
rights would be respected, and that the
Government would go back to the policy
of 1872, not only with regard to the
financial part of the undertaking, but
also with regard to the particu-
lar conditions that were to en-
sure equal advantages to the Province
of Ontario and to the Province of Quebec.
They could not refrain from approving
also, in spite of the contrary opinion ex-
pressed by the hon. member for Lamb-
ton, the inauguration of a policy the aim
whereof was to make the territories
through which the road was to pass pay
their share of the expenses. He enter-
tained entirely, in this respect, the hope
that the Government had expressed, to
wit, that, when they would go to the
money markets of Europe with a hundred
million acres of land to otler as security for
the loan required to build the road, they
would be just as well received as any
other that was obliged tô borrow on the
English markets. He would ask whether
there was any country, even in Europe,
that could offer to capitalists such advan-
tageous and safe conditions as Canada
could offer them. The people of Quebec
had other reasons for looking favourably
upon 'any policy calculated to ensure the
possession and the enjoyment of the vast
regions of the North-West. They could
not but recal with respect the ancient
traditions of their history. The North-
West Territories that the present Gov-
ernment invited them to acquire for the
advancement of industry and colonisa-
tion, their nredecessors had formerly tra-
velled over, and taken possession of,
in order to introduce true civilisa-
tion. For this reason, as well as on ac-
count of the political necessity, the Pro-
vince of QLbec could not but eagerly
accept any occasion calculated to write
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her histoiy over again, as it were, and to
unite to the ancient French possessions
the ancient territory that both her
missionaries and explorers had acquired.
If this question was one of sentiment for
them, it was also a question of political
interest. Not only did they look upon
the construction of the Pacific Railway
as the necessarv link that was, to unite
the different parts of the Dominion, but
they would insist upon the carrying
out of the agreement made in 1872,
which guaranteed to them a legitimato
share of the advantages that were to flow
froma this undertaking. Thus he hoped
that the debare upon these resolutions
would not be closed before the Govern-
ment made known their views with
regard to the eastern part of the road,
that was to say, the part between the
east side of Lake Nipissing and the west-
ern extremity of Lake Superior. He
had no reason to doubt a favourable
answer, from what lie knew of the views
and opinions of the hon. Ministers from
the Province of Quebec, as well as those
entertained by the lion. the Minister of
Public Works-views and opinions that
tlhey had so openly and frequently ex-
pressed during the last Parliament. He
could strongly express the conviction that
the road would really be for the advan-
tage, not only of a section of the country,
as was to be the one proposed by the late
Government, but for the advantage of
Quebec and the Lower Provinces, as well
as for the great Province of Ontario.
He would conclude by expressing the
hope that the absence of the lon. the
Minister of Militia would be temporary,
and that he would soon be able to resume
the position that he occupied in the coun-
sels of Her Majesty, in order to continue,
with his worthy colleagues, to represent
in the Cabinet the views of the Province
of Quebec, and to cause ber interest to
be rec3gnised, as he had so well suc-
eeeded, with his colleagues, in making
them prevail with regard to other mat-
ters of equal importance.

MR. ANGLIN said that, though he
had examined these resolutions with a
great deal of care, and had listened with
attention to the speech of the hon. the
Minister of Public Works, h had, as yet,
failed to understand them. lThey seemed
to him to be the strangest series of reso-

MI. DEBJARDINS.

lutions ever submitted to this House.
The bon. the Minister cf Publie Works
in introducing these resolutions departed
widely from all the positions he had ever
taken upon the Pacifie Railway. Dur-
ing the time he was in Opposition, lie
made repeated, and sometimes violent,
attacks upon the policy pursued by his
predecessor, charging him with a want of
skill, a want of ability, a want of earnest-
ness, in relation to this Pacifie Railway.
A more tborough and satisfactory vindi-
cation of the policy of his predecessors, a
more complete reply to the charges made
by that hon. gentleman himself, could not
possibly be furnished, than was furnished
by the speech lie made on Saturday last.
He had admitted that the continued sur-
veys were useful and necessary, and that
his predecessor was actuated by an earnest
desire to carry out, as far as possible, the
bargain made by the previous Government
with British Columbia, and that, if he
had constructed a portion of the road
between Thunder Bay and Winnipeg, lie
had done more than ought to satisfy the
people of British Columbia, and more
than could have satisfied reasonable peo-
ple, had lie commenced the construction
of the work on the Pacific shore itself.
The hon. gentleman only objected to one
thing, namely, that the late Minister of
Public Works did not, last year, cause a
survey of the Peace River country to be
made. He (Mr. Anglin) thouglit lie
could reniember within the last year
sufficient reasons were given why that
survey was not ordered, and why the
late Minister of Public Works had de-
clined to consider even tihf possibility
of building the line through the Peace
River , country, and the reasons then
given were good reasons still. The hon.
the Minister of Public Works must ad-
mit that the Bute Inlet route was now
in question, and it was out of the ques-
tion that this line should be continued
up to Fort Simpson. They all knew
that in approaching Bute Inlet the road
would have to run some 200 miles
through a country, where the difficulties
in the way of construction and work-
ing the road were of the most formidable
character. The route through the Peace
River country must find its way to the
Pacifie coast at one or other of these ter-
mini, all objectionable in the opinion of
the late Minister of Public Works, and
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two of them, he thought, objectionable
in the judgment of the present Minister
of Public Works. After six or seven
nonths of consideration of the whole

question, and of consultation with the
engoineers, the hon. the Minister of Pub-
lic Works on Saturday last did, in
fact, endorse in every particular the
policy and conduct, of bis predecessor.
There was anothen consideration also,
which stood directly in the way of the
adoption of a lino running through the
Peace River country. He believed it
was stated, last year, and the statement
had not been contradicted, that, were the
main lino built through the Peace River
country, it would be lengthened ffty or
sixty miles, which would involve not
only the cost of building the additional
lifty or sixty miles, but the cost of work-
ing them, of transporting every passen-
ger, and every ton of goods over them.
As far as he was acquainted with the
subject, there seemed to him to be in-
superable objections to the extension of
the main line of the Pacific Railway
through the Peace River country. The
hon. the Minister of Publie Works, in
comparing the Burrard Inlet route with
the Bute Inlet route, admitted that, in
every point of view but two, the Bur-
rard Inlet route was the best. It was
somewhat shorter, the grades were in-
comparably easier than by the other
route, and it ran through a comparatively
fertile country. The only objections
were these : In the first place, it ap-
proached so near to the American fron-
tier that they might possibly build a
branch lino, tapping it at its terminus,
and so divert a great portion of the trade
to one of the harbours of Oregon. In
this part of the Dominion, he encouraged
eonnection of American railroads with
our own system of railroads. We
believed that it was a great advantage
to us that a large portion of the Ameri-
tan trade should pass over our roads.
We were expending many millions in
enlarging canals, not se much for the
convenience of our trade and our own
farmers, as for the purpose of securing a
large portion of the carrying trade of the
United States; but, while we were doing
everything in our power on this side of
the continent to secure, as much as
possible, that carrying trade, the hon.
the Minister of Public Works seemed to

think it was a fatal objection to the
Fraser River route, that it approached
somewhat near to the American frontier,
and that an American line should be
there connected with it. It seemed to
him (Mr. Anglin) that, if we could do
the carrying trade for Oregon over oui
railroad, we would be the gainers; but,
at all events, if we did not choose to
allow the Americans to connect with our
road, we need not permit them to do so.
They could not do so without the per-
mission of this Parliament, which per-
mission we were free to withhold. The
other objection which the hon. the
Minister of Public Works'seemed to con-
sider a very serious one, was an
objection taken from a military point of
view. The hon. member for Lamibton
(Mr. Mackenzie) stated correctly that, iii
the present condition of our railroads
running close to the American frontier,
connecting at so many points with the
American system, we must have made
great blunders in the past in our railroad
policy. But this objection was a feeble one.
If, unfortunately, the United States and
Great Britain should go to war at any
time, the fate of this country must
be determined all along the frontier.
Every one must be satisfied that a war
betweenthese two countries could neverbe
settled within this century, at all events,
by anything that might happen on the
Pacifie coast, whether the Americans
chose to erect a fortress in San Juan, or
to occupy Vancouver Island, or whether
we had the strength to occupy the island
which now belonged to the United States.
It would be almost folly for this Parlia-
ment to provide rather for one year of
war than for ninety-nine years of peace.
They would prepare this country best for
war by cultivating the arts of peace, by
strengthening our people commercially,
agricolturally, and otherwise. He (Mr.
Anglin) considered the objection in a
military point of view as so feeble that it
could hardly be urged, except as a pre-
text for the selection of a longer and
more expensive, and comparatively im-
practicable route by Bute Inlet. The hon.
the leader of the Government had made
on Saturday a remarkable speech. They
had beard him occasionally make
remarkable speeches in the House, but
his speech on Saturday was, on the whole,
a most remarkable one, and à very fair
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sample of thosehe had made during thelast
elections on the hustings; for he dealt
not with facts but with fancies altogether.
He chose to fancy that the h:n. member
for Lambton had attacked and belittled
this country, and he replied to those im-
aginary attacks. One of his fancies was
that the hon. member for Lambton had
stated that the North-West was unfit
for settlement, and on that he dwelt feel-
ingly and emphatically for some time-
the only lack in his whole argument
being that it was entirely without founda-
tion, as the hon. member for Lambton
had never made such a statement. HIav-
ing dwelt on that, the right hon. gentle-
man proceeded to speak of the proba-
bility of our obtaining some assistance
from Great Britain. Onthat he dwelt at
great length, but he (Mr. Anglin) con-
fessed not very convincingly. That
Great Britain ought to help us, he (Mr.
Anglin) was perfectly willing to admit,
but we should have sought that help
when we first obtained possession of the
North-West, when we relieved the Im-
perial Government of the responsibility,
then becoming a heavy responsibility, of
governing that country. He (Mr.
Anglin) remembered that in those days
the Hon. Joseph Howe, then sitting on
his side of the House, urged very
strongly that it was the duty of Canada
not to assume that responsibility, unless
the Imperial Government would render
that assistance which, under the circum-
stances, it was reasonable on our part to
demand. His protests were, how-
ever, unavailing. Another oppor-
tunity occurred when the hon.
gentlemen opposite might fairly
have called on the Imperial Gov-
ernment, in some way, by guaranteeing
interest or otherwise, in the working of
and constructing the great Imperial
highway, as it was called in the resolu-
tions. That opportunity occurred when
British Columbia became part of the
Confederacy. There could be no doubt,
at that time, that the British Government
were very much in favour of that Union ;
that they did very much to remove the
difficulties thaL stood in the way of add.
ing British Columbia to Canada. That
was the time when we could have point-
ed out to the British Government the
enormous work which we had to under-
take, and ask their assistance in carrying

MR. ANGLIN.

out the bargain which, at their instance,
we were making with British Columbia.
To-day he could hardly imagine that the
Government of Great Britain seriously en-
tertained the belief that it would be pos-
sible for them to induce the Go-ernment
and Parliament of Canada to guarantee
any amount of money or to give
any aid towards the construc-
tion of this railway. The people
of Great Britain were now suffering
from want of employment. The only
thing that he could see in these resolu-
tions was a determination to appoint
Commissioners. He had no doubt that
that would be carried out, that these
lands, now sufficiently managed by the
Department of the Interior, would, in
the future, be managed by highly paid
Commissioners. But he had no idea of
gift, guarantee or aid from England, and
could, therefore, have no idea that the
British Government would appoint Com-
missioners.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: It
is proposed there will be a Commission,
whether there is a guarantee or not.

MR. ANGLIN said it was his impres-
sion, and this statement made it a con-
viction, that a Commission would be ap-
pointed, at all events ; that they should
have highly paid Commissioners.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: That
does not follow.

Ma. ANGLIN : But that the Impe-
rial Government would not appoint a
Commissioner, because they would not
consent to give either guarantee or aid to
this great work. One of those things he
could not understand was that the Gov-
ernment began by misstating the ierms
of agreement between Canada and Bri-
tish Columbia. These terms were dis-
tinctly and absolutely, without qualifica-
tion of any kind, that this work should
have been commenced within two years
of the time of the Union, and built within
ten years. It was true that they had
passed an Address to Her Majesty, asking
her uo incorporate those terms into the
British North America Act; that other
resolutions were moved declaring that the
work should be so carried on as not to in-
crease the burden of the people of Canada.
But it was also true that the flouse de-
liberately refused to adopt a motion
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made by Mr. Dorion for an Address to
the Quem asking Her to incorporate their
conditiok with the other conditions in
fier Proclamation, so that an Address to
the Queen contained only those specific
absolute conditions, and these only were
embraced in Her Majesty's Proclamation,
and thus formed part of the Constitution
of Canada. The qualifying resolutions
had no part in the Proclamation, and
ought to have no effect wbatever. It
was stated then, and had been stated
again since, that the gentlemen who then
represented British Columbia were satis-
fied that these terms so solemnly pro-
rnised by this House, and solemnly pro-
mulgated by Royal Proclamation, could
not be completely carried out, and were
-illing that the object should be reached

as best we could, if they could only be
satisfied of our sincerity. Hon. gentle-
men were not authorised to make any
such terms. They did not assent to any
such terms, and speeches made could not
be held to modify the terms of an actual
bargain. British Columbia had a right
to insist that Canada deliberately
pledged herself to commence that road
within two years and to complete it
within ten years. Yet the Minister of
Public Works spoke as if the Act of the
hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Macken-
zie) in accepting the Carnarvon terms did
increase the liabilities and responsibilities
imposed on this country. The Carnarvon
treaty gave Canada some nine years more
in which to complete two-thirds of the
original road. That surely was making
the terms much easier for Canada, and
yet both the Minister of Customs and
the Premiei spoke as if, in accepting
these terms, the bon. member for Lamb-
ton had imposed new liabilities and re-
sponsibilities on this country, and that
then, for the first time, was Canada
bound to a specific period within which
the work was to be done. It was hard
to believe that tkese gentlemen made this
statement unintentionally. When this
proposal to build the road first came be-
fore Parliament, he (Mr. Anglin) took
the ground that this country was abso-
lutely unable to complete it within ten
years. He believed, now, that this
country was absolutely unable to build
that road in the additional time estimated
by the hon. member. He was rather
pleased to learn, from the tone in which

both hon. gentlemen opposite liad spoken
on this side of the case, that they were of
opinion that the road could not be built in
this time, and that it would be unjust
to the people of this country to build this
road from Lake Superior to the Pacific
in the time mentioned in the Carnarvon
teris. It would be well that the repre-
sentatives of British Columbia, here and
elsewhere, should quite understand, to-
day, what was the deliberate opinion of
members on both sides of the House on
this part of the question. They had, at
all events, the right to complain, hitherto,
that the bargain had not been carried
out, and the only acceptable defence that
they could make, was the fact that it was,
as some of them stated some eight years
ago,absolutelybeyond themeansof thepeo-
ple to carry it out. About seven or eight
years ago, it would have been easy for us
to induce English capitalists to invest
their money in works of this kind. It
was found impossible, and hon. members
blamed the Opposition of the day, par-
ticularly the hon. member for Lambton,
for the failure of the project entrusted to
Sir Hugh Allan. He (Mr. Anglin) be-
lieved they should rather blame the sound
sense of the capitalists of England, who
did not believe that investments in wild
railroad schemes were likely to prove
profitable. They had to-day the same
scheme modified. Instead of having a
company, and allowing them 50,000,000
acres of land, those lands were to be
manipulated under a new form. He
(Mr. Anglin) said, then, that he
was satisfied that, if a company
could raise capital enough to succeed in
partially commencing the work, not
only would the $30,000,000 be used up,
but additional assistance would be
required, and by the time the road
would be built the people would be re-
sponsible for an amount of money equal
to the total cost of the road. The gen-
tleman who was at the head of the com-
pany had a very large number of men in
this flouse bound to sanction it, and had
the work gone on they would have sup-
ported his demands for additional assist-
ance and the country would have been
involved in debt. They would have paid
the full cost of the railroad, the lands
would have passed out of their control,
and the company would have owned the
road. They were told these lands would
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furnish money enough to build the road.
Could that be the case, the only question
-would be how so to manage that land as
to promote the settlement of the country.
The Government were resolved to pur-
sue the policy of their predecessors.
They held to this land question. The
mere transferring of those lands to the
care of Commissioners would not add to
the area of these lands a single acre or to
their value a single dollar. When they
came to a calculation as to how much
money was to be raised by the sale of
these lands, it would be found that hon.
gentlemen opposite were indulging in
delusions when they fanced they could,
by the proceeds of these lands, pay the
cost of the construction of the railway.
One of the attacks made by the leader of
the Government on the hon. member for
Lambton, was on the ground that the
latter had denied there were 150,000,000
acres of valuable land in the North-
West, although, in fact, the lion. mem-
ber for Lambton had not spoken
of the value of the lands at all.
He said it would he necessary,
were the scheme of colonisation, faintly
shadowed forth in the resolutions, carried
out, to give away a very great portion of
the lands to the first settlers. How were
these lands to pay i The Minister of
Public Works informed them on S.bturday
that the obligations at present on account
of that railroad amounted to about
$25, 000,000. The interest upon the
sums of money tbey were now expending
on account of that railroad for some
years back had never been charged
against the road. The interest and Sink-
ing Fund had hitherto both been met and
paid by the people of the varions Pro-
vinces. Assuming tbat these $25,000,000
had all been spent within a year or two,
they had at once, at five per cent., an in-
terest of one and a quarter million dol-
lars for each year. Supposing that the
land could be sold at $2.00 an acre, and
leaving out of question the cost of sur-
veying and laying out the lands for set-
tiers, they would have to sell 500,000
acres this year to meet the interest of
$1,000,000 on the $25,000,000 already
expended. No doubt there was an
extraordinary emigration this year, but
he questioned whether there would be
sufficient settlers te occupy that large
quantity of land. Giving 100 acres to
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each family, it would take 5,000 families
to occupy that portion. If the were to
meet the wishes of the p4ulation,
ten or twelve millions a year would
scarcely be sufficient to meet the ex-
penditure on that road. The entire cost
would at least be $100,000,000. They
now began to see how fallacious the
original estimates were, that, even after
careful explorations, the expenditure
was increasing from 50 to 70 per cent.
First, 500,000 acres, next, 625,000, then
750,000 must be settled merely to pay
the interest. Did anyone imagine that
the settlement of that country would
progress more rapidly than at that rate '

There would not be more than sufficient
to pay the interest on the money, and
by the time the road would be built a
very great portion of those lands would
be disposed of. They could not imagine
that, by any manipulation of those lands,
noney could be got to pay one-quarter
the cost of the railway. They talked
of bringing distressed English operatives
into this country. It was rather strange
to find that on all these resolutions there
was not a word about exporting our own
distressed population froi our cities
where they vainly songht employment,
out to the North-West. Perhaps the ini-
sertion of anything of that kind would
be admitting that the National Policy
would prove to be a lamentable failure.
What class of people in the Old Country
was out of employment ? What clasIs
would it be desirable foi us to induce to
come and settle here ? There were agri-
cultural labourers in the old country who
might be induced to come out here, but
he did not believe that many would come,
nor did he deem it desirable that a large
number of them should come ; for, on the
whole, the agricultural labourers of Great
Britain were an ignorant class, and not
those who would be calculated to direct
their energies in a proper way. When
they came to the operatives, the people
employed in manufactures, not many of
them could be induced to come out to set-
tle in the North-West. Supposing a large
number of those could be got, they still
would not have money enough, after
paying their passage, to buy agricultural
implements and pay $2 per acre be-
sides. Some settlers could be induced to
come, but not the very large nwMber$
that hon. gentleman opposite choSe t*
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assume. If large numbers were to come
out, very many of them would prove
to be very undesirable settlers. He
had endeavoured to run briefly through
some of the objeétions to the scheme.
They were Aked to condemn the selec-
tion ot Burrard inlet as premature.
The hon. the Minister of Public Works
took great care to warn them that there
were great objections to the selection of
other routes, and that, after all, it might
be found necessary to choose the Burrard
Inlet Route. These resolutions, in the
first place, asked the House to condemn
the selection of the Burrard Inlet as
premature, and then asked for absolute
power to select what route they pleased
for the construction of 125 miles of rail-
way from the Pacific coast inland, with-
out having previously to consult Parlia-
ment. No matter how undesirable the
selected route might be believed to be,
Parliament would be absolutely powerless
to prevent it. That, lie took it, was the
most important part of the whole series
of resolutions. He attached very little
importance to what was said regarding
public lands. But lie presumed the
result would be the appointment of a
Commission for the management of those
lands. He -thought that, in a matter of
such enormous importance as the selec-
tion of this roa.d, the House ought to in-
sist that it should be left to their approval
before any work was undertaken upon it.
He thought it should not be left in the
hands of the Government to choose what
route they pleased. He was glad to know
that the Government was satisfied that
this road could not be completed within
the prescribed time, and that they were not
disposed to rush madly into debt. The
sober second thought of the Minister of
Public Works, went mucli further in the
direction of common sense, and afforded
a much better security to the people of
this country against additional taxation,
than was afforded by his rather wild and
reckless speeches of the past five years.
He was delighted at the change of tone
and sentiment of the hon. the Minister of
Public Works and that he was inclined
to do justice to his predecessor. He
could only express the hope that the law
would be wisely and patriotically put in
force.

MnL McINNES said he always felt
that Mhe selection of the western terminus

of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and the
route through British Columbia, was not
a question for the peoplq of British Col-
umbia, or their representatives in this
House, or even for the people of the Do-
minion of Canada, as a whole, to decide.
He looked upon it as a purely scientific
question-one that appertained solely
to the engineering profession. Such
being the case, he proposed to make
a few remarks with respect to
the twelfth resolution, which asked
the House to condemn the course pur-
sued by the late Government, in select-
ing Burrard Inlet as the terminus of the
British Columbia section of the Canadian
Pacific Railway-or, rather, to say that it
was premature. The hon. the Minister
of Public Works, a couple of even-
ings ago, very properly stated that
the Burrard Inlet route possessed some
ad vantages over the Bute Inlet. Among
other things lie said that the Bute Inlet
was fifty-seven miles longer. That was
quite true ; but the hon. gentleman did
not go far enough. lie did not tell the
House that the most sanguine advocate of
the Bute Inlet route never for a moment
considered that the road would terminate
there, for the very good reason that there
was no harbour nor anchorage, conse-
quently it never could become the termi-
nus of a great trans-continental railway.
Instead of it remaining there, it would
require to be carried down to Frederick
Arm, across the Valdez Islands-thence
by a ferry of fifteen miles to Vancouver
Island, and from there down the eastern
side of Vancouver Island to Esquimalt,
which was on the southern extremity of
the Island. The distance, instead of
being fifty-seven miles, would be 304
miles of additional railway to be built,
not to speak of the delay and inconve-
nience incident to the fifteen miles of
ferry required in getting to Vancouver
Island. Then they had to take into
consideration, also, that the gradients in
the Bute Inlet route for fifteen continu-
ous miles averaged 11 Oft. to the mile,
whilst on the Burrard route the greatest
was only 52ft. to the mile, and that
only for six miles. There was another
fact in connection with the Bute
Inlet, not mentioned before, and
that was that no less than eighty
miles of tunnelling would be required on
it, as compared with one mile a few
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feet of tunnelling on the Buirard Inlet Pass, across Swanson Channel through Morsby
route. Again, when they looked at the passages, Sydney and Baynes Channels to the

c build the road b Bute Strait of Fuca, can be had by the erection of a
enormous cost to few beacons, and buoying out the channel
Inlet, with Esquimalt as its terminus, where intricate and narrow; a vessel then
in excess of the Burrard Inlet route, lie using those channels need not,,at any time,
thought that every hon. gentleman in approach within five miles of foreign territory,
the House and the country would have as will be seen in stalements by Admiral

just reason to pause before deciding on Cochrane, Captain Graham, and Commander

the adoption of that route. He wished
to impress on the House that he was not He thought the nilitary objection was
giving his own opinions on this im- scarcely worth noticing, for the reason

portant question of routes, involving the that, so long as Great Britain held the
necessary expenditure of so many supremacy of the high seas, and could
millions of dollars of the public money, command the Straits of DeFuca, she
or statements founded upon vague would, in that way, be able to afford
rumours, but the result of the engineer's all the protection necessarv to the
surveys, not merely for one year, but for commerce of the country in that
eight, according to a carefully pre- region. Besides using the channels he
pared report, submitted to this House had just mentioned, in the event
about a year ago - the last report of such a calamity as war between the
brought down. That report showed United States and Canada, they could go
that the Bute Inlet route would around by the north end of Vancouver
cost no less than $21,000.000 more Island. In these days of treaties and
than the Burrard Inlet route, and that, arbitrations, lie could not conceive war
too, without conferring the slightest be- with the United States possible-
nefit on British Columbia or the Do- or, if possible, it was certainly very
minion, besides the inconvenience and improbable ; hence this objection, like
delay of those fifteen miles of ferry. all the others, against making Burrard
They were told, on the same authority, Inlet the terminus, must fall to the ground
on page 60, that the running expenses, -fall before undeniable evidence.
the cost of the maintenance of that The bon. the Minister of Public Works
section of the Canadian Pacifie Rail- also appeared to attacb considerable im-
road, would cost, in excess of the portance to the fact that there was a bar-
Burrard Inlet route, no less bour known by the naie of iolmes
than $693,000 per annum. Then, larbour, where it was possible and
when they took the interest at five practicable for the United States te tap
per cent. on the value of tle money in- the Canadian une, and thereby draw our
vested-and that, he thought, was a fair commerce to that larbour, and build up
estimate - five per cent. on the a second San Francisco in the United
$21,000,000, besides the $693,000 he States instead of British territory.
had just mentioned, it would amount to Well, le (Mr. Melnnes> apprehendec no
something nearly $2,000,000 interest per danger from that. In fact. instead of it
annum, for all time to come, to be drawn being an objection, it ought to be an in-
from the Dominion exchequer-saying ducement; because, le thouglt it ouglt
nothing of the 304 miles extra distance, to be policy of the Government to attract
which would be sufficient to condemn in every possible way the commerce
the Bute 1nlet route once and for all. from the neighbouring States, and induce
With regard to the objection raised by it to pass over Canadian railways. But,
the lion. the Minister of Public Works assuming the lon. gentleman's (Mr.
to the adoption of the Burrard Inlet Tupper's) supposition to be correct, that
route, that it was in too close proximity a second San Francisco wouid be built
to the Jnited States, and that vessels on American territory, to the detriment
wrould have to go vithin range of the of the Burrard Inlet route if it were
San Juan Island guns, he (Mr. MeInnes) adopted, was it not within the sphere and
'would read an extract or two from the the jurisdiction of this bouse to say
Engineer's report of last year: whether tbey should grant a charter to

" In the event of war with the United States aTy foreign company to tap the Can.-
Svery fair succession of channeis from Active dian line or note Therefore, that did not
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present any serious objdction when the
Government could say, "Thus far you
can go, but no further "; therefore, the
argument of the hon, the Minister of
Public Works, in this respect, must fall
to the ground. Besides ail he stated
about the Burrard Inlet route, he con-
sidered the present Government was
committed to this route quite as much as
the late Government, inasmuch as
when the question was brought before the
House last spring, not one hon. gentle-
man on the Treasury Benches to-day,
with the exception of the President of
the Council, raised bis voice against the
adoption of Burrard Inlet as the terminus
of the Canadian Pacific Railway in
British Columbia. It was true it was
not finallysettled in this House last year,
but the late Premier indicated, in every
possible way, that that was the terminus
to be adopted. The people of British
Columbia had been veryunfairly charged
with being unreasonable in their
demands, with asking for impossibilities.
Well, he did not deny the fact that they
had in British Colunibia some as un-
reasonable people as were to be found
elsewhere in the Dominion or other
countries. Yet, he claimed that, when
the House took into consideration that
one of the principal clauses of the ternis
of Union with British Columbia was that
the railway should be begun simultane-
ously at both ends of the road, it could
not be denied that they had some just
grounds for complaint. They had been
waiting-anxiously waiting for the last
eight years for railway construction, but
not one dollar had been expended in
actual construction, not one foot of rail-
way constructed. Now, Jet them see what
had been done on the Atlantic end of the
Canadian Pacific Railway. They found,
according to the stateinent of the hon.
the Minister of Publie Works, a few
days ago, that the very large sum of
$25,000,000 had been expended, or, to
be strictly accurate, the credit of the
country was pledged to that amount.
Now, he asked every hon. gentleman in
the House if British Columbia had not
great reason to complain I They had heard
a great deal within the last few weeks
about British Columbia going to secede
from Canada. le was happy to say that
was not the prevailiag sentiment in the
Pacifie Province. It was quite true

123

there were a number of people in British
Columbia who favoured the secession
inovement unless the railway was begun
this year ; they were land speculators and
merchants, who had invested largely *in
land at Esquimalt, Victoria, and Bute
Inlet, and expected that the choice of
that route would raise their lands to a
fabulous price, and give them fortunes in
a few years at the expense of the Domin-
ion. fie denied that the people of
British Columbia, as a whole, desired
secession. They were true and loyal,
not only to Canada but to the Mother
Country. A great majority of the peo-
ple of that Province did not wish, but
would rather object to the building of
that road in four or five years, as some
desired. He believed they would prefer
its completion in the inside of the next
twenty years. What they wanted, how-
ever, was an assurance that it would be
built, and meantimne placed under actual
construction. If it was only a million
that was spent yearly, they would be per-
fectly satisfied, so long as they
knew that the Government and people
of Canada intended to Luild the road.
But the putting of the work off from
year to year, he and the people of
British Columbia must and did object to.
Were it not the intention of the Govern-
ment to build the road, it would be their
bounden duty to say so, which avowal
would give more satisfaction than the
keeping of the people in suspense, as
during the last four or five years. The
hon. member for Lambton had remarked
that the surveys were never completed.
That was true. He believed that they
would not have been completed, and that
Burrard Inlet would not have been se-
lected last year as the western terminus
had it not been for the influence of Lord
Dufferin, who visited that Province in
1876, and went to Bute Inlet, and up the
Fraser \'alley some 250 miles. He also
saw that Burrard Inlet had everything
claimed for it as a harbour ; that there
was no harbour at Bute Inlet, and that
it was quite possible to carry a railroad
through the canyons of the Fraser; and
he (Mr. McInnes) was a member of the
deputation that requested of His Lord-
ship a survey of Burrard Inlet before
Bute Inlet was selected. They had con-
plained that the Burrard Inlet route had
not been equally well surveyed with the
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Bute Inlet, and observed that, if it was
not in the interest of British Columbia to
adopt the Burrard Inlet route, they
would have nothing further to say, but
would adopt the decision of the engi-
neers. The noble Earl stated that it was
a very reasonable request, and he would
bring it before the notice of bis Ministers
at the earliest possible moment. He
was only forty-eight hours at the most
returned to Ottawa when the engineers,
then on their way from the Interior to
Victoria, were telegraphed to, to make a
preliminary survey of the canyons of
the Fraser. It was made, and it
met the most sanguine expecta-
tions of every one in favour of that
route. The consequence was that all the
surveying parties were placed on the
Burrard Inlet route in 187î, with the
result as brought down by the report of
last year, showing that the route was
perfectly practicable, despite the preju-
diced reports of Marcus Smith to the
contrary. He had used all his influence
to get the Bute Inlet route selected, upon
which $2,500,000 was spent in surveys
which showed it impracticable. He (Mr.
MeInnes) was told on good authority,
that Mr. Marcus Smith said he would
rather take the road to-well, to a hotter
country than any to be found in the
Torrid Zone. The Burrard Inlet route
was found to have grades much easier ;
it was 304 miles shorter, and would cost
twenty-one millions less, besides $693,000
per annum less for working expenses,
while terminating at a harbour which
was second to none on the Pacific coast.
A Custom-house officer at Burrard Inlet
had made up a statement showing that
in the last three years 163 foreign ships
had entered that port, with an aggregate
tonnage of 102,269 tons. Over one-sixth
of them entered and cast anchor without
the assistance of tug or pilot, the only
two that sustained any damage receiving
it, not in the inland waters of British
Columbia, not in the Gulf of Georgia, but
at the mouth of Esquimalt Harbour
and the Pacific Ocean. Another reason
why Burrard Inlet would be much
more suitable for a terminus than
Esquimalt was that it had over 25
times the amount of anchorage that
Esquimalt possessed. Before a Special
Committee of the Senate, three weeks
ago, one of the ablest engineers who had

MR. MCINNES.

served in British Columbia during the
last five or six years stated on oath
that he thought Burrard Inlet should
be selected for the terminus of the
Canada Pacifie Railway, and con-
sidered it equivalent to Liverpool, New
York, or San Francisco. In view of all
the facts, therefore, he (Mr. McInnes)
refused to believe that the present, or any
Government, entrusted with the welfare
of this country, would be guilty of such
au irreparable blunder, such an injustice
to the already too heavily taxed citizens of
the Dominion, as to adopt the Bute Inlet
route in preference to the Burrard Inlet.
It would not only be an injustice but a
gross outrage on the people of this
country-an outrage on the rising gener-
ation and posterity. He was fully pre-
pared to give all the resolurions but the
Ilth and 12th, bis unqualified support.
He believed they would give general
satisfaction to the country, being of a
practical nature.

MR. TUPPER said that, as no one
appeared desirous of saying anything
more on the resolutions, he would
briefly reply to some of the criti-
cisms and remarks which they had
elicited. He had endeavoured, in
introducing the resolutions, to avoid
opening up any debateable ground be-
tween the two parties that did not neces-
sarily come under the consideration of
the very important questions involved.
le regretted very m uch that hon. gentle-
men opposite should not have felt it their
duty to confine themselves to the discus-
sion of the questions naturally and neces-
sarily raised by the resolutions thern-
selves. He would not follow their bad
example on the present occasion. He did
intend to discuss what was familiarly
known as the Canadian Pacific Railway
Scandal, and he did not think that hon.
gentlemen opposite had any reason to
suppose its revival would benefit either
themselves or the country. It was quite
true that hon. gentlemen opposite had
snatched a hasty verdict from the coun-
try, by using that question as a means of
exciting the public mind. But, they
ought not to forget that, after five years'
of continuous discussion of the question
in and out of Parliamant, after the wbole
matter had been deliberately submitted
to the people, its verdict had been of the
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most unmistakable character, against the
views and conduct of the hon. gentlemen
opposite. That verdict ought, forever, to
set the question at rest. He would
think that the hon. gentlemen opposite
would hardly be prepared to utter so great
a slander against the people of this coun-
try, as to assume or declare that any gen-
tleman with the slightest taint upon his
personal honour could receive the deliber-
ate support as Premier of the vast majority
of the people of Canada. It was ob-
vious that they had utterly failed in con-
vincing the public mind of the sound-
ness of their views on this question, and
they saw the party charged with
one of the greatest political crimes, the
sale of a great public charter for personal
or party interest, considered by the peo-
ple more worthy of their trust than the
men to whom they had recently given
five years of trial. He did not intend to
say more on this subject, which he re-
gretted had been introduced. He had
made what lie hoped would be a success-
ful appeal to the patriotism of the hon.
gentemen opposite. He believed they
had party issues enough on which they
could legitimately divide, without drag-
ging down into the arena of party strife
a great question that the public interest
demanded sbould be raised above it ; and
he did hope that, in the further consider-
ation of the question here and elsewhere,
hon. gentlemen opposite would feel
that they owed it to their country, even
at.the sacrifice of party interest, to give
all the aid and co-operation that he (Mr.
Tupper) solicited at their hands to the
Government engaged in dealing with
this great question. He intended briefly
to examine some of the objections of hon.
gentleman opposite to the resolutions.
The langaage of the leader of the Op-
position, and of the late Ministers of Fin-
ance and of the Interior, would lead to
the supposition that in those resolutions
the House and country was asked to
commit itself to some new and onerous
obligation. He (Mr. Tupper) denied it.
On the points raised by those hon. gen-
tleman, Partiament had already com-
mitted itself to everything asked in the
resolutions. Those hon. gentlemen stood
as fully committed as gentlemen on
his side to everything asked in
the resolutions. Exception had
been taken to the demand to

appropiiate 100,000,000 acres for
the purpose of constructing the
Canadian Pacific Railway. On the
Journals of Parliament of seven years
ago would, however, be found a declara-
tion that they would give to a company
that would construct that work
50,000,000 acres, and, in alternate blocks,
an equal quantity, or 100,000.000 acres
in all, should be reserved for the purpose
of covering the expenditure in connection
with the construction of this work.
Therefore, as far as the amount of ]and
claimed, as far as the authority asked for
in relation to this appropriation of lands,
it was put, seven years ago, upon the
Journals of Parliament, and had never
been withdrawn. The hon. leader
of the Opposition objected to the sale of
these lands at $2 an acre, for the pur-
pose of covering the cost of the con-
struction of this work. Why, the hon.
gentleman would find, in the law which
he himself placed on the Statute-book, a
declaration that, of the 20,000 acres of
land per mile to be appropriated, one-
third was to be given to the contractors,
and the other two-thirds were to be
reserved in the bands of the Government,
for the purpose of paying the contrac-
tors for the work. There was no change
of policy in relation to it ; it was a
change in terms, apparently, but only
such a change as, while not involving
any additional expenditure, would pro-
vide the means for the liquidation of the
amount necessary for the cons uetion of
this great work. The hon. m fnber for
Bothwell reminded the House the other
night that all these engagements
had been subjected to the pro-
viso that n- increase of taxation
should be involved, that all these expen-
ditures in connection with the Canadian
Pacific Railway should be limited by the
declaration put forward in the outset,
and always maintained, that it should
not add to the taxation of the country.
He wished to deal especially with the re-
marks of the hon. gentlemen opposite,
who were committed by everything that
could commit public men, to give a
united support to every line of these
resolutions. The late Minister of the
Interior should remember that, we it
was declared in the first instance that the
whole scheme should be limited by our
ability to obtain a company who, for
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thirty millions of money and fifty mil-
lion acres of land, would, at their own
risk, supply all the capital that was re-

<quired to complete this work and operate
it afterwards, the policy of the hon. gen-
tlemen opposite entirely changed and ex-
tended that responsibility. They admit-
ted that they had made a binding con-
tract with the Imperial Government and
with the Government of British Colum-
bia, not limited by any such clause or con-
sideration.

An HoN. MEMBER : No.

MR. TUPPER said that, on the floor
of this Parliament, he had so thoroughly
established the point that the late Gov-
ernment made no such limit, but had im-
posed a binding obligation on the Gov-
ernment of Canada to complete, by 1890,
two thousand miles of railway as a Gov-
ernment work ; he had made that so clear
and palpable that a member of that Ad-
ministration drew up a new resolution,
and placed it in the hands of a gen-
tleman opposite, renewing the former
declaration, that it must not involve
additional taxation. He was not blara-
ing hon. gentlemen, but ha was showing
that they were much mistaken if they
supposed that, after the light that had
been thrown on this question, they could
to-day relieve themselves of the responsi-
bility that they incurred when they
bound the Government to complete tbis
work in eleven years from to-day, coûte
que coûte, from the waters of Lake
Superior to British Columbia, and wit.h-
out any ieservation or qualification what-
ever. They stood committed to having
adopted and imposed on Canada an
obligation vastly greater in extent than
anything that had been attempted or con-
templated by their predecessors. But
he did not blame the hon. gentlemen ;
he believed they did this under a sense of
the responsibility imposed on them when
they came into power, and, that looking
upon this question from a statesmanlike
paint of view, they felt that they could not
turn back, and that, good faith having
bean pledged to British Columbia to
eomplete this road as rapidly as possible,
they believed they were consulting the
best interests of the country when they
assumîd that binding and onerous obli

gatio. Having done so, it was not pos-
sible for these hon. gentlemen to escape

MaL TUPPEE.

from their liability, or to raise a question
to-day as to their own obligation, nor
could they refuse their co-operation to
any Government in redeeming the prom-
ises to which they bound themselves
both to the Imperial Government and
the Government of British Columbia.
But that was not all. He wanted the
leader of the Opposition, who seemed to
be hesitating about allowing this Gov-
ernment to put 125 miles of this route
under contract without previous submis-
sion to Parliament--

Mi. MACKENZIE : I never said so;
[ said I would be prepared to consider
any resolution giving authority to place
125 miles under contract if I knew where
the place was.

Ma. TUPPER said be understood the
hon. gentleman to go a great deal further,
and to be committed to the same princi-
ple as the hon. member for Bothwell ; he
understood the hon. gentleman to take
exception to the principle of the adop-
tion of the policy that these resolutions
propounded, that of beginning the con-
struction of this work within the .Pro-
vince of British Columbia, and commit-
ting the people of this country to
prosecuting it steadily. One of the
great objections to this proposal on the
part of the hon. gentleman was that it
would commit Parliament to the expen-
diture of $10,000,000 for the construc-
tion of these 125 miles. The hon. gen-
tleman said that he had sent Mr.
Fleming to England, and obtained the
able assistance of Sir John Rose, and
those gentlemen united exhausted their
efforts in endeavouring to influence Brit-
ish capitalists to come forward and con-
struct this road. He gave the hon. gen-
tleman credit for it; he believed he (Mr.
Mackenzie) was doing his duty to Can-
ada, and that he never did it in a more
satisfactory, a more laudable manner,than
when he was endeavouring, through the
best agencies he could command, to se-
cure the accomplishment of that work.
But, when those hon. gentlemen told him
that they could not obtain any encourage-
ment from British capitalists-he (Mr.
Tupper) would not now discuss
the reasons that led to that posi-
tion--what did the hon. gentleman do !
Did he abandon the line i Did he
shrink from the responsibility ? No ;
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but he put in the newspapers all over
this country advertisements, asking for
tenders for 125 miles of road from Yale
to Kamloops, to be closed on the 31st of
December last, so that, at this moment,
if there had not been a change of Govern-
ment, the hon. gentleman would either
be in the position of having trifled with
the people of Canada and of British (g-
lumbia, or he was bound in honour'to
have let 125 miles of road before Parlia-
ment met, and that it was not et at this
moment he (Mr. Tupper) bWeved was
due to a change of Government. How,
then, could those hon. gentlemen raise
the question of responsibility attaching
to them, to say they were not prepared
to endorse the onerous obligations pro-
posed in the resolutions? They were
proposing no onerous obligations. but a
means by which the obligations first as-
sumed by themselves, and subsequently
adopted with a much greater degree of
force by the hon. gentleman opposite,
should be rendered lighter, and the means
provided at the same time to keep faith
with British Columbia and with the Im-
perial Government, who also were made
parties to this compact by the hon.
gentlemen opposite, and at the same
time do it without imposing any such
financial disasters on the country as
must ensue, unless means something like
these were provided for utilising the
magnificent territory that was to be
opened up, and making it bear the ex-
penditure that would otherwise be borne
by the people of the olier Provinces.
He trusted he had shown the hon. gen-
tlemen opposite that they were mistaken
in supposing that any new obligation was
proposed ; he trusted lie had satisfied
tbem that the Government were limiting
the obligation and lightening the burden
instead of increasing it, and that the
policy proposed ought to commend itself
to the confidence, to the support of every
member of this House. The hon. gentle-
men opposite were bound by every prin-
ciple of statesmanlike conduct, anJ every
principle of honour, to give it a hearty
support. But the hon. gentleman said
it was a very serious thing to adopt
the location of a line without the consent
of Parliament, or without asking the con-
sent of Parliament.

MR. MACKENZIE : I never said so;
I said it was a serious thing to ask Par-

liament to give a large amount of moneV
for the purpose of building a line not
stated to Parliament.

MR. TUPPER said the burden of the
hon. member for Gloucester's (Mr. Ang-
lin's) speech was that they were going to
adopt a line without the consent of Par-
liament. He (Mr. Tupper) held in his
hand a description of a line adopted by
the bon. gentlemen opposite, on the re-
commendation of the hon. member for
Lambton, and without the consent of
Parliament ever being dreamed of. Last
Session this subject was discussed in Par-
liament, and lie then asked the hon. gen-
tleman if lie proposed to submit bis
adoption of a route to Parliament, and
he (Mr. Mackenzie) not only answered
no, but, after Parliament had risen, he
recommended to Council, on the 1 lth
Julv, 1878, the adoption of the 500 miles
not already located, from Tête Jaune
Cache to the Pacific. Previously, he
had located the line from Thunder Bay
to the Rocky Mountains, without the
consent of Parliament or without consult-
ing Parliament. In that Order in Coun-
cil locating some 1,500 miles of Canadian
Pacific Railway, the bon. gentleman de-
clared over bis own signature that there
were but two points to choose between,
one Bute Inlet, and the other Dean
Channel. What produccd this change
in favour of Burrard Inlet,-that line
which the hon. gentleman had previously
condemned ?

MR. MACKENZIE: I condemned
nothing.

MR. TUPPER said the hon. gentle-
man, after locatiiig the Canadian
Pacific Railway Telegraph by the
Burrard Inlet route, cancelled the
contract, and ordered the contrac-
tor to stop the work, and subse-
quently recommended that either Bute
Inlet or Dean Channel should be the ter-
minus of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
and adopted, in fact, the location of the
line to Fort George, which was far be-
yond any point that would go to Burrard
Inlet. He did not blame the bon. gen-
tleman for having reconsidered that ques-
tion, but lie was showing that it was not
so easy of solution as the hon. gentleman
from New Westminster (Mr. McInnes)
woald lead them to suppose, since,after the
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most careful consideration that his bon.
predecessor could give this subject for three
years, lie had decided that the Fraser
River route to Burrard Inlet was not
practicable. Therefore, lie believed the
hon. gentleman did what be believed to
be right, when in his judgment lie sup-
posed he had been mistaken, and was pre-
pared to retrace his steps, and to recon-
sider that question. fie would draw the
attention of the hon. member for Glou-
cester to the fact that here was a Govern-
ment receiving his hearty support, who
had been guilty of the great enormity of
locating a line of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, without reference to Parliament.
The hon. the leader of the Opposition
limited his objection to letting the con-
tract on a line that was not specified.
Perhaps the hon. gentleman would be
surprised to be told that there was no law
on the Statute-book of Canada that re-
quired any contract on the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, made by tle Govern-
ment as a Government work, to be sub-
mitted to Parliament at all. Certain
gentlemen of the Opposition claimed that,
whereas the Government of his right
hon. friend were prepared to let the Can-
adian Pacifie Railway, without submit-
ting the contracts to Parliament, their
successors had changed all that, and had
decided that every contract must first
have the approval of Parliamient before a
single blow was struck. Hie was sur-
prised, when lie came to look at the law,
at the discovery that there was no such
law, that the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Act of 1874 was divided into two parts;
one part dealt with the proposed con-
struction of the railway, or sections of it,
by a company, aided by a grant of lands
or money ; and, having provided all the
machinery for constructing it in that
way, there was a clause declaring that all
contracts must be submitted to Parlia-
ment ; but then it went on to provide
another way if, in the wisdom of the
Government, it was thought bet-
ter that it should be don( directly
by the action of the Government,
and, strange to say, no such clause
requiring the submission of contracts to
the-Government in that event could be
found. He sent this law to the Deputy
Minister of Justice, in whose legal
acumen hon. gentlemen opposite
had the same confidence as him-

MR. TUPPER.

self, and that gentleman stated that
there was no law on the Statute-book
requiring the submission to Parliament
of any contract made by the Government
for the construction of any portion of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway as a Govern-
ment work. So far from taking advan-
tage of this Statute, he was going beyond
it, and endorsing the sound principle that
where it was possible it was desirable
tiht all these contracts should be sub-
mitted to Parliament. He would tell
the hon. gentleman that of all the
most im tant contracts that lie (Mr.
Mackenziet had made in connection
with the Pacifie Railway,. now covering
an expenditure when completed of over
$28,000,000, lie had scarcely submitted
a contract to Parliament for its approval.
He was not blaming him, he believed
that, in asking power from the
House from time to time to
override what was supposed to be the
law, the hon. gentleman believed lie was
doing what was in the public interest.
No person gave him a more hearty sup-
port in this direction than lie (Mr. Tup-
per) did, because lie believed that it
would facilitate the work. Therefore,
he was asking nothing, from the hon.
gentleman which the hon. gentleman
had not asked and obtained from the
House when lie and his friends were
sitting on the Government benches.
When the Government asked power to
let a section, they dia not engage to let
the whole 125 miles, but they had
adopted the policy the lion. gentleman
(Mr. Mackenzie) had assumed in the
advertisements asking for tenders for
contracts which were to be closed on the
31st of Dpcember last. He did not
believe that, if the Bute Inlet route
was adopted, it would be possible to
submit 125 miles of that route to con-
tract, but lie would say to the hon. gen-
tleman that sixty-two miles from Wad-
dington Hiarbour through Cascade Range
was in a better condition, and was far
more accurately surveyed, to be sub-
mitted to the contractors than the large
sections of difficult contracts that
the bon. gentleman took power
from the Hlouse to let with-
out the previous sanction of Parliament.
So much for the engagement the Gov-
einment were now asking the House to
assume, and lie now came to the criti-
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cism offered by the late Minister of to say that they feU it their duty, when
Finance, as to the mode they would they found the expenditure of the country
take to carry out this policy. -He was exceeding the resources, to core down
asked whether he proposed to submit an with a tarifl that would give such a
Act. He (Mr. Tupper) replied no. Of revenue as would cover.the expenditure.
course they could not carry out the reso- That was not Iikely to hurt us in the
lutions without an Act, but they were estimation of the English capitalists or
tentative to an Act. The Government Governinent, when tbey would be called
proposed to invite the attention of the on to endorse the bonds of Canada, for
Imperial Government to the matter, and we had not only given tbem the assur-
to endeavour to obtain assistance from ance that ail the crOdit they had given us
them in accorplishing this work. If the had been fully redeenied, but that the
Imperial Government gave the required Government, in order to show to tbe
aid, of course it would be necessary to world that the credit of the country
come to Parliament to authorise the always shoull remain unimpaired, had
appointment of Commissioners,and to de- broughtdownatarif whioh would cre-
fine by law the mode by which the scheme ate a revenue ample to miet ail expendi-
was to be carried out. But that legisla- ture. le had endeavoured to show hon.
ture would be premature until they had gentlemen opposite that there was no in-
first, under these resolutions, made those crease ôf obligation, no demaad for power
efforts which they hoped would be success- sucl as lad not been given by Parliament
ful to obtain aid and co-operation from to our predecessors, and that the Govern-
the Imperial Government. The ex-Min- ment was warranted in the effort they
ister of Finance had accused the Govern- were making. ,ie had been asked b
ment, at different times, of having in- the Opposition bow it was fIat he haà
troduced a tariff hostile to British pourtrayed a paradise in the North-West,
interests. and in favour of the United when in discussing the tarif le 1 ointed
States, and had stated that, therefore, to the want of prosperity in Canada
they could not expect to obtain aid in itself. He (Mr. Tupper> would net have
England. ventured to propound sud a policy

Mn. CARTWRIGHT : I did not sav the onei-nren had tde
it was in the interest of the States. I
said it was hostile to all interests. brouglt iii a mcasu-e In relation

I to the other question. The first effort
MR. TUPPER said the hon. gentle- of fhe Governnent was to provide fIe

man, at all events, had said that the means by whidh Canada was te return,
reason the Government would not go to as she would at a very early day, to a
England was because they had adopted a condition of things in which tIe great
tariff prejudicial to British interests, that demand would be not for labour but for
the time was inopportune. The hon. the labourers. That was fhe cardinal point
leader of the Opposition had also taken of their policy. The Governmenf,
that ground in the most emphatic terms. by these resolutions, provided for
Hile sfated fat fIe tarif was in favotr of the demand for a vast body of un-
American and againsf British inferesfs. employed men in addition fa ail our own
He held a ditfferent viefd. One of the country supplied.
reasons which eed de Government fe M. MILLSo: What class
consider ree aweoessiy of re-adjtusting the
tariff was, fat ail the trade of Canada was M . TUPPER said that 10,000 of the
flowing in fhe direction of the United est men in Canada were at this moment
States instead of the Mother Country. Hie peuring, into fIe Norflî-Wesf to creafe a
(Mr. Tupper) mainfained that fIe present great fertile and prosperous country, and
time was opportune. This Government a denand would shortly le fet here for
eould go to fIe uImperial Governmenit every class of labour that could le
with the confidence of receiving their brougle into this country. ane had
support in their application. This Gev- stated that the Goverment had pro-
ernment could do that which their prede- posed th additional obligation that in
e8ors would. not have been warranfed fbose resolutions were Propounded tce
ini doing. Tgey would ee in a position eans by whih thoser obligations now
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before us could be met. There was no
Canadian with a spark of patriotism
within his heart who could look at this
great Canada of ours, and could dwell
for a single moment upon the fact that
here in Canada, washed by the two
great oceans, was a country below the
arctic circle as great as Europe, if they
took the small countries of Spain and
Italy ont of it. We not only had this
magnificent country,%but we had it en-
dowed by nature with all those natural
features which were necessary to make a
country great and prosperous. We had
within our countiy over 200,000,000
acres of the niost fertile land in the
world, inbabited by a people who,
though only numbering 4,000,000 now,
were as industrious, as intelligent and
as enterprising a population as could be
found on the face of the globe. Under
these circumstances, what Canadian
statesman was there, with the responsi-
bility of developing this magnificent
country thrown upon his hands, who
would not be a traitor to the best inter-
ests of his country if he did not put for-
ward every effort to construct a great
nationial highway that was to be a bond
of union from one end of this magnifi-
cent country to the other ? They
ought not to appeal in vain
to the bon. gentlemen opposite.
Instead of raising an old exploded cry,
instead of raising a single feeling that was
calculated to danage their effortq, it was
their duty, it was the duty of every
patriotic Canadian to unite on this grand
question ; and, fight as they might upon
questions of personal or party politics, on
this great question of a great national
highway for Canada, to which all parties
in this country had been committed in
the most solemn manner, they should all
unite in one steady conti;ued patriotic
effort to bring to consummation a scheme
on which the undoubted prosperity and
rapid progress of the whole country
depended.

House resolved itself into Committee
on the Whole on the Resolutions.

(In the Committee.)

On Resolution 7,
Mi. HOLTON said he would be

obliged to the hoe. the Minister of Pub-l
Mi. TuppER.

lic Works for definite information as to
where the 100,000,000 acres of fertile
land in the Iorth-West, of which he had
spoken, were situated.

MR. TUPPER said it was not con-
templated that it should all be found near
the railway ; though, provided the
lands within twenty miles on either side
of the line of rail way were all good, there
would be no difficulty in getting the
100,000,000 acres.

Some 11ON. MEMBERS: Between
what points ?

MR. TUPPER said from one end of
the line to the other ; from the
terminus at Nipissing to the Pacific
Ocean. They might not be able-though
that was not at all certain-to get on all
parts of the line land 20 miles in breadth
for farming purposes ; but there was no
doubt it could be obtained in the
neighbourhood of the line. The report
of Professor Macoun, who had given
special attention to this subject, war-
ranted the conclusion that that country
may be fairly estimated to possess
180,000,000 acres of arable land. On
Vancouver Island, on the table lands of
British Columbia, and on Queen Char-
lotte Island, there was a very large
amount of such lands.

Min. TROW said he had travelled very
much in the North-West. The fertile
lands were not continuous, and it was
his impression that these 100,000,000
would absorb all the fertile lands in that
quarter. Too much land was already
locked up, and, in case these lands were
held at $2 an acre, this fact would dis-
courage immigration into the North-
West, while the United States would
hold out to settlers superior advantages.

MR. TUPPER said that he was aston-
ished at the hon. gentleman's remarks.
While supporting the late Government,
the hon. gentleman had extolled the
boundless resources of the North-West,
and had voted for a grant of 50,000,000
acres for this purpose. He ascribed the
hon. gentleman's changed tone to his
change of position in the liouse.

Mi. TROW said that he had oppoNd
the late Government's policy with regard
to the route. le believed that there
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were homes for millions in the North-
West, but he did not believe in locking
up the lands available for free settle-
ment.

MR. DECOSMOS said that, at the
time Lord Dufferin travelled to British
Columbia in 1876, the Globe stated that
the distance between Kaministiquia and
Bute Inlet was 2,000 miles. Taking
that to be the distance, and the width of
the reservation being forty miles, twenty
miles on each side of the line, it would
give 51,200,000 acres of land. He did
not suppose that it would be found to
be all good land, but what could not be
obtained along the line could, no doubt,
be obtained elsewhere, and provision had
been made in the resolutions for that.
le had not the slightest hesitation in say-
ing that the 100,000,000 referred to could
be obtained. The Central Pacific Rail-
-way Company received a certain acreage
per mile, for which they were allowed to
charge $2.50. But according to a re-
cent return to Congress they sold the
land at $7.50 per acre, $5.50 above the
price for which the Government proposed
to sell the land along the Caadian
line.

MR. DAWSON said that there was
much more arable land in the North-
West than was imagined. Much land
that was set down as valueless, was, in
reality, available for agricultural pur-
poses.

Mu. MILLS said, with reference to
the quantity of land to be reserved on
eadh side of the railway, in his opinion,
the Government would be wasting the
public resources in dedicating land in
aid of the railway at any distance from
it. The hon. gentleman knew he could
not count on available lands except be-
tween the Red Riverandthe Rocky Moun-
tains. He would find, no doubt, where-
ever he went, a considerable portion of
waste lands. But, on the line of the
railway, it was doubtful if he would find
more than thirty or forty million acres
of good land within any reasonable
distance of it. They would be made
capable of settlement, and desirable only
by the construction of a railway. If
they£elected lands at any point in the
NorWest, more tha'n a few mites away
from the road, they would, unless inde-
pendent lines or branch railways were

run to them, not be available. They
could not find any fertile tract fifty miles
wide on each side, and 1,500 miles long,
such as was required to make up the
100,000,000 acres ; and much of the land
could have no value till reached or opened
up by railroads. Then, just in propor-
tion as they locked up those lands, or
dedicated them to the construction of
this road, would they interfere with the
colonisation of the North-West. The
Government could have had a road con-
structed without the contribution of a
single dollar from the Public Triasury.
lie knew that from the proposition made
to the late Government last year. The
hon. gentleman (Mr. Tupper) said he
was going to obtain immigration from
Great Britain. His colleague, however,
said they wanted none but agricultural
immigrants, and intended discouraging all
others. The Minister of Public Works
had spoken about everybody being fa-
vourable to those terns for the construc-
tion of the Pacific Railway. Now ho
(Mr. Mills) and a great many others had
never approved of thein. Ie proposed
to take North-West lands, no matter
how far from the road, though 300 miles
away, and dedicate thm to the construc-
tion of a railway that wodtld give them
no value ; he would simply sacrifice them
to its construction. The hon. gentleman
had taken this matter out of the hands
of his colleagues, having proposed to
plac the lands in the hands of a Com-
mission. Why ? Because capitalists
and others would not trust the Govern-
ment. The conduct of the bon. gentle-
man showed he believed that the people
of England would not advance money
upon those lands as security, if allowed
to remain in charge of the Administra-
tion-a very extraordinary compliment
for those hon. gentlemen to pay them-
selves.

MR. MACDOUGALL said he thought
it was hardly worth while at this late
stage of the Session to discuss at mach
length the question of the obligations
of Canada. towards British Columbia.
There was a difference of opinion in this
House on the subject. He had never,
however, been persuaded that Canada
was under any obligation to ruin itself
for the sake of carrying out a par-
ticular construction of the terms of
Union between British Columbia and
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Canada. He did not think that the fair
meaning of those terms involved suci
consequences. It was Ûot so construed
or understood at the time the Union
was effected. He took it, that a very
large num ber in the House and coun-
try desired to see a railway constructed
from Thunder Bay to the Rocky
Mountains as speedily as possible, for
the purpose of openirig up and settling
that great and fertile country west of
the Red River. 'Whether they could,
after reaching that point, acquire the
neans or establish a credit that would
enable then to borrow money enough to
cross the Rocky Mountains and reach
the Pacific Ocean in British Columbia,
was a question which, perhaps, their
success would have to determine. This
Parliament should do what it could
in the meantime to bridge the great
space that intervened between us and
the boundarv of British Columbia. With
regard to the resolutions themselves, lie
had some doubt as to whether they
ought Io lock up all the cultivable lands
in the fertile belt, for he presumed, after
taking 100,000,000 acres for the railway
there would be little left to attract free
grant settlers. Even if they adopted the
florid views that prevailed in some quar-
ters as to the extent of the arable land
of that region, he doubted whether any
one could figure out of the country now
unoccupied between Red River and
theRocky Mountains, 100,000,000 acresof
good land within reach of a rail way. He
thougiht they must penetrate the Peace
River country to make up that quantity.
'In that case, if recent reports could be
relied upon, it might be possible to find
it. But what lie objected to in the reso-
bitions was the absolute, unconditional
form of expression. If they were to be
binding in future-and, judging from past
experience in dealing with British Col-
umbia, they had need to act cautiously, lest
their successors should be charged with a
breach of faith-they ought not to fix so
arbitrarily the price of the lands. If they
were to appropriate 100,000,000 acres for
the Pacifie Railway, with a contlition that
it was not to be sold at less than $2 an
acre, how did the Government expect to
induce poor settlers f rom the old country
to go there I They would certainly not
be able to persuade settlers from eastern
Canada ta go to the North-West, and pay

MR. MACDOUGALL.

$2 an acre, when they could secure home-
steads in a more southern latitude, with,
perhaps, as good land for nothing. They
would be compelled to wait till the free
homesteads and good lands of the West-
ern States were all taken up, before the y
could persuade people to pass them by
and purchase lands froni the Canadian
Government at $2 an acre. He (Mr.
Macdougall) saw, therefore, great diffi-
culty ahead. The wave of settlement
now setting towards our country would,
he feared, be stayed if these resolution s
were passed. He assumed that no more
free grants could be made within any
reasonable distance of the line of railway.
There would be an inconsistency in it,
and if Parliament was to be pledged so
that hereafter, upon further information
and more experience as to the difficulties
of settlement, and the circumstances
which determined its course, they were not
at liberty to change their policy, he was
afraid they were moving too fast. They
had the fact admitted in these resolu-
tions that the reservation of land along
the line of railway had deflected settle-
ment away from the forty miles reserva-
tion, and this was given as a reason for
changing the line so as to accommodate
the settlers, and the same thing must
happen again. There werc few settlers,
if any, north of the present line, and lie
apprehended that there was no land un-
occupied and fit for settlement east of
Lake Manitoba thiat could be made
available oinder these resolutions. le
only desired to call the attention of the
hon. the Minister of Public Works te
the probable effect of his policy. He
did not tlink it was wise to pass resolu-
tions in so absolute a form, if the object
were really to facilitate settlement. It
was proposed to lock up this enormous
quantity of land until they could sell it
at $2 an acre, in order to raise money
for building the Pacific Railway. But
would they be able to sell the land for $2
an acre ? Could they induce settlers to
pay that price? Would the immigrants
they were likely to get have the means,
after buying horses, cattle and imple-
ments, and building houses and barns,
to pay the Government this $2 an acre ?
Ile was afraid that it would prove a
great hindrance to rapid settleVt,
while lie agreed, on the other hand, that
it was unfair to ask the people of the
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old Provinces of Canada to tax them-
selves, and to lay burdens upon their
children for the purpose of building a
railway through a new but naturally rich
country, for the benefit of strangers, im-
migrants not yet on this side of the A ,-
lantic. He thought they ought to make
the country itself pay for the road. It
was rich enough. It was large enough.
It was able, out of its own resources, to
farnish the means for constructing one
railway, at all events, from end to end of i t.
Any scheme which would accomplish that
object, he, as a representative of an On-
tario constituency, was ready to give his
assent to. The objection be now made
was that there appeared to be in these
resolutions an absolute, unconditional
reservation of-as he and many people
believed-all the good land within reach
of the railwav at the minimum price of
$2 an acre. If so, they could no longer
grant lands to settlers as homesteads.
That would deter people from coming
into the country and turn them aside
into the United States, and so they would
be killing the goose that laid the gol-
den egg. He feared that would be the
result unless some means could be found.
to reserve land fit for settlement within
a reasonable distance of the proposed
line of railway for those persons who
would go into the country as settlers,
but who would not be able to settle on
lands and pay $2 an acre for it. Hle
presumed, the Government, in carrying
out this scheme, if they did not exact
the money down, would exact interest
from the day of sale, otherwise the
scheme would not be a success financially.
Indeed, the scheme as a whole involved
a fallacy. They owned this land already,
and did not increase the area of their
estate by passing these resolutions. Thev
could not convince a farmer that he would
make a good financial operation, if, when
lie wanted to build a barn, he should set
apart for that purpose the produce of a
certain field, and appropriate that parti-
cular money for the construction of the
barn. He did not think they could lift
themselves over the fence by pulling at
their boot straps, nor that they would be
any richer in the eyes of capitalists after
the adoption of this scheme than before.
They owed it to their constituents to see
that, in the development of that new
country, it produced the means to pay

for the national improvements they were
constructing there; but they must
remember that they could niot have their
cake and eat it at the s4me time.

MR. DECOSMOS said be could not
allow the utterance of the hon. member
for Halton (Mr. Macdougall) to. pass ua-
challengea, namely, that the Dominion
had not made a d'eliberate and solemn
engagement with the Government and
the people of British Columbia. When
the hon. gentleman dared to influence
the members of this House with such
utterances, he (Mr. DeCosmos) would
tell him that he was advocating that
Punic faith that had carried one nationa-
lity down to eternal obloquy. This
country could never be built up by vio-
lated pledges, but the utterances of his
hon. friend ran in that direction. If we,
as Canadians, could not carry out our
obligations, let us take the honourable
and manly course of saying to the people
of British Columbia that we could not do
this thing, and tlhen, if the people of Bri-
tish Columbia wished to leave the Con-
federation, let tbem have the opportunity
of doing so. But as long as hon. gentle-
men here stated that the obligations of
this Governmnent toward British Colura-
bia need not be carried out

MR. MACDOUGALL: I said nothine
of the kind ; no member of this House
will go further, or urge more earnestly
the fulfilment of all honest obligations
that Canada has -made with British Co-
lumbia, but I interpret them in my
sense, and not in the lion. gentleman's
sense.

Resolution agreed to.

On Resolution 14,

Mn. MACDOUGALL said a difiiculty
seemed here to present itself. It was pro-
posed to send f urther exploring parties
to the Pine River Pass. Fron past ex-
perience, he thought it was perfectly clear
it would occupy the whole of this season
to send explorers from Ottawa now.
They would not be able to make nuch
of an exploration and send in their re-
ports before the season would have ex-
pired. But in this resolution it was
stated to be the intention to commence
the work of construction this season ;
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how then were they to benefit by the re-
sult of the explorations? How were they
to determine the propriety of any parti-
cular line in Briish Columbia unless they
had more information than they had now ?

MR. TUPPER said he admitted it
woild be desirable not to be so much
hurried, but a great pressure existed for
the commencement of the work of con-
struction in order to meet the long de-
ferred hope of the people of British
Columbia. They wanted to obtain further
information, and,at the same time, satisfy
the people of British Columbia tliat the
construction of the road would not be un-
necessarily delayed. There were now
125 miles ready for the contractors on
the Burrard Inlet route, and 60 miles on
which the line had been located by the
Bute Inlet route from Waddington Har-
bour, westwardly. Theyexpected to have
a hurried but sufficient exploration, not
a survey, to settle the question as to the
character of the country in the region of
the Pine River Pass, and to see how far
they might reasonably hope they could, by
the Bute Inlet route, bring a large tract
of country available for settlement nearer
tg the Pacifie.

MR. MACDOUGALL said lie under-
stood, then, the hon. gentleman to say
that he expected, by this hasty explora-
tion, to get suflicient information to justify
him in deciding either upon the Burrard
Inlet or Bute Inlet route, because, of
course, he must decide that before begin-
ing the work of construction, or was there
only a small portion of the country that
required to be examined by the engineers
in order to determine the question of
routes? '

Mit. TUPPER said, yes, and he
thought it could be accomplished in time
to offer it to the contractors. The work
could be proceeded with in winter as well
as summer. As soon as the exploration
was made, the Government would be
able, finally, to settle upon the line that
would be best in the interests of the
eountry.

Mn. MILLS asked if the hon. gentle-
man meant if it should be found that the
Pine River Pass, or the Peace River
Pass, was not as favourable as the route
already selected by the engineers, that
then the Burrard Inlet route would

MR. MACDOUGALL.

be adhered to. He would like to
know whether there had been such
an exploration of the pountry be-
tween the Riding Mountains and the
Rocky Mountains in the Peace'River
district, or at the Peace River Pass, as
would enable the Government to know
what might be the engineering difficulties
on the line to the Bocky Mountains I

MR. TUPPER said that, unless the
exploration which it was intended to
make should reveal the fact of there be-
ing a large tract of valuable country fit
for settlement, through which the rail-
way could be brought, nearer to the
Pacifie than by the ot her line, the Gov-
erument would not be warranted in
changing the location that had been
made. A rapid exploration would settle
this question.

MR. MACKENZIE said he had
already called the attention of this House
to the fact that there had been a hurried
exploration already. Mr. Horetzky had
examined the Peace River in 1874. Mr.
Hunter, one of their best engineers, crossed
the Rocky Mountains by the Pine River
Pass, in 1877, and the result of his ex-
ploration was before the House.

ME. TUPPER : That was too hurried.

Mn. MACKENZIE said that if
engineers were to be sent from Ottawa
on the lst of May, to travel a thousand
miles to the Pine River Pass, and
spend all the summer there, they
would not be able to accomplish
more than was done in 1877. Hunter
was near the base of his operations; he
had only to proceed from the neighbour-
hood of Fort George, and within a few
days reached the scenes of his year's op-
eration, and even then lie was only able
to accomplish a rapid survey. Ris re-
port was not a favourable one. He re-
ported it was possible to get a line
through, but that in one place, five miles
in length, there would have been a grad-
ient of 6Oft. to the mile, which was
greater than any on the Burrard Inlet
route. The Peace River Pass had been
explored not merely by Mr. Horetzky,
but by Alexander Mackenzie, Professor
Selwyn, and a number of others who had
examined it so thoroughly that it was
known nearly as well as the Jasper
House Pass.
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MR. RYMAL said it was evident,
from the nature of the discussion, that
they were not ready to commence the con-
struction of this road. He had always
looked upon this scheme as one calculated
to outweigh the capacity of Canada. He
did not believe there were 100,000,000
acres of fertile land in the North-West,
and he feared that the price of $2 per acre
placed upon the land there would turn
the tide of emigration to the United
States. He would advise the hon. the
Minister of Public Works not to act
hastily in this matter, to consider care-
fully before assuming this great responsi-
bility which would, sooner or later, bring
tribulation on Canada.

MR. DECOSMOS said that the hon.
member's statement, witb reference to
gradients in Pine River Pass, was not
correct, and read Mr. Hunter's report,
Sessional Paper No. 20, 1878, to prove
that the gradients were not as high as
the hon. the Minister of Public Works
represented them to be.

Resolutions ordered to be reported.

House resumed.

Resolutions reported, and read thefirst
and 8econd time8.

MR. TUPPER moved concurrence in
Resolution 1.

MR. MACKENZIE said it would not
be at all surprising if ho should refer for
a few minutes to what took place last
Saturday. He considered that in that
de'oate he had confined himself very
strictly to the subject before the House.
His criticisms might bave been light or
heavy in the estimation of hon. gentle-
men opposite, but, at ail events, they
were fair criticisms called for by the
necessity and the nature of the subject
under discussion. The remarks of the
Minister of Public Works were not such
as ho (Mr. Mackeuzie) had a right to
complain of, but, on the other hand,they
traversed, to a great extent, the position
which lie (Mr. Mackenzie) had taken

Mn. DAWSON said that the railroad when he was leader of the aovernment.
would open up a far greater extent of The First Minister made a speech re-
country than that immediately bordering markable for its unfairness. In bis
on the line. It would cross great rivers effort te break the force cf sucl remarks
having hundreds of miles of navigation as lie (Mr. Mackenzie) bad made, the
on either side of it, and when it reached hon, gentleman did not scruple te attri-
Peace River it would connect with more bute te him designs which it was im-
than a thousand miles of navigation, possible for auy patriotic Canadian te
broken by only one little fall. But ho entertain. lc (Mr. Mackenzio> neyer
would suggest to the Government that made axly effort te discredit eithor the
great care should be observed in the Govornmeut or the pregress cf the work,
selection of engineers to examine the the manner cf doing which by the Gev-
Pine River region. They should be orumont he (Mr. Mackenzie) opposed.
without prejudices in favour of any other Thero was nething in bis whole
route. A great mistake had been made record, as a public man, which li did
in the country betweeli Lake Superior not challenge the hon, gentleman te bring
and Manitoba, a mistake which would Up, if lie could, te prove the calumnieus
involve, and was involving, the waste of statements lie lad made.
millions. Such mistakes should be Sm JOHN A. MACDONALD What
avoided in the future, and the best way were they ?
to guard against them was to re-organise
the engineering staff It should be re- MR. MACKENZIE said the lon.
modelled and a Board of Engineers forned, gentleman had stated that he (Mr.
a Board which should see that the Mackenzie) had deliberately misre-
surveys and explorations were made presented the country, that he lad
economically and organised with a some- tried in every way te prevent the
what greater degree of intelligence than cempany whidh had been organised in
that which had kitherto marked their 1872 from sacceeding, and that it was
managem.ent. owing te the efforts cf him (Mr. Mac-

kenzie) and cf bis friends, that ae ,oi-
Reholution agreed te. pany had failed te succeed. te had
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hallenged the hon. gentleman before, and
he now challenged him again, to substan-
tiate these statements. It was well known
that the scheme to which the hon. gen-
tleman had alluded had broken down be-
fore there was a whisper of the transac-
tion known as the Pacifie Rail way scan-
dal. It was known that, during the
Session, when these gentlemen were
in England, the Minister of Public
Works announced a few days before the
close of the Session that he had every
reason to believe that the contractors
were meeting with success in negotiat-
ing their bonds. He (Mr. Mackenzie)
expressed his pleasure at bearing the
good news. He was suspicious of the
correctness of the news from what he
had seen in other correspondence,
but, assuming that the Minister himself
nust necessarily have known the facts,

he accepted the lion. gentleman's decla-
ration. It was known to all in official
circles that the scheme had hopelessly
failed, and the hon. .gentleman opposite,
on Saturday, as on other occasions,
tried to throw the odium of the break-
down upon his political opponents, when
he knew it was owing to his own crude,
undigested scheme, which could find no
favour with English capitalists. The
hon. gentleman was afterwards guilty
of such transactions as did bring dis-
credit upon the scheme and the country.
The hon. gentleman had not only made
this unwarranted attack on bitn (Mr.
Mackenzie) but also said that the late
Government had lost five years. He
would ask the hon. gentleman to take
any five years he chose from 1867 to the
time he left office, and to show that he
had accomplished as much work on the
Intercolonial as he (Mr. Mackenzie) had
on the Pacific. In no single undertak-
ing that could be named in this country
was there any such progress made as
had been made with that scheme in the
five years. Almost the entire surveys
were compleued. Nearly 300 miles ot
railroad were made ready in that time,
and all the rest was ready for
placing under contract, and yet the bon.
gentleman would deliberately say, in
that extravagant style of his, that no pro-
gress had been made. He also said that
he (Mr. Mackenzie) had initiated an
absurd scheme of land and water, and he
was pleased to diverge from the line of

Mi. MACKENZIE.

argument, if any of his speech could
be called an argument. to characterise the
product of these as what he would desig-
nate mud. lu the first place, he (Mr.
Mackenzie) would have no hesitation in
abandoning any plan conceived, if he
found any better plan could be devised.
He came into office with his late col-
leagues at a time when this enterprise was
but in its infancy, finding the country
committed to an extent of work that
was impracticable. They had, at one and
the same time, to get a mitigation of
those ternis with British Columbia, and
to conduct the work, to some extent,
forward to completion. In endeavouring
to do that, he conceived this plan; he
conceived that it would be desirable to
utilise the great stretches of water
navigation, and he failed to see in
that scheme anything that should
or could provoke the merriment of even
hon, gentlemen opposite. The hon. gen-
tleman, in his scheme, proposed to com-
mence at Lake Nipissng, and build con-
tinuously -westward around Lake Super-
ior, in a country that was, perhaps, the
most barren of any we had in Canada.
He did not know very much of that coun-
try, but he thouglit he was warranted in
saying that he knew more than any of the
presentMinistry,forthey wereneverthere.
But they all knew enough to understand
that, while, no doubt, there might be por-
tions of it here and there valuable for
settlement, a great part of the country
westward to Lake of the Woods was not
favourable for settlement, and it pre-
sents very rough natural features. Its
topography was of a very forbidding char-
acter generaliy, and there was very little
arable land to be found there. They con-
cluded, then, to utilise the waters from
the east end of Georgian Bay to the west
end of Lake Superior, in the first place.
Had hon. gentlemen opposite put an
end to that schem2 ? They proposed to
let out contracts from Lake Nipissing to
the west end of Lake Superior. If they
had faith in their own scheme,*nd object-
ed to this mixture of land and water,
termed mud by the hon. gentleman, why
did they not change their present policy ?

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
Un bon jour viendra.

MR. MACK ENZIE said yes, but, in
the meantime, the hon. gentleman adopts

Pacißc Railway.(COMMONS.]
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a plan that he ridicules whilst he
acts upon it. Well, west of Sel-
kirk they had again to use the water
stretches. If the road were completed
to the Narrows of Lake Manitoba, very
little work, indeed, would enable them to
connect Lakes Manitoba and Winnepe-
goosis with the Saskatchewan River, and
to obtain 700 or 800 miles continuous
navigation there, which would serve a
very good purpose in promoting the set-
tlement of the Saskatchewan Valley.
Such was his scheme. He proposed, also,
in the first place, to build the road to-
wards the Narrows of the Lake of the
Woods, passing by Sturgeon Falls ; and
from Sturgeon Falls, by building a lock at
Fort Francis, there would be continuons
navigation to the Narrows of the Lake
of theWoods. That was the scheme they
devised. It was a wise one, as by it they
would have a large investment of money
by Canada, and it would, in the mean-
time. be a great and undoubted blessing.
The hon. gentleman opposite (Sir John
A. Macdonald) seemed to think it would
be no blessing, and that the grand scheme
which he had initiated, and which met
wvith such a total failure, rejecting all
considerations obtained by experience,
and all the teachings which they had
acquired by the exploration surveys,
should be carried out. He (Mr.
Mackenzie) was not ashamed, at this
moment, to say that in devising that
scheme of using the water-stretches of
navigation, they did what was in the pub-
lie interest. At al events, they did it in
the most perfect good faith, and in mak-
ing use of that plan they did not build a
mile of xailway but what could be util-
ised in acquiring the most direct route to
the places where they intended to go, and
they proposed to utilise as much of the
railway as was possible in settling up the
interior of the country. He had not de-
viated one iota from that plan, because
he saw no reason to deviate from it; but,
ashe said alittle whileago, he would not be
àshamed to depart from a preconceived
notion, if lie found a plan that would suit
better and save money to the country.
As the Minister of Public Works,
as the Premier, and as a
Canadian, lie was bound to do the best
for the country. He did try his best to ac-
complish what was in the interests of
the country, and he had no doubt that

what they did was done with all the wis-
dom which could be collected at the
time from those employed as engineers
under them. The hlion. the First Minister
also referred with a jeer to his suppres-
sing a map.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD : I 

Ma. MACKENZIE : Yes.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
sai- nothing about suppressing a map.

Ma. MACKENZIE: At all events, as
the thing is mentioned, I will simply
refer to it in this way. When Mr.
Sandford Fleming came home, he found
a map prepared by Mr. Marcus Smith,
his deputy, and the Deputy Minister of
the Interior, Colonel Dennis. He repre-
sented to me, in the strongest terms, that
the map misrepresented the country,
that there was much better country than
the map represented, and he protested
against it being published with any re-
port of his. Acting upon the Chief
Engineer's stìong protest, the map was
not published. As to suppressing the
map, why it was my object to give the
greatest amount of information to the
public,but I would never publish inything
against the evidence of those responsible
as engineers forthe road. The hon.gentle-
inansaid I deliberately misrepresented the
extent of good land. I am not aware of
having made any such misrepresentations.
I recollect, very well, when the hon.
gentleman, with a recklessness which no
information in his possession could have
justified, stated there were 350,000,000
acres of valuable land in that coun-
try. I never gave any information ex-
cept that given to me in public docu-
ments, at the disposal of every member
of the House, consequently I could have
made no misrepresentation. The fact is,
I have been personally and politically a
devotee to the settlement of that coun-
try, and the promotion of the interests
of Canada there. I have looked upon
the North-West as the place that was to
give solidity and power to us. Two
vears ago I employed a well-known gen-
tleman, a writer in this city, to prepare
a condensed statement of all the facts
that could be found out respecting the
country, its geological and topographical
features, its waters, its woods, and its
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That statement was circulated in I the matter.
England amongst those who it was sup-
posed might be induced to become con-
tractors for the road, as the best means
of giving them the information they
might require.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
Who was the writer ?

MR. MACKENZIE : Mr. Ryan.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD:
Which Mr. Ryan ?

Ma. MACKENZIE: Mr. Carroll
Ryan.

SiRa JOHN A. MACDONALD : Oh!

Ma. MACKENZIE: Well, what
about it ?

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
wanted to know nerely.

MR. MACKENZIE : The hon. gen-
tleman knew quite well. Of course, the
hon. gentleman can sneer.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
am not sneering.

MR. MACKENZIE : The humblest
man in the country is entitled to re-
spect, and the gentleman I bave men-
tioned commands respect from every
person.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
have said nothing against Mr. Ryan.

MR. MACKENZIE : Of course not.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD: It
is only the Globe talks against him.

MR. MAOKENZIE: The hon. gen-
tleman alway s accepts the opinions of
the Globe, when he finds anything to suit
his purpose; but, when it finds fault, it
is only the Globe. I have known the
hon. gentleman and bis colleagues to read
passages of the Globe to prove that they
were right. The hon. gentleman will
remember reading two columns of the
Globe to prove that they were right in
attaching all the importance they did to
the Pacific Railway, and, the next day,
speaking of the Globe as an authority
which no person would ever dream of
giving. I have now to call the attention
of the House to the present position of

Ma. MAcKEzNI.

The hon. the Minister of
Public Works referred to various mat-
ters upon which I desire to make some
remarks.- l the first place he complained
of the debate on Saturday. He com-
plained of party questions being intro-
duced. Why, the hon. gentleman must
see that this is a party question as much
as any question that comes into this
House.

MR. TUPPER: I did not complain
so particularly of you, as of your col-
leagues.

MR. MACKENZIE: I am very
mucb obliged to the hon. gentleman. I
say I conducted the discussion in a pro-
per manner, and criticised what was
squarely before the House; but the
leader of the Government immediately
afterwards got up and changed it into
a party discussion, and lie accused
me falsely of having determined
to injure the country, and with
endeavouring to influence English capi-
talists and contractors against the enter-
prise of lis former Government, and
then it became tEe duty apparently of
my late colleagues to point out that, if
there was any wrong-doing, it was not
on my part, but on the part of the hon.
gentleman himself. If the leader of the
Government had not dragged the discus-
sion in that direction, it would not have
gone in that direction, and the hon. gen-
tieman has himself and lis friends to
blame for forcing the discussion into a
channel in which we did not intend to
go. I bave no desire to discuss these
unpleasant things. I prefer infinitely
to have a dignified discussion purely on
the nerits of questions of this sort, and
I did so conduct the debate. Now, I
am bound to say that the Minister of
Public Works did not say anything
which I could take exception to as un-
fair, and he gave statements which clearly
suited his own views. I dcny at once
that I for a moment tried to, or dreamed
of making it a mere party question; but
the hon. gentleman will not forget that,
on several occasions, lie and his col-
league, the First Minister, did so act in
this House. Why, after obtaining au-
thority from the House to let some con-
tracts, does not the bon. gentleman recol-
lect moving that the contracts be not
approved of ?
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]&R. TUPPER: No.

Ma. MACKENZIE : Well, the hon.
gentleman will find in the Journals of
1875, page 350, that I Mr. Tupper
moved, seconded by Sir John A. Mac-
donald, that the question of approving
contracts 13 and 14 bt postponed
for three months." When there
was no possible objection, why was this
done? Why should the initial sections
at each end, between Fort William and
Selkirk, be postponed for three months?
If the motion had carried, the hon. gen-
tleman knows that it would have delayed
the construction of the initial portion for
a year. Was this done for party in-
terests 1 'lhe leader of the Government
also blamed me because I asked for a de-
finition of the place where these 125
miles of road were to be located. What
was the hon. gentleman's reply to my
demand 1 Why, he said we did the very
same thing. Now, did we do the veiy
same thing 1

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
Yes.

MR. MACKENZIE : I shall read a
motion to the hon. gentleman. and ask
any member on his own side of the
House, if the question justified the hon.
gentleman's quibbling on that particular
matter. On the same page will be
found a resolution that the Governient
be authorised to enter into a contract
during the recess with the party sending
in the lowest available tender for the
construction of that portion of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway extending from
Rat Portage to Cross Lake, a distance
of thirty-seven miles. There is one of
the instances ; the mileage is mentioned,
and the two objective points of the road
given. The Government proposition
is to make further explorations, and, as
soon as they have located a line, to give
out a contract for a portion not exceed-
ing 125 miles. Where are those 125
miles 1 The hon. gentleman (Sir John A.
Macdonald) replied in British Columbia,
which extends several bundred miles
along the Pacific coast. There are a
number of possible routes for a railway,
all of which I rejected, but the most
southernly. The present Government
do not give any indication of which
one they propose to accept. They

124

wish to have further explorations as
they may see fit, in that vast coun-
try, and power to build 125 miles of rail-
way anywhere in it ; and the hon. gentle-
man says that this is a precisely similar
f roposition to that of the late Government.
Isit so 1 Themost devoted adherentof the
right hon. gentlenan would not venture
the assertion that they are one and the
same thing. I would not object to the
further explorations proposed in the
Pine River Pass, if the Government
deliberately intended to make an elaborate
survey, for only upon an elaborate survey
can reasonable estinates be framed. It
would require at least two years for an
intelligent, reliable survey of the Pine
River region. 1 do not consider that
we should discuss, in an exhaustive
way, the question brought up by the
leader of tho Government on Saturday,
in connection with immigration. I would
merely reiterate what I have said
already, that I do not believe in any
land scheme that will lock up the great
mass of the valuable land of the country,
and prevent settlers entering upon it. I
believe that, if the country is to be set-
tled, if a certain brea4th, say twenty
miles on each side, is to be made available,
other lands must be given cheap, or for
nothing, to attract people into the coun-
try. Because, after all, the money ob-
tained for the land is no equivalent for
the labour and prosperity produced by a
large influx of immigrants. Those p>eo-
ple will do far more to enrich the coun-
try than will the holding of the entire
land for settlement, at a high price. As
to the speech of the hon. gentleman (Mré
Tupper) in which, in closing, he spoke
loudly and eloquently of the character
and achievements of the men of the
North, it had nothing to do
with this question. But it is not true
that the men of the North are always
triumphant. The Grecians, Carthagin-
ians and Romans were not Northmen.
All that kind of remark is mere non-
sense, and has no proper place in a seri-
ous debate. What Canadians have to
determine at present is the wisdom,
or unwisdom, of adopting the policy
foreshadowed in these resolutions.
I believe the hon. gentleman was
mistaken in the efiect those resolu-
tions will produce. If I believed
tlat we would get $200,000,000
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for those 100,000,000 acres, no person
would be more delighted. But the hon.

gentleman must not be offended if we, on
the' Opposition side, do not agree with
him 'in this notion. The emigration
into Manitoba during the present
year is claimed by hon. gentlemen oppo-
site as one of the meritorious things
accomplished by the National Policy;
but it has no more to do with
it than with the emigration of
the negroes from Louisiana to
Kansas. There was precisely as mneh
emigration to Manitoba last year, 'when
the National iPolicy was not contem-
plated. I have endeavoured, as a mem-
ber of Parliament and Minister of the
Crown, to conduct the affairs of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway as earnestly
and anxiously as I could in the interest
of the country, and with a fair regard to
the claims upon us, which, rightly or
wrongly, bave been given to British
Columbia. I was quite conscious that
an enornous expenditure upon that road
would, to a greater or lesser extent, affect
the stability of my own Administration.
I was aware that it was impossible to
satisfy what I considered to be the un-
reasonable attitude and demands of some
of the people of British Columbia. But,
while anxious so to conduct the enter-
prise as to show that we were doing
everything in our power, we, at the same
time, resolved, at all hazards, not to com-
mit the country to such an expenditure
as would overbalance the reason-
able expectation of obtaining a revenue
to meet it without increasing the
burden of taxation. I believe we went
as far as it was possible, certainly as far
as it was prudent, to go. I am, there-
fore, very much surprised that the hon.
the Premier should have declared that
the late Government had lost five years.
We shall see what the next five years
will bring forth, and the result of the
right hon. gentleman's engineering and

planning. I will not venture upon any
prophecy, although I know tolerably
well what must be the inevitable result
of a certain course, if followed, and of
a certain other course if not followed.
The first resolution resolves that engage-
ments have been entered into with British
Columbia as a condition to the union
with Canada; that a line of railway shall
be constructed between the Atlantic and

Mi. MACKENZIE.

the Pacific, and that it shall be con-
structed with all possible speed. I have
not been able to find any language any-
whpre that justifies that resolution. I
think it much better that the resolution
should be properly worded, and give the
truth in the matter, as well as the exact
opinion of the Canadian people.

Sra JOHN A. MACDONALD : It
conveys the present opinion of the people
of Canada.

MR. MACKENZIE said it conveyed
it only to some extent. -He, therefore,
moved in amendment:-

" That the said resolution be not now con-
curred in, but that it be referred back to a
Committee of the Whole, with instructions
that they have power to amend the same, by
inserting the following words after the word
' That,' in the said resolution :-4 The Govern-
ment of the Dominion undertook to secure
the commencement simultaneously within
two years from the date ot the said Union, of
the construction of a railway from the Pacifie
towards the Rocky Mountains, and from such
point as may be selected east of the Rocky
Mountains towards the Pacifie, to connect the
seaboard of British Columbia with the railway
system of Canada; and, further, to secure the
completion of such railway within ten years
from the date of the Union; that the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Act, 1872, provided-
" that the public aid to be given to secure that
undertaking should consist of such liberal
grants of land, and such subsidy in money or
other aid not increasing the (then) existing
rate of taxation as the Government of Canada
should thereafter determine;" that the Canada
Pacific Railway Act, 1874, provided that " it is
proper to make provision for the construction
of said work as rapidly as the same can be ac-
complished without further raising the rate of
taxation ;" that, during the Session of 1876, the
following words were added to a resolution
appropriating money for the Canada Pacifie
Railway, viz.: I While granting this sum, this
House desires to record its view that the
arrangements for the construction of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway should be such as
the resources of the country will permit,
without increasing the existing rates of taxa-
tion ;' that the circumstances of the country
are not now such as would justify a departure
from the ground taken in the said Acts and
resolution, and that the construction of the
railway should only be proceeded with at sucb
a rate as will not necessitate increasing the
rate of taxation beyond that existing at the
date of the above recited resolution n the
Session of 1876.'"

MR. BOULTBEE said it did not aeem
to him that the leader of the Opposition
had spoken directly to his amendment.
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He spoke with a good deal of feeling
with having been charged by the leader
of the Government with having, with
bis friends, tried to defeat this scheme
from its inception. He denied it here to-
day, but the conviction of tlhe Canadian
people was that the charge was correct,
that, both in Parliament and in the press,
they had endeavoured to thwart that
scheme. The people generally believed
tbat if that scheme had been dealt with
in a fair statesmanlike manner, it would
bave gone through then, and that the
impetus which this country would have
gained would have saved the people
from the severe depression which they
had been suffering from. That was the
impression that remained on the minds of
the people, and it was not too miuch to
say, from the utterance of the leader of
the Opposition, that he was still instinct
with the same feeling. When this plan
was now launched before the flouse and
the country, what position did they find
the leader of the Opposition taking ?
He said that, while he would be glad to
see it succeed, and would do everything
he could to help it forward, yet that such
was the treatment received by the people
of England from this country, if he were
an English statesman he would not give
a cent. Was that the utterance of a
patriot who wished a great scheme to
s3ucceed ? This was not the expression of
a man who wished well to this scheme.
The hon. gentleman and his friends
hoped this scheme would fail, so that
they could make use of the common ex-
pression afterwards, " I told you so."
The hon. gentleman challenged the lea-
der of the Government to show that pro-
gress bad not been made in the construc-
tion of the Canadian Pacific Rail way
during the last five years. Well,
-what had we got i We had got a piece of
road, partially completed at one end, badly
constructed at another, with a large
gap between. It was a most inferior
road. The only great progress that
seemed to have been nmade was the pur-
chase of a large quantity of steel rails ai
an enormous price, that had never been
used. The hon. gentleman and his
friends had selected a terminus on the
Kaministiquia River at an enormous ex-
pense, and it was the conviction of
everybody who knew anything about
£he matter that it would have to be ab-

andoned. Everyone acquainted with the
facts admitted that it should be at Prince
A rthur's Landing, where it should have
been originally located. The hon. mem-
ber for Chateauguay (Mr. Holton)
seemed to doubt the assertion of the
leader of the Government that there
were from 200,000,000 to 250,000,000
acres of land in that country to be made
available. He (Mr. Boultbee had
taken some interest in this subject, had
read the reports of experts, and he
found, upon collecting the most reliable
infcrmation, that the fertile belt had an
extent of 900 miles in length by 600
miles in breadth, and the evidence of
experts showed it to be one of the finest
tracts of lands in the world. This tract
contained nearly 300,000,000 acres of
land, or nearly three times more than
would be required for the purpose. The
leader of the Opposition said that he de-
sired to conduct this discussion in a
fair and legitimate way. le (Mr.
Boultbee) had heard nothing at all
from the leader of the Opposition,
except what was fair and legitimate, but
he was sorrv to see that the hon. gen-
tleman did not seemn to look with dis-
approbation on the conduct of some of
his colleagues, who were the first to
travel out of the legitimae line of
debate. Why did not the hon. gentle-
man get his colleagues to take the sanie
stand as himself and discuss this matter
fairly ? Considerable exception was
taken by the leaders of the Opposition
to the fact that the Government askbd
for power from this House to construct
125 miles of road at the western ex-
tremity as soon as they should have
ascertained the proper route. It was
well understood that one of the two
routes must be taken to reach the
Pacifie coast, and it seemed that the ex-
plorers had hot yet satisfactorily deter-
mined whichwas the best. Butifthis House
had confidence in this Government, or
any other Government, it could safely
leave this matter to the discretion and
good sense of the gentlemen composing
that Government. In winding up his
speech, the leader of the Opposition said
that, after all, these things amounted to
very little, that what we had to do was
to consider the wisdom of the plan sub-
mitted to this House, and decide on its
merits ; but he did not then proceed to
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discuss the scbeme on its mnerits,
and he (Mr. Boultbee) would vei-
ture to say that the hon. gentleman
would find it difficult in discussing this
scheme cn its merits to show it was not
the best one that could be proposed. He
said be did not like to lock up large
quantities of land for the purpose of build-
ing the railroad; but, as we were bound
by obligations to build this road, we
should construet it through this land, and
what would be the use of these fertile
lands unless there was a railroad running
through them i It was a bad position to
take to say this scheme was not a good
one, and yet not attempt to show that it
was bad, nor attempt to find a better one.
The hon. leader of the Opposition said he
had always tried to do the best he could
for the country. It would be bard to say
here that he had not; it would be hard
to charge any man holding his high

position, with not having tried to do the
best he could for the country ; but in
doing so the hon. gentleman seemed, on
many occasions, to have acted bastily, and
not to have been at all successful in his
efforts.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD said
lie did not think that the bon. member
for Lambton, with all bis abilities, bad in
any way impaired the position that either
the hon. the Minister of Public Works or
himself (Sir John A. Macdonald) had
taken on Saturday. Therefore, as they
must get through the Session, he would
say no more, but ask the House
to concur in the resolutions.
The hon. gentleman had also been good
enough to allude to what he called
" The Pacifie Railway Scandal," and so
did the hon. member for Shefford. True,
the country bad replied to it, but le
should be glad to meet this House as lie
would be glad to meet anyone of his
contrymen whenever they chose to bring
up that matter for discussion. The
Minister of Public Works disposed of
that matter very summarily in bis re-
marks to-day. They said, whilst sup-

posing it to be true that the Government
which existed before 1873 had com-
mitted all- kinds of possible atrocities,
and that tbey had been corrupt, what
must be the estimation of the people of
the Administration that existed from
1873 to 1878, when, with all the faults

MIL BOULTBEE,

of John A. Macdonald, Sir George
Cartier and Mr. Langevin, they deliber-
ately, by an overwhelming majority,
chose to accept those gentlemen, aind all
their friends, with all their faults, rather
than retain that Government. Such an
exhibition of imbecility and corruption
never was exhibited to the country, as
was exhibited by the Governmient which
was formed in the end of 1873, and ex-
pired on the 17th day of September,
1878. What condemnation could be so
great as the condemnation that was pro-
nounced on the 17th day of September,
1878 ?

In. MILLS: 1874.

Sim, JOHN A. MACDONALD said,
yes, there was the night-march, there
was the plot, tbere was the conspiracy.
Let the hon. gentleman bring that sub-
ject up again, cither now or at any time.
Let him bring up the Pacifie Railwayques-
tion again, with the charges that were made
against him and his colleagues, and they
would have the means of meeting those
charges, because they bad the evidence
now, that they had not in 1873-74,
showing the foul conspiracy of 1873, and
they would prove it whenever bon. gen-
tlemen opposite chose to challenge it
again. He offered the challenge that
night-not a challenge like that which
was offered in 1877, on very nearly the
last day of the Session, when the then
leader of the Government, the hon. mem-
ber for Lanbton, said that, if at the
beginning of the next Session the mem-
bers of the Opposition did not choose to
move for Committees, with respect to the
charges that were brought against the
late Government, the Macdonald-Cartier
Administration, he would move for them
himself. Week after week passed, until,
in the last week of the Session, the Lon.
member for Lambton rose and asked :
" Why did not hon. gentlemen opposite
move for a Committee ?"' They waited
and trusted to the hon. mem ber for
Lam bton to move early in the
Session for a Committee to exam-
ine into the charges that were brought
against their Cabinet. He did not do so.
Now, the hon. gentleman had stated,
with regard to the extension of the rail-
way westward, that he was at one with
them, and that, in respect to the water
stretches, Lake Huron and Lake
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Buperior were the water stretches he
meant.

MR. MACKENZIE: I did not say
0.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD said
yes, bis understanding of the statement
ef the hon. gentleman was that the selec-
tion of the head of Lake Superior as the
starting point was agreed upon by ail. It
was the policyof the Government of which
he was a memnber, that they should
start from some point on Lake Superior.
and work westward. The only point of
departure, then, from the present policy,
was that the point of departure was west
of Lake Nepigon, instead of starting
from Prince Arthur's Landing.

MR. MACKENZIE: Why did he
send surveyors to Lake Nipissing ?

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
they sent surveyors everywhere, as did
the hon. gentleman, and sometimes it
was useless. He knew the Engineer-in-
Chief, Mr. Fleming, was in favour of
Lake Nepigon, and he remembered quite
well that the bon. gentleman said the
starting point would be from Nepigon
River.

MR. MACKENZIE: Certainly.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD said
it was the joint opinion of both sides of
the House that they should start from
Lake Superior, and move wtstward, and
-afterwards work eastward. Now, when
the hon. gentleman stated that the water
stretches lie spoke of were Lakes Huron
and Superior

MR. MACKENZIE : The hon. gen-
tleman bas misstated me again. He
asked me if there were any other water
stretches, and I said yes, fron Lac des
Mille Lacs to the west end of Lake of
the Woods, then west by the Saskatche-
wan and Lake Manitoba.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the hon. gentleman must remember that
the mem ber for South Huron attempted
to explain on Saturday niglit that they
meant to run to Lake Shebandowan.
The hon. gentleman plainly proposed a
combination of lock, river, and railway,
inatead of one through line. He was
drived from the water stretches to the
,through railway course, and then, on the

other hand, lie attacked the policy of the
present Government. The hon. gentle-
man had said that the terminus of the
Pacific iRailway should be either Bute
Inlet or Dean Inlet.

MR. M A CKENZIE said he stated on
Saturday that lis own bias was in favour
of the Bute Inlet route until two years
ago, and that Lis bias was derived from
engineers' reports, and that lie had no
personal choice. He desired only to get
the best route. Dean Channel and Gar-
diner Channel were also commended to
him. When they found more favourable
reports of Burrard Inlet, they had no
hesitation in taking that route, as stated
in the Order in Council last vear.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said
that long explanation did not answer bis
question. The question he put was
simply this: Whether he did not settle
that either Dean Inlet or Bute Inlet
should be the terminus of the Pacific
IRailway i

Mi. MACKENZIE : I have already
said we did not.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
he would read the Order in Council.

MR. MACKENZIE said they adopted
the route as far as would leave it possi-
ble to select either of those points as
terminal points, but they never adopted
the road to either of them. They went
past Fort George to the Black Water
Valley. It was for the purpose of having
a telegraph line erected.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the thing was perfectly clear. He asked
him simply whether lis Government had
not finally settled on the terminus, and
he said his Governmnent was in favour of
Bute Inlet. He did not ask the hon.
gentleman if he had been in favour of
that Inlet, but whether lis Government
had not decided that either Bute
Inlet or the Dean Channel should
be the Pacific Railway terminus.
Here was an Order in Council passed by
the Government of the day, stating that
there were two lines for the Pacific
Railwav, either by Bute Inlet or by
Dean Inlet. Going to Burrard Inlet
never crossed the mind of the hon. gentle-
man, as Minister of Publie Works of
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that day. Therefore, when lie (Mr.
Mackenzie) pointed out the superior
advantages of Burrard Inlet, it was most
remarkable that on June 1st, 1877, not
only he, but ail the Governument de-
cided that the terminus on the Pacific
must be either at Bute Inlet or Dean
Inlet. Therefore, lie did not think there
could be any very grave charge against the
Government, if they still held the mat-
ter in suspense. Some more enquiry
should be made as to the reasons which
led to the conversion of the hon. inem-
ber for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) which
occurred in 1878, shortly before he
left office ; because it was very remark-
able, and an evidence of the way in which
business % as conducted in those days.
On the lst of July, 1877, the Govern-
ment of that day pronounced that the
Pacific Railway terminus must be at Bute
Inlet or Dein Channel. On the 23rd of
May, previously, an Order in Council was
passed, stating that an Order in Council
of the 7th June, 1873, fixing Esquimalt
as the terminus of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and appropriating a
strip of land twenty miles in width,
was revoked. There had been one
Order in Council that Esquimalt should
be the terminus, but, by a subsequent
Order in Council, the terminus was to
be at Bute Inlet or Dean Channel. They
deliberately gave up twenty miles in
width of the finest mineral lands on the
Pacifie coast, by this Order in Council
on the 23rd May, and yet, on the 29th
May, without an Order in Council, with-
any authority, they found a letter written
by the Secretary of the Department of
Publie Works, using these words:

cgI am further directed to state that Burrard
Inlet will, in all probability, be adopted as the
western terminus of the Canada Pacific Rail-
way."

It was not until the 13th July that the
Government finally made up their minds
that the Burrard Inlet route should be
adopted. The Minister of Public Works,
had, without the authority of bis Gov-
ernment, ordered bis officer to rescind
and to give up all the land on Vancouver
Island. Yet only a year before the
Order in Council of the 13th July, 187?1,
an Order in Council defined the
route to be followed in British
Columbia in the event of Bute Inlet or
Dean Channel being ultimately adopted,

S1 JonN A. MACDONALD.

one of which it seemed probable would
be adopted. That was the course pursued
by hon. gentlemen opposite. They, at
one time, adopted water stretches ; at
another, Dean Inlet, then Bute Inlet, and
then, at the last moment, Burrard Inlet.
Yet they attacked the present Govern-
nient because they thought that, in view
of ail the contradictory opinions offered,
they ought to have some time to con-
sider what terminus should, in the best
interests of the Dominion, be adopted.
In the meantime he (Sir John A. Mac-
donald) believed and knew that the Gov-
ernment would carry out the policy
which had been indicated-that they
would vigorously prosecute the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway, and press it to a
successful completion, and he hoped, be-
lieved, and knew, that, not only thia
House, but the whole country, would
sustain them in doing so.

MR. TUPPER said he wished to taire
up the time of the House for a moment
in settling a question of personal accur-
acy, in reference to a statement he had
made this afternoon, and the contradic-
tion of that statement which the lion.
member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie>
had made to the House.

MR. MACKENZIE : I simply read
from the Journals.

MR. TUPPER said that the hon. gen-
tlemen, in stating that he (Mr. Tupper)
had voted against certain contracts, was
entirely mistaken. The statement he (Mr.
Tupper) made was that, in askinîg gentle-
men opposite to support the Government
in a proposition to put 125 miles of rail-
way under contract, lie was only asking
fron bon. gentlemen oppcsite that which
they askcd the late Opposition to concede
to them. He had called the attention of
the leader of the Opposition to the fact
that, while he (Mr. Mackenzie) had oît
several occasions askerl the House in ad-
vance to give him its approval before the
contracts were let, so that he might pro-
ceed with the work, the late Opposition
had cheerfully accorded their approval.
The hon. gentleman brought up, as evi-
dence that he (Mr. Tupper) was not
accurate in that statement, the fact
that he had opposed a resolution to
sanction a contract from Thunder IAy for
Kaministiquia to Sheban lowan. It ws.
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quite true he had opposed that resolu-
tion, and, if the hon. gentleman would
refer to the Hansard, to the discussion
that took place on that resolution, on
April 3rd, he would find the reason
there given ; and that was that the con-
tract proposed was not for a portion of
the main line. The hon. gentleman
stated to-day that their policy was to
construct 45 miles of railway from Kani-
inistiquia to Shebandowan. Was it for
the purpose of constructing a through
line to Red River I Not at all. The
hon. gentleman told the House that his
object was to go to Sturgeon Falls, and
use 276 miles of water stretches. The
late Opposition opposd it, on the
ground that it was not a direct portion
of the Pacifie Railway.. It would
take three or four days to get
through by that route, and a
large sum of money had been spent for
nothing, as passengers or freight would
not go by that route when the road by
Duluth was available. Resolutions were
moved by the hon. gentleman in 1875 to
let contracts for two lines, one from Sel-
kirk to Rat Portage, and the other from
Rat Portage to Keewatin, 117 miles in
ail, and the hon. gentleman was mistaken
in supposing that objections were taken
by his right hon. friend (Sir John A.
Macdonald) to the proposition submitted
to the House. The late Government did
not object to these contracts, because
they were portion*of the main line. He
merely drew the attention of the hon.
gentlemen to these facts, because he (Mr.
Mackenzie) had questioned the consis-
tency of his (Mr. Tupper's) statements.
He -vas amused at the resolution pro-
posed by the hon. gentleman, for the rea-
son that the hon. gentleman had wasted
so much paper in expressing what he
(Mr. Tupper) had put-and he thought
in improved language--in a couple
of lines, and that was a pro-
position to proceed with the con-
struction of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway as rapidly as practicable. But
what more I Why, the hon. gentleman
wished to put on record the fact that the
late Government had been grossly vio-
lating the laws of this country and the
authority of this Parliament for five
years. The hon. gentleman asked the
fHouse to-night to vote for a resolution,
which, the moment it was passed, would

cancel every contraet now entered into,
and stop the expenditure of $25,000,000.
It would also prevent the expenditure
of one dollar of public money on the Ca-
nadian Pacifie Railway, if such expendi-
ture would increase the taxation. Yet
the first act of the bon. gentleman, when
lie got into office, was to ask the House
to vote $3,000,0.0 additional taxation,
and his colleague, Mr. Blake, had de-
clared that it was intended to secure the
construction of the Pacifie Railway.
His first act was to vi>late the decision
of Parliament, by taxing the people of
this country, according to the statement
of Mr. Blake, to the extent of $3,000,000
for the construction of the Pacifie Rail-
way. Did the hon. gentleman venture
to state, after meeting this House three
years in succession, with the statement
from the mouth of the Finance Minister
that there was a serious deficit, that he
did not know that every dollar of
the $25,000,000 engagements to vhich
lie committed the country, was not a
gross and direct violation of the author
ity of Parliament I Did not the hon.
gentleman know, a year ago, after having
had deficits to the extent of $4,000,000
or $5,000,000, when he asked to put
under contract 125 miles of railway from
Yale to Kaniloops, that it involved, in
the clearest and most distinct terms,
largely increased taxation upon the
people of this country I And now, with
the practice of five vears against tbose
declaratiuns, lie (Mr. Nackenzie) finished
up the resolution he submitted to the
House with the declaration :-

i That the circumstances of the country are
not now such as would justify a departure from
the ground taken in such Acts and resolution,
and that the construction of the railway should
only be proceeded with at such a rate as will
not increase the rate of taxation beyond that
existing at the date recited in the above
resolution in the Session of 1876."

Not a blow Lad been struck on the
1,500 miles of railway required between
Selkirk and the Pacifie coast, yet a
solemn binding engagement had been
entered into between the hon. gentleman,
British Columbia and the Imperial Gov-
ernment, that, before 1890, that 1,500
miles should be completed, no matter
whether additional taxation would be
required or not. He had also entered
into engagements which involved the
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expenditure of $25,000,000, and now he
stultified himself by asking the House
to cancel all these engagements.

MR. MACKENZIE said he utterly
denied having violated the law regarding
contracts. As to the reproach that there
had been deficits, he had explained that
twenty times, and he need not do it again.
If there had been a deficit in the revenue,
it was because there had been a deficit in
the pockets of the peoplè. If it was
wrong for the late Government to have a
deficit, how much more so was it for the
hon. gentleman to have a deficit five
times the amount in five years. The late
Government had a deficit because they
declined to tax the people in any way.
The hon. gentleman assumed that, be-
cause he (Mr. M ackenzie) invited tenders
for one line, he was bound to pro-
ceed with no other line. That by no
means followed. They might proceed
with a dozen, provided they obtained
money for the purpose, and, besides, they
had power under the contract, as the hon.
gentleman knew, to stop any contractor
at any moment.

MR. TUPPER: iNo; the Statute says
the reverse of that.

MR. MACKENZIE said the Statute
said that the Governor in Council should
have the power at any time to suspend
work urtil the next meeting of Parlia-
ment, and that provision was in the con-
tracts themselves, if he mistook not.
Ie knew it was in the contracts for

canal works, and it seemed to hinm that
there was the same proviso in railway
contracts, that the Government could
stop the work whenever they pleased.
The contracts provided specifically that,
wben the money voted by Parliament
was expended, the work must stop, and
there could be no claim for damages in
such cases. As to the solemn binding
engagement of the Carnarvon terms,
from his recollection of the despatch of
17th September, 1874, agreeing to the
terms proposed by Lord Carnarvon, h6
was of opinion that such action as that
by the late Government could be taken
without any violation of any enactment
or Parliamentary resolution. In another
despatch, in 1876, it was stated that that
engagement was predicated upon, and

MR. TUPPER.

subject to the conditions embodied in thé
law.

MR. TUPPER: It is not in the terms.

Ma. MACKENZIE said there were
no terms signed by two parties as in a
contract ; there was simply the Minutes
of Council. The Miinister of Publiç Works
complained that the late Governnent had
not carried ont the Terrms of Union which
said that the railway should be built as a
condition of Union upon certain terms
therein mentioned. The Governnen t which
preceded his had already violated the
terms as to the accomplishment of cer-
tain work on th Pacific Railway ; when
bis Goverrnent took office, two years
had passed without work being done.
He had always understood that the
execution of the terms made with Lord
Carnarvon was subject to Canada's abil-
ity to proceed with the work, subject to
the Act they passed thenmselves, without
any amendm)ent having been proposed by
the hon. gentlemen opposite, or any seri-
ous opposition to it fron them.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Was
not the Carnarvon arrangement between
Canada and British Columbia and the
British Government, just as binding and
conclusive as to the road being finished
in 1890, as the original engagement 1

MR. MACKENZIE : It was qualified
by the terms of our Aft.

MR. TUPPER said that on or before
the 1st September, 1890, the railway
was to be conpleted and opened for
traffic, and so forth. Those were the
terms, and the hon. member for Lamb-
ton had told the House, having, in the
recess of Parliament, made a compact
with the British Government and Brit-
ish Columbia that, by 1890, 2,000 miles
of railway should he completed, in
answer to Mr. Blake's question as to
what authority the hon. gentleman pro-
posed to take from Parliament to sanc-
tion that enormous engragement, that, in-
stead of $1,500,000 the Government pro-
posed to spend $2,000,000 a year within
British Columbia, and finish the railway
connections within that Province, and
downward to the point indicated, before
18 -0 ; and that they had nothing to ask
from Parliainent. So he had power to
make a solemnu binding engagement, re-
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gardless altogether of the financial con-
dition of the country, and com-
plete those 2,000 miles in eleven
years. The terms were sealed, and
all Parliament had to do was to vote
him the money ; and vet they had these
captious objections made to a proposition
that involved no expenditure, no addi-
tional burden, which they believel was
calculated to relieve the country from the
enormous obligations already contracted,

Ma. MACKENZIE said he wished to
say, in answer to a remark about an
Order in Council of the late Government,
rescinding or giving up lands on Van-
couver Island, that that did not affect the
Pacific road, but only the railway from
Nanaimo to Esquimalt. It was agreed
they should give that quantity of land if
they built the road, and when they found
themselves unable to proceed with it, they
gave up the land as a matter of course.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
there was no record of any promise by
the Government of British Columbia to
give that land.

MR. MACKENZIE: Yes.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
lion. gentleman will not find on record
that a single acre was to be given except
as a portion of the road.

Mit. MILLS said that., with regard to
the Carriarvon terms, it was declared and
formally agreed that their execution was
not to be inconsistent with the law. The
Act of 1874 was stili upon the Statute-
book, and the Government of the day
had no authority to set it at defiance, or
declare that the rate of taxation should
be inconsistent with it. When the hon.
niember for Lambton invited him (Mr.
Mills) to join his Administration, he
spoke to him on the subject, reminding
him that the rate of taxation was not to
be increased under the Act of 1874, in
constructing the railway, when the hon.
gentleman assured him that the Car-
narvon terms were to be construed as he
(Mr. f[ills) understood them-that they
were intended to be so understood in
dealing with the Colonial Secretary.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said,
that that might have been the under-
standing of the late Government, but the

resolutions were absolute in their terms
-the promise to finish the railway by

*1890 was absolute ; and they could only
judge, and British Columbia would h-ld
Englnd and Canada to the promise, not
only implied but expressed, that in 1890
it should be built.

MR. CAITWRIGUT said he dis-
tinctly contradicted the argument of the
First Minister fromu the Carnarvon
terms. British Columbia was bound to
take cognisance of the Act of 1874, and
so vas the British Secretary of State,
and their never having as <ed for its re-
peal, showed they knew they were to be
bound by it, and they had a right to hold
that there was an understanding that
there was no intention to vary the
Act of 1874. If they had expected
it to be varied, it was their duty to
insist on its repeal. An Act of the Par-
liament of the Dominion affected every
part, and British Columbia was a part,
and neither Lord Carnarvon nor any-
body else could expect that they were
going to look beyond that.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : The
hon. gentleman says that, although the
Carnarvon terms are specific and peremp-
tory in language, although there is a
positive engagement Io finish the road in
1890, yet both England and British Col-
umbia are bound to take notice of the
previous legirdation.

MR. CARTWRIGHT : I do sav so.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
What has been the stock-in-trade of the
Opposition, with regard to the original
terms with British Columbia ? When
we agreed to commence the road in two
and finish it in ten years, there was a
cry made throughout the country that
this was a foolish and absurd bargain,
but an obligation that must be carried
out, when, in the same Session, there was
passed a resolution, with the consent of
the British Columbia delegates, and the
whole continent, that there should be no
increased taxation, and that the road
should only be built by private enter-
prise. It has been cried through the
country, and even in the present debate,
that we made a foolish binding
obligation that could not be got rid of,
and yet the British Columbia dLlegatu
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were here and agreed to it as did Eng-
land also, but still, according to hon. gen-
tlemen opposite, we were bound to finish
the railway in ten years ; and, though
they made an. equally binding obliga-
tion to finish the road in 1890, there
was no meaning in that ; it must be read
through the spectacles of hon. gentlemen
opposite, that all these engagements are
not to increase the obligations of the
country. The Finance Minister of the
late Government acknowledged that they
construed the Carnarvon terms simply by
thelight of th2 surrounding circumstances,
while their predecessors made an impro-
vident irreversible bargain. The
Government preceding the last made
no agreement as they did - agreed
to finish the road in ten years, they
agreeing to finish it in 1890. The
member for Centre Huron (Mr. Cart-
wright) says this must be read in connec-
tion with all the surrounding circum-
stances; the present Government say
that British Columbia agreed there
abould be no increase of taxation, and
that the road should be commenced and
finished with the assistance of private
enterprise, and not by the Government.

MAR. CARTWRIGIT : I objected
most decidedly to the hon. gentleman's
terms, because he put them without any
qualification or modification whatever in
an Imperial Act, or in resolutions which
were to have the force of one, and, be-
eause he deliberately voted down, by bis
then majority, a proposition of myself
and Sir A. T. Galt, to introduce modifving
ter:ns. Had he not doue that, bis case
would, to some extent, have been parallel
to ours. What I always accused hon.
gentlemen opposite of, was their deliberate
and repeated ignoring of every proposi-
tion to limnit the liability of Canada. We
do not act in that way.

Ma. TUPPER said, as to the observa-
tion of the hon. gentleman, that the
Qovernments of England and British
Columbia were bound to take notice
of the Act of 1874, limiting the
financial obligations of Canada in re-
gard to the construction of the railway
by 1890, he wanted to ask this question :
If that were true, if that Act left no
room for doubt, why was it that, when
he (Mr. Tupper) called the attention of

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD.

the House te the fact that the late Gov-
ernment had entered into that obligation,
regardless of any qualification, their col-
league (Mr. Blake) drafted a resolution to
reaffirm the proposition that it should
be subject to the financial condition of
the country, and put it in the hands of
the meniber for West Middlesex to
move î

Question
Mackenzie)
division:-

put, and amendment (Mr.
negatived on the following

TEAS :

Messrs.
Anglin
Bain
Béchard
Bourassa
Brown
Burk
Burpee (St. John)
Cameron (S. Huron)
Cartwright
Casey
Chandler
Coupal
Dumont
Fleming
Galbraith
Geoffrion
Gillies
Gillmor
Gunn

Holton
Huntington
Killam
LaRue
Mackenzie
Mills
Oliver
Olivier
Paterson (S. Brant.)
Pickard
Rintret
Robertson (Shelburne
Ross (W. Middleser)
Rymal
Scriver
Skinner
Thompson (Elaldimad)
Trow.-37.

NAyS:

Messrs.

Allison Daoust
Arkell Dawson
Baby DeCosmos
Baker Desaulniers
Bannerman Desjardins
Benoit Dewdney
Bergeron Domville
Bergin Drew
Bill Dubuc
Bolduc Elliott
Boultbee Farrow
Bourbeau Ferguson
Bowell Fitzsimmons
Brecken Fortin
Brooks Fulton
Bunting Gault
Burnham Gigault
Cameron (N. Victoria)Gill
Caron Girouard (J. CartierY
Cockburn (W. Nthbld.)Grandbois
Colby Haggart
ConnelI Hay
Costigan Hesson
Coughlin Hilliard
Coursol. Hooper
Currier Houde
Cuthbert Hurteau
Daly Jones
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Kaulback Pope (Compton)
Keeler Pope (Queen's, P.E.l.)
Kilvert Richey
Kranz Robertson (Hamilton)
Landry Robinson
Lane Robi4ille
Lantier Rochester
Longley Ross (Dundas)
Macdonald (Vict., B.C.)Rouleau
McDonald (Pictou) Routhier
Macmillan Ryan (Marquette)
McCallum Rykert
McCarthy Shaw
McCuaig Sproule
McDougall Stephenson
Mclnnes Strange
Meiennan Tassé
McLeod Tellier
McRory Thompson (Cariboo)
Massue Tilley
Merner Tupper
Mongenais Vallée
Mousseau Wade
Muttart Wallace (S. Norfolk)
Orton Wallace (W. York)
Ouimet White (Cardwell)
Patterson (Essex) White (E. Hastings)
Pinsonneault Williams
Platt Wright.-115.
Plumb

Mn. CARON said that the hon. mem-
ber for Bellechasse (Mr. LaRue) hai
voted, though he had paired with the
hon. member for Charlevoix (Mr. Per-
reault). He (Mr. Caron) held the proof
of the fact in the initials of one of the
Lfberal whips.

Ma. TROW said that sueh was the
case.

MR. LARUE said he had not paired
with anyone, and, if the whips had paired
him against his knowledge, he did not
think that he should be boun.d by it. He
insisted on bis right to vote.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
it rested with the hon. menber to say
whethar bis vote should remain on the
record or not. If he chose to have bis
name recorded, it was for him to say so.
Every member in the flouse, if called
upon, was compelled to vote, and, even if
a gentleman got up and stated that he
had paired, the House could compel him
to vote, because, if he had paired, he
must leave the House before the vote
was taken. This was En*glish practice.
Therefire, if the hon. member for Belle-
chasse chose to have bis naine recorded
on the paper, he had a right to do so,

and no man had a right to make any ob-
jection to it.

Resolution agreed to.

Resolutions 2 to Il agreed to.

On Resolution 12,

MR. MACKENZIE said it was quite
impossible for him to vote for that reso-
lution ; he therefore moved in amend-
ment, to leave out all the words atter
"that," and insert the following instead
thereof:

"The route by the Thompson and Lower
Frazer Rivers was recommended by Mr.
Sandford Fleming, Chief Engineer of the
Canada Pacific Railway; that this route pos-
sesses the most favourable grades of abny
route through British Columbia; that it is the
shortest and cheapest to the side waters of the
Pacific Ocean ; that it reaches a capacious and
safe harbour of easy access from the sea; that
it passes through a country partially settled,
possessing a good road on the proposed line of
the railway and some navigable waters, thus
offering many advantages over the Bute Inlet
route."

MR. TUPPER said the bon. gentle-
man had told part of the truth, but not
all. It was affirmed in this resolution
that this road was recommended by Mr.
Fleming; but it was only just to state
that Mr. Fleming, at the saine time, put
on record his opinion that the selection
of the route was premature. The hon.
gentleman ought to have enbodied in
his amendient the fact that Mr. Flem-
ing recommended further exaigination.

MR. MACKENZIE: There is no
doubt, as against the Bute Inlet route, he
did recommead it without any qualifica-
tion, and I put it as against bute Inlet.
With regard to the vote, I arn content to
take the saine vote that the House bas

just given.

Question put and amendment (Mr.
Mackenzie) negatived, on the same divi-
sion as on the amendmeat te Resolu-
tion 1.

Resolution agreed to.

Rpsolutions 13 and 14 agreed to, on a
division.
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CANADA PACIFIC RAILWAY ACT, 1874.
AMENDMENT BILL.

( Mr. Tapper)

FIRST, SECOND, AND THIRD READINGS.

MR. TUPPER introduced a Bill (No.
116) To amend the Canada Pacific Rail-
way Act, 1874.

Bill read the first, second, and third
limes, and passed.

PETROLEUM INSPECTION ACT AMEND-

MENT BILL.

(1k. B î.)

FIRST, SECOND, AND THIRD READINGS.

MR. BABY introduced a Bill (No.
117) To amiend an Act of this Session
intituled an Act to provi:le for the in-
spection, safe-keeping and storage of
Petrolerm, and the products thereof.

Bill read the first,second and third limes,
and passed.

QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE

MR. MACKENZIE said the hon.
gentleman at the head of the Govern-
ment had promised to state this evening
to the House what steps he proposed to
take regarding the violation of the privi-
leges of the House which he (Mr. Mac-
kenzie) had brought up in the after-
noon.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
that he had looked into the practice, and
he had come to the conclusion that the hon.
gentleman should formulate in writing
the statement he had made, in order to
get it on the Journals of the House. That
was the practice followed in reference to
the Pacific Railway in 1873, and the
same practice should be adopted now.
As soon as that was done, he (Sir John
A. Macdonald) would move that Mr.
John Macdonell be summoned to the bar
of the House at the next sitting.

MR. MACKENZIE stated that, when
he made his statement, he did so for the
purpose of having it entered on the Jour-
nals of the House.

MR. SPEAKER : The procedure in
snch a case is this : The motion is made,

MR. MACKENZIl

then the letter complained of is read by
the Clerk, and'then a motion is made te

l bring the person accused to the bar of the
H ouse.

MR. CAMELON (North Victoria)
said there was a marked distinction be-
tween any of the authorities published
and the present case. In all the pre-
cedents he had been able to find in cases
of letters written to members of the
House in regard to their course, conduct,
votes, or language on the floor of the
fHouse, he did not find a case in whic# a
letter written to a meniber of the House
about the personal or private conduct, or
private character of a member, outside of
the House, had been treated as a breach
of the privileges of Parliiment. Be-
fore a man was condemned, he should be
heard, and there was no evidence that
the letter in question had been written
by the person by whom it purported to
be signed. He held that the question
should be referred to the Committee on
Privileges and Elections, to enquire as
co these points.

MR. MA CKENZIE said the wri-
ting of the letter was not the only
offence. The hon. member for Shefford
hiad complained uhat this person called
him a swindler, and some other oppro-
brious epithet. This person had also
offended in other way s. The attention
of Mr. Speaker had been called to it, and
there could be no doubt that the letter
was written by the party mentioned.
The letter was only an aggravation of
the offence. If the letter had not been
written, the offence could not be over-
looked by any Parliament having the
slightest regard for its own dignity.

MR. CAMERON (North Victoria)
said that the explanation of the hon.
member for Lambton showed the neces-
sity of a charge being formulated.

SrR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the hon. member for Lambton had stated
the case correctly. He had made the
charge, as he had repeated to-day, that
this gentleman or person insulted a mem-
ber of this House, and afterwards came
in at another door, and entered the
flouse a third time. This the hon. gen-
tlneman s+ated before, and he said. the
aggravation of the offence was that he
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wrote a certain paper, which he (Sir
John A. kacdonald) asked him to place
on the table of the louse. It was quite
true that what the hon. gentleman said
was a repetition of what he stated before,
but it only showed that the request which
he (Sir John A. Macdonald) made,that the
charge should be formulated, should be
carried out. He thought that the lion.
gentleman had better, before the House
adjourned, place in writing the statement
which he had made, in order that the
House night see exactly what the charge
«was, and in what respect the privileges
of this House had been offended against.

MR. HOLTON said Mr. Macdonell
should have been arrested at once.
In this case, the letter would have
formed no element of the charge. It was
very much to be regretted that the course
which be instanced had not been taken.

MR. MACKENZIE rose in bis place
and stated :

i That on Saturday last, a person named
John A. Macdonell, while sitting inside the
House, made offensive remarks towards a mem-
ber of this House, namely the member for
Shefford, who, at the time was sitting in his
place in the House, viz. : That the said mem-
ber was a cheat and a swindler ; that the
offending person was ordered by the Speaker
to withdraw from the House, but that he never-
theless again returned, when he was again ex-
pelled by the Sergeant-at-Arms. That imme-
d iately afterwards a letter was received by the
m ember for Shefford in the following terms,
presumably written by this same person

" To the Hon. L. S. Huntington, M.P.:-
ilSIr.-I desire to state out of the House,

what I stated in it. You are a cheat and a
swindler. "'J. A. MAcDONELL.'"

Mn. WlHITE (East Hastings) : It is
not very complimentary to the member
for Shefford.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
Order, order.

Mn. MACKENZIE : That remark is
not very complimentary to the member
who makes it.

SiRa JOHN A. MACDONALD: This
is a very serious matter, and ought to be
treated seriously, and I have no doubt
the House will so treat it. The fact of
language being used on the floor of the
House against a memoer, and, I suppose,

within bis hearing, is an offence that
ought to be treated seriously by the
House. The statements of the motion
of the hon. member for Lambton must
be taken to be true, so far as the hon.
gentleman knows them. The hon. mem-
ber for Lambton, having taken the re-
sponsibility of proposing this motion, I
have no hesitation in moving that John
A. Macdonell, the person named, be
summiaoned to attend at the bar of the
House, at the next sitting of the House.

MR. CAMERON (North Victoria)
move in amendment that the matter be
referred to the Committee on Privileges
and Elections, for an investigation and
report to the Houso thereon.

S1R JOHN A. MACDONALD said
he hoped the amendment would not carry,
but that the main motion would. The
statement respecting an insu] t to a mem-
ber was made by a leading member of the
louse, and must be followed up at

once. He had no doubt the accused
party would have every opportunity
of being heard at the right time, and in
the proper way. Meantime, the privi-
leges of members of Parliament ought
to be protected, and he hoped his hon.
friend would not press bis motion to a
division.

MR. CAMERON (North Victoria)
said that bis sole desire was that they
should not establish a wrong precedent.
The most material part of the motion
contained the word " pwisumably ;" the
author did not state the fact as of bis
own knowledge, and, when aetatement of
this kind was made, and a party was put
on trial, he (Mr. Cameron) believed it
was in accordance with precedent, as
well as with the principles of law, that
the matter ought to be investigated.

MR. HOLTON: Investigated at the
bar.

MR. CAMERON: When a man is
brought to the bar, he is brough t as a
criminal, and put on trial. If a party
was reported in fjagrante delictu, it
would be proper to bring him to account
promptly ; but it sbould be different with
a case brought up a few days afterwards,
and resting merely on information, belief,
or presumptive evidence only. But, as
he understood such an experienced Par-
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liamentarian as the Premier to say that
his motion was strictly in accordance
with the precedents of Parliament, he
would yield to the right hon. gentleman's
suggestion, and withdraw his amend-
ment.

Motion (Sir John A. Macdonald)
agreed to.

PURCHASE OF RIVIÈRE DU LOUP
BRANCH, G.T.R.

RESOLUTIONS CONSIDERED IN COMMITTEE.

Hlouse resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole, to consider certain resolu-
tions. authorising the purchase by the
Government, from the Grand Trunk
Railway Company of Canada, of their
line of railway from Rivière du Loup to
Hadlow.

(In the Committee.)

Resolutions ordered to be reported.

House resumed.

Resolutions reported.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES.

MESSAGE FROM RIS EXCELLENCY.

MR. TILLEY delivered a Message
from His Excellency the Governor-
General.

MR. SPEAKER read the Message,
and it is as follows

" LOnNE.
" The Governor-General transmits to the

House of Commons the additional Supplemen-
tary Estimates of the amounts required for
the service of Canada for the year ending the
30th June, 1880; and, in accordance with the
provisions of the British North America Act,
1867, he recommends those Estimates to the
Hlouse of Commons.

"GOvERNMENT HOUsE,
"OTTAWA, 10th May, 1879.

SUPPLY.

PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDINGS CHARGE-

ABLE TO CAPITAL.

House again re8olved itself into
Committee of Supply.

MR. CAMERON.

(In the Committee.)

Intercolonial Railway :-
Estimated amount re-

quired for the purchase
from the Grand Trunk
Railway Company of
their line of railway

294 from Rivière du Loup
to Hadlow, except cer-
tain iron rails thereon,
and for running powers
between the Chaudière
Junction and Point

.Lévis................$1,500,0oo e
295 Repairing and laying the

same with steel rails..... 375,000 et

COLLECTION OF REVENUES.

PUBLIC WORKs.

Railways.
Intercolonial Railway :-

26 Working expenses of
above-mentioned line

1 of railway............ 255,000 00

Resolutions ordered to be reported.

H ouse resumed.

Resolutions reported.

Bouse adjourned at

HLOUSE

Tuesday,

The Speaker
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

REMISSION

Fifteen minutes before
Two o'colck.

OF COMMONS.

13thi May, 1879.

took the Chair at Three

QF FEES
BILLS.

ON PRIVATE

MR. MCCUAIG moved that the fees,
less the cost of printing, on Bill (No. 49)
to amend so much of the Act 33 Vict.,
chap. 46, as relates to the collection of
dues and tolls upon logs, timber, cedar,
pine, and railway ties, passing down the
Moira River, through the port of Belle-
ville, be refunded, in accordance with the
recommendation of the Select Standing
Committee on Miscellaneous Private
Bills.

on Private Bills.(COMMONS.]
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MR. HOLTON said the House should
understand the proposition now submit-
ted to it. This Bill was introduced as a
Private Bill, founded on petition, and
had passed through both Houses. The
proposal now was that the fees should be
remitted, on the ground that it was not so
much a Private Bill as a Local Bill. Now,
the scale of fees contemplated both Pri-
vate and Local Bills. This was, undoubt-
edly, a Local Bill, promoted by private
parties. The very exception made by
the report of the Committee, that the
printing should be paid for by these
parties, naintained its Private Bill char-
acter. It related also to the city of
Belleville, imposing certain obligations
upon it; it was, therefore, a mixed
Private and Local Bill.

Ma. McCUAIG said he had been
requested to present this Bill by two
large lumbering firms, having a large
amount of property passing through the
port of Belleville. ie had no personal
interest in the matter, and was sure the
promoters of this Bill had no desire to in-
fringe any rule of the louse. But the
Bill itself was a Public Bil, it was a tax
upon property passiqg through the River
Moira to the port of Belleville. The
Clerk of the Priv' te Bills Committee had
stated to himi that it 'was not usual to
exact fees on a Bill of this character.

MR. TILLEY said it appeared, from
the statement of the Committee, that it
would be an exceptional proceeàing, but,
the Committee having considered the
matter carefully, he thought there was
no such objection to it as his bon. friend
opposite had presented.

MR. HIOLTON said he made no objec-
tion, lie merely pointed out that the con-
sequences would be to enfranchise all that
class of Private Bills which partook of a
local character, as contradistinguished
from those affecting merely private indi-
viduals.

MR. SCRIVER said, as a member of
the Committee, he would state that the
recommendation of the Coimittee was
baséd on the representation that the Act
was really a Public Act.

Motion agreed to.

VICE-CHANCELLOR BLAKE.

M1. McCUAIG said he wished te
draw the attention of the House to à
very important matter. Through the
public press, charges had been preferred
against one of our nost distinguished
Judges occupying a high position in the
Chancery Court, the charge being insult-
ing a witness while in the witness-box.
He would read from a newspaper what
these charges were :

"When his Grace Archbishop Lynch had
testified before the Vice-Chancellor on a ques-
tion of tact which arose in the Mercer case, his
testimony was received by the learned Judge
in terms so improper as to have been open to
suspicion ofan intention to throw discredit on
statements made by his Grace under oath.
And on another occasion, when a Mother
Superior of the Ladies of St. Joseph appeared
before Mr. Blake as a witness in a case in
which she had no interest whatever, and
when giving ber name, she, as was
both natural and proper, gave her name in
religion, the Vice-Chancellor, with a coarse
brutality which would bave done little credit
to a street rough in the excitement of a faction
fight, remarked, ' that it was one of those fine
Italian names employed in such cases as a dis-
guise for a Bridget Maloney l'

"in Osgoode Hall general opinion declares
that Vice-Chancellor Blake discriminates in
bis manner, if not in bis judgments, against
counsel and suitors who are Catholics. Cath-
olic lawyers accept that opinion so fully that,
rather than prejudice the interests of their
clients, they endeavour to have their cases
brought before some other Judge, or, when
brought before Vice-Chancellor Blake, to hand
their briefs to Protestant Counsel."

He knew nothuing whatever about the
facts; but lie coritended, as a Protestant,
that, if Catholic ladies went before a
Court of Justice, the Judge had nothing to
do with their religions opinions or belief,
and they should be treated with courtesy,
consideration, and kindness. There were
safeguards thrown around Judges of the
Courts of Great Britain and this country,
for the purpose of securing an indepen-
dent judgment in all matters of this
kind.

MR. HOLTON said he rose to a point
of order. le wouild ask whether his hon.
friend proposed to conclude with a mo-
tion.

MR. McCUAIG : No, Sir, I dc not;
but I wish the Judges to understand
that there is a public opinion in this
country, and I wish thein to respect it.

Vice-Chancellor [MAY 13, 1879.]
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Mn. IOLTON said he heard bis hon.
friend referring to Judges and so forth,
matters which would be quite irregular
to refer to unless speaking to a motion,
and therefore lie inquired whether the
hon. gentleman intended to conclude
with a motion ; when he (Mr. McCuaig)
said he did not, the matter should end.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
When a memnber gets up and addresses
the House on a matter, it is always suy-
posed the hon. gentleman is going to
conclude with a motion, but any hon.
member has a right to interrupt for the
ptrpose of asking him if he is going to
conclude with a motion. But, if no one
interrupts him, and tbe speaking goes on,
it is supposed he is going to conclude
with a motion.

MR. COSTIGAN said he desired to
call the attention of the House to a mat-
ter which had been referred to some time
ago.

MR. HOLTON: Is the bon. gentle-
man going to conclude with a motion?

MR. COSTIGAN : Yes.

Mr. HOLTON : The hon. gentleman
says he intends to conclude with a mo-
tion. I now ask if it is a motion of
which notice was given ? I find no
notice of a motion tlat can be reached
at this stage of the proceedings on a
Government day.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
think that, when " motions" are called.
the hon. member can rise and propose a
motion, and, when he says he is going to
conclude with a motion, the House is
obliged to listen to the hon. member.
When he makes a motion, and it is a mo-
tion which requires notice, then, and not
before, can objection be taken.

MR. HOLTON: Then the right Lon.
gentleman holds that members may trifle
with the time and Rules of this House.
No gentleman can speak to a motion of
which notice bas not been given, if that
notice be inâsted on by any member.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
would like to have the question dcided.
I believe, when an hon. member states he
is going to conclude with a motion, the

Mî. MCOATIG.

House must listen to him until he ire-
sents bis motion. When he piesents his
motion, any member can object thathe
is out of order.

MR. HOLTON: The right hon. gen-
tleman bas a great habit of improvising
Parliamentary Rules to suit himself. The
inconvenience to which that practice to
which lie adverts would lead must be
obvious to everyone. There would be
nothing to prevent any hon. member
making a speech of two or three hours in
length, at any moment, however inop-
portune, to thwart any business, how-
ever important, by simply rising and
saying : I propose to conclude with a
motion. It is the very essence of order-
ly discussion, that, when a gentleman
speaks to a motion, the House should be
seized with the nature of that motion;
even when it is proposed to more that
the House do adjourn. The House must
not be trifled with by an evasion of the
rules, of which the right hon. gentleman
indicates a feasible and facile method on
any day of the week, and against which,
if it were put in practice,he would be the
first to protest.

MR. SPEAKER : The practice is
this: Before the Orders of the Day are
called, very often some hon. member
rises in bis place, and expresses hinself
on some question, or calls the attention of
the House to some matter. This is
allowed by the practice of the House.
Any hon. member may object, and put
the queition whether the hon. member
addressing the House intends to finish
with a motion. That question had been
put to the bon. member·for Victoria, N.
B., (Mr. Costigan), and he stated in
reply that he would conclude with a
motion. I have the motion in my bands.
I cannot say whether it bas a notice or
not, but the proper time to call the
attention of the Chair to the question
whether a notice of it bas been given or
not is before putting the question to the
House.

MR. COSTIGAN said that, had he
been allowed t6 proceed when he firat
rose, the discussion would have been
over by this time. He had stated that,
when he brought the question up before,
he did so merely in order to call the
attention of the Minister of Justice to

Blake.[COMMONS.]
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what he believed to be a very serious
charge that had been preferred against a
gentleman holding a high judicial
position. His object was to obtain from
some prominent members of this
House an expression, if* not in
condemnation of that gentleman,
at least in condemnation of the language
supposed to have been used by him, and
of the course said to have been piirsued
by him in the discharge of his duties as
a Judge in this country. He referred to
this, not to find fault with the Minister
of Justice for having taken the ground
he did on that occasion. Had he known
what the Minister of Justice's duty was
then, he would have placed himself in a
position to speak as one of the members of
this House, and afford to other hon. gen-
tlemen an opportunity for doing the sanie.
The charges to which he (Mr. Costi-
gan) alluded were very serious ones, and
he now took this opportunity of referring
to them and to the fact that they had
never been contradicted, and, in his
mind, they were worthy the consideration
of the Government. He was not dis-
posed to point out a particular line of
duty to the Government in this case, but
he had a right, as a representative, to
express his views upon it. In the first
place, that hon. gentleman Vice-Chan-
cellor Blake had been charged with
having made use of language at a certain
meeting in Toronto, which was unwise,
uncharitable, unworthy of any gentleman
holding the position he held. He (Mr.
Costigan) alluded to the *occasion
where he expressed the hope that
the different Protestant elements in
this country would unite and put down
Popery. Such an expression from a
Judge was uncalled-for, and unworthy of
his position. He had been told that he
had no right to refer to this language, be-
cause it was not used on the Bench, that
the hon. gentleman might be a good
Judge, and was perfectly entitled to
speak as he thought fit on other occa-
sions. He (Mr. Costigan) might be
wrong, but he entertained a very differ-
ent idea from that. His opinion was
that a gentleman holding the position of
Judge must not forget, even though he
were off the Bench, that he occupied the
position of Judge. It would be quite
reasonable for anyone to come to the con-
clusion that ah bon. gentleman who held

125

the position of Judge, and made such an
exhibition of fanaticism and bigotry off
the Bench, would lead those who looked
for justice at his hands, to believe that,
when on the Bench, he would be actuated
by the same spirit. This appeared to be
reason, and he had a right to refer
to it as a duty. He must not forget that,
when he was on the Bench, he was called
upon to measure out even-banded justice
to the people of this country. Now,
there was another serious charge against
that bon. gentleman. He was not here
to say that these charges were true. He
was here to say the charges had been
made before the public, and no one had
contradictedi them. It was charged that
he was actuated by so severe a feeling of
hostility to the Catholic element, that
Catholics did not feel justified in appeal-
ing to him. If that were true, it was
their duty to remove him. He did not
believe it was trifling with the House to
call the attention of the representatives of
the people to these charges. They had the
charge of an uncalled-for insult to a lady
summoned to appear before that Judge.
This. had been published in most of the
leading newspapers. We, in this coun-
try, entertained different religious beliefs,
and considered that all ought to
receive even-handed justice. It was
not only a discredit to the hon. gentleman
himself, but it was a discredit to the
country, that a gentleman holding Vice-
Chancellor Blake's position should so far
forget himself as to make use of the lan-
guage he was charged with using, and
to pursue the course he was charged witl4
pursuing. He trusted the Government
would not allow this matter to be passed
over.

MR. MACKENZIE said the hon.
gentleman had pledged his honour that
he would conclude with a motion, and he
had not done so.

MR. COSTIGAN :I move the adjourn-
ment of the House.

MR. MILLS said that was not a mo-
tion at all. The hon. gentleman had
made a speech which he had no right to
make, and which he had been allowed to
make upon the supposition that he was
prepared to make a motion. The hon.
gentleman made a violent and unjust
attack upon a Judge, and he made a
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statement which, either in the press or
anywhere else-

Ma. RYKERT : I rise to a point of
order.

MR. COSTIGAN: I rise to ask a
question.

Mn. MILLS: I do not propose to be
questioned by the hon. gentleman. His
course is highly censurable, and he has
practiced a deception upon the Rouse.

MR. McCALLUM : I rise to a point of
order.

MR. SPEAKER: The motion is to
adjourn the House.

Mn. MILLS said the hon. gentleman
had made a slanderous speech without
giving the House an opportunity of dis-
cussing what was said.

Several IoN. MEMBERS: Order.

Mn. COSTIGAN: I move that all
the papers and correspondence touching
this matter, in the hands of the Govern-
ment, be brought down.

MR. MACKENZIE: That requires
notice.

MR. COSTIGAN : Then I move that
an Order of the House do issue for all
papers and correspondence relating to
any charges against Vice-Chancellor
Blake to be brought to the House.

MR. MACKENZIE said that, in the
first place, there had been no notice of
that motion, and, in the second place,
they were not in the habit of allowing a
fishing motion to be passed. If the hon.
gentleman could specify the charges
moved for, he would not object to a mo-
tion for the papers concerning those
charges. The hon. gentleman had made
a speech based wholly on rumour. He
had seen something stated in a news-
paper, and he gave his own fiat to that
statement. The hon. gentleman assumed
that Judge Blake had done something
wrong. He (Mr. Mackenzie) did not
believe Judge Blake had done anything
wrong. He did not helieve Judge Blake
had insulted, or was capable of insulting,
any religious denomination. The hon.
gentleman's speech was to him (Mr.
Mackenzie) one of the most wanton

MI. MILLs.

attacks he ever heard made on a Judge
since he had been in Parliament. It was
a serious thing to attack a Judge.
There was no man more fret
from party spirit - there wau
no more benevolent or kind man
on the Bench than Judge Blake. Every-
one that knew him knew that he never,
by word or deed, would do anything that
could be construed into an insult to any
religions denomination. He (Mr. Mac-
kenzie) protested against any such
motion.

Mn. SPEAKER: The motion is of a
character which requires two days'notice,
and I do not think that a debate ought
to be allowed upon it.

MR. COSTIGAN: I rise for the pur-
pose-

Several HoN. MEMBERS: Order.

MR. COSTIGAN: I do not rise to
question your ruling, only I would like
to call attention to this fact

Mn. MACEIENZIE : The hon. gen-
tleman is entirely ont of order.

Mn. SPEAKER: The debate is over.

MR. COUGHLIN moved the adjourn-
ment of the House. He said he was of
opinion that, if the Hon. Vice-Chancellor
Blake was guilty, it was right that he
should be exposed. As far as he was
concerned, he had received several letters
both from Catholics and Protestants re-
specting Judge Blake.

MR. McCUAIG said he was one of
those who believed a Judge was respon-
sible to public opinion and to the House.
He wished particularly to call attention
to the salaries of Judges. The Act of
Confederation distinctly provided that
the Dominion Government should pay
the salaries of the Judges. Now, in
consequence of the opinion that they
were insufficiently paid, the Government
of Ontario introduced some motion by
which they increased their Judges'
salaries $1,000 a year. This was
an illegal act, and the Judges
knew it was illegal, and he would
ask what respect could they have for a
Bench that would accept that pay.
When they took that into consideration
in connection with the charge of respeet-
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able journals, he thougbt it was high
tinme members of this House should pro-
nounce upon it. He had great reluc-
tance in referring to another matter in
connection with this. A few short
months' after bis ascent to the Bench,
Mr. Blake made a most gross attack
upon the character of the late John
Hillyard Cameron. He put bis signa.
ture to a paper, accusing that gentle-
=an of a gross injustice and wrong,
when he might be called upon to try an
election case in which the late Mr.
Cameron might be interested. He (Mr.
McCuaig) maintained that he was justi-
fied in bringing this matter before the
House, and in insisting that Judges
should discharge their duties impartially.
Judges had no rght to comment upon a
man's religious or political opinions. In
the county where he resided, they had
many Catholics and Orangemen, between
whom there was no difficulty whatever.
The course he (Mr. McCuaig) had
taken was in the interest of the
people. He hoped that, by address-
ing the Judges on this matter, and call-
ing the attention of Parliament to it, a
stop would be put to such conduct as
that under consideration.

MR. RYAN (Montreal Centre) said
he desired to make a few remarks in
reply to the member for Lambton. He
certainly thought that any question which
occupied the attention of the public press,
and concerned a large minority of the
people of Canada, might well be consid-
ered in the House, and could not be
termed trivial or unimportant. This was
not purely a Catholic question, and it
was not a Catholic who brought it up
to-day, but the member for Prince Ed-
ward (Mr. McCuaig), who felt that this
Judge had exceeded his duty. If the
charges brought against that Judge were
true, he was unworthy to fill the position
of Vice-Chancellor. The remark that
this charge had only appeared in the
Catholic press was not correct; a long
article was published in the National, in
Toronto, reiterating the charge, and up
to this moment he (Mr. _Ryan) was not
aware that either the Vice-Chancellor or
any other gentleman had denied it,
though Mr. Blake was apt to rush into
print and defend himself when he could
do so. He had no desire to do anything

but protet against the language of the
members for Lambton and Chateauguay,
from whom he expected better, having
looked upon the bon. member for Cha-
teauguay as straightforward and honour-
able. He had hoped that hon. gentle-
man would not have taken advantage of
points of order to rule an hon. gentleman
out of order in calling attention to an
insult to more than a million and a half
of the people.

MR. RYKERT said he regretted the
conduct of the Judges should be called in
question in the House. There were
occasions when Judges went beyond
legitimate bounds and brought their con-
duct under notice of the House. Wben
they found a Judge insulting a large por-
tion of their fellow countrymen, they
were bound, as members of the House,
to defend them, and see whether the
charges had any foundation. If they had
any it was their bounden duty to ask the
House or Governinent to investigate
them. The House had power to impeach
the Judges, and it was the duty of the
Government to see that something was
done in regard to such charges. He (Mr.
Rykert) thought that the only fault or
great mistake he could point tointhe con-
course ofthe Premier was bis appointment
of Mr. Blake to the Banch. A more
petulant, technical, prejudiced Judge
never sat on the Bench, for which he
was totally unfit. In bis (Mr. ]Rykert's)
professionalexperienceoftwenty-fiveyears
he had neverfound aman but him lose bis
temper on the Bench. When he found
him mixing in all kinds of controversies,
one day with hotel keepers about tavern
licenses, and the next in discussions at
prayer meetings and synods, he could
judge of bis character. Was it proper to
find a Judge violating the Dunkin Act
in the county of Grey ; was he in his
proper place ? When le was found in an
assailable position like that, the Govern-
ment ought to take action. lHe was
sorry to impugn the character of a
Judge, but, as a professional man, he
must take issue with the statement
that Judge Blake was an honest, upright
man. Ris conduct as a Judge, on
several occasions brought before the
notice of the country, showed conclu-
sively that he was most petulant and
prejudiced.
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Mi. BOULTBEE said that he
thought this discussion had been dragged
to an improper length. There was nothing
of greater importance than the respect
due to the Bench, which a debate like
this was calculated to militate against.
He must confess that he thought the
proceeding this afternoon had been
pushed too far, and, as an English sub-
ject and a man, he thought it was
cowardly to strike at a man who could
not be here to answer. Al who knew
hinm (Mr. Boultbee) were aware that his
political relations had been antagonistic
to the Messrs. Blake; but he was proud
to confess tLat, from bis personal
experience, he was able to say that the
Vice-Chancellor had always conducted
himself as a Judge ought, and with extra
consideration towards himself, for which
he felt obliged. He believed it was an
unfortunate and unhappy thing that
discussions of this kind should arise in
the House.

Mn.CAMERON (North Victoria) said he
entirely agreed with what the last speaker
had said, and ho felt it was only right
that, as the article in the Irish Canadian
had been referred to, he should state that,
within a few days, when in Toronto, he
had been informed by a gentleman prac-
ticing in the Court of Chancery that Mr.
Blake had not made use of the language
attributed to him. The mere fact that it
was questionable whether he did or not,
showed that this House was scarcely the
arena in which to discuss the question
whether a Judge, on a particular occa-
sion, said a particular thing, or not;
and, considering the position in which
the Judges stood, he was not prepared to
accede to the doctrine that every Judge
was immediately compelled to contradict
every untrue statement that happened to
be made about him. He did not think
it was desirable that professional gentle-
men should express their opinions in the
House pro or con. as to the excellence or
impartiality of any Judge on the Bench.
He thought it was not desirable they
should do so. If the learned Judges did
wrong, they were liable to impeachment,
and he thought that unofficial discussions
as to the conduct or language of Judges
on the Bench were to be de-
precated. At the same time, he
(Mr. Cameron) quite sympathised with

MR. RYKERT.

bis hon. friend who had referred to that
subject, and he was bound to admit that,
if any Judge had pursued conduct orused
expressions that placed him in hostility to
averylarge class of Rer Majesty's subjects,
he had shown his unfitness for the judi-
cial position. It had been said that Mr.
Blake had done so; that a tavern-keeper,
a Roman Catholic, or high churchman of
the Church of England would not expect
from him impartial justice, which opinion
was stated to have originated from the
fact that the learned Judge had taken a
very active and prominent part in extra-
j udicial discussions, involving opinions
hostile to theirs. It was deeply to be
regretted that any Judge should place
himself in a position of antagonism to the
opinions of large classes among whom he
officiated. le (Mr. Cameron) did not
say that this Judge had donc so; but, as
that had been alleged, he must say that
it was contrary to the idea of the proper
administration of justice for a Judge to
place himself in a position in which any
suitor might doubt his impartiahity. He
did not think this Judge should be con-
demned without satisfiactory evidence.
He (Mr. Cameron) felt bound to say that
ho heard the principal charge against
him contradicted by a gentleman who, he
thought, had an excellent opportunity
of knowing whether it was well founded
or not.

MR. MILLS said he never supposed
that a Judge ceased to be a member of a
particular denomination on ascending the
Bench. How far he might express his
views or theological opinions, was a mat-
ter of taste, of which he alone might be
considered the judge. He (Mr. Mills)
did not suppose that a member of the
Bar, who had taken a certain part in
proceedings outside the profession, should
cease to do so on attaining the Bench.
The only way in a country like Canada,
where they were so much divided, was to
allow every man to entertain what opin-
ions he pleased, and defend themi as ho
thought best, so long as he did not in-
trude them upon people in his official
capacity. They had men of various de-
nominations on the Bench, and, if they
said to them : You must leave y our re-
ligion behind you, and no more go near a
Church synod or conference, because all
who hold differences of opinion would be
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offended at your conduct-what would
be thought? They knew that this dis-
cussion was suggested bv the hon. the
leader of the House; that there w3re
elections taking place in Ontario, and,
although it would be a bad principle,
attended with mischievous effects, to at-
tack the Bench on the religious opin-
ions of the Judges, before the House, it
was necessary to defeat the Mowat
Administration in the interest of Mr.
Meredith and those who followed him.
These considerations were undoubtedly
paramount with the hon. gentleman.
The confidence of the people in the ad-
ministration of justice was a secondarv
matter. It was of consequence, however.
that one gentleman after another should
rise in the House, and attack a gentle-
man on the Bench, an eminent member
of the Court of Equity. It was because
this gentleman was a brother of a gentle-
man occupying a prominent position in
the country, who had taken an active
part in the administration of affairs, and
for whom hon. gentlemen opposite had
no great admiration or affection, that
these hon. gentlemen thought they would
wounca the feelings of that distinguished
gentleman, and by doing so influence the
elections, and the Catholic people of On-
tario, by the course which they had taken
towards Judge Blake; but the opinions
expressed by Father Stafford showed that
these views were not very likely to be
shared by many of that denomination in
the Province of Ontario, who were not
likely to be misled by the cries of hon.
gentleman opposite. He apprehended
that, when these elections had taken place,
hon. gentlemen opposite would find that,
although they migbt have degraded the
Bench, and caused the people to distrust
the uprightness of the Judges, and the
fairness with which justice was adminis-
tered, they would not obtain much politi-
cally by the course they had seen proper
to adopt here this afternoon, or accom-
plish the results which were being aimed
at.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the hon. gentleman had ventured to make
the statement that this debate was
brought up and initiated by him-
self (Sir John A. Macdonald). He
would ask the hon. gentleman, as a man
of honour, and as a member of Parlia-
ment, what ground he had for making
s1uch an allegation I

MR. MILLS said that the hon.
gentleman was leader of the House,
he had seen proper to assist the
hon. gentleman (Mr. Costiganj in bring-
ing forward this question for discussion,
and he must have known that the hon.
gentleman could not conclude with a
motion which was proper for the consider-
ation of the House, and yet friends of
the hon. gentleman's, in the last days of
the Session, had seen proper, one after
another, to rise and attack Vice-Chancel-
lor Blake,'and the object of the attack was
well understood by the House. There
could be no doubt on this point.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
he had asked the hon. gentleman a plain
question-what right, what authority,
what evidence he had that he (Sir John
A. Macdonald) had initiated cr encour-
aged this motion, or the bringing up of
this question at all ? The hon. gentle-
man said it was because lie assisted his
hon. friend in being heard. When a
member made a statement of this kind,
so gross a statement of this kind, lie was
bound to prove it, and if he could not
prove it he was bound to retract ; and, if
lie did not retract, he must be held up to
be a man wanting in veracity, and as a
calumniator; and he was obliged to
brand the hon. gentleman as being un-
veracious in this respect, and as a cal-
umniator.

MR. MILLS: The hon. gentleman
bas assisted members here in calumni-
ating.

Some HoN. MEMBERS : Order.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD ap-
pealed to the member for the county of
Prince Edward (Mr. McCuaig) and his
hon. friend from New Brunswick (Mr.
Costigan) if there was any communica-
tion, directly or indirectly, on this sub-
ject by them with him-if their action
was prompted by or known to him. He
declared, upon his honour as a gentleman,
and in his place as a member of Parlia-
ment, that there had been no communi-
cation, directly or indirectly, with him
upon this subject, and the hon. gentleman
had ventured to make this statement
which was untrue in fact, and which he
could not suppose to be true. No man
had a right to suppose or assert such a

thing unless he had evidence for it, It
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was untrue, it was false, it was unver-
acious, and the hon. gentleman would be
stamped hreafter in this House and out
of the House as a man who got up for
party motives and made unjust and un-
warrantable and false assertions. It was
quite true that, when this matter was
brought up, lie saw there was an evident
attempt to put down some young mem-
bers, and it was bis duty to give them
fair play. He had laid down a correct
principle with respect to motions, and
Mr, Speaker had upheld the opinion he
ventured to express with respect to the
practice of Parliament, and there
could be no doubt of the accu-
racy of Mr. Speaker's judgment,
and of bis ruling on this point.
The hon. gentleman (Mr. Mills) had
-made an unfounded and unwarrantable
attack on him, as having got up this
scene. The hon. gentleman should not
measure other people by bis own bushel,
for a man who charged others with
unworthy motives, was capable of acting
unworthily himself. There was not a
shadow of foundation for the hon. gentle-
man's charge. The subject was divided
into two branches, the duty of the House
and the duty of the Government. It
was quite true that Judges held almost
sacred positions, and that their dignity
should be maintained. Their characters
should be defended, their positions
should not be degraded, all the moral
weigh t that Parliament could give should
be given to the Judges undoubtedly, but,
at the same time, Parliament had
authority which governed and guided
the country. If a Judge was unworthy
of bis office, this should be brought before
Parliament in a constitutional way, and
the Judge should have an opportunity to
defend himself. On a joint address to
the Crown, if Parliament thought proper,
he could be removed, but the Govern-
ment had no right to niake any fishing
investigation, or on mere rumour to try
and get up evidence against a Judge.
Satisfactory evidence must be laid before
theGovernment before they could bring it
before Parliament; buta Judge who had
exhibited improper traits of temper, or in-
dolence, or habits of procrastination, or
who, from other causes, was not so effi.
cient as he ought to be,
was liable to be censured or warned by a
discussion in Parliament. Such com-

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD.

plaints had been often made in the British
House of Commons, and, in the case of
Baron Smith, an actual aderse vote was
taken on account of bis political bias and
hasty temperament, though this did not
involve the Baron's removal. Sir Robert
Peel subsequently informed the House
that, while it was quite right that such
complaints should be aired before the
House, and that Judges should be warned
that they were not infallible, and that
the great public opinion stood over them,
there should be no conclusive vote against
a Judge unless he had a fair opportunity
of being heard, and the House of Com-
mons rescinded their vote. All through
the English Jansard were strewn mat-
ters brought up, not involving the seat
of the Judge, but letting him know that,
in some way or other, he had failed in
bis duty, and calling bis attention to the
necessity of mending his ways. This
discussion, lie took it, was brought up in
this spirit. They must and did read the
newspapers. These charges were spread
through the country. He did not know
whether they were true, but there was
no reason in the world why the attention
of Parliament should not be drawn to
them. If, in an unguarded moment,
Judge Blake, or any other Judge, had
used unseemly expressions, it was well
that lie should be warned of it so that lie
might not commit a like error again. It
wyas useful that Judges should be occa-
sionally informed that they were neither
infallible nor immortal. An hon. mem-
ber had disapproved of the appointment.
Mr. Blake did not belong, and never did,
to the same party as himself. 'He was
quite aware of this fact when, in his tapa-
city of Minister of Justice, he recom-
mended him. He did so because he be-
lieved that Mr. Blake was a good equity
lawyer, and would make a good equity
Judge, and he was not ashamed of the
recommendation. He thought that the
course of Mr. Blake was, on the whole-
lie was, of course, fallible, like other
men-such as to justify the recommen-
dation and appointment by the Crown.
Fe had no hesitation in saying it. If
the expression mentioned had been really
used by Mr. Blake, it was an unseemly
remark, and there could be no objection,
when unseemly remarks were made by
Judges, that they should be spoken of
not only in the press, but in the great
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conncil of the nation. He believed
from what he could learn, he could not
speak at all from personal acquaintance
himself, that Mr. Blake's demeanour
and conduct and capacity on the Bench
were worthy of praise. He found,
from talking with leading members of
the profession that they considered this
gentleman on the whole a worthy and
good Judge, and no disgrace to the
Bench of Ontario.

Mn. PATERSON (South Brant)
said no rebuke to the gentlemen who
had been participating in the charges
against Vice-Chancellor Blake had been
equal to that administered by the
Prime Minister. That hon. gentleman,
in order to clear his skirts of this
matter, had found it necessary to de-
scribe the person who had brought it
up as a caluminator, and as a man whose
word was not to be taken outside of the
iouse or in it. How despicable must

be the position of the hon. gentlemen
who were described by their leader in
such terms. Was it right or proper
that an hon. Judge's name should be
brought before this House by a member
who was not prepared to formulate any
charge or to take any steps that would
result in anvthing? lis action was
based on mere newspaper rumours, and
he had reason to believe that they
were without foundation. With re-
ference to the motion itself, no one
would deny any right or any mea-
sure of justice te the hon. member for
Victoria (Mr. Costigan), but was it pro-
per that an honourable Judge of this
country should have his name brought
before this Flouse on mere newspaper
rumours, a member rising, and not pre-
pared to formulate any charge against
him, and whose motion, when it appeared
before the House, was only to the effect
that certain rumours were going about in
the newspapers ? And yet these very
rumours, according to the testimony of a
political friend of the hon. gentleman
himself, were without foundation.

MR. COSTIGAN said there had been
bond ide charges made in writing by re-
sponsible parties, and the names of wit-
xesses given who could prove those
charges. He was not resting his claim
upon mere charges as they appeared in
the newspapers.

MR. PATERSON said it could not be
denied that the hon. gentleman saw fit to
bring it up at atime when aregular motion
could not be made, and that he received
the countenance of the First Minister in
doing so.

MR. HAY said he had known Vice-
Chancellor Blake for twenty-five years,
and knew that he was totallv incapable
of insulting any class of the community.
He would say, further, that there was no
gentleman in Toronto who stood bigher
in the esteem of the people than did that
gentleman.

MR. WALLACE (South Norfolk) said
the hon. member for South Brant had
misapprehended the tenor of the remarks
of the Premier, as regarded the member
for Bothwell. The charge of calumny
was not in the statement that was
brought forward by the member for Vic-
toria, but it was based upon the motive
imputed to the hon. the Premier for
allowing that motion to be brought for-
ward. The hon. member for Bothwell
charged the hon. the Premier with hav-
ing invited his followers to bring forward
this motion, that he might influence the
election in Ontario. That charge the
Premier designated as a caluwny, and
the originator of it as a calumniator.

MR. McCARTHY said he regretted
very much the painful discussion they lad
listened to. He regretted it because it
tended to degrade the Bench, in the
stability, and in the honour and integrity
of which every member of this House
and of the community was interested.
He felt that, when a charge of this kind
was made, the gentleman who made it
ought to put it in a more formal shape
than the hon. member for Victoria (Mr.
Costigan) had donc. He did not sup-
pose the hon. gentleman had brought it
up without believing that it was his duty
to do so. He felt some delicacy in at-
tempting to pass an opinion regarding
the conduct of that learned Judge, be-
cause he had to practise before him from
time to time, but, bis conduct as a Judge
having been impugned, he felt it would
be unworthy of him to sit here and not
say that, so far as he was acquainted
with him, he was not open to the
imputations which had been made
against him on the floor of the louse.
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He knew, and lie thought lie expressed
the general opinion of the Bar in Ontario,
that, whatever his faults might be-and,
like every other man, no doubt he had
his faults - lie endeavoured to dis-
charge, and did discharge, his duty to
the satisfaction of, the Bar and the publie
generally. Now, with regard to the
opinion that the Vice-Chancellor formed
with regard to a witness who was ex-
amined before him, and who happened to
have been Archbishop Lynch of Toronto,
he (Mr. McCarthy) did not know what
right any hon. gentleman had to question
the right of a Judge to form an opinion
regarding any witness who was examined
before him. A Judge was sworn to dis-
charge bis duty, and to discharge it im-
partially, irrespective of persons, and, if
he did, on this particular occasion, form a
judgment which did not exactly square
with the evidence given by the Arch-
bishop, he did not know that the hon.
Judge ought to be called to account by
that particular reason. Another charge
that had been made, if it was true-and
lie was glad to hear the hon. member for
North Victoria (Mr. Cameron) say that
he had the best reason to think it was
not true-was one that would be pain-
ful if it were true, because a lady, having
been brought before the learned Judge
as a witness, ought to have been protected
and not insulted, as it was alleged
she had been insulted. He never heard
that charge until it was mentioned in the
newspapers, and it appeared it had hap-
pened several years ago. He felt satis-
flied the charge could not be true-he
trusted, at all events, it was not true.
lHaving said so much, he had only to add
that he thought the hon. member for
Bothwell had made a most grave and un-
fair charge against the Premier. There
was no desire-and the action taken bv a
number of gentlemen on that side of the
House showed in the plainest way there
was no possible desire-to influence the
pending elections, by allowing this
matter to be brought up. There could
have been no such intention, and he was
sorry his hon. friend had not the good
taste to withdraw the charge thus made.

Ma. COSTIGAN said the hon. the
leader of the Government had appealed
to him with regard to the charge made
by the hon. member for Bothwell. HRe

MR. MCCARTHY.

wished to inforni this House that the
bon. member for Bothwell himself had
as much to do with bis action -in this
matter as the right hon. gentleman. The
right hon. gentleman knew no more
that lie was to rise at all than the hon.
meuber for Bothwell. 'He was to have
taken a minor part in this debate, but,
finding that the hon. member for Prince
Edward (Mr. McCuaig) was blocked by
the hon. member for Chateauguay, he
then came to his assistance. With the
permission of the Hfouse, lie would ask
leave to withdraw the motion.

MR. McCUAIG: I have .had no com-
munication with any member of the Gov-
ernment whatever.

Motion, with leave of the House,
withdrawn.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.

SUPPLY-CONCURRENCE.

louse resumed the further consider-
ation of Resolution 88, Pacifie Railway,
British Columbia, $600,900, reported
from Committee of Supply (April 30th).

Mit. MACKENZIE said lie objected
to this resolution because the monev was
to be expended in some place net de-
fined ; but there was no use attempting
to discuss an amendment in such a small
House at this period of the Session.

Resolution Yead the /irst and 8econd
times, and agreed to, on a division.

RIVIÈRE DU LOUP BRANCH PURCHASH
BILL.

(Mr. ZT'pper.)

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGs.

Order for House to consider cortaia
resolutions authorising arrangements for
the purchase by the Government from the
Grand Trunk Railway Company of Can-
ada, of their line of rail way from Rivière
du Loup to Hadlow, read.

M. TUPPER said he regretted ex-
ceedingly that a measure of such impor-
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tance as this should have been postponed
to so late a period. It was not his fault,
nor could lie say it was the fault of any
person. He took up this question where
it was left by his predecessor, who had it
under his consideration, and subsequently
the Government decided that, if they
could obtain the ownership of that por-
tion of the Grand Trunk Railway be-
tween the Chaudière Junctionand Rivière
du Loup, and the connection
with Quebec Harbour at Point Lévis,
it would be very desirable to do
so. He then communicated to the
manager of the Grand Trunk Railway,
Mr. Hickson, that the Government were
prepared to receive an offer for the pur-
chase of that portion of the road; in
reply to which, that gentleman informed
him that he would take an early oppor-
tunity to submit a formal offer to the
Government. In the meantime that
gentleman met with a very severe acci-
dent, which prevented his coming here
to discuss the question before a very
short time ago. From the moment he
had been able to come here, no time had
been lost in biinging the matter to its
present point, and in putting the Huse
in possession of it. The necessity for
the purchase of that portion of the
Grand Trunk Railway was evidernt on
several grounds. In the first instance,
the Act of Union provided that the
Intercolonial Railway should be built to
connect the waters of the Gulf of the
St. Lawrence with the ocean at Halifax.
That, practically, could not be carried
out in the spirit of the Act without
obtaining this connection at Quebec.
Then, again, the Grand Trunk Railway
had not been enabled to keep up this por-
tion of their railway at all in the condi-
tion in which the rest of the Intercolonial
Railway was and a great obstruction on the
latter railway arose from that fact. It
was, he believed, the only portion of the
Grand Trunk Railway that had not been
relaid with steel rails. It only, there-
fore, became necessary that they should
provide, in the present condition of that
company, the means of putting this road
in a proper condition ; but the fact also
was not unimportant in pressing the im-

*nediate necessity of carrying out this
project that the Grand Trunk Railway
had experienced a good deal of difficulty
in protecting their trade and maintain-

ing their connection with the West, and
the Government had reason to be-
lieve that it was at present almost essen-
tial in Canadian interests that they
should have the means of securing a
connection upon which their western
trade would considerably depend.
Under these circumstances the Govern-
ment arrived at the conclusion that it
was desirable they should obtain the
ownership of a railway from Rivière du
Loup not only to the Chaudière June-
tion. but also to Quebec Harbour. They
thought that a fair mode of arriving at
the price was to look at what expen-
diture the Government would be
obliged to make, provided that road was
not in existence. They addressed them-
selves to that consideration, and
those who looked at the papers would
see that the road was obtained from
Rivière du Loup to the Chaudière Junc-
tion, the old iron rails not being pur-
chased, but merely retained until they
could relay the road with steel rails
very cheaply, at a cost of about $13,000,
or a little under, per mile. Mr.
Schreiber had examined this road
in 1876, and was instructed to give
the Government an estimate of what it
would cost to build a similar road. Mr.
Schrieber came to the conclusion that it
would cost $1,859,256 to build the road
from Rivière du Loup to Chaudière
Junction, 119 miles, in the same condi-
tion as the Intercolonial. He then esti-
mated the cost of relaying the track with
steel rails, and putting it in the same
condition as the Intercolonial, at
$356,280, which would leave $1,502,976,
as the lowest sum for which they could
obtain a road in the same condition as the
Intercolonial. The road from the
Chaudière Junction was a very expensive
one. The heavy cuttings, and every-
thing else connected with it, would
involve a very much greater ex-
penditure than the other portions of
the road. They required also to
have a terminus at Quebec harbour, and,
in order to obtain that, it was necessary
to run up six and a quarter miles from
Chaudière Junction to Radlow, a pro-
perty on which the Grand Trunk Rail-
way, at this moment, with their wharves,
engine-house, shops, etc., were paying on
an assessment of $120,000 a year. The 6-
miles with the Hadlow property fur-
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nishing them with an independent means
of access to the harbour, were put down
at $200,000, which was a very low price,
and which brought the total amount,
at Mr. Schrieber's estimate, to
$1,700,000 for this property as a very
low sum at which they could hope to pro-
vide it. It was thought desirable that
theyshould not only have running powers,
but that the Government should have
actually fee simple, including the ter-
minal property at Hadlow, with a view
te being entirely independent of the
Grand Trunk connection at Point Lévis.
Although the Government did not wish
te acquire the valuatle station property
at Hadlow, the Government arranged
that the Grand Trunk Company should
have free running powers over the line
from the Chaudière Junction te Hadlow,
and that they should have free running
powers through their 'station, only pay-
ing the actual expense of moving their
traffic. These were the propositions,
but the Government felt that, although
their own engineer had arrived at the
conclusion that it was the very lowest
estimate he could put on this property,
Vet, inasmuch as the property was an un-
profitable one to the Grand Trunk, that
company should not expect to receive
the full amount at the hands of the Gov-
ernment, and they, therefore, made a pro-
position that the highest they could give
for the whole of this property was
$1,500,000. The receipts of the line at
present exceeded the working expenses
by about $28,000 per annum.

Mn. MACKENZiE: Surely not.

MR. TUPPER said le was informed
upon good authority, that the receipts
during the past year, which was not a
profitable one, exceeded the wcrking
expenses of the line by about $28,000.
The Government deemed, in a matter of
such importance, that it would not be
unwise to have additional information,
and, although they had carefully scrutin-
ised and verified Mr. Schreiber's state-
ments, so as te leave no doubt that he had
made a very low estimate, they sent bis
report to Mr. Shanly, with a request
that he would favour the Government
with bis opinion on it. Among the
papers submitted would be found a letter
from Mr. Shanly, in which he estimat-
ed the 119 miles, the property the Gov-

MR. TUPPER.

ernment had purchased, exclusive of
the old iron rails, at a value of
$1,758,000, and Mr. Shanly assured
him (Mr. Tupper), in the most emphatie
terms, that, even with the low price of
labour and steel rails, and the favourable
time for railway construction, if the
ground was clear lie did not believe it
would be possible te build a road in the
same condition for that amount of money.
To that lie added, for the 61 miles with
the Hadlow property, $300,000, or a
total of $2,100,000, which was the value
Mr. Shanly placed upon the property.
H1e had already stated that their offer te
the Grand Trunk was over $200,000 be-
low Mr. Schreiber's estimate, and
$600,000 below Mr. Shanly's estimate.
The House could see that the Govern-
ment had attached a good deal of im-
portance te the object for which this
money was te be used by the Grand
Trunk Railway, and they had, in the
resolutions, made provision for the re-
tention of power in their hands, which
would enable then te see that this
money was expended in a way that they
believed would eminently conduce te
promote the trade and business interests
of Canada.

MR. MACKENZIE:
pended on the railway.

That is, ex-

Mu. TUPPER said no, it was
te be expended in securing the
Western connections of the Grand
Trunk Railway, not the existing
ing line. When the subject was brought
te the attention of Parliament, last year,
lie then, as lie had always done, regarded
it as of the greatest importance. He drew
the attention of the then First Minister
and Minister of Public Works, te the
importance of securing, in the negotia-
tions with the Grand Trunk, in regard
te the Rivière du Loup line, bonds by
which the Intercolonial would be secure
against any desire or interest, on the part
of the Grand Trunk, te divert the trade
te Portland. They had provided for that
here.

MR. MACKENZIE: I do not under-
stand that it is provided for.

MR. TUPPER said he thought they
were effectually secured against the con-
tingency to which he drew attention.
There was, of course, the additional ad-
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vantage that, by securing the ownership
of the harbour of Quebec, they would
be in connection with the railway on
the North Shore, and would not be so
entirely dependent on the Grand Trunk
for all their traffic as they were before
the construction of that line. That would
be an additional guarantee to the country;
a guarantee that they would always obtain
from the Grand Trunk most favourable
rates as an inducement to continue the
connection of trade and business as it
previously and now existed. He thought
hon. gentlemen would find that they had
made arrangements, which, if ratified by
the House, would enable them to obtain
possession of the property at a reasonable
rate, and upon terms which would
thoroughly secure the interests of Can-
ada in relation to its purchase.

Mn. MACKENZIE said that, when
he gave notice last year, he gave it
simply for the purpose of obtaining the
sanction of Parliament before acting.
The matter had occupied bis attention
for more than two years before, because
he found trains were seriously de-
layed on the Intercolonial. On the other
hand, he was extremely anxious to avoid
purchasing any more railroads. He be-
lieved no railroads should be purchased
by the State, and he believed th3y were
only making them until some arrange-
ment could be made to transfer them to
private companies. He was, therefore,
indisposed to purchase it at almost any
rate. Another thing naturally occurred
to him, which must have occurred to
hon. gentlemen opposite, and that
was, that the commercial value of
the road was nothing compared
with the actual value of the road.
The Grand Trunk invariably complained
that they had lost a large sum in operat-
ing it up to the time the Intercolonial
was opened,and he understood that, even
up to the end of last year, there was a
loss. It was, therefore, desirable for the
Grand Trunk, at almost any price, to get
rid of the burden of maintaining this
road. He must recal to the House the
fact that they had already a very large
interest in the road. There was 864
miles altogether of the Grand Trunk
iRailway in Canada, and upon that the
Government of Canada had advanced a
aum considerably in excess of

$15,000,000, or something over $7,000
per mile. So if they took the
$4,500,000 applied on the Victoria
bridge, which cost a large sum of money,
there would still remain an amount of
over $10,000 per mile which the old
Province of Canada had paid for the pur-
pose of constructing the Grand Trunk
Railway. He felt that, whatever price
they might pay for this branch, if they
paid it at all, they were buying back
a road which had been constructed with
Government money to a great extent.
He felt that branch was of practically
little value to anyone and of much
less value to Canada than anyone
else. There was nothing in the
Terms of Union which compelled
them to keep up a communication with
Quebec. They reached the connecting
link long before they reached Rivière
du Loup, but, as a commercial enter-
prise, it was undoubtedly necessary to
maintain connection with Quebec. In
some way they must have control of the
Rivière du Loup Branch, but ha would
have preferred that control to have
been by lease. The objection to extend
their railway proprietorship was what
led him to this conclusion. But there
was another thing of serious import,
and that was, if the Grand Trunk Rail-
road had its line terminating at Point
Lévis there would be a direct temptation
to send traffic to Portland. The hon.
Minister of Public Works thought
he had dAne what would prevent that by
Order in Council. That simply provided
that the charges should be pro rata on
both lines. The hon. gentleman would
see something, more than that was
required. He (Mr. Mackenzie) discussed
that matter with the railroad authorities
several times, and he was never able
to obtain satisfaction upon that point.
The Grand Trunk had about 120 more
miles of railroad to Portland than tber
bad to the junction of the Government
road at Point Lévis. Although the
rate was the sanie they would naturally
desire to send more of their traffic
where they had the larger mileage.
He would like to see something more
provided in order to insure the Western
traffic over their road. He would not
blame the Grand Trunk authorities if
they sent the bulk of their traffic over
the road that paid them best, but he de-
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sired to point qut that there was a direct
temptation in every way to send the
bulk of their freight to Portland.' He
knew the hon. gentleman would get his
resolutions through the House, but he
(Mr. Mackenzie) would point out this
danger to him in the expectation that he
would yet be able to make some more
stringent arrangement that would secure
the passage of the traffie over our own
road.

MR. TUPPER : If the hon. gentle-
man will give me any suggestion, it is
not too late to offer it.

MR. MACKENZIE said he quite ad-
mitted the difficulty. All that took
place between himself and the railroad
authorities was an assurance from them
that they would be prepared to enter into
any arrangement that would be made to
secure the Government against the anti-
cipated loss of traffic. If the ppers had
come down sooner, so that they could
have had them printed, and had some
preliminary discussion two or· three
weeks ago, they might have sug-
gested soine ideas which it would
have been advisable to utilise.
As it was, he bad only to mention that
as serious objection to acquiring
the proprietorship. By having only a
lease of the road, and the Grand Trunk
Company still interested as proprietor,
they would have a hold on them, and it
was for that reason, chiefly, with the
other, a dislike of acquiring any further
railroad property, that he ba4 almost
concluded that the leasing of the road,
even if they should advance some money
or guarantee a certain amount of bonds,
instead of an annual rent, would have
been the preferable plan. But he quite
admitted there were difficulties in the
way of carrying it out. But he saw
very clearly that the actual purchase of
the road put us out of the field in com-
peting with them when they had an At-
lantic terminus so much nearer than
ours. Mr. Schrieber's valuation was, as
nearly as he (Mr. Mackenzie) could ascer-
tain, correct, as a valuation of property,
but it was not correct as a valuation of
it as a commercial property. Its value,
in that respect, was extremely small.
They could not have taken traffic over
it another winter. It- would have
become absolutely necessary to have

Ma. MACKENZIE.

had the road relaid with new rails.
As the matter stood, he could only ex-
press his regret that something of that
kind was not done, rather than the
purchase of the road.

MR. TUPPER said that he had in lis
hands a statement of receipts and expen-
ditures for the last two years. For
the year ending 30th June, 1877, the
receipts were $176,998, expenditures,
$156,892.14, or a surplus of $25,605.86.

MR. MACKENZIE: Does that em-
brace the usual repairs to locomotives,
cars, and everything of that kind 1

MR. TUPPER said it covered every-
thing usually charged against revenue.
For the year ending June 30th, 1878, the
receipts were $221,220, and expenditure
$192,649.18, or a surplus of $28,670.82.
H1e wanted to ask the hon. gentleman if
he did not recognise the advantage of
purchasing instead of leasing that road,
in connection with the other feature to
which he had adverted, the aid it would
afford the Grand Trunk at a crisis in its
history, in the struggle in which it was en-
gaged for the purpose of retaining Cana-
dian trade, and maintaining the Grand
Trunkasagreat throughroutefor Canada.
The acquisition of that brancli would
give a degree of assistance to the Grand
Trunk that, in the interest of Canada,
was not undesirable.

MR. MACKENZIE said there was no
doubt about that, as stated by the Minis-
ter of Public Works, being a very seri-
ous matter. His (Mr. Mackenzie's) own
attention was directed to it more than a
yeai ago-to the connection of the Cana-
dian railroads with the West. The
knowledge of what our two great rail-
roads had done for the development of
the country would induce him to go a
great way in giving such aid as the Gov-
ernment might reasonably and properly
afford. But, on the other hand, this
scheme amounted to giving $2,000,000 to
a road largely aided before, though he
did not say too largely aided, in view of
its benefits to Canada. Still, for those
$2,000,000 they would receive very little,
He admitted that if the thing was pro-
perly done, and the money wisely dis-
posed of, it would produce, in a general
way, some little return in benefits to
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trade and increased traffic through the
country.

MR. PLUMB said that, as the mem-
ber for Lambton had observed, the
Grand Trunk had laid out a vast amount
of money in Canada, and the Govern-
ment of Canada had advanced a large
amount for the purpose of aiding the
Grand Trunk to build its line. But it
must be remembered that the Govern-
ment of Canada had given up its lien
upon the Grand Trunk, and to say
that they were buying back their
own road was certainly a fallacy.
The Grand Trunk, staggering under an
enormous debt, without the means of
extending its line, was encountering an
opposition which would utterly destroy
it and take away its traffic, if not in some
way protected by legislation in Canada.
If they wanted in any way to protect
their Canadian system, over which they
could send their freight, and travel with
any kind of safety, they must regard the
conditions by which the Grand Trunk
was connected with the traflic towards
Halifax. Everyone knew that the
Rivière du Loup Branch was an excresence
and tax upon the Grand Trunk; but it
was a mistake to say it had no value.
The bondholders paid for it, giving Car-
ada that accommodation which Canadi-
ans did not half appreciate ; and it was
in the interest of the bondholders that
he hoped that the Parliament of
Canada would, in every case of
this kind, remember their sacri-
fices, and deal with them not in a
captious, but in a liberal spirit. He be-
lieved that what the Government pro-
posed was a perfectly legitiiate thing for
Parliament to do. He thought it was in
the interest of the country to acquire
that road and put it in repair. While
the negotiations proceeded, the line had
been allowed to run down. The price
named was far below the actual
cost of the line, as estimated by Mr.
Shanly. There could be no bargain,
or such a thing, in this matter. Thev.
would be possessing themselves of a pro-
perty necessary for the establishment of
a through line from the west to the east
in the public interests of Canada ;
and, in order to make that line
perfect, they could not ask the bond-
holders, or others interested, to put that

piece of the road into repair, or in as good
condition as the line to the west and east
of it. If they leased the line they could
not control the repairs. This scheme
seemed to be a practical necessity. It
seemed to be a business matter, which,
he thought, commended itself to the judg-
ment of everyone who had heard the
statements on the subject made in the
House.

MR. IDOMVILLE said he would
throw the responsibility for this scheme
on Mr. Schreiber, and other engineers,
who had advocated this purchase. The
Minister of Public Works said it was
Messrs. Schreiber and Shanly. If the
scheme was a good one, it would stand
for itself. Considering the discourage-
ment he (Mr. Domville) *had met with
the other night, in the advocacy of the
rights of New Brunswick, he felt he had a
right to demand that, if that railroad were
purchased, the Lower Provinces should
receive some guarantee that they were to
receive better service, and be relieved of
the difficulty they were informed of the
other night, in regard to through freigits.
If they were to make that large expendi-
ture, it should be for the benefit of the
whole country. The representatives of
the Lower Provinces had a right to
demand that, while they experienced the
odium of a large expenditure of money on
the railroad to Halifax, they should
receive concurrent advantages. He would
say nothing in regard to the purchase of
the railroad, because lie believed the Min-
ister of Public Works had taken the
advice of the engineers. It was some-
thing that he would be able to inform his
constituents that the late and the present
Ministers of Public Works had worked
hand-in-hand for that purchase, which
consequently must be right.

MR. ANGLIN said there must be
some considerations to induce the coun-
try to purchase that road at so large a
price beyond its actual and productive
value. True, it had been in very poor
condition for some years. He supposed
they might take it for granted that the
company were not wiliing or able to ex-
pend a very large amount to keep it in
proper condition. While it remained in
its present condition, the carrying of
freight and passengers over it must be
unsatisfactory. The other consideration
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for the purchase and the payment of so
large a price, that it would enable
the Grand Trunk to meet its connections
in the far West, was a consideration that
ought to have much weight with the Gov-
ernment and Parliament, although it was
directly contrary to the consideration
which the Minister of Public Works
asked them to give way to when deter-
mining whether they should build the
Pacifie Railway to Burrard 1nlet or not.
It was considered a strong objection to
the Burrard Inlet route that they should
have any connection with the United
States railway system. On this side
of the Rocky Mountains it was of very
great importance that their connections
with the American systeni should be as
complete as possible, so that they might
bring in and -carry over Canadian rail-
roads all possible American traffic. But
the Minister of Public 'Works did not
perceive the inconsistency of his argu-
ments and course with regard to those
two subjects. He trusted that, as that
hon. gentleman attached so much impor-
tance to completing the connection of the
Grand Trunk in the west with the A meri-
can system, he would be similarly
influenced in determining the selection of
the route, in the far West, which would
regard the probability of connection
with the Oregon system of railroads in
a proper light. He tbought the hon.
gentleman had made a inistake in saying
it was an objection to the Burrard Inlet
route that it would be possible to con-
nect with the American system of rail-
roads. He (Mr. Anglin) had felt himself,
for a long time, that the Do-
minion, having built the rest of
the railroad, should also own that por-
tion between Rivière du Loupand Quebec,
that the original idea of connecting Hali-
fax and Quebec by a great public railway
sbould be fully carried out. He had
always attached much importance to
that, and yet he admitted that, if they
did carry it out, they would have to
pay a very large price for what, after
all, was very little more than sentiment
in the matter. It mattered very little
to the public whether flour went over
the Grand Trunk, or over the Govern-
ment railway, but it mattered very
much to the company who owned this
branch at present if they got rid of it on
favourable terms. The expense of

MR. ANGLIK.

maintaining this road would be very
heavy, and a very large additional bur-
den would be imposed on the people of
this country thereby. There could be
no doubt that the Grand Trunk Railway
Company were making a splendid bar-
gain. The Government were going to
pay for this property very much more
than it was worth, in a commercial point
of view,-he would not say an excessive
price, in view of the opinions of Messrs.
Schreiber and Shanly; nevertheless, it
was a very handsome price to pay for it.

Ma. HOLTON said there could be no
doubt that the purchase of the property,
so far as commercial purposes were con-
cerned, however necessary it might be
as a connecting link between the Grand
Trunk above and the Intercolonial below,
was equivalent to a grant of money
directly to the Grand Trunk Railway
Company. It might be judicious to
make that grant for the reasons stated,
but it would be infinitely preferable to
make that grant direct, with certain
clearly defined stipulations as to the use
to be made of the moncy, and let them
keep the road, because they could operate
it more economically than the Govern-
ment. It was a great misfortune that
the Government of this country shouild
be placed in the position of being obliged
to operate a great many hundreds of
miles of railway, and it was a great ob-
jection to this scheme that it proposed to
add to these hundreds of miles of rail-
way a line already in existence, while
it was the obvious interest of this coun-
try to diminish this railway respon-
sibility, so long as the proper service
of the country could be performed
through private agencies. He thought
there was a great deal in
the opinion expressed by the hon.
member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie),
as to the inducement which the
company would have by the diminution
of their interest in the direction of this
line, to take freight by way of
Portland. If tbey continued to hold
this branch, they would have a
much more lively interest in attracting
traffie to the public railway, than if they
were deprived of this 125 miles of road.
His (Mr. Holton's) view would be to let
the Grand Trunk Railway Company
keep this line of railroad and operate it,
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which they could do more advantageous-
ly than the Government could. The
Governraent might aid the company in
obtaining the traffic from the extreme
west to the extreme east, and extend-
ing its western connections. He pre-
ferred that the Government should aid
them directly by a money grant than that
there should be any more losses., -There
was another point to which he wished to
call attention. It was the habit, in dis-
cussing the partition of public works
paid for by the Dominion, to compute
the expenditure in the various Provinces,
and the first effect of the proposition now
before the House would be computed
as an expenditure in the Province
of Quebec, where $2,000,000, was
about being paid for a road which
the Province did not want, and for that
reason alone the expenditure would not
be received with much pleasure by the
people of that Province.

MR. HUNTINGTON said that, after
hearing the proposition discussed on its
merits, lie was not dispossd to assume
any responsibility, but he left that on the
shoulders of the Government. Hon.
gentlemen would recollect that, whenever
the predecessor of the hon. the Minister
of Public Works, the hon. member for
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), quoted the
opinion of his engineers, as he was
always ready to take their advice, and be
guided by their professional knowledge
and experience, he used to be a good deal
laughed at; but, after listening to this
discussion, he (Mr. Huntington) wished
to know if the hon. the Minister of Pub-
lic Works had not come round to the
advisability of adopting such a course
himself. The hon. gentleman had him-
self assumed the mantle worn by the
hon. member for Lambton, and found
that he too must take advantage of the
knowledge of the engineers by whom he
was surrounded, although lie had laughed
at his predecessor for doing the sane
thing.

Resolutions read the first and second
times, and agreed to, on a division.

MR. TUPPER introduced a Bill (No.
119) For the acquisition by the Domi-
nion of a certain portion of the Grand
Trunk Railway, to be made part of the
Intercolonial Railway.

Bill read the firet time.

MR. TUPPER moved the second
reading of the Bill.

MR. MACKENZIE asked what was
meant by these words in the Ist section :
" Interest shall be paid on the value of
such rails as may not be taken up or de-
livered to the company, according to
agreement?"

Ma. TUPPER said the agreement
would provide that they should have free
use of the rails for a year and-a-half, to
give them an opportunity to relay the
track with steel rails, and, if they were
not ready to do so, they would pay
a rate of six per cent. interest on the
portion they were still using, until they
were delivered.

Mn. MACKENZIE: What are the
terms of the agreement as to the pay-
ment ?

MR. TUPPER: That whenever the
road is handed over under the agreement,
they will be entitled to their money.

MR. MACKENZlR : How does this
sale of the road by the company, and its
purchase b3 the Government, affect the
position of the bondholders of the com-
pany, because I fear that the Company
are parting with rights which are not
theirs to sell ?

Mn. TUPPER: Ty must acquire
them before they can sell them.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD:
They must give a good title before they
can get the money.

Mit. MACKENZIE said he feared if
the company parted with two millions'
worth of that road, we would have de-
mands made upon us by the English
bondholders to recoup them.

Mi. TUPPER said lie was instructed
that the bondholders had the same right
to vote as the other members of the coi-
pany, and, therefore, no sale could be
effected until they were all committed to
it. At all events, lie could say to the
hon. ger.tleman, that care would be taken
that no money would be paid until an
undefeasible title to the property was ob-
tained.

Mn. HOLTON asked if the sale
shodld not be made subject to the ap-
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proval of the various classes of security-
holders who had a right to vote. He
knew that in some Grand Trunk Acts
which had been before the House in past
years, a reservation was inserted, subject
to the approval of the shareholders of the
various classes, naming them, if it were
necessary, as the security-holders, the
shareholders and the bondholders. He
mentioned that in conversation a few
days ago with a gentleman representing
the Grand Trunk, who told him that that
would be done.

SIR JOHN A. MACDOINALD said
he believed, as a matter of fact, all the
holders of securities, whether preferential
or original bondholders, had a right to
vote, and, therefore, he thought that
under this clause that matter would be
settled. If it vere not, lie should have
deemed it inadvisable to put in a clause
in this Bill which might be held to recog-
nise a lien or mortgage of these various
classes of bondholders. It was no affair
of the Government what the various
claims, or the moral or equitable con-
siderations of these people might be; all
they had to do was to see that in any case
the titles were good.

MR. HOLTON said the position of all
these classes of security-holders was de-
fined by Canadian Statute at this moment
in force. It sdened to him that, in any
legislation that ensued, they ought to be
consistent with themselves.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
that, according to his recollection of trans-
actions with the Grand Trunk, he did
not think the bonds were made specific
niortgages. He did not think that these
bonds were specific liens or mortgages on
any square inch of the Grand Trunk.
They were claims against the assets of
the Grand Trunk, and nothing more;
and, it would be a great mistake if
they were, by legislative enactment,
to declare that these people had a
mortgage or lien. Al the Crown had to
do was to take the best legal advice, and,
if it appeared that there was a clear legal
and eq nitable title,conveyed by the Grand
Trunk to the Government, the money
would be paid, and not before. It would
be infinitely better to leave it in that
way. But, if they put a clause in, recog-
nising directly, or indirectly, in any way

MR. HOLTONr.

the different classes, they would be doing
what the bondholders had no right to ask
from them. They had no right to ask any
additional legislation, or to get any new
recognition of their various interests
under this Act. It was better to leave it as
it stood for the protection of the interest of
the Dominion, and for the quiet and
early settlement of this title.

MR. ROÙTON suggested that it would
be better to allow it to stand until to-
morrow, and, the Government, in the
meantime, could look into the question.
Of course, the Bill would pass in five
minutes, if the Government satisfied the
House that it was prudent to pass it as it
was.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
that in a Bill carried through some years
ago, under the auspices of Mr. Brydges,
an agent of the Grand Trunk, by Mr.
Dorion, Minister of Justice, ail
the bonds were made into stock,
and the bondholders were made
shareholders, except in the equipment
bonds, and they were principally charged
on the rolling stock, so that there would
be no difficulty really in making a good
title. It was of great consequence that
Parliament should not, directly or in-
direttly, by any legislation, alter,
amend, or improve, or affect in any
way the condition of the old bond-
hoilders. Whatever their rights were,
they were there by law ; they could
be ascertained by legal men, and it
must be seen that all equitable or legal
claims of bondholders were fully swept
off before a clear and marketable title
was made and the money paid over. He
thought it would be safe to leave it as it
was, as in an ordinary case of expropria-
tion for any Government purpose what-
ever.

MR. HOLTON said, if the right hon.
gentleman, after looking at the Statute,
thought so, theywould all be of that opin-
ion too, but he really thought a more
recent Statute, at all events, ought to be
examined before the Bill went any
further, especially as no time would be
lost. The line recommended by the
right hon. gentleman might be a true
line, but they were adoptingitignorantly.
In a matter of this sort they ought tolook
at the Statutes. They did not want
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to hamper the Grand Trunk Railway in
any way, but they did not want to put it
into the power of a certain class of bond-
holders to say that they were legis-
lating away their rights. At all events,
they ought to see they were not doing it.

S1 JOHN. A. MACDONALD said
he could understand that his hon. friend
was a Conservative in all these matters ;
he wished he was a Conservative in an-
other higher and better sense. In this
sense his hon. friend was a great pro-
tector of vested rights, and as such
was one of the most valuable members
of this House. But, really, they lad got
very little time before them, and he would
like to see some progress made. H1e
would be glad to go with lis hon. friend
to-morrow and look into the Statutes.
If they found they had made a mistake
in this legislation, they could easily get
the Senate to correct it. In the mean-
while, it would be a great thing to get
through the Bill to-night.

MR. CARTWRIGHT said he noticed,
in the second section of this Act,
that the payment of the purchase money
was made absolute in cash. Now,
he could understand there might be
necessary reasons for doing that, but he
should have thought it would have been
more expedient to have taken the option of
paying in bonds at a certain rate. They
were about to require to raise a very
large sum of money; $10,000,000 at
least were asked for on capital account in
the Estimates of the next year. There
was also a very large sum of money fall-
ing due in England, and it did appear to
him that it was exposing them to the
gravest inconvenience to stipulate abso-
lutely for the payment of the sum
of $1,500,000 in cash. It would have
been more prudent to have reserved,
at any rate, the option of handing
over the bonds at some fixed rate, or
paying cash, as might be found most con-
venient.

MR. -TILLEY said there was some
difficulty in handing over bonds to indi-
-viduals, especially as the Government
might be in the market at the same time.
It might affect the Government to have
$1,500,000 in the hands of the Grand
Trunk Company, disposing of them
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at the same time the Government were
placing securities on the market.

Bill read the second and third timîes,
and passed.

SUPPLY.-CONCURRENCE.

Resolutions 294 to 296, reported froi
Committee of Supply (May 1i2th), read
thefirst and second tines, and agreed to.

WAYS AND MEANS.

House again resolved itself into
mittee of Ways and means.

Com-

(In the Committee.)

The following Resolutions were agreed
to, and ordered to be reported :-

(1. Resolved, That, towards making good the
supply granted to Her Majesty for the finan-
cial year ending 30th June, 1879, the sum of
$1,003,370.24 be granted out of the Consoli-
dated Revenue Fund of Canada.

" 2. Resolved, That, towards making good
the supply granted to Her Majesty for the
financial year ending 30th June, 1880, the sumu
of $23,612,455.31 be granted out of the Con-
solidated Revenue Fund of Canada."

House resumed.

Resolutions reported.

MR. TILLEY moved concurrence in
the resolutions.

MR. MACKENZIE said the louse
had yet to get the information concern-
ing the Letellier matter. He spoke on
behalf the of hou. member for Hochelaga
(Mr. Desjardins) and the hon. member
for Bagot (Mr. Mousseau), neither of
whom was in his place. He could not
let this opportunity pass without getting
the information in their absence.

MR. HLOLTON said he supposed the
right hon. gentleman would come to au
agreement that the matter should be
taken up on the second reading of the
Supply Bill, to-morrow, as the House
had been promised an opportunity to dis-
cuss the matter. It would be in the
last degree improper that Parliament
sbould rise without the fullest informa-
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tion in the possession of the Government
being placed before them.

MR. TUPPER said that matters must
reach a certain stage before they could be
submitted to Parliament. An old Par-
liamentarian like his hon. friend from
Chàleauguay would attach no greatimport-
ance to procedure and forn to insist that
a matter of this kind should be laid be-
fore Parliament before it had reached its
full development.

Mu. HOLTON said that the Govern-
ment, on their responsibility, announced
to Parliament that a leading member of
their Administration had been despatched
on an important mission to the Court of
St. James. That gentleman was now at
sea, and, in a matter of such importance,
the Government might hold Parliament
until bis return, which they were assured
would be very speedy. At all events,
the House was entitled to the fullest in-
formation which the Government could
give in regard to the whole matter.

MR. MILLS said it had always been
the practice in England, in fact it was by
that that the authority of the H-louse of
Commons grew up, that all grounds of
complaint should receive consideration,
and be redres-ed when the supplies were
under consideration, as a condition
under which these supplies were obtained.
The hon. gentleman at the head of the
Government had informed the House
that His Excellency had not seen proper
to accept their advice, and had referred
this question to England. Therefore, a
supporter of the Administration put a
notice on the paper, intended as an at-
tack on His Excellency, and an exculpa-
tion of the Administration. The notice
declared, in effect, that the reference of
these affairs to England was an unconsti-
tutional proceeding. The speech of the
hon. the Premier, in answer to the hon.
member who had complained of this
reference, invited the motion which that
hon. gentleman put on the notice paper.
The press of Quebec, which supported
the Administration, had indulged in vio-
lent attacks upon His Excellency from
that hour down to the present. Those hon.
gentlemen, members of the Administra-
tion, it was true, came down afterwards
and informed the House that they wete
responsible for this reference to England,

MI. HOLTON.

but they had previously informed the
House that they regretted it
had been made. In fact, they
intimated to Parliament that the
advice they had given had not
been acted on, and it was with reference
to the conduct of His Excellency, as dis-
tinguisbed from the advice given by the
Government, that the motion was made.
Had the Government regarded this notice
as a vote of want of confidence, they
wouild have insisted on the motion being
dealt with ; but the motion, having been
intended to extenuate their conduct, and
to aim at that of bis Excellency, a
wholly different course had been adopted.
The Government had taken every step
necessary to complete the business of the
Session, yet had allowed the motion to
stand for weeks on the paper, and were
prepared to allow the House to rise
without the question being dealt with.

81 JOHN A. MACDONALD said
hon. gentlemen opposite would settle
among themselves what the meaning of
this motion of the hon. member for
Bagot (Mr. Mousseau) was. The other
day the hon. member for Chateauguay
(Mr. Holton) said this was a distinct
vote of want of confidence in the present
Administration. The hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) did not agree with
the great Parliamentary authority, his
friend from Chateauguay, and said it was
not a vote of want of confidence.

Ma. HOLTON: That shows the ne-
cessity of a debate.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD : The
hon. member for Bothwell said a
good follower of the Government
had been incited to bring on
this motion for the purpose of throwing
blame on the Governor-General, and
getting the Government out of the scrape.
Both cannot be true.

Mi. MACKENZIE : Which is true?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said
neither was ti ue. It was not a vote of
want of confidence, it was not a censure
on the Governor-General. The hon.
gentleman made a proposition that the
reference to England, a thing which had
been of annual occurrence since Canada
had a Constitution, that the continuance
of that practice was subversive of
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responsible government. He thought they
could fairly afford to discuss the abstract
constitutional question, but he did not
see the sense of making the motion as it
had been made. lowever, as he said
the other day, when discussing this mo-
tion, he hoped to have another oppor-
tunity of discussing it, but he might be
disappointed.

MR. MACKENZIE : What do you
think I

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
thathappily, in these daystheyhad means
of speedy communication with England,
and he would be delighted to be able to
give such information regarding the de-
cision of fer Majesty's Ministers as
would satisfy hon. gentlemen. The
moment the question was decided, Parlia-
ment would be able to take it up and
deal with it. Our privileges and our
rights were safe in the hands of Her
iMajesty's advisers, whether they were
Liberals or Conservatives. Therefore,
they could keep their souls in patience
and carry the Supply Bill. They knew
that no privileges, or rights, or freedom,
would be invaled in any way whatever.

MR. HOLTON said the hon. gentle-
man raised the bugbear of stoppage of
supplies. It was not a question of that.
They were quite willing to allow the
resolutions to be read a second and third
time that night, but they wanted it un-
derstood that the fulfilment of the pro-
mise of the hon. gentlemen, with regard
to the Letellier matter, should take
place on the second reading of the Supply
Bill. These explanations were eminent-
ly fit and proper, and he did not think
the House should rise without them.

MR. SPEAKER : I put the question.

MR. HOLTON : No ; I want an un-
derstanding on this point.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
have stated all I intend to state to-night.
I make no agreement at all about it.

Several HoN. MEMBERS: Carried.

MR. HOLTON : Hon. gentlemen may
save themselves the trouble of crying
" carried " ; it cannèt be carried to-night.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: All
right. If the hon. gentleman chooses to
take the responsibility of objecting, he
can do so. It will cost the country
$100,000 more, that is all.

MR. HOLTON : The hon. gentleman
throws mena2es across the House.

MR. RYAN (Montreal Centre): I
rise to a point of order.

MR SPE AKER. : I dcar onu

renc

INDI

to be taken to-morrow.

ACT AMENDMENT
[BILL 94.]

(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

BILL.AN

SENATE AMENDMENTS AGREED TO.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALID
moved that the House agree to the
amendments made by the Senate to the
Bill.

Mn. MILLS said there was a large
number of Indians at Selkirk, half-
breeds, who were embraced within the
treaty. They were no more entitled to
be within the treaty than the people of
Ottawa. Some of theni were th'ree-
fourths white. He was of opinion that
it would be better to induce these people
to withdraw from the treaty arrange-
ments. It would be better they should
conie under the regulation with regard to
half-breeds, and receive a certain allot-
ment of lands, for they were perfectly
competent to take care of themselves and
tleir interests. It was unfortunate that
they were embraced in the treaty, but
the effect of it would be to keep them
in it.

S1R JOHN A. MACDONALD said
that that was the main principle of the
Bill-that any balf-breeds admitte i un-
der the treaty might be allowed to with-
draw on refunding all the moneys re-
ceived under it. There could be no ob-
jection to that, for half-breeds who had
corne under the treaty, and had received
money, wished to be treated as half-
breeds or whites, rather than as Indians,
and, if they paid the money back, there
could be no objection.

MR. MILLS said they could withdraw
under any circumstances. The only
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effect of this would be the preventing of
their becoming residents or taking up
land as settlers, under the Homestead
Law. The effect would be to keep them
Indians, if they paid them the money,
instead of encouraging them to withdraw
from that state. A large number of
them were capable of taking care of

- themselves, and it was for the interest of
the country to get rid of them as wards,
as SOon as possible.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the law already provided that a person
claiming to be an Indian should be so
considered. This provision enabled him
to free himself of that character, and be-
come a half-breed, on paying back the
money received. He would move the
adoption of the amendment.

Mn. RYAN (Marquette) said that the
amendment of the Senate was in the di-
rection of that desired by the member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills), though not to the
full extent. It was to the effect that the
recipient should account for what money
he had received; in other words, if a
half-breed, he should receive more than
if an Indian.

Senate amendments agreed to.

ELIZA MARIA CAMPBELL RELIEF BILL-
[BILL 99.]

(Mr. Macdougall.)

THIRD READING.

Order for resuming adjourned debate
on Mr. Macdougall's motion for the third
reading of the Bill, and Mr. Mills's motion
in amendment thereto (May 9th) read.

SR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
he had asked for the adjournment of this
motion in order that he might say a few
words with respect to it. Though the
hon. gentleman in charge of the Bill had
shown that he had thoroughly studied
the subject, and though his opinion as an
expert was worthy of all consideration,
he (Sir John A. Macdonald) was not at
all convinced by the argument of that
hon. gentleman. He thought that his
Bill was ultra vire8, that they had no
right to pass such a Bill, and that it would
be of no value as a Statute. The line be-
tween the powers of the Local and Gen-

MI. MILLs.

eral Legislatures -was easily marked.
The division was so clear that there
could be little or no hesitation as to de-
ciding where the power to deal with
the subject rested. If it rested any-
where, it was with the Provincial Legis-
latures, and nut with the Dominion Par-
liament. It was true, they were told
that the Suatute providing for all matter.s
relating to marriage and divorce,
was to be reserved exclusively for the
Dominion Parliament. Obviously it
meant it had the sole control of the
legislation respecting the formation and
dissolution of the marriage tie, and there
was no other power given it by the Sta
tute. Now, a divorce a mensd et thoro,
a judicial separation, although commonly
called a divorce, was not a divorce or
breach of the marriage tie ; it did not
relieve the woman fron being a wife, or
the man from being a husband, and.
therefore, the separation which this Bih
contemplated was not a divorce in th-
sense of the power given in the Statutes.
Consequently, this House had no right to
deal with it. Had the Bill been a
Divorce Bill in all its sense and substance.
a severance a vinculo matrimonii, i-
would have been distinctly within their
power; that was what the Imperial Pai-
liament intended to confer. It did not
intend they should :eal with the ques.
tion of husband and wife so long as they
were so. That came under the provi-
sion that Local Legislatures should have
the exclusive right of dealing with al
matters of property and civil rights:
and unless some question arose, which.,
ex necessitate, was connected witL
some of the general powers given to the
general Parliament, they must belong
to the Local. That was his opin-
ion. He believed that the Act would
be utterly worthless, and must vote
against it. Then, again, he thought i
exceedingly inexpedient to mingle, whe
it could be avoided, the judicial and legis
lative power. He thought it was very
unfortunate when the Legislature inter-
fered with the ordinary tribunals of the
country. He did not wish to say a single
word as to the merits of this case--as to,
the guilt or innocence of this woman, où'
whether it was a conspiracy or not. But
they knew there had been an action
for criminal conversation brought
by the husband against the mar,
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and a verdict found against him, which
had been upheld by the Court. An
application was made to the Court of
Chancery for alimony, which was dis-
mnissed, the Judge giving, as his reasons
for it,. his belief that the evidence crimi-
nated the woman. There was an action
foi defamation of character brouglit by
the woman against one of the witnesses
against her. He pleaded a justification.
True, she got a verdict from a jury, but
the Court set it aside, as being contrary
to the evidence. Under those circum-
stances, it seemed to him that,
if they allowed this Bill to pass, parties,
after being defeated, or failing to attain
their object by the tribunals, would con-
vert Parliament into a Court for the trial
of causes, which would be a blow to the
whole of our judicial system ; it would
make this assembly, which was the best
means of legislation, and was believed, by
the Constitution,to be well adaptedforlegis-
lation, a tribunal, though about the werst
tribunal possible for such trials. For
those reasons lie would vote against the
Bill.

MiR. MACD2 GCALL said he was
very sorry to beliged to say a word in
opposition to the legal opinion of the
right hon. gentleman, for whose opinion
no hon. gentleman had a greater regard
than himself. But, in the course of
twenty years parliamentary service, and
in a considerable period of association
with the right hon. gentleman, lie had had
occasion sometimes to differ with him as
strongly as now, and sometimes success-
fully. As lie (Mr. Macdougall) read the
Constitution, this Parliament had exclu-
sive jurisdiction in the matter now be-
fore it. There were two kinds of divorce
-the greater and the lesser. The hon. gen-
tileman admitted that this Parliament had

j urisdiction over the greater, and, by a
parity of reasoning, lie (Mr. Macdougall)
thought the lesser was included. The
only power given to the Local Legisla-
ture was to decide as to the mode of
solemnising marriage. A large com-
wittee of able and experienced
men in the other branch of the
Legisiature, some of whom were law-
yers, and one or two of them very
distinguished lawyers, heard the whole of
this evidence, through a long examina-
tion, saw the demeanour of the witnesses,

knew how much credence to give them ;
and they came deliberately to the con-
clusion that the charge against this
woman was the result of a conspiracy.
And, when a case of this kind came before
Parliaent-the only tribunal that could
deal with it-it was not too much to ex-
pect that Parliament should exercise its
power, and do justice in this case. If
the law should turn out to bet
ultra vires, there was the ordinary
mode of dealing with it. They Lad
a tribunal established for the purpose of
determining just such questions. Let
this case then go to that tribunal, where
it could be argued, and the po*er
of Parliament in this matter determined
upon. He contended they had the power
to pass this Bill. This Parliament had
the power of making laws with respect to
the property of insolvents, then why
should not it have the same power in
this case?

Ma. CAMERON (North Victoria)
said that, after much consideration,
he had come to the conclusion that this
Parliament had power to pass this Bill.
The Court of Chancery of Ontario had
power to give Mrs. Campbell alimony,
but it could not grant those separate
rights, such as were obtained by a
woman who Lad been granted judicial
separation, and the Local Legislature
could not do so without interference
with the subject of marriage and divorce,
jurisdiction in which, lie (Mr. Cameron)
contended, was vested in this Parliament.
Therefore, lie would vote for the Bill.

MR. MILLS said lie would inove the
three months' hoist. He was of opinion
that this Parliament ougit not to claim a

jurisdiction that did not belong to it.
He had looked. into the question with
some care sin& the Bill was introduced,
and he was very strongly of the opinion
that this Parliament had not the juris-
diction, and that it would be very unwise
to pass this Bill. If they wished to find
a correct interpretation of the word
divorce, as used in the British North
America Act, they were obliged
to look to what the English
Government, in dealing with the colonie%,
spoke of as divorce. It was also neces-
sary to see what was the practice in the
English Courts, and the policy of the
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English Government, at the time when
the subject of divorce was deait with by
the Colonial Office. When they did
that, they found that, at one time, in
England, the jurisdiction in matters of
divorce fron bed and board was vested
in the Ecclesiastical Courts, but, after the
Reformation, divorce from the marriage
bond was granted by the Legislature.
It was with reference to divorce fron
the marriage bond that the Colonial
Office spoke in the instructions to the
Governors of Canada. In the instruc-
tions given to Lord Dufferin, and to all
his predecessors, there was an express
provision that all Bills relating to the
subject of divorce should be reserved for
ler Majesty's approval. Now, obvious-
ly, that meant divorce from the marriage
bond, and not from bed and board. In
fact, divorce froma bed and board, in the
earlier works of civilians, was never
spoken of as divorce, it was simply judi-
cial separation. The hon. gentleman
(Mr. Macdougall) said the British North
A merica Act showed that the subject of
the solemnisation of marriage was carved
out of the subject of marriage and
divorce, and conferred on the Local Legis-
latures, and he inferred that that
power was to be strictly construed;
leaving the larger question of marriage
and divorce to this Parliament with all the
incidents attending it. There was another
provision of the Act they must look at
if they were to take a proper view of the
question, and that was that the Local
Legialatures had control over property
and civil rights. Now, what was meant
by that ? It embraced all the civil rela-
tions, domestic and commercial, that
could interest a people or community,
and it would embrace marriage and
divorce if there was no qualification or
exception of those terms. Now, when
they carved the subiect of marriage and
divorce out of the subject of civil rights,
they were strictly to construethe powerof
marriage and divorce, leaving the large
power of property and civil rights to
operate in its full extent, apart from this
particular provision. Now, if the hon.
gentleman who moved this Bill was cor-
rect, all the domestic relations would be
under the control of this Legislature, for
all the domestic relations were incidents
of marriage. Whether a child should
obtain lis or her majority at eighteen or

MR. MILLS.

twenty-one or twenty-five years of age,
would be for the Legislature to say ;
whether property should descend to the
eldest son or be distributed among all
the children, would be for the Legisla-
ture to say; who should be the guardians
of children ; whether a child should be
under the control of the father or the
mother-all these questions would be
under the control of this Legislature.
When they legislated in the various Pro-
vinces with regard to these subjects, we
were interfering with the subject of
marriage in the sense used by the mover
of this Bill, because they were dealing
with the incidents of marriage. Whether
a woman should hold her property in-
dependently of her husband, or whether
his consent shoul d be necessary in al
cases where she sold or encumbered it ;
whether it should be subject to the debts
of the husband ; whether the husband
should be subjected to an unlimited
liability for his wife's debts, prior to
marriage, were subjects which, according
to thc hon. gentleman's views, were all
vested in this Legislature. In Ontario, they
had legislated as to the rights of mar-
ried women over propert and all these
things which related to the subject of
property were the direct subject of pro-
perty and of civil rights, not incidents of
marriage, as the term was used in our
Constitution. He was perfectly satisfied
of the accuracy of this opinion. He had
no doubt the hon. gentleman was equally
convinced of the correctness of bis own
view, but he thought the hon. gentleman
had been largely influenced in his conclu-
sions by the fact of his having dealt with
the case as counsel, and they all knew to
what an extent that relation to the party
interested biassed one's judgment. He
(Mr. Mills) had no motive for refusing to
consider the merits of the Bill, if they had
j urisdiction, but he was strongly con-
vinced that jurisdiction was vested else-
where. It would certainly lead to much
confusion if they took the view of the
hon. gentleman. Take the case of the
Province of Quebec, which had a code
dealing with the subject according to her
own views. If the hon. gentleman was
right, as far as Quebec legislation related
to the subjects of judicial separation, the
rights of a married woinan, and lier right
to a share of ber husband's property in
case she was cruelly or harshly deait.
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with by her husband-all these questions
should be dealt with here and not in the
Legislature of Quebec. They could alter
and amend this code in all these particu-
lars; in fact they could, under this
construction, take from the Local
Legislatures a large portion cf the juris-
diction with which they were supposed
to be vested. But there had been a gen-
eral concurrence of opinion as to where
the j urisdiction lay. Thev found that all
the Legislatures of the Provinces in the
Dominion had taken a common view on
this question, and he had no doubt, what-
ever, that the Courts would confirm that
view. It would be unfortunate it
they were, by their action here
to affirm the principle which the
hon. gentleman had laid down. The
hon. gentleman had referred to the ques-
tion of insolvency. The question of in-
solvency, in its very nature, dealt with
the property of the insolvent. It could
not deal with less. They did not deal
with property but as the subject-matter
of insolvency. There was no analogy
between that case and the case of mar-
riage and .divorce. His position was
that divorce in the British North
America Act, simply meant the dissolu-
tion of the marriage contract. All the
other matters to which the hon. gentle-
man referred were embraced in the term
property and civil rights ; they were the
express subjects of the grant, and applied
to the husband, the wife, and the children
of the marriage, as much as to part-
ners in business ; and, that being the
case, could not be by implication em-
braced in the power to deal with mar-
riage or with divorce.

MR. GIROUARD (Jacques Ca' tier)
said, as a member of the Private Bills
Committee who reported in favour of
this Bill, and also as a representative of
the Province of Quebec, he desired to
make a few remarks on this subject.
He had listened very attentively to the
arguments presented against the adoption
of this Bill, and more especially those
made the other night by the hon. the
Minister of Justice, and this evening by
the right hon. the leader of the Govern-
ment, and he must say that their reason-
ing had not convinced him that the
opinion he expressed the other day before
the Private Bills Committee was wrong.

As to the question of jurisdiction, it
seemed to him somewhat of a nice
point. They assuredly did not lack
English precedents on the point.
The Parliament of Great Britain
before the establishment of a Divorce
Court had not, it was true, pronounced
only on the question of judicial separa-
tion from bed and board, for the reason
that in England there was then, and was
still, an Ecclesiastical Court which took
cognisance of such matters. But ho
understood that in Ontario there was no
such Ecclesiastical Court, and no Court
at all, which could pronounce, not a
divorce, but merely a separation between
husband and wife. It seemed to him,
therefore, that theyought to give this peti-
tioner the relief which she could not ob-
tain from the Courts of her own Province.
It had been contended this evening that
the word " marriage " used in the 91st
section of the British North America
Act, meant the marriage tie and nothing
else. It seemed to him evident that the
moment power was given to the Provin-
cial Legislature to pass laws for the
solemnisation of marriage only, its power
extended no further, and that all other
matters relating to this subject belonged
exclusively to the Dominion Parliament,
in accordance with paragraph 29 of sec-
tion 91 of the British North America
Act. The hon. member for Bothwell
said that the Governor-General of the
Dominion was instructed to reserve
Divorce Bills for Her Majesty's sanction,
but that did not prove that this Parlia-
ment had no jurisdiction ; they might
reasonably infer from these Royal In-
structions that other Bills concerning
marriage might be sanctioned by the
Governor-General. The Bill now before
the House merely provided for the separ-
ation, not the divorce, of a husband and
wife, and could, therefore, be sanctioned
by the Governor-General, without con-
sulting Her Majesty. Then, finding that
there was no Court in Ontario that could
relieve this lady, he held that, believing
they had jurisdiction, it was the duty of
this Parliament to corne to hýr relief.
The hon. gentleman (Mr. Mills) had
stated that if they had jurisdiction over
this matter, this Parliament might
also alter the Civil Code of the
Province of Quebec in this respect.
le (Mr. Girouard) was of opinion that
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this Parliament had jurisdiction to alter
the Code of Quebec, and particularly in
matters of marriage, solemnisation of
marriage being excepted. This Code was
passed before Confederation, and since
that time no other Legislature had juris-
diction over inatters of marriage and
divorce but this Parliament. It must be
borne in mind that the present was not a
divorce case; if it was, he (Mr. Girouard)
would be bound to vote against it; it
was purely and simply a case of separa-
tion between man and wife, and
the parties would still remain
husband and wife. The. judicial
separation would not dissolve, but
only suspend, that tie to a certain extent,
as it would in Quebec; the wife would
have the right to live separate from her
husband, to be supplied with the neces-
sary means to maintain herself and one
of her children, but she would have no
right to marry again. If this case
should come before a Court in the Pro-
vince of Quebec, what would be the duty
of the Judge ? He considered they were
here performing the duties of a Judge of
the Superior Court of Quebec, in a case
of separation de corps et de biens, and this
Parliament was the only tribunal which
tould grant such relief to parties living
in Ontario. In the preamble of this Bill
they did find the grossest insult that could
be addressed to any woman, and especial-
ly to a lady of fine feelings. They saw, by
the preamble of this Bill, that this hus-
band had accused his wife of adultery.
They had, therefore, proof that this lady
had been insulted by her husband to such a
degree as entitled her to separation. But
there was another ground for separation
-the refusal of the husband to receive
his wife, and to furnish her with the
necessaries of life, according to their rank
in society. The husband admitted, before
the Committee, that he had refused
to give his wife the means
of procuring the necessaries of life, and
that alone was sufficient to entitle her to
s4eparation. It had been proved before
the Committee that Mr. Campbell was
worth $25,000 or $30,000, and was,
therefore, abundantly able to allow her
an alimentary pension. In a case like
this, Mrs. Campbell would be entitled to
get control, and be intrusted with the
care, of all her children, yet the Senate
had granted to her the care of only one

Mi. GIROUARD.

child, the youngest. For all these
reasons be, as a member from Quebec,
was satisfied we ought to grant this lady
the relief which any woman in Quebee
would be entitled to. It was not a
divorce case, if it ,was he should vote
against it, as he had already stated, but
it was merely a case of separation as to
bed and board, une separation de corps.

Mu. MOUSSEAU said this Bill origi-
nated this year in'the Senate, and those
old and ventrable gentlemen thought
proper to accept it, though but by a
small majority, and this House was now
asked to give its sanction to it. The hon.
member for Halton (Mr. Macdougall) con-
tended that many members of the
Senate were men of high lega. standing,
and that others were of great conse-
quence, and that they should bow down to
their judgment. Be (Mr. Mousseau) did
not feel so much respect for that venerable
House as to accept unhesitatingly their
decision in this matter, when, in a pre-
vious case, the repeal of the Insolvency
Law, they yielded to outside
pressure, and, by a very small
majority, rejected a Bill for its repeal,
which had been passed almost unani-
mously in this House. Under what shape
and circunistances was this Bill before the
House. 'l here had been litigation both in
the Senate and the Courts of Ontario,
and special application for alimony had
been made by Mrs. Campbell to the
Court of Chancery. The reasons given
for alimony in Ontario were the same as
those which had been given here. These
reasons were cruel treatment, ousting
from domicile, and refusal to take her
back ; and the answer of the husband
was, of course, that she had been put out
on account of misbehaviour, and that,
owing to her misbehaviour, she was not
entitled to alimony. They found that
evidence had been taken, and a Judge of
that Court, against whom nothing could
be insinuated, dismissed the demand.
Well, she might have appealed from that
decision before three Judges of the same
Court. She did not go to appea, but
came to this Parliament to get virtually
a reverse of the judgment of a Provincial
Court. That was, in fact, the whole
case. Her advocates tried to conceal the
circumstances, by stating that they
took some of the clauses of the
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Civil Code of Quebec to obtain
for her separation of bed and board.
This was proof under false pretences.
Now he (Mr. Mousseau) came to an-
other point. He had listened with
much pleasure to the observations of the
leader of the Government, who was one
of the fathers of Confederation, and one
of the masters of Constitutional Law;
and, when such a man rose against his
own friends to hit them forcibly, they
were mistaken. Young members, like
the meniber for Jacques Cartier (Mr.
Girouard), ought to have more modesty
than tc assert the opposite opinion.
When the hon. member for Halton (Mr.
Macdougall) heard the common sense
-views enunciated by the right hon. the
leader of the Government, he began to
hesitate, and did not dare enter into a
discussion of the merits of the question,
but left them to understand that, having
been engaged, he would stick to his
opinion, and vote. With regard to the
question of jurisdiction, the hon. member
for Halton said that this Parliament had
the exclusive right, on what he called
the subject-matter of marriage. Let
them examine that proposition. In the
section of the Imperial Act re-
lating to the subject-matters on
which they had a right to legislate
were included marriage and divorce.
These two words were well explained by
the right hon. gentleman to relate to the
tie and its dissolution, and that every-
thing which went beyond those fell
under the jurisdiction of the Local Legis-
latures. On the one side it was said that
these words implied a right on the part
of this Parliament to legislate on every-
thing that related to the subject-matter
of marriage. What conclusion would
that proposition lead to i There was
another section in the Imperial Act which
related to the subjectrmatters in which
the Local Legislatures would have to
legislate, and among those were property
and civil rights. Civil rights and
property were acquired, first, by pur-
ehase,and, at other times, by prescription,
but the most usual manner was by
succession. Well, succession flowed
from marriage, and the rights and pro-
perties got from succession were got
from marriage. Therefore, marriage and
divorce only ineant the formation of the
fie and its dissolution, but, as to ail the

rights which flowed from marriage, the
civil status of the children, their standing
in society, their rights to succession,
all these consequences fell under the
heads of property and civil rights, which
were exclusively to be dealt with in our
Provincial Legislatures. By following
ahl the consequences of the principle laid
down by the hon. members for Halton
and Jacques Cartier, they would reach the
absurd. Under these circumstances he
felt bound to vote.against the Bill.

MR. McCJAIG said that Mr. Camp-
bell had applied to the Senate for relief,
and that body, in which were men of in-
fluence, men of ability and uninfluenced
by public opinion, passed the Bill. He
intended to give his vote in favour of the
Bill and allow the woman the benefit of
the doubt. If any question of constitu-
tional law came up, let Mr. Campbell
bring it before the Supreme Court.

Ma. COURSOL said they were not
bound to take the opinion of the Senate
in ail cases, especially where there was
so much doubL, and when the question
was so much contro% erted. This Bill
had been declared by the proper officers
for the administration of justice to be
unconstitutional. Was the House, for
the mere pleasure of having the case
decided in the Supreme Court, and
having another repeition of this case,
to solemnly declare that this would
be the law of the land? It would
be a dangerous precedent. It would
open the doors of this House to
a lot of cases of a siminlar nature.
It was true that in Quebec there
was a law by which the wonan could
have the right of separation, and
have the alimony granted at once; and, if
the other Provinces had not the same
law, the sooner they adopted it the better.
Was this Parliament to interfere in
the judgments of Courts in the Provinces.
Was the House of Commons to settie ail
the questions that had been set-
tled already by the Courts in
the different Provinces? Were they
to constitute ourselves a Court of Appeal,
to decide ail these cases? They had laws
to prevent the publication of and the
entry into this country of immorml litera-
ture. But, in this case, they had the
most revolting scenes published and
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printed by order of the Senate, as a
standing document, whieh might fall
into the hands of thousands of parties.
He had not a word to say against the
character of the woman, nor did he wish
to interfere with the merits of the case.
He only spoke as to the general course
the House should adopt. If the Bill
were allowed to become law, a precedent
would be established which they would
regret hereafter.

MR. GEOFFRION said he would not
have addressed the House on this ques-
tion, had it not been for the declaration
of the hou. member for Jacques Cartier
that it was within the province of this
louse. It was not within their jurisdic-

tion. The Constitution said that the
question of marriage and divorce was to
be dealt with by this Parliament. Well,
the case of divorce had been settled.
This was a Bill to take away the pro-
perty of a man and give it to another
party-a stranger to him, which
party was. at one time his wife,
but, by the law of the Province, had
no right to his property,so that they were
dealing with a question of property, and
not with a question of marriage or
divorce. He maintained that they had
no such right. It was a Bill to take
away the property of a man, and give it
to a stranger. He regarded the Bill as
outside their jurisdiction, and for that
reason he would votp against it. It was
all very well to say the matter had been
discussed in Committee. Hon. gentle-
men might sympathise with a woman in
this woman's circumstances, but, regard-
ing the Bill from a constitutional stand-
point, he wouild vote against it.

MR. MACMILLAN said he regretted
this matter had been brought before the
House, because he had always thought
that matters of j udicial separation should
not be intruded upon the House. He
had , watched this case pretty
closely from the time that it first
came into the Courts, and it seemed to
him that the case was left in a very
doubtful manner at the present time, and
it was for them to judge from the evi-
dence that was given, not only before the
Courts, but before the Committee of the
Senate. His hon. friend from Bagot
(Mr. Mousseau) had stated that this Bill
had been defeated before. But it had

MR. CoURsoL.

never come before the House of Com-
mons before, and it was for them to say
whether they shouid grant this
amount asked for. The Senate had
taken the matter into their careful con-
sideration, and recommended a certain
amount should be granted for the main-
tenance of Mrs. Campbell and her child-
ren. He thought they ought to have a
Court established to deal with questions
of this kind, and the sooner they got a
Court of that kind the better. He
intended to vote for the petitioner.

Mn. LANE said he did not see any
reason why he should change his legal
views upon this matter. So far as the
legal matter was concerned, they had the
opinion of very eminent legal gentlemen
on both sides. They knew that lawyers
and Judges differed. If they, upon that
occasion, acted wrongly, the Supreme
Court would probably set the matter
right. The constitutional question could
be tried there, and he thought it would
be best to have it tried. On the merits
of the case, ho had come to the conclusion
that Mrs. Campbell was not guilty of the
charge made against her. Having come
to that conclusion, Le thought she had
made out a case for alimony, conse-
quently he would vote in favour of the
Bill, as he did in the Committee.

MR. FARROW moved in amendment
to the amendrment :

c That the Bill be re-committed to a Com-
mittee of the Whole, with instructions that
they have power to amend section 3, by insert-
ing $300 instead of $500; and that section 5
be amended, by inserting $100 instead of $200."

Question pd, and amendment to the
amendment (Mr. Farrow) negatived.

Question put, and amendment (Mr.
Mills) negatived on the following divi-
sion

Messrs.

Anglin
Baby
Bain
Benoit
Bourassa
Bowell
Burk
Cameron (S. Huron)
Caron
Cartwright

Coursol
Desjardins
Dumont
Farrow
Fleming
Geoffrion
Gill
Gillies
Gillmor
Houde
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Hurteau Olivier
Lantier Paterson (1. Brant)
Macdonald (Vict., B.C.)Pope (Queen's, P.E .I.)
McDonald (Picton) Rouleau
Mackenzie Ryan (Marquette)
Mills Rymal
Mongenais Tassé
Mousseau Tellier
Oliver Trow.-38

Messrs.

Arkell Macmillan
Bannerman McCallum
Bergeron McCuaig
Bergin McDougall
Boultbee McLennan
Brecken McLeod
Bunting McRory
Cameron (N. Victoria)Merner
Connell Orton
Currier Patterson (Essex)
Cuthbert Plumb
Dawson Poupore
DeCosmos Robertson (Hamilton)
Domville Ross (Dundas)
Drew Rykert
Elliott Schultz
Ferguson Shaw
Fitzsimmons Skinner
Galbraith Sproule
Girouard (J. Cartier) Stephenson
Hay Strange
Hesson Thompson (Carihoo)
Hooper Wallace (S. Norfolk)
Jones Wallace (W. York)
Keeler White (Cardwell)
Kilvert White (E. Hastings)
Krans Williams
Lane Wright.-56.

Bill read the third time and passed, on
the same division reversed.

House adjourned at
Fifteen minutes after

Twelve o'clock.

IIOUJSE OF COMMONS.

Wednkay, 14th May, 1879.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

ONTARIO BOUNDARY ARBITRATION.

QUESTION AND REMARKS.

MR. MACKENZIE asked if the Gov-
ernment had decided not to introduce an

Act to confirm the Ontario boundary
award this Session.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : Yes.

MR. MACKENZIE said the recent
difficulties with the men working on the
Pacific Railway showed the necessity of
providing means for maintaining the ad-
ministration of justice in the North-West
district. He wished to know if the hon.
gentleman had any objection to state
what was the intention of the Govern-
ment with respect to that matter.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : The
intention of the Government is to take
the iatter into consideration during
recess.

WAYS AND MEANS.-CONCURREN CE.

Resolutions reported from Committee
of Ways and Means (May 13th) read the

fßrst and second times, and agreed to.

SUPPLY BILL.

(Mr. Tilley.)

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

MR. TILLEY introduced a Bill (No.
118) For granting to Her Majesty certain
sums of money required for defraying
certain expenses of the public service, for
the financial years, ending, respectively,
the 30th June, 1879, and the 30th June,
1880 ; and for other purposes relating to
the public service.

Bill read the lirst and second times.

MR. TILLEY moved the third reading
of the Bill.

MR. MACKENZIE said, before that
motion was adopted, he would like to ask
the hon. the leader of the Government if
he intended to convey any information to
the House upon the subject mentioned
yesterday, as one that would probably be
spoken of to-day.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
he was not in a position to convey any
information to the House respecting the
Letellier matter, for the simple reason
that he had no information to give. He
had expected that, in all probability, be-
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fore the prorogation of Parliament, lie
would be enabled to inform the House
of what the decision of Her Majesty was.
No such information had arrived yet,
and, therefore, he could not convey any
to the House. There would be no ob-
ject in his addressing the House in any
way whatever, because he could only
speak after receiving informaticn. The
hon. member for Chateauguay (Mr.
Holton) spoke about bringing down the
instructions, and so on. He thought it
would be in the highest degree inadvis-
able to do so until the matter had been
decided in one way or the other. It
would be unprecedented.

MR. HOLTON: The whole thing is
unprecedented.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
he did not know that it was. They were
not discussing that just now. It would
be unprecedented to bring down any
papers in the incomplete form in which
tbat question now stood. But he might
*ay that the hon. gentleman would, in
all probability, have an opportunity of
hearing the information very soon, be-
cause he believed that as soin as Her
Majesty's decision had been arrived at,
those papers would be laid before the
House of Commons in England, and, of
course, would be open to the world.

MR. MACKENZIE said he felt in-
disposed to discuss the subject during the
period in which it might fairly besaid to be
in process of solution. When the hon gen-
tleman had to meet the resolution moved
by the hon. member for Bagot, early
in the Session, he did not choose, nor did
any of his colleagues choose to say any-
tbing regarding that motion, but Pn a sub-
sequent occasion, on pressure from behind,
when the hon. gentleman was compelled to
take some step or other in the matter,
he came down to the House and made
the following statement :-

" Mr. Speaker, before the Orders of the Day
are called, I desire to make a statement to the
House, with reference to the resolution come
to by the Senate last Session and by this
House some little time ago, with regard to
the conduct of Lieutenant-Governor Letellier.
I have to state that I waited on His Excellency
the Governor-General and informed him that,
after the resolution of the Senate of last Par-
liament, and the resolution of the House of
Commons, during the present Session, it was

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD.

the opinion of his advisers that the usefulness
ol Mr. Letellier the Lieutenant-Governor of
Quebec was gone."

This was the state 'of the case
as presented by the hon. gentleman
on that occasion. The hon. gentle-
man, in the very brief dis-
cussion that took place in regard
to this matter, further expressed his
regret that the advice that had been
tendered to His Excellency had not been
at once acted upon. He also expressed
the pleasure it would have given him to
have had that done. In the first place,
he thought it was an objectionable course
for Ministers, having tendered advice
to the Crown, to come to Parliament, and
make known that advice, without having
any ultimate conclusion arrived at, either
by themselves or the Crown. The usual
course was, when advice was offered, that
that advice must either be accepted by
the Crown, or the Ministrv must retire
or acquiesce in the decision arrived at
by the Crown. These were the three
modes of arranging the difficulty. He
had not been able to find any instance
where a Minister had come down to
Parliament and made known the advice
that had been tendered, admitting, at the
same time, that action upon such advice
had either been refused or postponed.
Further, on the third of April, the hon.
gentleman made the following remarks :-

He, the representative of the Sovereign,
says that he will ask for specific instructions
from his own Sovereigu. There is nothing
unconstitutional in it. I would have been
pleased, gratified, and I think it would have
been well had our advice been at once ac-
cepted. We unanimously thought that it
would be for the interest of the country that
Mr. Letellier should be dismissed That advice
has not been refused or rejected but the repre-
sentative of the Queen, of' the First Estate in
the ]and, stat s that he would like to submit
the matter to the First Estate, and ascertain
what the action of the Sovereign is."

He need not say anything $rther with
regard to what passed on that day. Oin
April 7, there was a little conversation
again in connection with this subject,
when the ion. gentleman said :

1I beg leave to state, in reply to the hon.
member, that the hon.the Poistmaster-General
will leave by the next Canadian steamer with
the consent of the Governor-General, for the
purpose of supporting the advice given by the
Government for the removal of Lieutenant-
Governor Letellier, He may, perhaps, be ae-
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companied by another gentleman. At ail
events ho goes next Saturday. I need scarcely
say, that the fact of our holding the positions
we do at this moment sho ws that the Gver-
nor-General did not make that reference
against our advice, and the fact of our remain-
ing in office also shows that we hold ourselves
responsible for the action of the Governor-
General."

This statement was made four days
after the last statement, a statement
which was understood by almost every
member of the House es reflecting upon
the action of the Governor-General, and
as laying the blame of the non-removal of
Lieut.-Governor Letellier upon bis
shoulders. That expression found vent
in the principal newspaper organs of hon.
gentlemen opposite, and the very strong-
est and most offensive language was used
consistent with reasonable propriety of
discussion, by certain newspapers in the
interest of hon. gentlemen opposite, in
characterising the conduct of the Gover-
nor-General. He would not quote the
language of the journals, because he did
not desire to give them a place in the
Debates of the House; but ho had no
doubt that every member of the House
had read the expressions used by Minis-
terial journals in regard to His Excel-
lency. The hon. gentleman subsequently
found it necessary to qualify the state-
ments made, and they had, on that occa-
sion, the further remarkable statement
made, that not merely was a member of
the Cabinet sent home to lay before the
Crown in Britain the views held by the
Ministry on this particular transaction,
but that a gentleman, who had not even
a seat in Parliament, was sent with the
Postmaster-General, in order that he also
might appear before the Crown and plead
in regard to this matter. It would be
an entirely novel thing in the history of
constitutional government to find a Min-
ister giving advice and then employing
counsel to appear before the Crown and
enforce the wisdom of bis advice. This
was precisely what had been doner in
sending Mr. Abbott with the Postmaster-
General to plead before the Crown in
Great Britain on a subject which was
clearly, by the Constitution of the coun-
try, within the province of the constitu-
tional authorities of this country to dis-
pose of. Having said so much in regard
to what he conceived to be the constitu-
tional errors which had been committed

in this matter, he might 'recapitulate
them briefly. In the first place, he did
not think the Ministry ought to have
come down to the louse, and informed
the House of the advice tendered by the
Ministers to the Crown, until a definite
conclusion had been arrived at by the
Ministers or the Crown. When the hon.
member brought this subject up last year,
lie (Mr. Mackenzie) took the ground
that it was not a matter in which they
ought to interfere. Had the Govern-
ment of the day believed that Lieutenant-
Governor Letellier had acted beyond his
powers, and outraged constitutional
usage, it would have been the duty of the
Government to have acted upon such
consideration, and to have informed that
gentleman of their views of the position
he occupied, and take such action, if ne-
cessary, as the Constitution pointed out,
submitting reasons therefor to Parlia-
ment afterwards. The hon. gentleman,
at the time he gave bis notice, evidently
appeared to take a stronger view of the
case than he did when he brought
bis notice before the consideration of
Parliament. In the interval of time be-
tween giving the notice and moving the
resolution, ho appeared to have come to
the conclusion that, whatever might be
thought by partisans of the conduct of
Mr. Letellier, that there was nothing in
that coiduct which would justify him in
giving as a reason for bis dismissal that
he had acted beyond the powers of his
office. That was quite evident from
the tone of the hon. gentleman's speech
on that occasion, a very large portion of
which no one could possibly find fault
with. The speech was an able summaryof
what might be characterised as the prin-
cipal features of responsible govern-
ment under a viceroy of the King, but,
at the same time, the speech itself neither
vindicated or d(clared that the course
taken by the Lieutenant-Governor was
unconstitutional ; nor did the resolution
itself so declare the opinion of the hon.
member, and of those who acted with
him. It simply declared that, in acting
as lie did, he had acted unwisely-, and
that bis action was subversive of the
position of his advisers in the Ministry.
A mere truism, and one that scarcely re-
quired to be stated, as it was quite mani-
fest that any dismissal of a Ministry was
subversive of their positions as advisers
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of the Crown. Then the House of Com-
mons, by a large majority, decided
against the assumption that he had even
acted unwisely, and so the case stood. In
the meantime the general elections had
taken place, before the matter was
brought before the notice of the public.
In that general election the party then
in power was defeated, and the adminis-
tration which had to take cognisance of
the action of Lieuteriant-Governor Letel-
lier, had resigned, and the hon. gentle-
man, with his colleagues, came into ofEce
about the middle of October, last year.
If they believed, as was insinuated,rather
than declared, that the Lieutenant-Gov-
ernior had acted unconstitutionally, it was
the duty of the Government to have as-
sumed the responsibility of dismissing
the Lieutenant-Governor, prepared rea-
sons why lie should be dismissed, and sub-
mitted those to the Lieutenant-Governor,
as provided in the Constitution, which
reasons would afterwards be submitted to
Parlianient, within a certain time
after bis removal. This action was not
taken, and no other assumption could be
made but that the new Administration
took precisely the saine view of the case
as the late Administration did, and that,
whatever might be the personal views of
the Government as to the wisdom or
propriety of the course taken by the
Lieutenant-Governor of Quebee, they, at
all events, were not warranted in declar-
ing that that action was against the
powers confided to him by the, law of the
land. Parliament met, and the Govern-
ment still made no sign. An inde-
pendent member of Parliament, not in
the Administration, or connected with
it, moved the same resolution, word for
word, that had been moved by the hon.
leader of the Government in the previous
Parliament. This was carried-the
Min'sters voting for it-by a large
majority of the House. Some time
afterwards the hon. gentleman and his
colleagues-for he took care to tell them
that they unanimously agreed, though
the information was not necessary ; but
as if to give emphasis to the declaration
he told them that his colleagues
unanimously concurred in the advice
given-tendered certain advice to His
Excellency. *What was the advice given ?
That Lieutenant-Governor Letellier had
acted unconstitutionally, and should be

MR. MACKENZIE.

dismissed ? No, but His Excelleney
was advised that Lieutenant-Governor
Letellier's usefulness was gone because
this Ilouse had passed certain resolu-
tions. This louse iight do what it
pleased within the sanction of its own
prerogative, of its own powers, but that
action could not be pleaded for the dis-
missal of the Lieutenant-Governor. He
(Mr. Mackenzie) was not prepared to say
what the Government would be required
to do in the event of both Houses of
Parliament joining in an Address to the
Crown, demanding that certain steps
should be taken in such a case.
The voice of Parliament was omnipotent
where the letter of the Constitution-and
they had the letter as well as the spirit-
did nit prevent that action. Even the
voice of this Parliament, however, could
not set aside the Constitution, because it
was not a creation of this Parliament.
It vas the creation of the Imperial
authority, and they only derived such
powers in their deliberative and executive
action in this country, as had been
confided to them by the Imperial
authoiity which framed their Constitu-
tion. Then, if there had been an
Address from both Houses requiring
and stating the reasons for the require-
ment, that the Lieutenant - Governor
should be dismissed, it would have been
a matter, at all events, for serious con-
sideration, that action should be taken.
No such Address was passed. True, the
Senate passed a resolutioin last Session,
but the late House of Commons declined
to pass a similar resolution, and
the previous Government declined to take
the views of the majority of the Senate
and the minority of the Commons on the
subject, and so the matter, so far as pro-
per constitutional usage was concerned,
ended. Then the hon. gentleman, at
once to gratify his friends in the Lower
House, and take such action as he be-
lieved would restore some political equili-
brium in the Province of Quebec, advised
His Excellency that the usefulness of
Lieutenant- Governor Letellier had de-
parted, that he should be dismissed
from bis Government, and another
Lieutenant-Governor appointed. Well,
the usefulness of a man was a
very broad subject. It might be the
opinion of the hon. the Premier that
the usefulness of many persons was
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gone. He was pleased to state a few
days ago, though not in those precise
words, that bis (Mr. Mackenzie's) own
usefulness was gone, and that it would be
a great mercy to the country if he were
removed.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I did
not say that.

MR. MACKENZIE said the hon.
gentleman might think so, but other
people might not. He was merely taking
this as an illustration of one of the latest
utterances of the hon. the Premier him-
self. There were other Lieutenant-
Governors about whose action gentlemen
had strongly differed; but were hon.
members or Ministers to declare, when-
ever they found fault with the poÈitical
action of a Lieutenant-Governor-when-
ever that action was adverse to the views
of the majority of this House-to His
Excellency that the usefulness of that
Lieu tenant-Governor was gone, and1
advise that he should be dismissed. He
(Mr. Mackenzie) thought that that was
one of the most serious questions we had
to face in this country, and that there
was nothing more important to our
system of Government than the mainten-
ance of the autonomy of the Provinces.
He believed, and said, after mature delib-
eration, apart from any prospect of poli-
tical advantage being gained from it,
that it was one of those questions ex-
tremelv dangerous to the existence of the
Confederation, if the Constitutioa was to
be interpreted as the hon. gentlemen op-
posite thought. The Premier occupied
the position of the guardian of our Con-
stitution, of the rights of the Provinces,
as much as of the rights of the Dominion,
and no wise Minister would think for a
moment of interfering with the rigbts of
the Lieutenant-Governors, and the rights
of the Governments of the Provinces.
Such a system as the hon. gentleman had
inaugurated by his action in this case
was the most direct blow that could be
administered to the independence of the
Provinces. It was the first step towards
a centralisation of authority, that was not
consistent with the Federal compact ; and
he, therefore, felt it was a subject upon
which they ought to deliberate in some
way, and endeavour to record their opin-
ion before the House was formally pro-
rogued. He (Mr. Mackenzie) had hoped

that the motion of the hon. member for
Bagot (Mr. Mousseau) would come up for
discussion. He supposed the hon. gentle-
man was in earnest when he placed that
notice on the paper, and that the Premier
would have taken an early opportunity
of informing the House fully on a subject
of which he had made it partly cognisant.
He (Mr. Mackenzie) supposed that, if
Ministers had chosen to give hon. mem-
bers the early portion of their advice in
regard to Lieutenant-Governor Letellier,
they should have been informed also
of the subsequent steps on the subject.
Therefore, he considered that the instruc-
tions given the Postmaster-General, and
bis legal colleague, Mr. Abbott, should
have been laid before the House. If
they were to be informed, they should be
fully informed in the matter. If the
Government had assumed the responsi-
bility of their action in another way, this
question would not have arisen in the
precise shape in which it was now pre-
sented. But, by having committed them-
selves by stating what advice they had
given lis Excellency, and stated their
views of His Excellency's conduct in
such a manner as led their own partisans
and newspapers to believe the Governor-
General was guilty of a serious derelic-
tion of duty in his office-having done all
that, the matter ought not to stop there,
they ought to have brought the matter
in this broad manner before the House,
recapitulating, as he trusted had been
done, fairly, with a desire to act fairly,
the various events that had taken place in
connection with it. In his (Mr. Macken-
zie's) opinion the whole business had
been sadly mismanaged. After the late
Administration had declined to take
action on the advice of the majority of
the Senate, having a large majority in
the Commons in support of that view,
the case was closed. If not closed by
such a train of circumstances and facts,
what would close it ? Was a man to
be tried, politically, twice for the
same offence, if it was an offence ?
It was contrary to the principles
of justice and law, and, in bis opinion,
the Government had no right whatever
to take that acton, especially in view of
what had occurred in the meantime. It
was quite time that, in a sense, they had
just as little to do with what theelectorate
of Quebec might do, as with what its
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Ministers might do, so long as they were
withinthe sphereof their owncompetency.
But, when Mr. Letellier dismissed his
Ministers, that being the offence with
which lie was charged, he summoned
other Ministers to his aid, who expressly
assumed the responsibility of that dismis-
sal. It was not necessary they should
have assumed it, because, according to
constitutional usage in the Province, as
in the Dominion and the Mother Coun-
try, the Ministry necessarily became res-
ponsible for such acts without any
voluntary assumption of responsibility.
Mr. Joly, the Premier, no doubt, simply
wished to give emphasis to the acceptance
of the usial constitutional usage in
declaring that his Government did accept
the responsibility for the action of the
Lieutenant-Governor. He (Mr. Macken-
zie) conceived at the time that the inevi-
table conclusion must be a general elec-
tion, and was glad to find, by the action
of the Quebec Government, that they
entertained the same view. An appeal
was made to the country, which sustained
the new Administration. So far, there-
fore, all constitutional proprieties were
carried out, and there remained nothing
to be done by this House or Government
except the action taken here, which lie
considered a wanton interference with
the independence of Provincial action, in
attacking the conduct of Lieutenant-
Governor Letellier in connection with the
administration of affairs in his Province.
He (Mr. Mackenzie) had nothing further
to remark, as lie desired, at that period of
the Session, not to waste one word upon
useless debate, and not to say one word-
which could necessarily provoke anything
but a calm discussion of the constitu-
tional question involved in the case from
beginning to end.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
have nothing to object to as regaris the
tone in which the bon. member for
Lambton has brought up this subject
again. J quite concede that he is mov-
ing within his constitutional right as a
member of Parliament in making the re-
marks we have heard. fHowever, lie
might as well refrain from allusion to
some matters which ought not to affect
our consideration of this auestion.
When he spoke about the attacks made
by the organs of the hon. gentlemen op-

MR. MACKENZIE.

posite on the Governor-General, he should
have remembered that parties were gen-
erally supposed to have organs ; that is
to say, they are known to have papera
sympathising with them in their politi-
cal principles, and advocating them. He
said the country was pained when it
read the attacks of some of the Conser-
vative papers of Quebeo upon His Excel-
lency. Well, I need not repeat what
the hon. gentleman so often reiterated
when he held my place on the Treasury
benches, that the Government were re-
sponsible for their own conduct, acts and
expressed opinions, but could not hold
themselves responsible, in any way, for
the occasional action or continuous re-
marks of the press supporting the Gov-
ernrient. The very fact thit the hon.
gentleman's alluding at this moment,
without any necessity, to that real or
supposed attack on the Governor-Gea-
eral invites us, of necessity, to look back
and remember the attacks made upon
His Excellency's predecessor, Lord Duf-
ferin, by the organs of the hon. gentle-
men opposite on a celeigated occasion.
I have no doubt he was infinitely pained
himself, and his whole party in the
House and out of it, at the continuous
and abusive attacks made on Lord Duf-
ferin on that memorable occasion. The
fact is, it does no good ; it is, on the con-
trary, prejudicial to calm discussion te
drag in the utterances or the language of
the press on either side of the question
sometimes dealt with in Parliament.
The fourth estate have their own respon-
sibility as well as the third ; they are
responsible to public opinion, pecuniarily,
in cases of private assault or wrong. It
does no good, whatever, to bring in, as an
element in a discussion of this kind,
what a newspaper, Reform or Conserva-
tive, Rouge, Grit, or Ultramontane, may
choose to express on its responsibility, on
a great political question. Here we are,
the Ministry of the day, responsible for
its acts, and the majority is responsible
for its legislation, and the minority is alse
responsible, if it does not expose before
the country the short-comings, failurS,
or errors, either of the majority in Par-
liament or the Administration. The
member for Lambton says that our con-
duct is unprecedented ; that, after having
tendered advice that was not accepted,
we ought to have res-igned. But he was
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promptly corrected by the superior con-
stitutional knowledge of the hon. mem-
ber for Chateauguay (Mr. Holton), 'who
said that our advice must be accepted, or
we must yield to the conclusions of the
Sovereign or lier representative. Of
course, we all know that the Sovereign
is not a mere nonentity, but a person
possessing power and influence. In
this case, the country should be fully
informed, the hon. gentlemen opposite
says, of what has taken place, or it was
wrong we should have made those
communications to the House. It is the
bounden duty of the Government, if they
desire to retain the confidence of the
representatives of the people, to have as
few secrets from them as possible, and to
confide to them as much as possible, not
only their course of conduct, but reasons
for it. What did the Government do?
They said, after the overwhelming vote
of this House, censuring Mr. Letellier,
that his usefulness was gone. It is true
there was not a new vote this Session in
the Senate on the subject, and the reason
is obvious. The Senate is a permanent
body. A deliberate expression by a body
like the Senate must be held to be a con-
tinuous expression till reversed.

MR, HOLTON : Or till circumstances
have changed.

S1a JOHN A. MACDONALD : Yes,
circumstances must have changed, but
they did not in this instance. We con-
sidered that we were acting constitution-
ally and properly, after a vote of this
House the present Session, and a vote of
the Senate last Session, in the course we
took. It is a great thing when this
Flouse declares that the conduct of a
Lieutenant-Governor, apublic servant, was
unwise and subversive of those principles
by which the Governor ought to govern
his action. This flouse took that respon-
sibility, after mature consideration and
full debate ; and, when the two branches
solemnly declared that that official's
usefulness was gone-that his conduct
was unwise,-there was only one conclu-
sion open to the Government, which was
merely a Committee of both flouses, for
the administration of the affairs of the
country, according to the well-under-
stood wishes of the people. What
eould the Government do but give effect
to the deliberately expressed wishes and

127

opinions of both branches of the Legisla-
ture 1 That was considered sound and
true constitutional doctrine. But, oh,
says the hon. member for Lambton, in
the first place, is it right to try a man
twice? It is quite true there was a vote
of the last House of Commons against
the motion to censure the Lieutenant-
Governor, which was adopted by this
House-quite true, the motion was re-
jected by the last Parliament. I may
say that, as any Bill passed by one Par-
liament may be repealed or amended by
the next Parliament, so any resolution
passed by the House of Commons in one
Session may be reversed, or amended, or
annulled, or disapproved of, by a succeed-
ing Parliament or a succeeding Session.
And you must remember that, at the
time the discussion on my motion was
brought up, the hon. member for Lamb-
ton did not attempt to defend Mr. Letel-
lier, or to justify his conduct. He could
not. I believe that, in his heart, and in
his own personal opinion, he disapproved
of Mr. Letellier's conduct. I believe
that, as far as he himself was concerned
-and if there had not been influences
that he was not aware of, perhaps-Mr.
Letellier would never had ventured to
act as he did, and, I believe also, that if
the hon. gentleman had been left to his
own honest conviction of what as right
or wrong, he would have declared that, in
hisopinion, as astatesman, andpublic man,
Mr. Letellier had acted improperly and
unconstitutionally. But he did not.
Look back at the Hansard of last year,
at the careful, guarded speech of thq hon.
gentleman, and you will not find one
word in justification of Mr. Letellier's
conduct. He could not, holding the re-
sponsible position he then held, and with
great ability, conscientiously have said
that he would have acted as Mr. Letel-
lier did, had he been Lieutenant-Gover-
nor at the time. No man having a
respect for himself could have acted as
Mr. Letellier acted on that occasion.
But he took the ground principally that
Mr. Letellier had formed a new Govern-
ment, and that lie was about to go to the
country, or had gone to the country, and
that it would be wrong for the House to
interfere at that time. The hon. gentle-
man, while he could not defend Mr.
Letellier's conduct in words, still stood
by his own colleagues. But the House
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that refused to censure Mr. Letellier was
elected by the people before the question
arose. The people of the Dominion had
never had the question of the conduct of
Mr. Letellier before then. It arose sud-
denly. The people of Canada, who, after
all, are the ultimate source of power, had
had no opportunity of expressing their
opinion on that matter. But, on the 17th
September, they pronounced their de-
cision. The question was brought before
them. I was, I may say without egot-
ism, not an unimportant member of the
last Parliament. I was the leader, per-
haps an unworthy and incapable leader,
of Her Majesty's Opposition at that time,
but I was leader of my party, and I took
the responsibility, last Session, of moving
a resolution which declared that the
conduct of Mr. Letellier was unwise and
subversive of the principle under which
-we had been goveried since responsible
government was granted. That, and
the other resolutions that were proposed
by the Opposition during the last Parlia-
ment, with many other causes of com-
plaint against the Government of the
hon. gentlemen opposite, went to the
country, and there was not a
single hustings or election meet-
ing where the matter was not
discussed. I can speak for most
of Ontario, and we know we can speak
for all of Quebec, and we know that the
conduct of Mr. Letellier, the resolution
which I had proposed censtiring him, and
the conduct of the Government of the
day in maintaining him in his office, were
elempnts of discussion, and were one of

-the many reasons which caused the
country to withdraw their confidence
from the hon. gentlemen opposite. There
can be no doubt about that. But the
hon. gentlemen now say that Mr.
Letellier's conduct was approved. But
see what the country did, and look
especially at what took place in Quebec.
Because Mr. Letellier dismissed Mr. De
Boucherville and appointed Mr. Joly,
and Mr. Joly appealed to the country,
the hon. gentleman argues that as one
reason why Mr. Letellier should escape
the censure of this House during the
present Session, and because Mr. Joly
had been maintained in power ever since.
The question at the Local elections was
noi between Mr. Letellier and the Do-
minion Government, but between the

Six JoHn A. MACDONALD.

merits of the DeBoucherville and the
Joly Administrations, the question was
whether the policy of Mr. DeBoucher-
ville was the correct one, or whether the
policy announced by Mr. Joly, as the
leader of the Opposition and the head of
the new Government, was preferable.
These were the questions that went to
the country, and the question of Mr.
Letellier's conduct was one with which
the local electors had nothing to do in
the world, which they had no affair .or
concern in, it was not a matter of theirs
at all. The question was simply whether
the railway policy, the taxation policy,
the general policy of the DeBoucherville
Government should be maintained, or
whether the professions and promises of
Mr. Joly were entitled to most confi-
dence. And see the difference. When
the appeal was made by the Local Gov-
ernment to the country, the parties were
nearly a tie ; Mr. Joly did not succeed
in getting a majority at ail events. The
majority that formerly supported Mr. De-
Boucherville was greatly reduced, and the
parties were nearly on an equality.
Now, we must remember that the con-
stituencies in Quebec are the same, the
electorate is the same, and the electors
who, by diminishing Mr. DeBoucherville's
majority, showed that he was becoLning
unpopular, the same electors, the
very voters who voted to support the
Joly Administration, by an overwhelm-
ing majority on the 17th September, re-
turned a majority to this House of 48 to
17, pledged to vote for the censure of Mr.
Letellier. There we had the voice of the
Province of Quebec. Now, when I say
that the Local elections had nothing to de
with the question of the removal or ap-
pointment of Mr. Letellier, I can sup-
port that by ordinary constitutional
analogy. What have we got to do with
the Governor-General sent to us? We
loyally, and frankly, and gladly, accept
any nobleman or gentleman who may be
the choice of fier Majesty to govern us.
We have no word to say about their
appointments, and we have no right to
complain if a Governaor-General is re-
called by Her Majesty the day after he
arrives here. Al we have got to do is
to see that the Representative of the Sov-
ereign, whoever may be the distinguished
individual who is entrusted by Her
Majesty with this great charge, shall
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carry out the principles of government
here according to British principles, and
shall be governed by his advisers enjoy-
ing the confidence of Parliament, and
shall act constitutionally. Everybody
knows how justly popular the last Gor-
ernor-General was ; everybody knows the
whole country regretted and grieved that
the Earl of Dufferin resigned, and went
to othei scenes of usefulness ; everybody
in Canada woul i have been glad if his
term of office had been renewed for five
years more, and it may be that we would
have been justified if we had passed an
Address to Her Majesty, stating that we
wanted ber to continue the Earl of
Dufferin five years more, but it
would have been travelling out of our
record, going beyond our power, and
exceeding our authority. We grieved that
he went, but we gladly and readily ac-
cepted the successor Her Majesty chose.
So, if, from any cause whatever, ler
Majesty chose to recal her son-in-law
the Marquis of Lorne to-morrow, we
have no right to interfere. The princi-
ple is precisely the same. It is a tratter
of no consequence to the, electorate of
Quebec, or to the Local Legislature,
what Lieutenant-Governor is sent there
by the Representaùive of the Sovereign.
The Representative of the Sovereign in
the choice of the Lieutenant-Governors
of our diffei-ent Provinces, stands in pre-
cisely the same position as the Queen
stands with respect to Colonial Gover-
nors. They may be recalled. or they
may be appointed, and therefore the ap-
peal to the electorate in the Local elec-
tions had no reference, and could have
no reference to the presence of Mr. Let-
telier or anybody else-just as the men
who were elected to support Mr. Joly at
the Local election had no right to ask
questions. They had no right, it was
net their business. The Lieutenant-Go-
vernor, whoever lie might be for the
time being, should maintain the privi-
leges of the Province, should carry out
the true principles of the Constitution in
the Province, and, if Mr. Letellier died
to-morrow, or resigned to-morrow, and if
a man of directly opposite politics chosen
by the present Administration were
placed in his stead, that successor must
carry the out principles of responsible go-
vernment, as Mr. Leteliher was bound to
do, and, if he went there to-morrow and

found Mr. Joly at the head ol the Go-
vernment, he would be obliged constitu-
tionaliy to support him, and to give him
his confidence to the fullest extent, until
the Local Legislature withdrew their
confidence from him. Now, we know
that, while we cannot interfere, that we
cannot even express an opinion about
the propriety of the Sovereign recalling
the Governor-General, the power must
rest somewhere, and the responsibility
must rest somewhere. The responsibi-
lity rests with Her Majesty's Govern-
ment to recall a Colonial Governor,
and it is the Parliament of
England that must censure the Go-
vernment of the day, if they improperly
treat a Colonial Governor, just as it rests
with the Dominion Parliament to deal
with the question whether our Provincial
Governments were improperly treated or
scurvily treated, or were unduly favoured.
It rests here with this House, just as the
question of the proper treatment, or the
improper conduct, of a Colonial Governor
is a matter to be dealt with by the Im-
perial Parliament. And we know that
they have considered that subject and
acted upon it, and have dealt with it in
no niggard manner. We see the contin-
uous attacks that are, at this moment,
made in the House of Commons
against the policy and conduct of Sir
Bartle Frera ; we see that, in the House
of Commons, Sir George Bowen bas been
censured with respect to bis conduct in
Victoria, and we see that the Govern-
ment of the day, while they did not con-
demn Sir George Bowen, and did not
censure him because his usefulness was
gone, because, froni all appearances, ho
had set against him the two branches
of the Legislature, and a very consider-
able portion of the people of Victoria,
did not dismiss him, because they
have the means of removing an erring or
unfortunate Governor to other scenes of
action, and they removed Sir George
Bowen.

MR. MILLS: Three years after the
event.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
After the event ? Why, at this moment
that question is not settled; at this
moment representatives from Victoria
are in England pressing the continuation
and support of the policy of Sir George
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Bowen, he having been already removed
and sent to the Mauritius.

MR. MILLS: He had served his
time.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: He
had not served his time; he was removed
because his usefulness was gone. A nd
so with Pope Hennessy-Pope Hennessy,
who, rightly or wrongly, was believed by
Her Majesty's Government obnoxious to
a portion of the people of Barbadoes, and
was censured in the mild way in
which the Imperial Government
censures a man, by removing
him and sending another man,
with more discretion and prudence,
and who could hold bis tongue better
than Pope Hennessy did. And then
there was the removal of Sir Harry
Smith, a great soldier and a capable ad-
ministrator. That gentleman, when he
was Governor of the Cape, was a person-
al and almost bosom friend of Lord Grey,
who was then Colonial Minister; and,
because, with military abruptnessi, and,
perhaps, with military want of civil
caution, be had diminished, in the opin-
ion of Lord Grey, his usefulness, he was
removed, and, if there is anything
more instructive with respect to consti-
tutional principles than another, it will
be the correspondence between Lord
Grey and Sir Harry Smith upon that
matter. Their friendly relations were
not changed, but a sense of public duty
made Lord Grey consider that it was for
the interest of the colony that he should
be removed to some other sphere of action,
and Sir Harry Smith went home, not in
the slightest degree offended or annoyed,
and their friendship continued to the last
moment. Sir Harry Smith felt that
Lord Grey vas acting from public
motives, and not from personal motives,
but Lord Grey removed him although he
retained the highest estimation of his
character and the highest admiration of
the heroic gallantry and ability he had
displayed in many fields of warfare. Sir
Harry Smith admitted that the Colonial
Minister could not do any less if he be-
lieved that his usefulness was in any de-
gree impaired. The Colonies are not
made for the Governors, but the Gover-
nors are made for them. It is for the
peace, the good government, the content-
ment of the people, that Governors are
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sent; and, even if the Governor were
possessed of the best intentions, even if
you look at his conduct, and there could
be no charge against his moral or his per-
sonal, or even his political course; if any
unhappy accident lor which, perhaps, lie
might not be personally blameable ; if by
any unhappy accident any step taken
by a Governor causes real and substan-
tial dissatisfaction in the Colony, that
Governor ought to be removed, be-
cause the first object must be
to secure, beyond all other things, not
only the good government of the coun-
try but the satisfaction of the people with
their government. The satisfaction, the
peace and the contentment of the country
must go hand-in-hand with good govern-
ment, and, whether it be by misfortune,
or by the fault, by the poor judgment, or
by an obliquity of mind, a Governor fails
to satisfy a majority of the people and his
remaining is a cause of dissatisfaction and
heartburning, then, in the cause of good
goverunment, that man ought to be re-
moved. Of course, he ought to be treated
well, and every consideration, should be
given to his feelings, and his honour
and reputation should be protected, if lie
hadnot committed anythingwhich had im-
pugned his honour or reputation. But,
whether lie were the most honourable man
or the most dishonourable one, the moment
a feeling of discontent or dissatisfaction
set in amongst a majority of the people
against a Governor, that Governor must
go, and it would be the duty of the
removing power to reasonably com-
pensate him in every way in their
power to prevent his feelings being
unduly wounded. The course of the
Government, in recommending the re-
moval of Mr. Letellier, was guided
by the principles which he (Sir John A.
Macdonald) had attempted to lay down.
The Government believed that, after the
representatives of the people, by an enor-
mous majority, in which there was a ma-
jority from every Province, except New
Brunswick, and a vote of forty-eight to
seventeen from Quebec, had declared in
favour of the motion of the hon. member
for Bagot (Mr. Mousseau), when this Par-
liament, whichwas the selector of the Gov-
ernor, had declared as they had done-even
if the Government of the day thought
hard measure was dealt out to Mr. Le-
tellier, and that he might well have been
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spared-that they, as a Committee, chosen
by Parliament-they, who were elected
by the voice of Parliament to give effect
to the decision of Parliament, would be
unworthy of their duty and position, and
would be declared to have forfeited their
claim to the confidence of Parliament, if
they did not give effect to its solemn de-
cision-the decision of a Legislature com-
posed of representatives coming fresh
from the people, with the sound of the
electorate still ringing in their ears, and
fully aware of the opinions of their con-
stituents. This House would have failed
in their duty to their constituents, if they
had not carried out the decision at the
polls, and the Government would have
been unworthy of leading the affairs of
the country if they had not given full
force and effect to the decision of this
House, supported, as it was, by the vast
majority of the people of Canada.

MR. MILLS said the hon. gentleman
had made a speech that was distinguished
rather for its vigour than for its logic.
The hon. gentleman had laid down a num-
ber of contradictory propositions. The
hon. gentleman told the House. in
the first place, that the people of Quebec,
at the Provincial elections, had nothing
whatever to do with this matter.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
did not say that.

MR. MILLS : That, although the
Government of Mr. DeBoucherville was
dismissed, and another Government con-
stituted, which was ýready to assume the
responsibility of the conduct of His
Honour the Lieutenant-Governor, and
notwithstanding that the course of Mr.
Letellier offended, as they were told, the
friends of the DeBoucherville Govern-
ment, this did net form any part of)
the issue in the Local elections. But
the hon. gentleman said that it was the
issue at the general elections-where the
conduct of the Lieutenant-Governor was
not put in issue, where the question of
the National Policy was put in issue,
where the question involved was, as the
hon. the Minister of Public Works had
told the House an evening or two ago,
the question of the Pacific Railway Scan-
dal-and not at the Local elections,
where the Administration that assumed
the responsibility of this act appealed

to the country. He (Mr. Mills) thought
the hon. gentleman would find some diffi-
culty in reconciling those contradictory
propositions. If the hon. gentleman
would look at the newspapers of the
period, he would find the facts against
him. The hon. gentleman also made a
statement with regard to Sir George
Bowen that was not borne out by the
facts. Sir George Bowen was appointed
Governor of Victoria on January 23rd,
1873. He served something more than.
the full period of time, and there was no
evidence that the majority of the people
of Victoria or the Imperial Government
in any way disapproved of his conduct.
In his (Mr. Mills's) opinion, they did not.
The hon. gentleman (Sir John A. Mac-
donald) had referred to Mr. Pope Hen-
nessy, of Barbadoes, and Mr. Smith, of
South Africa. It was rather unfortunate
for the hon. gentleman that in neither
of these cases did parliamentary govern-
ment exist. The hon. gentleman must
know that responsible government did
not exist at the Cape at the time of the
removal of Mr. Smith.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
did net say it did exist.

MR. iM ILLS said then the cases were
not in point. As Governors of Crown
Colonies, Ministers in England were re-
sponsible for their acts, as the acts of the
Crown. The proper place to challenge
the conduct, or misconduct, of a Colonial
Governor, as the place of last resort, no
matter whether under responsible gov-
ernment or not, was in the Parliament
of England. If the hon. gentleman took
the trouble to consider the question, he
would see that there was no applicability
in the analogy he undertook te show.
The Imperial Government claimed a
sovereign and supervisory authority, and
this Government did not. The Imperial
Government exercised plenary authority
over the entire domain of administrative
action, so far as the Crown Colonies
were concerned. It recognised the
legislative and executive authority as
being a trust from the Crown, and, that
being the case, it held itself responsible
in every particular for the conduct of the
Governors within the limits of those
Colonies. That was net the position of
this Parliament with regard to the
various Provinces. The Imperial Govern-
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ment could remove a Governor at any
time. Could this Government do so ?
What was the meaning of that section of
the British North America Act which
provided that, when a Lieutenant-Gover-
nor was reinved, a reason must be
assigned, that he must be informed of the
fact, and an opportunity given him to
defend his action, that the action must
be reported to Parliament, and he could
only be removed for cause? The Imperial
Government had their authority wholly
unrestrained. The- Governor-General
here was restricted by the Constitution
by which Parliament was governed and
guided. The authority at Westminster
was not liable to be abused in matters of
this kind. The reason for the limitation
of our authority was obvious. The lIm-
perial Government was supposed to be
an impartial judge in these matters. The
people of the various colonies were not
represented in the Imperial Parliament.
The party passions and party contests in
a colony, where the conduct of a Gov-
ernor might be called into question or
censured, were not brought in to influ-
ence parties in the Imperial Parliament.
They occupied an impartial, because an
isolated, position. They were uninfluenced
by the passions which surrounded the
people in the colony. Therefore, there
was no motive for restraining Executive
action or authority, or limiting Parlia-
mentary interference. The fact that the
same constituencies that sent rnembers
to the Local Legislature, over which the
Lieutenant-Governor presided, sent re-
presentatives to this Parliament, in-
duced the framers of the Constitution to
provide checks. It was to restrain this
Legislature from doing the very thing
which hon. gentlemen werenow undertak-
ing to do, that these restraining provisions,
to which he had referred, had been put
in the British North America Act. He
(Mr. Mills) would like to know if hon.
gentlemen were prepared to accept the
doctrine laid down by the First Minister
that, if this fHouse, without any reason
being assigned, chose arbitrarily to re-
commend the removal of a Lieutenant-
Governor, the Administration were
bound to recommend His Excellency
the Governor-General to remove that
Lieutenant - Governor, law or ne
law, whether bis conduct were
meritorious or justly open to censure ?

MR. MILLS.

That was not the doctrine contained in
this Act, by which the hon. gentlemeu
on the Treasury benches had sworn to
be guided. In the face of the declaration
in this Act that, when a Lieutenant-
Governor was to be removed some cause
must be assigned, the hon. gentleman
stated that, whether the Lieutenant-Gov-
ernor's conduct were wise or unwise, cap-
able of defence or deserving of censure, if
a majority of this Parliament, under any
circumstances, declared he should be re-
moved, that it was the bounden duty of
the Administration to recommend bis
removal. That was a doctrine to which
he (Mr. Mills) could not subscribe, and
which he was inclined to believe many
hon. gentlemen in this House-and, he
might say, on the Treasury benches-
would not be found to defend and up-
hold. When they examined the conduct
of Lieutenant-Governor Letellier, he
thought it would be found that hon. gen-
tlemen were acting in a way that was
wholly incapable of a rational defence.
In the first place, the present Govern-
ment did not, when forinerly in power,
nor did the late Government, who suc-
ceeded them, issue to the Lieutenant-
Governor any instructions ; and, if they
did not instruct him in regard to the
policy which was to govern him in the
discharge of his constitutional duties,
then he was seized of all the powers pos-
sessed by Her Majesty with reference to-
the appointment and dismissal of Minis-
ters. The doctrine had been laid down
by an hon. gentleman on a former occa-
sion, in discussing this question, that the
Lieutenant-Governor had not the power
of Her Majesty. He (Mr. Mills) main-
tained that, so far as the powers were
necessary to the proper discharge of his
duty, the Lieutenant-Governor stood in
exactly the same position as Her Ma-

Jesty. By law, he appointed whom he,
pleased and dismissed them when he
pleased. That was the literal construc-
tion of the law. This country was gov-
erned by the constitutional usage and
practice that prevailed in Great Britain.
If these did not furnish a rule, then the
Lieutenant-Governor was wholly unre-
strained under the provision of the Act.
It was only the constitutional usage
and practice that had grown up
and become part of our system
of government in the Mother
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Country that could afford any ground for in removing his ministers could
restraining the action of the Lieutenant- find others to accept the re-
Governor at all. Now, lie maintained sponsibility of the dismissal, and
that, if the Lieutenant-Governor acted who could carry on the government
unwisely, improperly, or arbitrarily, in of the country, lie undoubtedly had the
the exercise of a power which lie un- power to make that removal; but,
doubtedly possessei, that was ground for if those persons were unable to
still instructing him. It might have carry on the government, then lie
been a ground for the late Government must take back bis first Ministers and
censuring him. They might have said :be guided by their advice. The on.
" We do not concur in the policy you gentleman (Sir John A. Macdonald) laid
pursue ; we think you ought to have down a doctrine to-day that utterly swept
acted differently." He did not deny the away from beneath his feet the ground
power of the late Government to have upon which he attacked the position of
said that ; but, as the conduct complained Mr. Letellier. The lon. gentleman,
of took place under a former régime, and wben speaking upon this subjeet last
as the subsequent A dministration which year, quoted Bagehot, and cited Earl
Mr. Letellier called to his assistance Grey, to show that the Crown was, in
was sustained on the appeal to the coun- the efficient government of the country,
try, he (Mr. Mills) contended that this a nonentity; that it possessed no real
Parliament had no right to demand the power; that it was simply a cypher; and
dismissal of the Lieutenant-Governor. that the real head was the Administra-
The hon. gentleman (Sir John. A. Mac- tion for the time being. That was the
donald) said that Mr. Letellier was an position taken by the right lon. gentle-
officer of this Parliament, and that the man twelve months ago. Now, the fact
Government were the trustees for the that the hon. gentleman advised Ris
people in making the appointment. He Excellency to dismiss, at once, Mr.
(Mr. Mills) contended that, in no such Letellier, and Jus Excellency decliued
sense, was the Lieutenant-Governor an showed that the terr cypher id noû
officer of this Parliament or this Govern- apply to the Governor-General who, for
ment. Under the British North America the time being, declined to act on tho
Act lie was vested with the authority of advice of lon. gentlemen on the Treasury
an independent Chief Magistrate, for the benches. In bis (Mr. Mills's) opinion
very reason of preventing this Parlia- those lon. gentlemen very inîproperly
ment interfering in the administration ot advised the reference of this question to
the affairs of the Province. The Lieu- England. The hon. gentleman came
tenant-Governor was appointed far the down to the House, and stated that,
purpose of carrying on the Government although the mmd of the Governor-Gen-
within the Province-for the administra- eral, with regard to the ultimate action,
tion of those affairs which were exclu- was in suspense, they disapproved of this
sively within the Province-and, there- reference.
fore, lie was a Provincial officer. He was
surrounded by an Administration which Se JOH A . oftDOND :
lie himself called into office, and, if that ni
Administration did not coincide in MR. MILLS: 1 think 1 can satisfy
opinion with the Lieutenant-Governor, the House that that is the effect of what
he could, under the discretionary power the lon, gentleman said.
given by this Act, if lie saw proper, exer-
cise the prerogative of the Crown, or lie SIR, JOHN A. MACDONALD J
might rather say a power similar in kind, neyer said anything of the kind. You
and dismiss his advisers. Certainly, it may argue from what I did say, but J
was not a prerogative that had been ex- neyer said that.
ercised, but there were cases on record
where it had been exercised in England MR. MILLS said the hon. gentleman
by George 11, William IV, and also by said that it was the unanimous advice of
Her Majesty Queen Victoria in the case of himself ad lis colleagues to the Gover-
Lord Palmerston. Our theory of gov- nor-General, that the Lieutenant-Gover-
erument was that, if the Chef cagistrate nor ougnt to be removed, and that his
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Excellency did not conceive it proper to theory of the Constitution by which he
act upon that advice. proposed to test the conduct of Mr.

Le~tel lier 2
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I

never used those words. Look at the
lIansard. ' You must be accurate liter-
ally.

Ma. MILLS said he recollected the
hon. gentleman's words as they were re-
ported in the Mail newspaper.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: There
is the Hansard.

MR. MILLS said he did know how far
the Hansard gave the exact words of
the hon. gentleman. There were some
things there which the hon. gentleman
might regard as a calumny to be held res-
ponsible for. The words the hon. gentle-
man was reported as using were these :

c ie, the representative of the Sovereign,
says he will ask for specific instructions from
his and our Sovereign. There is nothing un-
constitutional in it. I would have been pleased
and gratified, and I think it would have been
well, had our advice been at once accepted."

What was the advice of the hon.
gentleman that was not accepted ? Was
it not that Mr. Letellier should be at
once removed? Did His Excellency act
on this advice ? Did not the hon. gentle-
man tell His Excellency that, because,
forsooth, a majority in this House, who
had no control over the acts of a Lieuten-
ant-Governor ; that could, by their good
or bad opinion, neither contribute to bis
efficiency or to bis inefficiency, had voted
that Mr. Letellier was censurable for
what he did ; therefore, his useful-
ness was gone, and he ought to be
removed? The Governor-General saw
proper to take a different view, and the
hon. gentleman was placed in this posi-
tion: that he had either to resign or to
yield to the opinion of His Excellency.
The hon. gentleman preferred to save bis
own skin, and yielded. If he had not
yielded he would have been forced out of
the Administration, out of the position
of adviser to Ris Excellency, by the
action of the Governor-General himself.
What had Mr. Letellier done more than
what the Governor-General had done,
and, according to the hon. gentleman, in
exerciseof his undoubtedauthority ? How
could the hon. gentleman reconcile the
action of the Governor-General with the

Ma. MILLs.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
hon. gentleman says that Lieutenant-
Governor Letellier did exactly what the
Governor-General did. Did Mr. De
Boucherville advise that he himself
should be dismissed? ie was turned
out of office.

MR. MILLS said His Excellency
took a line which was not the one that
the lon. gentleman and lis colleagues
were pleased to advise, and which they
desired him to follow. The hon. gentle-
man saw a difficulty where none existed.
The Crown was continuous in its exist-
ence. The Administration might change,
but it did not matter whether the action
of the Lieutenant-Governor was support-
ed by Mr. DeBoucherville's Administra-
tion or by the Administration that took
their place. Mr. Joly and bis colleagues
assumed the responsibility of what the
Lieutenant-Governor did, and, having
assumed the responsibility, they were for
that purpose the Ministers of the Crown,
advising the removul of Mr. DeBoucher-
ville just as Sir Robert Peel, although
away in Italy at the time of the removal
of Lord Melbourne, on his return to
England accepting office, sometime
after the dismissal took place, and
having, with the Duke of Wellington,
assumed the responsibility of forming
an Administration, was held respon-
sible for the removal of Lord
Melbourne, although he came into
office subsequent to that event. That
was a fiction of our Constitution,
which was just as applicable to this par-
ticular case, as it was to the case of Lord
Melbourne and bis Administration.
The hon. gentleman had said that Lieu-
tenant-Governor Letellier's usefulness
was gone. What did that mean ? He
did not undertake to show in what way
the usefulness of Lieutenant-Governor
Letellier was gone.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: No
man under permanent censure of Parlia-
ment can be useful.

MR. MILLS said he denied that propo-
sition. In the first place, there was no
permanent censure of Parliament. Last
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year the House of Commons refused to
censure. The hon. gentleman assumed
that the censure passed in the Senate last
year was continuous. That censure in
the Senate was before the people of
Quebec had approved of Mr. Letellier's
action, and he had reason to believe
that the Senate would have declined
to censure Mr. Letellier again,
after the Administration which had
assumed the responsibility of his acts
was sistained by the people of Quebec.
The Constitution said the Lieutenant-
Governor was to be rernoved only for
cause ; that that cause was to be reported
to Parliament. That cause must be bis
bad conduct, not their bad opinion. The
hon. gentleman laid down the doctrine
that it mattered not how well the Lieut-
enant-Governor might act-if this House
disapproved of his conduct, he must go.
Whereas the very provisions of the
British North America Act upon the
subject were inserted to prevent the pos-
sibility of .such a policy being carried
out. He (Mr. Mills) would say again
that there was no analogy between the
position of a Lieutenant-Governor in
Canada and a Governor in one of the
Colonies. The latter was far removed
from the Parliament that might censure
his act, whereas the Governor of any
one of the Provinces of this Dominion
was often a gentleman who had been
prominent in this House, on the one side
or the other, anid might have made poli-
tical enemies here. He must be a per-
son from one side or the other, or, at all
events, regarded so by many people, how-
ever fairly he might act when he became
Governor. The advice of the hon.
gentleman meant that the principle

-" To the victors belong the
spoils"-must extend to the office of
Lieutenant-Governor, as to every
other office in the country. Whether
Mr. Letellier had acted arbitrarily or im-
properly-and lie (Mr. Mills) had never
expressed any opinion on the merits of
his act ; lie would take an opportunity
after the question was disposed of to give
his views on the whole question-this
was unquestionably the fact, that h.
found an Administration willing to
assume the responsibility of his act,
which obtained a majority in the Pro-
vince to sustain them. The hon. gentle-
man had said that in this particular case

the conduet of the Lieutenant-Governor
was highly unconstitutional and impro-
per; but he did not descend to particu-
lars; he did not point out in what
respects it was unconstitutional and im-
proper. The Lieutenant-Governor ob-
jected to his Administration acting in
important public matters without con-
sulting him, and using his name with-
out reference to him. The Administra-
tion undertook to assume the func-
tions of the j udiciary ; they under-
took to take away arbitrarily
the rights of some of the most
important municipalities in Quebec.
Upon these questions the Lieu-
tenant-Governor differed widely from his
advisers. He said they were surrounded
by rings which rendered them powerless
to serve the public wisely and well.
That being the case, according to the
doctrine laid down by the lion. gentleman
to-day, Mr. Letellier had unquestionably
the power to do what he did.

MR. OTJIMET : He had the power,
but not the right.

MR. MILLS said that was a matter of
judgment, and it was the business of Mr.
Letellier to exercise his judgment and
not that of hon. gentlemen opposite ; and,
upon reference to the people of the Pro-
vince, they concurred in his judgment.

S1n JOHN A. MACDONALD : In-
cluding Mr. Turcotte.

MR. MILLS : Certainly, including
Mr. Turcotte. He was not sitting in
judgment on Mr. Turcotte. Mr. Tur-
cotte was elected to the Legislature of
Quebec. He wrs not an officer of this
Government, and was not responsible to
this House; and it seemed to hiim to be
rather an extreme course for the hon.
gentleman to adopt to base his attack on
Mr. Letellier upon the motives which he
inferred governed the conduct of Mr.
Turcotte. The hon. gentleman had no
right to intimate that a member of the
Quebec Legislature was corruptly pur-
chased by the Government of Quebec,
when thatmember had not anopportunity
of defending himself before this House.
Those who made this charge here might
be what the hon. gentleman called unvera-
cious calumniators. The hon. gentleman
had not only laid down contradictory pro-
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positions upon this particular question,
but had taken a very unparliamentary
course with regard te this whole ques-
tion. If he thought the conduct of Mr.
Letellier was improper, he should have
acted. The initiative was with the Gov-
ernor-General and bis advisers. If he
thought he had a right te act, after what
had been done by the Government that
preceded him, if he thought he had a right
te drag from its tomb a settled ques-
tion, as the Restorationists did the bones
of Cromwell, he ought te have assumed
the responsibility of doing it,and left this
House te approve or disapprove of his
conduct, instead of inviting the House te
assume the responsibility of what he
ought himself te have advised the Crown
te do. He net only did that, but he in-
formed the House that he differed
from the Governor-General on this
question ; that the Governor declined
te act on his advice; that the Governor
wanted te consult other parties who were
in no way responsible te the people of
this country for the advice they gave te
His Excellency through Her Majesty.
The hon. gentleman employed a gentle-
man, in no way connected with this
House or with the Government, te press
on the Crown the advice of the Adminis-
tration. That was the function of the
hon. gentleman and his colleagues, and
of nobody else. It was lis duty te have
seen that the advice he tendered was
acted on in this country. It related te a
matter, according to his own showing,
with which the Imperial Government had
no concern ; which concerned this House
only. Then, knowing that the course
ultimately advised would dissatisfy the
Conservative representatives from Que-
bec, because great expectations had been
raised that a system of general slaughter
was going te be inaugurated, and that
Mr. Letellier was going to be one of the
decapitated, he could net afford
to disappoint his followers too much ut
once. The ultimate failure must be
reached by gradual stages, and so the
House was informed that the Ad-
ministration regretted that His Excel-
lency did net see proper te act on
that advice.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
deny that. I said I would have been
pleased and gratified if he had.

MR. MILLS.

MR. MILLS: The hon. gentleman
was net pleased, and was net gratified.
His advice was net accepted. Did he
net regret that that advice, which, if ac-
cepted, would have pleased and gratified
him, was net accepted? Was the hon.
gentleman left in a neutral position,
without gratification and without regretl
What was the effect of that failure ?
The indignation of the hon. gentleman's
followers from Quebec was let loose on
the Governor-General. The hon. gentle-
man informed the House that he was not
responsible for the course the press took.
He did net inspire the press. But he
knew what course the press of Qaebec
would take. If net, why did he come
down and disclose the advice given te His
Excellency before it was finally acted
on ? The reason was patent. He turned
away the indignation that would have
fallen upon himself and his colleagues
upon His Excellency the Governor-Gen-
eral. He thought it better Ris Excel-
lency should suffer than that his advisers
should. No doubt, in this particular,
the policy of the Administration was
eminently successful, for the course
taken did direct the shafts of obloquy
away from the hon. gentleman te the
Governor-General from that hour te this.
He did net think, when the question was
finally disposed of, however this might
be done, that the course taken by the
hon. gentleman would show that he
possessed that superior wisdom and
statesmanship whichhe had, with se much
becoming modesty, claimed for himself,
and which he had, with se much frank-
ness, and with se much candour, denied
te those who preceded him in office.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.

MR. MO ISSE A.U said that, inasmuch
as he had beeu connected with this
matter, he felt that he was bound
te say something in regard te it.
The hon. member for Lambton (Mr.
Mackenzie), as leader of the Opposition,
had thought proper te bring this matter
before the House before prorogation. [le
(Mr. Mousseau) was glad that he did so
in the forcible manner in which he
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had introduced the subject. He was
sorry to say that this was, perhaps, the
only compliment Le would have to pay
to the hon. gentleman in the course of
bis remarks. The hon. gentleman com-
plained of the language they had usel in
reference to this matter. He thought,
however, that they did not exceed the
license taken by hon. gentlemen in 1873.
Their papers then indulged in the great-
est abuse of Lori Dufferin, whose only
crime was that he followed the advice of
Ministers who commanded a ma-
jority in the Bouse. The speeches
of hon. gentlemen, of which he gave
quotations on the lst of March last,
were a sufficient proof of this. None of
them bad gone so far as hon. gentlemen
opposite had done on that occasion.
Among the speakers on that occasion
were the Hon. Mr. Laflamme, the hon.
member for Shefford, and others. He
desired to state that he had been misre-
presented in the press in regard to the
words he uttered on the evening of the
announceinent to which he alluded. lie
could not quote from Hansard to verify
the exact words, because he had dis-
covered that they had not been reported
-why, he did not know. But, as these
words had been impeached, and as he had
always the courage to verify what he
had said, ho would repeat them. He
had said that they had got a new Lord
Metcalfe, and he had been taught a
lesson. Those were his words, which
were reported in papers supporting the
hon. gentlemen opposite, and in A meri-
can journals. When he used those
words he lad not time to verify or
qualify them, or describe the occasion
which impelled him to pronounce them.
He had not had the time to tell the
Flouse that he knew the history of Lord
Metcalfe thoroughly, and was a great
admirer of bis, and that his career in
Canada was marked by errors which
came only from his entourage or surround-
ings-from the minority that got hold of
him, and tried to persuade him that the
French majority could not be trusted,
and could not administer responsible
government properly. He was strongly
convinced of the excellency of British
institutions, and they saw, by his letters
to the Colonial office and his friends the
struggles of his conscience. On the one
hand, he was firmly convinced that the

full measure of responsible government
ought to be established here,while, on the
othermhaving listened to the bad advice
of the Ministry, he was always fighting
against his principles and neglecting the
opportuniy of their application. His
career in other countries was admirable ;
he was highly educated,and possessed criti-
cal taste and a sound judgnent. When,
therefore, he (Mr. Mousseau) had com-
pared Lord Lorne with Lord Metcalfe, it
was with no intention to be unjust, unfair,
orinsulting to the Governor-General. Ris
constitutional sincerity, in wishing to
refer the case to England was, in his
(Vir. Mousseau's) opinion, erroneous.
He had compared the two noble Lords
to show the similarity of their circum-
stances-that the one might have yielded,
as had the other, to bad advice. le had
been accused of a want of courage in not
bringing forward his motion earlier.
What the leader of the Government said
to-day, and the member for Lambton had
admitted, entirely proved the wisdom of
his (Mr. Mousseau's) course. When he
submitted his motion there was only one
decldration, nothing being said of the in-
tended mission to England, as asse led
to by the Marquis of Lorne, the object of
which was to maintain the course of his
Ministers. In face of the earnestness of
the Governwent, and of Ris Excellency,
and with good tidings from England, as
to the good disposition of the English
Government, he thought it hetter to de-
lay, bis motion, to await the course of
events. The hon. member for Lambton
stated that, in his motion of March
last, and in his observations, ho
(Mr. Mousseau) had not gone sa
far as to say the course of
Lieutenant-Governor Letellier was un-
constitutional, in dismissing bis Ministers
in March, 1878. He maintained that
those words of his motion: " Sub 7ersive
of all responsible government," were
strong enough to imply the violation of
that principle. He had cited c ses on
constitutional law to establish that point.
le had established the other point - that
in many instances the Imperial Govern-
ment had thought it proper and wise to,
recal Governors, or revoke their com-
missions, because their course had been
unwise or antagonistic to the colonial ma-
jorities. He might cite the recal of Sir
Charles Dalling in 1866, and in a
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despatch signed Cardwell, in which
he spoke of the good relations which
should exist between the Governe and
both parties in the House, he said : "I re-
gret to say, in the first instance, you have
rendered this impossible. It must be evi-
dent to yourself that you occupy a posi-
tion of personal antagonisn towards ail
those whose antecedents pointed them
out as likely to be available to you in
the event of any change of Ministry." In
this instance, as in that of Lord Metcalfe,
and that of Mr. Letellier, it had been the
misfortune of the Governor to put him-
self in direct antagonism to the majority
of the Assembly. The only effect of this
antagonism was to render peace impos-
sible, so the Imperial authorities thought
proper to recal the offending Governors.
What had they got here ? As soon as
Mr. Letellier was appointed, lie undertook
to play the part of the bitterest opponent
of the Conservative party; not only did
he bind himself to be the mere tool of
the late Federal Administration, but, in
order to help them in their Federal
elections, lie set himself to put down the
Conservative Administration in Quebec.
He began his operations in December,
1877, or January, 1878, when the elec-
tion in Kamouraska took place; he hired
a box-car in order to conceal himself in
his expedition to that county to carry
out bis object, which was to canvass for
the election of Mr. Pelletier, bis succes-
sor. He (Mr. Mousseau) would pass
over the famous occurrences indicated in
bis letters to Mr. DeBoucherville, on
the face of which appeared the grossest
partisanship, and the fact that ail was
arranged to take advantage of the good
faith of his advisers, and oust them from
office. The member for Lambton had
spoken of the April elections in Quebec.
He (Mr. Mousseau) had spent thirty or
or thirty-five days in the campaign, and
never knew or read of elections being car-
ried by such means as were employed by
the supporters of the Joly Government.
Those means consisted of lies, misrepre-
sentations and calumnies, and nothing
else. There was no discussing the con-
stitutional question of Mr. Letellier's
dismissal of bis Ministers. The Conser-
vatives found it impossible to speak of
that question, being stifled at ail times
with the cry of taxation by their oppo-
nents, who incessantly denounced them

MIL MOUSSEU.

as the party of taxation, as if they
themselves did not belong to the party
of the hon. gentlemen opposite, who had
imposed millions of taxation on the
country. That was the cry used and
course pursued in ail the counties in
Quebec, except a few. Sometimes that
mode of canvassing took the character of
perfect demagogueism, with exaggeration
of the tax-paying obligations of the peo-
ple in every way. That was the
way the Joly Cabinet carried the
elections. The member for Lambton
said the whole management of the Letel-
lier matter was bungled. He thought
they ought to have proceeded by im-
peachment. He (Mr. Mousseau) also
was half of that opinion. He did not
say that the Government had misman-
aged the affair, but they might have
done better. His opinion would have
been in favour of impeachment ; but,
through a feeling of delicacy towards
Mr. Letellier, and pride and patriotism
as regarded bis race, lie (Mr. Mousseau)
had not taken that course. Hon. mem-
bers had spoken of the June Session in
Quebec, and it had been said that the
verdict of the Province had entirely
cleansed that personification of ail the
virtues of a Lieutenant-Governor. He
was about to make some very serious
charges; he might be reproached for
bringing them late, but it was not his
fault. He would have spoken in reply, in
the debate on this question; some weeks
ago, had he not been anxious to save
time. In the June Session of the Local
Legislature,the Joly Government thought
proper to purchase a Speaker from their
ranks. They did so at the urgent re-
quest, at the demand of Mr. Letellier.
The bargain was passed in bis own pre-
sence at Spencer Wood. At the begin-
ning of the Session they were met by a
vote of censure on the constitutional
question. Any decent Cabinet would
have resigned after that, and any decent
Lieutenant-Governor would have dis-
missed such a Cabinet. He was sure, if
the bon. gentleman from Lambton had
known that, he would not have ventured
to defend Mr. Letellier, because he was too
upright, and had doue too much to raise
the standardof public morality to have ven-
tured to speak in favour of Mr. Letellier.
They went on, and Mr. Letellier was
always afraid that bis purchased vote
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might escape him, and so he tried to pur-
chase somebody else. He installed him-
self in the room of the Speaker of the
Legislative Council, and in the room of
the Speaker of the other House. He was
there every day the House sat, not only a
few minutes, but the whole length of the
sitting, and he sent for Conservative
members, offered thera drinks, and tried
to induce them to vote for his Govern-
ment. But that was not sufficient, they
wanted new blood. There was in the
hands of Mr. Letellier a letter, signed by
the late Minister of Justice, offering a
Judgeship to advocates who would
consent to go over to the other
side. He knew that e'very word
he uttered was true. He (Mr. Mous-
seau) spoke in all seriousness. It was
too late now to appoint a Committee,
but, next Session, if lis hon. friends on
the other side were ready, he would
move for a Committee, and, if he did not
prove any of those charges, he would
lea. the House in disgrace. He agreîd
with the hon. member for Lambton that
they ought to have proceeded by impeach-
ment, for, if they had done so, he was sure
that Mr. Letellier would already have
been dismissed and disgraced for ever.
Mr. Joly's majority was so strong that,
when Mr. Bachand died in October last,
he was not replaced. The necessary for-
malities were filed, the proper documents
were sent to the Speaker, but they had
never seen the writ. At last, however,
Mr. Mercier was appointed Solicitor-
General, and, curiously enough, his ap-
pointment coincided exactly with a
remarkable judgment of Judge Sicotte,
of St. Hyacinthe, who was, at the same
time, a brother-inlaw of one of those
Ministers. He did not want to speak
disrespectfully ot a Judge, but be was
bound to do his duty, and to say that
the appointment of Mr. Mercier coincid-
ed with a most wonderful judgment of
Judge Sicotte. He had already
given two judgments on the elec-
toral list of that county, one
last year, and one a few months ago.
In these cases an appeal was refused-
he did not know why. The judgments
were rendered against the Conservatives,
but they made no complaint. He gave
another judgment last week, when Mr.
Mercier was sworn in. By that, judg-
ment he struck off the list of St. Denis

eighty-two names of those presumed to
be Couservative electors. He (Mr.
Mousseau) was bound to say this was a
most scandalous judgment, and by this
judgment Mr. Joly's friend expected to
carry St. Hyacinthe. It might be well
to recal the historical fact that Judge
Sicotte, in 1863, did what Mr. Turcotte
did in 1878, so that we had no w, in the
political dictionary, two more words,
Sicottage and Turcottage. Judge Sicotte
hoped. to send, by bis judgment, a new
member to Quebec to support a Minis-
try of which lis brother-in-law was a
member. So much for that famous Joly
Government which the hon. member for
Lambton had very modestly eulogised
this afternoon.

MR. MACKENZIE said he had pro-
nounced no eulogy on anyone ; he dealt
simply with the constitutional question,
without touching the Ministry in any
shape.

MR. MOUSSEAU said he considered
Mr. Mackenzie had pronounced upon the
Joly Government what they called in
French, their oraison funèbre. He was
sure that Government would not live
long, and that it would be beaten early
in the next Session. He was sure that,
if the people of Quebec could have an-
other chance of expressing their opinion,
the Liberal party would be beaten by a
majority of at least 48 out of 65. The
Liberals first wanted to obtain power in
Quebec in order to help the Mackenzie
Administration in the last election.
They now wanted to retain office through
greed of the spoils, but they saw their
power escaping, and they resorted to
other schemes. Mr. Mercier was hardly
sworn in when he telegraphed to Mon-
treal, to the Prothonotary's office, order-
ing the suspension of one of the em-
ployés, one of the best and most trust-
worthy employés. This employé hap-
pened to be in his parish during the elec-
tion contest in April, 1878, and was
suspected of having been there as a poli-
tician. It was true that he was not, but
the Joly Government wanted places for
their friends before they went out of
office.

Ma. HOLTON said he was sorry lis
hon. friend had not felt it due to'himself
to explain rather more fully the course
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he had taken during the present Session,
and especially since the announcement
made by the Goverument a few weeks
ago. It was that which they had to do with
to-night, rather than with the events in
Quebec last year, and certainly a good
deal more than with the recital of events,
by the hon. gentleman, which. had not
been placed on record at all in the dis-
pute between the Lieutenant-Governor of
Quebec and his former advisers. They
might be true, or they might not, but
they had no relevancy whatever to the
subject-matter in dispute. The hon.
gentleman and bis friends did not include
any new charges whatever as the basis
of their motion of censure this year,
they limited themselves to the events of
last year, events whieh had gone into
history and had been passed upon by the
people of Quebec. A general election
had taken place in the Province of Que-
bec, the result of which was to enable
the new Government to pass through the
fiery ordeal of a Session of Parliament,
and to hold the reins of Government
down to the present day. What had they
to do with these petty stories of election
manouvres.? Were they never heard of
before? What bearing had they upon
the great issue as to the constitutional
conduct of the Governor-General? That
Mr. Joly, or his Ministers, should make
efforts to sustain themselves by dealing
with the electors, or by proclaiming, as
the issue, something that the hon. gentle-
man denied to be such-it was trifling
with the House to bring up stories of
that kind as having any bearing upon
the question. The lon. gentleman had
not explained bis own conduct during
this Session, but it was that they were
waiting to hear about with great anxiety.
He tried now to soften that angry mood
of lis which he displayed five or six
weeks ago ; he meant only to praise the
Governor-General, not to abuse him,
in comparing him with Lord Metcalfe,
the great and good Lord Met-
calfe of the East Indian Administration,
and not at all the tyrant that he had been
called in a great controversy respecting
responsible government in this country.
But to-day Lord Metcalfe was a fine
character, and there could be no offence
in comparing the Governor-General to
Lord Metcalfe. The hon. gentleman had
changed bis mood ; he had not then been

MI. HOLTOx.

Bill.
told that the Government were going to
send an embassy to London, he had not
then heard the good news he had siice
heard, and that induced him to allow his
motion to stand. That being the case,
why did he not withdraw his motion, and
give his reásons to the House? But they
had just been told by the head of the
Government that he had no news what-
ever that he could communicate to Par-
liament. Could he have communicated
privately to the hon. gentleman, who had
given him notice of attack upon him, and
induced him to allow the notice to stand?
Could the head of the Government have
given information to the hon. gentleman
privately and secretly, which he now
declared he could not give to the House,
having, in fact, no information to give.
Really lis lon. friend must see that, in
the line he had taken to-night, instead of
vindicating lis sincerity, and explaining
to his friends outside anid inside of the
House how it was that this motion had
been so misconstrued, and himself mis-
represented during the last few weeks, it
now turned out that the hon. gentleman
had been perfectly satisfied with the cou-
duct of his leaders during all this time.
He (Mr. Holton) regretted exceedingly
that the hon. gentleman had not ex-
plained his conduct, because he regarded
him as one of the rising men of the
Province of Quebec, on whichever side
of the House he happened to sit.
He was not going to follow the hon. gen-
tleman through lis references to the
current politics of the Province of Quebec,
which had no relevance whatever to the
matter now before the House. He felt
that the conduct of Mr. Letellier in Que-
bec last year was of infinitely little con-
cern to the House now. It was not Mr.
Letellier who was on lis trial; he might
be dismissed by the means taken to bring
about the result, or he might not. He
(Mr. Holton) was not going to speculate
upon that result. But the party they
were now trying was not the Lieutenant-
Governor of Quebec. It was another
public functionary, who was directly res-
ponsible to this House-he meant the
First Minister. This debate ought to
have reference, and had reference, so far
as the members of the Opposition were
concerned, not to the merits or the de-
merits of Mr. Letellier, but to the cou-
duct of the First Minister, in reference
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to this transaction. The charge the
Opposition made against that hon. gen-
tleman was, substantially, that he gave
improper advice to the Governor-Gen-
eral with respect to this matter ; that
he gave advice, which was probably
illegal, or, to say the least, of doubtful
legality ; but there was no doubt ,as to
the unwisdom of that advice, unwise
and improper, because it proposed
to invade and destroy, so far as h is action
could bear upon that result, the right of
self-government in the Province of Que-
bec. It was of doubtful legality, be-
cause the hon. gentleman did not give,
as the ground of bis advice, that the
Lieutenant-Governor should be dismissed
for some such alleged course as was in
the contemplation in the Union Act.
No Lieutenant-Governor could be dis-
missed during his period of office-five
years-except for cause, and no hon. gen-
tleman had maintained or shown, in this
debate, that any such cause had been
alleged as these words conveyed to any
lawyer. He (Mr. Holton) was not a
lawyer, still he had read some treatises on
law and logic, and he asked bis hon.
friend the Minister of Justice whether
he would say or maintain that there was
any allegation of cause in the sense which
this Act contemplated to convey. He
contended there was not. Therefore, the
advice was of doubtful legality. Even if
the Governor-General were in perfect
harmony with all bis Ministers, he had
no right to dismiss the Lieutenant-Gov-
ernor, except for cause. There might be
some allegations, of course, concealed in
the archives of the Administration, but
accompanying the statement of the ad-
vice given to the Governor-General, there
had been no such specification of cause
as met the requirement of the case.
These were his two points: First, it was an
unwise act to tender that advice to the
Governor-General, because it was a
direct invasion upon the right of
self-government in the Province of
Quebec, and, secondly, it was of.
at least, doubtful legality. Then
what followed? The extraordinary pro-
cedure of bringing down to the House, and
making public, a divergency of opinion
between the Representative of the Crown
and his advisers. That was entirely at
variance with the theory and practice of
responsible government. The House

had no right to know, neither had the
world, that the Governor-General and
bis constitutional advisers were at
variance, for one instant of time, upon
any possible subject. The moment an
irreconcileable difference arose between
the advisers of the Crown and the Crown
itself, there must be a resignation, or
there must be an acquiesence on the
part of the advisers in the views of the
Governor-General. Never should it go
out to the world that there was, or had
ever been, any difference of opinion be-
tween the Representative of the Crown
and the advisers of the Crown, until it
had reached the point at which the two
must separate, when the cause of
difference must be explained to Parlia-
ment, and the responsibility assumed by
the retiring Ministry. This was an im-
portant invasion, on the part of the
First Minister, on the whole system of
responsible government. It was an Act
utterly subversive of the principles of
responsible government and sound con-
stituional usage. But what followed
upon that? Lt was the creation of
suspicion, at all events, that the Gover-
nor-General himself was hostile
to the wishes of those among
the supporters of the Government
who most desired the decapitation of
Lieutenant-Governor Letellier, and lan-
guage had been used in reference to that
distinguished nobleman which he (Mr.
Holton) was sure bis hon. friend from
Bagot (Mr. Mousseau) sincerely regret-
ted to-day, and which every man of right
feeling must regret. But there was no
doubt that the effect produced by this
impropar act on the part of the head of the
Government was to submit the Governor-
General to unjust suspicion, amounting,
in many instances, to positive odium.
It was very important, in order to avoid
results of such a regrettable character,
that they should adhere strictly to those
nice provisions, usages and distinctions
which had grown up under their consti-
tutional system. In the next place-to
proceed a little further in bis (Mr. Hol-
ton's) indictment against the First Min-
ister-the right hon. gentleman denied
to the House information which it was
entitled to have. He (Sir John A. Mac-
donald) considered it to be his duty to
bring down this information inopportune-
ly, lie (Mr. Holton) thought, improperly,
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and submit it to the House. Hie hon.
friend from Bagot (Mr. Mousseau) said
Le had heard good news as to the pro-
gress of this prosecution of the Lieuten-
ant-Governor on behalf of the Govern-
ment of this Dominion before the Court
of St. James. Now, he (Mr. Holton)
thought the House had before it
now a series of admitted facts
which placed not Lieutenant-Gov-
ernor Letellier upon bis trial, but
the head of this Government. The
House must hold the head of this Gov-
ernment, and the whole of the Govern-
ment to the strictest account for their
management of this business. It was of
little consequence to the House what
might become of Lieutenant-Governor
Letellier, or whether he were right or
wrong in the course he pursued ; but
it was of infinite consequence to
them that the gentleman placed at
the head of a great party and con-
trolling the Government of this coun-
try, supportedt by an overwheiming ma-

jority for the moment, should not be al-
lowed to subvert in Parliament those
institutions they had striven so long to
obtain, and which it was the duty of the
House, beyond any other duty they had
to fulfil, to do all in their power to main-
tain in their integrity. His (Mr. Hol-
ton's) chief purpose in addressing the
House was to express his profound re-
gret at the position which bis lion. friend
(Mr. Mousseau) had assumed to-night.

Ma. MOUSSEAU : I thank you very
much for your sympathy.

Mn. HOLTON : In view of the line
of conduct which he had followed during
the last five or six weeks.

MR. OUIMET said that he bad no
authority to speak on the part of bis hon.
friend from Bagot (Mr. Mousseau) ; but,
as he had something to do with this ques-
tion, on which he had been d'accord with
that hon. gentleman, he thougiht it would
be but just to himself and to that hon.
gentleman that he should give some ex-
planation respecting this matter, and that
he should respond to the sympathy sent
across the floor of the House by their
Nestor from the Province of Quebec-the
hon. member for Chateauguay (Mr.
Holton). That hon. gentleman seemed to
be very much surprised at what had been

MR. HOLTON.

termed the row they had raised in this
House, on account of the reference of
this question to England. It was not
because they had chaDged their opinions.
As for himself, he was still of the same
opinion as he was when the question was
first raised. He disapproved then, and
still .disapproved, of the reference to
England of a question which seemed to
him to be purely a local matter. He had
disapproved of the conduct of His
Excellency the Governor-General, who
deemed it proper to refer the question to
England. He disapproved, at the same
time, of the course followed by the Gov-
erament in acquiescing in, and assuming
the responhibility of that reference. He
was still of the same opinion, and
the members from the Province of
Quebec) had availed themselves of every
opportunity given them to protest against
that course. They had made their pro-
test, notwithstanding that the hon. mem-
ber for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) had
characterised their proceedings in the
House as noisy. After having entered
their protest, after having filed their
exception-and their protest and excep-
tion were still on record-and as steps
had been taken to have the question
brought to an issue, they were waiting
patiently and quietly, as became respect-
able citizens, as becane members of this
House, until an answer could be re-
ceived from England, and, if the
question was decided against them, their
protest would be there on record. They
would still be in the same position
as a pleader who had filed his
exception to the jurisdiction of the tri-
bunal. Tbey had not abandoned the
hope that, at some future day, if justice
were not done to them, they would
do what they thought was their duty to
do. They would not only protest, but,
when the question was discussed again in
the House, they would certainly put a
motion or proposition before this House,
which, though it might be voted down
by the Opposition, would most certainly
be upheld by the great majority of the
Conservative party. On the other hand,
he still hoped that the question would
be solved in their favour. He still
hoped that the Secretary for the Colo-
nies, Sir Michael Hicks Beach, would
give the same answer to this question,
as was given on the 28th February,
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1878, te the then Governor of the Co-
lony of Victoria, in a despatch, in which
it was laid dewn that it was the duty of
any Governor te follow the advice of his
Ministers-his constitutional advisers.
In this despatch it was stated: " The main
question at issue appears te be one con-
nected with the internal affairs et the
colony, and te lie altogether within the
jurisdiction of your Government, and
for these reasons I cannot give any
opinion, but the Governor must solve
the question and his legal advisers
must take the resvonsibility of the solu-
tion." Well, he (Mr. Ouimet) hoped
that, the right hon. gentleman who
had written these instructions in this des-
patch te the Governor of the Colony
of Victoria would give the sanie
opinion in the Letellier matter. If lie
did net, for one reason, or the other, it
would be their duty then te affirm the
principle which was affirmed in the
motion of the hon. niember for Bagot
(Mr. Mousseau), and which, unfortun-
ately, he, in common with many hon.
gentlemen on his side of the House-
net on the other side-had net an oppor-
tunity of supporting. But what was the
*se of bringing up this question? How
could the hon. member for Chateauguay
(Mr. Holton) claim that lie regretted so
much that the question had not come up î

MR. HOLTON: It is on the hon.
gentlemen's account, and more particu-
larly on account of the hon. member for
Bagot (Mr. Mousseau), whose reputa-
tien in the county required absolutely
that he should put that motion that L re-
gret it was net put.

ME. MOUSSEAU : I am most thank-
ful to the hon. member, who regrets
keenly that I did net play his game.

MR. OUIMET said there was another
interest in this question. He, for one,
had great respect for the hon. member
for Bagot, quite as much friendship for
him as had the hon member for Chateau-
guay, but there was something else in
that motion than the personality of the
hon. member for Bagot. There was a
great constitutional principle to be up-
held, and, under the circumstances, the
hon. member for Bagot could net expose
his motion te the possibility of being
,voted down, and a principle affirmed
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which the hon. member for Chateauguay
would have regretted should be affirmed,
even by his own vote. But lie might
now ask what was the object of the hon.
member in bringing up this question I
And what was the object of the hon,
member for Lambton? It was certainly
net brought up for the sake of the Con-
stitution, or for the sake of the Govern-
ment, of whose course, in this matter,
they complained se much. He (Mr.
Ouimet) might characterise the action of
those hon. members as what the French
called un petit bout de cour, te
court the faveur of a very important
personage outside this Hlouse. But
the supporters of the motion had net
the sanie interest. They had net coured
that distinguished personage. They had
freely expressed their opinion before this
House-not to consult this distinguished
personage, but te vindicate what they
thought were the rights of the people ;
not for party purposes, net to gain a per-
sonal triumph ; but only te vindicate
what they thought was the proper
course te be followed. And, when they
saw that they were quite alone, even
abandoned by their Nestor, by one who
claimed te be a father of the Consti-
tution, they said to themselves it would
be just as well te stick te their friends,
who miglit be of some use te them in the
future, and te the very cause they were
now upholding. They had stuck te
their friends, and, this might be one
of the causes of the deep regret
expressed by the hon. member for Cha-
teauguay. He again asked what wes the
object of this discussion ? They could not
discuss the proposition, the principle that
had been opposed by so large a majority
in this House on the 23rd of March last
because it was a chose jugé. It could
net be discussed again without reflecting
on the decision of the great majority of
this House, although the hon. member
for Lambton and his confrere, the hon.
member for Bothwell, thought fit te pro-
nounce strong orations against thatjudg-
ment given by this House, that the con-
duct of the Lieutenant-Governor of
Quebec was unwise and subversive of
the principles of responsible gov-
ernment. Could they now dis-
cuss the advice that had been ten-
dered by the Government? Not at all.
The advice of the Government had been
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given on the very verdict of this House.
They were bound to give that advice
after the House had pronounced. The
Bouse had declared itself, and the Gov-
ernment had to act upon that declara-
tion, and they had rightly done so in
advising the Governor-General that, Lieu-
tenant-Governor Letellier having been
condemned by a great majority of this
Bouse, lis usefulness was gone,
and he ought to be removed.
The Government could not be blamed
because they had chosen to make that
announcement to the House. The
House had a right to know what they
had done in the matter, and they were
authorised by His Excellency to make
the announcement. Now, when the dis-
missal came, if it did cone, and the hon.
members claimed that it could not take
place except for cause, the papers would
be put before them, and then the cause
would appear, and, if there was no cause,
the lon. member or Lis leader would
jave to censure the Government for
having given an unwise, a wrong and
illogical advice, as the hon. member for
Chateauguay said had been given. The
reference to England, as he had said,
might be discussed, but, if this question
was to '>e discussed, the supporters of the
motion would be alone to blame the Go-
vernment, as he had already stated.
Ion. gentlemen opposite did not blame

Bis Excellency for having referred the
question to England, but they said: Your
friends are not satisfied with that, and
yon are therefore to be blamed. Whom
could they ,blame 1 He had just men-
iioned that the advice was wrongly

given. The Government had said,in a very
cool way : "We shall acoept the judgment
of an arbitrator, and the arbitrator
will be Her Majesty's Government. He
(Mr. Ouimet) believed the Government
were wrong. It might happen that in
the end they would see that they were
rigit, because, if the very solution arrived
which they expected from the other aide,
that the Governor-General must submit to
the advice of Lis Ministers, that England
had given to Canada responsible govern-
ment, and the very essence of responsible
government was that, in all matters of in-
ternal administration, they were their own
masters, they would then be satisfied,
and could, without being ashamed, say
that, after all, the Government were

MI. OUUET.

right, thougb, constitutionally, they were
right at the time, and were still right, as
it would be proclaimed by the Govern-
ment. The question would be settled
for ever to the satisfaction of all lovers of
their country and responsible govern-
ment. Let the consequences be what
they might, they could say at the end that
they had done their duty, and might still
reproach their hon. Nestor from the Pro-
vince of Quebec for not having led them in
that constitutional way which he boasted
having followed so closely and so faith-
fully.

Mu. HUNTINGTON said he was
afraid the Province of Quebec would be
somewhat disheartened by the capitula-
tion which had been made by the hon.
member for Bagot (Mr. Mousseau), of
whom he (Mr. Runtington) would not
have felt it hist duty to speak so much
had they not been neighbours.

MR. MOUSSEAU : But we do not
visit often.

MR. HJNTINGTON said tbey did
not bother each other. When he re-
turned home he would be asked by a lot
of Conservatives in bis county how it
was that Mr. Mousseau did not go on
with his motion, and he would be ob-
liged to tell them that he was afraid the
right hon. the leader of the Government
had a power over him which he (Mr.
Huntington) could not explain, any
more than he could explain those unseen
mysterious influences by which the spirit
land conveyed its views to certain pecu-
liarly constituted temperaments. The
hon. member for Bagot had led the
House to suppose he would fight a great
battle for the Province of Quebec. He
had not fought it. He must take the
consequences of having placed himself in
a position to fight a great battle for a
certain interest in the Province of Que-
bec and of not having fought it, because
ho had been overawed or overcome, or
for some other reason had been in-
fluenced by the old power. For vears
they had heard that there was to spring
up a certain influence in this country,
headed by the young men of the coun-
try, which was to discard the old party
influences and to bring good inluences
and true doctrines to the front, by the
fervour and devotion with which the
young men were to display their powers
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in this sense. His hon. friend was a
yonng man compared to himself (Mr.
luntington); the hon. member for Laval
(Mr. Ouimet) was a young man. This
Bouse listened, and thought it heard the
-first boom of the cannon-the young
=en were to fire. The hon. gentleman's
speech was something alarming. No-
thing was ever heard in this country like
the fervour with which the hon. gentle-
man assailed the Crown, but it all ended
in i1iild deprecation of the course taken.
Be remembered the days when the Trent
affair occurred; there was a very imprs-
sive cartoon upon it, representing Britain
looking across the waters for the release
of the Trent prisoners, with an
expression which indicated the title
given to the cartoon: " Britain waits an
answer ;" and the poem went on to say :
Britain awaits an answer, stern and sad.
And so he could have told his people
that Mr. Mousseau awaited an answer,
etern and sad, but the capitulation had
been made beforehand, and it was under-
stood that, whatever might be the
answer, the hon. member for Bagot (Mr.
Mousseau) and the hon. member for
Laval (Mr. Ouimet), would stili be pliant
supporters of the right hon gentleman,
whom they should have denounced in-
stead of denouncing the Governor-Gen-
eral.

Bill read the third time and passed.

PACIFIC RAILWAY ROUTE IN MANI-
TOBA.

REMARKS.

Ma. SMITH (Selkirk) said le was
pleased to hear the Government had de-
termined to have the Pacifie Railway
pass to the south of Lake Manitoba in-
stead of the north, but the other condi-
-tions were not equally satisfactory. It
was a great mistake to lop off such
a very large quantity of land
from settiement. It would be more
in the interest of the North-West were
the same policy pursued there as was
pursued by the Anmericans. At this
moment, in the States, it was allowable
for any settler to take up a bomestead as
well on the lande reserved as on those
not reserved for railways. If 100,000,000
erce in the North-West* were to be shut

out, for settlements were not to be had

except for $2 per acre, a great portion of
those settlers who would otherwise come
here would go to the American States,
where there was a large quantity of lands
more accessible than those of the Doruin-
ion. The present tariff would also oper-
ate against the settlement of the North-
West. It would not only be a graceful
act, but an act of justice on the part of
this Government, to exempt the people of
the North-West from this tariff, until
they had thorough communication with
the country by Lake Superior. With a
tariff so high as this, they could not say
to those who desired .to go into
the North-West : You are going
into a very cheap country. The article
of tea, for instance, which was the most
refreshing beverage the working man
could possibly have, sbould be admitted
free of duty, as was done on the Ameri-
can side. He trusted the Government
would see proper to relieve the wanta
of that country by excluding it from the
operation of the present tarif.

MR. RYAN (Marquette) said le was
happy to hear the hon. member for Sel-
kirk (Mr. Smith) was at last of the same
opinion as himself (Mr. Ryan), and that
he now thought the Government did right
in locating the main line of the Canada
Pacific Railway south of Lake Mani-
toba. He could not help regretting, how-
ever, that this change had occurred so
late.

Ma. SMITH: I was always of that
opinion.

MR. RYAN said if it was his opinion,
it was plainly bis duty, as a representative
of Manitoba, to take the same ground on
the floor of the House as the hon. mem-
ber for Lisgar and himself had last year.
The hon. gentleman regretted that the
policy of the Government would require
the locking up of such an enormous
quantity of land. If he (Mr. Ryan)
was correctly informed, the present
Government policy did not require the
locking up of any greater quantity of
land than was intended from the first.
Under the original Pacific Railway
scheme, 50,000,000 acres were to be
given to a company, and an equai quan-
tity was to be retained. by the Govern-
ment. The resolution now propounded
reserved the same quantity. Outaide
these 100,000,000 acres, the homestead

Pacific Railway Route [MAY 14, 1879.]
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system would obtain, as it had al-
ways done in the past. The hon.
gentleman chose to draw the at-
tention of the House to the large
quantity of good lands which
the Americans had in the markets to the
south of us. No doubt the hon. gentle-
man was a good authority as to their
value, as he was one of the proprietors
of those lands hinself. The hon. gentle-
man referred to the number of Canadians
in the United States. Had lie followed
the debates for the past two or three years,
lie would have known that gentlemen
wlo had taken an active interest in the
affairs of the country had constantly
deplored the exodus of Canadians to the
United States, and, to remedy that,
the great change was introduced in Gur
fiscal policy. If there were so many
Canadians settled in Dakotah, it was not
because their lands were superior to ours,
but because the railviay policy of the late
Administration did not confer
that ready access to our lands
which the Americans gave to their people.
Of course, in this matter they were com-
peting with the Americans for settlers,
and must be prepared to do as they did,
or they would not attract any consider-
able amount of immigration. They must
not only have lands as good as the Amer-
icans, but afford the settlers nearly equal
railway facilities. Anyone who con-
sidered the -railway policy of the late
Government, the last four or five years,
must have reached the conclusion of four-
fifths of the people of Manitoba, that, till
they had some change of Government or
pòlicy, they could not hope for a railway
through the prairies, to compete with the
Americans, and must submit to see the
bulk of the emigration pouring to the
south of them. He was happy to see
that, with the new Administration, this
policy had been changed for what they,
in Manitoba, always believed the railway
policy ought to be, a vigorous one. lie
heartily approved of it, aid knew lie was
thus expressing the sentiments of the
settlers generally in Manitoba. This
policy had produced great benefit to it,
anol he doubted not that, before many
years, it would accomplish magnificent
resuits. The sympathy shown for Man-
isoba by hou. gentlemen opposite, in dis-
cussing the tariff, in saying it would
double her taxation, did not characterise

MI. RmIÇ

them in dealing with the railway que&-
tion. They spoke as if they considered
the present Government were doing too
much for that country. Therefore, he
was inclined to doubt their sincerity,
their sentiment, or affection on the tariff
question. Quite true, as they had, in
Manitoba, no manufactures, they might
prefer a Free-trade tariff; but they pre-
ferred even Protection, and higher duties,
with a vigorous railway policy, to the
late tariff and railway policy, or want of
policy of the last Government.

SUPREME AND EXCHEQUER COURT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.-[BILL 74].

(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

SENATE AMENDMENTS AGREED TO.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) moved
that the amendments made by the Sonate
to the Bill be agreed to.

MR. COCKBURN (West Northum-
berland) said there was a very serious
objection to the time of the sitting of
that Court. He would ask that the
House should not concur in the amend-
ment of the Senate, fixing the days of its
ternis. The second term in the year had
been changed from June to M ay, and the
practitioners and public generally felt
that there was not a proper interval be-
tween the February session of the Court
and the May session. As to the February
terni, it would be the end of March bW-
fore the business would be concluded,
leaving only a month for the preparation
of the cases for the coming Court, which
was an insufficient period, by the prac-
tice of the Court. There would be no time
for the Court to prepare theirjudgments,
or the practitioners their cases, and one
term would bo, in the end, lost to the
people who attended the Court. The
June term was fixed by common consent,
and should be restored.

Mn. McDONALD (Pictou) said the
observations of the hon. gentleman (Mr.
Cockburn) simply demonstrated the dif-
ficilty of pleasing . everybody. The
Judges had recommended that the term
should be fixed as at present. When the
Bill went to the Senate, the term had
been fixed as he (Mr. McDonald)
desired, in May. The Judges had con-
sidered the whole matter, their time at
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present and requirements. There were
many interests to serve, including those
of solicitors, barristers, and suitors ; but
he thought the greatest was the interest
,of the Court. He thought the Judges
were the parties best qualified to deter-
mine in what manner they could most
efficiently perform their duties, and the
fixing of the'terms at the times which
would best enable them to perform their
work was what the Bouse ought to aim
at. He had laboured to meet the views
of all, solicitors or suitors, and thought
that the dates now fixed were those
which, in the opinion of the Court, were
most suitable, and which the House
ought to sustain.

MR. CAMERON (North Victoria)
said he was inclined to think that,
so far as -the profession in Ontario
was concerned, the fixing of the
first week in May would prove ex-
tremely inconvenient. There was a great
deal of force in the observation of the
member for West Northumberland (Mr.
Cockburn) as to the too great nearness
of the Februarv and May terms. There
was also much force in the remark of the
Minister of Justice that the wish of the
Court ovght to be consulted; but he
(Mr. Cameron) was not prepared to agree
with him that that was the primary con-
sideration, which was the convenience
and wants of the suitors. Both the
]Bench and Bar ought to sink all their
private considerations before the good of
the suitors. There had been an amend-
ment made in the Senate of very much
greater importance than that, how-
ever-he meant the addition to the clause
in reference to the right of appeal in
preliminary objections to election peti-
tions. As he understood that added
.clause, it would prevent any appeal in
those cases in which, within the last few
days, judgment had been given by the
Courts in New Brunswick, possibly in
-view ot the effect of the contemplated
législation as to the right of appeal in
preliminary objections in the cases now
proceeding. The Senate had added
a clause that practically prohibited an
appeal on a great and leading question
that had-been raised on a preliminary
objectioh as to the constitutionality of the
Court to try election petitions. le to-
tally dissented from that alteration or

addition by the Senate. He thought
that an appeal ought to be allowed to the
Supreme Court, and that that question
of the constitutionality of the Court
created by the Controverted Elections
Act; ought to be tested-an oppor-
tunity ought to be given to
test it before the Supreme Court.
Within the last few davs, judgments had
been given in two or three cases in New
Brunswick, which, under the Bill, as
amended by the Senate, would become
final and unappealable. It seemed to him
the right of appeal ought to be allowed,
but, since, by these judgments, the pe-
titions had been dismissed and appeal
could not be entered, the right of the
petitioners to have the election scrutin-
ised was at an end. It was proposed, as
he understood, to dissent from these
amenduents in the Senate, and he re-
gretted the late period of the Session
would prohibit that. If it were at all
possible to take the sense of the House
as to whether that important point of the
constitutionality of the Controverted
Elections Act would be appealed to the
Supreme Côurt to have it judicially
settled, he thought it was their duty to
allow it. And if, without any injury
to the Bill as a whole, that amendment
could be dissented from, this House
ouglit to dissent from it.

MR. PLUMB said the Election Act
of 1874 thoroughly proved the lack of
constitutional knowledge on the part of
the hon. gentlemen who now sat on the
Opposition benches. They had left the
important question open as to whether
Parliament had the right to decid- on the
nianner in which it should try the elee-
tion cases of its own members. The
101st section of the British North Ame-
rica Act, provided that Parliament might
establish a General Court of Appeal for
the settlement of constitutional ques-
tions. It provided, also, that it could
establish any additional Courts for the
better administration of the laws of
Canada. The Controverted Elections
Act of 1874, failing to declare that it
established a Cct under the provision
of the 10 1 st section of the British North
America Act, although it doubtless in-
tended to do so, had left open the ques-
tion of jurisdiction for the decision of
any Judge, before whom an election
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trial was brought. He saw that in On-
tario, upon a preliminary objection, upon
his (Mr. Plimb's) petition, which had
also been made in other cases in Ontario,
the Courts of Quieen's Bench, Chancerv,
and Common Pleas, had decided that
they had jurisdiction.- In the Province
of Quebec, Judge Mondelet, when the
law was first put on the Statute-bpok, re-
fused to try a case under it, on the
ground that it was not in the
power of the Parliament of Canada
to compel Judges having other
particular functions and jurisdiction in
the Provincial Courts to try election
cases. and that a separate Court was not
created by it under the Elections Act.
That was warning enough for the hon.
gentlemen then controlling legislation,
but they had not heeded it. He did not
hesitate to say that the wholesome force
of the Election Law had been relaxed in
almost every provision by the amend-
inents which had been made to it since
the beginning of the Parliament of ]874
until this time. It seemed as if every-
thing that had been done by the gentle-
men on the opposite side, in respect to
election trials, had been done with some
Secret knowledge, and with a view to the
corruption of the electorate. The trial
of election petitions had been left in such
a way that at this moment the Judges of
the several higher Courts in Canada were
not agreed as te the powers conferred
upon themr by Parliament. In Ontario
they had said that they had jurisdiction,
and a right to try these cases. They
said that Parliament, having a right to
pronounce on the qualification of its own
members, had a consequent right to rele-
gate that power to any person, whom it
might, in its own wisdom, select. In
New Brunswick there had been a decis-
ion, apparently hurried on by the im-
pending passage of the Bill now under
discussion, the effect of which decision
would be to confirm certain prominent
gentlemen of the Opposition in their
seats, and to quash the petitions against
them. That decision was against the
,constitutionality of the Court, which the
Act of 1874 attempted t&create. There
was a difference of opMon among the
Judges of the Courts of Quebec, in re-
gard to it, and ho (Mr. Plumb) believed
that there was also doubt as to the con-
atitutionality among the learned Judges

MI. PLURB.

of Nova Scotia. The hon. gentlemen
opposite must have known that the
question would arise, for Sir John A.
Macdonald, whose Act of 1873 made
the necessary declaration, warned the
Ministry, in 1874, of the omission in the
Act passed by themn which repealed his
Act except as to trials relating to the
elections of January, 1874. No such dis-
turbing question was mooted in those
trials, in which an enormous amount of
bribery among the Government candi-
dates was disclosed, and it seemed as if
it was intended by legislation to relax
the wholesome stringency of the law, and
to make corruption easy and unpunish-
able, and Ontario was disgraced by even
worse legislation in the same foul direc-
tion, in the desire to relieve the Barber.
and the Neelons. They had seen public
contra stors sitting in this House and con-
trolling legislation, and not only were
they sitting there with impunity, but
they were protected by virtue of legisla-
tion which prevented the trial of a peti-
tion while Parliament was in Session,
and forbade Judges from sitting during
term, and by virtue of legislation which
whitewshed them of pain and penalties
when their misdeeds were disclosed.

MR. HOLTON: Order.

MR. PLUMB said he contended that.
he was speaking to the question, and that
his argument was perfectly logical and in
order, and that his bon. friend from
Chateauguay (Mr. Holton) knew he was
telling the truth. It was a sad day for
Canada, when the corporal's guard, the
baker's dozen, the gentlemen shrinking-
according to the eloquent words of the
ex-member for South Bruce (Mr. Blake)
-shrinking behind the member for
Kingston, were not able to prevent.
although they strongly opposed, the kind
of legislation which had brought about
the corruption he (Mr. Plumb) was
speaking of. And he referred to it in
unmistakeable language of condemna-
tion, because it was pertinent to the
discussion of a special clause of the
Bill before them, and because lie knew
that the destinies of Canada depended
upon the purity of this Legislature, qpo
whether the members who sat in ths
House were independent of, or servile to,
the Government of the day. . He thanked
God that the hon. gentlemen on th
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Government side of the House were a
body who could not be corrupted, and
that we had a Senate which the hon.
member for Bothwell had not abolished.
He had heard a good deal of bribing
manufacturers, of corrupting farmers in
respect to the National Policy, which its
enemies asserted falsely promised to give
eveiybody everything. But he main-
tained that no legislation ever passed in
this House had been so productive of
corruption as the legislation which made
it possible for any man to sitân the
House of Commons of Canada with a
oontract in bis pocket ; even to sit-
though he did not say any man had done
so-whilst it was certainly possible that
,he could-in the Speaker's chair. They
amight imagine the humiliation of the
late Government, upon bearing one of
the foremost lawyers of Canada, the late
member for South Bruce (Mr. Blake),
rise in bis place and sa there was no
harm in a member of Parliament taking
a contract with the Government, because,
the very instant he entered into such a
contract, he ceased to be a mermber of
iParliament. Consequently, a Speaker,
who was the arbiter between the two
great contending parties in the House,
the man who held the scales of justice,
who sat in bis robes of State, giving de-
cisions which might affect the destinies
and the liberties of this country, who was
supposed to see neither side, but to be
blind to the fact as to whether his decis-
ions would affect one side or the other,
night sit in the Speaker's chair for four

,years deriving emolument from a con-
tract which he might have been proved
to have corruptly enjoyed, might escape
ýpunishment through a Bill passed by a
vote of the party which elected him, and
might be adjudged to have been neither
a duly qualified Speaker entitled to give
decisions, nor, in fact, a member of Parlia-
nent at all, certainly not in any sense en-

titled to hold the honourable position of
Speaker of this House, for, according to
Mr. Blake, the Speaker from 1874 to
1878 was not a member of Parliament.
But he resigned-he was re-elected to
the House after a thorough whitewashing,
and was re-elected Speaker by bis friends.
The legislation of the late Governument,
with reference to the qualification of mem-
bprs, which was, he (Mr. Plumb) believed,
oorrupt, must have been initiated for the

purpose of allowing a man to sit and vote
in this flouse who never had a right to
do so. It was tainted throughout by the
same wicked design. He (Mr. Plumb)
had no desire to bring up these matters
before the House, but he was compelled
now to do so by the course taken by bon.
gentlemen opposite, who had, within the
last two days, the temerity to bring an
exploded charge against the leader f the
Government, an insult to whom was re-
ceived by every man who sat behind that
hon. gentleman as a threat and insult te
himself. When they looked back at the
disclosures affecting Walker, Cook, M. C.
Cameron, Laflamme, Jodoin, Morris, the
McLeods, the Anglins, and other purists,
whose name was legion-whentheylooked
back at the men who lately beld the
reins of Government, they might well
question the character and intention of
any legislation enacted by those gentle-
men. He had heard a great deai from
the gentlemen opposite, and from
their leading newspapers of the cor-
ruption and jobbery of their pre-
decessors in office, and of the purity
of the party now in the minority. It
had been claimed by the leader cf that
party, in the House, that no money had
been spent to secure the return of hi%
friends to Parliament in l72, or in
1874. Such brazen assertions, and the
hypocritical, pharasaical pretension to be
holier in party warfare than their op-
ponents, had disgusted him and many
others who had been constant readers of
the great party organ. If it had re-
quired anything to make him (Mr.
Plumb) a strong Conservative-bis op-
ponents might say, perhaps, a Tory-it
would have been the sham morality
preached by men who knew that the cor-
ruptions they had to bide were rank
and smelt to beaven. The party of the
bon. gentlemen opposite, which professed
to be so pure, was really the party of
corruption. W hy lad they started the
cry of the Pacific scandal in 1874, and
why did they repeat it whenever they were
pinned to the wall I It was to cover up
their own offences; it was because they
had bought elections, and because, in
1874, they intended to spend large sumas
of money on the elections. The hon.
member for Centre Huron said that it was
an old dodge, when men were guilty of
oflences to charge offences of a similar
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kind against those who had detected
them. He pointed to the dis-
closures of the corrupt appeal of
the Big Push Purists, to the
North Simcoe election trial, re-
specting the immaculate standard ele-
vator H. H. Cook, and to the Chambly
election trial, % here it was proved that
the firm of Huntington, Laflamme &
Huntington subcribed $9,000 towards
the electiun of Mr. Jodoin, who was,
after al], unseated and disqualified, and
gave place to a good Conservative
(Mr. Benoit),. who was re-elected in Sep-
tember last. Look at the shining, the
lustrous example of Mr. Walker, whose
friend, John Madiver, came along to put
down corruption, and at whose election
bribery of the foulest kind flooded the
slums of London. $25,000, it was said,
the elevation cost in that lovely instance,
and the disqualified Walker sat in a place
of honour at picnic gatherings, beside
the leader of his party, and was the nomi-
nee of that party at the last eleccion.

MR. MILLS: There was a case in
Niagara in which it was proved that
more per capita was spent than in Lon-
don.

MR. PLJMB said lie spent no money
at all, and Judge Hagarty was in great
doubt as to whether or not he would an-
seat him. The learned Judge himself said
that decision turned upon a very severe
interpretation of the law of agency in
election cases as defined up to that time,
by which he (Mr. Plumb) must be un-
seated. The case of agency was one
three times removed. $120 only was
proved to have been improperly spent.
Bis (Mr. Plumb's) counsel refused to
throw up the sponge, notwithstand-
ing the suggestions of the coun-
sel for the petitioner. le insisted
that the case against him (Mr. Plumb)
should be exhausted. There were
many 'witnesses for the petitioner in
Court; but' the petiti 'ner did not call
them, and went no furthei, after proving
bribery to the extent named, notwith-
standing the challenge. The learned
Judge, in his report, fully acquitted him
(Mr. Plumb) of any consent to or know-
ledge of the bribery. The learned Judge
administered the law in its full severity,
although there had been but few election
trials, and the English decisions upon

MR. PLUMB.

which hie judgment was based were not
generally known in this country, nor had
candidates the warning they now had.
Another learned Judge, in the Provinee
of Quebec, tempered his judgment in the
election case of a respondent, who was at
the time Minister of Justice in the Gov-
ernment of his standard-elevating friend
from Lambton, with greater mercy, and
did not even unseat the man who many
persons - thought owed more to mercy
than tojustice for his escape. The St.
Ann's 4ideboard, alas, showed thatlessons
were lost on some people. But there was
another election trial in Niagara, which
had lately terminated, to which the
attention of members had been called by
the member for Bothwell. An irrepres-
sible gentleman came from Toronto, last
summer, tb contest the constitaency with
him (Mr. Plumb). He stated that he
was specially commissioned to run in the
Grit interest by the hon. member for
Lambton, and by the great Panjaidrum
himself, the Hon. Mr. Brown, the lead-
er's leader. The last named hon. gentle-
man, it was said, was heard to assert that
a mari had been found to beat hirm (Mr.
Plumb), and that he (Mr. Plumb) was
doomed. The resident Grits had offered
the nomination to three or four of the
most available men in the constituency,
but they had exhibited the better
part of valour, and one and all had de-
clined the honour. Mr. Hughes came
upon the stage, and appealed to hie co-
religionists for support. The influential
Catholics advised him to go back to
Toronto, and assured him lie could not
win by fair means. He was egged on,
however, by designing men, to whom he
foolishly bragged of the depth of his
purse, and he was returned by a majority
of two. His agents in the work of a
corruption which was unparalleled in the
history of elections in Canada, were two
brothers-in-law from Rochester, two of
their A merican friends, and a few notor-
ious men in the constituency whose
hands were against every insu, or in every
man's pocket who appeared there as a can-
didate, and would permit himself to be
robbed by then. Some of the money
that was openly paid for the purchase of
votes was handed over to the other side by
the recipients when the poll closed, and
within a few hours overwhelming evi-
dence was in their hands, under which the
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emissary and chosen candidate of Mr.
Mackenzie and Mr. Brown could not
escape unseating and disqualification.
Proceedings were taken immediately
upon the return to the Clerk of the
Crown in Chancery, and the Niagara
petition was the first one filed. Owing
to the defect in the Controverted Elec-
tion A et, which was affected by the section
ofthe Supreme Court A etunder discussion,
the counsel for the respondent obtained a
hearing upon a preliminary objection as
to the constitutionality of the Court for
election trials. Delays were consequent.
The decision was against the objection.
The trial was held late in January-four
months after the filing of -the petition.
Several cases of bribery were proved ;
the respondent's election was set aside ;
te was disqualified, but, before thescrutiny
of votes which would seat him (Mr.
Plumb) could be gone into, the learned
Judge was compelled, under a clause in
the Election Act, to which he (Mr.
Plumb) had already referred, to adjourn
the Court until the i lth of Marchinorder,
imeanwhile, to sit in erm and give judg-
ment. The respondent desired to prevent a
further prosecution of the case, which
Lad scarcely begun, except as to bribery
by the respondent personally. The
Court met at Niagara on the 1 lth
March. A sufficient number of votes
were struck off from the respondent's list
to give'him (Mr. Plumb) a majority. His
counsel stated to the Court that, having
obtained all he petitioned for, namely, the
unseating and disqualifying of the res-
pondent, with all costs, and the seating of
the petitioner, he thought it unnecessary
to proceed further. The respondent's
counsel withdrew all charges against him
(Mr. Plumb), and-stated that the case on
his side would not be proceeded with.
Mr. John Currie, a former opponent of
his (Mr. Plumb), made an attempt to
substitute one Bissell for Mr. Hughes.
His (Mr. Plumb's) counsel offered him
every facility, and proposed to wait till
Mr. Hughes' consent could be obtained,
which the Judge thought necessary, but
Bissell did not appear, and the mat-
ter was dropped. He (Mr. Plumb) had
beard that his opponent acknowledged
that he spent $10,000 in the election.
Of course, but a small part of this enor-
mous sum ever went out of the possession
of the professional election jobbers and

hungry buzzards, who had extracted it
from him by playing upon his ignorance
and bis vanity, both of which were egre-
gious. It was also stated that Mr. Hughes
admitted having paid the large sum of
$14,000 to prevent the attendance of
witnesses at the Court, and for other
purposes, which it would not be proper to
name. One man asserted that he had
been paid $700 to go across the Niagara
River and stay there till the case was
over. He was fouad in good quarters at
a first-class hotel with two other suspect-
ed persons, who also modestly shrunk
from the publicity of the witness box.
Thus ended the case which might justly
be called a cause celebre. There was no
further resistance to the seating of the
petitioner, and no appeal.

Mi. MILLS: Why i

Mn. PLUMB: Because there were no
grounds upon which to attack him, or
upon which to appeal, the constitutional
objection having been disposed of by the
Ontario Judges almost unanimously.
He would suggest to bis hon. friend the
leader of the Opposition, two cartoons, to
be hung up in the halls of the party of
Reform, or to be exhibited in their party
processions as symbolismns of the purity
of their principles. The one should re-
present the Walker election of 1874, as
the illustration of their advent to power,
and the companion picture should be that
of the triumph of ,the party, in the per-
son of the hon. gentleman's chosen can-
didate, Mr. Hughes, in Niagara, in Sep-
tember, 1878, which as emphatically and
truly illustrated that they, of the party
of purity, still clung to the same human
devices which had purchased their rise,
and which precipitated their downfal.
There could not be found canvas enough
on which to depict all the frightful warn-
ings of their career, but these would
suffice as hints, and serve as a useful les-
son for the risinggeneration. And these
were the men who dared to talk about
the sale of a railway charter. The
right hon. the leader of the Government
bad challenged the Opposition to discus-
sion, and dared them to the proof of that
fouil, stale, evil-smelling siander which
some of the hon. members opposite had
lately referred to, in a manner character-
istic of each. The hon. member for
Centre Huron had truculently introduced
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it into an argument against certain
propositions for procuring aid from the
home Government for a Pacific Railway
scheme. It had been reiterated in a still
more offensive way by the purist of Shef-
ford, who had been hoist with bis own
petard, and upon whom an inquest ought
properly to have been held immediately
afterwards. With a meanness of insinua-
tion, peculiar to certain persons who durst
not say openly what they sought to convey
covertly-stabbers in the dark-it was
hinted furtively by the member for
Bothwell, who had especially distinguished
himself by the style of bis attack, and
the disingenuousness of his postulates dur-
ing the presen' Session. The whole scan-
dai had been fabricated for the purpose
of leading off on a false scent-for the
purpose of drawing public attention from
the iniquity of the party of purity, who,
from the grand old Reformer down to
-he would not call names-were double-
dyed in electoral and Parliamentary cor-
ruption, either by their own deeds, or by
shielding others. A salutary lesson had
been taught the country by the career
of the hon. gentlemen opposite, and, as
the discussion was going on, it was per-
fectly legitimate, and stricdly in order, to
refer to matters bearing upon the effect
of a change in the Supreme Court Act,
by which appeal could be taken to that
Court upon preliminary objections in
election trials, an appeal which was shut
off by the repeal of certain clauses in the
Controverted Elections Act of 1874, and
the substitution therefor, of a clause
in- the Supreme Court Act of 1875.
The clause of the Act now under
discussion seriously affected the position
of parties to an election trial, and that
position was rendered most uncertain by
the different views taken by Judges, in
respect to the constitutionality of the
Controverted Elections Act. He (Mr.
Plumb) held that, for this complication,
as well as others, gentlemen opposite
were entirely responsible. A stringent
Election Law, and swift and certain
punishment for its violation, was most de-
iirable in the interest of all those who
desired te see the halls of State purged of
the shame which humiliated all who wit-
zessed it in 1877, and no better note of
the honesty and purity of a party could be
found than in its legislation on that para-
mount subject. He (Mr. Plumb) had

ME. PLUX.

been called to order by the hon. member
for Chateauguay (Mr. Holton), who had
brought himselt down and attenuated his
naturally vigorous mind, until he was
nothing bioader than a point of order,
who could never address this House on
anything larger or more worthy a
statesman than a point of order. He
(Mr. Plumb) was .in order when he as-
serted that it was made very difficult by
the legislation of the Retorm Govern-
ment since 1874, to unseat.any member,
however unworthy he might be, and that
was the legacy which was left the
present Parliament by the great so-called
Party of Purity.

Mi. COCKBURN (West Northum-
berland) said the first amendment to thia
Bill affected existing cases, and took
away the right of appeal. Respecting
the election in Montmorenci, there were
two appeals, at this moment, pending in
the Supreme Court against the decisiona
of Judges on preliminary objections, and
it was a question whether that right of
appeal existed or not. In order to re-
move any doubt, this Act provided that
henceforth there should be such ap-
peals, and there could be no ques-
tion but that there should, because
an election petition well founded,
complaining of an undue election, might
be disposed of upon a preliminary point
by a Jùdge on a very arbitrary, and, ha
might be allowed to say, perhaps an ill-
founded decision. To'get the right of
appeal against such decisions, this clause
was inserted inthe Bill. Now,this amend-
ment provided that following should be in-
serted "Provided also that no appeala
shall be allowed under this section in
cases of litigation now pending." There
were cases now pending in which that
question was yet to be decided by the
Supreme Court, and this amendment
would take away the right of appeal, and
those cases would be turned out of
Court by this legislation which, ho
thought, had been proposed without due
consideration by the other Chamber. The
responsibility would rest on the Govern-
ment, and ha felt it his duty to warn the
Minister of Justice as to the effect of thie
amendment.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said 1o.
person could deprecate more strongly
than himself the amendment proposed by
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the Sonate. He thought it was uncalled
for, and, instead of promoting the inter-
ests of justice, would tend directly in
the contrary direction. But, inasmuch
as the Bill gave appeal on questions
where there was no appeal before, or
where it was doubtful that there was any
appeal, he thought it more desirable to
retain the Bill than to send it back to
the Sonate, at the risk of losing the
whole Bill, leaving election cases just
where they were before this Act was
proposed, and losing the benefit derivable
from it on other questions of great im-
portance.

Ma. COCKBUIRN said if, under the
proposed amendments, the election cases
were left as they were under the old Act,
'he would not say another word ; but, un-
fortunately, the particular amendment
to which he referred went much further.
It made a law which eut out those ap-
peals altogether.

Ma. McDONALD (Pictou) said he
was not aware of any cases pending ; but
his hon. friend would sec that it only
raised the question that would probably
be raised in some incidental election be-
fore another general election. The old
Supreme Court of New Brunswick and
the Court of the Province of Quebec
had held that the Election Court, as
established under the present Election
Law, was ultra vires, and the result was
that petitions in those Provinces had
been dismissed, while the Supreme
Courts of Ontario and Nova Scotia had
,held directly the contrary; so that they
had the judicial power of the Dominion
divided on this all-important question. If
he (Mr. McDonald) thought that injustice
could possibly be done by the clause as it
atood, and he was not aware that any
questions were pending in the Çonrt that
could possibly be affected by it, he would
almost sacrifice the Bill rather than be a
party to doing injustice to anyone on
either aide. The Bill was a very impor-
tant one. There were clauses in it that
it was desirable sbould become law, and
he did not think he could accede to the
request and imperil the Bill by rejecting
the amendment. ,

MIL CAMERON (North Victoria)
id that clause was prepared with a good

dlof care, by himself with the assistance
of another gentleman in the House, and

was submitted to a very learned Judge
of the Supreme Court. The very word-
ing of it was most carefully considered,
and, unfortunately, the amendment made
by the Senate certainly deprived the
clause of its chief value. The object of
it was to allow an appeal to the Supreme
Conrt on that general question of con-
stitutionality, under the Controverted
Elections Act. It was thought there
should be an appeal upon it, and that the
rights of any petitioner should not be
entirely jeopardised by a judgment on
that particular point. The effect of a
petition on that ground was the peti-
tioner was drawn before the Court, had
no right to appeal, and, on the judg-
ment of a single Judge, the
right of a member to sit
was decided. It was only on those pre-
liminary objections where the decision
involved the entire fate of the petition,
or the right of the hon. member to ait
in this House that any appeal was
allowed. It was not proposed to allow
an appeal on a preliminary objection of
a technical character, but only on one
dismissing the petition, only on a pre-
liminary objection going to the merits of
the whole case. If the petition was dis-
missed, the petitioner was out of Court
for ever, and the member petitioned
against was confirmed in his seat; and
an hon. member might sit in this House
who had obtained his seat by improper
means. A great wrong would be done if
the appeal were departed from. They
ought not, hy any legislation, determine
that the right of a member to ait in this
House should not be subject to the
scrutiny of a higher Court, and that any
member who happened to obtain a favour-
able judgment on this particular point
should be confirmed in his seat without
any possibility of appeal.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) moved, in
amendment to insert after the words,
" And provided also that no appeals shal
be allowed under this section in cases in
litigation and now pending " the follow-
ing words : " Except cases where the
appeal has been allowed, and duly filed."

Amendment agreed to.

House adjourned at
Half-past Eleven o'clock.
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HlOUSE OF COMMONS.

Thur8day, 15th May, 1879.

The Speaker took the Chair at fifteen
minutes before Two o'clock.

PRIVILEGE OF THE HOUSE.

REMARKS.

Order for Mr. John A. Macdonell to
attend at the Bar of the House read.

MR. SPEAKER read the following
letter :-

e ToowTO, 14th May, 1879.
"A. PATRICK, Esq.,

" Clerk,
"House of Commons,

c Ottawa.
" Ba-

"Re Macdonéll.
"On enquiry at the office of Mr. Macdon-

ell, I was inforned by a clerk that he had
not returned to the office from Ottawa, and that
it was probable he had remained over at his
home (Glengarry) on the way up.

" On his arrival I will serve him, and notify
yon to that effect.

Yours truly,
" H. VLICENT GREENEl."

MR. McLENNAN said the young
gentleman whose name was before the
House in this unpleasant position hap-
pened to be one of his constituents, and
he felt it his duty to say a wortd for him
here. He was very sorry he was not
here to speak for himself. He was sure
that no one could regret more than he
would, and more than he did, the un-
pleasant scene which occurred on Satur-
day night. He thought that gentlemen
in this House who had come to years of
discretion, and whose blood was cool, and
whose heads were sobered, must sympa-
thise with younger men, under circum-
stances of great excitement, and he (Mr.
McLennan) ventured to say that no man
possessed a higher sense of honour than
Mr. Macdonell. He (Mr. McLen-
n'an) regretted exceedingly to have
heard that young gentleman's name
mentioned in this House under
circumstances which, on the face of them,
appeared to be very much against him.
Ie was sure no man woukt be more
ready than he would be to apologiseto this
louse, and to Mr. Speaker, for the indis-

cretion he committed under circumstances
of great excitement. Of course, it was

MR. MCDONÂLD.

an open question as to the offence. He
believed Mr. Macdonell was sitting be-
side the Speaker in a seat to which he
had been introduced by Mr. Speaker's
permission, and, if he made a remark
which appeared to be offensive to a
member of this House, he thought hon.
members might extend to him a feeling
of charity. What Mr. Macdonell be-
lieved to be strong language was applied
to a right hon. gentleman upon whom he
looked with the veneration which he pro-
perly felt towards the gentleman who
had been bis protector and friend, and to
whom he felt the strong fidelity of his
ardent nature. He (Mr. McLennan) had
not the least hesitation in saying that
Mi. Macdonell was indiscreet. He
would, however, have no opportunity of
clearing himself for a long interval, in
ftct, not until the next Session. His ap-
pointments had made it necessary that
he sbould leave for the county of Glen-
garry on Monday, but he (Mr.'McLen-
nan) was willing to pledge all the weight
of any responsibility that he might have
that Mr. Macdonell would be the first,
if he ' ere here, to apologise for the in-
discretion le had committed in very hot
blood. Allusion had been made to Mr.
Macdonell having sent a paper into this
House, and he thought it was very un-
fairly stated that that was sent in cold
blood. A young gentleman, in that
state of excitement, who simply crossed
the corridor, was not in cold blood, and
bis sending that in in writing could not
be regarded as a repetition of bis offence
in cold blood. He made this explana-
tion as one which he owed to a young
gentleman of whom he had the very
highest opinion, and to whose indiscre-
Lion he was inclined to extend an amourit
of charity, in which he believed the
Speaker and every member of the House
would agree with him.

MR. HOLTON said he was very
sorry, indeed, to hear the excuse made by
bis hon. friend from Glengarry for a
perfectly inexcusable offence against
the dignity and privileges of
the House. That the young ge-
gentleman referred to should have been
led bv circumstances to the committal
of the great indiscretion of whieà
he was guilty was very much
to .be regretted, but it could only

The House.(COM MONS.]
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he atoned for by an apology, not only to
the House, but to the hon. gentleman
against whom the offence was committed.
This hon. gentleman was a representa-
tive of the people, and as such, should
be respected by all who came within the
precincta of the House, This gentleman
was introduced as a matter of privilege
on the floor of the House, and had no
right to accept that compliment, that
favour, to become, as it were, the guest
of the bon. member for Shefford, unless
he was prepared to treat him with the
decorum and respect to which the hon.
gentleman's position as a member of the
House entitled him. The hon. member
for Glengarry had stated that the young
gentleman had too hot blood. Why should
he have hot blood? Had lie anything
to do with the debates of the House I
Had he any right to interfere in the dis-
cussions taking place in the House I His
hon. friend took a position which was
not creditable to himself in apoloaising
for such an outrage. This young gentle-
man must have known -he did know as
a fact-that the initial steps had been
taken to cal] him to the Bar of the
Hlouse.

MR. McLENNAN: No, he did not.

M, IOLTON said lie left with
a full knowledge of what was to be
done. He had not responded to the
order, gand his hon. friend now put
in a plea in extenuation. It was
not becoming in his hon. friend, aîd
it was not what his duty to the dig-
nity of this House required at his hands.
This young gentleman-lhe desired to
speak of him as a young gentleman ; he
knew him ; he had known his lamented
father very well ; he did not believe that
he was accustomed to perform acts un-
worthy of a gentleman-had fallen into a
grievous error, to say the least of it, in
this case, and it was due to the House, to
himself, to his position, and to the hon.
member for Shefford that ho should ten-
der to the House, and to the hon. mem-
ber for Shefford, a complete and compre-
hënsive apology for the error, if error it
were, into which he had fallen ; and yet
that young gentleman allowed this Ses-
lion of the House to close with the stig-
ma fastened upon him for the next nine
montlis of having insulted this House, of
having insulted a member of this House,

personally, when availing himself of the
kindness and courtesy of Mr. Speaker to
obtain a seat on the floor. If he had
consulted his own personal dignity, if ho
had reflected on the flagrance of the
offence he had committed, he would have
appeared in spite of every obstacle in re-
sponse to the order of the House, and
would have tendered such an apology as
would have been called for by the occa-
sion, which, lie was sure, the whole
House, including the hon. member for
Shefford, would gladly have accepted,
and would thus have relieved himself of
a stigma that must stand fixed to him
during his whole future career. He (Mr.
Bolton), during his twenty-five years'
service in Parliament, had never known
so flagrant an offence ag. inst the dignity
and privileges of the L ouse as the
young gentleman referred to had
confessedly been guilty of on
this occasion. Of course, the time
remaining to them forbade any
ulterior proceedings being taken. Ob-
viously, advantage had been taken of the
advanced st&ge of the Session, and the
impossibility of Parliament taking any
steps to vindicate its privileges during
the Session; but lie did say that this
young gentlemen had placed himself in a
position that his friends ought to mourn
over, instead of excusing, and which ren-
dered it the duty of the leaders of the
House at the next Session to call him to
a rigorous account for. It was not by
stopping out of the way, and by evading
the issue this Session, that Mr. Macdon-
ell would clear himself of the contempt
of Parliament under which lie now sat,
and the leaders of the Flouse woild
utterly fail to do their duty if they failed
to take next Session such steps as would
assert the dignity and privileges of Par-
liament in respect to this matter. This
young gentleman had committed a most
flagrant assault, not merely on the privi-
leges of the House, but on the proprieties
of lite. A more disgraceful exhibition
was never made within the precincts of
Parliament than was made by this young
gentleman on the night of Saturday last.
He would not have expressed himself
thus warmly, lie would probably not have
said anything at all, if his hon. friend from
Glengarry had not conceived it consistent
with his duty, because of his personal re-
lations to this young gentleman, to lay
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down doctrines which could not be enter-
tained, to enter pleas of extenuation or
jistification which could not for one mo-
ment be entertained, and which were
utterly repugnant to any doctrine that
bad ever before been proclaimed with re-
gard to what was right and proper under
the circumstances.

MR. SPEAKER: Mr. Macdonell
came to me the other day to apologise.
Of course I did not mention it to the
Bouse, because I considered the offence
of such a grave and public character that
Il thought his apology ought to have been
publicly.

MR. HOLTON said he thought Mr.
Speaker was quite right. No doubt, his
conception of the gravity of the offence
comnitted was the correct one. Mr.
Macdonell was not only bound to apolo-
gise publicly to the House, but he was
bound to apologise publicly to the hon.
member for Shefford.

Ma. McLENNAN said his young
friend left at three o'clock on Monday,
before the meeting of the House. He
would have been an intruder to corne
and apologise without being called here.

MR. HOLTON: He knew he had
committed a flagrant offence.

Mn. McLENNAN : He did not know
he was to be called to the Bar of the
House.

MR. HOLTON: He did not leave at
three o'clock. He left at night, so I am
informed. But there can be no doubt
the apology was due to the individual
member whom he had outraged, within
hearing, within less than two yards of
his seat.

A Message was delivered by the Gen-
tleman Usher of the Black Rod:-

EtM. SPEAKUS
e Ris Excellency the Governor-General de-

sires the immediate attendance of this honour-
able House in the Senate Chamber."

Accordingly, Mr. Speaker, with the
Bouse, went up to attend His Ex-
eellency.

MIL HoLTOI.

In the Senate Chai4ber.
Bis Excellency was pleased to give, ia

Her Majesty's name, the Royal Assent
to the following Bills :-

An Act to amend and consolidate as amended
the several enactnents respecting the Nortb-
West Mounted Police Force.

An Act to reduce the capital stock of the
Quebec Fire Assurance Company.

An Act to extend the powers of the Domln-
ion Telegraph Company and to further amend
the Act incorporating the said Company.

An Act to amend the Act 41 Victoria,
chapter 21, intituled " An Act to revive
and amend the Act incorporating the Mon-
treal and Champlain Junction Railway Com-
pany.

An Act respecting the International Bridge
Company.

An Act te authorise the Welland Railway
Company to convert their 6 per cent. mortgage
bonds into 5 per cent, debenture stock, and
for other purposes.

An Act to incorporate the Gazette Printing
Company.

An Act further to amend the Act incorpor-
ating the London and Canadian Loan and
Agency Company (limited).

An Act to amend the Act incorporating
the Kingston and Pembroke Railway Com-
pany.

An Act respecting the Consolidated Bank of
Canada.

An Act to amend an Act respecting the
Police of Canada.

An Act to amend the Act to incorporate the
Ontario and Pacific Junction Railway Company
of Canada.

An Act to incorporate the Napanee, Tam-
worth, and Quebec Railway Company

An Act to amend the Act incorporating the
Canada Life Assurance Company.

An Act to authorise the construction of a
bridge over the Ottawa River, for the use of
the Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, and Occidental
Railway, and for other purposes.

An Act respecting the "Andrew Mercer On-
tario Reformatory for Females.'

An Act respecting La Banque Jacques Car-
tier.

An Act to incorporate the North American
Mutual Life Insurance Company.

An Act respecting tonnage dues levied in
Canadian ports under Canadian law,.

An Act to amend the Post Office Act of
1875.

An Act to incorporate the Geographical
Society of Quebec.

An Act respecting Census and Statistice.
An Act to amend the Penitentiary Act of

1875.
An Act to amend the Act incorporating the

Ottawa Loan and Investment Company, and to
change the saine to " The Manitoba and North-
West Loan Company (Limited)."

An Act to amend and consolidate the laws
respecting duties imposed on Promissory Notes
and Bills of Exchange.

Prorogation.[COMMONs.]
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An*Act respecting the offices of Receiver-
General and Minister of Public Works.

An Act to incorporate the Atlantic and
North-West Railway Company.

An Act to make the first day of July a
public holiday by the name of Dominion Day.

An Act to amend an Act for the more
speedy trial in certain cases of persons charged
with felonies and misdemeanours in the Pro-
vinces of Ontario and Quebec, and the Act re-
specting summary convictions before Justices
of the Peace.

An Act to amend au Act to provide for more
effectual enquiry into the existence of corrupt
practices at elections of -members of the House
of Commons.

An Act to amend the Act of Incorporation
af the Confederation Life Association.

An Act to authorise and confirm an inden-
tare of sale by the Trustees of the Toronto
gavings 3ank to the Home Savings and Loan
Company (Limited).

An Act to amend an Act intituled " An Act
especting the Intercolonial Railway," passed

in the thirty-ninth year of the reign of Her
Majesty Queen Victoria.

An Act respecting certain Ordnance and
Admiralty Lands in the Provinces of New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

An Act to explain and amend the Act re-
specting the appropriation of certain Domi-
nion lands in Manitoba.

An Act to amend the Truro and Pictou
Railway Transfer Act, 1877.

An Act to amend the Acte respecting the
Isolated Risk and Farmers' Fire Insurance
Company of Canada, and to change the naine
thereof to " The Sovereign Fire Insurance
Company of Canada."

An Act to provide against infectious or con-
tagious diseases affecting animals.

An Act to amend the Pilotage Act, 1873.
An Act to amend the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way Act, 1874.
An Act to amend the Act respecting the

Barbour of Pictou, in Nova Scotia.
An Act to remove doubte as to the true

intent and meaning of certain provisions of
the Canada Temperance Act, 1878, and to
make certain amendments thereto, in so far as
the said Act relates to Manitoba.

An Act to amend an Act to incorporate the
Detroit River Tunnel Company.

An Act to amend an Act to incorporate
the Canada and Detroit River Bridge Company.

An Act for granting an annual subsidy to-
wards the construction and maintenance of
telegraphic communication to and upon Anti-
costi and the Magdalen Islands.

An Act to provide for the payment of an ad-
ditional temporary grant to the Province of
Manitoba.

An Act respecting the salaries of the
County Court Judges of Prince Edward Is-
land.

An Act to grant certain powers to La
8ociété Permanente de Construction du Dis-
trict d'Iberville.
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An Act to maxe further provisions respect-
ing the Consolidated Bank of Canada.

An Act relating to the protest of Inland
Bills of Exchange and Promissory Notes in
Nova Scotia.

An Act to amend the Maritime Jurisdiction
Act, 1877.

An Act respecting Building Societies carry-
ing on business in the Province of Ontario.

An Act to amend the Seamen's Act, 1873.
An Act respecting the Harbour of North

Sydney, in bTova Scotia.
An Act to provide for the inspection, safe-

keeping, and storage of petroleum and the
products thereot.

An Act to amend the Acts incorporating the
Coteau and Province Line Railway and Bridge
Company, and the Montreal and City of
Ottawa Junction Railway Company and amend-
ing Acts, and to amalgamate the said com-
panies.

An Act to continue in force for a limited
time the Better Prevention of Crime Act, 1878.

An Act respecting the safe-keeping of
dangerous lunatics in the North-West Terri-
tories.

An Act respecting the Official Arbitrators.
An Act to amend so much of the Act 33

Victoria, chapter 46, as relates to the imposi-
tion and collection of dues and tolls upon logs,
timber, pine, cedar, and railway ties passing
down the River Moira through the port of
Belleville.

An Act further to amend the Canadian
Pacific Railway Act, 1874.

An Act to provide for the salary of one ad-
ditional Judge of the Supreme Court of New
Brunswick, and for the salary of any future
Judge in Equity of the Supreme Court of
Nova Scotia.

An Act to amend and consolidate the laws
relating to Weights and M easures.

An Act to incorporate the Manitoba South-
Western Colonisation Railway Company.

An Act to amend the Act of the present
Session, intituled " An Act to provide for the
inspection, safe keeping, and storage of petro-
leum and the products thereof."

An Act to extend an Act respecting certifi-
cates to Masters and Mates of ships.

An Act to amend the Acte respecting the
Trinity House and Harbour Commissioners of
Montreal.

An Act respecting trade marks and indus-
trial designs.

An Act to amend the Act relating to Banks
and Banking and the Acte amending the same.

An Act to provide for the liquidation of the
affairs of Building Societies in the Province of
Quebec.

An Act to amend and consolidate the
several Acts respecting the public lands of the
Dominion.

An Act to alter the duties of Customs and
Excise.

An Act for the acquisition by the Dominion
of a certain portion of the Grand Trunk Rail-
way, to be made part of the Intercolonial
Railway.

An Act to amend the Indian Act, 1876.
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An Act for the relief of Eliza Maria
Campbell.

An Act further to amend the Acts therein
mentioned respecting the Militia and Defence
of the Dominion of Canada.

An Act to amend and consolidate the
Bailway Act, 1868, and the Acts amending it.

An Act further to amend the Supreme and
Exchequer Court Act.

The Speaker of the House of Commons
then said :-

"MAY T PLEASE YouR EXCELLENOY :

" In the name of the Commons, I present to
Your Excellency a Bill intituled ' An Act for
granting to Her Majesty certain sums of
money required for defraying certain expenses
of the public service for the financial years
ending respectively the 30th June, 1879, and
the 30th June, 1880, and for other purposes re-
lating to the public service,' to which I humbly
request Your Excellency's assent."

To this Bill the Royal Assent was sig-
nified in the following words:-

lIn Her Majesty's name His Excellency the
Governor-General thanks Rer loyal subjects,
accepts their benevolence, and assents to this
Bill."

His Excellency the Governor-General
was then pleased to address the two
Houses in the following speech

" Hon. Gentlemen of the Senate :

c Gentlemen of the Bouse of Commons:

1I desire to thank you for the diligence and
care with which you have discharged your
duties during this laborious and protracted
session.

"The reorganisation of the important De-
partment of Public Works and the division of

its duties, will, I doubt not, greatly add to the
efficiency of the public service.

" The consolidation .and amendment of the
Statutes relating to the lands of the Dominion
will present to the large number of settlers
now wending their way to the North-West
Territories a compendious and well-considered

system.

cI hope that the Bill relating to
Weights and Measures, while it relaxes the

stringency of previous legislation, will not

decrease the efficiency oi that important
measure.

" The provision made for telegraphy by cable
between the mainland, Anticosti, and the
Magdalen Islands, will facilitate and aid
our commerce and navigation, and especially
the development of our fisheries.

e The measures adopted for the vigorous
prosecution of the Canadian Pacific Railway
hold out a prospect of the early completioa
of that great undertaking; and the
proposed purchase from the Grand Trunk
Railway Company of the line from Rivière du
Loup to Quebec, when concluded, will at last
complete the engagement entered Into at the
time of Confederation, to connect, by an la-
tercolonial Railway, the 8t. Lawrence witik
the Atlantic ocean at Halifax.

"I congratulate you on the other measures
affecting the public interests which have been
passed.

"Gentlemen of the House of Commons;

" In Her Majesty's name I thank you fer
the supplies you have so readily granted.
They will be expended with all due regard te
economy.

" Honourable Gentlemen of the Senate:

" Gentlemen of the House of Commons;

c The readjustment of the tarif which had
been effected by the legislation of:this Session
will, I trust, by increasing the revenue, restore
the equilibrium between revenue and expen-
diture, while it will, at the same time, aid in
the development of our various industries,
and tend to remove the long continued finan-
cial and commercial depression which has so
greatly retarded the progress of Canada.

Il 1 bid you, now, farewell ; and desire to
express my earnest hope when Parliament
again assembles, that we shall find the coun-
try enjoying the state of peace which now
happily exists within its borders, together
with a great addition to the national pres-

perity."

The Parliament of the Dominion of
Canada was then proroguel to Tuesday,
the 24th June next.

(COMMONS.] Prorogation.
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1. In the general sections of the Index, the names in italics and parenthesis, after the subject,
denote the movders.

2. In the personal sections, the motions, etc., under any member's name, which are in italies and
parenthesis, are those which emanate from that member. Where the word " on" is used, without
italics or parenthesis, it denotes a speech upon another's motion.

3. Abbreviations of well-known words and. Parliamentary expressions are used, as the
following:-Adj.. Adjourn; Amt., Amendment; Ans., Answer; Appt., Appointment; Ass., As-
surance; Asst., Assent; B., Bill; Cap, Capital; Civ. Serv., Civil Service; Clk., Clerk; Com.,
Commitiee; Conc., Concurrence; Cont., Contract; Controvd., Controverted ; Cor., Correspon-
dence; Dep., Deputy; Discbgd.,Discharged; Disml., Dismissal; Div., Division; Dom., Dominion;
H., House; H. E., His Excellency; H. M., Her Majesty; Incorp., Incorporation ; Inc., Income
ls., Insurance ; Instrns., Instructions ; M., Motion, Moved ; Mess., Message ; Neg.,
Negatived; Ord., Ordez; O.C., Order in Council; P.A., Public Accounts; Pap., Papers; Pet.,
Petition; Priv., Privilege; Proced., Procedure; Propd., Proposed; P.W., Public Works; Q.,
Qaes., Question; R., River; Rev., Report; Res., Resolntion; Ret., Return; Ry., Railway; Sel.,
Select; Sen., Senate ; Sess., Sessional ; Tend., Tenders; W., Whole House ; Withdn., Withdrawn
W. & M., Ways and Means; Y., Yeas; N., Nays.

10, 20, 30, First Reading, Second Reading, Third Reading.
*, Without discussion.

Accidents on Railways, 1878.
M. for Rets. (Mr. Fleming), 129.

$birf5 itt $itsfur ta is åtettc's

M. (1fr. -Brecken) 6; seconded (Mr. Tassé)
12; Debate, 16; agreed to, 24; H. E,'s
reply, 88.

Admiralty Lands (Mr. McDonald's B.)
See l Ordnance Lands."7

"Advertiser," London, statement.
Respecting vote, correction (Mr. Couglin)

1754.

Alaska Boundary.
M. for Pap. (Mr. DeCosmos) 230.

Albert Railway, N.B.
Postal car for, Ques. (Mr. Rogers) 489.

Alice, the Princess, death of
Mess. from Sen., 48 ; Address concurred in,

59; Mess. H.M.'s reply, 1397.

Allan Mail Contract.
Halifax and Queenstown, M. for Pap. (Mr.

Daly) 673.
ALLISON, Mr.

Newfleld, Capt. Purdy's dismissal, on M.
for Cor., 163.

Quebec Constitutional Question, on M. for
Les., 402.

ALLISoN, Mr.-Con.
Tarif--W. & M., Res. 11, on 20-(Corn)

1349-50; (Cheese), 1425.
Supply-Estimates: Collection of Revenue

(Weights & Measures), 1725.
American Canals and Hudson River.

Canadian navigation of, M. for Cor. (Mr.
Currier), 185.

Aimerican Vessels, Canadian Registra-
tion Qf.

M. for Pets. (Mr. Valin), 180.

American Wreckinq Tug.
Seizure of, M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson, Ham-

ilton), 119; Resumed Debate, 680; M.
agreed to, 684.

Amraerican Wrecking, etc., in Canadian
Waters.

M. for Cor. since 1874 (Mr. Stephenson), 1405.

Amet Island Breakwater, N.S.
M. for all Pap. respecting (Mr. McKay) 657.

Andover, N.B., Br'idge at.
M. for Pap. respecting (Mr. Connell) 653.

ANGLIN, Mr.
Dismissals, Officials of House (Lfor Pap.),

29, 39, 40.
Charlevoix, Mr. Perreault's seat, onq Ques,

Priv., 44,



ANG ANG

ANGLIN, M,-Con.
Debates, Reporting, Tenders., on Ret, of, 59;

on M. to ratify cont., 94.
Newfeld, Capt. Purdy's dismissal, on M.

for Cor., 150, 159.
American Vessels, Registration of, on M. for

Pap., 182.
Mackerel, Seining for, on M, for Cor., 224.
Ellection Petitions, N.B.. on M. for Rets., 233.
Quebec Constitutional Question, on M. for

Res., 391, 406; on Vote (Q. of Ord.), 408
on Premier's Statements, 1028.

Courrier du Canada, on Mr. Huntington's
Explanations, 616.

Mitchell & Co., Supplies by, on M. for Pap.
(Q. of Ord.), 661.

Que. Geograph. Society Incorp. B. 65 (Mr.
Fortin); on 20 (Q. of Proced.), 825.

Betting and Pool-selling B. 38 (Mr. Robert-
son); on M. into Com. of W., 845.

Controvd. Elections .act. Amt. B. 4 (Mr.
McCarthy) ; on 20, 851.

Elections Act Aint. B. 19 (Mr. Casey) - on
20, 940, 941.

Census and Statisties B. 67 (Mr. Pope) in
Coin. of W., 1234-6.

B. C. Supreme Ct. Judges B. 97 (Mir.
McDonald), on M. into Con. of W., 1289.

Trade Marks B. 82 (Mr. Pope), in Com. of
W., 1292.

Supreme Ct. Act Repeal B. 84 (Mr. Keeler)
on 20 and Q. of Proced., 1387.

N.B. claims against Dom., on M. for Cor..
1401.

B.C. Penitentiary, construction of, on M. for
Pap.. 1409.

Memorial, Free Trade Assn., Eng., on Q. of
Proced., 1412.

Truro and Pictou Ry. Transfer B. 58 (Mr.
Tupper) on 3°, 1504-5-8.

Tarif.-W. & M., in Com., lies. passing
en bloc, on Q. of Proced., 474-5; on 20,
financial statement called for, 510; on
Mr. Mackenzie's Amt., 1165, 1189-90; on
Mr. Tilley's explan., 1304; on Ques., 1317.
On Res. 11, on 20 (Books, etc.) 1341 ; (Book-
binders' materials) 1345; (Butter) 1416;
(Carriages, etc.) 1420 ; (Cotton Shectings,
etc.) 1438; (Fruits) 1443; (Furniture)
1444; (India-rubber goods) 144G; (Tin
plates) 1450. On Mr. Domville's personal
explan., 1455. On Mr. Tilley's personal
explan., 1457-9. On Res. 11, on 2>-
(Opium) 1470-71 ; (Plaster of Paris) 1474;
(Printing Presses) 1474-6; (Wines) 1478
(Sugars) 1487-8; (Vegetables) 1510.

Marine Tel. Act Repeal B. 44 (Mr. Mc-
Carthy) on M. into Coin., 1574.

Divorce in Ont., on Mr. Hoopers proposed
B., 1696.

Petroleum Inspection B. 104 (Mr. Baby) on
Res., 1697.

Militia Act Amt. B. 105 (Mr. Bowell) on
Bes., 1701.

Statutory Holidays B. 57 (Mr. Domville)
on M. for 30 and Mr. Brookss Aint., 1768.

Manitoba Additional Grant B. 108 (Mr.
Tilley), on Res., 1786.

N.B. Supreme Ct. Judge B. 109 (Mr. Mc-
Donald), on Res,, 1789-92.

ANGLIN, Mr.-Con.
P. E. I. County Ct. Judges B. 110 (Mr.

McDonald), on 20, 1795.
Weights and Meas. Laws Consolid. B 87

(Mr. Baby), in Com., 1847.
Pacific Ry. Act, 1874, Amt. B. 116 (Mr.

Tupper), on Res., 1946.
Riv. du Loup Br., G.T.R., purchase of, B.

119 (Mr. Tupper), Res., on Conc., 1997.
Supply-Estimates: Legislation (Commons,

Speaker's Arrears, and Dep. Clk.), 1541 ;
(Sess. Clks.),154ý ; Immigration (Salaries),
1 544-5 ; (Mennonites), 1549. Pub. Works,
Cap. (Pacific Ry.), 1645; Pub. Works, Inc.
(Buildings, N.B.), 1663; (Harbours, etc.,
N.B), 1666-7 ; Ocean and R. Service
(Subsidies, Campbellton and Gaspé),
1674-5 ; Collection of Revenues (Custoins),
1691-4; (Weights & Measures), 1719-20.

Supplementary Estimates, 1879-80: In-
dians, 1854; Legislation (Sess.
Clerks), 1856.

Conc.: (Intercolonial Ly.) 1867, 1873;
(Mr. Piché's gratuity) 1873-5.

Animals, Diseases (Air. Pope's B.)
Contagious Diseases."

See

Anticosti and Magdalen Islands Telegraph
Subsidy B. No. 111 (Mir. Tupper).

Res. in Com. of W. and reported*, 1796; B.
introduced, 1796; 1> and 2°*. 1799; 3",
1806. (42 1ie., c. 5.)

Appointmnents.--See "Civ. Serv." and
House " for general questions, and the
ames or places referred tofor special cases.

Arbitration, Ontaro Boundary.
Cost of, M. for Ret. (Mr. Stephenson), 67.

Arbitrators' Awards. Pub. Works.
Appeals from, Legislation, Ques. (Mr. Cock-

burn, W. Northd.) 66.
Arbtrators (Air. Cockburn's B.) See

' Offcial Arbitrators."

A risaig Pier, N. S.
Improvement of, Ques.

827,
(Mr. McIssaac)

ARKELL, Mr.
Election Act Amt. B. 19 (Mr. Casey), on 29,

(Amt.) 6 months' "hoist,"> 853.
Tarif.-W. & M. Res., on 2> and Mr. Macken-

zies Amt., 1127.
Arms, Carring of (Mr. McDonald'8 B.)

See I Crime, etc., Act."

Assignees, Officiai, Que5ec.
Moneys paid by, M. for Ret. (Air. Valin)

Jssiniboine River, Land Claims.
Of Prof. O'Donoghue, M. for Ret, (Mr. Mc-

Carthy) 1763.
-A ssomption River, Bridge over.

Construction of, M. for Pap. (Air. iurteau)
844.

Assonption River, Deepening of.
Intention, Ques. (Air. Hurteau) à63; M. for

Cor., 671.
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Atlantic & N. W. Ry. Co. Incorp. B. No.
56 (Mr. Colby).

1°*, 562; 2°, 629 ; Com.of W. and reported
and 301, 924. (42 Vic., c. 65)

Australian Exhibition.
Moore, S. J., claim of, M. for Pap. (3fr.

Hooper), 240.
Average Adjusters at Shippinq Ports.

Intention to Appoint, Ques. (3fr. Ryan, Mon-
treal), 491.

BABY, Mr.
Inland Revenue Reports and appendices,

(presented) 26.
Weights and Measures Inspectors (An'.) 71.
Tobacco, Canadian, duties on (Ans.) 74.
Saw-logs, Measurement (Ans.) 111.
Bills of Exchange, etc., Acts Consolidation

(B. 31, Il°) 189 ; in Com. of W., 1237.
Weights and Measures Acts Consolidation

(B. 87, Res, in Com. and 1°) 1500 in
Com., 1841-2-3-6-7-8.

Petroleum Inspection (B. 104, Res in Com.
and 10) 1696-7 ; (B. 117, 1, 20 and 3°*)
1980.

Supply-Estimates: Legislation (Commons,
Dep. Clk.) 1541 ; Collection of Revenue
(Excise, culling) 1717-18; (Weights and
Meas.) 1718, 1725.

BAIN, Mr.
Tarf-W. & M. Res., on 2°, 1045; Res. 11,

on 2 0 -(Corn) 1349; (Sugars) 1489.
P.E.I. laim, Fishery Award, (Ques.) 1756.
Supply-Estimates: Immigration, 1546.

BAKER, Mr.
Contd. Elections Act Amt. B. 4 (3fr. Me-

Carthy), on 2", 165.
Quebec Judges' Salaries (Ques.) 562.

Baker & Co., Fort Benton, payments to.
Mounted Police Service, M. for Ret. (3fr.

Stephenson), 837.
Bank, Consolidated (3Mr. Gault's and fr.

Tilley's Bs.) See " Consolidated Bank."

Bankruptcy Bills-See "Insol vency."

Banks, Building Societies, &c.
Affairs of, M. for Ret. (3fr. Gill) 671.

-Banks, Inspection of.
Measures for, Ques. (Mr.Casgrain) 223.

Banks and Banking Acts Amht. B. No. 71
(Mr. Tilley.)

10 *y 1003 ; 2° and referred to Sel. Com. on
Banking, etc., *, 1535; Com. of W., re-
ported and 3"*, 1804. (42 Vic., c. 75.)

BANNERMAN, Mr.
Tariff-Res. of Com. W. & M, on 20, 641.

Banque Jacques Cartier (3fr. Gironard's
B.) See i Jacques Cartier.ý'

Bark, ilemlock-See "Il emlock."

Barnaby River, Miranichi.
Salmon Fry for, Ques. (Mr. Snowball) 824.

Ba.tleford and Selkirk Telegraph.
Contracts, etc., M. for Pap. (Mr. Sehultz) 830.

aufleld, NS., Breakwater.
Completion of, Quel. (Mr. MehIsuc) 1si.

Bay St. Paul, Wharf.
Continuation of Work, Ques. (Mr. Perreault)

490.

Beaubien, Thonas, St. Flavie.
Land claims of, Quee. (3fr. FïYet) 491.

-Beauharnois Canal.
Employés, appointments, etc., M. for Ret.

(Mr. Bergeron) 63; Enlargement, inten-
tion, Ques. (Mr. Bergeron) 140 ; Site and
building, M. for Pap. (Afr. Bergeron) 188.

B1IARn, Mr.
Lord's Day Observance, on Res. for, 80.
Tarif -W. & M. Res. on 2' and Mr. Mac.

kenzie's Amt., 1095.
Indemnities Reduction (B. 95, 10*), 1533.
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com., 219.
Insolvency Laws Repeal (B. 15, 10*) 107;

on 20, 1575-7: in Com., 1775: 3° M.,
1783.

lnsolvency Laws Repeal B. 85 (Mr. Colby)
on M. for 20, 1609 ; (Amt.) Res. for un-
conditional Repeal, 1610, 1621.

Weights and Meas. Laws Consolid. B. 87
(Mr. Baby) in Com., 1842.

Supply- Estimates: Militia (Drill Instruc-
tion) 163.

Bieet-root Suqar, Excise duty on.
Intention of Govt., Ques. (3fr. Skinner) 1 397.

Bellechasse Controverted Election.
Judge's Report, 1784.

Belleville, Timber Tolls at (33 Vic., e. 46)
Repeal B. No. 49 (3fr. McCuaig).

1°*, 488 ; Com. of W. and reported, 1885
3°*, 1885; Fees remitted, 1982. (42 Vic.,
c. 51.)

Belrath P. O., Mlfelbourne Township.
Suspension of, Ques. (Mr. Runtington) 489.

BENOIT, Mr.
Chambly Canal, widening (Ques.). 48.

BERGERON, Mr.
Beauharnois Canal Employés (M. for Ret.) 63.

« « Enlargement (Ques.) 140.
« ' Site, etc. (M..for Pap., by

3r. 3lousseau) 188.
Tar «-W. & M., Res. 11, on 2 0 -(Wheat

flour) on Mr. Vallée's Amt., 1413.
Palace Car fares (B. 96, 10*) 1533.

BERGIN, Mr.
Public Works Contracts, 1873-79 (JI. for

Pop.) 236.
Cornwall Canal, hydraulic leases (M. foi

Ret.) 239.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.

576.7, 608-9.
Contagious Diseases, Animals, B. 55 (Mr.

Pope) in Coin., 1248.
Tariff-W. & M., 8es. 12, Free List, on 2°

-(Wool) 1511-14.
Factories Regulation Act (B. 103*) 1696.
Supply-Estimates: Collection of Revenue

(Weights and Meas.) 1720.
Berthier iharf, Repairs.

Xivco 1874, M. for Ret. (Mr. Lsnry) 240.
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BET BIL

Betting, Act against, Amt. B. No. 38
(21r. Robertson, Hamilton).

1*, 222 ; 20*, 562; M. into Com., 845;
Amt., 6 months' " hoist'' (Mr. Cameron,
S. Huron) agreed to, 847.

Bic, Old, Ilarbour.
Improvements, M. for Pets. (Mr. Fiset.) 657.

Bic, Seiqiory, Fishing iqIts.
To whom belonging, Ques. (Mr. Vallée) 111;

M. for Pap., 137.

BILLS.
Bill (No. 1) Respecting the Administration of

Oaths of Offtce.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)
leu, 4.

Bill (No. 2) Relating to Bank-ruptcy.-(Mr.
Colby.)

10*, 41 ; referred to Sel. Com.*, 293.
Bill (No. 3) To amend " The Insolvent Act of

1875," and the Acts amending the same.-
(Mr. Bourassa.)

1°*, 48; referred to Sel. Com.*, 293.
Bill (No. 4) To màke better provision for thte

trial of Controverted Elections of Members of
the House of Commons, by amending and
consolidating the Acts now in force on thatl
subject.-(Mr. McCarthy.)

10*, 59; 20 propd., 164; resumed debate,
847 ; 21 and referred to Sel. Com., 853.

Bill (No. 5) To declare the rule o' decision in
the Courts of the North-West Territories.-
( Mr. Mils.)

10, 65; 2Q m., 675 ; neg., 680.
Bill (No. 6) To incorporate the Saskatchewan

Colonisation Railroad Company .- (Mr.
Schultz.)

1°*, 71 ; 20, 107; Com. of W. and reported
and 30*, 1706.-(42 Vic., c. 66.)

Bill (No. 7) To amend the Act incorporating
the Canada Life Assurance Company.-(Mr.
Robertson, Hamilton.)

1°, 71; 20, 108; Com. of W. and reported*,
924; 3Q*, 924.-(42 Vic., c. 71.)

Bill (No. 8) To ensure the better qualîfication
of Public Servants, and the greater eficiency
and economy of the Public Service.-(Mr.
Casey.)

1°*, 71 ; 20 m., 1266; B. withdn., 1273.
Bill (No. 9) To incorporate the Selkirk and

South Saskatchewan Railway Company.-
(Mr. Rykert.)

11, 71 ; 21, 109; B. withdn., 1213.
Bill (No. 10) To extend the powers of the Do-

minion Telegraph Company and to amend
the Act ineorporating the said Company.-
(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

10*, 71 ; 2o, 111 ; Senate amts. agreed to*,
798.-(42 Vic., c. 68.)

Bill (No. 11) Respecting the International
Bridge Company.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

1*, 71 ; 2Q*, 111 ; 30*, 628.-(42 Vie., c. 63.)

Bill (No. 12) To authorise the Welland Rail-
way Company to convert their Six per.cent,
Mortgage Bonds into Pive per cent. Deben-
ture Stock, and for other purposes.-(Mr.
Drew.)

It, 88 ; 20*. 111 ; Cor. of W. and report-
,d", 129; 3*, 660.-(42 Vic., c. 0.)

BILLS.-Con.
Bill (No. 13) To amend and consolidate as

amended the several enactments respecting the
North-West Mounted Police.-(Sir John A.
Macdonald.)

10, 88 ; 29*, 125 ; Com., 126, 221 ; 3°*,
221.-(42 Vie., c. 36.)

Bill (No, 14) To reduce the Capital Stock of
the Quebec Fire Assurance Company.-(Mr.
Langevin.)

1°*, 88 ; 2*, 111 ; Senate Amts. agreed to*,
798.-(42 Vic., c. 69.)

Bill (No. 15) To repeal the Insolvency Laws
now inforce in the Dominion of Canada.-
(Mr. Béchard. )

1°*, 107 ; order for 20, 1575; postponed,
1578 ; resumed, 1622; 2o carried (Y. 117,
N. 60), 1627; Com. of W., 1769 ; Ants.
(Mr. Girouard, J. Cartier), 1769, withdn.,
1782; Amt., operations of B. deferred
(Mr. MfacDonnell), negatived, 1783 ; Amt.,
6 months' " hoist " (Mr. McDonald, Pictou)
negatived (Y. 55, N. 107), 1783 ; B. 3",
1784.

Bill (No. 16) Relating to the protest of Inland
Bills of Exchange.-(3Mr. Doull.)

1°*, 107 ; 20, 924; referred to Com. on Bank-
ing and Commerce, 926 ; Com. of W. and
reported and 30*, 1765.-(42 Vie., c. 46.)

Bill (No. 17) To provide for the payment qf
the Defendant's costs in certain actions at
the suit of the Crown.-(Mr. MacDonnell.)

10*, 107; order for 2o, 1578 ; order dischgd.
and B. withdn., 1578.

Bill (No 18) To amend the Acts respecting the
" Isolated Risk and Farmers' Fire Insurance
Company of Canada," and to change the
namne thereof to the a Sovereign Fire and
Marine Insurance Company of Canada."-
(Mr. Mackenzie.)

1°*, 107; 2°*, 156; Com. of W. and report-
ed*, 924; 3*, 924.-(42 Vi., c. 70,)

Bill (No. 19) To amend the Act respecting the
Election of Membera of the flouse ef Con-
mons. (37 Victoria, Chap, 9.)-(Mr. Casey.)

1°*, 107 ; 20 m., 853; resumed debate, 927;
Amt., 6 months' "hoist" (Mr. Arkell),
857; resumed debate, 927; Amt. agreed
to on a division, 943.

Bill (No. 20) To amend the Act 41 Victoria,
Chap 29, intituied: " An Act to revive and
amend the 4ct incorporating the Montreal
and Champlain Junction Railway Con-
pany."-(Mr.Scriver)

1°a, 107 ; 2ý.*, 156 ; Com. of W. and reported*,
629 ; 3°*, 651.-(42 Vie., c. 59)

Bill (No. 21) To amend and consolidate the
several Acts respecting the Public Lands of
the Dominion. -(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

1", 125; order for 2ý discharged andB. with-
drawn, 1534.

Bill (No. 22) To repeal the Insolvent Act of
1875, and to make provision in lieu thereof.
(Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier.)

10* ,126; referred to Sel. Comn.*, 293.
Bill (No. 23) To incorporate the " Gazette"

Printing Company.-(Mr. Ryan, Montreal
CJentre.)

1°*, 126; 2°*, 208; Com. of W. and reported,
$il; 3e*, 70.-(42 Vie. c. 78.)

BIL BIL[INDEX.]
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BILLS.-Cn.
Bill, To empower Robert G. Dalton, Clerk oj

the Court of Queen's Bench, Ontario, to pay to
John Stewart, of the City of Kingston, sur-
geon, one thousand dollars.-( Mr. Ne Carthy.)

Introduction M., 139; over-ruled and B. with-
drawn, 140.

Bill (No. 24) To amend the Act incorpoorating
the Kingston and Pembroke Railway Com-
pany, and to extend the time jor the comple-
tion of the said Railway.-(Mr. Kirkpat-
rick.)

1°*, 140; 20*, 208; Com. of W., Amd. and
reported, 629 ; 3°*, 651 ; Senate Amts.
agreed to*, 1123.-(42 Vic., c. 61.)

Bill (No. 2 5) To abolish the use of Frenci
Weights in the Province of Quebec.-Mr.
Casgrain.

1°*, 140.
Bill (No. 26) To authorise the Trustees of the

Toronto Savings Bank to sell and convey to
the Home Savings and Loan Company
(limited).-(ir. Cameron, North Victoria.)

I*, 140; 20*, 825 ; Com. of W. and re-
ported, and 32*, 1470.-(42 Vie. c. 55.)

Bill (No. 27) To arend the Act to Incor-
porate the Ontario and Pacific Junction
Railway Company of Canada.-(Mr. Wil-
lý'i s.)

1 *, 140; 2*, 208 ; Com. of W. and re-
ported *, 798 ; 3°*, 798; Senate Amts.
agreed to, 1290.-(42 Vic.,c. 58.)

Bill (No 28) To amend an Act rntituled I An
Act respecting the Intercolonial Railway,"
passed in the 39th year of the reign of Ber
Majesty Queen Victoria.-(Mr. Cockburn,
West Northumberland.)

Introduction M., 138; objected to and
withdn., 139 ; introduced and 1°, 156
2Q*, 562.; Com. and reported*, 1266; 30
on-a division, 1572.-(42 Vic. c. 10.)

Bill (No. 29) To amend the 14Montreal and
City of Ottawa Junetion Railway Act," and
the Act amending the same.-(Mr. Mc-
Lennan.)

1°*, 189; 2°*, 488.
Bill (No. 30) To amend the I Coteau and Pro-

vince Line Railwau and Bridge Act," and
the Act amending the same.-(Mr. Mc Len-
nan.)

1°*, 189; 2°, 488; Com. of W. and re-
ported and 3", 1643.-(42 Vic., c. 57.)

Bill (No. 31) To amend and consolidate the
laws respecting the duties on Promissory
Notes and Bills of Exchange.-(Mr. Baby.)

10*, 189 ; 2*, 562; Com. of W., 1237 ; re-
ported, 1238 ; 3*, 1293.-(42 Vie., c. 17.)

Bill (No. 32) To amend " An Act to provide
for more efectual inquiry into the existence of
corrupt practices at Elections of Members of
the House of Commons."-(Mr. Ives.)

1", 189; 20, 1274; Com. of W. and report-
ed*, and 3*, 1575.-(42 Vie., c. 6.)

Bill (No. 33) To amend "1An Act to extend
certain provisions of ' The Seaman's Act,
1873,1 to vessels employed in navigating the
Inland Waters of Canada."-( Mr. Rykert.)

1°*, 221.

BILLS.- Con.
Bill (No. 34) To repeal the Act, 40 Vict., chap.

21, to establish a Court of Maritime Juris-
diction in the Province of Ontario.-(Mr.
McCutaig.)

le*, 221 ; order for 20, 684; dischgd. and B.
withdn., 688.

Bill (No. 35) Fixing the Rate of Interest in
Canada and prohibiting Usury.-(Kr.
Méthot.)

10*, 221; 2Q m., 1582; Amt., 6 months'
I hoist" (Air. Plumb) carried. (Y. 97, N.
68), 1585.

Bill (No. 36) To revive and amend the Acts
relating to the Union Assurance Company of
Canada, and to change the name thereof to the
" Crown Assurance Company of Canada."-
(Mr. Kilvert.)

1*, 221 ; 20*, 312.
Bill (No. 37) To provide against Contagious

Diseases affecting Ainmals,-(Mr. Pope,
Compton).

1o*, 221 ; order for 20 dischgd. and B.
withdn., 562.

Bill (No. 38) To amend thle " Act for the re-
pression of Betting and Pool Selling." (Mr.
-Robertson, Hamilton.)

1°*, 222; 20*, 562; m. into Com., 845;
Ait., 6 months' " hoist "-(Mr. Cameron,
S. Huron) ; agreed to, 847.

Bill (No. 39) To amend " The Post Ofice Act,
1875."-(Mr. Langevin.)

19*, 222; 20*, Com. of W. and reported",
and 3°*, 1249.-(42 Vic., c. 20.)

Bill (No. 40) To incorporate the Napanee,
Tamworth and Quebec Railway Company.-
(Mr. Hooper.)

lo1* 251; Com. of W. and reported*, 798;
30*, 798.-(42 Vie., c. 67.)

Bill (No. 41) To incorporate the British
American Mutual Life Insurance Company.
-(ir. Mackenzie.)

1°*, 251 ; Com. of W. and reported*, 1003 ;
30*, 1003.-(42 Vie., c. 73.)

Bill (No. 42) To amend t/ce Act respectiny the
Election of Members of the House of Com-
mons.-( Ar. Grigault.)

1*, 251.
Bill (No. 43) To provide for the transfer q

lands, and estates and interests in lands, and
for other matters relating to Real Property in
the Territories.of Canada.-(Mfr. Mills.)

1°*, 293.

Bill (No. 44) To repeal the Act passed in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign,
intituled " An Act to regulate the construc-
tion and maintenance of Marine Electric Tele-
graphs."-(Jtr. McCarthy.)

lo, 293; 20 m., 1278; carried (Y. 54, N.
28), 1284; referred to Com. of W., 1285 ;
ordered into Com. of W., 1572 ; Com. and
reported*, 1575; 30* on a division, 1575.

Bill (No. 45) To authorise the construction of
a bridge over the Ottawa River for the use of
the Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa and Occidental
Railway, and for other purposes.--(Mr.
Holton.)

10*,> 338 ; 3"y, 1141.-(42 V â. c 6.)

[SESSION, 1879.]BIL BIL
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BILLS.-Con.
Bill (No. 46) To incorporate the Yarmouth

Dyking Company, of Yarmouth, Nova Sco-
tia.-(Mr. Killam.)

1°* 338; m. into Com. of W., 921 ; order
dischgd. and B. withdn., 924.

Bill (No. 47) To extend the corporate character
andpowers of the Direct United States Cable
Company to the Dominion of Canada.-
(Mr. McCarthy.)
1,338 ; B. withdn.*, 1G6.

Bill (No. 48) To change the name of " The
Ottawa Agricultural Insurance Company" to
that of "The Metropolitan Insurance Com-
pany," to reduce its Capital Stock, and for
other-purposes.-(Mr. Rochester.)

1°*, 338 ; B. withdn., 1453.
Bill (No. 49) To repeal so much of the Act

thirty-third Victoria, Chapter forty-six, ase
relates to the collection of dues and tolls upon
logs, timber, ceda, pine and railway ties,
passing down the Moira River through the
port of Belleville.-(Mr. McCuaig.)

10*, 488; Com. of W. and reported, 1885;
30*, 1885; Fees remitted, 1982.-(42 Vic.,
c. 51.)

Bill (No. 50) Respectiny I La Banque JacqUes
Cartier."-(Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier.)

10*, 409; 20*, 489; Com. and reported*,
1266 ; 3°*, 1346.-(42 Vic., c. 54.)

Bill (No. 51 To amend l The Penitentiaries
Act, 1875.' -(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

1°*, 409 ; 20, 1298 ; Com. of W. and report-
ed, and 30*, 1533.-(42 Vie., c. 42.)

Bill (No. 52) Respecting the ConsolidatedBank
of Canada.-( Mr. Gault.)

1*, 488; 2°*, 562 ; Com. of W. and report-
ed*, 924; 3*, 924.-(42 Vic., c. 52.)

Bill (No. 53) To amend the Act qf Incorpora-
tion of the Confederation Life Association.-
(Mr. Cockburn, West Northumberland.)

160, 488; 2°», 562; Com. of W. and report-
ed*, 924; 30*, 924.-(42 Vie., c. 72.)

'Bill (No. 54) To amend "An Act respecting
Police of Canada."-(Mr. McDonald,
Pictou.)

1*, 506; 20*, 562 ; Com. of W. and report-
ed-, 1293; 30*, 1293.-(42 Vc.,c. 37.)

Bill (No. 55) To provide against Infectious or
Contagious Diseases afecting Animals .-.
( lr. Pope, Compton.)

Res. in Com. of W., 506; 10*, 507 ; 2°*,
1246; Com. of W., 1246 ; reported, 1249 ;
re-con., amd., reported, and 30*, 1293.-
(42 Vie., c. 23.)

Bill (No. 56) To incorporate the Atlantic and
North-West Railway Company.-( Mr.Colby.)

1°*, 562 ; 2°*, 629; Com. of W. and report-
ed*, 924; 3°*, 924.-(42 Vie., c. 65.)

Bill (No. 57) To make further provision in
relation to Statutory Holidays.-(Mr. Dom-
ville.)

10*, 562 ; 20, 1285 ; Com of W, and rêported,
1765; Amt. to 30, 3 months' " hoist"
(Mir. Holton), negatived (Y. 54, N. 100);
Amat., re-com. to exempt Quebec (Mr.
Brooks), 1767; agreed to on a Division,
1769; re-com. and reported *, 1,769; 3f,
loi.

BILLS.-Con,
Bill (No. 58) To amend the ' Truro and Pie.-

tou Railway Transfer Aet, 1877."--(Mr.
Tupper).

1", 610; 2", 1238; Com. of W. and re-
ported *, 1241 ; 30 m., 1504 ; Amt. to refer
back to Com. of W. ( "r. Brecken) 1505-7 ;
negatived on a Division, 1508 ; 3°, 1508.
-(42 Vic., c. 12.)

Bill (No 59) To anend I The Railway Art,
1868," as respects Bridges over Railways
and Railway Bridges orer Canals and
Rivers.-(Mr. Tupper.)

1*, 611; order for 21 dischgd. and B.
withdn., 1587.

Bill (No. 60) To amend ' The Canadian Pacifie
Railway Act, 1874."-(Mr. 

2 upper.)
1', 611; 20*, Com. of W. and reported,4

1669 ; 3'*, 1702.-(42 Vie., c. 13.)
Bill (No 61) To regulate Stock-Brokers and

suppress Gambling in Stocks.-(Mr. Girou-
ard, Jacques Cartier.)

1°, 612 ; 2 -, 1285.
Bil, Respecting the Harbour oa North Sydney,

Nova Scotia.----( Mr. Nc Donald, Cape
Breton.)

Introduction m., 649: over-ruled and
withdn, 649.-(See No. 89.)

Bill (No. 62) To repeal "An Act to render
Mfembers of the Legislative Councils and Leg-
islative Assemblies of the Provinces now in-
cluded or which may hereafter be ineluded
within the Dominion of Canada, ineligible
for sitting or voting in the House If Commons
of Canada."-( Mr. Ouimet.)

1°*, 649.
Bill (No. 63) To grant certain powers to I La

Société Permanente de Construction du Dis-
trict dIberville."-( Mr. Mousseau.)

10*, 738 ; 20*, 825; Com. of W. and re-
ported, and 30*, 1885.-(42 Vie., c. 76.)

Bill (No. 64) To amend the Act fortieth Vic-
toria, chapter fßfty-seven, respecting the
Northern Railway Company of Canada.-
(AMr. White, Cardwell.)

1', 738 ; 2°, 1391 ; B. withdn., 1730.
Bill (No. 65) To incorporate the Geographi-

cal Society of Quebe.-(Mr. Fortin.)
1', 740 : 20, 825 3*, 1141.-(42 Vie., c.

77.)
Bill (No. 68) Respecting the offices of Receiver

General and Minister of Public Works.-
(Mr. Tupper.)

Ies. in Com. of W. agreed to*, 741; 1*, 741,
2°*, 1241; Com. of W., 1241 ; reported;
1246 ; 3*, 1293.-(42 Vic., c. 7.)

Bill (No. 67) Respecting Census and Statis-
tics.-(Mr. Pope, Compton.)

Res. in Com. of W., agreed to, 742; le*,
742; 20*, 1233; Com. of W., 1233; amd.
and reported, 1236 ; re-com. and reported,
and 3°*, 1533.-(42 Vie., C. 21.)

Bill (No. 68) To incorporate " The Calais
and St. Stephen Raiway1 Bridge Com-
pany."-( Mr. Burpee, Sunbury.)

1°*, 782; 2'*, 1141; B. withdrawn, 1730.
Bill (No. 69) Further to amend the Act incor-

porating the London and Canadian Loan and
Agency Company (Limited).-(Mr Kirk-
paitriek.)

[INDEX.] BIL BIL
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BILLS,-CO R.
2y*, 825 ; Com. of W. and reported*, 1003;

3°*, 1003.-(42 Vie., c. 75.)
Bill (No. 70) To remove doubts ai to the true

intent and meaning of certain provisions of
the " Canada Tenperance Act, 1878."-(Mr.
McCuag.)

1,P, 904; 20, 1285; Com. of W. and re-
ported, and 30*, 1575.-(42 Vic., c. 50.)

Bill (No. 71) To amend the Act relating to
Banks and Banking, and the Acts amending
thesame .- (Mr. Tilley.)

l", 1003; 2Q, and referred to Sel. S. Coin.
on Banking, &c.,*, 1535 ; Com. of W. and
reported, and 3Q*, 1804.-(42 Vi., c. 75.)

Bill (No. 72) To explain and amend the Act
respecting the appropriation of certain Do-
minion Lands in Manitoba.-(Sir John -4.
Macdonald.)

l1", 1003 ; 20, 1296 ; Com. of W., 1296 ; re-
ported*, 1534 ; 30*. 1702.-(42 Vic., c. 32.)

Bill (No. 73) To amend the Act 40 Vict., chap.
21, to establish a Court q Maritime Juris-
diction in the Province of Ontario.-(Jlr.
Mc Cuaig.)

1*, 1026 , 2Q*, 1804; Com. of W. and re-
ported, 1804; 30*, 1805.-(42 Vi., c. 40.)

Bill, To provide for the peaceful aeparation of
British Columbia.-(Mr. DeCosmos.)

Introduction m., 1079 (Vol. ii); there being
no seconder, dropped, 1080.

Bill (No. 74) Further to amend " The Supreme
and Exchequer Court Act."'- (1r. McDon-
ald, Pictou.)

1 *, 1080; 2>, 1587 ; Com. of W., 1801; amd,
and reported, 1803; 30 m., 1803; postpd.
1804; 3', 1806 ; Senate Amts. propd.
2036; Amts. respecting Appeals (Mr.
McDonald, Pictou) agreed to, 2043.-(42
Vic., c. 39.)

Bill (No. 75) To amend " An Ac for the more
speedy trial in certain cases of persons
charged with felonies and misdemeanors in the
Provinces of Ontario and Quebec."-(JIr.
McDonald, Pictou.)

le, 1080; 2 , 1294 ; Com. of W. and report-
ed, and 3Q*, 1533.-(42 Vie., c. 44.)

Bill (No. 76) Respecting I The Andrew Mer-
cer Ontario Reformatory for Females."-
(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

1°•, 1080 ; 2Q", Com. of W. and reported*,
and 3Q*, 1296.-(42 Vic., c. 43.)

Bill (No. 77) To make the first day of July a
Public Holiday by the name of Dominion
Day.-(Mr. Cockburn, West .orthumber-
land.)

le, 1123; 2P, 1286 ; Com. of W. and re-
ported, and 3*, 1575.-(42 Vie., c. 47.)

Bill (No. 78) To amend the Act incorporatiny
"The Ottawa Loan and Investment Com-
pany," and to change the name to " The
Manitoba and North-West Loan Company
( Limited).'-( r. Kirkpatrick.)

le, 1123 ; 2°*, 1141 ; Com. of W. and re-
ported, and 3°*, 1540.-(42 Vic., c. 74.)

Bill (No. 79) Respecting Building Societies
carrying on business in the Province of On-
tario.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

1*, 1213; 20", 1287 ; BQ*, 1805. (42 Vie.,
c. 49.)

BILLS.-.Con.
Bill (No. 80) Respecting tonnage dues levied in

Canadian ports under Canadian law.-( Mr.
Pope, Queen'a, P.E.I.)

Rei. in Com. of W., 1287 ; 1°4, 1288; Com.
of W. and reported, and BQ*, 1535.-(42
Vic., c. 24.)

Bill (No. 81) Respecting the Official A4rbitra-
tors.-(Mr. Cockburn, Wl'est Northumber-
land.)

14, 1291: 2, Com. of W. and reported and
3* 1865.-(42 Vie., c. 8.)

Bill (No. 82) Respecting Trade Marks and In-
dustrial Designs.-.-(Mr. Pope, Compton.)

R es. in Com. of W., 1292 ; 1*, 1293 ; 2°*,
Com. of W. and reported, and 30*, 1594.-
(42 Vic., c. 22 )

Bill (No. 83) To amend the Act known as " The
Canada Temperance Act, 1878,' sofar as the

aume may become applicable Io the Province
of Manitoba.

Incorp. with B. No. 70.-(42 Vic., c. 50.)
Bill (No. 84) To repeal Il The Supreme and

Exchequer Court Act," and the Acts amend-
ing 6he same.-(Itr. Keeler.)

1', 1373; 20 m. for to-morrow, 1375 ; 3
months' " hoist" Im. (Mr. Mackenzie),
neg. (1'. 44, N. 120), 1375; Debate on
Proced., 1376-91.

B1ll (No. 85) To repeal the Insolvent Act of
1875, and the Acts amending it, and to make
provision for the liquidation of the estates of
Insolvents.-( Air. Colby.)

1°*, 1412 ; 20 M., 1594; Amt. Res. for un-
conditional repeal (.1r. Béchard), 1610;
m. to adj. debate (Mr. Coursol), 1616,
withdn., 1621 ; Amt. carried (Y. 99, N.
75), 1621.

Bill (No. 86) To amend an Act further secur-
ing the Indepiendence qI Parliament.-(Mr.
Rykert.)

10e, 1453.
Bill (No. 87) Te amend ani consolidate the

laws relating to Weights and Measures.-
(Mr. Baby.)

lies. in Com. of W., 1501 ; l*, 1501 ; 29*,
1841; Com. of W., 1841, reported, 1848;
3*, 1848.-(42 Vi., c. 16.)

Bill (No. 88) fo amend the Acts respectiny
the Trinity House and Harbour Commis-
sioners of Montreal.-(Mr. Pope, Queen's,
P.E I.)

Res. in Com. of W., 1501 ; I 1, 1502 ; 20*,
Com. of W. and reported*, 1669; 3°*,
1702 .- (42 Vie., c. 28.)

Bill (No. 89) Respecting the Harbour of North
Sydney in Nova Scoiia.-(Mr. Pope,Queen's,
P. E.I.)

Res. in Com. of W., 1502; 1°*, 1503 ,
Com. of W. and reported, and 3Q*, 1669.-
(42 Vie., c. 30.)

Bill (No. 90) To amend the Act respecting the
Harbour of Pictou in Nova Scotia.-(Mr.
Pope, Queen's, P.E.I.)

Res. in Comn. of W., amd.*, 1503; 14I, 1503;
2-0, Com. of W. and reported, and 30*
1669.-(42 Vic., c. 29.)

Bill (No. 91) To amend ' The Pilotage Act,
18 73. "-( Mr. Pope, Queen.'s, -P.ME. )

BIL BIL BIL BIL
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BILLS.-Con.
Res. in Com. of W., 1503; 10*, 1503; 2°',
Com. of W. and reported*, 1669 ; 3°*,
1702.-(42 Vic., c. 25.)

Bill (No. 92) To amend l The Seaien's Act,
1873."-(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.I.)

Res. in Com. of W., 1503; 10*, 1504; 2<*,
Com. of W. and reported, and 3cf, 1669.
-(42 Vie., c. 27.)

Bill (No. 93) To aller the duties of Custons
and -Excise. -(Mr. Tilley.)

For Res. in Com. of W. & M, sec " Tariff."
1o*, 1533; order for 20, 1806, debate; 31>
carried on a Division, 1830.-(42 Vie., c.
15.)

Bill (No. 94) To amend " The Indian Act,
1876."-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

1°*, 1533 ; 2°*, 1669 ; Com. of W. and re-
ported*, 1702 ; Senate Amts. agreed to,
2003-4.-(42 Vic., c. 34.)

Bill (No. 95) To reduce the salaries and allow-
ances of certain public functionaries and
oficers, and the indemnity to members o.f the
Senate and House of Commons.-(Mr.
Béchard.)

1°*, 1533.
Bill (No. 96) To regulale charges on Railway

Palace and Sleeping Car.-(Mr. Bergeron.)
lo*, 1533.

Bill (No. 97) To provide for the salaries of two
additional Judges of the Supreme Court of
British Columbia.-( Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

M. of Hl. into Com. of W., 1288; agreed to,
1290; Res. in Com., 1534, reported 1535 ;
1°*, 1535 ; 20*, Com. of W. and report-
ed and 3°*, 1669.

Bill (No. 98) To amend and consolidate " The
.Railway Act, 1868," and the Acts amending
it.--(Mr. Tupper.)

10*, 1550; 20, 1702: Com. of W., 1705, 1711
reported 1715 ; 30, on a Division, 1716.
-(42 Vie., c. 9.) ý

Bill (No. 99) For the Relief of Eliza Maria
Campbell.-(Mr. Macdougall.)

1°*, 1572; 20, 1706 ; Com. of W. and re-
ported*, 1878; 30 m., 1878 ; Amt., 3
months' " hoist" (Mr. Mills) 1879; Re-
sumed debate, 2004; Amt., to re-com.
(Mr. Farrow) negatived, 2010 ; Mr. Mills's
Amt. negatived (Y. 38, N. 56) 2010 ; 30>,
on same division reversed, 201).-(42 Vic.,
c. 79.)

Bill (No. 100) To amend an Act to Incorpor-
ate the Detroit River Tunnel Company.-
(Mr. Kilvert.)

19 and 20*, 1585; Com of W. and reported
and 30*, 170.-(42 V7ic., c. 62.)

Bill (No. 101) To amend the Act incorporai-
ing the Canada and Detroit River Bridge
Company.-(!tr. Kilvert.)

1°*, 1585 ; 21, 1585; Com. of W. and re-
ported and 3°*, 1755,-(42 Vie, c. 64)

Bill (No. 102) Respecting certain Ordnance
and Admiralty Lands in the Provinces of
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.-( fr.
MeDonald, Pictou )

1°*. 1628 ; 20*, Con. of W. and reported
and 3°*, 1669.-(42 Vie., c. 33)

BILLS. -Con.
Bill (No. 103) To regulate the employment oj

children and young persons in the Mills
and Factories of the Dominion of Canada.-
(Mr. Bergin.)

1 *, 1696.
Bill, To enable the Court of Chancery in On-

tario to dissolve the contract of marriage in
certain cases.--( Mr. Hooper.)

Introduction m., 1696 ; negatived on a di-
vision, 1696.

Bill (No. 104) To providefor the inspection,
safe-keeping and storage of Petroleum andi
the products thereof.-(ir. Baby.)

Res. in Com. of W., 1696; 1°*, 1697; 2°*,
Com of W. and reported and 3?', 1805.-
(42 Vie., c. 18)

Bill (No. 105) To further amend the Aots
therein mentioned respecting the Militia and
Defence of the Dominion of Canada,-(Mr.
Bowell. )

Res. in Com. of W., 1697 ; 1 "*, 1702 ; 2°*,
<om of W. anci reported and 3Q*, 1848,-
(42 Vic., c. 35)

Bill (No. 106) Respecting the safe keeping of
Dangerous Lunaties in the North-West Ter-
ritories.-(Mr .McDonald, Pictou.)

1°*, 1730 ; 20*, Com. of W. and reported
and 30*, 1848.-(42 Vi., c. 38)

Bil (No. 107) To amend and consolidate the
several Acts respecting the Public Lands of
the Dominion.-( Mr. Tupper.)

1°*, 1765 ; 29*, Com. of W. and reported
and 30*, 1805.-(42 Vic., c. 31.)

Bi.l(No. 108) To provide.for the payment of
an additional temporary grant to the Pro-
vince of Manitoba.-(Mr. Tilley.)

Res. in Com, of W., 1784, reported, 1786;
1°*, 1786 ; 2', 1786 ; 3°*, 1806.-(42 Vie.,
c. 2.)

Bill (No. 109) To provide for the salary of one
additional Judge of the Supreme Court of
New Brunswick.-(Mr. McDonald, Pic-
tou.)

Res. in Com. of W., 1787; 10 and 20*, 1793;
30*, 180.-(42 Vie., c. 3.)

Bill (No. 110) Respecting the salaries of the
County Court Judges of Prince Edward
Islan.-(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

Res. in Com. of W., 1793; 10 and 20, 1795;
30* 1806.-(42 Vie., c. 4.)

Bill (No. 111) Por granting an annual sub-
sidy towards the construction and mainten-
ance of Telegraphie Communication to and
upon Anticosti and the Magdalen Islands.-
( Mr. Tupper.)

ies. in Com. of W., 1796; B. introduced,
1796; 10 and 20*, 1799 ; 3°, 1806.-(42
Vi., c. 5.)

Bill (No. 112) To extend "An Act respect-
ing Certificates to Masters and Mates oj
Ships."-(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.L)

Res. in Com. of W., 1799 ; 10 and 2°*,
1800; 3*, 1806.-(42 ie., c. 26.)

Bill (No. 113) To provide for the Liquidation
of the affairs of Building Societies in the
Province of Quebec.-(Mr. Desjardins.)

10 and 2Q*, 1800; Com. of W. and repoit.
ed and 30*, 1805.-(42 Vie., c. 48.)

BIL BIL[lIDEX.]
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BILLS.-Con.
Bill (No. 114) Respecting I The Consolidated

Bank of Canada."-(Mr. Tilley.)
10 and 2°*, 1805; Com. of W. and reported

and 30*, 1885.-(42 Vie., c. 53.)
Bill (No. 115) Po continue in force for a

limited time Il The better prevention of Crime
Act, 1878 ."-( Mr. Mc Donald, Pictou.)

1, 2q and 30*, 1841.-(42 Vic., c. 41.)

Bill (No. 116) To further amend 4 The Cana-
dian Pacific Railwvay Act, 1874."-(Mr.
Tupper.)

Res. m., 1886 ; Resumed debate, 1944 ; H.
in Coin. of W., 1960 ; Res. reported, 10
and 20*, 1965 ; conc. in Res. 1 m., 1965
Amt. to re-com. (Mr. Mackenzie) 1970
negatived (Y. 37, N. 115), 1978. On Res.
12, Amt., route (Mr. Mackenzie), neg. saine
division, 1979; Res. 13 and 14 agreed to,
on a division, 1979 ; B. 10, 20 and 30*,
1980.-(42 Vi., c. 14.)

Bill (No. 117) To amend the Act cf the
present Session, intituled I An Act to provide
for the inspection, safe-keeping and storage of
Petroleum, and the products thereof"-( Mr.
Baby.)

1, 20 and 30*, 1980.-(42 Vie., c. 19.)
Bill (No. 118) For granting to Ber Majesty

certain sums of money required for defraying
certain expenses of the public service, for the
financial years ending respectively the 30th
June, 1879, and the 30th June, 1880, and for
other purposes relating to the public service.-
(Mr. Tilley.)

Res. in Coin. of W. and M. agreed to, and
reported*, 2001 ; B. 1 and 2-*, 2011; 30
m., 2011, debate; 3°, 2035.-(42 Vic., c. 1.)

Bill (No. 119) For the acquisition by the
Dominion of a certain portion of the Grand
Trunk Railway, to be made part of the In-
tercolonial Railway.-(Mr. Tupper.)

Res. in Coin. of W. and reported*, 1982;
Res. considered, 1992 ; agreed to, on a
division, 1999 ; B. ln,,, 1999 ; 21, 1999
30*, 2001.-(42 Vic., c. 11.)

Bill, To further amend the Insolvent Act of
1875.-(Mr. Robertson, Hamilton.)

Introduction m., 1885 ; M. withdn., 1886.
BlIls of Exchange Acts Amt. and Con-

solid,, B. No. 31 (Mr. Baby).
19*, 189 ; 20* 562 ; Coin. of W., 1237 ; re-

ported, 1238 ; 3?*, 1293. (42 Vie., c. 17).

BiUs of Exchange. Inland, Protest of, B.
No. 16 (Mr. Doull).

19*, 107 ; 20, 294 ; referred to Com. on
Banking and Commerce, 926; Coin. of W.
and reported and 39*, 1765. (42 Tic.,
c. 46.)

Bills, Private, reception of.
Extensions of time for, 65, 71, 126, 221, 562,

688.

Blake ( Vice-Chancellor), complaint against,
For objectionable language, Remarks (Mr.

Costigan), 1083; remarks and discussion
(Mr. McCuaig and others), 1983 to 1992.

BLANCHET, Mr.
. See a SPEAKEE, Mr.

BOLDUC, Mr.
Drummond and Arthabaska Mail Service

(M.for Ret.) 70.
Penny coin, withdrawal of (Ques.), 223.
Supreme and Exchequer Courts, working of

(M. for Ret.) 496.
Weights and Measures Laws Consolid. B. 87

(Mr. Baby) in Coin., 1844.
Bond, Merchandise in,

Recently, M. for Rets. (Mr. Burpee, St. John)
185.

BORDEN, Mr.
Windsor Branch Ry. settlement (Ques.) 73.

Tarif.-W. & M., Res. 11, on 20-(Corn)
1350.

Bouchard, J. D., St. Simon Station
Master.

Dismissal of, M. for Pap. (Mr. Fiset) 1265.
BOULTBEE, Mr.

Toronto Postmastership, on M. for O.C., 134.
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Coin., 196.
Quebec Constitutional Question, on M. for

Res., 290.
Yarmouth Dyking Co. B. 46 (Mr. Killam)

on M. into Coin., 924.
Supreme Court Act Repeal B. 84 (Mr.

Keeler), on 2 and Q. of Proced., 1382.
Tarif.-W. & M. Res., on 2Q, 537; on Mr.

Mackenzie's Amt., 1169 ; Res. 11, on 2°
(Books, &c.) 1344; Res. 12, Free List, on
2Q (Wool) 1528.

National Currency, on Mr. Wallace's Res.,
1571.

Weights and Measures Laws Consolid. B.
87 (Mr. Baby) in Com., 1846.

Pacifie Ry. Act Amt. B. il 7 (Mr. Tupper)
Res 1, on Conc. and Mr. Mackenzie's
Amt.. 1970.

Blake,Vice-Chancellor, conduct of (Remarks)
1988.

Supply,-Estimates: Militia (Drill Instruc-
tion) 1641.

BOURASSA, Mr.
Insolvency Acts Amt. (B. 3, 10*), 48; B.

referred to Sel. Com. on Insolvency, 293.
Taritf.-W. & M., Res. 11, on 2? (Pig iron)

(Amt., free, ec.) 1447.

BOURBEAU, Mr.
Drummond and Arthabaska, Inspector of

Weights, &c. (M. for Cor.) 549.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

589.
Tarif--W..& M., Res. 11, on 2> (Shovels,

Tools, &c.) 1482; (Tobacco) 1509.
Weights and Measures Laws Consolid. B. 87

(Mr. Baby), in Coin. 1843-7.

Bourdeau, J., Ste. Flavie.
Engine House Supt., removal of, M. for Cor.

(M r. Fiset) 1398; M. withdn. 1398.
BOWELL, Mr.

Tradeand Navigation Tables (presented) 26.
Debates, Reporting (M. for Sel. Com.-

postpd.) 58; Contract, Ratification (Moved)
89, 102; Sel. Com. appointed, 104.

Tin, rebate on, B.C. (Ans.) 73.
Tug, American, seizure, on M. for Ret., 121.
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BOWELL, Ir.-Con.
Newfield, Capt. Purdy's dismissal, on M.

for Cor., 159, 160.
Iron imports, N.S. & N.B., M. for Ret., (Amt.)

180.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

592, 597-8, 600.
Custom-Houses, expenses, regulation of,

(Ans.) 651.
Caspian, duties on goods ex. (.Ans.), 652.
Mitchell & Co., supplies by, on M. for Pap.,

and Q. of Ord., 662.
Emerson, Custom-house for (Ans.) 827.
Saugeen R., Lighthouse for, on M. for Cor.,

836.
Trent R. Navigation Works, on M. for Com.,

911.
Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 2° and Mr. Mac-

kenzie's Amt. (Q. of Ord.) 1163 ; Res. 4
(Tea and Coffee, differential) 1331-3;
Res. 11, on 2° (Books, &c.) 1344; (Car.
riages, &c.,) 1419; (Cheese) 1424. On Mr.
Mr. Domville's personal explan., 1456.
(Screws, iron) 1462 ; (Printing Presses)
1476.

Militia Act Amt. (B. 105, Res. in Coi. and
1°) 1698, 1702.

Supply.-Estimates: Pensions (Veterans of
1812) 1630;- Militia (Brigade-Majors)
1632-3-4; (Drill instruction) 1635-6-9,
1640-2; (Ammunition and Stores) 1642
(Annual Drill) 1642; (Drill in Colleges)
1643; Collection of Revenue (Customs),
1693-4.

Supplementary Estimates, 1878-79: Mis-
cellaneous (Trade Mission to France),
1839; Collection of Revenues (Cus-
toms) 1839-40.

Concurrence : (Pacific Ry., Wallace's
claim) 1877.

Brandy-Pot8, Liqhthouse-keeper.
Richard, resignation of, M. for Cor. (Air.

Grandbois) 844.

Brazil, Steamhip line to.
Establishment of, Ques. (Mfr. Gillmor) 1249.
Supply,-discussion in, 1853.

BRECKEI, Mr.
The Address (moved) 6.
Mackerel, seining for, on M. for Cor., 225.
Quebec Constitutional Question, on M. for

Res., 389.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

553.
Truro & Pictou Ry. Transfer B. 58 (Mr.

Tupper) 1505.
Tanf-W. & M. Res., on 20 and Mr. Mac-

kenzie's Amt., 1165 ; Res. 11, on 20-
(Coal) 1437.

Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 85 (Mr. Colby)
on M. for 20 and Mr. Béchard's Amt.,
1613; B. 15 (Mr. Béchard) on M. for 2c'
and Mr. Girouard's Amt., 1 780.

N.B. Supreme Court Judge B. 109 (Mr.
McDonald) on Res., 1792; in Com., 1794.

Bridge, International (Mr. Kirkpatrick's
B.) See iiInternational."'

Brighton and Prince Edward Mail Route.
Season of change, Ques. (Ifr. Keeler) 541.

Brit. Amer. Life Ins. Ce. (Mr. Macken-
zie's B.) See "North Amer."

British Columbia, Boundzry.
Alaska, M. for Pap (Mr. DeCosmos) 230.

British Columbia, Chinese Labour in.
M. to refer Petition to Sel. Com. (Mr. De

Cosmos) 1251.

British Columbia, Chinese Tax Bill.
Intentions of Government, Ques. (Mr. De

Cosmos) 66.

British Columbia, Fisheries.
M. for Sess. Pap. 42, 1877. &c. (M-r. De

Cosmos) 178, 684.

British Columbia, Graving Dock.
Construction, M. for Cor. (3fr. DeCosmos)

69.
Advances made, Pap. (Message) 1628.
Res. propd., withdn. (Mr. Tilley) 1787.

British Uolumbia, Imports and Exports.
M. for Ret., 1878 (3fr. DeCosmos) 137.

British Columbia, Tdians.
Supply,-discussion in, 1684.

British Columbia, Machinery for.
Securities for duty, M. for Pap.

Thompson, Cariboo) 655.
(Mr.

British Columbia, Mail Service.
Vancouver Island, M. for Pap. (XYr. Bunster)

87.

British Columbia, Penitentiary.
Site, Construction, &c, M. for Pap. (Mr.

Mclnnes) 1406.
Supply,--discussion in, 1540.

British Columbia, Rebate on Tin.
Intention of Government, Ques. (fr. Mc-

Innes) 73.
British Columbia, Ry. expenditure.

Supply,--discussion in, 1648 ; carried on
div., 1992.

British Columbia, Ry. Reserve Lands.
Rights of Settlers, Ques. (Mr. Mclnnes) 827.

British Columbia, Salmon Hatchery.
Establishment of, Ques. (Mr. McInnes) 652.

British Columbia Secession B. (Mr. De
Cosmos).

Introduction m., 1079 (Vol.ii); there being
no seconder, dropped, 1080.

British Columbia Supreme Court Judges'
Salaries B. No. 97 (Mr. McDonald,
.Pictou).

M. of H. into Com. of W., 1288, agreed to,
1290; Res. in Com., 1534, reported, 1535;
B. 1Q*, 1535 ; 20* Com. of W. and
reported and 3°*, 1669.

British Columbia, Tarif, Special, for.
Application for, Ques. (Mr. De Cosmos) 491.

British Columbia, Vancouver Island.
Canal on E. Coast, intention, Ques. ( M r.

Bunster) 1250.
Brodie's, Inverness, Megantic.

P. O. for. Ques., (Mr, Olivier) 1250.
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[SzsioN, 1879.]

BRooKs, Mr.
Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 15 (Mr.

Béchard) on M. for 20, 1623.
Statutory Holidays B. 57 (Mr. Domville) on

M. for 3° (Amt. m.), to re-com., to exempt
Quebec, 1767.

BROWN, Mr.
Trent R. Navigation Works, on M. for Com.,

909.
Tarif-W. & M., Res. 11, on 2? (Coal)

1430 ; (Pig iron) 1449.
Supply-Estimates: Militia(Brigade Majors)

1631 ; (Drill Instruction) 1636, 1642 ;
Pub. Works., Inc. (Buildings, Ont.) 1662:
(Harbours, &c., Ont.) 1665.

Bruce, N.R., Mail Service.
Extension to Paisley, &c., Ques. (JIr Gillied)

223.
Extension to Lion's Head, Ques. (Mr. Gillies)

651.

Bryant, Tug. See "Sarah E. Bryant."

B UDGET, THE.
Speech of Finance Minister, 409.

For Debate thereon, See " TARI.<

Building Societies, Ont. (Mr. Kirkpatrick's
B). See -"Ontario."

Building Societies, Que. (Mr. Desjardin's
B.) See "Quebec.

BUNSTER, Mr.
Rails, removed to Frazer River (M.for Pap.)

27.
Vancouver I. Mail Service (M. for Pap.,)

87.
Newfield, Capt. Purdy's dismissal, on M.

for Cor.. 141.
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com., 220.
Fishery Award, P. E. I. claims, on M. for

Cor., 244.
War with Russia, volunteers for (I. for

Ret.,) 665-6.
Nanaimo Customs Officer, salary (M. for

Cor.,) 667.
Rails, removal from Vancouver I. (M. ta

refer Instrns. to P. A. Com.,) 837.
Controvd. Elections Act Amt. B. 4 (Mr. Mc-

Carthy), on M. for reference to Con., 853.
Canal, East coast of Vanc.uver I. (Ques.)

1250.
Chinese in B.C., M. for Sel. Com. (seconded

1260.
Supreme Court Act Repeal B. 84 (Mr.

Keeler) on 20 and Q. of Proced., 1387.
Kootenay R, clearing of (Ques.) 1397.
N. il. claims against Dom., en M. for Cor.,

1404.
C. Beale, Light-keeper, (M. for Pap. respect-

ing) '404-5.
Penitentiary, B. C., construction of, on M.

for Pap., 1410.
,Tarif.-W. & M. Res., on 20, 541, 820, 1019;

Res. 11, on 20 (Barley) 1346; Res. 12,
Free List, on 20 (Wool) 1526.

Pacific Ry. Act, 1874. Amt. B. 116 (Mr.
Tupper) on Res., 1930.

BUNSTER, Mr.-Con.
Supply. - Estimates: Legislation (Sess.

Clks., &c.) 1543; Immigration, 1544;
Pub. Works, cap. (Pacif. Ry.) 1646-8;
Collection of Revenues (Weights &
Measures) 1719.

BUNTING, Mr.
Welland Canal, old, supplies for (M. for Ret.)

185.
Yarwood, C. St. G., superannuation (M. for

Pap., by Mr. Stephenson) 675.
Wrecking and Coasting (M. for Cor., for Mr.

Stephenson) 1405.
Parif.-Res. 2 (Drawbacks) on 2e, 1325;

Res. 11, on 2° (Sugars) 1492.
Welland Canal Solicitors, payments to (M,

for Ret.) 1763.

Burlington Bay Canal.
Piers, intention, Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Hamil-

ton) 74.

BURNHAM, Mr.
Trent R. Navigation Works, on M. for Com.,

906.

BURPEE, Mr. (St. John).
Tug, American, seizure, on M. for Ret., 122.
Toronto Postmastership, on M. for O. C.,

133.
Newfield, Capt. Purdy's dismissal (M. for

Cor.) 141.
Imports and Exports, recent (M. for Ret.)

185.
Bonded Merchandise, recent (M. for Ret.)

185.
Spirits, tobacco, &c., manufactured (M. for

Ret.) 185.
Navigation of U. S. Canals, on M. for Cor.,

187-8.
Ketchum, Mr., case of, on M. for Pap. (Amt.)

492; (M. for further Pap., by Mr. Mac-
kenzie) 667.

Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,
581-2, 592-9, 602.

Quartz Machinery, B. C., duties, on M. for
Pap., 656-7.

Tarif.-W. & M. Res., on 20, 989; Res. 4
(Tea and Coffee, differential) on 2°,
1330-31 ; Res. 11, on 20 (Cotton sheet-
ings, &c.) 1439; (Screws, iron) 1462.

Supply.-Estimates: Pub. Works, Cap. (St.
John Passenger Station) 1645; Collection
of Revenue (Customs) 1693-5.

Suppl. Estimates, 1878-'79: Collection
of Revenues (Customs) 1839.

BURPEE, Mr. (Sunbury).
Eastern Extension Ry., N.B. claims (Ques.)

547.
Calais & St. Stephen Ry. Bridge Co. Incorp.

(B. 68, 1°•) 782; B. withdn., 1730.
N. B. claime against Dom. (M. for Cor.)

1399, 1401.-
Tarif.-W, & M. Res., on 20, 1060.

Cable Co., U. S. Direct (Mr. McGarthy's
B.) See iU.S."

Calais and St. Stephen Ry. Bridge Co.
Incorp. B. No. 68 (Mr. Burpee, Sunbury.)

1° , 782 ; 2ç', 1141 ; B, withdn., 1,80.
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CAMERON, Mr. (North Victoria).
Lord's Day Observance, on Res. for, 83.
Stewart, John, Deposit, on propd. B., 140.
Toronto Savings' Bank, powers (B. 26, 10")

140.
Quebec Constitutional Question, on M. for

Res., 372.
Trent R. Navigation Works, M. for Com

(seconded), 904, 915.
Supreme Ct. Act Repeal B. 84 (Mr. Keeler)

on 20, 1383.
Northern Ry. Act Amt. B. 64 (Mr. White)

on 20, 1391, 1394.
Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 85 (Mr. Colby)

on M. for 20 and Mr. Béchard's Amt., 1612;
(Q. of Ord.) 1620 ; B. 15 (Mr. Béchard)
on 20, 1624.

Selkirk Election (M. for Pap.) 1764.
Blake, Vice-Chancellor, conduct of (Remarks)

1988.
Supply.-Estimates: Pub. Works, Cap, (Ca-

nals, Welland) 1661.
Conduct of stranger (Macdonell) on Q. of

Priv. and Summons; (Amt.) to refer mat-
ter to Com. on Priv. & Elections, 1980-81.

Campbell, Mrs., Relief B. 99 (Mr. Macdou-
gail) on 30, 2005.

Supreme Ct. Act Am t. B. 74 (Mr. McDonald)
on Senate Amt., 2037, 2043.

CAMERON, Mr. (Soutti Huron).
DismissaLs, Appointments, &c., recent (Ms.

for Rets.) 27, 28.
Hamilton, appointments, &c., in, on M. for

Ret., 112.
Quebec Constitutional Question, on M. for

Res., 376.
Maritime Court, Ont., Repeal B. 34 (Mr. Mc-

Cuaig) on M. for 20, 685-6.
Betting Act Amt. B. 38 (Mr. Robertson) on

M. into Com. of W. (6 months' "hoist")
847,

Controvd. Elections Act Amt. B. 4 (Mr.
McCarthy) on 2°, 167, 851.

Yarmouth Dyking Co. B. 46 (Mr. Killam)
on M. into Com., 922.

'Inland Bills of Ex. B. 16 (Mr. Doull) on 2>
924.

Elections Act Amt. B. 19 (Mr. Casey) on
2°, 942.

Bills of Ex. B. 31 (Mr. Baby) in Com. of W.,
1237.,

Elections, Corrupt Practices, B. 32 (Mr.
Ives) on 2°, «1274.

Speedy Trials Act Amt. B. 75 (Mr. Mc-
Donald) on 2c, 1294.

Supreme Ct. Act Repeal B. 84 (Mr. Keeler)
on 2°, 1384.

Tarff.--W. & M. Res., on 2°, 743, 754;
Res. 11, on 20 (Wheat flour) 1361 ; (Salt)
1476; (Sugars) 1486.

Defendants' costs in Crown suits B. 17 (Mr.
MacDonnell) on 20, 1580.

Insolvency Laws Repeal B. i5 (Mr.
Béchard) on 20, 1576-7; B. 85 (Mr. Colby)
on M. for 20 and Mr. Béchard's Amt.,
1616; B. 15, in Com., onMr. Girouard's
Amts., 1769, 1775.

SaUreme Ct. Act Amt, B. 74 (Mr. Mc-
Donald) on 2°, 1588.

CAMERON, Mr. (South Huron.)-Con.
Ry. Acts Consolid. B. 98 (Mr. Tupper) on 2°

1705-6.
N. B. Supreme Ct. Judge B. 109 (Mr. Mc-

Donald) on Res., 1788.
Supply.-Suppl. Estimates, 1878-79: Pub.

Works, Cap. (Intercol. Ry., Murray's
claim) 1835.

Campbell, Eliza Maria, Relief B. No. 99
(Mr. Macdougall).

1 0* 157î2 ; 20, 1706 ; Coin. of W. and re-
ported*, 1878 ; 3 m., 1878 ; Ant., 3
months " hoist," (Mr. Mills) 1879 ; Re-
sumed debate, 2004; Amt., to re-com.
(Mr. Farrow) negatived, 2010 ; Mr. Mills's
Amt. negatived (Y. 38, N. 56) 2010 ; B. 30,
on same division reversed., 2011. (42 Vie.,

. 79).

Campbell's Cove, Breakwater, P.E..
Completion of, Ques. (Air. Muttart) 1397.

Campbell, W. D., Fishing Rights-See
" Bic."

Camps of Military Instruction.
Intention this year, Ques. (Mr. 't hompson,

Baldimand) 112.

Canada and Detroit Bridge (31r. Kilvert's
B.) See " Detroit."

Canada Central 1y. Extension.
Supply,-discussion in, 1645.

Canada, Consolidated Bank (1fr. Gault's
and MIr. Tilley's Bs.) See " Consolidated
Bank."

Canada Life Ass. Co. Act Amt. B. No. 7
(Air. Robertson, ilanilton.)

1°*, 71; 20, 108; Com. of W. and reported*,
924; 3*, 924. (42 Vic., c. 71.)

Canada Police Act Amt. B. No. 54 (Mr. Mc-
Donald, Pictou).

Io*, 506; 20*, 562; Com. of W. and reported*
and 30*, 1293. (42 Vic., c. 37.)

Canada Temperance Act (Mr. McCuaig's
B.) See "gTemperance."

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
See " PcIFic RAILWAY."

Canadian Registration of American Ves-
sels.

M. for Pets. (Mr. Valin) 180.
Canadian Vessels entering L. Michigan.

Reporting at Sheboygan, M. for Cor. (Mr.
Kilvert) 663.

Canadien," article in.
Q. of Priv. and explan. (Mr. Huntington) 488.

Canals, expenditure on, 1873-79.
Details of, M. for Pap. (Mr. Bergin) 236.
Supply,-discussion in: Lachine and Corn-

wall, 1649; Welland, 1649, 1726.

Canais, U.S., Navigation of
By Canadian Vessels, M. for Cor. (ffr. Cur-

rier) 185.

Cans (Fis/) American, duty on.
M. for Cor. (Mr, Ogden) 667.

[INDEX.] CAM CAN
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Cape Beale, B.C., Lightthouse-keeper.
Cox, appointment and conduct of, M. for

Pap. (Mr. Bunster) 1404.
Cape Sable Island, Custome District.

M. for Pets. and Reps. (Mr. Robertson, Shel-
burne) 70.

Capes Tormentine and Traverse.
Branch Rys. to, Ques. (Mr. Yeo) 1550.

Cardinal, Régis, Paymaster, Lachine
Canal.

Dismissal of, M. for Pap. (Mr. Huntington)
550; Resumed debate, 563; M. agreed to,
610; Explanation of remarks in debate
(Mr. MfeDonald, Pictou) 1373.

Carillon Dam and Works.
Completion, Ques. (3fr. Christie) 42; M. for

Cor. (Mr. Christie) 44.

CARON, Mr.
Intercol. Ry., refuse lumber (f. for Pap.)

87.
Intercol. Ry., on M, for Ret. (Adi. debate)

137.
Pacific Ry., Conts. 13, 14, 15, 25 (M. for

Ret.) 235.
Ketchum, Mr., case of, investigation (. for

Rep,for Mr. Domville) 492.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

569.
Mr. Ryland's award claim (X.for Pap., for

.Mr. Coursol 652.
Tare'.-W. & M, Res., on 20 and Mr.

Mackenzie's Amt., 1085.
Assiniboine, Land, Prof. O'Donoghue's

claim (M. for Pap.) 1763.
Statutory Holidays B. 57 (Mr. Domville) on

M. for 30 and Mr. Brooks's Amt., 1767.

Caron, Mr., Fishery Overseer, Kamouraska.
Complaint against, M. for Pap. (Mr. Landry)

920. 
Carriers, Responsibilities of.

Legislation upon, Ques. (Mr. Ryan, Montreal
Centre) 491.

Cartier, Sir George, Monument to.
Intention of Government, Ques. (Mr. Tassé)

1250.
CARTWRIGHT, Mr.

Dism1s., Appts., &c., recent, on M. for Ret.,
28.

Rys. and Canals, certain, Exp. on (X.for
Ret.) 47.

Revenue, Feb., 1879 (M.for Bel.) 54.
Imports and Exports, 1878 (M. for Ret.) 54.
Receipts and Expenditure, 1878 (X.for Ret.)

54.
Loan of 1878 (M.for Ret.) 106.
Customs and Excise, Feb., 1879 (M. for j

Rets.) 119.
Mounted Police B. 13, in Com. of W., 127. I
Toronto Postmiastership, on M. for O.C., 135.
Insolvency Laws, on M. fer Sel. Com., 191.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, M. for Pap, on

Q. of Ord., 598 ; on main Ques. (for Mr. j
Mackenzie) 599.

Que. Geograph. Society Incorp. B. 65 (Mr.
Fortin) on 29 and Q. of Proced.-Ex-
aminer of Priv. B's. auggested 826.

CARTWRIGHT, Mr.-Con.
Trent R. Navigation Works. on M. for Com.,

914.
Lougheed, Samuel, disml. of (X. for Pp.)

920.
Census and Statistics B. 67 (Mr. Pope,

Compton) in Com. of W., 1233-4-5-6.
Ventilation of Chamber, on M. for Com., 858.
Trade Marks B. 82 (Mr. Pope) in Com. of

W., 1292.
Ry. Acts Consolid. B. 98 (Mr. Tupperl on

20, 1705 ; in Com., 1712-14.
Reciprocity negotiations, on Sir A. J. Smith's

expenses, 1754.
Statutory Holidays B. 57 (Mr. Domville) on

M. for 30 and Mr. Holton's Amt.
(" hoist "), 1766.

Manitoba Additional Grant B. 108 (Mr.
Tilley), on Res., 1782.

Dynamite Explosion, Stratford (Remarks)
1801.

Pacific Ry. Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Tupper)
on proppsed Res., 1913, 1959 ; on Q. of
Ord., 18; Res. 1 on M. for Cone. and
Mr. Mackenzie's Amt., 1977-8.

Riv. du Loup Br., GT.R., purchase of, B. 119
(Mr. Tupper) on 20, 2001.

Tarifl-Budget Speech (Reply to), 430 ; com-
ments in reply to Mr. Tupper, 458-9,
470. W. & M. Res., on 2Q, financial
statement called for, 509, 618; on Mr.
Tilley's speech, comments, 713-16, 722-3
on Ques., 726 ; Res. amd., on 2-, 1321;
Res. 4 (Tea and Coffee, differential) on
20, 1333 ; Res. 11, on 2°, (Muriatic Acid)
1334; (Agricultural Implements) 1334;
(Ale) 1339 ; (Animals) 1339 ; (Ar-
tificial Flowers) 1339 ; (Books, &c.)
1344; (Brass) 1346 ; (Wheat) on
Mr. Houde's Aint., 1355; (Wheat Flour)
1359-60; (Butter) 1417; (Carriages, &c.)
1417-19; (Cheese) 1425 ; (Clocks) 1426 i
(Cotton Sheetings, &c.) 1437-8; (Cotton
Jeans, &c.) 1439; (Earthenware) 1441
(Fruits) 1443; (Furniture) 1443-4-5
(lndia-rubber goods) 1446; (Pîg Iron)
1448-9 ; (Screws, iron) 1461-3 5-9
(Paintings, &c.) 1473; (Printing Presses)
1475 ; (Quinine) 1476; (Wines) 1480-1
(Sugars) 1485-8-9,14 91-7 ; Res. 12, Free
List, on 20, (Wool) 1529 ; Res. 14
(Excise duty, Spirits), on 20, 1531-2-3;
B. No. 93, on 29, 1806; on Mr. Tilley's
speech, 1813-15.

Supply-Estimates: Penitentiaries (St. V.
de Paul), 1537 ; Legislation (Sess. Clerks),
1543 ; Immigration (Salaries), 1544 ;
Ocean and R. Service (Mail Subsidy,
Campbellton and Gaspé), 1673 ; Fisheries
(Breeding), 1679; Indians (Ont.), 1684;
(B. C. and N. W.), 1684-9.

Suppl. Estimates, 1879-80 : Ocean and
R. Service (Canada and Brazil Sub-
sidy), 1853-4; Collection of Revenue
(Customs, exports), 1854-5 ; Legis-
lation (Sess. Clerks), 1855.

Conc : (Intercol. Ry., nut-locks) 1860
(Intercol. Ry.) 1870-2.

Cascumpec Harbour, improvement.
M. for Reps. and Cor. (Ifr. Hackst), 87.
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CAsEY, Mr.
Public Service, qualifications, &c. (B. 8, 1i°)

71; 20 m., 1267 ; (B. withdn.), 1273.
Debates, Reporting, on M. to ratify cont., 96,
Election Act Amt. (B. 19, l), 107: (2'

m.) 853 ; 927, 935, 941.
Contd. Elections Act Amt. B. 4, on 2,

172.
Quebec Constitutional Question. on M. for

Res., 387,
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.

554-5, 577 ; on Q. of Ord., 597.
Port Stanley Revenue (M..for Pap.) 655.
Betting Act Amt. B. 38 (Mfr. Roberfson); on

M. into Com. of W., 846.
7'ariff-Res. 2, (drawbacks,) on 20, 1327

Res. 11, on 20 (Books, &c.) 1343-5;
(Wheat) on Mr. Houde's Amt., 1358 ;
(Carriages, &c.) 1419; (Furniture) 1444;
(Plants) 1474 ; Res. 12, Free List, on 21>
(Wool) 1524.

Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 85 (Mr. Colby)
on M. for 20 and Mr. Bêcard's Amt.,
1619.

Insolvent Act. Amt. B. (Mr. Robertson,
Hamilton) on M, to introduce, 1886.

Supply-Estimates: Militia (Drill Instruc-
tion) 1639; (Annual Drill) 1642.

CASGRAIN, Mr.
Plague, Precautions, on M. for Address.

55, 57.
G. T. R., Riv. du Loup Br. (Ques.) 73.
French Weights, abolition (B. 25, 1°*) 140.
Contd. Elections Act Amt. B. 4 (Mr. Mc-

Carthy) on 20, 172.
Criminal Laws, codification (Ques.) 223.
Commercial Laws, codification (Ques.) 223.
Banks, inspection, measures for (Ques.) 223.
Quebec Constitutional Question (Ques.) 294;

on M. for Res., 385.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.

(Q. of Ord.fl 553.
Que. Geograph. Society Incorp. B. 65 (Mr.

Fortin) on 1', 740.
Supreme Ct. Act. Repeal B. 84 (Mr. Keeler)

on 2°, 1383.
Tarif-Copies, in French, insufficient (Re-

marks) 824, 1405. W. & M. Res., on 20
and Mr. Mackenzie's Amt., 1179; Res.
11, on 2° (Coal) 1432 ; (Pig Iron) on Mr.
Bourassa's Amt., 1447 ; (Sugars) 1492.

Supply-Estimates: Pub. Works, Inc. (Har-
bours, &c., Que.) 1666.

Supreme Ct. Act Amt. B. 74 (Mr. McDon.
ald) on 3°, 1803.

'%Caspian," Goods ex, dutie8 on.
Clearances allowed, Ques. (3rr. Charlton) 652.

Census and Statisties, B. Respecting, No.
67 (Mr. Pope, Compton).

Res. in Com. of W., agreed to, 742; 1°*,
742; 2°*, 1233; Com. of W., 1233; amd.
and reported, 1236; re-com. and report-
ed and 3°*, 1533. (42 Vic., c. 21.)

Centennial Exhibition, Canadian Com-
mission.

Expenses of, M. for Ret. (Mr. Stephenson)
837.

C.rif ßcales, Masters', &c. (ZJr. Pope's B.)
See u Masters a.nd Mates."

Chambly Canal, Bridge Over.
Langelier, Mr., payments to, M. for Ret

(Mr. Roude) 844.

Chambly Canal, Widening of
Intention of Government, Ques. (Mr. Benoit)

48.

Charlevoix Election.
Mr. Perreault's seat, Ques. Priv. (ifr. Mous-

seau) 42 ; Mr. Perreault introduced, 73.
CHARLTON, Mr.

Elections, general (XL for Ret.) 46.
Plague, Precautions ( /.for Addres) 55, 56,

(withdn.) 57.
Lord's Day observance, Res. (seconded) 77.
Uaspian, duties on goods ex (Ques.) 652.
House, employés of (M. for Ret.) 667.
Betting Act Amt. B. 38 (Mr. Robertson) on

M. into Com. of W., 845.
Ventilation of Chamber (Remarks) 858.
Contagious Diseases, Animals, B. 55 (Mr.

Pope) on re-com. and Amt., 1293.
Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 2°, 527 ; Res. 11, on

., (Corn) 1348; (Wheat) on Mr. Houde's
Amt. ( Amt. m.), Wheat, Coal and Pig Iron,
free, 1354; (Butter) 1416 ; (Cheese)
1421 ; (Coal) 1432; (Pig Iron) 1447
(Plaster of Paris) 1471 ; (Shovels, Tools
&c.) 1481 ; Res. 12, Free List, on 2°
(Wool) 1510.

National Currency, on Mr. Wallace's Res.,
1550.

Supply-Estimates: Militia (Drill Instruc-
tion) 1634.

Cheticanp larbour, Inverness.
Dredging of, Ques. (Mr. MacDonnell) 1249.

Chicoutimi Indians.
Vaccination of, M. for Pap. ([tir. Ctmon) 241.

Children in Factorie8 (Ar. Bergin's B.)
See " Factories."

Cihnese Labour in B.C.
M. to refer Pet. to Sel. Com. (Mr. De Cos-

mos) 1251.
Clinese Tax Bill, B.C.

Intentions of Govt., Ques. (Mr. DeCosmos)
66.

Chippewa, Landing Waiter.
Yarwood, superannuation of, M. for Pap.

(Mr. Bunting) 675.
CHRISTIE, Mr.

CarillonDam (Ques.) 42,. (M. for Ret.) 44.
Lord's Day observance (Res.) 75,84.
North River Dredging (MA.for Pap.) 664.
Mails, Montreal and Ottawa (Ques.) 826.
Tarif-W. & M., Res. 11, on 2°-

(Corn) 1348 ; (Wheat flour) 1361 - Res.
12, Free list, on 20 (Wool) 1521.

CIMON, Mr.
Railways, Loans to, on M. for Ret., 64.
Indians, Chicoutimi, vaccination (X. for

Pap.) 241.
Indians, Saguenay, vaccination (M.for Pap.)

241.
Quebec Constitutional Question, on M. for

Res., 386.
Tarf-W. & M. Res., on 20 and Mr. Mac-

kenzie's A.mt.. 1186.
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Civil Service.
[For particular branches and places refe

to such.]
Dismissals and appointments, Ms. for Rets

(Mr. Cameron, S. Buron) 27, 28.
Examination Boards and Candidates, M. fo

Ret. (Mr. Patterson) 113.
Money due from officers of, recovery, Ques

(Mr. Domville) 140.
Dismissals, &c., 1873 and 1878, M. for Cabi

net Cor. (Mr. Williams) 491.
Superannuations, 1873-78, M. for Ret. (31r

Ross, W. Middx.)496.
Dismissals &c., a very general discussion,-

see -Cardinal, dismissal."
Superannuation, M. for Sel. Com. (Sir Johi

A. Macdonald) 741.
Civil Service Efficiency B. No. 8 (Mr

Casey).
1°*, 17 ; 2' m., 1266; B. withdn., 1273.

Clarke, Ren-y, Truro, danages daim.
Intercol. Ry., M. for Pap. (3fr. McKay)

838.
Clark, W. R., payment to.

For Fishery Com. Services, M. for Pap.
(Sir A. J. Smith) 113.

Coal Oil, St. Lawrence Lighthouses.
M. for Tends., Conts., &c., (Mr. Méthot) 83f.

Coal on Maritime Prov. Govt. Rys.
Shipment at false rates, Ques. (Mr. Robert-

son, Shelburne) 489.
Cars over-weighted; sale of coal to officials;
M. or Pap. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 654.

Coai, transport on Eastern Extension Ry.
Amount of Rolling Stock, Ques. (Mfr. Doull)

652.
Coasting, A merican, in Canadian Waters.

M. for Cor. sitice 1874 (3fr. Stephenson)
1405.

COCKBURN, Mr. (Muskoka).
Tarif-W. & M. Res , on 2', 674. On Mr.

Domville's personal explan., 1456. Res.
11, on 20 (Shovels, tools, &c.) 1482.

Supply-Estimates: Light-houses, &c. (Con-
struction), 1675.

(OCKBTRN, Mr. (West Northumberland).
Dismissals, &c., officials of House, on M. for

Pap., 36.
Supreme Court Act, .Amt. (Ques.) 66.
Arbitrators' Awards, Appeal (Ques.) 66.
Stewart, John, Deposit, on propd. B., 140.
IVewfield, Capt. Purdy's dismissal, on M.

for Cor., 162.
Intercol. Ry. Act, Amt. (Ques.) 66; Bill

(propd., withdn.) 138-9; (B. 28, 1°*) 156.
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com., 200.
Quebec Constitutional Question, on Pre-

snier's statements, 984.
Confederation Life Association Act A mt. (B.

53, 1Q*) 488.
Betting Act Amt. B., 38 (Mr. Robertson)

on M. into Com. of W, 847.
Controvd. Elections Act Anit. B. 4 (Mr.

McCarthy) on 20, 849.51.
Trent B. Navigation Works. on M. for Com..

907.

COCKBURN, Mr. (W. Nortbuma'd).-Con.
Dominion Day, Holiday (B. 77, 1°•) 1123;

on 2' & Q of Proced., 1286.
Bills of Ex. B. 31 (Mr. Baby) in Com. of W.,

1237.
Marine Telegraphs Act Repeal B. 44 (Mr.

McCarthy) reference to Com. of W., on Q.
of Proced., 1285.

Official Arbitrators (B. 81, 1°) 1291.
Suprerne Ct. Act Repeal B. 84 (Mr. Keeler)

on 2', and Q. of Proced., 1379.
Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 2', 757 ; Res. 11,

on 2' (Screws, iron) 1463.
Pacific Ry. Debate (Q. of Ord.) 1938, 1941
Supreme Ct. Act Armt. B. 74 (Mr. McDonald)

on Senate Amts., 2036, 2042-3.

Codification of Laws.-See " Laws."

Coins, Copper, Pennies and Halfpennies.
Withdrawal of, Ques. (Mr. Bolduc) 223.

COLBY, Mr.
Bankruptcy, relating to (B. 2, 1°0) 41; B.

referred to Sel. Com. on Insolvency, 293.
Bankruptcy (M. to refe- all Pets. o Sel. Com.)

293.
Atlantic and N. W. Ry. (B, 56, 1°*) 562.
Mounted Police, Expenditure for (M. for

Rets.,for Mr. Stephenson) 837.
Centennial Commission, Expenses, &c. (M.

for Rets., for M r. Stephenson), 837.
Legal Services for Govt. (.M. for Rets., for

Mr. Stephenson) 838.
Oak Conts. for Canals (M. for Rets., for Mr.

Stephenson) 838.
Insolvency Laws, Repeal, etc. (B. 85, 1°*)

1412; B. 15 (Mr. Béchard) on M. for 20,
1577; B. 85, 2° m., 1594; B. 15, on 2°,
1623.

Colleges, Drill in. Soe I Militia."

Collingwood Harbour.
Expenditure,1878, M.forRet. (Mr. McCarthy)

82.
Supply-discussion in, 1665.

Committees, Select Standing. See "Sel.
Stand. Com.'

COMMONS. See " HOUSE 0F COM-
MONS.

Confederation Canpaign, N.B.
Personal explanations (11r. Tilley and

others), 1456-9.

Confederation Life Association Act Amt.
B. No, 53 (Mr. Cockburn, W. Northd.).

1°, 488; 2°*, 562 ; Com. of W. and reported
and 3°*, 924. (42 Vic., c. 72.)

CONNELL, Mr.
N. B. Ry., Postal Car for (Ques.) 652.
Woodstock, Bridge at (of. for Pap.) 653.

(Also sce "çAddenda," Vol. i.)
Canada Gazette, Officials supplied (M, for

Ret.) 1763.

Consolidated Bank of Canada Bi No. 52
(Mr. Gault).

1°*, 488 ; 2', 562 ; Com. of W. and reported'
and 3°', 924. (42 Vic., c. 52.)
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Consolidated Bank of Canada B. No. 114
(Mr. Tilley).

1° and 2°*, 1805; Com. of W. and reported
and 3°*, 1885. (42 'Vic., c. 53.)

Consolidated Railway Act ( fr. ITupper's
B.) See " Railway."

Constitutional Question. See " Quebec."
Contagious Diseases (Animals) Prevention

Bs. Nos. 37 & 55 (Mr. Pope, Compton).
B. No. 37, 1°, 221 ; Order for 2' dischd. and

B. withdn., 562.
Res. in Com. of W., 506; B. No. 55, 1°- 507;

2°*, 1246; Com. of W., 1246; reported,
1249; re-com. and reported and 3°, 1293.
(42 Vic., c. 23.)

Supply,-discussion in, 1548.

Controverted Elections.
Generally, see " Elections,"-Special cases,

see the respective Districts.

Cornwall Canal.
Hydraulic Leases, M. for Ret. (Ir. Bergin)

239.
Supply-discussion in, 1649.

COSTIGAN, Mr.
Quebec Constitutional Question, on M. for

Res., 397.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

575.
Tarif-W. & M., Res. 11, on 2' (Wheat

Flour), on Mr. Vallée's Amt., 1372.
Mr. Coughlin's vote on Usury B. (Remarks),

1754.
Blake, Vice-Chancellor, conduct of (Re-

marks) 1083, 1984; (JI. to Adj. H.) 1985;
(M. for Pap.) 1986, 1991-2.

Costs in Crown Suits (Mr. MacDonnell's
B.) See "Defendants."

Coteau & Province Line Ry. Act Amt. B.
No. 30 (Mr. McLennan).

1°*, 189; 20, 488 ; Com. of W. and re-
ported and 3*, 1643. (42 Vic., c. 57.)

COUGHLIN, Mr.
Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 2Q, and

Mackenzie's Ant., 1118.
Usury B., Vote on (Explanation) 1754.
Blake, Vice-Chancellor, language of

marks and M. to Adj. B.) 1986.
County Judges' Criminal Court

McDonald's B.) See «Speedy 1
Act."

Mr.

(re-

rials

County Judqes' Salaries, P. E. I. (1r.
McDonald's B.) See " P. E. I."

" Courrier du Canada," Article in.
Ques. of Priv. and explanation (Mr. ifunting-

ton) 613.

COURSOL, Mr.

Montreal Custom-house appts. (M. for Ret.)
26.

Ryland, Mr., claim of (M.for Pap.) 550, 653.
Supreme Ct. Act Repeal B. 84 (Mr. Keeler)

on 2°, 1388.
Tarf.-W. and M. Res., on 20, 995.
Marine Tel. Act Repeal B. 44 (Mr. Mc-

Carthy) on res. into Coma. of W., 1575.

COURSOL, Mr.-Con.
Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 85 (Mr. Colby)

on M. for 2> and Mr. Béchard's Amt.,
1616, 1621.

Militia Act Amt. B. 105 (Mr. Bowell) on
Res., 1702.

Statutory Holidays B. 57 (Mr. Domville) on
M. for 3° and Mr. Brooks's Amt., 1768.

Campbell, Mrs., Relief B. 99 (Mr. Mc-
Dougall), on M. for 30 and Mr. Mills's
Amt. for " hoist," 2009.

Supply-Estimates: Penitentiaries (St. V.
de Paul) 1539; Militia (Brigade-Majors)
1633; Geological Surveys, 1681.

Courts. See " Exchequer 0," " Supreme
C ," &c.

Cow Bay Breakwater.
Supply,-discussion in, 1667.

Cox, fr., Cape Beale, B. C.
Lighthouse-keeper, conduct of, M. for Pap.

(Mr. Bunster) 1404.
Crime, Prevention of, Act, 1878, Continu-

ance In force B. No. 115 (Mr. McDon-
ald, Pzetou).

1°, 2' and 3'*, 1841. (42 Vic. c. 41.)

Crown Ass. Co. (1fr. Kilvert's B.) See
" Union Ass. Co."

Culling Timber, Expenditu7e for.
Supply,-discussion in, 1716.

Currie, Messrs., Solicitors.
Welland Canal, payments to, M. for Ret.

(Mr. Robertson, Hamilton) 1763.
CunIER, Mr.

Debates, [Reporting, on M. to ratify Cont.,
100.

Navigation ot U. S. Canals (M. for Cor. by
Mr. Rochester) 185.

Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,
558-9.

Trent R. Navigation Works, on M. for Com.,
911.

Tarif-W. & M., Res. 11, on 2' (Screws,
iron) 1465.

Supply-Estimates: Immigration, 1546;
Collection of Revenue (Excise, culling)
1717-18; (Weights and Measures) 1719.

Suppl. Estimates, 1878-79: Pub.
Works, Cap. (Ottawa, Central Block)
1836.

Custons Act (Mr. Tilley'8 B.) See
"1 T Aarip."

Customs, Bonded Warehouses.
Merchandise in, M. for Ret. (Mr. Burpee,

St. John) 185.
Customs Clearances, ex "Caspian."

At former rates, Ques. (Mr. Charlton) 652.

Customs, Expenditure for.
Supply,-discussion in, 1691, 1834, 1854.

Customs Ofices, expenses of.
Proportion to duties, Ques. (Air. Kranz) 651.

DALY, Mr.
Newfield, Capt. Purdy's dismissal, on M.

for Cor., 147.
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DALY, Mr.-Con.
Fishery Award, P. E. I. claims, on M. for

Cor., 247.
Allan Mail Cont. (1. for Cont. and Cor.)

673.
Tarfi-W. & M., Res. 11, on 2' (Sugars)

1497.

DAWSON, Mr.
Ontario Boundaries (M. for Reports) 50.
Indians, Treaties with (M. for Pap.) 180.
Kaministiquia, Harbour at, M. for Pap.

(seconded) 831.
'rince Arthur's Landing, Harbour at, M. for

Pap. (seconded) 834.
Indians, enfranchisement of (. for Ret.)

844.
Supreme Ct. Act Ait. B 74 (Mr. McDonald)

on 2°, 1593.
St. Joseph's Island, Land Sales (M. for Ret.)

1763.
Pacifie Ry. Act, 1874, Aint. B. 116 (Mr.

Tupper) on proposed Res., 1919; in Con.,
1961.5.

Supply - Estimates: Immigration (Men-
nonites) 1549; Pub. Worxs, Cap. (Geor-
gian Bay Br. Ry.) 1648; Geolog, Survey,
1681; Indians (Ont.) 1684; (N. W.) 1689.

Suppl. Estimates, 1879-80: Pub.
Works, Cap. (Pacifie Ry., W. of Red
R.) 1851.

Debates, Oficial Reporting qf
Ques. (Mr. Mackenzie) 6 ; M. for Tenders

(,fr. Ross, W. Midd.) 27; M. for Sel.
Com. (Mr. Bowell) 58, 104; Report (Mr.
Speaker) 58 ; Contract ratified (Mr.
Bowell) 89, 104; Com. of Supply,-dis-
cussion in, 1832.

DECOSMOS, Mr.
Pacifie Ry. route (I. for Ret.) 57.
Chinese Tax Bill, B. C. (Ques.) 66.
Esquimalt Graving Dock (M. for Cor.) 69.
Tug, American, seizure, on M. for Ret.

(Amt.) 120.
Imports and Exports, B. C. (M. for Ret.)

137.
Newfield, Capt. Purdy's dismissal, on M.

for Cor., 141.
Fisheries, B.C. (M. for Sess. Pap., etc.) 178;

agreed to, 684.
American Vessels, Registration of, on M, for

Pap., 181, 182.
Pacifie Ry., Engineer's Rep. (Ques.) 222.
Alaska Boundary (M.for Cor.) 230, 232.
Tariff, special, for B. C. (Ques.) 491.
Separation of B. C. (M. to introduce B.) 1079

(Vol. ii.); (withdn.) 1080.
Chinese in B. C. (I. for Sel. Com.) 1251-60-

63.
Pacifie Ry. Act, 1874, Amt. B. 116 (ifr.

Tupper) on propd. Res., 1897, 1903;
in Com., 1961-3-5.

Supply-Estimates: Pub. Works, Cap.
(Pacifie Ry.) 1645.

Jefendants' Costs in Crown Suits B. No.
17, (3fr. MacDonnell.)

P*, 107; order for 2', 1578 ; order dischgd.
and B. withdn., 1581,

3

Descharnps, Antoine, St. Anne's.
Lighthouse Keeper, discharge of, M. for

Pap. (Mr. Girouard) 675.

DESJARDINS, Mr.
Debates, Reporting, on M. to ratify cont.,

99.
Lachine Canal Employés (31.for Ret.) 125.
Red River,*Timber Leases on (M. for Ret.)

189.
Quebec Constitutional Ques., on Premier's

statements, 985, 1027.
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary employés

(M,for Ret.) 497.
Sir Geo. Cartier, monument to (Ques.) 1250.
Supreme Court Act Repeal B. 84 (Mr.

Keeler) on 1°, 1375.
Tarf-W. & M., Res. 11, on 2° (Stone,

building) 1485 ; (Sugars) 1487.
Militia Act Amt. B. 105 (Mr. Bowell) on

Res,, 1697.
Building Societies, Que. (B. 113, 1' and

2'J 1800.
Pacific Ry. Act, 1874, Aint. B. 116 (Mr.

Tupper) on Res., 1944.

Detroit, Canada and, Bridge Co. Incorp.
B. No. 101 (JUr. Kilvert).

10*, 1585; 2°, 1585 ; Com of W. and re-
ported and 3°*, 1755. (42 Vic., c. 62.)

Detroit R. Tunnel Co. Incorp. B. No.
100 (Mr. Kilvert).

10*, 1585; 2°*, 1585; Com. of W. and re-
ported, and 30*, 1706. (42 Vi., c. 62.)

DEWDNEY, Mr.
Race Rocks, Fog Bell (Ques.) 67.
Esquimalt & Nanaimo Railway (M. for

Reps.) 87.
Quartz Machinery, B.C., duties, on M. for

Pap., 657.
B.C. Supreme Ct. Judges B. 97 (Mr. Mc-

Donald) on Res. in Com., 1534.

Diqby, N.S., Pier, repairs.
Supply,-discussion in, 1667.

Direct U.S. Czble Co. (1Mr. McCarthy's B.)
See t U. S."

Diseases, dninals .(Mr. Pope's B.)
a Contagious Diseases."

Disnissals.
l HousE@ "

names or
cases.

See

See " Civil Service" and
for general questions, and the
places referred to for special

DIVISIONS.
Campbell, Eliza Maria, Relief B. No. 99.-(Mr.

Macdougall).
On M. for 3°; Amt., 3 months' "hoist" (Mr.

Milis) 1878 ; Amt.to re-com.B.(Mr. Farrow)
negatived, 2010; Mr. Mills's Amt. nega-
tived (Y. 38, -Y. 56) 2010; B. 30 (on same
division reversed) 2011.

insolvent Acts Repeal, and provision for liqui-
dation B. No. 85 (Mr. Colby).

On M. for 2' ; Amt. Res, for unconditional
Repeal (Mr. Béchard) carried (Y. 99, .,
75) 1621.
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DIVISIONS.-Con.
Insolvency Laws Repeal B. No. 15 (Mr.

Béchard).
2° carried (Y. 117, N. 60) 1627; Amt. to

30, 6 months' ' hoist" (Mr. McDonald,
Pictou) negatived (Y. 55, N. 107), 1783;
B. 30, 1784.

Marine Telegraphs Act, 1875, tRepeal B. No.
44 (Nir. McCarthy).

20 carried (Y. 54, N. 28) 1284.
Paczfic Railway B, No. 116 (Mr. Tupper).
Res. of Com. of W., on conc. in Res. 1, Amt.,

as to rate of construction, &c., (Mr. Mac-
kenzie) 1970; negatived (Y. 37, .N. 115)
1978. On Res. 12, Amt., as to route (Mr.
Mackenzie) negatived (on same division).

Quebec, Province, Constitutional Question.
Res. condemning Lt. Gov's action, m. (Mr.

Mousseau) 251, 270. Previous ques. m.
(Mr. Ouimet) 282; carried (Y. 136, N. 51)
407. Res. (Mr. Mousseau) carried (on same
division) 409.

Statutory Holidays B. No. 57 (Mr. Domville).
On M. for 30, Amt., three months' " hoist "

(Mr. Holtpn) negatived (Y. 54, N. 100)
1766 ; Amt, to re-com., to exempt Quebec
(Mr. Brooks) 1767; agreed to, on a divis-
ion, re-com. and reported*, 1769.

Supply-Concurrence.
Intercolonial Ry., nut-locks, vote for, car-

ried (Y. 111, N. 42) 1860.
Pacific Ry., Mr. Wallace's claim, vote for,

carried (Y. 114, N. 37) 1884.
Supreme Court Acts Repeal B. No. 84 (Air.

_Keeler).
On M. for 2>, Amt., 3 months " hoist " (Mr.

.ackenzie) negatived (Y. 44, N. 120) 1375.
Telegraphs, Marine. See ' Marine Tele-

graphs."
Usury Prohibition B. No. 35 (Mr. Méthot).
On M. for 2Q, Amat., 6 months' '' hoist " (Mr.

Plumb) carried (Y. 97, N. 68) 1585,
Ways and Means Com., Resolutions.
2 0 m. (Mr Tilley) 507.
Amt., condemning Govt. tariff, m. (jir.

-Mackenzie) 1077-79; negatived (Y. 53, N.
136) 1201.

Amt., to place Wheat on free list (Mr. Fiset)
negatived (Y. 61, N. 109) 1353.

Amt., Wheat, Coal and Pig iron free (Mr.
Charlton) negatived (Y. 53, N. 116) 1354.

Amt., Corn-meal free (Mr. Robertson, Shel-
burne) negatived (Y. 57, N. 112), 1354.

Amt., flour free (Mr. Vallée) negatived ( Y.
61, N. 121), 1415.

Divorce Court, New Brunswick.
Judge's salary, provision for, Ques. (Air.

Gillmor) 827.
Divorce lu Ontario, B. to provide for

(Mr. Booper).
Introduction m., 1696 ; neg. on a*liv., 1696.

Divorce.-Fee " Carnpbell."
Dominion Day Holiday B. No. 77 (Mr.

Cockburn, West Northumberland).
1°*, 1123 ; 2°, 1286 ; Com. of W. and report-

ed and 3°*, 1575. (42 Vi., c. 47.)

Dominion Lands Act Amt. B. No. 21 (Sir
John A. Macdonald).

10*, 125 ; order for 2° dischgd. and B. with-
drn., 1534.

Dominion Lands Acts Consolid. B. No.
107 (Mr. Tupper).

lo*, 1765; 2°*, Com. Of W. and reported
and 3°*, 1805, (42 Vic., c. 31.)

Dominion Lands, Manitoba, Act Amt. B.
No. 72 (Sir John A. Macdonald).

1°, 1003; 2°, 1296; Com. of W., 1296;
reported*, 1534 ; 3°*, 1702. (42 Vic., c. 32.)

Dominion Police (Mlr. McDonald's B.)
See " Canada Police."

Dominion Steamers.
Supply,--.discussion in, 1669.

Dominion Telegraph Co. Act Amt. B. No.
10 (Mr. Kirkpatrick).

1°*, 71 ; 20*, 111 ; Senate Amts. agreed to*,
798. (42 Vic., c. 68.)

DOMVILLE, Mr.
Welland Canal, Mr. McMahon, on M. for

Ret., 62.
Toronto Postmastership, on M. for O.C., 133.
Public servants, money due from, recovery

(Ques.) 140.
.Newfield, Capt. Purdy's dismissal, on M. for

Cor., 143, 151.
Election trials, N.B. (Ques.) 156.
Contd. Elections Act Amt. B. 4, on 20, 177.
Iron Imports, N.S. and N.B., (M. for Ret.)

180.
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com., 200.
Election Petitions, N. B. (M. for Rets.)

233-4; (M. wïthdrn.) 235.
Ketchum, Mr., case of, investigation (M. for

Rep.) 492.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for

Pap., 554-5, 595-6-7-9.
Statutory Holidays (B. 57, 1°*) 562 ; on 2°,

1285; on 30 ,and Mr. Holton's Amt.
for " hoist," 1766.

Courrier du Canada and Mr. Huntington's
explanations, 617.

Woodstock, N.B., Bridge at, on M. for Pap.,
653-4.

Mitchell & Co., supplies by, on M. for Pap.,
660.

Intercol. Ry. damages (M. for Ret.) 663.
Stark, E. O., Station Agent,. dismissal of

(M. for Pap.) 918.
Yarmouth Dyking Co. B. 46 (Mr. Killam)

on M. into Com., 924.
Inland Bills of Ex. B. 16 (Mr. Doull) on

2Q, 926.
Waterley, D. H., damages due to (Ques.)

1249.
Tarf -W. & M. Res., on 20, on Mr.

Weldon's speech, comments, 796; on
Ques., 799; Res., and., on 2°, 1319; Res.
11, on 2°-(Pig iron) 1448-9; (Tin plates)
1450. Personal explanations, 1450-2-4-5.

Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 15 (Mr.
Béchard) on 2°, 1625.

Ry. Acts Consolid. B. 98 (Mr. Tupper) in
Com., 1712-14.

Glendon, purchase of (3. for Pap.) 1757.
On Sir A. J. Smith's expenses, Reciprocity

negotiations, 1754.
Drawback on exports, 1877-8 (M. for Ret.)

1763,

[INDEX.]xtviii DIV DOM
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DOMVILLE, Mr.-Con.
Canada Gazette, Officials supplied (M. foi

Ret.) 1763.
N. B. Supreme Court Judge B. 109 (Mr.

McDonald) on Res., 1792.
Riv. du Loup Br., G. T.R., purchase of, B.

119 (Mr. Tupper) Res., on conc., 1997.
Supply - Estimates : Public Works, Inc.

(Public Buildings, N.B.) 1663.
Conc.: (Intercol. Ry., to deep water,

St. John) 1856-8.
Dorchester Penitentiary, Clerk of Works.

Dismissal, M. for Pap. (Sir A. J. Snith),
492.

DOULL, Mr.
Bills of Exchange, Inland (B. 16, 1*), 107;

on 20, 925; refd. to Banking Com., 927.
Fisheries, B.C., on M. for Pap., 179.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for,Pap.,

556; explanation, 557-8.
Eastern Extension Ry., coal rolling-stock

for (Ques.) 652.
Judge Wilkins's Resignation, &c. (X. for

Cor.) 842.
Tarif--W. & M. Res., on 2°, 515, 526. Vote,

Globe Report (Q. of Priv ) 1250. W.
& M., Res. 11, on 2°-(Coal) 1430.

Ry. Acts Consolid. B. 98 (Mr. Tupper), in
Com., 1715; on 30, 1716.

Pictou & Traro Ry. transfer (M. for Pap.),
1763.

Drawbacks. Sec " Duties, Rebate."

DREW, Mr.
Welland Ry. Co. Bonds (B. 12, 1°*) 88

(2°*) 111.
Insolvent Estates (M. for Ret.) 106.
Hillsburg P.O. (X. for Pap.) 107.
Postmasters' Salaries, increase (Ques.) 112.
Contd. Elections Act Amt. B. 4 (Mr. Mc-

Carthy) on 2°, 175.
Postmasters' Salaries (M. to refer P. M. G's.

Report to P. A. Com.) 827.
Tar.W. & M. Res., on 2' and Mr, Mac-

kenzie's Amt,, 1123.
Insolvent Act Amt. B. (Mr. Robertson,

Hamilton), introduction (objected to),
:886.

Drill. See " Militia."

Drummond and Arthabaska Election.
Judge's Report, 3.

Drummond and A rthabaska Mails.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Bolduc) 70.

Drummond and Arthabaska, Weights
and Measures.

M. for Inspector's Cor. (Mr. Bourbeau) 549.

Duncan City, Reporting of Vessels at.
M. for Cor. as to necessity of (Mr. Kilvert)

663.
Dual Representation Abolition Act Re-

peal B. No. 62 (Mr. Ouimet).
1°*, 649.

DUBUC, Mr.
Manitoba, Transportation to, arrangements

(Ques.) 14.
Manitoba, Emigrant Sheds (Ques.) 111.

DUBUC, Mr.-Con.
Manitoba, Immigrants to (M.for Ret.) 180.
Red River, Reservations on (M. for O. Cs.)

232.
Emerson, Custom-house for (Ques.) 827.
Tarif--W. & M., Res. 12, Free List, on 20

(Wool) 1519.
Manitoba, Settlers' Claims (Ques.) 1755.
Red R., Squatters' Lands (Ques.) 1755.
Sitting Bull's nationality (Ques.) 1756.

DUGAS, Mr.
Tarif-W. & M., Res. 11, on 2° (Wheat

Flour) on Mr. Vallée's Amt., 1370.
Dusseault, J. B., L'Islet.

Payments to, M. for Ret. (3ir. Landry) 675.
Duties charged in Newfoundland.

M. for Cor. respecting (Air. Fortin) 1410.

Duties paid in Feb., 1879.
Ms. for Rets. (Air. Cartwright) 119.

Duties paid on Canadian Tobacco. -

1873-79, M. for Ret. (Ar. Vallée) 119.
Duties, Rebate of

1874-79, M. for Ret. (Mir. Jones) 65.
On Tin, B.C., Ques. (Ir. McInnes) 73.
On goods exported, 1877-8 ; M. for Ret. (1ir.

Domville) 1763.
Duval, Ulric, St. Nicholas.

Postmaster, complaints against, Ques. (Mr.
Olzvier) 1250.

Dynamite explosion at Stratford.
Remarks (Air. Besson and others) 1800.

Eastern Extension, N. B. See ' INTERCOL.

East 3Iiddlesex. See " Middlesex, E.R."
Election, Eliqibility (31r. Ouimet's B.)

Sec ' Dual Representation."-(Ir. Rykert's
B.) See " Independence of Parlt."

Election of Members Act Amt. B. No. 19
(Mr. Casey).

1°*, 107 ; 2c m., 853 ; Amt., 6 months'
" hoist" (Mr. Arkell), 857 : Resumed
Debate, 927; Amt. agreed to on a div.,
943.

Election of Members Act Amt. B. No. 42
(21r. Gigault).

1°*. 251.
Election Trials, N.B.

Intention of Govt.. Ques, (M»r. Domville)
156; M. for Ret., 233; M. withdn., 235.

Elections, Controverted, Acts Amt. B. No.
4 (Mr. McCarthy).

1°*, 59; 2' propd., 164; Resumed debate,
847; 20 and referred to Sel. Com., 853.

Elections, Corrupt Practices at, Act Amt.
B. No. 32 (Air. Ives).

1°*, 189; 20, 1274 ; Com. of W. and re-
ported * and 30*, 1575. (42 Vic., c. 6).

Elections, General, the late.
Votes polled, M, for Ret. (Air. Charlton) 4G.
Expenses of, M. for Ret. (Air. Oliver) 65.

Elgin, E.R., Election.
Judge's Report, 41.
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"Ella G. McLean," Schooner.
Purchase of, M. for Pap. (Sir A. J

505.

FER FIS

Smith)

ELLIOTT, Mr.
Tarf-W. & M., Res. 11, on 20 (Agricult.

Imiplements) 1336.
Statutory Holidays B. 57 (Mr. Domville), on

M. for 30 and Mr. Holton's Amt.
for " hoist," 1766.

Emerson, Custon House at.
Establishment of, Ques. (Mr. Dubuc) 827.

Emerson, Emigrant Shed.
Erection of, Ques. (Air. Dubue) 111.

English Reciprocity and Free Trade
Association.

Memorial from, Ques. of its reception (Air.
Speaker) 1412; ruled, reception irregular,
1453.

Esq*i malt & Nanaimo Ry. See "iPACIFIC

Esquimalt Dock. See " British Col-
umbia."

Estimates, the.
Submitted and referred to Coin. of Supply

(Mr. Tilley) 251. See "SUPPLY."

Exchequer Court (Mr. McDonald's B.)
See "Supreme Court." (Mr. Cockburn's

B.) See Official Arbitrators."

Exchequer Court, Work and Expense of.
M. for Ret. (1ir. Bolduc), 496.

Excise Aci (JIr. -Tilley's B.) See
iiTAR1FF."

Expenditure, General.
Recent, M. for Ret. (Mr. Cartwright) 54.

Explanations, Fersonal, of Members.
For cases raised as Ques. of Priv, see "Priv."
For explanations introduced in course of

general debate, reference must be made to
the member's name.

Exports.
Recent, M. for Ret. (Mr. Cartwright) 54;

(Mr. Burpee, St. John) 185.
British Columbia, M. for Ret. (Mr. DetCosmos)

137.

Factories Regulation B. No. 103 (AIr.
Bergin). t

1°*, 1696.

FARROW, .Mr.
Saw-logs measurement (Ques.) 111.
Kincardine Harbour Works, expenditure (A3.

for Ret.) 240.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

574.
Parliament, time of meeting (Ques.) 651.
Campbell, Mrs., Relief B. 99 (Mr. Macdou-

gall) on m. fr 3°, and Mr. Mills's Amt.
for "hoist " (Amt. m.) to re-com. B., 2010.

Felonies, Trial (Mr. McDonald's B.) See
"Speedy Trials."

Female Reformators, Ont. (Mr. McDon-
ald'a B.) See " Ontario."

Fertiizers, Manufacture of, Fraud in.
M. for Sel. Com. of Enquiry (Mr. Massue)

498; M. withdn., 499.

FISET, Mr.
Riel, Louis, pardon of (Ques.) 42, 66.
Riv. du Loup Branch, G.T.R. (M. for Cor.)

47.
Intercol. Ry., Dismissals, &c. (M. for Pap.)

57.
Rimouski, Statute Labour in, on M. for Pap.

(Ami.) 68.
St. Donat, Postmaster, conduct (M, for Pap.)

70.
Intercol. Ry., carriage of electors, on M. for

Ret., 86.
St. Fabien, Mail Contract (Ques.) 111.
Rimouski Wharf Improvement (Ques.), 112;

(M. for Rep.) 125.
Rimouski, work at Matane, &c., on M. for

Ret. (Amt.) 113-14-16.
Intercol. Ry., sleepers (M. for Tend.) 125.
Mackerel, Seining for, on M. for Cor., 229.
St. Fabien, Mail Contract (M. for Cor.) 232.
Fishery Award, P.E.I. claims, on M. for

Cor., 248.
Intercol. Ry., St. Flavie land claims (Ques.)

491.
Cardinal, Régis, Dismissal of, on M. for

Pap., 565.
Lavoie, Capt., employment of (Ques.) 563;

(M. jor Orders to) 920, 1581.
Old Bic Harbour Improvement (M.for Pets.)

657.
St. Anaclet, P.O., Location of (Ques.) 904.
Bouchard, J. O., Dismissal of (M. for State-

ment) 1265.
Bourdeau, J., Disml. of (M, for Cor.) 1398;

M. withdn., 1398.
St. Fabien P.O., Removal of (M. for Cor.)

1399.
Tarif-W. & M., Res. 11, on 20 and Mr.

loude's Amat. (Amt.) Wheat, free, 1353.

Fish-breeding, St. John River.
Intention of Govt., Ques. (Mr. King) 1250.

Fish-cans, American Duty on.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Ogden) 667.

Fisheries, Expenditure for.
Supply,-discussion in : Breeding, 1676,

1837 ; Overseers, &c., 1837 ; P.E.I. daims,
1838.

Fisheries of British Columbia.
M. for Pap. (Air. DeCosmos) 178, 684.
Salmon Hatchery, M.for Cor. (Mr. McInnes)

104; Ques., 652.

Fishery Award, Washington Treaty.
P. E. I. claims, Ques. (Mr. Yeo) 74; M. for

Cor. (Mr. Teo) 241 ; M. withd., 251 ; Ques.
(Mr. Bain,for Mr. Jeo) 1756; in Com. of
Supply, Remarks (Mr. Muttart) 1838.

N S. claims, Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Selburze)
490.

N.S., N.B., and P.E.I. claims, M. for Cor.
(Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 658.

N.B. claims, M. for Cor. (Mr. Burpee, Sunbury)
1399.
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Fishery Award, Washington Treat y-Con.
Appropriation of, for restoring Fisheries,

Res.; M. into Com. of W. (Mr. Fortin)
1730 ; Debate, 1749-54. In Com. of Sup-
ply, Remarks (Mr. Kaulback) 1837.

Fishery, Salmon, Miranicii.
Barnaby River, Fry for, Ques. (Mr. Snow-

ball) 826.

Fishing with Seines, Practice of
M. for Cor. (Air. Macdonald, Kings, P.E.I)

224.

Fish of Newfoundland.
Admission of, Ques. (Ar. Mackenzie) 743.

FLEMING, Mr.
Railways, employés and accidents (Ai. for

Rets.) 129.
Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 2°, 1020; Res. 11,

on 2 0-(Corn) 1347; (Butter) 1417;
(Cheese) 1424; (Coal) 1.432; Res. 12,
Free List, on 2° (Wool) 1517.

1 LYNN, Mr.
Mackerel, seining for, on M. for Cor., 226.
Fishery Award, P.E.I. claims, on M. for

Cor., 244-7.
Tarzf-Res. of Com. W. & M., on 20, 510.
Lobetr cans, American duty, on M. for

Cor., 670.
Supply-Estimates: Ocean Service (Mail

Subsidies, Halifax and St. John) 1673.

Forsyth, Mr., P.O. Dept.
Appointment of, M. for Pap. (Mr. Huntington,

by Ar. Mills) 236.

Fort Frances Lock.
Expenses of, M. for Ret. (Air. Rykert) 70.

FORTIN, Mr.
Newfield, Capt. Purdy's dismissal, on M. for

Cor., 146.
American Vessels, Registration of, on M.

for Pap., 181, 183.
Mackerel, seining for, on M. for Cor., 224.
Fishery Award, P. E, I. claims, on M. for

Cor., 243.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

560-1.
Que. Geograph. Society Incorp. (B. 65, 10)

740; on 20 and Q. of Proced., 825.
Masters, extra certificates for (M. for Pap.)

842.
Newfoundland, duties levied by (M. for Cor.)

1410-12.
Tarif-W. & M., Res. 11, on 20 (Wheat

ficur) on Mr. Vallée's Amt., 1371.
Fishery Award, disposal of (Res. m.) 1730.
Anticosti, &c., Telegraph Subsidy B. 111

(1Mr. Tupper) on 1°, 1797.
Supply-Estimates: Fisheries (Breeding)

1680.

r&ance, Trade Mission to, Expenses of
Si1pply,---discussion in, 1839.

Fraser River, B.C.
Salmon Hatchery for, M. for Cor. (Mr. Mc-

Innes) 104; Ques., 652.
Post-office for, Ques. (Mr. McInnes) 652.

Fredericton, A.B., Barracks.
Transfer from G ovt., M. for

Stranje) 664.
(Mr.

French Edition of Tarif'
Supply of, remarks (Mr. Casgrain) 1405.

French Weight Abolition, Çuebec, B. No.
25 (Mr. Casgrain).

1°o, 140.

GALBRAITH, Mr.
Tarif-W. & M., Res. 2 (Drawbacks) on 20,

1328 ; Res. 12, Free List, on 2° (Wool)
1515.

Gaspé & Campbellton Mail Sub. idy.
Supply,-discussion in, 1673.

GAULT, Mr.
Consolidated Bank of Canada (B. 52, 1°*)

488.
Tarif-W. & M., Res. 11, on 20-(Coal)

1436; (Earthenware) 1441-2.

"Cazette," Canada, in N.B.
Officials supplied, M. for Ret. (Air. Connell)

1763.

"Gazette" Printing Co. Incorp. B. No. 23
(Mr. Ryan, Montreal Centre).

1°*, 126; 2', 208; Com. of W. and report-
ed, 651 ; 3°*, 705. (42 Vic., c. 78).

GEOFFRION, Mr.
Intercol. Ry., carriage of electors, on M. for

Ret., 87.
Quebec Constitutional Ques., on M. for Res.,

337.
Campbell, Mrs., Relief B. 99 (Mr. Macdou-

gall) on 3°, and Mr. Mills's Amt. for 3
nonths' " hoist," 2010.

Geograpitical Society (Mfr. Fortin's B.)
Sec "Quebec."

Geological Survey, Expenditure.
Supply.-discussion in, 1681,

Georgetown and Pictou Ferry.
Continuance of, Ques. (Mr. Macdonald,

King's) 1756.
Georgian Bay Br. See I PACIFIC RY."
GIGAULT, Mr.

Insolvt. Act, 1875, Amt. of (Ques.) 48.
Election Act Arat. (B. 42, 1°*) 251.
-Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 20, 762; Res. 11,

on 2° (Wheat flour) on Mr. Vallée's Amt.,
1364.

GILL, Mr.
Dredging, St. Francis and Yamasku (Ques.)

74.
Banks, affairs of (A.for Ret., by Mr. Lantier)

671 ; M. postpd. 672.

GILLIES, Mr.
Mail service extension in N. Bruce (Ques.)

223, 651.
Saugeen R., Lighthouse erection (M. for

Cor.) 836.
Port Elgin Harbour Improvement (Ques.)

1551.
Ont. School Fund, payment (Ques.) 1756.
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GILLMOR, Mr.
Woodward's Cove, Appropriation for (Qu&s.)

223.
Mackerel, Seining for, on M. for Cor., 228.
Divorce Court Judge for N.B. (Ques.) 827.
Steamship line, Halifax and Brazil (Ques.)

1249.
Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 20, 1013; Res. 11,

on 20 (Corn) 1349.
Supply-Estimates : Fisheries (Breeding)

1679.

GIROUARD, Mr. (Jacques Cartier).
St. Anne's Lock, widening (Ques.) 141.
Banque Jacques Cartier (B. 50, 1") 409;

(20*) 489.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

550.
Stock-gambling suppression (B. 61, 10) 612.
Deschamps, Antoine, discharge of (M. jor

Pap., by Mr. Grandbois) 675.
Rails, old, disposal of (. for Ret., for _ir.

Valleé) 837.
Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 20, 950.
Insolvency Laws Repeal (B. 22, 1*) 126;

B. referred to Sel. Com. on Insolvency,
293; B. 85 (Mr. Colby) on M. for 20,
1602 ; B. 15 (Mr. Béchard) on M. for 20,
(Amts. wi.) 1769, 1772, 1778 ; Amts.
withdn., 1782.

Campbell, Mrs., Relief B. 99 (Mr. Macdou-
gall) on 3Q, and Mr. Mills's Amt. for 3
months' " hoist," 2007.

"Glendon," Government Steamer.
Purchase, repaire, &c., M. for Pap.

Domvillefor Mr. Plumb) 1757.
Supply,-discussion in, 1669-73.

(Mr.

Gold .Mining Machinery for B.C.
Securities for duty, M. for Pap. (Mr. Tionp-

son, Cariboo) 655.
Government Business, Precedence.

Ms. for (Sir John A. Macdonald) 738,
1533, 1668, 1841, 1885.

1290,

Government, Constitutional Ques. See
I Quebec."

Government, Legal Services to, 1873-78.
Particulars of, M. for Ret. (Mr. Stepienson)

838.

Government Life Insurance.
Res. respecting (Mr. Tilley) withdn , 1669,

Government, Salaries of, Rates of
Since 1841, M. for Ret. (Mr. Jackson) 839.

Government, Salaries, Reduction (3fr.
Béchard's B.) See " Indemnity."

Governor-General.
Royal Instructions, Ques. (Mr. Mackenzie)

26; copies of (H. E.) 42; M. for Cor.
(Mr. Mills) 124.

GRANDBOIS, Mr.
Isle Blanche, Floating Light (Ques.)
Riv. du Loup Pier, work on (M.for Ret.) 84.
Intercol. Ry. Employés (M. for Ret .) 137;

M. agreed to, 178.
Catdinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

581.

)EX.] GRA. GUT

GRANDBOIS, Mr.- Con.
Deschamps, Antoine, discharge of (M. for

Pap.,for Mr. Girouard) 675.
Riv. du Loup Wharf, light for (Ques.) 826.
Richard, Mr., Light-keeper, resignation (M.

for Cor.) 844.

Grand Kfanan, Woodward's fove.
Re-vote, intention, Ques. (Mr. Gillmor) 223.

Grand Trunk Railway.
Riv. du Loup Br., M. for Cor. with Co. (Mr.

Flet) 47; Ques. (Mr. Casgrain) 73.

G. T. R., Riv. du Loup Br., purchase of
(Mr. Tupper's B., etc.) See " INTERCOL. RY'.

Green Island, St. Lawrence.
M. for Cor. with Indian Agent (Mr. Mc-

Carthy) 674.

Grenville, S.R., Election.
M. for Pet. and for Enquiry (Mr. McCarthy)

236-7.

Grosse Isle and Quebec Transport.
Contract, M. for Pap. (Mr. Landry) 67.

Grosse Isle, Dismissals at.
Jolieceur and Hurst, Ques. (Mr. Landry) 563.

Grosse Isle, Government Land.
Settlement of, Ques. (Mr. Landry) 651.

Grosse Isle, Public Works on.
M. for Conts. ( Mr. Valin) 70.

Grosse Isle, Sheds, Rebuilding.
Intention, Ques. (Mr. Landry) 546.

Grosse Isle, Works at.
Since 1874, M. for Ret. (Mr. Landry) 241.

GUNN, Mr.
Tarzf-W. & M. Res., on 21 and Mr. Mac..

kenzie's Amt., 1120 ; Res. 2 (Drawbacks)
on 20, 1327 ; Res. 11, on 2° (Sugars)
1490-1.

GUTIIRIE, Mr.
Controvd. Elections Act Amt. B 4 (Mr.

• McCarthy) on 2>, 172,
. Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com., 195.
Northern Ry. Act Amt. B. 64 (Mr. White)

on 10, 740.
Trent R. Navigation Works, on M. for Com.,

915.
Inland Bills of Ex. B. 16 (Mr. Doull) on 20,

925.
Elections, Corrupt Practices, B. 32 (Mr. Ives)

on 20, 1277.
Tar j-W. & M. Res., on 2°, 998, 1003 ; Res.

11, on 2 0-(Agricult. lmplemts.) 1335 ;
(Barley) 1347 ; (Corn) 1349; (Wheat
Flour) 1360; Res. 12, Free List, on 20
(Wool) 1531 ; Res. 14 (Excise Duty,
Spirits) on 2°, 1532.

Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 15 (Mr. Béchard)
in Com., on Mr. Girouard's Amts., 1782.

Ry. Acts Consolid. B. 98 (Mr. Tupper) in
Com., 1711-15.

Supreme Ct. Act Anit. B. 74 (Mir, McDonald)
in Com., 1801.
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HACKETT, Mr.
Cascumpec Harbour, improvement (M. foi

Reps.) 87.
Mackerel, seining for, on M. for Cor., 227.
Fishery Award, P.E.I. claims, on M. for Cor.,

250.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

584.
Fishery Award, disposal, on Mr. Fortin's

Res., 1753.
Supply-Estimates: Ocean Service (Dom.

Steamers) 1671 ; (Mail Subsidies, Camp-
bellton and Gaspé) 1674.

JJADDOW, Mr.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

561.
Lobster-cans, Amer. duty, on M. for Cor.,

669.
Tarf-W. & M., Res. 11, on 2 (Tin
* plates) 1450.

HAGGART, Mr.
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com .,214.
Pacifie Railway Expenditure, to March, 1879

(M.Jor Ret.) 235.
Courrier du Canada and Mr. Huntingtons ex-

planations, 617.
Supreme Ct. Act Repeal B. 84 (Mr. Keeler)

on 10, 1374.
Supply - Estimates: Pensions (Veterans)

1629,

Haldimand, Land Damages.
Welland Canal, M. for Ret. ( Ir. McCallum)

106.

Ialf-Breed Reservations.
Manitoba, M. for 0. C., &c. (Mr. Nerner) 674.

Halifax and Brazil, Steamship Line.
Establishment of, Ques. (Nr, Gillmor) 1249.
Supply,-discussion in, 1853.

IIabfax and Queenstown Mail Contraci.
Termination of, M. for Pap. (Mr. Daly) 673.

Halifax and St. John ifail Subsidy.
Supply,-discussion in, 1673.

Halifax as a Winter Port.
M. for Cor. with Ry. Compy. (Mr. Robertson,

Shelburne) 70.
Halifax, Intercol. Ry. Termînus.

Intentions of Govt., Ques. (Mr. Robertson,
Shelburne) 66.

Private Property Rights, Ques. (Mr. Cock-
burn, W. Northd.) 66.

(Mr. Cockburn's B.) See I INTEROoL. RY."

Hamilton, Appointments in.
1873-78, M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson) 112.

Hamilton, Emigrants ai.
Aided by Govt., M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson)

124.

Harmilton, Public Buildings.
Intention of purchasing, Q. (ir. Robertson)

* 74.

Harbours, generally, of Dominion.
Expenditure on, &c, M. for Ret. (Mr.

Milla) 499.

HAY, Mr.
Toronto Postmastership (Ques.) 111 ; (M.

for 0. C.) 130.
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com., 210.
Tarif-W. & M., Res. 11, on 20 (Screws,

iron) 1463.
Blake, Vice-Chancellor, conduct of (Re-

marks) 1991.
Hemlock Bark, Export duty on.

Intention, Ques. (Mr. Vallée) 651.
HEssoN, Mr.

Lord's Day Observance, on Res. for, 79.
Welland Canal, Damages (M. for Ret., for

Mr. McCallum) 179.
American Vessels, Registration of, on M. for

Pap., 184.
Insolvency Lawe, on M. for Sel. Com., 202.
Stratford, Govt. Ofices, erection (Ques.) 222.
Cardinal, Régis, Dismissal of, on M. for

Pap., 609.
Inland Revenue Refunds (M.for Ret.) 665.
Molesworth Postmastership (M. for Pap.)

830.
Betting Act Amt. B. 38 (Mr. Robertson) on

M. into Com. of W,, 847.
Ventilation of Chamber (Remarks) 859.
Elections Act Amt. B. 19 (Mr. Casey) on

20, 943.
Tarif-.W. & M. Res., on 20, 899; Res. 2

(Drawbacks) on 20, 1328 ; Res. 11, on 2°
-(Corn) 1351 ; (Cheese) 1422 ; (Coal)
1433; (Furniture) 1444; (Screws, iron)
1463; (Stone, building) 1484.

Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 15 (Mr. Béchard)
on 20, 1578.

Dynamite explosion, Stratford (Remarks)
1800.

Supply-Estimates: Militia (Bands) 1642.
Conc.: (Post-Office) 1862.

HILLIARD, Mr.
Tarif-W. & M., Res. 11, on 20 (Wheat

flour) 1362.
Hillsburg Post-Oßfice.

M. for Pap. respecting (2fr. Drew) 107.
Holiday, Dominion Day (Mr. Cock-

burn's B.) See " Dominion Day."

Ilolidays, Statutory, further provision for,
B. No. 57 (Mr. Domville).

JO*, 562 ; 2", 1285 ; Com. of W. and re-
ported, 1765 ; Amt. to 30, three months'
I hoist " (Mr. Holton) neg. (Y. 54, N. 100);
Amt., Re-com., to exempt Quebec (31r.
Brooks) 1767 ; agreed to on a div., 1769;
re-com. and reported *, 1769; 3°*, 1805.

HOLTON, Mr.
Debates, Reporting, Cont., on M. to ratify,

91, £.3.
Stewart, John, deposit, on propd. B., 140.
Newfield, Capt. Purdy's dismissal, on M. for

Cor. (Q. of Ord.), 162.
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com., 191.
Northern Light, on M. for Ret. respecting (m.

to adj. debate) 236.
S. Grenville Election, Enquiry, on M. for

Address (Amt. to refer Pet. to Sel. -S.
Com. on Priv. and Elections) 237-8; M.,as
amd., agreed to, 238.
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HOLTON, Mr.-Con.
Q.M.O. & O. Ry., Ottawa Bridge (B. 45, 1*)

338.
Quebec Constitutional Question: on Q. of

Ord., respectine- vote, 408; on Premier's
statements, 1027; on Mr. Mousseau's M.
for Res. (Q. of Ord.) 1762; on course of
Govt. (Remarks) 1835; on M. of conc. in
W. & M. Res, 2001-2-3; on 3° of Supply
B., 2029.

Private Bills, extension of time (protested
against) 562.

B. C. Separation i. (Mr. DeCosmos) (Q. of
Ord.) 1080.

Pacif. Ry., on offer of Engrs'. Reports confi-
dentially to Leader of Opp. (Remarks)
1080-81.

Census and Statistics B. 67 (Mr. Pope) in
Com. of W., 1236.

Receiver-Genl. and Min. of P. W. B. 66 (Mr.
Tupper) in Com. of W., 1241-2.

Bouchard, J. D., St. Simon, dismissal, on M.
for Pap.; reasons for such Ms. (Remarks)
1266.

Dominion Day B. 72 (Mr. Cockburn) on 20
and Q. of Proced., 1286.

Supreme Ct. Act Repeal B. 84 (Mr. Keeler)
on 2> and Q. of Proced., 1376, 1386.

Memorial, Free Trade Association, Eng., on
Q. of Proced., 1412.

Tarifi- W. & M., Res. in Com., en bloc
(Q. of Proced.) 473-4; Res., on 20, Debate
(Q. of Proced.) 508 ; on Mr. Doull's Q. of
Priv. (Globe report) 1251 ; Res,, reading
seriatim (Q. of IProced.) 1324; Res 2
(Drawbacks) on 20, 1324-5-7; Res. 4 (Tea
and Coffee, differential) on 20, 1332-3;
Res. 7 (Appraisers) on 2°, 1332; on Mr.
King's explan. and Q. of Ord., 1454-5
B. No. 93, on 2Q, 1823-4.

Marine Tej. Act Repeal B. 44 (Mr. Mc-
Carthy) on Res. into Con. of W.,
1572-3.

Canada and Detroit Bridge Co. B. 101 (Mr.
Kilvert) on 2Q, 1586.

Insolvency Laws Repeal, B. 15 (Mr. Béchard)
on M. for 20, 1576; B. 85 (Mr. Colby) on
M. for 29 and Mr. Béchard's Amt. (Q. of
Ord.) 1620.

Insolvent Act Amt. Bill (Mr. Robertson) on
M. to introduce (Q. of Proced.) 1886.

Divorce in Ont., on Mr. Rooper's propd. B.,
1696.

Petroleum Inspection B. 104 (Mr. ýBaby) on
Res. in Com., 1697.

Statutory Holidays B. 57 (Mr. Domville) on
M. for 30 (Amt. m.) 3 months ' hoist,"
1766; on Mr. Brooks's Amt., to re-com.,
1768.

Mastersl and Mates' Certs, Act Amt. B. 112
(Mr. Pope) on Res. (Q. of Proced.) 1799.

Supreme Ct. Act Amt. B. 74 (Mr. McDonald)
in Com., 1802; on 34 (Q. of Proced.)
1803-4.

Fees, remission of, Moira R. Toll B. (Q. of
Proced.) 1983.

Blake, Vice-Chancellor, conduct of, on Mr.
McCuaig's Remarks (Q. of Ord.) 1985; on
Mr. Costigan's Remarks (Q. of Ord.) 1986.

HOLTON, Nr.-Con.
Riv. du Loup Br. G.T.R., purchase of, B. 1] 9

(Mr. Tupper) Res. on conc., 1998; on 20,
1999, 2000.

Supply-Estimates: Collection of Revenue
(Pub. Works. maintenance,-Intercol. Ry.)
1728.

Conc.: (Mr. Piché's gratuity) (Q. qf
Ord.) 1874 ; (Library Catalogue) 1876.

Stranger (Macdonell), misconduct of, on Q.
of Proced., 1981; on Mr. McLennan's
remarks, 2044-6.

Home cSavings and Loan Co. (fr. Caw-
eron's B.) See " Toronto Savings Bank."

HOOPER, Mr.
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com., 212.
Moore, S. J., claim for losses (31.for Pap.,

for Mr. Kilvert) 240; M. withdn., 241.
Napanee, Tamworth & Que. Ry. Co. Incorp.

(B. 40, 1°-) 251.
Ont. & Pacif. Junet. Ry. Co. B. 27 (Mr. Wil-

liams); Senate Amts. (conc. m.) 1290.
Tariff-W. & M., Res. 11, on 2--(Corn)

1349 ; (Sugars) 1499.
Divorce in Ont. (JI. to introduce B.) 1696.
Militiamen of 1837-38, Land Grant for (Ques.)

1757.
Supply-Estimates: Collection of Revenue

(Weights and Meas.) 1720.

HOUDE, Mr.
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com., 205.
Fishery Award, P.E.1. claims, on M. for

Cor., 249,
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

578.
Langélier, Chas., payments to (M. for Ret.)

844.
Tarif -W. & M. Res., on 2>, 859; ries. 11,

on 2 0-(Amt.) Wheat, proviso, 1352;
(Amt. withdn.) 1355-9; (Wheat flour) on
Mr. Vallée's Amt., 1365; (Tobacco) 1508.

Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 15 (Mr. Béchard)
on M. for 2°, 1623; in Com., on Mr.
Girouard's Amts., 1774.

Weights & Meas. Laws Consolid. B. 87 (Mr.
Baby) in Com., 1842.

Supply-Estimates : Penitentiaries '(St. V.
de Pau1 1539-40

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Appointments, Clerks Assistant ( Mr.

Speaker) 5.
Account current (4fr. Speaker) 6.
Dismissals, M. for Pap. (Mr. Anglin) 29.
Internal Commission, Appointment (H. .E.)

41.
Employés, names, etc., M. for Ret. ( r.

Charlton) 667.
Indemnities of Members, M. for Ret. (3fr.

Jackson) 839.
Ventilation of Chamber, Remarks (-fr.

Charlton) 858.
Stationery, quality of, Com. to rep. (Mr.

Kirkpatrick) 1213.
French edition of Tariff, Remarks (31r.

Casgrain) 824, 1405.
Elections, Indemnity, etc., (B8 r

Sec those subjects,
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HOUSE OF COMMONS.-Con.
Official Reporting of Debates. See a De-

bates."
Supplîy-Speaker's salary, arrears, 1540;

Dep, Clk's. salary, 1541 ; Sess. Clks., etc.,
1542, 1855: Library, Catalogue, 1832,
1875; Mr. Piché's gratuity, 1873.

ITUNTINGTON, Mr.
Debates, Reporting, on M. to ratify Cont.,

96.
Toronto Postmastership, on M. for O.C.,

131, 135.
Newfield, Capt. Purdy's dismissal, on M. for

Cor., 162.
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com., 199.
P.O.D., Messrs. Forsyth and LeSucur (M.

for Pap., by Mr. Mills) 236.
Quebec Constitutional Question, on M, for

Res., 308, 312; on 30 of Supply B., 2034.
Canadien, statements in (Ques. Priv.) 488.
Courrier du Canada, statements in (Ques.

Priv.) 613, 615.
St. Geneviève and Point Clair Mail Cont.

(Ques.) 489.
Belrath P.O., closing of (Ques.) 489.
P.O.D., use of private letter on file, on M.

for Cor., 547-9.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of (M. for Pap.)

550-1-2, 572-3-4; M. agreed to, 610.
Postmasters' Salaries, on M. to refer P.M.G's

Report to P.A. Com., 827.
Intercol. Ry., Murray & Co.'s claims, on M.

for Pap., 918.
Chinese in B.C., on M. for Sel. Com., 1263.
Supreme Ct. Act Repeal B. 84 (Mr. Keeler)

on 2', 1380.
7ariff- W. & M., Res. 11, on 20 (Corn) 1348.

Remarks on Mr. White's sp., 1344.
Supply-Estimates: Geological Survey,

1681; Collection of Revenue (Weights &
Meas.) 1724.

Conc. : (Post Office) 1863.
Kamouraska and Paspebiac Mail Service

(Remarks) 1729.
Pacific Ry. Act, 1874, Amt. B. 116 (Mr.

Tupper) on propd. Res., and personal
remarks, 1933-6-9, 1940-1-3.

Stranger's conduct, attention called to, 1940.
Riv. du Loup Br., G.T.R., purchase of, B.

119 (Mr. Tupper) Res., on conc., 1999.

[Jwrst, Benjamin, Grosse Isle.
Dismissal of, Ques. (Mr. Landry) 563.

HURTEAU, Mr.
L'Assomption R., deepening of (Ques.) 563;

(M. for Cor., by Mr, Robitaille) 671.
L'Assomption R., Bridge over (. for Pap.)

845.

Iberville, Société de Construction
Ouimet's B.) See " Société."

Immigration expenses.
Supply,-discussion in, 1544, 1549.

Immigration to Manitoba.
1878, M. for Ret. (Mr. Dubuc) 180.

(21r.

Immigration to Manitoba, arrangements.
With Mr. Prittie, etc., M. for Cor. (Mr.

Robertson, Hamilton) 496.

Immriqration ta N. West, encouragement.
Grants of land for, M. for Pap. (Mr. Oliver)

106.
Imports.

Recent, M. for Ret. (Mr. Cartwright) 54; (Mr.
Burpee, St. John) 185.

Brit. Columbia, M. for Ret. (Mr. De Cosmos)
137.

Indemnities, Members', rates of.
Since 1841, M. for Ret. (Mr. Jackson) 839.

Indemiiity of Members, rednetion, B. No.
95 ( Mr. Béchard).

1°*, 1533.

Independence of Parlt. Act Amt. B. No.
86 (Mr. Rykert).

1*, 1453.

Indian Act Amt. B. No. 94 (Sir John A.
Macdonald).

1°*, 1533; 2°*, 1669; Com. of W. and re-
ported*, 1702; Senate Amts. agreed to,
2003-4. (42 Vic., c. 34).

Indian Afgents, &c., N. W. Territories.
Appointments & Dismissals, M. for O. Cs.

(ffr. Mills) 666.

Idian Dept. N. W., Supplies for.
Contractors, &c., M. for Ret. (Mr. Ryan,

.Marquette) 497.

Indian Reservations, Mfanitoba.
M. for O. Cs,, &ç., respecting (AIr. Merner)

674.

Indians, Chicoutimi and Saguenay.
Vaccination of, Ms. for Pap. (Mr. Cirnon)

241.

Indians, Enfranchisement of
M. for Ret. respecting (Mr, Dawson) 844.

Indians, Expenditure for.
Supply,-discussion in, 1684-90, 1854.

Indian, Sitting Bull, Nationality of.
Statement in papers, Ques. (Mr. Dubuc) 1756.

Indians, Lakes Euron and Superior.
Arrears due to, M. for Pap. (Mr. Dawson)

180.
Indians, starving, at La Chapelle, N. W. T.

Information respecting, Ques. (Mr. Mills)
1292.

infectious Diseases (iMlr. Popc's B.) Sec
c Contagious Diseases."

Jnland Bills of Exchange (2Mr. Doull's B.)
See " Bills of Exchange."

Inland Revenue Refunds.
1873-78, M. for Ret. (Mr. Hesson) 665; 1867-

73, M. for Ret. (Mr. Trow) 920.

Insolvency Acts Amt. B. No. 3 (Mr. Bou-
rass a.)

1°*, 48; referred to Sel. Com.*, 293.

Insolvency, Assignees, Oficial, Quebec.
Moneys paid by, M.for Ret. (Xir. Valin) 919.

Insolvency (Bankruptcy) B. No. 2 (Mr.
Colby).

10*, 41; referred to Sel. Com.23.
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Insolvency Laws.
Amt ,intention of Govt., Ques. (Mir. Gigault)

48.
M. for Sel. Com. of Enquiry (Mr. McDon-

ald, Pictou) 189; Debate resumed, 208;
M. agreed to, 221; additional members
appointed, 221 ; Petitions referred, 293.

Insolvency Laws Repeal B. No. 15 (Mr.
Béchard).

1°o, 107; order for 2°, 1575; postponed,
1578; resumed, 1622; 2> carried (Y. 117,
N. 60) 1627; Com. of W., 1769; Amts.
(Mr. Girouard, J. Cartier) 1769, withdn,
1782; Amt., to defer operation of B.
(Mr. MacDonnell)negatived, 1783; Amt.,
6 months' " hoist'' (Mr. cDonald, Pic-
tou) negatived (Y. 55, N. 107) 1783; B.
30 1784.

Insolvent Act, 1875, Repeal, &c., B. No.
85 (Mr. Colby).

Io*, 1412; 2°> m., 1594; Aimt. Res. for un-
conditional repeal (Mr. Béchard) 3610;
M. to adj. debate (Mr. Coursol) 1616
withdn., 1621 ; Ant. carried (Y. 99, N.
75) 1621.

Insolvent Act Repeal, &c., B. No. 22 (Mr.
Girouard, Jacques Cartier).

1°*, 126 ; referred to Sel. Com,*, 293.
Insolvent Act, 1875, Amt. B. (Mr. Robert-

son, Hamilton).
Introduction M., 1885 ; M. withdn., 1886.

Insolvent Estate8, 1877-78.
Particulars, M. for Ret. (Mr. Drew) 106.

Insurance, Government Life.
Res. respecting (Mr. Tilley) withdn., 1669.

INTERCOLONIA L RAILWA*Y.
Intercol. Ry. Act Amt. B. No. 28 (Mr.

Cockburn, W. Northd.)
Introduction m., 138; withd., 139; intro-

duced and 10, 156; 2°, 562; Con. and
reported', 1266; 30 on a div., 1572.
(42 Vic., c. 10).

Rivière du Loup Branch, G.T.R. pur.
chase, etc., B. No. 119 (-Mr. Tupper).

Res. in Com. of W. and reported*, 1982 ;
Res. considered, 1992; agreed to on a
division, 1999; B. 1", 1999; 20,1999;
3°*, 2001. (42 Vi. c. 11).

Riv. du Loup Br., 0.'.R.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Fiset) 47; Ques. (Mr.

Casgrain) 73.
Employês' Inurance Fund.

M. for Ret. (Mr. McKay) 49.
Dismissals, Northern Division.

Recently, M. for Pap. (Mr. Fiset); Amt.,
1873-78 (Mr. Vallée) 57.

lakfax Terminus.
Waterside Terni. and Elevator, Ques.

(air. Wobertson, Shelburne) 66.
Private #ights, Ques. (Mr. Cockburn,

W. Northd.) 66.
Winter Port, M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson,

Shelburne) 70.
Carriage of Government.Supporters.

Rimouski, M. for Ret. (Mr. Landry) 84.
ÃLmber, refuse, purchased for.

Northainberland, M. for Pap. (Mr. Dom-
ville) 87.

INTERCOLONIAL R'LWAY-Con.
Employés in Rimouski.

Particulars respecting, M. for Ret. (Ar.
Landry) 107.

Rimouski Wharf Improvemements.
Intention to make, Ques. (Mr. pieet)

112; M. for Engr.'s Rep., 125.
Monthly Receipts from, and Fresght on.

Ms. for Rets. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne)
124.

Sleepers, last contract for.
M . for Ret. (Mr. Fiaet) 125.

Employés of, on 31st Dec., 1878.
Names, etc., M. for Ret. (Mr. Grandbois)

137, 178.
Coal on N.S. and N. B. Branches.

Shipment at false rates, Ques. (Kfr. Rob-
ertson, Shelburne) 489.

Cars over-weighted; sale of coal to
officials; M. for Pap. (Mr. Robertson,
Shelburne) 654.

Ste. Flavie, Land claims.
Marquis and Beaubien; Ques. (Mr. Fiset)

491.
Eastern Extension, purchase of.

N. B. Govt. claims, Ques. (Mr. Burpee,
Sunbury) 547; M. for Cor. (Mr. Bur-
pee, Sunbury) 1399.

Eastern Extension, Coal Rolling Stock.
Amount of, Ques. (Mr. Doull) 652.

Wood Supply for, in Rimouski.
Tenders, etc., M. for Ret. (Mr. Landry)

658.
Damages to cattle and goods.

Payments for, 1878, M. for Ret. (Mr. Dom..
ville) 663.

Metapedia River, Buildings on.
Sale of, M. for Ret. (Mr. Robitaille) 828.

Clarke, Henry, Truro.
Damages claim, M. for Pap. (Mr. McKay)

838.
Murray e Co., Contractors.

Disputed claims, M. for Pap. (Mr. Mac-
kenzie) 916. See I Supply," below.

Stark, E. O., Spring Hill Station Agent.
Dismissal of, M. for Pap. (Mr. DomviZle)

918.
Bouchard, J. D., St. Simon Station Master.

Dismissal of, M. for Pap. (Mr. Fiset) 1265.
Bourdeau, J., Ste. Flavie, Engine Bouse Super-

intendent.
Removal of, M. for Cor. (Mr. Fiset) 1398;

M. withdrn., 1398.
Branch Ry. to Cape Tormentine.

Intention, Ques. (Mr. Yeo) 1550.
Supply-Discussion in : St. John Deep

Water Extension, 1643, 1856; Nut-locks,
1643, 1858; Maintenance, 1728, 1865;
Murray's claim, 1833; carried on div.,
1884.

Interest, rate of, B. No. 85 (Mr . Methot).
.1O*, 221; 20 m., 1582; Amt., 6 months'

"hoist" (Mr. Plumb) carried (. 97. N.
68) 1585.

Internal Commission.
Appointment (H.E.) 41.

International Bridge Co., B. No. 11 (Mr.
Kirkpatrick).

10*, 71 ; 2°, 111 ; 3°*, 628. (42 Vic., c. 63.)
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Inverness, P. O. at Brodie's.
Establishment of, Ques. (Mr. Olivier) 1250.

Iron, Bar, Imports, N. S. and N. B.
1878, M. for Ret (21r. Domville) 180.

Isle Blanche, Floating Light.
Intentions of Govt., Ques. (Mr. Grandbois) 71.

Isolated Risk & Farmers' Fire Ins. Co.
Acts Amt., and change of name of Co.
B. No. 18 (Mr. Mackenzie).

1°*, 107 ; 2°*, 156 ; Com.of W. and reported
and 30, 924, (42 Vic., c. 70.)

IVES, Mr.
Red R., R. McKenzie's losses (M. for Cor.)

105.
Veterans, 1812 (M. for Ret.) 105.
Contd. Elections Act Amt. B. 4 (Mr. Mc-

Carthy) on 20, 170.
Elections, Corrupt Practices Àct Amt. (B.

32, 1") 189; on 20, 1274.
Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 20, 695.
Supply-Estimates: Pensions (Veterans of

1812) 1628-30 ; Militia (Drill Instruction)
1636.

JACKSON, Mr.
Ministers' Salaries, Members' Indemnities

(M.for Ret.) 839-40.
Jacques Cartier Bank B. No. 50 (Mr.

Girouard, Jacques Cartier).
J*, 409; 2°*, 489; Com. and reported

1266; 30*, 1346. (42 Vic., c. 54.)
John Stewart Deposit (31r. 3fcCarthy's

B). See " Stewart."

Jolicœur dit Lachaine, Grosse Isle.
Dismissal of, Ques. (iMIr. Landry) 563.

JONES, Mr.
Carillon Dam, M. for Ret. (Amt.) 45.
Duties, Rebate (M. for Ret.) 65.
Trade Marks B. 82 (Mr. Pope) in Com. of
W., 1292.

Tarsf-Res. 2 (Drawbacks) on 2°, 1327;
Res. 4 (Tea and Coffee, differential) 1329,
1331 ; Res. 11, on 2P-(Cheese) 1421;
(Coal) 1431; (Screws, iron) 1462-6.

Supply-Estimates: Penitentiaries (St. V.
de Paul) 1538; Pensions (Veterans of
1812) 1629; Pub. Works, Inc. (Buildings,
Que.) 1663; Collection of Revenue (Cus-
toms) 1692.

Statutory Holidays B. 57 (Mr. Domville) on
30 and Mr. Holton's Amt. (i hoist ") 1766;
on Mr. Brooks's Amt. (to re-com.) 1768.

Jordan Bay Breaewater.
Erection, cost, M. for Ret. (Mr. Roberlson)

Judges' Salaries, Prov. of Quebec.
Increase of, Ques. (Mr. Baker) 562.

Judges' Salaries (Bs. respecting).
the respective Provinces.

See 1

Kaministiquia. See "PACIFIc RAIL-

Kamouraska and Paspebiac Mail Service.
Change of Cont., Remarks (Mr. Huntington)

1729.
Supply,-discussion in, 1729.

Kamouraska, Fislery Overseer.
Caron, complaint against, M. for Pap, (Mr.

Landry) 920.

KAULBACK, Mr.
Tariff-W. & M. Res., on 29, 775.
Supply- Estimates : Fisheries (Overseers,

and Breeding) 1837.
Weights & Meas. Laws Consolid. B. 87 (Mr.

Baby) in Com., 1844.

KEELER, Mr.
Trent R. Navigation Works (M. for Ret.)

104; (.3. for Con.) 904; Addendum,
1025.

P.O.D., use of private letter on file (M.for
Cor.) 495, 547-9.

Mail route, Brighton and Pr. Edwd. (Ques.)
547.

Presqu' Isle Light-keeper, dismissal (M.
for Pap.) 663.

Presqu' Isle Govt. lands (Ms. for Rets. re-
specting) 829.

Presqu' Isle Channel, dredging of (Ques.) 904.
Murray Canal, construction of (Ques.) 904.
Presqu' Isle Lighthouse, site of (M. for Pap.)

919.
Tari/J-W. & M., Res. 11, on 20 (Books, &c.)

1342.
Supreme Ct. Act Repeal (B. 84, 10 m.)

1373; on 2>, 1379, 1390.

Ketchum, 1r., St. John Penitentiary.
Investigation, M. for Rep. (31r. Domville)

492; M. for Cor. (Mr. Burpee, St. John)
667.

KILLAM, Mr.
Newfield, Capt. Purdy's dismissal, on M. for

Cor., 148.
American Vessels, Registration of, on M. for

Pap., 182.
Yarmouth Dyking Co. Incorp. (B. 46, 1°*)

338 ; on order into Com. of W., 921-2-3;
(B. wiihdn.) 924.

Lobster-cans, Amer. duty, on M. for Cor.,
668.

Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 20, 737-8, 1160;
Res. 11, on 20 (Brass) 1346.

Montreal Harbr. Dues B. 88 (Mr. Pope) on
Res. in Com., 1501-2.

Seamen's Act Amt. B. 92 (Mr. Pope) on
Res. in Com., 1503.

KILVERT, Mr.
Union Assurance Co. Acts Amt. (B. 36, 1°*)

221.
Moore, S. J., claim for losses (M. for Cor., by

Mr. Hooper) 240; M. withdn., 241.
Port Huron, vessels reporting at (3f. for

Cor.) 663.
Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 2? and Mri Macken-

zie's Amt., 1091,
Detroit Tunnel Co. lncorp. (B. 100, 1*)

1585.
Canada & Detroit Bridge Co. Incorp. (B.

101, 1?) 1585; 2? m., 1585.

Kincardine Harbour Works.
Expenditure on, M. for Ret. (Mir. Farrow)

240.
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KING, Mr.
Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 20, 777. Per-

sonal explan., 1451-2-4-5.
Fish-breeding Estabt., St. John R. (Ques.)

1250.
Washademoak R,, dredging of (Ques. 1250.

Kingston & Pembroke Ry. Act Amt. B.
No. 21 (Mr. Kirkpatrick).

10&, 140 ; 2°*, 208 ; Com. of W., amd. and
reported, 629 ; 30*, 651 ; Senate Amts.
agreed to*, 1123. (42 Vic., c. 61.)

Kingston, John Stewart Deposit (1r.
McCarthy's B.) See " Stewart."

Kingston, Ordnance Lands in.
Disposal cf, intention, Ques. (Mr. Skiner)

1397.

KIRKPATRICK, Mr,
Dismissals, Appointments, &c., recent, on

Ms. for Rets., 27, 28, 29.
Public Acts., reference to Sel. Stand. Com.

(m.), 70.
Domin. Telegraph Co. Act Amt. (B. 10,

10*) 71.
International Bridge Co. (B. 11, 1*) 71.
Kingston & Pembroke Ry. Act Amt. (B. 24,

1ç*) 140.
Contd. Elections Act Amt. B. 4 (Mr. Mc-

Carthy) on 2Q, 173; (M. to refer to Com.)
853.

Quebec Constitutional Question, on M. for
Res., 382.

Sarah E. Bryant, seizure of, on M, for Pap.,
681.

Ont. Maritime Court B. 34 (Mr. McCuaig)
on M. for 2°, 685.

Trent R. Navigation Works, on M. for Com.,
916.

Inland Bills of Ex. B. 16 (Mr, Doull) on ref.
to Banking Com., 926.

Ottawa Loan & Investment Co. Act Amt.
(B. 78, 10*) 1123.

,BuiJding Societies, Ont. (B. 79, 1°*) 1213.
Stationery, quality of (M., Print. Com. to en-

quire) 1213.
Supply-Estimates: Pub. Works, Cap. (Can-

als, Welland) 1658.
Ont. Maritime Ct. Act Anit. B. 73 (Mr. Mc-

Donald) in Com., 1804.

Kootenay River, 13. C.
Clearing of, intention, Ques. (Mr. Bunster)

1397.

KRANZ, Mr.
Custom-houses, expenses, regulation of

(Ques> 651.
Tarie-W. & M,, Res. 11, on 2n (Books,&c.)

1344.

Lachaine, Gatien, Crane Island.
Postmaster, dismissal of, M. for Pap. (Mr.

Landry) 835.

Lachine Canal.
Expenditure on, M. for Ret. (Air. Cartwriqht)
47.

Employès' names, &c., M. for Rot. (Mr. Des-
jardins) 125.

Lachine Canal-Con.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal, 31. for Pap. (Mr.

Huntington) 550; Resumed debate, 563;
M. agreed to, 610.

Supply,-discussion in, 1649.

Lady Head, Govt. Steamer.
Loss of, M. for Pap. (Mr. Vallée) 549,

Lands (Bs. respectinq). See " Dominion,"
" N. W. Territoyès," and " Ordnance."

LANDRY, Mr.
Montmagny Basin Survey (M. for Ret.) 54.
St. Lawrence Survey (M.for Rep.), 62.
Grosse Isle Transport Contract (M. for Pap.)

67.
Rimouski, Statute Labour in, (M. for Pap.)

67.
Intercol. Ry., Carriage of Electors, on M.

for Ret., 84.
Intercol. Ry. Employés, Rimouski (M. for

Ret.) 107.
Rimouski, Work at Matane, &c. (.for Ret.)

113, 117.
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com., 216,
Berthier Wharf repairs, particulars (M. for

Ret.) 240.
Grosse Isle, repairs, particulars (M. for Ret.)

241.
Quebec Constitutional Question, on M. for

Res., 339.
Taschereau, Judges, appointment of (.for

Cor.) 505.
Grosse Isle, Sheds, re-building of (Ques.) 546.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

553.
Jolicœur and Hurst, dismissals of (Ques.) 563.
Grosse Isle, settlement of (Ques.) 651.
Intercol. Ry., Wood Tenders (M. for Ret.)

658.
Rimouski, Harbour of Refuge (M. for Cor.)

658.
Dusseault, J. B., payments to (M. for Ret.)

675.
Montmagny, Postmasters, complaints against

('K. for Pap.) 835.
Caron, Clovis, complaints against, &c. (M.

for Pap.) 920.
Tarif-W. & M., Res. 11, on 20-(Wheat

flour) on Mr. Vallée's Amt., 1369 ; (Pig
irou) on Mr. Bourassa's Amt., 1447.

Supreme Ct. Act Amt. B. 74 (Mr. MoDonald
on 2°, 1593.,

LANE, Mr.
Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 85 (Mr. Colby)

on M. for 2 , and Mr. Béchard's Amt., 1610.
Campbell, Mrs., Relief B. 99 (Mr. Macdou-

gall) on 3° and Mr. Mills's Amt. for
9 hoist," 2010.

Langélier, Ch2rles, Chambly Canal.
Payments to, M. for Ret. (Mr. Boude) 844.

LANGEVIN, Mr.
P.O. Dept., Report (presented) 71.
Hamilton, Publiç Buildings, purchase (Ani.)

74.
P.O. Regulations., returning letters, (Ana.)

57.
Lord's Day observance, Res..(mg.) 7$.
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LANGEVIN, Mr.-Con.
Intercol. Ry., carriage of electors, on M. for

Ret., 86.
Quebec Fire Ass. Co. Stock (B. 14, 1 Q) 88.
Debates, Reporting, on M. to ratify cont,. 98.
St. Fabien, Mail Contract, (Ans.) 111.
Toronto Postmastership (An.) 111 on M.

for O.C., 131.
Paymasters' Salaries, Increase (Ans.) 112.
Registered Letters, t pering with (Ans.)

112.
Rimouski Wharf Improvement (Ans.) 112.
Rimouski, Work at Matane, &c, on M. for

Ret.( Amt.) 114.
Post Office Act Amt. (B. 39, 1*?) 222.
Mail Service in N. Bruce (Ans.) 223, 651.
Quebec Constitutional Question, on M. for

Res., 331.
Ste. Geneviève Mail Cont. (Ans., by Sir John

A. Macdonald) 489.
Belrath P. O., closing of (Ans., by Sir John

A. Macdonald) 489.
Albert Ry., Postal Car for (Ans., by Sir John

A. Macdonald) 489.
Newspaper Postage, abolition (Ans,, by Sir

John A. Macdonald) 547.
Brighton and Pr. Edwd. Mails (Ans., by Sir

John A. Macdonald) 547.
Fraser R,, B.C., P.O. at (Ans.) 652.
N.B. R'y., Postal Car for (Ans.) 652.
Allan Mail Cont., on M. for Cont. and Cor.,

674.
Com., Private Bs., extension of time (in.)

688.
Ottawa and Montreal Mails (Ans.) 826.
Postmasters' Salaries, on M. to referP.M.G.'s

Report to P.A. Com., 827.
St. Anaclet P.O., location of (Ans.) 904.
Yarmouth Dyking Co. B. 46 (Mr. Killam)

on M into Com., 923.
LANTIER, Mr.

Banks, Affairs of (M. for Ret, for Mr. Gill)
671; M. postpd., 672.

LARUE, Mr. Î
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M1. for Pap.

571.
Tarif-W, & M., Res. 31, on 2° (Wheat

Flour) on Mr Vallée's Amt., 1363.
Pacific Ry. Act, 1874, Amt. B. 116 (Mr.

Tupper) on div. and Ques. respecting
vote, 1979.

LAURIER, Mr.
Quebec Constitutional Question, on M. for

Res.. 323.
Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 2° and Mr. Mac-

kenzie's Amt., 1181.
Traverse, Navigation Improvement (Ques.)

1755.
Weights and Meas. Laws Consolid. B. 87

(Mr. Baby) in Com., 1843-5.
Supply-Estimates: Collection of Revenue

(Excise, Culling) 1717-18.

Lavoie, Capt., Str. " Rimouski."
Removal of, Ques. (Mr. Fiset) 563; M. for

orders, 920; Resumed debate, 1581 ; M.
agreed to, 1582.

Laws, Codifoation of
Iltentin of govt., Que. (,Kr. Cagrain) 228.

Leclere, Victor, Mail Contract off
Removal, Ques. (Ar. Rinfret) 1250.

Leqal Services to Govt., 1873-78.
Particulars of, M. for Ret. (.4r. Stephenron)

838.

Lesslie, fr., Postmasfter, Toronto.
Superannuatiorn, M. for O.C. and Cor. (r.

IJay) 130.

LeSueur, M11r., P.O. Dept.
Superannuation of, M. for Pap. (Mr. Hunt-

ington) 236.

Letellier, Lt.-Governor. See " Quebec."

Letter, private, improper use of.
In P. O. Dept., M. for Cor. (Mr. Keeler) 495;

M. postpd., 496 ; M. renewed, 547 ; agreed
to, 549.

Letters, Registered, egulations.
Intention to alter, Ques. (Ir. Little) 112.

Letters, uncalled for, Regulations.
Ques. respecting (21r. Robertson, Hamilton)

75.

Lévesque, Postnaster, St. Donat.
Complaint against, M. for Pap. (Mr. Fiset)

70.

Lévis Graving Dock.
M. for Ret. of Tends., etc. (Mr, White, Card-

well) 188.

Library of Parliament.
Annual Report, 5; Com. appointed, 48;

Catalogue, discussion in Com. of Supply,
1832, 1875.

Lighthouse Service.
Supply,-discussion in, 1675.

Lion's Head, Saugeen Peninsula.
Mail extension to, Ques. (Mr. Gillies) 651.

L'Islet, works at, payments.
To J. B Dusseault, M. for, Ret.j(Mr. Lan-

dry) 675.

LITTLE, Mr.
Registered letters, tampering with (Ques.)

112.

Loan, Govt., of 1878.
M. for Ret. respecting (AMr. Cartwright) 106.

Loans, Foreign.
Application of, M. for Ret. (3Mr. Gill) 671.

Loans to Railways.
Before Confederation, M. for Ret. (Mr.

Vallée) 63.
Lobster-cans, American duty on.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Ogden) 667.
Logs, Measuring, Standard Rule.

Authorised by Govt., Ques. (Hr. Farrow)
111.

London and Canadian Loan and Agency Co.
Incorp. Act Amt. B. No. 69 (Mr. E&irk-
patrick).

200, 825; Com. of W. and repottede, 1003;
3l 10o. (42 Vi.., e. 75).
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London, Inspector of W. and Meas.
Spettigue, suspension of, M. for Cor. (Mr.

Macmillan) 240; McClary, superannua-
tion of (Mr. Macmillan) 241.

LONGLEY, Mr.
Qaebec Constitutional Question, on M. for

Res., 404.
Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 2°, 974.
W. & A. and W. C. Rys., settlement (Ques.)

1756.

Lord's Day Observance. Pub. Depts.
Res. (Mr. Christie) 75; Armt. (Mr. Langevin)

79, agreed to, 84.

Lougheed, Samuel, Molesworth.
Postmaster, dismissal of, M. for Cor. (Mr.

.Zesson) 830; similar M. (Mr, Cartwright)
920.

"Louise," Sekooner, damages by.
Welland Canal, M. for Cor. (Mr. McCallum)

830.

Lunatice, N. W.P. ( Mr. McDonald's B.)
See " N. W. Territories."

MCCALLUN, Mr.
Welland Canal Employés (M. for Ret.) 104.

Welland Canal Land Damages (.for Bet.)
106.

Tug, Amer., Sarah E. Bryant, seizure of, on
M. for Ret., 119, 123, 681.

Welland Canal, Damages (M. for Ret., by
Mr. Hesson) 179,

U.S. Canals, navigation of, on M. for Cor.,
188.

Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com., 209.
Harbours, Canadian, expenditure on, etc.,

on M. for Ret., 502.
P.O.D., use of private letter on file, on M.

for Cor., 549.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap,,

606; on Q. of Ord., 599.
Welland, marsh land claims (M. for Cor.)

672.
Maritime Ci,, Ont., Repeal B. 34 (Mr. Mc-

Cuaig) on M. for 2Q, 687.
Welland Canal, damages by Louise (M. for

Pap.) 830.
Trent R. Navigation Works, on M. for Coin,,

910.
Tarf-W. & M. Res., on 20, 542, 1008 ; Res.

1l, on 2 0 -(Carriages, &c.) 1420; (Coal)
1433; (Stone, building) 1484.

Canada and Detroit Bridge Co. Incorp. B.
101 (Mr, Kilvert) 1586.

Ry. Acts Consolid. B. 98 (Mr. Tupper) in
Com., 1711.

Supply-Estimates: Pub. Works, Cap.
(Canals, Welland) 1651-3-4 ; Pub.,
Works, Inc. (Harbours, &c., Ont.) 1665-6;
Collection of Revenues (Pub. Works,
Maintenance,-Canals) 1727.

Conc.: Pacif. Ry., (Wallace's claim)
1877.

IICCARTHY, Mr.
-Quebe Lt.-Gov., M. for Pap. (Ami.) 49.
Collingwçed Harbour Expenditure (M. for

Rat.) 84

McCARTHY, Mr.-Con.
Stewart Deposit (B., propd., withdn.) 139,

140.
Controverted Elections Act Amt. (B. 4, 1°*

59; (20 m.) 164.
S. Grenville Election, Enquiry (M. for Ad-

dress) 236-7; M. amd. and agreed to, 238.
Marine Telegraphs Act Repeal (B. 44, 101)

293; 20, 1278; M. to refer to Coin. of
W., 1285; on Res. into Coin., 1572-3.

Direct U.S. Cable Co. (B. 47, 19*) 338;
withdn., 1696.

Quebec Constitutional Question, on M. for
Res., 271.

Green Island, etc., leases (M. for Pap., by
Mr. Stephenson) 674.

Supreme Ct. Act Repeal B. 84 (Mr. Keeler)
on 2°, 1378.

Supreme Ct. Act Amt. B. 74 (Mr. McDonald)
on 20, 1590.

Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 15 (Mr. Béchard)
on 20, 1626.

Supply-Estimates: Pub. Works, Inc. (Bar-
bours, &c., Ont.) 1665.

Assiniboine, Prof. O'Donoghue's land claim
(M. Jor Pap.) 1763.

Blake, Vice-Chancellor, conduct of (Re-
marks) 1991.

1cClary, Peter, London.
Insp. of W. and M., superannuation of (Mr.

Macmillan) 241.

McCUA1G, Mr.
Maritime Court, Ont., Act Repeal (B. 34,

1°*) 221 ; 2°> m., 684, 687; B. withdn.,
688.

Moira River, Timber dues, Repeal of (B. 49
l0*) 409; (2e') 488 ; in Coin., 1885; 3°
1885; Fees remitted, 1982-3.

Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,
591-2.

Tug, Amer., Sarah E. Bryant, seizure of,
on M. for Pap., 683-4.

Temperance Act, intent, B. 70, 1") 904;
on 20, 1285.

Maritime Court, Ont., Act Amt. (B. 73, 10*)
1026.

Marine Telegraphs Act Repeal B. 44 (Mr.
McCarthy) on 20, 1282.

Montreal Harbour Dues B. 88 (Mr. Pope)
Res. in Com., 1502.

Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 15 (Mr. Béchard)
in Com., on Mr. Girouard's Amts., 1777.

Weights and Meas. Laws Consolid. B, 87 (Mr.
Baby) in Com., 1846.

Blake, Vice-Chancellor, conduct of (Re-
marks) 1983-6, 1992.

Supply - Estimates : Pensions (Veterans)
1630; Militia (Brigade Majors) 1631-2;
Pub. Works, Cap. (Canals, Welland)
1649; Pub. Works, Inc. (Buildings, Ont.)
1662.

Campbell, Mrs., Relief B. 99 (Mr. McDou-
gall) on 3° and Mr. Mills's Amt. for 3
months' " hoist," 2009.

McDoNALD, Mr. (Cape Breton).
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

572-3-5.
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McDONALD, Mr. (Cape Breton)-Con.
N. Sydney Harbour, B. respecting (intro duc-

duction m., and withdn.) 649.
Supply - Estimates ; Ocean Service (Mail

Subsidies, Campbellton & Gaspé) 1674.
MACDONALD, Mr. (King's, P.E.I.)

Mail Contract, P. E.I. (M. for Pap.) 137.
Mackerel, Seining for (M. for Cor.) 224;

agreed to, 230.
Fishery Award, P.E.I. claims, on M. for Cor.,

248.
Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 15 (Mr. Béchard)

in Com. on Mr.Girouard's Amts., 1777.
Fishery Award, disposal, on Mr. Fortin's

Res., 1749.
Georgetown and Pictou steam ferry .(Ques.)

1756.
McDONALD, Mr., (Pictou.)

Insolvency Act, 1875, (Ans.) 48.
Chinese Tax Bill, B. C. (Ans.) 66.
Supreme Court Act Amt. (Ans.) 66.
.Newfield, Capt. Purdy's dismissal, on M. for

Cor., 154, 162.
Penitentiaries, Report on, presented, 156.
Contd. Elections Act Amt. B. 4, on 2Q, adj.

debate, 178.
Insolvency Laws (M. for Sel. Com.) 189, 213.
Criminal and Commercial Laws, Codifica-

tion (Ans.) 223.
Election Petitions, N. B., on M. for Rets.,

235.
Public Works Contracts, 1873-79, on M. for

Pap. (for Mr. Tupper) 236.
S. Grenville Election, Enquiry, on M. for
* Address (Q. of Proced.) 237-8.
St. John Penitentiary, on M. for Cor. (Ant.

suggested) 240.
Penitentiaries Act, 1875, Amt. (B. 51, l>*)

409 ; on 2Q, 1298-1300.
Carriers' responsibilities, legislation on

(Ans.) 491.
Ont. Maritime Court, working of, on M. for

Ret., 503.
Tary-W. & M. Res., on 2" and Mr. Doull's

sp., 526; on Mr. Domville's personal
explan., 1455.

Police of Canada Act Amt. (B. 54, 1°") 506.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap..

602-4.
Judges' Salaries, Quebec (Ans., by 1r.

Tupper) 563.
N.W. Territories Courts F. 5 (Mr. Mills)

on M. for 2Q, 676, 680.
Divorce Court Judge for N.B. (Ans.) 827.
Yarmouth Dyking Co. B. 46 (Mr. Killam)

on M. into Coin., 923.
Inland Bills of Ex. B. 16 (Mr. Doull) on 20,

925, 926.
Vice-Chancellor Blake, on Mr. Costigan's

remarks, 1084.
Bills of Ex. B. 31 (Mr. Baby) in Com. of
W., 1237-8.

Waterley, D. H., P. O. Clerk, damages
awarded (Ans.) 1249.

Dominion Day B. 72 (Mr. Cockburn) on 2'
and Q. ofProced., 1286-7.

B.C. Supreme Court Judges (B. 97, M.
into Com. of W.) 1288-9-90; in Com.,
1534-5; (B. lo) 1535.

MCDONALD, Mr. (Pictou)-Con.
Supreme Ct. Act Amt. (B. 74, 100) 1089;

on 29, 1587-8-9, 1890-1-2; in Com. (Amts.)
1801-2-3-4; Senate Amts. (agreement to
m.) 2036, 2042 ; (Amt, m.) 2043.

Speedy Trials Act Amt. (B. 75, 1°*) 1080;
on 20, 1294-5.

Mercer Female Reformatory (B. 76, 1")
1080; on 2°, 1296.

Supreme Ct. Act Repeal B. 84 (Mr. Keeler)
on 10, 1373; on 20 and Q. of Proced., 1379.

Supply-Estimates : Penitentiaries (St. Vin-
cent de Paul) 1536-7 ; (Manitoba) 1540 ;
(B.C.) 1540 ; Legislation (Speaker's ar-
rears) 1541.

Suppl. Estimates, 1878-79 : Penitenti-
aries (Manitoba) 1832; Railways
(Intercol., Murray's claim) 1834-5.

Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 15 (Mr.
Béchard) on 2>, 1575-6-7-8; B. 85 (Mr.
Colby) on M. for 21, and Mr. Béchard's
Amt., 1621; B. 15, in Com., 1776 ; (Amt.
m.) 6 months' " hoist," 1782.

Defendants' costs in Crown suits B. 17 (Mr.
MacDonnell) on 20, 1578-9-80.

Ordnance Lands, N.S. and N.B. (B. 102, 1°*)
1628.

Ry. Acts Consolid. B. 98 (Mr. Tupper) in
Com., 1712.

Lunatics, N.W.T., keeping of (B. 106, 1*)
1730.

N.B. Supreme Ct. Judge (B. 109, Res, in
Com., 1" and 2 0 ) 1787-9, 1793.

P.E.I. County Ct. Judges (B. 110, Res. in
Com., 1° and 20) 1793-5-6.

Ont. Maritime Ct. Act Amt. (B. 73, 20)
1804.

Campbell, Mrs., Relief B. 99 (Mr. Mac-
dougall) on 3Q, 1879.

Prevention of Crime Act extension (B. 115,
10, 2t and 3*) 1841.

Insolvent Act Amt. B. (Mr. Robertson,
Hamilton) on M. to introduce, 1886.

MCDONALD, Mr. (Victoria, N.S.)
Tarf-W. & M. Res., on 2Q, 958.
Supply-Estimates: Collection of Revenue

(Weights & Meas.) 1724.
MACDONALD, Sir John A.

Election of Speaker, (M.) 2.
Oaths of Office (B. l>*) 4.
Speech from Throne, consideration, (m.) 5.
Select Standing Committees (M.for) 5, 25, 47.
Debates, Reporting (Ans.) 6; on M. to ratify

cont., 93.
Address, on the, 22.
Gov.-Genl's Commission & Instructions

(Ans.) 26, (Mess.) 42.
Dismissals, Appointments, &c., recent, on

M. for Ret., 28.
Dismissals, &c., officials of House, on M. for

Pap., 35, 38, 39.
Messages from His Excellency, 41, 42, 88.
Riel, Louis, pardon of (Ans) 42, 66.
Charlevoix, Mr. Perreault's seat, on Ques.

Priv., 43, 44.
Library Committee, (M.) 48.
Princess Alice's death, 48 ; Address (meved)

59; (Mess.) 1397.
Plague, Precautions, on M. for Address, 56.
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MACDONALD, Sir John A.--Con.
Sol. Stand. Coins., (At.) 5; lists ,conc.) 47,

59; (additions to) 546.
Quebec Walls, improvement (Ans.) 60.
Welland Canal, Mr. MeMahon, on M. tor

net., 62
Bills, Private, Pets. for, time extended (M.)

65.
Race Rocks, B.C., Fog Bell (Ans.) 67.
Ash Wednesday, adjournment over (in.) 71
Selkirk & S. Saskatchewan Ry. Co. B. 9

(Mr. Rykert) on 10, 73; on 20, 110.
Fishery Award, share of P.E.I. (Ans.) 74.
Lord's Day Obse.ivance, on Res. for, 81.
Mounted Police Acts Amt. (B. 13, 1•) 88;

in Com. of W., 126-9 (Amt.), 221.
Red R., R. McKenzie's losses, on M. for

Cor., 105.
Saskatchewan Colonisation Ry Co. Bill 6

(Mr. Schultz) on 20, 108.
Tug, Amer. Wrecking, seizure, on M. for

Ret., 123.
Dominion Lands Act Anit. (B. 21, 14*) 125

(withdn.) 1534.
Toronto Postmastership, on M. for 0.0., 132,

135.
Intercol. Ry., Halifax City Ry., on proposed

B. (Mr. Cockburn, W. Northd.) 139; B.
28, on 14, 156. ,

Newfield, Capt. Purdy's dismissal, on M. for
Cor., 161.

Election Trials, N.B. (Ans.) 157.
Manitoba, Colonisation Roads (Ans.) 157.
Ontario B3undary, confirmation of Award

(Ans.) 157.
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com., 190,

219; to add names to Com. (m.) 221.
Mounted Police, Recruiting for (Ans.) 222.
Penny coins, withdrawal of (Ans.) 223.
Banks, Inspection, maeasure for (Ans.) 224.
Alaska Boundary, on M. for Cor., 232.
Red River, Reservations, on M. for 0. Cs.,

233.
Quebec Constitutional Question: on Q. of

Ord. respecting vote, 408; H. E's. action
(Statement) 944; on Mr. Ouimet's remarks
(Reply) 983; on Mr. Mackenzie's Ques.
and remarks (Replies) 1027-9; on Globe
report (Contradiction) 1100 ; on Mr.
Mousseau's M. for Res., condemning re-
ference of case to England (Q. qf Ord.)
1762 ; on Mr. Holton's remarks, 1831; on
conc. in W. & M. Res., 2002-3; on 3e of
Supply B., 2011-15-16, 2021-3.4-5-6.

7'arif--W. & M., Res. in Com., passing en
bloc, on Q. of Proced., 474-5 ; Special Tariff
for B.C. (Ans.) 491 ; Res. 2n, discussion
on Q. of Proced., 507.8 ; Debate, prece-
dence (M. 4- Q. of Ord.) 650 ; (M.) 688 ;
Additional Copies in French (Ans.) 824,
1406 ; Res., on conc. (Amit., M. into
Com.) 1202 ; on Mr. Doull's Q . of Priv.
(Globe report) 1251 ; Res. 11, on 20 and Mr.
Houde's Amt. (Wheat) for Res. in Com.
of W., 1355-6; (Wheat fiour) 1360 ; on Mr.
Vallée's Amt., Wheat flour free, 1364 ;
Mr. King's personal explan.,(Q. of Ord.)
,454-5; on Mr. Tilley's personal explan.,
l459 ; (Screws, iron) 1464 ; on Q. of Ord.,
Mr. PlI, sp., 1469 ; (Opium) 1471

MACDONALD, Sir John A.-Con.
(Paintings. &c.) 1473 ; B. No. 93, on 29,
1820-3-4-5 ; H. E.'s d3espatches (Ans.)
1669.

Rifles, importation into N.W. (Ans.) 489.
Ste. Geneviève Mail Contract (Ans. jor Mr.

Langevin) 489.
telrath P.O., closing of (Ans.for Mr. Lan-

gevin) 489.
Albert Ry., postal car for (Ans.for Mr. Lan-

gevin) 489.
Average Adjusters,appointment of (Ans.) 491.
Appointments, &c., 1873 & 1878, Cabinet

cor. respecting (Ans.) 492.
Dorchester Penitentiary, Robertson, dis-

iissal, on Q. of Proced., production of
Pap., 494.

P. 0. D., use of private letter on file, on M.
for Cor., 496, 548-9.

Mounted Police, supply contracts, on M. for
Ret., 497.

Miramichi Marine Hospital, state of, on M.
for Pap., 498.

Fertilisers, fraud in manufacture of, on M.
for Sel. Coin., 499.

Harbours, Canadian, expenditure on, etc.,
on M. for Ret., 501.

Maritime Ct., Ont., working of, on M. for
Ret., 504.

Contagious Diseases, Animals, B. 55 (Mr.
Pope) in Coin. of W., 507.

Newspaper Postage, abolition (Ans.,for Mr.
Langevin) 547.

Mail route, Brighton and Pr. Edwd. (Ans.,
for Mr. Langevin) 547.

Cardinal, Régis, dismissal, M. for Pap., on
Mr, Tilley's personal statement, 604.

Mounted Police, Supplies (Ans.) 651.
Hemlock bark, export duty (Ans.) 651.
Parliament, time of meeting (Ans.) 651.
Quartz machinery, B.C., duties, on M. for

Pap., 657.
Mitchell & Co., supplies by, &c., on M. for

Pap., 659-62.
Banks, affairs of, on M. for Ret., 672.
N. W. Terr. Courts B. 5 (Mr. Mills) on M.

for 20, 677-8-9.
Maritime Ct., Ont., Repeal B, 34 (Mr. Mo-

Cuaig) on M. for 2>, 686-8.
Govt. business, precedence (Ms. for) 738,

1290, 1533, 1668, 1841, 1885.
Northern Ry. Act Amt. B. 64 (Mr. White)

on 10, 740; on 2°, 1396.
Superannuation Act, working (M. for Set.

Com.) 741.
Census and Statistics, on Res. In Com. of

W. (Mr. Pope) 742; in Com., B. 67, 1233-
5-6-7.

Que. Geograph. Society Incorp. B. 65 (Mr.
Fortin) on 2° and Q. of Proced., 826.

Indians, enfranchisement of, on M. for
Ret., 845.

Betting Act Amt. B. 38 (Mr. Robertson) on
M. into Com., 847.

Controvd. Elections Act Amt. B. 4 (Mr.
McCarthy) on 2°, 851-2.

Trent R. Navigation Works, on M. for Com.,
912-14-15-16.

Yarmouth Dyking Co. B. 46 (Mr, Killam)
on M. into Com., 922. .

MAC MAC[INDEX)
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MACDONALD, Sir John A.-Con.
Receiver Genl. and Min. of P.W., B. 66 (Mr.

Tupper) in Com., 1244-.
Contagious Diseases, Animals, B. 55 (Mr.

Pope) in Com., 1247-8-9.
Steamship line, Halifax and Brazil (Ans.)

1249.
LeClerc, Victor, P. O, Contract, removal
/ (Anm.) 1250. •
Duval, U., Postmr., St. Nicholas, complaints

(Ana.) 1250.
Brodie's, Megantic, P. O. for (Ana.) 1250.
Sir Geo. Cartier, Monument to (Ans.) 1250.
Elections, Corrupt Practices B. 32 (Mr.

Ives) on 20, 1277.
Marine Telegraphs Act Repeal B. 44 (Mr.

McCarthy) on 20, 1283; on M. for Ref. to
Com. of W. and Q. of Proced., 1285.

B.C. Supreme Ct. Judges B. 97 (Mr. Mc-
Donald) on M. into Com. of W., 1288-90.

Official Arbitrators B. 81 (Mr. Coockburn) on
10, 1291.

Indians, starving, at LaChapelle (Ans.) 1292.
Manitoba Dom. Lands Act Amt. (B. 72.

1o*) 1003; on 20, 1296; in Com. of W.,
129$.

Penitentiaries Act Amt. B. 51 (Mr. McDon-
ald) on 20, 1298-9.

Supreme Ct. Act Repeal B. 84 (Mr. Keeler)
on 19, 1374; on 20, 1381 ; on Q. of
Proced., 1376, 1386; of Ord., 1389.

Kingston, Ordnance Lands, disposal of
(Ans.) 1397.

St. Fabien P. O., removal of, on M. for Cor.,
1399.

Indian Act Amt. (B. 94, 1'*) 1533; Senate
Amts. (Agreement m.) 2003.

Supply - Estimates : Penitentiaries (St. V.
de Paul) 1537 ; Legislation (Sess. Clks.)
1542 ; Geolog. Survey, 1681 ; Indians
(Ont.) 1684; (B.C. & N.W.) 1684-8-9, 1690.

Suppl. Estimates, 1878-79 : Legislation
(Library Catalogue) 1832. See Conc.

Suppl. Estimates, 1879-80 : Arts, &c.
(Ont. Exhibition) 1849 ; Ocean
and R. Service (Ca#ada and Brazil
subsidy) 1853-4 ; Indians (Ont. and
Que.) 1854 ; Legislation (Sessional
Clerks) 1855-6.

Conc.; (Intercol. Ry. Ito deep water,
St. John) 1858 ; (Mr. Piché's gratuity)
1874; (Library Catalogue) 1875-6.

Defendants' costs in Crown Suits B. 17 (Mr.
MacDonnell) on 2°, 1579, 1581.

Militia Act Amt. B. 105 (Mr. Bowell) on
Res. in Com., 1700-1.

Judge Polette, on Pet. for removal, (Q. of
Ord.) 1755.

Manitoba, Settlers' claims (Ans.) 1755.
Red R., Squatters' lands (Ana.) 1755.
Georgetown and Pictou Ferry (Ans.) 1756.
Sitting Bulls nationality (An.) 1756.
P. E. I. claims, Fishery Award, (Ans.) 1757.
Militiamen of 1837-38, Land grants for

(An.) 1757.
Statutory Holidays B. 57 (Mr. Domville) on

M. for 30 and Mr. Brooks's Amt., 1768.
Manitoba Additional Grant B. 108 (Mr.

Tilley) on Res. 1783-4-6 ; on 2e of B.,
1786.

MACDONALD, Sir John A.-Con.
N. B. Supreme Ct. Judge B. 109 (Mr. Mc-

Donald) on Res., 1790-1.
Weights & Meas. Laws Consolid. B. 87 (Mr.

Baby) in Com., 1845.
Campbell, Mrs., Relief B. 99 (Mr. McDougall)

on 30, 1883, 2004.
Pacific Ry. Act, 1874, Amt. B. 116 (Mr.

Tupper) ; on proposed Res., 1906, 1915,
1948; on conc. in Res., 1967-8, 1970-
2-3-6-7.

Vote, Mr. Larue's, B. 116, on Ques. of Ord.,
1979.

Stranger (Macdonell) conduct of, on Ques.
of Priv., 1944 ; (Summons rn.) 1981.

Blake, Vice - Chancellor, conduct of, on
discussion (Remarks) 1989; on Q. of Ord.,
1984.

Riv. du Loup Branch, G.T.R., B. 119 (Mr.
Tupper) on 24, 1999, 2000-1.

Ontario Boundary Award (Ans.) 2011.

Macdonell, John A., conduct of
Insult to a inember, Q. of Priv. (Mr.

Mackenzie) 1943 ; charge formulated, and
summons issued, 1980; Report, writ not
servable, 2044; Remarks (Mr. McLennan
and oteers) 2044.

MAcDONNELL, Mr.
Costs in Crown suits (B. 17, 1*) 107 ; m.

(2Q m.) 1578 ; (B. withdn.) 1581.
Mackerel, Seining for, on M. for Cor., 228.
Port Hood Harbour Improvement (Q.) 490.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

608.
Kaministiquia Terminus, on M. for Pap.

(Q. of Ord.) 833.
Cheticamp Harbour, dredging (Ques.) 1249.
Chinese in B.C., on M. for Sel. Com., 1264.
Truro & Pictou Ry. Transfer B. 58 (Mr.

Tupper) on 3, 1507.
Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 85 (Mr. Colby)

on M. for 2° and Mr. Béchard's Amt., 1620 ;
B. 15 (Mr. Béchard) in Com., on Mr. Gi-
rouard's Amts., 1774-; (Amt. m.) to defer
operation of B. 1782.

Supply-Estimates: Fisheries (Breeding)
1679.

Militia Act Amt. B. 105 (Mr. Bowell) on
Res., 1698.

Fishery Award, disposal, on Mr. Fortin's
Res., 1750.

MCDOUOALL, Mr.
Dismissals, Appointments, etc., M. for Ret.

(Amt.) 28.
Dismissals, Officials of House, on M. for

Pap., 40.
Ontario Boundaries, on M. for Reports, 52,

54.
Selkirk & S. Saskatchewan Ry. Co. B. 9

(Mr. Rykert) on 1', 72; on 2°, 109.
Lord's Day Observance, on Res. for, 82.
Debates, reporting, on M. to ratify cont.,

101.
Mounted Police B. 13 (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) in Com. of W., 129.
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Co.r 123.
Quebec Constitutional Question, en M. fOi

Res., 288.

MAC MCD[COMMONia]
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McDouoALL, Mr.-Con.
Inland Bills of Ex. B. 16 (Mr. Doull) on

ref. to Banking Com., 926.
Elections Act Amt. B. 19 (Mr. Casey) on

20, 943.
Pacif. By, on offer of Engrs'. Reports con-

fidentially to Leader of Opp. (Remarks)
1081.

Ta- - W. & M. Res., on 2P and Mr.
Mackenzie's Amt., 1172 ; Res. 4 (Tea and
Coffee, differential) on 2°, 1331.

Pacif. Ry. Route W. of Selkirk (Ques.) 1551.
Campbell, Mrs., Relief (B. 99 1°*) [572; (2°

m.) 1707 ; (3' m.) 1878, 1882, 2005.
Marine Tel. Act Repeal B. 44 (Mr. Mc-

Carthy) on Res. into Com. of W., 1573.
Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 15 (Mr. Béchard)

on M. for 2°, 1576, 1624-6.
Supply-Estimates: Pub. Works, Cap.

(Canals-Welland) 1650; Geological Sur-
vey, 1683.

Conc. : (Library Catalogue) 1875.
Pacif. Ry. Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Tupper)

on Res. in Com., 1961-3-4.

MCINNES, Mr.
Tin, rebate on, B.C. (Ques.) 73.
Fraser R. Salmon Hatchery (A. for Cor.)

104; (Ques.) 652.
Fraser R., P.O. for (Ques.) 652.
New Westminster, P. O., construction of

(Ques.) 652.
Railway Reserves, B. C., Settlers' rights

(Ques.) 827.
Penitentiary, B.C., construction of (M. for

Pap.) 1406-9.
Tarif-W. & M., Res. 11, on 2°-(Agri.

cultural implements) 1338.
Supply-Estimates: Penitentiaries (B. C.)

1540.
Pacifie Ry. Act, 1874, Amt. B. 116 (Mr.

Tupper) on Res., 1951.

McIAAC, Mr.
Tracadie Harbour, Dredging (Ques.) 223.
Arisaig Pier, Improvement (Ques.) 827.
McNair's Cove, Pier (Ques.) 1249.
Bayfield, Breakwater at (Que8.) 1550.

McKAY, Mr.
Intercol. Ry., Ins. Fund (M. for Ret.) 49.
Govt. Rys., N. S. and N. B., coal-cars

checked, on M. for Ret., 654.
Amet Island Breakwater (M. for Pap.) 657.
lntercol. Ry., I. Clarke's claim, (M. for

Pap.) 838.
Yarmouth Dyking Co. B. 46 (Mr. Killam)

on M. into Com., 924.

MACKENZIE, Mr.
Election of Speaker, on M., 2.
Appointments of Clerks Assistant, on Mr.

Speaker's Rep., 5.
Debates, Reporting (Que:.) 6; on M. to ratify

cont., 92.
Address, on the, 16.
Gov.-Genl's. Commission and Instructions,

(Ques.) 26.
Pacifie Railway, tenders (Ques.) 26, 824.

D sals, &c., Officials of House, 37.
ilevoix 1Mr, Perreault'e seat, Ques. of

Priv., 43.

MACKENZIE, Mr.--Con.
Carillon Dam, on M. for Ret., 45.
Quebec, Lt.-Gov., on M. for Pap., 49.
Pacifie Ry. Route (. for Pap.) 50.
Princess Alice's Death, Address (seconded) 60.
Welland Canal, Mr. McMahon, on M. tor

Ret., 62.
Selkirk & S. Saskatchewan Ry. Co. B. 9 (Mr.

Rykert)•on 19, 72 ; on 2°, 110.
Red R., R. McKenzie's tosses, on M. for Cor.,

105.
Sovereign F. & M. Ins. Co, (B. 20,10*) 107.
Saskatchewan Colonisation Ry. Co., B. 6 (Mr.

Schultz) on 2', 107, 108.
Rimouski, work at Matane, &c., on M. for

Ret., 113-4.
Tug, Amer. wrecking, seizure, on M. for

Ret., 123,681-3-4.
Mounted Police B. 13 (Sir John A. Macdon.
ald) in Com. of W., 129.
Toronto Postmastership, on M. for O. C,

(Amt.) 130, 133.
Intercol. Ry. (Ualifax City By.) on proposed

Bill, 138-9.
Stewart, John, deposit, on propd, B., 130.
Newfeld, Capt. Purdy's dismissal, d(t M. for

Cor., 141,160.
Indians, Treaties with, on M. for Pap., 180.
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com., 192.
Brit. Amer. Life lus. Co. Incorp. (B, 41,

10*) 251.
Priv. and Elections Cota. (M. to add Mr.

Cameron, S. Huron) 338.
Quebec Constitutional Question : on M. for

Res., 283, 296; on Premier's statements
(Ques, cf Remarks) 1026-8; on Mr. Mous.
seau's M. for Res., precedence (Q. ef Ord.)
1841 ; on conc. in W. & M. Res , 2001 ; on
30 of Supply B, 2011-12, 2029.

Budget, on the, 466 ; on Mr. Tupper's com.
ments, 508-9.

Tarif-W. & M., Res. in Com., passing en
bloc (Q. of Proced.) 473-4; Res., on 2>,
on Mr. Tupper's comments (Reply) 508-9 ;
financial statement (called for) 509; on
Mr. DCIoidiu speech (comments) 517, 526.
Debate, piecedence of (Q. of Ord.) 650,
Newfdld&ish, duty on (Ques.) 743. Res.,
on 20 (Amt., condemning Govt. scheme,
m.) 1065; on Mr. Kilvert's sp. (comment8)
1093; on Mr. Pope's, 1163-4. On M.again
into Com. on Proeed.(Remark) 1202. On
Mr. Doull's Q. of Priv. (Globe report)
1251. Res. 2, Drawbacks, on 2°, 1326-
7-8 ; Res. 4, Tea and Coffee, differential,
1329; Rei. 1l-(Agricult. Implements)
1334; (Animals) . 133; (Books, &c.)
1341-2; (Wheat) on Mr. Honde's Amt.,
1356 ; (Wheat flour) 1360, on Mr. Vallées
Amt,, Wheat flour free, 1364 ; (Carriages,
&c.) 1418; (Cement) 1420; (Cheese)
1423; (Coal) 1427-35-6-7; (Earthenware)
1441-2; (Furniture) 1444; (India-rubber
goods) 1446; (Pig iron) 1449; Screws,
iron) 1459-60-2-3-8 ; (Paintings, &c.)
1472; (Stone, building) 1483-4-5. B.
No. 93, on 20, 1816; on Mr. Tilley's sp.,
1813; on Sir John A. Macdonald's, 1821-3.
(Remars) H.E's. despatches,, 1628, 1669,,
1729.

MAC MAC[INDEX.)]
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MACKENZIE, Mr.-Con.
Dorchester Penitentiary, Robertson, dismis-

sal, on M. for Pap. (Q. of Proced.) 493.
Fertilisers, fraud in manufacture of, on M.

for Sel. Com., 499.
Harbours, Canadian, expenditure on, &c., on

M. for Ret., 499-501.
Taschereau, the Judges, appointmentof, on

M. for Cor., 506.
Contagious Diseases, Animals, B. 552'(Mr.

Pope) in Com. of W., 507-8.
Ryland, Mr., claim of, on M. for Pap. (Q.

of Proced.) 550.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal, on M. for Pap. (Mr.

Cartwright, on Mr. Bergin's personal atate-
ment) 609.

N. Sydney Harbour, on propd. B. (Q. of
Ord.) 649.

Woodstock, N.B., Bridge at, on M. for Pap.,
653-4.

Quartz-mining Machinery, B.C., duties, on
M. for Pap., 657.

Indian Agents, dismissal of (M. for O. Cs.)
666.

War with Russia, volunteers for, on M. for
Ret., 666.

St. John Penitentiary, Warden (M.for Cor.,
for Mr. Burpee) 667.

Banks, affaira of, on M. for Ret., 672.
Northern Ry. Act Amt. B. 64 (Mr. White)

on 14, 739-40; on 2-, 1395.
Census & Statistics, on Res. in Com. of W.

(Mr. Pope) 742.
Que. Geograph. Society Incorp. B. 65 (Mr.

Fortin) on 2° and Q. of Proced., 825.
Metapedia, disposal of Ry. buildings, on M.

for Ret., 829.
Kaministiquia Ilarbour, terminus at, on M.

for Pap., 833; (Q. of Ord.) 834.
Ventilation of Chamber, on M. for Com.,'858.
Trent R. Navigation Works, on M. for Com.,

908, 914-15.
Intercol. Ry., Murray & Co.'s claims (M. for

Pap.) 916, 918.-See Supply, below.
Yarmouth Dyking Co. B. 46 (Mr. Killam)

on M. into Com., 923-4.
Inland Bills of Ex. B. 16 (Mr. Doull) on ref.

to Banking Com., 926.
Pacif. Ry. Conts., Pap. incomplete (Remarks)

943; on offer of Engrs.' Reports confi-
dentially, 1080-82.

Truro & Pictou Ry. Transfer B. 58 (Mr.
Tupper) on 2°, 1239-40; on 30, 1504.

Receiver Genl. and Min. of P.W., B. 66 (Mr.
Tupper) in Com. of W., 1242.

Chinese in B.C., on M. for Sel, Com.,
1266-62.

Bouchard, J. D., St. Simon, dismissal, on M.
for Pap., 1265.

Marine Tel. Act Repeal B. 44 (Mr. McCarthy)
on 20, 1280-1-4 ; on reference to Com. of
W. (Q. ofProced.) 1285; on Res. into Com.,
1573-4.

Dominion Day B. 72 (Mr. Cockburn) on 2'
(Q. of Proced.) 1286.

B.C. Supreme Ct. Judges B. 97 (Mr. Mc-
Donald) on M. into Com. of W. on Reg.,
1288.

Ont. à Pacific Junct. Ry. B. 27 (Mr.
Williams) on Senate Amts., 1290.

MACKENZIE, Mr.-Con.
Official Arbitrators B. 81 (Mr. Cockburn) on

10, 1291.
Manitoba Dom. Lands Act Amt. B. 72 (Sir

John A. Macdonald) on 2°, 1296.
Penitentiaries Act Amt. B. 51 (Mr. Mc-

Donald) on 29, 1298-9.
Supreme Ct. Act Repeal B. 84 (Mr. Keeler)

1374; on 2Q, (Amt.) 3 months' " hoist,"
1375; on Q. of Proced., 1377, 1385.

B.C. Penitentiary, construction of, on M. for
Pap., 1409.

Newfoundland, duties levied by, on M. for
Cor., 1411.

Supply-Estimates : Penitentiaries (St. V.
de Paul) 1536-7-8, 1540; (Manitoba) 1540;
Legislation (Commons, Dep. Clk.) 1542 ;
(Sess. Clerks) 1543 ; Quarantine (Cattle)
1548 ; Militia (Drill instruction) 1639 ;
Public Works, Cap. (Intercol. Ry., nut-
locks) 1644 ; (Pacific Ry.) 1645-6 ; (Wel-
land Canal) 1653-4-5-8, 1660-1 ; (Build-
ings, Ottawa, snow-shovelling) 1661 ; Pub.
Works, Inc. (Navigable Rivers, Que. Har-
bour) 1661 ; (Buildings, Ont.) 1662 ; (Que.)
1662 ; (N.B.) 1663 ; (Harbours, &c., Ont.)
1665-6 ; (N.S.) 1667 ; Miscellaneous
(Telegraph Subsidy, Anticosti) 1668;
Collection of Revenue (Weights and
Measures) 1720-1-3-4; (Public Works,
Maintenance, Canals) 1726-7.

Suppl. Estimates, 1878-9: Legislation
(Debates, Report) 1832 ; (Library
Catalogue) 1832 ; Pub. Works, Cap.
(Intercol. Ry., Murray's claim)
1833-4; Pub. Works, Inc. (H1arbours,
Oak Point, N.B.) 1836 ; Miscellaneous
(Trade Mission to France) 1839.

Suppl. Estimates, 1879-80: Arts, &c.
(Ont. Exhibition) 1848; Pub. Works
Cap. (Pacif. Ry., W. of Red R.) 1850.

Conc.: (Intercol. Ry., to Deep water,
St. John) 1858; (Nut-locks) 1858-9,
1860; (Ottawa Drill Shed) 1861 ;
(Intercol. Ry.) 1866-7-8, 1870; (Mr.
Piché's gratuity) 1873-4; (Library
Catalogue) 1875-6; (Pacif. Ry.,
Wallace's claim) 1877 ; (Intercol. Ry.,
Murray's claim) 1884; (Pacific. Ry.,
B.C.) 1992.

Rimouski, Capt. Lavoie, on M. for orders to,
1581.

Usury Prohibition B. 35 (Mr. Méthot) on 2,
1584.

Canada and Detroit Bridge B. 101 (Mr.
Kilvert) on 20, 1586.

Ry. Act, 1868, Amt. B. 59 (Mr. Tupper)
on withdrawal, 1587.

Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 15 (Mr. Béchard)
on 20, 1625.

Militia Act Amt. B. 105 (Mr. Bowell) on
'Res. in Com., 1700.

R. Acts. Consolid. B. 98 (Mr. Tupper) on 2",
1704-5.

Selkirk Election, on M. for Pap., 1763.
Statutory Holidays B. 57 (Mr. Domville) on

M. for 3a, and Mr. Brooks's Amt. to re-
com., 1767.

Manitoba Additional Grant 1. '08 (Mr.
Tilley) on 20, 1786.

MAC MAC .[SESSION, 1879.]
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MACKENZIE, Mr.-Con.
N.B. Supreme Ct. Judge B. 109 (Mr. Mc.

Donald) on Res., 1793.
Pacific Ry. Act, 1874, Ant. B. 116 (Mr

Tupper); on propd. Res., 1896, 1908-9
1910-11-14; on Q. of Ord., 1938, 1941
1956-7; in Com., 1964; on conc. in Res
1, 1965 (Amt. Res. m.) 1970, 1973-6-7:
on conc. in Res. 12 (Amt. m.) 1979.

Blake, Vice-Chancellor, conduct of, on Mr.
Costigan's Remarks and Q. of Ord., 1986.

Riv. du Loup Br, G.T.R., purchase of, B.
119 (Mr. Tupper) Res. on conc., 1994-5-6;
on 20 of B., 1999.

Stranger (J. A. Macdonell) conduct of (Q.
of Priv.) 1943; charge formulated, 1981.

Ont. Boundary Award (Ques.) 2011.

McKenzie, Roderick, Prope -ty Destroyed.
Red River Rebellion, M. for Cor. (Mr. Ives)

105.
Jfackerel, Practice of Seininq for.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Macdonald, King's, P E. I.)
224.

" McLean," Schooner. Sec "Ella G.
McLean."

McLENNAN, Mr.
Lord's Day Observance, on Res. for, 80.
Montreal & Ottawa Junction Ry. Act Amt.

(B. 29, 1°*) 189.
Coteau & Province Line Ry. Act Amit. (B.

30, 1°*) 189.
Quebec Constitutional Question, on M. for

Res., 380.:
Tarf-W. & M. Res., on 2°, 517, 521;

on Mr. Mackenzie's Ant., 1166; Res. 11,
on 2' (Paintings, etc.) 1472-3.

Supply-Estimates: Pub. Works, Cap.
(Canals-Welland) 1660.

Conc. : (Post Office) 1861.
Pacifie Ry. Act,1874, Amt. B. 116 (Mr.

Tupper) on Res., 1925.
Stranger (Macdonell) ccnduct of (Remarks)

2044-6.

Mc Mahon, James A., Welland Canal.
Absence from duty, M. for Ret. (Mr. Rykert)

60.
MAcMILLAN, Mr.

Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com., 215.
Spettigue, J. J., suspension of (M. for Cor.)

240,
McClary, Peter, superannuation of (M. for

Cor.) 241.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for

Pap., 607.
Tarif-W. & M., Res. 11, on 2 °-(Wheat)

on Mr. Roude's Amt., 1358; (Stone,
building) 1483.

Supreme Ct. Act Repeal B. 84 (Mr. Keeler)
on 2°, 1389.

SuppIy - Estimates : Immigration, 1565;
Collection of Revenue (Weights and Mea-
sures) 1726.

Toronto P. O., Accounts and Salary. 1874-78
(M. for Pap.) 1757.

Quapbell, Mrs., Relief B. 99 (Mr. Macdou-
gll) on Zt and Mr. Millo's Amt. for 3
month' " 2010.

McNair'8 Cove, Antigonisl.
Repair of, Ques. (Mr. Mclsaate) 1249.

McRony, Mr.
Rideau Canal, damages (M.for Ret.) 838.

Magdalen Islands Telegraph (Mr. Tup-
. per's B.) See c Anticosti;" also I SUPPLY."

Mail Services. See the respective ser-
vices.

Mail Subsidies.
Supply,--discussion in, 1673.

Malt and Malt Liquor.
M. for Ret. respectipg (Mr. burpee, St. John)

185.
Manitoba Additional Grant to, B. No. 108

(Mr Tilley).
Res. in Con. of W., 1784; reported, 1786;

1°*, 1786; 2', 1786; 30e, 1806. (42 Vic.,
c. 2).

Manitoba and N. W. Loan Co. (Mir.
Kirkpatrick's B.) See " Ottawa Loan and
Investment Co."

Manitoba, Colonisation Roads in.
Intention of Govt., Ques. (Mr. Ryan, Mar-

quette) 157.
Manitoba, Financial position of.

Papers respecting (Message) 1627.
Manitoba, Hal- breed Reservations.

M. for 0. C.s, etc., respecting (Mr. Aferner)
674.

Manitoba, Immigration, encouragement.
Grants of land for, M. for Pap. (Mr. Oliver)

106.

Manitoba, Immigration into.
1878, M. for Ret. (Mr. Dubuc) 180.

Manitoba, Indian Agents, etc.
Appointments and Dismissals, M. for O. Co.

(Air. Mails) 666.
Manitoba, Land Clains.

Of Prof. O'Donoghue, M. for Ret. (Mr. Me-
Carthy) 1763.

Manitoba, Land Patentg.
M. for list, with dates, &c. (Mr Schultz) 185.

.Manitoba Lands (Sir John A. Macdon-
aid's B.) See " Dominion Lands."

Manitoba, means of Transport to.
Arrangements with Railways, Ques. (Mr.

Dubuc) 74.

Manitoba Penitentiary.
Supply,-discussion in, 1540.

Manitoba Rebellion, R. McKenzie.
Property destroyed, M. for Cor. (Mr. Ives) 105.

Manitoba, Reservation of Lands.
On Red R., M. for 0.C. (fr. Dubuc) 282.

Manitoba, Settlement arrangements.
With Mr. Prittie, &c., M. for O.C., &c. (Mr.

Robertson, Hamilton) 496.
Manitoba, Settlers' claima.

Recognition of, Ques. (1fr. Dubue) 1755.
Squatters' lands, price, Ques. (Mr. Dibue)

1795.

MCN MANxxxvi [INDEX.]
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Manitoba, Telegraph.
Selkirk and Battleford Cont., M. for Pap.

(AMr. Schultz) 830.

Ma nitoba, Temperance (Mr. McCuaig's
B.) See 4 Temperance."

Manitoba, Timber Leases.
Red R. Belt, M. for Ret. (Mr. Dubue) 189.

Marine Telegraphs Act repeal B. No, 44
(Mr. Me Carthy).

1, 293; 2e m., 1278; agreed to (Y. 54, N
28) 1*284; referred to Com. of W., 1285;
order into Com. of W., 1572 ; Com. and
reported*, 1575; Se* on a div., 1575.

Maritime Court, Ontario.
Rules of, M. for Ret. (Mr. Rykert) 503; M.

withdn., 505.
Working of, &c., M. for Ret. (Mr. Patterson,

Basez) 663.
(Mr. McCuaig's B.) See I Ontario."

Marquis, À ljx., Mte. Flavie.
Land claim of, Ques. (Mr. Fiset) 491.

MASSON, Mr.
Militia Report (Presented) 26.
Veterans, 1812 (Capt. Goddu) on M. for

Ret., 105.
Camps of Military Instruction (Ans.) 112.
War with Russia, volunteers for, on M. for

Ret., 666.
MASSUE, Mr.

Ste. Anne de Sorel, Fiers (M. for Pap.) 106.
Yamaska I. improvement (M. for Pap.)

106.
Fertilisers, fraud in manufacture of (M. for

Sel. Com.) 498; M. withdn., 499.
Taif--W. & M. Res., on 20, and Mr.

Mackenzie's Amt., 1130.

Master Mariners, examination of
For extra Certificates, M. for Documents

(Air. Fortin) 842.

Masters and Mates' Certificates Act Exten-
sion Bi No. 112 (Mr. Pope, Queen's,
.P.E.I.)

Res. in Com. of W., 1799; reported, 1800;
10 .and 2**, 1800; 3", 1806. (42 Vi.,
c. 26).

Matane, Work performed at.
During election, &c., M. for Ret. (Mr.

Landry) 113; ÀAmt. (Mr. Fiset) 114.

Mates' Certificates (Mr. Popes B.) See
" Masters and Mates."

Measuring Saw-logs, Standard rule.
Authorised by Govt., Ques. (Air. Farrow)

111.
Melbourne Touteh/ip P.O. See " Bel-

rath."1
Members' Indemnities, rates of'

Since 1841, M. for Ret. (Mr. Jackson) 839

Members, indemnity of (Mr. Béchard's
B.) Seec Indeminity."

Membere' Stationery, quality of
Printing Coma. to report, M. (Mr. Kirk-

patrihe) 1213.

Ifemorial fromn an Englisk Association.
Reception of, Ques. (Mr. Speaker) 1412;

ruled, reception irregular, 1453.

Mennonite Immigration.
Supply,-discussion in, 1549.

Mercer Reformatory, Ont. (Mr. McDon-
ald's B.) See " Ontario."

Mercier, P.A. & E.H., Montreal Customs.
Absence from duty, Ms. for Rets. (Mr. Tel-

lier) 105.

MERNER, Mr.
Weights & Meas., Inspectors (Ques.) 71.
Half-breed Reservations (M. for Ret.) 674.

trsages from >s Exttlehny.
Internal Commission, appointment, 41.
Royal Instructions and Commission, 42.
Reply to Address in Ans. to Speech, 88.
Estimates, 1879-80, 251; Supplementary,

1878-79, 1796 ; 1879-80, 1840; further
Supplementary, 1879-80, 1982.

Princess Alice, death of; H. M's. reply to
Address, 1397.

Manitoba, financial position of, Pap. res.
pecting, 1627.

Brit. Columbia, graving dock, Pap. respect-
ing, 1628.

Tariff, copy of . E's. despatch, 1784.

Metapedia, Buildings. See " INTERCOL.

M1ÉTHOT, Mr.
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com., 204.
Interest, rate of (B. 35, 1"-) 221 ; (2? m.)

1582.
Lighthouses, coal oil supply (M. for Pap.)

836.
Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 2° and Mr. Mac-

kenzie'sAmt., 1l1i.
Judge Polette, nPet. against (Presented) 1755.
Insolvency La*s Repeal B. 15 (Mr. Bechard)

in Com., on Mr. Girouard's Amts., 1776.

Metropolitan Ins. 'Co. (Mr. Roclester'8
B.) See " Ottawa Agricult."

Michigan, Lake, Entrance of. See "Dun-
can City.'

Middlesex, E.R., Insp. oj W. & M.
Spettigue, suspension of, M. for Cor. (Mr.

Macmillan) 240.
McClary, superannuation of, M. for Cor.

(Mr. Macmillan) 241.

3ilitary Camps of Instruction.
Intention this year, Ques. (Mr. Thompson,

Hald.) 112.

Military Properties, Fredericton and other
places.

Transfer or Sale of, M. for Cor. (Mr. Strange)
664.

Militia & Detence Acts Amt. B. No. 105
. (Mr. Bo>ell).

Res. in Com. of W,, 1697; report dmd 1.
1?*, 1702 ; 2°*, Com. of W. ad7 reported
and 3?*, 1848. (42 .,* 35.)
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Militia Expenditure.
Supply,-discussion in: Pensions to Vet-

erans, 1812 à 1837, 1628; Brigade Staff,
bc., 1630 ; Drill instrn. allowances, 1634 ;
Ammunition & Stores, 1642; Annual
Training, 1642 ; Bands, 1642 ; Drill in
Colleges, 1643; Ottawa Drill Shed,
1861.

Militia, 218t Batt., No. 1 Co.
Drill of 1873-74, M. for Ret. (Mr. Tellier)

505.
Militia Veterans.

Pensions to, M. for Ret. (Mr. Ives) 105.
Supply,-discussion in, 1628.
Land Grants for, Ques. (Mr. Hooper) 1757.

Militia, Volunteers for War j5ervice.
M. for Ret. of names, &c. (Mr. Bunster)

665.

Millls, Childrin in (Mr. Bergin's B.) See
Factories.

MILLE, Mr.
Charlevoix, Mr. Perreault's seat, on Ques.

Priv., 43.
Ontario Boundaries, on M. for Reports, 53;

(Ques.) 157.
Debates, Reporting, on M. for Sel. Com.,

58; on M. to ratify Cont., 93.
N. W. Territories Courts (B. 5, 19') 65;

2° m., 675-7-8-9.
Tug, American, seizure, on M. for Ret., 121.
Royal Instructions (M. jor Cor.) 124.
Mounted Police, B. 13 (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) in Con. of W., 127-8.
Toronto Postmastership, on M. for O. C.,

134.
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Coin., 189.
Alaska Boundary, on M. for Cor., 231-2.
P.O.D., Messrs. Forsyth and LeSueur (M. for

Pap.,for Mr. Huntington) 236.
S. Grenville Election, Enquiry, on M. for

Address, Amt., and Q. of Proced., 238.
Territories, Real Property Act (B. 43, 10*)
1 293.
Quebec Constitutional Question: on M. for

Res., 362 ; on Q. of Ord., 408 ; on conc.
in W. & M. Res., 2002; on 30 of Supply
B., 2019-20-1.

P.O.D., use of private letter on file, on M.
for Cor., 496.

Maritime Court, Ont., working of, on M. for
Ret., 504.

Harbours, Canadian, expenditure on, &c. (M.
ffr Ret. ) 499, 500.

Contagions Diseases, Animals, B. 55 (Mr.
Pope) in Com: of W., 507.

Cardina, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for
Pap., 604-5, 609.

Que. Geograph. Society Incorp. B. 65 (Mr.
Fortin) en 2° and Q. of Proced., 826.

Betting Act Aint. B. 38 (Mr. Robertson)
on M. into Com., 846.

Tarsf-W. & M. Res., on 20, 879, 1013;
Res. 2 (Drawbacks) 1325; les. 4 (Tea
and Cofee, differential) 1330; Res. 11--
t#id) 1394); (Agricult. Implements)
1385; (ook* bc.) 1340-2-5; (Barley)
1346; (or 948; (Wheat) on Mr.

MIL MIL

MILLS, Mr.-Con.
Houde's Amt., 1359; (Butter) 1416;
(Carriages, &c.) 1420; (Cheese) 1424;
(Screws, iron) 1463 ; (Paintings, ke.)
1473 ; (Sugars) 1492-8. B. No. 93, on 2°,
1825.

Yarmouth Dyking Co. B. 46 (Mr. Killam)
on M. into Com., 922-4.

Inland Bills of Ex. B. 16 (Mr. Doul1) on
ref. to Banking Com., 926.

Elections Act Amt. B. 19 (Mr. Casey) on
20, 942.

Census & Statistics B. 67 (Mr. Pope) in
Com. of W., 1234-6.

Bills of Ex. B. 31 (Mr. Baby) in Com. of
W., 1238.

Contagions Diseases, Animals, B. 55 (Mr.
Pope) in Com., 1247-8.

Chinese in B.C., on M. for Sel. Com.,1262.
Marine Telegraph Act Repeal B. 44 (Mr.

McCarthy) on 20, 1283.
Dominion Day B. 72 (Mr. Cockburn) on 20

and Q. of Proced., 1286.
B.C. Supreme Ct. Judges B. 67 (Mr. Mc-

Donald) on M. into Coin of W., 1290 ; in
Coin., 1534.

Indians, starving, at La Chapelle (Ques.)
1292.

Manitoba Dom. Lands Act Amt. B. 72
(Sir John A. Macdonald) in Com., 1297.

Supreme Ct. Act Repeal B. 84 (Mi. Keeler)
on 1, 1375; on 29 and Q. of Proced.,
1378, 1389.

Supply-Estimates: Penitentiaries (St. V.
de Paul) 1539 ; Legislation (Sess. Ciks.,
&c.) 1543; Immigration (Salaries) 1545;
Militia (Drill Instruction) 1637; Pub.
Works Inc. (Harbours, &c., Ont.) 1666;
Geolog. Survey, 1681 ; Indians, (N. W.)
1685-8-9, 1690.

Suppl. Estimates, 1879-80: Arts, &c.,
(Ontario Exhibition) 1849; Pub.
Works, Cap. (Pacif. Ry., W. of Red
R.) 1852 ; Legislation (Sess. Clks.)
1855-6.

Conc. : (Pacif. Ry., Wallace's claim)
1877, 1883.

Supreme Ct. Act Amt. B. 74 (Mr. McDon-
ald) on 20, 1590.

Militia Act Amt. B. 105 (Mr. Bowell) in
Com., 1697-8, 1700-1.

Ry. Acts Consolid. B. 98 (Mr. Tupper) on
20, 1706; on 30, 1715.

Manitoba Additional Grant B. 108 (Mr.
Tilley) on Res., 1785; on 29 of B., 1787.

N.B. Supreme Ct. Judge B. 109 (Mr. Mc-
Donald) on Res., 1791-2.

Indian Act Amt. B. 94 (Sir John A. Mac.
donald) on Senate Amts ., 2003.

Weights & Meas. Laws Consolid. B. 87 (Mr.
Baby) in Comi., 1845.

Campbell, Mrs., Relief B. 99 (Mr. Macdou-
gall) on 3, 1878; (Amt. m.) 3 months'
"hoist," 2005.

Pacifie Ry. Act, 1874, Amt. B. 116 (Mr.
Tupper) on propd. Res., 1928; in Coin.,
1991-4; on conc. in Res., 1977.

Blake, Vice-Chancellor, conduct of, on Mr.
Costigan's Remarks and M. (Q. of -Ord.)
1985-6, 1988.
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fill-waste in Navigable Streams Act.
Intentions respecting, Ques. (Mr. Mongenais)

74.

Ministers' Salaries (Mr. Béchard's B.)
See c Indemnity."

.Ministers' Salaries, rates of.
Since 1841, M. for Ret. (Mr. Jackson) 839.

Miramichi, Marine Hospital.
State of, &c., M. for Pap. (Mr. Snowball) 497.

Mitchell & Co., Payments to.
1870-74, M. for Pap. (Sir A. J Snith) 659.

Moira River, Timber Tolls (Mr. Mc-
Cuaig's B.) See "Belleville."

Molesworth, Postmaster.
Lougheed, dismissal of, M. for Cor. (Mr.

Hesson) 830; similar m. (Mr. Cartwright)
920.

Monck, Land Damages.
Welland Canal, M. for Ret. (Mr. McCallun)

106.

Moneys due.from Public Servants.
Recovery ol, Ques. (Mr: Domville) 140.

MONGENAIS, Mr.
Tobacco, Canadian, duties (Ques.) 74.
Rivière à la Graisse, survey, &c. (Ques.) 74.
Mill-waste in Navigable streams (Ques.) 74.
Ottawa R., drag-nets, prohibition (Ques.) 74.

Montmagny Basin Survey.
Labour, cost, &c., M. for Ret. (Ar. Landry)

54.
Survey, M. for Engr's. Rep. (Air. Landry)

62.
Montmagny, Postmasters in.

Dismissals of, M. for Pap. (Mr. Landry)
835.

lontreal & Champlain Junction Ry. Co.
Act Amt. B. No. 20 (Mr. Scriver).

1°•, 107; 2", 156; Com. of W. and report-
ed,* 629; 3°*, 651. (42 Vic., c. 59.)

Montreal & Ottawa Junct. Ry. Act Amt.
B. No. 219 (Mr. McLennan).

1°*, 189; 29, 488.

Montreal and Ottawa Mails.
Twice daily, Ques. (Mr. Grandbois) 826.

Montreal Custom Bouse.
Appointments, &c., M. for Ret. (Mr. Cour.

sol) 26.
Officials, conduct of. See "Mercier."

Montreal, Tobacco Seizures.
1874-78, M. for Ret. (Mr. Tellier) 505.

Montreal Trinity House Acts Amt. B. No.
88 (Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.I.).

Res. in Com. of W., 1501; 1°*, 1502; 2-,
Com of W. and reported*, 1669; 3°*,
1702. (42 Vic., c. 28.)

Moore, S. J., Claim of
Australian Exhibition, M. for Pap. (MIr.

Hooper) 240.

.f orpeth Harbour, Appropriation for.
Supply,-discussion in, 1664-5.

Mounted Police Acts Amt. B. No. 18 (Si"
John À. Macdonald).

1", 88; 200,125; in Com., 126, Amd., 221
3°*, 221. (42 Vic., c. 36.)

Moutnted Police, Expenditure for.
1876-78, M. for Rets. (Mr. Stephenson) 837.

Mounted Police, Recruitingfor.
In Manitoba, Ques. (Mr. Schultz.) 222.

Mounted Police, Supplies jor.
Contracts, &c., M. for Ret. (Mr. Ryan, Mar.

guette) 497.
Contracts, &c., Ques. (Mr. Schultz) 461.

MOUESEAU, Mr.
Charlevoix, Mr. Perreault's seat (Ques. of

Priv.) 42.
Maintenance of Roads, &c. B (M. for Cor.)

46.
Quebec Constitutional Question (M.for Pap)

49 ; (.for Res.) 251-76; cgrried(Y. 136,
N. 51) 407-9; on Premier's statements
(Remarks) 986 ; (Notice of M.) for Bos.
respecting reference of case to England,
1762; M. postponed, 1763; on 3? of Sup-
ply B. and Mr. Mackenzie's remarks,
2026, 2032-3.

Ministers' Salaries (Mr. Béechard's B.) See
Contd. Elections Act Amt. B. 4 (Mr. Mc-

Carthy) on 2Q, 176.
Beauharnois Canal, site (M for Pap., for

Mr. Bergeron) 188.
Société de Construction dIberville (B. 63,

1°0) 738,
Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 15 (Mr. Bé-

chard) in Com., ou Mr. Girouard's Amte.,
1778, 1781.

Supreme Ct. Act Amt. B. 74 (Mr. McDon-
ald) on 2°, 1591.

Campbell, Mrs., Relief B. 99 (Mr. Macdou-
gall) on 30 and Mr. Mills's Amt. for
I hoist," 2008.

Murray è Co., Contractors, In tercol Ry.
Disputed claims, M. for Pap. (Mr. Mackenzie.)

916.
Supply,-discussion in, 1833; vote carried

on div., 1884.

Murray Canal, Construction of
Intention, Ques. (Mr. Keeler) 904.

MUTTART, Mr.
Souris Breakwater (M. for Tend.) 69.
Souris Ry.. Extension (M. for Tend.) 69.
Mackerel, Seining for, on M. for Cor., 224.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

584.
P.E.I., Civil Service dismissals (M. for

Sess. <f other.Pap.) 838.
Campbell's Cove Breakwater (Ques.) 1397.
Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 2, 955.
Supply-Suppl. Estimates, 1878-79: Miscel-

laneous (on Testimonial to M. Delfosse,
P. E. I. Fishery claims) 1838.

Nanaimo and Esquimalt Ry. See " lA-
ciFic RY."

Nanaimo, Canal communicatio with.
Intention of Govt., Ques/T r. Bun8ter) 1250.
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Nanaimo, C'ustoms Oßcer.
Peck, salary of, M. for Cor. (Mr. Bunster)

667.
Napanee, Tamworth and Quebec By. In-

corp. B. No. 40 (Mr. Booper).
l", 251 ; Com. of W. and reported*, 798;

3°*, 798. (42 Vc., c. 67),

National Currency, adoption of.
Res. proposed (Mr. Wallace) 1551 ; Amt.

6 months' " hoist " (Mr. Charlton) 1561.
Negro Point Breakwater. See "S t. John."
New Brunswick, Bar Iron Imports.

1878, M. for Ret. (Mr. Domville) 180.
New Brunswick, Canada I Gazette " in.

Officials supplied, M. for Ret. (Mr. Connell)
1763.

New Brunswick, claims of Govt.
Eastern Extension Ry., Ques. (Mr. Burpee,

Sunbury) 547.
Fishery claims, M. for Cor, (Mr. Robertson,

Shelburne) 658.
Eastern Extension, dFishery and other

claims, M. for Cor. (Mr, Burpee, Sunbury)
1399.

New Brunswick, Confederation Campaign.
Personal Explanations (Mr. Tilley and others)

1304, 1317, 1456-9.

New Brunswick, Divorce Court.
Judge's salary, provision for, Ques. (31r.

Gillmor) 827.
New Brunswick, Election Trials.

Intention of Govt., Ques. (Mr. Domville)
156; M. for Ret., 233 ; M. withdn., 235.

New Brunswick, Fiehery Award.
Share of, M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Shel-

burne) 658 ; (Mr. Burpee, Sunbury) 1399.
New Brunswick, Govt. Rys.

Coal. shipment at false rates, &c., Ques. (Mr.
Robertson, Shelburne) 489; M. for Pap.,
654.

New Brunswick, Lands (Mr. it[cDonald's
B.) See "Ordnance Lands."

New Brunswick, Lighthouse Inspector.
Supply,-discussion in, 1675.

New Brunswick. Mail Service in.
Postal Car, &c., Ques. (Mr. Connell) 652.

New Brunswick, Public Works in.
Supply,--discussion in: Buildings, 1663;
iHarbours, &c,, 1643, 1666, 1856.

New Brunswick Snpreme Court, salary for
additional Judge. B. No. 109 (Mr.
McDond, Pictou).

Res. in Com. of W., 1787; reported, and
B. 1° and 2', 1793; 3'*, 1806. (42 Vic.,
c. 3.)

Newcastle District Navigation Works.
Transfer to Ont. Govt., M. for Pap. (Mr.

Keeler) 104; M. for Sel. Com., 904; Ad.
dendum, 1025.

'Cei•field," Capt. Pur Jy's disnissal.
M. for Cor M9<r. Burpee, St. John)

adjd. debat !5e; agreed to, 164.
141 ;

Newfoundland and tihe Tarij.
Admission of Fish, Ques. (Mr, Mackenzie)

743.
Newfoundland, Custons Dues.

M. for Cor. respecting (Mr. Fortin) 1410.

Newspaper Postage, Abolition.
Intention, Ques. (Mr. Trow) 547.

New Westminster, B.C., Post-ocflce.
Erection of, Ques. (Mr. McInnes) 652.

Niagara Contd. Election.
Judge's Report, 610 ; Mr. Plumb introduced,

618.
North Amer. Mutual Life ls. Co. lncorp.

B. No. 41 (Mr. Mackenzie).
lQ*1, 251 ; Com of W. and reported and 3°,

1003. (42 Vic., c. 73.)

"Northern Light," Construction of.
M. for Tend. and other Pap. (Mr. Valin) 235,

684.
Supply,-discussion in, 1669.

Northern Ry.Co. Act(40 Vie., c. 57) Amt.
B. No. 64 (Mr. White, Cardwell).

1., 738; 20, 1391; B. withdn., 1730.

North River, dredginq of '
Intention of Govt., Ques. (Mr. Oliver) 223;

M. for Cor. (Mr. Christie) 664.

North Shore Railway.
Mail Contract, Leclerc, removal of, Ques.

(Mr. Rinfret) 1250.
North Sydney Harbour B. (Mr. McDonald,

C. Breton).
Introduction m., 649 ; over-ruled and with-

dn., 649.

North Sydney liarbour B. No. 89 (Mr. Pope,
Queen's, P.E.I.).

Res. in Com. of W., 1502; 10*, 1503; 20*,
Com. of W. and reported and 30*, 1669.
(42 Vic., c. 30.)

Northumberland, Lumber purchased in.
For Intercol. Ry., M. for Pap. (Mr. Domville)

87.
N.- W. Police (Sir John A. Macdonald's

B.) See I Mounted Police."

N.- W. Territories, Breech-loading Rißes.
Introduction of, stoppage, Ques. (Mr.

Schultz) 489.

N.-W. Territories, Colonisation Roads in.
Intention of Govt., Ques. (Mr. Ryan,

Marquette)157.
N.-W. Territorles Courts B. No. 5 (Mr.

Mills).
JO, 65; 2° ni., 675; negatived, 680.

N.-W. Territories, Immigration, en-
couragement.

Land Grants for, M. for Pap. (Mr. Oliver)
106.

NV.-W. Territories, Indians.
Agents, Appointments, &c., M. for O. C.s

(Mr. Mill$) 666.
Supply,-discussion in, 1684-90.

N.-W. Territories, Real .Estate Trasmfer &
Registration B. No. 48 (Mr. Mills).

10*, 293.
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N. -W. Territorles, Safe-keeping of Luna-
tics B. No. 106 (Mr. McDonald, Pictou).

1°*, 1730 ; 2°*, Com. of W. and reperted and
3*, 1848. (42 Vic., c. 38.)

Notes, Promissory (Mr. Baby's B.) See
"Bills of Exchange."

Nova Scotia, Bar Iron Imports.
1878, M. for Ret. (Mr. Domville) 180.

Nova Scotia, Fiskery Award.
Share of, Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne)

490 ; M. for Cor., 658.
Nova Scotia, Govt. Rys.

Coal, shipment at false rates, &c., Ques. (Mr.
Robertson, Shelburne) 489 ; M. for Pap.,
654.

Coal rolling stock for, Ques. (Mr. Doull) 652.
Nova Scotia, Harbours and Breakwaters.

Supply,-discussion in, 1667, 1836.
Yova Scotia Lands (Mr. McDonald's B.)

See " Ordnance Lands."

Nut-locks. See " INTERCOL. RY."

Oak, for St. Lawrence Canals.
Contract, remission of duties, &c., M. for

Cor. (Mr. Stephenson) 838.
Oak Point Breakwater.

Woodworth's claim, discussion in Supply,
1836.

O'Donoghue, Prqfessor, Land Claims.
On Assiniboine R., M. for Ret. (Mr. Mc-

Carthy) 1763.
Official Arbitrators B, No. Si (Mr. Cock-

burn, W. Northd.).
1°, 1291 ; 2°, Com. of W. and reported and

30*, 1865. (42 Vic., c. 8.)

Official Assignees. See " Assignees."

OGDEN, Mr.
Newfield, Capt, Purdy's dismissal, on M. for

Cor., 158.
Fishery Award, P. E. I. claims, on M. for

Cor., 246.
Lobster-cans, Amer. duty on (M. for Cor.)

667-9, 671.
Oil for St. Lawrence Lighthouses.

M. for Tends., Conts., &c. (Mr. Méthot) 836.
OLIVER, Mr.

Elections, General, expenses (M. Jor Ret.)
65.

Standard Weights and Measures, cost (M.
for Ret.) 65.

Immigrants, N.W., grants of land .(M. for
Pap.) 106.

Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com., 203.
North River, dredging of (Ques.) 223.
Tarif -W. & M. Res., on 2', 701-4-5, 721;

Res. 11, on 2? (Carriages) 1418-19
(Cheese) 1421-2; Bes. 12, Free List, on
2° (Wool) 1512.

Ministers' Salaries, &c., on M. for Ret. (Q. of
Ord.) 839.

Betting Act Amt. B. 38 (Mr. Robertson) on
M. into Com. of W., 847.

Supply - Conc. : (Intercol. Ry., to deep
water, St. John (Ami. m.) to Mr. Domville's
Amt., 1857.

6

OLIVIER, Mr.
Duval, Ulric, Postmr., complaints against

(Ques.) 1250.
Brodie's, P.O., establishment of (Ques.) 1250.

Ont. & Pacif. Junet. Ry. Act Amt. B. No.
27 (Mr. Williams).

1°*, 140 ; 2'*, 208 ; Com. of W. and report.
ed*, 798; 30*, 798; Senate Amts. agreed
to, 1290. (42 Vic., c. 58.)

Ontario, Boundaries of.
M. for Arbitrators' Reps. (31r. Dawson) 50.
Arbitration, cost of, M. for Ret. (gr. Stephen-

son) 67.
Confirmation of decision, Ques. (Mr. Milis)

157.
Ontario Building Societies B. No. 79

(Mr. Kirkpatrick).
1*, 1213; 2°*,1287 ; 30*, 1805. (42Vic. c.49.)

Ontario Common School Fund.
Payment of Award, Ques. (Mr. Gillics) 1756.

Ontario, Divorce in (Mr. Hooper's B.)
See " Divorce.'

Ontario Éxhibition, Expenditure for.
Supply,-discussion in, 1848.

Ontario Female Reformatory B. No. 76
(Mr. McDonald, Pictou).

1°*, 1080; 2°*, Com. of W. and reported
and 3*, 1296. (42 Vic., c. 43.)

Ontario Indians, Expenditure for.
Supply,-discussion in, 1684.

Ottawa Loan & Investment Co. Incorp.
Act Amt. & change of name of Co.
B. No. 78 (Mr. Kirkpatrick).

10*, 1123; 2°*, 1141; Com. of W. and re-
ported and 30*, 1540. (42 Vie., c. 74.)

Ontario Maritime Court.
Rules of, M. for Ret. (Mr. Rykert) 503; M.

withdn., 505.
Work performed by, &c., M. for Ret. (Mr.

Patterson, Essex) 663.
Ontario Maritime Court Act Aint. B. No.

73 (3fr. McCuaig).
1u*, 1026 ; 2°*, 1804; Com. of W. and re-

ported, 1804 ; 30*, 1805. (42 Vie., c. 40.)

Ontario Maritime Court Act Repeal B. No.
34 (Mr. efcCuaig).

1°*, 221; order for 20, 684; dischgd. and
B. withdn., 688.

Ontario, Public Works in.
Supply,-discussion in: Buildings, 1662,

1836, 1861 ; Harbours, &c., 1664.

OPENING OF PARLIAMENT.
Speech from the Throne, 4.

ORDER, PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURE,
QUESTIONS OF.

ORDER:-
Vote cf mover of previous Ques. chal-

lenged. as necessarily negative (Mr.
Anglin); discussion, diffeience of Can-
adian practice defined (3fr. Speaker) 408.

Reports and Returns, Ms. for, without due
reasons being given, objected to (Mr,.
Tupper and others) 492-4, 1265; Con)W
dential Reports, productionwf, object.
ed to (Air. 3faccenzig,,450,
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ORDER, PR1VILEGE, ETC.-Con.
Reports, Engineers', communication of,

confidentially, to Leader of Opposition,
offered by Min. of P. W.; objected to
(Messrs. Holton and Macdougall); Re-
port tabled, 1080-83.

Precedence of Tarif Debate, on private
day, without formal notice of M., ob-
jected to (1fr. Mackenzie); objection
sustained (Mr. Speaker) 650.

Precedence of Govt. business, Ms. for (Sir
John A. Macdonald) 738, 1290, 1533,
1668, 1841, 1885.

Allusions to proceedings of P. A. Com.,
still Incomplete and not reported, ob-
jected to (Mr. Oliver); objection sus-
tained by Mr. Speaker, 839.

Censure, in debate, upon the action of the
Sovereign, or of Her Representative,
a breach of Order ; pointed out by
Mr. Cockburn, W. Northd., in remarks
on Que. Constitutional Question, 984.

Cabinet Proceedings. On Res. for Cor.
respecting dismissals, &c. (Mr. Ross,
W. Middx.) the Premier declined to
bring down anything of a Cabinet
nature, 491. Upon the Premier's state-
ment (p. 944) that, certain advice
having been offered, H. E. had re-
ferred the case to England, Messrs.
Mackenzie 4- olton pressed for copy
of the O. C. and more precise infor-
mation; the Premier declined, it be-
ing a matter not of "Council," but of
the Cabinet, 1026.

Com. of W. (Marine Telegraphs B.) order
into being read, and Mr. Holton sug.
gesting reference of B. to Ry. Com.,
instead, Mr. McCarthy objected that
the H. had already ordered itself
into Com. of W. M r. Speaker ruled
the propriety of Amt. or discharge
of that order if desired, 1572.-See
also i PRocE." on this B.

Amit., for absolute Repeal, to M. for 2 of
a B. for provisional Repeal (of Insol-
vency.Laws) ruled in order by Mr.
Speaker, 1610.

.Amts., in Com. of W., to Mr. Béchard's B.
for absolute Repeal of Insolvency
Laws, objected to (English practice
being quoted) as virtually destroying
the B., which had passed 2°; ruled
(Mr. Chairman) the Aints. not irrele-
vant to the B., 1769-75.

Objection to progress of a B. (the B. not
being printed in French) over-ruled
by Mr. Speaker, being raised too late,
1620.

Petition for dismissal of Judge Polette,
Three Rivers, ruled out of order,
1755.

M. for Re., implying Want of Confidence.
Mr. Holton objected to such being
allowed to "stand'-; but Mr. Speaker
said it came within an agreement of
the House, 1762.
upaion to previous Debate objected to
and c by Mr. Speaker, 1824.

Language, unp ùmentary, L938..

ORDER, PRIVILEGE, ETC.-COn.
Strangers ordered to withdraw froin the

floor, 1940.-See "P rvaE" for this
case.

Speaking to a proposed M. without
notice; objection taken (Mr. Holton).
Mr. Speaker decided that it must be
taken when Ques. on the M. is put, 1984.

-1. to adj. H., as a conclusion to Remarks
(Mr. Costigan) objected to, 1985; M,
for Cor., without notice, objected to,
and over-ruled by Mr. Speaker, 1986.

PRIVILEGE :-

Taking seat on telegraphic cert. of Return-
ing Officer, objected to, and notallowed,
42.

Explanations respecting reports in Le
Canadien (Mr. Huntington) 488; in
Courrier du Canada, 613.

ExpZanati:n, respecting Mr. Patterson's
personal charges in Tariff Debate (Mr.
Rykert) 808, 818.

Explanation respecting report in Toronto
Globe (Mr. Doull) 1250.

Explanation of Remarks in Debate on R.
Cardinal's dismissal (Er. McDonald.
Pictou) 1373.

Explanations, continuing those made in
Tariff Debate respecting Queen's, N.B.,
Election Protest, 1451-3 (Mr. King
and others) 1454-6.

Explanations, Confederation Campaign in
N.B. (Mr. Tilley and others) 1304, 1317,
1456-9.

Explanation, on statement in London
Advertiser, as to vote (.r. Coughlin)
1754.

Explanation, on statement in Chignecto
Post, as to Reciprocity Treaty expenses
(Sir A. J. Smith) 1754.

Explanation, on statements respecting Sel-
kirk Election (,Ur. Smith) 1805.

Stranger, conduct of, in insulting a Mem-
ber 'of House, 1940. Charge formulated
and offender summoned to Bar, 1943,
1980. Discussion as to Proced. in
such cases, 1980. Report, writ not
servable, 2044; Remarks (1fr. Mc-
Lennan and others) 2044.

PRocEDURE :-
Private B., Selkirk Ry. (Mr. Rykert). In-

troduction opposed (Mr. Schultz) length
of notice in Gazette being insufficient.
The Com. on Standing Orders having
passed the B., that decision concurred
in and B. 1°, 71-3.

Private B., affecting Crown rights (Inter-
col. Ry., Mr. Cockburn, *West North-
umberland) introduction opposed (Mr.
Mackenzie) 138; B. withdn., 139; in-
troduction allowed, 156.

B. to authorise payment of deposit to
John Stewart, Kingston, not intr 2-

duced as Private B., objected to (Mr.
Mackenzie) 139 ; decided against (Mr.
Speaker) and withdn., 140.

Sel. Com. on Priv. and Elections.-Refer-
ence to, of Petition respecting South
Grenville Election (M. of Mr. McCarthy
for Address; Amt., Mr. Bolton) 237.

ORD ORD[INDEX.]
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ORDER, PRIVILEGE, ETC.-Con.
B. respecting N. Sydney Harbour, over-

ruled by Mr. Speaker, not being based
on Res. ; B. withdn., 649.

B., Northern Ry. Act Amt. ; Mr. Macken-
zie, objecting to its principle, opposed
1l. On discussion, decided that the
principle might be discussed in Ry.
Com.; B. 10., 739-40.

B., Que. Geographical Society Incorp.
On 10, Mr. Casgrain objected that the
Legislation should have been obtained
from Provincial Parlt., which had full
powers, 741. On 20, Mr. Anglin and
others raised same objection; but the
Premier maintained that the B., though
local in name, was general in nature,
825.

Private Bs., Suggestion (31r. Cartwright) of
a legal examiner for, as in England,
826.

B,, Yarmouth Dyking Co. Incorp. (Mr.
Killam). Ques. of: - 1st, Jurisdiction
of Dominion and Provincial Legisla-
tures in such matters ; 2nd, Incorpo-
ration of one individual as a Co. B.
withdn., 921-4.

B., Protest of Inland Bills of Exchange,
N.S. (Mr. Doull). Ques, of:-1st, Juris-
diction of Dominion Parlt. ; 2nd,
Proper procedure, B. referred to Bank-
ing Com., 924-7.

B., Contagious Diseases, Animals (fr.
Pope). In Com., Mr. Mills urged that
such legislation was vested in Local
Parlts. B. reported, 1247-9.

Memorial from Free Trade Association of
England. Ques. as to propriety of its
reception (Mr. Speaker) discussed ;
tabled, 1412. Ruled, its reception
irregular, 1453.

B., Supreme Ct., abolition of (Mr. Keeler).
On c hoist " Amt. to 2° being
lost, Opposition claimed their right
(quoting English authorities) to
oppose Bills at any stage, and held
that members voting for 21? on div.
committed themselves to general
principle of B. The Govt. claimed
that B. should go to 21, and have its
merits then discussed, 1376-9. Sec
also page 1586 for a similar point.

B., Marine Telegraphs Act Repeal (Mr.
McCarthy). Reference to Ry. Com.
recommended by Mr. Mackenzie; ruled
not necessary, unless desired by
muover of B. Referred to Com. of W.,
1285. Again objected, by Mr. Rolton,
that the B. affected private rights,
and should be referred to Ry. Com,
for examination ; also, by Mr. Anglin,
that Govt. should assume responsi-
bility for such a measure. But B.
was passed in Com. of W. and by H,,
1572-5. See also Q. of Ord. on this B.

B.. Defendants' costs in Crown suits (Mr.
MaeDonnell). 'he Premier objected
that the B. affected Prerogative, and
declined to obtaiâ Assent; B. withdn.,
1578-81.

ORDER, PRIVILEGE, ETC.-COn.
B., Militia Acts Amt. Discussion on con-

stitutional powers of Dominion Parlt.
respecting employment of Militia in
case of riots, 1697-1702.

Fees, remission of, on Moira R. Timber
Tolls B., it not being considered a
Private B. Ques. as to propriety
thereof (1r. Holton) 1982.

Ordnance Lands N. S. & N. B.,
102 (TM r. Mcb)onald, Pictou).

1°*, 1628 ; 20*, Com. of W. and
and 3O*, 1669. (42 Vic., e. 33)

B. No.

reported

ORTON, Mr.
Introduction, 407.
Tanif-W. & M. Res., on 2', 872-4; Res. 11,

on 2° (Wheat) on Mr. Houde's Amt.,
1357; Res. 12, Free List, on 2' (Wool)
1526.

Election Act Amt. B. 19 (Mr. Casey) on
20 and Mr. Arkell'sAnt. for 4-hoist," 929.

Supreme Ct. Act Repeal B. 84 (Mr. Keeler)
on 2°, 1382.

Memorial, Frce Trade Association, Eng., on
Q. of Ord., 1453.

Insolvency Laws Repeal [B. 85 (Mr. Colby)
on M. for 2° and Mr. Béchard's Amt.,
1619.

Supply-Estimates: Collection of Revenue
(Weights and Measures) 1719.

Ottawa Agricult. Ins. Co. Incorp. Act
Amt. B. No. 48 (Mr. Rochester).

1°*, 338 : B. withdn., 1453.

Ottawa and Montreal MJEails.
Twice daily, Ques. (Mr. Christie) 826.

Ottawa Drill Sked. See " Militia."
Ottawa Exhibition. See " Ontario."

Ottawa, Public Buildings.
Western Block Extension, M. for Ret. (Mr.

White, Cardwell) 920.
Supply,-discussion in, 1661, '1836, 1861.

Ottawa R. Bridge (Mr. Holton' B.)
See I Q. M.O. & O. Ry."

Ottawa River, u8e of Dra-nets.
Intention of forbidding, Ques. (Mr. Afonge-

nais) 74.

OUIMET, Mr.
Debates, Reporting, on M. to ratify Cont.,

97-8.
Quebec Constitutional Question: on M. for

Res. (Previous Que,. m.) 282; carried (Y.
136, Y. 51) 407 ; on Q. of Ord. as to affir-
mation vote, 408; on Premier's statement
of H. E.'s action (Remarks) 981 ; on 3' of
Supply B., 2025, 2032-3.

Dual Representn. Abolition Act Repeal (B.
62, 1°*) 649.

Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 2°, 986 ; Res. 11,
on 2e (Books, &c.) 1344.

Penitentiaries Act Amt. B. 51 (Mr. McDon.
ald) on 2°, 1299.

Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 15 (Mr. Béchail)
on M. for 20, 1576.

Supreme Ct. Act Amt. B. 74 (Mr. McDonald)
on 20, 1593.
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PACIFIC RAILWAY.
Pemflina Branch C.P.R. Ry. Act, 1874,

Amt. B. No. 60 (Air. Tupper).
10, 611; 2°*, Com of W. and reported*,

1669; 3"*, 1702. (42 Vic., c. 13.)

Canadian Pacifie Ry. Act, 1874, Amt.
B. No. 116 (Mr. Tupper).

Res. m., 1886 (Res., 1895) ; Resumed De-
bate, 1944 ; H. in Com. of W., 1960;
Res. reported, 1° and 20*, 1965 ; conc.
in Res. 1 m., 1965; Amt., to re-com.
(Mr. Mackenzie) 1970; neg. (Y. 37, N.
115) 1978. On Res. 12, Amt., route
(Mr. Mackenzie) neg., same div., 1979.
Res. 13 and 14 agreed to, on a div.,
1979. B. 10, 2l and 3°*, 1980. (42
Vic., c. 14).

Expenditure on, to lst Jan., 1879.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Cartwright) 47.

Route of.
Ms. for Rets., &c., (Mr. Mackenzie) 50;

(Mr. DeCosmos) 57.
Pembina Branch, Conveyance on.

Arrangements, Ques. (Mr. Dubuc) 74.
Esquimalt e Nanaimo Line.

M. for Reps. of Surveys (Mr. Dewdney) 87.
Rails, removal to Frazer River, Ret. refd.
to P.A. Com. (Mr. Bunster) 837.

Engineers' Report.
Publication of, Ques, (Mr. DeCosmos) 222.

Pembina and other Branches.
Expenditure on, M. for Rets. (Mr. Nag-

gart) 235.
British Columbia, Special Tarif for.

Ad interim, Ques. (Mr. DeCosmos) 491.
Section "B," Contract for.

Signature, Ques. (Mr. Trow) 547.
Sections ".A" and "B," Tenders and Contracts.

Submitted (Mr. Tupper) 611.
Tenders, all, and Engineers' Reports.

Ques and Remarks (Mr. Mackenzie) 824,
943.

Statement (Air. Tupper) Remarks (Air.
Maclcefizie and others) 1080.

Reserve Lands in B.C.
Rights of settlers, Ques. (Mr. McInnes)

827.
Prince Arthur's Landing.

Propd. Ry. connection, M. for Pap. (Mr.
Plumb) 831.

Harbour, Lands and Buildings, M. for
Pap. (Mr. Plumb) 834.

Vessel clearances, 1878, M. for Ret. (Mr.
Plumb) 835.

Kaministiquia, the
Dredging and Harbour capabilities, M. for

Pap. (Mr. Plumb) 831.
Vessel clearances, 1878, M. for Ret. (Mr.

Plumb) 835.
Route, West of Selkirk.

Reports upon, Ques. (Mr. Macdougall)
1551.

Supply,-discussion in: Can. Central Ex-
tension, subsidized, 1645; Georg. Bay
Br., 1648; B. C., expenditure, carried on
div., 1992; Surveys, 1649; Line W. of
Ned R. 1749 ; Wallace's claim, 1876,
1883, Y. 114, Y. 37) 1884.

Route, in Mani4.
- emarks upon (desrs. Smith and Ryan)

2035-6.

Paisley, .N. Bruce, Mail Service.
Extension to, Ques. (Mr. Gillies) 223.

Palace Cars (1fr. Bergeron's B.)
" Railway."

Sce

Paris Exposition, Canadian expenses.
Names of Staff, &c., M. for Ret. (.Ir.

Stephenson) 658.

Paris Exposition, Medals.
For N.S. exhibitors, Ques. (Air. Robertson,

Shelburne) 490.

Vaxliamrat 4thi, Sggsion 1s8t, 1879, 42
vittoria.

Meeting, 1; Opening, 4; Prorogation, 2048.
Commons. See " HOUSE OF CoMMozs."
See also " ORDER, PRIVILEGE AND Pi"ocEDURE."

Parliament (Bs. respecting). See "Dial
Representation," " Elections," and " Inde-
pendence of Parliament"

Parliament, time of meeting.
Intention, Ques. (Mr. Farrow) 651.

PATERSON, Mr. (South Brant).
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com., 193.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.

(Q. of Ord.) 597-9.
Tarif--W. & M. Res., on 2°, 804. Personal,

on Mr. Rykert's statements, 820. Res. 2,
(Drawbacks), on 2Q, 1329. Res. 11, on 20
-(Corn) 1349; (Wheat flour) 1361 ;
(Carriages, &c.) 1419; (Cheese) 1423;
(Coal) 1434; (Copper rivets, &c.) 1437 ;
(Earthenware) 1442; (Pig iron) 1449;
(Screws, iron) 1466; Res. 12, Free List,
on,20-(Wool) 1522.

Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 15 (Mr. Béchard)
on 20, 1622.

Blake, Vice-Chancellor, conduct of (Remarks)
1991.

PATTERSON, Mr. (Essex).
Civil Service Examinations (M. for Ret.) 113.
Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 20, 642.
Ont. Maritime Ct., 'working of (M. for Ret.)

663.
Canada and Detroit Bridge Co. B. 101 (Mr.

Kilvert) on 2', 1587.

Patteson, 1r., Postnaster, Toronto.
Salary of, Ques. (Mr. Hay) 111; Appoint-

ment of, M. for O.C. and Cor., 130.

Peck, Thomas G., Nanaimo.
Customs officer, salary, M. for Cor. (Air.

Bunster) 667.
Pembina Branch Ry. See " PACIFIC

Peniteutiaries Act, 1875, Ant. B. No. 51
(Mr. McDonald, Pictou).

1°*, 409 ; 2°, 1298; Com. of W. and report-
ede, 1533. (42 Vic., c. 42.)

Penitentiaries, Questions respecting.
Supply,-discussicn in, 1536, 1540, 1832.

Penny and Hay/penny Coins.
Withdrawal of, Ques. (Air. Bolduc) 223.

Pensions.--See " Militia" and "STJPPLY."
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PERREAULT, Mr.
Introduced, 73.
St. Simon, Wharf for (Ques.) 490 .
Petite Rivière, Breakwater for (Ques.) 490.
Bay St. Paul, wharf, completion, (Ques.)

490.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

585.
Supply-Estimates: Militia (Drill Instruc-

tion) 1637.

Petite Rivière, Breakwater.
Construction, Ques. (Mr. Perreault) 490.

Petroleum, Inspection and Storage of, B.
No. 104 (Mr. Baby).

Res. in Com. of W., 1696; reported, and
B. 1'*, 1697; 2°*, Com. of W. and report-
ed and 30*, 1805. (42 Vic., c. 18.)

Petroleum, Inspection and Storage of, Act
Amt. B. No. 117 (Mi. Baby).

1°, 2° and 3°*, 1980. (42 Vic., c. 19.)

Philadelphia Exhibition. See " Cen-
tennial."

Piché, Mfr., (Clerk Asst.). retirement cf
Report (Mr. Speaker) 5 ; discussion on, M.

for Pap., 29; gratuity. discussion in Sup-
ply, 1873.

PICKARD, Mr.
Tarif-W. & M., Res. 11, on 20 (Wheat

Flour) on Mr. Vallée's Amt., 1414.

Pictou & Truro Ry. (3fr. Tupper's B.)
See " Truro."

Pletou Harbour Act Amt. B. No. 90
(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P. E.I.).

Res. in Com. of W., amd.*, 1503; lo, 1503;
20*, Com. of W. and reported and 3°*,
1669, (42 Vic., c. 29.)

Pilotage Act Amt. B. No. 91 (fr. Pope.
Queen's, P. E. L).

Res. in Com. of W., 1503 ; 2Q*, Com. of W.
and reported*, 1669 ; 3°*, 1702. (42 Vic.,
c. 25.)

Pilots' Fund, Control of.
M. for Pilots' Pet. (Mr. Valin) 675.

Plague, Precautions against.
Enforcement, M. for Address (Mr. Charlton)

55.
Pleuro-pneumonia (AMr. Pope's B.)

"l
See

Uontagious Diseases.

PLUMB, Mr.
Introduced, 618.
Mitchell & Co., supplies by, &c., on M. for

Rets., 659.
Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 2°, 734; on Mr.

Mackenzie's Amt., 1141 ; Res. 11, on 20
-(Wheat flour) on Mr. Vallée's Amt.,
1367; (Furniture) 1443-4-5; (Pig Iron)
1448; (Screws, iron) 1466 ; (Tobacco)
1509. B. No. 93,.on 2°, 1826.

Prince Arthur's Landing, Pacific, Ry. Con-
nection (M.for Pap.) 831.

Kaministiquia Harbour, Terminus (M. for
.Pap.) 831, 833-4.

Prince Arthur's Landing, Harbour, Build-
ings, &c.ý(M.for Pap.) 834.

PLUMB, Mr.--Con.
Prince Arthur's Landing, Vessels' clearances

(M. for Pap.) 835.
Kaministiquia Harbour, Vessels' clearances

(M for Ret.) 835.
Ventilation of Chainber (M. for Com.) 858:

(withdn.) 859.
Yarmouth Dyking Co. B. 46 (Mr. Killam)

on M. into Com., 921.
Election Act Amt. B. 19 (Mr. Casey) on 2',

929.
Contagious Diseases, Animals, B. 55 (Mr.

Pope) in Com., 1247.
Usury Prohibition B. 35 (Mr. Méthot) on 29,

1584.
Canada & Detroit Bridge Co. B. loi (Mi.

Kilvert) on 2°, 1586.
Supply - Estimates: Pensions (Veterans)

1629-30 ; Militia (Drill Instruction) 1634;
Pub. Works, Cap. (Canals, Welland) 1652-
4 ; Ocean Service (Dom. Steamers) 1670.

Conc.: (Mr. Piché's gratuity) 1873-4.
Glendon, purchase of (1.for Pap.) 1757.
Riv. du Loup Br., G.T.R., purchase of, B.

119 (Mr. Tupper) Res. on Conc., 1997.
Supreme Ct. Act Amt. B. 74 (Mr. McDonald)

on Senate Amts., 2037.

Point Clair and Ste. Géneviève Mails.
Contract, cancellation, Ques. (.1fr. lunting-

ton) 489.

Polette, Judge, Three Rivers.
Pet. for dismissal of; reception m. (3Ir. Mé-

thot); ruled out of order (Mr. Speaker)
1755.

Police, Canada (MIr. AcDonald's B.)
See "Canada Police."

Police, N. W. (Sir John A. Macdonald's
B.) See i Mounted Police."

Pool-Selling (Mr. Robertson's B.)
i Betting."

See

POPE, Mr. (Compton).
Plague, precautions, on M. for Address, 55,

57.
Agriculture Dept., Report (Presented) 71.
Newfield, Capt. Purdy's dismissal, on M. for

Cor., 162,
Contagious Diseases, Animals, Prevention

(B. 37, 1Q*) 221 ; order for 20 dischgd.(B.
withdn.) 562 ; (B. 55, Res. in Con. of W.
and 10) 506-7; re-com. (Amt.) 1293.

Moore, S. J., claims for losses, on M. for
Pap., 241.

Paris Exhibition, delay of medals (Ans., by
Mr. Tupper) 490.

Grosse Isle Sheds, rebuilding (Ans., by' Mr.
Tupper) 547.

Courrier du Canada, on Mr. Huntington's
statement, 616.

Grosse Isle, settlement of (Ans.) 651.
Census & Statistics (B. 67, Com. of W. and

10) 742; in Com. of W., 1233-4-5.
Tarif-W. & M., Res. 12, Free List, on 20

(Wool) 1523.
Supply-Estimates : Immigratiç 1544-5';

Quarantine (Cattle) 1548-9 ; Immigration
(Mennonites) 1549.

PLU POPPER PLU



POP POR

POPE, Mr. (Queen's, P.E.I.).
Marine & Fisheries Report ( Presented) 41.
Race Rocks, B. C., Fog Bell (Ans., by Sir

John A. Macdonald) 67.
Isle Blanche, fioating light (Ans.) 71.
Mill-waste in navigablestreams (Ans.) 74.
Ottawa R., drag-nets, prohibition (Ans.) 74.
Bic Seigniory, fishing rights (Ans.) 111.
Newfield, Capt. Purdy's dismissal, on M. for

Cor., 141, 149, 152-3.
Mackerel, seining for, on M. for Cor., 229.
Fishery Award, P. E. i. claims, on M. for

Cor., 243, 251.
Shelburne, Fog whistle for (Ans . by Mr.

Tupper) 489.
Fishery Award, N. S. claims (Ans., by Mr.

Tilley) 491.
Miramichi Marine Hospital, State of, on M.

for Pap., 498.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

590-1.
Jolicœur and Hurst, Grosse Isle, disniissal

(Ans.) 563.
Salmon Hatchery for B. C. (Ans.) 652.
Fishery Award, Maritime Prov. claims, on

M. for Cor., 659.
Mitchell & Co., supplies by, &c., on M. for

Pap., 660-2.
Lobster-cans, Amer. duty, on M. for Cor.,

668-9.
Riv. du Loup Pier, light for (Ans.) 826.
Barnaby R., N.B., salmon fry for (Ans.) 826.
Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 2° and Mr. Mac-

kenzie's Amt., 1163-4.
St. John R., fish-breeding estabt. for (Ans.)

1250.
Tonnage Dues (B. 80, Res. in Com. of W.

and 1°) 1287.
Trade Marks (B. 82, Res. in Comn. of. W.)

1292.
Cape Beale, B. C., light-keeper, appoint.

ment of, on M. for Cor., 1405.
Newfoundland, duties levied by, on M. for

Cor., 1411.
Montreal Harbr. Commrs. Acts Amt. (B.

88, Res. in Com.) 1501.
North Sydney Ilarbour (B. 89, Res. in Com.)

1502-8.
Pictou Harbour (B. 90, Res. in Com., Amt .)

1503.
Pilotage Act Amt. (B. 91. Res, in Corn.)

1503.
Seamens' Act Amt. (B. 92, Ries. in Com.)

1503.
Supply-Estimates: Ocean & River Service

(Dom. Steamers) 1669, 1672; (Mail Sub-
sidies, Campbellton and Gaspé) 1673-4;
Lighthouses, &c. (Construction) 1675-6;
Fisheries (Salaries, overseers) 1676;
(Breeding) 1678.

Traverse, Navigation improvement (Ans.)
1755.

Glendon, purchase of, on M. for Pap., 1759-60.
Masters and Mates' Certs. Act Extension (B.

112, Res. in Com. and 10 and 20) 1799-80.

rt Elgin, Harbour Improvement.
toQues. ( Mr. Gillies) 1551.

Port Edgintil Service.
Extension to, Qu. (Mr. Gillies) 223.

Port Hood, Harbour Improvement.
Intention of Govt., Ques. (Mr. MacDonnell)

490.

Port Huron, reporting of Vessels at.
On entering L. Michigar, M. for Cor. (Mr.

Kilvert) 663.

Port Stanley Harbour.
Revenue and expenditure, M. for Pap. (Mr.

Casey) 655.

S ," hignecto, Statement in.

Of expenses, correction (Sir A. J. Smith) 1754.

Postmasters, pay of
Intention to increase, Ques. (Mr. Drew) 112;

P.M.G.'s Rep. referred to P. A. Com., 827.

PostOffice Aet Amt. B. No. 39 (Mr. Lxngevin)
1°, 222 ; 2°*, Com. of W. and reported and

30 *, 1249. (42 Vic., c. 20).

Post Oflce Depar-tment, changes in.
Messrs. LeSueur and Forsyth, M. for Pap.

(3fr. Huntinglon) 236.

Post Ofice Department, charge against.
Private letter on file, improper use of, M.

for Cor. (Mr. Keeler) 495; M. postpd.,
496 ; M. renewed, 547 ; agreed to, 549.

Post Office, LExpenditure.
Supply,-discussion in, 1861.

Post Oflce Regulations.
Letters, uncalled for, Ques. (3fr. Robertson,

Hamilton) 7 5.
Lord's Day Observance, Res. (Mr. Christie)

75; Amt. (M r. Langevin) 79; agreed to, 84.
Letters, registered, Ques. (Mr. Little) 112.
Postmasters' salaries, scale of, Ques. (Mr.

Drew) 112.
Newspaper postage, abolition of, Ques. (Mr.

Trow) 547.

Prescott Controverted Lection.
Judge's Report, 107.

Presqu'Isle Bay, Channel into.
Dredging, Ques. (Mr. Keeler) 904.

Presqu'Isle, Government Lands.
Surveys and propd. sales, M. for Pap. (Mr.

Keeler) 829.
Trespassers, prosecutions of, M. for Pap. (Mr.

Keeler) 829.

Presqu'I81e, Liqhthouse.
Construction of, M. for Pap. (Mr. Keeler) 919.

Presqu'181e, Lighthou8e keeper.
Simpson, dismissal of, &c., M. for Pap. (Mr.

Keeler) 663.

Prevention of Crime Act (Mr. McDon-
ald's B.) See " Crime."

Prince Arthur's Landing. See " PACIFIc

Prince Edward and Brighton Mail route.
Reason of change, Ques. (Mr. Keeler) 547.

Prince Edward Island, Civil Service.
Dismissalg, M. for Pap. (Mr. Muttart) 838.

[INDEX.] POR PRIt
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Prince Edward Island, Claims of
Fishery Award, Ques. (Mr. Yeo) 74; M. for

Cor. (Mr. Yeo) 241, M. withdn., 251 ; M.
for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 658 ;
Ques. (Mr. Bain, for Mr. Yeo) 1756; Re-
marks, in Supply (Mr. Muttart) 1838.

Prince Edward Island, County Court
Judges, 'salaries for, B. No. 110 (Mr.
McDonald, Pictou).

Res. in Com. of W., 1793; reported and B.
10, 1795 ; 2-,1795; 3°*, 1806. (42Vic., c. 4.)

Prince Edward Island Ferry.
Georgetown to Fictou, Ques. (Kfr. Macdon-

ald, King's) 1756.
Prince Edward Island, Mail Contract to.

M. for Pap. (Mr. Macdonald, Eing's) 137.
Prince Edwxrd Island Ry.

Branch to Cape Traverse, Ques. (3r. Jeo)
1550.

Princes8 Alice, Death of
Mess. from Sen., 48; Address concurred in,

59 ; Mess., H. M.'s reply, 1397.
Printing Committee.

Appointment (Mr. Stephenson) 59.
iTvilege, Ques. of See ' ORDER, P1v1I-

LEGE AND PRocEDURE .
1rocedure, Ques. of See "OnDEn , PRIVI-

. LEGE AND PROcEDURE."

Pronissory Notes (Mr. Baby's B. ) See
"Bills of Exchange."

,Promotions. See " Civil Service " and
" HousE " for general questions; and the
names or places referred to for special
cases.

PROROGATION OF PARLIAMENT.
Communication from H. E., 2048.
H. E.'s Speech, 2048.

Protest of Bills (Mr. Doull's B.) See
i Bills of Exchange."

Provincial Legislatures (Mr. Ouimet's
B.) See I Dual Representation."

Public Accounts.
Referred to Com. (MIr. Kirkpatrick) 70.

Public Buildings. See " SuPPLY."
Public Lands (Bs. respectinq). Se

" Dominion " and " Ordnance " ; see also
(for Mr. Mill8's Real Property B.) " N. W.
Territories."

Public Service (Air. Casey's B.)
I Civil Service."

Se

Public Works, 1873-78.
M. for Ret. of Tenders, &c. (Mir. Wilile,

Cardwell) 125.

Public Works, Arbitrators' Awards.
Appeals from, legislation, Ques. (Mr. Cock-

burn, W. Northd.) 66.

Public Works Dept., Division of, &c., B.
No. 66 (Mr. TuPpper).

Res. in Com. of W., agreed to *, 741 ; 10*,
741 ; 2Q*. 1241 ; Com. of W., 1241 ; re-
ported, 1246 ; 3°*, 1293, (42 Tic., c. 7.)

Public Works, lailways, Canals, &c.
Expenditure, 1873-79, M. for Pap. (Mr. Bergin)

236. Sec alsoe SUPPLY."

Purdy, Capt., Steamer " Newfield."
Dismissal of, M. for Cor. (Mr. Burpee, St.

John) 141 ; adjd. debate, 157; carried, 164.

Quarantine Precautions.
Against Plague, M. for Address (Mr. Charlton)

55 ; M. withdn., 57.

Quartz Mining Machinery, B.G.
Securities for duty on, M. for Pap. (Mr.

Thompson, Cariboo) 655.

Quebec and Grosse Isle Transport.
Contract, M. for Pap. (Mr. Landry) 67.

Quebec, Assiynees. Sec "A ssignees."

Quebec Building Societies Liquidation B.
.No. 113 (Mr. Des}ardins).

1 Q and 20*, 1800; Com. of W. and reported
and 3°*, 1865, (42 Vic., c. 48.)

Quebec, City, Walls.
Improvement of, Ques. (Mr. Vallée) 60; M.

for Ret. (Mr. Vallée) 67.
quebec Fire Ass. Co. Stock, reduction, B.

No. 14 (Mr. Langevin).
1*, 88 ; 20, 111 ; Senate Amts. agreed to*,

798. (42 Vie., c. 69).

Quebee Geographical Society Incorp. B.
No. 65 (Mr. Fortin).

1, 740 ; 2", 825; 3°*, 1141. (42 Vic., c. 77.)

Quebec Harbour Works.
Tenders, &c., M. for Ret. (Mr. While, Card-

well) 188,
Supply,-discussion in, 1661.

Quebec, Judges' Salaries.
Increase of, Ques. (Mr. Baker) 562.

Quebec, Military Properties.
Transfer from Govt., M. for Pap. (Mr. Strange)

664.
Q. M. 0. & 0. Ry. Bridge over Ottawa

River B. No. 4.5 (Mr. Holton).
10*, 338 ; 3°*, 1141. (42 Vic., c. 56.)

Quebec, Province, Constitutional Question.
M. for Pap. respecting (Mr. Mousseau) 49.
Ques. as to communication with Lt.-Gov.

(Mr. Casgrain) 294.
Res. condemning Lt.-Gov.'s action, M. (Air.

Mousseau) 251, 270 ; previous Ques. m.
(Mr. Ouimet) 282 ; resumed Debate, 294,
312, 339 ; carried (Y. 136, N. 51) 407 ;
main Ques. carried on same division, 409.

Statement, H. E.'s action, case referred to
Home Govt. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 944.

Remarks thereon (Mr. Ouimet and others)
981.

Ques. and Remarks (31r. Mackenzie and
others) 1026.

Contradiction of Globe report (Sir John A.
Macdonald) 1100.

Res. condemning reference of case to Eng-
land (Mr. Mousseau) 1762; M. postpd.t
1763.

Remarks on conduct of Miniutërs (Mr.
Molton) 1830.
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Quebec Constitutional Question- Con.
Debate, on conc. in Res. W. & M. (Mr.

Mackenzie and others) 2001 ; on 30 of
Supply Bill, 2011f.

Quebec, Province, Judges' salaries.
Increase of, Ques. (Mr. Baker) 562.

Quebec, Public Works in.
Supply,-discussion in: Buildings,

Harbours, &c., 1661-6.
10G2;

EX.] REC RIM

Reciprocity and Free Trade Associa-
tion, Eng.

Memorial from, Ques. of its reception (Mr.
Speaker) 1412; ruled, reception irregular,
1453.

Red River, Lands on.
Reservation of, M. for O. C. (Mr. Dubuc) 232.

Red River Rebellion, R. McKenzie.
Property destroyed, M. for Cor. (Mr. Ives)

105.
Quebec, Weights (.Mr. Casgrain's B.) e

See 4"French Weight. lCmRed River Road, T. L. Ady's claim.
In Com. of Supply,-carried on dir., 1885.

Queen's, N.B., Election Protest.
Personal explanations, continuing those in

Tariff Debate, 1451-3 (Mr. King and
others) 1454-6.

Race Rocks, B.U.
Fog-horn or bell for, Ques. (Mr. Dewdney)

67.

Rails, British Columbia.
Removal to Frazer R., M. for Pap. (Jfr.

Bunster) 27.

Rails, 1ron, old, disposal of
M. for Ret. (3Mr. Girouard, Jacques Uartier)

837.

Rails, Steel, removal of
Nanaimo to Frazer R., Ret. referred to P. A.

Com. (Mr. Bunster) 837.

Railway Aet, 1868, Amt. respecting
Bridges, B. No. 59 (AIr. T1upper).

10 , 611 ; order for 2' dischgd. and B.
withdn., 1587.

Railway Acts Consolid. B. No. 98 (Mr.
Tupper).

1", 1550; 20, 1702; Com. of W., 1705,
1711; reported, 1715; 30 on a div.,
1716. (42 Vic., c. 9).

Railway Palace and Sleeping Cars B. No.
96 (Mr. Bergeron).

1°*, 1533.

Railway Reserve Lands, B.C.
Rights of settlers, Ques. (Mr. McInnes) 827.

Railways, Accidents, and Employés on.
M. for Rets., 1878 (Mr. Fleming) 129.

Railways, Expenditure on, 1873-79.
Details of, M. for Pap. (Mr. Bergin) 236.

Railways, in Dominion.
Loans to, before Confederation, M. for Pet.

(Mr. Vallée) 63.
Railways, Minister of ( Mr. Tupper's B.)

See " Public Works."
Railways, the various. See under their

names.

Rebate of Duties.
1874-79, M. for Ret. (1ir. Jones) 65.
On Tin, B.C., Ques. (Mr. MeInnes) 73.
On goods exported, 1877-8, M. for Ret. (Mr.

pomville) 1763.
,Rece&~er-Ge, {d, Ojice oj ( Mr. Tupper's

B.) See rli Works."

Red River, Timber Leases.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Dubuc) 189.

Reformatory, Female, Ont. (Mr. McDon-
ald's B.) See " Ontario."

Refunds, Inland Revenue.
1873-78, M. for. Ret. (Mr. Besson) 665;

1867-73, M. for Ret. (Mr. Trow) 920.
Reqistered Letters, Regulations.

Intention to alter, Ques. (Mr. Little) 112.

Registration of American Vessels.
In Canada, M. for Pets. (Mr. Valin) 180.

Removals. See " Civil Service" and
4 HousE " for general questions, and the
nanes or places referred to for special
cases.

Reportirng of Debates, Ofcial. See I De-
bates."

Representation. Dual (Jr. Ouimet's B.)
See "Dual Repn."

Revenue, Receipts.
Recent, Ms. for Rets. (Mr. Cartwright) 54,

119; on Malt, Liquor, Tobacco (Mr. Bur-
pee, St. Tohn) 185.

Richard, Mfr., Brandy Pois.
Lighthouse Keeper, resignation of, M. for

Cor. (Mr. Grandbois) 844.

JICHEY, Mr.
Newfield, Capt. Purdy's dismissal, on M. for

Cor., 155.
Mackerel, seining for, on M. for Cor., 228.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for

Pap., 582.
iargf-W. & M, Res., on 20 and Mr. Mac-

kenzie's Amt., 1131.
Supply-Estimates: Ocean Service (Mail

Subsidies, Campbellton & Gaspé) 1674.

Rideau Canal, Damages caused by.
Claims, 1872-79, M. for Ret. (Mr. McRory)

838.
Riel, Mr. Louis.

Pardon, Ques. (31r. Fiset) 42, 66.

Rimouski, Carriage of Electors.
On Intercol Ry., M. for Ret. (Mr. Landry)

84.

Rimouski, Harbour of Refuge.
M. for all Pap. respecting (Mr. Landry) 653.

Rimouski, Intercol. Ry. Employés
Names, pay, &c, M. for rtet. (Air. Landry)

107.
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-Rimotski, Statute Labour in.
Remittance, during elections, M. for Pap.

(Mr. Landry) 67.

"Rimouski," Steamer, Capt. Lavoie.
Removal, Ques. (Mr. Fiset) 563; W. for

Orders, 920; Resumed debate, l e ; M.
agreed to, 1582.

Binouski, Wharf Improvements.
Intention to make, Ques. (Mr. Fiset) 112;

M. for Engr.'s Rep., 125.
Rimouski, Wood Contracts in.

For I.C.R., M. for Ret. (Air. Landry) 658.
Rimouski, Works at Matane and B.

Blanche.
During Election, M. for Ret. (ir. Landry)

113; Amt. (11r. Fiset) 114.
RINFRET, Mr.

Quebec Constitutional Question, on M. for
Res., 360.

Leclerc, Victor, Mail Contract, removal
(Ques.) 1250.

Rivers, Act against throwinq Mill-waste.
Intentions of repealing, Ques. (Mr. Mon-

genais) 74.
Rivière à la Graisse.

Survey, intention, Ques. (3fr. Mongenais) 74.
Rivière du Loup Branchb, C. T. R.

M. for Cor. with G. T. R. Co.. (Mr. Fiset) 47;
Ques. (Mr. Casgrain) 73.

(Mr. Tupper's B.) See ' InTRCOL. RÂLwAY."

Rivière du Loup Pier.
Work, &c., 1878, M. for Ret. (A[r. Grand-

bois) 84.
Rivière du Loup Wharf.

Light for, Ques. (Mr. Grandbois) 826.

Roads, Construction Companies.
Bill, M. for Cor. (Mr. Mousseau) 42.

ROBERTSON, Mr. (Ramilton).
Canada Life Ass. Co. Act Amt. (B 7, 1*) 71;

(2.) 108.
Burlington Bay Canal Piers, repair (Ques.) 74.
Hamilton, Public Buildings, purchase (Ques.)

74.
P. O. Regus., returning letters (Ques.) 75.
Weights & Measures Act (M.for O. C.s) 88.0
Hamilton, appointments in, (AI. for Ret.)

112.
Sarah E. Bryant, Amer. tug, seizure (M.
for Ret.) 119, 120.

Emigrants, Hamilton, aid to (M.for Ret.) 124.
Toronto Postmastership, on M. for 0. C., 133.
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com., 197.
Pool-selling Act Amt., (B. 38, 1°*) 222; (M.

into Com. of W.) 845-6.
Manitoba, settiement of, arrangements (M.

for 0. C., 4.c.) 496.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

556.
Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 20, 618, 632, Res.

11, on 20-(Screws, iron) 1460-1.
Election Act Amt. B. 19 (Mr. Casey) 927.
Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 15 (Air. Béch-

ard) on M. for 20, 1426; in Com., on Mr.
Girouard's Amts., 1773-8.

ROBERTSON, Mr. (Hamilton)-Con.
Insolvency Act Amt. B. (M. to introduce)

1885; (m. withdn.) 1886.
Welland Canal Sôlicitors, payments to (M.
for Ret.) 1763.

Supreme Ct. Act Amt. B. 74 (Mr. McDon-
ald) in Com., 1802.

Weights & Meas. Laws Consolid. B. 87 (Mr.
Baby) in Com., 1847.

ROBERTSON, Mr. (Shelburne).
Shelburne Harbour Light (Ques.) 48.
Jordan Bay Breakwater (M.for Bet.) 54.
Intercol. Ry., Halifax Terminus (Ques.) 66.
C. Sable Id., Customs District (.M.for Pap,)

70.
Halifax as Winter Port (X. for Cor.) 70.
Intercol. Ry., Receipts and expenses (Ms. for

Reto.) 124 ; Freight on, 124,
Mackerel, seining for, on M. for Cor., 227.
Fishery Award, P.E.I. claims, on M. for

Cor., 242.
Shelburne, Fog-whistle for (Ques.) 489.
Govt. Rys., Coal sbipments (Ques.) 489 ; and

sales to officialn (Ms for Paps.) 654.
Paris Exhibition, Medals for N. S. contribu-

tors (Ques.) 490.
Fishery Award, N .S. claims (Ques.) 490.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

580.
Fisbery Award, appropriation (.1. .for Cor.)

658.
Lobster-cans, Amer. duty, on M. for Cor., 668.
Tariff-W. & M. Res., on 20, 766 ; Res. 11,

on 20 and Mr. Houde's Aint. (Amt. m.)
Cornmeal free, 1354.

Yarmouth Dyking Co. B. 46 (Mr. Killam)
on M. into Com., 922.

Newfoundland, duties levied by, on M. for
Cor., 1411.

Supply-Estimates: Lighthouses, &c. (Main-
tenance) 1675 ; (Construction) 1675 ;
Fisheries (Overseers. &c) 1676 ; (Breeding)
1679.

Ry. Acts Consolid., B. 98 (Mr. Tupper) in
Coin., 1714.

Robertson, Win., Dorchester Penitentiary.
Dismissal, M. for Pap. (&sr A. J. Smith) 492.

ROBINSON, Mr.
Toronto, Civil Serv. appts, 1873-78 (M. fr

Ret.) 47.
Private Bills, time, extension (moved) 71,

126, 221, 562.
Selkirk & S. Saskatchewan Ry. Co. B. 9 (Mr.

Rykert) on 10, 72.
War with Russia, volunteers for, on M. for

Ret., 665.
Northern Ry. Act Amt, B. 64 (Mr. White)

on 10, 739; on 20, 1393.
Tarij--W. & M. Res. 11, on 2°-(Coal)

1434-5; (Pig iron) 1450.
Supply - Estimates: Pub. Works, Inc.

(Harbours, etc., Ont.) 1664.

ROBITAILLE, Mr.
Mackerel, seinsng for, on M. for Cor., 227.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for FaP.i

572.
Lobster-cans, Amer. duty, ou M. for Cor,

670.
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RoA.iLL, Mr.-Con.
LMAomption R., deepening (M. for Cor.,

for Er. lurtsau) 671.
Metapedia, disposal of Et. buildings (Mf.

for Ret.) 828.

Rocher Bay, Pier, erection.
Intention, Que&. (Mr. Rogers) 546.

ROCOKSTER, Mr.
Welland Canal, Mr. Mctahon, on M. for

Ret., 62.
U. S. Canals, navigation of (f.for Cor.,for

Mr. Currier) 185.
Ottawa Agricuit. Inn. Co. Act Amt. (B. 48,

10) 3398; (1t. withdn.) 1453.
Tarif-W. a M. Res., on 2Q and Mr. Mac-

kenzie's Amt.,1 104; Res. 11, on 2o-(India-
rubber gouda) 1446; (Shovels, tools, &c.)
1481-2.

Bupply-Estimatcs: Immigration, 1544.

ROOERS, Mr.
Albert Ry., postal car for (Que..) 489.
Rocher Bay, pier, erectio» of (Ques.) 546.
Tarif-W. & M. lRes., on 20 and Mr. Mac-

kenzie's Amt., 1111.

Rondeau, Harbour of Ref "ge.
Improvements, M. for Cor. (Mr. Stephenson)

675,

rloss, Mr. (Dundas).
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com., 211.
Tare-W. & M. Res., on 2°: Persoual (Mr.

Rykert) 819. On Ques., 896.
Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 85 (Mr. Colby)

on M. for 2° and Mr. Béchard's Amt.,
1621.

Supply-Estimates : Public Worzs, Cap.
(Canals, Welland) 1654; Collection of
Revenues (Weights and Meas.) 1724.

Conc.:(Post-ouffce registration syistem)
1864.

Ross, Mr. (West Middlesex).
Debates, official reporting (M for Tenders)

27 ; on M. to ratify cont., 89.
Lord's Day Observance, on Res. for, 82.
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com., 210.
Civil Service superannuations, 1873-78 (M.

for Ret.) 496.
Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 2*, 631 ;Res. 11,

on 2 0-(Agricul. Implemts.) 1338: (Books,
&c.) 1341; (Book-binders' materials) 1345;
(Furniture) 1444 ; (Printing presses)
1475.

Elections Act Anit. B. 19 (Mr. Casey) on 20,
932; personal explanation, 938.

Supply-.Estimates: Legiulation (Commons,
Deputy Clk.) 1541; (Ses*. Clks., &c.)
3543; Militia (Drill Instruction) 1638;
(Ammunition and Stores) 1642; Collec-
tion of Revenue (Customs) 1693.

Suppl. Estimates, 1878-79: Le¿islation
(Report of Debates) 1832.

Conc.: (Post-office-electric pen circu-
lars) 1865; (Library catalogue) 1875.6.

.Rott*Â, M
cardial, ew m4isslAN of, on .. for

rap., 552; on Q. of Ord., 553.

'E.] Roy RYL

Royal Instructions. See "'Goernt-
General."

Roy, Vidal, St. Fabien.
Postmaster, removal of, M. for Cor. (Ur.

Fwt) 1398.

RYAN. Mr. (Marquette).
Manitoba, Colonisation Roads (Que..) 157.
Manitoba Land Patents (M.for Ret ) 185.
Mounted Police, Conts. for Supplies (M.

for Ret.) 497.
Supply-Estimates: Indians (N.W.) 1690.
Manitoba Additional Grant B. 108 (Mr.

Tilley on Res., 1785; on 2°. 1786.
Indian Act Amt. B. 94 (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) on Senate Amts., 2004.
Pacifie Ry. -Route in Manitoba, on Mr.

Smith's Remarks, 2035.

PYAN, Mr. (Montreal Centre).
Caeette Co. Incorporation (B. 23, 1°*) 126.
Average adjusters, appointment of (Ques.)

491.
Carriers' responsibilities, legislation on

(Ques.) 491.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for

Pap., 558.
Supply3-Etimates: Militia (Drill Instrne-

tion) 1636-7 ; Geological Survey, 1682;
Collection of Revenue (Custons) 1691-3.

Blake, Vice-Chancellor, conduct of (R.-
marks) 1987.

RYKERT, Mr'.
Smith (Welland Canal) disnissal (M. for

Ret.) 46.
MeMahon (Welland Canal) conduct of (M.

for Ret.) 60.
Pt. Frances Lock, expenses (M. for Ret ) 70.
Selkirk & S. Saskatchewan Ry. Co. (B. 9,

10) ; 71, 72; (withdn.) 1213.
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel Comn., 207-8.
Seamen's Act, 1873, extension to Inland

WVaters (B. 33, l"*) 221.
Quebec Constitutional Question, on M. for

Res., 317.
Maritime Ct., Ont., working of (M. for Ret.)

503; (M. withdn.) 505.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for

Pap, 587.
Tarnf -W. & M. Res., on 20, 782. On Mr.

Paterson's speech, personal, 808-18-20.
Controvd. Electiuns Act Amt. B. 4 (Bir. Mc-

Carthy) on 2°, 847.
Supreme Ct. Act Repeal B. 84 (Mr. Keeler)

on 21 and Q. of Proced., 1381 ; (Q. of Ord.)
1390.

Independence of Parlt. Act Amt. (B. 86>
1-*) 1453.

Supply-Estimates: Collection of Revenue:
(Pub. Works, Maintenance, Canais)
1727..8.

Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 15 (Mr.
Béchard) in Com., on Mr. Girouard's
Amts., 1775.

Blake, Vice-Chancellor, conduct of (Re-.
mark#) 1987.

Ryland, Mr., Claim of
M. for Pap. (Mr: Gouno) postpd., 559;

agreed to, 652.
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RYXAt, Mr.
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com., 202.
Tarf-W. & M. Res, on 2°-personal (Mr.

Rykert) 808-19; Res. 11, on 2Q
(Corn) 1351.

Contagious Diseases, Animals, B. 55 (Mr.
Pope) in Com., 1248.

Pacific Ry. Act, 1874, Amt. B. 116 (Mr.
Tupper on Rus. in Com ., 1965.

Sabbatk Observancs iia
Res. (Mr. Christie) 75

79 ; agreed to, 84.

public Dept.
Amt. (Mr. Langevin)

Sùauenay Indians.
Vaccination of, M. for Pap. (AIr. Cimon)

241.

Salaries. See " Civil Service,"" HousE,"
hc., for general questions, and the names or
places referred to for special cases.

Salmon Fishery. See " Fislieries."

"Sarah E. Bryant," Wrecking Tyq.
American, seizure of, M. for Bet. (Mr. Rob-

ertson, Hamilton) 119; Resumed debato,
680 ; M. agreed to, 684.

Saskatchewan Colonisation Ry. Co.Incorp.
B. No. 6 (Mr. Schultz).

1°°, 71 ; 20, 107; Com. of W. and roported
and 3°*, 1706. (42 Vic., c. 66.)

Saingeen R4ver, LiJkthouse for.
M. for Cor. respecting (Mr. Gillies) 836.

ScurLTz, Mr.
&askatchewan Colonisation Ry. Co. (B. G,

1°6) 71; on 2°, 108.
Selkirk & 8. Saskatchewan Ry. Co. B. 9 (Mr.

Rykert) on 1°, 71, 73.
Mounted Police B. 13 (Sir John A. Mac-

donali) in Com. of W., 126.
Mounted Police, recruiting for (Ques.) 222.
i4ifles, importation into N. W. (Ques.) 489.
Mounted Police. supplies (Ques.) 651.
Telegraph, Selkirk & Battlefoid (M. for

Cont, etc.) 830.
Sitting ilull's nationality (Ques.) 1756.

SCRIVER, Mr.
Lord's Day Observance,.on Ben. for, 80.
Montreal & Champlain Junction Ly. Act

Amt. (B. 20 1*) 107.
Chinese in B.C., on M. for Sel. Com., 1263.
Tarif-W. & M., Res. 11, on 20-(Agricult.

Implemts.) 1335 ; (Books, &c.) 1344;
(Butter) 1417 ; Res. 12, Free List, on
20 (Wool) 1519.

Supply-Estimates: Militi4 (Brigade Ma-
jors) 1633.

Fees, on remission of, Moira R. Toll B.,
1983.

Seamen's Act, 1878, Extension to Iuland
Waters Act Amt. B. No. 83 (r. Ry-
kerto.

1*, 221.
Seamen's A et Amt. B. No. 92 (r. Pope,

Qs'# P. J.).
Bes. la Oom. of W., 1303; 1.°, 1504; 2°*,

Com. of W. and reported and a3e, 1669.
(42 Yiw., 0, 27).

Seining in Gulf of St. Lawrence.
M . for Cor. (Air. Macdonald, King's, P.RJ.)

224.

&ect Standing Committees.
M. for, 5; Com. for Lists, 25; Report, 47;

Conc., 59 ; additions, 338, 546.

Selkirk an' Battleford Telegraplh.
Contracta, &c., M. for Pap. (Air. Schultz) 830.

Selkirk & S. Saskaftkewan Ry. Co. l.
corp. R. No. 9 (1fr. Rykert).

1, 1 ; 20, 109; B. witbdn., 1213.

Selkirk Election.
Recount, M. for Cor. (Mr. Cameron, N.

Vict.) 1764.
rsonal explanation (Mr. Smith. Seflirk)
1805.

Sen4tional Clerks.
Supply,-discussion in, 1542, 1855.

SKA.w, Mr.
Contd. Elections Act Amt. B. 4 (Mr. Mc.

Carthy) on 20, 175.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

559-63.
Taref-W. & M. Res., on 20, 770.
Ry. Acte Consolid. B. 98 (Ur. rupper) in

Com., 1712-15.
Supply--Estimates : Collection of Revenues

(Pub. Works, Maintenance-Canals) 1720.
Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 15 (Mr. Béchard)

in Com., on Mr. Girouard's Amts., 1777,
1782.

Sheboygan. See " Duncan City."
Shedburne County, Customs Districts.

C. Sable Isld., M. for Pets. (Air. Robertson)
70.

Sielburne, Fog-wkistle for.
Intention of Govt., Ques. (Mr. Robertson)

489; Ques. in Supply, 1675.

SIelburne Harbour Light, re-building of.
Intention of Govt., Ques. (Mr. Robertson)

48 ; Ques. in 8upply, 1675.
Sherwood, Wm. H., LightL, ouse-keper.

Presqu'Isle, appointmaent of, M. for Pap.
(Mr. Keeler) 663.

Shippegan Gutly, S. B., Breakwater.
Supply,-discussion in, 1666.

Ship-masters and Mates (Mr. Pope's B.)
See ";Masters and Mates."

Shipping of Seamen (Mr. Pope's B.) Se.
Seamen's Act."

Simpson, George B., Liglthouse-keepe.
Preqln'Isle, dismisqal of, M. for Pap. (Mr.

Keler) 663.
Sittingq Bull's ainaiy

Statement in St. Paul Press, Ques. (Mr.
'Dubuc,for Mr. Schutz) 1756.

SKINNER, Mr.
Kingston, Orduance Lands, digs o

(Ques.) 1907.
Beet Siugar, Excis du:rya (Que&) 10M
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SK1xx ER, Mr.-Con.
Tarif-W. & M., Res. 11, on 20 (Agricult.

Implemts.) 1335 ; (Ques.) Beet sugar,
excise duty on, 1397.

Supply-Estimates: Militia (Drill Instr'b-
tion) 1639.

Sleeping Cars (Mr. Bergeron's B.)
"l Iailway."

See

Smith, John B., Jelland Canal.
Dismissal, M. for Ret. (Mr. Rykert) 46.

SMITH, Mr. (Selkirk).
Supply-Estimates: Indians (N.W.) 1689-

90; Collection of Revenues (Customs)
1693.

Manitoba Additional Grant B. 108 (Mr.
Tilley) on Res., 1785.

Selkirk Election (Personal explan.) 1805.
Pacific Ry. route in Manitoba (Remarks)

2035.

SMITH, Sir ALBERT J.
Clark, W. R., payments to (M.for Pap.) 113.
Tug, American, seizure, on M. far Ret., 123.
Newfield, Capt. Purdy's dismissal, on M. for

Cor, 142-4-5, 150, 153.
Mackerel, Seining for, on M. for Cor., 226.
Robertson, Wm., dismissal of (M. for Pap.)

492-5.
Miramichi Marine Hospital, state of, on M.

for Pap., 498.
Ella G. McLean, purchase of (M. for Pap.)

505.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

557, 573, 575, 591.
Mitchell & Co., Supplies by, &c. (M. for

Rets.) 659-62.
Presqu'Isle, Govt. lands, survey of, and

lawsuits, on Ms. for Rets., 830.
Presqu'Isle, Lighthouse site, on M. for

Pap., 919.
Tarif--W. & M. Res., on 2' and Mr. Mac-

kenzie's Amt., 1190; M. to adj. Debate,
neg., 1201 ; Res. amd., on 20, 1214; on
Mr. Tilley's sp., (comments) 1228, 1231-2,
1311-15 ; Res. 4 (Tea and Coffee, differen-
tial) on 20, 1333; Res. 11, on 2° (Sugars)
1499.

Tonnage Dues B. 80 (Mr. Pope) on Res. in
Com. of W., 1288.

Cape Beale, B.C., Light-keeper, appoint-
ment of, on M. for Pap., 1404-5.

N. Sydney Harbour B. 89 (Mr. Pope) on
Res. in Com., 1502.

Seamen's Act Amt. B. 92 (Mr. Pope) on
Res. in Com., 1503.

Truro and Pictou Ry. Transfer B. 58 (Mr.
Tupper) on 30, 1505-7.

B. 10. Supreme Ct. Judges B. 97 (Mr. Mc-
Donald) on Res. in Com., 1534.

Supreme Ct. Acts Amt. B. 74 (Mr. McDon-
ald) on 21, 1590; on 30, 1804.

Supply-Estimates: Ocean Service (Dom.
Steamers) 1669-70; Lighthouses, &c.
(construction) 1676.

Chignecto Post, statement in (Correction)

pqo, ase of, on M. for Pap., 1758,
1760-1.

SMITH, Sir ALBERT J.-Con.
N. B. Supreme Ct. Judge B. 109 (Mr. Mc-

Donald) on Res., 1787.
Anticosti, &c, Telegraph Subsidy B. 111

(Mr. Tupper) on Il, 1796-7.
Ont. Maritime Ct. Act Amt. B. 73 (Mr. Mc-

Donald) in Com., 1805.
SNOWBALL, Mr.

Miramichi Marine Hospital, state of (il. for
Pap.) 498.

Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for
Pap., 561.

Lobster-cans, Amer. duty, on M. for Cor.,
670.

Barnaby R., Salmon fry for (Ques.) 826.
Tariff-W. & M. Res., on 2Q, 945; Res.,

amd., on 2°, 1315-16; Res. 7 (Appraisers)
on 20, 1332 ; Res. 11, on 2e (Earthen-
ware) 1443; (Shovels, tools, &c.) 1481
(Stone, building) 1485.

Supply-Estimates : Lighthouses (Salaries,
Keepers) 1675 ; Fisheries (Breeding) 1676.

Société Permanente de Construction
d'Iberville B. No. 63 (Mr. Mous-
seau).

1°*, 738; 2*, 825; Com. of W., reported
and 3, 1885. (42 Vic., c. 76.)

Souris, PE.I
Breakwater, construction, M. for Tend. (Mr.

Muttart) 69.
Railway extension, M. for Tenî. (Mr. Mut-

tart) 69.
Southampton, Mail Service.

Extension to, Ques. (Mr. Gillies) 22.3.

South Grenville Election. See Gren-
ville, S. R."

Sovereign F. and M. Ass. Co. (Klfr. Mac-
kenzie's B.) See e Isolated Risk Co."

SPEAKER, Mr. (Mr. Blanchet).
Election as Speaker, 3.
Drummond and Arthabaska Election, Rep,

3.
Speech from Throne, Rep., 4.
Librarian's Rep., 5.
Appointment of Clerks Assistant, 5.
Account current of House, presented, 6.
Messages from Its Excellency, 41, 42, 88,

251, 1397, 1627, 1628, 1784, 1796, 1840,
1982.

East Elgin Election, Judge's Rep., 41.
North York Election, Judge's Rep., 58.
Charlevoix, Mr. Perreault's election, Rep., 73.
Prescott Election, Judge's Rep., 107.
Niagara Election, Judge's Rep., 610.
Mr. Coughlin's vote on Usury B. (Re-

marks) 1754.
Bellechasse Election, Judge's Rep., 1784.
Stranger's misconduct. ßee under "iRul-

ings.'
RLINwGs:

B., John Stewart, Deposit, irregular, 140.
Vote, mover of previous Ques., not neces-

sarily negative, 408.
Policy of Local Govts.. irrelevant natter,

553.
Repeated and irrelevant speaking checked,

597-9, 1874.
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SPEAKER, Mr. (Mr. Blanhet)-Con.
B., N. Sydney Harbour, irregular, 649.
Tarif Debate, precedence of, by Agree-

ment, 650.
Previous Debate, allusions to, and irrelev-

ancy checked, 660-1, 1824.
Right of reply, 662.
Speaking twice on M. allowed, leave

having been granted, 833.
Reference to evidence before sitting Coin..

irregular, 839.
M. having no seconder, further speaking

to it checked, 1079.
Privilege, explanation, limits of digression
defined, 1251.

B. (Marine Telegraphs) referred to Coin.
of W., unless mover requests reference
to a Sel. Com., 1285. 1572.

Memorial (Free Trade Association, Eng.)
rejected, not being in form of a Pet.,
1412, 1454.

Latitude in Tariff debate, permitted, 1451.
Aint., absolute, to B. for conditional Re-

peal of Insolvent Act, in order, 1610.
B. not printed in French, objection to its

progress, taken too late, 1620.
Pet. against Judge Polette, out of order,

1755.
M. for Res. against Govt. action (Mr.

Mousseau) allowed to stand, 1762.
Language, unparliamentary (Pacific Ry.

Debate) 1938.
On M. to adj. H., latitude in personalities

permitted, 1941.
Stranger ordered to withdraw, 1940 ; on

Proced., 1980 ; Report, Writ not serv-
able, 2044 ; Remarks, apology offered,
2046.

M., objection to, must be taken when Ques.
is put to House, 1984-6.

W. & M., conc. to be taken to-morrou-,
2003.

See also ORDER, PRhIILEoE AND PRocEDURE."

Speaker's Salary, till successor apl)pointed.
Supply,-discussion in, 1541.

epuct½ from f1þt £4rctt, 4.
For the Address, &c, sec "Address."

Speedy TriaIs Acts Amt. B. No. 75
(Mr. McDonald, Pictou).

1O, 1080; 20, 1294; Con. of W., reported
and 3"*, 1533. (42 Vic., c. 44.)

Spettigue, J. J., London.
Insp. of Weights & Meas., suspension, M. for

Cor. (Mr. Macmillan) 240.

Spirits, manufacture and consumption.
M. for Ret. (Air. Burpee, St. John) 185.

Spring Hill Station. See "INTERCOL.

ýPROULE, Mr.
Debates, Reporting, on M. to ratify Cont.,

99.
American Vessels, Registration of, on M.

for Pap., 184. . f
Insolvençy Laws, on M. for Bel. Com., 219.
Caîdinal, Régie, dismiasal of, on M. for

Pap., 589.

SPROULE, Mr.-Con.
Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 2°. 625; Res. 11,

on' 2-(Corn) 1349; (Stone, building)
1483; Res. 12, Free List, on 20 (Wool)
1516.

Ministers' Salaries, Members' Indemnities,
on M. for Ret., 841.

Ventilation of Chaniber, on M. for Coen..
859.

Supply-Estimates : Cmllection of Revenue
(Weights & Meas.) 1719.

Standard Weights and Measures.
Cost of, M. for Ret. (Nr. Oliver) 65.

Stark, E. O., Spring Hill Station.
Dismissal of, M. for Pap. (Mr. Domville) 9 1 R.

Stationery, M3fembers', qualitîy of
Printing Coin. to Report, M. (Mr. Kirkpa-

rick) 1213.

SttoyHolidayfs (31r. DmW' .
Sec "Holidays."

STEPHENSON, MI.
Printing, Joint Com. (moved) 59.
Ont. Boundary Arbitration, cost (f..for Rej.)

67.
Tug, American, seizure, on M. for Ret., 121.
Paris, Canadian exhibit (M. for Rets.) 658.
Green Island Leases (1. for Pap.,.for M1r.

McCartihy) 674.
Yarwood, C. St. G., superannuation of (M.

for Pap., for Mir. Bunting) 675.
Rondeau Harbour, Repairs (At. for Rets.) 675.
Mounted Police, expenditure for (M. for

Rets.) 837.
Centennial Commission, expenses, &c. (M.

for Ret.) 837.
Legal services for Govt., payments, &c. (Af.

for Ret.) 838.
Oak contracts for Canals (M. for Ret.) 838.
Wrecking and Coasting (M. for Cor., by 11r.

Bunting) 1405.
Supply-Suppl. Estimates, 1878-79: Legis-

lation (Report of Debates) 1833.

Stewart, John, Deposit B. (Mr. McCarthy)
Introduct. in., 139 ; over-ruled and withd.,

140.
Stock - broking Regulations B. No. 61

(Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier).
1°*, 612; 2', 1285.

STRANGE, Mr.
Tarifl-W. & M. Res., on 20, 629; Res. 11.

on 20 (Paintings, &c.) 1473.
.Military Properties, transfer (M. for Pap.)

664.
Election Act Amt. B. 19 (Mr. Casey) on 2',927.
Suply-Estinates: Militia (Brigade Majors)

1634.

Stratford, .Dynamite explosion.
Remarks (Air. flesson and others) 1800.

Stratford, Public Buildings:
Erection of, Ques. (Mr. Ifesson) 222.

Suqar, Beet-Root, Excise duty-.
Intention of Govt., Ques, (3W Skinner)

1397.
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Superanncation Act, working of
M. for Sel. Com. (Sir John A. Macdonald)

741.

Super«nnuatione of Ofleiail. See "Civil
Service " and Housýs," for general ques-
tions, and the namesaor places referred to for
ecial cases.

SUPPLY. 4
Rersolution, 25.
ESTIMArbs:-

Message, 251; referred to Com. of Sup.
ply*, 251.

Charges of Management*, 293; Res. 2°
and agreed to*, 409.

Civil Government*', 1536, 1855.
Administration of Justice*, 1536.
Police*, 1536.
Peitentiaries:

Kingston, 1536.
St. Vincenit de Paul, 1536
St. John*. 1540.
Hlalifax', 1540.
Manitoba, 1540.
British Columbia, 1540.

Legilation:
Senate-

Salaries*, 1541.
Hansard*, 1541.

Conmons-
Salaries, Clerk's Estimate, 1541.
Comminttees and Sess. Clks., 1542,

1855.
Contingencies*, 1543.
Debates, publbhing*, 1543.
balaries, &c., Sergt. at Arms' Est.*,

1543.
Misuellaneous*, 1513.

Arts, .4griculture and Statistics*, 1543,
Inmigrahon and Quarantine:

(feneral, 1 544.
Mennonites, 1549.

Pensions :
J. Bright and Mrs. Antrobus*, 1550.
New Militia Ptensions-

Nominal List (Vote 61)*, 1550.
Compensation in lieu of land»,

1550.
Yeteras of 1812, 1628.

Or-linary-
Salaries, Milt. Branch and Dist.

Staff-, 163>.
Salaries. Brigade Majors, 1630.
Allowances for Drill Instru., 1634.
Aminunition, clothing and Milt

stores, 1642.
Armouries and care of arme*, 1642.
Drill and Training, Pay and Ex.

penses, 1642.
Contingencies (Bands, &c.) 1642.
Drill 8heds and Ufie Banges*, 1643.

Extranglnary-
Military properties, care of*, 1643.
Royal Military College', 1643.
Military &hools and Drill in Col-

h~,1643.
- B''Batterie, 14.

Rides #S Guard*, 1643.

SU? SUiP

BUPPLY-Can.
Special-

Ordnance and improved Are-arms*,
16 43.

Public Works and Buildings, chargeable to
Capita.

Railways:
Intercolonial-

To deep water, St. John, 1643; on
Conc., 1856.

Nut-locks, 1643; on Conc., 1858;
carried (Y. 111, . 42) 1860.

Pacifie-
Canada Central Extension, 1645.
Georgian Bay Branch, 1648.
Fort William to English R., 1648.
Englislh R. to Eagle H.*, 1648.
English River to Keewatin", 1648.
Keewatin to Selkirk", 1648.
Engine House at Selkirk*, 1648.
Pembina ra.nch*, 1648.
Station 1oigse and Water Supply*,

1648.
British C olumbia, 1648; on conc,,

apreed to on a division, 1992.
Telegraph lines and roadway', 1648.
Survey s, 1648.

Canals :
Lachine, 1649.
Cornwall, 1649.
St. Lawrence, 1649.
WVellanid, 1649.
8t. Anne's Lock and Canal*, 1661
Carillon Lock and Canal*, 1661.
Grenville', 1661.
Culbute*, 1661.
St. Peter's*, 1661.
Miscellaneous*. 1661.

Public Bu:ldings and grounds, Ottawa,
1661.

Public Works and Buildin.a, chargeable to
Income.

Improveint of Navigable Rivera, 1661.
Public Buildings:

Ontario, 1662; on Conc. (Ottawa
Drill Shed) 1861.

Quebee, 1662.
New Brinswick, 1663.
Nova Scotia*, 1664.
N. W. Territories*, 1664.
British Columbia, F664.

Public Buildings, generallye, 1664ý
P'enitentiaries'. 1661.
lIentg, Repairs, &c.*, 1664.
Ilarbours and Breakwaters:

Ontario, 1664.
Quebec, 1666.
New B'unswick, 1666.
Nova Scotia, 1667.
Prince Edward Island', 1067.

Slides and Booms, 1667,
Dredging*, 1668.
Miscellaneous (including Te1egraphs)

1068.
Ocean and Rier Service:

Dominion 'teamers, 1669.
Mail Subidies-

lïalifax, Yarmoutb & St. Johad6 i78'.
Other subsidio, 1673.
Campbllton, N. B, and GeM -147I.
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StUPPLY-Con.
Masters and Mates, examination 1675.
Life boats, &c.*, 1675.
Wrecks, investigations*, 1675.
Shipping, registration*, 1675.
Montreal Water Police*, 1675.
Quebec River Police*, 1675.
Navigable Rivers, obstructions', 1675.

Lighthouse and Coast Service:
8alaries, kc., of Light-keepers. 1675.
Maintenance and Repairs, 1675.
Lighthouses, &c., construction, 1675.

Fisheries:
Salaries, &c., Fishery Overseers, 1676.
Fish-breeding, 1676.

Scientifie Insiitutions-Observatories*. 1680.
Marine iiosps. 4 Distressed Seamen*, 1683.
Steamboat Inspection*, 1 680.
Inspection of Insurance Companies*, 1681.
Geological Survey, 1631.
Indians:

Ontario and Quebee, 1684.
Nova Scotia*, 1684.
New Brunswick*, 1684.
P. E. Ialaid', 1684.
British Columbia, 1681.
Manitoba and the N. W., 1689 90.

North-West Mounted Police*, 169 a.
Misesllaneous:

Cinada Gazette', 1693.
Miscellaneous Printing, 1630.
Unforeseen Expen'ii-s*, 1630.
Commutation of Duties*, 1690.
N. W. Territories, Governtment*, 1690.
K,-ewatin, Governent', 1691.
Liquor ' raffic Act, expenses", 1691.

Collection of Revenues:
Customs, 1091.
Excise*, 1716.
Culling Timber, 1716.
Weights & Measures and Gas-

Salaries, Dep. Iniirs. W. & Nt., 1718.
Salarie, Gas Inspectors', 1726.
Rent, Fuel, &c.', 1726.

Inspection of Staples*, 1726.
Adulteration of Food', «726.
Pub. Works., Maint'nce and Repirs-

Salaries, &c., Canal Officers*, 1726.
Collection Slide & Boom dues', 1726.
Repairs, kc, Canils, 1726.

" Harbs. & Slides*. 1728.
Intercol. Ry, 1728; on Conc., 1865.
P. E. I. Ry.*, 1728.
Telegiaph Unes, B.C', 1728.

" P. E. I.', 1728.
Agent, &c., B. C.', 1728.

Post-oflice', 1729; on Conc., 1861.
Dominion Lands', 1729.
Minor nevenies*, 1729.

£UPPLEMTArY ESTIaTEçs i878-79
Message, 1793.
Charges of Management, 1831.
Civil Government', 1831.
Police', 1831.
P.nitentiaries:

Manitoba, 1832.
British Columbia', 1832.

Legislation :
Witnesses and Reporters, 1878s, 1832.
Debstes, publication, 1878, 1832.
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SUPPLY-Con.
Library, Catalogue, 1832 ; on Conce.,

1875.
Gratuity, Mr. Pich6*, 1832 ; on Conc.,

1873.
Art$, Agriculture and Statistics*, 1832.
Immigration and Quarantine*, 1833.
Pensions*, 1833.
Jilitia', 1833.
Public Works and Buildings charg.able tc

Capital:
Railways, 1833.-On conc. dir. Wal-

lace's claim) 1876, 1883; carried (Y.
114, N. 37) 1884.-On conc. (B"ggs'
& M'urrav's claim) 1884; carried on
a div., 1885.

Canals*, 1835.
Public Iluildings. Ottnwa, 1835.

Public Works and BuMJengs chargeable tu
Income:

Publie Buildings*, 1836.
Penitentiaries*, 1836.
Rents, Repairs, &c.*. 1836.
l1arbours and Breakwaters-

Ontario*, 1836.
Nova Scotia, 1836.

Improvement of navigable Riverse,
1836.

Red Rirer Road', 1836; on Cone. (A r-
rears of Wages, D. L. Audy) carried
on a div., 185.

Arbitrations and Awards*, 1836.
Slides and Booms*, 1836.

Ocean and River Service. 1836.
Lighthouse and Coast Service:

St. Paul Island, 1837.
Fîsheries:

Salaries, additional overseers, 1837.
Fish-breeding establishments, 1837.

Steambot Inspection*, 1838.
Indians', 1838; (mn Conc., item, houses

for tarming in:ttructors, withdn., 1885.
y. W. Mounted Police*, 1838.
Miscellaneous:

Four items*, 1833.
Testimonial to M. Delfosse, 1838.
One item*, 1838.
Trade Mission to France aud Spain,

1839.
Two items*, 1839.

Collecion of Revenues
Customs, 1839.
Excise*, 1840.
Publie Works*, 1840.
Post Office", 1840.

Unprovided Items, 1877-78*. 1840.
SUPPLEMENTAnY ESTIXATIS, 1879-80

Message, 1840.
Arts, Ajriculture 4- Statisties:

Ontario Exhibition, 1848.
Public Works and Buildings chargeable to

Capital:
Pacif. Ry .,W. of Red R., 1849.

Public Works and Buildings chargeabl. Io
Income*, 1852:

Ocean and River Service:
Steamer subsidy, Canada and Bfra4,

1853.
Three items, 1854.

Fisheries', 1054.

[ftsioom 1879,]
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S UPPLY-on.
Indians:

Ontario and Quebec, 1854.
Manitoba and N. W.*, 1854.

Collection of Revenues.
Customs (Experts, &c.) 1854.
Other services*, 1855.

FurTR SUPPL. EST1ATEs, 1879-80:-
Intercol. Ry.

Riv. du Loup Br., purchase, &c.*, 1982;
Qonc.*, 2001.

CollecTion of Revenue.
Intercol. Ry., working R. du Loup Linc*,

1982; Conc.*, 2001.
CONCURREYCE, 1856, 1883, 2001.-(See also

the respective items, in Estimates above,
where discussion occurred on Concur-
rence).

St. Donat, Postnaster.
Lévesque, complaint, --M. for

Fiset) 70.
Pap. (Mr.

St. Fabien, 3Mail Contract.
Taken from J. Danjou, Ques. (Mr. hiset)

111; M. for Cor., 232.

St. Fabien, Postmaster.
Rtoy, removal of, M. for Cor. (Mr. Fiset)
• 1398.

Ste. Flavie, Engine-house Supt.
Bourdeau, removal of, M. for Cor. (Mr.

Fiset) 1398; M. withdn., 1398.

St. Frauncis River, Dredginq.
Intention of Govt., Ques. (Mr. Gill) 74.

St. François Xaiier, Breakwater.
Supply B. No. 118 (Mr. Tilley). Cons'ruction, Ques. (Hr. Perreautt) 490.

Res. in Com. of W. & M., agreed to and re. Ste Cenéviève and Point Clair Mails.
ported*, 2001 ; B. 1° and 2°, 2011; 3°
M., 2011, debate; 30, 2035. (42 Vic., c 1. ) tra c o (

Suprene Court Act, Amt.
Intention of Govt., Ques. (Mr. Cockburn, W. St. Jo/u, DeP JVater extension.

Northd.) 66. Supply,-discussion in, 1643, 1856.

Supreme Court Act Amt. B. -No. 74 (1fr. St. John, Negro Point Breakwoter.
McDonald, Pictou). Iepair, Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 222 ; Supply,

1o*, 1080; 2°, 1587; Coma. of W., 1801 statement ru, 1666.
Amd. and reported, 1803; 3? m., 1803, St. John Penitentiar
postpd., 1804; 3°l, 1806; Senate Amts. Lses o
propd., 2036 ; Amt., respecting appeals f M. for e 294.
(Mr. McDonald) agreed to, 2043. (42
Vie., c. 39.) C Domville) 492 ; for Cor. (Mr. burpee, St.

Supreme Court Act Repeal B. No. 84 (r. John) 667.
Keeler). St. John Pos-offce, Clerk in.

1°, 1373; 20 m. for to-morrow, 1875 ; 3 Waterley, dismissal, damages, Ques.) Me.
months' "hoist" Im. (Mr. Mackenzie) neg. Doniville) 1249.
(Y. 44, N. 120) 1375; debate on pro-
cedur, 1376-91.Suppy,-disussi in, 1663.

Supreme Court Judges (1r. ifcDonald's 1St. John River, Bridges across.
Bs. Sc BC"ad"B"Woodstock and Andover, M. for Pap. (Mfr.

Sapreme Court, the Judqes Taschereau. Connel) 653. Also sec PAddenda," Vol.
Appointinents of, M. for Cor. (Mr. Landry) St. Joené iver, Fish-breedin q in.

505. Intention of Govt., Ques. ( Mr. Kint) 1250.

Supreme Gow-t, Wsoi-k and Ex>pense of S.Jhs4atiC. rl f
t M. for et. (Mr. Tellier) 505.

Sy'ey? ilarbour (Bs. of M'essrs. .lfcDon- St. Joseph's Isla e, Lend Sales.
Ti a st July, 1867, M. for Rt. (3r. awson)

St. Anaclht, eost-offgce. 1763.
Location of, Ques. (Mr. Piset) 904. .Rt. Lawrence Cani.W

eA su fM for, M. for Cor. (Wr. Steplnto )
ý1e. mie e Sorl, Fers.839..>

Construction, M. for Pap. (3r. Mlasue) Sippy,-discutsion in, 1649, 1726.
106.

Sýt. Anne's (J. Cartier) Ligetho use St. Lawrence H[arbours, vrotisioi-iiuj.
Keeper. M. for Cont. ( Mr. uVarin) 70.

Deschamps, diseharge of, M. for Pal). (.11r. St. Lawrence, Islands in.i
(iirouard) 675. M. for Leases in 1878 (M. McCarthy) 674.

St. A nne's Lock. St. Lawrence, Li etouses.
dening, intention, Qucti. (1. OH, 1W supply, M. for Conts., e, (Mr. sto

JbïuDmvile 1249er .4.86

S't. Boniface, A qrant Shd. ~ St. John, Surbli s (.Bul itmangsat
Erection of, Ques. (. Dule) 111 M. for Engr's. Reps. (r. Landry) 62.
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St. Nicholas, Postmaster.
Duval, complaint against, Ques. (Mr.

Olivier) 1250.

St. Faul 4c Pacific By. Co., arrange-
ment8 with.

For conveyance to Manitoba, Ques. (Mr.
Dubuc) 74.

St. Simon Station. See " INTERCOL. RY."
St. Simon, Wharf

Construction, Ques. (Mr. Perreault) 490.

St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary.
Employés, M. for Ret. (Mr. Desjardins) 497.
Supply,-discussion in, 1536.

TARIFF, THE.
Ques., Tobacco, Canadian, excise duty (3fr.

Mongenais) 74.
H. resolved into Com. of W. & M., 409.
Speech of Finance Minister, 409 ; Debate,

430.
Res. agreed to and reported, 475.
Res., 2° m. (Mr. Tilley) 501; Resumed De-

bate, 618, 629; Ques. as to precedence of
Debate, 649; Resumed Debate, 688, 705;
Ques. as to Newfdlld. fish (Mr. Mackenzie)
743; Resumed Debate, 743, 782, 798. No.
of copies of Tarif, complaint (Mr. Cas-
grain) 824. Resumed Debate, 859, 944,
986, 1003, 1028.

Amt., condemning Govt. scheme (Mfr. Mac-
kenzie) 1079; 'Debate, 1084, 1101, 1123,
1141; M. to adj, Debate (Sir A. J. Smith)
neg. on a Div., 1201 ; Amt. neg. (Y. 53, N
36) 1201.

Ques. on the M. to agree to Res. (Mr. Tilley);
Amt., H. m. into Com. of W. & M. (Sir
John A. Macdonald) 1201; carried, 1202.

Com. of W. & M., Res. (amended) agreed
to, H. resumed and Res. reportud, 1202.

Res. (amended) 2Q m. (Mr. Tilley) 1214; ex-
planation (personal) of vote (M r. Doull)
1250; Resumed Debate, 1300.

Res. 1 (p. 1202) Bottles, packages, &c., 20
and agreed to*, 1324. Lard, packages
containing, Ques. (Air. Bourbeau) 1510.

Res. 2 (p. 1202) Foreign drawbacks (sugars,
&c.) 1324; agreed to, 1329.

Res. 3 (1202) Reciprocal reductions, equal
to those of U.S., agreed to*m, 1329.

Res. 4 (p. 1203) Tea and Coffee, differential,
1329, agreed to, 1331 ; renewed discus-
sion, 1332-4.

Res. 5 (p. 1203) Refunds for breakages, &c.,
agreed to*, 1331.

Res. 6 (p. 1203) Transportation charges,
agreed to*, 1331.

Res. 7 (p. 1203) Appraisers, 1331; agreed
to, 1332.

Res. 8 (p. 1203) Reduction in values, agreed
toe 1332.

Res. 9 (p. 1203) Reciprocal réductions with
France and Spain, agreed to*, 1332.

Res. 10 (p. 1203) Repeal of former Acts,
agreed to*, 1332.

Res. 11 (p. 1203) Duties. Dcbate on items:
Acids, 1334; Agricult. Impts., 1334; Ale,
etc., bottled, 1 339 ; Animais, living, 1339;
Artificial flowers, 1339; Babbit metal,

TARIFF, THE-Con.
1339; Books, etc., 1340 ; Brit. copyrights,
1344; Books through post, 1345; Blank
books, 1345; Bookbinders' materials,
1345 ; Billiard tables, 1346; Brass, 1346 ;
Bread.stuffs, (Barley) 1346; (Indian corn)
1347 ; (Wheat) 1352.

Amt., on Item-Wheat 15c. per bushel ; to
go into Com. of W. for permissive clause,
relaxation of duty by O. C. (Mr. Boude)
1352; Amt. withdn., 1355, 1359.

Amt., to place wheat on Free List (3fr. Fiset)
neg. (Y. 61, N. 109) 1353.

Amt., wheat, coal and pig iron free (MIr.
Charlton) neg. (Y. 53, N. 116) 1354.

Amt., cornmeal free (Mr. Robertson, Shel-
burne) neg. (Y. 57, N. 112) 1354.

Amt., on Item-Wheat flour 50c. per barrel,
1359-to place flour on Free List (Mr.
Vallée) 1362 ; Debate resumed, 1412; neg.
(Y. 61, N. 121) 1415.

Ques., Beet-root sugar, Excise duty on (Mr.
Skinner) 1397.

Remarks, French copies of Tariff (Mr. Cas-
grain) 1405.

Items: Brooms, 1416; Butter, 1416 ; Can-
dies, parafine, 1417 ; Carriages, &c., 1417;
Cement, 1420 ; Cheese, 1421 ; Clocks
1426; Coal, 1426 ; Copper, 1437; Cotton'
(Sheetings, &c.) 14ý7; (Jeans, &c.) 1439 ;
Earthenware, 1440 ; Fruits, 1443; Furni-
ture, 1443 ; Gunpowder, 1446 ; India
rubber, 1446; Pig iron, 1447.

Amt., on Item-Pig iron $2 per ton-pig
iron free, &c. (Mr. Bourassa) neg. on a
div., 1447; Discussion continued, 1447-50.

Item : Tin plates, 1450.
Personal discussions (Atr. Domville and

others) 1451 ; (Messrs. Anglin and Tilley)
1304, 1317, 1456.

Items: Iron, manufactures of, 1459 ; Oil
cloth, 1470; Opium, 1470; Organs, 1472 ;
Paintings, &c., 1472; Paper hangings,
1473 ; Paper, calendered, 1473 ; Plants,
1474; Plaster of Paris, 1474 ; Printing
presses, 1474 ; Quinine, 1476; Salt, 1476 ;
Spirits, &c. (Wines) 1478; Steel manu-
factures (Shovels, tools, &c.) 1481 ; Stone,
building, 1483; Sugars, 1485; Tobacco,
manufactured, 1508; Vegetables, 1510;
Wool, unmanufactured, free,%1510, agreed
to, 1531.

Res. 12 (p. 1210) Free List.-On Item : Steel
in ingots, &c., till Ist Jan., 1881, Debate>;
Res. agreed to, 1531.

Res. 13 (p. 1213) Newfoundland Fish and
Animals free, agreed to *, 1531.

Res. 14 (p. 1213) Excise duty on Spiritr,
1531, agreed to, 1533.

Res. 15 (p. 1213) Excise duty on Malt,
agreed to *, 1533.

Res. 16 (p. 1213) Drawback on Malt Liquors,
present stock, agreed to 0, 1533.

Res. 17 (p. 1213) Excise duty on Tobacco,
agreed to *, 1533.

Res. 18 (p. 1213) Tariff to take effect Mch.
15, agreed to m , 1533.

CUstoms and Excise B. No- 93 (Mr. Tille.a
1" 1533; order for 20, 1806 d4ebate; 3*

agreedtoon adiv,, 1830. (42 Ve.,e. 15.)

TAR TARUTN TAR
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TARIFF-Con.
Ques., publication of H. Es. despatches (Mr.

Mackenzie) 1628, 166e, 1729.
Message, copy of H. E's. despatch, 1784.

Taschereau, the Judges.
Appointments of, M. for Cor. (Mr. Landry)

505.

TAssÉ, Mr.
The Address (seconded) 14
Tarff-W. & M. Res, on 20, 962.
Sir Geo. Cartier, monument to (Ques.) 1250.
Supply-Estimates : Ocean Service (Dom.

Steamers) 1670.
Glendon, purchase of, on M. for Pap., 1762.
Supreme Ct. Act Amt. B 74 (Mr. McDonald)

in Com., 1801.

ZTelegraphs, Dominion (Mr. Kirkpatrick'e
B.) See " Dominion Telegraph."

Telegraphs, Marine (Mr. McCarthy's B)
See " Marine Telegraph."

Telegraplh, Anticosti, &o. (Arr. Tupper's
B.) See " Anticosti."

Telegraph, U. S. Cable Co.
Carthy's B.) See CU. S."

(1lr. Mc-

Telegraphs, Expenditurefor.
Supply,-discussion in, 1668.

TELLIER, Mr.
Mercier, P. A. and R. H , absence from duty

(M.for Rets.) 105-6.
Tobacco, Canadian, seizures, 1874-78 (M. for

Rets.) 505..
Militia, No. 1 Co., 21st Batt., Drill of &c,,

(M. for Ret.) 505.

Temperance Act 1878, latent of, B. No.
70 (Mr. vcuaiq)

1", 904; 20, 1285; Com. of W. and report-
ad and 3P', 1575. (42 Vie., c. 50.)

Territoriea, N. W., Lande ( kr. Mills's B.)
See "N. W. Territories."

THoMPsoN, Mr. (Oariboo).
Lord's Day observance, on Bes. for, &.
Quartz-mining Machinery, B.C., duty on

(M. for Pap.) 655-7.
Election Act Amt. B. 19 (Mr. Casey) on 2»,

927.
faraf--W. & M. Res., on 20, 1056.
Chinese in B. C., on M. for Sel. Com., 1261.
B. C. Supreme Ct. Judges B. 97 (Mr. Mc-

Donald) on M. into Com. of W., 1290;
in Com,, 1534.

TuompsoN, Mr. (Haldimand).
Camps of Mily. Instruction (Ques.) 112.
War with Russia, volunteers for, on M. for

Bet., 666.
Welland Canal, supplies for (M. for Ret.)

673.
Supply-Estimates: Militia (Brigade Majors)

1631; (Drill lnstruction) 1636-7, 1641
L&Ammunition and Stores) 1642.,
' Cought's vote on Usury B. (Remarkg)
1754.

TILLEY, Mr.
Election of Speaker (M. .conded) 2.
Public Accounts, presented, 26.
Estimates, Message, 251; referred to Com.

of Supply*, 251 ; Suppi. Est., 1878-9, Mess.,
1796; Suppl. Est., 1879-80, Mess., 1840.

Budget Speech, 409; commenta in reply to
Mr. Cartwright, 437, 446-8.9; Ques. on
Res.,473; Passing en bloce, on Q. of Proced,
474 ; Res. agreed to and reported, 475.

Tarîf-W. & M. Res. (2° m.), 507-9; Com.
ments on Mr. Charlton's speech, 529; on
Mr. Oliver's, 704-10 ; on Que%., 712-13;
on Mr. Cartwright's sp., 732; on Mr. Kil-
lam's, 737-8, 1163. Respecting duty on
Newfdld. fish (Ans.) 743. On Mr. Cam-
eron's Sp., 745; on Mr. Weldon's, 797 ; on
Mr. Mills's, 892 ; on Mr. Snowball's, 948 ;
on Mr. Guthrie's, 999, 1006 ; on Mr. Cas-
grain's, 1171-80. W. & M. Res., amd.
(20 m.) 1214 ; on Sir A. J. Smith's sp.,
1214-16, 12224. (Personal explan.) 1227,
1232, 1309-10. On Ques., 1300 ; on Mr.
Cartwright's sp., 1323. Res. 1, Pack-
ages, lard (Ans.) 1510. Res. 2, Draw-
backs, on 20, 1324-5-7. Res. 4, Tea and
Coffee, differential duty, 1329-30, 1333.
Res. 7, Appraisers, 1331-2. Res. 11, on 2°
(Acide) 1334; (Agricult.implemts.) 1334-5;
(Ale) 1339; (Animals) 1339; (Artificial
flowers) 1389 ; (Babbit metal) 1339;
(Books, &c.) 1340-1-2-4-S ; (Book-binders'
material) 1345; Biiard tables) 1346 ;
(Brass) 1340; (Barley) 13467 ; (Corn)
1347-8; (Wheat flour) 1359-80. Res-
pecting Beet-sugar Excise duty (Ans.) 1397.
(Brooas, &c.) 1416; (Butter) 1416-17;
(Candles, parafine) 1417; (Carriages, &c.)
1418-20 ; (Cement) 1420 ; (Cheese)
1422-3-; (Clocks) 1426 ; (Coal) 1420;
(Copper rivets, &c.) 1437; (Cotton sheet-
ings, &o.) 1437-8 ; (Cotton jeans, &c.)
1439; (Earthenware) 1440-41 ; (Fruits)
1443; (Furniture) 1444-5; (Gunpowder)
1446 ; (India-rnbber goods) 1446; (Tin
plates) 1450. (P*rsonalplanation)1456-9.
(Screws, iron) 1459-63; (Oil-cloth) 1470;
(Opium) 1470; (Organsy 1472; (Paint-
ings, &c.) 1472-8; (Paper, calendered)
14734 ; (Plants) 1474; (Plaster of Paris)
1474; (Printing presses) 1475 ; (Quinine)
1476; (Salt) 1477-8; (Wines) 1479-80;
(Stone, building) 1483; (Sugars) 1486-7-8-
9; (Tobacco) 1509; (Yegetables) 1510.
Res.1, Packages oontainig lard, 1510. Re@.
12, Free List, on 2' (Wool) 1510, 1529;
(tSteel in bars, o., till 1881)1531. Res. 14
Excise duty, Spirits, on 20, 1532. B.
No. 93 (1' m.) 1533; on 2e, 1812; on Mr.
Mackenzle's speech, 1816-17 ; on Mr.
Holton's, 1823. a.E's. despatches (Ans.)
1628, 1669. Copy of H. E's. despatch
(Mes.) 1784. W. - M. Res. (General)
In Com., 2001; (Con. m.) 2001.

Eastn. Extension Ry., N.B. claims (An8.) 547.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

600-4.
Civil Service B. 8 (Mr. Casey) on 20, 1 9q3.
Newtoundland, duties levied by, on M. for

Cor., 1411,

TIL TIL1 dm [INDEX.]
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TILLE, Mr.--Con.
Supply-Estkmates: Legislation (Dep. 0lk.)

1541; dilitia (Pensions) 1630 ; Ocean
Sapice (Mail Subsidies,-Campbellton

,«snd Gaspé) 1674-5.
Suppl. Estimates, 1878-79 : Charges of

Management (Seigniorial Tenure
Comn.) 1831; Miscellaneous (Trade
Mission to France) 1839.

Suppl. Estimates, 1879-80: Arts, &c.
(Ont. Exhibition) 1848; Collection
of Revenue (Customs, Experts)
1854-5.

Usury Prohibition B. 35 (Mr. Méthot) on 2°,
1584.

Insolvency Laws tepeal B. 15 (Mr. Béch-
ard) on 20, 1578.

Govt. Life Ins. (Res., withdn.) 1669.
Ont. School Fund, payment (Ans.) 1756.
Manitoba, Additional Grant (B. 108, Res. in

Ccm., 1° and 20) 1784-6.
Esquimalt Dock (Res., withdn.) 1787.
N. B. Supreme Ot. Judge B. 109 (Mr. Me-

Donald) on Res., 1792.
Consolidated Bank (B. 114, 1°4) 1805.
Fees, remission of. Moira R. Toll B. (Remarks)

1983. 1B mr
Riv. du Loup Br., G. T.R., purchase of B.

119 (Mr. Tupper) on 20, 2001.

Tinber Tolls, Belleville (Air. McCuaig's
B.) See "Belleville."

Tir., Rebate on, B.C.
Intention of Govt., Ques. (Mr. McInnes) 73.

Tobacco, Canadian.
Duties, intention, Ques. (Mr. Mongenais) 74.
Revenue from, 1873-79, M. for Ret. (Mr.

Vallée) 119.

Tobacco, Manufacture, Exportation, &c.
M. for Ret. ( Mr. Burpee, S. John) 185.

Tobacco, Seizures, Montreal.
1874-78, M. for Rep. (Mr. Tellier) 505.

Tonnage Dues B. No. 80 (Mr. Pope,
Queen's, P.E.I.).

Res. in Com. of W., 1287; reported and B.
1°, 1288; Com. of W. and reported, and
3*e 1535. (42 Vic., c. 24.)

Toronto, Civid Service Appointments.
M. for Ret., 1873-78 (Mr. Robinson) 47,

Toronto Harbour, Dredging.
Supply,-Ques. (Mr. Robinson) 1664.

Toronto, Jiilitary Properties.
Transfer from Govt., M. for Pap. (Mr.

Strange) 664.

Toronto Postmastership.
Mr. Patteaon's salary, Ques. (Mr. Hay) 111;

Appointment, M. forO . C. and Cor,, 130.
Accounts and salary, 1874-78, M. for Pap.

(Mr. Macmillan) 1757.
Toronto Savings Bank, Selllng Powers,

B. No. 26 (Air. Cameron, North wtoria).
1°, 140; 2°, 825; Com. of W. and report-

ed and 30*, 1470. (42 Vie., e. 55.)
Tracadie Harbour, Dredging of

istention of Govt., Ques.(*r. ML<ade) 223.

racadie, Lazaretto, support of.
Claim of N. B. Govt., on Mr. Burpee's M.

for Cor. (Mr. Anqlin) 1401.

Trade Marks and Designs B. No. 82 (Air.
Pope, Compton).

Res. in Com. of W., 1292; reported and B.
1°*, 1293; 20s, Com. of W. and reported
and 30*, 1594. (42 Vie., e. 22.)

Traverse, Navigation of
Improvement of, Ques. (Mr. Laurier) 1755.

Trent River Navigation Works.
Transfer to Ont. Govt., M. for Pap. (Mr.

Keeler) 104.
Address, refd. to Sel. Com. (Mr. Keeler) 904,

1025.
Trials, Speedy (M1fr. McDonald's B.) See

t Speedy Trials."

Trinity House, Montreal (Mr. Pope's B.)
See " Montreal."

TRow, Mr.
Pacific Ry., Sec. " B," Cent. (Ques.) 547.
Newspaper postage, abolition (Ques.) 547.
Cardinal, Régis, dismI. of on M. for Pap., 585.
Inland Revenue refunds (M. for Ret.) 920.
Tarf'-W. & M. Res., on 20 and Mr. Mac-

kenzie's Amt., 1113; Res. 11, on 2*-
(Books, &c.) 1342 ; (Corn) 1350.

Pacific Ry. Act, 1874, Amt. B. 116 (Mr.
Tupper) on Res. in Com., 1960.

Tug, Wrecking. See " Sarak E. Br-
ant."

Truro and rictou Rj. Transfer Act Amt.,
B. No. 58 (Mr. Tupper).

10, 610; 2°, 1238; Com. of W. and reportede,
1241 ; 3° m., 1504; Amt., to refer back to
Com. of W. (Mr. Brecken) 1505; neg. on
a div., 1508; 3°, 1508. (42 Vic., o. 12.)

Truro and Pictou Ry.
Transfer of, M. for Pap. (Mr. Doull) 1763.

TUPPER, Mr.
Public Works, Report (presented) 26.
Pacifle Railway Tenders (Ans.) 26, 824.
Carillon Dam, completion (An..) 42; on M.

for Ret., 45.
G. T. R., Riv. du Loup Branch, on M. for

Cor., 47; (An.) 73.
Railways and Canals, certain expenditure,

on M. for Ret., 47.
Chambly Canal, widening (An.) 48.
Shelburne Harbour Light (And.) 48.
Intercol. Ry. Dismissals, on M. for Pap, 5m.

" Halifax Terminus (Ans.) 6&
" Act$, A&mt. (An..) 66.

Arbitrators' Awards, Appeal (Ans.) 66.
Windsor Branch Ry. (Ans.) 73.
St. Francis and Yamaska LEs., (Ans.) 74.
Burlington Bay Canal Piers, (Ans.) 74.
Rivière à la Graisse, Survey (Ans.) 74.
Manitoba, Transportation to, arrangements

(Ans.) 75.
Debates, Reporting, on M. to ratify Cont.,

94-6.
Manitoba, Emigrant Sheds (Ans.) 111.
Rimouski Wharf Improvement (4uu,4 Nr.

Langevin) 112.
Toronto PostmasbeMhip, o e. hr O., 131.
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TUPPER, Mr.-Con.
Intercol. Ry., Halifax City Ry., on proposed

Bill (Mr. Cockburn) 138.
Intercol Ry., Ste, Flavie Land Claims (Ans.)

491.
Public servants, money due from, recovery

(Ans.) 140.
Beauharnois Canal, enlargenient (Ans.) 141.
St. Anne's Lock, widening (Ans.) 141.
Newfield, Capt. Purdy's disuissal, on M.

for Cor., 141, 144, 145.
Negro Point Breakwater, Repair (Ans.) 222.
Pacific Ry., bringing down reports (Ans.)

222.
Stratford, Govt. Offices,,erection (Ans.) 222.
North River, Dredging of (Ans.) 223.
Woodward's Cove, N. B., appropriation for

(Ans.) 223.
Tracadie Harbour, dredging of (Ans.) 223.
Public Works Conts. (1873-79) on M. for

Pap., 236.
TarifT-Budget, on the, 454; comments in

reply to Mr. Mackenzie, 469-70,-508-9.
W. & M, Res. 11, on 20-(Coal) 1427;
(Pig iron) 1448. On Mr. Tilley's per-
sonal explan., 1458. (Stone, building)
1484; (Sugars) 1490-1. H. E.'s despatch-
es (Remarks) 1729.

Shelburne, fog whistle for (Ans.) 489.
Coal on Govt. Rys., shipment at false rates,

(Ans.) 490; do., and sales to Govt. officials,
on M for Ret., 654.

Petite Rivière, Breakwater for (Ans.) 490.
St. Simon, Wharf for (Ans.) 490.
Port Hood, [larbour improvement (Ans.) 490.
Paris Exhibition, delay of medals (Ans.) 490.
Bay St. Paul Wharf, completion (Ans.) 490.
Dorchester Penitentiary, Robertson, dismis-

sal, on M. for Pap., 492-5.
Miramichi Marine Hospital, state of, on M.

for Pap., 498.
Harbours, Canadian, expenditure on, &c., on

M. for Ret., 499, 502.
Rocher Bay Pier, erection.(Ans.) 546.
Grosse Isle Sheds, rebuilding (Ans., for Mr.

Pope) 547.
Pacifie Ry., Sect. ' B" cont. (Ans.) 547.
Ryland, Mr., claim of, on M. for Pap., on Q.

of Proced., 550.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,

551, 605 ; (Q. of Ord.) 598.
Judges' Salaries, Quebec (Ans., for 31r. Mc-

donald) 563.
Lavoie, Capt, dismissal of (Ans.) 563; on

M. for orders te, 920, 1581-2.
L'Assomption R., deepening of (Ans.) 563.
Truro and Pictou Ry. Act Amt. (B. 58, 1°)

610; on 2", 1238-41; on 30, 1504-7-8.
Railway Act, 1868, Amt. (B. 59, 1°?)

610; withdn., 1587.
Pacifie Ry. Act Amt. (B. 60, 10) 611.
Pacific Ry., Conts. A. and B. (submited)

611; (Remarks) 944.
Eastern Extension Ry., coal rolling stock

for (Ans.) 652.
New Westminster, P.O., construction (Ans.)

ood ridge at, on M. for Pap., 653-4.
Port Staa 1y1fnue and Expenditure, on

M. for Pap., S8.

TUPPER, Mr.-Con.
B C.,Ry. Reserves,squatters'rights (Ans.) 827.
Arisaig Pier, improvement (Ans.) 827.
Metapedia, disposal of Ry. buildings, on M.

for Ret., 82D.
Ventilation of Chamber, on M. for Com., 858.
Presqu'Isle Bay, dredging of (Ans.) 904.
Murray Canal, construction of (Ans.) 904.
Intercol. Ry., Murray & Co's. claims, on M.

for Pap., 917.
Intercol. ly., Stark, reml , on M. for Pap.. 919.
Yarmouth Dyking Co. B. 46 (Mr. Killam)

on M. into Comn., 921.
Elections Act Amt. B. 19 (Mr. Casey) on

2°,941-2. 6
Pacific Ry. Conts., Engrs.' reports offered

confidentiallyto Leader of Opp., 1080; al
reports will be tabled (Remarks) 1083.

Census and Statisties B. 67 (Mr. Pope) in
Com. of W., 1234.

Receiver-Genl. and Min. of P. W. (B. 66,
1') 741 ; in Com. of W., 1241-2.

Cheticamp Harbour, dredging of (Ans.) 1249.
McNair's Cove Pier, repair (Ans.) 1249.
Washademoak R., dredging (Ans.) 1250.
Vancouver I., Canial for east side (Ans.) 1250.
Intercol. Ry., Bouchard, disml., on M. for

Pap., reasons for such Ms. (Remarks) 1256.
Ont. and Pacif. Junct. Ry. B. 27 (Mr. Wil-

liams) on Senate Amts, 1290.
Supreme Ct. Act Repeal B. 84 (Mr. Keeler)

on 20 and Q. of Proced, 1377.
Northern Ry. Act Amt. B. 64 (Mr. White)

on 2", 1395.
Campbell's Cove, P.E.1., Breakwater for

(Ans.) 1397.
Kootenay R., clearing of (Ans.) 1397.
Intercol Ry., Bourdeau, di:ml. of, on M. for

Pap., 1398.
B. C. Penitentiary, construction of, on M.

for Pap., 1409.
Montreal Harbour Dues B. 88 (Mr. Pope)

on Res. in Com., 1502.
Supply-Estimates: Legislation (Commons,

Dep. Clk.) 1542 ; Pub. Works, Cap.
(Intercol., to Deep Water, St. John)
1643; (Nut-locks) 1643-4; (St. John,
Passenger Station) 1645; (Pacifie Ry )
1645-6-8-9; (Georgian Bay Br.) 1648;
(Canals, Lachine) 1649; (Cornwall) 1649;
(Welland) 1650-2-3-4-5-7-8; (Buildings,
Ottawa, snow-shovelling) 1661; Pub.
Works, Inc. (Navigable Rivers, Quebec
Harbour) 1662; (Pub. Buildings, Ont.)
1662; (Que.) 1663; (N.B.) 1663; (Harbours,
&c., Ont.) 1664-5-6 ; (Que.) 1666 ; (N.B.)
1666; (N.S.) 1667; Miscellaneous (Tele-
graph Subsidies) 1668; Collection of
Revenues (Customas, Salaries, &c.) 1691;
(Weights & Meas., Salaries) 1719, 1722;
(Maintenance, Canals, Welland) 1726-7-8.
(Remarks) Kamouraska and Paspebiac
Mail Service, 1729.

Suppl. Estimates, 18'78-79: Pub. Wka.,
Cap. (Intercol. Ry., Murray's claim)
1833-5 ; Pub. Works,Jnc. (Harbours,
&c., Oak Point, N.8.) 1836.

Suppl. Estimates, 1879-80; Pub. Wks.,
Cap. (Pacific Ry., W. of Red R.)
1849, 1880-1.
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TcJPPER, Mr.-Con.
Conc.: (Intercol. Ry., to Deep Water,

St. John) 1857-8-9; (Nut-locks)
1859-60; (Ottawa Drill Shed) 1861 ;
(Intercol. Ry.) 1865-6-7-9, 1870-2-3;
(Mr. Piché's gratuity) 1873; (Pacific
Ry., Wallace's claim) 1877.

Bayfield, N.B., Breakwater (Ans.) 1550.
C. Tormentine, Govt. Br. Ry. (Anw.) 1550-1.
Port Elgin Harb. Improvemt. (Ans.) 1551.
Pacific Ry. Route W. of Selkirk (Ans.) 1551.
Canada and Detroit Bridge Co. B. 101 (Mr.

Kilvert) 1586.
Ry. Acts Consolid. (B, 98, 10*) 1550 ; on

20, 1703-4-5-6; in Com., 1711-12-13-14-
15; on 3°, 1716.

W. & A. and W. C. Rys., settlement
(Ans.) 1756.

Public Lands Acts Consolid. (B. 107, 1°*)
1765.

Statutory Holidays B. 57 (Mr. Domville) on
M. tor 30 and Mr. Holton's Amt., for
"hoist," 1766.

Anticosti, &c., Telegraph Subsidy (B. 111,
1° and 21) 1796.

'ynamite explosion, Stratford (Remarks)
1800.

Pacific Ry. Act, 1874, Amt. (B. 116); Res.
propd., 1886; on Res., 1895, 1909, 1916-18,
1954; in Com., 1960-4; on conc., Res. 1,
1965, 1974-6-8 ; Res. 12, 1979 ; B. 1°, 20
and 30*, 1979.

Riv. du Loup Br., G.T.R., purchase (B.
119) Res., in Com., 1982; Res., on cone.,
1992-6.

Quebec Constitutional Question: in Debate,
on 3 of Supply B., 2002.

Twenty-first Battalion, No. 1 Company.
Drill of, 1873-74, M. for Ret. (Mr. Tellier)

505.

Union Ass. Co. of Canada, B. No. 86 (Mr.
Kilvert).

1°*,; 221 ; 2n*, 312.

U. S. Direct Cable Co. extension of
powers to Canada, B. N<o. 47 (Mr. Mc-
Carthy).

1°*, 338; B. withdn.*, 1696.
United States Ves8els, &c. See "nAmeri-

can."
UJsury, .rohibition of (Mr. Méttot's B.)

See i Interest.

VALIN, Mr.
St. Lawrence, Harbours, provisioning ( M.for

Conts.) 70.
Grosse Isle, Pub. Works (M. for Conta.) 70.
American Vessels, Registration of (M. for

Pap.) 180.
Northern Light (M. for Ret., respccting) 235;

agreed to, 684.
Cardinal, Régis4disml. of, on M. for Pap., 572.
Pilote'. Fund, managemt. (M. for Pet.) 675.
Official Assignees, Que., proceedings of (M.

for Ret.) 919.
Tar..-W. & M. Res., on 2°, 994. Res.

11, on 2°-.(Wheat-lour) on Mr. Vallée's.
Amt., 1362; (Cpsl) ,1433.; (Wines) 1480;
(Sugma) 1489.

VALIN, Mr--Con.
Statutory Holidays B. 57 (Mr. Domville)

on M. for 3° and Mr. Brooks's Amt., 1768.
Supply-Estimates: Ocean Service (Dom.

Steamers) 1670.

VALLÉE, Mr.
Intercol. Ry., dismisesals, &c., on M. for Pap.

(AMt.) 57.
Quebec Walls, improvtiment (Quea.) 60; (M.

for Rat.) 67.
Railways, Loans to (M. for Ret.) 63.
Debates, Reporting, on M. to ratify cont.,

100.
Bic, Seigniory, Fishing rights (Ques.) 111;

(M.for Pap.) 137.
Rimouski, works at Matane, &c., on M. fAr

Ret., 115.
Tobacco, Canadian, 1873-79 (M. jor Ret.)

119.
Insolvency Laws, on M. for Sel. Com, (Amt.

propd.) 217; (withdn.) 219.
Lady Head, loss of, &c. (M. for Rets.) 549.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M, for Pap,

563, 565.
Courrier du Canada, on Mr. Huntington's

statement, 613.
Hemlock Bark, export duty (Ques.) 651.
Rails, old, disposal of (M. for Rej.) 837.
Yarmouth Dyking Co. B. 46 (Mr. Killam)

on M. into Com., 922.
Quebec Constitutional Question, on Premier's

statements, 985.
Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 20 and Mr. Mac.

kenzie's Amt., 1101 ; Res. 11, on 24
(Wheat flour) (Ami.,free) 1362.

Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 15 (Mr. Bé.
chard) on 20 and Mr. Girouard's Amts.,
1779.

Vallée, Stanislas, Montmagny.
Postmaster, dismissal of, M. for Pap. (Mr.

Landry) 835.

Vancouver Island. See "Brit. Columbia."
Ventilation of Chamber.

Remarks (Mr. Charlton and others).858.
Veseels, American, Registration.

In Canada, M. for Pets. (Mr. ralin) 180.
Veterans, of 1812 & 1837. See " Militia."
Volunteers for War Service, recently.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Bunster) 665.
WADE, Mr.

Windsor Branch and W. & A. Rys. (M. for
Rets. respecting) 844.

Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 2°, 951.
WALLACE, Mr. (South Norfolk).

Tarif-W. & M., Res. 11, où 2-(Cheese)
1421; (Shovels, Tools, &c.) 1482.

National Currency (Res. propd.) 1550.
Blake, Vice-Chancellor, conduct of (Re-

marks) 1991.
Wallace's Claiee. See i PAcIia RE ."

Washademoak River, Dredqing of.
Completion, Ques. ( r. Eing) ie.

Washington Treaty. See th%é ep
subjects theref.

TU? VA L [MEs&ION, 1879.}
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Waterley, D. R., St. John P. O.
Clerk, dismissal of, damages, Ques. (Mr.

Domville) 1249.
WAYS AND MEANS.

M. into Com. and Budget Speech (Mr. Tilley)
409; Debate, 430; Res. agreed to and re•
ported, 475.

For further proceedings in House and in
Com., see " TARip Il and <- Supply Bill."

Weedherõe, Judqe. Appointmenlt A/
M. for Cor. (Mr. Doull) 842.

Weeds Destruction Companies.
Bill, M. for Cor. (Mr. Nousseau) 46.

Weight, French (kfr. Cmsgrain's B.) See
aFrench Weight."

Weights and Measures.
Standard, cost of, M.for Ret. (Mr. Oliver) 65.
Inspectors, intentions of Govt., Ques. (Mr.

Merner) 71.
Act, working of, M. for Pap. (Mr. Robert4on,

Hamilton) 88.
Supply-.discussion in, 1718.

Weights and Measures Act, 1879, Amt. B.
No. 87 (Mr. Baby).

Res. in Com. of W., 1501 ;1", 1501 ; 20,
1841 ; Com. of W,, 1841; reported., 1848;
30*, 1848. (42 Vc., e. 16.)

WELDON, Mr.
Newfield, Capt. Purdy's dismissal, on M. for

Corý, 157.
Negro Pt. Breakwater, .intention (Ques.) 222.
St. John Penitentiary, Provincial claims

(M. for Cor.) 239; M. amd. and agreed
to, 240.

Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,
599, 600.

Tarif -W. & M. Res., on 2", 795-8 ; on
Mr. Domville's speech, 801. On Mr.
Tilley's personal explan., 1459.

Supreme Ct. Act Repeal B. 84 (Mr. Keeler)
on 20, 1383.

Insolvençy Laws Repeal B. 85 (Mr. Colby)
on M. for 29 and Mr. Béchard's Amt.,
1613.

Welland Canal.
Smith, John B., dismissal, M. for Ret. (31r.

Rykert) 48.
Enlargement, expenditure, M. for Ret. (Air.

Cartwright) 47.
McMahon, Jam',s A., conduct of, M. for Rot.

(Mr. Rykert) 60.
Employés' names, &c., M. for Rot. (Mr. Mc-

Calltsm) 104.
Land damages, Haldimand and Monck, M.

for Rot. (Mr. McCallum) 106.
Damages, caused and paid, 1878, M. for

Ret. (Mr. McCallum) 179.
Supplies purchased, 1873-79, M. for Ret.

(Mr. Bundg) 185; 1871-78 (Mr. Tkompson,
Haldimand) 673.

Damages by schooner Louise, M. for Cor.
(Mr. McCallum)830.

Qakà supply for, M. for Cor. (Mr. Stephe-non)

p , ecussion in, 1649, 1726.
te to, 1877-79, M. for Ret.

DEX.] WEL WHI

Welland, Mars/i Lands in.
Govt. claims, M. for Cor. (Mr. McCallum)

672.

Welhand Ry. Co. Debentures coaverson,
&e., B. No. 12 (Mr. Drew).

1o, 88; 2°, 111 ; Com. of W. and report-
ed*, 629; 3°-, 650. (42 Vic., e. 60).

Western Blocc, Ottawa, xtension.
Expense of, M. for Ret. (Air. White, Card-

well) 920.
Western Counties Ry.

Settlement with W. & A. Ry., Ques. (Mr.
Borden) 73; (Mr. Longley) 1756. Windsor
Br., earnings of, claims, etc., M. for Ret.
(Ar. Wade) 844.

West Jni.es, Steamer, subsidy to.
Supply,-discussion in, 1853.

Westminster, B. C., Post-oße.
Erection of, Ques. (Mr. McInnes) 652.

WHIITE, Mr. (Cardwell).
Debates, Reporting, on M. to ratify Cont.,

100.
Pub. Works Conts., recent (M. for Rek.)

125.
Quebec Harbour Works and Graving Dock

(M.for Ret.) 188.
Quebec Constitutional Question, on M. for

Res., 294.
Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for

Pap., 577-8.
Northern Ry. Act Amt. (B. 64, 10) 738;

(withdn.) 1730.
Trent R. Navigation Works, on M. for

Com., 910.
Western Building, Ottawa, expenditure on

(M.for Ret.) 920.
Elections Act Amt. B. 19 (Mr. Casey) on

2Q, 932-9.
1Tarf-W. & M. Res., on 21, 1028, 1068;

Res. 4, Tea and Coffee, differential, on
2, 1330; Res. 11, on 2 0 -(Books, &c.)
1343; (Carriages) 1419. On Mr. Dom-
ville's personal explan., 1455.

Marine Telegraphs Act Repeal B. 44 (Mr.
Carthy) on 2°, 1281-2.

Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 85 (Mr. Colby)
on M. for 20 and Mr. Béchard's Amt.,
1615; B. 15 (Mr. Béchard) in Com., on
Mr. Girouard's Amts., 1778.

Supply-Estimates: Public Works, Cap.
(Canals, Welland) 1659-60.

Ry. Acts consolid. B. 98 (Mr. Tupper) on
2°, 1714.

Pacific Ry. Act, 1874, Amt. B. 116 (Mr.
Tupper) on propd. Re@., 1934; personal
remarks, 1939.

WHITE, Mr. (East Hastings).
Introduction, 293.
Controvd. 2dlections Act Amt. B. 4 (Mr.

McCarthy) on M. for reference to Com.,
853.

Elections Act Amt. B. 19 (Mr. Casey) on
20, 928.

Tart--Res. 11, on 2--(Agricult. Imple-
mts.) 1338; (Cheese) 1422-4.

8upply-Estimiates- Publie Works; Ine.
Buildings , QU*.) 18024.



WHI woo
WHITE, Mr. (North Renfrew).

Carillon Dam (M. for Rel.) 45.
Trent R. Navigation Works, on M. for Com.,

910.
Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 2, 952.
Contagious Diseases, Animals, B. 55 (Mr.

Pope) 1248.
Insolvency Laws Repeal B. 85 (Mr. Colby)

on M. for 20 and M.. Béchard's Amt.,
1611.

Ry. Acts Consolid. B. 98 (Mr. Tupper) on
2-, 1705.

Supply-Estimates: Collection of Revenues
(Excise, Culling) 1716-17-18.

Statutory Holidays B. 57 (Mr. Domville) in
Com., 1766; on M. for 39 and Mr. Brooks's
Amt., 1767.

Weights and Meas. Laws Consolid. B. 87
(Mr. Baby) in Com, 1847.

Wilkins, Judge, Resiqnation of
M. for Cor. (ilr. Doull) 842.

WILLIAMS, Mr.
Ont. and Pacif. Junct. Ry. Act. Amt. (B.

27, IQ) 140.
Appointments, &o., 1873 and 1878 (. for

Cabinet Cor.) 491.
Supply-Estimates: Militia (Brigade Ma-

jors) 1633.

Windsor and Annapolis Ry.
Earnings of, claims, &c., M. for Ret. (Mr.

Wade) 844. See also " Western Counties
Ry."

Woodstock, N. B., Bridge at.
M. for Pap. (Mr. Connell) 653.

Woodstock, N.B., Mail Service.
Postal Car for, Ques. (Mr. Connell) 652.

WIf TOQ u

Woodward's Cove, Grand Manan.
Re-vote, intention, Ques. (Mr. Gillmor.) 223.

Wr.eking, A ner., in Canadian Waters.
M. for Cor., since 1874 (Mr. Stephenson)

1405.

Wrecking Tug, American.
Seizure of, M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson, Ham-

ilton) 119; Resumed Debate, 680; M.
agreed to, 684.

WRIGHT, Mr.
Weights and Meas. Laws Consolid. B. 87

(Mr. Baby) in Com., 1848.

Yainaska River, Dredging, &c.
Intention of Govt., Ques. (Mr. Gill) 74.
M. for Pap. respecting (Mr. Massue) 106.

Yarmouth Dyking Co. Incorp. B. No. 46
(Mr. Killam).

1°*, 338; M. into Com. of W., 921 ; order
dischgd. and B. withdn., 924.

Yarwood, C. St. G., Chippewa.
Landing wqiter, superannuation,

Pap. (Mr. Bunting) 675.
M. for

YEO, Mr.
Cascumpec Harbour, improvement, M. for

Reps. (seconded) 87.
Fishery Award, P.E.I. claims (Ques.) 74;

(M. for Cor.) 241, 247; (M. withdn.) 251;
(Ques.) 1756.

Cardinal, Régis, dismissal of, on M. for Pap.,
586.

Tarif-W. & M. Res., on 2° and Mr. Mac-
kenzie's Amt., 1171.

Capes Tormentine and Traverse, Branch Bys.
(Ques.) 1550.

York, North R., Election.
Judge's Report, 58.


